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[UNITED STATlilS,

Bulletin 107.]

Department of the interior. (U. S. geological survey),

ADVERTISEMENT.
[Bulletin No. 107.]

The publications of the United States Geological Survey are issued in accordance with the statute
approved March 3, 1879, which declares that"The publications of the Geological Survey shall consist of the annual report of operations, geological
and economic maps illustrating the resources and classification of the lands, and reports upon general
and economic geology and paleontology. The annual report of operations of the Geological Survey
shall accompany the annual report of the Secretary of the Interior. .All special memoirs and reports
of said Survey shall be issued in uniform quarto series if deemed necessary by the Director, but otherwise in ordinary octavos. Three thousand copies of each shall be published for scientific exchanges
and for sale at the price of publication; and all literary and cartographic materials received in exchange
shall be the property of the United States and form a part of the library of the organization; and the
money resulting-from the sale of such publications shall be covered into the Treasury of the United
States."
On July 7, 1882, the following joint resolution, referring to all Government publications, was passed
by Congress:
"That whenever any document or report shall be ordered printed by Congress, there shall be printed,
in addition to the number in each case stated, the 'usual number' (734) of copies _for binding and
distribution among those entitled to receive them."
Except in those cases in which an extra number of any publication has been supplied to the Survey
by special resolution of Congress or has been ordered by the Secretary of the Interior, this office has
no copies for gratuitous distribution.
ANNUAL REPORTS.
I. First Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, by Clarence King. 1880. so. 79pp.
1 map.-A preliminary report describing plan of organization and publications.
II. Second Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1880-'81, liy J. W. Powell. 1882.
s0 • Iv, 588 pp. 62 pl. 1 map.
m. Third Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1881:..'82, by J. W. Powell. 1883.
s0 • xviii, 564 pp. 67 pl. and maps.
IV. Fourth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1882-'83, by J. W. Powell. 1884.
8°. xxxii, 473 pp. 85 pl. and maps.
V. Fifth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1883-'84, by J. w. Powell. 1885.
so. xxxvi, 469 pp. 58 pl. and maps.
VI. Sixth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1884-'85, by J. W. Powell. 1885.
s0 • xxix, 570 pp. 65 pl. and maps.
VII. Seventh Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1885-'86, byJ. W. Powell. 1888.
s0 • xx, 656 pp. 71 pl. and maps.
VIII. Eighth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1886-'87, by J. W. Powell. 1889.
8°. 2pt. xix, 474, xii pp. 53 pl. and maps; 1 p. 1., 475-1063 pp. 54-76 pl. and maps.
IX. Ninth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1887-'88, by J. W. Powell. 1889.
s0 • xiii, 717 pp. 88 pl. and maps.
X. Tenth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1888-'89, by J. W. Powell. 1890.
go. 2 pt. xv, 774 pp. 98 pl. and maps; viii, 123 pp.
XI. Eleventh.A.nnual Report of the United States Geological Survey. 1889-'90, by J. W. Powell. 1891.
8°. 2 pt. xv, 757 pp. 66 pl. and maps; ix, 351 pp. 30 pl.
XII. Twelfth.A.nnualReportofthe United States Geological Survey, 1890-'91, byJ. W. Powell. 1891.
8°. 2 pt. xiii, 675 pp. 53 pl. and maps; xviii, 576 pp. 146 pl. and maps.
XIII. Thirteenth Annual Report of the Unitecl States Geological Survey, 18.91-'92, by J. W. Powell,
1893. 8°. 3 pt.
MONOGRAPHS.

I. Lake Bonneville, by Grove Karl Gilbert. 1890. 4°. xx, 438 pp. 51 pl. 1 map. Price $1.50.
IT. Tertiary History of the Grand Call.on District, with atlas, by Clarence E. Dutton, Capt. U.S. A.
1882. 4°. xiv, 264 pp. 42 pl. and atlas of 24 shMts folio. Price $10.00.
I

II

ADVERTISEMENT.

III. Geology of the Comstock Lode and the Was hoe District, with atlas, by George F. Becker. 1882,
7 pl. and atlas of 21 sheets folio. Price $11.00.
IV. Comstock Mining anc1 Miners, by Eliot Lord. 1883. 4°. xiv, 451 pp. 3 pl. Price $1.50.
V. The Copper-Bearing Rocks of Lake Superior, by Roland Duer Irving. 1883. 4°. xvi, 4M PP·
151. 29 pl. and maps. Price $1.85.
VI. Contributions to the Knowledge of the Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, by Willfam Monis
.Fontaine. 1883. 4°. xi, 144 pp. 54 1. 54 pl. Price $1.05.
VII. Silver-Lead Deposits of Eureka, Nevada, by Joseph Story Curtis. 1884. 4°. xiii, 200 pp. 16
J)l. Price $1.20.
·
·
Vll. Paleontology of the Eureka District, by Charles Doolittle Walcott. 1884. 4°. xiii, 298 PP·
:241. 24 pl. Price $1.10.
IX. Brachiopoda and Lamellibranchiata of the Raritan Clays and Greensand Marls of New Jersey,
'by Robert P. Whitfield. 1885. 4°. xx, 338 pp. 35 pl. 1 map. Price $1.15.
X. Dinocerata. A Monograph of au Extinct Order of Gigantic Mammals, by Othniel Charles Marsh
1886. 4°. xviii, 243 pp. 561. 56 pl. Price $2.70.
XI. Geological History of Lake Lahontan, a Quaternary Lake of Northwestern Nevada, by Israel
rcook Russell. 1885. 4°. xiv, 288 pp. 46 pl. and maps. Price $1.75.
XII. Geology and Mining Industry of Leadville, Colorado, with atlas, by Samuel Franklin Emmons.
:1886. 1°. xxix, 770 pp. 45 pl. and atlas of 35 sheets folio. Price $8.40.
XIII. Geology of the Quicksilver Deposits of the Pacific Slope, with atlas, by George F. Becker,
188'8. 4°. xix, 486 pp. 7 pl. and atlas of 14 sheets folio. Price $2.00.
XIV. Fossil Fishes and Fossil Plants of the Triassic Rocks of New Jersey and the Connecticut Valey, by John S. Newberry. 1888. 4°. xiv, 152 pp. 26 pl. Price $1.00.
XV. The Potomac or Younger Mesozoic Flora, by William Morris Fontaine. 1889. 4°. xiv, 377
:pp. 180 pl. Text and plates bound separately. Price $2.50.
·
XVI. The Paleozoic Fishes of North America, by John Strong Newberry. 1889. 4°. 340 pp. 53 pl.
.iPrice $1.00.
XVII. The Flora of the Dakota Group, a posthumous work, by Leo Lesquereux. Edited by F. H.
'.Knowlton. 1891. 4°. 400 pp. 66 yl. Price $1.10.
XVIII. Gasteropoda and Cephalopoda of the Raritan Clays and Greensand Marls of New Jersey,
i.by Robert P. Whitfield. 1891. 4°. 402 pp. 50 pl. Price $1.00.
XIX. ThePenokeeiron-Bearing Series of Northern Wisconsin and Michigan, by Roland D. Irring
:and C. R. Van Hise. 1892. 4°. xix, 534 pp. 37 pl.
XX. Geology of the Eureka District, Nevada, with atlas, by Arnold Hague. 1892. 4°. 419 pp. 8 pL
In press:
XXI. The Tertiary Rhynchophorous Coleoptera of North America, by Samuel Hubbard Scudder.
XXII . .A. Manual of Topographic Methods, by Henry Gannett, chief topographer.
XXIII. Geology of the Green Mountains in Massachusetts, by Raphael Pumpelly, J. E ..wour,
'T. Nelson Dale, and Bayard T. Putnam.

4P. xv, 422 pp.

~n preparation:
-Mollusca and Crustacea of the Miocene Formations of New Jersey, by R. P. Whitfield.
- Sauropoda, by O. C. Marsh.
- tegosauria, by 0. C. Marsh.
- Brontoth ridre, by O. C. Marsh.
- Report on tho Denver Coal Ba in, by S. F. Emmons.
- Report on ilver Cliff and Ten-Milo Mining Districts, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons.
-Tho Glacial Lake Agassiz, by Warren Upham.
BULLETINS.
1. On Hyporstheno-.A.ndesite and on Triclinic Pyroxene in Augitic Rocks, by Whitman Cross, w:ith a
eological k tchofBuffaloPcaks,Colorado,by .F.Emmons. 1883. go, 42pp. 2pl. Pricel0cen •
2. old and ilver Conv r ion Tabl , giving tho coining values of troy ounces of fine metal, etc., com·
l)nt 1 by Alb rt William , .jr. 1 3. 8°. 8 pp. Price 5 cents.
3. nth F ssilFaunas of the pp rD vonhn, alongthemericlianof 76030', from Tompkins County
T( w York, to Bradford Connty, P nnsylvauia, by H nry
. Williams. 1884. go. 36 pp. Price 5 cen •
4. n M ozoic Fo ils, by Cbarl •s . Whit . 1 -!. so. 36 pp. 9 pl. Pric 5 cents.
5.
ictionary of .A.ltitud in tho United 'tat ij, compiled by Henry Gannett. 1884. 8°. 325pp.
Pric<· 20 ·nt .
ominion of Canada, b:, J. W. poncer. 1884. go. 43 pp. Price 5 cents.

ADVERTISEMENT.
10. On the Cambrian Faunas of North America. Preliminary studies, by Charles·Doolittle Walcott.
1884. 8°. 74 pp. 10 pl. Price 5 cents.
11. On the Quaternary and Recent Mollusca of the Great Basin; with Descriptions of New Forµis.
by R. Ellsworth Call. Introduced by a sketch of the Quaternary Lakes of the Great Basin,- by G. K.
Gilbert. 1884. 8°. 66 pp. 6 pl. Price 5 cents.
12. A Crystallographic Study of the Thinolite of Lake Lahontan, by Edward S. Dana. 1884. 8°.
34 pp. 3 pl. Price 5 cents.
13. Boundaries of the United States and of the several States and Territories, with a Historjcal
Sketch of the Territorial Changes, by Henry Gannett. 1885. 8°. 135 pp. Price 10 cents.
14. The Electrical and Magnetic Properties of the ·rron-Carburets, by Carl Barus and Vincent
Strouhal. 1885. 8°. 238 pp . Price 15 cents.
15. On the Mesozoic and Cenozoic Paleont-Ology of California, by Charles A. White. 1885. 8°. 33 pp.
Price 5 cents.
16. On the Higher Devonian Faunas of Ontario County, New York, by John M; Clarke. 1885. 8°.
86 pp. 3 pl. Price 5 cents.
17. On the Development of Crystallization in the Igneous Rocks of Washoe, Nevada, with notes on
the Geology of the District, by Arnold Hague and Joseph P. Iddings. 1885. 8<?. 44 pp. .P rice 5
cents.
18. On Marine Eocene, Fresh-water Miocene, and other Fossil Mollusca of Western North America,
by Charlea A. White. 1885. 8°. 26 pp. 3 pl. Price 5 cents.
19. Notes on the Stratigraphy of California, by George F. Becker. 1885. 8°. 28 pp. Price 5 cents.
20. Contributions to the Mineralogy of the Rocky Mountains, by Whitman Cross and W. F. Hillebrand. 1885. 8°. 114 pp. 1 pl. Price 10 cents.
21. The Lignites of the Great Sioux Reservation. A Report on the Region between the Grand and
Moreau Rivers, Dakota, by Bailey Willis. 1885. 8°. 16 pp. 5 pl. Price 5 cents.
22. On New Cretaceous Fossils from California, by Charles A. White. 1885. 8°. 25 pp. 5. pl.
Price 5 cents.
23. Observations on the Junction between the Eastern Sandstone and the Keweenaw Series on Keweenaw Point, Lake Supe-rior, by R. D. Irving and T. C. Chamberlin. 1885. 8°. 124 pp. 17 pl.
Price 15 cents.
24. List of Marine Mollusca, comprising the Quaternary Fossils and ·recent forms from American
Localities between Cape Hatteras and Cape Roque, including the Bermudas, by William Healy Dall.
1885. 8°. 336 pp. Price 25 cents.
·
25. The Present Technical Condition of the Steel Industry of the United States, by Phineas Ba.mes.
1885. .go. 85 pp. Price 10 cents.
26. Copper Smelting, by Henry M. Howe. 1885. 8°. 107 pp. Price 10 cents,
27. Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the fiscal year
1884-'85. 1886. 8°. 80 pp. Price 10 cents.
28. The Gabbros and Associated Hornblende Rocks occurring in the neighborhood of Baltimore,
Mel., by George Huntington Williams. 1886. 8°. 78 pp. 4 pl. Price 10 cents.
29. On the Fresh-water Invertebrates of the North American Jurassic, by Charles A. White. 1886.
so. 41 pp. 4 pl. Price 5 cents.
30. Second Contribution to the Studies on the Cambrian Faunas of North America, by Charles Doolittle Walcott. 1886. 8°. 369 pp. 33 pl. Price 25 cents.
.
31. Systematic Review of our Present Knowledge of Fossil Insects, including Myriapods and Arachnids, by Samuel Hubbard Scudder. 1886. 8°. 128 pp. Price 15 cents.
.
32. Lists and Analyses of the Mineral Springs of the United States; a Preliminary Study, by Albert
C. Peale. 1886. 8°. 235 pp. Price 20 cents.
33. Notes on the Geology of Northern California, by J. S. Diller. 1886. 8°. 23 pp. Price 5 cents.
34. On the r elation of the Laramie Molluscan Fauna to that of the succeeding Fresh-water _Eocene
and other groups, by Charles A. White. 1886. 8°. 54 pp. 5 pl. Price 10 cents.
35. Physical Properties of the Iron-Carburets, by Carl Barus and Vincent Strouhal. 1886. so. 62
pp. Price 10 cents.
36. Subsidence of Fine Solid Particles in Liquids, by Carl Barus. 1886. so. 58 pp. Price 10 cents.
37. Types of the Laramie Flora, by Lester F. Ward. 1887. s0 • 354 pp. 57 pl. Price 25 cents .
38. Peridotite of Elliott County, Kentucky, by J. S. Diller. 1887. 8°. 31 pp. 1 pl. Price 5 cents.
39. The Upper Beaches and Deltas of the Glacial Lake Agassiz, by Warren Upham. 1887. so. 84
pp. 1 pl. Price 10 cents.
40. Changes in River Courses in Washington Territory due to Glaciation, by Bailey Willis. 1887.
8°. 10 pp. 4 pl. Price 5 cents.
41. On the Fossll Faunas of the Upper Devonian-the Genesee Section, New York, by Henry S.
Williams. 1887. 8°. 121 pp. 4 pl. Price 15 cents.
42. Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the fiscal year
1885-'86. F. W. Clarke, chief chemist. 1887. 8° . 152 pp. 1 pl. Price 15 cents.
43 . Tertiary and Cretaceous Strata of the Tuscaloosa, Tombigbee, and Alabama Rivers, by Eu/,!:ene
A. mith and Lawrence C. Johnson. 1887. 8°. 189 pp. 21 pl. Price 15 cents.
4_4. Bibliography of North American Geology for 1886, by Nelson H. Darton. 1887. so. 35 pp.
Price 5 cents.

ADVERTISEMENT.

IV

,5. The Present Condition of Knowledge of the Geology of Texas, by Robert T. Hill. 1887. 8°. 94
pp. Price 10 cents.
46. Nature and Origin of Deposits of Phosphate of Lime, by R . .A.. F. Penrose, jr., with an Intro·
duction by N. S. Shaler. 1888. 8°. 143 pp. Price 15 cents.
47. .Analyses of Waters of the Yellowstone National Park, with an .Account of the Methods of
.Analysis employed, by Frank .Austin Gooch and James Edward Whitfield. 1888. 8°. 84 pp. Price
10 cents.
48. On the Form and Position of the Sea Level, by Robert Simpson Woodward. 1888. 8°. 88 pp.
Price 10 cents.
49. Latitudes and Longitudes of Certain Points in Missouri, Kansas, and New Mexico, by Robert
Simpson Woodward. 1889. 8°. 133 pp. Price 15 cents.
50. Formulas and Tables to facilitate the Construction and Use of Maps, by Robert Simpson Woodward. 1889. 8°. 124 pp. Price 15 cents.
51. On Invertebrate Fossils from the Pacific Coast, by Charles .A.biathar White. 1889. 8°. 102 pp.
14 pl. Price 15 cents.
52. Subaerial Decay of Rocks and Origin of the Red Color of Certain Formations, by Israel Cook
Russell. 1889. 8°. 65 pp. 5 pl. Price 10 cents.
53. The Geology of Nantucket, by Nathaniel Southgate Shaler. 1889. 8°. 55 pp. 10 pl. Price 10
cents.
54. On the Thermo-Electric Measurement of High Temperatures, by Carl Barus. 1889. 8°. 313 pp.
incl. 1 pl. 11 pl. Price 25 cents.
55. Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the fiscal year
1886-'87. Frank Wigglesworth Clarke, chief chemist. 1889. 8°. 96 pp. Price 10 cents.
56. Fossil Wood and Lignite of the Potomac Formation, by Frank Hall Knowlton. 1889. go. 72 pp.
7 pl. Price 10 cents.
57 . .A. Geological Reconnaissance in Southwestern Kansas, by Robert Hay. 1890. 8°. 49 pp. 2 pl.
Price 5 cents.
58. The Glacial Boundary in Western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois, by"George
Frederick Wright, with an introduction by Thomas Chrowder Chamberlin. 1890. 8°. 112 pp. incl.
1 pl. 8 pl. Price 15 cents.
59. The Gabbros and .Associated Rocks in Delaware, by Frederick D. Chester. 1890. so. 45 pp.
1 pl. Price 10 cents.
60 . Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the fiscal year
1887-'88. F. W. Clarke, chief chemist. 1890. 8°. 174 pp. Price 15 cents.
61. Contributions to the Mineralogy of the Pacific Coast, by William Harlow Melville and Waldemar
Lindgren. 1890. 8°. 40 pp. 3 pl. Price 5 cents.
62. Tb Greenstone chist rea of the Menominee and Marquette Regions of ,Michigan; a contri
bution to the subject of dynamic metamorphism in eruptive rocks, by George Huntington Williams;
with an introduction by Roland Duer Irving. 1890. 8°. 241 pp. 16 pl. Price 30 cents.
63 . .A. Bibliography of Pal ozoic Crustacea from 1098 to 1889, including a list of North .American
p ies and a systematic arrangement of genera, by .Anthony W. Vogdes . 1890. 8°. 177 pp. Price
15 nts.
64.
r port of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the :fiscal year
' 9. F. W. Clarke, chief chemist. 1890. 8°. 60 pp. Price 10 cents.
65. tratigrapby f the Bituminous Coal Field of Pennsylvania, Ohio, and West Virginia, by Israel
. Whit . 1 91. 8°. 212 pp. 11 pl. Price 20 cents.
66. n a roup of Volcani R cks from the Tewan Mountains, New Mexico, and on the occurrence
of Primary uartz in rtain Ba alts, by Joseph Paxson Iddings. 1890. go. 34 pp. Price 5 cents.
67. Th R lati n of th Traps of th ~ ewark ystem in the New Jersey Region, by Nelson Horatio
Dart n. 1 90. 0 • 2 pp. Price 10 cents .
. Earthquak s in alifornia in 1889, by James Edward Keeler. 1890. so. 25 pp. Price 5 cents.
69.
Cl
cl and nnotated Bibliography of Fossil Insects, by Samuel Hubbard Scudder. 1890.
o. 101 pp. Pric 15 c nt .
70. R porton
tronomicalWorkofl 9and1890, byRobertSimpsonWoodward. 1890. so. 79pp.
Pri, 10 nt .
71. Ind x t th Known Fo il In t of the World, including Myriapods and .Arachnids, by Samuel
Hnbb rd udd r. 1 91.
744 pp. Price 50 c nts.
ltitud
up rior and th Rocky Mountains, by \Varren Upham. 1891. s0 •

Price 15
lo rY for 1 7 to 1 9, inclusiv , by Nelson Horatio Darton. 1891.
in th

nited.

t tes (second edition), compiled by Henry Gannett,
nts.
of Fo il , by Charl s

a. White.

1891. 8°. 51 PP.

ADVERTISEMENT.

V

78 • .A. report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the fiscal year
1889-'90. F. W. Clarke, chief chemist. 1891. 8°. 131 pp. Price 15 cents.
79 • .A. Late Volcanic Eruption in Northern California. andits.Peculiar Lava, by J. $. Diller.. 1~91. S0 •
33 pp. 17 pl. Price 10 cents.
80. Correlation papers-Devonian and Carbonife1mus, by Hei;try Shaler Williams. 1891. S0 • i79 pp.
Price 20 cents.
81. Correlation. p~pers-Cambrian, by Charles Dooijttle Walcott. 1891. s.o. 447 pp., 3 pl. Price
25 cents.
82. Correlation papers-Cretaceous, by Charles .A.. White. 1891. 8°. 273 pp. 3 pl. Price 20 cents.
83 . Correlation papers-Eocene, by William Bullock Cfark. 1891. 8°. 173 pp. 2 pl. Price 15 cents.
84. Correlation papers-Neocene, by W. H. Dall and G.D. Harris. 1892. 8°. 349 pp. 3 pl. Price
25 cents.
85. Correlation papers-The Newark System, by lsrael Cook Russell. 1892. 8°. 344 pp. 13 pl.
Price 25 cents.
86. Correlation papers--s\,.rchean and Algonkian, by C. R. Van Hise. 1892. 8°. 549 pp. l2 pl.
Price 25 cents.
90. A report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the fiscal year
1890-'91. F. W. Clarke, chief chemist. 1892. 8°. 77 pp.
Price 10 cents.
91. Record of North American Geology for 1890, by Nelson Horatio Darton. 1891. 8°. 88 pp. Price
10 cents.
92. The Compressibility of Liquids, by Carl Barus. 1892. 8°. 96 pp. 29 pl. Price 10 cents.
93. Some insects of special interest from Florissant, Colorado, and other points in the Tertiaries of
Colorado and Utah, by Samuel Hubbard Scudder. 1892. 8°. 35 pp. 3 pl. Price 5 cents.
94. The Mechanism of Solid Viscosity, by Carl Barus. 1892. 8°. 138 pp. Priee 15 cents.
!J5. Earthquakes _iu California in 1890 and 1891, by Edward Singleton Holden. 1892. 8°. 31 pp.

Price 5 cents.
96. The Volume Thermodynamics of Liquids, by Carl Barus. 1892. 8°. 100 pp. Price 10 cents.
97. The Mesozoic Echinoderm1:tta of the United States, by William Bullock Clark. 1893. 8°. 207
pp. 50 pl. Price 20 cents.
98. Flora of the Outlying Carboniferous Basins of Southwestern Missouri, by David White. 1893. go.
139 pp. 5 pl. Price 15 cents.
9!J. Record of North American Geology for 1891, by Nelson Horatio Darton. 1892. 8°. 73 pp.
Price lf> cents.
100. Bibliography and Index of the publications of the U. S. Geological Survey, 1879-1892, by Philip
Creveling Warman. 8° . 495 pp. Price 25 cents.
101. Insect Fauna of the Rhode Island Coal Field, by Samuel Hubbard Scudder. 1893. 8°. 27 pp.
2 pl. Price 5 cents.
103. High Temperature Work in Igneous Fusion and Ebullition, chiefly in relation to pressure, by
Carl Barus. 1893. 8°. 57 pp. 9 pl. Price 10 cents.
104. Glaciation of the Yellowstone Valley north of the Park, by Walter Harvey Weed. 1893. 8°.
41 pp. 4 pl. Price 5 cents.
105. The Laramie and the overlying Livingston Formation in Montana, by Walter Harvey Weed,
with Report on Flora, by Frank Hall Knowlton. 1893. 8°. 68 pp. 6 pl. Price 10 cents.
106. :rhe Colorauo Formation and its Invertebrate Fauna, by T. W. Stanton. 1893. so. 288 pp.
45 pl. Price 20 cents.
107. The Trap Dikes of the Lake Champlain Region, by James Furman Kemp and Vernon Freeman
Marsters . 1893. 8° . 62 pp. 4 pl. Price 10 cents.
108. A Geological Reconnoissance in Central Washington, by Israel Cook Russell. 1893. 8°. JOS pp.
12 pl. Price 15 cents.

In press:
102. A Catalogue anu Bibliography of North American Mesozoic Invertebrata, by C. B. Boyle.
lO!J. The Eruptive and Sedimentary Rocks on Pigeon Point, Minnesota, and their contact phenomena, by W. S. Bayley.
110. The Paleozoic Section in the vicinity of Three Forks, Montana, hy .A.. C. P eale.
111. Geology of the Big Stone Gap Coal Field of Virginia and Kentucky, by Marius R. Campbell.
1n preparation :
Earthquakes in California in 1892, by Charles D. Perrine.
- The Moraines of the Missouri Coteau, and their attendant deposits, by James Ed ward Todd.
- On the Structure of the Ridge between the Taconic and the Green Mountain Ranges in Vermont ; and On the Structure of Monument Mountain in Great Barrington, Mass., by T. Nelson Dale.
A Bibliography of Paleobotany, by David White.
STATISTICAL PAPERS.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1882, by Albert Williams, jr. 1883.
50 cents.

so.

xvii, 813 pp. Price

VI

ADVERTISEMENT.

Mineral Resources of the United States, 1883 and 1884, by Albert Williams, jr. 1885. · 8°. xiv, 1016
pp. Price 60 cents.
Mineral Resources of the United States,-1885. Division of Mining Statistics and Technology. · 1886.
s0 • vii, 576 pp. Price 40 cents.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1886, by David T. Day. 1887. 8°. viii, 813 pp. Price 50 cents.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1887, by David T. Day. 1888. 8°. vii, 832 pp. Price 50 cents.
Mineral Resources of.the United States, 1888, by David T. Day. 1890. 8°. vii, 952 pp. Price 50 cents.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1889 and 1890, by David T. Day. 1892. 8°. viii, 671 pp.
Price 50 cents.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1891, by David T. Day. 1893. 8°. vii, 630 pp. Price 50 cents.
In preparation :
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1892.
The money received from the sale of these publications is deposited in the Treasury, and the Secre·
tary of the 'l'reasury declines to receive bank checks, drafts, or postage stamps; all remittances, therefore,.m ust be by POSTAL NOTE or MONEY ORDER, made payable to the Chief Clerk of the U. S. Geological
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

DEP ..A.RTMEN'l' OF THE INTERIOR,
UNITED ST..A.'1'ES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
DIVISION OF ARCHEAN GEOLOGY,

Bainbridge, Ga., Jiine 1, 1893.
Sm: I have the honor to· transmit lierewith a paper by Messrs. J.
F. Kemp and V. F. Marsters, relating to the trap dikes of the Lake
Champlain region.
]\fr. Kemp's field work was aided by a srna11 amount of money from
the Archean Division towards defraying a part of ihe expenses, a,ud
with the understanding that the results should be at the service of the
U. S. Geological Survey.
I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant,
RAPHAEL PUMPELLY.

Hon. J. w. POWELL,
Dfrector U. S. Geological Survey.
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THE TRAP DIKES OF THE LAKE CHAMPLAIN REGION.
By JAMES F.

KEMP AND VERNON

F.

MARSTERS.

GENERAL TOPOGRAPHICAL REVIEW OF THE REGION.I

Lake Champlain extends somewhat more than 100 miles along the
northeastern border of New York, between it and Vermont. It lies in
the valley formed by the Green Mountain range on the east and the
Adirondacks on the west. The foothills of the latter run down in one
or two places to the water, but in general the main ridges are situated
from 10 to 25 miles back in the interior. Ou the Vermont side, the
surface rises from the lake in a gradual ascent to the summits of the
Green mountains, 20 miles or more away. The slopes are more even
and less rugged than those in New York, but in both cases their
aspect is picturesque and beautiful in the highest degree. (See map,
Pl. r.)
The lake itself is a very narrow body of water for ·40 miles above
Whiteha.11-in no place over a mile wide, and in general not over a
quarter of that width. Opposite Port Henry and at the point on which
stands the prerevolutionary Fort Frederick it offsets sharply to the
west, and then resumes with increasing width its northerly course.
In the widest portion, which is just north of Burlington, 10 mHes of
clear water intervene between shore and shore. The northern end contains many islands, both large and small. Tile deepest portion is opposite E ·sex and reaches 400 feet. The depth of the northern part is,
in general, 200 to 300 feet; but south of Fort Frederick it is very much
le i;;.
1
The ftelcl work for the accompanying paper was done ju the snmmers of 1889 and
1890, by J. F. Kemp and V. Ji'. Marsters. In 1890, A. S. Eakle accompaniell them.
The determinations, the composition of t he paper, and t he maps are the work of
Kemp, but all possible aid was g iven hy Mr. Mnrster ·, who properly fig11res a.·
.1omt author. The author. are under great ohligations to Mr. A. S. Eal le, of Corn _u l niversity, aml to Profs . G. JI. Perkius, of Burlington, Vt., all(l IT. Seely, of
MHltllc·lmry, Vt., and to Mr. I<'. L. Nason, now of Missouri, for aid which is gratefully acknowledged.
11

!·_F.
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GENERAL GEOLOGICAL REVIEW.

The lake lies not far from the contact of the .Archean crystalline
rocks of the Adirondacks and the later sedimentary strata to the east
of them. For 5 miles above Whitehall 1 the Archean forms both shores,
-and extends on the New York side nearly 10 miles farther, but yields
to the Cambrian in Vermont. These later sedimentary rocks (Cambrian and Lower Silurian) form both shores as far as Port Henry, being
broken by Mount Defiance (Archean) at Fort Ticonderoga, and by one
or two Archean bluffs near Crown Point. From Port Henry to and
including Split Rock the Archean forms the New York side, the Cambrian and Lower Silurian make up the Vermont shore. These latter
continue in Vermo'ut up to the national boundary. From Split Rock to
the foot of Willsboro bay, including Willsboro point, the sedimentary
rocks prevail, but then the Archean again comes in and continues to
Port Kent. North of Port Kent the Cambrian and Lower Silurian
strata constitute both the mainland and the islands. Thus the Archean
appears on the Vermont side only at the extreme southern end, and it
is apparent that the greater part of the lake lies within the limits of
the Cambrian and Lower Silurian.
The Archean rocks along the western shore consist of the labradodtebypersthene rock (variously called Jabradorite or hypersthene rock,
hypersthene-fels, norite, auorthosite, and gab bro) characteristic of the
Adirondacks; of gneisses which mark the iron-bearing terrane and of
crystalline limestones often containing much serpentine. The relations
of these several members have never been satisfactorily made out.
Ebenezer Emmons 2 merely described them as" primary" and mentioned
the three types referred to above, but did not discuss their relation in
time. Since the application of the term Laurentian by Logan 3 in 1852
to similar rocks in Canada, it has been generally used for t,h e Adirondacks. Still later the term La,b radorian and subsequently tbe uame
Upper Laurentian were giveu by Logan to the labradorite rocks and
th y wer consider d to be later than the gneisses. Hunt, on tbe re.· mblan e of the labradol'ite rock to the norites described by Esmark
fr m w d n, oined tlie name" Norian" for them and regarded them
a. later than h Laur ntiau. J, m s Hall 4 l1a~ al'gued that the Jim ,'t n ., , re lat r than he oth r r llean rockH and that th y belong be-
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tween them and the Potsdam. Charles E. Hall1 has made the following
somewhat tentative division based on very limited :field work and having especial reference to the iron ores: (a) Lower Laurentian magnetite
Iron ore series (i. e., the rocks called gneisses above); (b) The Laurentian sulphur ore series; (c) The limestones and the Labrador or Upper
Laurentian series. Division c is said to be certainly later than a, while
the relations of b are uncertain. It must · be confessed that the field
work done in the region since the time of Emmons has not been such
as to gain unreserved confidence for any classification _yet offered, and
the current statements of the relative age of the norites and gneisses
are to be received with great caution. The norites2 may be eruptive,
or may be metamorphic; perhaps in instances each view is correct, but
if they are a great intruded mass or masses in the midst of older gneisses
it is most remarkable that no dikes and radiating apophysre have yet
been recorded.
The sedimentary rocks of the region are included in the early members of the Paleozoic up to and embracing the Utica slate. No
mention is here made of the Champlain clays and Quaternary deposits
as they have no connection with the dikes. The subdivision of the
Paleozoic rocks on the New York side is less difficult than in Vermont, where extensive metamorphism consequent ou the elevation of
the Green lVIountain range has obscured their true relationships. Emmons recognized the Potsdam sandstone, the Calciferous sandrock, the
Chazy limestone, Trenton limestone, and Utica slate. While the same
rocks largely occur in Vermont their identification has been a matter
of much controversy. Other beds also come in. President Hitchcock
and his assistants on the Vermont Survey made the following division
(1861): Metamorphic rocks, Potsdam sandstone, Calciferous sandrock,
Chazy, Birdseye and Black river limestones, Trenton, Utica, Hudson
river, Red sandrock, Quartz rock, Georgia slates, Talcose conglomerate,
Eolian limestones; Talcoid schist, with limestone, Upper Helder berg.
But the question of the relative age of these is handled very gingerly
or omitted altogether.
To the south some of these formations entered largely into the Taconic controversy. Since the publication of the results of the Vermont
state survey a number of observers have added greatly to our kuowl1

Chas. E. Han: Laure~tian magnetite iron ore deposits in northern New York.
32d Ann. R ep. N. Y. State Cabinet of Natural History, p.133, 1884.
2
0 n the lithology of the norites from a limited area (the Keene Valley), see A.
R. Leeds: otes on the lithology of the Adirondacks, 30th Annua,l Report of the
· Y. 'tate Cabinet of Natural History, p. 79, 1877; also, Aruer. Chemist, vol. 7, p.
32 , Mar., 1877. The paper is reviewed by A. R. C. Selwyn in the Rep. of Progress
~ Geol. urvey of Cann.da, 1 77-'78. On the serpenti11ons limestones, see G. P. Mernll: Opl1iolite of Thurman, Warren 'o., . Y., with remarks on the Eozoon Canad. ns', Amer . J our. S ca.,
· 111,
· · · ser., vo 1. xxxvn, p. 189. Port Henry is also mention d.
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edge, notably Sir ,Vm. E . Logan,1 t he Rev. Augustus Wing,2 Prof.
Hitchcock,3 Prof. Dana,4 Profs. Brainerd and Seely,5 of Middlebury;
Prof. Whitfield, and Mr. 0. D . Walcott. 6 The Rev. Mr. Wing discovered fossils in many beds generally metamorphosed and enabled a connection to be made with well-recognized beds farther South. Mr.
vValcott has much enlarged the number of fo ssiliferous localities and
on a paleontologic basis has made t he Cambrian of greater importance.
Thus the red sandrock so important near Burlingt011, and containing
many dikes, is now put well down in the Cambrian, although first placed
by Emmons in the Potsdam, then by H itchcock in the Medina, but later
also in the_Potsdam. The discovery as well of fossils at Fort Cassin by
Messrs. Brainerd and Seely and their identification by Prof. Whitfield,
together with much careful and pr aiseworthy stratjgraphical work by
the former, have shown the great import ance of the Calciferous and its
extended development. Full account s of t his will be found in the papers
cited below. Several other writers (Hunt,7 l\farcou, 8 J. B. Perry,9 and
the Canadian geologists) have from time to time worked in the region
and have written minor contributions, but no other work has yet been
published commensurate with those cited. 10 Prof. Pumpelly, under the
W. E. Logan : The Quebec Group . Geol. of Canada, 1863, p. 225.
J. D. Dana: An account of the discoveries in Vermont geology of thQ Rev. Augustus Wing, Am. Jour. Sci., ser. iii, vol. xnr,pp. 332 aml 405, and vol. xrv, p. 36.
:ic. H . Hitchcock: Description of geologi cal sections cr ossing New Hampshire and
Vermont. Concord, N. H., 1884. Amer. Jour. Sci. , ser. iii, vol. xxrx, p. 66. Bull.
Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., vol. 1, p . 155.
4
J. D. Dana: On Staurolite schist an d Green Mountain gneiss of the Silurian age.
Amer. Asso. Ad. Sci., vol. xxn, p . 25, 1873.
- -Note on the age of the Green mountains. Amer. Jour. Sci., ser. iii, vol.
XIX, p. 191.
Also many papers on the Taconic controversy in t he last :fifteen or twenty years of
t h e A.mer. Jour. Science.
5
E. Brainerd and H. M. Seely: On the Geology of the east shore of Lake Champlain.
Bull. Amer. Museum of Nat. Hist., No. 8, p. 297, Dec. 28, 1886. The Calciferous
Formation in the Champlain valley, loc. cit., vol. rn, No .1, June, 1890, same journal.
--The marble border of New England, Mi<.ldl ebury Historical Society, p. 2,
vol . r. A. very excellent short sketch of t he geology of western Vermont i s given
•on p. 9.
--The original Chazy rocks. Amer. Geol. , vol. u , p. 323. The Chazy formation in the Champlain valley, Proc. Geol. Soc. Amer., p . 293, vol. n .
r, C. D. Walcott: Geological age of the l owest formations of Emmon s's Taconic
System, Proc. Phil. Soc. of Washin gton, J an. 15, 1887. Amer. Jour. Sci., ser. iii,
vol. xxxn1, p . 153. Correlation paper on t h e Cambrian. Bulletin 81, U. S. Geol.
Survey.
1
T. . Hunt: On some points in the geol ogy of Ver mont . Amer. Jour. Sci., ser .
ii, vol. XLVI, p. 222.
BJ. farcon: The Taconic rocks of Lake Champl ain. Amer . Jour. Sci. , ser. iii,
vol. xu, I>· 321.
<1.J. B. P rry:
point in the geology of Western Vermont. Amer . Jour. Sci., ser.
ii, vol. ,· r,vu, p. 311.
10
,J, 1". Kemp: Brief review of work hitherto done on the o-eology of the Adirono
d ack s. 'I'rans. . Y. Academy of Sciences, Oct., 1892.
1

2
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direction of the United States Geological Smvey, has been prosecuting
studies of the metamorphic rocks which are yet to appear. The details
of local geology so fa,r as they concern the dikes will be found scattered
through the subsequent pages .
.

THE DIKES.

GENERAL DISTRIBUTION.

The dikes pierce all the formations mentioned in the preceding introduction up to and including the Utica Slate. Their general distribution is shown on the map (Pl. r), which exhibits the region covered by
our fieldwork. The dikes are seen to occur as far south as Granville,
Washington county, N. Y., but others are mentioned in the Vermont
reports from one or two points still further south. The most southerly
one described in this paper is from Dorset mountain (called also Mount
Eolus), in th.e town of Dorset, Vt., and lies just below the southeastern
corner of the map. 1 .A dike is also recorded in the Vermont Reports
(vol. u, p. 588) from South Vernon, which is the extreme southeastern
township of the state, and others are mentioned from Mount Holly, 2
which lies east of the limits of the map. South of Vermont, in western Massachusetts, but one dike has been mentioned. This is in the
Hoosac mountain near the Vermont state line.:i The dikes are well
developed at South Granville, N. Y., (9D) 4 and will be found described
in subsequent pages; again near Whitehall and Rutland 5 they come to
the surface, but north of this point for some distance they have not
been noted.
The most southerly dike recorded in New York is in gneiss, in the
range of hills west of Glens Falls. 6 This would be below 90 of the
map. .Anotller is mentio11ed on the road from Glens Falls to Caldwell,
and another (8A) from near Johnsburg. On the Hudson river above
this last poiut a dike has been found by F. L. Nason, near the Natural
Bridge_northofthetownof North River, specimens of which have been
kindly given us by Mr. Nason. Four or five dikes cut the magnetite beds
1
See Fig. 230, p. 587, of Vol. .n, Geology of Vermont. We are indebted for the
specimen to Prof. H. M. Seely, to whom, for this and much other assistance, grateful aclrnowledgments may htre be made.
"Geology of Vermont, Vol. n, p. 586. Also F. L; Nason. A new locality for the
camptonite of Hawes and Rosenbusch; Amer. Jour. Sci., ser. iii, Vol. xxxvrn,
Sept., 1889. We are indebted to Mr. Nason for chips, but learned subsequently that
Dr. J.E. Wolff had already been investigating the Mount Holly dikes ancl their
paeeage into amphibolites, so that no further mention of them is made here .
. 'R. Pumpelly: The relation of Secular Rock-Disintegration to certain transitional Schists; Proc. Geol. Soc. of Amer., Vol. n, 1891, p. 209.
1
' The figures and letters refer to tbe squares ruled on Plate 1.
5
J . F. Kemp and V. F. Marsters: Camptonite dikes near Whitehall, N. Y.;
Amer. Geol.o gist, Vol. 1v, p. 97.
5
E. Emmons: Geology of Second District, New York St~ite Survey, p. 184. In
1893 James Hall and N. H. Darton found one at Saratoga.
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at Hammond ville (70), and others occur at Roe's spar bed,1 several miles
northeast. Near Port Henry 2 they are numerous, and again at Mineville (60) one or two cut the magnetite beds. Several others intersect
the Archean rocks along the shore above Westport (5D), and numbers
pierce the cliffs near Split Rock. On the Vermont shore opposite and
south of this point the Cambrian and Lower Silurian strata are plentifully seamed by them, and the area of chief igneous activity extends
on both sides of the lake to the latitude of Plattsburg. The principal
centers are Pottier's point (more commonly called of later years Sh~lburne point), just below Burlington (4D); Cannon's point,just south of
Essex, N. Y.; and Trembleau point, below Port Kent (3D). Special
maps of each of these, on a large scale, are given later. Not a few are
also known in the islands in the northern portion of the lake. (See Pl.
n and Figs. 4, 5, and 9.)
In addition to these points dikes are known in the Archean norite
of Boquet mountain (40), three miles west of Essex; in the iron mines
of Palmer hill,3 Au Sable Forks (4B); at the Arnold mines at Ferrona;
and to the north in the Chateaugay mines at Lyon mountain, Clinton
county (2A). Several have been described by A. S. Eakle, from Chateaugay lake, in American Geologist for August, 1893.
A great dike was early recorded as dividing Mount Avalanche from
Mount Colden4 (5A) in the heart of the Adirondacks. - This we have
·visited, but the description will be found elsewhere published. It is
not a dike but a shear-zone along a line of faulting and does not belong in this paper. 5
It will be seen from this brief outline that the dikes are very widespread. It is not to be supposed that more than a small portion of those
away from the lake shore have been found, as the thick vegetation conceals exposures. It is worthy of remark that hardly a magnetite bed has
been opened up which is not cut by them, and while one would hesitate to assert that the rocks in general are as plentifully intersected,
the inference is unavoidable that they are very frequent, and it is by
no means unlikely that the extended igneous action which gave rise to
them may have been an important factor in the metamorphism of the
1
J. F. Kemp: Notes on the minerals occurring near Port Henry, N. Y.; Amer.
Jour. Sci., ser. iii, Vol. XL, July, 1890, p. 62.
2
Geology of New York, SeconclDistrict, p. 264; Tenth Census, Vol. xv, p. 115.
3
everal are recorded by Emmons in First Annna.l Report, Second District New
York tate urvey, 1837, pp. 136,137. See also Final Report, Second District New
York State Survey, 1837, p. 299. B. T. Putnam, 'I'enth Census, Vol. xv, p. 118. J.
F. Kemp, Amer. Jour. Sci., ser. iii, Vol. xxxv, p. 332.
~w. . Redfield. orne account of two visits to the mountains in Essex county,
N. Y., 1 36-'37, with a sketch of the northern sources of the Hudson.-Amer. Jonr.
CL, ser. i, Vol. xxxm, p. -301. See also Pirst Anuual Report, New York State Survey 1 37, p. 131; 'econcl Annual Report, New York State Survey, 1838, p. 223, and
E. Emmon ' Final Report on econd District, New York State Survey, 1837, p. 215.
The two peaks are calle l tog ther Mount McMartin.
r-J. E. Kemp. Great shear-zone at Avalanche lake in the Adirondacks.-Amer.
Jour. Sci., Aug., 1892.
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region. The records of the west side of the Adirondacks are less completP-, and our readil1g ha8 discovered no men~ion of dikes; but, on
aua,logy, it would seem as if they must be present. A bowlder has
been found in the drift at Aurora, N. Y., by Prof. Freley, of Wells college, which is an excellent fourchite,1 as the term is here employed
and which probably came from the western Adirondacks.
GENERAL MICROSCOPIC CHARACTER .A.ND FIELD OCCURRENCE.

The dikes are formed by two strongly contrasted kinds of rock, the
one, feldspathic porphyries or trachytes, which are called bostonite in
this paper, the other dark basic rocks, which under the microscope are
subdivided as diabases, camptonites, monchiquites, and fourchites.
Both kinds occur closely associated in the same districts. In one instance, on Nash's point, as :first announced by Zadock Thompson, 2 the
basic dikes are unquestionably the older. The bostonite is known only
along the shores of the lake in D4 and D5, and to the east in E4, where
one dike is recorded near Hinesburg.3 The dikes run from 2 feet to 40
feet in width and are prevailingly vertical. At Nash's point a dike
has been turned aside from its vertical course and forms an interbedded sheet. In two places the masses are of greater size than could be
described as dikes and form in the one case a laccolite, in the other a
lrnob or eroded laccolite that covers considerable territoi'y. Thus,
just southeast of the railway station at Charlotte (D4) is a knob several acres in extent, and across the lake at Cannon's point, a mile and
a half south of Essex (D4), is another flow that extends an eighth of a
mile or more along the shore and runs back a mile or two inland. Its
limits are not easily traced on account of overlying soil and vegetation,
but its extent is considerable, and it is apparently an interbedded
sheet or laccolite. The dikes iuclose at times masses of the underlying
rocks, and may even consist essentially of a breccia of slate with a
cement of porphyry.
In the same region with the bostonite, but extending far beyond its
limits, are the basic dikes. Along the shores of the lake in 4D and 5D
they alternate more or less with the bostonite. They are in general
uarrower, but may rise as high as twenty feet. They never form anything but a dike, cutting sha,rply the bedding of the walls. Faulted
dikes have been recorded by Z. Thompson 4 from Olay point, Colchester
D3, and from the bed of the Winooski river, at Hubbell's falls, east of
Burlington. The faults amount only to a few feet (three feet at Clay
point). This general undisturbed character of the dikes is a fact of
great importance, and. will be again referred to iu discussi11g the ti.me
1

See Petrographical notes, by J. F. Kemp, Trans. N. Y . .A.cad. Sci., June, 1892.
Zadock Thompson: Appendix to Thompson's History of Ve~mont, Burlington,
1853, p. 53.
3
E. Hitchcock, sr.: Geology of Vermont, Vol. n, p. 585.
4
Z. Thompson: Appenclix to Thompson's History of Vermont, p. 53.
2
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of intrusion. The dike at Willai·d's ledge in the city of Burlington has
been found by us to contain fragments of norite, but elsewhere the basic
dikes are not prolific in inclusions, far less so than the bostonite. They
occasionally show a tendency to se_i1'arate into columns with ax;es normal
to the cooling surfaces, as may be seen in ~be one figured j 11 the Vermont Report, volume n, p. 587, from Mount Eolus and in one noted by
us at the end of Pottier's point.
PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION.
THE BosTONITE (PORPHYRY TRACHYTE) DIKES.

The name bostonite has recently been proposed by Hunter and
Rosenbusch, 1 as applicable to a dike rock of trachytic habit that is now
known to be quite widely associated with eleolite-syenite and the
basic dikes so commonly seen with it. But the bostonite also occurs
in regions where the connection with eleolite-syenite is not apparent.
The term is based on the descriptions of the porphyries near Boston by
Wadsworth, Diller and others, an dis proposed in connection with studies
of Brazilian rocks. While we feel conservative as to the introduction
of new names into the already overburdened nomenclature of petrography and consider even the creation of a separate group of the dike
rocks coordinate with the old groups, plutonic and volcanic (or by
whatever later names they may be called), as open to grave objections,
yet the convenience of such grouping is in many respects great, and if
one does not infer too much from it, it may be used with justification.
The bostonites here described have a prevailing light tint, which is
usually a creamy or brownish white, but which is also in instances a
light chocolate. The rocks have a general rough and granular feel and
a fracture very like typical trachyte. One specimen from Ball's bay,
near Fort Cassin, given us by Prof. Seely, is macroscopically lithoidal,
and has even to the naked eye a rude flow structure, like lithoidal obsidian. Phenocrysts are in general not especially marked, the less so
because the wide-spread alteration of the exposures makes fresh material
difficult to obtain. They are at times present, and when fresh exhibit
the shining cleavages of feldspar. One dike, No. 11 (Pl. n), from the
ea:::;t :::;ide of Pottier's point, near Burlington, consists almost entirely
of large feldspar phenocrysts. Quartz phenocrysts are much rarer,
although noted in two dikes. Without recourse to the microscope little
could be added to the above macroscopic description.
Under the micro cope these rocks are at once seen to have a marked
and haracteri tic trachytic structure-that is, the groundmass consists
of ·mall feld par laths, not infrequently in :fluidal ~rrangement. 2
1

M. Hunter anrl ~- Rosenbusch: Ueber Monchiquit, ein Camptonitisches Gangg · tein aus d r G folgschaft der Eleolith-S:venitc. Tschermak's Min. u. Petrog.
Iiitb.
ol. xr, 1 90, p. 445 . The hostonite i~ incidentally mentioned evident ly as a
'' ay at." The name applies so well to the uikes di scussed here t hat we are glad
to a<lopt it.
~Ros nbu ch- fassige Gesteine, Vol. u, p. 595.
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Between the rods one can sometimes detect small ·masses of .interstitial quartz. The groundmass is invariably holocrystalline, and the
feldspars are idiomorphic. The quartz is not. The phenocrysts attain
a dimension of 3_5mm in most of the slides, but they may occasionally
be-a little larger. Although generally kaolinized, it ean be readily seen
that they are but once twinned, and are doubtless in the great majority of cases orthoclase. The small rods are also once twinned, and,
as shown by the analyses later given, they appear to be both orthoclase
and anorthoclase. A few well-authenticated plagioclases are recognizable. At least some of the interstitial q~rnrtz may be secondary, perhaps all. When alteration has made the feldspars of the gronndmass
muddy or kaolinized, they assume a sort of illiptical outline under the
microscope, and look like so many cross sections of grains of wheat
lying together.
It is a remarkable fact ~hat in no case has any recognizable dark
silicate been found in a slide. Spots of limonite and iron stains are indeed seen in some, and these may have once been bisilicates, but it is
very doubtful, for none appear in the freshest slides. Nor is any magnetite to be noted. A few stray crystals or frregular masses of pyrite
are seen, but th,w are probably infiltrations. The dikes are singularly
free from any basic minerals, whatever and present a very pure crystallized feldspathic magma.
The structure is shown in the accompanying reproductions of mjcrophotographs. Fig. 1, from dike 566 (Pl. n), exhibits a phenocryst with
the somewhat :fluida,l arrangement of the smaller rods around it.
In alteration"the dikes afford
uests of calcite and quartz,
while the usual muddy kaolin
is abundantly present. The
calcium for the formation of
calcite is probably derived in
large part from the infiltrating
limy waters of the neighboring
slates, throughout which veins
of calcite are extremely common. The analyses of fresh
dike rock in general show little
calcium.
The chemical composition is
8hown by the following analyse~. No. 566 appears but lit- Frn. !.-Micro-drawing of bostonite from the Webb
tle altered in thin Section,
estate, Shelburne, Vermont.
although the loss shows that some changes have occurred. It may
be taken a,s a fair representative of the average dike. No. 11 is
more advanced in alteration, and is also quite different in composition.
Lime is much more abundant, the alkalies recede and the silica is much
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less. This dike consists of large feldspar phenocrysts, which in the
slide are contained in a :finely crystalline groundmass. ~hey are not
very fresh. The analysis indicates a soda-lime feldspar, as well as
orthoclase, and marks a passage toward an andesitic type or a porphyrite. The percentage of iron oxide, 3·92, is chiefly due to disseminated scales of h ematite, which give the base a reddish tint. 1
The analysis of No. 102 was made thirty years ago by Dr. G. F. Barker
for President E. Hitch cock and is from the second volume of the Vermont Reports, p. 585. The material was derived from the groundrnass
of the breccia-porphyry of Nash's poiut. It is more acidic than the
other analyses, but shows a percentage in alkalies resembling No. 11f'
in their ratio to each other. (Pl. II.)
No. 566.
Kem p,;.
Loss ..... .....
SiO2 ..... .....
Al2O3 - •.•••••.
Fe2O3 . .•. .•• • ,
CaO ..........
MgO ..........
K2O ..........
Na2O ..... . .. .
Total ....
Spec. grav .. . .

No.11. I No. 102.
Morrison, ~- Barker.

2 ·33

6 ·57

1·70

62 ·28

53 ·40

67·30

19 ·17

~·:i ·s~

3 ·39

:1 ·93

1 ·44

7 ·05

0 ·79

trace.

1 ·53

trace.

} 19 ·lO

5 ·926

2 ·97

4·74

5 ·374

3·79

6 ·04

H9 ·910
2 ·648

100 ·05
I 99 ·67
-----·---- -- ----·· ---··-

'l'be great amount of soda in No. 566 is very suggestive. As no wellmarked plagioclase appears in the slide, which indicates a very homoge11eous rock, the infereiiee is strong that some soda orthoclase (anorthoclasc) is present and tha,t the dike is allied to the pantellerites and
keratopbyres. A series of analyses are appended, which bring this out
the more strongly. Nos. I, n and III are analyses of feldspars separated from rocks of related character from various Canadian localities
in the region of Montreal. No. IV is of the groundmass of sueh a rock
after it had been treated with dilute nitric acid, a procedure that would
tend to increase the acidity. They were all made by T. S. Hunt from
1853 to 1856. The strikin g similarity which they bear to the analyses
of feldspars from the trachytic rocks of the island of Pantelleria, Nos.
v aml VI, by Forstner can not but arrest attention. Forstner was able
to isolate and examine his crystals both optically and with the goniometer, and on these cletenllinations established auorthoclase as a sep arate sp ·ieH, but so far as tbe chemical identity of this mineral is con<· rn cl it i.· w •ll urought out by Hunt's analyses, and t,be iuterest is the
grt>ater lJecau, Hunt's material came from rocks called by him trarhyte . TI , peak,• of th feldspar as orthoclase, an d doubtless consid1
Th analysi of. - o. 11 was kindly made by Mr. \V. H. Morrison, resident graduate
in chemistry at 'ornell niversity.
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ered the sod.a a~ replaciug the potash, much a,s sanidine is usually
thought to c011taiu considerable soda. .A.ualysi~ vn, by T. M. Ohatard,
is of the phenocrysts of the keratophyrefrom Marblehead N eek described
by J. H. Sears. The keratophyre described by W. S. Bayley 1 from
Pigeon Point, Minn., is much more acidic.
VII.
VI.
V.
IV.
III.
II.
I.
1 - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - 65 ·66
66 ·03
fl6 ·06
67 ·60
66 ·15
65 ·15
Si02 ......... .
65 ·70
20 ·05
19 ·37
19 ·24
18 ·30
19 ·75
20 ·55
20 ·80
.A.1203 ... - -... .
trace.
FeO........ ... ....... ... ....... ... ....... ... ....... .. .
0 ·54
trace.
Fe 20 3 • • ••••••• •••••••••• •••••••••• ••••••••••
l·JO ..........
1·53

~:t~::~~:::: ·····~·-~~· ·····~·.;~- ·····~·-~;-·····~·-~;- ·····~~~~- ····-~-.;~ ·1

MgO .................................... ... ....... . .. .
KiO . .. . . . . • . .
6 ·43
6 ·39
7 ·53
5 ·10
Na2 0.... .. . . .
6 ·52
6 ·67
5 ·19
5 ·85
Loss . . . . . . . . . .
o·50
0 ·50
0 ·55
O ·25
100 ·79

99 ·99

100 ·12

98·95

0 ·11

0·02

0 ·13
0 ·67

0 ·18
6 ·98
6 ·56

none.
100. 14

none.
100 ·65

0·41
100 ·6.1

I. T. S. Hunt : Feldspar from Brome (Canada) Trachyte, .A.mer. Jour. Sci., Ser. ii, vol. xxxvnr,
p. 97; geology of Canada, 1853-56.
II. T. S. Hunt: Feldspar from Sbefford (Canada), op. cit., ll- 97. F. D . .A.dams has"describ ed mit1ro·
scopically a rock from Sheffonl as a quartz-free porphyry. Geol. of Canada, 1880-'81-'82, p . JO.A.
III. T. S. Hunt: Feldspar from Chambly (Canada), op. cit., p. 98.
IV. T. S. Hunt: Feldspar Groundmass of Cbambly dike after treatment with dilute nitric acid,
op. cit., p. 98.
V and VI. H. Forstner: Zeitschrift fiir Krystallographie, vol. vm, 125-202, 188:3. Neues Jahr·
buch, 1884, vol. n, p. 171.
VII. J. H. Sears: On Keratophyre from Marblehead Neck, Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool, vol. xvr, No. 9,
-p.170. .Analysis by T. M. Chatard.
·

In the further discnssiou of the basic dikes it will appear that in the
close field connection which they show with the b0stonite we have an
associatton of rock types not unlike those long known near Montreal2;
in many respects similar to others at Marblehead, near Boston ;3 and
1
vV. S. Bayley-A quartz keratophyre from Pigeon Point and Irving's augite-syenites. Am. Jonr. Sci., Ser. iii, vol. xxxvn, p. 54.
2
T. S. Hunt: See papers cited under Analyses I-IV above. Also Geol. Survey of
Canada, 1863, p. 655. B. J. Harrington, Geol. Survey of Canada, 1877-'78, p. 429. A.
Lacroix, sur la syenite eheolithiq_ue de Montreal et sur les modifications de contact
endomorphes, et exomorphes de cette Roche, Compte Rendu, June 2, 1890, p. 1152.
Also Descriptions des syenites nepheliniques de Ponzac, Hautes Pyrenees, et de Montreal, Canada, et de leurs phenomenes de contact. Bnll. Soc. Geol. France, 3 vol.
XIU, 1890, No. 7, 511-558. Further contributions are to be expected from Messrs.
Harrington and F. D. Adams.
3
A. Hyatt: Remarks on the Porphyries of Marblehead, Proc. Boston, Soc. of Natural
History, vol. xvm, p. 220, 1876. T. T. Bouve: The Origin of Porphyry, op. cit., vol.
XVIII, p. 217. M. E. Wadsworth: The Trachyte of Marblehead Neck, Mass., op. cit.,
vol. xx1, p. 288. Also Geology of Marblehead, op. cit., vol. xx1, p. 306. Zircon syenite from Marblehead, Mass., op. cit., vol. xx1, p. 406. W. 0. Crosby: Geology of
E~stern Mass. Separate volume issued by the Boston Society of Nat. Hist. J. S.
Diller: The Felsites and their Associated Rocks north of Boston, Bull. Mus. Comp.
Zool., vol. vu, p. 165. J. H. Sears: On Keratophyre from Marblehead Neck, Mass.,
op. cit., vol. xvi, p. 167.
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to the dikes recently brought to notice near Rio Janeiro, Brazil.1 In
all three localities they are associated with eleolite-syenites. Basic
dikes without bostonite are almost invariably associated with eleolitesyenite Eleolite-syenite has not yet been discovered nearer to the
Lake Champlain i~neous centers than Montreal, which is 100 miles north
of Burlington. Igneous phenomena are, however, abundant in the
interval. It may be that eleolite-syenite will yet appear in the eastern
.Adirondacks. The Montreal rocks related to _bostonites, or identical
with them, were called trachytes by Hunt, as were also certain of the
exposures described in this paper by the Hitchcocks in the Vermont
Report. vVadsworth applied the same name to the Marblehead dikes,
while others called them porphyries. F. D. Adams, as noted in the
references under Analysis u, described a dike from Shefford, Canada,
as a quartz-free porphyry. Beyond question if no special name is given
to dike forms of porphyries and trachytes, these names would be best
applicable. Inasmuch, however, as in the present instance, the dikes
are quite remote from any great parent mass or volcanic center, the
term bostonite has been employed to place them definitely with the dike
rocks and to emphasize their association in the field with basic dikes.
In structure and in composition, so far as our observation goes, they
do not essentially differ from trachytes or porphyries any more than
these do from each other. 2
THE BI-mCQIA BOSTONITES.

On the east side of Shelburne point and also on the west side a
broad dike (20 feet) outcrops (Nos. 7 and 9 of Pl. n), which is doubtless continuous between. It is a most remarkable rock, and consists
of angular pieces of slate and red quartzite cemented together by an
igneous base. The cementing base is not very fresb in the attainable
specimenR, but is clearly of the same nature as the groundmass of the
bostonites. The included fragments are angular and do not appear to
be notably altered by the fact of their incl usion. They preserve sharp
edges and polarize like ordinary sedimentary rocks.
LO. A. Derby: On Nephelin e 'Rocks in Bmzil, with r efer ence to the association of
Phonolitc nnc1 Foyaitc, Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc. Lond011, 1887, p. 457.
Franz Fr. Graeff: Miueralogische-petrographische Untersuchnngvon Eheolite syeniten You (ler, 'erra <le Ting ua, etc. Neues Jahrbuch, vol. n, 1888, p. 222.
M. Hunter au<l H. Rosenbnsch: Ueber nonchiquit, ein camptonitioches ganggestein ans der gefolgschaft der elreolith syenit. Tschermak's Min. u . Petrog. Mitt. vol.
xr, 1890, p. 445.
2
• 'ince the above was written the senior writer of this paper has received a letter
from Prof. Rosenbusch, who, with kinclriess wh ich is quite characteristic (and of
which a deeply felt appreciation may be here expressed), has examined a snilc of
sp cim n BHbmitte<l to him. He fully indorses the determination of the dikes as
bo touite. Dikes 11 an<l 29 (Shelburne point, near Burlington, PL u), he says, have
a nrprising likenes to certain syenite porphyries described by Bragger from the
noighborhood ofChristiania. Roseubn ch a1so determines the sharp rhombohedra in
dik : 33 au<l.3- (al o from 'h elbmue point) to be carbonates of magnesium an d iron
and not alcite, and remarks the rcsembln.ucc of the two Jikes to others near Montreal.
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Two explanation::; may be offered of this rock. One that it has been
intruded on a line of previous faulting and attrition, which have broken
up the walls and have left loose material to be gathered up by the
intrusive magma. This explanation has the greater weight with the
writers. The other is that it represents only the upper portion of a
dike, ,and thus contains the float material which the advance of an
intrusive body that forced its own passage would naturally gather
from the walls. The lack of such inclusions in the neighboring dikes
may be due to the fact that their tops have been eroded. This breccia
dike was first recorded by Zadock Thompson. 1
A similar dike, but much narrower, is found on Nash's point, and
has been described by President Hitchcock. 2 This is likewise a most
interesting rock, and, as pointed out by President Hitchcock, consists
of a mass of somewhat rounded fragments of .Archean norite, red sandrock (Cambrian), and slate (Hudson river), which are chiefly gathered
in the middle portion. They are all cemented together by a bostonite
groundmass. Under the microscope sections of the norite show plagioclase and garnet, all exhibiting the results of dynamic action. Sections of the red quartzite have the usual fragmental character, with
the evidences of strain less developed. President Hitchcock's hypothesis of its origin is discussed later. His names for the included rocks
differ in some respects from those given here, as subsequently set forth.
(See Pl. III.)
The inclusions indicate that the dike has come from a source at least
beneath or in the norites, and the same inference holds good for the
other dikes not provided with inclusions. They also prove that the
red quartzite underlies the slates at this point. Inclusions of feldspathic masses, appearing to be from Archean norites, and mentioned
above as occurring in the dike at the Willard's ledge quarries, suggest
a like deep-seated source for the basic dikes. The parent masses of
these narrow bodies are therefore at such a distance below their present outcrop that it comprises the thickness of the slates, of the red
quartzite, and of an indefinite amount of norite.
The sheet or bedded dike of porphyry on the end of Nash's point is
likewise abundantly provided with inclusions of slate from its immediate walls. They are not noticeably altered.
Brecciated porphyries formed of a broken eruptive rock that has
become recemented have been mentioned by Pmnpelly from Pilot
3
Knob and by Crosby from eastern Massachusetts, 4 but the phenomena
are obviously different from those here described.
1

Thompson's Appendix, pp. 52-53, 1853.
E. Hitchcock: On certain Conglomerated and Brecciated Trachytic Dikes in Vermont, etc. Proc. Am. Ass. Adv. Sci., vol. xrv, p. 156. Geol. of Vermont, vol. n,
p. 583.
.
2

3

R. Pumpelly: Geol. Survey of Mo. Preliminary Report on the Iron Ores and Coal
Fields.
4
W, 0. Crosby: Geology of eastern Mass., p. 50.
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THE BASIC DIKES,

The basic dikes are all compact dark rocks that to ordinary macroscopic examination give almost .no indication of their constitution.
The only apparent minerals are feldspars in the coarser diabases and in
the more basic dikes an occasional glistening hornblende or augite prism.
The thin sections exhibit a series of mineralogical mixtures extending from very typical ophitic diabase through camptonites, in which
the dark silicates become idiomorphic and the feldspars recede, to aggregates of augite and hornblende lacking feldspar entirely and having comparatively little glass. Olivine is occasionally seen in a fresh
condition, but in most dikes an alteration product not a.lways satisfactory alone indicates its probable original presence. The subordinate
minerals are noted in the particular description.
The basic dikes are described under the following four types-diabase, including olivine-diabase, camptonite, monchiquite, and fourchite.
THE DIABASES.

The true diabase dikes are principally if not entirely found in the
crystalline Archean areas. They are thus on the west side of the lake
and in several cases back in the mountains. Diabase is the characteristic type of rock that forms the dikes which so plentifully intersect
the lenses of magnetite.
In the sections the plagioclase exhibits the characteristic lath-shaped,
or sometimes rather broader, idiomorphic crystals, abundantly twinned:
They have at times a marked radiating arrangement (dike G2, Trembleau point), the" divergent-strahlig" structure of Lossen. The plagioclase has at times a dark core of inclusions which closely follow the rectangular outline of the original crystal. These are doubtless alteration
products due to a change that spreads from the core of the crystal outward. Any kaolinized matter in this position would easily become
stained by iron oxide :filtering in. Minute apatite crystals are also a not
infrequent inclusion. The plagioclase was separated by Thoulet's solution from Dike 67, of Trem bleau point, near Port Kent. It was found
that concentration by panning before the employment of the heavy solutions is extremely advantageous. 1 An almost clean feldspar powder
can thus be separated that needs but little further treatment. (Fig. 5.)
Dike 67.

Plagioclase.

I.
Loss ..........
SiO2 ..........
Al2O 3 •• ••••• ••
CaO ..........
N3-iO .•.......

0 ·72
57 ·82
28 ·16
7·72
5·352

II.

Atomic.
ratios.

---------· --····-----58·38
28 •43
7 ·79
5 ·40

·973 11
·276 3
·139 i
·087 1

99 ·772 ..•....•...•.••..•••••
1

See

. A. Derby: Occurrence of Xenotime as an accessory element in Rocks. Am.
xu, p. 308. Mr. Derby personally taught us the use of the batea,

Jour, Soi., ser. ur, vol.
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From tu.is it appears that the feldspar belongs in the a,ndesite
series. Column n is recalculated so as to throw out the loss on ignition.
In allotriomorphic crystals packed in between the feldspar rods, is
found the augite. It tends at times to become idiomorphi.c, and then
marks a passage to augitic camptonites. Tliis tendency is very wideBpreacl, and indicates the close affinities of the two rocks. The augite
varies from a slight pink to greenish, and many crystals possess a very
faint, pleocllroism. Iu other respects it is common, normal augite. In
the heaviest residues obtainecl by panning crushecl material from Dike
G7, at Trembleau point, grains of llypersthene were detected, although
110 trace of this mineral has been seen in auy of the tllin sections from
the dikes. It did not come from any inclusions ofneighl>oring norite,
for the material was selected with th.e greatest care. It is interesting
to note in this connection the recent announcement of hypersthene in
Triassic diabase, by Campbell and Brown. 1 It is not unlikely that this
orthorhombic pyroxene is in many diabases where the chance cut of a
section has failed to show it.
Biotite. is sometimes seen in the slides, but only as a very subordinate
mineral. It forms small scales closely associated with magnetite and
more or less as a border around it. The biotite is regarded as au orig·inal mineral that followed closely on the ores in period of formation,
and not as resulting from the mutual secondary action of rna.grn=~tite
and plagiocbse on each other, ns is concluded by ,Vadsvvort.h when
treating of similar occurrences iu the gabbros of l\linnesota. 2
Of the magnetite nothing of note need be added beyond that it is
abunda11t and in irregular grains.
The process of a,Iteration seems to be the sa,me wherever noted. The
bisilicates pass into chlorite or into wh.a t in otlier cases appear:::; to be_
8erpentine. This la,tter is a yellow or amber-colored mass, not always
i;;howiug a very marked aggregate character, lacking in pleochroism,
and not very strongly refractive. The chlorite is better marked and
was identified by it~ pleochroism . . Some djkes are in such an ad vancecl
Rtage of alteration that they present almost nothing of a definite character. Olay or kaolin, calcite, limonite, amlindefinite dirt make up the
klide. Very little 1~ecognizalJle epiuote has been uotecl.
An interesting and exceptional alteration is afforded by the dike at
Palmer hill, near Au Sable Forks. The feldspar has yielded a, colorless
negative, uniaxial, rather brightly polarizing mineral with abundant
1 ectangular cleavages.
This is scapolite. It occur8 iu scattered masses
arnl often, with quartz, forms nests of secondary cl1aracter. Scapolite
as:m alteration peoductfrom plagioclase luw l011g been known in connec1

Campbell and Brown: Composition of certain Mesozoic i 0o·neous rocks from Virginia. Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer., 1891, p. 339.
2
M, E. Wadsworth: Bull. rr. Minn. Geol. Surv., p. 65, aucl Pl. III.
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tion with various rocks associated with the apat,i te deposits of Norway,
and more recently haR been discovered in the same relations in Oanada. 1
The course through which the alteration has been brought about has
been discussed by Judd. 2 It is urged that solutions containing sodium
chloride penetrate the plagioclase along "solution planes," 3 after which
dynamic metamorphism in connection with the sodium chloride changes
the plagioclase to scapolite. There seems to have been iio dynamic
metamorphism necessarily developed in the present inst.a,nce, bnt doul>t·
less the infiltration of sodium chloride in solution or of hydrochloric acid,
which reacted on the sodium in the feldspar, has aided the change.
Lacroix has also recently d.escribed the alteration t.o dipyre of the
, plagioclase in a diabase in the Pyrenees, along the contact with intruded eleoJite.syenite. 4
An analysis of the Palmer hill dike yielded the results given in
column r. By its side is placed for comparison No. rr, an analysis of a
llialmse from the vicinity of Boston, described l>y vV. H. Hobbs. 5
No. nr is from the reg'ion of Keene valley a11d the analysis is by A. R.
T1eeds. 6
I. Kemp.

SiOi
Al2O3
Fe2O3
FeO
CaO
MgO
MnO
K 2O
Na20
Ti0 2
P2O5
CO2
FeS2
Loss
Sp. gr.

IL

I

IIL

45 ·46

48 ·75

19 ·94

17·17

. 19 ·42

0·41
·(i2

5 ·72

8 ·32

8 ·82

9·11

2 ·95

3 ·37

5 ·98

15 ·36

.

]3

I

43 ·41

6 ·69

0 ·9 1
3 ·21

2 ·40

0 ·47

2 ·12

1 · 6:J

4 ·39

0 ·99

0 ·35

0 ·68

---------·

I ,: ::

2 ·945

trace
trace

2 ·00
.... ...... 1

-... . --.. ·1

::i ·OO

woCi,1-100

·5'

I
1

2 ·985

1
F. D. Adams and A. C. Lawson: On Borne Canat1ian rocks containing scapolite,
etc. Ca,nadian Recorcl of, 'cicnce, 1888, p. 185. The paper gives a geuer:i l re\·iew of
the lit •rature of sea polite in these relalions and many citatious of authorities.
~J. \ . Judd: On the procl's es by wh ich a plagior,Jase feldspar is converted into
scapolite. Mineralog ical .Magn,1ine, vol. YIII, p. 186.
~For tbc<lc cription of solution planPB, see paper, byJ. W. Jucld_.in theQuar. Jour.
Geol. , 'or., Yol. XLJ, 188.-, p. 383; vol. XLu, 1 6 p. 82. Mineralogical Magazine, vol.
vu, 1 6., p. 81.
4
La roi. · : nr 1 s phcnom<'nes <le contact de la sycnitc cl molithiqne de Pouzac.
'om1 t Renuu, o. 110, p. 1011, 1 90.
5
\Y. II. Hobbs: On the pctrographica,l character of a dike of diabase in the Bo ton 1,a. in. Bull. Ins. 'omp. Zool., Yol. xn, p. 1.
r._ . I . LcC'Cl : Not.es on thclitl.10logyoftheAdirondacks. ThirtiethAnn. Rep. N. Y.
, 'tat· .i:Ius nm, p. 102.
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In r all the iron was estimated as Fe20 3• The excess of potash over
soda in the :first two of these dikes is exceptional for diabase. While
the rather abundant biotite in No. r in part accounts for it, the mica
seems hardly sufficient to afford it all. Probably the augite contains
some, for it is unlikely that the feldspar of so basic a rock has much.
The dike contains also less SiOi than our most typical and best known
American diabases, those of the eastern Triassic areas, for these afford
with monotouous uniformity from 51 to 53 per cent.
The question may be raised here as to the causes that lead in some
instances to the formation of the ophitic structure of true diabase and
in others to the approximately panidiomorphic structure of camptonite,
in dikes of the same general width and in adjacent localities. The
curious exception that the diabases offer, of feldspars crystallizing before
the dark silicates, has been suggested l>y Rosenbusch 1 as due to the
exces::; of RO bases over the R 20. This same relation holds good, however, in the camptonites, as is shown by the analyses which follow, but
in them the structure is markedly idiomorphic.
It is notable that in the dikes of the Lake Champlain region the diabases are in the areas of crystalline rocks of Archean age, while the
camptonites are in the later stratified rocks. 2 This would necessitate
the passage of the fused magma of the latter through a much greater
thickness of rock before it reached the surface or at least before it solidified; while the diabase has chilled nearer its parent mass. It may
be that the wall rock has exerted some influence; certainly the camptonites must have remained longer molten. vVe are rather led by the
varying analyses to ascribe the different structures to physical causes
like these than to peculiarities of chemical composition.
The contact phenomena of the diabases are described aud :figured
later in the particular mention of Trembleau point, p. 45, where they
are best seen. .
·
Olivine appears in a few dikes and what may be an alteration product
of it in certain others. While, strictly speaking, such dikes should be
called olivine-diabase, they do not seem to differ from the normal diabase in much else than in the presence of chrysolite.
Diabase (including olivine-diabase) is an extremely common dikerock in the Archean rocks of Canada and the northern United States.
While the dikes are often recorded simply as trap, it is probable that
they belong in the majority of cases to this group. A citation of those
which have been microscopically determined, so far as known to u s, is
here appended. We desire to acknowledge the gift of chips for compariGon from Messrs. Tight, Haworth, 0. W. Hall, and Hobbs, writers
of papers mentioned below:
1

H. Rosenbusch: Ueber das Wesen der kornigen und porphyrischen Structur bei
massigen Gesteinen. Neues Jahrbuch, vol. u, 188~, p. 1. ·
2
_ This relation is not true of camptonites elsewhere.
The original exposures at
Livermore falls on the Pemigewassett river are in mica schist; the dikes at Fort
Montgomery and Forest of Dean, Orange county, N. Y., are in gneiss.
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CANADA.

W. S. BAYLEY. Notes on the microscopic examination of rocks from the Thunder
bay silver <listrict. Geol. Surv. of Canada, 1887, p. 1154.
ROBERT BELL. Observations on the Labraclor coast, Hudson straits and bay. Geol.
Surv. of Can., 1882-'83-'84, pp. 14-15.
H. vV. FAIRBANKS. Notes on the characters of the eruptive rocks of the Lake Huron
region. Amer. Geologist, vol. VI, p. 162.
B. J. HARRINGTON. Notes on a few dikes cutting Laurentian rocks, more especially
with reference to their microscopic structure. Canadian Naturalist, vol. vrn, No.
6, p. 315.
HERRICK, TIGHT aml JONES. Dikes at Michipicoton bay, Lake Superior. Bnlletin
Denison University, vol. n , p. 119.
A. C. LAWSON. Diabase dikes of the Rainy lake region. Proc. Canadian Institute,
ser. iii, vol. v, 1888, p.178. Amer. Geol., vol. I, p. 199.
A. C. LAWSON :mcl F. T. Sc1-IUTT. Petrographical differentiation of certain dikes
of the Rainy lake region. Proc. Am. Ass. Adv. Sci., vol. XXXVIII, 1889, p. 246.
M. E. WADSWORTH. Dikes at, Notre Dame bay and the Betts cove copper mines.
Amer .•Tour. Sci., ser. iii, vol. xxvur, p. 94.
M. E. WADSWORTH. Mentions diabase dikes near Bathurst, N. B., in a paper on Ore
deposits. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 1884, p. 207.
INDIAN TERRITORY.
R. T. HILL. Reconnaissance of the Ouachita mountain system in Indian Territory.
Determinations of diabase by J. F. Kemp. Am. Jour. Sci., ser. iii, vol. XLII, p. 118.
MAINE.
W. 0. CROSBY. Geology of Frenchman's bay, Me. Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., 1880,
109. Amer. Jour. Sci., ser. iii, vol. xxnr, p. 64-.
Q. E. DrcKER?.IAN" aml M. E. WADSWORTH.
An Olivine-bearing diabase from St.
George, Me. Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. xxur, p. 28 .
J. ]?. KKMP. 'l'ni,p dikes near Kennebunkport, Me.
Amer. Geol., vol. v, p. 129,
March, 1890.
G. P. MERRILL. Olivine 1liabasc from Addison's point. Tenth Census, vol. x, p. 24.
The mention of dikes which have not been microscopically determined is very
frequ ent in ]lapers dealing with the geology of Main e. Many of these are doubtless diabase.
MASSACHUSETTS.
\V. 0. CR0SRY.

Geology '>f eastern Massachusetts.

B. K. EMERSON. The Deerfield clike anrl its minerals. Amer . .Tour. Sci., ser. iii, vol.
XXIV, pp. 195-270, 349.
\V. H. HoBnH. Ou the petrographical characters of a dike of diabase in the Boston
b:viu. Bull. Mns. Comp. Zool., vol. xvr, No. 1.
A. '. L 'E. Geology of Nahant, Mass. Boston, 'oc. Iat. Hist., vol. XXIV, p. 91.
Mentiomi 500 <likes.
N. •'. , IIALm:. Geo]og_\. of (.:ape Ann. 1 inth Ann. Rep. Director U. S. Geol. Surv.,
p. 6 . Three hnnclrecl :md fifty dike. of diabase ancl quartz porphyry in a limit 11 area.
MICIIIGAN.
"\Y1cn:\-IA.l.~.·.

Diauas

<like at the \Vashington mine.

Geol. of\Vi ., vol. u1, p. 625.
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THE CAMPTONITES.

Oamptonite, as a name for a particular group ot rocks, was intro,
ducecl by Rosenbusch I in the second edition of his invaluable work to
indicate those dike rocks w bich consist of augite, hornblende, and plagfoclase, the bisilicates being tbe most prominent components. They are
characterized either by pauidiomorphjc or a ho1ocrystalline porphyritic
structure. The name is based on the first good determination of such
1

H. Rosenbusch: Physiographie der ma.s sigen Gesteine, vol. r, 1886, p. 333.
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rocks by Hawes,1 from the towu of Campton, in the Pemigewassett valley, New Hampshire. Hawes called the rocks which there occur in several neighboring and parallel dikes, diorite, diabase, and olivine-diabase.
In the further description of the camptonites of this paper, it will be seen
that mineralogical mixtures corresponding to the names of Hawes are
what characterize these basic rocks in the Lake Champlain region. The
grouping ofRosenbusch was felicitous, and has been found useful by subsequent observers, as it enables an accurate and intelligent classification
to be made. It has been advocated by one ofus 2 that the hornblende
should be the principal diagnostic mineral of a camptonite. · Dikes consisting essentially of augite and plagioclase commonly approximate the
ophitic structure of diabase so closely that it bas not seemed advisable
to give them a separate name from diabase. Transitions are indeed
known to a marked panidiomorphic i-.tructure, 3 and augite-plagioclase
dikes occur among those here described which differ only in this way
from effusive diabase, yet the greater number, if not all of them, have
some basaltic hornblende, and are here designated augite-camptonite.
The term camptonite alone is used iu this paper to indicate the rocks in
which hornblende predominates.
The camptonites consist of brown basaltic hornblende, augite, plagioclase, magnetite, and occasionally a little intermingled glassy matter. Iu those considered typical, there -is no augite whatever. This is
the case in two dikes, so far as the slides indicate. Usually, however,
augite is also present, and may even predominate, marking thus a
tran~ition toward diabase. The minerals are markedly panidiomorphic,
a11d the large hornblendes and augites give at times a porphyritic
character.
The hornblende is the most conspicuous and attractive component.
It exhibits, at times, large phenocrysts of the first generation, 3mm in
maximum diameter, prismatic and bounded by oo P (110) and P oo' (010).
It has strong pleochroism~ brown to yellow. In marked distinction to
the augite, it shows no zonal structure whatever.
The second generation of hornblende is in small acicular crystals
0·1 mm wide by 0·3-0·5mrn long, and in other respects is only a miniature
reproduction of the first geueration. These small crystals occur in all
the dikes of t11e camptonite group and are, as will be noted later, very
e,3uerally present in the monchiquites, although it may be in small
amount.
The augite is likewise in two generations. The older forms prismatic
cry, tal:-., u ually zonal, and having darker green cores surrounded by
1
G. ,v. Hawes : On a group of dissimilar eruptive rocks at Campton, N. H.,' Amer.
Jour., ci., ser. nr, vol. xvn, p. 14.
-,J · P. Kemp: Trap <likes near Kennebunkport, Me., Amer. Geol., vol. v, p. 137.
: C'ompare ,v. '. Brogger, Zeit chrift fiir Krybt., vol. xvr, 1890, p. 23, where
camp ton ite dik s are record d as apophy, :ie of n, laccolite of diabase; also the paper
n Kcnn obunkport dikes, just citeu, which describes a close association of camptonite auu diabase.
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lighter, almost colorless rims. These two portions may differ 10° in
extinction. The crystals reach as high as 5rnru in diameter. The second
generation is very sm~ll, in acicular prisms well nigh colorless.
The plagioclase is less perfectly developed than the bisilicates. It
inclines, however, to the lath-shaped form and is invariably twinned.
In the camptonites the sharp
- idiomorphic character of the
crystals, as seen in diabase,
somewhat recedes.
The relations of the several
minerals and the undifferentiated base is shown in Fig. 2.
As illustrative of the chemical composition of the camptonites the followin g two analyses, I and II, are quoted
from a previous paper by the
writers, and to these is added
a series of analyses of the same
species of rock from other districts.
Fm. 2.-Micro-drawing of camptonite from Dorset
Mountain, V ermont.
I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

.1

VI.

1- - - - --1- - ---1 · - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - --

Si02 --- ··----Al2O2 ....... .
Fe2O 3 • - - •• - - •
FeO ·--··----·
MnO -··--··-·
Ti02 ·--·-·--·
Cao-·----·--·
MgO --------·
K 2O ---·--····
N~O ----·····
P2Os ..........
CO2 --········
Loss . . . . . . . . . .

43·50
17-02
13·68

· -- - ·- ·--· ---···---·
·-----·--· ·---- - ·--·

41·94
15·36
3·27
9·89
0·25

-------·-· ----- -· --·

4-15

41-00
21·36
13·44

9·47
8·15
10·40
5·01
6·84
3·85
0·19
3·02
1·31
5·15
2·84
2·86
·······--· ······--- · ----- - · ·-·
-·····---· -----··--·
2·47
4·35
5·00
3·29
99·40

99·22

100·44

40·95
16-45
13-47

----·----o·:13
3·39
10·53
6·10
1·28
4·00
0·29

48·19
16·79
18·37
___ .., ______

6·85
1-32
1·11
5·59

3·84

2·31

100·63

)00·53

-

44· 87
17·28
11·04

---------trace
6·74
7·54
4·95
2·62
1·61
0·45

99·59

I. Fairhaven, Vt.
II. Proctor, Vt., by J. F. Kemp, from Kemp and Marsters, Camptonite dikes n ear Wllitehall,
W a,bington county, N. Y., Amer. Geol., Augmt, 1889, p. 97.
III. G. W. Hawes, Campton Falls, N . H., Amer.Jour. Sci. ser. iii., vol. XVII, p.14.
IV. B. J. Harrington, Montreal, Geol. Survey of Canada, 1877-78, p. 439.
V. J. F. Kemp, Orange county, N. Y., Am er. Jour. ~ci., April, 1888, p. 331.
VI. L . M . Dennis (see J, F. Kemp), Dikes of Hudson river highlands, Amer. Naturalist, August
J 888, p. 694.

The analyses show a considerable variation in composition, but they
all are under 50 ·per cent Si0 2 , and no rock properly referable to this
group is likely to go over this limit.
The most accessible augite-camptonite is the south dike at the quarries in the Willard's ledge, Burlington. A pure hornblende-camptonite
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or camptonite proper is the large dike (No. 74) 20 feet wide and less than
a mile above Wing's poiut (see Pl. IV). Several Cfl,mptonite dikes occur
with abundant olivine. They need no detailed description additional
to that given of those lacking ths mineral. The olivine is usually much
altered. and remains only as serpeutine.
As already set forth, G. W. Hawes described the first eamptonites.
In 1878 B. J. Harrington published an account of other identical rocks,
from near Montreal, giving the analysis IV quoted above. They were
next brought to light by J. F. Kemp, from Orange county, New York, in
1888,1 and by the present writers as quoted under the table of analyses
I ::md n, from southern Vermont in 1889. About the same tjme F. L.
Nason 2 mentioned another occurrence 30 miles east of the Fairhave11
and Proctor dikes of Kemp aud Marsters. In 1889 J. F. Kemp 3 -likewise reported one from Kenuebunkport, Maine, in close association with
diabase.
They seem as yet to be les::; frequent abroad. Erwin Goller 4 has described a number which belong to a series of dikes in the Black Forest.
They are very like many American camptonites, although the brown
hornblende is much more generally changed to green. Rosenbusch
mentions one from the southern Tyrol, described first by Doelter 5 and
later by Oathrein. 6 Brogger7 has recorded them as apophysre of a laccolite of diabase in the region of Norway ::io carefully worked out by
Lim. · They furnish an association with diabase of great interest as
compared with the dikes at Ken_n elmukport, Maine.
MONCHIQUI'l'E8.

The name lYionchiq_uite ba,s bceH lately introduced by Rosenbusch 3
to include a group of dike rocks, consisting of olivine, augite, hornblende, hiotite (one or a,ll three of the fast 1rnmed), and a glassy base.
It ".,. a,s coined from the Monchiquc monntaim; in Portugal, where such
dikes were discovered ill 1850 by Bonet 9 and called basalt and mela1 .J. F. Kem1): Diorite Dike from the Porcst of Dean, Orange county, New York,
Amer. Jonr. Sci ., ser. nr, vol. xxxY, p. 331. Dikes of the Huclsou Rj-ver Highlands,
Amer. Naturalist, August, 1888, p. 691.
~F. L . Nasou: On a new locality for the eamptonite of Hawes and Rosenbusch,
Amer. Jonr. Sci., Her. 111, vol. xxxvur, p. 229, 1889.
3
.J. F. Kemp: Trap Dikes near Ke11nchunkport, Maine, Amer. Geol., Mar., 1889,
p.137.
4
E. Goller: Die Lamproph,\Tgiingc <leH ,·iidlichen Vorspessart.
eues .Jal~rbuch,
vol. YI, Beil. Band, 1888, p. 483. Through the courteHy of Prof. II. Bucking, of the
l 'ui,· •r ·it:r of, 't rm,bnrg, we have h,Lcl a suite of tlil'se rock1:1 for <·om1rn,ri1:1on.
0
'. Doelt n: T1;chcr. 1\1 i 11. lllHl Petrog. Mil th., 1875, pp. 179, 188, and 304.
r..\. Catlm·in: Zc-iL ·<·hr. f. Krystal. 1 Yol. x, 1881, p. 221.
1
,Y. ('. Brugg(·r: Z<·it.,"11 1·. f. Krystal., Yol. xv1, 1890 p. 23.
8
::\L Hnnt r anrl IT. Jo.· nlrn ch: l<'h r fonchicpdt, ein Camptonitische Gangg,•.·lcin n11 · <lPr G fo]1r ·cl1:1f't <1 r Eiac•olith-SvPnite. THchermaks Min. uud Petrof!.
dittl1., , ol. x,, 1 !JO, p. 413.
.
' Bonet, ~l rar\'I·. De:cription gCographi<pte c gr.ologiqu de cette province, Lis·
l on, 1 5 .
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DIKE OF AUGITE-CAMFTONITE IN CAMBRIAN QUARTZITE AT THE WILLARD'S LEDGE
QUARRIES, BURLINGTON, VERMONT.
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phyre. Specimens were subsequently collected by Reiss, which years
afterwards (1879) came into the possession of Leopold van Werweke, 1
who determined them as limburgite of an abnormal type. Another
dike from the neighborhood was later called nepheline-basalt. 2 The
monchiquite group was, however, immediately based on studies of Braziliam dikes. These have been brought to light by .0. A. Derby 3 in the
region about Rio Janeiro, where they are again associated with eleolite-syenite. The material worked up by Hunter and Rosenbusch was
sei1t them by Derby. The alnoite of Tornebohm 4 from the island of
Alno, off the coast of Norway, is a related melilite rock, and the dikes
from the region of Magnet cove, Arkansas, are of near kinship, as will
be subsequently indicated.
In the further development of the Lake Cham,plain dikes, toward the
extreme basic end of the series, there are a number consisting chiefly
of zonal augite, small, brown hornblende and biotite crystals, and olivine in an unresolvable base that is only very feebly refractive if not
glassy. Magnetite is the only additional mineral.
As in the camptonites, the augite is in two generations, of which the
older and larger is precisely like the phenocrysts cited in the description of those rocks. The smaller light green crystals of the second generation are often extremely abundant and make up almost all the slide.
The analysis of such a dike (No. 14, given later, is one) must indicate
very nearly the composition of the augite, with the exception that a
portion of the iron belongs to the magnetite present.
The hornblende is of the brown basaltic variety, and likewise occurs
in two generations. The older and larger is like the hornblende of the
camptonites. The small crystals of the second generation sink to extreme minuteness and present the strongest resemblance to biotite. In
some minute cases we do not feel sure of the identification as between
these two. In the altered portions of the base they seem much more
numerous than in the m,ore opaque fresh portions. The alteration
gives rise to calcite, in which the prisms stand out with sharp definition. Hornblende increases in a few dikes to such an extent that it
replaces the augite and affords a hornblende-monchiquite.
The olivine is almost never fresh, and only exhibits the characteristic green alteration serpentine. This latter is not often very definite or
characteristic, and it must be confessed that the determinations are
not entirely satisfactory. But the masses of green alteration product
1
L. v. Werweke: Beitrag zur Kenntniss der Limburgite. Neues Jahrbuch, 1879,
p. 4fi1.
·
2
L. v. Werweke: Ueber die Nephelin-Syeniten der Serra de Monichique im siidlichen Portugal und die denselben durchsetzenden Gesteine. Neues Jahrbuch, 1880, .
vol. 1, pp. 141-186, especially p. 179.
3
0. A. Derby: On Nepheline Rocks in Brazil, etc. Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., London,

1887, p. 457.
•

4
Tornebohm, cited from the original Swedish by Rosenbusch.
massigen Gesteine, pp. 804 and 809.
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are always present, even when the augite and hornblende are uniformly
fresh, and there seems no other source for it than olivine. Prof. Rosenbusch has, with great kindness, looked over a number of these.
dikes, and fully indorses the determination of them as monchiquites,,
which had been previously made by us.
The glassy base is not abundant, and it shows no definite mineralogical relations. Attempts to gelatinize and stain it were not satisfactory, and it probably does not gelatinize, corresponding thus with
the "basis of the :first kind" ( '' Basis erster .Art") of Bucking. 1 It shows
at times feeble double refraction.
The following analyses illustrate the composition of the monchiquite..
Analysis I is of Dike No.~, near Burlington. Under the microscope·
the slide is seen to be mostly augite, with a few small biotite crystals,.
and serpentine. .Analysis II is of Dike No. 14 on the end of Shelburne·
(Pottier's) point. It is of much the same mineralogical composition as.
Dike No. 2, and shows what chemical differences may exist in rocks.
which in thin section are substantially alike. Analysis 111 is of Dike
No. 21, Shelburne point. The dike is a hornblende-monchiquite, and
has more hornblende than augite. The former is in glistening phenocrysts quite visible to the naked eye. The amount of iron oxide is
quite remarkable, but whether this affected in any way the ultimate
mineralogical result of the cooling magma is a matter for conjecture.
Both this and Dike No. 2 are very low in alkalies. (Pl. n.)
Analyses I and II are by Mr. W. H. Morrison, resident graduate in
chemistry at Cornell, and Analysis III by E. M. Chamot, assistant in
the Cornell laboratory. To both these gentlemen our acknowledgments
are gratefully made. Each analysis was made in duplicate.
I.
I No.
Dike
2.

I

SiO 2 ---------TiO 2 - ------- -Al:zO3--------Fe2O3. -------FeO ---------CaO ---------MgQ. _________
K2O -----·---N~Q _________

LOSS---···--··

40·37
.............
17·86
14·45
·38
17·61
1·63
·83
1'29
4·47
99·39

II.
Dike
No.14.
45·13

III.
Dike
No. 21.
44·30

4·35

6·17
6·09
7·35
4·02
3·08
5·85
4'72

43·50
2·10
18·06
7'52
7·64
13·;19
3-47
1'30
2·00
1·22

98·60

100·91

100·20

.......... . ... ---------18·06
11·88
·32
10·17
1'12
6·06
3·57
3·04
99·35

~1_v.

7·92
25·38
not det.
14·67
1·98

----- ---- ·

----------

46-48
·99

16·16

II. Also contained P 2 O6 0.39.
IV. Monchiquite .from .Brazil. Hunter & Rosenbusch. Tscher., Mitt., x1, 454. Hunter, analyst.
V. Ampl.J.ibole monchiquite, Magnet Cove, Arkansas. Ark. Geol. Survey. 1890. Vol. II, p. 295.
W. A. Noyes, analyst.
1

H. Biicking: Ba altischeGe teine aus der Gegend siidwestlich von Thuringer Wald
undau derRhon. Jahrb. d. k. preu i chen geolog. Landesanstalt fiir 1880und 1881.
Through the kindne of Prof. Bucking we have had a, suite of specimens for compari on.
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The analyses show that the dikes are extremely basic, and may sink
very low in alkalies or be quite rich in them. In other respects they
vary widely, except in magnesia. The small amount of this element
would indicate that olivine is not very abundant. Prof. Rosenbusch
writes of dikes 14 and 21 (also 13, 25, and 64) that they are" echte Monchiquite von typischem Habitus ". Very much the same range is shown
in the analyses as in those of the previous set of camptonites, but no
reason appears from the composition why we :find in one case camptonite and in another near by monchiquite. Probably more rapid cooling
brought it about.
In alteration abundant calcite is formed, and when the base passes
into this, as ·already remarked~ the small dark silicates appear with
greater definition. Little else of alteration has been remarked, for the
dikes are quite fresh, even on exposed portions.
The distribution of monchiquites, the world over, has been already
outlined. The creation of this special division of dikes is as yet so
recent that the catalogue is not extended. Undoubtedly they will be
reported also from the province of Quebec, especially in the Montreal
region.
THE FOURCBITES.

The name fourchite bas been introduced by J. F. Williams1 to describe certain dikes that pierce the eleolite-syenites and related rocks
of the exposures near Little Rock and Magnet cove, .Arkansas. Fourche
mountain near Little Rock is abundantly intersected by them and suggested the name. The dikes differ from monchiquite in lacking olivine
as an essential constituent. . This mineral is absent or extremely subordinate. Augite is principally present, and with it at times considerable hornblende. In the region about Magnet cove, and at various
outlying points, other dikes occur outside the syenite which have
biotite as their chief constituent, with more or less augite, rarely hornblende, in a glassy base. These have been called by J. F. Kemp 2
ouacbitites, from the Ouachita (pronounced Waw-shee-taw) river, along
which they are especially abundant.
One dike of fourchite is found in the Lake Uhampla.in district, but
ouachitites are lacking. In fact, in all but the diabase and a few
monchiquites, in which it plays an insignificant part, biotite is lacking.
In the norite of Boquet mountain, which lies some three miles east of
the town of Essex, New York, was found a narrow dike consisting
entirely, so far as revealed by the slides, of idiomorphic brown basaltic
hornblende in two generations thickly set in a feebly refrctcting base
which is not plagioclase. The older and larger hornblende crystals ar;
0_-25~m, the younger and smaller ones O·Ol-0·05mm in diameter. Magnetite is also pre~ent. The rock belongs to the hornblende-fourchites of J.
1

Williams, J. Francis: Geol. Survey of Ark . Ann. Rep. 1890, Vol n, p. 107.
Kemp, J. F.: Geol. Survey of Ark. Ann. Rep., Vol. u, p. 392.
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F. Williams. It must be admitted, however, t hat if the green alteration
product in many of the monchiquites be doubtful as coming from original olivine, the rocks would be fourchites, and, indeed, the slides are
very like the Arkansas type. We are indebted to Dr. J . .F. Williams
for the loan of his best slides. It should also be st ated that the base is
not al ways, and in fact seldom, a true glass, but contains many colorless, minute acicular crystals of parallel extinction. These are probably nepheline. The mineral matter containing them shows frequently
a feeble refraction, and so, although in other respects resembling glass,
it is not perfectly isotropic. In the typical A rkan sas fourchites J . F.
Williams seldom found a true glass, and he even found some plagioclase·
that be regarded as secondary.
ON THE WIDESPREAD ASSOCIA'l'ION OF SIMILAR BASIC DIKES WITH
ELEOLITE-SYENITE.

The fact that camptonite, monchiquite, and fourchite dikes are almost invariably associated in other localities with eleolite-syenite has
been often referred to in the preceding pages. It is our belief that
their presence in the Lake Champlain valley indicates that eleolitesyenite is somewhere in the region. There is a vast area in the Adirondacks not yet subjected to petrographic or, indeed, geologic examination of a detailed character. It would not be surprising if such rocks
should be ident ified in the future. Near Montreal · eleolite-syenite
does occur and is associated with rocks such as we have described,
although the Canadian descriptions, as yet published, are meager. It
is within the bounds of reason that the Lake Champlain dikes are the
extreme southern manifestation of the eruptive action chiefly shown
across the national boundary forty to one h undred miles from their principal outcrop. Although this distance seems great, it has a parallel in
Arkansas, where dikes of related char acter to the fourchites are found
forty to eighty-five miles from the syenitic centers 1 and are doubtless
extreme manifestations of t heir eruptive action. The Montreal syenite
and re.lated rocks are shown to have been intruded after the Trenton
Period, whose limestones they cut, and before t he Lower Helderberg,
to whose conglomerate they have furnished rolled bowlders. 2 This
would place them at the close of the Lower Silurian or in the early part
of the Upper Silurian. It will at once occur t o one familiar with the
Green mountains that they were elevated at the close of the Lower Silurian and were formed in one of the great upheavals of New England.
We think it probable that the intrusion of t he dikes was occasioned
by this great disturbance. Outpourings or intrusions of igneous rock
almo t always attend mountain-making action, and it is reasonable to
1

J · F. Kemp : On the basic dikes occurrin g outside the syenite areas of t he Magnet ove Region. Geol. Surv. Ark., vol. n, 1890, p . 392.
2
ompare A. Lacroix: Sur la syenite eleolithique de Mon t real, Can ada, etc.
Compte Rendu, J une 2, 1890, p. 1152, and Bull. Societe Geologique de France, Troisi me erie, tome XVIII, p. 523.
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suppose that the Green mountains have been no exception. Aside
from this line of inference we have no direct evidence of the age of the
dikes except that they followed the Utica slate or shale, for this is the
latest formation pierced by them. (Pl. III.)
In the tabular statement of them it will be seen at once that they
are almost all vertical where found in the s'edimentary rocks. Dikes
which have suffered no subsequent movements would naturally take
this course in coming to the surface. It is reasonable to conclude that
the uniform verticality indicates that the wall rocks have not been
much, if at all, disturbed since their intrusion, or else that they and
their walls have moved en masse over a great territorial extent.
BRIEF REVIEW OF THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE BASIC DIKE ROCKS.

The institution of the dike rocks as a separate group coordinate with
the plutonic or intrusive ( Tiefengesteine) and the volcanic or effusive
(Ergussgesteine) rocks had its inception with Rosenbusch. 1 It places
the igneous rocks which have cooled in relatively narrow fissures by
themselves and contrasts them on the one hand with those cooling, in
masses of great size, slowly and under pressure, and on the other with
those cooling likewise in large masses, but with greater celerity and
less pressure; in other words, with those, below the surface and with
those on the surface. In the nature of things we can not conceive of a
small body of igneous rock which fills a fissure a few feet wide as
originating alone by itself. Igneous phenomena do not manifest themselves in this isolated way. We might perhaps conceive of rock far
below the surface and held under such pressure that its temperature
while yet solid would be above its normal fusing point at the surface.
The formation of a .fissure by some movement might relieve the pressure and lower the fusing point along its line so that the adjacent rock
would melt and fill it, but where isolated dikes occur, cutting altered
or quite unaltered sedimentary beds (as in the region just described),
such a supposition is out of the question, and even in plutonic or metamorphic walls it is questionable. The only alternative, then, is to consider dikes wherever found as the offshoots or apophys::e of larger
igneous masses. These original bodies may not be apparent; indeed
the extended development of dikes as along the Maine and New Hampshire sea coast and in the Lake Champlain region, with almost no evident
parent mass, affords a most perplexing manifestation of igneous action,
but it is reasonable to conceive of some such body below the surface.
The question may be raised whether the simple fact of being offsb.oots
of relatively small size is sufficient to warrant so radical an innovation
as is implied in making them a grand division in the classification. If
the separation does stand it involves the creation of a series of new
families with their own names, on the analogy of the families of the two
1

Massige Gesteine, p. 277.
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grand divisions, platonic and volcanic. The same magma appearing
as a plutonic or volcanic mass might be followed out into its offsetting
dikes, and these must logically then be set in an entirely different place
in the scheme of classification. This involves a step so open to objection that it is doubtful ifeit will bold in the future.
It must be admitted, however, tliat grouping the dike rocks together
has been of great service and has brought out relationships which it
would have been difficult to detect without it. This is especially true
of the basic dikes, and it has led, indeed, to the creation of all the kinds
of rocks discussed in this paper except diabase. Where isolated dikes
occur, with no discernible parent body, it is especially convenient.
As such we have used it, but the writer does not believe it involves
any other fundamental principle of classification. As now developed,
the scheme of the basic or lamprophyric dike rocks would be the
following: Under the lamprophyres are placed those dike rocks
which contain a preponderating dark silicate. In all the structure is
panidiomorphic or holocrystalline granular.
A. Syenitic lamprophyres, having an alkaline feldspar and biotite, hornblende and

augite, one or all three.
1. Minettes, with preponderating biotite, hornblende and augite subordinate.
2. Vogesites, with preponderating hornblende or augite.
B. Dioritic lamprophyres, having plagioclase feldspar and biotite, hornblende and
augite, one or all three.
1. Kersantite; with preponderating biotite, a subordinate variety aschaffite,
contains quartz, and others have olivine.
2. Camptonite, with preponderating hornblende or augite, the two being
commonly associated. Olivine is also frequently present and at times
a little glass. The dark silicates are idiomorphic. ·
3. Diabase dikes, holocrystalline, ophitic aggregates of plagioclase and augite, with occasional biotite and rarely hornblende. They do not differ
essentially from effusive diabase. Olivine also occurs.
C. Monchiquite, plagioclase very subordinate and generally entirely lacking. Olivine, the diagnostic mineral in a more or less perfectly glassy base, with
augite, hornblende and biotite, some or all. The base has often affinities with
nepheline. A related rock with melilite has been called alnoite.
D. Fourchites, olivine subordinate or lacking entirely; base glassy or largely so;
augite, hornblende and biotite, some or all present. A variety with excessively large amounts of biotite has been called ouachitite.

This arrangement has been in large part published by Rosenbusch,
and the general scheme is his. The fourchite division has been created
by J. F. Williams,1 in connection with the dikes of Arkansas and in
cooperation with the writer. But even before Dr. Williams'sworkbegan
in Arkansas, and before Hunter and Rosenbusch had published Monchiquite, the writer had noted the corresponding types in the Lake Champlain region, and had sketched out some such subdivision. These
conclusions were gladly placed at the disposal of Dr. Williams, and
the table was extended by us as stated in his report in the endeavor to
1

.Ann. Rep. Geol.

urv. Ark., 1890, pp. 109, 110.
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trace in the dike rocks varieties which would correspond to the peridotites and limburgites and the pyroxenites and augitites of the
abyssal and effusive rocks. The same order is thus preserved, passing
from diabase through monchiquite to fourchite. The theralites and
basaltic nepheline rocks have also representatives in these two groups.
In the writer's opinion the most practicable future classification of
rocks, as in the earlier part, will involve simply the two great divisions
of plutonic (abyssal, tiefengesteine) and volcanic (eruptive, effusive),
and that the dikes will merely be placed with the nearest related
member of these as subordinate developments of the corresponding
magma, in relatively narrow cracks or :fissures. Since the above was
written Zirkel's Petrography has appeared, and it omits dike rocks as
·.a separate grand division.
LOCAL GEOLOGICAL DETAILS OF THE DIKES.
OUTLYING SOUTHERN EXPOSURES.

The dike on Dorset mountain (or Mount Eolus) in the town of Dorset, Vermont, is the most southern one here described. It was :figured
by A. D. Hager in the Vermont Report,1 by whom it is represented as
standing out in a limestone quarry with a columnar structure much
resembling a cord of wood. It is 4 feet thick and consists of olivine,
augite, brown hornblende, plagioclase, and a little isotropic base. It is
an olivine-camptonite very like the dike from Campton, New Hamp.shire, called by Hawes olivine-dfabase. 2 Prof. Seely, of Middlebury
College, kindly gave us the specimen. (Fig. 2.)
The specimens from South Granville were given us by Mr. James
W. Peets, on whose land they occur, and were discovered by Mr.
Ira Sayles, of the U. S. Geological Survey. The dikes, of which
there are :several, run from 4 to 6 feet, strike northeast and dip 230
east. A small occurrence of mineral matter near them has created
some local expectation of the precious metals, and some excavation has
been made. This is a common experience throughout the entire section.
The dikes at Summit, Vermont, have already been correctly determined by F. L. Nason 3 to be typical camptonites.
The dikes at Fairhaven and Proctor exhibit hornblende, augite, plagioclase, and magnetite and are normal camptonites which have been
likewise described in full. 4
The dikes at the natural bridge on the Hudson, 6 miles from North
River, New York, are porphyritic diabase. Mr. Nason, who kindly sent
1 Vol. II,

p. 588.
On a group of dissimilar eruptive rocks from Campton, New Hampshire. Amer.
Jour. Sci., ser. III, vol. XVII, p. 14.
3
F. L. Nason: A new locality for the Camptonite of Hawes and Ro.senbusch.
Amer. Jour. Sci., ser. III, vol. xxxvrn, p. 229.
·
4
Kemp and Marsters: On certain Camptonite Dikes near Whitehall, Washington
county, New York. Amer. Geol., Aug. 188!1, p. 97.
2
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us the specimen, writes that on the east bank and same distance below
the bridge a dike 6 to 8 feet wide cuts the Laurentian limestone and
gneiss, and that numerous others branch from this one.
HAMMONDVILLE, ESSEX COUNTY~ NEW YORK.

In No. 7 slope of the Crown Point Iron Company's ·mines there are
three dikes within 600 feet of the surface. They are·2 to 4 feet wide
and in each case fault the ore raising it about 15 feet. They are all
badly decomposed, but were originally diabase. A fourth specimen
originally collected for a dike proves to be a portion of a shear zone
and exhibits the minerals of the gneiss in an extremely broken and
crushed condition along the line of faulting. The quartzes preserve
their identity best. The crushed material from the other minerals has
suffered extensive alteration and is now scarcely recognizable.
The dikes at Roe's spar bed 1 which is in the township of Crown
Point, are badly altered diabase. They are three in number and strike
N. 700 E. They vary from 8 inches to 2 feet, and cut a great pegmatitio
mass of feldspar and quartz.

80

120

ScaLe.

FIG. 3.-Sketch map of dikes on Mill brook, near Port Henry, New York.
PORT HENRY AND VICINITY.

A pecimen of a dike 7 feet wide was given us by Mr. Uno Sebenius,
mining engineer of Witherbees, Sherman & Co., from the Boonton
place, Moriah Corners, 4 miles or more south of Mineville. It is an
olivine-diabase. Two dikes are known in the Mineville mines, one
1
Compare J. F. Kemp: Notes on the minerals occurring near Port Henry, New
York. Amer. Jour. Sci., ser. iii, vol. XL, p. 62.
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from the Miller pit is 4 to 5 feet and is a much decomposed diabase.
The other, from the New Bed, we were unable to obtain. A. dike is
recorded in volume xv of the Tenth Census, p. 115, from the Lee miue.
Rock from another was found by us on the dump of the Cheever mine,
which proves to be an olivine-diabase with subordi:q.ate biotite. Several have been cut in the mine. The most interesting exposure at Port
Henry is found 100 or 200 yards up Mill brook in the northern outskirts of the town. Immediately below a dam, as shown in the accompanying Fig. 3, a uetwork of dikes pierces the gneiss. They run in a
general east-west direction. Those on the north bank are from 6 inches
to 2 feet thick, while the large one on the south bank is 20 feet, with
two branches 2 feet each. .All the dikes are diabase of somewhat
abnormal structure.
THE WESTPORT I DIKES.

From 2 to 3 miles north of Westport and in the crystalline gneisses
of Split Rock mountain five dikes are found. Three are just south of
Barn Rock harbor, and two others are a mile further south. They
are from 2 to 3 feet wide and consist of augite, largely idiomorpbic,
and often beautifully twinned, plagioclase rods, now much altered, and
magnetite. One has numerous small brown hornblendes. The dikes
may be considered as transition forms between the diabase and camptonite types. The country rock called gneiss above consists of common
green hornblende, some pyroxene, plagioclase, garnet, and magnetite.
THE

SPLIT

RocK AND EssEx Drn:Es.

These two localities are near neighbors, but are strongly contrasted
in their geology. The promontory of Split Rock is formed by metamorphic rocks. The detached mass of Split Rock proper consists chiefly
of crystalline limestone through which are distributed curiously contorted segregations of silicates that resemble snakes and are considered
petrefactions by the natives. The limestone is thickly studded with
irregular pyroxene (diopside) crystals that are passing into hornblende. 1
.A band of rock 12 feet thick, striking N. 20° E. and dipping 450 SE.,
passes through the limestone and is visible on the north side of Split
Rock. It consists of green hornblende, diallage, and plagioclase in a
coarse allotriomorphic mass. It bas many macroscopic points of resemblance to a coarse hornblende schist, but is not improbably a metamorphosed dike resembling those described by J. F. Kemp from the highlands of the Hudson river. 2 The crystalline limestone containing this
rock is a mixture of calcite, garnet, and hornblende, which bas altered
from pyroxene and which often contains unchanged cores of the latter.
1
Compare G. P. Merrill on the Ophiolites of Thurman, Warren county, NewYork,
etc. Amer. Jour. Sci., ser. iii, vol. xxxvn, p. 189.
2
J. F. Kemp: 'rhe Dikes of the Hudson River Highlands . .A.mer. Naturalist, Aug.,
1888, p. 695.
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On the mainland, neighboring to the Split Rock itself (see Fig. 4),
are clustered as many as ten dikes radiating in all directions. Nos.
510, 511, 512, 514, 515, 516, 517, and 520 are altered diabase. No. 513b
is bostonite. In addition to these there:are at 518 and 519, narrow seams
of a very curious rock. They are a few inches wide and in the field were

I:::::::: :1
t.·IMESTONE

SLATE

[I';~
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Fm. 4.-Sketch-map of dikes at Split Rock and vicinity, New York.

thought to be dikes. Under the microscope, No. 518 (7 inches wide)
prove to be a rather coarsely allotriomorpbic mixture of a feld par
and ome dark silicate now altered beyond recognition. The feldspar
pr :ent, an ex eptionally fine illu. tration of the rnicro-perthitic intergrowth of two pecies in mall lenticular individuals. The two can be
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distinguished without crossed nicols. No. 519 (2 inches wide) consists
of green hornblende, plagioclase and very coarse grains of magnetite.
These rocks are too coarsely crystalline to be narrow dikes, and are here
regarded as small segregated veins which were formed in the general
metamorphism of the region; but to this subject, as lying outside the
province of the present paper, but passing attention has been given.
Back on the ridge, as shown in the figure, is an outcrop of bostonite in
numerous dikes that seam the mountain. They show the same trachytic structure as the general type described on page 18. They are
undoubtedly a southern outbreak of the same mass that is seen in great
development at Cannon's point, nearly 2 miles north.
The ridge of Split Rock mountain ends abruptly and is succeeded
by a mile or less of meadow and marsh, which give way to the Utica
slate. As stated by Emmons a large outcrop of slate occurs along the
south shore. Cannon's point forms a small headland nearly 2 miles from
Split Rock. To the south ofit the slates appear as a low bluff along the
shore. This increases at the point itself, where they are broken by a
great sheet of bostonite which has apparently come up through a conduit near its middle portion and spread in all directions between the
slates like a laccolite. The sheet is about 25 feet thick and undulates
somewhat. The slates show both above and below. .A. general sketch
of a portion is given in Emmons's Report, p. 85, which resembles the
exposure to a considerable degree. As remarked by Emmons, the
slates exhibit almost no evidence of any contact metamorphism. In
thin sectioneven the included fragments have sharp angular boundaries andordinary fragmental structure. The sheet of the bostonite dips
east under the lake. Under the microscope the rock shows the usual tra,c hytic structure, but perfectly fresh specimens are not to be had on the
outcrops The sections consist of a felt of feldspar rods with occasional
large phenocrysts. Pyrite is present in small masses, together with
limonite and a few shreds of some unrecognizable dark silicates, but as
is universally the case with the bostonite outcrops the dark silicates
are conspicuous for their absence. The sheet of bostonite 1 can be
traced a short distance westward before it is covered. Another outcrop occurs nearly due west of Essex on the southerly of the two roads
running west. This is a mile and a half from Cannons point and indicates, when taken together with the Split Rock exposure, that the outbreak was quite extensive. It is worthy of remark that the large outcrop just south of the Charlotte station is nearly due east of Essex and
1

The rock is consistently called bostonite in the text, but it illustrates the weak
point in the creation of a separate group of dike rocks. It certainly is in an interbedded sheet or laccolite; it has a well defined trachytic structure and could be
called with perfect propriety trachyte if we disregard the now exploded time distinction between trachyte and porphyry-or it could be called porphyry if its pretertiary character is considered important, and yet why use trachyte or porphyry
for sheets and bostonite for the same rock in dike!
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that for a few miles north and south of this line the porphyries are
most prominently developed. These relations will be again referred to
in speaking of the east side of the lake.
The slates extend three-quarters of a mile north of Cannon's point
and there abut sharply against the Chazy limestone which forms a bluff
50 to 75 feet high. The break forms as fine an illustration of a fault as
could be desired. It has been :figured in Emmons's Report, p. 272, and
quite fully discussed, but the height of 150 to 200 feet attributed to the
cliff is excessive. The same error is repeated in Macfarlane's Geological Railway Guide, p.117. In the limestone to the north of the fault a
dike of 2 feet (No. 527) occurs. What is probably a prolongation of it
appears in the limestone quarries of Mr. Cowan, just southwest of the
village (No. 583). Both these dikes are excellent typical camptonites.
They have small hornblende prisms and fine plagioclase rods often
exhibiting flow structure and at times a plumose arrangement resulting
from it. An occasional larger hornblende appears and chloritic remains
that may have been augite.
A mile and a half north of Essex, another bostonite dike appears
in the shore (No. 526), which exhibits excellent flow structure of small
feldspar rods around the large phooocrysts. A mile further a small
stream enters the lake. In the banks of this, a short distance from the
mouth and just east of the bridge where the highway crosses it, two
large bostonite dikes (Nos. 528 and 529) appear, one of which is 30 feet
wide. They break through Utica slate. Under the microscope they
are seen to be much altered, and differ somewhat from the normal type.
The groundmass consists entirely of small pseudo-spherulites which
group themselves around the feldspar phenocrysts in a way characteristic of the prophyritic rocks. A bostonite dike is also to be found, we
are informed by Mr. W. H. Benedict (late principal of the academy in
Port Henry), in the quarries at Willsboro point, 6 or 7 miles north
of Essex. We have a specimen of the rock which resembles the other
bostonites very ciosely.
Some 3 miles west of Essex a considerable hill of norite projects above
the later sedimentary rocks and is called Boquet mountain. On the
north flank one narrow dike was discovered 1 foot wide in the norite.
Its presence was revealed by the vegetation which formed a dark band
across the bare norite, following the dike, the easier decomposition of
the latter having formed a channel. The dike consists of idiomorphic
brown ba altic hornblende crystals beautifully developed in two gener.!litions. They are frequently twinned parallel to 00 Poo (100) and have
a fluidal arrangement in the groU:D.dmass. This last is a glass, only
tran parent in the thin edges of the slide. No other minerals are present except magnetite. The dike thus corresponds to the hornblendefourchites of J. F. Williams, as previously remarked.
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THE DIKES ON TREMBLEAU POINT.

The sedimentary rocks, so prominent at Essex, run north to form
Willsboro point and then terminate. The west shore of Willsboro
bay is formed by the crystalline rocks, and these extend north along
the lake shore to Port Kent, where the Potsdam sandstone comes
in. A bold headland is formed just south of Port Kent by a spur of
the .Adirondacks, called Trembleau point. It has been opened up by
the numerous railway cuts, and in the course of three miles some twenty
·dikes are revealed, as shown in the accompanying Fig. 5. They vary

FIG. 5.-Sketch-map of dikes on Trembleau point, near Port Kent, N. Y.

from a few inches to more than 15 feet, and seam the apple-green
norite with dark bands. They are very dense black rocks and only in
the broader examples s1;10w their crystalline structure to microscopic
observation. They are diabases when well developed and have the
typical ophitic structure. .T he feldspars are lath-shaped and idiomorphic, and the augite is interstitial and allotriomorphic. The narrow
dikes and the contact portions of the large ones show a marked change
in structure due to the effects of chilling. 1 The dike becomes a dense
1
CompareJ. F. Kemp: Dikes at Kennebunkport, Maine. Amer. Geol., March, 1890, ·
p. 137. In undescribed slides of dikes from the Archean of New Jersey the same
phenomena appear.
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mass of almost opaque glass, set with occasional plagioclase crystals
and less frequent augite. The line of contact is at times marked by
an excellent crushed strip (kataklas-Struktur) as shown in the accompanying drawing from a microphotograph, Fig. 6. Inclusions of norite
often occur, being sometimes
embraced by a forking of the
dike like a horse in a mineral
vein. Sections of such inclusions show them to have suffered much dynamic deformation. The plagioclases are
strained and broken. Sections
of the common norite exhibit
much of a green pyroxene with
the hypersthene. Its tint is
like the green of hypersthenebut it is entirely lacking in
pleochroism. It also has inclined extinction. Garnets likeFm. 6.-Micro-drawing of contact between a diabase wise occur in the norite which
dike and its norite wall, Trembleau point.
takes On at times a gneissicstructure. It varies also in darker and lighter bands, which, however,
are all essentially the same rock. (A great number of similar dikes
were discovered in 1893 south of the above by Mr. T. G. White of'
Columbia College).
THE DIKE ON

V A.LCOUR'S ISLA.ND.

Through the courtesy of Prof. Henry Seely, of Middlebury, we havebeen given a specimen of a dike from the southern portion of Valcour'sisland, north of Port Kent, in D3 of the large map (frontispiece). While
the record of dip strike and thickness is not available, a word may be.
said of its interesting general features. The rock consists of olivine,
augite, and magnetite in a groundmass consisting chiefly of augite of
the second generation, and some not abundant but feebly refracting
mineral, probably nepheline. This we have classed with the monchiquites. The island is called by Emmons Calciferous, and is limestone.
THE PALMER HILL DIKES.

Some 12 o~ 15 miles west of Port Kent is the· town of Au Sable Forks,.
and a mile and a half west of the town is Palmer hill with its iron
mines. The e were first described by Emmons in the Report on the
Second District, pp. 299,300, and the dikes which cut them are there
mentioned. They are again referred to by B. T. Putnam,1 and the largedike ha been micro opically determined by J. F. Kemp to be diabase.21

T nt h C na n , Vol. x v, pp . 11 , 119.
i Amer. Jour. ci., ser. iii, Vol. xxxv, p . 332.
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Further study shows that this is its general character but that it
contains biotite and seapolite (see ante, pp. 25, 26). Several smaller
dikes also intersect the hill. The Rogers slope was down 1,600 feet on
the incline and 400 feet vertically in 1889. It followed the large dike
for 400 feet, and at this point a cross cut showed it to be 17 feet thick.
Other dikes are recorded by Emmons (op. cit., p. 293), as cutting the
Arnold hill mines a few miles northeast of Palmer hill. These we have
not examined, but it would seem from the analogy of the others that
they must be diabase.
THE DIKES AT LYON MOUNTAIN.

Lyon Mountain is a station on the Chateaugay narrow-gauge railroad, and is some 34 miles west of Plattsburg. It is the seat of the
extensive iron mines of the Chateaugay Company. The mines afford
some excellent exposures, as the magnetite bed is opened up along a
line of 2¼ miles. The best showing of dikes is made in the principal
workings, of which the Hall slope intersects :five, and near the mouth ..
of the slope are several others. Their general relations are shown in
the accompanying section (Fig. 7), which was sketched from a map of

FIG. 7.-Cross-section of Hall slope, Lyon Mountain. New York.

the mine. The dikes were sampled by us underground. The ore and
dikes strike in general N. 60° E. The former dips 450 and more north
while the dikes dip south at right angles with it. On a small seal~
they reproduce the relations of the dikes and beds of country rock in
the Gogebic district of Lake Superior, as described by Van Hise. 1
1

_ C · R.. Van Hise: The iron ores of the Penok- 3 Gogebic series in Michigan and
W1sconsm, Amer. Jour. Sci., Jan., 1889, p. 32. ·
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The dikes may all be classed as diabase, but with some notable variations from typical examples. The augite shows a strong tendency to
become idiomorphic, and thus to destroy the ophitic character of typical diabase. In one case, the first dike in the slope itself, the passage
to a camptonite is ·well nigh complete. Small brown hornblende crystals have appeared in quantity, and the slide shows a rock formed of
plagioclase, augite (unfortunately not fresh), hornblende, and magnetite. A similar association of such a hornblendic rock with diabase
has already been noted by J. F. Kemp, at Kennebunkport, Maine. 1 A~
is indicated elsewhere in this paper, these two types of rock shade
into each other with facility.
The dikes are very persistent, for all the neighboring s!opes cut all
of them.
THE SOUTH HERO DIKES.

Several dikes are recorded in the Vermont Reports, vol. n, p. 585,
from South Hero and the adjoining smaller islands, Stave and Savage.
These are approximately shown on the large map in D 2 and D 3. We
have visited ,the ones j'us.t south of the Sandbar bridge, an~ their
general relati~us· are--shown in the small accompanying Fig. 8. No.
586 consists of large idiomorphic
augite and olivine in a groundmass, consisting of small augites
and some feebly refracting mineral, if not a glass. It is a monchiquite. The neighboring dike,
No. 587, is an excellent diabase,
with lath-shaped plagioclase and
allotriomorphic augite. This close
0
Yz. MILE,
association of two different types
is a striking phenomenon, and
when one admits the usefulness
of different names for different
Fm. 8.-Sketch map of dikes near the Sandbar rocks, as these are, nevertheless
ridge, South Hero. Vermont.
their close genetic relations must
at the same time be given due weight. Alteration is well advanced in
No. 87 and has changed the augite in large degree to a deep, honeyyellow mineral, which polarizes as an aggregate, and which is considered
serpentine. The Utica slate, in which the dikes occur, is greatly crushed
and di turbed.
Several dikes are recorded in the Vermont Report, vol. n, along the
ea ·t shore of the lake between the Sandbar bridge and Burlington, as
:hown in the large map, in D 3. As these are.in somewhat inaccessible
point we have not vi ited them.
' J. F. Kemp: Trap dikes at Kennebunkport, Maine.
p. 137.

Amer. Geol., March, 1890,
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THE DIKES OF BURLINGTON AND SHELBURNE POINT.

The region about Burlington and to the south for 10 miles along the
lake shore is the most prolific in dikes of any part of the lake country,
At Burlington the red quartzite, now recognized as Cambrian, forms
the shore. To the west it is succeeded at Lone Rock point by the Hudson river slates and likewise by the rock on Shelburne (Pottier's) point.
There is evidence of a fault along the line of Shelburne bay, for otherwise by the dips (as shown in the sections of the accompanying map,
(Pl. II) the red sandrock should overlie the slates. This fault was
recognized by Logan1 in the early sixties and was traced a long distance south and north. The opposing dips in the section at the foot
of Shelburne bay indicate a great disturbance of some character. On
the small island just north of the section the dip is vertical and the
strike has turned to N. 70° W. The sandstone shown in the section
is not the red quartzite, but a white saccharoidal sandstone. It appears again in the section at Lone Rock point, north of Burlington.
(Pl. III.)
The dikes of this region were mapped with considerable fullness by
Zadock Thompson2 as early as 1853. Observations, then unsystematic,
were afterwards compiled by the same observer into a map, which appears as Plate XIV (misprinted rx) in volume II of the Geology of Vermont. The plate covers some outlying areas to the southeast, which
we have not fully explored, and in the portion near the lake has been
of the greatest assistance, and our indebtedness is here gladly acknowledged. Along the lake, however, as may be seen by comparing the
two maps, we have found numerous dikes which do not appear in
Thompson's map. The dikes at Nash's point are considered separately.
Immediately north of Burlington no dikes appear, but in the city, on
the Williston turnpik-3, east from Spear street, is one 6 to 10 feet wide
in blue limestone, and another of 2½ feet occurs on Spear street 1~ miles
south. Three outcrop in the Willard's Ledge quarries. (Pl. IV.)
Reproduced from a photograph is a view of No. 70 from the east, the
quarry having worked in behind it. The dike is 5 feet thick and is
exposed for 200 feet. It is a typical augite camptonite. Four more
are to be seen in the Red rocks, south of Burlington, but the one
(No. 3 of Thompson), said to be 12 feet wide, 3 we could not find. The
widest is 6 feet and the narrowest 1 foot. Of the whole region, Pottier's ·
or Shelburne point is most prolific in dikes. The point is a narrow
1

W. E. Logan: The Quebec Group. Geol. Can., 1863.
Zadock Thompson: Appendix to the History of Vermont. Burlington, 1853, .pp.
52, 53. Our attention was called to this work, which is now a very rare book, by
Prof. Perkins, of the University of Vermont, to whom we are indebted for many
courtesies.
3
See Geology of Vermont, vol. 11. Table, p. 579. The record is doubtless a mistake.
2
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peninsula of Hudson river slates, about 3 miles long. The dips and
strikes are indicate.d by the sections and by the right lines of the map.
The last outcrop, going west, of t he r ed quartzite is at the foot of
Sherburne bay, is a small exposure in a marshy meadow and is
scored with glacial scratches. Around the shore we next meet the
slates with the overlying white sandstone, but .possessing a westerly
dip. Two very peculiar dikes are met wit h not far from the foot of the
bay, the southerly one is a yellow bostonite, and the northerly one is a
breccia-bostonite. This latter (No. 7) is beyond doubt continuous
across the point, and appears as No. 29 on the west side. Dike No. 9
of the map is on the outcrop merely a seam of limonite. No fresh material could be found on the surface. The outcrop looks like a vein of
ore, but we b.elieve it to be a weathered dike. On the highway is dike
No. 100, a bostonite, but its width .and st rike are not now distinct. It
is probably the same as Thompson's 39. Following the shore north,
No. 11 is the porphyritic bostonite, described and analyzed on p. 20.
No. 10 is undoubtedly continuous with No. 21, and consists of idiomorphic, brown, basaltic hornblende, and a little augite, in a groundmass
of augites of the second generation, and glass. The analysis of No.
21, given on page 34, shows almost no alkalies. The olivine is not
as abundant as in the typical specimens, but in other respects the dike
is a fine example of hornblende-monchiquite. ·
The dikes on the end of the point, Nos. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, are all
basic and exhibit alternations between rocks with })lagioclase and rocks
without. Nos. 17 and 18 have plagioclase and are · camptonites. All
the others lack it and present beautiful idiomorphic hornblende and
augite in a glassy base that in No. 14 gelatinizes. Olivine is present
in all. They are therefore monchiquites. No. 12 and No. 17 afford
particularly fine sections. Some of the s mall brown crystals may be
biotite. From No. 22 and for a mile south t h e bank is t hickly set with
both basic dikes and bostonites. Nos. 30, 31, and 32 are monchiquites,
which are poor in hornblende, but filled with beautiful zonal augites.
Nos. 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, and 34 are bostonite of a prevailing light
brown color. No. 23 pursues a sinuous course in t he face of the bank,
and No. 24 runs out to a feather edge. No. 26 forks, or rather seems
to have come up in two branches which have united. No. 29 is a breccia porphyry and the continuation of lfo. 7.
THE DIKES AT NASH'S POINT.

A Na h's point i reached the trike of the slates changes to N. 50°
E. , a difference of 30°. It is a mall promontory included in thee tate
of Dr. W. Seward Webb and pre ents some extremely interesting featur ·. It wa. mapped by re ident Edward Hitchcock in the Vermont
P rt vol. II p. 5:-,5 but the ketch mu t have been made from memory, a the coa t pre ent a quite different outline. This may be een
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by comparing his map with the one here presented (Fig. 9), which is
enlarged from the charts of the U.S. Coast Survey. We were unable
to :find dikes A and G of Hitchcock, but in other respects the essential
features are accurately shown in the older report. Dike 102 is the very
remarkable one that early attracted the special attention of President
Hitchcock. As :first pointed out by him, it is about 12 feet wide and
is vertical. It consists of a bostonite base, which is thickly set according to the exposures visible at our visit, with rounded fragments of
slate, red quartzite, and norite. one piece of which is 18 feet in diameter.
President Hitchcock mentions, in addition, gneiss, hornblende schist,

E & W.Sec;/u:Jl'v.
_Nor~end.. 1

__,lffjjj//,S~~_:..:,...J.._

FIG. 9.-Sketch-map of dikes at Nash's Point, Shelburne, Vermont.

with garnets, quartz, gray sandstone, and black Trenton limestone.
His granite is probably what we call norite. The slide shows plagioclase and garnet, but no dark silicates. These fragments are mostly in
the interior of the dike. Some have a marked waterworn appearance,
and resemble common bowlders; others are more angular. We regard
the rounded ones to be due to the corrosion of the dike. In thin section all the inclusions show evidence of dynamic action. Cataclastic
boundaries are common, and the plagioclases appear wrenched. The
substance of the dike is largely minute feldspar rods and larger phenocrysts, around which the former show excellent flow structures. An
analysis made years ago by Dr. Barker is given above on p. 20. The
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inclusions indicate that the dike has come from a great depth, and that
it has passed through norite, gneiss, Cambrian strata, and slate.
President Hitchcock1 has published a quite different view. Being
impressed by the rounded and apparently water-worn character of the
inclusions, he supposes them to have fallen into a fissure as a conglomerate. By some elevation of temperature the outer portions was fused
or metamorphosed into the porphyritic base, while the inner parts (of
an 11 to 12 feet dike) remained fairly intact , even though in part limestone; this, too, with intrusive trachytic dikes within a few feet. The
thin sections (a modern resource not availa ble in 1859) show that the
· base is certainly an intrusive rock, and so many absurdities are involved in the above, that the purely intrusive explanation seems to us
the only one to adopt .
.A narrow branch, 6 to 12 inches (No.103) wide, connectsNo.102 with
No. 104. No. 104 is 2 to 4 feet and is the u sual bostonite, but much altered. No. 106, just beyond, is 6 feet and is undoubtedly continuous
with No. 112, on the opposite side. Both are bostonite. The end of the
point is formed by an interbedded sheet, shown in west view and in east
and west section; It is 10 feet thick and. r uns between the slates, following their southeast dip. It is abundantly set with slate fragments,
and the slates at the bend are much broken and crumpled. The bostonite is the same as the neighboring dikes. No noticeable contact
metamorphism could be detected. The most interesting feature is that
the sheet cuts two basic dikes, one of which can still be traced in the
thin cap of overlying slate. The basic dikes are thus older than the
bostonite. This is the only outcrop which affords any indication of their
relative age, and was first noted by Zadock Thompson. The basic dikes
consist almost entirely of zonal augite. The base has suffered excessively from alteration. It polarizes as an aggregate, and is stained
th.rough and through with brown limonite. Some remains of olivine
indicate that the rock was a monchiquite.
Southward on the shore a great 40-foot dike is exposed (No. 113),
but as the walls are not well shown its relations can not be clearly
made out. It is bostonite, with very lar ge phenocrysts. It is excessively weathered. South again from No. 113, dikes are scattered at intervals. Dike 567, 1 foot wide, is a basic dike consisting of hornblende,
augite, and olivine. Through the slide are patches of isotropic base,
around whose edges are rhombs of secondary calcite, marking the progre s of devitrification. Dikes 566 and 567 are bostonite, and are continuu . These are the least altered bostonit e collected, and furnished t he
material for the analyses given on p . 20 and t he micro-photograph on
p. 19. No. 570, 10 feet wide, and No. 571, of 4 feet, are both bostonite.
1

E . Hitch cock : On certain Conglomerated and Brecciated Tr achytic Dik es in the
L wer • ilurian Rocks of , h elburne, in Vermont, with special reference to t h e degree
of h eat at the time of their production. Proc. Am. Assoc. Adv. Sci., vol. x rv, p. 156.
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No. 572, of 2 feet, not shown in the maps, is just north of Hill's point,
and is an olivine camptonite.
Nos. 573, 574, and 575 form a small group less than a mile above Wing's
point. Of these Nos. 573 (6 fe.et) and 575 (18 feet) are bostonite. No. 574
(20 feet) is a very typical camptonite, ,------""'77.~11f=T7"T'7=a----,
consisting of hornblende (but no
augite appears in the slide),ofplagio- Trenlon-Lime.J'lon.e . .
clase, and magnetite. The plagio- ··1 : : I
clase affords scapolite in altering. . : ; :
The dike is one of the best camptonites discovered. No. 574 sends off
a small branch (1 foot), which contains some augite.
Prof. Seely informs us that on the
northwest side of Thompson's point,
one or two bostorute dikes occur, but
they escaped our observation; also
that there is another dike in Ball's
bay, of which we have a slide. lt_is
Fm.10.-Sketch-mapofdikes at Wing's
bostonite.
point, Vermont.
Just north of Porter's bay a camptonite dike (3 to 4 feet), Nos. 577 and
579, cuts the point and appears on both sides. It intersects the limestone of the point next north of the one called A. ppletree point by
Brainard and Seely. 1
The limestones are Chazy and are near the celebrated exposures of
Fort Cassin. South of Field's bay, on Summer point, is a dike (580) of
bostonite recorded by Brainard and Seely, to whom we owe specimens.
But still further south the Vermont shore is not favorable to the exposure of dikes. Rocky bluffs give way to beaches and cultivated
:fields .
.At Uharlotte, a station 12 miles south of Burlington, a knob of bostonite is found which covers about 20 acres and rises 150 feet above the
plain. It is elliptical in outline and overgrown with woods. The exposed material is not fresh, but shows a porphyritic structure, with red
and white feldspars.

-----u.~~.L..C:1.. . . .__.____

TABULATION OF THE DIKES.

In the following table the dikes are arranged in the same order as
in the chapter on local geological details. Those south of the lake are
:first noted; next, those on the west side going north; :finally, those on
the east side coming south. Beyond question, many more will be discovered in the future.
1

Map in Bulletin Amer. Museum of Nat. Hist., Dec. 28, 1886, p. 297.
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00

00

00

00

00
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I

Locality.

Mount Eolus (or Dorset
mountain), town of Dorset,
Vt.

I

I

Width.

Strike.

I

Walle.

Name.

Remarks.

Specimen from Prof. H. Seely contains olivine, a.u·
gite, brown basaltic hornblende, plagioclase. Oc.
currence noted in Geology of Vermont, II, p. 587.
Sou•h G,,nYillo, N. Y .. .. .. .. . , 4 to 6 foot .. ... , N!..' Dip. 23° Slato ••••••.•. ...• · Aogite oamptonite. ....... Others occur near. Specimens came from the farm
ofJ~es W. Peets.
I Summit, Vt . ........... . ...... 6 feet. ........ NE ..•..•..•.. Quartzite .. ..... .. Camptonite
See F. L. Nason, New Locality of Cam,ptonite, etc.,
Amer. Jour. Sci., Sept., 1889, p. 229.~ Mr. Nason
gave us our materiaJ. There are.many other dik._es
in the neighborhood.
.
f
I Fall'haven,
N. Y., two dikes ... / 3 to 4 feet..... / { N.40E .... } I Slate ............•....•..
do
See
Kemp and Marsters, On Certab:i Camptonj.te
N.80E ....
Dikes near Whitehl!,11, N. Y., Amer. Geol., Aug.,
1889, p. 97.
I Proctor, Vt .
3 feet ........ .
Marble
...•.. do
See Kemp and Marsters, On Certain Gam.ptonite
Dikes near Whitehall, N. Y., .A;i:ner. Geol., Aug.,
1889, p. 100..
I Natural bridge, near North 16to 8 feet ...•
Laurentfan lime· \ Porphyritic diabase ....... \ Specimens from, F. L. Nason.
R~e~N.Y.
stone
aqd

I

I

1

·I······ ....... ···[

163 l . ...•. do ..... .
Roe's spar bed, town of
Crown Point, N. ~-, near

~

I 4 feet ........ ·I·.............. ·I Marble ......•. ···I Olivine camptonite .......

gneiss..
160 I Ilammondv1lle, N. Y ......... \ 2 to 4 feet .... ·1E. and W .... -1 Gnei,is and mag.
netite.
161 l...... do ... . ................. . .. 1 2to4feet ...._. Yary ............. .

135

I

6to8 inches .. N:,70E.:.······ Pegm_a~ite se~e·
gation.

~

t:i

~

t,,j
U1

0

~

t-t

>

~
t_'rj

C
Badly altered diabase ..... ! The dikes a,re in No. 7 slope, and all fa1,1.lt the 9re.
No. 162 is a shear zone and, though resembling a
dike, is a crushed st~_p on_ly.

2 to 4 feet .....

I

t-3

>
I'd

r2

~>
~

Diabase ................... !Three narrow dil{esof verybadlya~tereddiabase.
See J. F. ~emp, Note1;1 on Minerals occurring near

·
Port Hem;y, N. Y.; Amer. Joui:_. Sci., Jul;y, 1890,
1 to 2 feet . .... N. 70E: ...... . .... do·····-·.··:···: _. ..... do...................
p. 62. A\60, E. H. Williams, idem, 3d ser., vol.
1 to 2 feet..... N. 70 E .....•...... do ...•............... (lo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
x1, p. 273.
Boontonfarm,Moriah Corners, j 7 feet ......... NE ........... Gneiss .. . .' ... ._.... Olivine d_iabase ..... .... . . Specimen given us by Mr. Uno Sebenius.
Moriah line.

136
137
563

N.Y.

ti,

F
....
0

:-"

554 I Miller pit, Mineville, N, Y .... I ·uo 5 feet ..... I NE ........... I Gneiss and mag· t Diabase .•.•••..••••••••••. I· Badly altered. Another dike is reported from the
netite.
New Bed mine.
Olivine diabase
No.t f9,u nd in place.
5521 Dump of Che.ever mine ....... .
555 From a group on Mill Brook 1 foot ......... I E. and W ..... I Gne\ss ............ I Diabase with idiomorphic
in Port Henry, N. Y.
facies .
556 , ...... do ........... .
10 inches ...... \ E. and W ..... ,._•.. do
...... do
557 ...... do ..... .
.. ,...... do
2 feet . . . . . . . . . E. and W ......... do
All these are closely related, and form a nest of con·
558
1 foot. ········1 E. ann W ..... 1····do ............. , ...... do ..
nec~ed ~1\l~e,1:1 .iµ_st be\ow a dam.
10 inches...... E. and W ......... d9 ................... do
559
lfoot ......... E.andW ......... do ............. l ...... do
560
20 feet ........ IE. and W ..... l.... d_o
561
...... do . ..... ..• ..........
504 I Two miles north of Westport.I 2 feet ......... 1..........•....• !.••• do
Diabase verging on camp· Two dikes with these were not cut for sections.
tonite .
The augite tends to become idi;morphic, and horn·
blende is occasionally preM1nt.
506 Just south of Barn rock har.
• ••. d,o
...... do
bor.
3 feet ........ .
507
NNE .....•••. \ ·~~~~~~l~~~~··;i~~J:::::::
510 Split rock. See local map, 1 to 2 feet
Fresh material if, difficult to obtain.
p. 42.
iStone.
511 , ...... do ..
1 to 2 feet
NNE ...••••••.••. do
.•.... do .
512 . .. .... do
1 to 2 feet
NNE ..•.......... do
. : .•.• do
513b ...... do
" NNE ......•.. ·..•. do
Bostonite
Mu,ch al~~red.
514 ....•• do
N. and S ...... , ... -40
D.iabase ..•..•..•.•..•.....
D,o.
515 ...... do
N. andS ...••..... do
...... do
Do.
516 ..••.• do
...... do,
8inches ....... N. andS ..•... 1····do
Do.
517 ...... do ......•
8feet ......... N.andS .......... do
...... do .
Probably; diabase. Altered beyond recognition.
520 l ..•••• do
4 feet . . . . . . . . . WNW ........•.. uo
.... . . do
Do.
5351 Inland west of Split rock .....
Porphyritic diabase ....... Much ~ltered .
536 ...... do
. . . . Bostonite.. .... .....•.. ...
Do.
521 Cannon's point, laccolite .....
Slate .••..•••••.•..•••••.
40 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . +i'-r~ab, material difficult to obtain. The sheet is 25
1
feet tb,iy~ and 200 y31:r;ds \ong.
527 I Between Cannon's point and 2 to 3 feet ..... I E. and W .••.. I Limestone .•.•... I Typical camptonite. . . . . . . Thi§ is o.~ ~ of the dikes selected as a type.
Essex.

I

I

1,

l

583 I In Cowan's quarry, Essex .... I 2 feet .••.•.••. 1 E. and W .. • .. l. ... do •..•••••••••. l. ..... do •••• ·

Continuation of 527.
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Field
Num·
bE,r.

Locality.

Width.

Strike.

l½ miles north of Essex ...... . ........... . .. .
On a brook 2½ miles north 1................ /...........•.... / Slat,e.
of Essex.
529 .• •••• do
30 feet ....... .
. ... do
00 I Quarries, Willsboro point .....
526
628

584 I Boquet mountain, west of
Essex.
42 Trembleau point, in second
cut of D. and H. R. R.,
south of Port Kent.

I

44

I

I 2 feet. ........ / N. 40 W

....... / N orite

t

milu

HOU th

of 62.

······1

••••••• .

Bostonite .
...... do

1

Remarks.

~

Exhibits good flow structure.
Altered.

...... do
...... do

Do .
The specimen was given us by Mr. W. H. Benedict,
of Elmira.
Hornblende.fourchite ..••. I. The base is not isotropic.

..•••• /.... do ............. ! Diabase ..

Third ont,onth of PortKont. 10 to 15 feet ... /.. . •...........• l.••• do

45 100 yards south of 44 . . .......
46 100 yards south of 45 ... . .....
47 75 yarcls south of 46 ..........
49 50 yards south of 47 .... .. .. ..
50 A short distance south of 49 ..
51 A short distance south of 50 ..
52 20 yards south of 51 .... .... ..
55 .Just south of 52
66 .Just south of 55 ............. .
67 Near 56
58 Near 57
59 20 yards south of 58 ....... ....
60 1 ¼mile south of 59 .. ... .... .. . .
61 \Near60 ................. . ... .
62 300 yards south of 60 .••.. . ....
G3

I 1 foot ......... ! N. 80 E

Name.

Walls.

The following twenty dikes are all diabase, with only
such variations as are occasioned by narrow and
broad individuals. The narrow show more or less
glass from chilling. No. 47 contains inclusions of
norite; 49 has unusually little feldspar.

...... do ..

6inches
N. 80 W ...... .... do ·············1 ······ d 0 ••••••• ·· ••••••••••
15feet ........ N. 70 E .. .. .•..... do . ...•......... .. ... do ...... .
15feet ...... . ...............•..... do ............. .. ...• do
5feet .....•. . . N. andS ...... .... do.
6 feet ............................. do
No slide . . ....... .. . ..... . .
6 feet ............ . . .... ..... ... ... do
... ... do .. .. ... .... . ...... .
3 to 4 feet . . . . E. and W ......... do .
2inches ................. .. ........ do .... .. .... .... ... .. do
3 to 4 feet ... ...... . . ...... . . .... do ............... . .. . do . .. . .. .
1 inch .. ..... . . .. .. ........ .. ... . . . do . . . . . . . . . . . . . Contact diabase ......... . . Narrow dike structure due to quick chilling.
1 foot .......... . . ........... ...... do ........ . .......... do . ..... .
15 feet ........................... . do . . ... .. . .. . . . Coarse diabase ........... .
18 inches ..... .. ... . ....... ....... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . Diabase ...... .
4 inches .... . . ..................... do . .. .. .... ... . No slide
lOinchee ...... l N.40E ....... l .... do
Diabase ... ........... . .... I Feldspars in radiating groups; also provided with
dark cores .
.... do.
...... do
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• ••. do •.•••.•...... I Coarse diabase ............ I Hypersthene in concentrates; feldspar analyzed
above, p. 24.
590 I Valcour's ishnd ............. .
Limestone ..•..... I Monchiquite ..•....•..... · 1 Specimen given us by Prof. H. Seely. It affords a
beautiful slide. It occurs in the south part of the
island.
Gneiss and mag. I Diabase_ .....•.•...•...... Contains . biotite and secondary scapalite. Ana.
600 Palmer hill mines, near Au I 17 feet ....... .
Sable Forks.
netite.
lyzed above, p. 26.
120 Lyon mountain,
Clinton I 1 foot ........ . N.60E ...••..
do .•..••.•••••• 1•••••• do ..•••••.•••••.•...• Badly altered. All the dikes from 120-130 cut tile
county.
ore body of the Chateaugay mines.
121 I. ..... do ...................•.•. I 2 feet ....... . . N. 60 E .••..••. I.••. do ...••••.••••• Diabase verging on four·
chite.
5inches ....... l N.60E ........ ,..•. do ....•......••...••• do ..•••••••••••••••••
1221······do.
123 ...... ~o
15 feet ........ N. 60 E ..........•. do ........•..•. Diabase verging on camp, The augite is at times idiomorphic. Biotite is pres·
tonite.
ent.
4 feet · · · · ·. · · ·1 N. 60 E .•..... ·1· ... do . . . • . • . . • • . • • Olivine diabase . • . • . . . . • • • 124 is at the bottom (1889) of the Hall slope.
124 1· .... . do
125 ...... do
12 feet . . . . . . . . N. 60 E ..•......... do ..... : ..•.•.•...... do
126 ..... ,. do
7 feet ......... N. 60 E ............ do ..• •. ...••... Altered beyond recogni· 1 The succeeding ones are intersected coming up to
tion.
the surface.
8feet ...•...•. , N.60E ........ l····do ....••..•.••• , ...... do ..••••••••••....••.
1271······do
128 ...... do
6 feet . . . . . . . • . N. 60 E .....•...••. do . • • • • • • . • • • • • Diabase verging on camp· I Hornblende present.
tonite.
1291 ...... do
,2 feet ........ . N. 60E .••...•. 1····do .••••••
Badly altered .••••••••.••.
130 ...... do ..
1 foot ........ . N. 60 E ..........•. do .••••••...••.•....• do ......••..•••.•••.. Top of Hall slope.
586 I South of Sand Bar bridge on I 18 inches ..... . N.40W ....... Shale ....••....••.
Monchiquite. • ·: • · • • • · · · • ·liThe close association of two different species in 586
South Hero island.
and 587 is remarkable
587 l. ..... do ....................... 1 2feet ......... 1 N. 5 to 10 W .. l ..•• do ....•••...••.
70 I Willard's ledge quarries, Bur· I 5 feet ......... ! E. and W ...•. ! Redquartzite ..••• j
Typical dike of this species. There are two others,
lington, Vt.
Nos. 71 and 72, near it. Two additional basic dikes,
No. 74, on Spear street, 2½ feet wide, andJfo. 75, on
Williston road, 6 to 10 inches.
1 I Red rocks, south of Burling. , l to 1½ feet ..
···l····do
Monchiquite•••••••.•••••• The groundmass of many of the following di.kes is
ton, Vt.
not perfectly isotropic, but shows tendencies to.
ward nepheline and plagioclase. The olivine is inferred from alteration products.
67 I South of63 .................... 110 to 15 feet ••.
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2 I Red rocks, south of Burling·
ton, Vt.

Width.

Strike.

Walls.

Na1De.

Remarks.

·

Qt
00

2½ feet . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Red quartzite..... Monohiquite••••••••••••••

: j:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~f;:~:::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::::

SouthwestoornerofShelburne 1 to 2 feet ••••. NNW •.•..••. Slate •••••••••••••. Bostonite .••••••••••••••••
bay.
7 ,... ... do ..•...........•.•••.... 10 feet ...••••. , J.and W ••••• , •••. do .••••••. =.: .. , Breocia-bo·s tonite· •.••.•••. , No. 7 is .contµmouit With 29.
10 East side of 8helburne (or 6 feet . . . . . . • . . N. 60 W •••••••••do • . • • • • • • . • • • • Hornblende monohiquite . ' Good type and a very interesting ropk.
Pottier's) point, south of
shipyard.
11 l... ..• do .••.•.•• . •••••••••••••• 120 feet ..•••••• ! ~. 50 E ••••• -j. ...do ••••••••••••• , Boatonite ••••••••••••••••. , No. 11 has large feldspar phenocrysts and is like a
coarse feldspar porphyry.
12 I East siqe of Shel,burne (or I 3to4feet ..••• j N. 70W •••••. 1••.• do ••••••••••••• j Mw1.chiquite•• ., •••••••••••
Pottier's) point, n,orth of
shipyard.
13 , .••••• do . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • . . • • • . . 2 to 3 feet..... :N. 65 W .......... dp •.••••••..•••.••..• ••••••••• • •••••••••••.
14 EastsideofShelburn~(or]?ot· 3 to 5 feet ..••. N. 60 W ••••••••••
Monchiquite•••••••••••••. , Shows columnar partings.
tier's) point, on end of_point.
15 Westsideofpoint .......•.... lfoot ..••.•••••••••••••••••••..••. do .•••..•• .••• . N,osp~imen •••••••••••••.
16 .....• do . . • • . . • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1 to 2 feet ..••• N. 60 W ••••••. ••. do ..••••••.•••..•• ._ .. ~do, .. ·.·-.· •., •••• ·~·-· ..
17 .•...• do .•••..•••._.. . . • . . . . • . . . 8 to 10 feet.... N:. 7,0 W ••••••.... 4() .. •• . ••••• •• . Augi~e camptonite ••••••• Contains some base.
18 ...••• do ••••••••••..•.••..•.•.. 2 feet ....•.••.•• .'•••.•••••••• ; •••. do •.••.•••••••..••••• d,o ..•••••••••••••••••
19 .•.•.. do .. ••••••••..••.•••..... 6inches. ....••. N:. 75 W •••••••••• dp ••••••••••••• ...... do
Branch of 18.
1
21 ...... do ......•••...•........•. S~feet ....•••. N.80W ••••••.••. do .••.••••••... Hornblendemonchiquite. Contin.u11ttion of No. 10,
22 1 mile southofWhite's islarn;L 5 to 7 feet..... N. ~OW ••••••.•.. ~p • • • • • • • • • • • • . Bostonite .•••••••• -· .••..•
23 Southof22 ..............•..•. lto5feet ..•.. N.SOW .•.••..••. ~0 1 •••••••••••••••••• do ..••••••••••••••... Pinchea :fri;>m, 5, feet to 1 foot.
24 Few feet n.o rth of 23.......... 0 to 6 inches... N. 80 W .•......•. d~ .. ~ ............ : ·.:.do, ..••••••••••••.•... N ar.row d~e pinc:µes out.
25 300 yards south of 24.......... 6 feet • • • • . • • • . N. 80 W .•••...•.. do ..•.•.•.....•...••. do •.••••••••••••..•.. Twp wk.es each 6 feet with 3 feet of slate between.
26 50 yards south of 25 . . . . . • • • • • Irregular ..••..•.•••••••••.•• ; .•• . do ................... do •.••.•••••••••..... No specimet;1..
27 100 yards soutl;i. 0{26.... .•• • • . 2 to 5 fe.e.t ..••. N. 80 W ...•.•..•.,do •.•••.•.•••••.••.. . do ••.
D,o.
No. l\pec~en: one larger dike and various small off28 10 yards south of 27 .•••.........•...•.•••.••.••••••••••.•••.••.•. do •.•.••••••••.•.••• . do
shoots.
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29
30
31
32
33
34

200 yards south of 28..........
75 yards south of 29...........
300 yards south of 30..........
Branch of 31... .••.•••..•..••.
Near 32.......................
300 yards north of Nash's

20 feet........ N. 45 W .•.•••..•. do ......... ~.. Braccia bosto11ite ..•..••• ·I ContinlM'tion of No, 7,
5 feet . . . . . . • • . N. 45 W .•••...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . Monchiquite .........•••••
4 feet......... N. 80 W .•••••..•. do ................... do ...•••...•.•.•••••.

103
104
106
107

I Nash's

point, on the estate
of Dr. W. Seward Webb.
.••••• do .••••••.•••.••.••••••••
..••.. do ...•.••••••••.•••••••..
.••••. do •••.••.•••...•..••.••..
•••••• do . • •• •• • • • •••••••••• •• •.

108 ....•. do . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . • • . .
109 ...... do ..........•.....•......
112 .•••.. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
113 Webb estate, south of Nash's

65 §

1½ inches .•••••...•....•..•..•..•• . do ..•••.•••••• • ...•. . do ..••..••..•• •••••••

L.....-1

6 feet ...•..•.........•.•..•••..••. do . •• • • . • •• • • . . Bostonite .•.•••.•••••••••.
5 feet ............................. do ..•••••••.•.. No specimen ............. .

point.
102

12 feet .•••••.. N. 70 W •••••..... do .••••••••••. . Braccia bostonite
6 to 12 inches. N. 20 W •••.••.••. do
2 to 4 feet ..•.. N. 50 W .•••...... do
6 inches .••••• E. and W •••....•. do
10 feet ............................ do
2 feet . • • • •.. • •
2 feet ...•.....
8 feet.........
40 feet ........

·········I Contains most interesting inclusions, see text.

..•••••••••.. Bostonite ........... , •••••
................... do ...•.•••.••••••••••
...••••......•••••• do
................... do ........ ...... •• •• . Dike passing into an interbedded sheet. See map
in text.
E. and W ......••. do . • • • • . . . • • • • . :Monchiquite.............. 108 and 109 are faulted by the later porphyry.
E. and W ......... do ......•.•.•••...... do ...•.••••••.••..•..
N. 80 E •••••..••. do . •••• •• .••• •. Bostonite ...... . ... .•••... Continuation of 106.
E. and W .•••..••. do ................... do .................. . The dike may be wider.
u

•••••••••••••••••

point.
567

i of a mile south of 113 .••••• ·• 1 foot......... E. -and W ..... . ••. do . • ••• • • •••••. Hornblende monchiquite . Both augite and hornblende in two generations.

:~: l¾ of a mile south of 567 • • •• .. •
570
571
572
573
574
575
577
579
580

15 to 20 feet... N. 50 E •••••••.••• do • •• • • .. • .. • • • Type bostonite...... ••• • • 566 and 565 are the same dike. They are the fresh·

i of a mile south of 566........ 10 feet . • • . . • • .

~;

u, "O

~t>

est and serve as types.

E. and W •.••..••. do . . • • • . • . • . . . . Bostonite .••...•• •.••.•••.
E. aud W .......•. do ....•.•....... . .... do
E. and W ......... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . Camptonite ..••.•...•.... · 1 Contains olivine and both hornblende and augite.
N. 70 E • . • • • . Limestone . . . . . . . . :Monchiquite . ..•......••..
N. 70 E .......... do ............. Type camptonite ·········1 Hornblende, no augite.
E. and W ......... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bostonite .........••... . ..
N. 70 E ..•....... do ............. Augite camptonite ........ j 577 and 579 are probably continuous.
N. 70 E ..•.••.... do ................... do

Near 570 ..•...•..•••.•••••.••. 4 feet ......••.
Further south . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . 2 feet . • • • . • . . .
Wing's Point....... . . . . . . . . • . 6 feet . . . . . . • . .
. ....• do ..•...•.•••••.....•.... 20 feet .•......
...••• do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 feet.........
Just north of Porter's bay .... 4 feet . . •......
..•••. do ..•....... . ............ 3 feet .........
Summer's point, near Fort ........••...••.........••••.•...... do . . . . . . . . • • . . . Bostonite ..........•..... · 1 May have contained dark silicates. Specimen given
Cassin.
us by Prof. H . Seely.
581 I Ball's bay ........•............................................ . . . . do ............. Red bostonite ............. 581 and 582 were given us by Prof. H . Seely.
582 !...••• do
............ . ... ,.... do
White bostonite ......... .
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The publications of the United States Geological Survey are issued in accordance with the statute
approved Match 3, 1879, which declares that''The publications of the Geological Survey shall consist of the annual report of operations, geological
and economic maps illustrating the resources and classi:fication of the lands, and reports upon general
and economic geology and paleontology. The annual report of operations of the Geological Survey
shall accompany the annual report of the Secretary of the Interior. .All special memoirs and reports
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shall be the property of the United States and form a part of the library of the organization; and the
money resulting from the sale of such publications shall be covered into the Treasury of the United
States."
On July 7, 1882, the following joint resolution, referring to all Government publications, was passed
by Congress:
"That whenever any document or report shall be ordered printed by Congress, there shall be printed,
in addition to the number in each case stated, the 'usual number' (1,734) of copies for binding and
distribution among those entitled to receive them."
Except in those cases in which an extra number of any publication has been supplied to the Survey
by special resolution of Congress or has been ordered by the Secretary of the Interior, this office has
no copies for gratuitous distribution.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

DEP .A.RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
UNITED ST.A.TES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,

Washington, D. 0., January, 5, 1893.
SIR: I b:ave the honor to transmit herewith for publication as a bulletin of the Geological Survey a paper entitled "A Geological Reconnoissance in Central Washington," by Israel C. Russell.
This work was initiated by your instructions of March 22, 1892, to
investigate the vicinity of Yakima, Washington, with special reference
to artesian resources. Mr . Russell was detailed as my assistant in this
work and remained in the field until June 30. His studies were not .
limited to Yakima valley, but extended over a large portion of the
country bordering upon the Great Bend of the Columbia, and have
satisfactorily solved the artesian problems to which they were directed.
In addition to this specially economic phase of the work he has made
a large contribution to the knowledge of the structure and geologic
history of that region.
While Mr. Russell was investigating artesian resources the writer,
before going south to continue field work in Oregon and California,
spent a few weeks of April and May making a preliminary examination of the coal-bearing metalliferous and other formations of Washington. The mines at Wenache, Pechastin, Roslyn, Carbonado, Wilkinson, Newcastle, Hamilton, and elsewhere were visited, and marine
fossils were collected at Clallam bay, Snohomish, and near the Duwamish, to acquire the information necessary to properly direct future
investigatfons within the state which will form the subject of a paper
to be hereafter published.
On account of the important economic bearing of Mr. Russell's report I respectfully urge its immediate publication. ·
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. S. DILLER,
Geologlst in charge of Cascade Division.
Mr. G. K. GILBERT,
Chief Geologist, Washington, D. 0.
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OUTLINE OF THIS PAPER.
This is a report on a geological reconnoissance in the central part of the state of
Washington, undertaken for the purpose of ascertaining to what extent the conditions there existing favor the project of obtaining artesian water for irrigation.
The region traversed embraced about 10,000 square miles, situated in the arid region east of the Cascade mountains, and draining to Columbia river. A sketch map
of the geology of this region is presented on Pl. II.
GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS,

Crystalline rocks.-The oldest rocks in the area explored are schists, granites, and
quartzites, occurring north of the Great Bend of the Columbia.
Kittitas system.-Resting on the eroded surfaces of the crystalline rocks is a series
of sandstone and shales of early Tertiary age which contain valuable coal seams.
These rocks occur at the surface to the west of the Columbia and adjacent to the
Cascade mountains. The coal at Roslyn is in these rocks. The system is well exposed in the western part of Kittitas county, and hence is named provisionally the
Kittitas system.
Columbia lava.-Tte principal formation in central Washington is a great series of
lava sheets which have been outpoured in successive eruptions in such quantities as
to completely conceal the relief of the land which was inundated by the fiery flood.
This series of lava sheets is of such vast extent that it is the equivalent of some of
the most important systems of sedimentary rocks. It extends south from Washington
into Oregon and California, and east into Idaho. Its entire extent is unknown, but
is thought to cover not less than 200,000 square miles to an average depth of about
2,000 feet. It .is the greatest lava sheet now known. The rock is principally if not
wholly basalt, which came to the surface through fissures and was spread out in
successive flows at intervals throughout a long period of time, as is shown by fossil
forests inclosed between the layers at a number of horizons.
John Day system.-This system consists for the most part of unconsolidated sand
and clay, together with large quantities of lapilli and volcanic dust, and has a
thickness in some localities of over 1,000 feet. It is well reposed in the White
bluffs on the Columbia, and in Moxee, W enas, and Kittitas valleys. The strata
composing the system were deposited in a great water body called Lake John Day
which existed in late Tertiary times between the Cascade and Rocky mountains.
Glacial records.-After Lake John Day was drained and its sediments and the
rocks on which they rest uplifted into mountains and deeply eroded, there came a
climatic change which admitted of the existence of glaciers in the Cascade and Rocky
mountains. A great glacier then filled the valley now occupied by Lake Chelan;
another descended Okanogan valley, and crossing the Columbia spread out a sheet of
morainal material and thousands of huge bowlders over the northern part of Douglas county. Columbia river was dammed by these glaciers and escaped southward
through Grand Coulee.
Lake Lewis.-The glaciers from the north ended in a large lake, the northern shore
of which crossed the central part of Douglas county, and is known as Lake Lewis.
Icebergs floating on this lake carried their freight of bowlders over the Great Plain
of the Columbia and into many valleys opening from it.
11
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OUTLINE OF THIS PAPER.
GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE.

After the deposition of the John Day system the rocks throughout central Washington and also over a vast region lying to the south were broken by a large number
of fractures, some of them scores of miles in length, and the included blocks tilted
in various directions so as to form monoclinal ridges or gently sloping tablelands.
The displacement a.long many of these faults was between 2,000 and 3,000 feet.
Between the steep, narrow ridges there are level-floored valleys in which the
John Day beds still retain their horizontal position. In a few instances the borders
of the valleys have been raised so as to form artesian basins.
GENERAL PRINCIPLES PERTAINING TO ARTESIAN WELLS.

In this section the conditions are briefly considered, under which subsurface water may exist under pressure, so as to rise to the surface when wells are drilled.
Certain popular fallacies relating to ·a rtesian wells are also pointed out.
GEOLOGY OF THE COUNTIES VISITED.

In this section a popular account is given of the geological formation and prevailing structure met with in each of the counties visited, and in each region the
conditions bearing on the question of subsurface water supply are pointed out.
As the region explored is one of a few within the United States concerning which
there is but little information to be obtained from books, our sketch has been given
something of an itinerary character.
Some of the alkali lakes in Douglas county are described, and an analysis is given of
the water of Soap lake. The deposition of calcium carbonate through the action of
low forms of plant life, from waters far below saturation, is briefly considered.
CONCLUSION.

The last section of the paper is devoted to a summary of the conclusions reached
in reference to the proba,b ilities of obtaining artesian water in the r egion traversed.
In general the conditions are such as not to favor the drilling of more wells.
The appendix contains a report by F. H. Knowlton on fossil leaves from the John
Day system.
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A GEOLOGICAL RECONNOISSANCE IN CENTRAL WASHINGTON.
By

ISRAEL

C.

RUSSELL.

INTRODUCTION .

.An examination of the country described in this paper was ordered
by the Director of the U.S. Geological Survey at the request of persons interested in the development of the state of Washington, for the
purpose of ascertaining how far the geological structure of the arid por..
tion of the state favored the hope of obtaining artesian water for irrigation.
Flowing water had already been obtained at two wells in Moxee valley and several other wells were in progress when my examination
began, but without a knowledge of the geology of the region over a
wide area the s:uccess or failure of these enterprises depended upon
chance. It was with the hope of being able to direct the search for
artesian water so energetically begun that a geological examination
was undertaken. The conclusions reached are in general not favorable
to the view that a large portion of the central part of the state can be
irrigated by artesian water, but it is hoped that by pointing out the
unfavorable conditions a cousiderable waste both of capital and energy
in drilling useless wells may be a voided.
During the reconnoissance I was accompanied by Mr. Samuel Storrow, civil engineer, residing in North Yakima, who is especially interested in the various problems connected with the irrigation of the adjacent region, and has a personal knowledge of several of the deep wells
already drilled. I am indebted to Mr. Stor.row for much general assistance, and especially for the topographic base of the map forming
Pl. n, which was compiled and drawn after his connection with the
Geological Survey had been discontinued. .
Our work began on .April 1 and ended June 30, 1892. The ro~te
traveled during this interval is shown on Pl. n, which will assist the
reader in deciding to what extent the conclusions advanced in this paper
are based on personal observations and will also serve in a measure to
indicate the degree of confidence to be placed in them.
13
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The region described embraces about 10,000 square miles situated
east of the Cascade mountains in the central part of the state of Washington. Its relations to adjacent areas are shown on the index map,
Pl. 1, and its principal topographic features are represented, so far as
t he scale adopted will permit, on the geological sketch map, Pl. IL
As may be seen from these maps, our field of study lies wholly within
the hydrographic basin of Columbia river. A large portion is drained
by Yakima river, the principal tributary of the Columbia from the west.
Our travels embraced the eastern portions of Yakima and Kittitas
counties, the southern border of Okanogan county, nearly the whole of
D ouglas county, and small portions of the western borders of Adams
and Franklin counties. The principal towns visited were Pasco, North
Yakima, Ellensburg, Wenache, Waterville, Chelan, and Coulee city.
The Northern Pacific railroad crosses the southern portion of the
area examined, and the Great Northern railroad was being built across
its central part during the season of our visit. Owing to the shortness
of the time available for fieldwork and the great extent of territory
t hat it was desirable to study, our examination was necessarily a reconnoissance and can not be considered as a survey. The region was
previously almost entirely unknown geologically, and for this reason,
at least, it is thought that the results reached will be of interest.
The main object of the present paper is to direct the attention of the
people of central Washington to the features in the geology of their
country which bear on the possibility of obtaining subsurface water
under pressure. The better those interested in drilling wells are
acquainted with the geology of the country in which they work, the
more likely are they to avoid carrying on their search in unpromising
localities. For this reason, as well as to make my report·intelligible
to a wide circle of readers, I have endeavored to avoid the use of
technical terms and to tell the geological story in simple language.
In compiling the topographic base of the accompanying map, free
use has been made of the published and unpublished work of the
North Transcontinental Survey carried on under the direction of
P rof. Raphael Pumpelly ; 1 of the survey of Columbia river by Lieut.
Thomas W. Symon ; 2 and ·of maps published by the United States
Land Survey. I n writing the following pages the report of Lieut.
ymons and a short paper by Bailey Willis,3 geologist of the North
Tran continental Survey, on Change~ in river courses in W ashington
territory du to glaciation, have been consulted.
1

ap bull tin No. 1. By E.W. Hilgard.
w York; 1883.
R port of an xamination of the upper Columbia riv r, 47th Congress, 1st session.
No. l 6. Wru hiugton; 1 2.
•U. '. Geological urv y, Bulletin No. 40. Washington; 1887.
2

Senate E x. Doc.

GEOGRAPHY OF THE REGION TRAVERSED.

The geography of central Washington can not be fully understood
until its geological structure is known. It is important, however, that
the reader should keep in mind some of the more prominent topographic features of the State while studying its geology. The reasons
why it has its present relief and marked diversity will appear as we
proceed.
The Cascade mountains, trending north and south, divide the siiate
of Washington into two strongly contrasted portions. On the west
there is an excessively humid and densely forested country, sloping
precipitously to the lowlands bordering Puget sound and the Pacific.
On the east, the descent from the snow-clad summits of the mountains
i8 equally abrupt at first, but the foothills extend far eastward and
inclose many charming valleys, shaded by park-like groves of pine and
carpeted with luxuriant grasses and flowers.
The Cascade mountains are largely composed of recent volcanic rocks,
-' poured out as molten lava or ejected as scoria and ashes during times
of violent eruption, as is testified by the great craters which give
them dignity and prominence. The greatest of these volcanic cones,
and at the same time the most conspicuous to the inhabitants of the
region here described, is Mount Tacoma, the elevation of which, according to measurements by the United States Coast and Geodetic
Survey, is 14,440 feet. Another remarkably attractive mountain, as
seen from the low country to the east, is Mount Adams, nearly 10,000
feet high, situated 50 miles south of Mount Tacoma and rising as a
massive truncated cone, white with snow, far above the densely wooded
hills at its immediate base. This is also an ancient crater, and, like
Mount Tacoma, has been considerably modified by the action of rain
and glaciers, although its volcanic heat is not yet entirely dissipated.
The descent from the summit of the Cascade mountains to the Great
Plain of the Columbia varies from 5,000 to nearly 14,000 feet. The
general elevation of a large area in the eastern part of the state adjacent to the Columbia is from 600 to 1,000 feet.
There are several narrow mountain spurs from 50 to 75 miles in
length, extending east from the immediate foothills of the Cascades,
which divide the desert valleys as with a wall, and are among the most
remarkable features in the relief of the land. These ridges frequently
rise from 2,000 to 3,000 feet above the adjacent plains, and have a gentle
slope on one side, conforming with the dip of the strata of which they
are ~omposed, but break off abruptly in bold scarps in the opposite direction. Numerous examples of these monoclinal ridges are furnished
by east and west uplifts in the eastern part of Yakima and Kittitas
counties. Nearly all of these terminate before reaching Columbia
15
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river, but one of the most typical, known as Saddle mountain, extends
25 miles east of the river, and forms a narrow, sharp-crested ridge,
rising 1,500 feet above the adjacent desert. This ridge runs directly
across the course of Columbia river, but the stream had its way established before the mountain was upraised, and has cut a deep notch
through it at Sentinel bluffs. Other similar "gates" through narrow,
precipitous ridges occur along Yakima river, which, like the Columbia~
had its course established before the present topographic relief of the
land was initiated.
None of the peculiar ridges referred to are due to the cooling of lava
streams flowing away from the great volcanoes to the west, as has been
suggested by certain writers. On the contrary, they are portions of a
vast series of lava sheets which were at :first horizontal, but have since
been broken l>y fractures radiating in a general way from the main
upJift to the west, and the edge of the strata on one side of a line .
of fracture upraised into a mountain ridge. Modifications of this structure where the displacement is small have produced long, narrow
arches in the strata.
In the northern part of our :field, in Okanogan county, the general
relief ii greater than in the remainder of the region shown on the accompanying map. The mountains are there composed of crystalline
rock of greater age than the rocks in other portions of central Washington. This has also been a land surface for a long time, and the
drainage system is well developed. The mountains on the upper courses
of the rivers have rounded forms, and are separated by deep-stream
channels, which divide and subdivide as one follows them upstream.
Recent changes in the direction and character of the streams have been
produced in many instances by the temporary occupation of their valleys by glaciers, and their lower courses have in several cases been
given new direction or wholly obstructed by lava flows.
East of the Columbia there is a striking change in the topography.
This is tlle lowest part of the great valley between the Cascade and
the Rocky mountains, and resembles in many ways the continuation of
the same great depre. sion farther south, known as the Great Basin.
Au observer looking over this region from some commanding· summit
on it we. tern border has spread before him a vast treeless plain, the
g n ral elevation of which at the south is 600 or 700 feet above the
ea, and about 3,000 feet adjacent to the mountains bordering it on the
north . The econdary relief of this region is but slight, and in a
g n ral view th de olate land appear to be a limitless plain. On
cl ar da . , when the pr vailing de ert haze i ab ent, the dim outlines
of the 1 em untain in r gon may b distinguished far away to
h , uth a. ·t. To t
left of these may be seen the more prominent
P k, i nor h rn I aho elonging to the Rocky mountain system.
u mit.· f h di.-t n range ar white with now during the
r and arly pri g and it i wi h difficulty that they can be dis-
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tinguished from cloud banks which float above them; in summer, if
seen at all, they appear as shadowy mountains dimly outlined through
the heated and much dist1irbed atmosphere above the desert.
The country east of the Columbia, which seems a plain in eontrast
with the rugged lands about it, is the northern extension of a vast lavacovered region, embracing part of Idaho, Oregon, and California, as
well as hundreds of square miles in Washington. Portions of the
cooled and hardened lava flood are still horizontal, but the greater
part has been upheaved and much broken, as well as deeply eroded,
since it was spread out in a molten condition. In central Washington,
however, and particularly in Douglas county, the disturbances that
have affected the lava are less conspicuous than in many other parts
of the formation. In spite of numerous minor inequalities, this rP,gion
has received the name of the "Great Plain of the Columbia;" more fa, miliarly it is known as the" Big Bend country," from the fact that it
is embraced in a great western curve of the Columbia river.
The Great Plain of the Columbia is treeless, except for a small area
on the immediate briuk of the canyon bounding it on the northwest,
where there are small groves of pines. The lower, and by far the
greater, part of its area is a sagebrush-covered desert, very similar to
the desolate valleys between the desert ranges in Utah and Nevada.
I n its northwestern part, however, where the lava has been upraised
so as to form a tableland nearly 3,000 feet in general elevation, the
desert character is lei;;s strongly pronounced, sagebrush is absent, and
the land is one vast prairie of waving bunch grass. The uplifts on the
west side of the Columbia, formed also by the tilting of portions of the
old lava sheets, are likewise remarkable for the luxuriance of their
natural meadows. The richest of these smaller plateaus is known as
Horseheaven, on account of the abundance of its pasturage.
The most southern of the swift, high-grade rivers draining the east
slope of the Cascade mountains is the Klickitat, which flows south
between the main uplift on the west and the npraised border of the
basaltic plateau country to the cast. This stream lies south and
west of the country described in the following pages, and but little is
known concerning it.
The Yakima river, next north of the Klickitat drainage, is the largest
stream joining the Columbia from the west, and although too swift and
too shallow to be navigated, it is of importance on account of the great
amount of water it furnishes for irrigation and is a, most interesting
example of the way in which a powerful river can maintain its course
in :--pite of pronounced changes in the topography oftlle country through
which it flows. The ridges of basaltic rock through whfoh the Yakima
bas cut deep canyons and gateways have all been upraised since that
stream e tablished its right of way. North of the Yakima drainage
system, and individua,lly of much smaller extent, are the ·wenache,
Ohelan, and Methow rivers. These rlow over granitic rocks and have
Bull.108-2
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witnessed fewer topographic changes than the main part of the Yakima,
Their channels, although not broad, are deeply cut and show that they
have suffered but little disturbance for a long period.
The Okanogan river has its principal source north of the Canadian
boundary, and :flowing south joins the Columbia. Its valley is broad,
and is bounded on the west by rounded hilh; of granite; on the east
there is a steep escarpment of basalt formed by the edge of an extruded
sheet of basalt which probably :filled the lowest portion of the old
valley and forced the river to excavate a new channel.
Columbia river :flows southward from beyond the Canadian boundary
to its junction with Spokane river; it then turns abruptly westward
on reaching the border of the basaltic rocks occupying the Big Bt'nd
country, and after cutting across a narrow northward prolongation of
the lava :fields, which, as already mentioned, :filled the old channel of
Okanogan river, followed the junction of the basalt with the granite
to the north and west for about 75 miles. In this portion of its course
the great river sweeps around an irregular bend, changing its course
:first to the south, then to the east, and then south again, until, on leaving the country shown on the accompanying map (Pl. n,) it takes a
westerly course, which it holds to the sea.
On the east of the Columbia there are no streams tributary to it in
the region here treated. In the winter a few small brooks :find their
way down the steep canyon wall bordering Douglas county on the west,
but they disappear in early summer. A small, irregular brook flows out
of Foster creek canyon in early summer, and another equally weak and
uncertain rivulet is precipitated over the cliffs at the north of Grand
Coulee and joins the Columbia, but precipitation is too scanty to support perennial streams.
Throughout ceutral Washing-ton agriculture is dependent upon irrigation. On portions of the plateaus near the Columbia, especially in
the northwe tern part of Douglas county and ou Horseheaven plateau,
in Yakima county, where the elevation approacheR 3,000 feet, there is
sufficient natural moisture to admit of the cultivation of wheat without
irrigation. The crops are uncertain, however, being abundant on occa._ional wet years, but u 'ually averagiug not over 15 or 18 bushel
to he acre.
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per cent of the entire area can be economically irrigated, however, from
surface streams. On the higher plateaus, many of which have unusually
rich soil derived from the decay of volcanic rocks; and on the lower and
very gentle mountain slopes bordering many of the valleys, there are
large areas of fine land which are beyond the reach of all ordinary
irrigation methods, and must be reserved for grazing. The desire to
cultivate these lands has led to the search for artesian water.
In general, the region embraced in this report may be divided into
three strongly contrasted provinces: (1) The foothills of the Cascade,
with bold relief, swift clear streams, deeply cut stream channels, and
fine forests. (2) The region east of the foothills, limited on the east
by the Columbia, where partially wooded ridges extending east and
west inclose desert, sagebrush-covered valleys. The drainage originates principally in the more elevated province to the west, and flows
eastward across the middle province to join the Columbia. (3) The
great plateau region east of the Columbia, where the relief is low, trees
are absent, streams are few and feeble, but deep canyons cut through
slightly disturbed rocks, indicate a former period of more abundant
precipitation. The land is desert-like, but produces luxuriant bunch
grass.

GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS.

Crystalline rocks.-The oldest rocks seen by me in ~entral Washingten are granites, schists, quartzites, and allied rocks, which occur principally in Okanogan county. Only a small portion of this region about
Lake Chelan and along the Columbia river was visited during our
reconnoissance, but the information thus gained, together with what
could be learned from miners and others, showed that probably the
entire county, with the exception of a small area occupied by coalbearing rocks near W enache, is composed of crystalline rocks. These
rocks were originally sand and clay, deposited by water in horizontal
sheets, in the same way that the ocean is laying down sediments at the
present time, but they have been deeply buried and metamorphosed, or
changed by pressure and the passage of heated water through them,
to such an extent that their minerals have been largely rearranged an<l
separately .crystallized, and the original horizontal stratification modified by extensive movements. The rocks forming the present surface
have been long exposed to the actiori. ·of frost, rain, and to glacial abrasion, which has resulted in their being sculptured into the multitudes
of varying forms, to which the magnificent scenery of Lake Chelan and
neighboring regions is due.
Kittitas system.-Restiug on the upturned and eroded edges of the
crystalline rocks belonging to the series briefly described above, there
is an important system of sandstones and shales, with interbedded coal
seams, which forms the surface of the country near Wenache, and
extend with increasing breadth southwest through the western part of
Kittitas county and probably also through the western part of Yakima
county. The important coal mines at Roslyn are in this system. From
the character of fossil leaves, occurring abundantly in the shale above
the coal at Roslyn, it is known that the rocks are of early Tertiary age.
The strata enumerated above form a well defined formation, which, for
convenience, is named the '' Kittitas system." It is limited below, at
it junction with the upturned crystalline rock on which it rests, by a
gr at unconformity, and i defined above by another unconformity at
it
nta t with overlying ba alt. Future study may show that this
y.·t m should be ubdi ided, but a only a sm.a ll portion of the region
it cupie: wa traver e 1 by me the cla sification here proposed will be
uffi i nt for pre at need,· .
olumbia, la ci.ting uu onformably on the Kittitas sy tern and
ov rl t pin it toward th north, there i a great eries of lava sheet ,
<· 1 po l 1 rincipally of l>a altic ro k ' , which extend with unbroken
11 t
ly ver th
hole f Doucrla county but the larger
, ki a and ittita.
uutie ' , and be ide , are known to
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pass gouthward beyond the boundaries of ·washiugton. ·Although
this great series of lava sheets is irregular in many ways and of an
entirely different origin from the sedimentary beds above and below it,
yet it forms the most important geological series in the Northwest, and
one which it will be convenient to designate by a specific name. As the
region it occupies is drained almost entirely by the Columbia river, I
venture to name it the " Columbia lava." So far as known this is
the most extensive formation of its kind in the world. Its border, with
the exception of the portion represented on the accompanying map, has
never been traced, but it is known to occupy large portions of Oregon
and Idaho, and to extend into northern California. Its area has been
estimated at approximately 200,000 square miles, or as great as the
area of France. It is traversed by Snake river throughout its entire
course, and by th~ Columbia, from a locality near the mouth of Spokane
river to where the Columbia breaks through the Cascade mountains, a
distance of 800 miles. The streams tributary to the Columbia from the
south, below the mouth of the Snake, also drain the same great la, a
field. The Columbia lava is not one vast flow, but is composed of many
separate flows, sometimes separated by land surfaces, which frequently
c011taiu the stumps of large trees, or by sheets of lapilli. The time
required for its accumulation must have been several centuries. The
sheets of which it is composed overlap and supplement each other, so
as to form one continuous but highly compound system. No single
sheet can be traced over the entire field, but yet in the sides of the deep
canyons that have been eroded in its surface, individual flows may be
followed continuously for a score or more of miles. The entire series
varies in thickness from 300 or 400 feet or less along the rim of the
canyon of the Uolumbia, on the northwest border of Douglas county,
to 3,700 feet, according to Le Conte, in the Cascade mountains at the
D alles.1 Its average thickness is thought by Symons 2 to be not far
from 2,000 feet. From my own observation this seems as fair an estimate as can be had until more extensive surveys have been made.
In the best sections of the Columbia lava exposed in the precipitous
walls of the coulees or canyons, is Douglas county, and in the remarkable gates eroded by the Yakima river through ridges of the same material, there are frequently six or eight distinc.t layers of basalt exposed,
which are from 50 to 150 feet thick. The rock is usually a compact
bluish black basalt, with frequently a well defined columnar structure,
but is also at times vesicular and scoriaceous, especially on the surfaces
of the sheets. Many times the marked columnar structure recalls the
finest of the basaltic columns so well known at the Giant's Causeway,
and on the Isle of Staffa. The walls of the coulees in the Great Plain
of the Columbia are similar to the Palisades of the- ~udson, but are far
more extensive, and composed of several distinct colonnades which may
1
Am. Jour. Sci., ser. ru, vol. 7, 1874, p . 168.
!l Report of an examination of the upper Columbia river, p. 100.
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be followed for many miles. While these architectural forms suggest
the ruins of mighty temples, their extent and magnitude render the
most impressive works of man insignificant. In the region traversed by
me in central Washington there are no volcanic cones to which the lava
sheets might be traced, and no important points of eruption have been
reported from other portions of the lava-covered country. In central
Oregon, as ol}served by myself during a former reconnoissance, there
are small cones of scoriaceous material on the lava, but these instead
of being points of eruption, seemed rather to be parasitic cones formed
from t,h e lava flows themselves. On the eroded western border of the
system, some 20 miles north of Ellensburg, I saw large dikes of basalt
which broke across much disturbed beds of the Kittitas system and
connected with the overlying basalt. These prove that the basalt in
part and probably to a great extent came from below through :fissures
and spread out in sheets over the land. The idea that the Columbia
lava came to the surface through :fissures, and did not originate in the
mountains to the east or west, or from craters like Tacoma or Shasta,
bas been entertained by several writers, notably by Richthofen and
Geikie, but even now I feel that much more study should be devoted
to the subject before concluding that this was the mode of origin.
Near the upper surface of the Columbia lava, in the Yakima region,
there is a thin layer of clay formed as a sediment in a Tertiary lake,
and subsequently covered by a lava flow a hundred feet thick. Above
this bed of basalt and resting evenly on its surface are gravels and fine,
evenly bedded lacustral sediments, having a thickness of 125 feet: then
comes an interstrati:fied sheet of columnar basalt, from 40 to 100 feet
thick which may be traced from the hills about Ellensburg eastward
to Columbia river and appear again in the eastern portion of Saddle
mountain. Above this layer there are other Jacustral deposits forming
the John Day system, described below. Besides the widely spread inter. tratified sheet of basalt there are other sheets more local and less
well known; one of these was penetrated in the artesian wells in Moxee
valley.
The records seen in many sections of lava and lake beds show that
th p riod of extensive volcanic overflow ended in a lacustral period,
during which the region from the present . ite of the Cascades eastward to the mountain ' of Idaho was occupied by a vast lake of Miocene age, in which many hundreds of feet of ediment:s were laid down.
T e pre ence of Miocene lake beds on the urface of the Columbia lava
and tb occurrence of the Kittita y. tem of probable Eocene age below
it, how that the volcanic outbursts belong omewhere near the middle of the Tertiary, and can not be correlated with the period of general
.. i e inva ion known as the Glacial epoch, a some writers have suppo ed.
John Day y tmn.-Before the Columbia lava wa broken and tilted or,
in her in tan e rai ed into long, narrow arche , it surface over
the whole of central Wa hington and probably far into Idaho and
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Oregon, was covered by the waters of a great lake into which streams
washed mud and sand, and volcanoes, in times of violent eruption,
strewed vast quantities of fine white dust and lapilli. The accumulation of fine sediment is at best a slow process, but in the instances
before us it went on with but slight changes for a sufficient length of
time for more than a thousand feet of evenly bedded strata to be laid
down one above another. The lake beds thus accumulated have been
upraised irregularly together with the underlying lava and greatly
eroded. Over large areas nearly the entire series has been washed
away, leaving the lava as the surface rock. Remnants of the John Day
beds occur throughout our field of study, with the exception of the
granitic areas at the north, but are best exposed in the White bluffs of
the Columbia, and in Wenas and Naches valleys. Owing to the fact,
however, that they occur mostly in the valleys and have been washed
away more or less completely from the uplands, they are seldom conspicuous. The lava, owing to its frequent high relief, appears as the
prevailing country rock, when in fact it only penetrates here and there
through the general covering of superimposed lake beds.
This formation, as shown by its fossil leaves, 1 is of Middle Tertiary
(Miocene) age, and is here designated as the John Day system, for the
reason that it occurs along John Day river, Oregon, and was there
first studied. The beds on John Day river have been described and
their fossils referred to many times in geological treatises, and it will
be found convenient . to group under one name all of the sediments
formed in the lake from which the strata on John Day river were deposited.2 The lake in which these sediments were accumulated may be
designated as ''Lake John Day."
·
The John Day beds are usually light colored unconsolidated sediment. In the exposure at White bluffs, the beds are all friable and
crumble to sand and clay between the fingers. Many of the strata
in fact can not be said to have been consolidated at all, as they are
fine loose sands with but little more coherence than the modern sand
dunes, into which in some instances a portion of their material has
been blown.
In W enas and Naches valleys the beds are more compact and
partake of the character of soft sandstone. In Kittitas valley they
have been quarried for building stone, but are light and soft, although
making a good appearance as may be seen in a bank building in
Ellensburg. The quarry from which this rock was obtained at the
south end of Kittitas va11ey, contains clays and sandstones which are
charged with fossil leaves. Other leaf-bearing beds of the same
1

A :eport on the fossil leaves of this system, by F. H. Knowlton, forms an Appendix
to this p aper.
·
2
A ~u_mmar~ of what has been written concerning this system and a list of papers
pertammg to it have been given by Dall and Harris in Bulletin No. 84, U. S. Geol.
Survey, pp. 280-282.
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character occur at John Day river. It is by comparing the fossils from
these two localities, as well as by practically tracing the beds from
one exposure to the other, that the identity of the .John Day system in
general with the beds outcropping on John Day river has been established.
The John Day system will probably interest the reader more than
any other series of rocks treated in this paper, for the reason that it
is the one from which artesian water has bee11- obtained.
The system is limited below by the Columbia lava, but there is no
marked unconformity at this contact. As already mentioned, there are
thin beds belonging to the John Day system interstratified with the
upper layer of Columbia lava, and thin layers of lava interbedded
with the lower layer of the John Day system.
The layers of sediment interbedded in the basalt have been baked
and considerably altered by the heat of the inclosing rocks; and the
sedimentary beds immediately below the sheets of basalt in the John
Day system are also altered, while those above show no change.
The reader should bear in mind that the John Day system is composed of unconsolidated lacustral sediments, of middle Tertiary age,
and that marked disturbances resulting in the formation of nearly all
the mountains of Central Washington, possibly including the Cascades,
have taken place since they were deposited; also that erosion has
removed probably the greater part of the system and cut deep canyons in the hard basalt on which it rests. The time since Lake John
Day existed is geologically not remote, but must be numbered even by
tlle most conservative at tens of thousands of years. During this time
many climatic changes occurred.
The foregoillg account of the John Day system is somewhat at variance with previous descriptions of what is supposeJ. to be a southern
extension of the same formation. In describing the deposits of a Miocene lake in northern Oregon Prof. 0. C. Marsh 1 says :
The Blue mountain formed tbe eastern and southern shores of this lake, but its
other limits are difficul t to ascertain, as this whole country has since been deeply
lrnri<>d by snccessive overflows of volcanic rock. I t is only where tbe latter have
h 'l'n wa heel away that the lake depo its can be examined. The discovery antl first
xploration in this basin were made by Rev. Thomas Condon, the present state
g ologi t of Oregon. The typical localities of this Miocene basin are along the
J olm Day river, and this name may very properly be u ed to designate the lake basin.
Tli strata. in thi basin are more or less inclined and of great thickness. One section
near the .T ohn Day ri Yer, examined by the writer in 1871 and again in 1873, seems to inclic~ t e a thickne . of not les than 5,000 feet. The upper beds alone of thi · series corre. I oncl to the depo it in the \Vhlte river basin. The lower portion also i clearly
liocene, a shown by its vertebrate fauna, which differs in many respects from that
al,o ve.
eneath the
trata are seen, at a few localities, the Eocene beds containing
£ il plant mentioned above. They are more highly inclined than the Miocene
b d , ancl om of them how that they have been subjected to heat. The inferior
t rata 1 wh r ar 1e ozoic, and apparently Cretaceou . Above the Miocene strata
lio eri.e b d
n in a few place , lmt ba ·alt cover nearly all.
1

Am. Jour.
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In the account quoted the John Day beds are stated to occur below
great sheets of basalt, which I assume is the Columbia lava. In central Washington the John Day beds rest on the Columbia lava. The
thickness of the strata in Oregon is nearly five times greater than the
greatest thickness discovered in Washington. I see no way of explaining these discrepancies, and the records will have to stand as they are
until a more comprehensive study of the region between the Cascade
and Rocky mountains, in both Oregon and Washington, can he made.
Glacial records.-Long after Lake John Day was drained and its bottom. upraised into mountains and ridges, and exposed to the action of
rain and rivers until a very large part of its sediments had been carried to the Pacific and deep canyons eroded in the underlying basalt,
another important entry was made in geological history of central
Washington.
During the deposition of the John Day system. the climate was mild
and the shores of the great inland sea were clothed with a varied and
beautiful flora similar to that of the southern Appalachians at the
present time. But after the long interval mentioned above, there came
a climatic change which affected tue whole of the northern hemisphere.
The climate was much colder thau when the John Day system. was laid
down and also colder than at present. The higher valleys among the
Cascades as well as all of the lower portions of Okanogan county, were
occupied by glacial ice. The depression now holding Lake Chelan
was filled from. end to end by a magnificent glacier, which flowed southeast and joined another similar river of ice in the canyon of the Columbia. A great glacier flowed southward down the broad Okanogan
valley, and reaching the Columbia, not only turned the river from its
course but was of sufficient volume to fill its canyon there 2,400 feet
deep, and to cross it without apparently being deflected from. its general southern course. After crossing the canyon it continued southward on the Great Plain of the Columbia, grinding down and scoring
the basaltic rock over which it passed and scattering thousands of huge
bowlders over the plateau. The southern limit of this ice invasion was
in the neighborhood of Coulee city, and its extension eastward was limited by Grand Coulee. At the south it ended in a great lake, known
as Lake Lewis, briefly described below, on which icebergs floated and
carried bowlders far and wide over the region to the south. These
bowlders of granite, gneiss, basalt, etc., came from the north, some of
them perhaps from Canada. They are the latest of all geological records in many portions of our field, and the one that, perhaps, claims
the greatest 9,mount of popular attention.
The region em.braced in the present reconnoisance only touches the
southern part of the glaciated area, and an extended study of the ice
records will have to be postponed. The glaciers flowing east from the
Cascades, in Yakima and Kittitas counties did not reach the country
traversed by m.e, and hence does not claim. attention.
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Lake Lewis.-The lake into which the ice invasion from the north
terminated covered a large area on the Great Plain of the Columbia,
but was by no means so extensive as the great Tertiary lake which
preceded it. Its northern limit crossed Douglas county from east to
west in the neighborhood of Coulee city, and bP.nt north ward in Liucoln
county, but its course to the east had not been traced. On the west
its shores were irregular, owing to Badger and Saddle mountains which
projected into it, forming long capes or islands, about which terraces,
showing the water level of the lake, were traced at an horizon of about
1,400 feet above sea level, or about 700 feet above Columbia river.
Lake Lewis was first recognized so far as I am aware by Lieut. T.
W. Symons and named by him in honor of Capt. Merriweather Lewis,
whose name is inseparably connected with t hat of Capt. Clark in the
early explorations of the Great Nort hwest . On a map in Symon s's
report, 1 the region covered by t he former lake is roughly indicated.
.Apparently the beds forming the J·ohnd ay system were supposed by
Symons to be sediments of the younger lake, which probably led him
to extend its boundary much far ther west than now appears to have
been correct. On the map referred t o the southern shore of Lake
Lewis is represented as following a general east and west course through
Walla Walla and Wallula. Present information concerning the topography of this region indicates that the boundary is- much farther south
than is indicated by Symons, but even its approximate position can
not yet be stated.
The relief of central Washington has changed so little since Lake
Lewis was in existence, that if we had a good contour map of the country_we could trace with a considerable degree of accuracy the outline
of its shore. In the absence of such a map we can only say that its
water extended far south into Oregon and probably far enough east to
cross the present Washington-Idaho boundary The lake probably owed
its exi tence to a da.m at the Dalles- perhaps a glacier then obstructed
tlie drainage-or else there was a subsidence sufficient to allow the
ocean to enter the great {,entral valley between the Cascades and Rocky
mountain . Tbe water body referred to has been called a lake, not
becau e of tlie presence of fresh water fossils in its sediments, for no
fo · 'il. that can be r ferred to that water body have been fo und, but from
analo y with other great lakes which existed under similar conditions.
Lake Lewi., while of broad extent and nearly a t hou and feet deep in
th . d ep t portion, eem from tlie lack of i:;trength iu t he beach line
that it c, r l and from the mall amount of sediment it left, to have
h, cl bu a bl'i f exi tence. The terrace on the fl an ks of the mount ain
a ·ain t whi ·h it wa.' h d are poorly defined and are many t imes wanthor record o far a. known were of t he i mple t kind,
in ,·. Th
con i ·ting of ut t rrace oflittle trength and -without t he u u al accom1

eport of an examination of the upper 'olum bia river.
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paniments of bars and embankments. No deltas built by streams
:flowing into the lake have been recognized, unless the heavy gravel
deposits filling the canyon of the Columbia to the depth of 700 feet in
the neighborhood of Lake Chelan be considered as of this nature.
It is to be noted, however, that the shores of the lake thus far examined are too steep and rugged to be favorable for the development of
shore phenomena. . When the less precipitous eastern and southern
borders are studied they will perhaps reveal a more satisfactory history.
The sediments that can be clearly referred to this lake are scanty and
almost insignificant, but the surface of the great plain of the Columbia
and in the smaller valleys opening from it, as in the Moxee-Yakima
valley, there are many large bowlders dropped from :floating bergs, and
in places a thin layer of subangular gravel from the surface. Lake
Lewis existed at the time of the greatPst extension of the glaciers on
neighboring mountains and was fed by their melting. It was a Pleistocene water body, and had many contemporaries in the now desert
valley of the arid region between the Rocky mountains and Sierra
Nevada.

GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE .

.All of the formations mentioned in the preceding section were originally spread out in essentially horizontal sheets, but since the youngest member in the series was laid down they have been broken into
blocks and the blocks tilted and upturned so as to form prominent
mountain ridges with horizontally floored valleys between. A structure
has thus been given to the beds on which depends uearly all of the
present topographic diversity of the region.
Monoclinal ridges.-The prevailing and most typical structure has
been produced by the breaking of the strata and the upturning of the
beds on one side of the lines of fracture. The fragments, more or less
regular, into which the rocks have been broken are termed orographic
blocks. The elevation of the edges of some of these blocks has produced ridges which are steep on one side and form bluffs in which the
broken edges of the strata outcrop and slope gently in the opposite
direction, the surface slope corresponding in general with the inclination of the beds. The fractures referred to, along which adjacent blocks
have been moved up or down in reference to each other, are known as
faults. An ideal vertical section across such a fault is shown in the
following diagram, which will serve to define some of the terms used
by geologists in connection with such displacements:

a

FrG. !.-Ideal section showing a normal fault. The rocks to the left are a portion of t:ie "thrown
block; " those to the right b long to the "heaved block." The '' hade " of the fault is the angle which
the plane of fracture a b makes with a vertical plane a c. The fault scarp b d is the portion of the
fault plane which projects above the thrown block. Iu a normal fault the fault plane hades toward
th thrown block; in a rA,,erse fault it hades toward the heaved block. .A.11 of the faults to be
noted in this paper belong to the first type.

An example of the upturned edge of an orographic block is furnished
by the northern e carpment of the loping table-land known as Hor eheav n, whi hi well e po ed in th neighborhood of Kiona and Pros er.
Thi long line of cliff i a fault scarp from which the strata slope gently
nth a t t ward the Uolumbia.
attle nake mountain i another uplift of the same nature, but more
abrupt a d having it gentle lope in the oppo ite direction. The
a tern fa
f at le nak mountain i a fault , carp 2,500 feet high.
t er t line i harp and it we'tern 1 pe conforms with the gentle
28
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dip of the beds with which the uplift is composed. The break, on the
west side of which the mountain was upraised, may be traced for 50
miles toward the southeast by minor scarps, which form a range of low
hills that reach the Columbia near Wallula.
Many other examples of the formation of prominent mountains in
central Washington by the uplifting of the edges of great orographic
blocks might be cited, but these will be described in the section of this
paper devoted to local geology.
Jfonoclinal folds.-Besides monoclinal ridges there are other types of
mountains in the region traversed which are not so, simple in their
structure. These are long narrow ridges which were formed by an
arching of the Rtrata without breaks. The arches were raised by a
force acting from below upward, and not by lateral pressure which
forced the strata into ridges and troughs, as is common especially in
the Appalachian mountains.
A cross section of one of these folds is well exposed in Union gap,
through which the Yakima river flows in escaping from the valley in
which North Yakima is located. The ridge there cut through, runs
eastward from the irregular high lands west of Tampico, and ends 5
or 6 miles east of Union gap. Throughout this distance it is a sharply
defined, even crested uplift, rising 1,000 feet above the adjacent level
floored valley, and has an arched structure throughout. At its east
end it terminates in a low pojnt curving south, but another ridge hav-~
ing a somewhat different structure immediately begins and extends
50 miles farther east, the gap between the two being so small that
they are usually considered as a single range.
North of North Yakima there is another example of a similar nature,
but in this instance the arch is broken longitudinally, and the ridge
assumes the faulted character described in the preceding paragraph.
The ridges due to an arching of the strata pass into folds that are very
steep on one side and have a gentle slope in the opposite direction, and
these change to faults.
Just what the action was which produced these arches it is difficult
to d.eterm_ine. It is possible that volcanic rocks escaping in a molten
state through fissures in lower beds raised the Columbia lava and
superimposed beds into arches. In the continuation of the ridge cut
through at Union gap, which forms the south wall of Moxee valley,
molten rock forced up from below escaped through fissures in the Columbia lava, but raised the lighter beds above into a long narrow ridge.
In this instance the intruded lava bas been clearly exposed by the
erosion of a longitudinal valley along portions of the crest of the uplift.
It seems to follow from such facts as are in hand that the fractures
which allowed of the tilting of some of the orographic blocks in other
.
' raised
msta:nces
furnished a passage upward for molten matter which
the superficial layers of the earth's crust into long narrow arches.
One of the popular impressions to be unlearned in reference to the
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peculiar east and west ridges of Yakima and Kittitas counties is the
supposition that they are lava streams which fl.owed away from the
Cascades and on cooling formed narrow precipitous ridges from·l,000 to
3,000 feet high. On the contrary, these ridges have been for~ed by the
elevation, principally along lines of fracture, of the Columbia lava and
of the overlying John Day beds, which were originally horizontal.
North and south elevation.-In the eastern portion of Yakima and
Kittitas counties there are also gentle elevations which trend north
and south across the much narrower and more prominent east and
west ridges. These undulations, some of which a;re easily overlooked
in the gentle relief, are difficult to trace to any definite dynamic action,
but are of importance for the reason that, in connection with the east
and west ridge, they take part in the formation of basins, of which
Moxee valley is an example, having such a shape that they become
reservoirs of artesian wat,e rs. The north and south elevation preceded
the east and west breaks, as is shown by the continuation across them
of the fault scarps produced by the east and west breaks: This is
shown especially in the region of general uplifts bordering the Yakima
hydrographic basin on the west, where the east and west ridges of the
eastern part of Yakima county may be distinctly traced across a broad
undulation trending north and south.
Too liWe is known of the structure of central Washington to warrant the framing of a comprehensive hypothesis to explain its structure, but the fact that the broad north and south uplifts follow the general direction of the Cascade mountains suggests that they were
formed at the time the main mountain range was upheaved, and that
subsequent movements produced cross fractures which radiate from
the main elevation. It seems probable that the Cascades are formed
to a large extent of tilted blocks of basalt which were originally horizontal, and belong to the same series as the Columbia lavas farther
ea t, which have been, in comparison, only moderately disturberl. The
Ca cade mountain , at least in the State of Washington, do not seem
to have been formed mainly by the piling up of erupted material as
ha been sugge ted in explanation of their origin farther south, but
are due to the uplifting and tilting of previously consolidated lava
,·he t , a well a. of granite and coal-bearing strata, which occur high
up on each flank of the mountain, and even from portions of the main
clivi e. The gr at v lcanoe which appear so prominent along the genral trend f th range are condary to the main mountain-building.
h la a he t in central Wa hington have been separated from the
a · ·ade b ro ion a i · hown by the pre ence of the Kittitas ysm i th de 1 di e t d country at the ea tern ba e of the range,
<livi lin i fr m th he lava- 'OV r d country to the ea t .
~ fountain of denudation.-In the northern part of our field
p cially
in k n
unty th r ar lof y and xceedingly rugged mountains
of ·ry talliu r ·k in whi h th div r i in relief i due to th sculptur-
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ing of a great uplifted mass of the earth's crust, by atmospheric agencies. The individual peaks and serrate ridges as well as all of the
detail to which these mountains owe their picturesqueness, is due to
the cutting out of the valley and canyons and not to the separate elevation of each towering summit. They are mountains of erosion,
although the general relief is clue to the elevating of a great mass of
material which was formerly deeply buried in the earth's crust. In
these mountains there is a structure not yet studied, which modified
the action of the various erosj ve agencies, but scarcely render it necessary to qualify the statement that the topographic diversity is due to
sculpture. In this respect the relief of the granite region differs from
that of the younger rocks to the south, where the main features in the
present topography are due to the upraising of the ridges and not to
the down-cutting of the valleys.
In the Kittitas system there are folds probably due to lateral pressure,
but these were produced before the outpouring of the Columbia lava
and do not affect the topography of the surface where the lava occurs.
West of the lava where the Kittitas system occupies the surface, the
relief although modified by the structure, is due mainly to erosion
which haH removed material from the valleys and left the interstream
spaces in relief.
-Volcanic mountains.-The more prominent summits of the Cascade
mountains, as alrea,,dy stated, have been formed by the piling up of
volcanic rocks about the vents from which they came. There are no
mountains of this type in the region described in this paper, but the
prominence of the volcanoes of t.he Cascades, as yet scarcely extinct,
renders them an attractive object-lesson to all who live in their vicinity.
Level-floored valleys.-The valleys between the ranges in Yakima
and Kittitas counties, and over a large portion of the region east of
the Columbia, have horizontal layers of John Day beds and Columbia
lava beneath. The strata flooring the valley are horizontal and as far
as we can judge, have remained so since they were deposited. These
undisturbed regions form valleys for the reason that the ridges separating them have been upraised. These broad undisturbed areas, as
well as the structure of the intervening ridges, show that there has been
no lateral pressure of such a nature as to form anticlines and synclines.
Much of the region in the Great Plain of the Columbia falls in this
division.
Summary.-Briefl.y stated, the main structural features in our field
are (1) narrow, sharp-crested ridges having a prevailing east and west
trend, due to the upheaval of the borders of orographic blocks; (2)
broad and comparatively gentle north and south elevation produced
'
'of the
apparent1y by an arching of the strata, parallel to and probably
same ~ate as the much greater uplift forming the Cascade mountains;
(3) reg10ns where the rocks have been but little disturbed and now
form plains and valleys.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES PERTAINING TO ARTESIAN WATER. 1

The conditions on which the flow of water from artesian wells depend are simple and easily understood. To illustrate by an elementary
example, suppose the following diagram to represent an east and west
section of a valley 20 miles broad. A section north and south would
show the same structure; that in the rocks form a basin. The rocks
are in layers like a pile of saucers; some of the layers are composed
of clay which is water-tight, while others are of sand through which
water can percolate. Rain falling on the edges of the upturned layers
of sand inclosed between layers of clay, penetrate them and fill them
with water up to the lowest point on their rims, where it will leak
out and form springs.
Let a hole be drilled through the upper layer of clay in the central
part of the basin, say at Din the diagram, and the water which saturates the layer of sand below the clay will rise and overflow at the surface.
If the well bas a water-tight casing and an open tube be carried up from

•

FIG. 2.-Ideal section illustrating the chief requisite conditions of artesian wells. .A., a porous
stratum; Band C, impervious beds below and above .A., acting as confining str ata ; F , the height of
the water level in the porous bed, .A., or, in other words, the height of the reservoir or fountam bead;
D and E, flowing wells springing from the porous water-filled bed, .A.. (Chamberlin.)

it, the water will rise in the tube until it stapds approximately on a
level with the lowest point in the rim of the basin of sand.
The water rises in the tube because of the pressure of the water at
a higher level in the sand. The layers of sand through which the
water ~lowly flows, and the well connected with it, may be considered
a a ingle tube. Everyone knows that water poured into a tube be.n t
down in the center will rise to the same height in each arm. A. teakettle filled with water i an illustration of t his principle; the water
in the kettle and in the spout will stand at the same level. The same
imple principle govern the flow of artesian wells,
In the ar h for artesian water one finds many modifications of the
condition , d cribed above. Among the e are eLange in the character of he water-bearing b d , or of the imp rviou · beds above or be1 w. The wat r-bearing bed may change it charaet ,r and have clay
mingle with the and in ·ertain area , thu · ob tructiug or toppino·the
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flow of water through it. When this happens, although the basin may
have the requisite form and several alternating pervious and impervious strata about its margin, a well drilled in the central part may
not be successful, while one near the border, which escapes the reigon
where the sand is charged with clay, may give an abundant flow.
A change in the character of the pervious layer rendering it impervious sometimes makes it possible to obtain flowing water when the
rocks do not form a basin but slope in one direction for a long distance.
These conditions are sometimes produced in the deposition of sediments in the ocean or in lakes, owing to the fact that coarse material,
such as gravel and sand, are deposited near shore, while :finer sediments, as clay, may be carried a long distance·before being dropped.
The same bed thus changes fyom gravel to sand and then to sandy
clay, and :finally to clay as one follows it from the shore seaward. A
peculiar modification of these conditions is illustrated in the following
diagram, which should be of interest to those engaged in searching for
flowing water in the desert valleys of the arid region.

FIG. 3.-Ideal section of the border of a basin deposit.

The diagram represents a vertical section of the superficial deposits
in a valley adjacent to a mountain range. In arid regions the valleys
in many instances have been occupied by lakes at a late geological
period. During the existence of the lakes sands and gravels were deposited along their borders, and :fine sediments in their deeper portions.
When, owing to cUmatic changes, the lakes became shrunken, coarse
material was carried farther and farther out from the mountains and
either deposited about the border of the lake as alluvial material or
spread out by their waters as sheets of sand and gravel. When the lakes
again extended and were enabled to deposit clays over broader areas,
the fringe of coarse material adjacent to the mountains became covered
by an impervious layer. These varying conditions in many instances
gave origin to extensive deposits of gravel and coarse debris, which are
thick near the borders of the valleys and thin out toward their centers,
and are interstrati:fied 1 especially on their attenuated margins, with
layers of fine, impervious material. The present scanty rainfall and the
flow of streams across the outcropping borders of the coarse deposits
tend to keep them saturated with water; · but as they thin out and are
replaced by impervious layers the water is unable to escape. Under
these conditions a hole drilled in a position corresponding with Win
Bull.108-3
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Fig. 3will penetrate the water-bearing strata at a point below thelevei
of the source of supply, and, in consequence of the hydrostatic pressure. water will rise and overflow at the surface. Many of the fl.owing
well~ in Utah, Nevada, and California depend on these conditions.
Failure to obtain flowing water even when an examination shows
that a given region has the requisite structure may result from one or
more of several causes.
In the arid region the rainfall on the outcropping surface of a porous
stratum may not be sufficient to :fill it, or if already completely charged
when :first penetrated, may not be sufficient to supply the drain made
by one or more :flowing wells.
The layer inclosing the water-bearing stratum may be broken so as
•
Jj'
---------------- I------------------6- -----. ---------

H

FIG. 4.-Ideal section illustrating the failure of an artesian well because of defects in the confining
bed below a water-bearing stratum. .A. and B, porous beds; D and I, impervious beds; C, a defective
conii.ning beu; E, the water level of the stratum B; G and H, wells that do not flow. 'l.'l.ie bed A might
give a flow at G and R but for the defect in C, which permits the water to descend into Band escape
through its outcrop, which lies below the surface of G and H. (Chamberlin.)

to allow the water to escape. When an outlet is found through the
layer below the potous stratum the water will escape and issue from a
spriug at some lower level, as shown in the following diagram:
When a break occurs in the overlying impervious ]ayer the water
will escape upward, thus relieving the pressure, and saturating superficial deposits percolate away and form springs in depressions .
.A.nother source of failure when all the requisite conditions are present is sometimes experienced by beginning a well on ground that is
higher tban the artesian head, perhaps within the actual artesian basin,
but more frequently on its border. To illustrate, if water stands at
the horizon .A. .A. in the pervious layer, shown in the following diagram,

FIG. 5.-Ideal section sh owing the failure of wells in artesian basin.

because of an outlet somewhere at this horizOll, and holes are drilled at
X, the water will fail to reach the ·urface because the tube through
which it would have to rise opens above the horizon at which the water
tand in the r . ervoir.
The water would ri e in wells at X, up to the horizon of the artesian
head, but no fal't.h 'r. A well drilled at W would flow, because the surfa ·e at that point i · b low the horizon at which the water naturaJly esa
from th perviou layer .
T e ndition hown in Fig. 5 illustrate the lack of consistency in
h term "arte ian" to well that overflow. The water in the
well at i un er he ame res ure a in the well at W, but the tube
i t l ng t llow it to ri.:e to the urface.
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In describing the conditions which combine to make an artesian basin,
I have assumed that the water was supplied directly by the rain falling
on the outcrops of the porous strata. While this is unquestionably the
method by which water usually :finds its way into artesian reservoirs,
yet there is a modification of the process which sometimes makes artesian wells possible in unpromising situations. The pervious layei' from
which a well is supplied may be charged through fissures in the impervious layer beneath, either from the upward leakage of a lower basin
or by fissure springs, such as exist in many regions where the rocks
have been much disturbed.
The charging from below of a pervious bed, so shaped and inclosed
as to form a basin, is a matter of interest to the readers of this report,
since the Moxee basin, in which three successful wells are now flowing,
seems to receive its water in this way. The manner in which a curved
pervious sheet, inclosed in impervious beds, may pe charged with water
from below is shown in Fig. 7. Like several diagrams already printed
this is a- vertical cross section.
The shaded beds, forming the bottom of the basin, are rigid and have
been faulted; the faults extend into the sands and clay above, and the
displacement becomes a monoclinal fold, perhaps with some fracturing.

Fm. 6. Ideal section of a pervious bed charged with water rising through a fissure.

Water rising along the fault plane penetrates the overlying porous
layers and saturates them to as great a height as the pressme of
the water from below · will allow, say to the horizon A B. A well
drilled in the valley, so as to penetrate the water-charged strata below
this horizon, would open a way for the water to reach the surface. 'Ille
source of the water which rises along the fault in the bottom of the
valley, as supposed above, may be far away aud traverse irregular
cracks or partially filJed fissures for long distances. Water might also
reach a basin not so situ:ited as to receive a supply f'rorn :.m rfa,c.e outcrops, by the leakiug upwards of a lower artesian basin.
There are a few popular falJacies which need to be disregarded by
those searching for artesian water. One of these is that the water :flowing from artesian wells is derived from open spaces or c:ives in tl1e
rocks, or else circulates as streams through underground channels.
Such openings seldom exist, and, if they did, the search for them by
drilling holes would be too uncertain and too expensive to be warranted. On the contrary, the water percolates through porous E:trata.
The best water-bearing layers would be those of loose texture, like
sheets of bowlders and coarse gravel, but commona,Uy they are .sandstone or loose unconsolidated sand.
Another mistake is that artesian water is looked for because there
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are highlaucls in the neighborhood, from which it is supposed to flow.
This may he a favorable condition or the reverse. If the highlands
are ~omposed of strat.itiecl rocks, dipping towards the supposed location, all may be well; but if the elevated region is composed of strata
dipping away from the site chosen, or if it is composed of volcanic
oclf&-w-hic break througl1 sedimentary beds, its influence may be
negative or decidedly ad verse t.o the result desired.
Perhaps the most widely spread faUacy concerning arte};ian water,
and one frequently advanced by those pecuniarily interested in having
work clone iu a definite locality regardless of the result, is that, "if
you go deeµ enough :flowing water will be reached." The absurdity of
this assumption will be shown, I think, even to the most sanguine, by
inspecting Figs. 2 and 3. Plainly,)f a well is carried through the
pervious beds without reaching water, there is no hope of success in
lower fayers. In cases where there is no artesian basin it is plain that
the deeper one sends his drill the worse he is off.
The depth to which artesian wells designed for irrigation can be carried is also limited commercially. Just as many large tracts of rich
land can not now be advantageously irrigated, on account of the expense of bringing water to them in ditches, viaducts, etc., so an artesian basin may be so far below the surface, and the rocks to be passed
through in reaching it so expensive to drill, that as a business enterprise it will uot pay.
As will be shown in tho following pages the rocks in the arid portion
of central Washington which have yielded artesian water, and the
only ones from which a supply for irrigation can be expected, are the
John Day beds. These are composed of alternating layers of gravel,
sand, clay, vol~anic dust, etc., and over broad areas have sheets of
basalt interstratified with them. Some of the layers are porous, while
others are so fine and compact that water can not percolate through
them. When thi series ha been bent upward in such a manner as
to form basins, the condition for holding water so as to give an artesian
head are obtained. When such basins are found it may still be a quest.ion whether the outcropping edges of the porous layers receive suffiient rainfall to fill tllem; aucl al o whether in the formation of the
ba, in the ro ·k. have beeii fractured o as to allow the water to escape.
Tll John Day bed · re t on a great tliiekness of trati:fiecl basalt, in
whi h there arc certain thin layer of porous lapilli, and old land surfa .· now containing the r mai11. of fos il fore ts. The basalt is not
111 diffic·ul top netrate with a drill, but is so thick and the chance
f h ir on aining , ater-b aring layer o light, that although they
may form ba.· in ·, ye practically the ear ·h for artesian water jg confin l to th edim ,utary b •d 1· ting upon them. When the e occur
in a. in. f, uffi i n depth arid ext nt forth r tucly i warranted in
rd r t l t r in
ondary onditi n ; but when they do not form
ey hav
n ro cl ut of av 11 y, leaving the Cod, ar ·u. for ar i n water will be fruitles .

GEOLOGY OF THE COUNTIES EXAMINED.
YAKIMA COUNTY.

Myreconnoissance covered about two-thirds of Yakima county, leaving unexplored an irregular belt, from 30 to 50 miles broad, extending
eastward from the crest of the Cascade mountains. The recent discovery of anthracite coal at Cowlitz _p ass, in this unexplored tract, shows
that an important chapter iu the geological history of the county there
awaits investigation. This region also contains much that is especially
attractive to the general traveler in search of the picturesque and
beautiful. It is a land of magnificent mountains and wild canyons,
and is clothed with forests up to the beginning of the snow fields on the
higher rnnnnits. Mount Tacoma, the loftiest peak in the state of Washington, st ands near its western border, while Mount Adams, even more
prominellt as seen frori1 many points of view to the eastward, is wholly
within the limits of the county. . Many mountain lakes, surrounded by
rugged 8lopes still clothed with forests, all in the freshness and wild~
ness of their natural beauty, occur along the eastern slope of the range.
The streams flowing from these fountains have carved deep canyons
through lava rocks, or where their task was less difficult, have spread
out sediments so as to form uatural meadows of great luxuriance.
This mountain belt is without roads, and can be traversed only by following the few trails that 1wnetrateit, thus adding the zest of exploration
to the cha.rm of the natural surroundings. From some of the secondary
mountain crests to the eastward, I had most enticing glimpses into this
attractive region, which tempted me to leave the arid lands which
claimed my attention and enjoy the cool shade, clear, sweet w,1ter, and
pleasant camp grom1ds of the forested uplands. The agricultural
wealth of the county, however, is in the Jesis picturesque central and
eastern portions. 'TJ1e gray sagebrush plains separating the desert
ranges become abull(1ant1y frnitful when they are n011rished by irrigating water:-:, and it was in this regiou that our search for artesian basins
was to be carried on.
The portion of Yakima connt.y that was examined is drained almost
entirely by Yakima river, a1id lies east of an frregular north and i--outh
line passing near Fort Simcoe, Tampico, and tbe jnnction of Tiato11
creek with Naches river.
In this seetion of the county practically all of the rocks are black,
compact Columbia Java and light colored sediment of Lake .Tohn Day
which rests upon it. The attention of the reader will be occupied principally in tracing the deformations by faulting and arching that t11e
Columbia lava has undergone and in uotiug the results of erosion
37
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which has removed the John Day beds from the uplands and in many
instances cut deep trenches in the lava beneath. The mountains are
composed essentially of basalt and many of the valleys are still deeply
filled with lake beds. The mountains are the prominent topographic
features and always claim their full share of attention, but the valleys
are of even greater interest, as they contain the rich agricultural land
for which water is needed.
Loru:lands along the Oolumbia.-The country on the east border of
Yakima county adjacent to the Columbia is low and forms a triangular area of about 50 miles long from northwest to southeast, and 20
miles broad at the north. The southern point of the triangle is a
few miles north of W allula; from there it widens northward and attains
its greatest width opposite White bluffs. The elevation of the desert
tract over large areas is less than a hundred feet above the Columbia,
but increases in height toward the mountains bordering it on the west.
The rocks beneath the plain are Columbia lava, mostly concealed by a
thin covering of John Day beds. The amount of lake beds that have
been removed from this area is indicated by the thickness of the same
system in the bluffs forming the east bank of the Columbia. The beds
now finely exposed on the east bank of the river f~rmerly extended westward over the plain adjacent to the Columbia, and have been removed
principally through the agency of rains and rills and by the Columbia
itself, which is still working its way eastward, perhaps in obedience to
the dip of the rocks beneath, which is possibly still undergoing change.
The rocks beneath the plain dip gently eastward from a fault, as will
be explained later; a slight movement along this fault, tending to raise
the western edge of the thrown block, would have a direct effect on
the cour, ·e of the streams flowing over it.
On the surface of the plain there are broad areas occupied by drifting
sand, which every breeze busies itself in building into new forms. The
sand dunes present their steeper slopes to the east, thus showing the
direction of the prevailing winds, and the course they themselves are
travelh1g. In place they are encroaching on the river and adding to
the material with which its brown current is already loaded.
Yakima river, flowing from the west, crosses the lowlands bordering
the Uolumbia, and has unk its channel through the John D aybeds and
into the ba~, It ben ath to a depth regulated by the level of the Columbia. Th lower portion of the stream, not being able to cut deeper,
ha. b gun to broaden it. channel and to meander from side to side.
Th ' w .·t margin of the plain along the Columbia i determined for
more than 40 mile by a di.·placemeut named ''Rattle nakefault," for the
r , : n hat it. upheav d side form R attle nake mountain. Besides
~ t l n k mountain h re ar , v ral smaller uplifts situated on the
ward th , outhea t, ancl reaching the Columbia
, , m lin of fractur
or h of Rattle nake mountain the
u 3 1 i1 .· n rth of W, llula.
r l r f h plain i 1 · r gular than farther outh, and is formed by
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the ends of mountain ridges which trend east and west and terminate
somewhat abruptly at their eastern extremities where they disappear
b eneath the desert. One of these ridges touches the Columbia at
Priest's rapids, causing the river to change its course abruptly, and
then passing beneath the level of the plain appears again some
6 or 8 miles to the east as a group of long narrow hills having a common east and west trend and rising from the plain like lost mountains.
From the roof-like appearance of these uplifts they have .been called
the " Gable hills. "
The Columbia plain is thus bounded on the west by a series of faults.
The r ocks beneath the plain do not form a single block, however, as is
shown by a low fault scarp parallel with the great Rattlesnake fault
and 3 or 4 miles east of it. This displacement forms a range of low
hills running southeast past Baxter.
On the surface of the plain, where not cpvered with drifting sand,
there are scattered bowlders of granite, gneiss, basalt, etc., dropped from
icebergs :floating in Lake Lewis, the shore lines of which are dimly
shown on the lower scarps produced by the Rattlesnake fault . In the
banks of Yakima river, where it crosses the plain adjacent to the Columbia, there are small exposures of John Day beds and of sheets of basalt
interstratifiecl with them. At the east base of Rattlesnake mountain,
also, there are several stream channels which have been cut down into
basalt. These sections show that the remnants of John Day beds on the
plain are thin. A well dug at the east base of Rattlesnake mountain,
near its southern encl, showed that the surface soil is there but a few
feet deep and rests on basalt about 60 feet thick, beneath which there
are soft sands and clays at least 50 or 60 feet thick. The layer of basalt
penetrated by this well is the layer found so generally in the eastern
part of Yakima county near the base of the J ohu Day system.
Much as artesian water would be prized in tbe desert tract described
above, its presence is not to be expected, for the reason that the J ohu
Day beds are thin and in places scarcely conceal the basalt beneath.
The great thickness of the Columbia lava renders it inexpedient to
search for a deeper source on account of the expense of drilling, even if
the general conditions were favorable. Besides, Rattlesnake and other
faults along the west side of the plain necessarily cut off an underground water supply from that direction; and as the general inclination
of the strata beneath the plain is eastward, a, source in any other direction seems equally impossible.
The conclusion just stated receives support, also, from the record of a
well, GOO feet deep, drilled at Pasco, where the conditions are essentially
the same as on the west side of the Columbia. No definite record of
this well has been obtained, but it is reported to have passed through
the following beds without reaching :flowing water:
Feet.

Sand _.. __ ..... _ . ____ .. ____ .. ____ .. _. __ .. _. __ . ___ ... ____ . _... __ . __ 72
John Day beds . _____ . ___ .. __ .. __ _.... ______ ... _______ ... ____ . _.. _ 200
Columbia lava ..................... . .......... ····-- ...•.. ........ 330
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The fractures along the northeast base of Rattlesnake mountain have
opened a way through which subterranean waters rise to the surface.
One of the springs on this line of faulting situated on the south margin
of the valley known as Higgins bottom, is one of the largest springs in
the country. Both northward and southward of this fountain there
are smaller springs, which also flow throughout the year, and, like
fissure springs generally, do not show variation dependent on monthly
changes in -the local rainfall. In Higgins bottom near the end of
Yakima ridge, and forming the source of Higginbottom creek (also
called Rattlesnake spring by many ranchmen) there is a spring discharging, by estimate, a little more than a cubic foot per second. This
is also a perennial spring, and is reported to flow summer and winter
without visible change. The water rises through soft Jake .beds, from
a concealed fissure below, and, together with the oceasional surface
drainage, has cut a canyon, in the soft strata, a quarter of a mile long
and 50 or 60 feet deep. The stream :flowing from this spring is 8 or
10 miles long in early summer, but disappears before reaching Yakima
river, into which the drainage from that portion of the desert formerly
flowed.
Rattlesnake mountctin.-This sharply defined uplift, although only
about 20 miles long, is one of the most typical monoclinal mountains in
central Wa,shington. Its sharp, well-defined crest is curved so as to be
convex toward the northeast. Its northeast escarpment is an exceeding bold bluff rising nearly 3,000 foet above the plain extending from
its base to Columbia river ,1 and is formed by the broken edges of the
strata of Columbia lava, which dip gently toward the south and southwest, and give the mountain its long gentle, southern slope. Owing to
the fact that many laudslides have fallen from its precipitous northeastern face, the outcrops of the beds on that side have been covered
with debris and g;reatly obscured. The character of the exposures to
be seen, however, suggests that the heavy layers of the basalt are separated by thiu sedimentary layers or by sheets of lapilli, thus giving
the conditiolls favorable for the formation of landslides. The fault
producing Rattlesuake mountaiu has such a great displacement that it
may bring up the rocks on which the Columbia lava rests. but whether
tbi · i ' the ca e or not could uot be satisfactorfly determi~ed, owing to
the va. ·t amount of debris covering aud concealing the lower portion
of the e. arpment.
Th , outbwest ide of Rattle 'nake mounta,i u has a long, gentle slope,
a. ju t ,·tated conforming with the dip of the strata. Near the crest,
mmon in many imilar uplift.· tlle dip is quite steep, averaging
a. i
rhap 1 or 2 d gree. , but ·oon decreases to 8 or 10 degrees, and
:radu, 11 I s, and le until the bed become honzontal in the
h b< · of th mouutain.
th

sea. The elevation of the Columbia
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The crest is formed of a hard layer of columnar basalt, but a little
way down the southwest slope sedimentary beds occur, in which there
is at least one interstratified sheet of basalt, having a thickness of from
50 to 70 feet. This interstratified sheet marks a secondary crest on the
southwest side of the main crest, owing to the unequal waste of hard
and soft beds, but it is not conspicuous for the reason that the disintegrat ed rock is not removed as fast as it is formed, and hence the cbaracter of the rocks beneath is obscured.
The southwest slope of Rattlesnake mountain is covered with soft
John Day beds, which have been cut by many small streams flowing
down the mountain side during the occasional heavy rains. These
stream channels are peculiar, owing to the fact that they are steep on
one side and have a gentle slope in the opposite direction. The streams
cut clown through the soft beds until they meet a layer of basalt, which
has a gentle inclination not coinciding with the direction in which the
wat er flows, and then tend to follow down on the bard layer, but in so
doing are forced to remove greater and greater quantities of soft strata
as they proceed. The result is that the soft beds staud in a steep ·bluff
on one side of a stream, while the opposite bank is a gentle slope formed
by the hard sublayer. In the northern portion of the mountain, the
dip of the hard layer is, in general, westward, and the streams have
their steep bluffs on the west side.
In viewing the southwest slope of the mountain from a distance,
especially near sunset, it will be noticed that mauy of the stream channels scoring it s surface are curved to the left in refereuce to their
direction of flow, i. e., they are coucave to the east. The reason for
their general curvature is not apparent in the slope of the strata or in
the nature of their material. What the true 'explanation may be,
whether due t o the earth's rotation or some other cause, remains to be
decided after more careful study.
To obtain a general knowledge of the character of the uplifts in the
east ern part of Yakima county and of the broad plateau east of the
Columbia: one can not do better than to climb Rattlesnake mountain
and study the relief of the country spread. out at bis feet. In such a
view one sees a va st plah1 to the east, with scarcely any relief, the limits
of which are but dimly suggested by the Blue mouutains of Oregon to
the southeast, and the higher peaks of the Cabinet mouutains in Idaho
to the east. Across th e plain winds the Columbia, its course rendered
especially distinct by the bluffs of white rocks formhlg its eastern bank.
Bet ween the observer aud the river lies the desert plain described in
the preceding section. The most interesting feature in the topography
of the land in view, however, is the series of monocliual hills marking
the course of Rattlesnake fault toward the southeast. This fault, defined at the north by the bold uplift on which the reader in fancy is
standing, first makes a symmetrical curve 20 miles in length convex
toward the northeast; it then extends southeast, at first with ~ gentle
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concavity towards the east, then becommg nearly straight; but on looking along the series of crests marking its course, we find that it is
slightly convex toward the west. The total length of the graceful
double curve is about 50 miles.
The small uplifts marking the southern extension of the fault, like
the great cliff to the north, present bold escarpments to the east,
which are from 400 to 500 feet high and slope gently westward in
conformity with the dip of the beds of which they are compose<l. The
southern extension of the fault is not marked by one continuous scarp,
bnt by a series of long, narrow ridges. Each individual ridge is accompanied by a short lateral escarpment extending northwestward from
the main fa,ult, and making au angle with it of about 30° by
estimate; these branching escarpments are formed by cross breaks,
thus admitting of the elevation of separate portions of. the border of the
main fault.
South and west of Rattlesnake mountain we look down on a
broad desolate valley, the southern limit of which, 6 or 8 miles distant,
is determined by another abrupt escarpment, produced by the upraised
border of another fault block, the gentle slope of which is southward.
The crest line of this uplift as seen from the nor th appears nearly level,
and beyond it we can see portions of the gently sloping plateau formed
hy the surface of the tilted block, and known as Horseheaven.
The valley intervening between Rattlesnake mountain and Horsehea,ven expands to the north, and beyond it th ere are several monoclinal
ridges having a history similar to the uplifts just noticed, but too di.taut to be clearly recognized from the crest of Rattlesnake mountain.
Far beyond these indistinct ridges rise th e snow-clad summits of the
Cascade mountains.
What especially strikes the attention of the observer viewing the
magnificent panorama surrounding· Rattlesnake mountain is the desolation of the scene. Not a trace of the deep green of forests or of the
more vivid tints of cultivated fields arrests the eye. There is not a tree
in sight, except on the far-off western mountains. Thelightat midclayi
blinding jn it intensity, and the abseuce of shadows renders the farrea ·bing picture flat and expressionless ; the surface of the .desert land
b com h ated and the waving atmosphere renders all but tlie nearer
object. uncertain. But when the oblique lights of evening cause the
mountain. to ca. t long. ha<low on the plains, and eacll drainage line
aud fault cliff i. brilliantly illuminated or dark with . hadows, the cene
a qnir . a n w lifi . Th charact r of the topographic forms and the
m, i11 f a ur in the g 1 gi al. tructure then Rhwd out with 'Uch woncl .rful i. tin ·tne . hat n may read the hi . tory of the land a clearly
a if i h, cl b n c, refallym
1 d for hi tudy.
llot. hea n plateait.- r · h av n i. tl1e 11am e giv n by ranchmen
h
a 1 ,·l il1g pl, t au in th on h aHt pnrt of Yakima ounty,
~ ki
ri r, whi ·h i.
mHl rl nth north by the fault carp
uth f Rat le uak m untain. I a tate ofnatur thi
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upland was covered with luxuriant bunch grass and afforded abundant
pasturage. The rainfall is there more abundant than in the adjacent
valleys, and wheat is now grown on the more favorable portions without irrigation.
The northern border of Horsebeaven plateau is formed by a great
displacement, having- two branches which meet near the town of Ki011a,
a station on the Northern Pacific railroad. The shorter of the two
fault lines runs southeast from Kiona and dies out at a distance of
8 or 10 miles; but the longer arm Qan be traced by its great scarp
for over 50 miles toward the southwest. Near Kiona, where the two
faults unite, the escarpment is 1,600 feet high. The southeastern arm
decreases gradually in elevation and finally merges into the plain, but
the larger northwestern arm maintains a remarkably straight course,
rising toward its western terminus and traversing a region of general
elevation bordering the Yakima hydrographic basin on the west. The
fault scarp is thus shown to be of later date than the region of general
elev~tion which it crosses. Other faults crossing the same range of
foothills farther north will be noticed later. The great Horseheaven
escarpment, with a gently undulating crest line, slightly notched in
places by stream channels, appears like a mountain wall when seen
from the valley to the north. The rocks forming it, like the beds on the
precipitous face of Rattlesnake mountain, are mainly Columbia lava,
but the outcrops are largely concealed by landslides. The slides have
formed many smal1, undrained basins on the fac~ of the steep slope, and
also irregular lines simulating terraces. A very large portion of the
details in this, as well as many other fault scarps formed of broken
strata of Columbia lava, are thus accounted for. Reference to similar
features in other uplifts will occur again and again as we proceed.
The reason why landslides have been so numerous on the steep slope
of Columbia lava, whether formed as fault scarp or as precipices due to
the undercutting of streams, is because tbe stra.ta are in layers, separat ed in some instances by thin sheets of lapilli or of clay and sand,
which weather out and allow large slices of the denser rock resting on
them to break off. In the greater fault the rock beneath the Columbia
lava may have been brought to the surface, thus furnishing a soft layer
below a hard one, and again favoring tbe production of landslides.
The crest line of the Horseheaven fault scarp is formed of a layer of
basalt sharply upturned, back of which, toward the plateau formed by
the surface of the upheaved block the dip decreases and becomes more
and more gentle until the rocks 10 miles . distant from the fault are
practically horizontal.
]'ar away to the southeast there is another uplift running about
parallel with the longer arm of the Horseheaven fault, but far sma1ler
in all of its dimensions. This ridge was not closely examined, but its
appearance, as seen from a distance, favors the idea that it was also
formed by upheaval along a line of displacement.
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A well has been drilled at the Joint expense of Yakima county and
the state of vVashingtou on Horseheaven plateau, about 5 miles from
the great fault bordering it on the north. This well is in section 16,
township 8 north, range 26 east, Willamett e meridian. It has a depth
of 630 feet and passes through the following strata, as I have been
kindly informed by Mr. Thomas F. Corbett, the 'Contractor iu cba.rgr.
of the work:
Feet.

Soil....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Basalt ............................. ~ ............ . . ........ .. .........
Clay, soft, black........... ......................... . .............
Basalt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sand rock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

18
212
70
170
160

If there has been no mistake in this record it shows that the passage from the John Day beds to the Columbia lava is there quite different from what it is in other portions of the county where natural exposures or the records of other wells show the succession of the strata.
The first and second beds of basalt are thicker than elsewhere, as is
also the sedimentary layer below the second basalt. I call attention
to this simply as a matter of record, as it is not to be expected that a
series of strata, in part sedimentary and in part of erupted rocks, will
retain the same individual thickne8s for any considerable distance.
Variation and rapid changes are to be expected instead of the extension of the same sequence over wide areas.
If the Horseheaven plateau were a basin instead of being- a slopin g
table land, the section given above would jndicate favorable conditions
for obtaining artesian water, but as the strata slope away from a great
fault and are not again upraised so as to form a basin, the probauility
of their receiving water and of retaining it under the requisite pressure is but slight.
Sa,tas creek.-North of the longer arm of the Horseheaven fault
and bordered on the north by another similar uplift known as Sata
ridge, there is a tract of moderately elevated country G or 8 mile
broad, which slopes geutly eastward toward Yakima river and is
drained by Sata~ creek. The dip of tlie strata corresponds approximately with th lope of the plateau. 'l1his is a portion of the elevated
ba altic r gion bordering tbe drainage of Yakima river on the wet,
and i.· included betwe n two east and we t faults.
Th int r ·tiug fi atme of this r giou ii:; tl1at the main trunk of Sata
re k a. w 11 a. an of it. · larger branches fl.ow through steep-wall <l
anyon . 30
r 400 feet 1 ep. Th geueml ection expo ed in the i<le
f h ·any n i. a follows :
Fee1 .

0-20
30-50
· · - • - - · · - · - · -- . - - .... - - .. - . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40
'l . , of tmndy light colored ... .... ____ .. _. __ .. _... __ _... _..
100
Bas. It jn tbi k L yer ..•.....•.•. ...•......•. .... ....... ....... 175-200
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On the borders of the canyons the layers of soft material above the
interstratified basalt are wanting, and have also been eroded away
from all of the higher portions of the region, but toward the Yakima
they increase in thickness and form the desert surface for 8everal miles
in breadth adjacent to the river. Midway up the slope the streams
have cut wide valleys tluough the 40-foot layer of basalt and much narrower channels in the lower aLd heavier layer beneath. In this way a
broad terrace has been formed which follows all the windings of
the gorges. In the scarp of this terrace the white lake beds are sometimes exposed. The terraced canyons branching in every direction ·
through the sloping plateau produce most interesting and beautiful
topographic forms, and everywhere reveal a richne8s of detail that is
bewildering to the eye.
Along the main drainage line the canyon bottoms are filled with
groves of cottonwood trees, while the plateau surfaces in the interstream spaces are bare of all vegetation except sage brush and bunch
grass. In places where the canyons are shallow the tops of the trees
within are flnsh with the surface of the plateau between the drainage
lines, making a mosaic of brown and gr~en as oue looks down on the
deeply dissected plateau. These narrow, steep-walled ca11yons are a
good example of young stream channels and like nearly all of the topogi'aphic features of the region underlain by Columbia ]aya show that,
as geologists reckon time, the rocks have not been long exposed to the
action of the atmosphere, or else, owing to climatic conditions, the
action of the subaerial agents which sculpture the land bas been slow.
Satas ridge.-I have adopted this name for the prominent east and
west ridge of basalt separating the drainage of Satas creek from that
of Topinish creek. The highest peak on the ridge jg named Satas
peak on the maps published by the North Transcontinental Survey and
has an elevation of 3,000 feet above the adjacent valleys.
Satas ridge is very similar to the west arm of Horseheaven fault, and
begins at the west in the rugged basaltic region separating t.bc <lr;iinage of Yakima river from that of Klickitat creek. The ridge crosses
this rugged, deeply dissected region, the general trend of which is
north and south, at right angles, forming an east and west ridge, which
at once attracts the attention as being different from the surroundi11g
topography, due to the erosion of an upheaved mass that is without any well-defined form. The great fault scarp on leaving the highlands is prolo1Jged into the valley to the east and divides it like a wall.
The ridge holds its characteristic form for 25 miles and ends in a
low point which passes beneath the level, sage-brush-covered plain,
close to the Yakima river and about 5 miles from a short, sharp uplift,
known as Snipes mountain, in the center of the valley.
Satas ridge is monoclinal with an average dip at the crest of 8 or 10
degrees. The ~ip soon decreases to the eastward, h9wever, and the
strata merge with the gently tilted rocks in the deeply dissected re-
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gion drained by Satas creek. The north side of the ridge is steep and
bold, and is formed of the broken edges of the inclined basaltic strata.
In all of its principal features it agrees with the Horseheaven and
Rattlesnake uplifts, already described.
On following the ridge eastward I found that the monoclinal structure was well defined to within about five miles of its eastern terminus, where a low pass occurs, which is crossed by a wagon-road. At
this pass and thence eastward to the end of the ridge, the rocks forming tbe edge of the thrown block, that is the beds beneath Topinish
valley, are bent upward and form a secondary ridge along the base of
the main escarpment. The uplift is there really a fold which bas been
partially broken down by weathering. The · outer layer of soft beds
have been mostly cut away, leaving an interstratified sheet of basalt
variously inclined and in places standing in relief. South of the
wagon pass, the interbedded basalt arches over the top of the ridge
from the east and forms a flat table on the summit, with light colored
lake beds beneath it. A sketch section of the ridge at this locality is
shown below.

FIG. 7.-Sketch section across Satas ridge.
with soft J obn Day beds.

A A, Columbia lava; CC, layer of basalt interstratified

Farther east the covering of lake beds and of interstratified basalt
has been more completely removed, but occurs at intervals all the way
to the end of the ridge, either on the gentle southern slope or at the
base of the steep northern escarpment.
If weathering had not taken place the ridge wo uld be a long, narrow,
monoclinal uplift, formed by the upheaval and tilting of the south side
of a great fault which decreased in throw toward the east and changed
to a mom)('1ina1 fold before disappearing beneath the plain. The weathri11g of thi .· uplifted 1·idge and the falling of landslides from its teep
northern fa ·e ha. produced the secondary topographic features which
now give vari ty to the primitive form .
Ou the tre ·t of th riclge, near Fort Simcoe, there are large stump
f fo. :il oaks and pin
projecting 3 or 4 feet from the surface of
lapilli whic·h ·bow red down about them from "ome 11eigbboring volC'an and lmried 11 min he poRi ion in which they grew. They tand
a rio-h , ng1 ,,, to th g-ently sloping urface in which their roots are
in 1 ed. Th . tnmp,' are n w po ed at the urface owing to the reml f .ral huudr cl £ t of John ay bed with inter tratified
·h
of b . , l fr m abov th m, an are relic of a great forest, a
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fragments of similar fossil trees are found at about the same horizon
in the rocks at points scores of miles apart, throughout central Washington. During the intervals between the eruptions of the various
thick sheets of Columbia lava, the surface of the prevfously formed
layer was disintegrated sufficiently to form a soil on which forests grew,
only to be buried beneath the next succeeding shower of volcanic ashes
and lapilli; this layer in turn became buried beneath subsequent lava
flows. Heated waters percolating through the rocks dissolved the
woody tissues and replaced them, atom by atom, with silica. In tllis
way the grain of the wood, as well as the knots and even the most mi nute pores and ducts, has been accurately reproduced in stone. When
sections of the fossil wood, ground down until they become thin euougb
to be translucent, are examined under the microscope, the minute
structure is as faithfully shown as if a thin shaving had been taken
from a living tree. Millions of years have passed since the fossil wood
was formed and the species which it represents no longer live.
On the steep northern escarpment of Satas ridge there have been
many laudslides caused by the breaking away of portions of the face of
the fault scarp. Two of these are of large size and of such a recent
date that the scars they left are fresh in appearance and unclothed
even with lichens. These breaks seem to have been formed within the
past few years, but on inquiring of the Indians living in the adjacent
valley, I found that they di~ not know when they were formed and had
no traditions concerning them.
rrhe larger of the slides referred to is situated about 5 miles southeast
of Fort Simcoe and will be called the " Simcoe landslide; " the smaller
is some 15 miles further east, may be plainly seen by travelers over
the Northern Pacific railroad after passing Topinish station, in going
east, and will be called the " Topinish landslide."
Si1ncoe landslide.-The mass of rock which broke off from the face of
the ridge and formed the Simcoe landslide is about half a mile long and
ploughed out onto the plain for a distance of nearly a mile. At the foot
of the steep broken scarp left on the face of the ridge, there is a deep
narrow valley, bounded on one side by the mountain and on the other
by the backward slope of the mass which fell. In this basin there is a
lake about 2 acres in extent, without surface outlet. The mass which
fell is broken and exceedingly irregular, but slopes from the steep ridge
near the base of the mountain .down to a thin edge at its outer margin.
The tract of country covered by the fallen mass is rudely semicircular,
but Mmewhat pointed at the center of the curve. About its outer
margin and forming a ru<le semicircle of irregular hms, looking like the
terminal moraine of a small glacier, is the material pushed ahead of the
mass which feil. These hills are from 200 to 250 feet high, with very
steep outer slopes. The material ploughed up is composed of loose
rocks, volcanic lapilli, and lake beds. In this material the trunks and
branches of fossil trees occur iu considerable number. The singular
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topographic fol'mS produced. l>y t lie slide have been but slightly modified l>y erosio11, as the raill falliug 011 the disturl>ed tract finds its way
out through the loose rocks and forms springs about its lower margin.
A valley which existed previous to the laudsHdes was obliterated by
it, but is still clearly marked b elow the outer, moraine-like hills.
The features described above may be recognized in the illustratiom;
forming Plates III and IV. The .first is a general view taken half n mile
in front of the pushed-up ridge, over the fop of which the surface of
the fallen mass may l>e seen; above this is the steep scarp left on the
mountain face. Plate IV is a nearer view of the precipice left by the
slide, which is now largely covered by t alus slope.
Topin-ish landslide.-This is smaller than the one near Fort Simcoe,
and did not force up an outer-moraine-like ridge. The mass which fell
is piled in confused heaps and ends in a low slope. A general view of
this slide taken from the left bank of Topinish creek, is presented in
Plate v. Another view taken from above, looking down on the confused· piles of loose stone composing the fallen mass, is shown in Plate
VI. The scarp in the foreground in this view is the backward slope of
the faUen mass. Topinish creek was turned from its course by the slide
and now makes a broad bend in order to get around it.
These fresh slides, the details of which are unmodified and clearly
visible, serve to explain many irregular features in the topograplly of
neighboring fault scarps, in which a large part of the secondary topographic featu·res have been produced by ancient slides, the characteristic features of which have in many instances been greatly modified
by weatherjng.
The principal topographic forms resulting from the falling away of a
portion of a steep scarp, are the scars left on that mountain and the
confused piles of debris lower down. There are also irregular terraces,
and inelosed basins which sometimes hold ponds of considerable size,
but more frequently the basins are floored with mud and in later stages
are overgrown with grass and slirubs. The basins are due to the fact
that a ·li<ling mass of rock frequently leaves a space between it and
he cliff fr-vm which it broke away. Basins are formed also, because the
,·nrface of the , liding mas after it comes to rest usually slopes backward, to, ar<l the cliff from which it fell; for the reason, as i, well
l now11, that the base of a mass of rock or earth that has broken away
fr m a , t ep lope omes to rest at a lower angle than it occupied
b for th cata trophe, and ah.;o b cau e th falling mass is frequ ut]y
rok ·n into · parate block · or minor ·lide , which pile up oii one
a11oth r tlm, i ing to h urfa · a backward, lope.
, 'nip ,· mountain.-Thi, narrow i. ·olated ridge i about 6 miles long
h lHl' un iu de ert to a height of 400 or 500 feet;
arnl ri .· h
it ,· b n l.
1 ft bank of th
akima river, 5 or G miles ea t of the
ata.· ricl()" . J .· g neral trend i.· nearly outhea t, or
ir ·ti u f h 0 T at fault car de cribed above.
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STRUCTUB,E OF SNIPES MOUNTAIN.

In the central portion of the uplift the strata dip away from the
main axis at an angle of from 20 to 30 degrees, but the crest has been
broken and eroded away so as to form a longitudinal valley, as indicate<l in the following cross section:

w
£:

FIG. 8.-Sketch section through S11ipes mountain.

The lowest rock exposed in the central valley is scoriaceous basalt,
on which rest fine light-colored lake beds, about 100 feet thick, together
with beds of ;olcanic dust having concretions of yellow chert at the
base. Above the lake beds there is a sheet of basalt 30 to 40 feet thick
forming the outer slope of the ridge in most places, and resting on this
are other lake beds. At the contact with the overlying basalt the lake
beds show considerable metamorphism. On the surface of the interstratified basaltic sheet there are the remains of a layer of yellow pebbles and fine lake beds. In the southern part of the ridge the beds on
the southeast side of the break have not been elevated, and the uplift
'is there a simple fault scarp in which the strata dip eastward.
Scattered over the hills are blocks of granite and other rocks, only
found in place far to the north. These are a portion of the widely
spread drift carried over the valley of central Washington by bergs
floating in Lake Lewh;.
The trunks of fossil trees are reported to have been found on the
south slope of the ridge.
The outcrops of scoriaceous basalt in the bottom of the valley in
the crest of the uplift are not sufficiently well exposed to a11ow one to
decide whether it was intruded since the beds above it were deposited,
or whether it is a portion of the upper layer of the Columbia lava. Its
scoriaceous character and an apparent alteration· of the sedimentary
bed:-; resting on it suggest that it was intruded at the time the ridge
was upraised.
Snipes mountain is an interesting example of the way in which small
faults sometimes occur iu the bottom of valleys, and will be refe1ied to
again in discussing the manner in which the porous strata flooring a
valley may be charged with water from below. Another instance of
this same nature will be noted in Selah valley.
Yakima valley (in part).-The Yakima rfrer, after passing through
Union gap 6 miles south of North Yakima, flows through a broadsa,gebru ·h-covered plain which is exceedingly fertile, where water can be had
for irrigation. A large portion of this valley on the right bank of the
river is now included in the Yakima Indian reservation. Forty-five
mile east of Union gap, between Rattlesnake mountain at the northern
escarpment of Horseheaven, the valley again contracts and the river
escapes through a narrow canyon sunken about 100 feet deep in basalt.
Bull.108-4
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The va1ley is floored throughout with fine lacustrial sediment resting
on basalt, as is shown in numerous sections where the rocks are
upturned in the bordering highlands and in Snipes mountain, just
descriued, which stands iu the ceuter of the basin. The occurrence of
basalt a,t the surface where ·the river leaves the valley shows that upstream from that locality there is a basin of basalt which is occupied
by John Day beds. These beds are of fine sanely clay and well exposed
along the Yakima, where bluffs 50 feet high occur on the convex sides
of the curves formed by its meaHdering. The best example of such au exposure is at site of the new town of Zillah, which unfortunately has been
placed on the bank of the stream where it is being rapidly cut away.
The portion of the Yakima v:alley referred to, although irregular and
partially divided by Satas ridge, is surrounded on all sides by uplands
formed by an elevation of the strata, thus forming a basin. So far as
its structure is concerned it presents conditions favorable for an artesian water supply. The lacustral sediments which partially fill the
basin are not of great thickness and do not extend up its western
slove where the greatest amount ofrain falls. On the abrupt northern
slope au<l on the long gentle ascent extending to the top of Rattlesnake
mountain but little precipltation takes place, probably not more than
6 or 8 inches annually. These facts indicate the conditions that are
unfav01·able for a subterranean water supply.
Another unfavorable circumstance is that at Snipes mountain, wllich,
as already explained, rises in the central part of the basin and is due
to the frncturing and upheaval of the beds forming its floor, there are
no springs. If the superficial strata contain water-beariug beds the
water would be expected to escape through this break, unless, as seems
quite possible, an extension of volcanic rocks has there occurred
which closed the :fissures.
In spite of the unfavorable conditions, however, the drilling of an
experimental wen would be warranted iu. order to determine by actual experiment if water under pressure exists in the basin. A te:t
well in a ba in which may contain artesian water should be drilled at
iti:; lowe t point, unless there is reason to suppose that the strata are
more open near its borders than at its center. If a tes t well located
with judgment fails to reach water under pressure, all subsequent expen e in pro ·pecting may be avoided. If artesian water is obtained
the Ir ure U11der which it ri es will determine the extent of territory
in which other wells may be drilled with a promi e of success. For
x mple, if aw 11 , hould be drilled at the lowest point in a valley and
ti win · wat r e rea hed, which would ri. e in an open tube 50 feet
a ve th
urfa
f tli gTound, then o much of the adjacent region
r la) er l w he 1 vel to which the water ro e would be in favorable
errit ry.
h m ·
r mi ing lo ality in the valley now under con ideration
for mahno·,
t , 11 i' within a radiu of from 5 to 6 mile to the
f h r, ih- cl
ween Topini h cud Simcoe station . It i not
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possible to predict the depth of the strata which there overlie the
basalt, but the most probable estimate places it at 300 or 400 feet.
It is to be expected that a strata of basalt from 50 to 75 feet thick,
interstratified with the lake beds, will be met with. A test well should
be driven through this layer and continued into the next layer of
basalt that is met with, at least 50 feet, if flowing water is not previously
reached, in order to be assured that there is not more than one interstratified sheet of basalt above the real floor of the basin.
A desire to obtain art~sian water at Fort Simcoe has bee11 expressed
by persons interested in the Indian agency, but as that locality is witllout the limits of the lake beds occupying the valley to the east, and is
situated on basaltic· rocks which, as shown in neighboring exposures,
are many hundreds of feet thick, the chances of obtaining flowing
water are too small to warrant the expense of a trial.
It is perhaps not out of place for me to suggest that the streams
flowing from the forest-covered highlands west of Fort Simcoe present
good sites for reservoirs, in which enough water could be stored during
the rainy season to irrigate a large portion and perhaps the whole of
the rich valley lands between Fort Simcoe a11d the Yakima river, which
can not be watered by ditches supplied by the Yakima river itself.
Yakima ridge.-This name is applied to the bold ridge separating
Atanum, Moxee, and Rattlesnake valleys on the north from the portion
of the Yakima valley described in the last section. It is not a single
elevation, either topographically or geologicaliy, but as I do not wish
to duplicate geographical names, the designation already used will be
retained.
The ridge begins on the west in the irregular and deeply ero<led
country between the head waters of Topinish and Atanum creeks and
runs east, with slight sinuosities, for 50 miles. Its hreadth seldom
exceeds 1 or 2 miles, even when its gently sloping borders are
included, and in general it rises from 1,000 to 1,800 feet above the surface of the adjacent valleys. At the east ita,p proaches and ma manner
merges with the northern portion of the Rattlesnake uplift. -rt is
crossed at right angles by Yakima river, which has cut a, deep gorge,
known as Union gap, through it. In the walls of this gorge the arched
strata of basalt of which the ridge is composed are well exposed.
The portion of the ridge through which the Yakima has cut a chauuel
has been formed by an abrupt arching of the Columbia lava and of
the John Day beds resting on it. Erosion has since removed the soft
superimposed beds from the elevation, but their upturned edges may
be dsitinguished in places along either base of the ridge. The key to
the structure is furnished in part at Union gap, where the archiug of
the ba8alt may be seen, but is more readily recognized about 5 miles
farther east, where the basaltic ridge dies out and passes beneath
undisturbed John Day beds. A low gap then occurs, which affords an
easy passage for the wagon road conuectmg Moxee valley with
Konewock. On the west side of this pass, and extending nearly to
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Union gap, there are good exposures of John Day beds which have been
turned up on the flank of the ridge into a vertical position. These
outcrops reveal a thickness of approximately 1,200 feet, and exhibit the
characteristics of the beds which floor the adjacent valleys. The continuation of Yakima ridge eastward from Konewock pass has a, different structure from the portion already described. On following the
crest of t,he ridge eastward one will find places where the beds have
been notched by lateral streams and a central or longitudinal valley
also eroded. In such localities it will be seen that the beds sloping up
on each side of the ridge-but much more markedly on the south sideare composed of fine clay and sand, together with layers of volcanic
dust, and inclose a single sheet of columnar basalt about 40 feet thie
It is the outcropping edge of the upturned sheet of basalt that has
produced the most marked of the secondary topographic forms to
seen along the summit of the elevation. Between the V-shaped notches
made in the basalt by small st reams :fl.owing off from the ridge, the
hard layer extends far up the slope and sometimes reaches the top of
the uplift. The strike of the secondary ridge follows the gentle curv
of the main elevation, and on looking along the crest it may be distinctly
recognized for several miles.
In the bottom of the longitudinal valley, between the main ridge and
the secondary crest formed by the interbedded sheet of basalt on th
east, there are occasional exposures of scoriaceous basalt which baa
been injected from below into the fine lake beds, hardening them and
otherwise changing their character along the surface of contact.
part, at least, the injection of molten matter from below has been ·
strumental in lifting the John D ay beds and interbedded basalt intA>
the long, narrow ridge which we now find. The explanation of its or· ·
seems to be that there was a break, and probably a fault, in the Col
bia lava, which caused an elevation of the soft beds resting on it with,,
out breaking them, and also admitted of the extrusion of molten la,
which found its way into the soft strata and raised them still more, b
did not break completely through and overflow.
The akima ridge as a whole shows considerable diversity of stl'll&.
ture. From the mountains on the west, where the ridge is first clear
d fined, ea,stward to Konewock pass it is an arch, with possibly a brea
along portion of the northern base. At the east end of this section.
i d crea · · iu height, at the ame time broadening and curving south
ward, and end in a low point which passe beneath but slightly ·
urb d ,tr, ta. Ea t of Konewock pass it is principally a ridge
olm , y b cl , , ith an inter. tratified layer of ba alt, which have been
u111 a eel in part by the faulting of the much harder beds beneath an
an i j ·tion of molt n ba alt. The weathering of the narro
h , fi me ha re ulted in the almo t complete removal of the
hn , Y
1 from th
rtion w t f Konewock pass, leaving only
1 w b 1 r · .· 1 ng h a . f the uplift, and ha, produced a variety
ft J gr phic for
i th ea. t rn ntinuation of the ridge. Det ·
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in the structure of the eastern portion of the uplift where it approaches
Rattlesnake mountain were not carefully observed, owing to the fact
that stormy weather prevailed during the time that that portion of our
field was traversed.
Selah ridge.-This ri,lge borders Atanmn and Moxee valleys on the
north, and, like the one just deRcribed forming the south wall of the
same basin, may be divided into sections having various structures.
Starting ~1t the west in the elevated region between the head waters of
Atanum aud Oowiche creeks, and extending to tlie junction of Oowiche creek with Naches river, the ridge is formed by an uplift of Columbia lava in which the structure is indefinite, and ends in a low
point curving southward and passing beneath moderately disturbed
John Day beds.
On tlie east of the Naches, in the same general line with the uplift
to the west, there is a sharp ridge of upturned Columbia lava presenting a broken scarp to the south and sloping gently northward.
On the lava rest light colored strata belonging to the John Day system,
with a layer of interstratified basalt about 40 feet thick. This fragment of a ridge lies between the Naches and Yakima rivers, just above
their junction, and is about 2 miles long. It is monoclinal and the
John Day l>eds and. foterbeddecl basalt, forming its upper portion, dip
north, at first gently and.. then at a high angle, which soon :flattens, and
the same beds pass under Wenas valley, where they are horizontal.
East of Yakima river the same uplift continues with a slightly varying
strike for about 40 miles and rises between Moxee and Selah valley to
an elevation of 4,150 feet, and nearly 3,000 feet higher than the adjacent
valleys. Its east end passes beneath the :flat lands bordering the Columbia, without any special changes in character. In the main this
ridge is a monoclinal uplift, the gentle slope . being south, and passing
bene~th J¥Ioxce and Rattlesnake valleys, while its abrupt, broken face
overlooks Selah valley. .At the west, near Yakima river, the fault to
which the uplifting of the monoclinal block is due, changes to a fold, but
local modifications tend to complicate the topographic form resulting
from its weathering, so that careful attention is required to determine
the primitive form.
In the west encl of the ridge, separated from the main portion by
the deep transverse canyon cut by Yakima river the cast side of the
fold is wanting. It may have been cut away by the Naches, which
flowR along its base, but more probably was carried down by a fault
which may have been continuous with a break to be seen on the south
side of the ridge and east of the Yakima.
There is also a cross break running· north and south which determined the course of the Yakima rivei:~ This is shown by the lack of
corres1 ondence in the dip of the light colored John Day beds occurring
on the . ides of the canyou.
EaRt of Yakima river the John Day beds underlying Moxee valley
slope up on the flank of Selah ridge, but do not reach the summit.
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They are broken by weath ering and to some extent by faulting. The
edge of the hard in terbedded layer of basalt, already mentioned as being interstratified with the John D ay beds, forms a secondary ridge
close to the main uplift in t h e vicinity of Yakima river, but recedes
more and more, as one follows it eastward, until it finally sweeps rn1tirely across the valley, and a few miles east of Willow spring joins the
outcrop of the southern edge of t h e same sheet on the south. The dip
along the outcrop of this bed changes from 30 or 40 degrees at Yakima
river io 6 or 8 degrees at the east end of Moxee valley.
East of the gorge cut by the Yakima, the beds under lying Selah valley
are carried up over the top of the ridge, for a distance of 4 or 5 miles,
and appear in a broken escarpment on its eastern face. It is the outcrop of those light colored beds capped by an interbedded sheet of basalt, which forms such a conspicuous feature in the face of the ridge as
seen from North Yakima. A section of the rocks there exposed is as
follows:
Feet.

Basalt, scoriaceous, a.n d slaty below, columnar above ........................
40
(Conglomerate of well-worn pebbl es .. ............................ 10-15
h D
I Clay, soft, light colored, sandy _... _.......... _. . _... . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
nd ayli Sand, light gray, unconsolidated ... ............ . .............. . .. 6-20
e s.
Cl::ty, fine, light colored, sandy ...... .. ... ·..... . ................ - 60
Sand, coarse, with water-worn p eb bles 8 inches in diameter......
40
( Lapilli, yellowish brown .. .. .. ....... _. .' ........ _.... _.. . . . . . . . .
30
Basalt, columnar, with horizontal bedding . ... __ ......... .. ......
30
Columbia, Basalt, scoriaceous cavities partiall y fi lled . ___ ..... . . .. ..........
50
lava. "1 Lapilli and scoriaceous basalt ; divisions indefinite ._.... . ......... 190
Basa.It, compact, weathering in concen t ric forms . _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400
l Basalt, brown, scoriaceous~ to Yakima river .. . ... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . 75

J\

I

The divisions made in this section of t he Columbia lava are mostly
arbitrary, as the characteristics mentioned pass one in to th e ot her without well-marked bedding. The clearly defined stratification of the basalt, di. 11layed in many other places, is not here well shown. There are
also reasons for imggestiug that the scoriaceous b asalt at t he base of
the se tion may have been a sub equent intrusion.
The ,·tructurp, of Selah ridge is too complex to b e described intelligently without the aid of map and detailed section , but t hese are not
to l> had n accouut of the lack of au accurate sur vey. The ridge i
an xc ptiou to other similar uplifts i n the same region , for the rea on
that i hanO' s from a monoclinal ridge at t.he west, where the dip is
toward.· th north, to a, monoc1ina1 ridge at the ast having a gentle
,·lopr t th
outb. Th g ueraJ form of the ridge js t h at of a long
, 1Tow ar h~ brok n at th w t end by a fault on the outh ide and
an th r f.: ult on th n rtl id , for th greater part of its length.
ltanum and Mox e vcilley .-B twe n Yakima and elab ridge
r' i. a r mark bl
all y om 75 r 8 mil long and nowhere
r 6 mile.' wid . t i divid d into two drainag ar a
y
li ht or h and u h uplif , whi ·h cro e it about 1
f Y kim ri r. The 1 1 tion f the orogenetic valley situ-
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ated between Yakima river and the divide just mentioned is known
as Moxee valley. The portion west of the Yakima, in which Yakima
City and North Yakima are situated, has no special name, but is drai11ed
in large part by .A.tan uni creek. The Yakima river flows from north
to south across the basin and bas cut deep notches in its bordering
ridges. The basin is floored with J obn Day beds, which, together with
the thin sheet of basalt interstratified with them, are bent upward
along its borders so as to form a long, narrow basin.
In the western part of the basin the John Day beds may be traced
for 8 or 10 miles west of Yakima river; they then give place, with but
slight change in the topography, to basalt, which forms a plateau
rising gradually to the west, and merging with the hills separating the
two main brauches of .A.tanum creek.
The .A.tanurn-Moxee basin owes its existence to the upheaval of its
border. It is formed of Columbia basalt on which rest layers of Jolm
Day beds, and thin but widely spread lava sheets, which are inter .
stratified with the lake beds. The effects of erosion during and subsequent to the upheaval of the side of the basin has resulted not only
in cutting the deep notches in the bordering ridge, through which the
Yakima flows, but has also removed several hundred feet of lake beds
from the portion of the valley adjacent to the river. From the top of
the bordering ridges a large part and in many places all of the John Day
beds, which were originally more than a thousand feet thick, have been
carried away.
The valley as we now find it is thus the result of the upheaval of
thP, rockR about it£J liorder so as to form a basin, and the erosion of the
deformed surface so as to leave the hard layers in bold relief. The
basin was not robbed of all of its soft beds, as occurred in some of the
neighboring valleys, but as shown by borings that have been made,
nearly a tl1ousa,nd feet in vertical thickness still remain. It is in the
more porous of these beds, composed principally of sand, that artesian
water has been found.
The Ruccessful wells are located from 10 to 12 miles east of North
Yakima. Thrse, as well as other wells, which do not flow, are described
below. The greater part of our information concerniug them has beeu
kindly contributed. by the Yakima Laud Company, which has conducterl
most of the drilling. In this connection I am eRpecially indebte<l to
Mr. H. B. Scudder, mana,ger of the company, and to Mr. Fred. Read
and Mr. Samue1 Storrow, for the information here vresented.
The first well drilled by the Yakima Land Company was put down
in July and August, 1891, and was the pioneer well in Yakima county.
The attempt to obtain artesian water on Horsebeaveu plateau was
begun earlier, bnt is not yet successful.
Well No. 1; of the Yakima Land Company, is in Sec. 3, R. 20, T. 12.
Tlle elevation of the surface at the well is, by aneroid readi11gs, 166
feet above the railroad at North Yakima, or 1,166 feet above the sea.
Diameter of well, 6 inches. Flow of water, two-thirds or a cubic foot
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per second. In an open tube the water rose 26 feet above the surface,
or to 1,192 feet above sea level, when well No. 3, 300 feet distant, wa
closed. Temperature of the water, 75° F. The water is clear and
sparkling, but has a slight odor of sulphuretted hydrogen. The section passed through is as follows:
Feet.

Gravel .............................. ..............................
Sand, cemented................ ...................................
Clay, hard, blue ..................................................
Clay, gref\n, compact . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gravel.............................. ..............................
Basalt..................................... .......................
Sanclstone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Basalt .................................•.. ........................
Sandstone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12
2
28
19
1
13

3
16

4

~~:~, ~~::]ti~· ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: .· .·: ~:::: ~: ~: ~ ~: ~: ~::: ~ ~: ~: ~ ~::: ~:::: ~ ~ ~: ~:: ~

1~
Sand, gray, gneissic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
Clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Sand and sandstone.................... .. ..... .................... 39
Clay and shale ............................................... ·. . . . . 6
Sand ancl sandstone............. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58

Depth ...................................................... 314

Well No. 2, drilled by the Yakima Land Company, in Sec. 4, R. 20, T.
12, has a surface level of 1,206 feet above the sea, as determined by Mr.

Storrow by means of an engineer's level connecting with well No. 1,
the elevation of which is given above. The well has an 8.inch casing.
Water rose to within 11½ feet of the surface or to an elevation of 1,194:·5
feet above sea level. Temperature and character of water about the
same as in well No. 1. The section passed through is as follows:
Gravel............................................................
Sand and yellow clay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gravel ...................................................... .. . ...
Scoriaceous lava, changing to black basalt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sandstone, metamorphosed.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Green clay, increasing in hardness toward the bottom .......... ...
Sandstone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
andston<', micaceous... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
, and tonP, i;;oft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
audstonr, bard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
, 'and, loose . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
, 'and ton , soft............ .......................................
lay ..................... ,.. ......................................
, and, soft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pbhle .................. .........................................
and ...... ....... ................. ...............................
lay, blu ...... ...... ...... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .. .. ......

andston and and. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Feet.
6

45
5

58
fi
132
6

18
8
42
16

34
8

60
8
47

5
55

l.y .. ··························· ·········-·······················

14

Ba al . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

66

P h .............................•........................ 61
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Well No. 3, drilled by the Yakima Land Company, in Sec. 3, R. 20,
T. 12; 300 feet from well No. 1. Elevation of surface, 1,~54 feet, and
12 feet below well No. 1. Diameter, 6 inches; flow of water, 1 cubic
foot per second, well No. 1 being open. When well No. 1 was closed
the water in No. 3 rose in an open tube 34·5 feet above the surface, or
to 1, 188·5 above sea level. Temperature and cha,racter of water the
same as in well No. 1. The record of the section passed through has
been lost.
Well No. 4, drilled by the Yakima Land Company, is in Sec. 4, R.. 20,
T. 12. Elevation of surface 1,266 feet; water rose to within 80 feet of
surface, or to 1,186 above sea level. Temperature and character of
water about the same as in well No. 1. Section passed through:
Feet.

Gravel and boulders : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clay ............................................ · .· ··............
Basalt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clay, blue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Basalt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sand and sandstone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clay, blue......................................................
Clay, yellow....................................................
Sandstone, soft, blne. water-bearing....................... . . . . . .
Clay, blue..... .................................................
Sandstone, soft wa.ter-bearing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Gravel.........................................................
Sancl and gravel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. . .. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . .. . . ..
Clay, blue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Basalt..........................................................
Clay, greenish blue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Basalt, containing pockets of mud with charcoal........... . . . . . .
Depth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

30
30
62
12
62
100
17
19
14

18
43
6
27
46
54
3
40
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Well No. 5, drilled by the Yakima Land Company, in Sec. 25, R. 19,
T. 13, is now in progress (August 1, 1892).
Well No. 1, drilled by the Washington Irrigation Oompa11y, is in Sec.
31, R. 20, T. 13; elevation of surface 1,085 feet. Flow of water by
estimates,½ cubic foot per second. Temperature 73°. The well is
without casing; the flow is probably retarded and the temperature decreased on this account. The drilling was done with a rotary drill,
through which water was forced from the surface. The section kindly
furnished by Mr. W. T. Clarke, who had charge of the work, is as
follows:
Feet.

Soil with boulders ............................. __ .............. . .
Soft sand ancl clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Basalt, ( ') soft and hard ....... ., _............................ _...
Soft sand and clay .................................. _....... _....

20
356

70
440

886

Two wens have been drilled west of North Yakima in what is known
as Wide l10llow. The fi.rst ii-; on land b0longiug to P. S. Wood, in Sec.
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22, R. -; T. 22 ( l ). Depth 256 feet, entirely in soft strata; basalt not
reached. The well ended in sand from which water rose 6 feet. The
second well is on land belonging to Mr. John Miller, in Sec. 28, R.18, 1'.
13: elevation 1,125 feet. A hole about 630 feet deep was drilled through
soft sand and clay in which water was reached at 80 feet below surface, but does not appear to have been under pressure. Basalt was
not met with.
The pressure under which the water rises in each of the wells in
Moxee valley indicates that it is derived from the same stratum. The
rise of the water is limited by a plain, having an elevation of about
1,190 feet above the sea and 190 feet above the railroad track at the
station at North Yakima. If the water is supplied by precipitation on
the upturned edges of the porous strata, in the way that artesian wells
are commonly fed, we should look for its source in the adjacent ridges,
more especially the ridge to the north, where the strata outcrops several hundred feet above the wells; but the rainfall in that section · is
so small, probably not exceeding 5 or 6 inches per year, and is distributed over such a wide interval that a very large per cent is lost by
evaporation. The only possible conclusion seems to be that precipitation on the outcropping edges of the porous beds is entirely inadequate
as a source of supply for the wells in the valley below. It may be surmised that the water-bearing strata have been charged for a long time
and that the present flow is from a reservoir which is not being replenished, but the constancy with which the pressure has been maintained in wells Nos. 1 and 3, which have been :flowing for several
months, does not favor this supposition.
The hypothesis that first occurred to me on entering the Moxee basin
was that the water-bearing strata extend westward and outcrop in the
elevated region closing the valley in the vicinity of Tampico. An examination of the western part of the valley, however, showed that basalt
forms its bottom from a line begiuning about 8 miles west of North
Yakima and extending to the hills closing the depression at the west.
The limit of the John Day beds in that direction, approximately shown
on Pl. n, is below the 1,200-foot contour, and besides, as is indicated
by the depth of lake beds in the wells drilled by Wood and Miller, they
end abruptly against an e carpmeut of basalt. The water flowing from
the well in Moxee valley could not therefore have been derived from
th mountain to the west, and beside. the notches cut in the edges of
he ba:in of Yakima river are 200 feet below the plaiu to which the
art . ian water ri e · and would afford a means of escape if the undergr mH.l wat r am from th we. t, unle , as seems quite pos ible, the
11 urning f tlrn trata r ndered them impervious.
' h pr I m i , till forth r mplicated by the fact that there i"' a
n r b cul , u h fault of 011, id rabl magnitud wlrnre the Yakima
rh r h : ·n
ela,h rid · .
w far thi ~ fault extends into h
11 Y · n n t
ld, a he ft bed :flooring the ba in do not reveal
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its presence. The region is one of great and by no means regular disturbance, and an extension of the break referred to, clear across the
valley to Union gap, would not seem at all improbable, but there is no
proof of such extension in band. Moxee valley is far from being a typical artesian basin; it is rather an accidental basin due to several irregular uplifts and faults. Neither is its water supply, as already stated,
derived from precipitation on the outcropping edges of the porous strata,
as is the case in what may be considered a normal artesian basil1. On
the north side of the valley there are several small :fissure springs, situated a thousand feet above the bottom of the basin. These rise
frnm a deep source thrnugh :fissures and have no · connection with the
water-bearing strata in the valley, unless it is that they contribute a
small amount of water to the outcropping edges of the porpus layers,
but the amount they supplied is certainly trifling.
The temperature of the water in the welJs is 75° F. This is considerably higher than would be expected for their depth, and indicates
that the water comes from a deep source, or perhaps that the basalt
beneath the valley has not yet cooled down to the normal subsurface
temperature. As the basalt in Yakima ridge from 1 to 3 miles south of
the artesian wells has been injected into the John Day beds since
they were laid down the presence of basalt beneath the valley yet retaining its original heat is not a violent supposition.
After trying many hypotheses to account for the flow of water in
the Moxee wells, and :finding them widely at variance with the facts, I
have been led to assume that the basin is supplied from below by water
rising through :fissures or from the leakage upward of a lower artesian
basin. Support is found for this hypothesis in the temperature of the
water anil in the absence of auy adequate surface supply; in addition,
we have the structure of the basin next south and of Selah valley next ,
north of Moxee valley to assist us in this supposition.
In the Yakima valley to the south, as already described, there is a
fault in the bottom of the basin, which has fOFmed a short but sharply
uplifted ridge, known as Snipes mountain. This has been produced by
the upheaval of one and is part of both sides of a :fissure which must
be of great depth, but does not reach water-bearing strata or connect
with fissures carrying water. The breach occurred after the John Day
beds were deposited, and is a part of the irregular fracturing and tilting
to which the rocks throughout the whole of Yakima county 4ave beeu
subjected. Again, in Selah valley, the counterpart of Moxee valley in
many ways, but in which the John Day beds have been mostly removed,
there is a fault running with the larger axis of the trough. In this case
also a long ridge was upheaved, as will be described later. Along
the line of this break, farther east than the prominent fault scarp, there
are large :fissure springs. There several facts lend support to the
bypothe~is that there is a break in the basaltic rocks beneath the porous
John Day beds occupying Moxee valley, and that water rising through
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the break has sufficient pressure to charge the beds above up to a
horizon of about 1,190 feet. The irregular depth at which the water.
bearing beds were reached is perhaps explained, in part, on this supposition; but may also be due in part to the inclination of the axis of the
trough. The irregularity of the basin is also slwwa by the want of correspondence in the records of the wells, no two of wl1ich agree even in
the more prominent features of the sections.
The subsurface water met with in Moxee valley, not only in the well,
already referred to, but in several small wells in Section 8, T.12, R. 20,
is to be accounted for by the leakage of the artesian basin beneath.
The extent of the Moxee artesian basin can be determinerl in part by
tracing the 1,190-foot contour. The east rim of the valley is precipitomi,
however, and its structure irregular, owing to volca11ic injeetiom; from
beneath. Just how near the eastern wall, on which the 1,100-foot contour falls, it will be expedient to sink wells will have to be determined
by experiment. The irregularities in the character of the basin al o
render it impracticable to draw the western limit at which flowiug water
can be obtained. There is no promise tlrnt wells to the west of Yakima
city would be successful, but there is little positive information
concerning that portion of the va.Jley on which to base jndgment.
The quantity of water to be derived from flowing wells in Moxee valley
can not be stated, but will have to be determhrnd by experiment. It
can not be considered as inexhaustible, and in fact must be snrnll,judging from a knowledge of the outflow of :fissure springs in general
throughout central Washington. The strictest economy should be
practiced in using tlrn water and all waste prohibited, or else only the
lowest well i11 the basin will be assured of commercial success.
Selcth valley.-North of Selah ridge there is another remarkable east
~11d west depression bounded by bold ridges, which extend from high
lands 011 the west drained by Oowiche creek eastward to the Columbia,
a dista11ce of about 75 miles. Its width js seldom over 4 mileR and
averages perhaps 3 miles. This long narrow valley, for which no general 11amc is recoguized, is divided iHto several minor portions. About
20 miles east of wuere the Yakima crosseR it tJiere is a low divide, due
to the ame gentle north and south axiR of elevation that dct crmi11e
th ea tern end of Moxee valley; between this divide and Yakima river,
th d Ir , ion L· known as Selah valley.
Th~ abrupt north and outh borders of Selah valley are the upturned
g ,· of tiltecl block. . 'Ihe valley itself occupie, the depres ed bord r
of on oftl1e.-e 1011g narrow fragments into which the urface bed hav
b "ll <li icl l by profound fracture . The ridge on the south pre ent
it.- r k n ,· ar1 to elah vall y and slope, gently southward, in confi rmi wi h h dip f the trata which pas under Moxee valley· th
b north of lah vall y pre ent it brok n . carp to the north.
h
rata , lo , outh and pa. b n ath the valley it elf. Th
ridg ar olum ia lava, and in the deep trough
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between them nearly all traces. of John Day beds have been removed.
Selah va11ey is the counterpart of Moxee valley in its structure, but its
drainage has been more perfect and the soft beds, corresponding with
the thousand feet of clay and sand in Moxee valley, have been carried
away. The practical absence of John Day beds in Selah valley answers
in the negative the question of the possibility of :findrng artesian water
there. The Columbia Java beneath Selah valley carries thin beds of interstratified clays and sand and also irregular layers of volcanic lapilli,
but drillin g into this material in hopes that some of the porous layers
may carry water is too uncertain and too expensive to warrant a trial.
Besides the absence of porous beds in the valley, the fact that it is arid
and has no connection with the humid region to the west, afford still
further reasons for considering it impossible to obtain artesian water
within its borders.
In that part of Selah valley where the M;oxee and Ellensburg road
crosses it there is a fault in the bottom of the basin running east and
west, parallel with the larger axis of the depression. This fault has
produced a ridge about 100 feet high, which presents its steeper escarpment to the south. The ridge is of basalt, but on its gentle northern
slope lake beds belonging to the John Day system are exposed, and may
be traced far up the north border of the valley. The fault iu the bottom of the trough is about 5 miles long, and at the east end the scarp
of basalt connected with it passes beneath lake beds which form a low
anticline. The paRsage of a fault in the Columbia lava into an arch
in the soft beds resting on it, to be seen at the extremities of many of
the great faults in Yakima county, is here illustrated on a small scale.
At the west end of the break the lake beds have been removed and
expose a gentle upraising of the Columbia lava in the form of au anticline, which has broken open along the larger axis, so as to direct the
course of Selah creek, which has widened the break and cut out a deep
canyon leading west to Yakima river. In the walls of this gorge the
edges of the upper layer of the Columbia lava are exposed, together
with so much of the John Day beds as lie beneath the widely spread
interstra~i:fied sheet of basalt, which has already been mentioned many
times. Selah valley ends on the west at Yakima river, hut the same
geographic depression continues westward and is known in part as
W enas valley and in part as Naches valley. The nomenclature that
has been fastened on the country is widely at variance with the geologic structure as well as with the topographic relief, a fact which
makes the task of describing the country difficult.
Wena,s and Naches valleys.-Wenas valley is floored by John Day
.beds from Yakima river for about 12 miles northwest. These beds,
together with the underlying basalt, are oent upward along its northern and western margin . Near the mouth of Wenas creek and
alon g the Yakima the interstrati:fied basalt near the base of the John
Day beds is exposed. Between Wenas and Naches valleys there is
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an irregular plateau, the surface of which is in general 800 feet above
either valley. The material forming this plateau is fine sand.y clay,
volcanic lapilli, and coarse conglomerate, arranged in strata that are
essentially horizontal, but slope abruptly upward at the east, where
they ascend and cover the west slope of the portion of the Selah ridge
lying between the Naches and Yakima rivers. At the north the beds
are also sharply npturned, as may be seen at the south end of Yakima
canyon, through which the Yakima enters Selah-Wenas · valley.
Along the western outcrop the vertica1 edges of beds of conglomernte
stand as a wall along the east si<le of the bold mountain mass, 455
feet high, which separates Wenas creek from the Naches river. The
wall of conglomerate owes its presence to the weathering of vertical
strata, and is situated from 1,800 to 1,900 feet above the continuatiou of
the same beds between W enas creek and Naches river, where they
are horizontal. This is one of many striking examples of the great
disturbances that have affected all of the region treated in this paper
since the John Day beds were spread out.
The beds exposed in the borders of the plateau between Wenas
and Naches valley vary considerably i•n different localities, but their
pervading character is shown by the following section taken on the
west side of the uplands in the highest portion. The section shows a
general absence of fine clay aud fine volcanic dust such as is found
in abundance in the outcrops of the same system in White blufis,
on the Columbia, but certain beds of conglomerate and layers of coarse
~.n gular lapilli. Volcanic dust in layers several feet thick is exposed
near the bottom of the escarpment, adjacent to where the following
section was taken. The basalt at the base of the section in either the
topmost layer of the Columbia lava or an interstrati:fied sheet near the
base of the John Day bed is brought up by a gentle anticline runnin g
east and. west through the center of the plateau. The thicknes~es
given below are from eye estimates, checked by aneroid readings:
Feet.

Blown sand at top of section _..... ___ _ . __ ... _.. .. ... _....... __ .. 10-20
Sand, with coarse gravel near the top. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
125
Sandstone and lapilli, with clay seams ........... ~ ..... _. . ... _..
30
andstone, compact, with pebbl es 8 inches in diameter, forming a
vertical s carp .. ___ ........... .. _.......... _... . ....... _: . . . . . .
20
P ebhle, staiuecl black on the surface .. _............ __ . . ..... _...
10
'and, soft, unconsolidated ........ --··--····-···················
90
andstone, compact, with lapilli ... .. ....... ..... ... _. . . . . . . . . . .
3
I bbl s, withsomesand .... .. . . .... .. ·-····--···· ··············
4
Lapilli, compact .. .. .. ·- · ·-······-· · ·· -· ··· --· ··--- · ...... · ·-···
3
P bble ofwbite pumice ....... ·-··················--···········
2
lay, gray, sandy.·-······················ · ······ ·-· ·... .... . . ..
14
and tone, drab, withpebbl , of pumice ........ ·-··········-···
5
lay, andy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
40
• and ou , oft, light y How .... .... ................... ..... _..
4
c11cl one, Roft, gray ............................. .. __ ... _.. . . . .
16
lay, v ry fine, weathering white .......... _...... -·· .. ·--.·-....
20
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F eet.

Pebbles, with some sand, d ark - .....................·............
San dstone, soft, wit h thin, h ard l ayers ...... - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lapilli, with la)·ers of pumice pebbles . ..........................
Sand , u nconsolidated ......... . .. ··-·-··· ................ ··--··.
Sandston e, friabl e, wHh p ebbles .... . ............ . ............. ,
Conglomerate of p um ice p ebbles, nsu a,l ly forming a cliff .... -···.
Clay, fine, gray_ .......... . ........ . ... ·-·· .......... ···-··.....
Sandston e, yellowish , coarse, friable ... __ . . - . .... . .. - . - .. - . . . . . .
Clay, gray, thin bedded ............ . ... ··-·.....................
Clay, r eddish, th in b edded _............... ····-· ........ ---·---San dstone, gray, cross b edded . .. ·.. . ... . ·-·····- ........ ·- · ···..
Un exposed, soft sandstone ( n ..... _.......... ............... . '. .
Basalt to level of Nach es river . . .... . ......... _..... . .. _.......
Depth .. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

20
80
18
60
14
1
1
2

8
3
60
40
60

765

These be<l s are sometimes considered as affording indications of the
presence of coal, and in fact portions of _the region which they occupy
have beeu sold for " coal lands." The exposures are abundant, how·
ever, and although they contain thin and very local layers of poor lignite the evidence a gainst their containing layers of coal or even of lig11ite of a11 y commercial value is abundant and positive.
The si1rface of t he plateau is covered with bunch grass, and affords
good pasture, a,ud many inquiries have been made concerning the prob ::tbili t ies of obtaining watrr for irrigation by means of artesian wells.
This question is answered by the deep erosion of W enas creek and
Naches river·, which have cut the lake beds to the bottom so as to expose the Columbia lava , proving conclusively that wells drilled with
the hope of obtaining flowiug water would be a failure. Abundant reaso11 s might be given for concludil1g that artesian water can not be had
anywhere in t he r egion drained by Wenas creek or Naches river. The
rocks are there mainly b asalt, which bas been upturned and broken
in such a violeut manner, arnl is also so deeply eroded, that, did the
char acter of the rock favor the presence of water-bearing strata, the
position iu which the bed s lie and the manner in· which they have
been broken would exclude the hope of their forming artesian basins.
Both vVeuas creek aud Naches river, after entering. the basin in
which st ands the plateau of John Day beds described al>0ve, widen
t lieir valleys ou account of the ea,se with which the lake beds were
eroded, and become sufficiently broad to be of agricultural importance.
Their upper courses are in narrow, steep.sided canyon-like valleys,
erode<l in an elevated region of b asalt rock, from which, so far as known,
every trace of t he J olm Day beds ,vhich once covered it have beeu carr ied away, excepting in t he upper portion of Wenas valley, where a
few remnants of sandst one are reported. The valley of the Naches is
especially remarkable for its wild scenery, and the Tiaton which joins
. fmm the west, just before the va11ey broadens, flows through
'
it
some of
the mo t attractive scener y that Yakima county can furnish.
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On the right bank of the Naches, between the Tiatou and where
Ooweche creek joins it,, there is a plateau with a rough, hummocky
surface, whfoh is exceptional, both topographically and geologically, to
anything seen elsewhere during our reconnaissance. The plateau wa
formed by a recent lava flow which welled out as a flood of molten
rock, somewhere in the elevated region drained by Tiaton creek, and,
following a previously eroded valley, flowed east to where the Tiatou
now joins the Naches and then turned abruptly southward and flowed
on for 12 miles, to where the Uowiche now unites with the Naches. Tho
lava stream broadened as it progressed until its lower part is nearly
2 miles wide. It followed previous lines of drainage and displaced
both Tiaton creek and the Naches river, causing them to erode new
channels along its border. The course of Cowiche creek was also
changed and thrown to the south of its former position.
'rhe flood of molten rock which produced this change was from 300
to 500 feet thick, as is revealed in its abrupt border overlooking the
Naches. A mile above where the Oowiche joins the Naches the old
surface of Columbia basalt, over which the lava flowed, is exposed.
The rock, on cooling, assumed .a columnar structure, which is much
coufused in places, owing to its hardening about various ceuters, as is
well shown along the road between th e Cowicbe and the Nacbe ·, at
what is sometime.s called "Pictured rocks." Other examples of the
columnar structure may be seen all about the margins of the plateau,
especially near the summit of its bounding cliffs. The borders of tbe
original sheet have been cut away by the str·e ams skirting it, thus
i11dicatiug that they are striving to regain their ancient channels, which
lie deeply buried beneath the resistant lava.
The rock forming this flow is black and solid, but has crystals of
feldspar scattered through it, which appear as white rectangular
figure · 011 fre hly broken surfaces. Samples of the rock have been
tudied micro copically by J. S. Diller, who pronounces it an andesite;
as it contains crystals of the mineral known a,s hypersthene, it i
t erm cl a hypersthene andesitr. Mr. Diller's description of this intere til I g rock i, a,· follows:
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The pyroxene is strongly pleochroic ancl has the form ancl extinction characteristic of hypersthene. No other pyroxene than hypersthene was observed, nor could
any olivine or quartz be found. The rock is a good example of hypersthene andesite.
This is some what surprising when we remember that it is the youngest lava of
that region, and, in a geological sense, of recent eruption. At most other points on
the slope and border of the Cascade range the ·youngest lavas are basalts.

The eruption of this stream of molten rock was among the very latest
episodes in the varied history of Yakima county. It occurred after the
general breaking anrl upturning which followed the deposition of the
John Day beds, and after weathering and erosion had cut away these soft
strata from all of the more prominent ridges and, to a great measure,
reduced th,e valleys to the lowest level at which material could be removed from them. The country was channeled by streams in the same
manner as at the present day, and one of these drainage lines, probably forming as fair a valley as that through which the Naches now
meanders, was overwhelmed and filled by the fiery flood. The surface
of the flow presents peculiar topographic forms, especially near its
lower end, where there are scores of irregular hummocks and piles of
scoriaceous rock 30 or 40 feet high, with irregular, undrained basins
between. Farther north, just between the junction of the Tiaton and
Naches, the surface is more even and is covered with grass. The soil
formed by the decay of the andesite is a fine, dark-brown earth, which
with irrigation would furnish rich agricultural land.
The Naches, for a score of miles at least above the mouth of Tiaton
creek, flows through a deep canyon, bounded on the east by the precipitous face of a long, uplifted mountain mass having the topographic form of a great fault scarp, in which the inclination of the
strata is northeastward. The country about the upper portion of the
Naches was only seen from a distance, however, and may have a more
complete structure than is here suggested.
Our line of march led up Wenas creek to the divide overlooking
Ellensburg; we then turned baek and, after revisiting Moxee valley, proceeded to Kittitas valley by the wagon road on the east side of Yakima
canyon.
Yakirna canyon.-The rocks on the head waters of Wenas creek are
Columbia lava, broken and upturned in fault scarps, which merge into
a general region of uplifts to the west, but become separated and well
defined in traversing the desert country to the east. The ridges thus
found agree in their principal features with nearly all the east and west
ridges in Yakima and Kittitas counties. One of the lines of east and
west faulting between Wenas and Kittitas valleys is marked by Umptanum ridge, which presents its bold escarpment to the northward.
North of this, again, are the Beavertail hills, which are also a monoclinal
uplift.
Yakima river on leaving Kittitas valley flows at right angles to the
trend of these lines of uplift, and has cut a picturesque canyon 15 miles
Bull.108-5
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long and from 1,000 to 1,800 feet deep directly across them. A view
of the northern end of this canyon, looking upstream to Kittitas valley,
is presented on Plate VII and will serve to show the narrow, trench-like
character of the excavation. The absence of a flood plain along the
stream indicates the incompleteness of the task that the river b.as undertaken.
Umptanum ridge.-East of Yakima canyon this ridge js continued
toward the southeast and becomes more and more clearly defined until
it reaches Priests rapids. Its monoclinal structure is well marked,
especially near its eastern terminus, where the base of its precipitous
northern face is washed by the Columbia. As previously mentioned,
the ridge disappears at the east in the plain bounding the Columbia,
but rises again a few miles to the east and forms isolated ridges which
stand like islands in the desert. These lost mountains have been
called the Gable hills.
The country north of Umptanum ridge to Beavertail hills and to
Saddle mountain, west of the Columbia, is a rocky region in which the
black basalt is scarcely concealed from sight by. the sandy soil. This
region is drained by Squaw and Burnt creeks, flowing west to the
Yakima, and by Alkali and Hunson creeks, :flowing ~ast to the Columbia. It has been deeply trenched by these streams, although they are
now dry the greater part of the year. The creeks near their mouths
flow in canyons several hundred feet deep. The land is much too rough
to be irrigated from surface streams, and artesian water is not to be
thought of. With the exception of a strip of rich land about a quarter
of a mile broad, in the bottom of Squaw creek canyon, near its mouth,
the country is valueless for agriculture, but bunch grass grows luxuriantly among the rocks and affords good pasturage. In the spring lovely
wild flowers deck the sides of the canyons and the rocky plateau above
in such profusion as to change the somber tone of the landscape and
render it less forbidding.
The prevailing rocks are basalt, yet, in looking down the deeply dissected region from elevated summits on its borders, one can trace lightcolored bands along the winding canyon walls, made by thin sheets of
lake beds interstrati:fied with the volcanic rock. In p laces on the inter'I aces between the branches of the streams one may see remnant of
the heavy deposit of J obn Day be<ls which once covered the entire
region.
In threading one's way acros · thi. dreary valley, fragments of fos il
wo d and ven large part of tree trunks, now changed to stone, freuently attract th attention and how that in former ages the now
d olat region wa fore t covered.
ur re onnoi an e mbra eel practically the whole of the ba in
dr in
na.· ·r k but id not extend up the Nache river bell th
ou h f Tiat n r ek.
ll of th rugged and highly picturt rn or er of Yakima ounty wa left unexplored. For a
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long distance up both the Naches and Tiaton valleys the rocks are
mainly basaltic, and stand in bold cliffs, leaving but little room for
flood plains. How far to the west the basalt may occur is not known,
but the presence of coal-bearing rocks at Cowlitz pass, and also the
occurrence of deeply excavated valleys of which the Tiaton basin is an
example, suggests that the basalt is limited on the west by a region in
which erosion has been sufficient to remove the basalt and lay bare a
lower series of · rocks. Possibly the Kittitas system, which forms the
surface in the western part of Kittitas county, will be found to extend
southward through Yakima county.
KITTITAS COUNTY.

Only a small portion of Kittitas county has been geologically examined, and nothing like an adequate account of the history of its rocks
or of the origin of its diversified and attractive scenery can be given.
In the eastern portion of the county the rocks are Columbia basalt
with remnants of John Day beds in the valleys. The lava forms conspicuous cliffs along the Columbia to within 5 or 6 miles of Wenatchee, the cliffs then turn abruptly southwest and are prolonged in
a bold escarpment facing west, whieh determines the eastern limits of
Schwak creek drainage, and is cut through by the Yakima a mile or
two below Teanaway. South of Yakima river the basaltic escarpment
continues southwest for many miles, but has not been definitely traced.
West of the western limit of the Columbia lava, between Columbia
and Yakima rivers, there is a rolling, forest-covered, billy country,
which has been deeply dissected by stream erosion and shows, by its
topographic forms, that it differs in nearly every way from the region
of basaltic rocks to the east. In the rugged country referred to, drained
by Schwak creek and Teanaway river, the surface rocks are sandstone
and shale, with coal seams in certain localities. Coal has also been discovered in thin seams in the neighborhood of Wenache, and provisionally the formations in these two areas will be included in one
system which, for convenience, is called the "Kittitas system;" a
portion of its eastern boundary is shown on the map forming Platen.
The rocks of the Kittitas system adjacent to the base of the bold
escarpment of Columbia lava, between Columbia and Yakima rivers, js
now exposed at the surface, because the basalt which formerly covered
it has been eroded away. The strata are penetrated by an extensive
system of dikes of hard basaltic rock, which accounts for many of the
features in the relief of the land. These are of special interest because
they seem to have been tlie source of the great sheet of basalt which
once covered this portion of the Kittitas system. In places beneath
the escarpment formed by the western edge of the Columbia lava there
are large dikes which lead up to the basalt and merge with it. Their
immediate junction with the lava crowning the cliffs was not closely
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examined, but the dikes in the s101, e below have every appearance of
being connected with it, and lend support to the hypothesis of fissure
eruptions to account for the great flood of basalt covering such a large
part of the uorthwestern states. The dikes referred to were formed
by the filling of vertical fissures in the sandstone and shale of the
Kittitas system, with molten rock injected from below. The intruded
material has changed the strata through which it passed, and on cooling formed compact basalt similar to the Oolurn bia lava, but not porous
or scoriaceous, as is sometimes the case in the surface fl.ow.
In the gravels of Schwak creek there is considerable placer mining.
The gold obtained is coarse and has been traced to large auriferous
quartz ledges near the head of the stream. This region was examined
by Mr. Diller, who informs me that the Kittitas system extends up the
Schwak creek road to within 1¼ miles oft.he summit, where they are
replaced by the older rocks in which the Pechastin mines are located.
Kittitas Valley.-Like the valleys farther south in Yakima county,
already briefly described, this broad basin owes its existence to the
upheaval of the rim of basalt which surrounds it. The John Daybeds,
between 700 and 800 feet thick, floo"rfog its bottom, have been preserved, owing to their depression below the level at which the drainage of the valley escapes at -the head of Yakima canyon. The soft
beds still partially filling the basin are easily eroded, but the depth
to which they can be cut by streams is controlled by the horizon of
the bottom of the notch in the rim of the basin through which the
drainage escapes. Tbe river is still at work deepening the outlet of
the valley, and various stages in the task of removing the soft beds
from within it are recorded by numerous terraces about its borders.
This is a plain example, on a small scale, of the wide-reaching law of
"base level erosion," first emphasized by Powell, which has an almost
universal bearing on the action of streams, and on the origin and development of topographic forms. The base level, to which the surface
of the entire continent and of all land surfaces is being reduced, is
sea level.
Kittitas valley is approximately 18 miles long from north to south
and 10 to 12 miles broad. Its area is in the neighborhood of 150 square
miles. Yakima river :flows through it from north to south and receive
the drainage of several creeks which rise on its mountainous borders.
The ro k forming the rim of the ba in, as already stated, are Columbia
lava, uprai, cl ometime along fault lines, but more frequently, in a
road g 11 .ral way, without learly revealing the tructure that ha been
impr
l upon i . The border of the ba in to the east and west are
w u 5 00 and 6,000 fe tin altitud , and the general level of the
m f h e ba i11 i. b 1t 1,50 feet. The stream draining the elevated
rim h , ·u ·an.yon man lnmdred feet dee through the solid basalt,
but h , am , r am n m rgin int the valley flow over the urface
f the s ft lake bed · wi hou forming channels. Instead of cutting
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they are depositing the material derived from the hard rocks on their
upper courses ; t his is because in the valley they have reached a base
level and can not cut deeper.
The soft John Day beds flooring the valley do not extend far up its
sides, as is the case in many similar basins farther east, but usually
end abruptly against the base of the bordering slopes. At a few localities, however, to the southeast of Ellensburg, there are small outcrops
of sandstoue and conglomerate at an elevation of 200 or 300 feet on the
side of the basin, and again at the south end of the valley fine marly
clay is exposed on the side of the Beavertail hills.
The layer of basalt interstratified with the lower beds of the J obn Day
system in Moxee and Wenas valleys occurs again beneath Kittitq,s
valley and outcrops ir1 the surrounding- hills, but is much thicker than
farther south and has only a thin sheet of sandstone beneath it. It is
with difficulty that the layer of sediment beneath the first lava sheet
can be recognized, yet in a few localities it i_s plainly exposed. Just
within the mouth of N anum canyo11, about 12 miles north of Ellensburg,
there is a heavy ridge of basalt following the general course of the border of the plain below and presenting a bold cliff 200 or 300 feet high
to the north. In a narrow depression at the base of this cliff there are
occasional exposures of an interbedded layer of sand8tone. Farther
up Nanum creek there are other obscure exposures of sandstone aud
shale, showing that the layers of basalt forming the picturesque highlands of that region have occasionally thiu layers of sedimeutary rock
bet ween them.
Th e soft porous beds underlying Kittitas valley do uot now extend
far enough up the border of the basin to furnish an artesian head for
wells in the valley, but their eroded borders are upturned to some
extent on nearly all sides and the basin is without outlet except through
Yakima canyon. For these reasons the prospect of obtaining artesian
water in the valley, although not promising, would seem sufficient to
warrant the drilling of an experimental well. This has been done by
Mr. Charles A. Sanders at a locality about 2 miles northwest of
Ellensburg, in Sec. 30, R. rn, T. 18. A well was there drilled which
passed through cla,y with Ja,yers of cemented sand and reached compact basalt at a depth of about 700 feet. Water was reached at a depth
of 80 feet and when the well was abandoned stoou 40 feet below the stuface. Although flowing water was not obtained, the well is of value
. demonstrat es that the water beneath Kittitas valley does not'
as 1t
exist under sufficient pre.,sure to force it to the surface, and reuclers
further experiment useless. Sander's well ends at the surface of the
Columbia lava. By sinkin g it some two or three hundred feet deeper
the first thin layer of sandstone interbedded with the basalt would be
r eached, but there is small hope that it would be water-bearing. The
heavy layer of molten rock spread out above the sandstone has changed
its structure, anu even if sufficiently porous its small thickness and
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the manner in which it outcrops do not favor the hope that it would
carry sufficient water to make it of economic importance.
Fortunately Kittitas valley is so situated in reference to the Yakima
river and to the creeks that flow down its mountainous borders that
nearly every acre of agricult ural faud in its bottom can be irrigated.
The canyons in the sides of the basin afford good sites for storage
reservoirs, and the creeks flowing through them carry. sufficient water1
if properly stored, to irrigate all of the· laud in the valley without draw
ing on Yakima river.
In exposures of the John Day beds having a vertical thickness of
about 200 feet, along the left bank of Yakima river in Kittitas valley,
the beds are seen to be mostly white volcanic lapilli with two strata of
sandstone 6 to 8 feet thick, composed largely of well-rounded pebhles,
from 5 to 8 inches in diameter.
At the south end of the valley, about a mile north of the entrance
to Yakima canyon, there is a small quarry where a light friable sandstone, composed largely of volcanic dust, has been taken out and used
i11 the front of a bank building h1 Ellensburg. With the soft sandstone
there are thin beds of well-worn gravel and thick layers of exceedingly
fine white clay. Some of the layers of sandstone and much of tlrn clay
are charged abundantly with the impressions of leaves, which have
preserved with the greatest accuracy even the most minute venation
of the ancient foliage. These leaves were blown into Lake John Day
or drffted iu by tributary streams and became buried in soft sediments
which have since hardened to sandstone and clay. Sometimes the
leaf impressions have a delicate greenish tint, a remnant of the ancient
chlorophyll, which increases their resemblance to living foliage. A
small collection of tbese fossils bas been exarniued by Mr. F. H. Kuowlton, of the U. S. Geological Survey. His report concerning them will
be found in the Appendix.
Kittitas valley lies at the east base of the moderately elevated and
quite humid. region bordering the Cascade mountains 011 the east. It
bottom i without fore ' ts otb ertl1 an those of cotton wood tree' which
grow along the immediate banks of tlrn river, but the hills and mountajns bordering it on tbe west and north are clothed with an ope11 parklike growth of pine, hemlock, and spmce. 'rhe soil is everywhere rich
and i · ex eptionally Ro bencatl1 the forest, 011 tlle uplands, where the
cli,·int grati011 and decay of lJasaltic rocks have produced a fine, darklor d d po i , which i mmally n1ther thin , but sometimes has a depth
f veral £ t . Thi,· soil i r etentive of moi ture and i eyery-whcre
Y red with luxuriant bun ·h g1·a
and flowers. The haded upland
pa: ur < ffor u: tenanc to thou and of ,·beep, but their expau 'Ci
T
th t their rdure i. unimpair cl. My vi, it to tbi cbarmin 17
r i n ' a: in I ringtim wh n tb mountain lopes were fre h and
n an 1 w r k p fr from cl 1 t by frequent bowers. During the
, umm •r th Ta. be om , <lr and withered and the t ender gree&
ring gi
I lace to the brown an gray of ummer and autumn.
£
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The views to be had from the pine-covered heights above Ellensburg, especially to the south of the town, are unusually :fine even for
a region which abounds in attractive panoramas. From many points
of view one may look out through a framework of rugged trunks - and
drooping branches over the broad valley with its shining river mean.
dering through groves of cotton wood and past fruitful farms; beyond
the valley to the north, rise bold foothills covered with dark forests
from base to summit, while still farther away beyond the valley's rim
and beyond indefinite foothHls softened in outline by their distance, ·
rise rugged and angular mountain peaks which reach far above the
limit at which trees can grow, and retain tbeir wintry covering far
into the summer. These are the Wenache mountains. The highest
of their clustering spires is Mount Steward. Although not nearly as
high as Mount Tacoma, which may be clearly seen to the southwest, it
is far more attractive to the dwellers in Kittitas valley and is a mountain of which any land might be proud. From many points of view
Mount Adams as well as Tacoma and Steward are in sight and also
many lesser peaks and snowy crest lines, all combining to form a picture
on which the eye loves to dwell.
Frorn Ellensburg to Wenache.-From Ellensburg our reconnoissance
led us across the high basaltic table-land bordering Kittitas valley on
the north. We followed a much used freight road and reached the
Columbia nearly opposite the mouth of Moses coulee. Our way lay
across a plateau of Columbia lava which terminates a few miles to
the west in a great escarpment, already noticed, at the foot of which
the rocks of the Kittitas system form the surface. The only rocks
seen during this portion of our journey were basalt. The general level
of the plateau is about 5,000 feet, but near its western border it slopes
upward before breaking off, and is there about 6,000 feet hi general
elevation.
In climbing the border of Kittitas valley the views to the south
were varied and extensive, embracing the level floor of the basin about
Ellensburg with vivid. green alfalfa fields and more delicately tinted
ground where young wheat grew; beyond were rolling wooded hills
rising in picturesque irregularity to the base of the snow-covered Cascade mountains.
On the surface of the plateau we were shut in by forests of pine and
spruce trees, beneath which the snow still lingered. The channels cut
in the borders of the upland are fed by branching watercourses which
flow away from the elevated region in conformity with the present
slope of the rocks, showing that their courses have been determiued
by the form which the plateau uow has, aud are not au inheritance
from an older condition, or from an overlying bed, now washed away.
In other words, the drainage is consequent and the ruiuor topographic
forms are due to the weathering of the present surface.
From a camp beneath a grove of pines ou the verge of the steep de-
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scent leading from the forest and grass-covered plateau above, where
winter yet lingered, to the hot, barren desert below, we had a splendid
view of the deep canyon of the Columbia and of the table-land to the east.
which extended bare and desolate as far as the eye could reach. - The
pil1es clothing the plateau we bad. crossed descend a few hundred feet
down its borders, but are there clustered in small groves and follow the
lines of drainage as if fearful of approaching too near the parched
region below. Beyoud the lowest groves the luxuriant mantle of grass
·extends far down the slopes, but before reaching the valley loses its
freshness and becomes brown and withered. In the distance, across
the Columbia, there is not a tree iu sight, and tbe vast plain, as it
appears from our elevated station, has the brown and gray tone characteristic of the uesert. A narrow white line ou the dese1 t, extending
eastward with apparently a straight course until it was lost to view,
we know to be the Great Northern railrnad in process of construction,
aml the clouds of dust rolling away from the fresh embankments make
us wish that the engineer and workmen who were laboring there in the
heat could eujoy wLh us the freshness and coolness of the mountains.
In the evening tlle strong side ligl1t thrown on the desert made it
glow with a ruddy color, seemii1gly due to the heat of the surface, and
brought out in startling relief every ridge and canyon in the plateau
surface and each cleft and column in the great wall of basalt which
rises from the river and joins the desert 2,000 feet above. The strange
panorama, thus strongly fllmninated when the glare of the day gave
place to the soft radiance of sunset, is a hundred miles in extent from
north to south, and to the east is limitless, and fades away in the
purple glow of the desert air.
We could see the abrupt rampart formed by Saddle mountain far to
the south, and noted a white horizontal line just l>elow tlle crest which
is formed by the outcropping edge of a sheet of ,John Day beds, interstratified wit.h tbe basalt forming the main mass of the ridge. The
~oft, light-colored stratum has been preserved by the sheet of basalt
above it, the broken edge of which now forms the even crest line of the
mountain. We were looki11g at t.he l>ol<l escarpment of a rnonoclinal
ridge formed of the broken e<lgeR of strata which <lip gently away from
u , and form the ge11 tle southern slope of the mountain.
At the baHe of Sa<l<lle mountain we con ld trace the conr, e of Orab
•reek for many mil ., and 'e that it i · really ay almndoned stream
h, nuel , unk n in the basalt. vYe note, too, that the direction of the
anri 11 , tream whi ·h excavat .cl tb~ chanuel wa. controlled by the
fault which gav
rigil1 to addle mountain . North of Crab creek
h r i, a roa d ~.- rt ,·urfaw un.-carr <1 by <lrainar.e and with but
Ji tl detail x It in th , 1i11 of pr ·ipic· . fvrm d by tl1e cu ting away
of It
ord r of 11 I ht an by tl1 'olnmbia . Trncino· the apparently
1 I 1 Jain n rtlrn, rd from Cr, h r 1~ to wi--l1in abont u mile of
ul' , h
Y(' d t · .' , 0 •
in th .-urface whi h cul-
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minates in a ridge extending eastwa1~d but curving south at its more
distant extremity. This ridge breaks off abruptly on its northern side
and has a line of drainage at the base of its northern slope which leads to
the Columbia. This depression is Wake Oumtux coulee. Its relation to
the small ridge just south of it is the same as the relation of Orab creek
coulee to Saddle mountain. In each instance there has been an east
and west break in the stratified basalt forming the plateau; the south
side of the break in each -instance has been upraised so as to form a
long, narrow, monoclinal rirlge, and surface drainage directed by the
break at the foot of the steep escarpment of each ridge has carved a deep
canyon or coulee leading to the Columbia. A later chapter in the
history of these coulees is recorded by the fine beds which partially
fill them; these belong to the time when the drainage of the Columbia
was obstructed and Lake Lewis existed.
Moses coulee is a broad, fl.at.bottomed canyon which ·heads in several
branches far back in the plateau. It is the result of stream erosion,
which was initiated by a break in the rocks of the same character as
the fractures that gave direction to Crab creek and Wake. Cumtux
coulees. The south wall of the canyon is a precipice of basalt about
500 feet high, from which the strata dip very gently southward. The
northern wall is not so high as the one on the south, and the strata exposed in its face are practically horizontal. The disturbance of the
beds adjacent to the break is so gentle, however, that it would scarcely
be detected except in a distant view when the beds are seen in profile.
The desert surface north of Moses coulee rises gently for some 10
miles to where another east-and-west uplift forms the sky line, as seen
from our camp beneath the pines. In the edge of the plateau a few
miles north of Moses coulee there is a break occupied by a deep drainage chanuel, the south wall of which is again higher and has a different
dip than the north wall. The fact that the coulees forming such a
unique and characteristic feature of Douglas county are due to the
erosion of streams which followed lines of fracture and faulting, is one
of the most interesting portions of the geologic story to be read in a
general view of the region.
The east wall of the canyon of the Columbia, like the walls of the
coulees opening from it, is a series of palisades rising 2,000 feet above
the river. In these great cliffs, unbroken for Rcores of mil.es, the edges
of the layers of basalt underlyiug the plain to the east are exposed and
reveal the fact that the rocks are in distinct layers, many of them being
formed of vertical columns, and rangiug from perhaps 50 feet to 200 or
300 feet in thickness. Between some of the layers there are thin, irreg- '
ular sheets of volcanic lapilli or of sedimentary layers, but most of the ·
contacts are marked simply by a line separating rocky layers of different structure, and may be the result of cooling. Near the top of the
cliffs, especially above Rock island, there is a band of light-colored lake
bed, perhaps 40 feet thiek, which is mmally ,veatllered back, and forms
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a terrace. The lower portions of t he cli:fl:'.:, are concealed by vast talus
slopes which stand with surface slopes of about 40° and reach half
way up the escarpment. Viewed directly these conical piles of angular
fragments seem perpendicular, and only reveal their true forms when
seen in profile.
The Uolumbia from the neighborhood of Lake Chelan southward to
where it passes through the Cascade mountains is a desert stream.
Its banks are without trees and lack the bright green tints that usually
margin rivers and fresh-water lakes. The gray-brown of the desert
touches the water's brink, bnt does not change its character. Sage
brush and greasewood, with other desert vegetation, fringe the banks
in places and have a somewhat more luxuriant growth than farther
away on the deserts, but this is all the change that the river has produced in the vegetation on its shores. The absence of cottonwood trees
is especially noticeable, since the courses of streams in the arid regions
are frequently marked by them. A few miles below Lake Chelan the
first pine trees are met with in ascending the river, and from there northward they are of common occurrence, although seldom forming dense
growth.
In the canyon of the Columbia above Saddle mountain there are
many terraces. The highest and broadest of these is at the same level
and unites with the flat bottom of the coulees, extending back into the
plateau to the east. It is evident that both the main ca11yon and the
coulees brauchi11g from it have been filled to a, level of approximately
7G0 feet above the Columbia,, aud that subsequently the channel of the
river was reexcavated, leaving terraces along its sides, while in the
lateral canyon there has been too little drainage since the period of
tilling in to excavate even faint channels along the ancient water-
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inclosing rugged hills. At the immediate base of the great scarp, and
for 2 or 3 miles west of it, the topographic forms are especially irregular, and the hills and ridges surround basins ~o as entirely to inclose
them and leave them without outlets.
Near the cliffs the characteristic features produced by landslides are
clearly shown. The irregular ridges are formed of masses of basalt
which have fallen and slid to their present position aud have usually
an inclination toward the cliff whence they came. Evidently the
great escarpment is retreating, owing to the breaking away of portions of its face. More distant from the cliff the secondary ridges
become less pronounced and the surface is _strewn with broken masses
of basalt; still farther away the basaltic blocks have mostly disappeared, leaving an irregular rolling topography which is dissected by
stream channels and acquires a relief due to denudation and to tbe
Dtructure of the rocks beneath. How far west of its present limit the
basalt formerly extended is not possible to determine with accuracy,
but it must have been at least several miles.
From where the escarpment of Columbia lava turns southwest, near
Rock rapids, to the mouth of Wenache river, and thence westward
for at least several miles, the country rocks are sandstones and shales,
with thin beds of coal, and are supposed to belong to the Kittitas system. These rocks are older than the Columbia lava, and at the base of
the escarpment just mentioned pass beneath it. The rocks of the Kittitas system were folded and eroded before the Columbia lava was
spread out over them. To the north the lava overlaps their border and
rests on the decayed and eroded surface of granitic rocks.
· A few miles south of Wenache there are thin layers of basalt capping the hills, which show that the inundation of molten rock in that
region began with the spreading out of a sheet of lava from 20 to 50
feet thick, which was succeeded hy sedimentary layers of ahout the
same thickness, so far as can be judged, and then came the great flood
. of molten rock forming the widely spread formation named the Columbia lava.
The Kittitas system occurs on the east side of the Columbia from
Rock rapids some 15 miles up stream. Soft sandstones and shales,
usuallyoflight color, but sometimes brilliant red and yellow and looking
as if they had been baked by the burning of coal seams, form the steep
sJope leading from the river opposite Weiiache to the base of ,the
palisade of basalt crowning the heights above. This strip of country
formed of sedimentary rocks is about 3 miles broad, but becomes narrower down stream; the rocks also dip eastward and are carried below
the level of the river anu. disappear beneath the basalt at Rock rapids.
Along the east bank of the Columbia above Wenache the sandstones
and shales give place to quartzites and schists which immediatelv underlie the Columbia lava. Farther up the ri~er no traces of the' Kittitas system have been observed. They continue for at least 20 miles
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up the Weuache river, as has been observed by Diller, and then give
place to crystalline rocks.
The coal found near Wenache occurs in thin seams which are
much disturbed and dip at all angles. It is of poor quality and so
far as known is of little economic value. The presence of even thin
seams of coal, however poor, is sufficient to encourage further search,
and the field should not be condemned until every layer of rock that it
contains is thoroughly known and its value for fuel or other purposes
demonstrated.
Much as we desired to ascend Wenache river and explore . the geologically unknown country to th~ west, which is full of promise to the
geologist, we were constrained to turn to the less inviting arid region
to the east, where the artesian well problem demanded attention. Our
line of travel followed the Columbia in a general way, to the mouth of
the Grand coulee at the northeast corner of Douglas county, where we
turned south, as will be describeu. in advance. In journeying along
the Columbia and in ascending Lake Chelan, observations were made
on the main features in the geology of the southern border of Okanogan county, which it may be well to record, since so little is known or
that promising region.
OKANOGAN COUNTY.

Okanogan county is rugged and mountainous throughout. The
mountains are composed mainly of granitic rocks, which have been long
exposed to the action of the atmosphere. As we now see them with all
their picturesque detail, they are not the direct results of uplifts, as are
the mountains in the basaltic county to the south, but have been slowly
sculptured from a broad region of general high relief by running water
and glacial ice, assisted by the decay and disintegration to which granite
is especially prone.
The rocks in the southern portion of the county, just north of
Wenache, are quartzites and schists. Farther north, in the neighborhood of Lake Chelan, these give place to coarse granite and closely
allied rocks. In the northern part of the county, drained by Okanogan
river, there are gold mines which are now attracting much attention.
Tlt ro k in which the golcl-bea,riug quartz is found are also granitic,
and the report of prospector . how that the same formation has a
wi 1 di tribution north of tne Columbia. On a geological sketch map,
by illi. , 1 a broad lt through the ea tern and northern part of the
unty i r pre nt cl a being occupied by granite and crystalline
·hi : . It i: from thi general our e that the gold so widely di trib1
al n fY th tream.· of entra,l W a. hington had it origin. Although
ur kn wl tl <T f he geology f 01 ano a,11 • unty i but meager and
fr
a£
n lude that the county i occupied
· <'hi . , o-r nite. , quartzite. , eLc., rock
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which are everywhere looked to for precious metals and a great variety
of useful minerals.
An exception to the prevailing rocks forming the surface occurs on
the east side of the valley of Okanogan river, where a tongue of
Columbia lava runs northward and probably extends beyond the
Canadian boundary. This northern extension of the lava sheet forming the Great Plain of the Columbia occupies an ancient valley which
was exmwated previous to the lava inundation and is one of a series
of old drainage lines which were either wholly obliterated or greatly
changed by the inundation of lava. Many of these drainage channels
were again mc,di:fied by the glaciers which occupied them at a later date.
Fire and frost have thus conspired to efface the work of the rivers.
Okanogan valley was one of several ancient drainage lines which suffernd a double invasion .. The glacier which filled it flowed south and,
crossing the Col um hia, occupied the northern portion of Douglas county.
Another great glacier flowed clown from the highlands to the north
through Methow valley, and the deep depression in which Lake Chelan
now lies was also filled with ice from end to end. Other glaciers probably existed iu the valleys along the east slope of the Cascades farther·
south, but their records have not been examined. All of the glaciers
in Okanogan connty, as shown by the scorings they left on the rocks
and the character of the bowlders strewn along their paths, flowed
southward and drained snow fields on the Cascades. Many changes
in the direction of the streams resulted from this ice occupation, as
has already been mentioned. A few of the modifications have been
described by Willis in the bulletin already referred to. After the
retreat of the glaciers the valleys along the southern border of the
county, including the deep canyon of the Columbia, were left partially
filled with gravel and sand and clay, into which the streams have
reexcavated channels, leaving numerous terraces along their border.
St1me of the details in this general history will be noticed in the following itinerary of our journey.
Approach to Lake Ohelan.-Our route from Wen ache to Lake Chelan was by way of '\Vaterville, and falls within the limits of Douglas
county, next to be described.
On reaching the west border of the plateau on which Waterville is
situated, we had a wide exteut of the mountainous region embraced in
Okanogan county 1.n view. Nearly every feature in the landscape
changed at once. The broadly undulating surface of the great plateau
forming the Great Bend country e11ds abruptly on the west in an irregular line of basaltic cliffs overlooking tue Columbia, 2,000 feet below.
Standing on the verge of the canyon we Bote that the basalt is only a
"rim rock;" below it there are less precipitous slopes formed of schist
and granite and clothed scantily with pines. For the first time since
s~eing t~e Columbia we find trees along its margins, showing that the
climate is much less arid tllan further south. The west_bank .of the
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river is also rugged and precipitous, but unlike its eastern wall, does
not rise to a level -topped plateau, but is formed of bold mountain spurs
separated by deep valleys. Beyond the first forest-covered hills there
are others still higher, but without apparent arrangement, which merge
in the distance with lofty snow-clad peaks.
_
On descending the side of the canyon, by means of a road following a
deep high-grade gorge, we notice that there are many terraces on each
side of the river. The most. remarkable of these, and one of the :flue.st
examples of terrace structure that can be found anywhere, is a leveltopped shelf formed of gravel and water-worn bowlders, the surface
of which is 700 feet above the Columbia. This truly remarkable terrace is best developed about 2 miles . below, where we descended iuto
the canyon. It is there several hundred feet broad and runs back into
lateral gorges, showing that the sides of the main canyon are deeply
scored by lateral drainage before the gravel forming the terrace was
deposited. On the west side of the valley there are other fragments
of the same deposits, forming a less conspicuous shelf~ which has been
built against the steep slope, and has the same level as the great terrace on the east side of the river. The valley was excavated lower
than the bottom over which the Columbia now flows, and then filled
in from side to side with stream-borne stones, gravel, and sand before
the present channel was excavated. In the reexcavation fragments of
the deposits filling the canyon have been left clinging to its slopes.
Streams flowing down lateral gorges have cut channels across the terrace, thus revealing its structure even more plainly than the steep
slope leading to the river. A view of the level surface of the terrace and of the steep slope toward the river, formed by the undercutting of the stream and the sliding of material from above, is shown in
Plate vnr.
Above the valley opening in the west wall of the canyon and leading
to Lake Chelan there are other large remnants of the same great terrace, this time on the west side of the river. In the broad plain formed
by the surface of the terrace there stands a lofty pyramid of solid rock
completely surrounded by the gravel deposit and rising like an island
from it level surface.
The terrace gravels extend into the valley of Lake Chelan and form
con picuou terrace about it lower end . For many miles both up and
down the Columbia other fragments of the same level topped depo:it
o cur, alway forming striking features in the landscape, owing to the
mark d ntra t of their mooth horizontal lines with the vertical line
due to the er ion of rill and creek .
• i 1 th gr at terra e de crib d above there are many others but
c n, pi uou horizontal liu on the . ide of the Coltun bia canyon.
of the main terrace are . tream terf h
l w he horiz
y th ri er in l werin · it b 1. A more numerou bu
r gul r cla ' are clue to l nd 'lides, of which there have been
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many. Other horizontal lines are due to the unequal weathering of the
strata of basalt and of interstratified sedimentary beds.
Still another class of terraces, both numerous and conspicuous, have
been formed as moraines on the sides of the glacier that once filled the
canyon up to an elevation of 1,200 feet above the river as it flows to-day.
The moraine terraces are of older date than the great terrace described
above, and about the entrance of Chelan valley have been partially
buried by it.
In the canyon of the Columbia for several miles above Lake Chelan
its rugged sides are strewn with thousands of perched bowlders, left
by the retreat of the ice. These have a definite upper limit, but
mingled with them are masses of basalt that have fallen quite recently
from the cliffs above.
In embayments along the sides of the main -canyon and back of the
ridges of stone and bowlders left by the ancient glaciers, there are flat
areas which have been filled in with fine material, washed from higher
levels. These plains have in some instance been cut by small streams
fl.owing across them, thus adding other horizontal lines to the complex
topography of the canyon walls.
It is not practicable to describe these terraces in detail, but those
who visit Lake Chelan will have an opportunity to read for themselves
the remarkable history which they record. In studying them, however, the traveler must b~ar in mind that the canyon, after being cut
through various rocks to a depth greater than it now has, was occupied by a great glacier, and then by an arm of a large lake, and that .
river, glacial and lacustral records are inscribed on the same slope. In
addition there have been many landslides, producing deceptive, terrace-like forms, and terraces due to the unequal weathering of hard
and soft beds.
The approach to Lake Chelan is so full of interesting features that
the traveler will hesitate to press on in spite of the attractive lake
scenery beyond. From Chelan crossing to Lake Chelan is about 2
miles. The surface of the lake is, by aneroid, 325 feet above the river.
The stream fl.owing from the lake is a bright, clear river, which runs
at such a rate, even in its more quiet reaches, that its surface is everywhere flecked with foam. The freshooss and irregularity of the channel through which it makes its wild descent is one of the first facts to
attract attention. It emerges onto the lowest terrace bordering the
Columbia from a deep, impassable gorge as one mass of shining foam.
The walls rising above the stream show fresh breaks and are very
precipitous. It is evident at a glance that the channel has but recently been excavated and has but few of the characteristics of a valley formed by stream erosions. In brief, the history of the outlet_of
the lake is this: When the great glacier which occupied the valley of
Lake Chelan up to au elevation at the south end, of nearly a thousand
feet above the present water surface, melted back and slowly retreated
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up the valley, it left a terminal moraine across the entrance where Chelan city now stands. With the retreat of the glacier came the advance of Lake Lewis, which filled tlte channel of the Columbia up to
the level of the great terrace, which still remains in the canyon. Lake
Lewis also occupied the lower part of Chelan valley and left its record
as a broad terrace 325 feet above the lake. When the waters of Lake
Lewis fell the Columbia canyon and the entnmce of Chelan valley were
filled to a common level with moraines and stream-borne gravels. The
Columbia began to reexcavate its channel, a task still unfinished, and
the drainage fro:n Lake Chelan cut a new outlet as the main river progressed with its task. The overflow from Lake Chelan, however, did
not take the direct course to the Columbia, which a former outlet bad
occupied, but instead was turned abruptly to the south by a break caused
by a landslide, and reached its goal by a tortuous channel between two
immense fallen masses of the mountain side, each of which is fully half
a mile long. The outlet of the old channel, which is now deeply buried,
may be recognized a hundred yards up the main stream, from where
Chelan river now enters the Columbia. Large springs occur at that
locality, formed by the water that percolates through the gravel -filling
the old valley.
On each side of the entra11ee to Chelan valley there are many terraces. The broadest of these is the old lake terrace 325 feet over the
present lake. The highest terraces of all and also some at lower horizons are due to lateral moraines, which accumulated along the border
of the old glacier. These may be distinguished from the lake terraces
by their lack of uniformity in height, by their being built largely of
angular and partially rounded bowlders, an<l by the fact that they are
not level topped terraces sloping Iakeward from a sea cliff, but form
free ridges of coarse material, with a narrow valley back of them. The
moraines above the broad lake terrace are much more distinct than
those below that level, because the lower ones have been partially
removed and partially covered by clays and gravels deposited in the
deeper portions or along the shores of the old lake. A curved moraine,
having a height of about 175 feet above the present lake, was thrown
completely across the entrance of the vaJley, where the site of Chelan
city has been chosen. The moraine was buried by the sediment of the
po t-glacial lake, but when the drainage wa reestalJlislied jt was cut
through and a e tion of it central portion half a mile long remoYe<l.
The r maining fragment of this moraine, containing many large bowl.
d r , may b
n, one on the , outh id of the Chelan river, where it
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where in the Cascades or Sierra Nevada. The only lakes which seem
to be closely similar to it in the Cordil1eran region are Arrow and Kootenay lakes in British Columbia. Lake Chelan is a narrow, river-like
sheet of water, which extends from tbe south border of the mountainous country forming Okanogan county 65 to 70 miles northward, right
into the heart of the mountains. The extension of the valley northwest of the head of the lake which has been filled in by stream deposits
is reported to be 15 to 20 miles in length, making the whole depression
about 100 miles long. The breadth is remarkably uniform throughout
and seldom exceeds 2 miles at the level of the lake, except at the
south, where the mountains embrace it less closely. It then expands
to probably 3 miles in width, and has terraced shores which are comparatively low, especially on the south side. The subdued landscapes
about this portion of the lake present a pleasing contrast to the wild,
canyon-like scenery farther within the water filled gorge.
The mountains inclosing Lake Chelan on each side, north of the
somewhat expanded southern terminus, rise abruptly from its margin
to great heights and are unbroken by deep side valleys. · For 50 miles
the walls inclosing the valley rise to heights of 5,000 to 6,000 feet. All
of their lower slopes are dark with pines, but their bare, seri·ated crests
are white with snow long after the flowers of spring have faded on_ the
lower slopes.
The waters of the lake are clear and sparkling and have the deep
blue of the ocean. The sounding line has shown a great depth. Although our examination was hasty and we were not prepared for a systematic survey, we found that the depth in the upper portion of the lake
exceeded 1,100 feet, the length 9f the line that was extemporized for
the measurement. The surface of the lake is only about 950 feet above
the sea; its bottom is therefore below sea leyel.
The mountains throughout the entire extent of the lake are of granite
and closely allied rocks. When one attempts to discover how ~uch a
mighty gash, 100 miles long, from 6,000 to 7,000 feet deep,.and reaching
below sea level, could have been excavated, it is best to pause until all
the accessible facts bearing on tbe question can be assembled and their
meaning interpreted.
Our trip up Lake Chelan and return was made in a small steamer
named The Bell, which was much more comfortable than one would be
apt to anticipate in such an unfrequented corner of the world. The
start from Chelan city was made at 7 j n the morning on a beautiful
June day, and at 5 in the evening the little boat was moored among
the t:1ll trees overhanging a sheltered inlet at its head. All day long
we traversed placid watei~s, each turn in the gently curving shores revealing more and more wonderful scenes and still increasing splendors.
The cUffs rise vertically from the water, usually not leaving space
enough on which a fisherman might standJ and tower aloft to such
dizzy hejghts that the pines clinging to each ledge and filling each side
Bull.108-6
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ravine, lose their individuality and become mingled in a general covering of green, which fades to the gray of lichen-covered slopes before
the shining snow fields on the higher summits are reached. Much of
the charm of the fascinating scenery is due to the fact that its wild,
natural beauties have been untouched by the destroying hand of man.
The threads of silvery foam descending from unseen regions above
gleam and flash through the overhanging ferns and flowers just as they
did for centuries before man came to admire their freshness and beauty.
The ·splendors of the mighty mountains on each side of the lake
continued on and on as we penetrated deeper and deeper into the
unknown region. Nor does the wonder cease when the head of navigation is reached and a dense forest replaces the shimmering plain of
blue. The valley continues still farther northward, the bordering walls
inclosing it continue to increase in height and more and more of their
summits are snow-covered, and far away against the sky glimpses are
revealed of still mightier summits, which we were told were a portion
of the Cascades.
The walls of granite inclosing · Lake Chelan are rounded and worn,
showing the work of glaciers which once flowed through the valley;
but, except in the general form of the outstanding buttresses and
domes, the records of ice J1,ction are slight. There is a remarkable
absence of debris on the slopes. No traces of moraines can be recognized, except in some of the lateral gorges, and as already stated, at
the foot of the lake. In a few sheltered places on the surfaces of
swelling domes, however, the grooves and strire made ~y glacial
action ean be recognized, and in themselves are sufficient, if unsupported by other evidence, to show that glaciers had flowed through the
valley.
We remained at the head of the lake one night, and the next day
returned to our camp near Chelan city. It was with a feeling of
relief that we emerged from the portals of the magnificent valley, and
saw again the green, terraced slopes where the scattered houses and
the gleaming church spire of an Indian village gave a suggestion of
civilization to the scene. The milder beauties of the southern end of
the lake add a pleasing contrast to the magnificence of the northern
portion, and make the scenery of L ake ChPlan more attractive than
that of any other lake in the Far West. Not even far-famed Taboo,
with it wide expau e of deep, blue waters and wild, wooded shores
·an e aid to excel Chelan in magnificence. The lakes at the southern
a. e of th~ Alp. are more nearly of the same type, but their natural
autie. , ar of th . poetry aud romance tha.t bas been woven about
h
r 11 m re attra ·tive than the river-like beet of colorles water
i ·h fill
h y cleft in th
a cade mountain· in northern ,va horthem railroad. to W enache will
munication with a main line fJf
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travel. Small steamers running on the Columbia will enable the traveler to reach the lake within ten or twelve hours after arriving at
Wenache.
If the few words of praise which I have given to Lake Chelan should
induce weary mortals in quest of rest and recreation to visit its shores,
I shall be fully repaid. The lake abounds in trout, and on the mountains overlooking it I am told there are deer and mountain goats. The
hotel accommodations are not of the best, but will no doubt improve.
Delightful camping places can be had at many points along the water's
edge. Those who wish to fully enjoy the grandeur and romance of a
wild life in a wild country can not do better than to provide themselves
with a suitable boat and camping outfit, and move from one point of
interest to another along 'the lake shore as their fancy may- dictate.
DOUGLAS COUNTY.

Douglas county is bounded on the north, west, and south by the
Columbia river. It comprises the greater part of what is popularly
known as the Big Bend country. Its surface is largely a sagebrush
desert of little value, where water can not be had for irrigation; yet
in the higher portion to the west and north in the vicinity of Waterville, and again along the border of Lincoln county, the rainfall is
sufficient to allow of the raising of wheat without irrigation. As a rule
the crops are light.
The greater part of Douglas county is so situated that waters can
not be had for irrigation at a warrantable expense. The Columbia river,
skirting three-fourths of its border, flows in a canyon 2,000 feet below
the surface. After leaving its canyon and cutting through Saddle
mountain, its banks are much lower and in places favor the use of the
stream for irrigation. The project of constructing a large ditch to
start at the gateway through Saddle mountain and carry water to the
sagebrush desert north of White bluff, is already under consideration.
Plans for taking water from Spokane river and conducting it westward
to the thirsty land of Lincoln and Dougla.s counties has also been suggested. These projects, however, involve the expenditure of large
sums of money in order to carry them into effect, even if engineers report them practicable.
The dearth of water for irrigation and the partially insurmountable
difficulties in the way of securing it from streams, have led the citizens
of Douglas county to hope that artesian water could be found within
their border. Our reconnoissance, however, did not show that the
geological conditions are at all favorable to these expectations.
The rocks of Douglas county are mainly and characteristically basalt.
The Columbia lava occupies every square mile of area, with the exception of a strip less than 2 miles in average width along the Columbia
upstream from Rock rapids to the mouth of Grand coulee. The average
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·thickness of the basalt is thought to be about 2,000 feet. In this exposed edge overlooking the Columbia, its general thickness is not over
500 or 600 feet.
Beneath the Columbia lava opposite Wenache, there are sandstones
and shales as already explained, which belong to the coal-bearing rocks
better exposed at W euache and at Roslyn. How far these extend
eastward anrl northward beneath the basalt we have no means at present of knowing. In the northern half of the county the basalt rests
directly on granite and gneiss. The lower rocks were much disturbed
and deeply eroded before the basalt was sprmtd out above them, and
the basin structure necessary to secure an artesian flow does not exist.
Hence the conclusion that it is useless to drill for water for agricultural
purposes even though the demand for it is great.
In the southern part of the county there are heavy deposits of John
Day beds above the basalt, as may be seen especially at White bluffs
along the Columbia. Farther north these beds are thin and in many
places have been almost entirely eroded away. Glacial deposits and
the slight records left by Lake Lewis will be noticed in advance. The
conditions necessary for the existence of subterranean water under
pressure do not exist in these superficial deposits; this conclusion is
sustained by borings that, have been made at Pasco and to a less depth
at other stations on the Northern Pacific railroad.
Wenache to Waterville and Chelan crossing.-At Wenache the Columbia makes a broad sweep to the west and is cutting away its right
bank. On the east side of the river there is a narrow tract of low land
covered in part with drifting sand beyond which there are high terraces
concealing sandstones and shales, while far above rise basaltic cliffs
formed by the edge of the Columbia la~a. To gain the top of the
plateau, rising as it does 2,000 feet above the river, is not an easy task
even for the pedestrian. In order to reach it with our wagon we followed the stage road along the east bank of the river for about 12 miles
and then turning sharply to the right traversed a road up a high grade
gorge which led to the summit.
.About Wenache and along the river to the south, there are great
quantities of angular bow]ders, some of them of large size, composed
principally of quartzite, granite, and schists, which were carried to their
present positions by ice. The great increase in the number of bowlders,
a well a their large size, to be noted as one approaches W enache
in a cending the river, indicates that a, change in the geology may be
exp ·ted.
Tw or three miles above the ferry landing opposite Wenache we
me to old outcrop o.f gnei formed by contorted and for the most
I ar early verti al layer , on which re ted light colored andstone
hal in a horizontal position. 'l'll , . edilll ntary beds belong to
· ti a
tern and ar ·on picuou on account of their prevail. g ligh
lor, a d al o beca 1 e of many brilliant red layer , which,
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as already suggested., probably owe their bright tints to the burning
of thin coal seams.
Farther up the valley the steep precipitous eastern bluff is composed
of gneiss and quartzite up to the base of the precipice of columnar
basalt crowning its summit. Many landslides have fallen from the
eastern escarpment and greatly modified the minor features in its relief.
These slides are sometimes 200 or 300 feet high and a quarter of a mile
long. In places they obstruct the river and have even turned it from
its course. The larger masses that have fallen are of gneiss, but in the
confused heap of debris there are many angular blocks of basalt derived from the precipice far above. The narrow strip of low land adjacent to the river is so heavily encumbered with them fragments that
it is with difficulty a roadway has been found among them, but in one
or two places there are sheltered nooks large enough for peach orchards
and gardens. The west bank of the river is formed of bold bluffs of
gneiss about the base of which there is not room enough for a man to
pass. The banks of the canyon are so steep even on the east that but
faint traces are left of the terraces still so strongly marked along the
river both above and below.
On the plateau surface near Waterville, there are rounded hills with
broad fl.at-bottomed valleys which mark the courses of former drainagelines, but now the amount of moisture supplied by rain and snow is so
small that it is absorbed by the soil and does not fl.ow over the sti.rface sufficiently to cut even rill channels in the grass covered surfaces
of the filled valleys. Hard rock seldom appears at the surface. Wells
sunk in the soil reveal a layer of marly clay, a remnant of the sediments
of Lake John Day, which formerly covered the entire plateau. Some of
the wells having a depth of about 200 feet, pass through 15 to 20 feet of
soil, 20 to 30 feet of fine, evenly stratified clay, 40 to 50 feet of basalt,
25 to 30 feet of sand and clay and then enter a second bed of basalt
which has never been penetrated, but is probably 400 or 500 feet thick.
The rainfall in this otherwise ideal farming region is small, but is yet
usually sufficient to insure a fair crop of wheat without irrigation.
The soil is unusually rich as is the case generally throughout Douglas
county, but irrigation is impossible as the only stream in the region is
the Columbia, which flows 2,000 feet below the surface of the plateau.
Where the soil is not under cultivation there is a luxuriant growth of
bunch grass which, together with the light rainfall, has much to do with
the origin and formation of the subdued topographic forms.
This beautiful region with its gentle relief and :flowing outlines, its
green fields and comfortable houses, has a, rural beauty that places it
in pleasing contrast to the brown and barren desert lands with which
it is bordered on the east, and to the rugged mountains west of the Columbia. Its principal interest to the geologist lies in the evidence of a
formerly greater rainfall and in the absence of all glacial records. The
glaciers from the highlands beyond the Columbia passed to the west
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and also to the north, leaving this high plateau unscored and without
moraines or bowlders. Its elevation placed it above the waters of Lake
Lewis, so that icebergs freighted with stones. were not :floated over it.
Waterville is a thriving agricultural town without either railroad or
steamboat connections. Our route lay through the town and westward across undulating prairie lands that extend to the brink of the
great gorge through which the Columbia flows. As we approach the
western verge of the plateau the full grandeur of the snow-tipped
mountains along the western horizon become more and more fully
revealed. At the brink; of the canyon the ground falls away in vast
precipices, and far below we can trace the winding course of the river,
so deeply sunken that it appears like a silvery brook. When the moun.
tains are cloud.capped and bands of shining vapor roll eastward over
the plateau, sending down refreshing showers and relieving the monotony of the plain by dashes of sunshine and dark gliding shadows,
the scene becomes wonderfully beautiful and presents such marked
contrasts that the eye does not soon weary of the picture:
The canyon of the Columbia at Chelan crossing, with its interesting
terraces, has already been noticed in the account of our approach to
Lake Chelan. After returning from our excursion up the lake, we renewed our journey on the plateau and followed the general course of
the Columbia to the north of the Grand coulee.
Chelan crossing to Grand 0oulee.-On traveling northeast from the
border of the plateau overlooking Lake Chelan, for about 10 miles, we
gradually left behind us the farms that cluster about Waterville and
crossed a still more prairie region in which the carpet of bunch grass
was unbroken. Just when our ride was becoming monotonous, our attention was attracted by a new feature in the topography of the prairie.
In front of us rose an irregular undulating ridge, which sta.rted
at the brink of the canyon on our left and ran for many miles to the
southeast, until lost to view in the distance. On the ridge and
rendering it conspicuous from a distance of severa.I miles were hundreds of bowlders, some of them larger than the cabins of the settler to
seen here aud there among them. Actual measurements
bow th t many of the blocks are between 50 and 60 feet in their variou. diamet r . B youd th fir t line of bowlders resting on the ridge
th 1
ould
n, and on gaining the top of the ridge, we
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The reason for the change in the character of the surface of the
plateau was easily detected. The evidence of ice action was not only
recorded by the bowlders, but in the surfaces of outcropping layers of
basalt which were planed down and scored by Jines running southeast,
conforming with the trend of the long lines of bow_lders and showing
the direction in which the ice invasion moved.
-The great glacier which carried bowlders in thousands over the
northern border of Douglas county came from the north down the
broad valley now drained by Okanogan river, and crossed the canyon
of the Columbia without being deflected from its general course. · The
passage of the Columbian canyon is remarkable, as the great glacier
on reaching its southern wall formed by basalt resting on granite met
an escarpment running directly across its course and 2,500 feet high.
The granite on the face of this bluff is much disintegrated, but in
places from top to bottom the scoring of the ice can be recognized.
Where the earth has been recently removed the surface of the rock is
highly polished and covered by fine strire.
The glacier from Okanogan valley on reaching the Columbia divided; one arm flowed down the river valley to join other glaciers
from Methow and Chelan valleys, but the course of this branch has
not been traced.· The greater part of the glacier continued on southeastward, however, and reached to about the present site of Coulee
city, where it ended in Lake Lewis. The eastern border of the glacier
after reaching the basaltic plateau of Douglas county was determined
by the Grand Coulee, which was cut before the ice invasion. The
huge bowlders and piles of debris left by the glacier may be traced to
the western verge of the Grand Coulee, all the way from Coulee city
northward to where the great gorge in the plateau joins the canyon
of the Columbia. Bowlders and all other evidences of an ice invasion
are absent to the east of Grand Coulee. The country there assumes
the characteristics of the region about Waterville and wheat fieids and
farmhouses give diversity to the landscape. The subsoil is once more
of fine, sandy clay, belonging to the John Day system. OuF reconnoissance only touched the southern limit of the formerly glaciated region
of northwestern Washiugton and anything like a discussion of the condition of that region during the glacial period will have to be postponed. .After leaving Chelan crossing our next camp was in the valley of West Foster creek. Here again we found an example of the
way in which the basaltic plateau inclosed by the Big bend of the
Columbia was cut by deep lines of erosion at some former period when
the rainfall was more copious than 110w. Foster creek has three main
branches, or, more accurately, the canyon through which it flows when
the spring and winter rainfall gather force enough to make a stream,
has three deep, wide branches, which receive secondary gorges. The
branching of the canyons and their wide bottoms show that the streams
which cut them were sustained long enough to form a well developed
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drainage system with several branches. The branches converge toward the main channel, which leads northward and joins the Columbia
by a steep descent of 300 or 400 feet. Foster· creek with its various
branches is plainly a part of the Columbia drainage, an<l has been produced by the same general conditious that admitted of the excavation
of the greater drainage channel to which it is tributary.
The cutting of Foster creek canyon was assisted ·by the fact that th<1
basaltic covering of the granite is there thin and of irregular thicknes8
owing to the inequalities in the surface on which it rests. The thickness of the basalt varies from a few feet up to 400 or 500 and in places
along the Columbia to the east of Foster creek it is not less than a
thousand feet. The surface of the basalt is practically a plain, and its
unequal thickness, as well as the decay and disintegration of the granite beneath, shows that the basalt was poured out over an old land
surface which had been deeply eroded. This conclusion is also sustained by islands of granite in the neighborhood of the Grn,nd coulee
which rise through the basalt. These isolated areas are within a few
miles of the border of the basaltic flood. Farther south its thickness
is so great that all traces of the relief of the surface over which it flowed
have been blotted out and a new topography initiated.
The bowlders so conspicuous on the plateau in which the canyon of
Foster creek and its branches have been cut, do not appear in the bottom of the channels except where they have been laid bare by erosion.
The floors of the canyons and the.lower slopes of their walls are deeply
buried beneath fine white silt and clay. These beds are the records of a
time when a lake occupied the canyon subsequent to the ice invasion.
The highest limit of these deposits is about 125 feet above the bottoms
of the gorges, or 4:50 feet above the Columbia. This is about tlle level,
judgiug from aneroid measurements, of the surface of the great terrace
in tlie canyon of the Columbia near Lake Chelan and of the highest
water lines left by Lake Lewis on the slopes of Badger and Saddle
mountains .
.After Fo t r creek canyon was left dry by the recession of the lake
which once occupied it the flue sediments left in its bottom were
reexcavated, leaving well-formed terraces alonO' ome portions of the
hann 1, mor e pecially in the Ea t fork, a view of which is given in
Pl. XI.
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junction between the sheet of lava forming its summit and the coarse
reddish granite beneath. An absence of debris on the steep escarpment was especially noticeable, and bas its explanation in common
with the origin of the large number of bowlders of barnlt on the plain
extending south from the top of the escarpment. The great glacier
that descended Okanogan valley was of sufficient thickness to ride
over the cliff 2,400 feet high which crossed its path and to carry away
huge masses of its hard capping layer and leave them scattered over
the plain beyond for a distance of 50 miles.
At the junction of Columbia and Okanogan rivers there is a triangular valley or expansion of the canyon of the Oolun~)ia, which was
deeply filled with light-colored clays and grave.I deposited by the
waters which succeeded the occupation of the va1ley by ice. Since
the lake was drained these deposits have been beautifully terraced by
the rivers as they reexcavated their channels. The sagebrush covered
plains at the junction of the two streams is so situated that it can be
irrigated without great expense and is one of the most promising
tracts of land for agricultural purposes in the region.
To the east of the vaUe.y of the Okanogan and occupying a portion
of a much wider valley of older data there is a basaltic plateau which
extends at least 15 or 20 miles north of Douglas county and is a part
of the series of volcauic rocks which covers the Big Bend county, but
it is now detached owing to the cutting of a channel across it by the
Columbia. The surface of t4is northern arm of basalt, like the much
greater plane to tbe south, is strewn with immense bowlders, some of
which attract the attention from a distance of 10 miles.
How far north tlie basaltic sheet in Okauogan valley may extend is
not positively known, but on a sketch map published by Willis,1 the
country about Mount Bonaparte, 50 miles to the north, is indicated as
being of the same geological character as the rocks of Douglas county.
The mouutaius on each side of Okanogan valley are subdued and
rounded in contour, suggesting glacial action, or long disintegration
and decay. The report of Willis, and my own observations of the
character of the debris and of the nearer 'portion of the uplifts themselves, indicate that these mountains are composed of granite.
From Foster creek our line of march leads almost due east to the
mouth of the Grand Coulee, a distance of about 35 miles. The plateau
surface throughout tuis portiou of Douglas county is strewn with
bowlders and on the outcropping edge of basaltic sheets the familiar
striations left by moving ice were seen in several places. Bowlders are
scattered broadcast over the plain, but without much regularity or
order; there are, however, no conspicuous moraines and only a slight
accumulation of what might be called ground moraine. The hollows
in the rocks are filled mostly with angular granitic sands. In places
there are inclosed basins of all sizes up· to several acres in extent,
1

1

U. S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 40.
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some .of which hold water, while others h~ve been filled so as to form
swampy meadows. Springs are frequent along the bases of basaltic
outcrops, indicating that the surface waters percolate downward until
they meet the junction of tw.o sheets of lava, perhaps with a thin layer
of lapilli between, and then travel laterally until a canyon or broken
scarp is reached, where they rise to the surface. These springs are
supplied by the rainfall of the immediate region, and are of the nature
of hillside springs so common the world over, and do not indicate an
artesian basin, as many sanguine persons have been led to suppose.
Turning south at the locality where the east boundary of Douglas
county reaches the Columbia, we traversed Granc Coulee to Coulee
city and thence south to Moses lake and the White bluffs on the Columbia.
Grand Ooulee.-As remarked by Symons 1, the Grand Coulee is one of
the most notable features of the Great Plain of the Columbia. It is a
canyon with vertical walls 300 or 400 feet high, between which there is
a flat-bottom valley occupied in places by lakes, some of which are
strongly alkaline. Its length from the Columbia at the north to
Coulee city is about 30 miles; its eastern wall then disappears and
the level floor of the canyon merges with the plain which extends eastward; the· western wall is continuous for 20 miles farther, and over,
looks a narrower but still wilder and more desolate valley, which is
bounded on the east by another vertical wall that begins just south
of Coulee city. The top of the east wall of the canyon south of Coulee
city is on a level with the bottom of the gorge to the north. The
descent from one gorge to tbe other is made in one vertical descentover which a river formerly rolled, as will be explained in advance.
Iu the lower canyon there are several lakes; those at tbe north are
fresh and ometimes overflow, while those at the south are inclosed and
strongly alkaline. At the south end of the lower canyon the east wall
again disappears, and the gorge opens out on a plaill, but tbe line of
anci nt drai11age is again continued farther south by another narrow
gorge, O0cupied in part by Moses lake.
In he part of Graud Coulee, north of Coulee city, the width is about
a mil aud a half at the outh and probably about 4 miles near the
nor h ru ml. The abrupt expan ·ion at the north is due to the fact
that h b al i. · th r., thin, and in vlaces i wanting altogether, the
granite ro ·k h n ath ri in through it like i ·lands.
ome of the i o1, t <1 ro<"l. , t, nding in it. north rn portion are of granite ; other are
f 0 T, 11it wi h a ar pin · f ba alt, while till oth r ar compo ed
11 ir ly f l>, , lt.
low oul city b canyon i les than a mil
ro, l , ml i .· wall,' ar
n ir ly f ba alt. Sorn thing of the wild
f h' c·anyo11 wall.· rn,
a h r d from the illu traii n
lat ·n which i. repr du ,c1 fr
a I h tograph t k u n rth
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of Coulee city. The rocky face of the precipice shown in this illustration has been retouched and given a more massive appearance than it
has in nature.
The history of the Grand Coulee and of its southern prolongation is
the same as is recorded in Orab creek bottom, Wake 0mntux, and Moses
coulees, and Foster creek canyons, which have already been noticed.
On looking north from Coulee city it is noticeable that the strata on
the east side of Grand Coulee have a slight inclination eastward, while
the strata on the west side are horizontal. Again, in the canyon south
of Coulee city, the strata in the west wan, which, is much higher than
the eastern dip west, i. · e., a.way from the canyon, at an angle of 8°
or 100, while the strata in the east wall are practically horizontal.
The west wall retains its superior height all the way to Soap lake,
which is at the south end of the middle section of the coulee. The
presence of a fault in this portion of the coulee is also plainly shown
by the relation of the strata on its opposite sides. About Moses lake
no evidence of a break was distinguished, and the strata on each side
are about horizontal.
The coulees are due primarily to breaks in the basalt forming the
plateau, along which the rocks were generally faulted. ThPi breaks
gave direction to the drainage when the climate was much more humid
than at present, and canyons were eroded. The p:1rtial :filling of the
canyons at a subsequent period, when many of them were occupied by
arms of a large Pleistocene lake, accounts for their level floors, in
which modern drainage has failed to make any but the most insignificant records. The deposits which obstruct the drainage below Soap
lake appear to have been laid down in the Pleistocene lake, but in this
connection my observations are meager. Recent changes of level
along the old fault lines are suspected in certain instances, b'.1t have
not been clearly demonstrated.
One of the most interesting episodes in the history of Grand Coulee
remains to be noticed. Its bottom at the north, where it opens out into
the much larger canyon of the Columbia, is 500 feet above the present
river, and the descent from one to the other is a precipice. There was
once a cascade here, which was cut back or receded about half a mile,
when the water of the Grand Coulee flowed to the Columbia. When the
ice from the Okanogan country discharged south it crossed the Columbia and dammed its waters, which then escapes southward by way of
Grand Coulee. 1 This deep, broad canyon, as previously stated, limited
the extension of the ice to the east, after it deployed upon the Big Bendcountry; its debris occurs up to the very brink of the canyon on the
west, but is absent on the east. At this time the glacier must have
poured over the western wall and, breaking off, charged the river with
bergs. These were swept along and spread out over the plain to the
outb, where the gorge opened out at the present site of Coulee city,
1
A temporary occupation of Grand Coulee by the water of the Columbia was
recognized by Symons. Report on the Upper Columbia river, p. 109.
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and there dropped in immense quantities and still obstructs the plain.
During a part of the time at least, when the Columbia flowed through
Urand Coulee, it emptied into Lake Lewis, at the present site of Coulee
city, but a careful study of levels is required before the details iµ the
history of the river and of the lake can be satisfactorily made out~
The canyon below Coulee city is about 400 feet lower.than the bottom
of the great gorge leading north to the Columbia. For a portion of
the time that the great river flowed through the coulees it plunged into
the lower canyon over a precipice approximately 400 feet high and
wore out deep basins in the rocks below. The basins at the foot of the
precipice are now filled with water by the rains of winter, and form
the first of a series of lakes which do not ordinarily overflow. The
lakes in this series farther south are alkaline, the last one, Soap lake,
being heavily charged with soda salts.
No more impressive scene can be found in the Big Bend country than
is presented by the great cliffs of black basalt below Coulee city, over
which the Columbia once poured, but where now all is hushed and
desert shrubs grow in the ancient channel.
Moses coulee, like the gorge below Coulee city, begins abruptly and
has small lakes at its head. The beginning of this deep depression in
the basaltic plateau was not visited during the present reconnoissance;
all the information we have concerning it is derived from Symons's
report and from conversations with ranchmen. The fact that it begins
at about the southern limit reached by the ice invasion from the north,
suggests that it may at one time have been flooded by water from the
melting ice.
The existence of the coulees along lines- of fracture and of faulting
was recognized by Symons, who extended the hypothesis to the canyon
of Snake river and other streams crossing the region occupied by
Columbia lava. Whether this extension is sustained by observation or
not I have failed to learn, but I venture to suggest that the facts
reported by others do not seem to favor it.
Lakes.-Several of the mall lakes in the coulees described above are
of fre b water, and iu , ome instances occasionally overflow; others are
all alin , and in at lea ·t one instance strongly charged with saline
matter. The water of a mall lake in the bottom of the coulee, about 4
mil north of Coulee ity, i too alkaline to be drank, but is not uffii n ly len e to b of , 011omic importance. The lake is shallow and
lo gs t h cla of d ert lakes termed "playa lakes," for the
r a n tha hey ometime evaporate to dryness and leave broad mud
:fl t
l ya .
Tb l k in be anyon jus outh of Coulee city overflow at time
h 1 k farther, outb. Thi i in reality the beginning of a
f
a1 rating pan whi h end in Soap lake. A sample of th
hi 1.: ke wa
11 ed y Mr. torrow and my elf and ha
n 1 z d
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Analysis of the water of Soap lake, Washington, by George Steiger.

-

Hypothetical composition.
Constituents.

Silica, Si02 ............... . .'.
Sulphuric jicid, S04 ••••••••••
Carbonic acid, 00 3 • ••• .•• ••••
Chlorine, CL .................
Calcium, C~- . ...... : ..........
Magnesium, Mg .............
Sodium, Na ..................
Hydrogen in bicarbonates, H .

cent
Parts in a Pertotal
thousand. in
solids.
0·113
4·362
9·625
3·526

Trace.

0·40
15·47
34·13
12·50

Trace.

10·504
0·053

0·04
37·25
0·19

28·194

99·98

O·Oll

------

Constituents.

cent
Parts in a Pertotal
thousand. in
solids.
-----

5·810
Sodium chloride, Na Cl .......
6·453
Sodium sulphate, S04 . ........
11·340
Sodium carbonate, NaC03....
4·412
Sodium bicarbonate, NaHC0 3
0·066
M!Encsit\m bicarbonate, Mg
2(C03h,
Calcium bicarbonate, CaH2 Trace.
(C03h0·113
Silica, Si02 .....•....... ..... .
28·194

20·61
22·88
40·22
15·65
0·23

Trace.
0·40
99-99

NO'l.'E .-Mr. Steiger also noted that the reaction of the water was strongly alkalille; ancl that it con·
tained a sediment amounting to about fonr parts in a million, which was composed of calcium, a small
amount of sulphur, and organic matter. The water also contained a large amount of organic matter
in solution.

A comparison of the above analysis with analyses of other lakes in
the arid region, some of the most important of which are given in the
following table, shows that although the proportions of sodium car.
bonate and bicarbonate in the water are not as high as in other instances,
amounting only to 15. 7 per cent, yet in the weight of total solids they
are greater than in any other similar instance at present . known,
amounting, as shown in the last column in the above table, to nearly
56 per cent.
Analyses of the waters of alkaline lakes in the arid region. 1
[Expressed in parts in a 1,000.]
Constituents.

.A.lbert
lake,
Oregon. 2

Great Salt Humboldt
. lake, 3
lake,
Utah.
Nevada.

Soda lake,
Nevada.

Mono
Owens
lake,2
lake,
California. California. 3

Sodium, Na ................ .
14·245
49·690
·27842
40·919
18·837
26·836
Potassium, K .............. .
·521
2-407
·06083
2·357
·920
1·54.8
Calcium,Ca .......... , ................. .
·255
·01257 .................
·109
·013
Magnesium,Mg ..................... . . .
3·780
·0164.8
·245
·054
·004
Lithium, Li. ......... . ................. .
Trace.
Trace.
·--------·-- ........ .... ...... ...................
Chlorine, Cl.................
13·055
83 ·946
·29545
40·851
11-582
18·214
Bromine, Br................ ... . .. ......
Trace.
Carbonic acid, 003 •••• ••• •••
9·199 ........... .
·20126
16·858
13·100
18·265
Sulphuric acid, S04 •• • ••••••
·685
9·858
·03040
11·857
6·384
7·067
Phosphoric acid, HP04 ••••••• •••• ••••••••• •••••••• •
·00069
Nitric acid,N03 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • •• ••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Boracic acid, B40 7 . . . . . . . . . . . • •• • • • • • • • • •
Trace.
Trace.
·286
·153
·346
Silica, Si02..................
·224 . . . . . . . . . . . .
·03250
·278
·067
·207
Alumina, ~1 20_3 . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . ~
•••••••••
• ••••••••••• · ~
- . . . . - .... l
_
f
·023
003 ~
Iron, sesqmoude, F~03 . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S
·013
Organic matter .................. . ....... ........ ................................. _..... _______ ..... .
·056 . ... . . . . . .. . ...... ... . . . . ... . . .... ..
·049
·059
HydrogE,n, in bicarbonates..
37·985
1
2

1

149·936

·92860

113·647

51'168

Compiled principally from Table C. in U.S. Geol. Surv. , Monograph No. xr.
Analyses by T. M. Chatard, Am. Jour, Sci., ser. 3, vol. 37, 1888, pp, 146-150.

In 1869.

72·595
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.Analyses of the waters of alkaline lakes in the arid 1·egion-Continued.
Constituents.

Pyramicl
lake,
N evada.

Sevier lake,
Utah.

Soap lake,
Washington.

Walker
lake,
Nevada.

Winnemucca
lake,
Nevada.

Sodium,Na .. ........... . .. .
1.1796
28. 840
10. 504
. 85535
1. 2970
Potassium, K...............
. 0733 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. . . . .
Trace.
. 0686
Calcium, Ca . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
. 0089
. 118
Trace.
. 02215
. 0196
Magnesium, Mg............
. 0797
2. 600
. 011
. 03830
. 0173
Lithium, Li................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ...... ...... .
Chlorine, CL. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. 4300
45. 500
3. 526
. 58375
1. 6934
Bromine, Br . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••.... .......
Carbonic acid, C03 . . . . . . . . . .
• 4990 . . • .. • . . . . . .. .
9. 625
. 47445
. 3458
Sulphuric acid S04 . . . . . . . . .
.1822
9. 345
4. 362
. 52000
.1333
Phos1lhoric acid, HP04 •••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

:::1: :::: :: :: :: ::::::::: :: :::: :::

!!~~:ica~:~~~J3~~~::::::::::: :::::: ::::: ::: ::::::: ::::
Silica, Si 0 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
• 0334 . • • . • .. . . . . . ..

. 113

. 00750

~~:~: .:~;~;L~;:· : : : :~.:L : : : L~~ 1·· ·~~~: :: :<L; _:_:_:_:

. 0275

:_:~-!oo-:,_:i

The analysis shows that the water of Soap lake is a valuable brine
that may be utilized in foe manufacture of sodium carbonate and
sodium sulphate. The first step to be taken in attempting to separate
these salts is to experiment on large quantities of the brine fo;r the
purpose of ascertaining the best way of manipulating it. This can
be done successfully or.ly by an experienced chemist. Natural soda,
has been obtained on a large scale and for a number of years from the
waters of the Ragtown ponds (Soda lakes), Nevada, and Owens lake,
California. The methods there employed have been minutely described
by T. M. Chatard,1 and should be stu.died by any one intending to
utilize the water of Soap lake.
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precipitation of the calcium carbonate which was previously in solution as the bicarbonate.
The coral-like masses, with a green and brown epidermis of living algre, rising
thickly over portions of the bottom of Soap lake, are good evidence that calcium
carbon.a te is there being abstracted from the water through the agency of plants, in
a manner similar at least to the processes by which siliceous and calcareous scinters
are being deposited from the waters of hot springs.
The origin of the oolitic sand now forming in Great Salt lake have recently been
referred to the action of algre by Rothpletz. (Am. Geol. vol. 10, p. 279.)
The agency of algre in separating calcium carbonate from dilute solutions is a
matter of great geological significance, especially to those interested in the ancient
lakes of the Great Basin. In Lake Lahontan, particularly, immense deposits of calcium carbonate, or tufa, of various kinds were deposited. The manner in which these
accumulations were formed is not fully understood, and there now seems to be donbt
if the usually accepted explanation of the more common, and it was thought, least
puzzling of the deposits is really the true one. Informer reports [Quaternary History
of Mono Valley, U. S. Geol. Survey., Ann. Rep., pp. 188-222, and Monograph No. xr,
U. S. Geological Survey], I suggested that the tnfa was deposited in some instances
about snb-lacustral springs which rose in dense waters, and in consequence of chemical r eactions parted with their calcium carbonate on coming iu contact with the
waters in which they rose. This process seemed to be in action in Mono lake, where
large sub-lacustral domes of tufa still have spring water pouring out of their summits. In referring to my notes I find that these domes are coated with green and
brown algous growths, very similar, as I remember them, to the living surfaces of the
tufa now beh,g formed in Soap lake. At the time I visited Mono lake I was not
acquainted with the fact that algre play an important part in precipitating calcium
carbonates, and concluded that the tufa domes were simply a support for the vegetable growths covering these surfaces, in the same way that rocks in the s~a afford
anchorage for marine algre.
It now seems possible, however, that the mingling of the fresh water from the
springs with the denser soluUon in the lake, instead ofresulting directly in the chemical precipitation oftufa,, supplies the conditions necessary for the growth of algre
which are able to separate calcium carbonate from dilute solution of that salt. The
springs bring food to the plants in the same way that currents in the ocean favor
the growth of corals and other marine invertebrates.
The deposition of calcium carbonate in Soap lake, unlike the similar occurrence in
hot springs, takes place at normal temperatures. How dependent the plants are on
the chemical composition of the water remains to be determined; it may be that
algre of various kinds flourish in water of different chemical charncter, and hence
the variation in the structure of the tufa deposited. The study of the calcareous
and siliceous deposits of the hot springs of the Yellowstone park has thrown a new
light on the question of tufa deposits generally, and suggests many inquiries th-at
it will be interesting to make in the lakes of the arid region. Even the formation
of "thinolite," another of the calcareous deposits found in the basin of Lake Lahontan and in Mono valley, which chemists have labored in vain to explain, may perhaps
be profitably reviewed in connection with the part that algre play in the origin of
related accumulations.

The rugged cliffs overlooking Soap lake on the west, in which the strata
dip westward, mark a line of faulting. On the eaBt side of the break
the wall is lower and the general inclination, although slight, is eastward. The lake occupies a fault basin, and in this and in other respects
has many counterparts iu the arid region extending south from central
Washington, among which Abert and Summer lakes, Oregon; the lakes
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in Surprise valley, California, aud Walker and Pyramid lakes, Nevada,
are the most nearly analogous and the best known.
Moses lake, a few miles south of Soap lake and situated in the most
southern of the series of canyons which connect with Grand Coulee, is
supplied mainly by springs and is itself sufficiently fresh to be drinkable. The walls of the canyon in which the lake lies are of stratified
Columbia lava and seldom rise more than a hundred feet above the
lake. No indications of faulting were there observed. At the south
end of the lake the c.anyon is filled with sand dunes which retain the
water, but allow sufficjent to percolate through to form large springs.
The water from these springs finds its way to Orab creek bottom and
after sinking and rising agaiu several times finally disappears from the
surface. The water of the creek, except near where it finally disappears, is fresh and wholesome.
Saddle mountain.-On leaving Orab creek bottom we crossed Saddle
mountain, and reached the Columbia at the northern end of the long
series of river cliffs known as White bluffs. Saddle mountain, as previously mentioned, belongs to the series of monoclinal uplifts due to
faulting, which extend eastward from the foothills of the Cascades.
This long, narrow, sharp.crested ridge is perhaps the most remarkable
of these uplifts, as it extends farther east than any of its companions
and clearly reveals its structure where the Columbia has cut through it.
The terminu;:; of Saddle mountain at the west h3;S not been traced,
but it is thought to be a monocliual ridge starting in Kittitas valley
about 10 miles east of Ellensburg. If this identification of the west
entl of the ridge is correct its length to where it dies out and passes
beneath the undisturbed surface of the desert, east of the Columbia,
is about 50 miles. 1 ts height at Sentinel bluffs, where the Columbia
cuts through it, is about 1,600 feet above the river. It is there a welldefined monoclinal ridge, dipping sharply southward and presenting a
bold scarp to the north. The dip of the strata of basalt of which it is
composed corre pond with the gently sloping outhern side. The
line f fracture is on the north side of the ridge, aml the steep northern
face i a fault carp. Toward the eastern end the fault scarp decreases
in h io-bt and finally dies out, and the John Day beds pass over and
c nc al the 'olmnbia lava. The dip of the strata on each side of the
rid toward it a tern end becomes about the same, showing that the
into a, fold.
faul pa
Tb r n e f John Day d inter trati.fied with the upper sheets
f
lumbia lav ha een mentioned. The e how conclusively that
h ri rr w nprai d ub, qu ntly to the depo, ition of the John Day
n 11 f the fi · tur m ntioned in onnection with Saddle mounn l tri I arall L· in
imilar uplifts in Yakima and Kitnu i
hu
r n h niug ur interpretation of the general
ntral c hington.
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That the climate of Douglas county must have been arid since Saddle mountain was upraised may be inferred from the absence of drainage lines on its southern slope, where easily eroded lake beds form the
surface. Another interesting conclusion to which the history .of the
mountain points is that ·Columbia river had its course established
before the mountain was upraised, and has maintained its right of way
by cutting a gateway 1,600 feet deep directly across the uplift. The
relation of the Columbia to Saddle mountain is the same as that of
Yakima river to several similar uplifts. The evidence that the main
drainage lines of central Washington were established before the present relief was initiated, is cumulative and abundant. The rivers began
to flow when Lake John Day was drained, and had their courses determined by the slope of the surface of the bottom of the old lake. Since
then mountain ranges have been formed by faulting, but the larger
streams, i. e., the Columbia and Yakima, were able to cut down their
channels as rapidly as the ridges were upraised athwart their channels.
It may be that the draining .of Lake John Day was due to the beginning
of the orographic disturbances which afterward deformed its basin.
Volcanoes were active during the existence of the lake as is shown bythe abundance of volcanic dust and lapilli in its sediments. From field
observations as well as fr.om a microscopical examination of the sediments it seems safe to assert that more than half of the John Day system is composed of volcanic dust. This material is highly siliceous and
differs widely from the basic lava beneath.
~
The country sloping :south from Saddle mountain to the Columbia,'
is a desolate, sagebrush-covered region, occupied in part by drifting
sand, and has been bnt lightly sculptured by rain or streams. There-is one deep canyon-like valley in the lake beds, however, which starts.
near the east end of Saddle mountain and leads to the Columbia. This
is clearly an ancient drainage channel, but its 'individual history has
not been traced.
.AJ
White bluffs on the Oolumbia.-The conspicuous white bluffs along
the left bank of the Columbia, beginning 12 miles above Pasco and
extending 30 miles up the river, are formed by the edges of soft strata
of fine, thin-bedded sand·and clay with layers of pure white volcanic
dust, which were deposited as horizontal sheets in Lake John Day and
have not since been disturbed. This is the most typical section of
John Day beds to be seen in Washington. The cliffs have a maximum
height of about 600 feet, but are in general about 500 feet high. The
river is still cutting away their bases at several points, and its general
tendency is still to work eastward, leaving a low, sand-covered plain
on its right shore. As suggested while describing Rattlesnake mountain, this remarkable eastward shifting of the Columbia may perhaps
be due to a movement of the rocks to the east of Rattlesnake fault.
Bull.108-7
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· The character of the loose unconsolidated material forming these
bluffs is shown by the following section observed near this southern
end:
Feet.

Light yellowish sand, loose and incoherent...................... 20
Hard cemented layer, light yellow, "alkali" ..................... 6-10
Thin-bedded, yellowish, sandy clay, with thin yellow lines, weathering into monumental forms, passing into . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
Fine clay with volcanic dust . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
White volcanic dust 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
20
Loose, fine yellow sand, changing to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15
Greenish clay, passing into . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
Yellowish sand, with concretions.................................
15
Yellowish sand, compact at base, cross bedded . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
Fine, light, sandy clay_ ..... _......... __ .... __ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
Pebbles, sometimes wan ting .... ..._. ................ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Light-colored, sandy clay, with large flat concretions . . . . . . . . . . . .
35
Yellow sand, passing into clay, sometimes concealed by terraces of
water-worn stones, to river.................................... 150

The dividing lines between the various beds above are not sharp, the
strata are conformable throughout and pass one into another by insensible gradations. The strata were formed by continuous sedimentation
far from shore, and are remarkable on account of the immense amounts
,of volcanic dust scattered through them.
On the face of the bluffs the fossil bones of large animals have been
found, but these have not been studied and their significance is not
known. Similar fossils from the exposures of the same system on John
Day river have been studied by Lejdy, Marsh, Cope, and Bettany, and
found to present a strange array of mammals, all of which are now
extinct. The White bluffs afford favorable ground for collecting fossil
bones and would, I think, well repay careful search.
In all of our examinations of the J ohnday system we never found a
fossil shell which could be referred to them. This absence of molluscan
remains is remarkable and probably points to some peculiar condition
of the old lake. An examination of a few samples of the sediments
of the lake also failed to show the presence of diatoms or other minute
organi m . It is possible that the waters were warmed by the immense
beds f lava beneath them and perhaps charged with gases from the
same ource. The immense quantities of volcanic dust that fell in the
lake may al o have rendered it unfavorable for animal life. These are
1 The v olcanic dust in thi
section and occurring also at many other localities is
pumi which ha b n blown to powder by the expansion of steam which it cont in d at he t im of it eruption. It is highly siliceous, practically insoluble, and
uld pr ba.bly e u ed for m any of the purposes for which diatomaceous earth
(trip li ) i n w employed. It will probably be found of service in polishing wood
t n , on , and ivory, and metallic articles, and could be utilized in the manuf ctnr of c rtain kinds of oap. Experiments should be made for the pnrpo e of
a rtairlin wh tb r i can be mployed as an absorbent for nitroglycerine in the
m unfactnre of high explo ives.
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only suggestions, however, as the absence of life gives nothing but negative evidence on which to base hypotheses. The shores of the lake were
bordered by a varied and beautiful flora, among which many strange
animals found congenial homes; their bones were sometimes swept into
the lake, and, sinking to the bottom, becaine entombed in its sediments. Why the lake itself should have been so barren in life while
its banks were luxuriantly clothed and abundantly inhabited, is one
of the perplexing features of its history.1
Our :field work ended at Pasco, adjacent to the region in Yakima
county, which was traversed during the early portion of the season.
Our work was closed because no more funds were available for continuing it, but covered sufficient territory to show that the state of Washington has a most interesting geological history.
Absence of artesian basins.-Much of the central and southern portion of Douglas county is arid and desert-like and crops are impossible without irrigation; the higher and more productive region about
Waterville, where light crops of wheat are now g~own, would also be
greatly benefited, could water be supplied. The soil throughout the
country is deep and rich, and, where not too alkaline, would yield abundantly if the one element lacking could be furnished. These conditions
have led the people of Dougias county to hope that their lack of water
might be supplied from artesian sources. My examination of the county
does not favor this hope, however, and I have failed to :find that the
county contains any artesian basins.
The springs throughout the county are supplied by the local rainfall.
No :fissure springs deriving their supply from deep sources were ob1 A few species of fresh-water and land mollusks have been described from the
John Day system in Oregon, by C. A. White (U.S. Geological Survey, Bulletin No.
18, Washington, 1885), and shown to be closely related if not identical with species
still living. This is such a remarkable announcement that additional information
is seemingly r equired before it can be considered as fully established.
In searching for fossils in the John Day system it should be remembered that the
same basin has also been occupied by a Pleistocene lake, and that the sediments of
the Tertiary and of the more recent lake might easily be confounded. The bones of
fossil mammals in the Tertiary lake might, in some instances, have been washed out
of the sediments in which they were origin.ally entombed and redeposited, together
with recent shells in the clays and sands of a younger water body. As an illustration of this; I may mention that at the southern end of the White bluffs, about 15
miles above Pasco, I found a number of specimens of large fossil bones derived, without question., from the John Day beds, in a recent river terrace which was banked
against a cliff formed of the edges of horizontal strata of the John Day system. The
strata in the terrace were horizontal, and to all appearance in most places extended
beneath and formed the lower portion of the cliff against which they had been
deposited. The deception. in this case was so complete that at :fin;t there seemed no
questiQn. but that the sand and gravel containing the bones were of the same age as
the strata in the cliffs above, and it was only after several hours of search that I
succeeded in convincing myself of their recent deposition.
Future discoveries of fossil shells in these rocks are to be hoped for and would be
particularly interesting if they sustained the conclusion already advanced.
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served during our reconnoissance, although they may occur along the
various lines of fracture. Even if copious :fissure springs should be
found, it would not follow that they derive their supply from artesian
basins, in accordance with a prevailing supposition. On the contrary,
fissure springs are fortuitous in their occurrences and depend on the
existence of breaks in the rocks which give direction to underground
waters, but are so irregular that it is impossible to trace them. Fissure springs arising from an artesian basin would be unfavorable to the
hope of obtaining flowing water from borings rather than favorable
signs, for the reason that they would indicate hi fracturing of the impervious layer above a water-bearing layer, and thus tend to destroy or
counteract the very conditions on which the storage of water in porous
strata is made possible.
CONCLUSIONS IN REFERENCE TO ARTESIAN WATER SUPPLY IN THE
REGION EXPLORED.

The reconnoissance described in the preceding pages bas shown tha~
the geological structure of the region traversed is in general unfavorable to the hope of obtaining artesian waters. The principles governing the flow of artesian wells and the characters of the rocks in the region visited, as well as the attitudes in which the strata occur, have been
described in order that the reader might see for himself the reasons on
which this adverse conclusion is based, and be enabled to review the
question for his own satisfaction in the locality in which he is especially interested.
As has been shown, the arid country in central Washington is underlain by a thick sheet of basalt composed of many layers, above which
there was formed a heavy deposit of clay, sand, and volcanic dust. These
two widely spread formations were originally horizontal, but are now
broken by many Jines of fracture, some of which are scores of miles in
length; the blocks between the breaks are tilted in various directions
and their edge in many instances upturned into mountain range.'. It is
evident from the general structure that any great artesian basin would
have b en broken and destroyed by the mountain building that ha
taken place. A broad arte ian basin beneath the basalt and extending
from th Cascade to the Rocky mountains is for these reasons not to be
expected.
hen the basalt and the deposit of lake sediment re ting on it has
b n ent upward o a to form basins, the conditions favoring the exi t n
f underground water under press:ire may exist. The pos ibly
wa r-b aring trata in the local ba ins lie above the basalt, but may
have thin beet f ba alt interstrati:fied with them. The bending up
of the trata o a to form 1 cal ba in i of rare occurrence in the porti n of th tat which ha
en xamined, and when it ha tak n pla e
th r
till r nd r it impo ible that the ba in, hould
ur . When th ba in~ are p rfect in general
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form they are sometimes broken by fractures, or channels have been
cut across their rims by drainage which is inconsequent to the structure. When such a drainage channel occurs the stratified beds within
the basin of basalt have sometimes been completly removed. Small
basins in the more arid portion of the state, which ·h ave escaped these
various accidents, would not receive water enough from the limited
rainfall to be of commercial value.
With these various limiting conditions in mind, I feel that the reader
who bas the patience to read the preceding account of the geology of
central Washington will agree with me that, with one or two exceptions, the conditions are there unfavorable to the hope that artesian
water can be obtained. The exceptions are Moxee valley, where the
existence of a small artesian water supply has already been demon.
strated, and possibly the eastern part of the Yakima Indian reservation, where, as suggested in a previous page, the conditions are such
as to justify further inquiry. In the remainder of the region examined
I do not consider that further expense in drilling wells is warranted.

APPENDIX.
REPORT ON FOSSIL PLANTS FROM NEAR ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON.
By F. H.

KNOWLTON.

The leaves from near Ellensburg, Wash., are preserved in a moderately soft white
chalky matrix, that is in general very similar to the well known material from the
auriferous gravels of California, and the John Day valley in Oregon. The matrix
is a little harder than that from other localities mentioned, but is very well fitted to
preserve plant remains.
Notwithstanding the seeming abundance of the material, I find that more than
half of it belongs to a single species, and the whole number of species that I have
been able to determine is only ten. They are, however, well preserved, and are
numerous enough to make the determinations reasonably certain. I give first a list
of the species, followed by some biological annotations, and finally a brief discussion of the light they seem to throw on the question of age.
List of species.
Ulmus pseudo-fulva Lx.
Platanus dissecta Lx.
Platanus aceroidesf (Gopp.) Heer .
Paliurus Colombi Heer.
Magnolia Ianceolata Lx.

Salix varians Gopp.
Populus glandulifera Heer.
Populus Russelli, sp. nov.
.Ahrns sp. t
Ulmus californica Lx.

ANNOTATIONS.

Salix varians Gopp.-This species is represented by a great number of specimens,
embracing, as stated above, more than half of the entire collection. This is undoubtedly the same as the specimen figured as this species by Prof. Lesquereux,1 from
.Table mountain and Corral hollow, California, the only differences being that many
of the leaves are larger and somewhat more rounded at the base. I doubt very
much whether this is the real S. varians of Heer from the Swiss Miocene, although
some of the smaller leaves closely approach some of those figured by Heer. 2 They
seem rather to be intermediate between this species and some of the smaller leaves
of S. macrophyllaHeer (op.cit., p. 29, Pl. LXVII) • .As I said, I would not incline to regard
it as identical with the European plant, but as it is the same as the leaves so- named
by Lesquereux from two localities in California, it is sufficient for the present purpose. It will probably be best to give it a new name when the subject is finally
worked up.
1 Cret. and Tert. Floras,
2 Fl. Tert. Helv., II, p. 26,

p. 247, Pl.
Pl, LXV.

LV,

Fig. 2.
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Populus glandulifera Heer.-There is only one specimen that I refer i;o this species,
and it is not therefore entitled to great weight. This species was found by Lesquereux in the Van Horn's ranch maiterial, in the John Day valley.
Populus Russelli, sp. nov.-There are several very :finely preserved leaves of what
seems to be a new species of Populus. The· leaves are broadly deltoid, with an exceedingly long, slender acute apex. They are wedge-shaped at base and have the
margins provided with regular, shallow teeth. The petiole is long and :flattened as
in several living species. This species has close relations in the European Miocene,
but is perhaps most closely related to the living P. balsamifera var. candicans, the
well-known balm of Gilead.
A lnus sp. f-There are one or two leaves evidently belonging to tliis ' genus, but
they are not well enough preserved to admit of positive determination. They may
possibly belong to A. Kefersteinii Ung., a species detected by Lesquereux in specimens from Van Horn's ranch.
Ulmus calif01·nica Lx.-Based on a number of well preserved and satisfactorily
determined specimens.
Ul1nus pseudo-fulva Lx.-The specimens representing this species are not so
numerous as those of U. californica, but they are fairly well preserved and the identification made certain.
Platanus dissecta Lx.-The collection contains a considerable number of wellpreserved leaves of this species. They agree closely with those :figured by Lesquereux
from the aurifei'ous gravels of California, and their identification may be regarded
.as positive.
Platanus aceroides (Gopp.) Heer.-O ne or two leaves are referred to this species
with hesitation. They are very similar to leaves so named by Lesquereux from Van
Horn's ranch, but the real status of this species, as well as the closely related if not
identical P. Guillelmce Gopp., has yet to be worked out.
Paliurus Colombi Heer.-There is a single leaf referred to this species, and only
-0ne was found by Lesquereux in the Van Horn's ranch material.
·
Magnolia lanceolata Lx.-This species is represented by a single leaf, but as it is
a fairly good one, the identification may be regarded as certain. One specimen is
also reported by Lesquereux from Van Horn's ranch.
Of the ten species enumerated, seven, among which are the species most abundant in specimens and the most positive in identification, have been found in the
auriferous gravels of California. Seven of the species have also been reported from
the John Day valley, Oregon, of which number three are common to the auriferous
gravels. The new species (Populus Russelli) has great affinities with Upper Miocene
species of Europe.
From this examination it appears that there can be no doubt but that the plants
from Ellensburg are similar in age to the auriferous gravels and the John Day valley. The John Day valley deposit has always been called Miocene. The auriferous
gravels, on the other hand, were regarded by Lesquereux and others as Pliocene,
but a recent examination of that flora ba ed on extensive collections from Independence hill, Placer county, California, seem to indicate that they also are probably
upp r Miocene in ag .
The plant from the auriferou gravels are mainly endemic and have no known
di tribu ion in general out ide of the e beds. The only way of determining their
alu in ettling the que tion o( age, is by a careful comparison with similar flora
in oth r parts of the world. Thi work has not yet been exhaustively done, but o
far a general r emblance goe , as well as by what has recently been worked out
r e arding their stratigraphy, it i altogether probable that they are Upper Miocene
in age.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

DEP .A.RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
LAKE SUPERIOR DIVISION,
Madison, Wis., July 1, 1892.

SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith the manuscript and illustrations of a paper upon "The Eruptive and Sedimentary_Rocks on
Pigeon Point, Minnesota, and Their Contact Phenomena," by Assistant Geologist W. S. Bayley, to be pubfo;hed as a bulletin of the Survey.
This work had been planned and in good part executed while the
division was under the charge of the late Prof. Roland D. Irving. His
wide knowledge of the Lake Superior region enabled him to pick out
Pigeon point as a locality in which exceptional relations exist betweeu
eruptive and sedimeutary rocks, and which wais therefore worthy of
detailed study.
I am, sfr, very respectfully, yours,
0. R. V .A.N HISE,

Prof. G. K. GILBERT,
Chief Geologist, Washington, D. 0.

Geologist in Charge.
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OUTLINE OF THIS PAPER.
Pigeon point is the northeastern extremity of Minnesota. It is one of a series of
parallel points extending from Minnesota and Canada eastward into Lake Superior.
Its backbone is a great east and west dike-like mass of a gray, coarse grained rock
that has always been called gabbro. This consists of phenocrysts of plagioclase in
a diabasic ground.mass of the same mineral, olivine and diallag ~, and, consequently,
jt is a diabase porphyrite.
Upon alteration the gabbro gives rise to phases that differ in their general aspect
from the normal rock. The olivine and diallage pass into chlorite, biotite and hornblende, of the latter of which three varieties may be r ecognized. When compact
brown amphibole originates in this manner the resulting rock resembles Irving's
hornblende gabbros. The plagioclase of the gabbro changes into chlorite, quartz,
and a reddish feldspar, of which the last two mentioned minerals are often in
micropegmatitic intergrowths. The change of the plagioclase into red feldspar is
in all probability a contact phenomenon.
'fhe rocks through which the gab bro cuts are evenly bedded slates and indurated
sandstones of Animikie age. They dip south-southeast at 15° to 20° , except at a
very few places near the contact with other rocks, where they are more or less contorted.
Small dikes also intersect these sedimentaries. Their width varies from an inch
or two to 60 feet, and their material is a non olivinitic diabase that is often micaceous.
The most interesting featnres in the geology of the point relate to the series of rocks
usually occurring between the gabbro and the elastic beds. Beginning on the gabbro side the series comprises in succession coarse-grained red rocks, a :fine-grained
red rock that is sometimes porphyritic and a well-marked belt of altered quartzites.
The :fine-grained red rock has all the characteristics of an eruptive. It sends
dikes into the contiguous bedded rocks, and consists essentially of a hypidiomorphic
granular aggregate of plagioclase, anorthoclase, and quartz. 'l'he q_uartz and
anorthoclase often form micropegmatite, while the plagioclase is in comparatively
large grains, some of which have badly defined idiomorphic outlines. At a few
places this red rock is porphyritic, ,,, ith bipyramidal quartz crystals imbedded in
a red granophyric groundmass. The rock is similar to many of the augite-syenites
described by Irving as occurring in the Keweenawan series, and is in structure and
composition a quartz-keratophyre.
The coarse-grained rocks between the gabbro and the keratophyre are intermediate in character between the e two. The variety nearest the gabbro differs but
slightly from the basic eruptive. In addition to the gab bro components it contains
a little quartz and r ed feldi,par-constituents derived from the keratophyre. As the
latter rock is approached the augite, olivine, and plagioclase disappear, while increased quantities of quartz, red feldspar, and brown hornblende make their appearance, and the rock becomes more and more like the :fine-grained red rock. Finally
the hornblende disappears and the keratophyre is reached. Since the intermediate
rocks occur only between the gab bro and the :fine-grained red rock, and since all
11
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gradations in composition between the two end members of the series are represented, the coarse-grained red rocks are regarded as contact products formed by the
intermingling of the gab bro and the keratophyre magmas. In general peculiarities
they are identical with some of Irving's orthoclase gab bros.
In the undoubted contact belt between the keratophyre and the unaltered slates
and quartzites three zones are distinguished. In tho exterior zone (that nearest the
unaltered elastics) the rocks differ but little from the corresponding unaltered forms.
The enlargements of the quartz grains, that are so marked a feature in the latter,
have been lost, and with them all traces of -the original fragmental character of the
grains. The quartzes now interlo~k by irregular sutures, Bleached biotite, sericite, and chlorite, are the only new minerals detected. The-original regular bedding
bas not been disturbed.
In the middle zone of the contact belt the rocks are irregularly inottled in green
and red. Sections made from the red portions of these rocks show rudely outlined
bipyramidal quartz crystals in a matrix of glolmlitic red feldspar or of granophyre.
The red feldspar, which is principally orthoclase, is much more abundant than it is
in the rocks of the outer zone. The green portions contain but little feldspar. In
composition and structure they are like the members of the exterior zone.
In the inner zone the rocks are of a uniform bright-red color, or they are bright
red, spotted here and there with large green circular spots. In the spots the quartz
grains interlock as in the least altered of the contact rocks. In the red ground mass.
on the contrary, nearly all the quartz particles have the form of crystals, whose con
tours are more frequently than otherwise broken by embayments of the felclspathic
mass in which they lie. Even in this, the zone of most intense action, but few now
minerals are discovered. Long acicular zircons of-ten occur traversing two or three
quartz grains, thus showing plainly their contact origin, and bundles of sericite are
not infrequently scattered through the red feldspathic matrix.
From the above-mentioned facts it is concluded that the contact belt represents
Animikie slates and quartzites that have been alterecl near their contact with an intrusive rock. The metamorphism of the quartzites has resulted simply in the recrystallization of t,he quartz and feldspar of the fragmental grains, with the addition,
perhaps, of a little orthoclase.
Since, in several instances, the gabbro is in direct contact with the metamorphosed rock , while the keratophyre is not to be found in the neighborhood, it is inferred that the former rock and not the latter was the cause of the contact action.
Inclrn,ions of fragmentals in tho gab bro and the keratophyre have alike suffered
tl10 same alterations as have taken place in the various members of the contact belt,
with this difference, that quartzite inclusions in the basic rock are often surrounded
by a rim of red rock, identical in all its properties with the k eratophyre. This sugge t that the keratophyre itself may be of contact origin.
The que tion that now arises is this: I the keratophyre a genuine intrusive betw en th gab bro and it contact belt, or is it merely an extreme ph-asein thealtera,ti n of the elastic rock by the gahbro
Tho ighth chapter of the bulletin i devoted to the discussion of this question.
Th conclu. ion r ached is that, in all probability, tho keratophyre is of contact
ori•dn-th, t i , it was produc cl by th fusion of the slates and quartzites of the
Animiki through the action upon them of the" gabbro." Tho magma thus formed
th n ~ · <l in a]] r p ct lik any intru iv magma. I t pcnetrat d the surrounding
roc·k · in th form of clike , and liclifi la a sotla-granit under certain circumKtance and under others as a quartz keratophyre.

PREF AOE.
The preparation of this paper is due to the fact that the eruptive rocks
occurring on Pigeon point, Minnesota, may be taken as types of similar
eruptives found so widely spread over the Huronian and Keweenawau
areas surrounding Lake Superior, and to the peculiar nature of the
alteration these have superinduced in the fragmental rocks through
which they have broken.
The materials for the study were obtained during two field seasons
under the auspices of the U. S. Geological Survey. The first visit was
made during the summer of 1885 in company with Dr. George H. Williams, of the Johns Hopkins University, to whose carefully prepared
notes the writer owes much for whamver success has attended his study
of the region. The second visit occupied about three weeks in the summer of 1888.
·
The laboratory investigation of the specimens collected was begun
at the Johns Hopkins University in the winter of 1885-'86. It was continued at the University of Wisconsin during the winter of 1887-'88, and
has been completed at Colby University, during such time as could be
spared from other duties.
Thanks are due first of all to Dr. Williams for the suggestions offered
during the earlier part of the study; to the late Prof. R. D. Irving,
United States geologist, for his kindness in patiently explaining the
lines which the investigation should pursue in order to be of general
value; and to Prof. 0. R. Van Hise, of Madison, Wisconsin, for his
liberality in affording every opportunity for the comparison of the Pigeon point rocks with those from other localities in the Lake Superior
region, and in providing everything that. could be of use in advancing
the work.
The .writer would also acknowledge bis obligations to Dr. Charles
Barrois, of Lille, France, for bis examination of thin sections of some
of the sedimentary rocks, and their comparison with those of the altered
quartzites I of Brittany; to Dr. K. de Kroustschoff, of Breslau, Germany, for his opinioH in regard to the nature of the quartz of the altered quartzites; and to Mr. W. F. Hillebrand, Dr. R. B. Riggs, Mr.
J. E. Whitfield, arnl Mr. L. G. Eakins, chemists of the U. S. Geological
Survey, for the careful analyses, which have been of great value in
discussing the nature of the contact rocks.
W. S.B.
COLBY UNIVERSITY,
1

Waterville, Maine.

Surles gr s metamorphiques du massif granitique du Guemene, Ann. d. 1. Soc. geol. du Nord.,

1884, vol. xr, p. 103.
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PIGEON FALLS, PIGEON RIVER MINNESOTA.
The stream plunges over a vertical cliff produced by joint cracks in gabbro. The rocks in the toreground are unaltered blac k slates with a dip toward the observer.

THE ERUPTIVE AND SEDIMENTARY ROOKS ON PIGEON
POINT, MINNESOTA, AND THEIR CONTACT PHENOMENA.
BY WILLI.AM SHIRLEY BAYLEY.

INTRODUCTION.
RELATION OF PIGEON POINT TO THE SURROUNDING REGION.

Pigeon point js the name given to the northeastern portion of Minnesota, embraced within sections 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, and 32, T.
64 N., R. 7 E. of the fourth .principal meridian. It extends from the
main shore N. 77° E., into Lake Superior (Pl. III). Pigeon ri:ver and
Pigeon bay separate it from Canada on the north; on the south it is
washed by Lake Superior, and on the west by the waters of Wauswaugoning bay. Measured from the eastern side of Wauswaugoning
bay to its easternmost extremity it is 5~- miles in length. Its width
va,ries from a few hundred feet to i:iis much as 1 mile in its western
part, itR average width being somewhere between a quarter and a half
mile.
It is isolated from the mainland by a stretch of low swampy country, which runs from Wauswaugoning bay northeasterly to Pigeon river.
The traces of former coast lines in the interior show that the swamp
was at some earlier time covered with water, and that the point was
consequently an island, or, rather, a group of islands, since all the lowlands on the point contaiu the remaius of raised beaches.
One of these areas of lowland, formerly a strait, but now an isthmus,
is situated about a mile and a half from the eastern end of the point.
It iR a narrow shingle beach, about 200 feet wide, over which the Indians are accustomed to portage in order to avoid the large stretch of
open water at the mouth of Pigeon bay, and to which they have given
the name of "Little Portage." This isthmus affords a convenient
means of dividing the point (for purposes of description only) into an
eastern and a western portion. The eastern portion is heavily wooded
in the interior, and is so thickly covered with surface material that it
is only with the greatest difficulty that the relations of the different
rocks to each other can be determined. In the western portion, on the
15
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other hand, the rocks are well exposed in some places, in consequence
of the destruction of the forest by fire. In other places they are concealed by thick windfalls, through which it is almost impossible to
penetrate, and in the extreme western part by a second growth of low
scrubby balsams and poplars. In this latter area, west of a line drawn
uorth from Fishermans point, the representat,ion of the distribution of
the rocks is only ap.proximately correct.
, In the preparation of the geological map accompanying this report
(Pls. XIV, xv, and XVI) sections were made across the point at intervals
of 100 and 200 paces1 in its eastern portion, and of 100, 200, and 300
paces in its western part. This means that from 7 to 20 traverses have
been made for each mile.
.A glance at any good map 2 of .Lake Superior will show that Pigeon
point is one of a series of parallel points extending from the main land
a distance of 1 or 2 miles easterly into the lake. · These points consist
in greater part of large dikes of a heavy, dark, basic rock, which is, as
far as known,3 a fresh olivine-gabbro, very much like that occurring
on Pigeon point. They are offshoots of an immense mass of the same
gabbro, which, beginning ·on the north side of Grand Portage bay,
runs northeasterly, crossing Pigeon river at the falls and extending as
a JJigh l'idge far into Canada. The juncti<?n of the Pigeon point mass
witlJ that of the main ridge cau uot be seen, since it is separated from
the latter by Wauswaugoning bay and the lowland extending from the
head of this bay to Pigeon river. From the nature of the prevaiJing
rock in this mass, however, it seems to be beyond dispute that it is
merely a branch of the main ridge, similar to those branches which
give rise to the paralJel points which project from the lake shore for 16
mile· northeast 6f the national boundary line.
PREVIOUS WORK ON '£HE GEOLOGY OF THE POINT.

Th fir t recorded de cription of the rocks of Pigeon point is that
giv 11 by Maj. Richard Owen,4 who, on the 17th of July, 1849, under
in truction from Dr. orwood, ma.d e a trip in a canoe from Grand
Port O'e bay to the mouth of Pigeon river. Maj . Owen reports the
poh1t a.· · 11,i ting principally fa uumber of parallel trap dike , with
a r n 1 } li tle north of 'a. ·t. These cut ]ates and ·and stone , altering th Ill iu pla · , a11 l are th mselves cut by ma11er dikes of a
,Jightl dift' r ut hara('t r. Many of Maj. Owen' ob rrntion ar
valn I ,. ·. lli r ·or<l ,d dip for th
dimentary ro k can not b
vnifi l and h
mi tak n in uppo ing th ar a cov red by the e to

f ,visconsin, Iowa, and Minn ota, by David Dale Ow n, Phil ·
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F rom the top of t,,e falls , looking southeast.
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GORGE OF PIGEON RIVER BELOW THE FALLS.
The rock in th e imm ediate fo reground is gabbro, as is also that in the heavy shadow on the right in the middle ground.
hori zo,-,tal ly bedded near masses of gabbro.
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In 1851 Messrs. Foster and Whitney,1 on the authority of Prof. W.
W. Mather, announced the occurrence of a large quantity of granite in
the eastern portion of the· peninsula, and consequently declared the
age of the rocks there to be .Azoic.
The next mention of the point was· maide by· Prof. N. H. Winchell. 2
Prof. Winchell collected specimens afong the coast fro:m:Wauswaugoning bay to the falls of Pigeon river, and also along th'e trail leading
from the former place to Parkervil1e, a, small settlement on the Pigeon
river about three-quarters of a mile from its· nrouth. .A second visit 3
to the point was made in the succeeding year, but the relation. of the
rocks to each other was not definitely determined, although Prof. Winchell thought there was evidence of .a metamorphic effect produced on
the slates and quartzites by the etuptive :masses intruding them. The
rocks collected on these two trips were not studied in detail until some
years later, when, in 1887, Dr. M. E. Wadsworth 4 investigated the
specimens microscopically-, and published his descriptions in a bulletin
of the Minnesota survey. References to these descriptions will be
made in other portions of this paper.
In 1881 Prof. Irving 5 examined_the rocks under consideration duriug
a trip along the north shote of Lake Superior, in connection with his
discussion of the copper-bearing series. He describes the point as
made up essentially of quartzites and slates cut by dikes of gabbro and
diabase. The fragmental rocks- he regards as belonging to Hunt's
Animikie 6 series, which occupies the stratigraphical position of Logan
and Murray's 7 original Huronian. The granite described by Foster and
Whitney he finds to be intrusive in the fragmentals.
In 1888 Mr. E. D. Ingall 8 published a report on mines and mining
on Lake Superior, and in it recorded some facts in relation to the geology of the region north and east of the point. The report is accompanied by an appendix, in which the writer gives a brief account of the
microscopical characteristics of some of the most interesting of the
rocks occurring on the islands to the east of Pigeon point, a few of
which show some of the peculiarities of the Pigeon point contact rocks.
Finally there have appeared two papers by the writer 9 treating of
certain phases of the contact phenomena observed on the point.
Report on the geology of the L ake Superior land district, Washington, 1851, Pt. II, pp. 12, 37.
The geological and natural history survey of Minnesota. Ninth Annual Report. St. Peter, 1881.
pp. 63-71.
3 Ibid, Tenth Annual Report, St. Paul, 1882, pp. 48 and 56-59.
4 Preliminary description of tbe peridotytes, gabbros, diabases and andesytes of Minnesota. Bulletin No. 2, pp. W, 53, 87, 96, 105, 108, and 120.
6 J\1onograph, U. S. Geol. Survey, vol. v.
The copper-bearing rocks of Lake Superior, R. D. Irving,
pp. 368-370.
6 Trans. A.m. Inst. Min. Eng., Vol.1, p. 339.
7 Geol. of Canada. 1863, pp. 50-66.
For a full discussion of the age of the Animikie series, see R. D.
Irving, Am. J our. Sci., Vol. 3i, pp.259-262.
8 Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey of Canada.
Annual Report for 1887, Part H.
0
0n some peculiarly spotted rocks from Pigeon point, Minnesota; Am. Jour. Sci., May, 1888, p. 388;
and A quartz-keratophyre from Pigeon point and Irving's augite-syenites. Ibid., 1889, p. 54.
1

2
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LIMITATIONS OF THE PRESENT PAPER.

In the present paper attention will be confined to that piece of high
land south and east of the swamp referred to as separating Pigeon
point from the main land. This area is isolated, not only in its position, but also in its geological features. It exhibits throughout nearly
its entire extent a series of slates and quartzites that have been altered
by eruptive rocks which intrude them. The alteration which these
fragmental rocks have undergone presents features which have not
been observed in similar rocks elsewhere. Even in tbe Lake Superior
region it is confined entirely, so far as known, to the rocks occurring
on Pigeou point and on a few small islands lying some 10 miles northeast of it. No evidence of similar alteration has been discovered on
the main land, although large masses of eruptives have everywhere cut
through elastic rocks of the same geologic age. In addition to the
altered rocks there is also on the point a large quantity of areddrusy
granitic rock, which is different from anything in the Animikie area to
the north and east (with the exception of a rock occurring in a small
quantity on the islandt; referren. to above), but which is very similar to
mauy of the interbedded flows iu the Keweenawan series.
For these reasons it has been deemed best to treat only of those
phenomena observed .on the point, leaving the geology of the neighboring region for some future publication.
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CHAPTER I.
THE GENERAL DI STRIBUTION OF THE ROCKS ON PIG~ON POINT
AND THEIR RELAT IONS TO EACH OTHER.

The rocks on Pigeon point consist of a large mass of dark, heavy,
olivine-gabbro; a light, drusy, red rock; diabase; fragmental ~ocks;
and those which owe their origin to certain phases of contact action.
THE FRAGMENT.AL ROCKS.

The fragmental rocks embrace, in the main, evenly bedded slates
and quartzites dipping at 15°-20° SSE., and striking nearly parallel to
the axis of th~ point. They are cut by two systems of nearly vertical
joint cracks at right angles to each other, along which the parting is
so perfect that in many places the fragmental beds have the appearance of courses of masonry, in which the individual blocks have been
squared and trimmed with the greatest nicety. These rocks are exposed on the south side of the point throughout almost its entire length.
On its north side they occur in but two places (see map, Pl. xrv), and
at both of these they have the normal southerly dip and easterly strike.
The northern dip recorded by Owen 1 as existing here could not be
found.
Tbe displacements caused in these strata by the eruptions through
them appear to have been very slight. No such general disturbances
as those reported by Maj. Owen were seen anywhere. At only three
places was any variation from the normal position of these rocks
observed, and in each of these the variation was found to be due
entirely to local causes. The first place where a deviation from the
usual strike and dip was noted is on the south side of the point, just
east of the little isthmus about a mile and a half from its extremity.
Here a large diabase dike, running parallel to the shore, about 100 feet
from the water's edge, bas broken through the slates and quartzites
and crumpled them in a, most remarkable manner. The rocks are bent
jnto many short, sharp folds, which are crowded together in the vicinity of the dike, but gradually disappear as they recede from it.
About three-quarters of a mile west of the isthmus, on the same side
of the point, is a beautiful exposure of gently bowed· quartzites in the
side of a cliff at the water's edge. Here layers of evenly bedded green
slates and thicker beds of massive, jointed, brown quartzites have been
1

-- Geol. Survey of Wisconsin, Iowa, and Minnesota, p. 397.
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raised and thrown into gentle flexures by the intrusion under them of
a mass of red rock, which has sent out apophyses into the overlying
fragmentals, and has slightly altered them. (Fig. 1.)
The third point at which local disturbance was noticed is in the side
of a cliff in the interior of the point, about 300 feet north and 125 feet
east of the barite vein, whose positfon is indicated on the map (Pl. XIV).
At this place the fragmental beds and the gabbro have come into con-

· Waier Lini~f.

J.-~i-,~:~, Qwartzite<

·11=:..,.:"""":...,.':.-:-':.,....fJntrusiveRed.Rock

FIG. 1.-Sketch of the side of a cliff, showing crumpling of slates and quartzites by the intrusion of
an eruptive beneath them.

tact, and in such a ,way that the former have lost their even bedding
for a distance of about 3 feet from the latter. (Fig. 2.)
No other instances of contortion in the bedded rocks or of deviation
from the normal southeaster]y dip of 150 to 20° were observed on the
Point, although close search was made for the vertically tilted beds
pictured by Maj. Owen in his report on the region.

]'10.

2.-Contact of oliTin gal.Jbro and quartzite, showing crumpling of latt r.
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The dip of 15° to 20° to tlle _s outheast is not con.fined to the fragmental rocks on Pigeon point. It is the prevailing dip for all of the
A.nimikie beds in this region, as-was shown by Irving/ aH.d is in nc
way due to the Pigeon point eruptives, as was supposed by Owen.
Inter bedded with the quartzites and slates are certain layers in which
there are numerous light-colored and green spherical bodies, which in
cross section appear as spots on the surfaces of the rocks. In some
areas these spots consist in large part of calcite; in others they are
composed principally of (?pidote. The distribution of these- spotted
rocks with reference to the eruptives could not be precisely determined,
because the beds in which they occur are exposed only on the lake shore,
where they are found underlying unspotted beds, which spread over
the former and cover them from view as we proceed from the water's
edge toward the eruptive masses. These rocks have been designated
'' spotted rocks" to distinguish them from the "mottled rocks," which
will be described later as characteristic of the contact belt occurring
between the quartzites and the red rock. They are,suppoised to be due
to the existence of calcite concretions in the beds, which have given
. rise to the quartzites upon silicification. Their origin will be explained
in Chapter VI.
In addition to numerous dikes cutting the slates and quartzites
there is a system of veins 2 penetrating them in a NNW. direction across
the prevailing trend of the dikes. These veins are filled with white
barite, crystalized calcite, and amethystine quartz, with occasionally a
little chalcoyrite or other compound of COP.per, which is never found
in sufficient quantity to repay the expense· of working. On Susie
island (Pl. III), however, there is an extension of one of the Pigeon
point veins, from which a quantity of salable ore has been extracted.
At present (1888) the mine is shut down, no work having ·been prosecuted for the last few years. ·on the point itself is a large vein exposed
near the water's edge, on the south shore, about midway ·between Little
Portage bay and Fisherman's point (see maps). This was ·worked for
barite a few years ago, but evidently without success.
The Pigeon point veins form a part of a great system cutting the
Animikie rocks throughout their entire extent. A careful description
of this system has recently been given by Mr. E. D. IngalP of ,t he Canadian Geological Survey, and by him the relations between ,the veins
and t,h e joiut cracks occurring in the sedimentary beds have been ably
discussed.
1
¥onograph, U. S. Geol. Survey, vol. v. The Copper-Bearing Rocks of Lake Superior. R. D.
Irving, pp. 367-890.
2
For a description of the independent veins occurring on the point, vide N. H. Winchell: Geol. and
N11t. Hist. Survey of Minnesota, Seventh Ann. Rept.1878, pp.15-16; Ninth Ann.Rept., 1880, pp. 6467.
3 Annual Report for 1887, Part H.
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THE ERUPTIVES AND THEIR CONTACT PHENOMENA.

The heavy dark gabbro constitutes by far the greater part of
the point. It is included in two principal areas (Pls. XIV, xv and
XVI). In one of these it extends as a series of hills from the eastern
side of the swamp between Wauswaugoning bay and Pigeon river,
with few interruptions, to the eastern end of the point. It is best
exposed on the north shore, where it forms perpendicular cliffs,
some of which are over 100 feet in height. Their perpendicularity
is clearly the result of the existence of vertical joint cracks in the
rocks composing them. Under the influence of even the slighest
amount of weathering these cracks begin to ope11, and before the
rock has undergone any consi.derable alteration, large square or
oblong blocks break off and tumble from the sides of the Gliff to its
foot, thus exposing successively to the action of the waves new vertical
faces of rock. At the falls of the Pigeon river the joint cracks have a
direction S. 79° W. and N. 11 W., so that the loosening of large masses
of the rock from the barrier of the falls results in the formation of a
perpendicular wall over which the river plunges vertically to a depth
of about 120 feet (see frontispiece), taking a second smaller plunge over
a trap dike, which runs parallel to the larger dike at a distance of about
50 yards east of it. The large dike has already been mentioned as the
one which begins north of Grand Portage and extends in a northeasterly direction into Canada. In the interior of the point the gabbro
occupies all the higher portions, and along its southern edge presents
a steep face to the south: ·
The second gabbro area begins at Wauswaugoning bay and runs
parallel to the first area with many interruptions for about a mile and
a half, ending a few hundred yards west of Morrison's bay. Besides
the e are two or three isolated mall areas, whose position may be
learned by reference to the map.
Th mo t prominent features of the e gabbro masses are tho e of
dike . A, has already been mentioned, the larger one in many places
pre nt perpendicular wall both to the north and to the south. It
o ·upie all the high t portions of the point, and the e are in a traight
lin . It ha the app aran e of an intru ive ma , and is like any one
f th
forming the numerous point to the north of the international
b undary line. It ha been regard d a, a dike by both Irving 1 and N.
in h 1J.2 I
nta t wi h th , dimentary r ·k i only occa ioully t
t
ver 1 of the e c nta t: the rupti e ha th
p
r
e of h vin
caped fr m between th dike wall and thru t
it lf:fi r a h rt di tan
tw n he fragm ntal bed or of havin
' lfu r un th ike rift and overlapped the intrud d ro k .
I il
h
i tur din ig. 2 i a ar -gr i11edporphyritic

°

n
p.3 0.

'

inth Annual R port of the GeoL and Nat. Hi t. urv y of Minne ota, p. 69.
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rock in which the porphyritic crystals of feldspar are arranged in rude
layers parallel to the dip surfaces of the quartzite. Their longer axes
are usually in the direction of the dip of the sedimentary rocks, and the
general effect is such as would have been produced if the gabbro had
:fl.owed down upon the surface of the quartzite. Again, on the north
side of the point, at the mouth of Pigeon river, are slates and quartzites,
capped by an overflow of a fine-grain~d variety of the gabbro. These
two facts coupled with the more general characteristics, seem to show
' mass of Pigeon point gabbro is in the form of a dike, whrnh
.
that the larger
has broken through its walls at certain places and intruded itself between
tha strata of the surrounding rocks. That itis not an interbeddedor a
surface fl.ow, like those so numerous in the Keweenawan series and in
the Animikie beds in the vicinity of Thunder bay, is clearly seen when
a cross section of the point is viewed from the deck of a steamboat lying
some distance off from the extremity. Moreover, if it were an interbedded flow the slates and quartzites, which are so abundant on the
south shore of the point, would make their appearance iu the face of the
cliffs on its north side at some distance above the water line. This,
however, is not the case. At only two places on the north shore do the
fragmental rocks appear, and at these places they are far below where
they should be were they interbedded with the gabbro, and in neither
case is the contact like that of interbedded eruptive and sedimentary
rocks.
The view that the gabbro may be a surface flow on the eroded top of
the Animikie beds, like the great gabbro flow at the base 1 of the Keweenawan series in the interior of northeastern Minnesota, it is not so
easy to prove incorrect. The sedimentary beds in question are at the
very top of the Animikie series; their contact 2 with the overlying
Keweenawan beds being observable at Grand Portage island in Grand
Portage bay, a few miles west of the western end of Pigeon· point,
nearly in the direct line of the strike of the beds. . Here, however, the
overlying rock is a diabase or diabase-porphyrite, very different from
the rock occurring on the point. Moreover, there are no indications of
the great erosion which would have been necessary to produ~e the relations now found, should we suppose the gabbro to have been a surface
flow.
The red rock, to which reference has been made, is found in three
distinct though indefinitely outlined areas (Pis. xrv, xv and xvr). The
first is in the eastern portion of the point, where it occupies a position between the gabbro and the fragmental rocks. The second area begins
at the Little Portage isthmus and extends about 3 miles westerly. For
the first mile and a half, as in the case of the first occurrence, its position
is between the gabbro and the slates and quartzites. Here it leaves
the shore, near which it is found in the eastern half of the point, and
1

Am . .Tour. Sci., Vol. 34. R. D. Irving, pp. 260-2G2.
Monograph, IJ. S. Geol. Survey, vol. v. The Copper-Bearing Rocks of Lake Superior.
ing, p. 297.
2

R. D. Irv-
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bends inward, passing between the two gabbro areas for tl;Le remaining
mile and a half. The third area begins at the eastern side of Waus•waugoning bay and nuns ,about 2 miles easterly, on th~ south side of
the sec@nd gabbro area, and hetw:e en this and the f:Fagmffital rocks.
·Throughout its greatest extent the ro.c k possesses a ~ne to medium
:grained texture__, ancl is non°porphyritic. .At two :pl:;ices, h@wever, it
beoomes p,orphy!I.'itic, thr.@ugh ~he develop;meut ,o f q_u.artz in two gen,eratioJil.s. The :fiTst of these places is on -the top of a high bluff near
the .s outh ·side .of the p,oint, ab.o ut .a quairter of .a .mile west of the
isthmu,s r.eferr.e d to above . . Here the porphyry .overlaps the gabbro.
.At the base <i>f tine ,oliiff, on its south side, th.:e 1e ontact ;between these
itiwi0 ·r,ooks can be tr.aced :for some distance. The relations of the porphyry and the gabbro are not those of interbedded flows, butrather of
two irruptive rocks_, 10f which the younger-the porphyry-bas cut

Lake
F10.

3.-Contact of porphyritic red rock with olivine gab bro at the base of a bluff a little to the west
of Little Portage.

through the other and slightly overlapped it on the edges (see Fig.
3). The second place where a porphyritic structure is developed in the
red ro k i at the eastern end of the westeru, or third, area. Here
the r lation b tween the gabbro and the red rock could uot be clearly
made out.
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tion as ito the r,elati ve age.:) @f the two rocks, but lead to no positive
conclusions. These dikes, as will be seen from the map, are :µi.ost numerous in the fragmental rocks. A few occur in the gab bro; but none
were found in the red rock. Moreover, several of the dikes which occur
in the gabbro and elastic rocks, run up to and abut against the red
rock, bat do not enter it. By no amount of search could any kind of
diabase dike be found in the latter rock. Other dikes wheu they approach the neighborhood of the red rock appear to fray out and to become impregnated with the red material.
The true relations between the gab bro and the red rock are obscured
by the occurrence on their contact of a rock which has some of the characteristics of the gabbro and others of the red rock. Where~er t_hese
are found in close proximity, except at the porphyry bhi.:ff described
above, and at .one or two other places in the interior of the point, the
intervening sp.ace is .occupied by a dark-red rock that becomes darker
as it approaches the gab.bro, and gradually merges into it; and, on the
other hand, takes on more of the aspect of the red rock until :finally it
can not be distinguished from the most typical variety of the latter.
This rock when analyzed is found to have a composition which is intermediate between that of the gabbro and the red rock, and one which
varies according to the distance from the one or the other of these rocks
at which the specimen analyzed is taken. (See Chap. v.)
'fhe persistent occurrence of this rock only on the contact between the gabbro and the red rock; its peculiar characteristics, which are
intermediate between those of the two limiting rocks; aud its gradual
merging into the gabbro on the one side and the red rock on the other,
mark it as a, product of contact action between the two rocks on whose
borders it is found. As a result of this action the line of demarcation
between the gabbro and the red rock has entirely disappeared except
at the two or three points to which reference has been made, where the
conditions were such as to prevent the interaction of the two rocks.
At the porphyry bluff (Fig. 3) there is a very sharp contact line, but at
this place the reel rock contains porphyritic quartz crystals, and is thus
different from the greater portion of the red rock on the point. If we
may assume that the porphyry cooled more quickly than the nonporphyritic red rock, we have a ready explanation for the nonexistence
of a zone of the contact rock at th-is place. The reasou for the absence
of the intermediate rock at the several other localities where a sharp
contact line exists is not so apparent. In the interior of the western
portion of the point is a very high cliff facing the west. At about twothirds the way up the si,de of this cliff there is a v:ery sharp wavy line
which marks the position where the red ro.c k and the gabbro come together. On each side of this '.line the rocks have all the characteristics
of the same rocks at a distance from the contact, and no intermediate
phases are present. A second place where the same phenomenon is
noticed is in the eastern half of the peninsula. In every other instance
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more or less of the intermediate rock occurs along the border line of the
gabbro and red rock.
The diabase dikes occurring on the point vary in width from an inch
to more than 60 feet. They are most abundant in the slates and quartzites, where the majority of them ha-ve a trend in the direction of the
strike of the sedimentary rocks, and a hade of 15°-17° to the south.
In the gabbro they are less numerous, and have no one general trend,
but are found running in all directions. In the red rock none were discoverP,d although earnest search was made for them. Even those dikes
which have a trend that would carry them into the area occupied by
the red rock do not enter in, but end abruptly. They fray out on the
edges, break up into many small dikes, are impregnated with red drusy
material, and :finally disappear.
The dikes in the quartzite are more numerous on the southern shore
of the point than they are in its interior, and form many of the smaller

~8chi.9tose Oaboro.
• i, ; .

~7>.Yke.

4.-;:, irnLch of fau l te<.l dike in olll J11 ,· ,~ al.H,l'U ,
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mine whether closely occuring dikes in the gabbro are independent of
each other or not. They have been mapped as they were discovered
on the surface. It is believed that most of the dikes are independent
geological bodies, since in no case, except in the one mentioned, was
ao.y evidence found that faulting has taken :place in the gabbro. A
glance at the map, however, will show that although independent of
each other, most of the dikes are connected, in that they are nearly all
depe~dent for their existence upon some great diRturbance 1 that produced :fissures in the existing rockR, whose prevailing direction was
about ENE.
The largest of the dikes are quite coarse grained iu the center and
fine grained on the edges. They nearly all possess a well-marked cross
columnar structure, which however is by no means as striking as is
represented by Owen in his "Report of a Geological Survey 9f Wisconsin, Iowa, and Minnesota." From their great number and their similarity to the diabases of the Keweenawan flows, Irving 2 is inclined to
regard them as marking the orifices through which the material of the
flows was extruded. '
Although the number of large dikes cutting the slates and quartzites
is great, no contact phenomena of any kind were noticed in the intruded
rocks, unless certain spots in the quartzites may be regarded as such.
THE CONT.A.CT BE'l'WEEN THE FR.A.GMENT.A.L A.ND OTHER ROCKS.

The most striking feature in the geology of the point is the development of a series ot mottled rocks as a contact zone between the fragmentals and the eruptives. The character of the rocks comprising this
zone, and their peculiar relations to the r~d rook so prominent on the
point, render them a subject of great interest.As one approaches the red rock the sedimentary rocks beeome slightly
redder in color when quartzose, and lose to some extent their vitreous
luster. A little closer to the eruptive they are mottled with dark
green and light red spots. At times the mottlings appear as ill-defined
red spots on a dark green background. At other times the spots are
green, while the ground mass is red. In neither case, however, are the
spots as sbarply defined against the ground mass as in the case of
the "spotted rocks" referred to above. They appear merely as areas
in which there are accumulations of some mineral, !ed feldspar in the
case of the red spots, and green mica in the case of the green ones.
In most cases these areas are sufficiently circular to merit the name of
spots, but occasionally they are drawn out into long lenticular shapes,
and threads so interwoven with one another as to produce a structure
resembling the eutaxitic structure of eruptive rocks.
1
Cf. Geikie: The History of Volcanic Action during the Tertiary period in the British Isles.
Edinburgh, 1888, pp. 33 and 71.
2
Monograph, U S. Geol. Survey, vol. v. The Copper-Bearing Rocks of Lake Superior, R. D. Irving, p.

144.
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Very close to the red rock app~ars a belt in which the variou.s rocks
are :in. the most complicated relations imaginable. In the eastern portion of the point this belt is well seen on the southern sho,re, about
one-third of -a mile from the .end of the point. (See Pl. XVI.) Here
the red rock is exposed in low cliffs, a:o.d in it are small, sharp slate and
quartzite inclusions, into which the red rock penetrates in every direction. The exact line of contact between the red rock and the bedded
fragmentals can not be detected, as t)ley appear to merge gradually
int.o one another,, the latter becoming redder· ,and .re.~ der as they approach the former, which penetrates them in veins and dikes, and
:finally includes numerous pieces in such a way as to yield a goou
eruptive breccia.
A little to the north of this expmmre the red rock is seen to pass
imperceptibly into a coarse grained, gabbro-like red rock, sb:n.ilar to
the intermediate r:ock ;mentioned a few pages back. Like thexed rock,
this also contains a, large number of slate an<l. .quartzite inclusions, surrounded by narrow rims of pink feldspathic material, and occasionally
by a bright red border of exactly the -same character a~ that of the red
rock. Many of the larger inclusions are distjpctly mottled with red or
green spots. In some of the quartzite fragments 'bright green circular
spots, varying in size from a few millimeters to two decimeters in diameter, are scattered over a bright red ground mass, containing small
da,xk green elongated spots faintly resembling some of the knots
(Knoten) in the '' Knoten Schiefer" of the Germans. The ground mass
of these rocks, although of the same color as the typical red rock, differs from it a good deal in luster. The groundmass of the altered
quartzite is much more vitreous than is the red rock, and its structure
i less crystalline. (See Pl. IV.)
A little west of the point on the southern shore above referred to
(Pl. xvr) the red rock with its inclusions of slate exhibits to a fine
degree the effect of alteration in the latter. Some of the inclusions
are v ry sharp and but little altered, while others are partially di ·
._olved, and are surrounded by concentric zones, re ulting from the
a ·tion of the r d rock upon the material of the inclusion, and the
r iprocal effect of the partially di solved inclusion upon that portion
of th . r d-ro k magma imm diat ly contiguou to it. The inner one of
th .
uta t zou , co1vi ·t of a <lark-green chloritic late, lotted with
li tl ·ry. tal. · f r cl fi ld par. The ame dotting of . late by little
·ry.·tal
f fel I c r i.· b erv d wherever the e rock. are in contact
·i h clik
r -v in of h r d 1·0 ·k, and al o in the upr er and lower
r a int r <ld with It rel quartzit a. n the liff ide
gain n h i le nd ff th outhea tern bore.
oint the lat s are cut by a
h
f h
dotted along its id by the
It i w 11 eveloped
f the northern gab·
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bro belt. Here the red rock occupies a low valley, to the north of which
are the gabbro hills and to the south a se:ries of less lofty hillocks composed of the material of the contact belt. The character of this contact
belt differs but little from that of the one described above. Mottled
inclusions of quartzite and slate are common in it, and these by solution in the inclosing rock have given rise to a large amount of a product resembling the red ground mass of the mottled rocks. Just north
of the barite vein (for the situation of which see map, Pl. XIV) there
extends eastward a remarkable ridge, consisting of a mottled red rock
full of inclusions. The inclusions are
bent and twisted into a great variety of
shapes, while the cementing material has
a well-marked flow structure (see Fig. 5).
Near thB inclusions the surroundiug rock
is very markedly mottled with large green
spots.
A third notable development of a belt
of red rock holding inclusions is found
along the southern side of the eastern
end of the tongue of quartz-porphyry Fm. 5.-Sketch of a portion of the concomprising the third area of the red tact belt, showing included fragments in
rock. In this belt the phenomeua met rock exhibiting apparent flow structure.
with are the same in character as those which distinguish the contact
belt iu other exposures.
A study of the contact belt throughout the entire extent of the·point
leaves no doubt in the mind that it is a constant accompaniment of the
red rock, except in a few cases where this is present in the form of a
porphyry. Thus it would seem to be a fact beyond controversy that
the r~tl rock is the immediate cause of the alteration noticed in the :fragmental rocks and of the breccia observed along its contact with them.
If, however, the contact belt is examined very closely it is found that
although the red rock is always accompanied by a zone of this belt,.
there are localities in which the latte:r occurs without the· presence
of the former. In the description of a contact between the gabbro and the quartzites near that pictured in Fig. 2, the field not,es
state that '' as the eruptive is approached * * * the regularly
bedded slates and quartzites become reddened and much bent. They
are succeeded by a band of pinkish rock filled with fine red mottlings
on a, green ground, which (band) apparently runs under the gabbro.
The mott1ings are often so arranged as to give a distinct flowage structure. Inclusion s of the fragmental rocks are frequent in the eruptive
and the whole is penetrated in every direction by veins of drusy red
granite." Again, at a point just west of the barite vein, the metamorpuo ing rock seems to be the gabbro. Just as in the case of the conta ·ts witb tbe red rock, the quartzites become mottled as they approach
the ruptive, and inclusions of the former in the latter are so frequent
that there appears to be a gradual transition between the two rocks.
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On the other hand, there are many places where the gabbro and the
quartzites are in contact without the least evidence of any action between them. On the north shore of the point slates and quartzites are
found separated by a very sharp line, on each side of which the respective rocks preserve their distinctive characteristics without any trace
of alteration in either.
From a consideration of the facts above described, it is difficult to
decide whether the red rock is the active agent in producing the phenomena observed in the contact belt, or whether the ~abbro is the metamorphosing rock and the red rock merely one of _the products of
its contact action. The absence of contact rocks along the north
shore of the point, where the conditions prevailing at the time of the
eruption of the gabbro could not have been very different from those
existing on its south side, would seem to prove that the contact action
did not have its source in the gabbro. Other apparent indications of
the correctness of this view are found in the non-existence of contact
.rocks in connection with the large masses of gabbro occurring on the
shore of Lake Superior to the northeast of Pigeon point. 1 All along
this shore there are immense dikes of gabbro which cut slates and
quartzites like those present on the point, but at no single instance
have they affected the fragmental rocks through which they broke,
except at one locality-at the falls of Pigeon river.
At this place the slates are fissile and evenly interbedded with hard
quartzites, the series dipping in the main at an angle of 17° to 20° to
the southeast. On the top of the hill on the north side of the river the
contact between the fragmental beds and the extension of the large
dike forming the barrier of the falls is finely shown. The slates here
dip to the north. They are jointed into small square blocks, and have
become bard and black and apparently coarsely crystalline. They are
mottled with fine dark spots, which are often arranged in lines resembling :flowage lines. In them pieces of the harder siliceous beds appear
a if included. It will be noted that the contact phenomena observed
at this place differ in some respects from those observed on the point.
No trongly marked mottled rocks are to be found here, nor is there
pre ent any of the vitreous red quartzites like those so prevalent among
the ontact rock, of the point.
The vi w bat th red rock i the metamorpho ing agent find confirmation in the fact that wherever the contact rock appear in any
<JU nti Y, th re al · j, t be found more 01· le · of the red rock. Thi
· urrenc
n ig on p int, but it i true al o
i tr no onl f h
th
n
r Jarvi and i ·toria,2 i laud , four mall i land on
th
na 1i n i 1 of h in r ational boundary Ii e about 10 mile
h ~ r mi y f i
int. On the e i land are lar
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masses of gabbro cutting altered slates and quartzites, and between
them there is everywhere present a quantity of the red rock.
·
The existence of the red rock in dikes and veins, its great similarity
in appearance and composition (as shown in the chapter on the petrographical characteristics of the red rock) to the Keweenawan flow rocks
on the islands south of Pigeon point, the flow structure observable in ·
it at various places within the contact belt, all point to an original
condition of plasticity, if not liquidity. Its comparative freedom fro_m
the chemical constituents of the gabbro indicate for it an eruptive
origin.
If, however, the red rock is eruptive, and is the agent which has pro
duced the alteration of the sedimentary rocks, its distribution with
respect to the gabbro and the fragmental rocks is peculiar. As has
been repeatedly stated, the red rock is found almost exclusively between
the gab bro on the one side and the fragmental rocks on the other. lts
position is such as it would naturally have were it the end product in
the alteration of the slates and quartzites by the gab bro. Ifit is original , its present position can be explained only on the supposition that
a line of weakness extended the entire length of the point along the
southern junction of the gabbro and the bedded rocks.
The distribution of the rocks under consideration and their relations
to each other render it impossible to decide by field study alone whether
the contact phenomena are to be ascribed to the action of the gabbro
with the red rock as one of the alteration products, or whether they are
due to the presenc_e of the red rock. In opposition to the former view
is the absence of a contact belt on the north shore of the point
and along the sides of the large gab bro dikes on the shore of Lake Superior northeast of Pigeon point, as is also the composition of the red
roek. In favor of the correctness of such a view is the distribution of
the red rock.
0

OH.APTER II.
PETROGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE FRESH OLIVINE-GABBRO AND ITS ALTERED PHASES.
THE FRESH OLIVINE-G.ABBRO . .

The rock of the large dike-like mass forming the axis of Pigeon point,
and the smaller areas in its western part, is, as has already been stated,
an olivine-gabbro, very similar in structure to the olivine-gabbros 1
described as occurring so abundantly in other portions of the Lake
Superior region. Since none of these has been subjected to a thorough petrographical examination~ it is thought well to note in some
detail the characteristics of the Pigeon point rock in order that it may
serve as a type to which to refer the other rocks of like character in
this region.
The Pigeon point gabbro is a coarse to medium-grained gray rock,
which weathers light where it has not been subjected to much internal
alteration. The greater portion is apparently quite fresh, and has an
oily luster due to the large amount of olivine in its composition. When
examined macroscopically the attent10n is immediately attracted by
the glassy appearance of its feldspathic constituent. In many instances
this is nearly as pellucid as the sanidine in the rbyolites and trachytes.
It occurs both in large porphyritic crystals, and in smaller ones, which
with olivine and augite form a groundmass in which the larger crystals lie. So far as was observed, there seems to be no general rule governing the development of the porphyritic structure in the rock, nor
does there appear to be any sharp line between the truly porphyritic
phase and those in which the feld pars are all large, but are not present in two generation .
The porphyritic crystal are frequently 1 to 3 inches long, and ometime a. much a 6 or 7 inche ' . Many are Carlsbad twin ,in which the
mpo ition plane and be obliqu angle formed at the junction of the
·l a c rr era k in the two halve are strongly accentuated by uperfiial we( th ring. Th I e ·ific gravity of one of the cry tal , a determin <l by th Th ul t m thod, i !Vil 7. It i con · q u ntly a I lagio·h-' wh<
po;iti
11 • erie i between that f ytownite and labr( cl ri . Tile p
ravity f typical bytownit 2 i · 2·72 · hat of
la ra rit i 2·7
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On flat, weathered surfaces the rock assumes a lighter color, as has
been already stated. The feldspars become white and opaque. They
project slightly above the general surface, which has a greenish gray
tint and a rough, cellular aspect due to little projecting points of feld- spar and knobs of chlorite, both of which appear as raised areas
separated by depressions that have resulted from the easy decomposition of olivine. Pronounced as is this weathering, it extends but a fraction of an inch below the exposed surface. Large plates half an inch
in thickness scale off, and leave the rock immediately beneath them as
fresh as any specimens obtained from much greater depths. Where
there are fewer large feldspar crystals, and where the rock has been
subjected to greater alteration, it first becomes nodular, then separates
into rude spheroids, and :finally disintegrates into a brownish yellow,
sand. In the nodular phases the interiors of the nodules are quite
fresh, while the internodular substance is slightly altered.
The joint cracks which everywhere oross each other at right angles
have already been referred to. They divide the rock into large rectan. gular blocks measuring about 6 feet on an edge. Fine specimens of
these are to be seen at the base of the cliffs on the north side of the
point, and at the falls of pjgeon river. The freshest specimens of the
rock come from these blocks. Under the microscope the gab bros are
seen to .be composed essentially of feldspar, olivine, and augite .
.A. triclinic feldspar constitutes by far the greater portion of the rock.
It occurs in two forms : (l) in large porphyritic crystals, and (2) in
smaller crystals in the groundmass of the porphyritic varieties, and
in the body of the non-porphyritic varieties of the rock.
The porphyritic crystals are generally columnar in the direction of
tbe c axis. The planes observed in them are the three pinacoids, and a
series of macrodomes. Two series of cleavage lines are very well
marked parallel to oc; P oo and OP. Those parallel to OP make an angle
of 63°-64° with the 6 axis (a11gle /J). Under the mic.r oscope, twinning
lamellm are found to be quite prevalent, although occasionally absent
whenlal'ge areas of the feldspar show an undulatory extinction. Carlsbad twins composed of two individuals, each of which is polysynthetically twinned according to the albite law, are quite common.
The material of the crystals is usually quite fresh, except where
slight kaolinization has taken place in the neighborhood of cleavage
cracks. They contain but few inclusions, the most prominent ones
being little negative crystals of de.vitrified glass, plates of augite and
grains of magnetite. The augite and magnetite appear to have separated from magma included within the feldspar during its growth.
The dust-like inclusions so abundant in the feldspar of the gabbros of
other regions are entirely lacking here. The specific gravity of a piece
of one of the feldspar crystals is mentioned on page 34. Other pieces
taken from different crystals, all of which were fresh ancl free from inclusions, varied in specific gravity between 2·711 and 2·717. These :fig.
Bull. 109-3
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ures correspond to those obtained in the case of the lower members
of the Iabradorites. Labradorite, corresponding to the composition
Ab1An3, has a specific gravity of 2·728 according to Tscltermak1, while
Schuster2 gives 2·703 as corresponding to Ab3An 4 •
The feldspar in the groundmass of porphyritic varieties of the rock,
and that comprising the larger portion-some 60. per cent-of other
varieties, occurs in lath-shaped crystals, varying in length from 1 to
20mm. Each of these is composed of a number of smal1er individuals;
which by their union produce broad lath-shaped forms like those so
characteristic of the gab bros from Volpersdorf, in Silesia, and from the
Harz. 3 Each of the sm-a ll crystals is polysynthetically twinned, and
two or more frequently unite in a Carlsbad twin.
Like the porphyritic feldspars, the feldspar of the groundmass is
fresh and often glassy, and is comparatively free from inclusions. In the
freshest varieties only a few dust-like particles and minute flakes of
kaolin can be detected. When examined' under high powers some of
the dust-like inclusions appear to be devitrified glass. The extinction
of two contiguous twinned lamellIB, measured against their composi- .
tion plane, is 24° on each side. The angle formed by the two series of
cleavage lines ou the macropinacoid is 95° to 96°. These results indicate a feldspar which belongs in the lower portion of the labradorite
group.
An analysis of the feldspar which was separated by the Thoulet
method from the powder of one of the freshest specimens (No. 11203) 4
yielded the figures in column I, in the table below. The specific gravity
of the powder was 2·699. In column A is given the composition of a
labradorite5 of the formula Ab3 An 4 ; and in B that of a plagioclase6 of
the specific gravity 2. 700.
I.

.A.

B.

1- - - - -1 - - - - - - - - - -

Si02 ---------.A.12O3--------·
Fo2O3 - - - .. - - - .
CaO ----------

N~O ---· ----·
Total ___ .
p.gr .. _______

53-73
30·39
1 ·26

53·60
29·80

10·84
*3·76

11·70
4·90

54·55
28·68
1·03
11·28
4-62

lOO ·OO

100·16

27·03

27'00

1---i

- - -:----100·00
2·699

*Difli ranee.

p ·i.fi gravity of thi fi Id par i lower
that the latter i therefore
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more basic than the former. That thi_s difference was not a constant
one was shown by powdering little chips taken from seven of the freshest specimens, and separating by means of the Thoulet solution. The
greater portion of the plagioclase fell at 2·716, a value almost identical
with that obtained for the porphyritic crystals.
Olivine makes up about one-tenth of the entire rock. It is present
in rounded grains of a light yellowish green color, and is usually free
from inclusions other than the fine, dust-like substances found in the
feldspar. Occasionally lines of larger dark brown inclusions are met
with. These are probably of secondary origin, since the lines pass
uninterruptedly from the olivine over into feldspar or augite. The
numerous black microlitic inclusions characteristic of olivine in most
plutonic rocks (Tiefengesteine) were seen in but one instance (No.
11418). In no case is the olivine entirely unaltered. In even the
freshest varieties a little chloritization has taken place. Sometimes
there is a development of actinolite needles in the otherwise unaltered
olivine, and in still other instances a few flakes of biotite occur, mixed
with chlorite on the outer edges of a grain. From its relations to the
feldspar and augite the olivine must, in most cases, be regarded as
older than either, although in some instances it includes a few lathshaped crystals of the former mineral. Since the feldspar occurs in
two generations it is probable that the crystallization of the olivine
took place in the interval separating these, or ·that it beg3n to crystallize before the complete separation of the feldspar of the groundmass.
The augite is entirely allotriomorphic. It fills in the interstices
between the other constituents, often including both olivine and labradorite. Where several crystals of the feldspars are included within a
single augite the structure of the rock becomes precilitic. 1
The greater part of the augite is perfectly fresh, and, like the feldspar and olivine, it conta~ns no inclusions other than a few of the dustlike particles already mentioned. Its co1or in the thin section is purplish pink or violet. A faint pleochroism is often apparent in deeply
colored pieces, the it an<l. ,c rays being a deep purplish pink and the :b
ray a yellowish gray. The two series of cleavage lines parallel to ooP
are very distinct on pieces cut parallel to the basal plane, where they
make the usual angle of 87°. A parting parallel to the orthopinacoid
is observable in only a few sections. That this is present, however, is
proven by the fact that cleavage pieces frequently show an optical axis
in converged light between crossed nicols. The extinction in plates cut
parallel to the clinopinacoid is 44°. No twins were observed, but in
several sections the effect of pressure on this mineral is beautifully
seen in the production of an undulato~y extinction and a bending of
the cleavage lines. This is particularly well shown in the section of
1

Cf. Willi~ms: Am . .Tour. Sci., Vol.xxxr, p. 30; and also Pumpelly: Proc. Am. Acad., Vol. XIII, p.
260; and Irvmg: Copper-Bearing Rocks, p. 42.
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No. 11555, where a large, wedge-shaped piece of augite included between plagioclase has suffered a bending of its cleavage lines 13° and
a twisting of its extinction plane an equal amount (Pl. v, a).
Accompanying the diallagic augite in the section of one specimen
(No. 11206) from near the eastern end of the point, is a highly refractive yellowish mineral, with many of the properties of pyroxene. Its
extinction, however, never reaches above 7° 30'; in most of the pieces
being parallel to the cleavage; while the plane of its optical axes is also
parallel to the cleavage. It is closely associated with the purple
augite, from which it is easily distinguished by its yellowish tinge and
dull polarization colors between crossed nicols. It is probably a monoclinic augite of a different composition from that of the purple variety,
or a slightly altered form of this.
A partial analysis of the diallage isolated from the powder of :five of
the freshest specimens of the rock was made by Dr. R. B. Riggs in the
laboratory of the Survey. The result obtained was as follows:
II.
SiO2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 48·34
Al2O 3 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2·90
Fe2 0 3 ••• • • • • • • • • ·• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 4 ·68
FeO ................................. _••.................... 14·15
CaO ...••....•...........•.....•••..••••..........••.....•..• 15·10
MgO . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . 11 ·34
TiO 2 •••• •••• •••• •••••• •••• •••••• •••••• •••••• •••••• . . . . . . •••• 1·98
Total ..••••..••..••••.••••..••••.••••.....•....• _..... 98·49

The composition of this augite is that of a very pure diallage. An
interesting feature is the large percentage of titanium in it-a fact
which may explain the purple color. Knop, 1 who made an exhaustive
study of the augite of the Kaiserstuhl in Baden, found that all the varieties that are rich in titanium have a violet color in thin section,
except when they ~ontain large amounts of iron. Although investigations in other regions do not fully substantiate Knop's conclusions, it
will at lea t prove of interest, if all the purple augite and diallage so
very wid :pread throughout the rocks of the Lake Superior region i
found to contain titanium.
In addition to the labradorite, pyroxene, and olivine, the fresh gabbro
ntain nly apatite and titaniferou magnetite a primary constitun . The a a ite occur in 1 ng, narrow, colorless crystal , with a partparall 1 o th
,·al lane, and i paringly present. The magnetit
r o in idi m r hie and allotriomorphic forms, with the latter
·natin .
ui
large number of the grains are surrounded by
fr
i h- r wn mi a and n t a £ w how the beginning of an alti
1
xe .2
littie quartz and a few flake of brown and
amount of titaniferous mai:netite in the
cil 95° .

EXPLANATION OF PLATE V.

V, a. Thin section of olivine gabbro (No.- 11555), showing the effect of
pressure upon a piece of augite. The purplish-pink mineral is augite,
in which the cleavage lines have been bent, presumably by pressure.
The green mineral to the left is olivine. The white, lath-shaped
crystals are bytownite. The latter are represented as seen in polarized light, between crossed nicols, while the augite and olivine are
shown in natural light. Magnified 35 diameters.
b. Thin section of altered gabbro (No. 11222), with green isotropic
mineral surrounding apatite. The yellowish-brown mineral to the left
is biotite. The others are various decomposition products of olivine
and augite. The specimen was taken from a place where the gab bro
approaches the red rock, and is a variety of the intermediate rocks,
another variety of which is represented in a, Pl. x. Magnified 175
diameters. Natural light.
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red biotite are evidently secondary. The former is found in micro-pegmatitic intergrowths with feldspar, and the latter as an alteration product of olivine, augite, and magnetite.
In order to obtain the average composition of the rock, pieces of
equal size were taken from five of the freshest specimens. These were
crushed, and the powders were thoroughly mixed. A portion of the
mixed powders was analyzed by Mr. W. F. Hillebrand, whose results
are given in column III. In column C are the figures obtained by
Streng and Kloos,1 upon the analysis of a hornblende-gabbro from Duluth, Minnesota.

c.

III.*
Si02 ......... .
Ti02-·········
Ab0 3 ••••••••
Fe2O3 •••••••••
FeO ... ...... .
MnO ......... .
CaO ......... .
BaO ......•.••
MgO ......... .
K20 ......... .
Na2 0 ... ..... .
H20 ......... .
P205 ......... .

49·88
1 ·19

49 ·15

18 ·55

21 ·90

·18

2·06

6·60

8 ·37

4 ·54

·09 . ••••••••••••
9·70
·02

5·77

8 ·22

·-···-··---3 ·03

·68

1 ·61

2·59

3 ·83

1 ·04.

1 ·92

·16

·33

1- - - - - i - - - - 1

Total ...
Specific gravity .. ... .. ..

·I

100·21

101 ·31

2 ·923-2 ·970

* Durin g the pulverization of the rocks a small quantity of metallic iron became mixed with the
powders, and this may have reduced some of the ferric iron to the ferrous condition through the
agency of the hydrogen generated in the course of solution. The above figures are corrected for the
metallic iron present, but could not be corrected for the amount of reduction produced, which was in
any event v er,y small, since the entire amount of metallic iron present dicl not exceed 0.3 per cent.

In referrin g this rock to its proper position among massive rocks, its
composition, structure, and geological relations must be alike considered. Dr. W adsworth2 has recently given a resume of the opinions of
different investigators on the value of the orthopinacoidal parting as
a characteristic of diallage distinguishing it from augite. The results
are to the eftect that there is no real difference between the two minerals, and that the presence or absence of the parting.should not be
used as a basis for separatmg the gabbros from the diabases. The
distin ction between these two rocks must therefore rest upon their
geological and structural relations. They both contain augite anrl
p~agioclase~ with or without olivine, as essential constituents. The
diabases are defined by Rosenbusch 3 as rocks occurring in dike form
or in intrusive layers and with a structure which varies within wide
: Streng & Kloos: Neues JabrbuchfiirMin., 1877, p. 31.
Bu_lletin No._2 . Geo1. Survey of Minnesota, pp. 55-57.
Mikroskopsiche Physiographe, 1887, vol. u. , ]lp. 134 et seq. and 174 et seq.
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limits. The granular varieties have an opbitic ·structure, which is due
to the development of feldspar in long lath-shaped crystals. The
structure of the gab bros is described as more granitic than that of the
diabases in consequence of development of the feldspar in all directions
equally (it is ,equidimensional), and its geological position is similar to
that of granite.
All gradations between the typical gabbro and the typical diabase
are; however, frequently met with, and 11owhere are they met with in
more p1:ofusion than in the Lake Superior region.- The different rocks
of this class are here so intimately related to each other, tb~t seemingly ·the only structural distinction possible to make is one of coarseness of grain. The coarse-grained rocks of this region, where they
consist of plag'ioclase an~ augite (or ctiallage), have been called gabbros; the fine-grained kinds are known as diabases. The classification
is not as artificial as it appears to be at first sight, for Irvfag 1 states a
fact when he declares that the gradation of the fine-grained kinds into
the coarser varieties has never been observed in any one bed, and the
differences in the external · characteristics of the two are strongly
marked.
According to this practice the Pigeon point rock must of necessity
be classed with the gabbros, and such it has been called in this paper,
because of its similarity to those rocks which have for so long passed
under that name in the writings of those geologists who have done the
most work upon them. If, however, we should adopt the suggestion of
Prof. J udd,2 and limit the term gab bro to the granitoid forms, the Pigeon point rock would fall among the diabases or the diabase-porphyrites. Both its composition and structure accord well with those characteristic of diabase-phorphyrites, and its geological position is not very
different from that of these rocks. It occurs in the form of a boss-like
dike cutting quartzites and slates, and bears a strong resemblance to
rocks of tbe same composition, which are probably surface flows.
This resemblance was so apparent to Irving 3 as to lead to the remark
that the gabbro dikes of Thunder bay (and Pigeon point) "are noticeably much closer in character to the great gabbro (flow ) at the ba e of
the Keweenaw erie than to those gabbros which are interleaved
with th Animiki lates."
THE ALTERED VARIETIES
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throughout the gabbro area. Olivine and augite are the constituents
of the gabbro moRt prone to decomposition. As the final product of
their alteration, a rock is produced whose habit is very different from
that of the fresh rock described above . . Its color is greenish and its
structure fibrous. The feldspar crystals, so prominent a feature in the
fresh rock, can not be detected in it without the aid of the microscope.
The first mineral to undergo change is the olivine. On its edges and
along its cleavage tracks slight serpentinization .takes place, and at the
same time considerable magnetite separates out. Serpentine, however,
is not the usual alteration product. Chlorite seems to have been formed
much more frequently, and in this case also magnetite is au attendant
product. This chlorite is sometimes cloudy and grayish, when it shows
no decided effect hi polarized light. Sometimes it forms an amorphous
mass, occupying the place originally held by the olivine; but most frequently it is arranged in radially :fibrous groups, when it polarizes with
a deep blue color, and is nearly always associated with biotite and hornblende. When biotite and chlorite occur together, the former usually
occupies an external ·p osition with reference to the chlorite, indicating
a reactionary origin.
The alteration of olivine to chlorite is well known as being widespread, but its alteration to biotite is much less common. Julien 1 describes the alteration of olivine to biotite in an olivine diabase or gabbro from the NE. ¼Sec. 31, T. 45 N., R 2 W., Wisconsin, and gives a
picture of it. Here the biotite is supposed to be due to the action upon
the olivine of alkaline solutions emanating from the plag'ioclase. The
same origin may be ascribed to the biotite in the Pigeon point rocks.
The secondary origin of biotite from olivine has also been described by
v. Fonllon 2 in the melaphyres of the southern Alps; by Becke 3 in a
bronzite olivine rock from the Lower Austrian Waldviertel; by Irving 4 and Wadsworth 5 in the gabbros of the Northwest; by Sjogren 6
in a gabbro in Western Norway; by Schuster 7 in an olivine-gabbro
from Birchville, California; by Lenk, 8 and by Doss 9 in a minette from
near Dresden.
Another prominent change of olivine is into hornblende. Little light
green needles of this mineral extend from the edges of the 'olivine in to its
interior. These needles increase in number as the alteration progresses,
until they finally fill the entiTe space formerly occupied by the olivine,
with the exception of small areas containing chlorite. Such an altera1

Gcol. of Wisconsin, Vol. m, p. 225, and Pl. xxn, Fig.1.
'.rschermaks mineral. Mittb., 1880, n, p. 481. Ref. Rosenbusch: Mikroskopische Physiographie,
1885, 1 .A.nfl., p . 412.
3 Tschermaks mineral. Mitth ., 1882, 1v, p. 333.
4
The Copper-bearing rocks of Lake Superior, R. D. Irving : Mon. V, U.S. Geol. Survey, pp. 39, 45-50.
6 Bull. Geo]. Survey of Minnesota, No. 2, p. 66.
6 Geol. Foren. i Stockholm Forh., 1883, v1, p. 447. Ref. Neues Jahrb. fiir Miner., etc., 1884, r-, p. 81.
7
eues Jahrbucb fiir Min ., etc., Beilage Band V., p. 519.
8
Zur geologischen Keuntniss der siidlichen Rbon. Inaug. Diss. Wiirzb., 1887, p. 50,
9
Tschermaks mineral. Mitt.h., 1889, XI, p. 53,
2
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tion of olivine was first mentioned ·b y Becke 1 under the name of pilite.
Its origin, like·that of the biotite, is also referred ·to the action of alkaline solutions derived from the plagioclase. SpecimenNo.11446 shows
this alteration most beautifully. Here complete pseudomorphs of pilite
after ·olivine are frequent. (Pl. vr, a) .
.A fourth alteration of olivine met with m tne .r'igeon Point gabbro
is to a brownish red homogeneous substance which is s1ightly pleochroic, but exerts no appreciable effect in polarized light between crossed
nicols. It is probably a mixture of chlorite and serpentine stained
brown by iron oxide.
· The next mirleral to undergo alteration is augite. Its most usual
change is into hornblende. Both the bluish green fibrous variety known
as· U:ralite, and dark green and dark brown compact kinds occur. Chlorite, biotite; and ·magnetite are a1so frequent products of its alteration,
the biotite being developed more abundantly near the contact of the
gabbro with the surrounding feldspathic quartzites and red rock. As
alteration progresses the amount of these secondary products increases
until finally no trace of augite remains. In these most-highly altered
phases the secondary hornblende is found in the compact and fibrous
varieties in about equal proportions.
The more common type of the compact variety is a very strongly pleochroic mineral with well marked cleavage, and an extinction of 24°.
It is occasionally in idiomorphic crystals, but more frequently in fibrous
intergrowths with a second kind which is less strongly pleochroic and
in different tints. The pleochroism of the first variety is a=light yellowish brown; trnnd ,e=dark brown; that of the second kind is a=light
yellowish green; 1l=yellowish green; .c=dark bluish green. The two are
foundin parallel growths, with the green variety surrounding the brown.
Although the line between the two is quite sharp, there appears to be
no break in the continuity of their substance: They extingui h simultaneou ·ly and the cleavage lines pa s from one into tbe other without
deform ation. The little spot known as pleochroic halos (Hofe) are
occa, ionally een in the compact hornblende.. Tbey are almo t black
h n the pri, mati leavage of the mineral in which they occur i, parall 1 to h vibration plane of the nicol, and a greeni h brown in other
They , om ime urround little apatite cry tal , and at
iu roun po · without reference to any included minft n· , urr unded y ir ular rim. of th ame
f h int ri r r ion fr m which hey are parat d
.,. Ile l'f W Z 1l ,
f I linary b rn) J nd r hl rit .
Th fl r n.' b rn I n l i in 1 n
i ular r
al wi h a clc rJ
I r wl
· r ar, 11 l to h vi ration plan
T
n wh 1
q ndi ulai t hi, dir ti n.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE VI.

VI. a. Section of altered olivine gabbro (No. 11446), in which the olivine has been entirely changed to pilite. The light-colo~ed mineral
is feldspar. That with the rectangular cleavage is augite, and most
of the dark material is chlorite. From a photograph in natural light.
Magnified 80 diameters.
b. Fibrous green hornblende surrounding brownish-yellow cores of
the same mineral in altered gab bro (No. 11318). The dark acicular
crystals in the lower left-hand corner of the figure are hornblende
needles penetrating chlorite. The colorless mineral is plagioclase,
and the black one pyrite. From a photograph in natural light. Magnified 80 diameters.
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This fibrous mineral is probably the youngest of the three hornblendei::.
It appears to have been derived both directly from the augite and indi-

rectly through the compact varieties and through biotite.
Hocks from the gabbro areas of the Northwest containing large
amounts of compact hornblende have been described by Kloos, Pumpelly, Irving, Wadsworth, and others. Pumpelly1 called them" augitecliorites," and supposed the hornblende to be original. Kloos 2 also
appears to have considered it as original, and called the rock containing
it" hornblende-gabbro." Irving 3 and Wadsworth 4 iegard it as secondary, and as merely an extreme phase in the alteration of augite. ·
A second mode of alteration of the augite is into biotite. This mineral is present in large-sized folia and flakes of a reddish brown color
when seen in basal sections, but very strongly pleochroic in sections
showiug the cleavage. The color of the light vibrating parallel to the
cleavage is very ·dark brown; in a direction perpendicular to this it is
light brownish yellow. It is usually associated with chlorite and hornblende. In the latter case the two minerals are frequently so intergrown that the cleavages of both a1·e parallel. Since the hornblende is
iu many cases fibrous, and is commonly found surrounding the biotite,
it is probably to be regarded as an alteration product of this mineral.
When associated with chlorite the biotite presents the same general
features as it does when accompanied by hornblende. In this case,
however, the biotite occurs in larger flakes, and in shreds disseminated
throughout the mass of chlorite. Between the folia little lenticular
masses of calcite and a brightly polarizing, hig·hly refractive, sphene like looking substance are quite common, as are also pleochroic halos.
That this biotite is secondary and that much of it has been derived
from the augite is evident from the fact that this mineral, together
with hornblende and chlorite, make up areas which have the characteristic wedge shape of the augite in fresh specimens.
The presence of biotite in the Lake Superior gabbros has been reported by Irving, Wadsworth, and others. Most of these writers have
apparently looked upon it as primary, Wadsworth 5 alone stating positively that it is in many cases secondary after augite. In the rocks of
other localities biotite has often been met with as an alteration product
of augite. 6 It has recently been found by Schuster7 in a gabbro from
ne~r Big Oak Flat, in California.
Geology of Wisconsin, Vol. III , pp. 85-36.
Strcng and Kloos: Nenes .Tahrbuch fur Min., etn ., 1877, pp. 27-31.
Geology of Wisconsin, Vol. III, p .170, an tl Copper -b earin g rocks of Lake Superior, p. 56.
4 Op. cit., pp. 57-58, 66- 67, 84.
r; Bulletin No. 2, Geological Survey of Minnesota, p. 65.
GBlum: Psouclomorphoscn, Vol. r,p. 3l; Vol, III, p. !)3. Tschermak: Porphy rgesteine Oesterreicbs,
1 G9. p. 264. Richthofen: Sitzb. cl.
k. d. Wiss. zu Wien, 1858,Vol. xxvrr, p. 335. Lehmann: Untersuchm1!{ Uber die al. tohung tl r Altl<ryst. Schiefergesteine, 188.t, pp. 198, 231. Rohrbach: T sch er mak. min ral. Mitth. , l 85, Vol. v 1r, p. 27. Bra1111R: Nones .Tahrb. f. Miu., etc., B ilage-Band V., p.
28!). Bcr"t: Tscl1 rmaks mineral. Mitt.Ji .. 1888, V ol. x, pp. 320, 320. Doss: Tschermaks mineral.
Mitih., 1880, Vol. x r, p. 41.
·
.
1 Neue!-1.Tabrb. f. Miner., etc., l 8i, Deilage-Band V., p. 515.
1
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It is evident that the change of augite into biotite is attended with
loss of calcium and silica and a gain in iron, aluminium, and the alkalies. In the gabbro from Pigeon point, aluminium and the alkalies
could easily have come from the plagfoclase, and the iron from the
magnetite. It is noticeable that magnetite is nearly always very close
to the biotite in those sections where this mir..eral is most plentiful.
The calcium has probably passed over into the calcite, mentioned as
present between the biotite folia.
The :first stage in the alteration of the plagioclase is the loss of its
glassy luster. Little flakes of a brightly polarizing, colorless mineral,
probably kaolin, are developed throughout its mass; ch1orite accumulates in its cleavage cracks; and between contiguous crystals there
forms a rnicropegmatitic intergrowth of ·chlorite or a reddened feldspathic substance with quartz. This micropegmatite almost always
raftiates from the edge of an attered plagioclase, and in a few instances
its feldspathic component is optically continuous with that of the origi~al crystal. As alteration progresses the plagioclase becomes clouded.
Itloses its polysynthetic twinning striations and takes on the appearance of the orthoclase( ') in Irving's orthoclase-gabbro1• The amount
of quartz present becomes very great. The spaces between the other
constituents are :filled with radially arranged quartz and feldspar, and
the original structure of the rock entirely disappears. This alteration
of the plagioclase with the production of micropegmatite is especially
noticeable near the contact of the gabbro with the red rock. It proceeds hand in hand with the alteration of augite into biotite as described
above, and gives rise to a rock which resembles in some respects the
intermediate rocks to be described in Ohapter V.
Magnetite, pyrite, aml apatite are much more abundant in the altered gabbro than in the fresh rock. The former is highly titaniferous. On its edges leucoxene or biotite is nearly always to be detected.
The apatite penetrates biotite, chlorite, and even magnetite, and occaionally contains fluid inclusions, in which are little air bubbles.
In addition to the mineral mentioned above there was noticed in
one p cimen (No. 11222), taken from a place where the gabbro appr a ·h the re<l. o-ranitic rock, a green, transparent, i otropic mineral
with a h xagonal cro ' , ec ion. Thi mineral ha a high index of
r fra i n, and app ar to form in little plate piled on upon the other
in b mann r of tridymite in the eruptiv rock , or of the plate of
run 1m
fr u ntly , en in irnperfi ctly d veloped crystal from
r h c r Jina.
L n f th . e lit le plate unite to fi rm a group
' i hi h
fi un 1 a o i t d with the alteration produ ts of auO'it .
h wn in , Pl. v, they urround apatite. When
urarnet with a diam t r of O.o-mm. Their
ntit i ,
att m t
ad to i olat th min nffi i nt
·h mi l , 1 c ly i pr v d fn ile.
1 Tb
p.5L

rin Ro k of Lnk

uperi r, R.

. Irving.

Monograph, U. , Geol. Sarvey, Vol. V,

EXPLANATION OF PLATE VII.
VII. a. Section of altered gab bro (No. 11446), in which long, slender needles
of hornblende are seen to have attached themselves to compact pieces
of the same mineral, which have undoubtedly been derived from
augite. Chlorite, quartz, kaolinized feldspar; magnetite, and spheno
are the other minerals shown in the figure . From a photograph in
natural light. Magnified 80 diameters.
b. Pseudamygdule of hornblende in altered gabbro (No. 11247). The
circular area in the center of the figure is the pseudamygdule, composed of green and yellowish-brown hornblende. Surrounding it are
the altered remains of the original gabbro, in which the gabbro
structure can still be detected. From a photograph in natural light.
Magnified 80 diameters.
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A.t several places near the contact of the gabbro with the quartzites
and the gr~nitic rock, and at one point, on the top of a high hill north
of Fisherman's point (see map, Pl. nr), are peculiar phases of the gabbro which merit a little attention. These peculiar varieties are remarkable for the extensive development of fibrous green hornblende in them.
This hornblende occurs in irregular patches, in long, sinuous, and parallel ridges, and in circular ar~as. On a weathered surface it has disappeared and left in its place little hollows. The result is a rock
presenting very mur,h the appearance of an amygdaloid. Instead of
disappearing entirely the hornblende in some specimens has passed
into chlorite, which stands out in ridges and irregular and circular
patches, just as does the hornblende when presen,t, and Js of a bright
red color where it has suffered alteration in consequence of forest fi-.ces.
When examined under the microscope these rocks are seen to have
retained to a certain extent their original structure. The decomposed
feldspar crystals can still be detected in lath-shaped forms. Epidote
in green grains is added to the secondary products mentione.d above as
characteristic of the feldspar. Augite is found in every stage of alteration in a single thin section. Intermingled with the fresh variety is
another in which a fibrous structure is marked. From this fibrous
variety there is a gradual transition through compact brown and green
hornblende into fibrous hornblende, and finally into long acicular crystals of this mineral. These hornblende areas have at first the general
wedge-shaped outline of the augite. As the alteration progresses, the
wedge-shaped outline is lost, and the groups of hornblende become circular in shape, and thus give rise to the pseudoamygdaloidal cavities
referred to above. Olivine can not be recognized in any of the sections
of the rocks of this kind, although the abundance of chlorite, hornblende, and other alteration products of this mineral leave no doubt of
its original existence. Biotite, leucoxene, apatite, and lozenge-shaped
crystals of colorless sphene are also present in all the specimens of these
planes examined.
Pl. vr, b, shows a portion of a section of one of these rocks in
which there are long needles of fibrous green hornblende, surroundiu g more compact cores of the brown mineral, and also slender acicular
crystals penetrating chlorite. Pl. vn, a, represents an area in which
augite bas been replaced by quartz and hornblende. The quartz is
without inclusions other than the long slender needles of light green
hornblende which pass uninterruptedly from one quartz individual
into another. Many of these hornblende needles, some of which are
0·65mm in length, have attached themselves to more compact hornblende,1 and even to lightly altered augite. In b of the same plate
one of the circular pseudo-amygdaloidal areas is seen. This is compo ·ed of brown and green compact hornblende, mingled with a little
uralite and chlorite. The dark portion represents the green hornblende, and the light portion the brown.
1 Cf.

Van Hise: Am. Jonr. Sci., 1887, Vol. xxxm, p. 385,
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CH.APTER III.
PETROGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE DIABASE.

The rock of the numerous _small dikes on the point presents but few
features to which attention need be drawn. Macroscopically it is a
dark gray, heavy diabase, in the coarse varieties of which the diabase
structure can readily be distinguished. It is more frequently altered
than fresh. In the altered forms it possesses a slight greenish tinge,
in consequence of the development of a small quantity of a fibrous
green hornblende.
Under the microscope, the fresh, coarse-grained varieties are found
to be composed essentially of plagioclase, augite, magnetite, a,patite,
pyrite, and chlorite. The plagioclase is in little lath-shaped crystals,
with a maximum extinction of 270 on each side of their twinning bands.
It is consequently a labradorite. The augite is in wedge-shaped area
hetween the plagioclase. When fresh it has a pale purplish pink color
like the augite of the gabbro. The magnetite is in little grains and
crystals in the coarser kinds, and in rods in the finer-grained varieties .
.Apatite is present in small colorless crystals, and chlorite in fibrous
masses on the edges of the augite.
The altered varieties may be divided into two classes-the micaceous
and the non-micaceous kinds. In the latter the constituents are the
ame as tho e described above, with the addition of uralite. ln the
former a brown mica is also present.
THE NON-MIC.A.CEOUS DI.A.BA.SES.
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into the interior, and at the same time a cleavage is developed perpendicular to the long axes. Further alteration takes place, not along
these cleavage cracks, but along the axes of the crystals. At this
stage of their change the crystals appear as if perforated in this direction by cylindrical cavities, into which a quantity of dirty green chloritic substance has been forced. Pl. x, a. b., represents two of these
idiomorphic augites in this stage of their alteration.
In the final stages of the alteration of the rock all traces of augitic
material have disappeared. Chlorite, uralite, and titaniferous magnetite have entirely replaced it. These minerals are not confined to the
areas formerly occupied by augite, but are disseminated throughout the
thin section and fill all the
space between the plagioclase
and its decomposition products
and apatite. Th~ magnetite
(Fig. 6) is present in idiomorphic grains, in long rod-like
forms, in little dots arranged
in curved lines, and in fine dust
scattered through all the other
constituents with the exception
of the apatite. The apatite is
much more abundant than in
the fresh varieties, but possesses no peculiar features.
The plagioclase in these rocks
has undergone change to such
an extent that its original out- FIG, 6,-Icliomorphic secondary magnetite in altered
diabase.
liue has entirely disappeared
and with it the diabasic structure of the rock. Quartz and a red feldspathic substance, both of which are probably derived from the plagioclase, fill the little corners between the altered labradorite. The amount
of this feldspathic substance present is often so great as to give the hand
specimen a reddish tinge. No olivine was detected in any of the nonmicaceous diabases, although a few round areas composed of pilite and
chlorite render it probable that this mineral was originally present in
some instances.
Round grains of a highly refractive, colorless, augitic-looking mineral
are met with in a few sections of the least altered diabases. This
mineral is older than the monoclinic augite, and has an extinction parallel to its cleavage. It gives rise upon alteration to a dirty green chlorite and a little uralite. Intermingled with these products are masses
of magnetite, whose origin is evidently secondary. This magnetite is
not only scattered through the chlorite and uralite, but it is also
grouped around the exteriors of the highly refractive grains in such
way as to preserve their outlines even when all .traces of their original
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substance has entirely disappeared. From its optical properties and
the nature of its alteration products the colorless mineral is probably
to be regarded as an orthorhombic pyroxene.
The fine-grained phases of rock occurring on the edges of the dike;-;
are all highly altered. Between feldspathic and magnetitie microlites
is a dirty green interstitial substance, which polarizes slightly, arnl
shows under high powers little fibers of chlorite and hornblende. No
glass wa.s observed in any one of these rocks, but the impression left
by a study of their thin sections is that this did occur abundantly, but
has been entirely replaced by secondary substances.
The material of one or two dikes contains large porphyritic crystals
of plag'ioclase in a groundmass differing but slightly from those types
already described. In one instance (No. 11265, from the center of the
third shingle beach from the end of the point·on its south side) the porphyritic crystals are surrounded by little rims of pyrite.
In other dikes the rock presents the appearance of an amygdaloid.
In the midst of an altered groundmass it contains circular areas :filled
with calcite, chlorite, a little green hornblende, a few flakes of mica and
a small quantity of an almost colorless, highly refractive, isotropic
substance with the appearance of garnet. 1 .Around these areas lie little plagioclase crystals-with their long axes tangent to the· circumferences of the circles, a s if they had been shoved aside by the expansive
force of some gas formerly contained in a bubble. .At the same time
there is a faint indication of a fluidal structure in the arrangement of
the feldspar crystals in the body of the rock. This amygdaloidal
character is not noticeable in the hand specimens of any of theserocks,
except as it is brought out by weathering. On weathered surface
only a slight mottling distinguishes them from the nonamygdaloidal
varieties. Pl. vn, b, shows the appearance of one of these areas when
magnified 60 diameters.
A peculiarity characteristic of the rock from several of the larger dike
is noted only when their thin sections are placed on sheet of white
paper. It is then observed that they have a mottled appearance, which
i due to the development of augite in large pieces in such a way a to
includ within it elf many of the small plagioclase cry tal . Thi
auo·ite i quit fre hand free from magnetite, while the interstitial ub·tan e i alt red and contain ma 0 ·netit in large quantity. Thi tru tur i · nit
mm n amon · the diaba e of the Lak Sur erior r 0 ·ion
an i kn wu a lu. ter-mottlin .2 It ha · al o be n ob erved in the
rid tit s ne r
k. kill, ew
here it ha b en denominated
}l i ·ili i . 3 (
b l. VIII.)

urv y,
. Jour.

i., Jan , 1 6, "\ oL .x.xx1, p. 30.

ol.

Ir, pp. 6 ,:.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE VIII.

VIII. a. Amygdule in diabase of dike (No. 11406.) Around the edges of the
amygdule, which is filled with chlorite and other secondary minerals,
plagioclase crystals are arranged with their long axes tangent to the
surface of the cavity. From a photograph.in natural light. Magnified 60 diameters.
b. Pcecilitic structure in diabase of dike. Th~ light-colored crystals
are plagioclase, and the ground mass augite. This polarizes in two
large a~eas, each of which incloses many feldspars. The black substance between the plagioclase at the right and left of the figure is
chlorite. A narrow band of this cross~s the center of the picture
and separates the two augite individuals. From a photograph in
natural light. Magnified 60 diameters.
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THE MICACEOUS DI.A.BASES.

The micaceous diabases are characterized by the po ses ion of a
strongly pleochroic brownish-red biotite. This is undoubtedly a product of the alteration of augite. It can be seen in parallel growths with
this mineral, and also filling wedge-shaped areas from which the augite
has disappeared. It includes all the minerals contained in augite, and
in addition cont~ins a large amount of secondary magnetite. The
amount of the biotite present varies greatly. In some specimens only
a few :flakes are cliscoverable, while in others it constitutes the greater
portion of the iron-bearing minerals present. Apatite is also abundant
in these rocks. This mineral occurs not only in well developed forms,
but also in skeleton crystals. Fig. 7 represents some of the forms
assumed by the apatite in a rock from the large dike on the south shore,
about three-fourths of a mile from the end of the point (Pl. xrv).
Upon carefully noting the relations of the micaceous diabases to the
surrounding rocks it is found that in every case in which mica is present in any considerable quantity the dike rock is either cut by veins or
dikes of the red rock or is thoroughly impregnated with its
substance. And, on the other
hand,wherever the red rock approaches very close to a dike
the rock of this latter is found
to contain mica. From these
facts it would appear that the
biotite is a secondary mineral,
produced in the diabase upon
its contact with the red rock,
just as it is in the case of the
gabbro, where the biotite is
found most abundantly developed on or near its contact
Fro. 7.-Skeloton crystal of apatite in altered diabase.
with the red rock.
The properties of the rock present in the dikes cutting gabbro
are not different from those of the rock occurring in the dikes penetrating the sedimentary beds. Both classes comprise dikes composed of
comparatively fresh varieties of the same rock, as well as those consisting
of decomposed material. As a general rule, the dikes in the gab bro are
less fresh thau those in the fragmenta.J rocks, but otherwise no distinc_
tion can be drawn. Porphyritic diabases ar'e as common in the gabbro
as in the fragmental rocks, and those containing red feldspar are as frequently found in the one as in the other.
A comparison of the freshest of the diabases with the coarse olivine
gab bro of the point reveals scarcely any differences in the structure of
the two rocks save that due to the differences in coarseness of grain.
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In composition they differ at present only in the presence of olivine,
which is a characteristic constituent of tlie gabbro, but is represented
in the diabases only by its decomposition products. In method of alteration the two rocks are likewise slightly at variance. An abundant product of the alteration of olivine and augite in the gabbro is hornblende, wLile in the diabase the most prominent secondary product is
chlorite. The two rocks are thus found to have most of their
characteristics in common, while those in which they differ are of
secondary importance. Coarseness of grain and freshness of the mineral components markthe gabbro, while fineness of grain and secondary products characterize the diabases. These differences, although
of little genetical value, are of importance in separating the two rocks
practically. As has aJready been mentioned, the coarseness of grain
in the gabbro bas been used by Irving as a means of distinguishing
these from the diabases, and for this reason the coarse-grained rock
has been designated gabbro in ·the present paper. The diabases are
s~milar 1 to many of the diabases in the flows interstratified with the
Keweenawan beds. Since no diabase dikes, so far as the writer is
aware, have been found in the Cambrian rocks of the Lake Superior
region, it is probable that the numerous dikes in the Animikie rocks
mark the orifices 2 through which the Keweenawan flows above them
were extruded.
1
2

Irvin g : Copper-Bearing Rocks of' Lake Superior, pp. 61-91.
Cf. Irving: Op. cit., pp.143, 144.

CHAPTER IV.
PETROGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE RED ROCK.

The red rock which is found so abundantly in the neighborhood of
the gabbro has attracted the attention of all geologists who have visited
Pigeon point.
Prof. W. W. Mather, according to Foster and Whitney, 1 regarded it
as granite. Dr. Norwood,2 assistant United States geologist, in 1851,
described it as a reddish syenitic rock, containing but a small amount
of quartz. .A.bout thirty years later Prof. N. H. Winchell 3 of the Minnesota State Survey, saw a red rock associated with gabbro near the
extremity of Pigeon point, and a rock red with orthoclase on its north
shore, about a mile from its eastern end, the latter 4 of which he mentious as having probably originated by the fusion and recrystallization
of the sedimentary beds through which the gabbro cut s. .A. microscopical examination of this rock has very recently been made by Dr . M. E.
Wadsworth/ who· regards it as an altered phase of some eruptive, the
original nature of which he is unable to determine from the single section at his command. In 1881 Prof. R. D. Irving 6 examined a rock
from Brick island (Little Brick island), one of the smaller group of
the Lnciile group of islands, about a mile south of Pigeon point. He
describes it as" pink to bright brick-red in color, thinly and very distinctly stratified, dipping southeast 8½ 0 ." He says further:
Its tliin section reveals a rock very close to those red rocks of the Keweenaw
series, which I have described nuder the names of augite-syenite and granitic porphyry; that is to say, it is a mass of feldspar crystals, saturated with secondary
quartz, arranged in the usual graphic form, while other la1·ger quartz areas seem
also to belong with tlte secondary quartz. Here and there is an augite crystal to
complete the resemblance, and there is no trace of fragmental texture. _

Ou Pigeon point Prof. Irving also found a red rock which "rllsembles
in every _particular the rock from Brick island." Red rocks, similar in
character to the red rock of Pigeon point, have been observed by various geologists at different places in the Lake Superior region, but have
Report on the Geology of the Lake Superior Land District, 1Yasbington, 1851, Part 2, pp.12 and 37.
Report of a Geological Survey of "Wisconsin, Iowa, ancl Minnesota. B_y D. D . Owen, United States
geologist, Philadelphia, 1852, p. 309.
3 The Geol. and Nat. Rist. Survey of Minnesota for 1880. Ninth Annual Report, p. 70.
4 Ibid. for 1881.
Tenth Annual Report, p. 57.
5 Geo1. ancl Nat. RiRt. Survey af Minnesota, Bulletin 2.
Preliminary description of the Peridotyt,es,
Gab bros, Diabases, and Andesytes of Minnesota, 1887, p. 81.
6 The Copper-Bearing Rocks of Lake Superior; Monograph, U.S. Geol. Survey, Vol. v, 1883, p. 369.
1

2
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received comparatively little attention. MacFarJane 1 seems to have
looked upon them as eruptive in origin; the other observers regarded
them as altered sedimentaries. As these writers have mentioned them
only incidentally, references to their statements are unnecessary.
THE GRANULAR RED ROCK.

This red rock presents two phases differing markedly from one another.
Ih its most typical aspect it is a fine-grained, brick-red, drusy, granular
rock, speckled with little dark green spots. Its color is due to the
prevalence of a red feldspar, which possesses at times a well-marked
cleavage, but is rarely observed with crystal outlines. Scattered
through this as a background are little particles of white quartz, and the
green spots mentioned above, which microscopical examination proves to
be chlorite. In a few cases a light-colored plagioclase can be seen intermingled with the. red feldspar. The drusy cavities are lined with crystals of red orthoclase and quartz. . The latter contain only the planes
:± R and ooR. The former have a specific gravity of 2·4-9, and are
bounded by OP, ooP, ooPoo and P 00 . In some cases the interiors of
the druses are partly filled with calcite, in which case the crystals project into its mass.
When fresh the rock possesses a tendency to break most easily in a
horizontal direction. · In certain exposures on the sides of cliffs this
tendency is emphasized by weathering to such an extent as to produce
a parting which is as regular as
the parting along bedding planes in
many sedimentary rocks. This parting is particularly noticeable in a
cliff near the eastern end of the
point (Pl. xvi), where the parting
planes are nearly parallel to the
bedding planes of the surrounding
quartzite (Fig. 8). On Little Brick
mo. 8.- k t h of cli.ffside, showing regular part- island, as announced by Irving (loc.
ing produced in red rock by weathering.
cit.), the dip is 8½0 to the southeast.
ope the coar er-grained specimens of this variety
ro k ar een to be composed es ·entially of an· hypidioaggr gate of at lea t two feld par , quartz and
bordinate c n tituent -mu covite, rutile, leuapatite.
br
riated plagiocla e, twinned according to
rding t the Mannebach
w 11-ill ividualiz fi Id par which i youn er
1 r ban h acco palling uartz.
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It surrounds the plagioclase and is intergrown with the quartz in rriicropegmatitic and granophyric forms, and is found also in rudely outlined
crystals with a square cross section. Both the plagioclase and the
granophyre feldspar contain little plutes of hematite, but the number
of these in the latter is very much greater than in the former, so that
the plagioclase appear~ lighter in color. It has also undergone less
alteration than the red variety, and is therefore much more transparent
in the thin section. In some instances the twinning lamellre were distinct enough to yield measurement indicating a composition near that
of oligoclase. The specific gravity is 2·61 to 2·65. The red feldspar is
so much altered that no measurements of extinction angles could be
made, although traces of-twinning lamellre can still be detected. These
lamellre are· broader than those in the plagioclase and frequently appear as if produced by Carlsbad twinning. In addition to the hematite plates there are present as inclusions in both varieties of the feldspar apatite, leucoxene, chlorite, and little shreds of muscovite or
kaolin. The chlorite occurs principally in the plagioclase and the
kaolin in the red feldspar. They are both secondary products, derived
from the alteration of the minerals in which they occur.
The amount of the plagioclastic constituent present in the rocks of
this type varies quite widely. Where it is most abundant the rock is
lighter in color than are the varieties in which the predominant feldspar
is the red variety. The micro-pegmatite is less common in the former
and the quartz more often possesses the club-shaped outlines indicative of a secondary origin. Where the red feldspar is the predominant
one, it is found in the rudely outlined crystals mentioned above, and
also in micropegmatitic intergrowths with quartz. The crystals often
, bow traces of' Carlsbad twinning, but, as bas been stated, they are so
much altered that their extinction could not be measured. Other apparent crystals consist entirely of intergrowths of quartz and red feldspar with the crystal outlines of the latter mineral. 1 In these the structure of the rock is determined by the abundance of these skeleton feldspar crystals, and is like that of the typical augite-syenite, as represented in Pl. XIV, Fig. -1 of Irving's" Copper-bearing rocks of Lake Superfor." Between these crystals the interstices are usually filled with
club-shaped masses of quartz and feldspatbic substance without any
definite shape. Occasionally the place ·of this irregular growth of
quartz and feldspar is taken by a mosaic of quartz grains.
In order to determine the nature of the red feldspar, a separation of
the constituents of one of the freshest of the granular rocks was made
in the usual way. Most of the feldspar fell at 2·577. When examined
under the microscope the powder was found to be free from quartz
though slightly altered, and filled with hematite inclustons. An analy:
sis yielded Mr. Whitfield the figures in column VIII. The composition
1

J os. P. Iddings: Obsidian Cliff, Yellowstone National Park. 7th Annual Report, U.S. Geol. Sur·

vey Pl. xv, Fig. 5.
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of ailorthoclase 1 fr.om the rhyoli.te of Pantelleria is given in column D.
In E. is the calculated composition of an anorthoclase corresponding to
Ab20r.
D.

V.III.

, Si02 ••••••••••
.A.1203 ••••••••.
Fe203 ........ .
CaO ..••.•••..
MgO ......... .

65·00
18·22
2·64
1·06
·06 .

K 20 ......... .

4·18
8·40

N~O ........ .
Ign .......... .

E.

66·06
19·24

67'248
19·165 ·

·54 ·······•••••
1'11
·11 ........... .
5·865
7'721

·46 .............. ·•·••···•··•
1----1------1----1

Total ... .

100·12

Sp.gr ........ .

2·577

100·14

100·00

2·581-2·592 . ......... ..

It will thus be seen that the red feldspar has a composition corres.
ponding to that of anorthoclase. Its optical 2 and physical properties,
so far as they could be determined, are nob in opposition to this view.
They are, however, not to be relied upon as distinctive for the mineral,
because of its great alteration.
Th~ quartz is in. irregular areas filling the interstices between the
other constituents, and is also intergrown with theredfeldsparinmicro·
pegmatitic and granopbyric forms. The granophyre is almost always
present in greater or less amount in the little angular areas between
contiguous feldspar crystals, and it often surrounds a plagioclase crys·
tal as a zone. In some instances the plagioclase is a comparatively
fresh, clear mineral, with prominent twinning striations, while thezone
is composed of a fibrous inter growth of red feldspathic substance and
quartz, in which the fibres of the quartz are developed with their long
axes perpendicular to the surface of tlle internal plagioclase. The ex·
terior of the zone is bounded by an outline parallel to that of the kernel.
The mo t common inclusions of tbe quartz are fluid cavities with little
dancing bubble , red feld par, and tiny, black, du t·like particles of
· m ub tance who uature could not be determined.
Th cblorit i , in all probability, the re ult of the alteration of a
pr vio ly xi tin bi tit . Tra
of this mineral can till be det ct d
ti n and in ne ( o. 11541) the biotite is quite fre b. The
th in Ii tl radiating pherulite crowd d lose
en 1 ing uar z an feld par. Calcite, rutile,
1 u x u re i mo t ommon inclu ion
"fe) 3 hara teri tic f thi mineral
h l

165.

, or soda.micro line, e Dr. J . .
; ·ol.
a azin , DI, vol. 6, ~ . 29 p .160.
halo , • · N uee Jahrb, fiir Min., tc., 1 , I, p.
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Associated with the chlorite is oftentimes a very light-green fibrous
mineral in groups of sheaf-like bundles. It is easily distinguished
from the chlorite by its bright polarization colors and its silveryluster
between crossed nicols. It is probably a secondary muscovite or sericite, derived in part from the biotite. In one or two instances bleached
biotites were observed whose edges presented the appearance of frayed
fibers of muscovite.
Rutile forms quite a prominent accessory constituent in some specimens. It is found in irregular masses of a dark brown color, and also
in long, rod-like forms. In both instances it is intermingled with
leucoxene, and frequently with chlorite. When present in the rodlike forms it is without doubt an alteration product of titanic iron.
Rutile is also widespread as sagenite in the chlorite. ·Calcite is pres~
ent as an alteration product of feldspar. It occurs in little nests in
drusy cavities, and also in the interior of plagioclase crystals.
The structure of the rock, as has already been stated, is the hypidiomorphic-granular, in which the mica, the greater portion of the feldspar and quartz have separated in the order mentioned. Pl. ix, a,
represents the structure of a specimen (No.11541) collected in the interior of the western portion of the point.
THE PORPHYRITIC RED ROCK.

The second phase of the red rock resembles quartz-porphyry. Rudely
outlined quartz crystals and occasional brick-red and greenish-white
feldspars are scattered through a very fine-grained ground mass of a
dark red or purplish color. Although a few of the light colored feldspars appear in the hand specimen to be bomogenous throughout, a
much larger number upon close inspection are discovered with a core
of the brick-red mineral. The two feldspars are often united :j_n Carlsbad t wirn::\, composed of two zones, the inner one red and the outer one
white. On weathered surfaces the latter is dark and the former an
opaque white. The red feldspar is also occasionally found forming the
center of au area consisting principally of a yellowish green chloritic
substance.
When one of these quartz-porphyries is broken, the little quartz crystals are observed projecting above the fractured surface. Examined
casually, they resemble pieces of pebbles whose exteriors have been
worn smooth by the action of running water. All traces of interfacial
angles have been lost, and the general shape of the bodies is that of a
cylinder, the ends of which have been rounded. Under the lens their
surfaces are found to be pitted with little depressions that remind one
of the depressions produced in the roughening of glass by the sandblast.
Under the microscope these rocks are characterized by the beauty .of
their granophyre structure. All gradations between the granular
structure described in the previous section and the typical porphyritic
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structure have been observed, and in all there is more or less of the
true granophyre. In the porphyries the porphyritic crystals are quartz
and feldspar.
_In its less perfectly developed phases the quartz occurs in round,
elliptical, and crescent shaped areas, -and incJudes portions of the
groundmass. When more completely developed, these areas have a
lenticular cross section resembling in general outline that of a <li-hcxhedral crystal, al ways extinguishing as they do in the direction of their
longest axis. The quartz is clear and transparent, and contains no
inclusions other than fluid cavities with movable bubbles.
A very few irregularly outlined feldspar areas represent the porphyritic crystals of this mineral in their earliest stages of development.
Other areas which appear in the band specimen as crystals are seen
under the microscope to be composed of granophyre substance with the
outlines of crystals. Other apparently homogeneous crystals consist
of a core of plagioclase, with an outer rim of granopbyre, while others
are composed of two kinds of feldspar in zonal growths. The red crys.
tals in the midst of a green substance are cores of feldspa,r, t.bat were
originally surrounded by a zone of a different composition, whieh
yielded chlorite upon alteration. The most interesting intergrowths
are those in which the nucleus is a comparatively fresh striated pJngioclase and the external zone a mass of secondary quartz and altered felclspathic substance. In these the outlines of the areas are al ways elliptical in shape. Figure g of Plate x represents one of these areas as
seen between crossed nicols. The interior of the area is occupied by
an irregularly-Rhaped piece of striated plagioclaso, around which is a
zone of secondary quartz and red feld par.
The groundmass in which these porphyritic crystals are imbedded
has the structure of Rosenbusch's typical granophyres. 1 It consiRts
in large part of pseudospherulites (Pl. rx, b) com1 o ed of fib r.
of quartz and red feld par in granophyric intergrowth . Between
t.he e are little area of micropegmatite and sometimes mo aic ' of
uartz-O'raiu . In addition to the p eudospherulites there is often a
growth of granophyre ub tance around the di torted and corrodrd
porphyritic quartze and in th undeveloped feld par m ntion d above.
Th O'ranophyre urrounding the quartz cry tal is compo. <.l of fiber
hi hr, diate from the urfac of the cry tal, an form a z n whi 11
in 1· liu, ry liO'h r mbl . the " uartz globulair " of Levy, but in
tween r sed ni ol , are se n to b 1 ti ally
, hi h he uartz fib r
n l n f th ri nt i n f the ub tanc f he mineral whi ·h

EXPLANATION OE' PLATE IX.
IX. a. Thin section of granular red rock (No.11541), showing the structure.
The red substance is feldspar, whose color is due to alteration,
whereby little plates of hematite have been formed. The white
mineral is quartz. It is in round granules, except in the upper portion of the figure, where it forms a micropegmatitic growth with the
red feJdspar. The green areas are chlorite that has been derived
from mica. In the small area at the upper portion of the figure the
cleavage of the mica can still be seen, and its pleochroism 1s still
marked. The black spots are magnetite and the white substance
inclosed in the chlorite is leucoxene. Under crossed nicols the apparently single area of red feldspar on the right-hand side of the
figure breaks up into an aggregate of granules, many of which are
striated in the direction of their longer axes. The fi gure represents
the section as seen in natural light, magnified 40 diameters.
b. Thin section of porphyritic red rock (No. 11373). The large white
body in about th e center of the field is a quartz crystal whose extinction is parallel to a line drawn vertically from the apex of the
figure. The irreg ularly shaped brown substance to the left of the
quartz is some secondary product, perhaps chlorite, which has been
staiued by iron h ydroxides. The rest of the figure is occupied by
spherulites of red feldspar and quartz in very fine granophyric intergrowths. A few spicules and little n ests of cblorite are scattered
through these spherulites, and between them (as in the extreme
lower right-hand side of the :figure) are small ar eas of granular
feldspar and quartz. Natural light. Magnified 40 diameters.
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granular red rock. Some of these substances are arranged in long narrow lines, as if derived from microlites. Others are aggregated into
clusters, or are concentrated around quartz crystals. Tiny grains of
hematite and titaniferous magnetite, and little plates of a green chloritic mineral are scattered everywhere throughout the groundmass, but
never in any large quantity. In the pseudospherulit!3S they are arranged
in a general way parallel to the fibers of quartz and feldspar.
Leucoxene and a highly refractive uniaxial colorless mineral, taken
to be zircon, are occasionally met with. The former is mingled with
biotite in the vicinity of magnetite, and the latter occurs in crystals
with a rhombic cross section, which remains dark through an entire
revolution between crossed nicols. The zircon forms little crystals
whose cross section is rectangular. They are of a yellowish tinge,
possess a zonal structure, show brilliant interference colors between
crossed nicols, exhibit a shagreenous surface in natural light, anrl extinguish parallel to the sides of the rectangular cross sections. Calcite is
quite abundant as an alteration product of some of the fibers intergrown
with the quartz, and also in the little cavities contained in the rock.
In Pl. Ix, b, one of the pseudospherulites and a rounded quartz crystal
are represented as they appear in one of the most typical quartz-porphyries. The rock in which they occur was obtained from the top of
the quartz-porphyry bluff just west of the Little Portage.
COMPARISON OF '.L'HE GRANULAR AND PORPHYRITIC RED ROCKS
WITH EACH 0'.L'HER, AND WITH OTHER ROCKS OF THE SAME
NATURE OCCURRING IN THE LAKE SUPERIOR REGION.

The microscopical characteristics of the porphyritic 2nd the granular
varieties.of the red rock indicate the probability of the identity of the
two. Although the most typical quartz-porphyry is quite different in
structure from the typical granular variety, gradations between these
two types can be recognized. Their mineralogical composition is the
same and, as is shown below, their chemical composition is identical.
In order to obtain an average composition for the two types of the
red rock, pieces of equal size were broken from the freshest specimens
and powdered, and these powdei's were analyzed by Mr. W. F. Hillebrand. In eolmim IX is the result of an analysis of the powder of
seven of the freshest specimens of the granular rock. In X is an
analysis of the powder of three quartz-porphyries. Fis an analysis of
the granite from Bejby, Sweden, containing red orthoclase, gray, and
brownish gray quartz, black mica, and a few flakes of golden yellow
mica. 1
1

Gerh ard: Neues J·ahrb. fur. Min., etc., 1887, n, p . 271.
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IX.*
Si02 ••••••••••
Ti02 ......... .
.A.1203 ........ .
Fe293·· · · .... .
FeO* . . ... ... .
MnO ......... .
CaO ......... .
SrO ...... ....
BaO ......... .
MgO ......... .
K20 ......... .
Na20 ... ·..... .
Li:10 . . . . . . . . . .
H 20 ....... ...
p 205 .... : . . . . .
Cl .. .. ...... ..

·

X.*

72-42

74:00
·34

13·04

12·04

·66

2·61
·05
·85

4-33

3·44

3·47

1·21
·20

Trace.

2·60
·09
·83

Trace.

·15
·58
4-97

Trace?

14·25

·78 ........... .

·68

Trace.

109.

F.

·40

2-49
·09

[BULL,

·12 ........... .
·42 ...... ·•····

4·96
3·21

Trace?
·86

1'22

·06 ...........•

Trace.

Total ... .

100·37

99·93

Sp. gr ....... .

2·620

2·565

100·48

*During the pulverization of the rocks a small quantity of metallic iron became mixeu with the
powders, which may have reduced somn of the ferric iron to the ferrous condition, through the agency
of the hydrogen generated in the course of solution. The above figure5 are corrected for the metallic
iron present, but coul<i not be corrected for the amount of reduction produced, which was in any
event very small, since the entire amount of metallic iron prnsent was not greater tban 0.35 per cent.

An inspection of the figures in columns IX and X shows that there
can be but little doubt that the two rocks analyzed are parts of the
same mass. The very slight differences noted in the amounts of silica,
alumina and potassa are not greater than are frequently found in dif.
ferent hand specimens of the same rock.
The close agreement in cvmposition between the Pigeon point rock
and the grauite from B~jby (F) becomes a matter of intere, t, when w
remember that the latter has been called a soda-granite becau ·e of the
supposition, ba ed on an earlier analysis, that the rock contained a
feld ·par rich in sodium. Gerhard, however, claims (loc. cit.) that the
rock can not be regarded a. a oda-granite, but make no attempt to
i olate the feld 'par and subject them to examination. He ·tate, that
th fold ·par present in the rock are plagioclase, orthocla e, and micro·
lin .
paratiou of th compon nt of on of the fre he t of tll granular
r 1 ,· fr m iO" n p int yi Id d h mineral. · in th following p rcent·
62.76
34.94

ly an -
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Upon comparison of the composition of this feldspar with that of the
rock in which it occurs, it will be noticed that whereas in the former
the quantity of soda present is much greater proportionately than the
potassa, in the latter the potassa is iu excess. A calculation .of the
composition of the residue (a) left after allowing for the quartz and the
small amounts of plagioclase, chlorite, apatite, and biotite present in
the rock, gives a result which agrees very closely with the theoretical
composition of a feldspar of the formula Ab1 Or1 (b).

,_[_a. __
b.,
I

Si02 ••••••••••
Al203 ...•.....
K 20 ......... .
Na2 0 ....... . .

63·52

66·51

22·00 .

19·05

8·56
5·92

8·70
5·74

It appears probable from these :figures that there is present in the
red rock a serrns ot potassium.sodium feldspars, of which some inem·
bers contain more potassa than does the one analyzed. Those mem·
bers which are richer in potassa, if Lagorio's hypoth-esis 1 of the order
of crystallization in eruptive rocks is correct, would probably have
crystallized toward the last stages of the rocks' solidification, and thus
would be apt to be intergrown with quartz in the micropegmatite, and
would therefore have fallen when the specific gravity of the ._ _s eparating solution was somewhat above 2·577-in the neighborhood of 2·65
(the specific gravity of quartz).
From the descriptions of the thin sections of the two types of· the
red rock, and fr~nn the close agreement in their composition, it is evi·
dent that they are parts of the same rock mass, whatever may have
been its origin. There can be little ct.oubt that the porphyry has solidified from a molten magma. It presents all the structural features of
Rosenbusch's Vogesen granophyres. 2 It is very similar in macroscopic
aud microscopic appearance to the Keweenawan quartz-porphyries
described by Irving 3 as flows in the copper-bearing rocks on both
sides of Lake Superior, and which are undoubtedly of eruptive origin.
The granular phase occurs in dikes and veins cutting slates and
diauase, and is identical in structure with some of Irving's augite.syenites, 4 which were regarded by that geologist 5 as altered forms of an
eruptive rock. It is identical with the red rock of Little Brick island,
which appears as a flow, and is not very different from the material of
one of the numerous ribbon-like dikes which constitute the principal
portion of Brick island, a member of the same group to which Little
Brick island belongs.
1 L agorio:

Mineral. und P etr-og. Miitl1 ., 1887, vm , p. 422.
Die Steiger Schiefer. Strassburg, 187G.
3 Copper.Bear ing Rocks, p. 95.
4 L oc. cit ., p . 112, et seq. ancl p . 3G!l.
°ԂF o r a discussion of t he nature o f' th e aug itc-sy enites aud their relations to the Pigeon point rock,
see Am. Jour. Sci. , Vol. 37, J an. , 1889, p. 54.
2
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An analysis of the Little Brick island rock was made by Mr. L. G.
Eakins for another purpose. It is given in column XI below, and with
it, in column X, is repeated the analysis of the quartz-porphyry of
Pigeon point, as given on page 56.
XI.
Si02

•••••• ••• •

73·70

Ti02·-····-···
·12
.A.1203 ..... - . . .
12·87
Fe2 O3 •••••••••
3·76
FeO ..........
·31
MnO .........
·07
CaO ...... ....
·14
SrO........... ..........
BaO .......... ..........
MgO..........
·11
K 2O . . . . . . . . . .
4·56
N320 -·······

3·63
·57
P 2 0 5 ••••••••••
tr.
Cl....... . ..............
Total ....

X.
74·01,
·34
12·04
·78
2·61
·05
·85
Trace.
·12
·42
4·33

3'47
·86
·06
Trace.

-99-84j-99-93
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that of the predominant variety of the Pigeon point rock is granular.
This deviation from the normal structure of the quartz-keratophyre
can readily be accounted for on the supposition that the Pigeon point
rock represents only the more deep-seated portions of a mass which
near its upper surface may have been porphyritic. There is no absolute method by which we can determine how much of the material of
the Animikie beds upon the point has been removed by erosion. If we
regard the rock upon Little Brick island as the bottom of a flow which
once overspread the slates and quartzites in the Pigeon point region, the
amount of material which was removed in reducing the point to its I_>resent altitude was over 1,100 feet. That this is by no means an exaggerated estimate is proven by the fact that the .sb.ortest distance between
the red rock on the point and the southern limit of exposures of slates
and quartzites on Susie island (see map, Pl. nr) is over a mile, measured
in the direction of the dip of the fragmental rocks, which with a dip
of 15° would give a thickness of over 1,370 feet of sedimentaries that
must have been removed before exposing what is now the surface
layer of these rocks on Pigeon point.
The most acceptable name for the porphyritic variety of the red rock
is undoubtedly quartz-keratophyre. It describes both th.e compoBition
and structure of the rock and its general appearance. The granular
variety corresponds most closely to the soda granites. It can not be
regarded as an augite-syenite, since it contains a great deal of quartz
that is not secondary. Rosenbusch 1 refers to the keratophyres as
paleovolcanic equivalents of the augite-syenites. Following this view
the quartz-keratophyres must be looked upon as paleovolcanic augite
granites, and as we distinguish as soda granites those varieties of granite containing a sodium feldspar or anorthoclase, then the quartz
keratophyre should be denominated augite-soda-granite. The augite
constituent is, however, so small in amount that it would seem best to
neglect it as an essentia::. component, and to call the rock a soda granhe. The designation of different portions of the same rock mass by
different names is of doubtful propriety. In the present case it serves
the purpose of calling attention to two of the most prominent types of
structure derived by the cooling of a molten magma under different
conditions.
1

Rosenbusch: Mikroscopische Physiographie, 2d ed., p. 442.
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CHAPTER V.
PETROGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ROCKS ON THE CONTACT BETWEEN THE RED ROCK AND THE OLIVINE GABBRO.

At the contact between the granular red rock and the gabbro is a
series of rocks which partake partly of the nature of the former and
partly of that of the latter. The most acid varieties differ but slightly
from the typical red rock. They are a little darker in color and contain a little more plagioclase. The darker color is due to the increa e
in the number and size of the green spots, which have been described
in the case of the red rock, as consisting of chlorite. In addition
to these there is more or less altered hornblende, which can readily
be detected in the hand specimen. As this rock approaches the gabbro it becomes still darker. The amount of plagioclase in it increase~.
It becomes much coarser grained and contains a much greater quantity of iron-bearing constituents. In this phase the structure is granitic, with a tendency to the ophitic. Still closer to the gabbro a rock
i observed which is very dark in color. It contains a small amount of
red feldspar and quartz, but otherwise is very little different from the
gabbro itself.
These gradations between the gabbro and the granular red rock are
noticed wherever the two rocks are in contact, except in the two ca e
previou ly referred to. In most instances the gradation is so uniform
that no line of junction can b detected between the two rocks. In
th r ca.
quite a har1 line exi ts between them. But even at the e
pla , th , r ·k on ith r ide of the line of contact i very evidently
f the 1·0 k on the other side, and there ar
lified y th pre en
1 a t w f the varieti
mentioned above. Alon · be conn h gran phyr and the gab bro at the ba e f the quartz1uff fi r in , an th intermediat ro k are wantino·. Ther
hal'p
w n h tw r k . On th
abbro i<l
·h, ng in h
t r f th ro k eem to have been effe t d. n
· 11 ph r
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south side of the point near its eastern extremity. At this place the
gradation of the acid red rock into the basic gabbro can be seen very
beautifully. All the rocks are well exposed, so that the change in their
character can be traced without any difficulty. Here the red rock is
the granular variety. As it approaches the gabbro it becomes quite
coarse grained. In the hand specimen large cleavage surfaces of red
feldspar and long acicular crystals of a dark hornblende are very
prominent. The dark crystals have a bronzy luster on their cleavage
surfaces, which are very perfect. A little nearer the gabbro the rock
is still coarser in grain. The feldspars now include not only the red
variety, but also a light greenish yellow plagioclase. The bisilicate
occurs in large lath-shaped crystals, a number of which are united into
arborescent forms (Fig. 9). Very near the gabbro is a rock in which
but a little red feldspar can be detected. The predominant minerals
are a glassy, greenish white plagioclase with bright cleavage surfaces,
and a dark augite. Its structure is like that of the finer-grained nonporphyritic gabbro. No line of contact between the gabbro and the
red rock or between their intermediate varieties can anywhere be discovered.
The lighter colored of these intermediate rocks examined microscopically is found to be composed of broad lath-shaped crystals of red
feldspar; irregular areas of the same mineral intergrown with quartz in micro-pegmatite; the remains of what were originally
hornblende crystals; 1arge irregular areas
UI of a bright green chlorite; crystals and rod- .n"'"~n;:
A',&_-~
like masses of a titaniferous magnetite; \1 a
,..6(f@/
apatite, rutne and an occasional zircon(¥).
-UU ',. ~~'.o/}~t/'
The feldspar crystals are crossed by bands
\} ~\\'I\
i;, ~ / /
running in the direction of their long axes.
...
~
/9
~ - - -.·:. fi1 .· ' . _· , ~- _·
These bands are broad, and in most cases
~~i
~·~
- ~~
~
are evidently due to Carlsbad twinning.
~ ~ CTl ~
All of this feldspar is more or less altered
-~
'al'-·
into kaolin and chlorite, both of which occur
in Small flakes mingled With tiny plates of FIG. 9--Grouping of hornblende crya:·
hematite.
·
tals in one of the intermediate rocks.
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T~e hornblende. is much ch~n?ed. Only occasionally can the original
outlmes of greemsh brown 1d10morphic crystals be detected. It is
more frequently chloritized. Large irregularly shaped areas composed
of fibrous chlorite, are presumably a secondary product de~ived from
t~e alterati~n of this mineral. Scattered throughout the mass of chlonte are grams of magnetite, surrounded by rims of leucoxene little
?rystals of apatite and rarely an irregularly shaped piece of rutil~. As
~ the case o~ .the red rock the most common occurrence of the rutile
1s as a sagemtic web in th~ chlorite derived from the hornblende (Pl.
x,f ). Between these constituents, and more particularly in the angles
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between contiguous feldspars, is quite a large quantity of quarb,
and red feldspar in micro-pegmatitic intergrowths. This micro-pegmatite sometimes extends out from the edges of the feldspar, but more
frequently exists in areas which are independent of all the other constituents. In these the different quartz areas extinguish simultaneously, as does also the feldspar.
In the second stage of the transition the thin section shows that the
amount of red . feldspar present has decreased considerably. Iu it:
place there has been added a large quantity of a clear, colorless plagioclase, with two systems of twinning lamellre and cleavage cracks, cutting each other at angles of about 83½ 0 and 96½ 0 , The specific gravity
of this plagioclase is about 2·65, and the maximum extinction of band
on each side of a twining plane in the zone OP. oo P oo is 0°. It is
crossed by irregular :fissures, in the crevices of which a green earthy
substance has been deposited. · In many places this plagioclase I.ta
undergone slight alteration with the production of flakes of ch]orite and
kaolin. The red feldspar is confined almost entirely to the micropeginatite, which occurs here, as in the former case, in the angles between
the other constituents. The specific gravity of a powder consi tiug
principally of this red feldspar was 2·583.
Hornblende is found in well-formed, fresh, idiomorphic crystals in
quartz, and also in particles which have undergone chloritization. It
occurs also in fibrous masses, which have probably been derived from
augite. A. peculiar feature of the fibrous hornblende is the interpo ition of a brown substance (probably limonite or some other hydrated
oxide of iron) between the fibers, that gives the mineral the metallic
luster noticed in the hand specimen. In addition to these two varietie,
of hornblende there is a third with the properties of uralite. It , urrounds the second variety and occurs as isolated needles in the <nrnrtz.
Cblorite is less abundant than it is in the lighter rock described abore.
It is found in rosettes, intermingled with hornblende, magnetite and
apatite. The la t mentioned mineral is very much commoner than in
either the typical red rock or in the lighter phase of the intermediat
rock . It occur as an inclusion in all the other mineral but the pla·
gi cla e, and is perhap mo t abundant in the quartz and red fi 1d 'par.
In b th macro copic and mi ·ro copic appearan e tbi ro k re em l>le
o
f rving orthocla e-gab ro ,1 a well a om of th alt nl
I ha.
f he livin -ga bro, de. ribed in the earli r pag of thi" bulletin a har ·t ri. i f hi r k wh r it a1 pr ach
h red r, k.
Th m in i in ·ti n
we
h alter l pha e of h
nd th
i t in the pre nee of bio it
1 t r.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE X.

a, b. Idiomorphic augite from diabase (No. 11265). The augite

is in
long, narrow crystals with terminations at one end. Through their
centers run little canals filled with a dirty green chloritic substance,
and the same material extends from the peripheries of the crystals
into their interiors, until finally all of the augite is replaced by chlorite. a shows a crystal in which the peripheral alteration is but
just beginning. In the crystal represented in b ali of the original
augite has been replaced by chlorite, with the exception of a very
narrow baud between the axial canal and the peripheral chlorite.
Magnified 40 diameters. Natural light.
c, d. Thin sections of what were originally feldspar grains in sandstone (No. 11350). In o the grains are shown in natural light, where
their outlines are clearly marked. d, in polarized light, shows how
the different grains when changed into quartz give rise to differently
orientated quartz areas. These by merging into the interstitial
quartz produce a quartz mosaic between crossed nicols, in which the
boundaries of the individual original grains are lost. Magnified
about 40 diameters.
e. Thin section of intermediate rock on the contact between the oli"rine
gabbro and the red rock (No.11209). The area represented in this
figure shows the general structure of the rock. The irregular white
mineral on the left is quartz, containing microlites of apatite and
a large idiomorphic crystal of brown hornblende. The white substance in the upper right-hand corner is plagi'oclase, and the lightgreen mineral just below this is uralitized augite. In the lower lefthand corner is a wedge-shaped area :filled with little rosettes of
chlorite and a few flakes of hornblende. The remainder of the field
is occupied by a micropegmatitic intergrowth of red feldspar and
quartz. Natural light. Magnified 23 diameters.
f. Rutile (sagenite) in chlorite of intermediate rock (No. 11356). The
red needles and areas are rutile and the inclosing green substance i
chlorite, in which is a little magnetite. Reflected light. Magnified
40 diameters.
g. Plagioclase grain surrounded by a zone of micropegmatite from
porphyritic red rock (No. 11371) in polarized light. The small dark
irregular grains in this zone are quartz, and the lighter inclo in
material is feldspar. Large areas of feldspar, with its included
quartz, polarize together. Magnified 17 diameters.
lt. potted quartzite, as een in natural light in the thin section when
hi i pla ed against a white backgr und. The green circular area
con i ts of quartz grain and epidot cry tals. The urrouncling
hi e circl i ompo d of quartz, and the inclo in()" matrix ha th
c mpo iti n f the ordinary quartzit , i. . it con i t of grain of
qu rtz antl £ Id par, a:£ w very mall gram of magnetite, and int rti i 1 quar z and chloritic ubstanc .
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granular red rock. Some of these substances are arranged in long narrow lines, as if derived from microlites. Others are aggregated into
clusters, or are concentrated around quartz crystals. Tiny grains of
hematite and titaniferous magnetite, and little plates of a green chloritic mineral are scattered everywhere throughout the groundmass, but
never in any large quantity. In the pseudospherulit!3S they are arranged
in a general way parallel to the fibers of quartz and feldspar.
Leucoxene and a highly refractive uniaxial colorless mineral, taken
to be zircon, are occasionally met with. The former is mingled with
biotite in the vicinity of magnetite, and the latter occurs in crystals
with a rhombic cross section, which remains dark through an entire
revolution between crossed nicols. The zircon forms little crystals
whose cross section is rectangular. They are of a yellowish tinge,
possess a zonal structure, show brilliant interference colors between
crossed nicols, exhibit a shagreenous surface in natural light, anrl extinguish parallel to the sides of the rectangular cross sections. Calcite is
quite abundant as an alteration product of some of the fibers intergrown
with the quartz, and also in the little cavities contained in the rock.
In Pl. Ix, b, one of the pseudospherulites and a rounded quartz crystal
are represented as they appear in one of the most typical quartz-porphyries. The rock in which they occur was obtained from the top of
the quartz-porphyry bluff just west of the Little Portage.
COMP .A.RISON OF 1.'HE GRANULAR .A.ND PORPHYRITIC RED ROCKS
WITH EACH 01.'HER, .A.ND WITH OTHER ROCKS OF THE SAME
NATURE OCCURRING IN THE LAKE SUPERIOR REGION.

The microscopical characteristics of the porphyritic 2nd the granular
varieties.of the red rock indicate the probability of the identity of the
two. Although the most typical quartz-porphyry is quite different in
structure from the typical granular variety, gradations between these
two types can be recognized. Their mineralogical composition is the
same and, as is shown below, their chemical composition is identical.
In order to obtain an average composition for the two types of the
red rock, pieces of equal size were broken from the freshest specimens
and powdered, and these powdei~s were analyzed by Mr. W. F. Hillebrand. In 0olumn IX is the result of an analysis of the powder of
seven of the freshest specimens of the granular rock. In X is an
analysis of the powder of three quartz-porphyries. Fis an analysis of
the granite from Bejby, Sweden, containing red orthoclase, gray, and
brownish gray quartz, black mica, and a few flakes of golden yellow
mica. 1
1

Gerhard: Neues J·ahrb. fur. Min., etc., 1887, u , p . 271.
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IX.*
Si02 ••••••••••
Ti02 . . .•.. . . ..
.A.1203 .. . .. . .. .

Fei/3·········
FeO* ...... . . .
MnO .. . ...... .
CaO . ....... . .
SrO ..... . .. . .
BaO ......... .
MgO ......... .
K20 ......... .
Na20 ... ·..... .

Li20 . . . . . . . . . .
H 20 ....... . . .
p 206 .... : . . . . .
Cl . ... ........

·

72·42
·40
13·04
·68
2·49
·09
·66

Trace.
·15
·58
4·97
3·44

'l'raco?
1·21
·20

Trace.
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F.

74·00
73·32
·34
14·25
12·04
·78 .. ......... .
2·61
2·60
·09
·05
·83
·85

Trace.
·12 ..... . ..... .
·42
4·33
4·96
3·47
3·21

Trace?
·86
1·22
·OG •...••••••• •

Trace.

TokLl .. . .

100·37

99·93

Sp. gr ....... .

2·620

2·565

100·48

*During the pulverizatiou of tlie rocks a small quantity of metallic irou became mixeu. with tho
powders, which may have reclucod some of the ferric iron to the ferrous condition, through the agoncy
of the hydrogen generated in tho course of solution . '.rbe above figurei;. :we corrected for the metallic
iron present, but couliJ. not be corrected for the amount of r eduction produced, which was in any
event very small, since the entire amount of metallic iron present was not greater than 0.35 p er cent..

An inspection of the figures in columns IX and X shows that there
can be but little doubt that the two rocks analyzed are parts of the
same mass. The very slight differences noted in the amouuts of silica,
alumina and potassa are not greater than are frequently found in dif.
ferent hand specimens of the same rock.
The clo e agreement in cvmposition between the Pigeon point rock
and the gra11ite from B~jby (F) becomes a matter of intere, t, when we
r member that the latter ha been called a soda.granite becau ·e of the
, uppo. ition, ba. ed on an earlier analy i , that the rock contained a
f 11 ·par rich in odium. Gerhard, however, claims (loc. cit.) tbat the
r e] ·an not be regarded as a oda.granite, but make no attempt to
i · lat th f ld '})ar and u~ject tbern to examination. He ·tate tba
th f 11. ·par pr ent in th r ck are plagiocla e, orthocla e, and micro·
·lin .

, p, ra i u of h com on nt, of o e of the fre he t of th granular
k. fr m i()' 11 p int yi ld d h mineral. · in the following p rcent62. 76
34. 9.J.
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Upon comparison of the composition of this feldspar with that of the
· rock in which it occurs, it will be noticed that whereas in the former
the quantity of soda present is much greater proportionate!~ tha~ the
potassa in the latter the potassa is in excess. A calculat10n of the
composition of the residue (a) left after allowing for the quartz and the
small amounts of plagioclase, chlorite, apatite, and biotite present in
the rock, gives a result which agrees very closely with the theoretical
composition of a feldspar of the formula Ab1 Or1 (b ).
1- - ' - a .
SiO2

I

b.

••••• • • •• •

63·52

66·51

Al20 3 •••• •• • • •
K 2 0 ... .......

22·00
8·56

19·05
8·70

Na2 0 .........

5·92

5-74

I

It appears probable from these :figures that there is present in the
red rock a sertes ot potassmm-sodium feldspars, of which some members contain more potassa than does the one analyzed. Those members which are richer in potassa, if Lagorio's hypothesis 1 of the order
of crystallization in eruptive rocks is correct, would probably have
crystallized toward the last stages of the rocks' solidification, and thus
would be apt to be intergrown with quartz in the micropegmatite, and
would therefore have fallen when the specific gravity of the , separating solution was somewhat above 2·577-in the neighborhood of 2·65
(the specific gravity of quartz).
From the descriptions of the thin sections of the two types of the
red rock, and fr9m the close agreement in their composition, it is evident that they are parts of the same rock mass, whatever may have
been its origin. There can be little ctoubt that the porphyry has solidified from a molten magma. It presents all the structural features of
Rosenbusch's Vogesen granophyres.2 It is very similar in macroscopic
and microscopic appearance to the Keweenawan quartz-porphyries
described by Irving 3 as flows in the copper-bearing rocks on both
sides of Lake Superior, and which are undoubtedly of eruptive origin.
The granular phase occurs in dikes and veins cutting slates and
dial>ase, and is identical in structure with some of Irving's augite-syenites, 4 which were regarded by that geologist 5 as altered forms of an
eruptive rock. It is identical with the red rock of Little Brick island,
which appears as a flow, and is not very different from the material of
one of the numerous ribbon-like dikes which constitute the principal
portion of Brick island, a member of the same group to which Little
Brick island belongs.
1 Lagorio:

Mineral. und Petrog. MHtl1., 1887, v111, p. 422.
Die Steiger Schiefer. Strassburg, 1876.
Copper-Bearing Rocks, p. 95.
4 Loc. cit., p.112, ct seq. ancl p. 3G0.
r.For a discussion of the nature of the augitc-sycnites aud their relations to the Pigeon point rock
sec Am. Jour. Sci., Vol. 37, Jan ., 1889, p. 54.
'
2

3
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An analysis of the Little Brick island rock was made by Mr. L. G.
Eakins for another purpose. It is given in column XI below, and with
it, in column X, is repeated ·the analysis of the quartz-porphyry of
Pigeon point, as given on page 56.
XI.
SiO2 •••••• ••••
TiO2 ••••••••••
Al203.........
Fe2 O3 ••• • •••••
FeO ..........
MnO . ........

73·70
·12
12·87
3·76
·31
·07
Cao..........
·14
SrO .................... .
BaO ................... .
MgO..........
·11
K 20 ..........
4:56
N~O ••......
3·63
~o..........
·57
P 2 0 6 ••••••••••
tr.
Cl ...................•..
Total....

99·84

X.
74·01,
·34
12·04
·78
2·61
·05
·85
Trace.
·12
·42
4-33

3-47
·86
·06
Trace.
9!)·93
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that of the predominant variety of the Pigeon point rock is granular.
This deviation from the normal structure of the quartz-keratophyre·
can readily be accounted for on the supposition that the Pigeon point
rock represents only the more deep-seated portions of a mass which
near its upper surface may have been porphyritic. There is no absolute method by which we can determine how much of the material of
the Animikie beds upon the point has been removed by erosion. If we
regard the rock upon Little Brick island as the bottom of a flow which
once overspread the slates and quartzites in the Pigeon point region, the
amount of material which was removed in reducing the point to its ]?resent altitude was over 1,100 feet. That this is by no means an exaggerated estimate is proven by the fact that the sb.ortest distance between
the red rock on the point and the southern limit of exposures of slates
and quartzites on Susie island (see map, Pl. rn) is over a mile, measured
in the direction of the dip of the fragmental rocks, which with a dip
of 15° would give a thickness of over 1,370 feet of sedimentaries that
must have been removed before exposing what is now the surface
layer of these rocks on Pigeon point.
The most acceptable name for the porphyritic variety of the red rock
is undoubtedly quartz-keratophyre. It describes both the compo.sition
and structure of the rock and its general appearance. The granular
variety corresponds most closely to the soda granites. It can not be
regarded as an augite-syenite, since it contains a great deal of quartz
that is not secondary. Rosenbusch 1 refers to the keratophyres as
paleovolcanic equivalents of the augite-syenites. Following this view
the quartz-keratophyres must be looked upon as paleovolcanic augite
granites, and as we distinguish as soda granites those varieties of granite containing a sodium feldspar or anorthoclase, then the quartz
keratophyre should be denominated augite-soda-granite. The augite
constituent is, however, so small in amount that it would seem best to
neglect it as an essential component, and to call the rock a soda granite. The designation of different portions of the same rock mass by
different names is of doubtful propriety. In the present case it serves
the purpose of calling attention to two of the most prominent types of
, tructure derived by the cooling of a molten magma under different
conditions.
1

Rosenbusch: Mikroscopiscbe Physiographie, 2d ed., p. 442.
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south side of the point near its eastern extremity. At this place the
gradation of the acid red rock into the basic gabbro can be seen very
beautifully. All the rocks are well exposed, so that the change in their
character can be traced without any difficulty. Here the red rock is
the granular variety. As it approaches the ga-bbro it becomes quite
coarse grained. In the hand specimen large cleavage surfaces of red
feldspar and long acicular crystals of a dark hornblende are very
prominent. The dark crystals have a bronzy luster on their cleavage
surfaces, which are very perfect. A little nearer the gabbro the rock
is still coarser in grain. The feldspars now include not only the red
variety, but also a light greenish yellow plagioclase. The bisilicate
occurs in large lath-shaped crystals, a number of which are united into
arborescent forms (Fig. 9). Very near the gabbro is a rock in which
but a little red feldspar can be detected. The predominant minerals
are a glassy, greenish white plagioclase with bright cleavage surfaces,
and a dark augite. Its structure is like that of the finer-grained nonporphyritic gabbro. No line of contact between the gabbro and the
red rock or between their intermediate varieties can anywhere be discovered.
The lighter colored of these intermediate rocks examined microscopically is found to be composed of broad lath-shaped crystals of red
feldspar; irregular areas of the same mineral intergrown with quartz in micro-pegmatite; the remains of what were originally
hornblende crystals; large irregular areas
of a bright green chlorite; crystals and rodlike masses of a titaniferous magnetite;
apatite, rutile and an occasional zircon(¥).
The feldspar crystals are crossed by bands
runnfog in the direction of their long axes.
These bands are broad, and in most cases
are evidently due to Carlsbad twinning.
All of this feldspar is more or less altered
into kaolin and chlorite, both of which occur
in Small :flakes mingled with tiny plates Of FIG.9.-Groupingofhornblendecrys-hematite.
·
tals in one of the intermediate rocks.
The hornblende is much changed. Only occasionally can the original
outlines of greenish brown idiomorphic crystals be detected. It is
more frequently chloritized. Large irregularly shaped areas, composed
of fibrous chlorite, are presumably a secondary product derived from
the alteration of this mineral. Scattered throughout the mass of chlorite are grains of magnetite, surrounded by rims of leucoxene, little
crystals of apatite and rarely an irregularly shaped piece of rutile. As
in the case of the red rock the most common occurrence of the rutile
is as a sagenitic web in the chlorite derived from the hornblende (PI.
x,f). Between these constituents, and more particularly in the angles
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between contiguous feldspars, is quite a · large quantitv of quartLJ
and red feldspar in micro-pegmatitic intergrowths. This micro-pegmatite sometimes extends out from the edges of the feldspar, but more
frequently exists in areas which are independent of all the other constituents. In these the different quartz areas extinguish simultaneously, as does also the feldspar.
In the second stage of the transition the thin section shows that the
amount of red . feldspar present has decreased considerably. In its
place there has been added a large quantity of a clear, colorless plagioclase, with two systems of twinning lamellre and cleavage cracks, cutting each other at angles of about 83½ 0 and 96½ 0 , The specific gravity
of this plagioclase is about 2·65, and the maximum extinction of bands
on each side of a -twining plane in the zone OP. oo P 00 is 9°. It is
crossed by irregular fissures, in the crevices of which a green earthy
substance has been deposited. · In many places this plagfoclase bas
undergone slight alteration with the production of flakes of ch]orite and
kaolin. The red feldspar is confined almost entirely to the micropegmatite, which occurs here, as in the former case, in the angles between
the other cons~ituents. The specific gravity of a powder con istiug
principally of this red feldspar was 2·583.
Hornblende is found in well-formed·, fresh, idiomorphic crystals in
quartz, and also in particles which have undergone chloritization. It
occurs also in fibrous masses, which have probably been derived from
augite. A peculiar feature of the fibrous hornblende is the interpo ition of a brown substance (probably limonite or some other hydrated
oxide of iron) between the fibers, that gives the mineral the metallic
luster noticed in the hand specimen. In addition to these two varietie
of hornblende there is a third with the properties of uralite. It urrounds the second variety and occurs as isolated needles in the q1rnrtz.
Cblorite isles abundant than it i in the lighter rock de cribed above.
It i found in rosettes, intermingled with hornblende, magnetite an 1
apatite. Th la t mentioned mineral is very much commoner than iu
either the typical red rock or in the lighter phase of the interrnediat
r ck . It
ur a an in lu ion in all the oth r mineral but the plagi la e, and i perhap mo t abundant in the uartz and red£ Id par.
th macro co ic and mi ·ro copic appearan ·e tbi. rock r, emul .
r hocla e-gabbr ,1 a well a . ome of th alt r d
f rvin
f h livine- a br de, ri ed in th arli r pag of hi bnlhar ·t ri i of hi rock wh r i approa h
h red r ·k.
w n th
1 er
h e of th

EXPLANATION OF PLATE X.

a, b. Idiomorphic augite from diabase (No. 11265). The augite is in
long, narrow crystals with terminations at one end. Through their
centers run little canals filled with a dirty green chloritic substance,
and the same material extends from the peripheries of the crystals
into their interiors, until finally all of the augite is replaced by chlorite. a shows a crystal in which the peripheral alteration is but
just beginning. In the crystal represented in ball of the original
augite has been replaced by chlorite, with the exception of a very
narrow band between the axial canal and the peripheral chlorite.
Magnified 40 diameters. Natural light.
c, d. Thin sections of what were originally feldspar grains in sandstone (No. 11350). Inc the grains are shown in natural light, where
their outlines are clearly marked. d, in polarized light, shows bow
the different grains when changed into quartz give rise to differently
orientated quartz areas. These by merging into the interstitial
quartz produce a quartz mosaic between crossed nicols, in which the
boundaries of the individual original grains are lost. Magnified
about 40 diameters.
e. Thin section of intermediate rock on the contact between the oli"dne
gabbro and the red rock (No. 11209). The area represented in this
figure shows the general structure of the rock. The irregular white
mineral on the left is quartz, containing microlites of apatite and
a large idiomorphic crystal of brown hornblende. The white substance in the upper right-hand corner is plagioclase, and the lightgreen mineral just below this is uralitized augite. In the lower lefthand corner is a wedge-shaped area filled with little rosettes of
chlorite and a few flakes of hornblende. The remainder of the field
is occupied by a micropegmatitic intergrowth of red feldspar and
quartz. Natural light. Magnified 23 diameters.
j. Rutile (sagenite) in chlorite of intermediate rock (No. 11356). The
red needles and areas are rutile and the inclosing green substance is
chlorite, in which is a little magnetite. Reflected light. Magnified
40 diameters.
g. Plagioclase grain surrounded by a zone of micropegmatite from
porphyritic red rock (No. 11371) in polarized light. The small dark
irregular grains in this zone are quartz, and the lighter inclo inomaterial i feldspar. Large areas of feld par, with its included
quartz, polarize together. Mao-nified 17 diameters.
li. pott d quartzite, as een in natural light in the thin section when
thi i pla ed again ta white background. The green circular area
con i ts of quartz rains and epidote cry tals. The surrounding
white circl i ompo d of quartz, and the inclo ino- matrix ha the
c mpo iti n of the ordinar quartzit , i. ., it con i t of ITTain of
quartz and fi Id par, a f, w ver mall gram of magnetite, and interti i 1 quartz and chloritic ubstanc s.
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structure between this rock and the typical red rock may be observed
by comparison with Pl. rx a.
In the darkest of the intermediate rocks there is a large amount of
augite, none of which is perfectly fre~h. In the least altered pieces a
fibrous ·structure is plainly evident. This structure becomes more emphatic as alteration progresses, and the individual fibers gradually pass
over into hornblende. Chlorite and a green earthy substance are
abundant as additional alteration products of' this mineral. The plagioclase is very fresh, and is twinn_ed according to two laws, the twinning
lamellre crossing each other nearly at right angles. Extinctions measured against the combination edge of two contiguous lamellre are
between 29° and 30°. It is therefore more basic than the feldspar in
the next lighter-colored rock described above. With the increase of
the quantity of plagioclase there has been a corresponding diminution
in the amount of red feldspar and quartz present. This is now confined
entirely to very small areas between the large plagiocla.se crystals. It
is particularly noticeable for the large number of apatite crystals that
cut through it in all directions. Apatite crystals are found also in th
secondary products derived from augite, more especiallyin the chlorite,
when they are sometimes surrounded by pleochroic halos.
Analyses of these rocks, when compared with those of the gabbro and
the red rock, show conclusively that the former are transition pha
between the two end terms of' the series.
:">

III.
XII.
XIII.
XIV.
IX.
G.
1 - - - -- 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - ---1
SiO2 • • • • • •• • • •
49·88
50·69
57-88
57·98
72·42
61·09
TiO 2 ........ .
1-75
·40
.A.12O3 ... ..... .
13·58
13·04
15·34
Fe2O3 ........ .
2·06
3·11
·68
5·74
FeO ....... . . .
8·37
8·68
2·49
3·69
. MnO ......... .
·09 ................... .
·13
·09
CaO ......... .
!J-72
2·01
·66
SrO. .. . . . . . . . . trace.
trace.
BaO ......... .
.02 ····· ........... ·-··
·04
MgO ... ...... .
5·77
2·87
·58
1·33
K 20 ......... .
·68
3·44
4·97
3·65
Na2O ..... ... .
2·59
3·56
3·44
3·41
Li20 ······· ·· · ···· ···· ·· ·-····· ... ..........
trace.
trace.
H20 ..........
1·04 ... . ..... . ..........
2·47
1·21
1·80
P2O6····· ··· · ·
·16
·29
·20
Cl · - -· · -. - . . . . trace. : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
trace. . ...... _. _ _. __ . _. __ _
Total ...

~12

~=

=~

-::9-9---91-:-1--1-0-0·-33-l---1

Sp. Gr ........ --2,923 ~=--2--74~1-i-.-___-_-_-___-_1--2--1----1
·620 .. ········

m. Olivine gabbro, analyzed by Mr. Hillebrand.
.
XII. Intermediate rock (No 11 211 ) ne th
versity of Wisconsin.
.
ar e gabbro, analyzed by Prof. vV. W. Daniells, of the Uni·
XIII. Intermediate rock (N 1120 9) 'd
Danielle.
o.
m1 way between the gabbro and the red rock, analyzed by Prof.
XIV. Intermediate rock (:N" 11210 )
IX G
1
d
~ o.
near the red rock, analyzed by Mr. Hillebrand
. ranu a~ re rock, analyzed by Mr. Hillebrand.
.
G. Intermediate rock from N th Sh
. .
Nat. Hist. Survey Minn., Bull.;o. 2. ore of Pigeon Point, analyzed by M. E. Wadsworth: Geol. and
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In these results cau be traced the gradual transition from the basic
gabbro, rich in calcium and magnesium and poor in potassium, to the
acid keratophyre, which is poor in calcium and magnesium and rich in
potassium.
The relations of the intermediate rocks to the gabbro and the red rock
are such as to leave no doubt that the former are the result of contact
action between the two latter. The intermediate rocks are found only
where the red rock and the gabbro approach very near to each other.
In the case described above the line of contact between these can not be
observed: In other cases their junction is marked bya well-defined line,
on each side of which the rocks have undergone more or less change from
their normal condition, and in this case the red rock usually has a granophyric or porphyritic structure. This contact action may be imagined
as having t.aken place in one of two ways. It may have resulted from
the passage of solutions from one .rock into the other, or it may have
been produced by the penetration of the molten magma of one into
the other and a recrystallization of the mixed magmas thus formed.
Messrs. Herrick, Clarke, and Deming 1 regard the orthoclase-gabbros of
Duluth as having been formed in the first way. Dr. Wadsworth2 thinks
that all the quartz of a certain rock collected on the north shore of Pigeon
point just west of the ;Little Portage is of secondary origin, and that
the rock itself is an altered gabbro or an altered form of a more acidic
rock. This rock is a very much weathered variety of what the writer
has called an intermediate rock. Its analysis is given in column G,
above.
The objections to this theory of the origin of this class of rocks are:
First, the perfect freshness of the large plagioclase crystals in the darker
varieties; second, the entire lack of even a trace of a line of contact
between the more acid and the more basic phases; third, the occurrence
of icliomorphic crystals of hornblende in some of the intermediate rocks;
and, fourth, the perfect gradation in the composition of these rocks a
revealed by the analyses. It is almost impossible to imagine the condition under which a rock of the composition of the gab bro (III) could
be changed into one of the composition of the intermediate rock No.
11210 ( rIV) by m an of olutions emanating from the red rock, unless
th e lution
ntain d in them tlJe material of the red rock in about
rti n in , hicb h y are pre ent in that rock-a uppo ition
h
, hi ·h i no a II pr b bl 'inc different miueral po e different
cl -r
of olnbili .r in an me11 truum that may be employed to di olve
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it is believed have resulted from the action of an eruptive upon the
preexisting quartzites. In the case of the formation of the intermediate rocks, the intermingling of the gab bro and the red rock must have
occurred at some considerable depth below the then existing surface of
the earth, where the conditions were such as to allow of the production
of a holo-crystalline structure. Under these conditions the magma of
one of the two rocks may have penetrated the other, or it may have
absorbed pieces broken from it, and thus given rise to a new magma,
which upon cooling yielded rocks which varied in composition in accordance with their nearness to the gabbro or the reel rock, i. e., varying
with the number and size of the fragments dissolved.
At the contact of the granophyre and the gab bro the conditions were
slightly different. In this case it seems that tbe red rock broke off ·
pieces from the gabbro, but before it could entirely dissolve tliem it
solidified. On the granophyre side of the contact pieces of the basic
rock can still be detected in a groundmass which varies slightly in composition from the typical granophyre, in consequence, presumably, of
the partial solution of gabbro fragments. The rock consists almost
solely of quartz and feldspar in micropegmatitic intergrowths and a
few spherulitic masses of chlorite. Large lenticular areas of quartz,
with embayments of the foldspathic groundmass, represent the porphyritic crystals of this mineral, which are common in the typical rock
at a distance from the contact. On the gabbro side of the contact the
augite is very pale in color and is almost nonpolarizing. The olivine is
serpe:itinized and c1iloritized. It is often stained brownish-yellow, and
contains magnetite grains, particularly 011 its edges.
The features which are presented by the intermediate rocks in the
two places referred to above are found also, with little variation, at all
other points where the two rocks are in contact. All phases of the intermediate rocks are not always to be found, but it is certain that in
every locality in which are exposed the borders of either the gabbro or
the red rock near their contact one or more phases of the intermediate rocks are to be detected. The microscopical examination of these
shows them to have about the same composition as some one of the
three varieties above described. In a few cases there is a large development of brown biotite in irregular-shaped plates and folia. These do
not seem to have crystallized from a magma, but to have been secondarily developed from some constituent already present in the rock, since
the original gabbro structure of the rock remains. Ilmenite is abundant
in most varieties, and in some it gives rise to leucoxene or sphene in
great quantity. Magnetite occurs in little grains and in rodlike bodies,
and on its edges is fringed with dark-brown biotite.
The formation of a holocrystalline rock at the contact of two eruptives i. not ~mcommon among geological phenomena. In 1883. MichelLevy1 de cribed a rock formed at the contact of gabbro (or diabase)
1 Sur

Jes roch cs 6ruptives basiques, cambriennes du Mil,connais et du Beaujolai$, Bull. Soc. Geol. do

Fr., 1883, p. 273.
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and granite in the region of Maconnais and Beaujolais, in France. On
the diabase side of this contact the augite of the diabase was changed
to hornblende and the plagioclase crystals gradually disappeared.
The granite, on the other hand, lost its biotite and assumed plagioclase.
In the parish of Helsinge, in Finland, a red microcline-granite, according to Wiik,1 loses its microcline in the neighborhood of inclusions of
diabase and has developed in its place white plagioclase. The granitite of Ehrenberg, Ilmenau, contains augite instead of hornblende at
its contact with labrador-diorite. 2 The more usual case, however, is
the formation of a glassy or porphyritic rock by solution of broken
fragments in the magma of the rock which produced the fracturing.
This kind of action is most common on basawi contacts. Whether the
intruded rock is a sedimentary or an igneous one, the basa1t 4 in many
cases dissolves fragments of it, and thus gives rise to a rock which differs in character from the basalt itself and also from the unaltered intruded mass. The resulting product is usually a glass containing porphyritic crystals, which have been generated by the contact action.
1 Referate,

Neues Jahrb. fiir Mineral., 1888, rr, p. 74.
E . E. Schmid: Der Ehrenberg bei Ilmenau, 1876. Ref. Rosen bus ch: Massige Gesteine, 1887, P· 43.
3Joh. Lehmann: Verb. d. niederrh. Ver. f. Natur. -und Heilk., 1874.
4 Cbrustschoff: Bull. Soc. Min. d. Fr., 1885, vol. 8, p. 62.
Job. Stock: Tschermak's mineral. u. petrog.
Mitth., vol. 9, p. 429. Otto Beyer; Ibid,, vol. IO, p. 1.
2

CHAPTER VI.
PETROGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE FRAGMENTAL ROCKS.

The sedimentary rocks include slates, quartzites, and conglomerates.
That these rocks are really sediments is shown in the :field by their
occasional conglomeratic character, and more decisively by the lines of
false bedding observed on the quartzites and in the beautiful ripple
markings seen on many of the slates.
Iu their unaltered forms the quartzites comprise evenly bedded light
gray, pink, and black varieties. These are all very compact and hard.
When struck with the hammer they yield a sharp, ringing sound, and
break with a conchoidal fracture. The light gray and the darker kinds
have the vitreous appearance cha,racteristic of indurated quartzites.
In the pink varieties this is not so noticeable. The color of the latter
j::; due to the large proportion of red feldspar in them. This feldspar
Jrn,R undergone alteration and has consequently lost its luster and
assumed an earthy aspect, which it imparts to the rock. The slates,
iuterbedded with the quartzites in thin layers, are all black silicious
rocks, differing from the dark quartzites mainly in texture. They are
:finer grained and break more readily along the bedding planes, but
otherwise are not to be distjnguished from them. The conglomeratic
beds form but a very small portion of the fragmenta,l series. They are
fouud in but two or three places, where they appear to be only locally
developed. They consist merely of the ordinary slates and quartzites,
with included pebbles of quartz and red granite. Two series of vertical joint crack8, one running about north and south, and the other
abo-at east and west, divide the fragmental rocks into rectangular
blocks. The walls of the cracks are covered with druses of quartz or
epidote.
'.l'HE- UNALTERED QU.A.RTZITES.

Under the microscope the darker quartzites are found to consist
mainly of round and irregular quartz grains embedded in a mass of
colorless quartz in which are also a few grains of red feldspar, a little
green mi··a, some chlorite, and a very few flakes of brown biotite and
graim; of magnetite.
The quartz grain, are filled with tiny fluid inclusions with movable
bubble,. The e are a,rrangerl iu straight lines in the interior of the
grains, aud are, besides, particularly abundant on their surfaces, when
67
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they define the original outlines of the grains with great distinctness.
The feldspar grains are colored red by numerous inclusions of a red iron
oxide. Although probably orthoclase, their true nature can not be
determined because of the alteration they have undergone. This alteration has resulted in the production of green mica, chlorite, and quartz.
The green mica is slightly pleochroic. In the neighborhood of magnetite it becomes brown and assumes the properties of biotite. The chlorite occurs in sma11 quantity mingled with the mica and quartz. The
latter mineral is the most abundant product. It is present in such
large quantity as to completely obscure the other minerals when the
thin section is examined between crossed nicols. Under these conditions it appears as a mosaic of interlocking areas, some of which extend
out beyond the original surfaces of the grains and are continuous with
similar areas in the interstitial cement. Pl. x, c, d, represents the
appearance of two decomposed feldspar grains in one of these rocks
(No. 11350). Inc the grains are shown as they appear in natural light.
In d they are represented in polarized Ught. The quartz areas within
the grain are continuous with similarly orientated areas without it, so
that its outline as seen in natural light is entirely obliterated between
crossed nicols. In the figures the extensions of the areas beyond the
original outlines of the grains are not pictured.
The quartz substance between the grains is broken up under crossed
nicols into a mosaic of little areas interlocking by irregular sutures.
Many of these little areas are optically continuous with the quartz grains
they surround, while others are similarly orientated 1 with reference to
the secondary quartz derived from the feldspar. All of the interstitial
quartz is distinguished from the quartz of the grains by tlle small
number of its inclusions. Pl. xr, a., shows the appearance of one of
these quartzites in polarized light when magnified sixty diameter . In
the lower left hand corner are two large grains of quartz with their
originar contours marked by dark lines of inclusions. Beyond the. e
line · there i additional quartz material, which is optically continuon
with that of the grain it ·urrounds. The dark mineral in the ectio1..
are chlorite and other a.Jteration products of feldspar.
The pink quartzite, contain a very much larger amount of feld ·par
lian do the larker varietie . A in th more q uartzo e vari ti , th
f Id.·1 ar ha und rgoue alteration into chlorit , green mica, and quartz.
Th •blori i m r a undan t than in th dark vari ti . It not nly
a t r 1 hr U O'h h fi 11 a,r, u i found , 1 o ar und th
f
b hi min ral and quartz.
t hu ·
vi en that th
'hfl 1rhl
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XI.
XI.

Section of quartzite (No. 11249) formed by the deposition of quartz
around previously existing quartz grains in such a way that the
added material has the same orientation as that of the original
grain, which it surrounds. In the lower left-hand corner are two
large grains, with their original outlines marked by dark lines of
inclnsions. Beyond these lines the new quartz enlargement is discovered to be optically continuous with the substance of the grain to
which it is contiguous. The dark portions of the figure represent
chlorite and other secondary products of feldspar. From a photograph in polarized light. Magnified 60 diameters.
b. Thin section of altered quartzite (No. 11213), from the outer zone
of the contact belt. The light-colored quartz no longer shows the
rounded outline of grains. The various individuals now interlock with
irregular sutures and the enlargements have disappeared. The interstitial sub tance is a mixture of feldspar and chlorite. Polarized
light. Magnified 80 diameters.
Pi.

U.
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bling the green biotite, from which, however, it is easily distinguished
by its silvery luster and bright polarization colors between crossed
nicols. This same mineral is very beautifully developed in certain
phases of the altered quartzites, and will be more fully described in
their discussion. It is probably a muscovite or sericite. .A few grains
of plagioclase, sometimes fresh, but more frequently much altered, a
little magnetite, .r utile, and earthy iron minerals make up the balance
of the rock.
In order to obtaiu some idea of the chemical composition of the two
varieties of quartzites the following analyses were made by Dr. R. B.
Riggs. No. IV is the analysis of a dark vitreous quartzite from the
little peninsula on the south shore of Pigeon point, about half a mile
west of the isthmus connecting its eastern and western parts (N o.11399).
No. Vis the analysis of an interbedded Hghter quartzite containing
quite a large amount of altered feldspar (No. 11400). Under VI is
given the percentage of silica and water present in one of the redd~st
of the quartzites occurring on the point. It was collected at the west
Ride of the shingle beach east of the bar.te vein. (See map, Pl. xiv,
No. 11409.)
IV.

V.

VI.

1- - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - -

SiO2 - · · · · · · · · ·
.Al2O3.... . . . . .

74·22

73·65

10·61

11·08

Fe2O3 • •• • • • •• •
FeO ..........

7·45

7·24
·77
trace.
trace. ·
·40
1·52
1-65
1·67
1·88

·85

TiO2 ••• •••••••
·16
MnO. ... .. . . . . .... .. . .•.
CaO... .......
·56
MgO..........
1-48
1·08
K 20 . . .. ......
N~O .........
2-12
Total . . . .

100·32

74·88

1·63

9!)·86

By a comparison of these figures it will be seen that the only appreciable differences in the composition of the two rocks are found in the
amounts of silica and the alkali('S present; and even in the latter case
the total amount of sodium and potassium present in each is practically the same (3.20 in No. 11399 and 3·32 in No. 11400). This near
jdentity of composition in typical specimens of the two principal varie1ie · of the unaltered quartzites render the discussion of their altered
pha. es somewhat simpler than it would otherwise be, as will be seen
fo t,h e sequel. The figures given above do not represent the differences
iu compo ition between the most qnartzose and the most feldspathic of
the quartzite , but they show the difference in the composition of specimen repre entiug the two most prevalent types on the point. The
most quartzo, varieties consist almost exclu. ively of quartz, while the
most feldspathic kinds contain nearly 75 per cent of feldspar.
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Quartzites similar to those described above have been men.tio11ed by
Irving and Van Hise 1 as existing throughout the entire extent of the
Huronian area, and quartzites produced in the same way, viz, through
the enlargement of quartz grains by the addition ofnew quartz material,
have been found by these and other geologists 2 in the fragmental beds
of different horizons at widely different localities.
·.rhe silicification of the quartzites of Pigeon point may, therefore, be
regarded as due to conditions which have no connection with the occurrence of eruptive rocks in their vicinity, but which were the result
of causes acting over large areas. In one case Irving 3 found the source
of the new silica to be solutions arising from the weathering of exposed
portions of the quartzites themselves. Crosby4 ascribes it to the solution of siliceous organisms existing in the sediments from which the
slates and quartzites were formed.
A peculiar feature of several of the darker quartzites found near
contacts with diabase dikes, is noticed only when their thin sections
are examined. This consists in the development of large quantities of
epidote in plates· and little granular masses. This epidote is pleochroic
in bright yellowish green and light pink tints, and is intermingled with
a brownish green viriditic substance, calcite and a little quartz. The
nature of these minerals and their intimate association point to a secondary origin from. plagioclase. 5 In section number 11426, a little plagioclase can still be detected, but in others no trace of this mineral is
left. In the former case the plagioclase grains contain within themselves small grains of epidote. On their edges these. grains extend out
into the interstitial quartz cement and form plates. But very little
chlorite is present in these rocks, while black and red iron oxides are
absent.

11art r ly, M ·, 1
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als and a little clay, the alteration has been to chlorite, quartz, green
biotite and sericite ( ~); when the predominant feldspar was plagioclase,
and the quantity of iron oxides and interstitial clayey substance present was small, epidote was formed.
Another peculiar variety of the unaltered quartzites was observed in
one or two localities, where the red quartzite was mottled with greeu
spots. These spots are sections of lenticular bodies, with the same
composition as the dark quartzites, while the red groundmass possesses
all the features of the pink quartzites. Neither the spots nor the
groundmass show any evidence of alteration other than that due to
weathering. Both contain enlarged quartz-grains, a little chlorite and
green mica, and other decomposition products of feldspar. In some
cases the spotted layers form thin beds with well-defined outlines between the beds of dark quartzites. In other cases the two rocks
grade insensibly into each other, the green spots always having apparently the same composition as the unaltered dark rocks, with which
the spotted layers are interstratified. The restriction of the spots to
certain beds and their arrangement in planes with their longer elliptical
axes parallel to the bedding plane indicate an origin connected. in some
way with the sedimentation of the rocks in which they occur.
'l'HE UNALTERED SLATES AND CONGLOMERATES.

The slates differ from the quartzites in containing less quartz and
more chlorite. The proportions of quartz and water in two interbedded
rocks, one (No. 11409) a pinkish brown quartzite, and the other (No.
11410) a compact bluish-black slate, are as follows:

1-------1~~
l
Quartzite . ...... ..
Slate..............

74:88
53·45

1·63
3·92

The slates are composed of enlarged quartz grains, red feldspar, and
a little comparatively fresh, twinned plagioclase imbedded in a mass of
c_hlorite, fine needles, and shreds of the brightly polarizing green mica,
httle irregular grains and dust-like particles of magnetite, some leucoxene, aud occasionally a few plates of a brightly polarizing mineral
not unlike sphene in general appearance. They may be looked upon
as fine-grained quartzites in which there was originally a considerable
amount of interstitial clay.
Upon their contact with the diabase dikes the slates appear to have
suffer d a little more alteration than the quartzites. Little plates of
brown pleochroic mica have developed in them in large quantity. In
section number 11307, from the contact of the straight dike half a mile
trom end of point (Pl. XIV), the mica makes up about a third of the
entir rock, the other constituent. being quartz, a very little chlorite,
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and magnetite dust scattered tliroughout the rock and included within
the mica. A narrow band of lighter colored material in the same section contaius less biotite, a little more chlorite, and a large additional
amount of quartz.
The conglomerates interstrati:fied with the slates and quartzites differ
from these only in containing pebbles of quartz, gr~nite, chert or quartzite. The quartz pebbles are usually composite and show enlargements
around the edges, the added quartz orientating itself to correspond
with that portion of the pebble nearest it. The material in which the
pebbles are imbedded presents the same features as do the quartzites
and slates described above.
THE SPOTTED ROCICS.

Associated with the unaltered quartzites iu certain restricted areas
on the south shore of the point, uotably in the western half of section 25
and in the SW. i section 27, are certain other qua,r tzites on whose surfaces curious circular spots are developed. These spots vary in size
from less than a quarter of au inch to more than two inches in diameter.
On a weathered surface they appear as slight depressions surrounded
by a raised rim of a light brick-red color. Their distribution is very
irregular. Frequently a single spot
~ stands alone. Sometimes two or
more spots are united, and wheu
this is the case one rim encfrcles the.
©
group. The accompanying :figure
(Fig. 10) represents the shape and
(Q/
general appearance of some of these
0
~
Frn. 10. -Shapes and groupings of pots on tlte spots as seen on a smooth weathsurface of spotterl rocks. (N atnral size.)
ered surface.
When one of these rock is broken open it is observed that the bodie
producing the spot are tbems Ive either lenticular in shape or spherfoal. 1 hey ar pi. tachio green in color and possess a ugary texture.
When .1.poi 't ,ned with hydrochloric acid they effervesce ·ometimes witll
an al.nm lant, .·ome ime. with only a light volution of gas. Like the
,'P ts on aw ath r
nrfa ·e, th , ph roidal ~nd lenticular odie nre
:nnonnd 1 by a narrow bri ·k-r d rim. The rim are here fairly well
<1 ,firn, a O', in t h
n . tan e whi b tll ·yin •lo , but ou their out r
off into th bo y f the r k. Pl. x h r pref a hin ' tion ma 1 throuo-h ou

0
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11

·on a,itie or
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irregularly outlined red areas with diameters of about the same magnitude as those of the spots described above. On a fresh fracture of
these, instead of the green spheroidal bodies, are oval and circular
areas which reflect the light evenly, as from a smooth cleavage surface,
and have a silvery luster like that of calcite. When treated with acids
they effervesce briskly with the evolution of carbon dioxide. It is
evident that these oval and spheroidal silvery spots are nothing more
than morpholites and other concretions of calcite like those so common
in the States of the Connecticut valley and in the rocks 1 of other localities. The existence of this calcite in a state so highly crystalline as
to yield large cleavage surfaces is not so surprising when we recall the
perfection of the rhombohedral crystals of this substance in the Fontainebleau 2 sandstone. On the weathered surface the calcite dissolves,
first producing a cream colored spot, which afterwards becomes red,
and finally disappears, leaving a little hollow. Epidote druses on the
walls of the joint cracks traversing the spotted rocks and those associated with them are particularly noticeable.
From the fact t,hat the spotted quartzites are found only on the south
side of the point near the water's edge, and further that the trend of
this shore is about parallel to the strike of the rocks, it appears probable that they are all parts of the same bed, which has been exposed
only where the water has washed away the overlying ordinary quartzites. The lateral extent of the bed could not be determined, nor was its
continuity proven. Its thickness, where exposed, can not be greater
than 4 or 5 feet.
Under the microscope the body of the rocks containing calcite concretions is seen to be composed of an aggregate of enlarged quartzgrains, feldspar, chlorite, and green mica, like the great mass of the
unaltered quartzites already described. Much of the feldspar is triclinic and quite fresh. The green mica is slightly pleochroic, and appears to have crystallized in position. A few grains of magnetite are
scattered throughout the sections, and small areas of calcite are occasionally found inclosing the other constituents.
The silvery spots consist of perfectly transparent calcite surrounding
grains of quartz and feldspar, and flakes of the same minerals as are
common m the main portion of the rock. The interstitial quartz
substance is absent, and the amount of secondary minerals present is
much smaller than in other portions of the same section. The calcite
J)olarizes in large areas, several of which occur in a single spot.
The qnartzites in the beds above and below the calciferous varieties
are among the most typical of the unaltered kinds. They are usually
hi ghly vitreous, and show not the least evidence of any alteration other
than that attendant upon ordinary weathering.
1

Cf. Naumann : Lehrbuch der Geognosie, Bd. I, pp. 419-421. Dana: Manual of Geology; pp. 85, 86.
v. Gumbel: Grundzuge der Geologie, pp . 244-246.
2
.A.uger: Krystalliserte Sandstein von Fontainebleau, Tschermaks mineral Mitiheil, 1875, p., 156,
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The rocks in immediate association with those in which the grnen
spots occur, hut which are themselves unspotted, appear to l.tave
uudergone more or less alteration. Chlorite is much more abundant
than in the former varieties. It has been derived from biotite on the
one hand and feldspar on tbe other. Closely intermingled with this,
but more particular1y in the neighborhood of little nests of calcite,
irregularly shaped plates of a light green, pleochroic, and brightly
polarizing epidote are frequeut. In must cases, however, the epidote
occurs in tiny rounded grains and rudely outliued crystals scattered
everywhere through th e feldspathic and chloritic ground mass in which
the enlarged quartzes are erubedded. These little grains are sometimes crossed by cleayage cracks, parallel to which extinction takes
place. They have a faint greenish tinge and a very high refractive
index. In addition to quartz, feldspar, epidote, and chlorite, the rocks
of this class sometimes contain flakes of brown biotite, grains of magnetite, and a little calcite. As will be shown later, the development
- of biotite iu tlte Pigeon point quartzites is a result of contact action.
The occurrence of this mineral in the rocks now under consideration
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11.- J.: iJot,• crystals in spot of 1:111otl d rock.
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such a light green tint as to be almost colorless. 'rhey possess a cleavage and an extinction parallel to their long axes, have a high index of
refractiqn, and are usually free from inclusions. 'rhey are distinguished
from sahlite, which they closely resemble, by the fact that the plane of
their optical axes is at right angles to their cleavage. The sahlite
described by Irving and Van Hise 1 in a quartzite from Pigeon point is
in all probability this variety of epidote .
.Around the spots are clear zones corresponding to the raised rims,
mentioned as surrounding the hollow interiors of spots on a weathered
surface. These zones are sometimfs composed of grains and plates of
epidote larger than those found in the interior of the spots, either with
or without calcite. When epidote is present in the rims there is a
scarcity of this mineral in the interior of the spots. This is the rule
in those rocks containing a large amount of altered feldspar and chlorite. In these both the interior of the spots and the body of the rock
are composed of quartz, feldspar, chlorite, bleached biotite, little plates
of hematite, and grains of magnetite. In the Rpot the cblorite is better
crystallized than elsewhere. The surrounding rim contains only quartz,
calcite, and epidote, except on its outer edge, where there is an accumulation of red iron compounds. In those cases in which the interior of
the spots contains a large amount of epidote, the exterior zone is comparatively free from this mineral, consisting essentially of quartz and
feldspar stained red by iron salts. In both cases chlorite is absent
from the rim .
.As has already been stated, the spotted rocks are found near eruptive masses of diabase or in the close vicinity of the red rock, and contain within themselves the evidence of pai·tial alteration. The existence of these rocks in a wen defined bed, between others which show
no spots, would at once suggest that the origin of the spots is due to
the occurrence in these beds of some substance which was absent from
those which are unspotted. The shape of the spots and their grouping
suggest concretions. Epidote is not known to occur in such forms in
fragmental rocks, while concretions of calcite 2 are common. The existence of such calcite concret10ns in the unaltered quartzite of Pigeon
point is established beyond question in the case of the rocks containing
oval silvery areas. In these no epidote is present. In others in which
the calcite is no longer so well crystallized as to yield good cleavage
faces, epidote is found in small quantity, while in those which are of
the brighte t green color there is no calcite, but instead there is always
a large quantity of epidote, either in the interior of the spot or on its
edge.
1 Bull.

U.S. Geol. Survey, No. 8, p. 36.
Caleitie concretions in other parts of the Huronian area nort.h of Luke Superior are described b
M:r. In gall, _as char~eteristic o: t~rn upper division of the .Animikie series in tlte neighborhood of
ver mountam. (Mmes and Mmmg on Lake Superior, Part H of Geol. and Natural Hist. Survey of
C.:anada, p. 84.)
2

sii.
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From a consideration of these facts · it would seem that the epidote
and calcite are genetically ·c onnected. Epidote is one of' the most cominon 1 of the new minerals produced when limestones have u11dergone
~hange in consequence of the presence near them of eruptive masses.
In the Pigeon point rocks it occurs only where these are in close proximity to eruptive masses, and when they contain within themselves
evidences of contact action. It would appear, then, that we are justified in regarding this epidote as the result of the action of the intrusive rocks upon the calciferous sedimentary beds through which they
break. Where the calcite was scattered in little nests through the
mass of the fragmental rocks, epidote is now found in similar relations
to t,b e other constituents. Where it was present in spheroidal coucretion s inclosing quartz grains, feldspar, etc., little spheroidal bodies are
.n ow found consisting in large part of crystals of epidote. That the epidote rims give rise to spots whose interiors differ but slightly from
, the main portion of the rocks in which they occur, may be due to the
odginal deposition of the calcite iu annular concretions. The hard
envelopes around the epidote spheroids, and those forming the raised
rims around the concavities on weathered surfaces, owe their charactedstics to the lack of chlorite in their composition. This absence of
chlorite is in a.11 probability the result of the formation of the epidote,
which, in the effort to build itself up, was compelled to draw from that
portion of the rock immediately sun< unding the original calcite concretions those constituents of which it had need, and which were at
the same time uecessary to the formation of the chlorite.
An ainalysis (VII) of one of the epidotic rocks (No. 11274) free from
spot8 sl1ows it to Lave practically the same composition as that of the
unaltereu quartzites. The analysis was made by Dr. R. B. Riggs. In
<:olmnu IV ii-; given tlie aualysis of oue of the typical quartzites (No.
1 39!)) for comparisou.
VII.
Si0 2 •••• ·- --··

IV.
74·22
10·61
7-45
·Sb
·16

73·14
12·60
7·57
1·31
·04

Trace.

K ~ . . . . .....
•Tlh

.. • • • • • •

II2 · · · · · ··.

o

··1

. . -.. . . .. . . .. . . .

·56
1'48
1·08
2•12

·43
1·67
1·00
1 •78

-83
100·31

I

1·79
100·32

t a · . ; nnd Rosenbusch: Mik:ro.
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The above table also shows the close agreement in composition between two quartzites of very different appearance obtained from widely
separated localities on the point. The small amount of calcium present
in the epidotic rock is due to tbe entire lack of plagioclase fragment
among its components. Analyses of the spotted rocks would undoubtedly show a comparatively high percentage of calcium.

C H A P T E R V I I.
PETROGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ROCKS OF THE CONTACT BELT BETWEEN THE SEDIMENTARY AND OTHER ROCKS.
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between the feldspar cystals and the groundmass of the rock is very
striking. The latter assumes a dark brownish-gray color, and the
former have a pale red or pink color. Large areas with a smooth
surface thus appear speckled wjth little light-colored dots. Around
the inclusions of this kind are usually apparent two or more concentric
zones composed of material differing slightly according to its greater
or less distance from the center of the inclusions, but not distinguished
by any striking characteristic features, In the first zone is an irregularly mottled red and green micaceous rock, in which the :mottlings are
so indefinite in outline as to seem to grade imperceptibly into the substance surrounding them. In some cases the red material is less in
amount than the green, when the former appears as mottling the latter.
In other cases the green material is in smaller amount when this forms
spots in the red. Surrou1Hling this is a second zone in which the red
rock occurs with an occasional dark spot in it having the composition of
the darker portion of the first zone. Beyond the second zone a tllird is
sometimes met with. In this no darker spots occur, but the entire
bands consists ofred-rock material of a little darker color than that of
the typical red rock.
The arrangement of the three zones and their composition would
seem to indicate that the inclusion was impregnated with the magma
of the red rock and was dissolved on its exterior, thus giving rise to
a new magma, from which were separated upon its ciolidification certain dark minerals, to which is due the darker color of the surrounding
red rock. A little farther within the inclusion there was an insufficient
amount of the material of the red rock to completely dissolve the slate,
and remnants of this remain in the dark portions of the second zone.
In the inner zone the supply of red material was not Jarge enough to
melt any portion of the slate. It merely impregnated it and solidified,
thus giving rise to the indefinite mottling observed. In tlle interior
of the inclusion the molten magma may 1,a.ve penetrated to some extent,
so that the feldspathic portion w·a8 enabled to separate out in indefinitely outlined crystal8, but uo thorough fusion resulted; or hot solutions carrying the constituents of feldspar may have permeated tlle
slate and have deposited red feldspar in the little crystals which are
now so prominent on fresh or weathered surfaces of the included
rocks. Quartzite inclusions have produced very much less effect in
the rock surrounding them than have the slates, presumably because
the former are nearer the red rock in composition than are tlle latter.
The breccia, composed of these pieces of slate aud quartzite cemented
together by the red rock when it is present, forms quite a distinct
zone immediately contiguous to the red rock. To the south of it are
found the most altered members of the contact belt in very complicated
relation to tbe red rock. As a rule no definite line of contact can
anywhere be detected between them and the red rock. The orightal
fra.gmental t xture and bedded structure of the sedimentary rocks
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have entirely disappeared. They are now of a bright red color, and
possess a highly vitreous luster. They are cut by innumerable veins
and dikes of the granular red rock, and often include fragments of less
altered slates and quartzjtes.
Beyond this, at a greater distance from the red rock, is another zone,
like the mottled zone around slate inclusions. This zone is neither
well defined against the former, nor is it to be clearly distinguished
from the least altered zone of the contact belt nearest the unaltered
quartzites. In it the rocks are neither shattered nor are they pushed
from their original positions. The bedding can still be distinguished,
but it is by no means as well marked as in the case of the unaltered
rocks. The more slaty portions of this part of the contact belt weather
more easily than the more q_ uartzose portions. The former, when they
overlie the latter, are eroded off in such a way as to leave patches adhering to the quartzites, so that they appear as if included in this rock.
In some instances this was at first sight thought to be the case; but
closer examination proved it to be otherwise.
In certain other instances undoubted fragments of both quartzite and
slate were observed in a rock resembling the altered slates. Since
these, however, are found, upon microscopical examination to be completely crystalline, they may have acted as an igneous rock, and thus
have really formed a, breccia with "the fragments of the less altered
slates and quartzites.
In the exterior zone of the contact belt the rocks are but slightly
altered. They are less vitreous than the unaltered fragmental rocks,
but are redder in color, and not so evenly divided by joint cracks.
Their bedding remains very distinct, and they emit a slightly earthy
odor when breathed upon.
A.t the contact of the fragmental beds with the olivine-gabbro there
haR been les deep-seated alteration. On the north shore of the point
slate. and quartzites are in direct contact with a large ma, s of the
gabbro, and in most of these no traces of alteration can be detected.
From one point, however, in the easternmost slate area a rock wa
obtained whi h, und r the microscope, L seen to be lightly altered.
At thi pla ·
vein f r d ro k, c few feet in width run in a northa .. terly direction a ro · both th late. and the trap dikes that penetra t th rn.
ll
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different from that of either one of these rocks, and its microscopical
features are those of an intermediate rock. The slate inclusions that
are abundant in this rock are all surrounded by a fringe, composed of
small feldspar crystals radiating from the exterior of the fragmentsOutside of this is often a rim ofred drusymaterial exactly like that of the
red rock. Large quartzite inclusions embedded in the same rock are also
surrounded by a similar red rim. At this place, as at all others where
there has been much alteration in the quartzites, both the included
rock and the inclosures are penetrated by red veins and dikes. In the
western portion of the point, near the barite vein, fragments of quartz
occur in a fine-grained altered gabbro. The pieces of quartz vary iu
diameter from a millimetre to 2 decimetres. They are very irregular in
outline and are surrounded by rims of bright red material.
Beyond the zone dm;cribed above, viz, that in which the olivine-gabbro or one of the intermediate rocks forms a breccia with fragmeu ts
broken from the sedimentary rocks, there is sometimes a secoud zone
in which the rocks resemble those of the second zone of the red rock
contact. This zone is, however, very narrow when present, and is not
as well defined as the corresponding zone associated with the red rock.
The third zone, i. e., that in which the rocks are but slightly mottleu,
is usually absent, but is sometimes present when it has the same characteristics as the outer zone surrounding the contact of the slates and
quartzites with the red rock.
From the above-mentioned statements relative to the contact phenomena observed in the neighborhood of the olivine-gab bro anu. in that
of the red rock, it will be noticed that th e effects produced in the slate
and quartzite fragments of the breccia are the sa.me in character, but
that they are distinguished by differences in iutensity. Around tlie red
rock the three indistinct zones are always preseut. They are usually
quite broad and the rocks in each are evidently much altered. At tlie
gab bro contact one or more of the three zones may be absent. vV hen
present they are always much narrower tb an the correspondiug zones
at the red rock contact, and they are never as well characterized as tile
zones around the red rock. On the north side of the gab bro mass, aud
at several places on its south side, wheu it is in direct contact ,vith the
slates and quartzites, there is no evidence of coutact phenomena of a11y
description, except in the single instauce mentioned above, where a
quartzite in the easternmost slate area on the north shore of the point
is cut by a vein of material resern bling the red rock.
From the uniformly holocrystalline structure of tl1e olivine-gabbro,
a11d of the red rock when this is accompanied by contact rocks, it is
evident that the surface of the point now exposed to view was not at
the smface when the eruptions of the gabbro and the red rock took
place. In other wo1·ch,, tl1e :-;tmcture of the two crystalline rock:::; indicates that tho, e porti011 s of these rock masses which at present appear
Bull.109-6
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on the surface were at the time of their solidification at some distance
beneath the then existing surface of the earth, and that the contact
phenomena now observed around their peripheries are the result of
deep-seated contact action, under the influence-Of great pressure and
probably uncler the infl.ueuce of high temperature. The breccia found
so widespread along the borders of the red rock, and the numerous
veins and dikes of this rock ramifying the rocks of the contact belt, are
further evidence of the pressure to which the former rock was subjected
during the period of its solidification.
THE LE.A.ST ALTERED OF THE CONT.A.CT ROCKS.

In the outermost zone of the contact belt the rocks differ but slightly
from the unaltered slates and quartzites in appearance. As has already
been stated several times, they have a redder color than these, are le s
vitreous in luster, and break less readily along their bedding planes.
Occasionally there is developed in some of the quartzites a slight mottling, but since rocks of this kind are more characteristic of what has
been described as the second zone of the contact belt, and since their
microscopical features are the same as those of the members of this
zone, their description is deferred until the mottled rocks of the second
zone of_tbe contact belt are discussed.
Although the macroscopic appearance of the least altered of the contact rocks differs but slightly from that of the unaltered slates and
quartzites, their microscopical features are quite different. All traces
of the enlargements around the quartz grains, that are so prominent a
characteristic of the unaltered quartzites, have disappeared in the rocks
llOW under consideration. The quartz now forms a kind of mosaic in
which the individual grains interlock by irregular outlines. It contaiu ·
as inclusions numerous fluid cavities, with darn~ing bubble , irregularly
shaped glass enclosures, containing devitrification products, tiny tran parent needles of some indeterminable mineral, and little ma es of an
arthy ub tance. The feldspar grains have lost their outline . On
their edge they merge gradually into the quartz (see Pl. xi, B), o
tha no line of emarcation between the two mineral can be detected.
Th y hav und rgone de p- eated alteration with the production of
larg uantiti of :fi.brou chlorite, more or Jess of a brightly polarizfo
ligh ly I hr ic, :fi.br u eri it , a few flake of kaolin, m 'Jj tl
I ·i
a very lit le brown biotite, gTains of magnetit or
ir y gr
r rown earthy ub tance. Since the ontri0'in 1 uartz
feld ar rain have in most a ~e
ar 1 i w ul
iffi ult to det rmin from a mere
f
('I'
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The characteristics of all the rocks belonging to this zone are the
same. Their differences are found only in the .varying amounts of
bleached biotite, sericite, chlorite, and earthy substances present in them,
and these seem to be depenclent upon the various amounts of feldspar and
earthy interstitial substance originally existing in the unaltered rocks .
.When the chlorite is in large quantity it appears to have resulted partially from the alteration of feldspar and partially from the alteration
or'biotite, which in turn may have been derived from the clayey substance
originally present between the grains of sand that afterwards became
compacted into slate or quartzite. The constituent that varies most
widely in amount is the sericite. In the most quartzose rocks it occurs
only as an occasional flake between the grains of quartz. In the more
sla,ty members it makes up a very large portion of the thin section.
Since the slates differ from the quartzites principally in fineness of
grain and in the greater abundance of interstitial clayey substance, it
is probable that the sericite is in large part the result of the alteration
of the interstitial material.
The formation of the secondary minerals discovered in these phases
of the contact rocks, and the corrosion of the quartz-grains to such an
extent that all traces of their enlargements have disappeared, are results that are not due to the ordinary weathering processes that have
acted on the rocks of the point, since most of the slates and quartzites
occurring there are not affected in this manner. The changes, however, are such as may be ascribed to the action of water alone without
the aid of any great amount of heat, as the secondary minerals most
characteristic of these rocks are such as are known in many cases to
be the result of ordinary weathering processes. In the case under consideration the water may have emanated from the masses of eruptive
rock, around whose borders the altered rocks are found. These waters
may have held in solution some materials derived from their eruptive
sources, or small quantities of other substances dissolved from the
rocks through which they percolated before reaching the outer zone of
the contact belt, and these substances may have aided in the formation of the biotite and some of the other constituents of the altered
rocks, although all of these might as well have resulted from reactions
8et up within the quartzite upon the solution of its different components.
The result of the analysis of one of the quartzitic rocks collected
ju ·t west of the cliff, represented in Fig. 1 indicates that little if any
HubstaIJce llas been added to the original quartzite by the agency
which effected th e change in its structure and minernlogical composition. All the constituents necessary to the formation of the minerals
characteri tic of the altered rocks already existed in the original rock.
The conditio11s requisite for their rearrangement into the minerals of
the contact rocks would have been afforded by the presence of heated
water. In column XV i8 the analysis of the quartzite referred to
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above (No. 11394). It was made by Mr. R. B. Riggs of t;he Survey
laboratory. In column XVI is the composition of an unaltered
quartzite (No. 11421) obtained on the lake shore, atthefirstsmallpoint
east of the barite vein. In column H is the average of the three
analyses of unaltered quartzites, quoted in the present paper.
xv.
SiO 2 ••••••••••
TiO2 • •••••••••
Al2O3 .........
Fe2O3 - - - --- .. FeO ..........
MnO ..........
CaO .. ........
MgO ..........
K20 ..........
Na2O .........
H2O ..........

71·00
·44
12·88

XVI.
H.
-----73·64

trace.

73·85
·05

11-25

10·91

6·69

6·24

6·98

·65

1·04

·89

trace.

.............. . .............

·21

·36

·44

1·68

1·57

1'52

2·95

1·42

1·39

1·43

3·04

2-28

2·03

1-98

1·88

99·96

100·54

100·19

From these analyses it is clear that there was no addition of material
to the substance of the quartzites during the change of these to the
condition in which they exist at present in this portion of the contact
belt. The amount of potassium present iu them has been increased,
but the total amount of alkalies remains practically the same. The
changes have probably been superinduced through the agency of water
alone.
The analysis of a very slightly altered slate (No. 11552) collected at
some distance from the contact points to the same conclusion. In it
110 constituents occur that can not be found in the unaltered slates, and
non are present in abnormal quantities. The result of the analysis of
tlJi pecimen, made by Mr. R. B. Riggs, is given in column XVII.
XVII.
SiO2

••••• • • •• •

59 ·71
18 ·32

8 ·11
·85

rac .
1 ·05
3·54
3 ·43

1 ·93
3 ·24

I

100 ·1
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THE MOTTLED ROCKS OF THE MIDDLE CONTACT ZONE.

In the middle zone of the contact belt the rocks are possessed of an
indistinct irregular mottling, consisting, sometimes, of indefinite red
blotches on a dark green background, like that of the altered slates.
At other times the red portions of the rock exceed the green portions
to such an extent that the latter appears as blotches or spots on the
former. In both cases, as has been indicated, the dark portion
ha:,, the general aspect of the altered slates. It is dark green in color,
contains minute scales of a glistening, silvery mica, and has a slightly
greasy feeling. The red portions resemble somewhat certain phases of
the red rock. When this is abundant large cleavage surfaces of red
feldspar can frequently be detected in it.
Rocks of this class are found quite near the eruptive, whether this
be the red rock or the olivine gabbro. The nearness to the eruptive is
indicated by the amount of the red portion present, it being greater in
proportion as the mottled rock approaches the eruptive, until .finally
the dark portion disappears entirely and a rock colored uniformly red
replaces the mottled rock. At a little greater distance from the eruptives the mottling on the altered rocks is so very faint and indistinct
that it can, in many cases, be detected only when the thin section is
placed against a dark surface. Here it is seen as a light cloudy mottling against a transparent background through which the dark surface
shows.
A third type of this class of rocks occurs very near Lhe red rock,
when the rocks to be described later as characteristic of the iuner contact zone are absent. In this type the mottling of red and green takes
rather the character of an irregular intermingling of two distinct rocks,
as if two pasty magmas had been stirred together and had cooled
without min gling, producing a structure resembling the entaxitic structure of some volcanic rocks. Here, as before, the red portions contain
red feldspar iu pieces that exhibit cleavage surfaces, and their general
appearance is like that of the granular red rock.
In this zone have also been placed those slates near the red rock that
are spotted with little crystals of red feldspar. These are found on the
contact of the slates with veins and dikes of the red rock, on the borders of iuclusious imbedded in this rock, and on the upper and lower
portions, aud sometimes in the centers of layers of slate interbedded
with altereu. quartzites. When viewed in the mass these slates have
more of a purple color than those of the alterecl slates that have been
described. Their bcu.diug i8 not very distinct, although they always
break with ai1 uneven, nearly horizontal fracture, and when exposed
in the ·ide of a, cliff weather into platy layers like the red rock.
Under the microscope the faintly mottled quartzites are seen to differ
markedly from the unmottled quartzites belonging to the outer zone of
the contact belt. Iu the red portions of these the quartz has lost all
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traces of its fragmental nature. It now appears in rudely outlined bipyramidal crystals in a groundmass that for the most part consists of
globillitic red feldspar, or of a granophyric intergrowth of this mineral
and quartz. The quartz is sometime:s in quite weJl-formed crystals.
At other times it has the appearance of corroded crystals, containing
embayments of the feldspathic substance. The extent of the corrosion
varies in different specimens. In some instances the corrosion has
merely destroyed the regular outlines of the crystals and has made
them ragged, while in other cases it has resulted in the breaking up of
the original grain or crystal into separate pieces and has moved them
apart. The general outline of such parts taken together suggests that
of a shattered bipyramidal crystal, whose different portions have been
moved asunder and consequently extinguish in different positions.
Fig. 12 represents one of these broken crystals whose parts extinguish
nearly, but not exactly, simultaneously.
In tlte interstitial feldspathic substance is often a little chlorite, a
few fibers of the brightly polarizing mica which has beeu called sericite, and an occasional flake of brown
biotite. Figure a of Pl. xu shows the
structure of this portion of one of the
mottled rocks (No. 11414).
Between the red mottlings, in that
portion of the rock resembling a dark
green slate, the predominant mineral is quartz. This is full of Hquid
inclusions, Jines of which run uninterruptedly from one grain into
another without the least break or
It OCClU'S in

EXPLANATION OF PLATE XII.
XII. a. Thin section of red mottling (No. 11414) in mottled rock from the
middle zone of the contact belt. As in the other sections, the white
mineral is quartz and the darker substance feldspar. The characteristic structure of the mottling is shown in the center of the figure,
where there are granophyric intergrowths of quartz and feldspar a,nd
bipyramidal crystals of quartz. The most marked feature of section
is the outline of the quartzes. Polarized light. Magnified 80 diameters.
b. Thin section of gronndmass of mottled rock (No.11414) from the
middle zone of the contact belt. This figure shows the structure
of the groundmass in which the mottlings occur. The amount of
feldspar here is much less than in the mottling (as may be seen by
comparison with a) and the amount of quartz much greater. The
latter have crystal outlines, but these are not as distinct as in the
former case. Polarized light. Magnified 80 diameters.
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The major portion of the slates spotted with little red crystals when
viewed under the microscope, resembles the material of the altered slates
It consists of small interlocking quartz grains, in and between which
are little :fibres and bundles of sericite and chlorite. These two minerals are of a light green color and are slightly pleochroic. When
examined in natmal light they are very near alike, but between crossed
nicols they can readily be distinguished. The chlorite polarizes with
its usual blue _color, and the sericite in bright blue and scarlet or crimson tints of a high order. Irregular graiius of brown rutile always
accompany the chlorite. A small amount of red feldspar occurs in the
interstices between some of the quartzes and as a globulitic mass Rtlr·
rounding the other constituents. A little ilmenite in grains is changed
on the edges to brown rutile. A few brown biotite flakes, partly
chloritized, complete the resemblance of the rock to altered slates.
The red crystals scattered through this mass sometimes consist of
large areas of red feldspar polarizing together, and including small
quantities of chlorite, quartz, grain of magnetite, and a very Rmall
quantity of sericite. The outlines of the areas are not well defined,
but are rendered indi tinct by projection of the, ame substance extending for hort di tances into the urrounding material. At other time
th apparent cry tal are compo. eel of granophyric intergrowth of
quartz and£ Id, par, with tlie outlin , of f, Id, par cry tal .
· in the
form ~r Cc
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At one place, however, a distinct line of contact is observed. On one
side of this line is a platy bright red rock, like the granular red rock
iu structure, but differing slig·htly from it in containing more dark spots
scattered througl.10ut its mass. On the other side of the contact line
the rock is a purplish slate, containing many very small crystals of red
feldspar and small glistening scales of mica. · Occasional patches of a
darker color than the main mass are observed in the rock, and these
have the appearance of altered slate. A study of this exposure alone
would indicate that the darker rock has been impregnated with material from the red rock, and that some of this material had crystallized in
the form of the crystals occurring so abundantly in the dark rock.
Viewed microscopically the red rock presents all the features of the
granular red rock. It is composed essentially of red feldspar, occasionally in crystals, with a square cross-section, irregularly shaped
quartz grains and a good deal of chlorite. Sometimes the red feldspar
surrounds a core of fresh, clear plagioclase, with distinct twinning striations, and sometimes it is present with quartz in micropegmatite
between the other constituents.
The purple rock on the other side of the contact has all the properties of the mottled slates. Brown grains of rutile are more abundant
in it than in the above-mentioned rocks, and much chlorite is present
as an alteration product of biotite. Large quantities of sericite are
everywhere scattered throughout the thin section, and a few small
rrystals of apatite appear in the feldspar and cblorite. Very near the
contact round and irregular areas of red feldspar represent the feldspar
crystals seen in the hand specimen. These are very numerous close to
the contact, and decrease in number as the distance from it increases.
The analyses of specimens of the two rocks throw some light on the
origin of the dark rock and aid somewhat in understanding the proce.:;ses which have changed the indurated slates and sandstones into
mottled rocks, which have lost an traces of their fragmeutal nature.
XIX is the composition of the purple rock (No. 11228) as found by Mr.
J.E. Whitfield; XX is the analysis of the red rock (No. 11227) made
by the same chemist; H is the average composition of the unaltered
quartzites, as given on pages 84 and 88; XVII is the analysis of a very
slightly altered slate.
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plates, somewhat like the weathered plates of the granular red rock
pictured on page 54.
Under the microscope the red portions of these rocks look so much
like the grauular red rock that it is impossible to conclude that they
are anything but special phases of this, to which certain features have
been added by the addition of small quantities of material from the
slates that are represented in the darker portions of the same rocks.
Large pieces of red feldspar with an indefinite crystal outline include
bunclies of fibers of sericitic mica, fan-like aggregates of fibrous chlorite, irregular grains of quartz, rods and grains of magnetite, an occasional flake of chloritized biotHe, little brown grains of rutile surrounded by rims of magnetite or ilmenite, small flakes of kaolin and
rarely a little calcite. Around its edges the feldspar contains so many
of these inclusions, particularly chlorite, sericite, and quartz (which are
the essential constituents of the groundmass of the rock), th~tt it seems
gradually to merge into the surrounding groundmass. The outlines of
the feldspar crystals are indistinct in consequence of the inclusion of
the minerals mentioned, or they are rendered very uneven through the
addition to the nucleus of an outer rim of granophyre, which extends
by little tongues into the body of the rock. The feldspar crystals with
their zone of granophyre are imbedded in an irregular assemblage of
quartz, feldspar, and all of the minerals mentioned above as existing as
inclusions in the feldspar crystals. The quartz appears genera11y with
irregular jagged outlines as if corroded. Sometimes it has the shape
of a bipyramidal crystal and at other times it unites with a neighboring
quartz by irregular sutures. The feldspar is not clearly crystalline,
but has rather the appearance of a globulitic mass or a residual base,
approaching in character the felsitic base of some quartz-porphyries.
Between the different quartz grains, and indiscriminately throughout
its mass, are the chlorite and sericite. The same minerals, together
with a little biotite, magnetite, rutile, and an occasion'11 crystal of zircon are found also in the feldspathic ground mass surrounding the
quartz an<l crystals of feldspar. The biotite is in quite large -flakes.
It is partially chloritized, and around its edges is changed into sericite. It retains much of its original brown color and is weakly pleochroic in brown tints. Some of the magnetite is idiomorphic, but most
of it is in irregular masses, surrounded by brown decomposition products, mixed with grains of leucoxene. The leucoxene is also occasionany in little octahedral grains, in which case it is evidently a pseudomorph after titaniferous magnetite. Nothing present in the sections
examined points with clearness to the origin of the chlorite and sericite, but from the relative positions of these minerals and the feldspar,
it is undoubtedly true that, in some instances, they have been derived
Crom the latter mineral. In most cases they seem to be the result of
the alteration of some other substance that has entirely disappeared
and left no traces by which its true nature can be detected.
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The darker portions of the rock are in nowise different from the
darker portions of the other mottled quartzites.
From the microscopical appearance of the red portions of these rocks
it can not be doubted that the material composing them is almost identical with the material composing the granular red rock. It is probable that the rocks were originally slates, and that these were penetrated by the red rock magma, which dissolved portions of the slates and
then cooled, yielding a rock resembling the granular red rock in its
most striking features, but possessing also distinctive characteristics,
which are due to the substances added to the magma by solution. The
portions of the slate which were not dissolved would, in this case, be
altered like the slates on the contact with the red rock.
No analyses of these rocks are at hand for comparison with those of
the slates that have been but slightly altered. The structure of the
red mottlings, however, is such that no supposition other than that
which has been outlined above will explain the appearances of the different minerals and their mutual arrangement.
'l'HE RED QUARTZITES .A.ND MOTTLED ROCKS IN THE INNER ZONE OF
THE CONT.A.CT BELT.
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The microscopic appearance of these red and mottled rocks is as distinctive as their macroscopic appearance. The description of a few
specimens taken from several widely separated exposures will serve as
a description for the entire class.
On the eastern side of the little -bay on the southern shore, about a
quarter of a mile from the end of the point, PJ. xvi, and in the interior
of the point a few hundred steps north of the water's edge, a large
quantity of the granula,r red rock occurs.
To the west of the place where this comes out at the shore is a large ledge of
mosE1,-covered rock, extending back into the woods. It is composed of a rock with
a gray or pink, fine-grained base, curiously speckled with black elongated spots.
The rock has a glazed appearance as if full of infiltrated quartz. Below, the ledge
grail.es into a :fine-grained rell rock, generally more or less porous or drusy aml
closely resembling some of Rosenbusch's Vogensen granophyres. This contains
patches of a darker colored rock, but is otherwise quite uniform in character . . It
forms the lower portion of the high cliffs rising abruptly around this bay and shows
a decided tendency to part into horizontal plates [the typical granula.r red rock]. 1

The vitreous rock is discovered in thin section to be composed of
thickly crowded quartz grains or crystals, more or less perfectly boundell
by crystallographic planes, in a globulitic red feldspathic groundmass,
which appears to have forced its way into many of the quartze~ and
now occurs as embayments in them. In many cases the quartz has the
outlines of bipyramidal crystals; even when corroded its general outli11 e is that of aJ porphyritic
crystal of quartz, and the extinction is always in accordance with this form. Fig. 13
represents some of these, as
observed in several different
section·. The quartz is always
clear aud colorless, and it contains no inclosnres except lines
of fluid cavities, which some times run uninterruptedly from
01:e individual over into and
through another.
Thefeldspathic basein which
these quartzes lie fills the interstices : sometimes as mere
th d b
FIG. 13.-Corroded quart:,; crystals in red quartzite
rea s etween neighboring
on contact with granular red rock.
quartzes; sometimes in larger
rnas e,·, when it po,'sesses traces of twinning striations· sometimes as
granophyric intergrowthR with quartz in the angles betweeu larger
graiuR of tl1is mineral; and frequently as embayments within the
~order of the eroded qua,rtz grains; but it is never found in crystals, as
m the red rock. In a~l cases the feldspar is much decomposed and
reddened, and it always in closes all of the other constituents.
1 From

the field notes.
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Rosettes of chlorite occupy some of the angles between the quartz,
and occasionally large chloritized pieces of biotite inclose many grains
of this mineral. An infrequent grain of magnetite, brown masses of
rutile in the chlorite, numerous crystals of what is taken to be zircon,
and a few crystals of apatite complete the list of components forming
the matrix of the rock.
The little elongated spots scattered through this matrix are masses
of chlorite, composed of green fibers well crystallized or of brown earthy
amorphous material in which traces of a chloritic nature can frequently
be detected. In b0th cases the chlorite appears to have resulted from
the alteration of biotite, which, like the chloritized biotite in the otber
portions of the rock mass, inclosed many different grains of quartz
during its crystallization.
,In the mottled rocks, spotted with large green spots the constituents
are the same as those in the red quartzites, with the addition of sericite.
The red groundmass of these rocks is composed of a gfobulitic red feldspar surrounding grains of limpid quartz, in which are numerous liquid
inclusions bounded by the planes of negative crystals. The quartz, as
before, is often bounded by crystal planes, and, when corroded, is often
penetrated by embayments of the matrix. The sericite occurs as little
slender needles cutting through the feldspathic groun<lmass. The other
constituents present the same features as are observed. in the red
quartzites described above.
The green mottlings are composed almost entirely of quartz and sericite. The quartz fa in large interla<:ing grains, between which no lines
of demarkation can be detected in natural light, so limpid and uniform
in character are the different pieces. Between crossed nicols this almo. t
uniformly appearing field breaks up into a number of different area
which iutel'lock with each other by very irregu]ar sutures. In a single
in tance (No. 11317) one of the quartz grains retained a trace of it enlarg ment.
Tb seri ite i pre ent in large quantity. It occurs as fan-shaped
radial group of very light green fibers, between some of the quartz
Taiu and al. o aR in lusion. penetrating these in every direction. in
, nch a mann r hat a ingl large grain of quartz appears a if made
np f many
all r on . In polariz d light, bowevet', ev ral of the
,·ma11 r a c r fi un l t ex ingui h together, o that hey may be rear
, I r · f
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XIII.
XIII. a and b. Thin section of mottled red quartzite (No. 11323) from the
inner contact zone. The left half of the figure shows part of one
of the green spots. In this are interlocking quartz grains cut by
· spicules and :flakes of sericite. In natural light the structure of
the spot appears to be granophyric, but in polarized light the quartz
is seen to be an aggregate of grains. There is no interstitial substance between the grains, except in some places a very thin seam of
feldspathic material. The structure of the red groundmass in which
the spots ]ie is shown on the right of the figure. Here there is much
more interstitial substance than in the spot, and the quartzes have
quite a well-defined porphyritic outline. The interstitial material
in both the spot and the groundmass is almost entirely feldspar.
Now and then a :flake of chlorite or a grain of magnetite is present,
but these are rare. Magnified 80 diameters. a is in natural light,
and bin polarized light.
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termine the position of the optical axes in any single instance, aud
attempts to separate tlie mineral for analysis failed. From the chemical
compositi9n of the mottlings, however, it is believed that there can be no
doubt of the true nature of the mineral. It is often intergrown with
chlorite, when existing between
the grains of quartz, and often
forms inter growths with the latter mineral, resembling the in~ergrowths of quartz and feld spar known as granophyre.
Zircon crystals are even more
common in the mottli.ngs than
they are in the body of the rock.
They possess a long acicular
form, sometimes doubly te!minated, sometimes with a single
termination. They extinguish
parallel to their long axes, have
a rhombic cross-section, a very
high index of refraction, show
brilliant interference colors in FIG. 14.-Characteristic forms of zircon crystals OC•
curring in the mottled rocks.
polarized light, sometimes show
traces of zonal growth, and nearly always contain inclmnons with
immovable bubbles. A few characteristic forms are shown in Fig. 14.
Most of these were observed in the spots and the groundmass of the
mottled rocks, although similar forms were also found in the umnottled
red qnartzites. Fig. 15 represents a crystal extending through one
quartz grain and projecting at both ends
into two others. The :figures of Pl. XIII
illustrate the appearance of groundmass
and mottling in one of these mottled
quartzites (No. 11323).
As the mottled quartzites weather
they become nodular. The red portion
between the mottlings weathers more
quickly than the green material of the
FIG. 15.-Zircon crystal extending through mottlings, SO that the latter are left as
porUons of three quartz grains .
elevations on a depressed surface. The
:final result of the weathering is a mass
of round marble-like bodies in a loose sandy matrix, which falls apart
when disturbed, leaving the more durable mottlings as a pile of little
sphere,·. A cross-section of one of the spheres, examined under the
microscope, presents the characteristic appearance of the green mottlings in the fresh mottled red quartzite. The sericite is not quite so
prominent a feature in the weathered rock as it is in the fresh one, but
the quartz has all of the same peculiarities.
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In discussing the origiu of these rocks it is importaut to reeall the
principal features of their structure1 viz, the porphyritic appearance
of the quartz grains in the red groundmass, the globulitic character of
the feldspar, the long acicular crystals of zircon, extending sometimes
from one grain of quartz over another, and the irregular dissemination
of the sericite throughout an of the quartz of the spots.
The corrosion of the quartz grains and the embayments of feldspathic
substances in them would seem to indicate that the matrix of the rock
bad once existed as a molten magma that had eaten into the quartz
crystals that lay immersed in it. The existence of sericite fibers in the
quartz and the presence of well formed zi:r;con crystals running from one
quartz grain into another prove that the original material of the fragmental rocks entirely recrystallized during the process which resulted
in the formation of the new rocks. This recrystallization may have
taken place either through the aid of material derived from the red
rock or through the intluence of solutions emanating from it.
The origin of the green mottlings is difficult to determine. The
quartz of these, like the quartz of the red groundmass, is sometimes in
apparent porphyritic crystals, with an extinction parallel to the long
axes of their vertical sections. More frequently, however, itis in grain
united by irregular sutures, very like the quartz in some of the less
altered rocks. In all the quartz, whether it be porphyritic or corroded,
sericite is abundant, and is so arranged that its position can be ascribed
only to an original crystallization. It seems necessary, in order to
account for the structure of these mottlings, to assume that their material has crystallized in situ. The existence of an enlargement on one
of the quartz grains referred to above would, however, seem to oppo e
the notion that tllis crystallization took place from a molten magma.
It appears more probable that the crystallization of the material now
forming tbe mottling was in consequence of the continuation of a
pro e · like that which gave ri e to the rocks in the outer conta t zone.
A, the re. ult of the solvent action of heated water under pres ure, in
mo t ca e the outer envelopes, and in many cases the entire nuclei of
the quartz grainR were dis olved and the quartz ubstance wa, agam
<l po it d. In th r clepo ition, however, ·ericite eparated cont mporan u ly , i h th quartz, and wa included within the cry tals of thi ~
,·ul>,·tan a th y gr w. In thi' ca e we would expect to :find th
quartz p ,'
ino- th a1 ear, u ·e f th min ral wheu in th form of
th w 11-1 n wn , · n ar qu.: rtz. And thi , indeed we do fin 1. a
r fr n t h fi 0 ·ur iJlu, tratin th . trnctur of n of th emottJinrr
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green mottlings are the recrystallized residues of the original quartzites
that have not been penetrated by the red magma.
Analyses of the mottlings and of the red groundmass of one of these
rocks show that they differ but slightly in composition, and that the
red groundmass c011tains a little more of the constituents of the red rock
than does the material of the mottlings. Neither differs materially from
unaltered quartzites, except in the proportion of ferrous and ferric iron,
of lime, and of soda present. The greater amount of alumina in the red
groundmass as compared with t,hat in the mottling, and the increase in
the amounts of lime and soda may be attributed to the absorption of
the red-rock magna by the quartzite, and it is in all probability due to
this addition of extraneous substance that the peculiar structure of this
groundmass is found. The portions of the rock represented by the mottlings were not so thoroughly saturated with this substance, and consequently upon their recrystallization they have yielded different minerals.
The figures in column XXI were obtained by Mr. W. F. Hillebrand from
the red groundmass of the rock represented in Pl. rv (p. 28), and those in
column XXII by the same gentleman from the green mottlings of the
same rock (No. 11317).
XXI.

I

Si02 ... ..... . .
Ti02 ......... .
A..1203 ........ .
l•'e20 3 •••••••••
FeO ......... .
MnO ......... .
Cao ......... .
SrO .......... .
MgO ....... ... .
K20 ......... .

76·57
·42
9·21
1·67
3·94
·05
·73

XXII.
77'70
·30
7·67
3·55
3·29
·04
·26

l

(1)

Trace.

N~O ........ .
Li20 ........ ..
H20 ......... .

1'51
1·02
3·07

1'96

Trace.

Trace.

P206······· .. .

Trace. . - . . --- - -

1'83
1-04

1·89

2·36
~

----- - 100·08

10 ·000

The composition of the mottlings, as indicated by the above analysis,
seems to be a little unusual, when it is remembered that the principal
components of this portion of the rock are quartz and sericite. The
rock from which the material for the analyses was obtained is the most
coarsely mottled one that was at hand at the time when the ana,lyses
were made. On the second visit to the point, however, a much more
coar ely mottled variety was collected. This was crushed, and from
the broken pieces enough of the green material was selected for another analysi . To prevent the possibility of the admixture of portions
of the red ground mass with the green material, the pieces of the latter
Bull.109-7
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were broken into still smaller fragments, and from these themosthom
geneous looking were picked; An analysis of these was made by Mr
L. G. Eakins. His results are given in column xxnr.
XXIII.
SiO2

• • • • • • • • • •

TiO2 ••••••••••

83·27

trace.

.A.12 0 3 ••• .•••.•
7·81
Fe2 O3 •••••••••
1·99
FeO ..........
1"81
MnO . ............. . .... .

XXIV
83·69

trace.
7·50
1'81
·38

trace.

CaO .... .. . ...

·20

·39

MgO. . ........
K20 ..........

1'59
1·11

·35
2·61

Na'20 ........ .

·19

2·46

H 20 ......... .

2·32

·72

- Total . . . .

100·29

99·91

A study of the figures here given indicates the correctness of the
hypothesis outlined a.hove. It will be noticed that tbe mottling contains, in addition to the quartz, but a little alumina,, iron, magne ia,
potash, and water. The small amount of chlorite present in the mottling would account for some of the alumina, iron, magnesia, and water
leaving the potash and the remainder of the iron and alumina, and po ·
sibly some of the water to be accounted for by the brightly polarizin
green mica. As these are the constituents composing sericite, and
since the properties of the green mica are not unlike those of this mineral, there can be little doubt that the light green fibers in the mot
tlings, and in certain portions of the other mottled rocks are fiber of
sericite. If, further, the composition of these mottlings be compared
with the composition XXIV of one of the most brilliantly red vitreou
quartzites (No. 11425) obtained from an inclusion in the contact belt
iu the western portion of the point, it will be found that the two rock
differ principally in the percentages of the constituents of the red rock
that are pre ent in them. The amount of ilica and alumina in
each are about the same, but the amount of pota h and oda in the
two are quite different. The last two . ub8tances are the mo:t chara ·tc-ri 'ti· ompou nt. of the red rock, and they are pr, 'ent, in t~e
alt •r l r d qnartzi m ueal'ly the 'Hrn r lative pro1)0rtio11. · a tho em
whi ·h they xi.- in the r('(l ro ·k. If tll mottlillcr,' r pr eut \ery
11 arl 'th•<· 11 ·titntion oftll qmutzit wh u nuaff•ct d hyth,additi n
of forei,rn rn, t fa] th r •d qnar 7-it uud ubt dly repr •:
Ii g f th prnrtzit with tlw ri h f lcl pathi · m ·ma of
0
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The inclusions in the red rock present all the features of the contact
rocks in one or the other of the three contact zones. A.ltered slate
fragm ents consist of quartz, feldspar, chlorite, and sericite, with a little
magnetite and rutile. Around these are zones of spotted slates, where
the spots are little_ crystals of feldspar, including within themselves
all the constituents of the slates. Sometimes these crystals are composed principally of granophyre substance, and sometimes they are
more compact and possess occasional traces of twinning striations.
TlJe red rock surrounding the inclusions is very like the red rock near
the contact with slates.
The quartzite pieces in the red rock have undergone the same changes
that have been undergone by the quartzi tes on the contact with the
red rock. Certain of them are reddened and mottled, others are
spotted like the spotted red quartzites, while still others seem to be
but very sli.ghtly altered. As the slates and quartzites which are now
found as inclusions were probably once like the corresponding rocks
outside of the contact belt, it is natural to regard the changes that
have been induced in them as due to the action of the rock in which
they are irnbedded. This roek, to judge from its general nature, must
once have existed as a plaRtic mass under great pressure. When in
this condition it was intruded iuto the quartzites aud slates, penetrating them as veins and dikes, and breaking from them fragments which
it afterwards dissolved. Under the influence of heat and pressure
those portions of the fra,gments that resisted solution longest were
permeated by the material of the red rock; they became softened and
thus subject to the rearrangement of the chemical molecules in such
a manner as to yield stable compouuds, and in this way may have resulted the mottled slates and the red quartzites with their sericitic
and chlol'itic ingredients. Other portions of the fragments were, perhaps, uot impregnated. with the material of the red rock, but were saturated with solutions emanating from the surrounding rock. These portions would have crystallized without the addition of new substances,
and may have given rise to the fragments resembling the altered slates
and mottled quartzites.
The red quartzitic inclusions spotted with circular green areas are
so thoroughly intermingled with the material of the rock in which they
are imbcdded that no definite conclusion as to the origin of the spots
can be reacheu. The red portion of these inclusions, like the substance
of the red quartzites, appears to be a mixture of the quartzite and the
red rock. If so, the mottlings may represent the portionsofthe original
fragm ntwhich escaped solution, but in which certain changes, amounting in most ca es to an entire recrystallization, were effected. If the
upposed enlargement of a quartz grain, observed in the mottling of
one of these rocks, i really such, then at least a portion of the original
quartzite has in one case entirely escaped change. The zircon crystals
in other portion of the mottling and the buvches of sericite scattered
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through the quartz are, however, abundant proof that in the greater
part of the mottling as well as in the groundmass of the rock a complete rearrangement of the constituents has taken place.
Inclusions in the olivine gabbro have been subjected to changes a
little different in character from those that have taken place in the
fragments imbedded in the red rock. The fragments of slate in the
former differ from those in the latter in the development of sma1J plate
of biotite throughout their mass, but more particularly on their edges.
The quartzites present much the same features as the slightly mottled
quartzites in the red rock, but the phases representing the final stage
of alteration in the latter case are absent. In their place are certain
rocks differing from the mottled rocks in the possession of a great deal
of brown mica, which -0rystallized between and around the quartz
grains, including many of them in a single one of its flakes. Around
the edges of these fragments are also developed little, brightly polarizing, almost colorless grains of augite.
The first stages in the alteration of the quartzite fragments by the
gab bro are similar in most respects to the corresponding stages in the
alteration of the same rocks by the red rock. The natural conclusion
from these facts would be that in both cases the same processes had
acted to produce the same effects. From rocks as different in chemical
composition as the olivine-gabbro and the red rock, solutions may have
emanated which contained only traces of the constituents of the 10ek..,.
By the action of these solutions upon the material of the quartzite·
the same results would be produced. In the third stage, however,
where material from the including rock was intermiug'led with that of
the quartzite, a different product would be expected, and a different
product has been found.
The effect of the solution of fo1gments of quartzite and slate on the
two inclo ·in()' rocks ha::i al ' O given rise to new product , which, bowyer, are a. different as the two inclo ing rocks themselves. The ·olntion of late fragment. ill the red rock ha resulted in the formation of
, dark, gram1Jar, ry tarnne rock, in which ericite and chlorite hav
e 11 d v lope l , but which ot herwi ~e is not unlike the typical red rock.
uartzit fragm 11t. upon di.·solviug added nothiilg new to the red rock
a.' the ·h mi ·al rom1 o. ition of both i. nearly the ame.
1 Ii olivin c•-gal>bro j ' <1nit diflerent from the fragm ntal rock , both
in tl1 c·mi. titu •ut · ·ontaiu cl in j and in the proporti n of tho ' e whi ·h
· mm 11 to
th. Tl1e ,·oJution f late and nartzite fracrrnent
in tlii.· th 1· for
h n · •d th ·ompo 'ition of the magma in th vi -iui
of h di. · lve frag·m nt. a11 l pro luc r ·ult l up u
olin°· th,
1,0: i ion and .· tru · m fr rn ith r on f the tw
i11t •1 ruiu liu g i t r :ul d ut i no
lifferent from
n a ·t f th· ·: h r an 1 t11 r
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two rocks. The quartzite is altered in a manner corresponding to that
characteristjc of other quartzite inclusions. The same new minerals
are found in it, and in addition it contains flakes of biotite. The gabbro has suffered changes that are undoubtedly due to the solution of
a portion of the inclusion. Quartz occurs in it in irregular and clubshaped masses. Olivine and augite have been changed to uralite, and
a large quantity of strongly pleocbroic brown biotite has been developed.
The characteristic features of this product are not very different from
those on the contact of the red porphyritic rock and the gabbro, at the
foot of the quartz-porphyry bluff, west of the Little Portage. The red
rock at this place includes pieces broken from the gabbro. It contains
:flakes of brown biotite and a few grains of colorless augite. In the
included gabbro a great deal of strongly pleochroic brown biotite bas
been developed, as has also uralite and quartz. Many of the specimens which have been described as altered gabbros possess the same
characteristic minerals. Therefore it is but natural to assume that
these owe their origin in most cases to the effect of the material of the
red rock upon that of the gabbro. Since the composition of the red
rock is practically the same as that of the feldspathic quartzite, the
results of the mingling of their material with the magma of the gabbro should in both cases be the same. Around the quartzite inclusion,
between it and the gab bro is a rim in which there is a great deal of red
feldspar. This is in rudely outlined crystals, in granophyric intergrowths with q_uartz, and in micropegmatite. With it is more or less
quartz in club-shaped masses, and a great deal of pale hornblende and
chlorite that has been derived from biotite. Magnetite and ilmenite, in
grains and Ion g rods, a little leucoxene, and a few crystals of apatite
are the only other con~tituents found.
The mineralogical composition of the material forming the rim and
its structure are both like the corresponding features of the lighter
colored of the intermediate rocks on the contact of the gab bro and the
red rock. It has been shown that the intermediate rock was produced
by the iutermixture of the magmas of the red rock and the gab bro. It
has also been repeatedly stated that the quartzites differ from the red
l'Oek but slightly in composition. It, is therefore to be expected that
the result of the fusion of quartzite inclusions by the gab bro would be
the same as that produced by the fusion of the gab bro and the red rock.
In other cases the same kind of a rim surrounds what appear to be
pebbles of white quartz. These apparent pebbles are corroded and are
fringed with a bright red border, in which the microscope detects
numerous small colorless grains and crystals oi augite. In addition to
the augite are the usual constituents of the red rock or of the lighter
colored of the intermediate rocks.
In certain areas the rock cementing fragments of slate and quartzite
is not the gabbro proper, but is rather like that phase of the intermediate rock m which the arborescent groups of hornblende occur. This
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cementing material may be due either to the solution of some of the
fragments in the gabbro, or it may have had the same origin as the
intermediate rocks on the contact of the gabbro !1nd the red rock. In
either case it afterwards acted as an eruptive, breaking off pieces from
the fra.gmental rocks and altering them in the same manner as did the
gabbro and the red rock.
The most striking feature in connection with the quartzite inclusion
in this rock is the existence of a red rim around the inclusion, between
this and the inclosing rock. Under the microscope the substance of
this rim has very much the same appearance as the granular red rock.
It consists of red feldspar and quartz, much micropegmatite, and a
very little chlorite. The sharp contrast in color and structure between
this material and that of the surrounding rock, and its well defined
position as a fringe around the quartzite fragment seem to prove it
origin to have been due to the fusion of the exterior portion of the
inclusion.
COMP A.RISON WITH OTHER CONTACT ROCKS .

It bas already been stated incidentally that the contact phenomena
just described differ in many respects from those which have beeu
observed at other places. In the usual case of the alteration of sedimentary by intrusive (plutonic) rocks, the latter appear to have acted
through their mass and not through their material, for, with the exception of the loss of organic matter and water and the addition of volatile
substances like boric acid, the sedimentary rocks retai11 the arne composition after alteration as they possessed prior to it. 1 The rock resulting from their alteration differs according to the nature of the sedimentaries, and is independent of that of the metamorpho ing agent, whether
thi be an acid granite or a basic gab bro. The character of the change·
which take place in the fragmental beds is too well known to need
de cription in this place. Prof. .Rosenbu ch has given an excellent
review of the literature of the subject iu hi "Mikro kopi che Physio0Taphie der mas igen Ge teine," and 'ince tlrn publication of thi book
a few other vetrographer 2 have reviewed the work in pecial pha e' of
th
u~j et.
Th ·ha110- . that hav tak n plac in the Pigeon poiut rock arc atfrn<l d in .'Om in .. tarn· ,' by ·haug ,,. in chemical compo ition, although
th larn 1· portion f th conta t ro •k, diff r but v ry. lightly in eompo:ition from th ri 0·i11al quartzite·. In th latt r ra th change i ·
analo~on: to h alt rnti 11 ,ff ·t din .. dim 11tary ro ·k y intru. in·.
Iu tlw I' rmn <·a · th r ha:
n an impr o·n< i n f the artzit ,_. hy
th mat rial of h • r , l r c:k.
It r, ti u f th lat r kind h h n not d
1
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of the alteration of Lower Silurian sandstone by granite at Guemene,
Morbihau, and Rostrenen, Cotes-du-Nord, Fra,nce. This contact differs
from those to which allusion has been made above, in the fact that the
sandstones have been impregnated by the material of the granite, and
have thus had new minerals developed in them. At the same time a
recrystallization of the quartz has taken place whereby the grains of
this mineral have assumed a round or hexagonal form and have included within themselves small flakes of biotite. The changes which
have been effected here are due to the intrusion of small veins of granite into the spaces between the grains of the sandstone. Barrois was
able to trace these veins, as they break up intu smaller and smaller
veins until they fiually become too small to be observed with the microscope. Nothing analogous to this has been observed in the Pigeon
point rocks. Veins of the red rock penetrate the quartzites and slates,
but they can not be followed into smaller and smaller veins. Moreover,
the changes which have taken place in these rocks differ materially
from those which have been observed in the French sandstones. In
the latter biotite, sillimanite, cordierite and more or less muscovite in
large plates have been developed, while in the Pigeon point rocks the
only new minerals observed are sericite and chlorite in sheaf-like bundles. Moreover, there is nothing in the French rocks which resembles
in the least the mottlings in the Miunesota quartzites. The only similarity between the two occurrences is in the crystallization of the quartz
grains. Barrois, who has examined thin sections of some of the Pigeon
poiut rocks, observes in a letter to the writer that the characteristics of
the Minnesota contact rocks are ent.ireJy different from those of the
French rockH, and suggests that the differences may be due to the differences in the composition of the rocks effecting the metamorphism.
Very recently Lacroix 1 has discovered the same kind of action at a
granite contact in the Loire Inferieure, France, and a result which is
ascribed to a similar cause at Pierrepont, N. Y. In these cases the surrounding rocks are pyroxene-scapolite-gneisses into whfoh the granite
has penetrated. Levy 2 and Lehmann 3 had already described the impregnation of gneisses by granite in the years 1879 and 1884, respectively. Lacroix 4 further mentions the inj ection of gabbro into the
gneisH of PalJet, Loire Inferieure, and the formation of a contact rock
differing from the two rocks by whose combination it resulted.
A third clasr., of contact phenomena, differing essentially from those
above mentioned, has been observed on the contact of quartzites with
basalt and other effusive rocks. Here the interstitial substance of the
quartzite (or 1-rnndstone) has been so changed as to produce a glass in
which asa matrix, are scattered various porphyritic crystals and devitri:fication products. This glassy interstitial substance, according to Zir1

Bull. Soc. France d. Miner. 1889, vol. 12, pp. 117 and 275.
Sor. Geol. ,l. Fr. 1879, -vol. 7, p. 861.

2 Bu11.

• ~untersuchung iiber clie Entstehung der altkrystallinischen Schiefer-gesteine, etc. Bonn, 1884.
•Loe. cit., p. 247.
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kel, 1 Hussak 2 and Stecher, 3 is due to the fusion of certain portions of the
altered rocks without the addition of basalt material. Very close to
the contact, however, some of the eruptive material is found to have
penetrated a short distance into the quartzite and tc have left its impress in the numerous microlites of augite and grains of magnetite
that occm here. 4 This accumulation of augite and magnetite on the
borders of the quartzite is an indication that the latter rock acted as a
filter,5 allowing some of the material of the basalt to enter it and arresting the balance at the threshold. Pieces of quartzite and sandstone
that occur as inclusions in the basalt are frequently surrounded by a
rim of .augite that has been developed by interaction of the basalt
magma upon the material of the inclusion. 6
As the contact on Pigeon point resembles in some respects that of
intrusive rocks, so does it also resemble in some other respects the contact between quartzites and effusives. The development of augite
around the edges of inclusions has been referred to as characteristic of
quartz pebbles and quartzite fragments in the gabbro. The filtering
action observed in the basalt contacts has also its analogue in the
Pigeon point contact. In this place the rocks nearest the red rock
have become impregnated with red feldspathic substance, while those
in the next outer zone have obtained almost nothing from the metamorphosing agent.
This contact then possesses some of the characteristics of the contacts between quartzites and flow-rocks, and some of those of contacts
between sedimentaries and plutonic rocks. It resembles most closely
the contact described by Barrois, in which are-comprehended the characteristics of both classes of contact phenomena. The Pigeon point contact differs from Barrois's contact in the smaller amount of new minerals developed, and in the character of these.
Further, if the red rock is a product of the contact action between
the gab bro and the quartzites, then the Pigeon point occurrence represents the firs instance of the formation of a massive crystalline rock
from a fragmental rock through contact metamorphism.
"eue . .Jahrb. fiir Min., etc. 1872, pp. 7- 12.
'l's hermaks mineral und petrog. Mittbeil, 1883, vol. 5, p. 530.
3 TI>id. , 1 7, vol. IX. pp. 159,160.
4 Zirk 1: Petrographi , II, p. 577.
6
tec·h r: op. cit., p.159.
6 Mohl : LT •ue . .Jahrb. fiir Miner., etc., 1 74, p. 799. Trippe: Zeit chr. cl. deutscb. geol. Ge el ·ch.
1 7 , p. 1;;~,. v. hru~t. hoff: Bnl1. oc. Min. d. Fr., 1 85, vol. vm, p. 62, and T chermaks Mineral u. po
trO/{, .llitthl.:il., 1882, vol. IV, p. 4 5.
1
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CHAPTER VIII.
ORIGIN OF THE RED ROCK.

From a perusal of the preceding pages it is evident that the relations
of the gab bro and the red rock to each other and to the members of the
contact belt are so comp1icated that it can not be determined positively
whether the gabbro is the cause of the contact phenomena and the red
rock a product of its action, or the latter an original irruptive and the
agent producing the metamorphism. Isolated facts bearing upon the
solution of tbe question have been referred to in the chapters on the
red rock and the contact belt, and arguments to be drawn from them
have been stated in brief. In the present chapter are collected statements of all the facts which may serve to throw any light upon the
origin of the red rock, and a discussion of their bearing is given at some
length.
At first glance it would appear that the evidence is ·strongly in favor
of the red rock as the active agent producing the contact phenomena.
It is found in large~t quantity where the contact belt is widest, and is
absent from those places in which there are no indications of a metamorphic action in the slates and q uartzites. When present it sends
out apophyses into the gabbro on the one side of it, and into the outer
members of the contact belt on the other side. It is almost identical in
cp.emical and mineralogical composition with some of Irving's 1 augitesyenites, of which the rock on Little Brick island is a typical example.
Its structure is holocrystalline like that of an undoubted irruptive, or
is porphyritic like that of an eruptive rock. It resembles undoubted
eruptives like the quartz-porphyries of Irving 2 or the granophyres of
Rosenbusch. 3
Moreover, the gahoro has produced no very great alteration in the
urrounding sedimentary beds in those localities where no tr~ces of the
occurrence of the red rock can be found. It has not affected the bedded
rocks on the north shore of Pigeon point with the possible exception
of a single instance, iu whjch slight alteration in quartzite is accompanied by a small dike of the red rock: nor are immense dikes of similar
rock Jmown to have produced any change in the Animikie slates and
quartzites at other points along the north shore of Lake Superior.
1
2

9

Copper-B aring Rocks, pp.112-125.
Loe. cit., pp. 95-111.
Die Steiger-Schiefer uud ihre Contact Zone an den Granititen von Barr-Andlau und Hohwald

1877.
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If, however, we examine these facts critically, it will be found that
none of them exclude the possibility of a secondary origin for the red
rock or of the active agency of the gabbro in promoting the metamorphism of the elastic beds.
The existence of the red rock in veins in the gab bro and in dikes and
veins in the contiguous slates and quartzites proves merely that it once
existed in a plastic conditi_on, and not even necessarily in a molten
state, since the material of a very well-marked bright red dike bas
been discovered under the mieroscope to consist of elastic material
which has undergone quite a great deal of alteration, but in which the
elastic structure can -still be detected. The structme of the main mass
of red rock, however, indicates that it did once exist as a molten magma
or in such other conditioll as would allow of its complete crystallization. unless we assume, with Wadsworth 1 and Judd. 2 that the porphyritic and granophyriC' structures may arise from secondary causes.
However, the nature of the alteration which has been effected in the
contact rocks immediately beyond the red rock-their impregnation by
the materfal of this-is further evidence that the red rock was once in
a liquid state.
If, then, we assume the original molten or liquid condition of the
red rock all of its present charact eristics are explained, whether its
origin be regarded as igneous or whether it be considered as a final
product of contact action. Iu either case its most characteristic features wonld be those of a plutonic rock, since the conditions under which
it solidified are those whjch give rise t o the distiuctive features of plutonic rocks. The porphyritic structure noted in a few places must be
dne to local conditions that prevailed only at a few localities. Under
this assumption are explained tl1e i11trnsi9n of the red rock into the
slates, the crumpling of the latter, and the alteratio11s effected iu those
near the sides of dikes of the former.
The mi roscopical and macroscopical structure of tJ1e rock and it.
geological features, then, have no bearing upon the Hour<.:e of the mat rial of which it fr-; c·ompo e<l, other than to , how the coudition prevalent at th time of the rock' solidification. 'Ihe . imilarity in chemical
<'ompo:ition b tween th Pigeon point red rock and the rock on Little
Bri ·k i ·laud and it. i,imilarity in mineral compo itio11 with uudou ted
fl w r ·k in Y, riou, portion: of the Lake upel'ior region, are likewi.· ofno valu in l <·iding- a.' to th , onrce of itH material; for it i " a
ll-h1 wn fa<' thatr ·ks of the am compositfon may lrnYe riginated
,lift' r nt waJ . J, or in . tanc· rock. a: different in 'trn ture
1 ; ,I. anrl. ·at. IIi . I. , ·u rn·.· of )I i1111'.. B1111. , ·u. '.?, pp . 1~ an!l '
~ uart. Jour.
t·ol . .'t><'., London, ~Jny. 1 9. Jll>. 175, 17 .
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and origin as granite, gneiss, and liparite are shown by Roth1 to be almost identical in composition. The question of the origin of the rock
under consideration must therefore be decided upon field evidence
rather than upon the evidence obtained by means of the microscope.
In a former paper2 on the origin of the red rock, it was stated that
the field relations seemed to point to an independent origin for it, and
that "a more careful examination of the ~1tructure of the point would
probably reveal facts which would place beyond doubt the conclusion
reached by the microscopical examination (viz, that tbe red rock is an
independent eruptive). Since the article in queHtion was written
another visit to the point has been made, but contrary to expectation
the study of the relations of the rocks tends rather to the conclusion
that the red rock is a product of contact action.
The distribution of the red rock, its occurrence only between the
gabbro and the altered quartzites, is the strongest argument in favor
of its secondary origin. A glance at the map (Pls. XIV, xv, and XVI)
will show that the red rock occurs only at those places where the gab bro
and the members of the contact belt in the quartzite approach each
other. At no other places is it found, except in the form of dikes,
which are directly connected with the larger masses of the rock. It
will also be noticed that the gabbro and the altered quartzites are
sometimes in direct coutact without the presence near them of any of
the red rock.
The existence of the rock between the gabbro and the members of
the contact belt only indicates a close relationship between the three
rocks. If it could be shown that the contact rocks of the quartzite owe
their origin to the existence of gabbro near them, it would follow as a
most natural probability that the red rock is likewise of contact origin.
Whenever it is present, there is on its one side the gabbro, and on the
other side are two or more members of the quartzite contact belt. Its
position is that of a member of the contact belt. It follows the sinuosities of the gabbro, as no irruptive rock would be likely to do, and is
wider or narrower, according as the contact belt in the quartzite beyond
it exhibits contact phenomena in greater or less degree. w·here this contact action has been most intense there is found the greatest amount of
red rock; where the action has been less, the amount of the red rock
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - ! Cbemischo und allgcmcine Geologil•, Bd. rr, pp. 66-67 :
---SiO1 •

-a ....

b ....
c ....

-75. 06
75. 90
75. 65

.A.12O3.

Fe 2O3 •

(Fe.Mn)O.

MgO.

--11. 70
1.04
1. 57
12. 95 ---··-··-1. 31
11. 52
2. 37 · ···········

a. Granite, from Pyterlaks , Finland.
b. Gneiss, from Croclo, .A.ntigoriotbal, Piedmont.
c. Liparite, from Hot prings Hill, Nevada.
2 .A.m . .Tour. Sci., vol. 37, 1889, p. 57.

.19
.16
Tra.Ce.

CaO.
Na2O.
K20,
- - - - - - ---1.01
1.48
. 76

2. 56
2. 39
2. 91

6. 25
5.12
5. 93
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decreases until finally none is present. .All this is also what would be
expected if the red rock were regarded as an independent irruptive
and the cause of the alteration of the quartzite. However, when the
red rock is wholly absent contact action is yet often marked. One, or
even more, of the contact zones may be present, but that which indicates the most intense action, viz, the zone of· the spotted red quartzites, has disappeared. It is, then, plain that the red rock as an independent irruptive is inadequate to explain the whole of the quartzite
contact belt.
The existence of the red rock at points where contact phenomena in
the quartzite are observed is not confined to the Pigeon point locality.
At a few othei places where such phenomena are known to occur, viz,
on the islau.ds east of the point, there is also present a red rock in the
same relative position as that of the rock on the pomt. The localities
on Spar, Jarvis, and Victoria falands 1 have already been referred to.
Here are masses of gabbro which present many of the features of the
Pigeon point gabbro. Around their borders is a series of contact
rocks, and between these and the gabbro is a mass of the red rock.
·T nis red rock is exactly like the red rock on the point in every particular. If an independent irruptive, its position, always between the
gab bro and the contact rocks, needs explanation; if a product of contact action, the explanation is given.
These phenomena of distribution are such as would be expected were
the gabbro the cause of the existence of both the red rock and the
quartzite contact zone. If the red rock is a result of contact action
we would expect to find it between the gabbro and the outer member
of the contact bel1]-in greatest quantity where the other contact effect
are best exhibited, and in mall quantity where the other contact
products are scant in amount. Where the effect of the metamorpho ing rock upon the quartzites is very slight the red rock should be
ab ent.
'ince the di tribution of the red rock with respect to the gab bro and
th altered quartzites is such as to indicate the probable correctne of
th vi w that it is a final produ t of the action of the former rock upon
th latter ther remain to b con id red the (Treat diffi ren .e in th int 11 ity f th :ffe t, f th a tion of the (Tabbro a eviuced by the
Ve I' •ing am unt Of lJ
f h
LJ r i th
C
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extend to no great depth. It may here have intruded itself between
the sedimentary beds and cooled rapidly, so that its action upon the
latter was not appreciable. At the contact of the gabbro with the
slates and quartzites on the north side of the point, where no contact phenomena are to be found, the junction between the latter rocks
and the gabbro is visible. The appearance here suggests the contact
of a flow upon the eroded side or top of a bed of slates, or is such as
would be produced by the lateral flow of an irruptive between, and
then obliquely across bedded rock . Other contacts of the gabbro with
the slightly altered slates and quartzites indicate the same relation
between the different rocks. The apparent nonexistence of altered
slates and quartzites on the sides of the great gabbro dikes so abundant along the north shore of Lake Superior may be accounted for
by the differences in the geological character of the gabbro masses .
.Along the north shore of the lake the dikes always llave the features
of simple dikes, while on Pigeon point and on the islands to the east
the gabbro possesses other characteristics which cause its masses to
resemble those of bosses.
The production of contact phenomena in the quartzite by the gabbro
alone is well shown at th e falls of Pigeon river. At this place the
gabbro has intruded the slates and has broken from them fragments
which it has altered much in the same way as slates have been altered
by the granite of the A ndlau region described by Rosenbm~ch 1 and others.
Since there is not t he least indication of the presence of the red rock
in the vicinity of the falls of Pigeon river, it is plain that the effects
noted in the slates have been produced by the gabbro. As on Pigeon
point, this gabbro is not in t he form of a simple dike, but is rather like
that of a dike from which the orifice-filling material bas escaped and
insinuated itself between the beds of the surrounding fragmental
rocks. 2 This intrusion of the dike material between the layers of the
surrounding rocks is probably due to the enormous pressure under
which the rock existed at the depth at which the contact effects were
produced. Whether t he rock mass possessed the shape of a dike or
not, the conditions under which it solidified were more nearly like those
which obtain during the solidification of plutonic rocks.
. More direct evidence of the action of the gabbro upon the quartzite
18 found in the inclusions of the latter in the former. It will be remembered that the alter ation of the fragments in the gabbro is in general similar to that of quartzite fragments in the red rock. In the
latter in certain places t he quartz fragments are surrounded by a rim
of red material, which, under the microscope, presents all the appearances of the red rock, except in the presence of green flecks of chlorite.
Quartzite fragments in t he gabbro are bordered by a rim which is
1

Mikrosk opi_sc
· l10 Physiograph ie, u .A.ufl ., pp. 47-54.
263 •. N, B:. WmcheU : Nint h A nn. Rept. Geol. and Nat. Hist. Survey of Minnesota, p. 63, Nos. 261 and
2 Cf
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exactly like the material of the red rock. At a point on the southern
shore, in the eastern portion of the peninsula, about ! mile from the
end of the point (Pl. xvi), the rock cementing quartzite and slate fragments is similar to one of the rocks intermediate between the gabbro
and the red rock, and whose formation is supposed to be due to the
interfusion of these two rocks. The origin of the cementing material of this breccia may be the direct solution of fragments in ~he
gab bro. Most striking instances of the occurrence of red rims around
inclusions are found in this breccia. One of the fragments embedded .
in the intermediate rock is a large rhomboidal block of pink quartzite,
about 7 feet long and 4 feet wide. Surrounding·· this, between it and
the including rock, is a bright red border 2½ or 3 inches wide. In the
:field this border looks as if it were a small dike of the red rock which
had been formed by the :filling of a crack produced by the shrinking· of
the fragment from the rock in which it is embedded. That this is not
the case is shown by the fact that there can nowhere be seen any connection between the rim and the mass of the red rock. The structure
of the border is likewise different from that of most dikes. The red
feldspathic material has a granophyric structure in which the fan-like
groups of feldspar and quartz extend perpendicularly from the bounding planes of the inclusion. Since the rim is probably the result of the
fusion of portions of the quartzite by the surrounding rock, and it·
structure and composition are identical with those of the red ro<'k! it
may fairly be concluded, in the absence of any evidence to the contrary,
that the red l'Ock itself has been produced by the fusion of quartzites
by the gabbro-that it is a product of the action of the gabbro upon
the slates and quartzites, melting the latter and thus producing a
magma from which the red rock solidified. Under the influence of g-reat
pres ure this magma has acted to a certain extent as an irruptive,
iutruding and alteifog the fragmental rocks at a d1 tance from the
galJbro. Finally, solidifying lowly, it ha for the most part cry ·talliz cl with the structure of a plutonic ma , but with occa ional e:ffu ive
pha
TL idea that an ruptive rock may originate from a elastic one by
fu. ·i n i ,· by no m •au · a nov lty in geologi al literature. The well
kn wn m t, m rphic I vi w of th origin of granite :uppo
th ftdon of
, lin ntal'y h •d · hy th ri:e of th i. og otherm:. Th only in. tauce
k11m n t th writ •r in which it ha. l> n ·liown concln ively tlu '"'•dim nt, 1· rn ·k. 1m \' h(• ll fn ·<land ll, v aft rward · a t d a <·ruptive.
i: h · n cl ·erih •'1 by H ·n ·eh 2i11 B0mm lo 11 ..i.: orway wh r 0 Tanit
<·011 lt m r, t · ha v
• 11 fo. '1 by dy11amom tamorphi 'Ill anrl hav
:. ft ·n ·..m · , d d a. <·rnptfr ·:. intrudmg nnvtiY , and •la ti · r ·k. in
·h f ll'll f 1ik .
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The fusion of elastic rocks by basalt has been referred to in the preceding chapter. In this case the molten material, thus produced
without the addition of any material from the metamorphosing agent,
cooled under the conditions which give rise to the structures characteristic of effusive rocks. It failed to act as the magma of an eruptive,
only because it was under insufficient pressure. On Pigeon point the
rocks were under great pressure, so that, if a magma was produced by
the fusion of the slates and quartzites by the gab bro, this magma must
have acted like the magma of any other rock under similar conditions.
Except in respect to this feature, the formation of thB red rock of Pigeon
point presents a complete analogy with t he formation of glassy rocks
at basalt contacts. It was produced without the addition to it of any
substance from the gabbro, as is shown by the very small amounts of
the clrnracteristic gabbro constituents (calcium and magnesium) in its
composition, except on its immediate contact with the latter rock, where
the intermediate phases occur. The new rock produced at the basalt
contact, however, remained in its original position. It cooled there
quickly under slight pressure, and as a consequence formed a glass.
The magma of the Pigeon point rock, 011 the contrary, formed under the
influence of considerable pressure, shifted its position, was thrust into
the surrou1111ing rocks in the form of dikes, was forced between the
g ·ains of quartz in the q uartzites, aud tlnally cooled, yielding a rock
with the bolocrystalline or the vorphyritic structure according to the
conditions which prevailed at different places.
One oth er point remains to be discussed. If the red rock is a fused
sedimentary, there Rbould be intermediate stages in the transition from
a elastic rock to a crystalline one. The red quartzites of the inner contact belt have a structure that can be explained by supposing them to
be quartzites w hm;e interstitial substance has been fused, or by regardfog tbem as fragmental rocks into which the liquid magma of the red
rock bas been squeezed by pressure. In either case the apparently
porphyritic and the irregularly outlined quartz grains are probably the
corroded remairn; of the original grains of the quartzite. Other indications of a trausition .between the fragmental rocks and the red rock
are found in the mottled rocks of the middle contact belt. Here are
undoubted evide11ces of clastie origin on the one hand, and on the
other well-outlined crystals of quartz and feldspar, indicating pyrogenous origin.
In the field there appears to be a gradual transition between the
altered quartzites of the inner contact belt and the reel rock. At the
point on the west side of Little Portage bay there is a gradation
between the typical red rock occurring at the base of the cliff, a
platy reel recrystallized quartzite in which are jagged and corroded
quartz cry,'tals, and ordinary spotted quartzites that are undoubtedly
altered fragmentals. At many other places the same gradation is encountered. At no plaee is there a sharp line of contact between the
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red rock and the highly altered fragmentals, except where the former
has cut the latter in dikes. In Fig. 1, on p. 20, where a sharp contact
between altered quartzites and the red rock is pictured, the latter ha8
broken through the rocks of the inner contact belt and has intruded
those which belong to the· outer zone, where the contact effects have
been slight. Again, on the top of the quartz-porphyry bluff (see map)
the porphyritic red rock is abundant on the west side of the cliff. As
we proceed eastward, however, mottlings are discovered in it which
remind one of the mottlings of the spotted quartzites. On the extreme
eastern side the prevailing rock is the altered red quartzite. No line
of demarkation can anywhere be discovered between the different
types.
Although these gradations may not serve to prove -that the quartzites by fusion gradually pass into the red rock, they afford a,t least a
proof of the existence of transition phases between the rocks. Transitional phases would be expected, whether the red rock is a product of
the fusion of the quartzites, or whether as an independent irruptive it
has impregnated them and thus altered their characters; but its universal presence bears in favor of the first explanation.
To complete the chain of evidence which links the red rock with the
slates and quartzites, a comparison of the composition of the former
with the latter is necessary. At present it is not possible to obtain
a sufficient basis for this comparison, since it is impossible to discover
the mean composition of the sedimentary beds. The unaltered beds
show interstratified slates and quartzites of various compositions.
Some of them contain much more feldspar than any of the specimens
whose analyses are given, while others are more quartzitic. The
quartzites ar;e in largest quantity, but their proportion with respect to
the slates is unknown. It is evident, therefore, that no comparison
that can be instituted will show accurately the relation between the
compo ition of the red rock and the slates and quartzites.
The n are t approach to an average composition for the fragmental
bed i obtained by taking a mean of the results of the analyse of the
three un lter d quartzites and the slightly '1,ltered slate, given in
earlier bapter of this paper. In column I is given thi mean, and in
olumn L the figure obtained by the analysis of the powder of seven
pecimen f the red rock.
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SiO2 ......... .
Ti02-·········
.A.11O3-- .......

Fe2O3-··· -· - ··
FeO .......... .
MnO ...... . .. .

72'42
·40
13.04
·68
2·49
·O!)

I.
70·31

trace.
12·81
7·26
·88

CaO ........ ..

·60

·60

SrO ......... ..
l3a0 ......... .
MgO .. . ...... .
K 2O .......... .
Na2 0 ....... ..
Li 20 . . . . . . . . . .

trace.

----------

·15
·58
4·97
3·44

2·03
1·90

Hi(? . .. . .. . . ..

P 20 5 • . . . ••• • • •
Cl . . . . . . . .. . ..

113

2·19

trace. . ........ .
1·21
2'22
·20 ...... . .. .

trace.......... .
100·33

100·20

The principal differences to be noted are in the amounts of iron, magnesium, and alkalies present. But since none of the quartzites analyzed
contain nearly as much feldspar as many of those on the. point, it is
probable that the average composition of the fragmental beds as given
in column I, differs from the true average in containing much less potassium and sodium.
From the evideuce at hand it woul<l seem probable that the red rock
is a product of contact action between the gab bro and the bedded rocks,
rather than an independent irruptive which has altered the quartzite.
No conclusive evidence bearing upon the question is available, but if the
assumption of the secondary origin of the red rock is made, all the facts
observed are readily explained; not a single one but is in accord with
this supposition; whereas, if we assume that the red rock is the metamorphosing agent, there remain to be explained the contact phenomena
around the gabbro in those places where the red rock is absent and the
peculiar distribution of this rock. The view that the gab bro is the cause
of the alteration of the slates and quartzites and the red rock is an independent irruptive between the former and the latter meets with the
same objection as does the supposition that the red rock is the cause of
the contact belt. The presence of the red rock between the gab bro and
the contact rocks, and in this position wbeu the coutact phenomena in
the adjacent quartzite evince intense action, is a mode of distribution
for an independent irruptive rock which, to say the least, is peculiar.
Since, therefore, objections can be raised to any view that regards the
red rock as an original irruptive, and since, on the other hand, every
fact observed, either with reference to the gabbro or to the red rock,
accords with the assumption that the latter rock is a product of contact
action, and none can be found which contradict this supposition, it
would seem gratuitous to regard the red rock as having originated in
any way but through the fusion by the gab bro of the fragmental rocks
which lie upon one side of it.
Bull. 109-8
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The structure of tlle porphyritic red rock proves it to have solidified
from a molten magma. And since the granular red rock is identical
with it in composition, it is assumed that this also originally existed as
a melted· mass. The existence of dikes and veins of the latter, and the
contortions that have been produced in the slates and quartzites where
they have been intruded by the red rock, are further incontestable
proof that the latter was once in a plastic condition.
The similarity in structure and mineralogical composition between
this rock and the undoubted eruptives occurring as flows in the Keweenaw series would indicate a community of origin for them. The
peculiar relations of the red rock to the gabbro, however, its distribution ·along the borders of this, and its nonexistence at other places,
as well as the seeming gradual transition between it and the fragmentaJ r ocks lying along its southern edge would, on the other hanu,
appear to point to a contact origin, the red rock representing the
most altered _stages in the metamorphism of the quartzites by the
gabbro.
Whether the red rock is an original eruptive, or a product of contact
action, there are certain other rocks on the point which undoubtedly
owe their origin to contact phenomena. Between the gabbro and the
red rock is a series of dark red, coarsely crystalline rocks, through
whose mass are arborescent groups of hornblende crystals. These
rocks have been called intermediate rocks because their composition is
intermediate between tha.t of the basic olivine gabbro and that of the
acid soda gra11ite, varying proportionately as the distance from one or
tbe other of the end members of the series. They are found only where
the gabbro a11d the red rock are in contact, and around inclusions of
quartz or of quar~zite imbedded in the gabbro. In t he latter ca e a
rim marking the outline of the inclusion , and possessing tlie same
character aH the material of the intermediat e rocks, has evidently been
derived by solution of portious of the fragments in the inclosing rock.
The , ame kind of origin is ascribed to tbe large masse of intermediate
rock b t\Yeen tlie gab bro and the red r ock. They are supposed to have
originated by the interfn. ion of the two rock between which tbey lie.
o·ain, b tween tlJ unaltered quartzites and the red rock i. · another
ri .· of ro ·k.· to which ~L c011tact origin must also be assigned. \. the
mialt r d fh1gm ntal l'O<·k · a11proach the r d rock th y :fir ta .-ume a
r d tino· mid Io.- th ir vitreou · luster, and th n b come mottled with
lar 0 ·e r cl aJ1 greell .-pot:. The fir.-t cJa
con i t of tho.-e rock
in whkh th q artz gT, in: hay eorrod d outline.. In addition to the
n r z th r cont, in j]l(l fiui 1 • outli1l d -rain. of fi Id par,
!hlorit , 1Hl an ar by , ub t, n
diti n more or l ~
I lariziuo-li"·h
in,llprobability ri it.
nut o . ri it' in 'l' a
r J· appr a h •: ~ , la
pie· a1 p ~ r n · , n l h n<· i i l' o·ard •
th r : nJt f th
r.·titi, 1 ·la· hat 11 •
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The rocks in the next zone of this contact belt are the mottled rocks.
In the case of slates these consist of the altered slates in which rudely
outlined red feldspar crystals have separated. These occur wherever
the slates are in direct contact with dikes or veins of the red rock, or
where the slates are very near large masses of the latter. The mottled
rocks are, as their name implies, those in which there is an irregular
mottling, usually of green aiid red. The green portions have tbe composition and structure of slightly altered slates and quartzites; that is,
they consist of corroded quartzes interlocking by irregular sutures, a
Uttle feldspar, a11d. more or less sericite and chlorite. The red portions
differ materially from the green in the very large amount of feldspar
present. This feldspar is occasionally in rud<'ly outlined crystals, but
usually it occurs as a globulitic groundmass in which are sericite, chlorite, and slightly corroded quartzes with the outlines of porphyritic
crystals.
The contact rocks nearest the red rock are bright red in color. They
possess a vitreous luster, and are sometimes spotted with· bright green
spots. The red quartzites and the red portions of the spotted rocks
are composed of somewhat corroded bipyramidal quartz crystals in a
globulitic red feldspathic base, in which is a little chlorite, crystals of
zircon, and sericite. In the green mottlings sericite is abundant in
and between quartz crystals, with bypyramidal contours. Zircon crystals are quite abundant, and these extend through two or more quartzes
without iuterruptiou. Feldspar i.s entirely absent.
From the structure of the rocks of the contact belt and from their
composition, it would seem that the red quartzites have resulted from
the complete crystallization of a magma produced by the fusion of the
quartzites alone, or from the i11termi11gling of this fused substance with
the material of the red rock. The spots in these may represent portions of the original quartzite which bas escaped entire fusion or solution. The mottled rocks beyond the red quartzites bave been impregnated with some of the material of the red rock, alld in consequence
have suffered recrystallization in parts without complete fusion. The
recry. tallized portions are represented by the red mottlings. The
green portions of these rocks and the mass of the less altered slates
and quartzites have been changed by solutions emanating from the
red rock, but which have been freed from most of their dissolved salts
by :filtration through those members of the contact belt that are nearest the red rock, and which would have t o be passed through before
the solntious reached the outer members.
If the red rock is au original eruptive, the changes whwh have been
outlined. owe their origin entirely to the presence of this r ock. If the
red rock is a product of contact action, it was produced by the fusion
of beds of slates and quartzites aud recrystallization under pressure.
It t hen acted as an eruptive, intruding and altering the fragmental rocks
in its vicinity. The composition of the red rock is such that it can in
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no case have received any considerable amount of material from the
gabbro, near which it exists, except in the narrow belt on its northern
side where the intermediate rocks are found.
Further, in a few localities where the red rock is absent, there is a
series of contactrocks between the gabbro and the bedded rocks. This
series is composed of altered quartzites and slates whose characteristics are the same in kind as those of the rocks at the contact with the
red rock.
Since the intensity of the action around the gabbro is much less than
that in the neighborhood of the red rock, or in other words, since the
red rock is present only where the contact effects are most pronounced,
it is concluded that this rock is only the :final stage in the alteration of
the slates and quartzites by the gabbro.
That this latter rock is capable of producing contact alteration in the
Animikie beds with which it comes in contact, is shown by the contact
rocks around the gabbro mass at the falls of Pigeon river. That similar gabbro masses in other places along the north shore of Lake Superior have not produced alteration in the surrounding fragmental beds
is explained by the difference in the geological relations of these dike
masses as compared with those of the boss-like dike on Pigeon point.
DESCRIPTION OF MAP.

(PLATES XIV, XV, XVI.)

Geological map of Pigeon point, based upon the Lake Survey chart. The outline
of th e point east of Morrison's bay was mapped by pacing; that west of the bay is
taken from the chart. The ar eal distribution of the rocks was determined by making
sections across the point at intervals of 250 feet in its eastern portion and 500 feet
in its western part. The rocks generally pass into one another so gradually that
the mapping of their distribution must be to some extent arbitrary. In the eastern
portion of the point the colors representing the different rocks and groups of rocks
cover areas approximately occupied l>y the respective rocks. The color for the contact belt covers all of the altered quartzites and slates. No distinction has been
made between those that arc entirely recrystallized and those that have suffered but
little haucre. The former always occur nearer the gab bro aucl the red rocks than do
the latter, and the latter pass by insensible gradations into the unaltered fragmentals. In the few places where the rocks do not pass into each other, their contact is
indicated by a solid line. · At A in the interior of the we. tern part of the point,
and at a£ w other pla,ces, the gab bro occurs in knobs, when the area occupied by it
i r pr nte<l a harply defin d. Many of the trap dikes have been exaggerated in
ize, in ord r that th y might be repr entecl on the scale of the map, as have also
the p ttecl-ro k areas. In the we tern portion of the point the distribntion is not
a car folly worked ont a it i in the a:tern part, but is accurate enough to illu ·
trat the feature mo. t prominent in th g ol gy of the reofon. A large swamp
occnpiP. mo. f thi part oft b point, and in it no rock expo nr were detected.
t w thn low area. h:ffo IH'Pn ov .r d with th color of the roe}~ which undoubtilly uuclcrli ' · h •111. ·ale: 5k iuche to th mile.
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GEOLOGICAL MAP OF VICINITY OF THREE FORKS, MONTANA.
BY
A.C.PEALE .

THE PALEOZOIC SECTION IN THE VICINITY OF THREE
FORKS, MONTANA.
BY

A. C.

PE.A.LE.

INTRODUCTION.

The Three Forks sheet of Montana includes the area lying between
the parallels of 450 and 46°, and extending from longitude 111° to 112°.
The three forks of the Missouri river unite in the north central portion
of this area about 5 miles south of the northern line of the map. 1
The area selected for the initial work in the construction of this section was the area a.djacent to the three forks of the Missouri river at
the northern end of the Gallatin valley, and is shown on the accompanying map. (Pl. I.) This region was the field of reconnaissance
work for very brief periods in 1871 and 1872, when the writer, with Mr.
W. H. Holmes, under Dr. Hayden's direction, made a hasty examination of a small part of the area, securing the section published on pages
172 and 173 of the Sixth Annual Report of the U. S. Geological Survey
of the Territories. The rather complicated structure of the region was
then recognized~ but time did not permit any work except that of the
most general character, and it was hoped that the future might see the
work undertaken with a prospect of completing it in more detail. This
opportunity was presented in 1884, and the object of this paper is to
describe briefly some of the results of the more detailed reexamination
then begun.
The first white men to visit the "Three Forks of the Missouri" were
the members of Lewis and Clarke's expedition in July, 1805, by whom
the three rivers were given the names of Gallatin, Madison and J efferson, respectively. No geological work, however, was done until the
expedition of Raynolds visited the Three Forks in 1860, when Dr. Hayden made the first geological examination of the area. 2 This work was
1 This paper was prepared during 1886 and 1887 and completed in the early part of 1888, since which
time the geological exploration of the entire sheet has been :finished. The paper bas been revised only
~o far as to make the nomenclature consistent with that adopted for use in the publication of the atlas
sheet.
2 Geol. Rept. of Explorations of the Yellowstone and Missouri rivers, Washington, 1867, p. 90.
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naturally more general than the la.ter work of 1871 and 1872. The map
published by the Northern Transcontinental Survey under Prof. Pumpelly 1 has this area colored geologically, but goes into less detail than
does the Hayden ·map of 187 J, and none of the_accompanymg text refers
to it, the explanation of which omission is found in the fact that the
object of this survey was mainly the discovery of the various coal horizons, and the determination, exploration, and preliminary development
of, the coal fields. In the adjacent region beyond the limits of the Three
Forks Sheet, on the north and east, considerabl~ detailed geological
work was done by W. M. Davis 2 and George H. Eldridge,3 while the
eruptive rocks of the region examined by them have been reported upon
by Waldemar Lindgren 4 and J.E. Wolff. 5
In 1875 Ludlow's expedition pass~d along the eastern side of the
Bridger range just beyond the eastern limits of our sheet on the way
from Fort Logan to Fort Ellis, and Messrs. Grinnell and Dana made a
hasty examination of the east side and summit of the range. Their
observations are published in Capt. Ludlow's report. 6 The region
examined by them, however, lies mainly · east of the mountains on
the Livingston sheet. Prior to 1884 also, Prof. J. S. Newberry crossed
the Great Belt mountains from Sulphur springs to Townsend on the
Missouri river, about 26 miles north of Three Forks. He also crossed
the Gallatin valley from Bozeman to Gallatin ci~y. 7 This completes,
so far as I am aware, the list of those who have done any geological
work in or near the region of the Three Forks.
STRUCTURE.

It would be manifestly premature to attempt to deduce from the facts
observed within the limited area of one topographic sheet of only 3,354
square miles generalizations affecting the ~ntire Rocky mountain system of Montana, and especially so in view of the fact that the observations noted during hurried trips through various parts of the state
indicate con iderable complication and irregularity in its mountain
structure. Still there are a few points to which attention may be called
which eem to be characteristic at least of the immediate area under
con icieration, and may yet possibly be extended to other portions of the
state.
Th mo t triking feature to be noted is the rather common occurrence of fi ld in which the strata on one side are inverted so that the
tates, vol. xv, Tenth Census.
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beds are bottom side upward. This isoclinal structure was noted in
the Madison range1 in 1872, when it was illustrated. (This illustration
is reproduced in A, Pl. IL) It was also noted in the range west of
Radersburg, 18 or 20 miles north of the Three Forks2 and again in the
Bridger range, which lies partly on the northeast corner of our sheet
(see B, Pl. n). The latter is in its southern extension an overturned
monocline, complicated by faulting on the west side of the range as we
trace it to the northward, bnt as we stand on one of its southern peaks
where the beds are inverted and look northward, the beds are seen to
return to their normal condition very much in the way noted in the Elk
mountains in Colorado by the writer in 1873. 3 Still farther along
the beds are again overturned, and at the extreme north e11d of the
range they are once more in their normal position.
The area under consideration in this paper was recognized in 1871
and 1872 as one in which there were smreral local anticlines and synclines. Our later examinations develop that in the space between the
Gallatin river and the hills northwest of the head of the Missouri river
we have four synclfoes, two isocline8, and one well-defined anticline.
The latter begins at the head of the Missouri river with a fold which
at first has an overturn on the right (i.e., it is an isoclinal fold), but
within a few miles develops into a normal anticlinal fold, the northwest
side of which has been cut through by the Missouri river, which occupies a monocliual rift in the Lower Carboniferous and Upper Devonian
for about 4 miles from its head, when it cuts across the Carboniferous
just before it emerges into the broad valley of the Horseshoe bend
on the northern line of our sheet. A similar inversion was noted in
1872 4 in one side of the anticlinal fold across which Spring or Rocky
canyon is cut. It begins as an isocline at the north encl, and very soon
becomes a normal anticline as it is traced southward. · Some indications of similar inversions were noted in the uplift west of the Rocky
canyon uplift, that is in the one which is on a line with the Bridger
uplift.
In all of the folds observed up to the present time, what may be
called the plane of the axis clips westward or northwestward; that
is, the steep or overthrown portion is on the west or northwest side of
the synclinal basin. This is noted even in the beginnings of those
folds which at first are isoclines, but are in the main normal anticlines.
The trend of the folds near the Three Forks is about N. 60° E.; in the
southern portion of Bridger range, where the overturn occurs, the axis
is N. 15° to 20° E.; in the Rocky canyon uplift it is N. 25° W.; and in
the Madison range it is approximately north and south. In none of
the folds which have an east, or west direction has any similar inversion
Sixth Ann. Rept. Geol. Snrve:y '.]:erritories, p. 164., also p. 84.
Sixth Ann. Rept. Geol. Survey Territories, p. 82.
Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. and Geog. Survey of the Territorie11, p. 256; see also Pl. xvu and
Pl. xvm.
•Sixth Ann. Rept. Geol. Survey of the Territories, p.109.
1

2
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been seen. Reference to the sections in Pl. III will make clear the structure in the vicinity of the Three Forks. The :first section (A) begins
on .the Gallatin river at a point about 2 miles above the Northern
Pacific Railroad bridge, and continues northwest, crossing the Missouri
river near its bead. This section is the only one that crosses to the
west side of the Missouri, and shows therefore the Cottonwood isocline
and the Missouri isocline, both of which are well marked, and have been
traced in a northeasterly direction to the limits of the sheet.
Leaving the Gallatin river on the line of the :first section, we cross
successively the upturned edges of the Belt beds, the Cambrian, Devonian, Carboniferous, and Mesozoic strata, all dipping conformably to
the northwest at angles of from 8° to 10° in the lower beds, and 20° or
25° at the top of the Paleozoic and base of the Mesozoic beds, on the
southeast side of Cottonwood valley. This valley is :filled with Cretaceous sandstones and shales with two intrusive sheets. Crossing to the
northwest side of the valley we :find the beds repeated in reverse order,
the lower portion of the Jura-Trias dipping to the northwest beneath
the Upper Carboniferous at angles of 50° to 60°. These beds show
abundantly slickensided surfaces, evidencing the slipping of the beds
upon each other during their overturning. Crossing next the edges of
the Carboniferous and Upper Devonfan strata, we find tLelatter standing upon end and after crossing an area in which the beds are partially
concealed by Pliocene lake beds, we come to the upper portions of the
Devonian dipping to the northwest in their normal position. Proceeding northward on the central portion of the Devonian or DevonoSilurian limestones as exposed here between the two upper Devonian
outcrops we find very soon that an anticlinal fold develops, in the center of which the Cambrian portion of the section rises to the surface,
and still farther along erosion has brought to light the Belt beds occupying the axis of the fold. The right or southeastern side of this fold
is very sharp, the beds for the most part being upon end or inverted,
a shown in the second section ( B, Pl. III).
This econd section was made on a line parallel to the first, about 5 or
6 mHe farther northeast. It show the beginning of another synclinal
fold-that f Nixon basin-which, a· we follow it, merge with that of
Cottonw o er ek. From the middle of thi ba in an anticline begin
to ri e fore the line of the third ection, (C), 5 miles farther northa. t i r a h d. Thi la t uplift attain a comparatively light elevation nd
n di out ao-ain to the northea 't. The Cottonwood i olin b wever i will be ob erved ontinue throu h all three cti n
n i.
u Hy w 11 mark d wher then rth 1h10 f the h et cro e it
, t th J w r nd
h
t nw od vall y lOmil to the outbw t.
be fir
ti n and ti llowing it to the head of the l\Ii ·.
ho anti line, the a i f hich extend
ll ti t th H r e ho bend f th :Mi ·
ti n b i g alrn t p rall 1 to the cour ' e of the river.
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This fold bas already been referred to. As we trace it toward the northeast it becomes broader and broader, older and still older beds rising
one after the other until the bend is reached, where the Belt beds are
exposed in the center, with patches of lake beds resting upon them.
The three streams forming the Missouri river unite in the Carboniferous
limestones, and the river flows at first into a canyon-like valley in
these rocks, which dip from 25° to 30° toward the northwest on both
sides of the valley.
Very soon, however, the river cuts across into the soft sandstone and
shales of the Upper Devonian, and the valley becomes somewhat wider.
Still farther on the channel is cut in a northerly direction diagonally
across the Carboniferous limestones and a portion of the overlying Mesozoic beds for a mile or two, when it turns abruptly to the south, forming
the western side of the Horseshoe bend. On the west or northwest
side of the Missouri we find a synclinal basin filled in part with lake
beds, resting on the upturned Mesozoic strata. Crossing to the west
side of this basin we come to a repetition of the Cottonwood isocline,
the beds here also being inverted, dipping 50° to the northwest, with
the older beds on top. On the east side of the synclinal basin the same
beds in tlie regular order of succession dip in the same direction at
angles of only 25° or 30°. This Missouri isocline has also been traced
to the northern limits of the map.
Atteution should be called to another point, viz, the isolated character of the uplifts, that is the existence of folds which .are for the most
part of limited extent, as traced in the direction of their axes. This is
true eveu within the small area included in the map accompanying this
paper, where t~ere are at least four anticlines that die out in both
directions within very short distances.
Tlle fact that over a large portion of Montana the crumpling and
folding of the strata has resulted in an almost innumerable number of
ranges was stated in 1871 by Dr. F. V. Hayden. In the report for
1871, p. 147, he says:
We might say that from longitude 110° to 118° , a distance of over 500 miles, there
is a range of mountains on au average every 10 to 20 miles. Sometimes the distance
across the range in ~t straight line is not more than 5 to 8 miles, while it is seldom
more than 20 miles. From these statements which we believe to be correct, the
reader may form some conception of the vast amount of labor yet to be performed
to explore, analyze, and locate on a suitable scale, these hundreds of ranges of mountains, each one of which is worthy of a name.

He recognized that although due partly to erosion, they were the
result in the first place of folding or crumpling of the strata, the valleys in most cases being synclinal folds, and the mountains anticlinal.
The truth of Hayden's observation becomes more and more apparent
as the country is more and more carefully studied and mapped.
Many of the ridges do not attain the dignity of ranges, and we find
that inver ion of the strata is a more common occurrence than we suppos d in 1 71, being found in many of the ridges of very low elevation.
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This orographic structure has given rise to the numerous lake basins
:which, with their peculiar deposits, have been noted by all workers in
the region as characteristic of the territory. Above these basins, when
occupied by the old lakes, the higher ridges undoubtedly projected as
islands. Beyond the limit8 of the immediate area under consideration
here, the members of the Northern Transcontinental Survey have recognized and described the various ranges examined by them as being
similarly isolated or separated from each other. In addition to what
may be called the normal type, that is where the ranges show the older
rocks and are due to folding, Messrs. Davis and Lindgren, in the region
outlying the main ranges, describe a second type of mountains, where
the rocks are mainly of Cretaceous age, with little if any disturbance,
and the mountain structure is due to the fact that the intrusion of dikes
and the consequent induration and metamorphism of the surrounding
beds has preserved them from the destructive erosive forces which have
worn away the softer beds beyond the eruptive areas. 1 This type we
have not yet found in the mountains and it is probably confined to the
plains lying immediately eastward of them. ,
Still another point to which attention should be called is one which
was but vaguely avprehended in 18'71 and 1872, and to which reference
was not made in the reports of those years, viz, the existence of an
ancient pre-Cambrian shore line, which extends in a general westerly
direction from the Bridger range across the northern part of our area.
It crosses the Madison and Jefferson rivers probably from 10 to 12
miles above their mouths. Its eastward and northeastward extension
beyond the mountains will probably be difficult to trace, but future
investigation ought to determine approximately its direction to the
west. All that we can say at present is that all of the area included
within the limits of the Three Forks sheet south of this line was in
pre-Cambrian time a part of a continental land mass, the outlines of
which, with the data now at hand, can be defined only in the most
general way.
Against this Archean land mass the sedimentary beds were pushed
in the process of folding or crumpling, and the result was the series of
fold already de 'Cribed.
THE THREE FORKS SECTION.

ol. xv, pp. 703-705, and 724, 737.
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NOMENCLATURE.
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Formations.

Periods.

5 Quadrant formation.
Carboniferous .....•.. •···•··••·•·· { Madison formation.
5 Three Forks shales.
Devonian · · · · · · · · · · · · • • · · · · · · · • · · · { J eft'erson formation.
Devono-Silurian ..••........ -- - . - - - · ·

Gallatin formation.
Cambrian .......... ··············· { Flathead formation.
Algonkian f ..•.•...••............•.. Belt formation.

The Paleozoic ection of the Three Forks region, including the beds
provi ionally a igned to the Algonkian, consists of a series of sedimentary deposits of nearly 10,000 feet thickness, resting upon Archean
gneiss. Over ,000 feet are shown in the Gallatin section (Pl. IV), which
does not however reach down to the Archean. A few miles south of
' hown on
' the map (Pl. 1) t.his thickness is reduced to a little
the region
over 3,600 feet by the absence of the Belt formation, as the Flathead
formation whenever seen there rests unconformably upon the Archean
gneisses without the interposition of the Belt formation. The section
of the region to the north, as given by Mr. W. M. Davis, is from 15,000
to 20,000 feet, the increased thickness being due mainly to the greater
development of the Belt formation (called by him Lower Cambrian
barren slates). 1
The gneisses of our region can not at present be correlated, even provisionally, with the Archean rocks of the east. They are certamly preCambrian, if the Flathead formation is of Lower Cambrian age, for
included in the lower strata of the latter at several localities are fragments of gray and red gneiss evidently derived from the underlying
Archean, and that they are pre-Algonkian is proved by similar occurrences in the Belt formation in the northern portion of our sheet.
Mr. Merrill's notes, appended to this paper, show that the materials
forming these were without doubt derived from beds similar to those
now forming the gneissic foothills of the Bridger range. The evidence
for the reference of the Belt formation to the Algonkian is of a somewhat negative character, and will be noted more particularly when the
included beds are described on a subsequent page. The entire section
so far as observed is conformable from the base to the top. There is
difficulty in attempting to define exactly the lines between the formations, even so far as the greater divisions are concerned, and the correlation necessarily has not been carried any farther, local names being
applied to the minor divisions. It is· a question whether the divisions
of the geological scale as made in the eastern United States can ever
be recognized in the strata of the Rocky mountain region.
The characters and stratigraphical position of the Flathead quartzite and shales indicate the general subsidence of the country just prior
to their deposition, a subsidence which in all probability continued pro1

Tenth Census, vol. xv, p. 697.
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gressively throughout all Paleozoic time, with numerous oscillation of
comparatively slight importance.
Between the upper part of the Cambrian -limemones and the De,onian horizon above the J e:fferson limestones, which we have described
as the Three Forks shales, there is a thickness of over 700 feet of bed.,
of which the lower 350 feet have so far yielded nu fossils. In the upper
part meager remains have been found .which have a Devonian rather
than a Silurian facies, wbile a few indistinct remains occur a little above
the middle portion. The lithological characters are the same from
the bottom to the top, showing that the conditions were essentially the
same throughout, and that the stratigraphic record was probably conthmous, and until the paleontological record has been completed for
this barren interval there remains a doubt as to the age of the lowe t
of these beds. The probabilities are, however, in the opinion of the
writer, rather in favor of their Devonian age, and they are so described
under the heading, Jefferson limestones .
.ALGONKI.AN.
BELT FORMATION.

The section in the vicinity of the Three Forks begins with a series of
beds of littoral formation which was in 1884 1 provisionally called the
East Gallatin group, so named from the well exposed outcrops occurring a.long the north side of the East Gallatin river near its junction
with the We t Gallatin, where a detailed section of 2,300 feet has been
carefully measure.cl. It consists of an alternation of coarse micaceou
sandstone · and conglomerates, with beds of hard argil1aceous late
and bands of thin bedded dark-blue silicious limestones. The latter
are very hard and some are slightly magnesian.
The following a.naly"es by Mr. Charles Catlett in the laboratory of
the Survey are of the two typical I ecimeu from the lower portion of
the measured ection.
I.

II.

- - - -- - - -- - - - -1- - - Calcium carbonate [Ca Co81 ... . .. ......... .....
Magne inm carbonate [Mg. C0a] .......... ......
Iron oxid [FE½ a] ....... l
Aluminium !)~d [.A.1 2 a] S • • •· •••· · ••• • •••· • ••
In oluble [ 1h ·a) . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • .

67·85
6·1
2·50

59·11
1·96
1 92

23·50

35·26

Total . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100·0:J

!l ·25
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ing light yellowish brown on weathered surfaces. About half way up
in the section the limestones change in their appearance. They are
more compact, not so dark in color, but are still highly silicious and
layerswith peculiar fiat round concretions are seen. These concretions
have been mistaken for fossil turtles by the people living in this part of
of the Gallatin valley. Some of the concretions are very large, often
measuring several feet in diameter and from 6 to 12 inches in thickness,
but they average about 6 inches to a foot in diameter with a thickness of only 3 to 4 inches. Sections of tbem show no peculiarities.
The indurated clay-slates are also most abundant towards the middle
and base of the measured sect10n, and present a variety of colors-yellowish-browu, olive-green, and bluish-black predominating. The beds
are very fissile, freque ntly breaking down into fine splintery debris,
generally of a light color, and with frequent local bands of a bright red
tint, as though the beds had been subjected to heat. These appear to
be scattered over the country irregularly, and their weathering ·gives
a very bright red debris. The slates are particularly well exposed in
tbe bluffs along the west side of Dry creek below its first canyon.
The sandstones are prominent in the upper and lower parts of the
section, and occur in heavy beds of 5 to 10 and sometimes 20 or 30 feet
in thickness. They frequently break into cubical blocks with sharp
edges, which increases their resemblance to eruptive rocks, for which
they have sometimes been mistaken. As seen in hand specimens, their
arkose character is evident, and often water-rolled pebbles of considerable size are seen, especially in the coarser beds near the base of the
section.
The name " bastard granite" has locally been applied to them. Some
of the layers are slightly calcareous, especially nea,r the base, where
they are intercalated with numerous thin bands of limestone, and some
of the lowest sandstones are cut by seams of pure dolomite. The beds
are generally very coarse and in places strongly conglomeritic. That
Archean land masses, when they were deposited, existed not far to the
outh is very evident from the general character of the beds, and is
also proved conclusively when they are compared microscopically with
the Archean rocks of the adjacent region.
Iu the Bridger range, where the section is carried lower than on the
East GaUa.t in, they contain many pebbles of Archean rocks, and in the
lo, est outcrops there are iucludell angular rnas8es of gneiss, showing
the immediate proximity of the ancient . bore line. There is considerable difference between the various beds so far as structure is concerned, but all are more or less micaceou and occur in massive layers.
They are very similar in color, dark greenish gray, steel-gray, and
ru ty brown tints prevailing. Seen from a distance, these sandstones
r semble outf'rops of eruptive rocks, owing partly to their somber appcarnnce and partly to their mode of weathering; in fact, when first
en iu 1 GO, tliey w re ·o mi taken in the following description:
8046-.Bull. 110-2
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Beneath are [t series of thin strata of dark steel-gray micaceous sandstone, sometimes becoming a fiuc aggregation of water-worn pebbles, .and dark brown clayslate, gradually passing down into what appears to be a true eruptive rock with
vertical seams of white quartz running through it. 1

The formation occurs in bluffs along the_ Gallatin for a distance of 5
miles, and also makes up the mass of the foothms on the western side
of the Bridger range from Spring hill northward, reaching in the latter place a thickness of at least 6,000 feet. It is also characteristically
exposed iu the canyon of the Jefferson river, 14 or 15 miles above its
mouth, where the upper sandstones and conglomerates are seen in massive beds of dark green color.
In the Big Belt range, north of the limits of the Three Forks sheet,
Mr. W. M. Davis, in two sections, found a series of from 10,000 to
12,000 feet of beds, which from his description undoubtedly belong to
this group. 2 He refers to them as "a vast series of Lower Cambrian
barren slates. 3
The same beds are described byProf.Newberry,4 who says: "There is
little doubt that this is the same formation as that seen beneath
the Potsdam in Little Cottonwood canyon near Salt Lake city, and in
the canyon of the Colorado, a formation considered Cambrian by King,
Powell, and Walcott, and which has yielded the latter a few fossils,
but is universally barren and disappointing." He also refers to their
absence in the Belt mountains, farther to the east, and says they are
absent "for the same reason that the 'Georgia slates' do not underlie the Potsdam in the Adirondacks, viz, because the Potsdam is a hect
of sea-beach, produced by a widespread, almost continental, depression
of the land, or general elevation of the sea level, which carried the
shore line inland beyond the areas where the Cambrian rocks had accumulated."
Nowhere in the Gallatin valley have we as yet seen this group in
immediate superposition upon the Archean, although we have reason
to think that the line of junction is nearly reached at the base of th
tion, a, se n in the Bridger ra.nge. A great fault in the canyon of
tl1 J ff r 011, by which the Paleozoic'lime tone and the overlying l\Ie ozoi · b cl.· are thrown clown agaim;t this formation, prevent otu eeing
th • jm ·tiou at hat lo ·ality, while the overlapping lake beds and alluvia] <l po.-it.' f th (' allatin vaUey ·onceal th line of junction within
the limi .- inelu 1 cl in h a companying ma.p (Pl. I) .
.1 : t
h , n-e of thi,· formation w • hav no pal ntological e id n · ·
t > om r : ·an•fnl · ar ·h in th b d · for fo.-. il during ,·cveral a ·ou:
ha · b(· 1 nn:u · · ,·.-ful. Ha d n, in 1 60, in 1 71, and iu 1 72 wa.- in1 E )llorntinn of thf' Y1·ilow tnnr. n111l Ti onri ri~rrH. p. 91.
R J>"r on th • lining Indu ri 'ff of tl! l'nitctl 'tat •1:1 1 Yol. :xx, l' nth Ven u , pp. 701,702 .
• lhiil. ]', fi!)i.
~ J>. cit., pp. ~19, 250.
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clined to regard them as representing a portion of the Pots<l.am sandstone.1
In 1885 they were doubtfully referred to the Middle Cambrian; 2 in
1872 the writer suggested the possibility of their Hnronian age,3, and
as already noted, Davis and Newberry both refer to them as Lower
Cambrian.
All that can be said with certainty is that they are post-Archean and
probably pre-Cambrian, as they are made up largely of Archean debris
and lie below b~ds containing Cambrian fossils. So far as observed, no
well-defined unconformity between them and the overlying Flatbea,d
quartzite has been seen; but there is certainly an unconformity by subsidence, which is not always well shown and might easily be overlooked.
There is no doubt that after the Belt formation was deposited there
was an orographic movement by which the Archean area of nearly the
·entire region represented on our map south of the Gallatin and Three
Forks was submerged just prior to the beginning of the Cambrian before the Flathead quartzite was deposited. Whether this movement
occurred immediately after the laying down of the Belt beds or after
an interval is of course the question to be decided, and the decision
can not be positively reached with the meager data now at hand. I
am inclined to think that the subsidence of the Archean cont.inent (or
possibly islands) began with the first accumulation of the sediments
that formed the lower portion of these beds and was coincident with
their deposition throughout the entire period. It may have been succeeded by an emergence of the land area for a brief period, but the
probability is that the interruption to the downward movement, if it
occurred, was slight. Next the widespread pre-Cambrian subsidence
preceding the formation of the Flathead quartzite took place, and the
Cambrian sea cover.ed large areas that had thitherto been above the sea
level. There is a marked difference in the character of the beds of the
-two groups. Little, if ally, induration is seeu in the Flathead formati011.
while the Belt beds are so altered in most cases as to resemble closely
the metamorphic crystalline rocks which underlie them, and from the
breaking down of which they were derived. 4 Notwithstanding the
metamorphism there is no mistaking their sedimentary character.
We J1ave, therefore, a nonfossiliferous group of clastie be<l.s, sometimes slightly metamorphosed, whiciJ lie between the Archean gneisses
and a belt of quartzite, above which are beds with Middle Caml>riau
fossils. From its stratigraphical positiou tbis group could be only of
Lower Cambrian or of Algonkian age.
The po,\ ibility that Lower Cambrian fossils may yet be found in the
quartzite at the base of .t he Flathead forma,tion; the absence of organic
1
Exploration of lb Y llows lon o aml Missouri rivers, p. 01 , Preliminary Report of the U.S. Geologi".
cal Survey of Montaua, p. 140 ; 6th .Aunuallle1>0rt;oftne U .S. Geological Survey of the'l'erritory, p. 72.
2:::i vent.It nu. Rt·1>t. U. ,'. Gcologic·al Survey, JJ. 86.
a ixt,h Annual R port of 1bo IT. S, Geological Survey of the Territories, p.174.
4
See Mr. Morrilrs uotos ::q 1peudeu to this pa1>er.
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remains in the Belt formaiion; the metamorphosed condition of the
latter, and the existence of the unconformity between the quartzite
and the beds below lead us to refer the latter, for the present at least,
to the Algonkian.
CAMBRI.A.N.

The Cambrian rocks of our section are divisible into two portions,
differentiated from each other by their lithological characters, the lower
being mainly arenaceous and the upper calcareous. They will be
described under the names of the Flathead formation and the Gallatin
formation. The former may be subdivided into the Flathead quartzite
and the Flathead shales, while the Gallatin formation will be described
under the following subdivisions: The trilobite limestones, the obolella
shales, the mottled limestones, the Dry creek shales, and the pebbly
limestones.
As the collections of fossils have been only partially examined, no
attempt will be made to draw with precision the lines separating the
Lower Cambrian from the Middle Cambrian, nor the latter from the
Upper Cambrian. The Flathead quartzite in the main probably represeuts the Lower Cambrian or its upper portion, and the trilobite limestones are very likely of Middle Cambrian age, while the mottled
limestones with the overlying beds should doubtless be referred to the
Upper Cambrian. It is altogether possible, however, that the pebbly
limestones, or a portion of them, ma,y eventually have to be taken from
the Cambrian and considered as belonging to the Silurian.
FLATHEAD FORMATION.

Flathead quartzite.-Resting upon the Belt formation in the Three
Forks area is the remarkably persistent quartzite or sandstone
which has long been recognized in the Rocky mountain region a
lying in mo t cases at the base of the Paleozoic section, and which
ha b en almo t univer ally referred to a the equivalent of the Potsdam , and tone. It is u ually quartzitic, and in the Gallatin valley i
om o, d of iliceous rains of con iderable uuiformity in ize, cem nt
by a. iliceon matrix. In some localities there are interlami11at cl b 1 fr ddi h or reddi b-brown andstones in which the cement-
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From the comparatively . ma,11 thickness of the basal quartzite, it
being only about 1J5 feet, and the fact that it is usually inclined at a
considerable angle, the area occupied by it is relatively small, and if
separately colored upon the map it would be represented by little
more than a line of color.
Although the Flathead quartzite iu the southern portion of the
Bridger range and south of the J eff'erson Valley rests immediately
upon .Archean schists or gneisses without the interposition of the Belt
beds, it presents exactly the same lithological characters as in the region of the Three Forks, where the latter are well developed. Its
thickness, however, is somewhat less. ~ An interesting fact in connection with its outcrnps seen north of the East Gallatin is the occurrence
of several dip faults in it where the quartzite is apparently thrown
down in blocks, and wherever these blocks occur there is found an
intrusive sheet lying immediately above the quartzite or separated
from it in a few cases by a narrow belt of shales. These sheets are
apparently absent at every place where the beds are in their normal
position. The faults will be referred to again under the head of " Eruptive rocks," where this intrusive sheet is described in detail.
In view of the fact that no fossils have been found in the quartzite,
and that those from the beds above have been only cursorily examined,
it is impossible to designate with exactness its position in the geological sca1e . . F rom the preliminary examination of the fossils of the
Cambrian and Devonian portions of the section Mr_. Walcott has no
doubt that this region belongs to the same geologic province as do the
Paleozoic rocks of the " Enreka district," and if we attempt to correfate the two sections this quartzite should be at least provisionally correlated with the Prospect mountain quartzite, which he considers to be
of Lower Cambrian age.
Flathead shciles.-Above the quartzite, separated from it in several
places, as already indicated, by a layer of eruptive rock, follows a series
of rather shaly beds, which, owing to their generally soft character,
form one of the deepest of the ravines met with in crossing the country
at right angles to the strike of the beds. These shaly beds attain a
thickness of about 290 feet, and seem to be transitional in their lithological characters. The detailed sections show them to be made up of
beds in which the arenaceous element largely predominates in the lower
portion near the quartzite, but gradually becoming more and mors
calcareous as we ascend towards the base of the massive limestones
that lie next ab0ve. There are thin beds of glauconitic limestone interlaminated with the shales, and several of these bands have been
found to be fossiliferous. Tiley are frequently micaceous on the surfaces and contain green grains of what is apparently glauconite. The
general color of the beds is green, due in all probability to the occurrence of this mineral. Towards the base there are beds of very dark
reddish brown and green sandstone that are slightly calcareous and
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highly fossiliferous in the lJottom layer. The shales seen at the top,
immediately below the limestones, are greenish and purplish, with very
thin bands of sandstone and glauconitic limestone in equally thin layers. They are sandy, and separate into laminre of only an inch or two
in thickness, with green micaceous surfaces. The area occupied by the
shales is coincident with that of the underlying quartzite.
The weatheriug of the beds results in their concealment in most
places, but they form characteristic ravines which can be traced without difficulty abovt the quartzite from the beginning of the fold at the
Gallatin to the crossing of Dry creek, the zone or belt occupied by
them widening or narrowing, as shown upon the map, according to the
effect of the erosive forces upon the overlying limestones.
The Flathead shales are fossiliferous at about three horizons, the first
near the base, the second a little below the middle part, and the third
near the top. The collectio11s ·have not been specifically determined,
but there is apparently no difference in the specimens from the different horizons. The following genera were identified:
Lingulella.
Hyolitbes.
Ptychoparia.

An exact reference of these shales can not, therefore, be made at
prese11t. So far as lithological characters go, they seem to be transitional between the Flathead quartzite and the trilobite limestone, but
wlrnr the line between the Lower and Middle Cambrian· should be
drawn jf they are in part of Lower Cambrian age it is at present impossibl to say.
GALLATIN FORMATION.

The lower limit of the Gallatin formation has been drawn at the ba e
of the .fir, t well defined limestone (trilobite limestone). The shale
that immediately follow the latter attain a greater thickne s than <lo
he lime:tone. · or their uu dcrlying ·hales, but they are more calcareou'
tli.111 ar •na eou ·, whil iu th Flathead hales the latter character i:
pr :,domimm . Th r ar three beJt ' of lime tone and two of shaly
11 d, th upp r on of tJi la ter l> ing- comparatively thin.
Trilobit lime ·trne .-Imm diat ly followilw the :fine green . andy
i l·ale.
ha Ii, at tL top of th b <lH d scrih d a.' the Flathead bale:
cl<l cl Jim ,'to11 , dark gray in color, breaking into lamin:e of
hitlrn ,,.,, 'fh
lamin ar highly fo iliferon ·
vcral lo alitie have at
1
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nated, pebbly layers also being found at the top. lu tlte latter a few
indistinct remains of trilobites were found.
These limestones are very persistent and form a low bluff back of
the sharp ridge formed by the Flathead quartzite, from which they are
separated by the shaly interval already described. They are characteristically fossiliferous, especially at the base, as already indicated.
The list of fossils identified by Prof. F. B. Meek from the collections
of 1871 (maide mostly by the writer) has been revised by Mr. Walcott
after comparison with the collections made in 1884, and the following
list is the result:
Lingulella sp. ~
Kutorgina sculptilis.
Acrotreta gemma.
Hyolithes gregaria.

Agnostus bidens.
Ptycltoparia gallatinensis.
Olenoides serratus.
Bathyuriscus 1 haydeni.

Of this Mr. Walcott says: "The facieR of the above group of species correlates the horizon at which they occur with that of the Middle
Cambrian zone of the Nevada aml British Columbia sectiolls. There
is not, to my knowledge," he says, "such a grouping of genera and
species at auy known Upper Cambrian horizon."
The collectious examined by Prof. Meek and revised by Mr. Walcott
came from only three or four localities in all, while the collections made
:;:inee then are much larger, and represeut the same horizons from at
least a dozen localities. The later collecti011s have not yet ueen tl.10roughly examiued, but when they are tl1e list of species will undoubtedly
be greatly enlarged.
Obolellci shales.-For a space of 280 feet above the trilobite limestones
the outcrops are very obscure in most places, owing to tlte soft clrnracter of the shales, whose erosion has caused. the formation of deep raviues
parallel to the strike of the beds. Such exposures as bave been seen,
however, leave no doubt that the entire space is occupied by sba.ly
.beds, which are mostly calcareous. There are a few thin bands of limestone and several calcareous sanely beds with micaceous surfaces in
the central portion of the outcrops. The lower beds are covered from
the breaking down of the slrnles above, and tho upper beds are concealed by the yellowish debris washed down from the overlying limestoues. V el'y fine, ratller dark greeuish shales prevail in the lower
part, while the upper beds are very much lighter in color. The only
organic remai11 s found were from the middle of the series, all(l they con,·iRt Holely of untletermined species of Obolella, from which the shales
have been provisionally named the Obolella shales.
1lfottled lirnestones.-The trilobite lim m;tones and overlying 01.>olella
Hhale, are followed by massive-betlded limestones that form one of the
characterh,tic topograp11ical features of the nrea under consideration.
They weather into the first high and prominent bluff face tliat is
met with aftrr l<·aving the Flathead quartzite. These beds are well
shown iu Pl. v where the mottled limestones come to the river's
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edge in the extreme left of the illustration, and can thence be readily
traced, forming the line of bluffs back of the ridge of Gallatin auartzite
which is seen in the central portion of the picture. The name mottled
has been applied to these limestones from the mottling of yellowi ·h
and dark spots observed in the central portion of the beds. Thi.
mottling, however, is not peculiar to them. It occurs also iu a, slight
degree in the trilobite limestones and in some of the J effersou limestones. The total thickness is about 260 feet. The lower 20 or 25
feet consists of laminated beds, generally of a light gray or browni h
color; some of the .layers are glauconitic and oolitic and contain
remains of trilobites (Ptychoparia ?) and hyolithes.
The mottled portions are light bluisll gray and massively bedded,
gradually becoming more and more laminated as we approach the top,
-where: they are again glauconitic and pebbly, with numerous fragments
of fossils, mostly trilobites. None of the collections from these bed
have been studied by the paleontologist, but the facies is apparently
not very different from that of the trilobite limestones. Until more
specific determinations are made it can not be stated whether these
beds are referable to the Upper Cambrian or to the Middle Cambrian.
Dry creek shales.-.An interval of sbales or shaly calcareous sandstones follows the glauconitic and pebbly layers that cap the mottled
limestones. The outcrops are naturally obscnre in most localities, and
the best exposure noted was found on Dry creek, where the total thfrkness is about 30 feet. Here they consist of brownish yellow, red, and
pink sandstones, saccharoidal in structure, breaking iuto thin laminre,
with streaks and seams of calcite. So far as examined they are nonfossil iferous.
Pebbly limestones.-Passing up from the narrow belt of the shale ju. t
de cribed we find a series of light colored laminated limestones, which
reach a thickness of 145 feet. They are iu baud, of 4, 6, or 8 inche ' to
a foot, and are pebbly from top to bottom, although the lower band' are.
the coal' e t, and contain glauconite abundantly. rbe pebble. are of
lime tone, and reach a diameter of an inch ortwo. At the base the bed
are yellowi h brown in color and are "omewhat thicker, and generally
er , led wi 11 the remain of tl'ilobite:s aud. mall. hell . A w ascend
in h b . th .y be m more and more compa t, and are mainly doveol r l Iim ton wi h many trilobite fragm nt in the central portion,
alth uo·b h latt r ar n t , o num rous or o di t inct a at the ba · .
are n glau onitic. Th upp .r 25 fe t ar mu h
Tb . 11 I r b
le rkc>r in ol r more r
allin in ru0ture I ro ably om wll, t, ilia u 11 · , pr , ·h . l ly th gen ral hara ter · of th
la ·k lim ,·
i , diffi nl to draw ~ d finit lin · f
i
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pebbly limestones. The remains collected here are very fragmentary,
and, although they are referred to the Cambrian, they are undoubtedly
on or near the border line between the Cambrian and the Silurian.
As just noted, three horizons are fossiliferous in these limestones:
the base, the middle part, and the top.
The lowest fossiliferous band con ta.i ns innumerable fragments of trilobites crowded in the rock, with shells and pebbles.
·
The middle beds have two fossiliferous lines separated by only a few
feet, and from both collections were obtained. They contain apparently
the same forms as those identified from the lowest layer.
In the latter Mr. Walcott has recognized:
Leptama melita.
Ophilita sp?

Triplesia calcifera.
Ptychoparia sp ~

Of the forms specifically indentified he says : "In the Eureka district
section they occur in the Cambrian and pass into the base of the Ordovician." It is possible, therefore, that these beds may eventually have
to be taken from t:r.e Cambrian and referred to the Silurian (Ordovi
cian).
DEVONOsSIL URI.AN.

The pebbly limestones just described, and referred to the top of tlle
Cambriau, pass gradually and almo~t imperceptibly into a series of
black crystalline limestones, which for about 700 feet hn,ve as yet yielded
n o paleontological evidence that is conclusive as to their age. The
lower 350 feet of tlle beds are barren of all remains so far as we have
examined them, but careful search in other localities may be rewarded
by the findi11g of fossils which are as likely to prove the Silurian age
of the lowest beds as to determine their reference to the Devonian.
The pebbly limestones have every indication of being on or near the
border line between the Cambrian ani.l the Silurian, and there is a possibility of a part of the beds bein·g Silurian. A part of the beds
above may also ha,ve to be so referred eventually. They will all,
however, be described under the bead of Devonian, inasmuch as the
very meager remains found in the middle portion have more the aspect
of the Devonian than of the Silurian.
TLe evidence for the presence of Silurian beds iu the Rocky mountains is 1:4till very meager, and may be briefly detailed as follows:
In 1871 Dr. Hayden obtained from limestones above the Potsdam in
Box Elder canyon, Utah, a specimen of Halysites catenularia (catenulatits?) . 1

From the finding of this fossil in Utah and the occurrence of Upper
Silurian fossils in the Nevada section the 100 to 200 feet of the Ute limestone in the Wasatch section is referred by King to the Upper Siluria11.2
1
S e pp. 15 and 373, Hayden Report for 1871. (In vol. 1, Systematic Geology, U. S. Geo!. Exploration of th 40th Parallel, p . 178, tho finding of this fossil is crouited to Prof. F. W. Bradley, who was
not with th e Ilay<len Exvcdition or 1871.)
2
Vol. 1, U.S. Geol. Ex1>lol'ation 40th Parallel, pp. 180, 181.
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In 1872 Prof. Theo. B. Comstock 1 referred the beds immediately overlying the Potsdam sandstone in the Wind river mountains to the ...Thgara group from the presence of Halysites catenulatus a11d other coral
of the genera Gyathophyllum and Zaphrentis, with a specimen of an
Orthoceras and a poorly preserved brachiopod resembling Pentamerus
(galecitus?).
A series of limestones in Colorado, occupying the same stratigraphical position in relation to the Potsdam, has also been referred to tile
Silurian. 2
In Mr. Hague's Eureka section of Nevada:i there is a considerabledevelopmeut of Silurian with a characteristic fauna in the lower portion
aud some imperfect corals of the genus Halysites in the upper part.
Mr. vValcott also refers to the occurrence of Halysites catenulatus at
the same horizon in the White Pine district. (See p. 4 of Paleontolog-,r
of the Eureka district.) Although these latter are not in the Rocky
mom1tain region, they are mentioned here because a large number of
the species in the collections from the upper part of the Devonian of
our section are identical with species occurring in the Upper Devonian
of the Eureka section, and the Cambrian of the Gallatin section al. o
bears a general resemblance to that of the Eureka section.
Mr. R . G. McOounell,4 of the Canadian Geological Survey, in hi general section of the formations examined by him in the vicinity of the
51Rt parallel recognizes the Si111ria1 L horizon in a series of beds 1,300 feet
thick, which lie calls the "halys ites beds." 5
... either Daua and Grinnell, 6 nor tlrn members of the Northern Tran ·.
continental 7 Survey obtaine<l auy fossils from these beds in the reg-ion
north and nortbeaRt of onr area.
In view of the fact that there is no apparent break in the continuity
of the bed, from the top of the Cambrian to the top of the crystalline
lim ,ton~·, ju t abov which tile Devoufan fossils occur in great abtrn·
dau · , I bave given them throughout the name "Jefferson lime tone.·,'
, impl y referring to th fact tl1at the lower portion may be of Silurian
ag , r, wiug at pr
nt only an arbitrary line, dividing them below
frorn t11 p(•ubiy lime tone in tlrn hope that future careful search may
H \'Pal rvi
n<· hat will e:t, biish t11 ir age po itivf'ly.
It i.- pr l al 1 th, t th m re we know of the organi remain, of the.~e
<1.· th< m r clifficnl will it
to draw th , lin<',' of ,·rparation betw 'l'll
th 'Ill for tit• Ii holugi<"al clmracl rH ar th ,'itme tlnxrno·Jwut a11d th ·r ·
i.- Ii tl
h , ,· dim nta ion wa · ·ontinuou: m1d if ther, r ,r •
C'lianu·tn of the fauna they probably oc UIT d

'D ·i '

port ou Iluin • Imlu Lri
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. ·., •u,. ··\·, lOth 'en u , p. 697.
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gradually, so we need not be surprised if we find a mingling of Silurian
and Devonian forms of life on the border line. 1
DEVONIAN.
JEFFERSON FORMATION.

A s just intimated, it is impossible to define exactly the base of the
Devonian, but provisionally the entire thickness of the J e:fferson limestones is so referred. It includes three fossiliferous horizons, although
th e fragments from the lower two are so poor that practically only the
upper one is worthy of mention.
Above the J eft'erson limestones are two belts of shales, mostly argillaceous and calcareous, separated from each other by a band of limestone. The upper belt of shales is highly fossiliferous, and from its
organic remains the first identification of the Devonian in this region
was made. The divisions of the Devonian will, therefore, be described
below, under t wo h eads, viz: a. The Jefferson limestone, and b, the
Three Forks shales.
Although the collections of the Hayden survey from this region in
1871 and 1872 contained genera common to both the Carboniferous and
D evonia.n, as determined by Prof. F. B. Meek,2 the specimens were all
from the limestones that overlie the Upper Devonian shales, and, as
will be shown subsequently, were of Lower Carboniferous age.
F rom the upper shales that lie above the Jefferson limestones the
writer obtained in 1884 3 a collection of fossils which were identified by
Mr. Walcott as proving a well-marked Devonian fauna horizon. This
was the first positive identification of that horizon in Montana, and iu
1885 a.nother fossiliferous horizon, 40 to 75 feet lower down, afforded a
meager collection of Devonian forms.
,Tejferson limestones.-A bove the pebbly limestones which were referred
provisionally t o the upper part of the Cambrian we have beds resembling at :first th e pebbly limestones, but gradually becoming more cryst alline and darker , so dark indeed, as a whole, that in our :field notes they
are usually designated as the "black limestones."
They are well developed in the hills a mile or two north of the East
Gall atin river and on the main Gallatin above the Gallatin bridge of
the Northern Pacific railroad, as shown to the right in the illustration,
(Pl. VI). Here the river cuts across the ends of the beds almost at
right angles to the strik e. They ar e also well exposed in the hills on
botlt siclei:; of tlte Missouri j ust b elow the junction of the Three Forks
1 Since wr itin g above I am informed by Mr . W alcot t that h e h as recei veu a collection of Lower Silurian (Oruoviciii,n ) fossil s from the Black h ills. R e has also id entified t h e Trenton fauna among some
of t he collections of Mr. Emmons from Col or ado, and has recognizetl in collections m ade iu the
mountains eastward forms which indicate t he probable equivalent of the P og onip limestones of the
Eureka an d N vada section.
2
H ayden 's Gth Ann . R ept . U . S.Geol. Survey, p. 432. (.A p ar t of t h ese collections wer e made b y the
writer, who unpacked all of tlrnm, and is cer tain that non e of t h em came from the Devonian horizons
since fo uncl an d oll e t e<l from. )
3 Science, vol. v, March. ;F, 1885, p. 249.
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and on both sides of the Jefferson a few miles above its mouth. They
have been designated the Three Forks limestones because they are so
well shown at many localities near the Three Forks.
Although there is considerable difference in detail between the limestones as noted at different localities, still there is a general resemblance between them and they are not easily mistaken. In the Bridger
range they consist of an alternation of dark, almost black, beds, and
lighter, mud-colored beds at the top, with a brecciated limestome at
the very summit of the series. On the Gallatin the beds are generally
darker than in the Bridger range, but otherwise the general appearance is the ·same. They are brown and blackish in color, and microgranular in structure, due to their being very crystalline, and occur in
alternations of rather massive beds of the very dark limestones, from
10 to 15 feet in thickness, with Jighter colored, more laminated limestones in layers of 2 feet to 5 or 6 feet each. At some of the localities
there are indications of light colored sandy beds near the top, but the
dark limestones generally prevail to the very top. On the south side
of the Jefferson the upper and lower portions of the series are considerably lighter in color, the very black limestones being restricted to a
central zone of several hundred feet. The lower portions here are
drab-colored crystalline limestone8 with considerable yellow jasper distributed through them, while the upper part of the section, although
generally much obscured, consists of light colored limestones of rather
irregular structure.
On the North Boulder, still farther west, the black limestones are
more intense in color, but so far as tbe structure and general appearan ·e is concerned they are ideutical with those on the Gallatin. The
brecciat cl b eds 9f the Bridger range have as yet not been seen at any
of th es more western localities.
The following analyses were made jn the laboratory of the Survey by
Mr. Oha rl Catlett. I i a brownish-black limestone from north of
the Ea t Gallatin, and II is a very black limestone from the west ide
of the North Boulder valley.
I.

II.
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.As previously indicated, only the upper portion of the limestones
have yielded any recognizable fossils. From one locality about 30 feet
below the top of the limestones a few fossils were obtained, and among
t hem Mr. Walcott has identified the following:
Spirifera disjuncta.
Chonetes macrostriata.

Smithia 1 sp. undetermined.
Orthis, sp. undetermined.

Three Forks shales.-Back of the J eff'erson limestones, which generally dip at angles of 20° to 30° there is usually found .a deep ravine
beyond which tlle Carboniferous limestones rise with steep bluff faces,
This ravine is due to the interval of shaly beds which lie between the
two belts of limestone. For purposes of description the shales may be
divided into the Lower and Upper Shales. They are separated by a
band of limestone 15 to 20 feet thick which is grayish brown in color,
generally very compact and close grained, sometimes micro-granular
with streaks of calcite, and upon weathering gives a yellow debris.
The structure appears to be irregular. .A qualitative analysis by Mr.
E. L. Howard in the Survey laboratory proves that it is argillaceous
and contains strontia in appreciable quautity.
The Lower shales.-No good continuous exposure has been seen of
the entire 50 feet of shales below the limestone just described, as they
occur so low down in the ravines that they are generally covered with
tlie material from above, or if not so concealed, the breaking down of
their own beds and the intermediate limestone has obscured them with
an orange-colored debris which is quite brilliant at a number of localities, and generally serves to indicate their position. The beds are, so
far as known, reddish and brownish yellow calcareous and argillaceous
shales. No fossils have been obtained from them or from the overlying
limestones.
The Upper shales.-Immediately above the thin band of limestone
occur the shales referred to several times as containing a fauna characteristically Devonian. They begin at the bottom with about 30 feet
of fine green argillaceous shales which are generally so soft as to be
broken down and largely concealed under their own debris. In some
places these shales are purplish and at others black. · In their upper
part are bands of black or purplish calcareous and argillaceous limestones which are also very soft aud shaly, and these beds pass gradually up into dark bluish drab, almost black, limestones, which are highly
argillaceou · and are succeeded by limestones with greenish surfaces
011 their thin band . They are very irregular in structure, greenish
gl'ay in color, and contain numerous nodules or concretions which are
rrenerally filled with fossils. They break into small angular pieces for
the most part, and the fossils are finely pre::iervecl. These greenish
gray argillaeeou,· limestolle8 become somewhat arenaceous at the top,
an<l contain . troutia, in small quantity. They have a total thickness of
about 4/j fi t, an l eontn.in fo 'ils at five or Rix different levels, but as
there i:-; no appar nt differenc in the fossils from them, they are not
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separated in the lists. The shales are capped by a yellow, laminated
sandstone which is usually about 25 feet thick. This sandstone gives
frequently an orange-yellow colored debris which indicates the position
of the beds when they are covered, which is often the case. The lower
part of thfs sandstone is slightly magnesian and the cementing material is calcareous. A qualitative examination shows the presence of
strontia as in the beds just below. Near the Horseshoe bend of the
Missouri a detailed section shows just below the sandstone a band of
coal black slate about 5 feet thick, which bas misled prospectors, who
at one locality have sunk a shaft iu it for 60 feet in hopes of finding
coal. 1 It is followed by 10 feet of gray limestone crowded with fossil~.
Below are the green shales with bands of limestones fossiliferous in
many layers. The very lowest beds are also highly argillaceous and
full of fossils. 2
The base of the Upper yellow sandstone at nearly all the localities
examined contains a few fossils, among which Rhynchonella tethys, Billiugs [ 1], occurs most frequently.
The total thickness of the section is about 135 feet. The description
just given has reference to the region north of the Gallatin· and East
Gallatiu rivers. When followed eastward into the Bridger range, the
beds appear to be somewhat more arenaceous, while to the west on
the north side of the Jefferson, they are more calcareous, especially
in the layers that are fossiliferous. South of the Jefferson on Antelope
creek at the. same horizon, below the yel1ow sandstones, are very hard
black shales, almost slates, in which a shaft has been sunk to the depth
of some 20 feet, and a coal claim has been located, although no coal ha
been found. The late is coal black in color and has evidently mi ·
led the prospectors, as in the locality already noted between Gallatin
station and the Horseshoe bend of the Missouri. At the latter place,
however, the beds are not so hard. As they are inclined wherever
they have been examined, their soft character i the cause of their erosion int one of the mo t con picuous ravine of the area m1dcr con,·id r, tion. Thi per ·i, tent topographic feature indicate. their po. ition
,-rh r er the ection i cro ed, even when th outcrops are concealed
h debri of he b d ov rlying them. Iu Pl. vr thi ravine oc uh
nt r of tl1 illn ·trati n, and at thi lo ality ha be n name,l
nian r vi e. The tl,· here r hj ·lily fo · ·ilif rou , auu the :fir:-t
£ ::il f' un l w r btai e fr m th ea ·tward r northea ·twar<l confr m th rivrr. Althou h . o charof th I aUatin and alon 0· th ,J ,f.
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escaped the notice of the geologists connected with the Northern
Transcontinental Survey, who have included the entire series of limestones between the Cambrian and the Mesozoic under the head of the
great series of mountain limestones 1• In 1871 and 1872 the Hayden
survey also included the Devonian as now outlined, and the overlying
Carboniferous, all urnler the head of the Carboniferous. The beds jnst
describe(! were not recognized, mainly on account of the rapidity with
which the work had to be carried on, and partly from their obscure
outcrops, and if any stray fossils from this horizon were obtained (which
is extremely doubtful), they were referred to in the descriptions as
coming from the lower Carboniferous limestones, which lie immediately
above.
The collections of 1884: were obtahied at a point about 4 miles northwest of the mouth of the East Gallatiu river, and about tlle same distance northeast of the Northern Pacific Railroad hridge crossing the
main Gallatin. Among them, tlle following were identified by l\fr. 0.
D. Walcott:
Discina lodensis, Hall [ f]
Streptorhynchus chemungensis, Conrad.
Orthis vannxcwi [ f ] Hall [1)
Chonetes mu cronata, Ha,Jl.
Productns laehrymosusvar. limus, Conrad.
Productus speciosus.
Spirifera disjuuctn, Sowerby.
Spil'ifora engelmnnni, Meek.
Rhynchonella pngna, Martin.
Rh.)'nehouella sinuata, Hall.

Rhynchonella tethys, Billings.
Atrypa reticularis, Linnarsou.
Ambocmlia ambonata,Conrad.
Athyris hirsuta, Hall.
Athyris sp. [~]
Aviculopecten.
Grammysia, three sp.
Mo<liomorpha.
Nucula.
Schizodus.

Of the twenty-two species enumerated in the list, l\fr. Walco.tt says
"twelve are ide11tical with species occurring in the Upper Devonian
of the Eureka district, Nevada; of the others, two are Upper Devovonia,n species in New York State." 2 - The remaining forms are lamellibranchs belonging to five genera, alld the species closely resern ble those
of the Lower Carboniferous of the Eureka district. The collections
made from the same horizon in 1885, 1886, and 1887, have added to the
numl>er, and the list now includes thirty-nine species, as follows:
F enestelln,, sp. nndet.
Discina lodensis.
Orthis vanuxemi.
Streptorbynchns
chemungern; is.
Strophomena rbomboidalis.
Stropho<lonta, sp. f
Chouetes filistriata.
Cho-:-i.etes mncronata..
Prodnctns speciosus.
l'rodnctus lachrymosa. var.
lima.
1
2

Productns lachrymosa var V
stigmatus.
Spirifera disjuncta. ·
Spirifera engelmanni.
Syringothyris cuspidata.
Atrypa reticularis.
Ambocoelia umbonata.
Athyris snblamellosa.
Athyris, sp. V
Athyris hirsuta.
Rhynchonella
[Stenochisma] tethys.

Report on tho mining industries of the U.S., vol. xv, 10th census, pp. 679, 701, etc.
Science, vol. v, 1285, p. 249.
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Rhynchonella [L] sinuata.
Rhynchonella pugna.
Rhynchonella meta1lica.
Rhynchonella horsfordi.
Rhynchonella [Leiorynclrns J
laura.
Rhynchonella,, sp. f
A viculopecten.
Aviculopecten, sp. undet.
Modiomorpha.

Nucula.
Gramm,-ysia, three species.
Schizodus.
Orthoceras [annulated species].
Orthoceras, sp. undet.
Goniatites, sp.,
Schizodus orbicularis.
Conularia.

Of the twenty-three forms specifically determined, thirteen occur in
the Upper Devonian of the Eureka section, and seveu in the Lower
Devonian of the same, while two are common to both. Four are foulld
iu the Lower Carboniferous of the Eureka district. Of the remainder,
at present only generically determined, as Mr. Walcott says, "Fire
have a close resemblance to ~pecies .of the Eureka Carboniferous," an<l
all the genera are found in the Devonian.
There is a faint possibility that wh en the localities are added to and
lnrger collections are made, these beds may be relegated to the lower
part of the Carboniferous, but at present the preponderance of evidence seems to be in favor of the Devonian. They are certa.inly near
tuc border line and there is no reason why a mingling of forms from
the two horizons should not be a common occurrence throughout our
region, not only at this lirn', but at all the others which lie so close to
tll.c division lines between the formations.
CARBONIFEROUS.
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Madison and Quadrant formations are equally characteristic, not only
in the exposures, but also in the contained fauna, and .from top to bot,
tom the sections present the same general characters as are seen elsewhere. The beds consist ·of bluish gray or drab limestones compact or
fine grained and even bedded, sometimes in massive beds and often
laminated, partly pure limestones, partly cherty, and iu the upper part
passing into quartzitic beds that can scarcely be distinguished from the
qnartz1tes that we have taken as the base of the Mesozoic (Jura-Trias).
For purposes of description the following subdivisions may be made.
Beginning at the base the Madison formation is divided into Laminated
limestones, Massive limestones, Jaspery limestones; and the Quadrant
formation is divided into Red limestones and Cherty limestones.
PaJeontologically, the Madison formation appears to be of Lower
Carboniferous age, and some of the fossils from the lower portion have
naturally a Devonian facies. The lowest beds of the Red limestones
have so far yielded a comparatively meager fauna which does not positively determine its horizon, but which might be Middle or even Upper
Carboniferous, while the upper portion of the Cherty limeRtones up to
this time have given only a linguloid shell and an undetermined species
of Athyris. However, the collections from the lower horizons indicate
the Upper Carboniferous age of the greater part at least of the Cherty
limestones, and possibly also of the Red limestones, and renders doubtful, therefore, the separation of any portion to which the name of Middle Carboniferous can be applied.
MADISON I•'ORMATION.

The Laminated limestones.-Immediately overlying the yellow sandy
beds of the Upper Devonian, dark colored, compact, and fine-grained
limestones are found occurring in laminated beds. Indistinct fossils
are seen on the weathered surfaces of some of these lower layers, and
among them an undetermined species of Fenestella is always found.
The rather even bedded limestones continue with little or no change iu
appearance for about 170 feet in vertical distance, when they pass
gradually into bluish gray Laminated limestones, some bands of which
weather yellowish on the surfaces. These are about 85 feet in thickness, then follow about 70 feet of Laminated limestones very much the
same as those just below, except that they are rather lighter in color,
especially on the weathered surfaces. An analysis of a specimen from
the base, collected fo the Bridger range was made by Mr. Catlett with
the following result:
Carbonate of limo ( CaC0 3) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••• ___ • ___
Carhonat e of magnesium (MgC0 3 ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • _. _. _ •• _. _ •• __ • __ •••

~1::~~!!:<!~:~:>cAi~o-

):: }
3

• - - - - • • • •- - - - • • • • • - • • - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - -

Insolnble ( ilica) ...................... __ ...... _..... __ ....... __ . . . .
Alkalies, undetermined ................... _... _.......... _.. ______ ..

88 ·50
·38
·9('-

9 ·98

Total .... _......... . .. _... __ . _. _. _. _______ ................. __ . 99 ·81

8046-Bull. 110--3
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The lowest fossils from the laminated limestones were obtained south
of the Jefferson river, between Willow and Antelope creeks. There
have been identified among them the follow:ing:
Productus elegans.
Productus, sp. f
Chonetes, i
Aviculopecten, sp. undet.
Rhynchonella, sp. undet.

Lophophyllum, sp. undet.
Strophomena rhom boidalis.
Spirifera centronata.
Retzia radialis.

Mr. Walcott, who examined them, says "the facies is more Devonian
than Carboniferous." In the upper portions of the laminated limestone~
the following fossils were obtained from the beds east of the Gallatin
bridge, where the best section was made.
Lophophyllum i sp.
Productus longispinus.
Productus semireticulatus.
Productus nebrascensis.
Productus cor a.
Streptorynch us cr enistria.

Spirifera centronata.
Spirifera rockymontana.
Chonetes granulifera.
Rhynchonella, sp. undet.
Terebratula, sp. undet.
Platyceras, sp. undet.

In the upper part of the beds south of the Jefferson, 10 or 12 mile
west of Three Forks, the following were collected:
Zaphrentis, sp. undet.
Fenestella, sp. undet.
Streptorynchus crenistria.
Strophomena rhomboidalis.

Spirifera crenistria.
Spirifera, sp. undet.
Retzia radialis.
Athyris, sp. undet.

The JJfassive liniestones.-Light bluish gray limestones in rather ma. sive layers come next above, and in the upper layers which are till
more massively bedded, a series of fossils is found, among which the
following have been identified by Mr. Walcott:
Zaphrentia, sp undet.
Productus cora.
treptorynchus crenistria.
Chonetes granulifera.
pirifi ra entronata.
pirifera rockymontana.
pirifera (Martinia) setigera.

h

Terebratula bovidens.
Belleropbon, sp. undet.
Retzia radialis.
Euomphalus, sp. undet.
Mnrchisonia, sp'F.
Phillipsia, sp. 'i
Athyris, sp

ab ut hi, ame horizon, farther ea t, or about halfway betw n
all in ri rand ry er k, the following form wer obtain d:
rtbi r npinata.
, ' trophom na rbomboidali
, 'piri£ rn ntronata.

Rhynchonella, sp. undet.
Lithostrotian, pi.

fi ouri ri
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A locality 8 miles west of the Three Forks, about 2 miles nort::.i of the
Jefferson river, yielded the following:
Orthis impressa t
Orthis, sp. undet.
Euomphalus, sp. undet.
Murchisonia, sp. undet.
Retzia radialis t

Productus speciosus.
Productus lachrymosa var.
Productus cora i
Chonetes granulifera.
Streptoryncbus crenistria.
Spirifera centronata.

Tbe following occur south of the Jefferson river about 10 miles
southwest of the last locality, and represent about the same horizon,
coming from three localities:
Productus cora.
Productns nebrasceusis.
Productus semireticulatus.
Productus, sp . undet.
Chonetes granulifera.
Rhynchinella, sp. undet.
Spirifera. centronata.
Spirifera striata.
Athyris lamellosa.

Athyris sublamellosa.
Athyris, sp. nndet.
Streptorynchus crenistria.
Terebratula hastata.
Terebratnla, sp. undet.
Strophoclonta, sp . undet.
Orthis resupinata.
Orthis, sp. undet.
Fenestella, sp. undet.

From four localities on the Bridger range t:tie following forms were
obtained:
Zaphrentis, sp. undet.
Syriugopora, sp. undet.
Cyathophyllum, sp. undet.
Streptorynch us crenistria.
Strophoclonta, sp. unclet.
Spirifera centronata.
Spirifera (Martinia) lineata.
Rbynchonella. meta.llica.
Rbyucbonella, sp. undet.
Terebratula, sp. undet.
Euomphalus, sp. undet.

Fenestella, sp. undet.
Productus cora.
Productus, sp. undet.
Chonetes granulifera.
Athyris sublamellosa.
Retzia radialis.
Platyceras, sp. undet. _
Lophophyllnm, sp. undet.
Michelina, sp. undet.
Phillipsia, sp. undet.

In Oberry creek canyon sout,hwest of .t he Gallatin valley, about 25
miles south of the Gallatin bridge locality, the same horizon has yielded
the following:
Ortbis, sp. undet.
Productus cora.
Prodnctus semireticulatus.
Productus longispinus.
Procluctus, sp. undet.
S treptoryn ch us cren istria.
Cl.10nctes grnnulifera.
Spirifera rockymontana.
Spirifera centronata.

Retzia radialis.
Rhynchonel.la. sp. f
Rhynchonella (compare R. metallica).
Euomphalus, sp. undet.
Phillipsia, sp. unclet.
Athyris, sp . undet.
Terebratula, sp. undet.
Platyceras, sp. undet.

The la t two Ii t may represent also a part of the laminated limetone , as the section could not be very accurately measured at these
localitie . About 20 miles east of the last locality, and 12 to 15 miles
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south of the Bridger range, at two localities on Middle creek and Cottonwood creek, the following forms occur:
Zaphrentis, sp. undet.
Spirifera centronata.
Spirifera, sp. undet.
Athyris, sp. undet.
Fenestella, sp. undet.
Productus nebarscensis.

Productus cora.
Productus, sp. undet.
Lophophyllum ~
Streptorynchus crenistria.
Chonetes granulifera.

These come from near the line between the massive beds and the Jaspery limestones that lie above and may belong in part to both, as it i
difficult to draw a very sharp line between them, that will be the
same at all localities. At one place the Massive limestones may be much
thinner and the Laminated limestones thicker, and at still another locality the conditions may be reversed. Usually they are pretty nearly
evenly divided as to thickness, the laminated portion being above 325
feet and the more massive portion 350 feet.
An analysis of one of the limestones from these beds shows them to
be rather pure limestones. The following is the analysis by l\Ir. Catlett:
Carbonate of lime, (CaC03 ). _ • • • • • • • • • • • • • __ •• _ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - •• 91·96
Carbonate of magnesia, (MgC0 3 ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • ___ • ____ • • • • • • • • • • • • --- 1·35

f1::::::: (::;f;\Al 0
2

3

)

}

-·-· --- •••••••••• - •• · - · · ·----· ·----- ··-· -

'
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Insoluble (silica) ____ . ___ ... ________ ... _.. _. ___ .. _. ___ .. __ .... __ ... _ 5·99
Alkalis ____ .. _... _... _..•.. __ ... ____ . _. _____________________ . _. _. . . undet.
Total . ______ .... _.. ___ . _... _. _. _.. ___ . ____________ . _. ____ .... _ 99·88

The Jaspery liniestones.-Returning to the section near the Gallatin
we find that the upper portion of the mas ·ive bedded limestone, to
which we have applied the name Jaspery limestones, show a thickne
of between 500 and 600 feet. These limestones become more and more
mas. ive as we ascend in them, and are somewhat magnesian and al o
highly siliceous, as the following analysis by Mr. Catlett shows:
Carbonate of lime (CaC03 ) __ • _. ___ • ______ • _ ••• ____ • _ •• ___ ••• _. _ •••• _ 32·2
arbonat of magnesimn (MgC0 3 ) __ • _____ • • • • • • • • • • __ • _ •• _____ • _. ___ 13·91

:1~~:;!:c:::f;>Al2

3) } -- • - - - -- - • - - ·- ---· - -- --- - • - -· - - - -- - - --- - --

30

·

In, olnhl (silica).···--· .................. ________ ...... ·---·· _______ 50·74
lkalis ..... _.... __ ..... ___ . _______ ... _. ____ ... ___ . __ ... _. ________ . _ nndet.
Total
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but still massively bedded. They are all somewhat cherty and jaspery,
and chert nodules are frequently found arranged in lines parallel to the
bedding. Many of tlte beds have geodic cavities, lined with chalcedony
and drusy quartz. Near the base of the series in the Gallatin section
the following fossils were collected from a flinty limestone in which the
specimens were very poorly preserved:
Spirifera centronata.
Spirifera, sp. undet.
Rhynchonella horsfordi.

Rhynchonella, sp. undet.
Atbyris hirsuta.
Streptorynchus crenistria.

A little higher in the series at another locality the following forms
occur in two layers; separated by a distance of about 30 feet, in a fine
grained, bluish limestone, whicl.t passes down into flinty and jaspery
layers. The fossils in the lower layer are very indistinctly preserved.
Orthis, sp.
Productus cora.
Streptorynchus crenistria.

Spirifera centronata.
Athyris, sp. f

The highest fossiliferous horizon that we noted iu the Madison limestones was in a small gully on the south side of the J e:fferson valley,
below the mouth of Antelope creek, where the stratigraphic relations
are somewhat obscure. The limestones from which they were collected
were, however, estimated to be about 100 feet below the red limestones, and yielded the foJlowing forms:
Productus cora.
Chonetes granulifera.
Productus semireticulatus, var. Pleurotomaria.
Myalina.
Retzia radialis.
Euomphalus.
Undeterruined species of Lamellibrai.chs.

Combining the collections of the upper part of the limestones from
all the oth~r localities bordering the Gallatin valley we get the following list. which represents five localities, and may include a few specimens from the purer lhnestoncs that lie j 11st below:
Zaphrentis, sp. f nndet.
Terebratula, sp. undet.
Strophomena rhomhoidalis.
Streptorynch us crenistria.
Productus speciosus.
Productus semireticulatus.
Productus i;,p. undet.
Cbonetes granulifera.
Spirifera centronata.
Spirifera tlisj1mcta. ~

Spirifera striata.
Spirifera (Martinia) pinguis. f
Discina sp. undet.
Orthis resupinata.
Orthis sp. nndet.
Athyris rossyi.
Atbyris snblamellosa.
Athyris lamellosa . f
Athyris, sp. undet.
Fenestella, sp. undet.

In comparing the collections from the three portions of the limestones, viz, the base, the mid<l.le, _and the upper part, we find that about
twenty-one specie, occur in the lower portion, and of these there are
only two that have not beeu collected from tll~ middle and upper portiou, viz: Productus ele,qans anu an undetermined Rpecies of Aviculopecteu. Five species are common to Hll the horizons, among them
Ohonetes granulitera, Spir-ifera centronata, aud Streptorynchus crenistria.
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From the upper portion the list includes twenty-five species, only five
of which were not obtained from the middle part. Of these two, viz.
Spirifera, disjuncta ? and Rhynchonella horsfordi, occur in tbe Devonian
of the Eureka section, and two, Athyris hirsiita and Terebratulci hastata,
are found in the lower Carboniferous of the same section. It will be
seen, therefore, that with the material in our collections at present it
is impossible to draw any decisive lines of separation in these limestones, based upon paleontological grounds. The following is the full
list of forms as identified by Mr. Walcott, from a preliminary examination of the collections:
Spirifera (Martinia) pinguis.
Spirifera, ps. undet.
Spirifera (Martinia) setigera.
Spirifera (Martinia) lineata.
Syringothyris cuspidata.
Retzia r adialis.
Athyris rossyi.
Athyris hirsuta.
Athyris lamellosa.
Athyris sublamellosa.
Athyris SJ>. f
Athyris sp. undet.
Rhynchonella horsfordi.
Rhynchonella metallica.
Rhynchouella sp. undet.
Rbynchonella sp. f
Rbyncbonella sp. f
Terebratula hastata.
Terebratula boviden .
Ter bratula sp. 1mdet.
Aviculopecten, sp . undot.
Myaliua, sp. nndet.
Platycern.s, sp. nndet.
Euompbalus, p. undet.
Plenroto111aria, sp. undet.
Bell rophon, sp. undet.
Nurchi onia, sp.
Phillip ia p eroccidens. f
Phillip ia, p.
Phillipsia, p. unclet.

Zaphrentis, sp. undet.
Syringopora, sp. undet.
Cyathophyllum, sp undet.
LophophyJlum, sp. undet.
Lithostrotion, sp . undet.
Michelina, sp. unclet.
Fenestella, sp . unclet.
Discina, sp. undet.
Chonetes granulifera.
Chonetes, sp . f
Productus cora.
Producius elegans.
Productns lachrymosa, var.
Productus longispinus.
Productus nebrascensis .
Productus semireticulatus.
Productns speciosus.
Productus sp . f
Procluctus sp. undet.
Productns sp. undet.
trophomena rhomboidalis.
, trophoclonta,, , p. unclet.
Str ptorynchus crenistria
Orthis resupinata.
Orthi impro sa.
r hi p. undet.
pirifi ra r ckymontana.
piri£ ra <' ntronata.
, pirif ra triata.
, pirifc>ra di juncfo.

from the l>a. e t th top
h form
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larnellosci are also found in the middle or upper part of the limestones.
Comparing the list with that of the Eureka section, we find twelve are
identical with species in the Devonian of that section, seventeen occur ·
in the Lower Carboniferous, and seven in the Upper Carboniferous.
The latter are as follows :
Productus cora or prattenianus.
Productus longispinus.
Productus nebrascensis.
Productus semireticulatus.

Spirifera rockymontana.
Retzia radialis.
Terebratula bovidens.

Of these, all but the last one are common to both the Upper and
Lower Carboniferous in the Eureka district.
As a whole, therefore, the Madison limestones have the aspect of the
Lower Carboniferous, to which they must be, at least provisionally, referred.
QUADRANT FORMATION.

After the deposition of the Madison formation there was a marked
change in the character of the sediments, due mainly to the prevalence
of shallower seas. At one locality north of the' Gallatin we find at the
base of the formation, below the red limestones, a conglomerate limestone, and the lower beds are everywhere quite arenaceous. They are
also magnesian, although no true dolomites are found. These conditions,
as already seen, were foreshadowed in the upper part of the Madison
limestones. Some of the beds are also somewhat argillaceous, but the
arenaceous character prevails at the base, with limestones developing
more aud more towards the middle, the beds then becoming gradually
more siliceous until the section ends with quartzites predominating
Qualitative analyses show that the lower beds contain strontia in
quite appreciable quantities. There is more lithological variation in
this portion of the section when different localities are compared than
in any other. The remarks already made apply particularly to the
Gallatin, or Three Forks, section. In the Bridger range not only is
there a difference in the character of tho beds, but the section is also
much thinner, while on the Jefferson the upper beds are less siliceous
and the fossils more abundant. The Quadrant formation has been
divided into the Red limestones and the Cherty limestones. The line of
separation is a shifting one when different localities are compared with
each other.
The Red limestones.-Conformably overlying the Madison formation
is a series of beds which, although presenting considerable variation
in detail, are still easily recognized from their bright, red color at the
base, their shaly structure and their softness, which causes them to
yield readily to denuding influences. Their red color, which is particularly brilJiant in their debris, renders them conspicuo-i;is in most localities. Their general c11aracter is that of limestones, although it is
frequently <lifficult to determine from hand Rpecimens whether they
should be called arenaceous limestones or calcareous sandstones. In
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the Three Forks the base of the section shows red aud greenish mottled
magnesian limestones, with irregular structured gray or grayish blue
lilllestones immediately beneath them. Occupying as they do in every
case the bottom of a ravine of greater or less depth, they are generally
concealed and in many places can be traced only by the reel debris. A
brecdated limestone appears to lie sometimes at the base and a,t one
locality a limestone conglomerate was found. This occurs in irregular
layers, the whole thickness being only about 1 foot. The pebbles are
small, mostly of light gray or yellowish color. There are a few rounded
siliceous grains as seen under the microscope, and cherty pebbles are
evident to the unaided vision. The small grains are found mainly in
tlle cementmg material, which is calcareous, and red in color. This
conglomerate passes into rather coarse arenaceous beds, which are followed by the limeston_es which here are dark purplish red, the greenisll mottled limestones not showing at this locality. The latter are
best seen in the hills near the Gallatin l>ridge, where they occur with
:fine grained red limestones, and they may be entirely wanting at the
other locality. A few' of the pebbles in the conglomerate look as
though they might have been derived from th6 l>right red limestoue..
A specimen of the limestone from the latter horizon has been analyzed
by lYir. Charles Catlett in the laboratory of the Survey, with the. following result:
Insoluble (silica) ................................................... 25 ·24
Cnlcinm carlionate (CaCo~) ......................................... 40 ·21
Magnesium carbonate (MgCo,3) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 25 ·25
Alumina and iron (Ah0 3Fe~0 3 ) ••••••••• •• •••••••••• _ •••• _. • • • • • • • • • • 5 ·30
~kaUes _•.... : •.•••..•..•••. _.......... _.. _.•...• _•..•••........••. undet.
Total ......................................................... 96·00

at many
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From tlie former the following were collected:
Product us longispin us.
Procluctus nebrascensis.
Procluctus corn,.

Productus semireticulatus.
Procluctus sp. f
Discina, sp. f

The fossils already referred to as coming from the red limestones at
the base are as follows:
Streptorynchus crenistria.
Procluctus cora.

Chonetes granulifera.

In the Bridger range the following were identified from the red
streaks:
Btreptorynchns crenistria.
Productus cora.

Chonetes ~ranulifera.

Near the mouth of the Jefferson canyon the red limestones at the
base are probably somewhat less than 100 feet in thickness, and are
separnted from the limestone above by about 20 feet of quartzite.
These upper limestones are not purplish or reddish, a8 it is in the .G;allatin section, but begin with a yellowish limestone which is finoly conglomeritic, and contains numerous fragments of fossils at the base.
Amoug them Mr. Walcott recognizes the following, viz:
Chonetes granulifo:ra.
Streptorynchus cr enistria.

Spirifera camerata:
Orthis sp. f

This conglomerate bears a close resemblance to the conglomerates
already described as occurring in the red limestones north of tlie Gallatin river. These beds become more crystalline as we pass upwards,
and 30 feet above the fossil~ we D.ud G feet of limestones that arc crystalline at the base and argillaceous at the top. They are somewlmt
larnin ate1l and have fossils at tlle l>ase. Amoug them the following
have been identified :
Zaphrentis sp. f
Chonetes granulifera.
Productus loug ispinus f
Productus sp . ~

Orthis pecosi.
Orthis resupinata.
Spiriferina eris ta ta.
Phillipsia sp. f

Five feet above these the following were found:
Procluctus semiretic nlat ns var.
Orthis pecosi.

Spirifcra camerata.
Athyrifl snbtilita.

Then follow 50 feet more of limestones, ,Yhich are generally' ligllt
gray an<l quite compact, especially at the top, where they arc also fossiliferous. They contain Prod1..wti1,s cora in great abunrlance, ::H1d associrited with_ it Streptorynchits cre;-1,i:;tria,, and an undetermined spedrn
of Phillipsia. Qualitative analyses prove these to be rather pure
limestone .
The Cherty liniestones.-ln the Three Forks section we have separated from the red limestones about 150 feet of beds in which thin bedd <1 cherty limestones alteruate with quartzite Ja,yers, the former being
mo~t 1mmerou8 in the lower part and the latter predominating at the
tov of tli e , Cl'i . , which is capped l>y tbe promiueut bed of quartzite
whi ·h ha been pl'ovi ioually taken a.s the base of the Mesozoic. The
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lower portion of the series consists mainly of gray laminated limestones
with a pinkish tinge on weathered surfaces. After 25 or 30 feet of
these beds a layer of about 2 feet of hard gray limestones is seen, above
which we find _a light colored pink or white magnesian limestone, very
fine grained and compact, with fossils, among which the following are
are mo~t numerous, l?roductus cora especially being very abundant:
Streptorynchus crenistria.
Productus cora.

Euomphalus (S.) subrugosusf
Euomphalus (small species).

Above this belt the limestones for about 30 feet are very much the
same as below, compact gray limestones alternating with purplish mottled limestones, and in most localities a few quartzitic bands come in.
The limestones are all more or less siliceous. About 12 to 15 feet above
the fossils last enumerated the following occur:
Chonetes granulifera.
Productus longispinus.
Athyris, sp. f

Productus cora.
Orthis pecosi.

From the ~ame horizon near the South Boulder, south of the Jefferson river, the following were obtained:
Chonetes granulifera.
Productus cora.

Productus (like young shells of P. gigantens).
Athyris, sp . f

At the locality where the limestone conglomerate was seen the following were collected in the limestones from 75 to 100 feet above the
conglomerate. They came from three layers separated from each other
about 5 feet, respectively, but showing no specific differences:
Chonetes granulifera.
Productus cora.
Productus semiJ:eticnlatus.
Streptorynchns crenistria.

Orthis resupinataf
Spirifera camerata.
Spiriforina cristata.
Athyr1s, sp. f

~'he e are probably from the base of the Cherty limestones or possibly from the upper part of the Red limeRtone . I am inclined to correlate th •m with the former.
Th upper 100 or 120 feet of the Cherty limestones , o far have yielded
no fo il. · beyond an indi 'tin ct linguloid heU and an indeterminable pef , hyri., which wer found near the lower part. The line at the
tor ha
,n arbitrarily drawn at the ba "'e of the Me ozoic quartzite,
whi ·h fi rm , v rywb r tbr ughout the region a characteri tic topover u eful a a r fir n line wh n the bed have to be
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In several layers thelatter are several inchesindiameter and frequently
oval in shape, and are arranged in layers parallel with the bedding.
Many of the beds are also conglomeritic. They are altogether most
unpromising beds for the finding of fossils, and up to the present, as
already noted, they have yielded nothing to determine their exact place
in the scale.
Combining all the fossils that have been identified from the Quadrant
formation we get the following list. It must be remembered that their
examination by Mr. Walcott has been only preliminary, and that when
the collections are more carefully studied the list will undoubtedly be
considerably enlarged:
Zaphrentis, sp. t
Discina, sp. f
Chonetes granulifera.
Productus longispinus.
Productus nebrascensis.
Productus cora.
Productus semireticulatus.
Productus, sp. f
Streptorynchus crenistria.
Orthis pecosi.

Orthis resupiuata.
Orthis, sp. !
Spirifera camerata.
Spiriferina cristata.
Athyris subtilita.
Athyris, sp. f
(Undetermined species of lamellibranchiata.)
Euomphalus (S.) subrugosus 1
Euomphalus, sp f
Phillipsia, sp 1

Of the twelve forms specifically determined seven were also identified in the collections fr.om the Madison formation, and only one, Streptorynchus crenistria (chemu,ngensis?), pass-esdown into the Three Forks
shales (Upper Devonian).
Comparing with the Eureka section we find that one (Orthis pecosi)
is found only in the Upper Carboniferous of that section, and seven are
common to both the Upper and Lower Carboniferous, and two run
down into the Devonian.
There is an absence of most of the forms so conspicuous in the Madison formation, and there is little doubt but that careful study in the
future will confirm the reference of these beds to the Upper Carboniferous, a reference now made largely upon stratigraphical evidence.
ERUPTIVE .ROCKS.

The only eruptive rocks noted in the section described in this paper
are found in the Flathead shales, and they may be divided into two
groups, according to locality: First, the two rocks described by Mr. Merrill as a trachytic or syenitic rock overlain by a dark aphanitic rock
from the hills north of the East Gallatin river, and, secondly, the
intrusive sheet near the Horseshoe bend of the Missouri.
The former locality was noted first in 1884 and revisited in 1886. The
rocks outcrop in the ravines resulting from the weathering of the soft
sandy shales which lie immediately above the hard sandstones and
quartzites lying at the base of the GalJatin sandstones. The rock itself
has pre ented no more resistance to the erosive forces than have the
overlyin~ shale . In most cases it presumably rests immediately upon
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the quartzite, a few bands of shales only occasionally coming in below
it. It therefore occupies the bottom of the ravine and consequently
tbe lower contact is obscured; in fact, throughout tlie entire 6 mile.
of observed outcrop careful search has not revealed the actual contact
between it and the underlying quartzite.
The total thickness of the roek in the best exposure examined i~
about 45 feet. Beginning at· the top we find in contact with the overlying indurated sandy shales a very compact black rock, tough and
bard to break. It is usually about 6 inches in thickness but increases
to 12 inches and frequently thins out to only 3 or 4 inches. It is described by Mr. Merrill as apl).anitic, uut even the freshest specimens
obtained afier considerable labor show a great deal of alteration, and
the relations to the underlying rocks are still obscure. Below it for
about 10 feet is a layer of decomposed rock weathering into a greenish
debris with seams of a pink rock of about an inch in thickness, which
resern bles in general appearance the syenitic ( ¥) rock forming the main
portion of the outcrop. The harder portions of this pink rock al o
occm somewhat like seams or very irregular veins of from 1 foot to 3 or
4 feet in thickness, the decomposed material surrounding them having
apparently the same composition as the harder portion. At the bottom
.of the outcrop, liowever, the rock again resembles that underlying the
apl1a11itic rock at the top. It is a very soft, badly decomposed rock.
with a dark greenish debris. Neither this nor the upper belt yielded
anything 11 ard enough to make sections for microscopic study.
As noted on a previous page, theRe intrusive rocks are found in connection with evernl dip-faults. Tbree were observed, and the one in
which the relations are best shown is at a locality north of the Ea:
(~allatin river, a few miles above its mouth, where the ba. al quartzite~
of tl1c Flathead formation are found iu characteristic outcrops 011 the
right of a ravi1te in a prominent ridge, the en<l. of which abut:-; again -t
th
hale and upper part of the intrnsive sheet, which i expo.·ed on
the l ft ' id' of the ravir;_e iu the lower part of a bluff. Oppo:ite thi.
and lwlow tli ridge ju t referred to, the eruptive rock abut· again:
th mi a eon , and . ton of the Belt formation, which lie lJelow th
fir,·t-m n tion d outcrop of t]J ba al quartzite . Th fault, therefore.
i ' wa<'ti<·all at ri 0 ·ht ano-1 .· to the trike of th bed , , and lit•: in th
ravi11<· fomw<l by a ,·mall ::-,tr am tJowing aloug it. line, the dow11throw
b i1w nth J f r w .· t , id . Th boriz011tal di plac.: ment wa.· ti11?:1 1<'<1 , t ab nt , 00 f et th" thr w b ing from 100 to·l.3 fe t. Th' diI
>f' lit•
1' u h .· icl of h dowu hr w i;,; 200 and on th· pp ~ite ·id
it i.· fr Hll ~:30 to ' oo.
!Hl.' f th h ,1 .. in tb ll c rrow belt of , haJ ,.. Jyino- h(•l(
Jiu• of foul fog. wl1iI
urning o h
f I,' n •It formati<rn. In th' f V rl .
1
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Dry creek, which was the most eastern one noted, the line ol disturbance cuts across all of the beds from the Cambrian to the upper part
of the Carboniferous limestones, where the latter pass out of sight
beneath tbe overlying lake beds, which also conceal the fault line.
Following the Flathead shales to the most western fault, we find
the exposures so obscured that the relations could not be definitely
determined, but so far as we could see no faulting occurs in the overlying limestones.
From the stratigraphic position of these rocks we can infer only that
they are of post-Cambrian age, for they have not as yet been found in
·t ocks of later age in our district. A few miles farther to the northwest, in the Cretaceous section, certain peculiar eruptive rocks occur,
in one of which the preliminary examination suggests that eventually
some relationship between ~he two occurrences may be determined.
There is a possibility that the faulting may have occurred subsequent
to the uplifting and folding of the beds, and also after a certain amount
i.>f erosion had been effected. If so, it would indicate a post-Cretaceous
\>r perhaps even a late Tertiary age for this intrus-ion. Whether there
was one intrusion or whether the two rocks were erupted at different
times will probably be determined only when the decomposed material underlying the upper aphanitic rock can be traced into a more
solid mass that has not undergone such complete alteration. The two,
although always occurring together, are, as already stated, entirely
distinct in their structure, and Mr. Merrill is unable to trace any connection between them.
The intrusive sheet in the Flathead shales near Horseshoe bend of
the Missouri, according to Mr. Merrill, has no connection with this
rock, although it suggests certain relations with another intruded rock
found in the Cretaceous rocks of Nixon basiu of Cottonwood valley,
which may possibly be a connecting link between the two. These suggestions at present, however, are too vague for further remarks here.

NOTES ON THE ·PETROGRAPHY OF THE PALEOZOIC SECTION
IN THE VICINITY OF THREE FORKS, MONTANA.

BY GEO.

p.

MERRILL.

The rocks described in the following notes comprise (1) specimens
collected by Dr. Peale from the .Archean outcrops exposed along the
western face of the Bridger mountains between Bridger creek and
Spring hill; (2) for comparison with the former, from which·they were
evidently derived, specimens of fragmental rocks from the Belt group,
as shown along the north side of the East Gallatin river and in the foothills of the Bridger range between Spring hill and Flathead pass; (3)
specimens from au intrusive sheet in the lower part of the Flathead
sba.Ies about a mile north of the East Gallatin river, and equidistant
from Hillsdale and the mouth of the river. In the summer of 1886 the
writer visited this locality, and thus had an opportunity to observe the
field relations of these rocks. (4) Three specimens of an intrusive sheet
from the base of an exposure of the Flathead shales near the Horse
Shoe bend of the Missouri river.
GNEISSIC ROCKS FROM THE WEST SIDE OF BRIDGER RANGE,
MONTANA.

No. 232. Mouth of Bostwick canyon.-The rock is a highly quartzosegneiss, or possibly a quartzite, but with so pronounced a cataclase
structure tu.at there was felt at first some doubt regarding its true
nature. In most cases the individual quartz granules are separated
from one another by a comparatively wide zone of triturated material
almost as fine as dust and stained reddish by infiltrated iron oxides.
The only original constituents now recognizable are these shattered
quartzes, fi ldspars, if such existed, having been completely crushed and
kaolinized. The abundant segregatfons of hematite along the lines of
crushing give the rock a reddish hue.
No. 233. Bostwick canyon.-This rock consists essentially of a bright
green dichroic hornblende, occurring in broad plates quite devoid of
crystal outlines, but with deep rounded embayments, which, together
with the interspaces, are occupied by badly kaolinized feldspars. The
4:7
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kao1inization has in most cases gone so far that the true nature of the
feldspars is almost unrecognizable. In a few instances traces of twin
strire indicate a triclinic variety. The only other constituent worthy
of note occurs, but rarely, and in the form of pale gTeenish, almost colorless, rounded crystals with faint pleochroism, and which show on basal
sections nearly rectangular cleavages and on longitudinal sections
give extinction angles as ·hjgh as 40°. It is presumably a monoclinic
pyroxene.
No. 234. Between Bridger and Lyman creeks.-This rock differs radically from either of the above. It is evidently a gneiss very poor in
iron-magnesian silicates, but consisting essentially of quartz and potash feldspars with an abundant besprinkling of a plagioclastic variety.
Here, as in No. 232, a cataclase structure has been developed, though
in a less pronounced degree. A portion of the feldspar fa evidently
orthoclase, but a much larger portion shows the beautiful basket-work
structure of niicrocline. The plagioclases are repeatedly twinned in
very thin bands, some of the sections showing not less than 40 Rtrim
on face not over 1 mm. in diameter. The most striking feature of the
rock is the amount of distortion through mechanical agencies exhibited
by some of the feldspars. In many instances twinning bands show a
wavy structure throughout their entire length. In others the crystal ,
besides having suffered faulting and slight displacement (as shown hr
the twinning bands), are often distorted and crimped jn a very interesting manner.
No. 235. Bostwick canyon.-This is also a gneiss, but has suffered
les from mechanical agencies than has the last. As seen under the
micro cope it con ists of abundant plates of clear, fresh plagiocla e
non triated feldspar , which may be orthoclase, clear colorles · quartze ,
and occa ional shreds of brown mica.
No . 236'. Limestone canyon, near Spring hill.-This is a highly micagneis . The thin section how very abundant small and irr gcale of deep browni hr d , trongly dichroi mica, comparativ ly
plate of a plagio la e f, Id par, orthocla e, finely granular quartz,
a ion.al mall and very irregular garnet'. In a few in, tan·
n ic d folire of a colorl , biaxial mica with th brilliant iride f mu covit . Th ii ld,.par are a· a rul ;
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FRAGMENTAL ROCKS FROM THE BELT FORMATION.

No. 224. Olastic rock,from section north of East Gallatin.-This con~ists of abundant clear, fresh, and sharply angular fragments of quartz
and feldspar, interspersed with calcite shreds of mica and a plentiful
besprinkling of iron oxides. The feldspars, which are very clear and
fresh appearing, are in part orthoclase (or microcline) and in part a
plagioclase variety. The cementing constituent is by ordinary light
very light greenish, chloritic in appearance, and, between crossed nicofa,
it remains almost wholly dark during an entire revolution of the stage.
Both as regards the mineral character and their relative conditions
of purity and freshness, tLis rock resembles very cl~sely No. 234 of the
gneiss series, from which it was evidently derived.
Nos. 226 and 227. Loca,lity sanie as above.-These are both similar to
224. No essential differences.
No. 228. Canyon in Bridger range, south of Flathead pass.-This
rock is eviclently of the same origin as the above (Nos. 224, 226, and
227), but has undergone a certain amount of metamorphism, and may
be said to stand intermediate between a truly fragmental and a crystalline rock, The mineral fragments, and especially the quartzes,
have undergone a process of secondary enlargement, and are surrounded by a narrow and very irregular zone of the same substance,
which merges gradually into the material of the cement. The interstitial or cementing constituent itself is largely chloritic, and remains
perfectly dark, or polarizes in bluish colors between crossed nicols. In
places the section shows a crystalline granular structure such as is
characteristic of the gneisses and schists; other portions show a fragmental structure. As a whole the section resembles that of a elastic
rock which has undergone a certain amount of metamorphism more
than a crystalline rock that has suffered through mechanical agencies.
The rock has the same mineral composition as Nos. 224, 22G, and 227.
The grains, however, too closely iuterlock and by too irregular borders
to permit one to consider it a product of sedimentation only.
No. 229 from the same locality as 228,_and No. 230 from the limestone
canyon just north of Spring Hill, are similar.
·

INTRUSIVE ROCKS IN THE LOWER PART OF THE FLATHEAD
SHALES.
NORTH OF 'l'HE EAST GALLA'l'IN RI vER.

The rocks described below outcrop at the base of the saudy shales
that lie just above the basal q nartzite of the Flathead formation as
xpo eel in the hills about 1 mile north of the East Gallatin river.
They hav b 11 traced eastward about 3 miles from the most west8046-BulJ. 110-4
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ern exposure when they pass beneath the lake beds, but show again
where the Flathead shales cross Dry creek 3 miles farther to the
northwest. In all these outcrops they hold the same relation to each
other. The upper rock is usually from 6 inches to a foot in thickness,
but sometimes thins out to even less than 6 inches. It lies in close
contact wit.11 the shales, is dark gray, nearly black, in color, tough, fine
grained, and compact, and shows to the unaided eye only occasional
small black crystals evidently belonging to a mineral of th1-1 pyroxene
group, and numerous small reddish amygdules. This is succeeded by
and seems to pass gradually into a zone of decomposed material which
carries numerous scales of black mica and which is traversed in a direction parallel with the sheets by several veins from 1 to 2 inches in width
of a light pinkish feldspar. The lower or underlying rock, which al o
seems to pa,ss into this zone of decomposed material, appears to the
unaideu eye as a holocrystalline mass composed essentially of elongated
light pink felclspa,rs and abundant small, often radiating, folire of black
mica. The microscopic and chemical properties of this rock are given
below. Although the upper and lower rocks belong apparently to two
quite distiuct types their constant association, even when in sheets lmt
a few inches thick, is somewhat confusing. Geologically they appear
as one and the same body; from a petrographic standpoint they differ
radically. It is uselest; to speculate on their possible relationship:
until further outcrops are fom1d, or until, by digging or blasting, the
nature of tLe intermediate zone of decomposed material is made apparent. The total thickuess of the eruptive sheet or sheets is about 45
feet.

f the ro k
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and are in no case true gas cavities fii.le<l. with secondary minerals. In
a few instances - the outlines of these cavities were such as to suggest
that the decomposed mineral may have been a feldspar, but this can
not be determined foi a certainty. Sections from the more highly
altered portions o_f th~· rock exhibit interesting changes. The groundmass l1ere, as above, consists of the colorless base so filled with mica ( ?)
needles as to be almost felsitic, but the porphyritic augites are replaced
wholly by light greenish blue, faintly dichroic, somewhat fibrous hornblendes. Altho1i.gh optically these secondary forms are undoubted
hornblendes, giving maximum extinctions on clinopinacoidal section of
15°, their outlines, when sufficiently perfect for measurement, are still in
part at least tl10se of augite. In a number of cases the prism outlines on
cross sections were measured with results varying from 87° to 90°.
The cleavage in such cases was somewhat imperfectly developed, but
I wap, able to obtain measurements of the obtuse angle varying from
123° to 125·5°, which is perhaps as close as can be expected in sections
0

· ,. .. 8.t.S
1.,

FIG. 1.

Paramorphic hornblende.

cut at haphazard. The above features I have endeavored to bring out
in the accompanying fignre.
Altlt<mgh the hornblen<l.e8 are so plainly paramorpltic, I have found
iu no case traces of an augitic nucleus, the change being in all cai:;es
complete. (Fig. 1.)
UJir,rnical analysis of a rock so highly altered can be regarded as
merely suggestive. The fo11owing results were obtained by Mr. Eakins
on a sample in which the augitic alteration iust described was complete:
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SiO,? ..•......••.........•••........... : ......•....••••..•.•. 49 ·47
'l'iOi ....................................... ·. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
·21
A120:1 ••.........•.••..•.....•.....•••.•......•.....•••.•.••• 12 ·15

Cr·iOJ ..........................................••..•.•...... Trace.
Fe_Oj .. .. ··-·············--································· 1·93
FeO ..... ··---· -··· ......................................... 4·07
J\1u0 .. ..... . ................................................ 0·10
BaO . __ .... _. _........... _.............. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ·03
CaO ... _......... _ ... __ ... ___ . __ . _... _... _.... . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 ·30
J\1g0 ....•........... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 ·86
IC10 ........... .................. . ...... _... . . . • . . • • • • . . . . . . . 2 ·42
N aiO . ................ __ .. _......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 ·08
H,O ................ ·· ··~· .................................. 4·14
P20r. .. _.............. _. .. . ... .. . ... .... .. . . ... . ...... ••... .. 0·37
co~.............. ··--··.·----· .................... : ......... 3-31

Tbe association of this rock with that next to be described h; pecu.
liar and needs further investigation.
The Lower Roclc.-Iu the h an<l. specimen this rock appears to the
unaided eye as a holocrystalline mass of pink lath.shaped feldspar.
iuterspersed with very numerous, long, slender, and at times radiatiug
HeecUe.Jike folia of black mica. .As seen uuder the microscope th·
structure is quite simple, consisting of a holocrystalline aggregat of
badly kaolinized sani<.li n::;, lath·shape<l plagioclases, scales of mi<"a.
scatteriug granules of iron oxide, apatite ueecUes, and in the int ,r.
space , secondary calcite, plagioclasc and rarely quartz. The mo. t
intere~ting feature of the rock is the almost constant intergrowth
the sanidins with ph1gioclase, the effect being in the section a: if
each crystal of plagiocla~e was set in a frame of ortl1ocla e. Unfor.
tmiately in the sample· at hand both feldspars are o badly decom·
po · d that their optical properties are greatly obs urecl. The plagioclase alteration gives rise to innumerable minute fleck of a ·ilv ry
white mi a, and in ma11y ca. es t h e twin structures h ave become U ·
tire]y ob:-;cmed; the pot a. h _feld spar has become brown, muddy, an l
opa<1u , re ernl>liug the ortliocla.·e of many granite rock~ and at tirn ~
a ·t · ·arc ly at all upon polarized lig11t. Tlie effect of thi. i · tha
wh n th
e ion i examined by a low pow r and between cro::: d
ni · l: h pL g'ioda.·e app ar surround d by a dark irregular bor le
f v, ryin g wi<lth . (
'J'h:1 hi. bord r i 11ot an individualiz cl ba
which it at tim
·l : ·1 r r . ml>l , i:-; hown by ·till vid n
Jin . audit· in i ·
tiu · >l i ·al prop r i
'u · : ·tions a.'
f ·lea,· li11 ,,. <·n i1w 011 :.t1wtll r at rig-ltt an o·l . o·i ve h ir ma~imnm e_·tin
i 11 .' 1 · rnll 1 wi 1i h .· liu ,' and :hc,w th
1 i. a
lying in a 1 l. ll
rnrnll •l with {h
0th r: ·tion traY r
1
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Dore, Auvergne. The mica of the rock occurs only in very irregular
shreds and is apparently normal biotite. ·The small plagioclase in the
interspaces are judged to be secondary both by the position relative to
the other constituents and bytheir perfectly fresh and unaltered appear-

FIG. 2. Microstructure of syenitic rock.

ance. No truly amorphous ground mass was anywhere observed. A
partial a11alysis of as fresh a sample of the rock as could be obtainerl
yielcletl Mr. Chatanl results as follows: Silica, 58·88; potash, 518;
soda, 3·4G. The rock is t herefore of a tracbytic or perhaps a syenitic
type.
The intermediate zone of decomposed material mentioned above was
observed traversed at intervals of a couple of feet by veins from one to
two inches in width, composed of a light pinkish feldspathic material.
Examined under the microseope these veins were found to consist of a
portion not over a centimeter in width, made up largely of clear pinkish
no11 t1 iated feldspars. Thi1:2 was bounded on either side by a zone consisting of feldspars and brown mica as in the underlying rock, though
here the feldspars in no case showed the plag'ioclase intergrowths, and
they were, moreover, much less decomposed. These veins would seem
to have been injected along liu es of rift at the time the lower rock was
erupted. The microstructure of the rock as described above I have
endeavored to hring out in Fig. 2, in which the clear portions with
twinning bands represent the plagioclase and the dotted portions sanidin.1
1 Since the above was written these same rocks have been found n ear Antelope creek in a much
better state of <levelopment aml presentation.
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INTRUSIVE ROCKS FROM NEAR THE HORSESHOE BEND OF THE
MISSOURI RIVER.

These arP, massive holocrystalline rocks, consisting of a feldspathic
grouudmass, through which are strewn abundant small shreds of
brown mica and scattering granular aggregates of a nearly colorle:s
(in the section) monoclinic pyroxene. The feldspars are in latb-Rhaved
forms, and in large part aplagioclasc vairiety, though sundryun, triate<l
forms may prove to be sanidins. AH arc greatly mud.died through decomposition. A.ugitic and micaceom, alteration has given rise to abundant flecks of a greenish and yellowi8h chlorite.
'fi.iere is no evident connection betweeu this rock aud either of those
described above.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
APPALACHIAN DIVISION,

Washington, D. C., June 13, 1893.
SIR: I herewith respectfully transmit and recommend for publica-

tion as a bulletin of the Survey the manuscript, maps, and sections relatiug to the Big Stone Gap coal field, prepared by Mr. M. R. Campbell,
assistant geologist of the Appalachian Division, as a result of the field
work of 1891. Mr. Campbell's work in this field has been done with
care, and the result of his investigation will be of much practical value,
not only to the development of the local field, but also to an understanding of the geology of the Coal-measures of southwestern Virginia
aud Kentucky.
Very respectfully,
BAILEY WILLIS,

Hon. J. W. POWELL,
Director U. S. Geological Survey.

Geologist in charge.
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GEOLOGY OF THE BIG STONE GAP COAL FIELD OF
VIRGINIA AND KENTUCKY. ·
BY

MARIUS

R.

CAMPBELL.

INTRODUCTION.

The central portion of the Appalachian coal basin is an unknown
region so far as the details of its stratigraphy are concerned. This
territory is mainly restricted to the southeastern side of the basin, and
extends from the Flat Top field of Pocahontas, Virginia, to central Tennessee. Its undeveloped condition results not from the barrenness of
its strata, for it carries fine bodies of workable coal, excellent in character and wen disposed for mining, but arises from its remote position.
The country is rough and broken, its population thin and scattered,
and its poverty proverbial. These have been the principal elements in
preventing the development of its mineral resources, for development
is dependent entirely upon transportation facilities, and such a country
offers little inducement for railroad building. Until within a few years
the more available mines in other portions of the Appalachian basin
have been adequate fully to supply the demand for coal ·a nd coke, and
the stores of fuel locked up in these barren hills have been allowed to lie
undisturbed.
·w hile the supply of coal could be met by other portions of the field,
there was little demand for extensive and systematic geologic work.
The work was usually done by private enterprise and was necessarily
limited to the. examination of specific coal seams throughout a small
extent of territory, without opportunity to examine the adjacent country
for a comprehensive view of the field. Even where the work was well
done the lack of an adequate topographic base upon which to delineate
the geologic facts observed detracted materially from its value. In
general, the results obtained from this scattering, desultory work are
totally inadequate to determine either the stru<'.ture or stratigraphy of
the iield.
In the la t few years this condition has changed; the consumption
of fuel ha rapidly increased, and the increased demand has stimulated
prospecting and development in this region. At present there is an
13
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urge:i;it need of geologic information regarding the structure and
stratigraphy of the field, upon which to base future operations.
In 1891 the U.S. Geological Survey undertook to meet this want by
mapping in considerable detail the areal geology of the region and by
making a careful study of the vari'ous me~bers of the Coal-measure
series. Accordingly the writer was instructed to map the Estillville
atlas sheet and make a special study of the coal territory north of
Stone mountain.
Previous to this, all geologic research had been confined to the
measurement of a special section of the Coal-measure series, and report ·
had been made only on the practicability of mining and transporting
the products of the mines, with descriptions of the coals from various
seams. No attempt had been made to group the measures, or to map
the outcrops of the important members. Necessarily, from this method
of work, the detailed structure of the field had been overlooked, and
many errors in correlation occurred.
WHh these facts in view it was decided to confine the work of the
U. S. Geological Survey mainly to areal geology; construction of a correct skatigraphic column; division of the series into groups, recognizable throughout the field; and the determination of the details of
. structure. In pursuing this plan of work no attention was paid to the
composition, commercial value, and coking qualities of the coals. 1
As the principal coals occur in a mountain range, rising at its highest point 4,200 feet above sea level and 2,800 feet above Big Stone gap,
the altitude of a coal outcrop is most important in determining it
stratigraphic position. The Norfolk and Western and the Loui ville
and Nashville railroads afforded base levels from which altitudes were
obtained. Lines of levels had been run by the Virginia Coal and Iron
Company from the railroad surveys to all their openings on Callahan
and Looney creeks, and these were very kindly placed at our di '}JO. al.
In other portions of the .field the aneroid barometer was the only intrument employed in determining altitude, . These readings were
h •ked repeatedly but it is altogether probable that appreciable error
xi,· in th altitude of the ob erved outcrop . These error, ar nnd u t dly gr ater in them untain , for the range of altjtude is gr at r.
and during the ti Id work in the height the weather wa extrem ·ly
unf, ore le; ut wh r thi. rror i greate t the coal· are fortune t 1 •
f' 1 a~
lu and m t ina ce i le.
r ~ ncl r lin w r run, onn •ting all expo. ure. of coal and fi rmm1 I t n tw rk over h :field; tbi g ve th correct r •lath·
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location which, when adjusted to the topographic base, determined the
outlines of the geologic map.
The mode of correlation and determination of structure employed in
the final preparation of the field notes is novel, :;tind, as it gave excellent results, a slight description of it will be given. All the observations on coals and other characteristic horizons were platted
on a large-scale map (2 inches to 1 mile), and then numerous cross
sections were made in various directions connecting the ·outcrops.
The great key rocks, the Harlan and Gladeville sandstones, gave the
clue to the general structure, making it possible to correlate the
principal coals across wide intervals that would otherwise have been
exceedingly difficult to span. This method of establishing numerous
cross sections has the essential qualities of a model, and when the
sections were so adjusted as to agree at their intersection it was
found that they brought out details of structure which could hardly
be detected by any other method.
In presenting this paper the writer has two objects in view. The
first is to add to the geueral knowledge respecting the geology of this
central district. The groups determined in this region will be carried
over the adjoining territory if they can be distinguished and they
afford a type-section of the Coal-measures where they are probably
best developed. The results are not put forth as final, but as representing the most probable conclusions from the observed facts.
The paper is also intended as a guide for practical operators in the
field. It is meant to present a detailed description of the stratigraphy with the thicknesses of its prominent members, but especial stress·
is laid upon the structure, the details of which are given as far as
determined. As will be shown in detail, prospectors are frequently at
a loss to aecount for the change in elevation and attitude of a coal
seam; or, failing to realize the influence of a change of structure, they
make an erroneous correlation and mistake the outcrops of a single
bed for distinct seams. By the aid of the key rocks described in the
body of this paper, the writer was enabled to recognize and map many
of the minor folds that are the principal cause of trouble in the field,
and by the same criteria the practical worker can do the 1:,arne and
shape his ,york accordingly.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
LOCATION OF THE FIELD.

The Big Stone gap coal field is located in southwestern Virginia and
southea tern Kentucky and includes portions of the counties of Wise,
Scott, and Lee in the former state and Harlan and Letcher in the latter.
It northern boundary is the parallel of 37° north latitude and its west-·
em the eighty-third meridian; its southern and eastern boundaries are
irregular, being mainly the soutlrnrn margin of the Coal-measures. The
map comprises a territory varying from 12 to 15 miles wide and 36
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miles long; it is a part of a long, narrow basin extending northeast
and southwest, bounded on eithei.· side by sharp, rocky ridges that render
it quite difficult of. access. The few water gaps in these barriers are of
great importance, as .they are the gateways . through which all lines of
transportation must enter in order to reach the coal fields within.
In the area mapped there is one such natural gateway, Big Stone
gap, and it is from this important topographic feature that the field
has been named. This passageway is already utilized by two lines of
railroad, and is destined to become one of the principal outlets for the
products of the field.
TOPOGRAPHIC FEATURES.

Within this territory there are two widely different types of topographic forms that may be designated as the coal basin ty1>e and the
valley type.
Type of topographic forms in the coal basin.-The plateau or '' mesa"
type of surface relief is characteristic of the interior of the coal basin
in West Virginia, southeastern Ohio, Kentucky, and northern Tennessee.
Eastern Kentucky is, perhaps, the typie;al locality, as it exhibits this
phase of topography in most pronounced form. In that state the territory of the Coal-measures is an elevated base-leveled plain that has
been dissected by streams. As the rocks are nearly homogeneous and
practically horizontal, erosion has been guided by chance; the streams
wind and the drainage basins are irregula.r in outline; the divides, being
determined entirely by the cutting of the streams, are extremely irregular both in plan and section.
In the Big Stone gap field this type occupies the entire region
except Pine and Stone mountains. The portion in Kentucky consi.t ·
of the Big Black mountains, a zig-zag ridge with long branching spurs
that are simply the divides left by the side streams as they cut their
deep and narrow valleys between them. The valleys are carved -in
nearly horizontal strata, with but few hard beds to affect the rounded
ontours of the lopes. On the Virginia side the topography is very
different, there being but two prominent ridges, the Bluff spur and
Nine-mile pur, both in Wi. e county. In Lee county there are no markerl
l a i s, he urface at the foot of the Littl Black mountain beincr
n , rly flat at a general altitud of 2,000 fi et above a lev r Thi· apar, t b an 11 ba, l eJ au d the region i,· q nit thi kly ttled.
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though high and steep, are quite generally cleared and farmed on top,
the creeks still wind through bottoms, and the hill slopes are more
round than in the region further west. East of Guest river this phase
disappears and the topography assumes the character of a platea_u;
the valleys are sharply cut, the slopes rising from 200 to 900 feet to a
stratum of hard sandstone that has preserved this district from erosion.
Toms creek has cut deeply into this table-land, which nevertheless
e:x;tends t o the eastern extremity of the field and forms the prominent
sandy ridge that limits the Tennessee river basin on the north.
Type of topographic forms of the valley.-This type is characteristic
of the Appalachian valley from Alabama to New York, and consists of
ridges formed by upturned hard strata that have resisted erosion more
successfully than the adjoining beds. These ridges are generally
straight for long distances, remarkably even crested, and sharp in section.
In the Big Stone gap field there are two excellent examples of this
type, in Stone and Pine mountain, both formed by the upturned Lee
conglomerate. Pine mountain is remarkably straight and even crested;
the Lee conglomerate forming it dips southward about 30° and is composed of three or four heavy sandstones with interbedded shales. The
sandstones weather very slowly, while the ~hales are rapidly worn
away; thus the main ridge is made up of three or four subordinate
ridges, each composed of a massive sandstone. These are generally
bare of vegetation, extremely rough and rocky. On its northern foce
Pine mountain presents a fault scarp and is so steep that it is difficult
to cross.
Stone mountain is equally rough, but the attitude of the. beds
varies and gives rise to a variety of forms. Near the western edge
of this field the conglomerate has a nearly vertical dip and its upper
bed, the "Bee rock," stands again st the mountain slope with bare rock
faces 600 or 700 feet high. On each spur this bed forms a ,~ tooth" of
sandstone projecting above the ridge. It makes the mountain almost
impassable. In the vicinity of Ohriger gap the dip flattens to 200 or
30° and the mountain changes character accordingly; east of this the
dip increases and the mountain grows rougher. Opposite the mouth
of Roaring fork the conglomerate dips about 70° north and its outcrop
presents a curious spectacle. The "Bee rock," here about 100 feet
thick, stands out a a bare rocky wall for almost half a mile and varies
in height from 50 to 200 feet; the curious feature is that the shale
has been cut away behind this by a emall branch, leaving a solid wall
o_f andstone which overhangs its base. East of Norton, at the junction of Powell and Stone mountains, is probably the roughest portion
of the mountain. Here the conglomerate forms an anticlinal ar-ch, but
the tream have all cut deep canyons, leaving high cliffs. These
are wild and picturesque but almost inaccessible. East of this the
J3ull.111-2
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arch dies out and the mountain loses its rough character; the stream
flowing south into the Clinch river, having the advantage of lower and
shorter outlets, have cut gorges, but these are not so picturesque.
Pine and Stone mountains constitute the barriers that inclose thi
field. Pine mountain effectually prevents access to the field from the
northwest; it has no low gaps from the Breaks of Sandy to Pineville, a distance of 85 miles. Stone mountain, on the southeastern side
of the field, offers less obstruction to traffic, though it also presents a
barrier to the economic development of the inclosed basin. This mountai:q. extends from Norton, Virginia, to Jacksboro, Tennessee, but in that
distance jt is broken by three water gaps-Big Stone, Pennington and
Big creek gaps; there is also Cumberland gap, which has long been
noted as a highway between the east and west. This is at present
only a low wind gap, but doubtless, in not very remote geologic time ,
it was a water gap, occupied by a branch of the Cumberland river that
has since been diverted from its original course and is now a tributary
of the Clinch river.
Two of these gaps are of great importance to the Big Stone gap
field. Big Stone gap, as already noted, is the principal outlet for the
rich coal basin drained by the main Powell river, or the we tern
portion of Wise county, north of Stone mountain. Pennington gap i. .
the natural outlet for the basin west of this area. The coals are not
so important, but there are several workable seain.s on the head water:
of the north fork of Powell river, in Lee county. No railroad ha been
built through this gap, but in case of the development of valuable coal~
in this basin a line could easily be constructed from the Louisville and
N ashvill_e railroad at Pennington gap station to reach any portion of
the field.
Another important outlet for the coal of this field is around the
eastern end of Stone mountain, and thi, route is already followed by
tbe Clinch valley division of the Norfolk and We tern railroad. So
for the Virginia portion of this field, there are three open gateway ·
In the Kentucky portion there are but two avenues of approaeh
either by a road up the Poor fork of the Cumberland from Pineyille or
up the Ru ell fork of the Sandy in Kentucky t above the Break and
th n up the Pound river, connecting with the Poor fork through a 1
di id 2,0 0 fe t a ove ea level.
h , tream v 11 y f th e approach are generally narrow and
tortu u. i will pr bably e om time b ti r th demand for n w ure
f
1. i, , u:ffici nt to make th building f u h lin
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The Tennessee river drains by far the largest portion of the field,
practically all of the Virginia territory. The Clinch river is the principal outlet for this portion, and the territory is divided between its
two branches, Powell and Guest rivers. At present they share it about
equally, but this relation has not always been maintained. In remote
ages the stream draining this portion of .the country probably had
its source on Sandy ridge, where Big Tom's creek at present heads,
flowed west along the present channel of Guest river and disch!1rged
its waters into the Powell river through the low gap at Norton. A
tributary of the Clinch has cut away the divide to the east and the
drainage from Norton east has been reversed. Though this change
occurred Jong ago, the marks of the old stream are well preserved and
unmistakable, and the deserted channel at Norton affords the railroads
a comparatively easy passage way across a divide that otherwise would
have been a serious obstacle.
In the Kentucky portion of the field the drainage is entirely through
the Poor fork of the Cumberland river. This stream with its large
tributaries, Clover lick, Clover fork, and Looney creek, has cut deep
gorges in the soft Coal-measure rocks; these gorges are important chiefly
because they afford geologic sections and routes for transportation.
Development of the country.-From the mountainous character of the
country, its value for agricultural pursuits is small, especially so where
its mountains are composed of Coal-measure rocks that generally yield
a light, poor soil. The bottoms along the streams are valuable, but
these are of small extent and of rare occurrence. The greater part of
the country is still forest-covered, but it has been robbed of its best
timber.
The development of the mineral resources of this region should raise
it from the low rank it has hitherto held into one of the wealthproducing portions of the country.
STRUCTURE.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

Along the eastern margin of the Appalachian coal field there is a
belt of slightly disturbed strata that forms the transition from the
nearly horizontal rocks of the Cumberland plateau to the highly contorted strata of the great Appalachian valley. In the practical development of coal in the interior of the basin the question of the attitude
of the rocks is rarely considered, but in the transition belt their dips
are important. The strata, besides being bent into .many large folds,
are frequently traversed by numerous minor undulations that have a
decided effect upon the elevation and attitude of the coal. These,
on account of their apparent insignificance, are generally disregarded
and are the mo t frequent cause of error in correlating coal 01J.tcrops,
The practical operator, in order to 1N1derstand the full effect of these
minor di turbances upon the seam of coal, must be familiar with the
general structural features of the field and their interrelations.
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As the Big Stone gap coal field is situated upon the eastern margin
of the coal basin, a brief description will be given of the prominent
structural features that characterize the transition belt throughout
most of the central portion of the Appalachians.
STRlJC'.1.'UR.A.L FE.A.TURES.

The principal faults and folds are indicated on Pl. 1, and they may
be described as follows:
1. A profound break-the Hunter valley fault-stretches from near
Rome, Georgia, to the New river, Virginia, and forms the southea tern
limit of all known Coal-measures. This is one of the most extensive
faults in the Appalachian province, having a length of 370 miles and a
stratigraphic throw of 11,000 feet. This fault, like others throughout
the province, has developed from an anticlinal fold, which, owing to the
extent of the thrust, has entirely disappeared except at the extremitie '
of the fault; there the anticline still exists.
2. West of the Hunter valley fault, throughout most of its extent,
there are remnants of a syncline originally accompanying the now
faulted anticline. The syncline has been nearly buried by the overthrust mass, and is only visible in such remnants as White Oak
mountain, Tennessee, and Wallen ridge and Powell mountain, Virginia.
3. Northwest of the syncline is one of the most prouounced structural
features in the region, the Powell valley anticline. This great fold ha.
it northern termination in the Big Stone gap field, and extend ·
thence south as far as Gadsden, Alabama; it is generally a single,
broad fold, but in places it is composed of several smaller anticline or
narrow faulted strips developed therefrom; in width it varie from 5
to 12 mile , with an average of 7 or 8 mile .
4. On the northwe t side of this arch is a correspondingly wide
trough or ynelinal fold, which i here de ~ignated the i\fiddlesboro ynclin . The Big Stone gap coal field cover part of thi great trough
which ra,pidly widen to the northea t as the Powell valley anticline
:flatten ut, and at no great di tance i merged in the flat, unbroken
al-mea ur Hof W t Virginia. To the southw st the trough hold
it. normal width f L, or 1 mile, to the line of the Knoxville and Ohio
railr ad wh re it a u dire tly again t the horizoutal rock>' of th
of r ,' mountain. Th xact nature of it terut it i: pr bably cut off by a r
fau1t alon~
uthw tward fr m hi: cro fault the trata
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thrust, developed into a fault throughout most of its length. Between
the Tug fork and Russell fork of the Big Sandy river it is described as
a simple anticline1, growing in magnitude toward the southwest; in the
vicinity of Russell fork the fault develops and continues southwest for
a long distance. The overthrust limb of the anticline forms the present
monoclinal ridge of Pine mountain, faulted along its northern base and
thrust upon the nearly horizontal rocks of the upper Coal-measures.
The course of the fault is south west, parallel with the axis of the
Middlesboro syncline, and it is terminated by the same cross fault. An
interruption occurs here similar to the one mentioned in connection
with the syncline. As the syncline develops again southwestward,
so does the anticline, in the form of a gentle fold which 1ncreases in
magnitude to the southwest and forms the noted Sequatchie valley and
its southwestward extension, Brown's valley. This arch is faulted
throughout most of its length, but the thrust has not been so great as
in Pine mountain, and the anticline is not destroyed.
When it is considered that each of tbese great structural features
passes through the small territory of the Big Stone gap coal :field, it wiil
be seen that a knowledge of the characteristics of each one is of the
greatest importance, as they all have an influence on the practical value
of the :field. They are accordingly described together with the minor
folds that accompany them.
STRUCTURE OF BIG STONE GAP FIELD.

The axis of the Powell valley anticline enters this :field from the
west 2½ miles south of Stone mountain, striking N. 55° E.; the height
of the fold is such that the Knox dolomite, which is 7,200 feet below sea
level in the syncline north of Stone mountain, is here brought to the
surface at an elevation of 1,500 feet, making a rise in the arch of 8,700
feet. From this point the axis holds about the same course, N. 550 E.,
to a point just south of Little Stone gap, where its height has diminished to 5,800 feet above the syncline on the north. From Little Stone
gap its direction is changed to due east and its downward pitch is so
rapid that at the state road south of Coeburn it is only 1,200 feet high,
diminishing to almost nothing at the Clinch river.
Like most folds in the Appalachi~n region, this anticline is unsymmetrical; its northwestern side is almost vertical, while its southeastern
limb dips gently away from the axis and gradually merges iuto the
shallow syncline on the south. From Clinch river to High knob
the Carboniferous strata are not eroded from the fold, the Lee conglomerate serving as its protecting shield; further west erosion has
cut deeply into the arch, down even to the Silurian limestones, but the
character of the fold is the same. The vertical northern limb is shown
in the sharply upturned Lee conglomerate of Stone mountain; the
1
Geological Survey of Kentucky. Preliminary report on the Southeastern Kentucky Coal Field,
by A. R. Urandall and G. M. Hodge, Frankfort, Kentucky, 1887, p. 7.
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crown of the arch, in the flat-lying limestones in the center of the valley;
and the light southern dips in Wallen ridge and Powell mountain.
In Powell mountain, east of Slemp gap, the r~mnant of the syncline
between the Powell valley anticline and the Hunter valley fault i
comparatively unimportant, both as a feature of the structure of the
:field and its mineral resources. The Coal-measure rocks in this ba. in
lie so high in the mountain that erosion has removed almost all of them
except the heavy Lee conglomerate.
The character of the fold in Powell mountain is shown in Pl. II.
Section 3-4 exhibits the structure along a line from Norton through
High knob to Stony creek, and shows the conglomerate in a vertical
position just south of Norton, the crown of the arch north of High knob,
and the gentle syncline on the southern side of the mountain sharply
overturned along the Hunter valley fault. Section 5-6 is along the state
road south of Coeburn, and shows the very gentle anticline of Powell
mountain, with a slight trace of the syncline on its southern side; a
little farther east the fault has completely obliterated the trough, and
the arch itself is lost in the slight irregularities of the strata in the
vicinity of the fault.
The Middlesboro syncline is the true coal basin of the Big Stone
gap :field, and from an economic standpoint is decidedly the most
important structural feature in the region. This basin has suffered a
large amount of minor, irregular deformation, that probably owes it
origin to the unknown forces which folded the rocks of the great Appalachian valley. The :flexures assumed by the rocks under this great
pre sure are of various forms, but for practical purposes they may be
divided into two general classes:
1. Folds affecting an indefinite number of strata, of relatively deepeated origin, and differing from the great plications of the valley only
in degree.
2. Fold generally of less magnitude than the preceding cla and
limited entirely to the tratum in which they originate.
Fold of the :fir t cla s are doubtless due to the fact that the strata
wer not rigi l enough to transmit the pre sure without bending. Local
c ndition pr bably determined their po itions and the direction of the
pr ur d t rmin d the trike of the fold.
F Id
f the con I cla are due imply to the contortion of a
'ingl we k ratum in adju ting it lfto a new po ition d termin d by
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be shown in sections unless the vertical scale is greatly exaggerated.
In constructing this map, the Gladeville· sandstone was chosen simply
because it is the stratum which is most easily recognized throughout
the field, and the structure of this formation resembles that of any bed
above or below it. In tracing coal the prosp•jctor can use this map to
determine the elevation at which any coal bed occurs; given the distance
of a coal bed above or below the sandstone, this :figure should be added
to or subtracted from the elevation of the sandstone in the given locality.
The data at hand were not sufficient to determine all details, but the
main features are fairl:y well ascertained. The axes are indicated by
broken lines, and the character of the fold by arrows pointing in the
direction of the dip. This map illustrates the complexities of this :field,
in which the rocks are supposed to be nearly horizontal; in fact, they
are nowhere horizontal, and rarely maintain regular dips for any great
distance.
The main axis of the Middlesboro syncline is near the northwestern
edge of the basin, as shown on Pl. v at .A. .A.', passing through the highest points on Benham spur and Looney ridge; it is approximately parallel to Pine mountain and about 2¾ miles distant from it.
This syncline is traversed by a low, broad anticline, B B-' C, that
toward the western edge of the field is parallel with the main axis; at
B' its direction changes and its volume increases, so that the axis
B' C has a nearly due north and south direction. Its height above
the syncline axis at .A. is 800 feet and at C 350 feet. From B' there are
indications of the southward continuation of the axis 0' D to its junction with the main fold near Olinger gap.
This arch is called the State line anticline, for its axis corresponds
very closely with the state line across this :field. As a rule it is located
east of the crest of the mountain and separates an area of slightly
disturbed, regularly-dipping rocks in Kentucky from an area of much
minor folding in Virginia. On the Kentucky side the strata descend
at an average rate of about 90 feet per mile; the dip is steeper near the
anticlinal axis, B B' C, and :flattens out as it approaches the synclinal
axis .A. .A.'. On the eastern side the descent is neither so great nor so
regular. The slight effect of gentle dips in the strata appears in the
topography of this district. Southeast of this axis B B' C, the disturbed strata are deeply eroded, but in the Kentucky region, even
though the dip is considerable, the slope is regular and erosion has
apparently bee~ no more active than where the strata are horizontal.
Northward from Isom Rock spur the State line anticline diminishes
rapidly in altitude, and near the northern edge of the map merges
into a northwestward dipping monocline. The data are insufficient
for an accurate determination of the form and elevation of the arch
near the margins of the field, but it appears to diminish in both directjon a jt pa,' es off the territory.
.A.Imo t parallel with this arch and comparatively near it a number of
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oval basins lie along a common axis. This axis is marked D D' on Pl.
v, and will be styled the Crab Orchard syncline, from Crab Orchard
post-office, in Lee county, Virginia. It enters the field three-fourthsof
a mile above Cynthia post-office, at quite a distance from the State Line
anticline, and about 200 feet below it. Thence eastward it rises somewhat faster than the anticline, and at the county line it is but 100 feet
below it; it rapidly deepens in the distance of 1 mile beyond that line
to 250 feet below ·the anticline; again it rises as it crosses Little Looney
creek, but deepens again to a basin north of Mud Lick creek. Beyond
that its course is uncertain, but it seems to disappear at about the same
place as the State line anticline, in the monoclinal dip to the northwest.
..A.s these folds approach the divide along the county line, their axes
come closer together, and the dip of the strata between them is about
6°. This steep dip, together with the acute angle at which they cross
the divide, gives the structure a very complicated appearance. It is
apparent from a consideration of the structure that a coal which shows
on one side of this ridge at a certain elevation may range from 100 feet
higher to as many feet lower on the other side, so the correlation i
uncertain unless a coal can be traced continuously in outcrop. This is
difficult, as coals seldom show on dry ridges. This divide has proved
a barrier across which no one has been able positively to identify coal
seams, but no one, so far as the writer is aware, has ever offered an explanation of the difficulty.
Ea,st of the Orab Orchard syncline are two slight wrinkles, E E' and
FF', of smaU extent and but a few feet above or below the normal elevation. These are insignificant in a general view of the field, and the
data at hand are not adequate to describe them, but they would be
very important in any mining enterprise undertaken in this portion of
the field, and should be carefully studied in regard to their effect upon
the workable seams of coal.
The details of the next two axe are almost unknown; their pre ence
wa hardly manife t in the field, and the observation failed to cover
the ground. The anticlinal axis G G' is called the Pioneer anticline
and the ynclinal axi H H' the Mill creek yncline.
On both ide of .i: ine-mile pur the Imboden coal lies at approxiruat ly h ame altitude, and the rocks have no visible dip; but at
Pion er, where an ntry ha b en driven in on the Imboden seam, the
,I p i
few :fi t er mile toward the we t, while on the Roaring fork
th ·trat ri to the a t in a larg anti linal fold. A.. the e dip ' ar
am lir ti n a d a th 'ame 1 vel, they n ce arily involv · a
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this ummit it descends eastward to an elevation of 2,470 feet at
Glade-ville, or 100 feet below the summit altitude. This anticline,
ju t after cro'sing the Gladeville and Pound gap road, 1 mile northwest of the town, passes into a monocline with relatively steep dips to
the west, while to the eastward the strata extend in a high table-land
or mesa with very gentle undulations.
Commencing just north of Gladeville and swinging in a crescent with
the convex side toward the mountain is a synclinal axis 00', that
passes near the edge of the escarpment just above Tacoma and dies
out near the head of Steeles fork of Cranes Nest creek, 2½ miles west
of Coeburn ; from its location this is called the Gladeville syncline.
Immediately north of the Gladeville syncline is a short and insignificant fold, the Bear creek anticline NN', which is crescent-shaped and
parallel to the syncline.
Ea t of Banner another fold, Little Tom anticline, SS', has its origin
on the flank of the Powell valley arch, crosses the railroad in the
vicinity of Little Tom tunnel, and, swinging gently to the north, passes
out of thi territory with a general course of N. 70° E. This arch is
small, but it has a marked influence on the position of the coal seams.
McCreath and d'Invillier 1 traced this fold as far as Lick creek, holding
an average cour e of N. 72° E.; they consider it the continuation of the
Powell valley anticline, but this is manifestly an error, as the latter
fold trends due ea t and west and is cut off by the Hunter valley
fault.
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is maintained by the small folds until near the northern limit of this
territory, where they again resume their normal, northeast-southwest,
direction.
GENERAL GEOLOGY.
DIFFICULTIES OF CLASSIFICATION,

In the Coal-measures of this field there are no beds of limestone to
serve as keys to the structure and stratigraphy, consequently the geologist is deprived of one of the best guides to correlation; be is limited
entirely to the shales, coals, and sandstones which here constitute the
Coal-measures. These three elements are very variable both in thickness
and in physical characteristics. Coal seams, as eve~y operator knows
from practical experience, are subject to a great many changes. Some
of these, as changes of thickneRs, of chemical composition, and of physical appearance, as well as of the character of floor and roof, are largely
due to conditions affecting the deposition of the material; others are
due to movements of the strata by which the soft coal was crushed-in
places squeezed to a feather-edge and elsewhere collected into masses
many times thicker than the normal seam.
The probability of change makes it extremely difficult to trace a seam
of coal even under the most favorable conditions. Ordinarily the conditions are unfavorable, and the prospector, depending upon the coal
alone as his guide, is very liable to err in his correlations.
Sandstones and shales are the product of sedimentation under unstable conditions, and the geologist accepts them with caution as guides
to stratigraphy. True, some beds of sandstone are very regular and
hold over large areas, but as a rule this will not apply to the sandstones
of the Coal-measures, for it is exceptional to find any bed sufficiently
well marked to be recognizable throughout even as small a field as that
of Big Stone gap.
Altogether the task of subdivision and classification of such a mass
of rapidly alternating and changing sediments is a most difficult one,
and especially so where the :field is traversed by numerous small folds
or undulations. The policy of the U. S. Geological Survey in regard
to subdivision of the rocks is to make such a classification as is best calculated to express the facts in the given territory regardless of subdivisions that have been made in other portions of the field. The geologist, by recognizing these local features, puts his work in such a
shape that others working in the same :field will be able to trace his
groups without being obliged to attempt an extremely uncertain correlation with the various groups as determined by the Pennsylvania
or New York geologists. So in the present work no effort has been
made to divide the Coal-measures into the classic divisions of Lower Productive, Lower Barren~ Upper Productive,and Upper Barren measures.
TABLE OF FORMATIONS.

The following table shows the formations recognized in the present
work, the names being local geographic names taken from the imme-
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diate :field, and the thicknesses being the mean of the most reliable
mea ure made on the southern side of the field:
Formation.

; r"''"'
g

~

·g
~

O

Mean
thickness.

Character.

Feet.
Cb

880

,and,ton, ......

Wi e formation ........
Gladevill ands tone ...
Norton formation ......

l

Symbol.

L,o oonglomonto ....•.

Pennington shale ......
Newman limestone .••.

Cws

Cg
Cnr
Cl
Cpn
Cn

1,270
100
1, 280
1,500
1,100
930

Mainly coarse, white sandstone with sandy shale
or thin coals.
Shales, sands, clays and coals.
Heavy, coarse white sandstone.
Shales, sandstones, cl:1ys and coals.
Conglomerate, shales and coals.
Red and green shale with beds of sandstone.
Limestone and calcareous shale.

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK.

Before thi work was undertaken very little had been done to classify
the e sediments, and determine their thickness. The :first mention of
any of these formations is an account of areconnoissance made by J.P.
Le ley fr m Coeburn eastward. 1 He observed the Gladeville sandtone capping the hill (Robert's butt) back of Coeburn, and gave it
the local name of '' Sheep Rock" conglomerate, but in attempting to
follow jt to the east he confused it with the Lee conglomerate, and
con e uently mi interpreted the structure. He described the overturne edge of the Lee conglomerate along the great fault line as the
dipping down of the "Sheep Rock" conglomerate, and was necesarily 1 d to an erroneou correlation of the · coals in that district.
uth from oeburn he made the same mistake in correlating the
" he p R ck" conglomerate with the Lee conglomerate of Powell
m untain, giving him a syncline where the Powell valley anticline is
1 c t d.
Mr. J. J. Stevenson made a careful study of the section from
gap to the crest of the Big Black mountain, probably in the
vi inity f ,' m Rock spur. 2 He did not classify the measures into
gr up , but hi s ction may be stated as follows, by assuming the base
of h
rlan and tone to be 400 feet beneath the crest of the mounh ba e of th Gladeville sandstone 190 feet above the Imboden
hown n allahan creek: .
Feet.

- -·- .......... ---- ........................ ---- ---- ..
..... ------ ------ ···-·· ·----- ------ ......... -------- ··--·· ·----- ···--- .......... ------ ..................... .
.. .. .. . -. -... -..... --- ... --....................... .
··---- ....................................................... .. ~

400
630
120
601
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tion in 1881,1 and the result, subdivided in the same manner, yields the
following section :
·
Feet.

Harlan sandstone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
400
Wise formation.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 155
Gladeville sandstone ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
120
Norton formation .......................... -~--.................
755
Lee conglomerate.
Total thickness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 430

Mr. Stevenson did not measure to the highest point in the mountain,
which is at the triangulation station west of the Double, 4 miles from
the line of his section. The altitude at the station is 4,150 feet, and that
at the crest, where his section crosses it, is only 3,900 feet; the difference
would add 250 feet to the top of his column, if the rocks are horizontal,
making the Harlan sandstone 650 feet. As the rocks dip slightly toward
the triangulation station, 280 feet more must be added to the thickness
of the upper member. In his second measurement he increased the
thickness of the Wise formation 5~5 feet, or almost doubled it; the result
approaches the measure as given on p. 28. The difference, 115 feet, can
easily be accounted for by inaccuracies in measurement and the uncertainty of aneroid readings.
The Gladeville sandstone has a greater thickness than that stated in
the general section, but the table is mean thickness for the :field and
is therefore not strictly comparable. A section on Callahan creek gives.
the same as Stevenson's section.
The Norton formation shows the great difference in measurement.
Mr. Stevenson in his later measurement changed his :figures 154 feet,
giving him 755 feet instead of 601 feet as determined by his :first work.
Neither of these figures is worth much, for Mr. Stevenson distinctly
states that they were estimates merely and anyone familiar with the
problem will readily understand how unreliable estimates are on this
formation. The discrepancies between the various estimates of the
· thickness of this formation are due to the absence of any well marked
stratum from which to measure and the great amount of disturbance
that it has suffered in the uprising of the Powell valley anticline.
Mr. C. R. Boyd also measured the same section,2 as follows:
Feet.

H~rla~ sandt~tone in part ( ______ ...... ...... ...... .... .... ......
W 1se .LOrma 10n . . . . . . . . . ~
Gladeville sandstone.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
Norton formation.... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lee conglomerate.

828
120
570

Total thickness...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 1, 518
1

Op. cit., pp . 237, 238.
The Economic Geology of the Bristol and Big Stone Gap section of Tennessee and Virginia, pursuingthe general course of the South Atlantic and Ohio Railroad. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., Trans. Vol. 15,
1886, 1887, pp. 119, 120.
2
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Me rs. Andrew S. McCreath and E. V. d'Invilliers studied the region
south of the Big Black mountains and west of Big Stone gap,1 and first
called attention to the Gladeville sandstone as a key rock. They thus
describe it 2 on the north fork of Powell river, west of this territory:

,ooo'

/100'

There is, however, a very coI.tspicuous ledge of sandstone
outcropping along the southeastern base of this mountain for
some distance along the Roaring fork toward Penningtons
gap. This rock is largely honey-combed, though otherwise
mas ive, and from 30 to 50 feet thick. Its presence here is only
important as bearing upon t he horizon of some of the coals to
be presently mentioned along the Kentucky portion of the
Cumberlancl field, where this ro ck , if indeed it be correctly
identified, outcrops nearly the whole l ength of the Cumberland river from the head of Clover fork nearly to Pineville.
It is the important rock of that section, causing conspicuous
cliffs along the river bank, and the only possible guide to the
geology of the Cumberland river. Here, along the north fork
of Powell river, its position would seem to occur about 250 to
300 feet above the top of the conglomerate measures No. xn,
although it is by no means certain that a fault does not exist
along the north base of the Stone mountain, which, of course,
would materially affect the correctness of this calculatioIJ\.
In any event, upon the Cumberland waters a rock of similar
constitution occurs, as already stated, but evidently at a considerably grea,ter interval above the conglomerate measures
outcropping in Pine mountain.

Thi estimated distance above the conglomerate
on Powell river is certainly too small, and it seems
that the very steep dips near Stone mountain were
not taken into account. These dips are so nearly
vertical that all the measures between the conglomerate and the Gladeville sandstone might rise to the
urfac in a quarter of a mile without the intervention of a fault, which is hardly probable, although
the oft shale are considerably folded and crushed.
They write further: 3
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fork entering from the south 4 or 5 miles below Rockhouse branch,
and it shows that they recognized the two key rocks, the Harlan and
Gladeville sandstones. This interval between these two members agrees
remarkably well with the average for the field.
In 1892 these gentlemen made an examination of the territory east of
Tacoma. Their investigations were limited mainly to an examination
of coal outcrops, and from these alone the structure of the field was deter
mined. They failed to recognize any key rocks, but their interpretation of the structure agrees essentially with that shown on Pl. III.
At the Montreal meeting of the American Institute of Mining Engineers held February, 1893, Mr. J. M. Hodge presented a paper on this
field , in which he recognizes the base of the Harlan sandstone and gives a
measured section from Big Stone gap to the crest of the Big Black mountain. He attempts no subdivision of the series, and his sections are
incomplete at both ends, as he regards the mountain summit as 4,000
feet above tide, whereas it is 4,150 feet at its highest point, and at the
base he has not measured to the '' Bee rock." His section is drawn from
barometric elevations, without correction for the dip of the strata, so it
is vague. Mr. Hodge estimates that the upper two-thirds may be 300
feet too thick. The section as it stands, applying the classification
herein employed, would be as follows:
Feet.

Harlan sandstone .. - ......... _.......... __ .......... _. . . . . . . . . .
Wise formation ..... }
Gladeville sandstone · · · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - - · ·
Norton formation .... ---········-- ........ ----..................

1,660

385

Total .. __ ...... __ ........... - ... - ... - - ......... - ..... __. .

2, 400

355

The thickness of the upper member should be increased, making it
agree with the :figures as given for the field, 880 feet. The other figures
show for themselves, the greatest difference being in the lower or Norton formation.
THE FORMATIONS.

Harlan sandstone,the most conspicuous rock to be seen in crossing
the Big Black mountains, occurs . 400 to 600 feet below their crest,
and produces, under favorable conditions, cliffs and ledges-the socalled "rock houses" of the mountaineers. Its base, 30 or 40 feet in
thickness, is the cliff-making member, and is a massive sandstone
composed of well-rounded grains of white quartz, varying from the
size of ordinary clean beach sand to pebbles of the size of a pea. This
heavy stratum grades upward into thinner bedded sandstone, in all
forming a single bed about 100 feet thick. The Isom rock, on the
spur bearing the same name, at the head of Little Looney creek, is
probably the best exposure of this stratum in its typical form, and it
i widely known. In a study of the upper measures the recognition
of this sandstone is very important, and for that purpose a brief
de · cription of the observed outcrops is here given.
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It Jffobably caps the Little Black mountain, at the head of Rockhon e branch, at an altitude of 3,000 feet, but the identification is not
certain. It was positively identified on Potato hil1, at 3,530 feet, and
the Butt, at 3,560 feet. At the angle in the mountain northeast of the
Butt it elevation is 3,580 feet, its highest occurrence in this region. At
the extreme point of Middle ridge it is well exposed in heavy cliffs at
an altitude of 3,400 feet. The same phase appears on Hall spur in
higher and less accessible cliffs, which give the ridge a rugged,
picturesque appearance. Above the head of Clover Lick creek the
andstone was seen on the two trails ; on the south side its altitude
is about 3,200 feet, and on the north side, below the house of Joshua
Gilliam, it is 3,060 feet. On Gap creek, directly east of Gilliam's,
it is 3,190 feet. On the Maggard branch trail it forms cliffs at 2,950
feet, and in the extreme western end of Benhams spur, and on its
northern side, its elevation is 2,900 feet. At the head of Big Looney
ere k, ju t beneath the Double, it is 3,400 feet, and on the trail from
the head of Big Looney to the Isqm Rock spur it is 3,450 feet. Across
the mountain, on the latter spur·, it is 3,500 feet. From this point it
d cends rapidly toward the north, for on Road spur it is only 3,370
fi et, and on a spur above Henry fork of Mud Lick creek it is 3,170
fi t . On the extreme high point of Looney ridge, just above tbe
mouth of Lewis creek, it shows as a heavy ledge at 3,000 feet. On the
high Bluff pur above Shepard's mill it is 3,2~0 feet, and on the newcut county road, just below Dan Richmond's house, it is 3,270 feet.
Th la t expo ure seen is on a high point of Nine Mile spur at 3,400
fi et, but the tratum was not certainly identified.
Thi ma ive stratum, at the base of the Harlan sandstone, was
found to be recognizable throughout the field, and became important as
a k y ro k which afforded a means of correlation of the various coals
an recogi izable sandstones on the Virginia side with those on the
K ntu ky id of the mountains.
y platting all of the elevations observed on the base of this sandstone
an c n tru ting a mod 1 of its under surface, the structure north of the
tat lin wa quite accurately determined. The thickness of the rocks
the a
f thi and tone to the highest point in the mountain
fi , nd it member are o much alike throughout that it is
r ar
a
ingle formation, to which the name Harlan sandstone is
a pli d fr m it typi al development in Harlan county, Kentucky. It
h uld n t b un lerstood from the name that the strata are all sand't n but th prevailing character is that of a sand tone like the one
at th
. Th r ar a numb r of beds of sandy hale carrying
far a known n ne f the latter are of workable thick11 '
xc t po i ly u
am n ar the ba e, which will be described
n , n ther a e. Th r i no place where a good continuous section
ul
ured but on a ·ending to the triangulation tation from
I Y w Y of th L om Rock ,'ptu and tlie Double, a fair
f h formati n may be obtained.
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The base of the Harlan sandstone on Isom Rock spur will be recognized by even the most casual observer, for the massive sandstone forming the lowest member is here well exposed in a heavy ledge that is
about 100 feet thick. Above it are sandy shales and thin-bedded
sandstones to the crest of the mountain, from 350 to 375 feet above the
base of the formation. These sandstones are quite fossiliferous, being
full of plant remains that weather out and lie scattered about upon
the ground. From this point the trail passes along the _summit of the
mountain to the south, crossing sandstones, sha1es, and thin coals,
that are successively higher in the series, until at the Double a second heavy ledge of sandstone appears just at the turn in the mountain crest. The trail to the triangulation station follows a narrow
summit composed of this sandstone, or in lower places winds about
among the heavy blocks of its debris. This Leavy bed is about ·550 feet
above the bottom of the formation. After leaving this the trail passes
gradually up over higher rocks to Oreech's fields, where within about
three-quarters of a mile of the station another heavy ledge of coarse,
white sandstone is seen that is about 780 feet above the base of the
formation and 60 feet thick. Above the sandstone there is a stratum
of shale that outcrops just below the upper cabin; a seep here shows
the presence of a coal seam in the shale, but it is probably of no consequence. Above this is a heavy sandstone 40 or 50 feet thick that is well
shown at the triangulation station and constitutes the highest rock of
the series in this region. No evidence of variation in the thickness or
character of this formation could be determined, for the observations
were confined to an area which is too limited to show any changes in
sedimentation.
·
Gladeville sandstone.-The other key rock is the Gladeville sandstone,
named from the county seat of Wise county, Virginia, where it is well
exposed.
·
This sandstone was traced continuously throughout the field on both
sides of the mountain, and without doubt is the best guide to the
structure and stratigraphy that can be found. .According to the report
of McOreath and d'Invilliers it retains its distinctive character as far
west as Harlan. To the east it probably extends far beyond the limits
of this field, as it shows no indications of diminishing in that direction.
In thickness it varies from 75 to 120 feet in different parts ofthe field.
There is some doubt as to the correctness of the measure obtained on
Clover fork. The base is well marked near water level at the mouth of
Rockhouse branch, and the 4-inch coal, 75 feet above, was taken as its
top. At present the writer is inclined to the belief that the heavy sandstone lying above the 4-inch coal should be included in the measure,
making it about 126 feet, for on Lewis creek 40 feet of the top is sandy
shale and the total thickness is from 100 to 120 feet.
In the eastern portion of the field the conditions of deposition were
reversed, for here the massi -ve sandstone or conglomerate is at the top
Bull. 111--'-3
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and the sandy shales below. It is this massive ledge at the top that
makes such a showing in the vicinity of Gladeville and Lipps. Above
Tacoma the sandstone is well exposed near the top of the hills, 120
feet thick. It is massive in its upper portions and becomes thin-bedded
toward the bottom, but it carries no shale. The massive layer at the
top is the cap that has protected the hills from erosion and gives them
their mesa-like character.
Wise formation.-Having established the value of the Gla.deville
sandstone as a key rock and its continuity throughout the field, the next
step was to determine the thickness of the measures lying below the
Harlan sandstone and above the Gladeville. This is a heterogeneous
mass of sediments-sandstones, shales, and coals. Many of th e latter
are of good size and quality, but no individual stratum is well enough
marked to make its separation possible. So the mass was regarded as
a group and named the Wise formation , from Wise county, Virginia,
where it forms the principal part of the mountain slope. To prevent
errors, eight clear, direct sections were measured across the outcrop of
this formation. Besides these main sections a large number of independent observations were made at different points on the Gladeville
sandstone and from these a model was constructed and found to agree
almost exactly with the one made for the base of the Harlan sandstone,
with a constant difference between them of 1,270 feet, the thickness of
the Wi e formation. Variations in the thickness of this formation
were not recognized; if they exist, as they probably do, they are well
within the limit of error of barometric readings. The remarkable
agreement of this average measure with the thickness of the same
formation on Child creek as determined by McCreath and d'Invilliers
ha been referred to and confirms the result beyond question.
Norton forniation.-Lowest in the series, above the great Conglomerate, lie the Norton formation, named from the principal railroad town
in tbis ection. This formation is at once the most important and the
1 a. t under, tood of any formation in the field-important because the
Teat bulk of the workable coals belong to it, and least understood on
ac unt of the great difficulty every geologist has experienced in determining what strata belong to it, their thickness and their representati · in oth r portions of the field. The formation outcrops in two
prin ·ipal line , one along the northern side of Stone mountain, and
the other along the outhern side of Pine mountain.
The di ·turb d ondition of the rocks along Stone mountain has beeu
he caus of h dj, crepancies in the publi hed accounts of the thickof t i formation; no two geologists agree in their figures. The
writ r ,·tand, alon in hi exc iv measure of 1,280 feet, and were it
nc fi r hi
et rmination f the Gladeville sandstone as a con taut
horiz n h figur woul be ut a rnde estimate. A it is, tbey are
iY 11 wi h full c n cle · hat th y will be found correct withiu a, mall
l' i f rror.
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Iu view of the uncertainty regarding the thickness of this member
considerable time was spent in efforts to determine it closely. The recognition of the Gladeville sandstone on the Kentucky side of the
mountains afforded a better means of approaching the question than a
direct section from Big Stone gap. Accordingly a section was measured from the top of the conglomerate opposite and a little below the
mouth of Lewis creek up that stream three-fourths of a mile to the
crossing of the Gladeville sandstone, and from that point was carried
up to the base of the Harlan sandstone on Looney spur. This gave
an excellent section with regularly decreasing dips and fair exposures,
and a measure not only of the Norton formation, but one of the Wise
formation above as a check. The thickness of the former so determined is 1,310 feet.
A section was measured at Poor Fork post-office, but the result was
not so satisfactory, as the recorded dips are contradictory. When the
section was constructed it appeared to be 200 to 300 feet thicker than
the Lewis creek section. As this measure was not substantiated by
any other measured section it is regarded as of doubtful value.
Again a section was carefully measured at Coeburn, Virginia, where
the conglomerate had a very light dip (about 10°) and the strata above
it are free from minor folds. This gave 1,260 feet for the Norton
formation.
Finally a ca_reful survey was made through Big Stone gap and up
Little Looney creek to the mine on the Imboden coal. This was
not a single line of observation, but the whole country was carefully mapped to get the exact structure, if possible.
Pl. IV shows the resu]t. As may be seen in the section the conglomerate is folded, forming a well-marked syncline in the center of the
gap, from which the rocks rise to the north in a sharp fold which is well
shown on the eastern side of the creek; from the crest of this anticline
they dip very steeply to the north, and at the last exposure of con_
glomerate, the Bee rock, on the Louisville and Nashville railroad, the
dip is 70° N. This same dip continues for 1,000 feet along the line of
the railroad, approximately at right angles to the strike. It is a zone of
great disturbance, west of which the rocks are nearly horizontal.
Immediately above the Bee rock are 450 feet of shale, in which are
four thin seams of coal, the largest being 18 inches thick. Above this
is a heavy, bluish white, coarse sandstone 280 feet thick; then more
shales, coals, and sandstones, greatly folded and crushed. Beyond
these, just opposite the Louisville and Nashville bridge, appears the top
of a very heavy sandstone that shows also at the east end of the double
tunnel. This sandstone very much resembles the one standing nearly
vertically, before described, and is probably the same. If so, a slight
fault occurs between them, resulting from the sharp flexure at the
bridge. On the west side of the old channel, 4 or 5 rods above the
mouth of Pigeon creek, this local fault can plainly be seen, where
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the heavy !!sandstone dipping 30° N. is faulted against the edge of a
stratum wbi.ch is apparently the same, dipping 60° N. Above the sandstone the interval was measured in nearly horizontal rocks and the result
is a thickness of 1,275 feet. Thus at three quite widely separated points
in the territory the measurements on this formation are 1,310, 1,275 and
1,260 feet. There is an element of uncertainty in each of these, but it
is hardly probable that it exceeds 5 per cent.
Lee conglomerate.-This is the most prominent formation in the :field,
being the mountain-making member of the Carboniferous formations.
It underlies the entire basin, but appears at the surface only in
the two ridges bounding the basin, Pine and Stone mountains. Its
equivalent north or south not being positively determined, the name
"Lee" is applied to it here, from Lee county, Virginia, as it constitutes the northwestern line of that county from near Pennington gap
to Cumberland gap, a distance of 35 miles.
It is a complex formation, varying in thickness from 1,200 feet at
Hurricane gap, in Pine mountain, to 1,600 feet at Norton. It is best
exposed at Big Stone gap, where it exhibits the following section and
the structure shown in Pl. IV:
Massive sandstone (Bee Rock) ·-·--· · -·--· ________ ·--·-· ... .
Black carbonaceous shale ............... _.. ___ ............. .
Dark sandy shale ........... ···-·· ........ ··--·· .... ·-·· ___ _
Brown and green sh ale . _____ ........ ···-·---·· ... . ··--·- ___ _
Not exposed, probably shale .... _......... _..... _...... _.... .
Dark shale .................. ···-·· ............ ·-·· ...... ___ _
Sandstone with few thin beds of shale ........... .. ___ ...... .
Coal ....................................................... .
Shale with few beds of sandstone ..... . ........... ..... .... .
Coal ............................. _. _.. __ ... _... _........ ___ _
Shale ............................ : ................. _..... __ _
Conglomera,te .................•............................

Feet.

In.

95
31
14

0

10

85
210

566
4
112

3
150
250

0
0
0

0
0
0
10

0
0
0

0

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 530 10

Thi i the :first of the above de cribed formations which shows a
chan ein thickne within the limit ofthe:fi.eld. This change is in harmony with th general increase in thicknes of the various formations of
the
al-mea ure toward the outhea t, as ob erved in the northern
porti n of the Appalachian ba in. How the complex formation 1,500
£ t thi k at Big Stone gap ·hanges to a single bed 20 to 100 feet thick
in eni£ ounty, K ntu ky, 1 i unknown, and probably will remain so
until b drill f th pr , p tor reaches it horizon in many plac s
in m untain and M ifee county. It seems altogether
th t th u p r £ rm ti
share in thi thickening toward
nth a
t a y t n
ata are at hand from which to draw
h b e f h
n lorn rate marks the base of the
ri

t

pp, 353-357,
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Below the Coal-measures there is a large series belonging to the Carboniferous period that has lately received from Prof. H. S. Williams1
the name Mississippian series. This series is well developed in the Big
Stone gap field and consists of two members, shale and limestone.
Pennington shale.-The shale member has a great development in
this region and has been named Pennington shale, from the gap of the
same name in Lee county, Virginia. It is quite well exposed in .Big
Stone gap, where the following section was measured:
Lookout conglomerate, very coarse at the base.
Pennington shale:
Green calcareous shale. ________________ ------ ...•......•.
Green and red sandstone ...... _. .. ... . ................... _
Blue shale _................ .................. ______ ..... .
Coal ..... _.. __ . _. __ _______ ___ ________ . ___ .. _____________ _
Bluish shale. ___ . _..........................•.•... _. _.•. __
Green sandstone __ . _ . ___ __ . ___ __ .. . .. .. ___ . ________ ...... _
Olive green shale _____ _____ .. ____ . ~ __ __ . __ .. ____________ _
Soft, nonfissile, variegated shale .. ____ .. ____ . ...••....•..
Sandstone . ___ ... __ .... ____ . __ . __ .... _........ __ .. _.... __
Soft red shale . ..... _. . _. __ ..... _... _. __ .... __ ... ·- _... _.. .
Sandy shale ........... ..... ____ ................ ____ ..... .
Bluish sandstone ...... __ . _. _____ . __ ....... _.. _.. ___ . ____ _
Concealed, probably shale. ___ ... ____ _______ . ____ . _____ ..•
White sandstone, cross-bedded . ________ . __ . __________ . ___ _
Conglomerate, white quartz pebbles .... _________________ _
Bluish yellow calcareous shale .. ____ _____________ . _______ .
Blue sandy shale __ . ___ . _______________ . ____ . _____ .. ___ ...
Limestone, very impure and fossiliferous _.... _ . __ • _.. ____ .
Calcareous and argillaceous sandstones __ . _. __ .. ___ .. ___ ..
Calcareous shale, very fossiliferous ... _...... _ . __ .... _ . _..
Blue sandstone, cross-bedded . _................ ___ .... _. _
Purple and green shal e .. _... __ .. _......... _. ____ . __ ... _. _
Shale, slightly sandy. __ ___ ___________________ __......... .
Green and pnrple shale. ____ _____________________________ _
Argillaceous sandstone _______________ . _.. __ . _ . __ . _. __ . _. _
Fine-grained sandstone . __ ______ .. _____ . __ . _.. ___ . __ .. _. __
Sandstone, regularly bedded-~ _. _. ___________ . __________ . _
Sandstone, much cross-bedded . __________ .. ____ .. ________ _
Dark blue calcareous shale .. ____ . _____ . _________________ _
Sandy shale ______ . ____ .. ___ _. _____ • _____ .. __________ . ___ .
Argillaceous shale _______ _____ ___________________________ _
Heavy sandstone (South Atlantic and Ohio tunnel) __ ____ _
Total . ___________ . ______________________ . _. _______ _

Ft. In.

5 7
111
6 2

1 4
10 4
2 10
7 4
10 6
3 7
8 0
4 0
19 0
506 10
49 0
7 8
27 0
10 5
4 1
7 10
6 0
12 0
9 5
4 3
4 7
8 4
13 5
80 0
107 0
9 0
7 7
3 0
67 0
1,025 0

Newman limestone, sbaly at top.

This is supposed to be the equivalent of the Mauch Chunk red shale
of Pennsylvania and the Chester group of Kentucky. It varies in
thickness as the conglomerate does, being 1,025 feet at Big Stone gap,
the same at Pennington gap, and but 890 feet at Hurricane gap, in
Pine mountain.
1 U.S.

Geological Survey, Bulletin 80, 1891.
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Newman limestone.-Thisis a widespread formation covering the entire
Appalachian basin, except in Pennsylvania a11d Ohio. In the vicinity
of Big Stone gap it is well exposed in a fine line of cliffs around the
head of the valley east of the town. In the gap, where it is shown
on tb e eastern side of the stream in all its detail, the following section
was measured :
Pennington shale.
Newman limestone:
Ft. In.
Dark blue calcareous shale .................... .......... .. . 4 2
Dark sandstone ............ . ............................•..
3 3
Black shale ............................................... .
5 8
Blue calcareous sandstones ................. ...... ......... .
5 4
Dark blne shale .................................... ....... . 18 4
Calcareous shales with beds of limestone ................. . . 8 0
Dark shale ................................................ .
5 6
Green sandstone .......................................... . 6 5
Green shale ............................................... . 12 0
Sandy shale ............................................... . 19 0
Dark blue calcareous sandstones and shales ............... . . 28 6
Lim stone, dark, very impure ............................. . 16 6
Blue shale ................................................ . 22 5
Impure limestone ......................................... . 26 5
Blue, purple, and black shale ...........••.... ............ .. 88 0
Calcareous shale ........ ...................... .......... .. . 34 0
Heavy, earthy limestones ....... _....•..................... 17 3
Green shale ................................... . ........... .
3 8
Impur limestone ......................................... .
2 2
Green bale ................. .... _..... _ . ____ . _............ .
2 8
Impur limestonH ........... _... _. _..... _................. . 22 6
Green and l ~own shale ................... ____ ........ _____ _ 23 0
Blue sh ale with beds of limestone ......................... .
9 8
Calcar ous shale ............... _.......................... . 10 6
Blue, seamy limestone ..................................... . 17 0
Argilla ·eous limestone .................................... . 38 6
Heavy, blue limestone, becoming cherty towards base ...... . t.78 9
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 829 2
R d, calcareous 1:1and tones .

Grainger ,Yhale.- low the Newman limeston e at Big Stone gap is a
shale d ab ut 410 £ t thick, which rnries from red calcareous ·andtone at th top to a h-colored micaceom; shales below, a1Hl :finally
merge.· into tll hattanooga black sliale that underlie it. Tbe age of
thi, ma
f andy hale ha n ver her11 determiI1ed; they have omewhat th a1 p ar nc of a tran, ition bed between t11e Devonian below
and th :Mi:, i .·ippian above, but in tLi · pa,per they are regar<le<l, provi i nan a.· f D vonian ag(l. Thi .· formati011 thi11R rapidly outhw stward, and pr bably. ill appear about Oumberla11d gap.
1
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DESCRIPTION OF COAL OUTCROPS;
COALS IN THE MISSISSIPPIAN SERIES.

In the Big Stone gap :field there are no coals of commercial impOTtance in the Mississippian series. The Pocono formation, which carries
the semi-anthracite coals of Bland, Pulaski, and Montgomery counties,
Virginia, probably disappears before reaching this field, or, if' it be present, it has changed character and contains no coal. The Pennington
shale above the limestone carries a small seam, as shown in the section at Big Stone gap.
In the valley of' McGee creek, on the south side of Powell mountain,
a coal seam occurs at about the same horizon. It is opened on ,the
east side of the ravine N 2, probably 100 feet above the creek and about
· 20 or 30 feet below the conglomer'a te, and dips 45° N. under the mountain. It is a fine-looking cannel, but its thickness could not be determined on account of its distorted condition; the exposure varied froJ)'.l
4 to 6 feet in thickness in a length of 40 feet.
These are the only places where coal was seen in the Pennington
shale, and only the latter is thick enough to be of value. The possibility of mining the cannel seam with profit could be determined only
by tracing its outcrop to some more favorable place than that on McGee creek; since the rocks are there too much disturbed to admit of
economic mining.
CO.A.LS IN THE LEE CONGLOMERATE.

Mr. Steven~on reported six coal seams in his section at Pennington
gap, 1 three of which were seen by him and three reported, but none
exceeded 3 feet in thickness, and all were greatly crushed. One of the
most important horizons is immediately beneath the top bed of conglomerate, where an entry was driven in on the seam some distance, but
this is now abandoned.
Between Pennington and Big Stone gaps no traces of coal were
observed, but this does not preclude their existence, for no good exposures of the strata occur between these points.
At Big Stone gap, Pl. rv, immediately beneath the "Bee rock," or
upper conglomerate, there is a mass of black carbonaceous shales exposed in the railroad cut, just below the tunnel of the Louisville and
Nashville railroad; they are probably the only representatives of the
coal in Pennington gap at the same horizon. Just above the heavy
conglomerate at the b~se of the series there is a coal 28 inches to 3 feet
thick, showing in the southern end of the Louisville and Nashville
tunnel, just above the bridge, K 38. At the northern end of the same
tunnel, K 37, a coal shows 4 feet 10 inches thick; but both these coals
are so crushed and distorted that it is impossible to estimate their normal
thickness.
Loe . cit.
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At Little Stone gap the stain of two small seams of coal shows in
the road below the middle of this formation, E 63 aud 64. They appear
to be about 3 feet thick and 6 inches thick respectively, with san\..3tone
between them.
A coal in this formation is reported in the Cracker neck, on the
South fork of Powell river, on the north face of Powell mountain, but
it was not seen. It is probably near the same horizon as the heavy
coal in Big Stone gap.
In the road over High knob, just above Stony creek, a small coal
shows, which is probably not over 18 inches thick and about 250 feet
below the top of the conglomerate; but this measure is uncertain, as
the exact top was not determined here.
The next place toward the east where a conglomerate coal was seen
is at William Osborn's, on Powell mountain, at the head of McGee creek ·
trail, N 1. A coal shows at Osborn's house and it is said to be 4 feet
thick, though only 18 inches were seen. This is immediately below the
top .conglomerate or Bee rock, and is in the same stratigraphic position as the bed noted by Mr. Stevenson at Pennington gap.
On the state road, just above Little Stony creek, two or three small
seams show by their stain in the road, 0 1, 2, and 3, one of which is
reported to have been opened on Little Stony one-half mile above the
road, but it was not visited.
On Guest river, near where the line between Wise and Scott counties leaves the river, fragments of coal were seen 220 feet below the
top of the conglomerate, but the outcrop could not be found and nothing is known about its thickness.
On Pine mountain no coals were seen in this formation, although two
sections were measured across the mountain, but exposures are not
good and a coal seam might easily have been overlooked.
There can be but one conclusion in regard to the economic importance of the conglomerate coals in this field, and that is, that the seams
are u ually too thin for profitable working, and even if they were of
workable thickne, s they are too much squeezed and contorted to warrant inve ting much capital in their development.
Ther are a few places along the southern slope of Powell mountain
and th lower ·our e of Gue t river that may not be so much distur d, aud, if o, they are th place where prospecting should be
done t d t rmine the pre ence of workable earn .
0 AL ' IN TIIE ME.A. 'URE

ABOVE THE LEE CONGLOMERATE.

parately; consequently,
ge graphic rather than strati-
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graphic. For this description of outcrops the territory will be divided
into several fields or basins, as follows:
1. Kentucky basin, embracing all that part of Kentucky lying within
the boundaries of this field except the territory drained by the Clover
fork of the Cumberland river.
2. Crab Orchard basin, including all the territory in Lee county, Virginia, lying nort h of Stone mou ntain, and generally known as the Crab
Orchard; also t he area drained by the Clover fork in Kentucky.
3. Imboden b asin, including the territory drained by the Powell river
through Big Stone gap. The n ame is applied to this region because the
famous Imboden seam of coal has its greatest d evelopment here.
4. Guest River baHin, comprising all of the r egion east of Norton, and
so named because the Guest river is its principal stream.
KENT UC KY B A S IN.

The first coal of noticeable thickness above the conglomerate is
exposed on the north side of t h e Poor fork in the bank of the stream
just below the mouth of Big Looney cr eek, A 2, where it has been
opened, but the pit is so closed that but J 2 inches of coal is now
visible. Between this and t he conglomerate is a mass of shales
and thin beds of sandstone, with an aggregate thickness of 375 feet.
Above the coal is a massive b edded sandstone that forms a marked
feature in the topography of t he valley. So far there is a close correspondence between this section and the one at the head of Big Stone
gap, but above the sandstone the r esemblance disappears.
In a small ravine opposite the mouth of Lewis creek a coal is exposed
about 20 inches thick; this is apparently the same seam as the one
noted above, as it is about t;he same distance above the conglomerate,
and has the same heavy sandstone overlying it. Above this coal horizon is a mass of sediments about 350 feet thick, in which no coal was
seen; at its summit, at the sout hern ban k of the Poor fork, above Poor
Fork post-office, a small coa.l, A 3, is visible, that corresponds closely
in position with the coal in the bottom of the double tunnel at Gilly,
K 20, 21, and 22. A careful sear ch for some r epresentative of the Imboden
coal revealed only an 18-inch seam, A 4, near its horizon. From the
results obtained, it seems quite certain that in the Kentucky basin the
workable coals lie entirely above the Imboden horizon, and that search
for th at seam is hopeless. As far as could be ascertained, there is but
one coal ofany consequence below t he Gladeville sandstone, and that lies
just beneath it, but 110 exposure could b e found on Clover Lick creek.
Through the Kentucky basin the Gladeville sandstone is well shown,
and was observed on every stream traversed. It does not often appear
as ledges along the hillsides, but is a v ery conspicuous object in the
bottom of the valleys. The streams have cut n arrow canyons in it
from 5 to 15 feet deep, or are flowing on its upper surface, in which
case it appears in th eir channels as a h ard smooth floor. There are
along these streams other heavy sandstones of the same general char-
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acter as the Gladeville, which can with difficulty be separated from it
by physical characteristics; hut the presence of an important coal
seam above and below the Gladeville makes its identification quite
easy. Again, in this Kentucky field there is another check that will
be found useful in doubtful cases, and that is the interval between the
sandstone and the base of the Harlan sandstone, 1,270 feet above it.
This check can almost always be applied, as the Harlan is easily found
in the high spurs projecting into the valleys. On Clover Lick creek
the Gladeville is very massive at the mouth of Pound Mill branch;
above this it is near water level, sometimes rising a little above the
creek and again nearly disappearing beneath it, until in the distance
of 1½ miles it passes entirely below water level.
Within 200 feet of the top of this sandstone three quite heavy seams
of coal occur, making it the most important coal horizon to be found
in the Kentucky basin.
The lowest of these seams occurs but little above the sandstone, and
on Clover Lick creek exhibits the unusual thickness of 16 feet. Unfortunately, this great development does not extend far in any direction.
On Rockhouse branch of Clover fork it seems to be represented by 4
inches of coal and 18 inches of slaty coal; but it may occur higher up in
the sandy shales and may have been overlooked, or it may be absent.
In a small ravine below Childs creek a ·coal is reported by McOreatb
and d'Invilliers near this horizon, with the following section1 :
Shale roof.
Ft. In.
Coal .................... _. ________ ... _... _. __ . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 8
Shale . __ . ____ ...... _. _....... _... _... _.. _... _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1
Coal ...... _...... _. _.. _.... _........ _.. _. __ ... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 2
Shale ...................................................... 1 3
Coal ...... ....... . ..... _........ _.... .. ..................... 0 llt
Shale ....................................................... 1 6
Coal ............... . .... __ .................................. 2 8
Shale ......... _.... _. _...... _.. _.. _... _....... _.... __ ...... _ 0 2
Coal .. _. _.............. _......... _..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 7
Total . _. _.... _................. _..................... _ 8 Ot
Pire clay and shale floor.

Tbi is called by them the Bailey coal, and is described as thinning
ea tward rapidly.
In a mall ravine on the east side of Clover Lick creek and about a
quart r of a mil above the school house, the most remarkable development f thi c al occurs, A 28, where it hows 13 feet of coal without
a parting. Ther are fine exposures of coal in this ravine, as the foll wing
ti n , bows:
andstone.
Ft. In.
oal (A 30) ... ___ ...........................•.....•........
3 9
an<l tone . _. _. _.... ______ . __ . ____ . _______ ....... ___ ... _. _. 18 0
3 0
5 3

~Jttfi/~~:: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:: ~ ~:: ~ ~: ~: ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~:
1 (A. 2 ) ---- ···-·· ---· .............. ····-· ............. .
and ton ( 'lacleville) to er ek.
0

1 Op.

cit., 1,. 58.

100 0
16 0
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The lowest coal, A 28, has beeu opened in the hill across the creek,
A 24; the pit bad so fallen in that the coal was not visible, but it is
evidently a heavy seam.
On Pouud Mill branch, a short distance from Clover Lick creek and
about 70 feet above it, there are indications of a thick seam of coal,
A 26, that must be the same bed, but no section could be obtained.
About 1¼ miles above Pound Mill branch, and just above the mouth of
a branch entering from the southeast, a coal, A 32, shows at about this
horizon, with the follo.wing section:
Sandy shale.
Ft. In.
Black shale...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 0
Coal ........................................................ 1 11
Knife-edge parting:
Coal.... . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 3
Total coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Blue shale.
Sandstone.

2

Two miles above Pound Mill branch this coal goes under water level
(A 34), but its full thickness is not exposed, only 3 feet of coal being
visible.
A mile above this a heavy coal, 42 inches thick, shows just above
water level on the south side of the creek ( A 36). There was difficulty in identifying this bed, but a section carefully constructed along
t1ie creek made it quite evident that this is the same coal as the heavy
seam in Pound Mill branch. It disappears beneath the bed of the
stream at A 34, but probably does not descend far below, and at A 36
simply rises, and the stream has removed its covering for a short distance.
·
Above this heavy seam two other important coals were noted in the
valley of Clover Lick creek. Ou Pound Mill branch one of these coals
is reported as 4 feet thick, but only a foot or so could be seen (A 25).
By barometer this is 145 feet above the heavy coal, and if the idrntification is correct shows a thickening of the interval between these
two coals from 126 feet near the schoolhouse to 145 feet on this branch.
In a small ravine on the south side of Pound Mill branch signs of coal
were seen at an elevation of 130 feet above the heavy coal (A 27). At
first this was taken to be the coal noted above, and it was thought that
there was a southerly dip which would account for the difference of 15
feet in altitude; but on reviewing all the data accessible, it -seemed more
probable that the strata are horizontal or dip slightly to the northwest, and the two outcrops are the same as t-h e two upper coals in the
ravine near the schoolhouse (A 29 and 30). This determination is quite
important as :fixing approximately the position of the axis of the Middlesboro syncline near the mouth of Pound Mill branch.
Two miles above this, on a branch from the north, a natural outcrop
of a 37-inch coal (A 33), was seen, which is about 90 feet above the
large coal. Half a mile farther up a seam 18 inches thick, (A 35)
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occurs on the northern side of the creek, 40 feet above water, and
is probably one of the coals observed lower down. The dip, as calculated. for the sandstone, would bring the coal on the lower branch
from 15 to 18 feet above this, which would correspond well with the
interval observed below near the schoolhouse. That makes this 37iuch coal the upper and the 18-inch seam the lower of these coals.
Less than a quarter of a mile above Hayes run a coal seam 12 inches
thick shows in the bank of the stream (A 37), but it soon disappears
beneath its surface. This is supposed to lie about 200 feet above the
Gladeville sandstone.
.Above this 12-inch seam no other coal was seen on either route
traversed, but that does not preclude the possibility that there are a
number of coals in that interval, and indeed some are reported, of
workable thicknf'ss. On the trail leading across the Big Black mountain, two miles west of the triangulation station, a heavy coal is
reported, and as nearly as could be determined is near the base of
the Harlan sandstone. It is said to be 7 feet thick and corresponds
with the coal at the head of Big looney creek of the same thickness
and position.
As before mentioned, there is probably but one coal below the Gladeville sandstone of any importance. This has been opened on a little
branch a quarter of a mile back of the house of William Gilliam (.A 6),
on Big Looney creek, and shows the following section :
.

Ft. In.

Coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 6
Shale ......................... ___ ...... __ ....... _..... __ ... _. . . . . 0 8
Coal ............. _.......... _.... __ ......... _....• _...••...... __ . 4 3
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 5

.An opening (A 5), in the next branch west of this is probably on the
ame coal, though it is 85 feet higher and differs somewhat in section,
a follows:
Ft. In.

Shale with many thin seams of coaL .............................
Coal ........ .....................................................
Shale ....................... ____ ............... __ .... _....... __ . .
Coal .................................. , ..........................

3 6
2 O

O 6
O 4
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ThiR coal is quite differeut from the last, clearly belonging above the
sandstone, and is the representative of the heavy seam on Clover Ltck
(A 28). Its section is as follows:
Sandy sµale roof.
Ft.
Coal ....... - ... - - • - ........... - • - ...••...• - - ... - - •... - - ....• 0
Shaly coal._ .. ___ .......... - .... - - .... - - - .. - - - - . - - .. - - - - - - - - 0
Coal .. - - - ...... - - - - ...... - - - - ... - . - ..... - - - - .. - - - . - - ... - - - - - 1
Shale ... _..... __ .. ___ .......... - - .... - ....... - - - - ......... - - 0
Coal .......... - - ... - ... - - - - .. - .... - - - .. - - . - . - . - - . - - .... - - - - - 0
Shale ... _ .. ___ .. _....... _........... - - - .... - - - .. - - - - - .. - - - - . 1
Coal ............... - - .. - - - .. - ... - .. - - .. - - - - . - - - - . - - - . - . - - - - - 0
Shale ...... _...... _... _........ _... __ .... - - .. - - - ... - - . _. - . - • 0
Coal .. _... __ .. _.... _.• ______ .. ___ ... ___ . _.. _.. ____ ••. __ ••• __ 0
Shale ...... _. _. _.. _. __ ..... _.. ___ ....... - . _ - - - . __ ••....••• - . 0
Coal .•.•.............••....•.•......••.••.••.•• ·-·······-··· 0
Total .. ___ .. _.. _. ___ ..... __ .....•.• _ . __ ••. - - .. - - - • • • • • 7

In.

6
6
6
6
8
8
3
4
4
2
10
3

This is a good illustration of the extreme variability of this seam,
which in the distance of 1½ miles changes from a body of clear coal
13 feet thick on Cl9ver nick creek to a bed 7 feet 3 inches thick, with
so many shale partings· as to be worthless.
A coal shows in natural outcrop in a small ravine east of Clover
Lick creek, A 31, 350 feet above Poor Fork post office, and about 240
feet above the Gladeville sandstone. This probably corresponds to an
important seam farther east, B 25 and C 2.
On the trail leading across the point of Looney spur, from Looney
creek to Poor fork, some exposures of coal are visible; one on the
summit, A 8, and another in the ravine above the trail on the southern
side, A 9. These are probably the seams exposed on Clover Lick
20 feet apart, A 29 and 30.
On Big Looney creek, opposite and a little above the house of John
Creech, a coal is exposed just above the cliff of Gladeville sandstone, A 10, 80 feet above the stream. It is not well exposed, only
about 3 feet being visible. Still farther east a seam has been opened
on the north side of the creek 230 feet above water level, A 11. It
shows 65 inches of coal, and, referred to the sandstone, corresponds to
the coal, A 30, on Clover Lick creek.
About a quarter of a mile above the house of John Creech, in a
small ravine from the south, a coal, A 12, is exposed, which was
reported to be 7 feet thick, but its thickness could not be seen.
The outcrop is a natural exposure under an overhanging ledge of sandstone, with 3 feet of the top of the seam exposed; this has been dug
into and used for local purposes. The stratigraphic position of this
coal is somewhat uncertain. .At :first it was considered equivalent to
the heavy seam immediately above the sandstone, but the notes show
no indications of a heavy sandstone below it, in fact the smooth, rounded
surface of the hills would indicate either shale or soft, thin-bedded
andstone. It therefore has been correlated with the second coal above
the sandstone, A 29, on Clover Lick creek.
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In the next ravine to the east a comparatively good section was
obtained. The first coal observed was about 150 feet above Big Looney
creek, A 13. This seam has the appearance of being a heavy one, but
only 16 inches is exposed. Below this coal the stream wanders over a
sloping surface thickly strewn with blocks of heavy sandstone, which
probably were derived from the immediate vicinity and mark the
horizon of the Gladeville sandstone. This would make the above coal
A 13, equivalent to the heavy seam, A 28, on Clover Lick creek.
Above this coal is an interval of about 50 feet of thin-be<lded sandstone and sandy shale, following which is a second coal, A 14, that also
has the appearance of being a heavy seam, but only shows 2 feet of
coal in natural outcrop in the bed of the branch. Above this is an
interval of about 65 feet, and then another coal, A 15, showing a
complete section of only 18 inches.
The representatives of these coals on Clover Lick creek are quite
uncertain. The intervals and character of seams are so different that
correlation is difficult and unsatisfactory. The three consecutive coals,
A 13, 14, and 15, are probably e(]_uivalent to the three coals, A 28, 29,
and 30, but the intervals are somewhat different, as will be seen by the
following:
Clover Lick creek.

Big Looney creek.
Ft. In.

Ft. In.

Coal (A 30)...... .... ......
3
Interval. ................ _ 21
Coal (A 29)...... . . . . . . . . . .
5
Interval. .............. ___ . 100
Coal (A 28)...... . . . . . . . . . . 16

9
0
3
0
0

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146 0
Gladevillo sandston .

Coal (A 15) ...•....•••..•..
Interval. ........... _..... .
Coal (A 14) ............••.•
Interval ..... . ............ .
Coal (A 13) .............. ..

1 6
65 0
2

o+

50 0

1 0

Total . . . . .. . • . . . . . .. 119 6
Sandstone.

Thi hows a thickening eaRtward of the upper interval and a thining of th lower, but the two ections have nearly the same total thickn ' .
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showing of coal in natural outcrop in the bed of the stream, B 9, with
the following section :
Sandstone roof.
Ft. In.
Coal.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 0
Shale ................................................... _. . . . 0 2
Coal ...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . 0 6
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 8

That this coal is equivalent to the one seen just above the mouth of
Maggard branch,A17,seemssomewhatdoubtful, as it occurs indifferent
strata: at, Gap branch the prevailing rock is sandstone, whereas at
Maggard branch it is shale. Nevertheless the two coals occupy the
same stratigraphic position beneath the Gladeville sandstone. On this
latter consideration this coal, B 9, has been considered as the equivaJeu t of A 17, and it is assumed that in the interval the character of
the surrounding sediments changes from shale to sandstone.
About half a mile above the mouth of Maggard branch, in a small
ravine from the south, coal indications were observed about 100 feet
above the creek, A 19. No exposure was seen, but the bed is probably
the seam above the Gladeville sandstone.
At the mouth of Gap branch the Gladeville makes a heavy showing
iu the bed of the creek, and affords an excellent exposure for the study
of this important stratum. Up the Gap branch a few hundred .yar<ls,
and 40 feet above Big Looney creek, the coal above the sandstone
shows 3 feet thick, with two thin partings, B 10. Still farther up this
branch, and 60 feet vertically above the last outcrop, another coal, 2
feet thick, shows in the shales, B 11. Sixty-five feet above this the
stain of another coal was seen, B 12. Tbm~e three coals, B 10, 11, and
12, correspond with the three coals west of Maggard branch, A 13, 14,
and 15, and presumably with the three on Clover Lick creek, A 28, 29,
and 30. The uppermost of these occupies the same position as regards
the underlying coals and the Gladeville sandstone ·as does the so-called
"Oannel" seam on Preacher (B 37) and Mud Lick (0 3) creeks in Virginia. Tlle intervals correspond closely, so there is not much doubt
about the correctness of the correlation. This " Cannel" seam appears
to be remarkably persistent, and was provisionally identified throughout the entire field.
On Big Looney creek above the mouth of Gap branch the coal
above the Gladeville sandstone disappears beneath the creek at the
distance of about one-half mile, B 13, and a mile above this the next
coal, B 11, shows at water level as an 18-inch seam, B 14. This disappears in a short distance and no exposure was seen until the next large
branch from the south was reached. Just a little below the mouth of
this branch and on the other side of the creek in a small ravine a coal,
B 24, shows 20 inches thick, and is correlated with B 12, or the "Cannel" seam.
About half a mile above this last exposure, on the main creek, a coal
has been faced up in the bank of the creek just back of the blacksmith
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shop of Mr. tJenKins, and shows 4 feet 1 inch of coal without a parting,
B 25. Stratigraphically this is about 80 or 90 feet above the "Oannel"
seam, and is an important coal over quite a large area. It is probably
the coal which outcrops near Clover Lick creek, A 31, and shows on Mud
Lick creek, Virginia, C 2, where it is 4 feet thick. Above this, on the
main creek, a number of coals were seen, but none of them appeared
to be of any economic importance, although Mr. 0. Ballard Thruston,
of the Kentucky geological survey, discovered several good beds.
On Gap branch a coal, B 16, 630 feet above the sandstone, is exposed,
and the same coal was probably identified on Big Looney creek, B 29
and 30, and also on Lewis creek, B 6, and on a small branch west of Lewis
creek, B 2. At the latter exposure it shows as follows :
Ft.In.

Coal. . . • . .. . . • • . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • • • . . . . • • . • • • • . . . 1 6
Dark shale ...........•..................• .............•• ....••.. 35 0
Coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . 0 10

The following is the section at B 30 on Looney creek :
Ft.In.

Coal...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 1 4
Shale and sandstone . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . • . . • . . . . 16 0
Coal ........................ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 1 6

On Gap branch a coal, B 17, shows about 300 feet above the last-mentioned one, and is 3 feet 8 inches thick. This coal is about 300 feet below
the Harlan sandstone, and was probably seen on Big Looney Creek at
J 3, but no measure of its thickness could be obtained.
The extreme top of the Wise formation is a heavy coal which was
reported in a number of places, but only seen in one or two. On the
trail from the head of Big Looney creek across the Big Black mountain
to the Isom Rock spur it is well shown. Here on the north side of the
mountain, B 31, Mr. Thru ton opened this seam several years ago and
reported its thickness as 7 feet. This could. not be verified, as the
opening had become partly filled with mud and water, but at lea t
6 feet of fine coal till remains visible. Mr. Thruston's section at the
head of Big Looney creek is a follows :1
Coal ................. __ ......... ___ .. __ • _. ___ .... __ •.... __ . • • • . .
hale ..................... _.. _. _.... __ . . . ........ _........ _. . . .
...................................................... ......
· .. · .. · ..... · · ..... · - - - - . - ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. ....
oal ........................... _....................... _.... _...
hal ................ ..... _.................. _......... ___ .. _. . .
............................................ .. ..............
...........................................................
.... - - ....... - ..... - . - - ............... - ... - - ..... -..... - - .............. --- ... - -...... - - - - ..... - ....... - ... - ................... - - ................ -..... - ..... - .... - . . . - - - . ....... - ... --- .... -- --.
.........................................................................

T

al (B 32) ...... . ....................... . ...............
1

R our '

of th

·1,p

T

'umh rliw d riv r, p. 50.

Ft.In.
O 9
O 4

1 0
0 1
O 4

O 1
0 1
0 1
0 10

0 5
0 3
0 7

0 7½
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Ft. In.

Interval . . • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 75 0
Coal (B 31) •.•. .... .... ...... ..... .. ...... ...... ...... ...•.. .... 7 3
Interval . . • • • . . . . • . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 40 0
Coal...... . . • • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 5
Interval • • • • . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . 30 0
Coal .......•...•...... .. ............•.•..........•.•............
Shale .......•.••............ ~ ...........•.•....•
Coal ...•.••••.••...................................•.. .'.........

0 8
1 8
5 0

Total . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

7 4

0.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

The coal given as 7 feet 3 inches is the one referred to, B 31, and the
interval immediately above it of 75 feet is the heavy base of the Harlan
sandstone. Thruston's openings on the two seams were found, but the
interval between them, measured barometrically, is 100 feet instead of
75 feet, as given.
The coal, B 32, above this sandstone was seen
directly above the opening at B 31, but no thickness could be obtained.
The two lower coals in the section were not seen at all.
The stain of the coal immediately underneath the Harlan sandstone
was seen in two places on Gap branch, B 18 and 19; it is reported as
showing in the ravine east of the Big fork ridge B 23, but it could not
be found.
On Lewis creek no coals of any importance were seen below the
Gladeville sandstone; the latter is well exposed in the creek bed from
a point a little more than a quarter of a mile above the schoolhouse up
to the coal opening on the eastern fork of the creek, B 3. Its base is
very heavy, but near its top it carries about 4" feet of sandy shale.
The thickness of the coal seam above the sands
could not be deter
mined at the o:9ening, B 3, as its base is not exposed; only 24 inches of
coal are now visible. This coal also shows in a small ravine west of
Lewis creek, B 1, with the following section:
Sandstone roof.
Coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Heavy sandstone.

Ft. In.

3 2

A few higher coals were seen on Lewis creek, but simply as stains on
the mountain side, and no data were obtained as to their thickness and
character.
No detailed examination was made of the country along the southern
side of the Poor fork between Lewis creek and Big Looney. Several
of the inhabitants state that there are no coals known in that region,
but this kind of evidence is not conclusive. Doubtless all the coals of
Looney ridge on the southern side occur on the northern side, but they
must, necessarily, lie at higher levels near the edge of the syncline, a11d
will be found by future prospectors high up on the ridge. At present
there is too much good coal to be seen at water level in other valleys
to make these coals of much importance.
It is an assured fact that within the territory drained by the Poor
Bull.111-4
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fork there are a number of workable coal seams, whose attitude is such
that they can be easily and profitably mined, and the quality of who e
coal is sufficiently good to warrant their development. The question
of transportation is the all-important problem; the outlet for the field
is naturally down the Poor fork to Pineville, where a line of railroad
would connect with the Louisville and Nashville system. As stated on
a preceding page, the present demand for fuel does not appear to be great
enough to warrant the opening of this field, and many years may elapse
befor~ transportation can be secured.
CRAB ORCHARD BASIN.

In this portion of the field, owing to the disturbance along the northwestern side of Stone mountain, the thickness above the Lee conglomerate cannot be determined, so the Gladeville and Harlan sandstones
must be the datum planeR from which to measure. These two are well
exposed, and are easily identified by their characteristics.
The Gladeville sandstone forms the floor of the Clover fork valley
throughout most of its extent; at intervals it lifts sufficiently to allow
a small coal lying immediately below it to appear in the bed of the
stream, but it rarely rises higher than this, and soon dips below water
level again. At the mouth of Rockhouse branch this coal is probably
10 feet above the creek, I 9, with the sandstone as a heavy ledge resting directly upon it; in the next 2 miles upstream, the coal shows at
water level in four places, I 16, 17, 19, and 20; above this, it sinks
beneath the stream and does not reappear in the valley.
On the Virginia side the lower coals are better exposed and were
seen in a number of places. The Gladeville sandstone first make its
appearance at Robnet's chapel, lying about horizontally, and is at or
near the surface over a large area south and west of the village. The
road leading outh from the chapel down Jones creek valley is on this
and tone for ome distance and then passes below it. One and a
quarter mile outh of the chapel a coal, P 7, has been opened in a
mall ravin on tbe ea t ·ide of the creek 60 feet above the road; it is
p rly xpo: d and much contorted, ouly 20 or 30 inches being visible.
Thi· al i.· ,'npp . ed to lie immediately under the Gladeville andstone,
fi r thou 0 ·h h • latt r wa not e n in place, the blocks of ~ts debris are
v ry h 'c v and indi at that th led e i.· but a short di tance above.
'I lti.· i pr hahly th
p ning re£ rred to by McCr ath and d'Invillier
in which th y
tain d a ·ornplete ·ection of the eam, described by
th m a. fi 11 w, :1
o 1 i pened on a mall branch entering Jones creek from the ea t,
a bort di. t: nr.r north of .Jak hranc·b aml ahont 21 mile from the riv r. The op n111,p r Cumberland vall y of south a t rn Kentucky and aouthwe tern Vir-
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ing is 150 yards from the creek and about 100 feet vertically above it. The dip
northwest is quite severe (15° ) * * .,.. Its section and analysis are as follows:
Section.
Gray and blue slate roof.
Ft.
Coal .....•................................................... 4
Slate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Coal .............................................••.......... 0

in.
7

1
4

Total .................................................. 5 0
Analysis.
Water................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l. 206
Volatile matter.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41. 539
Fixed carbon .................................................. 48. 274
Sulphur .................•.................... ·.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3. 527
Ash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. 460
100.006
Color of asb, pin~.
The Carroll coal is opened in the bed of Jones Creek 1 mile north of Bailey's, and
by barometer 75 feet lower than this latter coal. Geologically it is of course a much
higher bed, owing to the still north dip of the measures along this creek. Massive
yellow sandstone outcrops in the creek just above the coal outcrop, forming a natural barrier and falls, and at the same time the true roof of the coal. About 14
inches of blue Rlate rock intervenes between this sandstone and the top of the coal.
The opening had partially filled with water from the creek, making the exposure
imperfect to either measure or sample. The dip is still severely NNW. 15° to 20°.
* The bed section and analysis will therefore show as follows:
Seotion.
Sandstone.
Blue slate roof.
ft. in.
Coal...... . . • . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 5½
Analysis.
Water........................................................
1.508
Volatile matter.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38. 602
Fixed carbon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48. 393
Sulphur . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3. 077
Ash. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
f. 420
100.000

Color of ash, red.

Again they refer to the northwest dip of the measures along Jones Creek.1
The feature of .Tones creek territory is the marked dip in the measures north from
the river. The result of this structure is to carry the thicker beds of the lower measures quickly under water level, bringing in a great thickness of barren measures
above the Carroll coal, whose character suggests a correlation with the rocks outcropping in the Black mountain in the vicinity of Morris gap.

These quotations are made to correct the impression they convey as
to the structure of this region. The work done by McCreath and
d'Invilliers was limited to isolated observations on various coal outcrpps
and they failed to comprehend the structure, which could only be under·
stood upon careful mapping of the whole country.
1

Op. cit., p. 39.
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.A continuous northwest dip from the river to Robnet's Chapel is
simply impossible, as this would bring the Harlan sandstone down to
within a few hundred feet of the chapel, supposing the dip to be 15°.
The structure is very evident when the outcrop of the heavy Gladeville
saL.dstone is followed south from the chapel; for a mile the road down
Jones creek is either on the outcrop of this stratum or just above or
below it, so in that distance the dip can not be very much. Below this
for nearly another mile the debris of this bed is very heavy in the road
and plainly shows that it caps the hills to about this point. .Although
no measure was made on it here, judging from the topography, the rise
or fall in these 2 miles could not have exceeded 100 feet. The quoted
passages themselves furnish evidence pointing the same way; the two
analyses are strikingly similar. They are placed side by side for comparison:
Bailey
coal.
Water .......... ·-·-··········
Volatile matter... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fixed carbon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sulphur . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1.206
41. 539
48. 274
3. 5Z7

Carroll
coal.
1.508
38. 602
48. 393
3. 077

Ash····················-···· ·
5.460
8.420
Color of ash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pink.... Red.

In this paper chemical analysis bas not been used as a means of
correlation, but the above shows that as far as chemical composition
is concerned these coals may be one and the same. The physical
character of the e seams, as far as seen, is similar in that both have the
blue shale roof and the same heavy bench of coal at the top.
The Carroll coal as described by McCreath and d'Invilliers is
directly b neath the GladeviUe sandstone, while the Hailey coal, without mu ·h que tion, occupie the same relative position. Everything
ob erved point to their being the same seam, excepting the northwest dip. along the creek. It is very certain that the Gladeville sandt n do not dip in this direction at the rate given, and the only
xplana ion i that the ofter shale , coals and an dstones below this
hea y, tratum have b n crumpled in taking up the horizontal motion.
Thi ph n menon i frequ ntly ob erved on a small scale in the folded
r k ' f th valley, audit i highly probable that it has occurred here
al giving rj e to the e apparently continuous northwe t

"14:iles

ContoUl' Interval 100 feet
GLA0EVILLE

LEE CONGLOMERATE .

Cg

Cle

I

PENNINGTO_N

Cpn

SHAL.E.

C
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and 7, but near the mouth of Razor fork the grade of the valley rises
more rapidly and the coal disappears beneath the bed of the stream.
On Reed creek, on the Virginia side, it shows in a number of places,
I 32, P 1 and 2, where it lies nearly horizontal but with sufficient roll
to bring it alternately above and below water level. On Jones creek
it is 16 inches thick at I 31; above Robnet's chapel it appears considerably thicker, for here a thickness of 18 inches was seen, I 34, and the
bottom not exposed.
On Cox creek, about a mile above the main road, a seam, I 35, shows
in outcrop with 30 inches of coal exposed; it"is thought to be the same
seam, as it occurs just above a heavy sandstone that is correlated with
the Gladeville.
The coal beds above the base of the Gladeville sandstone show in a
good section on Rockhouse branch, as follows :
Ft. In.
Sandstone.
Coal .........•................... __ ... ____ .. ____ .. __ • ___ .. ____ _ 0 4
5 0
Sandy shale ................................................... .
Coal (I 42) .............. ___ ..................... _...... __ ..... .
3 0
Shale and sandstone ..........•................................ 60 0
1 2
Coal (I 15) .................................................... .
Sandstone ..••.....••.......................................... 15 0

Coal (I 14) ..•...................................... .... ........
Shale (I 14) .................................... .... .. . ........ .
Coal (I 14) .................................... ......... ....... .
Dirty coal (I 14) .................................... .. ........ .
Coal (I 14) .................................................... .
Dirty coal (!14) .............................. ............. ... .
Coal (l 14) ........................................•...........

-0
0
1
0
1
0
0

Interval ........................................ _. __ .. . . . . . . . . .

4

4

6
2
2

6
2

8
6

60 0

Coal (l 13) ...•................................................
, hal (I 13) ................................ ....... ....... - . - - ..
Coal (l 13) ................................. .......... .... . ... .
hale (l 13) ................................... . .......... - .... .
Coal (l 13) .. _............ _....... _..... __ ... _.. _............. _
Blue shale (I 13) .............................................. .
Coal (l 13) .................................................... .

1
1
0
0
0

0
2
1

6
8
1 6
0 3

5

2

--

Interval....................................................... 14 0
Coal...........................................................
O 4
lnterv 1................................................... . . . . 15 0
Coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
O 1
Int rval mainly hal .................... ................ _... _. 300 0
Coal (112) ............................................. _. . . . . .
1 O
a.ndy hale ............................... _. __ ........ ___ . _... 50 0
Coal (l 11) .......................................... _..... _. . . .
3+0
In rval sh Je and sand t ne with probably some coal. ......... 150 0

=
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Coal (I 10) ........................................ : __ ...... _...
Shaly coal (I 10) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0 4
1 6

1 10
Heavy sandstone, Gladeville.... . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90 0
Coal (I 9) .............................. _.......... _____ . _. _ . _. _

The coal I 11 is at about the same horizon and probably corresponds
with the " Cannel" seam on Callahan creek. 'rhis same coal is faced
up on a small branch of Jones creek on the south side of the mountain, ·
I 30, and exhibits the following structure:
Ft. In.

Coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shale .......... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dirty coal" . .......................... ......................... - Shale ................................................ : . . . . . . . . . . .
Coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 6
2

2

1 4
.2 6
4 0

11 6

On the road across the Little Black mountain from Slemp post-office,
a coal stain shows in two benches, I 33, which is probably the same
coal. On the same road but on the northern side of the mountain the
following section was measured:
Summit.
Interval . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coal (124) .......................... _. __ . _____ ~ __ ..............
Interval ............. ....... ............ ____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coal (I 23) ....................... ___ .... _. _.... __ .. ___ ........ _
Shales and thin bedded sandstones. __ . _. __ . _ ... __ ....... _..... _
Coal (I 22) ..................... _.. ____ .... _.... _.... ___ . ___ . _ __
Sandstone . ...... ................. __ .... ____ .... __ ............ _.
Coalf
Sandstone (Gladeville) to creek._ .... __ ........... __ .. ... ......

Ft. In.
70 0
1+0
220 0
1 3
70 0
2+0
90 0
10 0

In the above section I 23 is probably equivalent to I 11 in the Rockhouse branch section.
A.bout half a mile farther up the Ulover fork, in a ravine coming in
from the south, the following section was measured:
Black impure limestone.
Ft.
Blue shale ...................... ___ ................. __ .... _.... 50
Coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _... ____ . ___ . __ .. ___ ... _. __ .. _. . . 00
Blue shale .......... ...... __ . ___ . ___ .. _.... _______ .. ___ . _..... _ 25
3
Coal (I 29) .................. ____ .. ___ .. _.... _...... __ .. __ . ___ ..
Interval mostly shale ..... _.. __ ....... __ . _.. __ .. __ .... _. _.. __ .. 100
2
Coal (I 28) ............. __ ... ___ ... _.. ___ . .... _. __ . ___ ... __ .. __ .
Sandstone ............ ___ ........ ____ ... _ . _. __ .. _.... _....... _. 60
Coal ............. _.... . . . . . _...... _........ _....... _..... _.. __ o
Sandy shale .......... _. __ . _ . _.. _... ___ . __ . __ ... ___ . ___ . ___ . __ .. 30
Coal (117) ............ ______ ............. ......... ________ ....
1
Sandstone ........... __ . _.. _..... __ .. ________ . __ . _. __ .. _. _. ____ 70
Coal, probably h eavy seam (I 26) ... ____ . ___ .. _. ______ .. ____ ... _ ( f)
Interval to creek, mainly sandstone . __ .... _..... _......•.... __ . 126

In.

0
2
0
0
0
2
0
4
0

o
0
O
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In this section the last interval probably contains the small coal 90
feet below I 26, and below that the sandstone is of the Gladeville
formation. This is not entirely certain, for in this field the upper
portion of the sandstone is without definite characteristics by which
to identify it.
A little above Lauder. creek, and on the south side, a coal was seen
125 feet above water level, I 8, which is probably the same as I 26 of
the above section, and which becomes a very important coal in the
vicinity of Morris gap. Just below the main forks of the creek it shows
on the north side, I 5, about 25 feet above water level; it consists of 5
feet of solid coal, with heavy sandstone above and below. Above the
forks, on the south side, J 19, the bed is 50 feet above the stream and
is composed of 5 feet of coal with 18 inches of blue shale above; in
both places, I 5 and J 19, it has been dug into for local use. About
half a mile up the main branch of the creek it has been opened by an
entry driven in on the seam, J 21, aud shows the following section:
Black shale roof.
Ft.
Coal ............................................................. 3
Shale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0

In.

8
2
10

'rotal .... ...................... ····· ...... ... .............. 4 8

It was opened not long since in a little branch called Sang Trace,
on the Morris gap road, J 20. Its thickness here is reported as 7 feet,
but the opening was so :filled with water and mud from the creek that
but 4 feet of coal was visible. At this opening it is 195 feet above the
creek and shows a strong northerly dip of about 2° or 180 feet per
mile; this dip probably does not bold for any distance but rapidly
diminishes to the gradual dip of about 80 feet to the mile observed in
all the ections in the Kentucky basin. On the Razor fork of Clover
fork a large number of coal outcrops were observed, but like the coals
in the upper portion of the Rockhouse branch section, they are o split
up with hale partings a to be almost worthless. The elevation of
the e xp ures wa not determined· with sufficient accuracy to make
i
i le to correlate them with other portions of the field.
nth main stream, above h mouth of Razor fork, a few outcrop
r lo a,t d, ut t re were none of any value. One and one-quarter
mil a o e az r £ rk in a mall raviue on the outh side of the
all y t 22 t e foll wing c ion wa measured:
.... - .. - ....... - - ... -... - - - .............. --- . - -- .. - - - .. - .. - - ......... - ..... - ... - - -
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two benches. On the trail that crosses the Little Black mountain from
the head of Clover fork signs of coal were seen, J 23; this, from its
position and altitude, is about 630 feet above the Gladeville sandstone,
and would correspond with coals noted on Big Looney and Lewis
creeks, B 16, 30, 29, 6, and 2.
The dip as shown at Morris gap brings the strata at much higher
levels on the southern side of the mountain; the Gladeville sandstone,
whose base is about 1,860 feet above sea level at the mouth of Razor
fork, is 2,100 feet on the road south of Morris gap, and shows as a
heavy white standstone, forming rocky spurs and ledges along the
mountain slope. The coal just beneath this sandstone shows in the
Morris gap road at an elevation of about 2,080 feet, J 37; this rises and
becomes more important eastward, where it has been opened in several
places, showing a fine body of coal. Its best development is about a
mile and a quarter east of the Morris gap road and three-quarters of
mile above the main valley road, J 45, and its section is as follows:
Ft. in.

Coal _____________ _______ ________ •. . _. _.. _. ... _.... ___ .. ___ ....... 1 8
Knife edge of slate.
Coal ________ ... __ . ___ ..•.. _..•. _. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 3 8
Knife edge of slate.
Coal .......... _..................... _... _..•.............. __ .... _ 1 4.

6 8

One-half mile farther east this seam has been opened at J 48, but not
with so good a showing; it could not be measured, but is reported as
6 feet thick with several partings. McCreath and d'lnvillers1 report
several coal seams on Little Orab Orchard creek that were not seen by
the writer, but from their section and interval they would agree with
the coals already described. One large seam has the following section:
Shale roof.
Ft.
Coal ____________ ..•......•................................. ····-- 1
Shale. _........ __ ............ ___ . _. _____ . ___ . _.. _ . __ . ___ . ___ .... _ O
Coal._ .... _._ .. -...........•..............•......•............... 3
Slate knife edge.
Coal .......... _. _. _. _. __ .. ______ . _.. __ .. _..... __ . _..... _.. _. __ .. _ O
Slate __ .. __ ___ . _... _. _____ ____ . ___ . ______ . __ .... ________________ . 1
Coal ..•..................... __ ........ _.....•.. _. .· .............. _ 1

in.

8

½

9
2
O
7

8 2t

This is undoubtedly the same coal as that described above
belonging directly under the Gladeville sandstone. .About 150 feet'
above this they noted an opening with this section:
Slate roof:
Ft.
Coal ___ . __ . __ .... _.. ____ ... _______ . _.. __________ . ____ . ______ 2
Clay slate_. -- _. ______ .. _. _____ . __ .. _... _. ________ ____________ O
Bone coal. ___________ . __ . __ ____ __ . _______ . __ .. __ . _. __ .. . _ ____ O
Splint and bony coaL ____________ ___ ________ _...... __________ O
Coal .. _.. __ .... ____ . _... __ .. _. _______ ..... __ . _______________ . 2

In .

o

1
6
6
8

5 9
1Op. Cit., pp, 31-33.
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If the above correlation is correct this bed would correspond to the
mam seam on the Clover fork, I 11, 23, 26, 8, 5, and J 19, 20, and 21.
As stated by McCreath and d'Invilliers, 1 these two are in all probability the only coals of commercial importance in this region, and as
our investigations verify this statement we will omit the consideration
of a great number of coal outcrops visited in the region between Cox
OTeek and the county line. The structure in this part of the :field is
probably a very gentle, almost flat, synclinal trough, but the basin is
traversed by so many minor undulations that the strata have light
dips in various directions; this renders it all but impossible to correlate the various coal outcrops.
There has been a large amount of speculation as to the representative of the Imboden seam in Lee county. This· coal has become so
prominent and the name Imboden is so generally recognized in this
region as a synonym of a heavy seam of :fine coking coal that any
man who wishes to advertise his property claims that his coal is the
undoubted representative of the famous seam of Wise county. As a
matter of fact the western continuation of that seam is unimportant.
If it extends into Lee county it has lost its specific character and can
not be distinguished among the numerous seams outcropping along the
southern side of the Little Black mountain. The writer is inclined to
correlate with the Imboden, mainly on the strength of structural evidence, a coal showing in several places in the head waters of the North
fork of Powell river. This coal was :first seen in a small branch near
the county line, J 83, and on following the branch down two more opening , J 2 ancl 81, were found, but in no place could a section of the seam
be obtained, a the coal dips lightly northward and the openings were
in the bed of the creek and :filled with water. At J 81 the thickness i
reported as 4 feet. The dip on this seam flattens out toward the we t
and the coal i nearly horizontal, giving an irregular line of outcrop.
From tbe la t de cribed exposure it probably swings to the south and
wa nex identified on the Olinger gap road, which it follows for about
a mile, showing at J 78, 77, 76, 75, and 74; at the latter point it leaves
b road and wa next reported on the Big Crab Orchard creek, J 73,
ut wa n t seen. The next expo ure of this coal is on a branch of
i 1
rchard r eek, J 70, but its thickness was not obtainable.
in its outcrop i uncertain; it is provisionally correlated
n Big Bundy ere k that make a heavy showing in the
Ii e. have o ob cured it outcrop that it wa impo sible
any i ea fit tbickn . This eries of outcrops i directly
in lin wi h the expo ure of lower coal already described n ox
n ,J ne er k, and their po ition is the principal r ason
·r k n l 1.
£ r · rr 1
th 1 wi h h Imboden.
uv,;.;,v<,.ucvr

h
Loc. cit.

1
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ing should be done to determine the extent of workable coal before
development is begun on a commercial scale.
IMBODEN BASIN.

This is separated from the basin previously mentioned by the county
line ridge-the divide between the waters of the North fork of Powell
river flowing through Pennington gap, and the streams flowing east
into the main Powell river at Big Stone gap.
So far as known no coals of commercial value cross this ridge, though
quite a number, varying from 1 inch to 3 feet thick, can be identified.
The coal seam correlated with the Imboden crosses the ridge with a,
light northward dip from J 83 and shows on the east side of the divide
in a small ravine, J 84, 60 feet above the road and 36 inches thick; it
crosses Pigeon creek where the main road first crosses that stream,
J 59, where the coal is 26 inches thick. East of this point it follows
the creek, closely skirting the base of the hill on the east side and
showing at J 60 and 61. It was next seen in a small ravine, J 63, 1½
miles from the county line, with 30 inches of coal. In the next branch
to the east aJ?.d about 300 yards north of the main road, J 64, the
bluff shows the following section:
Ft. In.

Coal(J64) ..................................•.................. 4 6
Shale to creek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 0

On the small branch entering Pigeon creek above the mouth of
Bearpen branch it shows in a small ravine, K 26, about three.quarters
of a mile from the main road, with the following section:
'
Ft.In.
Coal ................................•...........................
Shale ._. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coal............................................................
Shale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

b

5
2
0
3

8
0
6

6

'rotal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 8

This section shows a much greater thickness than the exposures
already described, and this increase in size appears to be due rather to
number and size of partings than to a thickening of the coal itself.
On Bearpen branch there is a peculiar showing of coal 70 feet above
water level on the west side of the creek, K 33, about half a mile
above the road. On the steep slope of the hill there are two old
openings, but their present condition is such that it is impossible
to obtain a section of the coals; these openings are about 100 feet
apart in a northeast.southwest direction, and the southeastern
opening is 45 feet vertically above the other one. Both show contor.
tion of the strata, and from the facts observed it is impossible to say
whether they are openings on the same or on different seams. The
upper opening shows a coal 4 or 5 feet thick, while the lower opening
is almost filled with debris, and only 18 inches of coal is now visible.
The interval of 45 feet between the openings corresponds with that,
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between the Imboden and Kelly seams. If this identification is correct,
the Kelly or upper seam is here the prominent one and the Imboden
may be insignificant. But on account of the proximity of these exposures to the disturbed area along Stone mountain, and indeed of the
disturbance shown in the coals themselves, the correlation is extremely
unreliable. On the next branch to the east, K 29, there is also a
phenomenal development. The pit had so fallen in that it could not
be measured, but J. J. Stevenson gives the following section of the coal
in this opening :1
Ft. In.

Coal .............. __ ..••••...•••.. _•••.••••.•••.••.• _.. . • . . • . . .
Shale ........ _.... _.... ___ .. ____ .. ____ ..• _. __ . _•••..•• _... ____ .
Coal .............. _...... _... __ • _ . __ .. _• __ ... ___ . __ . _.• __ . __ . __
Shale, averaging ... __ .. _............ _. _ .. __ •.. _. __ .. _.. __ .. . . . .
·coal ...•••... _•. , ... _... _• . . . . . • • . . . . • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • . • . • •

6 10
0 10
2 5
0 3
4 6

Total __ ....... __ ... __ ... __ .. _.. _... __ ...•••... ____ ....... _. 14 10

Mr. Stevenson considers this the Kelly seam, although he made no
effort to find the Imboden under it and so to verify his conclusions.
About a quarter of a mile above this opening a heavy coal was seen at
water level, K 14 ; this is probably the same coal as K 29, but no section of it could be obtained. There are more and better exposures of
coal on Bearpen branch than on any other stream in this vicinity, and
the identification of the various coals is very important in determining
the tructure in the triangle formed by Pigeon and Looney _creeks and
th ere t of the mountain. For the sake of uniformity we will assume
the low r of the two openings at K 33 to be on the Imboden seam;
It levation i 1,845 feet above tide, but at the mouth of the next
bran ·h a ove, K 28, it ha de cended to 1,810 feet, and in the next, K
27, to 1, 00 feet. From thi point it rises about as the creek bed
a cend to K 10, where it hows at water level 5 feet 6 inches thick.
Thi i · without mu ·b doubt the Imboden, for about a quarter of a mile
d wn tr am th Kelly earn, K 11, is exposed in the bluff 40 feet above
. It c mpl t hickne could not be measured, but 2 feet 6
th ,·tr
iu h · of o, 1 w r e n. At K 10 the Imboden di appear b neath
h ,·tr 'am and a nt a narter of a mile farther up the KeUy i een
at wat r 1 ·v l K 6.
v n here could its full thickn ss be obtained

1

1, . cit., I'·' L
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are numbered in the map K 17, 16, 15, 19, 18, 7, 1, 2, and 3; 0 35, 33,
19, 16, and 27.
At K 7 this coal is mined by the South Atlantic and Ohio Railroad
Company. The seam is opened from a small ravine that enters Looney
creek from the west; the main entry is driven nearly due south up the
dip, which is just sufficient to provide perfect drainage. The mouth of
the mine is 240 feet above Looney creek, and the coal is delivered to
the cars down an incline. In the mine the coal varies in thickness
from 5 feet 6 inches to 9 feet 7 inches; where it shows 5¼ feet it is solid
coal without a parting, but where the bed begins to thicken it does so by
splitting into two benches. A mass of dirty coal enters like a wedge,
swelling the thickness of the seam to 9 feet. At the mine the Kelly
coal is reported 50 feet higher up in the hillside, K 8, 4 feet thick.
The Imboden has also been opened half a mile above t~is mine and
on the opposite side of the creek, K 2, where it is about 6 feet thick and
90 feet above the water. The last exposure of this coal on Little
Looney creek occurs in a small ravine, K 1, just opposite the foot of
the trail leading to the Isom rock, where it shows 6 feet 6 inches thick.
There is only one other coal of any importance in this district,
and this is of more value from a stratigraphic point of view than in
a commercial sense, as the seam is not· large enough to mine but is an
important guide to the structure. This seam is about 440 feet above
the Imboden and about the horizon of the "cannel" seam farther east.
It is well shown on the extreme head of Pigeon creek, just ben.eath the
butt, J 26, at an altitude of 2;465 feet; it shows an outcrop 2 feet 6
inches thick under a ledge of sandstone, which makes a marked fall in
the creek. A coal was reported as showing in the branch farther up,
but it was not visited; it may be the heavy coal lying about 100 feet
above the cannel.
On a small branch of Pigeon creek just east of this a coal was seen,
J 27 and 28, that is here correlated with the cannel, and shows the
following:
Ft.

Coal . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • • • • • . . . . . • • . . . . . • • • . . • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 4
Interval . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . 15
Coal...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

The entire thickness of this lower bench could not be obtained, but
is probably not much more than the amount given.
These openings are at considerably lower levels than the one on
Pigeon creek. This is easily explained by the structure of the region.
The outcrop on Pigeon creek is on an anticlinal arch, while the last
opening mentioned is in the synclinal basin lying ju~t east of this arch,
and the strata descend quite rapidly from the butt eastward. These
earns were next observed on the head of Little Looney creek, just
across Looney ridge from this last-named outcrop, but higher up ou
the anticlinal arch, J 6, 7, 8, and 9. These are good exposures; the
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upper seam is the larger, measuring 3 feet 3 inches thick and capped
by a sandstone that produces a fall in the creek similar to the outcrop
on Pigeon creek; 20 feet below this the other coal shows with a thick·
ness of 18 inches.
This cannel seam is next opened on Preacher creek, a tributary of
Callahan creek, B 37; this is its type exposure, for here it shows its
character of a cannel coal, and from this circumstance received its
name. Its section here is as follows :
Ft. in.

Sandstone ......................••.. ...••••...••...•••..••••.••••
Cann el shale...... . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . • . • . . . . • • • . . . • • • . • . . .
Cannel coal.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shaly coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • .
Shale .... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • . . . . • . • • .
Coal .............................................••....•.........
Shale ........................................... ..... ............
Coal .......................••...•........•.........•....• ~ .......

0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0

0
4
0
4
4
5
5
4
3 4

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 6

It is here in its greatest development, and appears to thin in either
direction.
On Callahan creek the coals have been well prospected and located.
At the mouth of Preacher creek the Imboden has been opened in the
bluff on the west side 200 feet above the creek, C 35, at an altitude of
1, 52 feet above sea level. .A.bout a mile up Preacher creek it shows in
three places, C 33, in natural outcrop as it disappears beneath the
·re k, in an old pro pect hole on the west side of tb e creek, and in an
ntry that ha been driven in on the "earn lately, ju t below the natural
outcrop and on the ea tern ide of the creek. These three exposures,
in lo proximity, offered an excellent mea ure of the dip of the strata
whi hi to the northwest and about 130 feet per mile. The opening
1· l' utly mad
xhibit a wond rful thickness of the earn, a it, hown
l> th foll win ection measured where the coal had been faced up 20
f
from the m uth of the drift.
1

, ·aud ton roof.
Ft.
oal ........... ................................•......•.......... 11
Bou
al ............................................. _. _. . . . . . . O
oal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
lay ...•.....••.••••.•••.••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• O

In.

O
3
8
2

To l ....... .....•...................•.......•....... ..•... 13 1
, ml.ton• fl or.
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built to test its cooking qualities.
follows:

Its section at this opening is as

Sandstone.
Ft.
Shale ...................................................... , ..... 10
Coal.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Knife-edge parting.
Coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Bony coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Coal ....................... ... ................................... 0
Bony coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Coal ...................•.................••..............•....... 2

In.

0
10
1
1
6
6
4

Total ................ .. ................................... . 16 7

From the descriptions given it will be seeu that the main coals in
this portion of the :field, occur in a group of rocks 400 or 500 feet thick,
whose lower limit is the shale and sandstone underlying the Imboden
seam. The best type section of this belt of coal-bearing strata was
obtained on Mud Lick creek near its junction with Callahan creek.
Here the hill on the west side of the creek has been trenched from its
summit to the Kelly coal, which is about 80 feet above the creek . . A
section was carefully measured here with a Locke hand level, but unfortunately the trench had become so :filled that it was impossible to
get the thickness and character of the coals, but their position and the
character of the interval is well shown. The thickness of the coals is
given as reported, or, in round numbers, as they occur in neighboring
localities:
Summit of hill.
Sandstone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coal (Cannel seam) (C 25). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sandstone, thin bedded . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coal (upper splint) 1 (C 24) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Interval, no exposure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shale ...........................................................
Sandy shale . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coal (lower splint) 2 (C 23) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shale. . . . . . . . . . . . ~
Heavy sandstone ~ Gladeville .................................
Sandy shales....
. ................................
Coal (C 22) ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ..... ...... .....
Interval, no exposure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Interval, no exposure .............•............. ~ ...............
Shale...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . .
Coal (Kelly seam) (C 21)...... ...... ...... .... ...... ...... ......
Interval . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coal, Imboden (C 19, 20) ................ ·........................

Ft. In.

45
6
29
1
58
16
13
2
25
· 71
26
2
45
13
24
29
1
75
6

i·................................

6
6
O

6
6
6
6
O

0
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

6
O

7

1 This coal, though covered in the trench, did not appear to be more than 18 inches thick, but is
reported as 3 feet 6 inches, and is so given by Mr. Stevenson. Op. cit., p. 238.
2
This coal appears to be 2 feet in the ditch, but is certainly heavier, as the surface creep tends to
r duce the apparent size. Mr. Stevenson gives it as 3 feet 6 inches to 4 feet 6 inches, and within a
few miles the seam shows a thickness of 6 or 8 feet, with many heavy shale partings.
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Summarized, the preceding section is as follows:
Coal, Cannel.
Ft. In.
Interval ____ ................ _.••................. .. _. . . . . . . . . . . 29 0
Coal, upper splint.
Interval _............................. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88 6
Coal, lower splint.
Interval, Gladeville sandstone .......... _........•.. _..... . . . . . . 122 6
Coal.
Interval _.......................... _. . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 111 0
Coal, Kelly seam.
Interval ___ . ___ .... __ ...... __ ... ___ ...................... __ .... 75 0
Coal, Imboden.

This section, while not showing the Gladeville sandstone in what we
may consider its type form-a heavy ledge-making sandstone-still
shows an interval of 71 feet of heavy sandstone, with 26 feet of sandy
shales beneath. This appears to be the reverse of the section on Clover
fork, for there the hardest, heaviest stratum is at the base. The formation shown on Mud Lick creek is characteristic of it throughout the
entire territory east of Callahan creek.
.
The Cannel seam bas been opened on the Road spur, less than half a
mile from the head of this trench, at the point where the trail from
Preacher creek :first reaches the summit of the spur, U. 18, with the
floor of the seam at an altitude of 2,202 feet above sea level. Here the
coal hows 6 feet 6 inche thick, but it appears to thin a little to the
north it shows on Mud Lick creek, C 3, 3! miles from its mouth, at
water level, with a thickness of 5 feet of solid coal
About 100 feet tratigrapbically above this there is another heavy
coal, C 2, that outcrop on Mud Lick creek about three-quarters of a
mile above the Cannel seam and shows in section as folJows:
andstone.
Ft.
Coal _... ___ _.. __ ...•........ __ .. _.. _... _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . 4
Shale.

Thi coal appear to be identical with the coal of Big Looney, B 25,
xpo d in the creek oppo ite the black mith shop of Mr.Jenkin , both
in a out 10 feet above the Cannel earn and of th ame character
and thi kn , viz, 49 in he on Looney creek and 48 inches on Mud
Lick re k.
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the stream, affording an ideal locatiou for a mine. A quarter of a mile
upstream, the coal goes under the level of the creek and does not
appear again. The Kelly seam shows at water level a short distance above Pioneer, C 15 and 14, and is here but. a thin, insignificant
coal 9 inches thick. The Gladeville sandstone is the next marked
stratum that is noticeable on ascending the creek; it is seen but a short
distance below the forks of the creek at Shepard's mill, and is indicated
mainly by the large amount of coarse, sandy debris in the creek valley; on careful examination heavy ]edges may be seen in the point of
the hill on the east side of the creek.
At Shepard's mill a coal shows in the bank of the creek, 0 10, just
above the fork8. This seam is 3 feet thick in a heavy bed of shale, and
from its position, with reference to the Gladeville sandstone, would correspond to the Lower Splint coal as shown on Mud Lick creek.
On the new-cut country road above the mill a small coal, 0 8, 11 inches
thick, is exposed in the bed of the creek and is probably 70 or 80 feet
above the coal showing at the mill. This interval corresponds with the
· interval above the Lower Splint coal on Mud Lick creek and would
place this coal at about the horizon of the Upper Splint seam. On the
Meadow fork this seam shows three-quarters of a mile above the mill,
0 13, as a 10-inch seam. Its outcrop here is 50 feet higher than the
outcrop of the Lower Splint seam at Shepard's mill, but the strata
probably dip northward here by an amount sufficient to bring this to
the same geologic horizon as the coal on the county road. There is
also a coal showing just north of this, 0 12, and about 80 feet above
it, and if this interpretation of the structure is correct, it would represent the Cann el seam. The section at this exposure is as follows:
Sa.nu.stone roof.
Ft.
Coal ................•.....•....•.........•.•.•..••...••••.... _.. . 1
Shale .....................•. ____ . __ . _..••.....•...•.. _.. _... _.. __ 3
Coal .•.•...••.................•................ __ .. ____ . _____ .• _ _ 3

In.

O
9
3

Total. . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 8 O

On this fork of the creek indications of coal were seen above this, but
there were no valuable beds.
Ou the new-cut county road a number of small seams were observed
and coal indications were quite plentiful, but the barometric observations on these coals are so contradictorv that they cannot be correlated
with well determined beds.
On the ame road there is a good showing of the heavy sandstone at
th ba e oi the Harlan, both in ledges a:c.d debris. The maximum
thickness of the Harlan formation in this portion of the field is about
600 fi t, and this is found on the bluff spur. A coal 6 feet thick is
reported on this spur, but its location is unknown ; from the description
it would appear to be about 300 feet above the base of the Harlan
sandstone.
Bull. 111-5
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South of Pioneer, on Kelly branch, the Imboden coal is exposed at
an elevation of 1,852 feet above tide, C 27; it shows here 6 feet of coal,
with 4 feet of shale above it. About 200 feet above this, in a branch,
C 26, a small coal 2 feet thick was seen, over laid by sandstone (Gladevilie ).
The next exposure. of the Imboden occurs on Church House run, 0
36 and 38, about 1¼ miles above its mouth at an altitude of 2,075
feet. It, is exposed in two places in natural outcrop and probably has
a northerly dip of 180 feet per mile; it makes a heavy showing, but no
measure of thickness could be obtained. Seventy or 80 feet above it
were found indications of another coal, 0 37, that may be the Kelly
seam.
There is some diversity of opinion regarding the above correlations.
McOreath and d'Invilliers 1 describe a coal on Church House run, 300
feet below this, as the Imboden. This latter coal is also referred to by
J. J. Stevenson,2 who gives the following section:
Ft. In.

Coal ...••...•.•..................................................... 3 10
Shale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 0 5
Coal.... . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 6
Total . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7

9
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coal on Little Looney, K 9, at about that interval below the Imboden,
shows the following section:
Ft.In.

Coal ..............•••.•••••••••••••.•.••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• 1 0
Shale . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . • • • . . . . • • • • . • • • • • . 2 0
Coal ........................••.••••••.••••...........•••••••.••.. 1 8

Total ...................••.......••.....................•.. 4 8

This coal occurs just at the top of a heavy sandstone, and is well
shown in an old opening on the west side of the creek a mile above the
double tunnel. Its location above the heavy sandstone gives addi
tional weight to the view that it is equivalent to the lower coal on
Church House run. From a careful consideration of all available data,
it would seem that all previous determinations on this lower bed have
been in error in correlating it with the Imboden.
On Mill creek there are two seams of coal, 60 or 70 feet apart, that
have been opened in a number of places. An opening on the lower
seam in a small branch 1¼ miles above the railroad shows 7 feet of coal,
C 32. No detailed section of the seam was measured, but if it has
any partings they are insignificant.
Further up, on the main branch, C 31, the same coal is 54 inches
thick, and again at C 30, a little higher, it ~hows the following:
Ft. In.

Coal . . • • • . . • • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 2 3
Shale . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . • . . . O 2
Coal...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 6
Total .............................••.............. ~.. . . . . . . 6 11

The upper coal is exposed in two places near the head of the branch
C 28 and 29, as follows:
Shale roof.
Ft. In.
Coal ........•........••...•••...••••••••••••••••.•••••••.•••. 1 4
Clay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • • . • • . . . . . • • • • • • . . • . • . . 1 2
Coal ..........•.........•••....••...•••..•••....••••.•••..... 1 5
Shale .................................••.................•.. ·. 1 5
Coal...... . . . . • . • . . . . . • • . . . . • • • . . . • • • • • • . . . • . . • • • • • . . • • . . . • • 2 5
Total . . • • • • . • • • • . • • . . • • . • • . • . • • . . . • . • • . • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • . 6 21

One of the great surprises of the region is the absence of this coal
on the Roaring fork, below the mouth of Cane Patch fork. The Imbo·
den doubtless exists in the extreme hilltops between Mill creek and
Roaring fork, but as our lines of search always followed the streams,
we have no data for that part of the territory. The Imboden was first
seen on the west side of the Roaring fork, a quarter of a mile below
Frank Sturgill's, where it outcrops in two places, D 8 and 9, but no
measure could be obtained of its thickness. The only complete sec.
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tion was obtained at an opening close to Sturgill's house, D 10, where
it shows as follows :
Sandstone roof.
Ft. In.
Coal...... . . . • . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1 6
Shale . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 4
Coal ......•..••............. ,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 2½
Dirty coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1
Coal .... _.... _........ __ ......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1½
Shale, carrying sulphur........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 5
Coal....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 2t
Shale. . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 5½
Coal. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 9t
Total _........... _..•.••..•....... ~ ........ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 10½

About 1½ miles above this, on the stream which enters from the west,
a coal is exposed in two places, D 5 and 6, about 8 feet thick. No
detailed section was made of it nor was its elevation determined, but
it is not far from the same altitude as the opening at Sturgill's, and is
probably the same seam.
Above Sturgill's, half a mile on the main stream, a coal is exposed,
D 4, tbat is apparently the Kelly seam; again, at the distance of a
mile, the same coal is seen (D 1) three feet thick. This indicates that
the strata are nearly or quite horizontal. This is well sustained by
the broad, open character of the valley.
On the road from Sturgill's to the Cane Patch fork, across the ridge,
a heavy coal is seen in natural outcrop by the roadside, D 11. It is about
a quarter of a mile above the forks of the road at the school house, on
Cane Patch fork, and about 100 feet above it. This is without doubt the
Imboden at an altitude of 2,050 feet above tide, while at Sturgill's it is
only 1,960 fi et; this give a ri e of 90 feet in this distance or 135 feet
per mil on an east and west line. This rise of the strata eastward to
the oon ye anticline bas been described on p. 25. It is of great
conomic importanr.e, a the arch in the strata is ufficient to carry
th main al horizons high above what i now drainage lev 1, and
r i n ha' r moved all of the coals except the lowe t or Imboden
am. Thi ju. t cap the hill , Rupported by a very heavy sandstone
that
ur a h rt di tance b low it.
.A the xi f thi anticline pa e about through Coonseye post-office,
tb I b d n seam ntinue to ri e to that point and there attain an
ltitu
ut 2,12~ f et.
o utcrop wa een there, but coal igns
n at hi· altitude u the ide of the hill, D 13,
n Y.
h
xi ' of thi fold pitche down to the 11 rth
r , bl dip beueath Cane Patch within
f a mil f h , , i11 r ad.
a h £ rk , lit 1 m I ban a mil above the main road a
r at an lti n
f ~ 40 feet; no mea ure could be
bi kn·. and n littl i. known a. t it equivalen y.
ne th ah av · 1 <lg >f .·and ·tone, which ugg t the
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conclusion that it is probably the seam just beneath the Gladeville
sandstone and about 160 feet above the Imboden.
A few hundred yards north of the main road, a coal, D 12, was ·
seen at an altitude of 2,025 feet; it is a small seam and its horizon is
probably 80 or 90 feet beneath the Imboden.
About a mile south of Ooonseye, on a small branch that joins the Cane
Patch fork from the east, 2 coals have been opened at altitudes of 2,27_5
and 2,335 feet above tide. The lower coal, D 24, the Imboden, has 49
inches of solid coal with a shale roof, while the upper, or Kelly seam,
D 25, has:
Ft. in.

Shaly coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . . . . . • • • • . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . .
Coal.. . • • . . . . • • . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . • . . • . . . . • . • • . .

1 3
6 0

Total . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7 3

This shows a remarkable thinning of the Imboden, for three-quarters
of a mile directly west of this, this seam has been opened on the hill
top, D 23, at an altitude of 2,195 feet, and shows the following section:
Ft. in.

Coal . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Clay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Shale and clay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Splint coal . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • 1
Coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 3

0
O
0
0
0
1¾

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13

1¾

The prospector was very uncertain whether this 13-foot seam was the
Imboden or some higher coal, so these hillsides were very thoroughly
searched to find lower coals, but without success. The following fine
section was exposed in a trench from the base of the Im bod en to the
level of the Cane Patch creek:
Ft. in.

Imboden coal (D 23) .......................................... .
Not seen, probably sandstone ............... . .............. .. .
H eavy sandstone ....... ...•...................................
Coal (D 22) ............••.........•••........... ...•..........
Clay (D 22) .............................................. .... .
Coal (D 22) ...•••.••...........•...•.•..•••..••••.•........•..

13
70
20
1
3

1¾
0
0
0

0

0 8
4 8

Shale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 10 0
Sandstone . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105 0
Sandy sh ale, argillaceous at base...... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . 110 0
Coal (D 21) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
0 8
Sandst one to Cane Patch fork................................. 10 0
Total... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 348 1¼

South along the Roaring fork tbe Imboden has been opened in the
extreme hilltops bordering the stream. In a ravine just east of the
junction of Cane Patch with Roaring fork it shows, D 26, at an alti-
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tude of 2,140 feet; a half mile further south it has been opened, D 28,
and it reported as 16 feet thick, but it had fallen in so that it could not be
measured.
Nothing was seen of the coal 90 feet beneath the Imboden. The
sandstones are heavier and possibly replace this coal altogether. The
lower coal, on the other hand, seems to come in thicker, for along the
lower course of the Roaring fork a seam, which has the appearance of
being at this horizon, is exposed at several points with a thickness of
from 26 to 32 inches. This coal appears to be about 320 feet below the
great Imboden coal, a:o.d shows just below the ford on Roaring fork 32
inches thick, D 30, besides showing in one place above this, at D 27.
This may probably be equivalent to the 8-inch coal seen on Cane Patch,
D 21, or possibly another· seam at a slightly lower level. The southern
continuation of these lower coals is uncertain. Three-quarters of a
mile above the mouth of Roaring fork, D 43, a coal shows at water level
26 inches thick under a 10-foot ledge of sandstone, and this may possibly be the same coal as the last mentioned bed.
The structure in this portion of the field is quite uncertain, but the
Coonseye anticline probably turns southeast, crossing the Roaring for},{
above this opening, and continues to Kelly station, where it is lost in
the numerous minor wrinkles that accompany Stone mountain. South
of this anticline the strata dip again into a · slight synclinal basin in
which the outcrop, D 43, on Roaring fork is situated; they then rise rapidly to the south, carrying thi coal from water level on Roaring fork
to an altitude of 180 feet above Powell river at a point three-quart r of a mile above the mouth of Roaring fork. This bed is correlated
with tlie coal on Roaring fork and also with the coal exposed in the
railroad ut at Kelly station, where, being closely folded upon itself,
it ha the appearance of a 6-foot seam.
Tb fin • t ·bowing of coal in this field is on the headwaters of a
tr am fl.owing outh into Powell river, between Roaring fork
arpen creek, 33. Here the Imboden seam shows a bottom
n ·h f • al 13 feet thi k without a parting, and an upper divi ion of
1 ,poil d lightly by dirty streaks, making a total of 16 feet. The
l vati n of thi op ning i 2,235 feet; 50 feet above this a coal i rep rt d
2, 4 fi et tbi k, which i the Kelly earn, but it was not een.
Th
rrelation of th e bed with the ones showing on Black creek
rpl xing question of the region .
a ti one f th
.· u te above th h avy Im oden occur on the divide between
ari g £ rk and 1, k r k at an elevation of from 2,235 to 2 27t and a
n y h
ti n on Cane Patch creek, no coal for at
3 fi
1 w tui i f any importance. On Black er k le
th divide, tw imp rtant ,'earn. of c al hav
een
a ., Y ral p int · h 1 wer about water level at an altitnrle of
an l h 1 p r
£ t a v it.
i · a map f th t rrit ry lying between Roaring fork and
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Black creek, north of the main Powell river. It shows on a larger
scale than the general map the relative positions and altitudes of the
observed outcrops. The Imboden seam occurs on the hilltops at several points already described, D 24, 23, 26, 28, and 33, and coal indications were seen at two other points, D 34 and 31, that apparently belong
to the same horizon. The Kelly, or upper coal, appears to be present
over all the territory, although its actual outcrop was seen in but two
places, D 25 and 32. The hilltops extend but little above this and carry

2500'

--=-Z(JO<I
------------------------=1soo
FIG. 2.-Map and section showing the structure between Roaring fork and Black creek.

few, if any, of the higher coals. On Black creek the lower coal has
been opened at D 35, 37, 38, and 39, and the upper seam at D 36.
The mo t of this territory was thoroughly prospected by D. J. and
E.T. Lewis, and they early determined the outcrops, but for a long
tim they were uncertain as to whether the coals showing on Black
er ek could po ibly be the same as the heavy coal in the hill tops near
Roaring fork. The seam might ri e from 2,080 feet at D 37 to 2,275
£ , at D 24, or from 2,075 feet at D 35 to 2,255 feet at D 34, but there
are ome conflicting facts that made this seem improbable, viz:
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1. The coal seam at D 37 had a light northwest dip, showing on an
exposure of 20 feet or more, at right angles to the strike, a dip of 5°,
which would, if held, carry D 37 about 600 feet beneath D 24.
2. If D 35 rose on a regular dip to the altitude of D 34, it would of
necessity be cut through by the Bearpen branch and show somewhere
on the trail that crosses from Black creek to Roaring fork. But such
is not the case, and the prospectors in endeavoring to solve the problem
trenched the hill from summit to base on the east side of Bearpen, just
north of this trail, and found nothing but sandy shales. Then in
order to make assurance doubly sure a diamond drill was put down at
C on the map, through coarse, extremely hard white sandstone, until
220 feet below the surface the drilling became so difficult and the prospect of coal so poor that the drill was stopped, but without penetrating this bed of sandstone.
There is only one sandstone known in this region that bears any
re ·emblance to this heavy bed revealed by the drill, and it occurs in
the hilltops facing Roa.ring fork and beneath the Imboden coal. On
Black creek the only sandstone answering this description occurs in
the bottom of the valley between the openings D 35 and D 3!1 and
how~ in heavy ledge below the scbpolhouse; this is unquestionably
below the Black creek coals and sustains the same position relative to
the e coals that the and tone on the Roaring fork does to the Imboden
anci. Kelly earns. .As urning that this sandstone is one bed throughout, the low r or' the Black creek coals may be correlated with the
mboden earn and the upper with the Kelly, but, when that is done it
i,· till nece ary to explain how the Imboden coal can dip from the
hillt p at D 34 to the creek at D 35 without showing in the ravine at
arp n branch.
'Ihe idea that it is faulted down immediately suggests itself, but on
clo e xamination tbi hypothesis fails to answer the quP,stion, because
th ro ·k in all tbi r 0 ·ion show no trace of faulting. Moreover the relation f th ed in thi and the adjoining territory could hardly have
br n r duce<l. by faulting and may be much more easily explained on
< 110th r h • othe i .
uud r tand th
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rises gently toward the east as the main limb of the Coonseye anticline; it cuts the hill first at the point indicated as D 26, still continuing to rise eastward until the axis of the arch I 'J, is reached where
it is at an altitude of about 2,250 feet; from this point the coal descends slightly to the east, to the synclinal axis K K', at or near the drill
hole on Bearpen branch; the bottom of the valley is here composed of the
heavy sandstone in which the prospect hole was drilled; above this
sandstone there are normally 50 or 60 feet of shale, and above it the coal.
This would bring the coal on Bearpen at an elevation of about 2,160
feet. From this point the strata rise rapidly to the east or southeast
in the anticlinal fold I' J', and the point where the trail crosses the
ridge east of Bearpen branch coincides exactly with the axis of. this
anticline. On account of this peculiar structure the strata on the west
side of this ridge rise at about the same rate as the slope of the hill,
and the shale that shows near the creek forms the whole slope from
the creek to the summit of the ridge; this is well shown in the
road and also in a trench cut by Mr. Lewis in search of the heavy
coals which he thought must necessarily outcrop on this hillside.
The rock exposed is shale from top to bottom; with · ri<f trace of coal.
This shale bed end~ a .few rods east . _Qf . the summit a~d gives place
on the surface to a sandstone that covers the whole eastern side of
the hill with heavy debris. This sandstone is supposed to be the
same as the one on Bearpen, and simply comes to the surface a few
rods east of the summit and descends about with the slope of the hill,
until lower down it disappears beneath the surface and is replaced by
the shale already noticed. The line of greatest elevation of the beds
marks the axis I' J' of the anticline and is but a little east of the summit
of the ridge where this trail crosses. At the foot of the ridge the sandstone and shale have both disappeared from the surface and the Im boden
coal belonging above them comes to the surface in the outcrop at D 35.
It may be urged against this hypothesis concerning the structure
that the outcrop at D 35 shows no evidence of a southeasterly dip, as
the anticline just northeast of it would seem to require. It is well
to bear in mind that the maximum dips in such a structure would only
be 8°, and but few of that amount. The outcrop D 35 does not show
dip, but it is not extensive enough to judge from; besides the coal is
faced up along the strike of the bed and consequently would not show
a dip of even 8°. The dip at this point is probably lightly to the
southeast, as the next exposure of this ·coal on Stone Coal branch is
lower than that on Black creek and there is no known evidence of a
di. turbance in the strata between them.
The anticlinal axis I' J' continues northeast nearly parallel with the
road from Black creek acros the head of Stone Coal brnnch and down
a mall tream to the Powell river. It crosses Stone Coal branch
about a quarter of a mile below this road, and the next stream is
cro ed at about the poiut where the road first comes down to the
stream after crossing the divide from Stoue Coal branch.
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On the northwestern side of this arch the dips are comparatively
steep for the :fi.eld-5° as shown in the exposure at D 37 on Black
creek and 7° as shown in the road on Stone Coal branch. These dips
hold only a short distance, carrying the strata down about 150 feet.
South of-- this arch on · Stone Coal branch there is a slight trough,
very nearly horizontal, but which deepens to the northeast into a
marked syncline. This flat trough or terrace keeps the coals at about
the same level from Black creek to near the mouth of Stone Coal branch.
The Imboden seam rises on the 5° dip mentioned from an altitude of
2,080 feet at D 37 to 2,145 feet at D 38; here the seam appears horizontal
as it is about on the axis I' J'. From D 38 the coal descends to an
altitude of 2,000 feet on Stone Coal branch, where it is exposed in the
bed of the creek (E 34), three-quarters of a mile from West Norton,
but its thickness could not be ascertained.
At the mouth of a small branch above this and at an elevation of
2,025 feet a partial section of a higher coal (E 35) was measured as
follows:
Ft. In.

Coal ...••....••............•••.••..••..••••••.•••....•........... 1 0
Shale ................•...................••••.. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O 2 .
Coal .........................•........•...•.••..............•.... 2 2
Total ....... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 4
Base of the lower bench was not seen.

A the dip at the latter exposure is northeast it would tend to make
the interval between these seams greater than their difference of altitude; thus it would closely approximate the interval between the
Imboden and Kelly earns.
Above the outcrop of the Imboden seam on the hillside WP,St of the
creek there are two higher coals exposed, and, assuming the Kelly
, am to be 60 feet above tlle Imboden, as on Black creek, the section
would be a follow :
Feet.

Coal, heavy (thickness r eported) (E 31)...... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Int rval ( ladeville sandstone~) ... _......................... ___ .. 115
oal (E 32) .. _..... __ ... _....... _..... __ .. __ .... ____ ... ___ .... _. _.
f
Interval .. ....... _... ___ ... ____ .......... _.... _. _.. ___ ... ____ . . . . . 110
oal, I elly seam (E 33) .. __ ... __ . __ . ______ .. _. _. __ ... _____ ..... ___ 4
Int rval ... __ .............. _.. _. ___ .. ____ . _.. _. _...... _. . . . . . . . . . . 60
'o 1 Imbod u (E 34) ...... -···. .... .... .... ...... ...•.. .... ......
~
Wat r l v lin er k.
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between them is occupied by a heavy sandstone that corresponds to
the very heavy sandstone occurring beneath the Imboden on Roaring
fork and Black creek.
In the streets of West Norton a coal has been opened in at least
half a dozen places (E 49, 50, 51, and 52). This is probably the same
coal as that observed at the mouth of Stone Coal branch, brought down
at this point by some of the minor folds that occur in this line adjacent
to Stone mountain. This coal shows considerable thickening eastward,
as the following section of the seam at D 52 indicates:
Shale roof.
Ft. In.
Coal ............................•.•..•.••...••••••..••.•.•.. 0 8
Shale . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • . . . • . . • • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . • • • • . 1 2
Coal. .......•......•.....................•.......... - ....• - . - 0 8
Shale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • • • . . • . . 0 2
Coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • . • . • . . • . • • . • • . . . • . . . • . . • • • • • • . • . • • . 1 2
Shale...... . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • • • • . . . . . • • . . • • • • . • • • • 0 4
Coal. . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • . . • • • • . • • . • • • • . . . • • • . . • • • • . 0 6
Total .......·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . • • • • . 4 8

The section shows but an increase in the number and size of the
partings rather than in the actual amount of coal.
The eastward continuation of this coal seam is very uncertain, as it
is in a re.gion of much minor disturbance. When the railroad yards were
:first graded at Norton a seam was visible in the yards at several points
(E 58 and 59) and considerable coal was exposed, but no large seam
was seen, and it is quite probable that this is the sam_e coal as the one
in West Norton.
The Imboden is well shown at the Cooper opening on Powell river
1¼ miles above Stone Coal branch (E 37), where the following section
was measured:
Shale roof.
Ft. In.
Coal .............•...........••....•...•....•.•. , . . • • • . . • • . . . 4 O
Shale. . . . . . • . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O 2
Coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . • • • . • . . . 4 O
Total ...................................................... 8

2

This entry has since been reopened and is said to show 10 feet of
coal further in.
West of the Cooper opening (E 37) a coal shows on the slopes of a
small ravine at E 36 at an elevation of 50 feet above E 37, but the coal
was so covered that no thickness could be determined. These are
regarded as the Imboden and Kelly seams with the normal interval
of 50 feet between them.
About a mile above the Cooper opening a small coal 18 inches thick
(E 2'"') sh w in the road up Powell river and is probably the coal
underneath the Gladeville sandstone, as this is the next formation
cut by the river in ascenuing order.
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Above this, near the foot of the trail that crosses the divide to Guest
river, in shales that immediately overlie the sandstone, is a very small
but quite persistent coal (E 26) that appears for a considerable distance
up Powell and Guest rivers.
Following up Powell river the Gladeville sandstone is again crossed
as it rises above the river and the coal ben_e ath the sandstone is
well exposed in the great bend ot Powell river (E 19, 18, 17, 16, and
15). Its best exposure is at E 16, where it shows in the creek bank
with the following section:
Ft. In.

Coal._ .... __ ........ _.... _.. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 6
Shaly coal. ..................•........•................ ~ . . . . .. . . . . . 0 6
Total ..............................•............. ·..••...... 3 0

Above this the river again cuts through the Gladeville sandstone
where it is nearly horizontal and gives a fine exposure of the heavy
ledges that occur at its top. The last outcrop of this sandstone is seen
a little above the schoolhouse or near where the road turns to the west
toward Ooonseye.
· The small coal immediately overlying the sandstone shows in a
number of places in this vicinity at E 4, 3, 2, and 1; at the last point
the tream runs above it and the next coal is one that occurs in the
we t bluff 2 miles above the schoolhouse and 120 feet above the stream
bed, 3. No section was obtained, but half a mile farther up the stream
on the eastern side the following measurements were made upon the
same earn:
Ft. In.
6

Coal .........•................................................... 0
Interval .......•................................................. 20
Coal...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Interval .......... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Coal ......................................•.........•............ 0

0
O

O
6

Abov the upper coal in the section a heavy sandstone was noted
that form cliffs along the valley, and above the sand tone another
coal am i r ported. Th main seam given in the section i without
ubt e uivalent to the cannel seam, and the coal reported
may pos ibly repre~ent the heavy earn on Mud
h and to
k, a out 1 feet above the cannel.
c untry about oonseye but few coals were seen, except a
f r tb country i high and the road follows the
h r
· ffi
ituated on the Gladeville and tone at
f h C
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Gladeville, shows in natural outcrop, D 17, on the west side and just
below the road. One hundred feet above this coal or at the Cannel .
horizon, another coal shows in the road, D 16, simply as a stain.
On the head waters of Black creek there are several ·o utcrops of coal
that are hard to identify. They were seen on a branch entering from
the east at a point aoout due east from Coonseye. The first, D 20, is
about 20 inches thick and is exposed in the bed of the creek one-quarter'
of a mile above the main stream. A short distance from the first and 45
feet above it the second, D 19, is exposed 6 inches thick. Farther up
the same branch, about half a mile from the main stream and 80 feet
above the first seam occurs the largest showing of coal (D 18). This
last coal is about 3 feet thick and is provisionally but doubtfully correlated with the Cannel seam.
This completes the consideration of the Imboden basin, the country
drained by the main branch of Powell river, which is one of the important coal fields of the Appalachians. Throughout its whole extent,
except where erosion has removed the lower beds, it has a very fine
seam of bituminous coal, and when the field shall have become thoroughly developed, it will afford a large amount of first-class. fuel for
the industries of the middle South.
In almost all parts of the basin the altitude of the principal seam is
such that its coal can be mined and transported at a small expense.
The bed is generally above water level and has such gentle inclinations
that an entry can be readily located so as to follow in on the seam with
a slight up grade; this gives a descent toward the mouth of the entry
for drainage and easy transportation. The valleys are remarkably
level for such a rough country, affording excellent facilities for the construction of branch lines of railroad with which to place its coal and
coke upon the market.
GUEST RIVER BASIN.

This is much less extensive than the Imboden basin and its geological formations are fewer in number. Its rocks are all inciuded between
the Lee conglomerate at its base and strata which lie one or two hundred feet above the top of the Gladeville sandstone.
The basin is mainly drained by Guest river which has cut a deep,
narrow valley throughout its entire length from west to east. On the
northern side of the valley bold bluffs rise from near the water's edge
to the Gladeville sandstone that caps them 800 or 900 feet above the
stream. On the southern side the valley is bounded by the great arch
of the Lee conglomerate known as Powell mountain, which, in the western portion, rises abruptly from the stream and is extremely rough and
rugged. Farther east the conglomerate has a gentler dip and the
mountain, descending to a low, flat swell, disappears entirely at the
Clinch river.
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The relation that the strata in this basin bear to those in the Imboden district is well shown on the road that crosses the dividing ridge
between Powell and Guest rivers, near the northern edge of the map.
The level of this road, leaving Powell valley at the schoolhouse west of
Lipps, is just on the top of the Gladeville sa,n dstone, or at the Lower
Splint coal horizon. This coal is seen as a sligl,lt stain in the road
but a few rods south of the schoolhouse, E 4, at an altitude of 2,325
feet. From this point to the summit of the ridge at 2,410 feet no rocks
are seen in place, but some saudstone debris occurs on the slope.
Descending on the eastern side the Lower Splint coal shows in a small
ravine on the right of the road, E 5, at the same altitude as at the
schoolhouse 2,325 feet, showing that in this direction the strata are
about horizontal. From this coal exposure the road follows a small
ravine, cut through the Gladeville sandstone, and Guest river is reached
at an altitude of 2,160 feet, or 165 feet below the Lower Splint coal.
The rough road through this ravine impresses the observer with a distinct idea of the hardness of the Gladeville sandstone.
A short distance up the river the coal underlying the sandstone is
seen in a ravine 10 feet above the road at E 6 and 135 feet below the
Lower Splint coal. This gives a good measure of the sandstone, for the
strata are horizontal and the difference in altitude is the thickness
of the Gladeville. ~this is the maximum thickness measured in the
field. In descending Guest river no outcrops are seen for about a mile,
heavy sandstone debris covering everything. In this interval the
and ton sinks beneath the river, and the coal and shales seen at the
junction of the Rocky fork lie on top of the sandstone. The rocks
al ng Gue t river form a fl.at syncline, and this small coal is visible
in a. great many place along the main stream and the Rocky fork. The
point wher it was observed are numbered on the map E 7, 8, 9, 23,
22, 21, 20, and 28.
~ r m near Lipps to the crossing of the Norton and Gladeville road
be river fl. w on or near the top of the Gladeville sandstone. The
tr m ha but little fall, and a tortuous, winding course on the horiz n l a d
ne; but at the road cro sing it cuts through the sandn whi h h re rise rapidly to the southeast toward the Gladeville
anti li .
n h
rt n and Gladeville road, below the crossing, several coals
ar x
ut non appear to e of workable thickne ·s except tho e
in h vi inity of ort n. In grading the street and in excavating for
h :fi n i
f uildin in th main town north of the principal
dan e. It appeared to extend horizontally
· al w
that ren ered it almo t impo · ible ati ·
earn or earn it repre nt . Th ob ·er d
a d 7, and have the app arance of belong20 or O feet apart.
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One of these beds, apparently the lower, is exposed in the main
street at the turn near Guest river, E 60, and has the following section:
ArgiJlaceous sandstone.
Ft.
Coal .................•.......•..•......•••••.........•....... 3
Shale...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Coal .•.•...•................................................. 1

In.

0
5
8

Total .................................. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 1

This exposure is 60 feet above the river, but the strata have such a
pronounced northward dip that this seam probably passes below water
level within 500 feet of this turn in the road. At E 61 a heavy coal
bas been opened just below the road and but little above water levei.
It has been.faced up and shows the following section:
Shale roof.
Ft. In.
Coal ....................................•••................. 2 8
Clay...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 8
Coal ........................ ·............... ~ .............•.. 0 2
Clay ................................................... ~ .... 0 4
Coal ........................................................ 1 6
Dirty coal ........................................... ........ 0 2
Coal ...........•...•...................... ,........... .. ....... 0 5
Shale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . ............... ·. . . . . 0 6
Coal...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 8
Shale .......... ....................................•.... ·.... 0 1
Coal ...•..••..• . _.. • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . 0 4
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . 9

6

No lower coal could be seen at this point, but one appears in an expo·
sure a quarter of mile farther north in a small ravine that enters from
the west, E 39.
The section measured at this point is as follows:
Shale roof.
.
.
Ft.
Coal .......................................... .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Clay ............... ~ ................. ~ .· ........... ~. . . . . . . . . 1
Coal .............................................._.......... 0
Clay ...... ·...................• .................. .· ... . . . . . . • • . . 0
Coal ............................ ····~· ..·~·· .................. 1
Clay ....... ......... ........................................• O
Coal ...................................•.........·.~·· ••...... 1

In.

10
O

3
6
10
8
10

Total. .................•..........•.................. ;. 8 11
Shale, 20 feet.
Coal not measured, 2 or 3 feet visible.

The above section corresponds so closely with that for E 61 that
the identity of the upper bed in the two openings can scarcely be
questioned. The total thickness of the seam increases southward, but
the change occurs mainly in the bottom.
The exact equivalence of these two coal beds is quite uncertain. All
the structural evidence indicates that they are at the horizon of the
Kelly or the Imboden seam, and may represent either one or both of
them.
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The upper wal corresponds well in general thickness with the Imbo.
den as seen on Powell river, except that here it is much more broken
up by partings that materially detract from its value. But it may be
the Kelly seam and the lower bed may be the Imboden. In that case
the two coals have changed in character and the interval between them
has diminished.
A comparison of the sections, as shown at the openings E 37, 39, and
61, is very interesting, and shows the change that may possibly have
occurred in the Imboden seam southeast from the Cooper opening on
Powell river:
E 37.

Ft. In.

Coal ........................................................... 4
Shale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Coal........................................................... 4
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8

0
2
0

2

E 39.
Coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2 10

Clay...........................................................

O

Coal ......................................................... . .
Clay ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... .... .... .. .... ...... .... ....
Coal ........................................ _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3
6
1 10
0 8
1 10

1
Coal....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Clay ........................................................... O

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 11
Interval . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 0
Coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,
E 61.
Coal ........................................................ _.. 2
Clay........................................................... 0
Coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O
Clay ........................................................... O
Coal........................................................... 1
irty coal... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Coal........................................................... O
hale.......................................................... O
Coal........................................................... 2
hale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O
Coal.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o

otal.... .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Int rval .......................................................

9
'1

8
8
2
4

6
2
5
6

8
1

4
6

....•. ··•··· ...••.. ·••••· ..••.•..•••.•.•.•••..•..•.•••••...

3

0

· · · · · · - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

0

5

.... .... .... . .... ... . ... . .. .. . ... ... ... .... .... .. .. . . .. . . ..

1

of clay and hale, while E 39, un ue tion·
e sea , c ntain only three parting · thi
tinu d to E 37, could ea ily give a seam with but
Im d n am i n ar he Roarin
in all direction . Thi tatement
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will be seriously questioned in the district, but future development
will, we feel confident, verify our conclusions that the upper coals die
out toward the east and the lower coals increase in number and thickness.
The error in correlating these lower coals of the eastern district
wit]:i. the Imboden farther west seems to be due to failure to ap_preciate the change in structure. In the vicinity of Big Stone gap the
strata are very sharply upturned along Stone mountain, and, as a
consequence, a stratum 1,000 feet above the conglomerate appears at
the surface very near the mountain. East of Norton the conglomerate
dips very gently under the coal basin, and the same stratum, 1,000 feet
above it, occurs high up in the hilltops or at quite a distance from the
mountain. The prospector expects to find the Imboden poal in the
valley bordering the mountain at Tacoma as it is found on Pigeon creek,
and any coal occurring in this position is called the Imboden.
·
The outcrops along the Norton and Gladeville road from the point
where it crosses the river to near the summit, where the road turns
south to Yellow creek, might be perplexing. The ascent in that distance is 300 feet, and from the river to within a few rods of the corner
the road is upon a coarse white sandstone that is either horizontal or
dips lightly towarcl Guest river. This is evidently the Gladeville
sandstone, as the exposures are almost continuous from the river to
the corner. Tbe peculiar attitude of the bed is due to the eastward
rise of the strata in passing over the Gladeville anticline. At the forks
of the road the shale underlying the sandstone appears, and extends
in the direction of Gladeville until near the summit, where the sandstone reappears at the top of the arch. The dip of this stratum forms
the slope to Gla,deville. There are on this slope but a few feet of shale,
the road generally being on the bare sandstone, and Gladeville is built
directly upon this solid foundation, the rock itself showing in many
places.
The road from Rocky fork to the Gladeville and Pound gap turnpike follows a small stream called Wheatley branch across an anticline
whjch is very similar to that on the Norton and Glade ville road.
On this branch, the arch being lower, the sandstone is not cut through,
but forms the foundation of the road the entire distance from Rocky
fork to the Pound gap road. About a mile from Rocky fork thb
Lower Splint coal is exposed in several places, E 11, 12, and 13; no complete section could be obtained, but 18 inches of coal was seen at one
place. The summit of the arch is not reached until the road unites with
the Gladeville and Pound gap road about three-quarters of a mile from
Gladeville.
·
The Pound gap road northwest from Gladeville rises gradual1y
with tbe sandstone until at the junction of the Wheatley branch road
it cro se the axis of the fold; from this point north to the edge of the
territory it still follows the top of the sandstone down a monoclinal
Bull.111-6
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dip to the north, descending in that distance about 200 feet. The
road i almost continually at the horizon of the Lower Splint coal,
which shows in about a dozen places. The bed does not appear to be
thick enough to be of importance.
On the road north from Gladeville the same coal shows, F 2 and 3, and
the road for the most part runs on the heavy sandstone. In the east·
ern portion of the town of Gladeville the Lower Splint coal has been
opened a little, F 4, but the opening was so filled with water that only
18 inches of coal could be seen.
The road from Gladeville northeast to Cranes Nest creek has more
numerous natural exposures upon it than any other road traveled, but
they are confined to a narrow vertical range, probably from the Lower
Splint to the Cannel seam. In a distance of 3 miles at least twenty
outcrops were seen in the road, but only one was of any consequence,
and that i probably the lowest one of the series. About a mile and a
half from the forks of the road east of Gladeville is an old opening, F 7,
on thi coal, which indicated a considerable thickness, but no measure.
ments could be made. The high lands that lie west of' this road may
hold some higher coals, but no examination was made to ascertain
the fact.
outheast from Gladeville, along the Ooebnrn or Stage road, there are
numerous exposures of coal. After crossing the creek just east of' town
the r ad ri es gently to the southeast on the dip of the Gladeville
synclin , and the mall coals that occur just above the sandstone make
a on iderable showing along the road. The rise is qui~e rapid for
three.quarter of a mile, carrying the sandstone 100 feet higher than
at the ere k cros ing. On thi arch, named the Bear creek anticline,
the 1 deville sand tone reaches an altitude of about 2,500 feet; then
it gradually dip down to Bear creek to 2,475 feet above sea level,
wh n it ri e to the me a north of Tacoma. Just west of Bear creek
cro ing a heavy seam of coal shows in the road above the sandstone,
1 . No op ning ha been made on the seam, but it appears to have
the foll wing section:
Ft. In.

1...............................••...••..••.••••.....•........
, 'h le. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
oal ......... ... ........... ......................... _.... _.......
hale ............................................................
' al ....................................•••......................
0

'
5
1
1

1+

0
4
3

k bank underlying the sandstone, showing

T tal ......... . ............ ...•............. .. ............. 3
haly aud tone.

5t+
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Along the road from Bear creek to the edge of the escarpment, above
Toms creek, where the road passes below the Gladeville sandstone, no
important coals show, but stains in the road are numerous.
It is well at this point to go back to the consideration of the Yellow
creek region, for the coals of that valley form a transition between the
unimportant lower coals west of Norton and the same seams in increased
thickness in the Tacoma-Coeburn territory.
On Yellow creek the Imboden seam was not discovered. Its place
is doubtless quite high. and this would account for the fact that it was
not seen~ as no p-rospecting has been done above the main valley. It
may be absent, but since it is so heavy at Norton, and again at Tacoma,
the probabilities are in favor of its being present here.
The correlation of the coals in the Yellow creek valley is very uncer. tain, as data are scarce and the dips on the anticline are extremely
variable. The best determination made from all available data identifies the most prominent coal here with the Widow Kennedy seam
farther east, at about 475 feet above the conglomerate and 760 feet
below the Gladeville sandstone. This coal shows at several points,
E 43, 44, 45, and F 18, 19, and 20. In thickness it ranges from 25 to 38
inche::;. At a point about 200 feet below this is a small coal, E 46, which
shows as a small stain in the road.
Above the Kennedy seam are two small coals, E 30, in a ravine above
the road, where it leaves the creek and commences the ascent toward
Gladeville. The upper is 14 inches and the lower about 2 iricbes thick;
they are 770 and 720 feet, respectively, above the conglomerate-about
the horizon of the Upper Banner seam farther east.
Between Yellow creek and Tacoma but one coal was seen. It shows
in the railroad cut nearly opposite the mouth of Burns creek, and is
probably within 100 or 200 feet of the conglomerate.
In the vicinity of Tacoma quite a number of coals appear, but as
there is considerable evidence of folding in the mountain side north of
town, identifications of these coals with those further east, where the
strata are more regular, have a doubtful value.
The lowest coal exposed at Tacoma is in the bend of the river, F. 26,
southeast of the depot. This is supposed to be the Imboden, though
there is little evidence of identity. It outcrops here on a dip of 100
northwest and shows the following section:
Shale roof.
Ft. In.
Coal. ____ .. _..............•.......•.................. __ . . . . O 2
Shale. ________ .•...............••... _............ _. . . . . . . . . O 3
Coal. - . __ .... __ - -.. -... _ .. __ ..... __ . _.. _ . __ . _.. __ ........ _. 0 7
Knife edge parting ...•.. ·-····-···-··-----····--.-····- ... .
Coal __ . ____ . ____ . ___ ...........•.....••..... _..... __ • _. _.. _ 1 8
Ft. In.

Dirty coal ..... _.... _... __ .. ___ .. _...•....•.............. _.

Coal ................... ___ ... _. _. _........ _. _.•... __ . __ . . . .
Total _. _. _..•.....•........ __ ......... _...•...• __ ....... .
Shale floor.

O
1

8
6

4 10
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.According to a carefully measured section this coal is about 200 feet
above the conglomerate. McCreath and d'Invilliers give a section of
this seam measured by them in 1892 as it was exposed in an opening a
mile east of Tacoma 1, F 31, that is as follows :
Shale roof.
Coal...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • . • • • • . . .
Slate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . • . . . . .
Coal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . • . • . . . • • . . • .
Slate, with seam of mineral charcoal. ..•.....••..••••..••.. - .
Coal ................................·•.•...•....•••••.•....•..

Ft. In.

0 2
O 22
2 8
1 0

1 4

Total . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . • • . . . . • • . . • . • • . . . . . 5 5

They have accepted the name commonly applied to this seam, Imbo.
den, without giving their reason for the correlation. East of this, in
a railroad cut, F 32_, the coal shows again as follows:
Shale roof.
Ft.
Coal .....•.•••...••••...•................•••••.•••••.••••.... 2
Clay .......•.•••................•.............•...••••...•... 1
Shale .•..........................••.................••...•... 3
Coal ...••.....••••••.............•••.........•....••••.•••... 1

In.

2
6
6
0

Total .•.•..............................•...•..•••......••.. 8 2
Shale floor .

.At Tacoma, southwest of the depot, F 25, a small seam is exposed
about 330 feet above the conglomerate. This is also exposed a mile
east of town at F 31, where it is about the same distance above the conglomerate. Its full thickness could not be obtained at either place,
only 12 inches of coal being visible at F 30 and 18 inches at Tacoma.
About 425 feet above the conglomerate lies an important seam
that has been traced throughout all of the territory east of Tacoma.
It bears the local name of Widow Kennedy seam. At Tacoma the
position of its outcrop is a little doubtful, but it is probably the coal
whi h show northeast of the depot, F 24, and also in the creek west of
town, F 23; in neither ca e could its thickness be determined. One
mile a t of Ta oma this seam has been worked by tl.e Greeno-.Bodine
Coal company, F 29. Their slope is driven in on the seam N. 9° W.,
a don a ownward dip of 13 feet in 100, or 70 30'. .At the mouth of
the mine th ection of the seam is as follows:

r a · and cl'I villier 1 report that the thickness i 5 feet 3¼
ur d 5 £ et down the lope, with the sam roof and floor,
1

Rep rt on a portion of the Virginia and Tennessee Coal and Iron Company's property, Wise
un y, Tirgi.nia, 1892, p. 85.
To, inch .
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but at 600 feet the coal pinched out in all directions. They attribute
this to some of the accidents of deposition which they assert have
affected this coal bed throughout the field. While this may be correct,
the writer is inclined to attribute some of it in the vicinity of ~racoma
to the disturbance of the rocks. The sharp dips (10° to 15°) around
Tacoma show that the rocks are thrown into folds, and this folding is
very apt to squeeze the soft beds on the haunches of the arch. .As
the coal is the most yielding member of the rock series it suffers most,
and in such localities is frequently too much crushed and contorted to
mine. The structure about Tacoma makes it quite possible for such
distortion of the coals to occur, and if so, all the seams are liable to be·
affected by it.
In such a region as this, though the extent and position of the coals
can be quite accurately determined by study of the surface indications,
the liberal use of the drill in advance of mining operations may frequently save many times the cost of drilling and enable the operator
so to locate his entries and arrange his work as to avoid, to a great
extent, the irregularities that affect the seam.
At the Greeno-Bodine works, east of Tacoma, the Lower Banner
seam has been opened, F 28, and, according to McOreath and d'Invil·
liers,2 varies in thickness from 4 feet to 4 feet 10 inches.
The Upper Banner seam has also been opened, F 27, and according to the same authority 3 shows the following section:
Slate roof.
Ft. In.
Coal, 2 feet 8 inches to .••••. --.···· ...•••.••••.••••.......... ____ 2 10
Slate parting, some coal, 2 feet 6 inches to ...••• : . _.... . ..... ____ 3 3
Coal . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 ii ·
Sandstone parting ..•••.........•.............................. _ O l
Coal . . . . • . . • • • • • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 O
Total ...••..................................... _.... __ . . . 10

7

At Tacoma, 370 feet above the Kennedy seam, a small coal, probably
equivalent to the Upper Banner seam, is exposed, F 22, but not in such
manner that a section could be obtained. The most prominent coal
observed in the vicinity of Tacoma outcrops in a ravine above the town,
at an altitude of about 2,210 feet, F 21, and shows a thickness of 3 fe3t 11
inches. The structure would indicate that this is equivalent to the
Imboden seam, but the character of the coal itself would lead to its
correlation with the Upper Banner seam, as shown at the GreenoBodine opening east of town. In this paper it is considered as the
Imboden, but the structure here is not simple enough to make this certain.
The Gladeville sandstone is exposed in the road from Tacoma to
Gladeville, about a mile from the depot in Tacoma; the point where it.
is crossed i on the southern limb of the Glaa.eville syncline, and it.
1 Op.

cit., pp. 33-34.

2op. cit., pp. 29-30.

3Op. cit., p. 31.
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shows a northwest dip of 15°. Just beneath it the coal, which was de·
scribed on Bear creek, F 11 and 12, is seen in two benches; F 17, its
lower bench is here 3 feet thick, but the size of the upper bench is
unknown.
After passing across the upturned edge of the Gladeville sandstone,
the coal lying just above it is seen outcropping in two places, F 15 and
16. These exposures are located on the northern limb of the syncline,
which accounts for their difference in elevation. From this point to the
Stage road the sandstone is at or near the surface-the protecting cap
of the plateau. It holds this position along the Stage road for a dis.
tance of 2½ miles, rising gradually from an altitude of 2,525 feet at the
junction of the Tacoma road to about 2,900 feet at Ooeburn.
On the road running north from the Stage road, along the divide
between Bear creek and Steele's fork of Orane's Nest creek, the Glade·
ville was probably seen in a small branch flowing into Steele's fork, 1¾
miles north of the Stage road, and at an altitude of 2,580 feet, showing
a decided northerly dip; the small coal just above it shows in a number
of places.
West of Ooeburn the Stage road, after leaving the outcrop of the
Gladeville sandstone at the divide, descends rapidly in the series, and a
number of seams are exposed along it in the side of the mountain.
The seam immediately beneath the sandstone was not observed, nor
was the Imboden, although the stain of a small coal was seen that may
represent the latter. The finest showing of coal is at about the horizon
of the Upper Banner se~m; it outcrops a mile west of Tom's creek
about 2,365 feet above tide, G 9. It is poorly exposed, but has the fol·
lowing section.
Sbal roof.
oal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
hale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .
Coal, base not seen.... . . . • • . • . • • • • . • • • . • • • . • • • . • . • • . . . • . . . .

Ft. In.

0 1
0 3
2 9

Total ... ...........••. ......................•....••...... 3 1
and tone . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . • • . 20 O
oal.... . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • • . . • . • • . • . • • . . • • • . • . • • • • . . . • • • • . . . . • ,
hale floor.
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The section through Coeburn on a north and. south line .has been
referred to as one of the principal sections for determining the thick'ness of the Norton formation. The section extends from the crest of
Powell mountain on the south to that of Sandy ridge bri
the. ,. north and
r •
is a plain, simple _section. ':[';h~ Lee conglomei:at~ Q{ ,:Pq~ell mountam
dips northward about 7°, and on the road south.of Coeburn, disappears
beneath the surface a quarter of a mile south of the Guest river crossing. The light northerly dip continues to Coeburn; as is shown by the
coal outcrops at G 19 arid 18. These are 60 feet apart, vertically, though
they are outcrops of the same seam, the so-called Imboden at Tacoma,
225 feet above the conglomerate. Stratigraphically 100 fe~t above this
is a coal that has been described as showing at Tacoma and in the mjn~
below town. This coal outcrops in the streets of Coeburn, G 17, but is
of no consequence. Back of. Ooebu,r:ri, at a normal distance of 475 feet
above the conglomerate, is found the Kennedy seam, G 16, at an altitude of 2,060 feet; the northward dip of the strata carries this under
water level a short distance up Big Toms creek.
_
The upper coals are well exposed ori this creek, and. for description
of them the writer is indebted to McOreath and d'Invilliers.
The lower Banner seam has been opened on Banner branch of Big
Toms creek, G 61, at an altitude of 2,078 feet, showing the following
section:
•

•

•

' '

•

r

• .. •

•

'

•

"'

• ,..

I

• '\ r

•

a

· Slate roof.
Ft. In.
Coal. ____ . __ - - - - . - ___ . __ . _. __ ...........•...... _... __ .... _. _. 3 2
Fireclay floor.

This seam also shows on Ful1ers branch, G 52, at an altitude of 2,082
feet, 3 feet thick, and also at G 4l3, 3 feet 3 inches· thick. Ag~in it was
recognized on the SOllth side of Big Toms creek at an ~ititU:de of 2,095
feet at G 37 4, 3 feet 10 inches thick.
Preparations are being made for the extensive development of the
upper Banner seam, in the valley of Big Toms creek, and, in view of
this development, the seam has been carefully traced throughout the
valley, and opened in a number of places. McCreath and d'Invilliers
give numerous sections on this creek, which will be presented here in
order to present a clear view of the field.
On Banner bra·nch, at G 8, they give this section: 5
Slate roof.
Ft. In.
Coal ........ _................... _....... _. ___ . ___ ... _.·.. _.. _ 2 o
Sandstone .................. ···--- .............. ____ .... ____ o 1½
Coal ....... _. ____ ... __ .. _.... _. _...... _. _. __ .. _______ . ______ 2 2
Slate ... _...... _. _. _. ___ ... __ ..... _...... _... _....... _... _. _ O Ot
Coal._ .. _... _...... _.......... _. __ ... _..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . o 10
Total ... __ .... ___ ........ _. _.. _____ ... ___ . __ ..... _.. ___ _ 5 2
1

Op. cit.. p. 15.

2

Op. cit., p. 17.

3

Op. cit., p. 20.

4

Loe. cit.

5

Op. cit., p. 12.
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On Fullers branch, at G 4, an exposure shows a considerably greater
thickness than on Banner branch; their section is as follows : 1
Slate roof:
Coal... . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sandstone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coal ..•.....................................................
Slate . _.....................................................
Coal ........................................................
Slate parting ...............................................
Coal...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ft. In.

2 6
0 lt
1 9
0 1
0 6

0 4
3 1

4.t
South of Big Toms creek, at G 38, this coal has been opened and
s~ows the following section : 2
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

Slate root.
Ft.
Coal ............................•............................ 2
Sandstone .............. _.. ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Coal ............ _... ___ . _____ ......... __ .... _.. ___ . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Slate ............ __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
Coal...... • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 1

In.

9
1

8
2
1

Total ............... _...•..•.... _. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 9

Higher up on Toms creek 1 at G 39, they give the following section: 3
Slate roof.
Ft. In.
Coal .......................... __ .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . 1 9
Sandstone ......... _........... _.. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 1
Coal ........ __ ......... _. __ .. _._ .... __ .... _. ......... _.... _.. 2 O
Slate . . ...................................................... O 2
Coal ... ............. . ........................................ O 5
Slate ....................... _. _.... _.................. _... __ . O 7
Coal ......................................... . . . ............. O 7
halo .. . .................. _.. _. : . __ ... _........... _. _.... _... o 1
Coal ..................•..............••••••.......•••....••.. 3 5
Total ...................... __ . _................. _ . . . . • . . . 9 1

At G 50 the following i the section : 4
Ft. In.

Coal .................................•.......................
an tone . . ................................. . ...............
Coal . ... . . . ..... . ........... . . . .... _.... _..... . .. . ....... _...
P art ing, om coal. .... .. . . ..................... _........... _
oal. ...................................•............. . ......

3 1
O 2

1 11
1 8t
2 11

Total .... .. ........ . ......................... . .......... . 9 9t

ennedy eamou
1

11. cit., p. 21.

J

p. cit., p. 23.

Op . cit., p . 25.

6Qp .

rop

it. , pi,. '.ltl-29.
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near the level of the valley almost to the head of the stream. It has
been opened at G 21, 22, and 23, but it could not be m~asured at any
of these openings.
At Banner, G 24, the Virginia Gas Coal Company has endeavored to
develop the Kennedy seam, but without success, as the coal varies
from a feather edge to 8 or 9 feet in thickness. This irregularity may
be due to accidents of deposition or in part to deformation after the
beds became consolidated. The mine is located on a line of disturbance
that is shown by the opposing dips in the two entries. It is probable
that this disturbance is quite local, but its effect upon the soft coals
may have been considerable. At G 30 where this same seam disappears McCreath and d'lnvilliers report its thickness as 3 feet 6 inches. 1
According to the same authority the Virginia Gas Coal Company
have opened the Lower Banner coal at G 25, 140 feet above their
opening on the Kennedy seam, 2 with a thickness of 3 feet 8 inches to 3
feet 10 inches of coal with slate roof. The difference in altitude between
these two openings on the Kennedy and the Lower Banner seams is
probably not the thickness of strata between them, for the distance
between the openings is sufficient, with the observed northwest-dip,
to make this interval, 260 feet, the normal thickness. This is all the
more probable because on the next branch to the east the interval is
practically the same and is described by McCreath and d'Invilliers as
follows :3
The Kennedy seam has been dug out of the creek bed at this point (G 27) for the
use of the contractors on the Little Tom tunnel, showing 5 feet thick at 2018 A. T.
Prospecting had been carried on above thiB along the hillside north of the creek and
a bed of coal, thought to be the Lower Banner, opened at an interval of 266 feet
above the Kennedy at 2,284 A. T. (G 26). This section showed only 3 feet 6 inches
thick, capped with a hard gray slate roof, the bed carrying 8 inches of slate parting
8 inches from the top. This abnormal bed section, no less than the great interval
between it and the Kennedy, throws doubt upon the correctness of its identification, and it would appear more like a split of the Upper Banner seam.

The above conclusions are hardly warranted by the fact; the section
of the coal bed is not abnorma], for when compared with the nearest
known exposure of the Lower Banner seam, G 25, it shows almost
exactly the same aggregate thickness; the only difference is the occurrence of a slate parting in the latter exposure, which is by no means
rare in coal seams. The interval of 266 feet is not greater than that
observed in all of the sections measured by the writer, when due allowance has been made for the dips of the strata.
At the eastern end of the Little Tom tunnel, at an altitude of 1,990
feet above tide, a small coal shows about 100 feet below the Kennedy
seam. The section ~t G 46. in the approach to the tunnel is as follows:
Sandstone:
Ft. In.
Shale -.. - . - . - .. _..... _.................................... _. . 4 0
Coal ......................... _........... _................ _. . 2 2
Blue shale ............................... _............... _.. .
1

Op. cit., p. 37.

2

Op. cit., p. 38.

aop. cit., pp. 38-39.
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In the small ravine coming in from the north, the head of Dollarhide
creek, McCreath and d'Invilliers report several openings ;1 they recog·
nized the Kennedy seam at an altitude of 2,060 feet at lI 8, carrying
from 4 feet to 4 feet 6 inches of coal. .Again 240 feet above this there
is another seam, II 6, which they mistake for the Upper Banner, atid of
which they give two sections:
Ft. In.

Coal .............• ~ .. : : ~ .. . ~ ~ ••..••• ; . . • • • . . . . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . 0 8
Slate ..........................•••...••••..........•........ 0 7t
Coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . • • • . • • • • . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . 3 6
Total ....... ~ .... ~ . ~ ~ . ~ • l ••

04 ;

•••

~

••• :

•••••••••••••••••• :

•

Slate roof:
Coal ..... ; ..... _____ ~ ............••• : ...•••..••• ; : • : •••..•. : . .
Slate . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coal.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . . . • • • • . . . . • • • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . .

4 9½
0 0
1 31
0 3½
3 2

Total. ........ ~ .... : .....• ; .. : ..•........ : : : .: ~ .. .... : . 4 9

The first section coincides almost exactly with that on p. 89~ show·
ing _the same slate parting, in a little thicker seam.
. ,, . , .
East of Little Tom tunne1 the road descends more rapidly than the
strata, and at the junction of Dollarhide and Bull creeks it reaches
the next lower coal, locally known as the Imboden, but only about 225
feet above the conglomerate. This has been opened on the west side
of Bull creek, H 13, beneath the western end of the trestle, 60 feet
below the railroad grade and 60 feet above the stream, showing 3feet
4 inches of coal. Half a mile below this a coal rises above the rail·
road, but it bears no resemblance to H 12, being in every case much
broken up by partings. It shows at H 15, 16, and 17 in the railroad
cuts. At H 17 its section is as follows:
Shale.
Coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
hale ...................•....................................
Coal ............................ __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
hale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . .
oal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
hale.

Ft. In.

1 4
3 4
O 7

5 0
3 O

Total ..................................................... 13 3

expo ure in the ravine at the west portal of the Holbrook
, th re are two earns separated by an interval of about
1 wer on i t of one bench of workable thicknes , while
n i t
much cut up by heavy shale parting to be of
unnel to the Holbrook tunnel a fine section is
mea nred with cou iderable accuracy; it i a fol·
1 Op.

cit., p.

ao.
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1. Sandstone.

Ft. In.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

4
2
25
0
20
40
45

Shale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coal (G 46) ................................... ......... .....
Shale, dark blue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coal........................................................
Shale, dark blue .............................. . ......... ~ ...
Heavv sandstone .......... , .................................
Shale· .................... : ............. ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0
2

0
4
0
0
0

11

Ft. In.

9.

10.
11.
12.

Coal ......................................... 1
Shale ........................................ 3 4
~oal. ......................................... 0 7 Hi7 ..
[ Sandyshale ................................. ~ 5 0
Coal ......................................... J3 0 J
Shale and sandstone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coal (H 13) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . • . . • • • • • . . . . .
Sandstone ta creek.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I

13 13

·

25 0
.3 4
60 0

In the above section the heavy sandstone, No. 7, forms the west por.
tal of the Holbrook tunnel, dipping gently toward the east for a short
distance and then rising. In this way it forms the roof and walls of
the tunnel for a distance of 1,000 or 1,200 feet and then rises above it
so that the broken seam, H 17, forms the wall for above 500 feet of
the eastern end. This rises above grade at the eastern portal, and the
lower coal is exposed below the level of the grade and on the west
side of the branch, at H 25. A.n entry has been driven in a short
distance on this seam, but it had so fallen in that it was impossible to
obtain the thickness of the coal; it appeared to be 3 or 4 feet.
The seam at the base of H 17 is well shown along the railroad from
this point to Virginia city. At the western end of the little curved
tunnel, H 26, it has the following section :
Ft. In.

Shale ................. : ......................................... 18
Coal................................................ 0 61
Dirty coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 5 > 3
Coal ............................... ·.-............... 2 4 j
Argillaceous sandstone.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Coal .... ~........................................... 1 01
Shale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 > 2
Coal ..........................................·...... 0 7 j
Shale........................................................... 1

0
3

O

9

7

.At the eastern end of Big Bull tunnel it shows as follows, H 32:
Ft. In.

Coal............................................................
Soft sandstone ................................... ~..............
Coal................................................ 0 8)
Shale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 8 >
Coal................................................ 0 10 j
Shale ..................................................... ·......
Coal............................................................

3· O

8 0
3 2

4 4
0 8

This coal can be traced by its peculiar structure beyond Virginia
city, though in that interval the rocks are considerably contorted;
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beyond this along the line of the railroad the strata rise rapidly so that
the conglomerate is brought to the surface just south of Russell creek.
The coal noted at H 25, 18, and 13 occurs 20 to 40 feet below this
seam and appears to be a split from it. It is locally known as the
Jawbone seam and has a remarkable development in the vicinity of
Dwina. It was first seen on the east side of Bull creek one-half mile
south of the west portal of Holbrook tunnel, H 24; it is here greatly
crushed and contorted and not fully exposed, but it was estimated as
10 feet thick. McCreath and d'Invilliers give a section of this coal as
it is exposed in a ravine directly west of H 23, as follows :1
Slate roof.
Ft.
Coal _________ .______________ ........... ~ ......•.... ······-··- 1
Knife-edge parting.
Coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • • . . . . . 2
Knife-edge parting.
Coal .............. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Slate parting ..... ___ ...................•................... 0
Coal .. _....................••........••....•••.............. 1

In.

3
8
8½
2½
3

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 1

This coal shows on the branch above Dwina, H 28, but slides have ·
concealed the outcrop so that only 4 feet of coal is now visible.
On Bull creek, about three-quarters of a mile from the river, the Lee
conglomerate is exposed as a massive sandstone, in which the creek
ha cut quite a gorge to the river; it is nearly horizontal, with a
light northerly dip, and is the best guide to the stratigraphy in this
portion of the field. On Dry fork of Bull creek the cong]omerate is
exposed for a mile above Bull creek as a coarse, heavily bedded sandtone. Above this on the Coeburn road but two coals are visible, and
they are the lowest coals in the field. At H 22 a coal has been dug
int , but the opening has partly fallen in, so that it was impossible to
obtain an accurate measure, but it appeared to be 4 or 5 feet thick.
gain at H 21 the ame coal is seen in the road as a stain; it con ists
f b avy b nch, at the bottom 3 to 5 feet thick, with another coal 8
fi t a V it.
h
ar r gard d a the equivalents of Nos. 9 and 11 of the section
n Little Tom tunn 1 and Holbrook tunnel. The interval between
fi t er , i 25 feet there, and 30 or 40 feet in the neigh1 rook unn l. They are also the equivalents of the
l n e m f Ta oma. On this road, at the ummit, i a
2 wbi hi. orrelated with G 46. Numerous stain of
tbi ummit and Coeburn, but all are at about

I

p. Cit., p. 42.
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on the left fork of Russell creek. McOreath and d'Invilliers recognized
the Kennedy seam on this fork two and one-half miles north of Big
Bull tunnel, H 34, at an altitude of 2,070 feet,, and state its thickness at
2 to 5 feet. 1
They also give the section of a coal opened in the hillside, H 33;
6 feet 11 inches2 thick, 295 feet above the Kennedy seam, or 2,365 feet
above tide; this they describe as the Upper Banner, but, as has been
shown, it is more likely to be the Lower Banner.
This view is verified by the fact that the Ed wards seam, which the
present writer correlates with the Imboden, outcrops at H 3, at an altitude of 2,650 feet, or 270 feet above H 33. This corresponds with
the normal interval of 290 feet between the Imboden and the Lower
Banner. The Edwards coal, according to the same authority, has the
following section:
Slate roof.
Coal . ___ .. _..•....... _.......... _..... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Clay parting._ ....... ___ .. _.. __ . _.. _.................... - . .
Coal ...•......•.................•........ _................ ..
Total . _..... __ . ~ .... ~ ...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Ft. In.

0 10
0 1
3 5
4

4

Half a mile south of this outcrop an old opening was seen at 2,440
feet above tide, H 4; this shows a coal about 4 feet thick and, allowing for the light dip of the rocks to the south, is 180 feet beneath the
Edwards or Imboden coal. The normal interval is regarded as 190
feet in this portiou of the field. Thus the facts sustain the correlation of these outcrops with the Imboden and Lower Banner.
This basin, as a whole, contains some of the best coal territory in
the field. It has several seams of excellent quality and of workable
thickness. Occuring in the territory far enough from Powell mountain to be free from its disturbance, they are well disposed for mining.
This is especially true of the Sandy ridge region, where the strata are
nearly horizontal and where Big Toms creek bas exposed them in its
long and deeply cut valley.
But two more coal openings need to be described. They are
located on Stock creek, on the south side of Powell mountain. On
a little branch entering this creek three quarters of a mile above
the Hunter valley road a seam has been opened and considerable
coal taken out for local use. The seam is 3 feet thick and appears
to be about 90 feet above the Lee conglomerate. One and three-quarters miles above the opening on the old road leading across the mountain to Cracker neck a coal is exposed which is 30 inches thick and
about 60 feet. above the conglomerate. These two openings are probably on the same seam, though the interval above the conglomerate
is not constant. Near the summit of the mountain a coal is reported,
but it could not be found; it also is probably the same seam. The
1 Op.

cit., p . 46.

2

Op. cit., p 27.
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Norton shale on Powell mountain is but the remnant of a once continuous formation that extended across this great arch; erosion has
been so active that nothing but scattering remnants are left and these
are generally too thin to carry valuable coals. There is a possibility
that at some point in the syncline the shale may be thick enough to
carry some of the heavy coals, but the chances are decidedly against
it. The valuable coal territory lies north and west of Powell and
Stone mountains, and it is exceedingly doubtful if these mountain~
will ever furnish coal for commercial mining.
STRATIGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE COAL HORIZONS.

In conclusion, the writer wishes to call attention to the stratigraphic
and geographic distribution of the coal in this field. For this purpose
three generalized sections are given (see Pl. VI), representing the stratigraphic distribution in the western, middle, and eastern portions of the
:field. These sections show four well marked coal horizons:
(1) The upper and least important one occurs at the base of the
Harlan sandstone; it carries one heavy seam of coal, but from its location near the summits of the mountains is of but little commercial value.
(.2) The second productive formation, in descending order, is directly
above the Gladeville sandstone, and is the important horizon in the
Kentucky portion of thi :field; its thickness is about 200 feet, and it
carries at least three important seams of coal.
(3) In the Imboden aud Urab Orchard basins the prominent coal
horizon i somewhat lower. The formation is thicker, but the coal of
greatest importance i at its base. It extends from the Imboden seam at
the bottom to the Cannel seam at the top, an interval of about 550
feet. l 1he important seam in the Crab Orchard are above and below
the Gladeville sandstone, while in the Imboden basin, although a
number of coal in thi · interval are workable, they are generally overhadowed by the mor prominent Imboden seam.
(4) La tly, in the ue t river basin the productive formation is almo ·t ntir ly bel w the Imboden, extending from that earn to within 20 fi et of the ha e of the Norton formation. Even within thi bacur. from west to ea t. In that direction
in a n ic :1bl hang
th up er al dimini h in imp rtance and the lower coal thicken.
h
ring w i h th e fact have on the broader que tion of edim nta i n in ar niferou time an only be determined when all of
h
j inin t rritory hall have been mapped and it· tratigraphy
· refully
di .
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toward any general correlation south of the Great Kanawha river, but
some correlations that are probable may be stated. The main points
of disagreement between the sections measured by various geologists
in the different :fields may be brought out, and the work which is
necessary to bri11g- harmony 0L1t of the present discordant statements
may be suggested.
CORRELATION WITH WEST VIRGINIA.

The Big Stone gap field is an almost detached synclinal block of the
Coal-measures, so that it is cut off from the main Kentucky-West Virinia :field on all sides except the northeastern; in that direction little
if any connected work has been done. The nearest point where systematic tracing of coal has been car:ried on is to the west and northwest
in Kentucky, but that is beyond the Pine mountain fault, across which
correlation is extremely difficult, as this fault bas thrust Devonian
rocks upon upper Coal-measures of quite uncertain stratigraphic position. The question is far from a simple one and demands the most
careful work before any identification can be regarded as conclusive.
The only attempt at correlation between these two :fields of which the
writer is aware is that of the Imboden coal of Big Stone gap with the
Elkhorn coal showing on Elkhorn creek, Kentucky. Mr. John R. Proctor states the correlation as follows :1
This coal (Imboden ), which has been identified as the thiru workable b ed above
the conglomerate, has been named Ly the Kentucky Geological Survey the "Elkhorn
bed," from the Elkhorn fork of the Chatterawah or Big Samly river, where it was
first discovered and identified by the survey as a coking coal of great excellence.

The means by which the identity of the two seams was estabUsbed is
unknown to the writer, but it appears that the Imboden seam in the
vicinity of Big Stone gap, being the :first workable seam of prominence
above the conglomerate, agrees with the Elkhorn, which is also the :first
importa:nt seam above the conglomerate on the Big Sandy river.
Chemical analysis and the fact that both are good coking coals also
seems to have been part of the evidence of correlation. But tliere is
other evidence which makes the identity of the two appear decidedly
improbable. According to the writer's determination, the Imboden on
Little Looney creek is 1,060 feet above the top of the conglomerate, the
interval being occupied by sha.Je, sandstone, and coal beds. The interval between the Elkhorn coal and the top of the conglomerate is about
450 feet. 2 This necessitates an increase in thickness of the strata below
the coal from 450 feet on the Elkhorn to 1,060 feet at Big Stone gap,
which seems doubtful. It bas been shown that the Imboden is either
ab ent on the Poor fork or is represented by a thin, insignificant seam.
This indicates that the Imboden is the local development of an otberwi B unimportant coal and that its extension toward the northwest is
very doubtful.
1Big

Stone Gap, Virginia. By John R. Proctor, n . 10.
Geol. Survey of Ky. Preliminary Report on the Southeastern Kentucky Coal Field. By A. R.
Crandall and J". M. Hodge, Frankfort, Ky ., 1887. p. 19.
2
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Toward the northeast the possibilities of identification are much
better, and it is quite possible to correlate large groups of strata with
considerable certainty. For this purpose the correlation recently made
by Prof. I. C. White 1 of the coals of Pennsylvania, Ohio, and We- t
Virginia may be used.
The following section is compiled from various ineasures given by
Prof. White, that are selected either because they a,re considered the
type sections or because of their proximity to the Big Stone gap field.
Feet.

Permo-Carboniferous2 • • • • • • • • • • • • _ • • • • • • __ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1, 162
Upper Coal-measures 3 • • • • • • • • __ • • • • • _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 292
Barren measures 4 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 800
Lower productive measures 5 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1,006
Pottsville conglomerate 6 • • • • • • • • • • • • • _ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1,400
Total thickness of Coal-measures . . ___ ...........•......... 4, 660

The following is a general section of the Coal-measures as determined
in the Big Stone gap field:
Feet.

Harlan sandstone ............... _............................... 880
Wise formation .............................•.............•..... 1, 270
Gladeville sarnlstone.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
Norton formation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 280
Lee conglomerate.... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . 1, 500
Total Coal-measures ...................................... 5, 030

Above the great conglomerate series no definite correlations have
been made. Thruston7 suggests that the coal at the top of the Wi e
formation may be equiva,J ent to the Pittsburg seam; if this be · o
the base of the Harlan sandstone must correspond with the Pittsburg
sandstone
Mr. J. M. Hodge8 correlates the entire series above the conglomerate with the Lower Productive measures of Pennsylvania.
These correlations are assumptions which have no direct evidence
to support them beyond a general resemblance of the measure .
The e general sections show considerable agreement in their total
thi ·kne . , the difference of 370 feet, by which the latter exceeds the
form r, bein in line with the thickening ob erved throughout t e
11orthern portion of the Appalachian basin. The lowe t or conglomerate m rob r are doubtle equivalent, aR this form9.t ion ha t
ark d a character to be confused with the Productive mea ure

p.1

the Am rican In titut of .Mini»"

E_ e.
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above. The enormous increase in thickness of this formation toward
the south or southeast is its marked characteristic and is stated by
Prof. White as follows: 1
In the bituminous regions in Pennsylvania, and everywhere in Ohio, they (Pottsville series) rarely exceed 300 feet and seldom go below 150; but south westwarcl
through West Vi giniathey begin to swell out, reaching 700 feet at the head of Black
Water, in Tucker county; 1,400 on the New river in Fayette, * * *

This rate of change is quite regular and if continued would make.
the thickness about 1,530 feet as measured in Big Stone gap. .According to Prof. White the Pottsville conglomerate holds its threefold character throughout the region studied by him; in Big Stone gap the.
three heavy plates of sandstone are well shown and they probably
correspond to the Homewood, Connoquenessing, and Sharon. conglomerates or sandstones of Pennsylvania.
.Above the Pottsville conglomerate P~of. White has traced out and
identified three well-marked sandstone horizons, as follows:
1. Waynesburg sandstone.
2. Pittsburg sandstone.
3. Mahoning sandstone.

He describes the Mahoning sandstone as follows : 2
The lowest sandstone deposit of the Barren measures; and although at times consisting of one solid rock, yet it is gen~rally complex. The usual rule is for the mass
to divide into two sandstones, an Upper and Lo,yer Mahoning, each 40 to 50 feet
thick, with a shale interval between containing a coal bed and limestone or iron ore,
* * * the whole series being 100 to 150 feet thick. In Wyoming county, West
Virginia, they cap the summits of Guyandotte mountain at an elevation of 3,000
feet above the sea. In the Great Kanawha region this rock is extremely hard and
silicious, and at many points a mere bed of pebbles, some of which are as large as
an egg.

Prof. White traces the sandstone spoken of above from central Pennsylvania to Wyoming county, West Virginia, which is within 40 or 50
miles of the Big Stone gap territory.
The Pittsburg sandstone he describes as follows :3
It varies in thickness from 25 up to 70 feet, and is usually coarse, friable, and often
pebbly * * *. This rock is especirully massive in the vici_ni:ty of Hartford City.
Pomeroy, and other contiguous regions, and the same may be said of the eastern line
of its outcrop from Pennsylvania clear across West Virginia to the Kentucky border.
In the George's Creek, Salisbury, and Ligonier basins, however, this rock makes but
little show in the topography, its place being occupied by soft shales.

The uppermost sandstone, the Waynesburg, at the base of the Dunkard Creek series, is thus described: 4
This stratum is the only one in the series that is generally conglomeratic or contains quartz pebbles larger than coarse sand grains * * *. When at its greatest
development the thickness of this stratum approaches 75 or even 100 feet ,. * *.
From Blennerhasset Island, below Parkersburg, this rock is almost constantly visible
either in bed or bluffs of the Ohio on down to 25 miles below the mouth of the Great
Kanawha. It is the emergence of this stratum from the bed of the strerum whicb
makes Letart Falls in the Ohio river.
1

Op. cit., p. 181.

Bull. 111--7

2 Op.

cit., p. 95.

3

Op. cit., :p. 63.

4 0p.

cit., p . 40.
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The position of these sandstones in the general column is shown in
Fig. 3, in comparison with the heavy sandstones of the Big Stone gap
:field.
These sections show the probable equivalency of these sandstones,
and although the correlation is at too long range to be of much value,
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this direction. In the Big Stone gap territory the Gladeville sandstone shows a similar persistency and in every respect bears a striking
resemblance to the Mahoning sandstone. Assuming this correlation to .
be correct, the Norton formation would be equivalent to the Lower
Coal-measures.
Above the Mahoning, Prof. White describes two other coarse sandstones, or conglomerates, which seem persistent as far as his observations extend. Only one was noted in the Big Stone gap region. The
Pittsburg sandstone differs from the Harlan sandstone, as the latter
is very hard and resists degradation to such an extent tha,t it almost
invariably forms cliffs; and the Pittsburg sandstone is replaced by
shales on the eastern side of the basin in Pennsylvania and northern
West Virginia. It is therefore probable that in the Big Stone gap ,
:field, which is on this eastern line, this sandstone is thin or is represented by shale. Hence it seems likely that the Harlan sandstone is
the equivalent of the Waynesburg sandstone. If this correlation
should prove correct the Harlan sandstone corresponds to Prof. White's
Fermo-Carboniferous or Dunkard Creek series. ·
These correlations are only provisional, requiring more :field work in
the intermediate region to justify positive statements.
CORRELATION WITH REGION SOUTHWEST OF BIG STONE GAP.

In the opposite direction, or southwest from Big Stone gap, the
comparison of sections is even more difficult; for the intermediate,
unknown territory is of much greater extent, and the next region carefully studied shows a marked disagreement in its stratigraphic column
from the Big Stone gap field.
The Lee conglomerate holds a thickness .of over 1,000 feet as far
south as the northern line of Tennessee. Mr. A. R. Crandall, of the
Kentucky Geological Survey, gives a roughly measured section through
Pine mountain, in the Narrows of Clear creek, on the Tennessee state
line,1 in which the thickness is given as over 1,000 feet. Mr. Arthur
Keith, of the U.S. Geological Survey, in surveying the Maynardsville
atlas sheet, measured a section of the conglomerate in Wilson gap,
Claiborne county, Tennessee; this gap is in the Cumberland mountains, directly southeast of the Narrows in Pine mountain, and shows
the following section:
Feet.

Coal-measures .......•..........•.••..••••....................•..
Lee conglomerate...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 250
Pennington shale ................... ____ ............ __ ..... ____ .
800
Newman limestone ............ _...•••...... _.................. _.

This agrees with the general section for the Big Stone gap field,
except that both the Lee conglomerate and the Pennington shale ar&
thinner. By these measures we know that the conglomerate formation
holds its own, as a complex formation of great thickness along the eastern side of the basin from tbe Kanawha river to Wilson gap, Tennes1

Geol. Survey of Kr. Report

011

the Guology of Whitley county and a part of Pulaski.

P. 110.
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see; beyond this the format1on can not be traced satisfactorily, as only
partial sections are available. Prof. J. M. Safford gives a section of
Pine mountain in Tennessee in which the tbickn )sses are estimated and
consequently are not very reliable: 1
Feet.

Conglomerate, summit of Pine mountain.
Flaggy, micaceous sandstone on top; slate and shales below .•..... 220
Compact grit on top; slate and shale below ......... .'.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 120
Coarse sandstone on top; clay, slate and shale •••••••••..•.•. .••.•. 100
Mountain limestone.

The formation below the conglomerate in this section appears to correspond with the Pennington shale further northeast, but on the other
hand it seems to be equivalent to the lower coal measures of southern
Tennessee as described by Safford.
Mr. 0. W. Hayes, in mapping the Kingston atlas sheet, lying between
the parallels 35° 30' and 36°, makes the following cla·ssification of the
coal measures : 2
Feet.

Wal den sandstone. • . • • • . . • • • • • . • . • • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • • . . • • • . • . . . • . . . 1, 300
Lookout sandstone ..•••.•••••.•.•••.•..•...••••••...•...•••. 260 to 550
Bangor limestone.

In this classification the Lookout includes everything from the top
of the Bangor (sub-Carboniferous) limestone to the top of the first
heavy conglomerate; the conglomerate itself varies from 25 to 60 feet

in thickness and forms the edge of the escarpment; below the conglomerate is a mass of sandstones, shales, and coals that graduate downwar<l.s from the coarse conglomerate into the shales immediately overlying the Bangor limestone. This division corresponds with the Lower
Coal-measure of Safford and appears to occupy the same stratigraphic
horizon as the Pennington shale, but the connection has never been
traced. The prevailing opinion bas been that these lower meaRures are
the representatives of the lower portion of the Lee conglomerate of Big
Stone gap. Mr. J. J. Steven on makes the following tatement, 3 in
sp aking f the Quinnemont (Pottsville) conglomerate as shown in Pennington gap:
The coal beds in the greater part of the Tennessee coal field be1ong to this group,
and without doubt much of th ection obtained in the nortbea tern district of that
coal field should b r efi rred to the same horizon, as Prof. Safford has done. The
coal beds th re are somewhat variable. A noteworthy feature of this group in Tenn . i that the l>ottom plate of onglomerate is absent, and the coal group pa ses
directly into th Lower arboni£ rous.
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member in Tennessee retains that member in full force, and that it is
the upper member that is either absent or unrecognizable. Mr. Hayes
estimates the thickness of the measureS. abo.xe the Lookout, on the Kingston sheet, to be 1,300 feet, but these measures.have never been studied
in detail and are practically unknown; no conglomerate was observed
above the heavy bed at the edge of the escarpment, but for at least
1,000 feet (estimated) heavy sandstones predominate that may easily
be the representatives of the beds of conglomerate at Big Stone gap~
This group of rock seems to occupy the entire basin in this territory
except the northeastern part, where the syncline apparently deepens
and the character of the rocks change, shale and soft sandstone becoming the predominant elements. No accurate measures were made on
these beds, but the writer, who assisted Mr. Hayes in this work, is of the
opinion that they may be the equivalent of the Norton formation at
Big Stone gap.
The sequence is about the same on the western edge of the plateau,
except that the measures below the conglomerate are thinner, as is
shown by the following section, measured in Fentress county, Tennessee: 1
Feet.

Upper Coal Measures: { Conglomerate (40 feet) ... - ...... - ... - .. }
Shale, sandstone, and coal (174 feet) . . . .
Conglomerate....................................................
Lower Coal-measures............................................
Mountain limestone.

214

·
90
35

In the vicinity of Chattanooga the section is about the same as shown
by Safford's section measured at Tracy City, Tennessee: 2 3
Feet.

Upper Coal-measures: \ Conglomerate (50 fe~t)~ ......... - ...... { 290
( Shale and coal (240 feet) ...........•... 5
Conglon1erate ...•............... _..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
70
Lower Coal-measures ..................................•...... _.. 228
Mountain limestone.
IJ, M. Safford: op. cit., p. 396.
2

Op. cit., pp. 369-370.
3

0ondensed section of Goal-measures at Tracy city, Tenn.
[C. W. Hayes, September, 1893.)

Walclen sandstone:
Feet.
Coarse cross bedded sandstone with pebbles at the top and bottom...................... 70
Cross bedded sandstone with some beds of shale......................................... 90
Thin bedded sandstone ............................................. ___ .................. 65
Coal, main Sewanee seam... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 ±
Sandstone and shale ............................... _..................................... 44
Coal, "Little Sewanee"...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ±
Sandy blue shale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . • • . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
300
Lookout sandstone:
Conglomerate and sandstone............................................................. 65
Sanclstone, shale and coal. ............................................. _................. 195
Limestone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • . . • • . • • • . . • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . . . • • . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . _
260
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Mr. Hayes gives the following generalized section for this region: 1
Feet.

Wal den sandstone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 000
Lookout sandstone .......••.... _........... _... _..... _.. . . . . 400 to 500
Bangor limestone.

His classification is the same as for the Kingston sheet, and the heavy
bed of conglomerate at the top of the Lookout varies from 25 to 70 feet.
South of this the measures of the Alabama survey are the basis for
correlation. On the western border of the field, in the Warrior basin,
the beds below the conglomerate, corresponding to the Lower Coalmeasures of Safford, are thin. The writer measured a section west of
Guntersville, Alabama, in which the bed of shale between the limestone and the conglomerate is only 60 feet. It appears to thicken
southeast and south, for on the eastern face of Blount mountain a section was measured by Gen. A. M. Gibson and given by Mr. Henry
McCally, 2 in which the shale, thin-bedded sandstones, and coals underneath the conglomerate measured 620 feet in thickness. The writer
feels full confidence in this figure, as he measured a section on the
eastern face of this mountain in Greasy cove, and, though exposures
were poor, the thickness of these measures is probably between 600
and 800 feet. According to the Alabama geologists this formation
becomes barren of coals southwest of Blount mountain, and is apparently confused with the Oxmoor or sub-Carboniferous shales in the
Cahaba basin, as the conglomerate is reported as resting directly upon
the Oxmoor sandstones and shales. 3
In the variou fields we have considered, the rocks below the conglomerate vary greatly; in the Cahaba basin they are classed as the
upper portion of the sub-Carboniferous; in northern Alabama and
southern Tennessee they are classed as the Lower Coal measures; in
Virginia and further north they are considered as sub-Carboniferous.
Thi outlines the que tion, and it is hoped that more work can be
d voted to it, both stratigraphic and paleontologic, in order to obtain
th orr ct correlation.
The ,onglomerate apparently varies greatly south of Chattanooga.
In 1abama. out ide of the Oahaba basin, the cla ification of Safford
ha b u f 11 wed and the Conglomerate group recognized as carrying
but w b d f conglomerate; but in hi report , on the various counties
in th
rrior field Mr. McOally ha brought out ome additional fact .
Iu th r p rt n Marion county, Alabama,4 McOally give the thickn ,' f th
al-me u.re a 1,2 3 feet, and in that interval he notes
:ft
b d f n l merate
urring at irregular intervals. Again, in
ty 5 h
th tbi kne of the mea ures as 1,233 feet,
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and notes four conglomerates. These counties are on the northern
border of the Warrior :field and hold only the lowest measures; in the
next tier of counties to the south the higher measures are found, and
a good section was measured in Walker county,1 but no conglomerates
are noted above the horizon of the' Winston county beds.
In Jefferson county the most complete section is given: 2 Its base
up to a thickness of 1,700 feet contains four quite well marked conglomerates; above this, other beds of conglomerate are noted, but all
are quite thin, being less than 15 feet in thickness and appearing to be
but local features. This upper portion of the section is 1,300 feet thick.
Gen. Gibson, in his Blount mountain section,3 gives the measures
a thickness of 1,340 feet, and includes four conglomerates.
Lastly Mr. Squire gives for the Cahaba basin 3 the most complete ·
section of the Coal-measures south of Virginia yet published. His section is as follows:
Feet.

Conglomerate group ...•.....••..........•-. . .....................
480
Productive group ..•.•....................•.........•......••••. 2, 200
Micaceous group...... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . 1, 040
Millstone grit group ......••••..••...••••.......•.•••.•••••.•••• 1,765
Total Coal-measures ........••••.........•...•••...•••.••..••.• 5,485

1

The following section is an attempt to represent by :figures the char.
acter of the millstone grit as shown by Squire in his sections, but
unfortunately he only indicates in a general way where the beds of
conglomerate are, without giving their thickness or the thickness of the
interval of sandstones, shales, and coals that occur betwee11 them:
Feet.

Conglomerate ..·..•....·...•..•.•....•......•.....••....••.•••••.•
Interval . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • • . . .
Conglomerate. . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
Interval . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . .
Conglomerate ................•........................ ~ . . . . . . . . •
Interval ....................................................... :
Conglomerate........... ........................................

75
500
175

560
185
70
200

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 1, 765

Considering the conglomerate group alone, there appears to be a mass
of sediments characterized by four or :five well marked beds of conglomerate that can be identified across the basin in .Alabama; as shown in
the sections, it is 1,765 feet thick in the Cahaba basin, 1,700 feet in
Jefferson county, 1,340 feet in Blount mountain, and about 1,250 feet
in Marion and Winston counties. This group bears such a resemblance
to the Lee conglomerate of Big Stone gap and the Pottsville conglomerate of the Kanawha that it at once suggests their equivalence. In
the intermediate Chattanooga region, if that correlation be correct,
nothing but the base of the series is preserved, or the top has lost its
distinctive character and is not recognized. Fig. 3 shows the entire
1

Op. cit., pp. 131-134.

2

Op. cit., pp. 272-274 and 416-417

3

Loe. cit.
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.section of the Cahaba basin compared with the generalized section of
the Big Stone gap fields and the type section from West Virginia.
The agreement in the aggregate thickness of the strata is striking,
showing a regular increase from 4,660 feet in West Virginia to 5,030
'feet in the Big Stone gap field and 5,485 feet in the Cahaba basiu.
.Above the Millstone grit group in the Cahaba section no resemblance
is found between this and the other sections until the topmost member
is reached; this Conglomerate group of Squire bears a strong resemblance to the Harlan sandstone as described by the writer. If this correlation be correct the three type sections would show as follows:
West
Virginia.

Permo-Carboniferous .. -----Intermediate measures .. _....
Conglomerate ..... _ ..•.••....

Big
Stone
gap.

Cahaba
basin.

880
3,650
1,500

480
3,240
1,765

----1,162
2,098
1,400

These show a marked gradation that is suggestive of some connection in genesis, but present knowledge is not sufficient to determine
the question. Careful stratigraphic work is needed in the northern
half of Tennessee-in the Briceville region-where the upper measures may be found; they may give the key to the stratigraphy in the
Chattanooga region. Besides stratigraphic work, thorough paleontologic work is needed at many points, but especially to determine the
age and equivalence of the highest beds in the southern region, for in
that territory the upper measures exist only in isolated remnants and
can not be correlated without the evidence of fossils.
If the work in view by the U. S. Geological Survey is successfully
completed it will doubtless in the near future -settle many of these questions of correlation that at present·we· can see only vaguelv through
the mist of uncertainty that surrounds them.
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The publications of the United States Geological Survey are issued in accordance with the statute
approved March 3, 1879, which declares that' 'The publications of the Geological Survey shall consist of the annual report of operations, geological
and economic maps illustrating the resources and classification of the lands, and reports upon general
and economic geology and paleontology. The annual report of operations of the Geological Survey
shall accompany the annual report of the Secretary of the Interior. All special memoirs and reports
of said Survey shall be issued in uniform quarto series if deemed necessary by the Director, butotherwise in ordinary octavos. Three thousand copies of each shall be published for scientific exchanges
and for sale at the price of publication; and all literary and cartographic materials received in exchange
shall be the property of the United States and form a part of the library of the organization; and the
money resulting from the sale of such publications shall be covered into the Treasury of the United
States."
On July 7, 1882, the following joint resolution, referring to all Governme'nt publications, was passed
by Congress :
''That whenever any document or report shall be ordered printed by Congress, there shall be printed,
in addition to the number in each case stated, the 'usual number' (1,734) of copies for binding and
distribution among those entitled to receive them."
Except in those cases in which an extra number of any publication has been supplied to the Survey
by special resolution of Congress or has been ordered by the Secretary of the Interior, this office has
no copies for gratuitous distribution.
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EARTHQUAKES IN CALIFORNIA IN 1892.
BY CHARLES D. PERRINE.

INTRODUCTION.

The following, undertaken at the suggestion of Prof. Holden, is a continuation of similar records byhimself1 and Prof. Keeler, and brings the
list up to the end of the year 1892. It contains all the shocks observed
or felt on Mount Hamilton, and all those reported to the Lick Observatory by letter, as well as newspaper reports of earthquakes occurring
in the state that year. Many newspapers have been exa:µiined~ and
this bulletin is chiefly made up from their reports, but some may have
escaped notice. 2
INSTRUMENTS.

The instruments used for recording earthquakes on Mount Hamilton
are described in publications of the Lick Observatory, vol. 1, p. 82.
The largest and most complete instrument records the three components
of the earth's motion, viz: north and south, east and west, and vertical,
separately, on a smoked glass plate, which is started by the preliminary tremors of the earthquake and rotates uniformly in about three
minutes, the edge of the plate being graduated into seconds at the same
time by the clock, which also serves to record the time of occurrence
of the shock. This instrument has been called the Ewing seismograph
in the notes.
Another simpler form consists of the heavy '' duplex" pendulum
adjusted to a long period of vibration, with a magnifying pointer or
pen, which records on a smoked glass plate the two horizontal components of motion. The vertical component and the time are not recorded. The motion of the earth is magnified 4·0 ti:mes in the duplex
seismometers.
The observatory possesses other seismographs of various patterns,
but they are not constantly in use.
1
List of recorded earthquakes in California, Lower California, Oregon, and Washington Territory
(1769 to 1888); Sacramento; State Printing Office. Earthquakes in California, in 1888; .American
Journal of Science, Vol. 37, May, 1889. Earthquakes in California in 1889; Bulletin of the U, S. Geological Survey, No. 68, 1890. Earthquakes in California in 1890 and 1891; Bulletin of the U.S. Geological Survey, No. 95, 1892.
2
It has been the object especially to record earthquakes occurring in Ca,lifornia, but included in the
list wm be found records of a number of disturbances observed outside the state.
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SC.A.LE OF MEASUREMENTS.

In the record made by the Ewing seismograph both horizontal components are magnified 3·3 times, and the vertical component is magnified 1·6 times. The measures of the vibrations, as given in the notes,
are taken directly from the tracings, and therefore represent the magnified motions.
If both the period, T, and the amplitude, a, of an earthquake wave
are given, the maximum acceleration due to the impulse, which may
be taken as a measure of the intensity or destructive effect of the
shock, is given by the formula4 1t2 a

l=~

in which the motion is assumed to be harmonic.
DIFFERENCES OF INTENSITY.

Estimates of the intensity of shocks are also given (in Roman numerals inclosed in parentheses) according to the Rossi-Fore! scale,
which for convenience of reference is inserted below. Experience has
uggested that for observations in California a few additions should
be made to this scale, and these are printed here in italics~ When
these are in quotation marks also, they are expressions actually used
in the newspapers, etc., in describing earthquake shocks, whose ihtenity is otherwise known. The scale, as amended, is as accurate as anything of the kind can be.
I.
Micro eismic shocks recorded by a single seismograph, or by seismograph of the same model,. but not putting seismographs of different
patterns in motion; reported by experienced observers only.
II.
hock recorded by several seismographs of different patterns; rep rt d y a mall number of persons who are at rest. "A very light
shock.'
III.
ot

Ya number of p rsons who are at rest; duration
. "A hock;" "a light shock."
IV.

''Moderate;' "strong;

PERRINE,]
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SCALE OF INTENSITY.

V.
Shock felt generally by everyone; furniture shaken; some bells rung;
some clocks stopped; some sleepers waked; " smartj '' " strong j "
"heavy;" "severe;" "sharp;" ''quite violent."
VI.
General awakening of sleepers; general ringing of bells; swinging
of chandeliers; stopping of clocks; visible swaying of trees; some
persons run out of buildings; window glass broken. '' Severe;" ''very
severe;" ''violent."
VII.
Overturning of loose objects; fall of plaster; striking of church
bells; general fright, without damage to buildings. ''Nausea felt;"
"violent/' '' very violent."
VIII.
Fall of chimneys; cracks in the walls of buildings.
IX..
Partial or total destruction of some buildings.
X.
Great disasters; overturning of rocks; fissures in the surface of the
earth; mountain slides.
The relation between the intensity (I) of a shock as determined by
the formula already given, and the numbers of the Rossi-Forel scale,
has been reduced from all available data up to 1888, and is given below
in tabular form. It is, of course, a rough approximation only:
Rossi·Forel scale.

! .................. ..... .
II. ........... ······.·····
III ............... ... .... . .
IV ............ ... .. ... ... .
V ....................... .

v1!::::::::::::::::::::::::
VIII. . .... .. ............... .
I IX . ...................... .

Intensity,
milli·per D'""
meters
Iuerence.
second.
20
40
60
80

110
150
300
500
1,200

20
20
20
30
40
150
200
700

One of the objects of the earthquake observations on Mount Hamilton is to obtain data for correcting this table, so that the intensity of a
shock, as defined mathematically by the formula I=f (where V is the
maximum velocity of the vibrating particle), can be approximately
inferred from the ordinary descriptions of its effects.
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STATIONS.

A number of duplex-pendulum seismographs, quite similar to the
one used at the Lick Observatory, are placed at different points on the
Pacific coast, but they are not all in operation. The statiQns are:
Students' observatory, Berkeley, in charge of Prof. Soule.
Chabot Observatory, Oakland, in charge of Mr. Burckhalter.
Private observatory of Mr. Blinn, in East Oakland.
Observatory of the University of the Pacific, San Jose.
Observatory of Mills College, near Oakland, in charge of Prof. Keep.
Residence of Mr. 0. D. Perrine, 2138 Alameda avenue, Alameda.
Office of State Weather Bureau, Carson, ·Nevada, in charge of Prof.
Friend.

CHRONOLOGIC RECORD, 1892.

January 16.-MOUNT HA.MILTON, 7:30 A. M.-Note by Prof. Holden:
"Wind from north and northwest. Velocity 61 miles per hour. The
motion of the third story of Prof. Holden's house from the wind made
a tremor which would have been called II on Rossi-Fore! scale."
February 3.-PORTLAND, OREGON.-A severe earthquake shock
occurred here at 8:30 o'clock to-night. Brick buildings swayed and
windows rattled, terrifying the inmates, who in many instances rushed
into tbe street. The shock lasted about thirty seconds, and was probably the most severe earthquake ever felt in this city. As far as
known no damage was done.
February 3.-ASTORI.A., OREGON.-There was a distinct shock of
earthquake here to-night at 8: 27 o'clock. The vibrations were from
southwest to northeast. It lasted about three seconds, causing houses
to shake perceptibly, but no damage was done.
February 3.-SALEM, 0REGON.-At 8:32 o'clock this evening Salem
experienced an earthquake shock. The vibrations were from northeast
to southwest. There were three distinct shocks. Windows rattled
and buildings trembled, but no damage is reported.
February 3.-0MAHA, NEBRASKA.-A slight shock of earthquake
was felt here about 10:30 o'clock to-night, lasting for a few seconds.
In Jones street a large bank of earth caved, partly wrecking a frame
house, and burying P. H. Green, his wife, and two children in the
debris. Green was badly injured, but the remainder of the family
escaped unhurt.
February 5.-MOUNT HAMILTON.-Prof. Holden was awakened by
a shock and noted the time as 6: 27: 42 a. m., which he says can not
be far out of the way. Intensity= V to VI, Rossi-Fore! scale.
Mr. Otto Erle was awake and dressing and noted time 6:27:50 a. m.
Direction, north and south.
Prof. Campbell was awakened by the shock and noted the time as
6: 27: 50± 3s. Intensity, R. F. = V; duration, two seconds; north and
south. Rattled windows, washbowls, etc.; rocked bed.
February 23.-CARSON CITY, NEVADA.-Prof. Friend sends a tracing of an earthquake which occurred between 9 p. m. February 23 and
7 a . rn. February 24. He says: "No one here, it seems, has felt it, and
consequently I can not give you the exact time." 1
1
The maximum disturbance being about ESE. by WNW., having an extreme amplitude of 170 on the
plate, with a motion at right angles to this of 7 mm.
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February 23.-S.A.N DrnGo.-This city has been treated to earthquake shocks so frequently of late that the condition is regarded
a almost chronic. Near midnight, February 23, the first shock, lasting
seventy seconds, cracked walls of buildings, and people were thoroughly
frightened. Six or eight more shocks were felt that night, the second
shock occurring just thirty minutes after the .first one. Nearly every
night since there have been one to three slight shocks. So severe was
the first shock that the undulations gave many the feelings of seasick
patients. Along the Pacific coast from Mexico to British Columbia
slight shocks were felt, especially in Oregon and Washington.
February 23.-S.A.N DrnGo.-The earthquake which visited southern
Oaliforniajus~ before midnight last night was the worst San Diego ever
experienced, and seems to have been more severe the farther south it
wa felt. In this city a large number of buildings were cracked and the
pla ter wa dislodged, although no houses were shaken down.
ThP:re were six or seven quakes after the first severe shock, and there
was very little slumber for San Diegans for the rest of the night. After
the hock the occupants of lodging houses rushed into the streets
nude and panic-stricken, and their fear was not dispelled until morning.
At a jewelry store on Fifth street a large ornamental lamp was
thrown from its case and, crashing through a show case, did about
:.!00 damage. So far as is now known no one was hurt.
l e ort from outside the city say that in Paradise valley a church
and
oolhou e, which were built upon stilts, were thrown down and
alm t t tally demolished. A telephone message from Campo, on the
bord r of th desert in the southeast part of the county, says tlJat the
fir t h k, which occurred at 11: 21 p. m., was preceded by a loud rumbling
lik t e ound of distant thunder. Several sharp tremblings followed
in quick uccession. The rumblings and shocks kept up at intervals of
wen y minute or more through the night until 4: 53 a. m., when a
fi rfnl h ·k, with vibrations lasting twenty-five seconds and accomp:.. ni d y lo al rumblings, caused the inhabitants to rush out of their
h u · :-; in terror.
5
lock thi morning over twenty distinct shocks have been
n
th la tone a late a 10 o'clock. The rumbling still ,conint •r a1 .

nin-
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sular Railway sustained· considerable damage to its roadbed. Reports
from the latter place say the shocks there were simpl;y unparalleled in
duration, 11asting fully seventy seconds.
February 24.-PALM SPRINGS.-An earthquake shock was experienced here about 11: 25 p. m. yesterday which was severer than any
that San Francisco has felt during the last ten years. It lasted
over one minute and the direction of the vibration was southeast to
northwest. It was followed by at least eight other shocks, all exceptionally severe. The last shock was at 4: 30 a. m. The night was
excessively warm and the earthquake was followed by cold and cloudy
weather.
February 24.-INDI0.-A severe earthquake was felt here last night,
commencing at 11: 16 o'clock. There were five lighter shocks between
that time and 11: 45 o'clock, and there was one at 12: 30 and one
at 4: 49 a. m. to-day. No damage was done, but considerable commotion was caused among the inhabitants.
February 24.-BE.A.UMONT.-A severe earthquake shock occurred here
last night at 11: 20 o'clock. The vibrations were from east to west and
lasted several seconds.
February 24.-P0MONA.-An earthquake was felt here last night
at 11: 15. Buildings shook and rocked for a few seconds, but no damage was done; not even a glass broken. The vibration was north and
south.
February 24:.-SANT.A. ANA.-Eight shocks of earthquake were felt
here last night. The heaviest was at 11: 15. The walls of the waterworks building were cracked and plastering in several bouses was
broken. Visitors in all the hotels left their rooms and clocks stopped.
February 24.-SAN BERNARDINO.-Last night at 11: 15 there was
a shock of earthquake here, lasting about one minute and a quarter.
The vibrations were 11ortheast and southwest. No damage was done,
except to break china'"raro and stop clocks. The shock was heavy
and was followed by light temblors all night.
February 24.-ONTARIO.-Two sharp shocks of earthquake were felt
here last night at 11: 15. The course of the wave seemed to be northeast to Routhwest. There was no damage.
February 24.-VIS.A.LIA.-A light earthquake shock was felt here
at 11: 40 o'clock last night.
February 24.-YUMA.-Two shocks of earthquake· were felt here last
night at 11 o'clock. The movement was from east to west. No damage was done.
February 25.-SAN DIEGO.-Two more earthquake shocks were felt
in this city at 2 o'clock this rooming, but neither was as bad as
tho e of the preceding night, and no damage was done. They were
evere enough, however, to cause another hasty and undigni:fiecl exodu of lodger from hotels and lodging houses into the streets in their
night clothe ' , The fright was particularly great among the tourists
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iu the city, and the proprietors of several hotels report a material thin ning out of this clas of guests, who took the morning train for the
Ea ·t.
Word from Campo, on the desert, is to the effect that the rumbling
and shocks continued last night, but no damage was done and the
inhabitants are recovering from their terror. Up to this evening there
have been about eighty distinct shocks in that locality since Tuesday
nirrht.
February 25.-0NTARIO.-There were two more, but light, shocks
of earthquake last night, one at 9: 30 and the other at 2 o'clock. The
fir ·t occurred while a large audience was listening to George W. Oable
at Workman Hall. Had it been heavier a panic would have resulted ..
February 25.-SANTA AN.A..-Two light shocks of earthquake were
:£ It here la t night about 2 o'clock.
March 13.-PETALUM.A..-This morning at 5: 25 o'clock a distinct
h k of earthqu2,ke was felt in Petaluma. The vibration was from
at to wet.
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age was done in many other places in the same vicinity. The second
day following brought another severe shock which wrecked many
buildings already weakened. It is, perhaps, worthy of remark that these
disturbances did not follow the mountain contour of the country,
but seemed to have their greatest range east and west or nearly at
rjght angles to the direction of the mountain ranges; crossing the
Sierras, they were distinctly felt in Nevada. The loss of property was
great.-0. D. P.
April 19.-MOUNT HAMILTON.-" Long period gentle shock-waked
sleepers-swung hanging lamps-R-F.=IV to V. 2:49½ P. S. T."
(Prof. Holden.) The record on the duplex seismograph shows the
greatest motion to have been east and west, amounting to 18·5mm.;
the displacement north and south amounting to 8mm.
April 19.-MouNT HAMIL1'0N (via San Jose).-The earthquake was
severe enough to awaken sleepers. But those who were up and at
work felt it as a series of long, gentle undulations. It registered on
our instruments. (E. S. Holden.)
April 19.-SAN FRANCISCO.-A little before 3 o'clock this morning '
an earthquake struck San Francisco. The shock was the heaviest
experienced since the historic one in 1868, when the earth moved in
waves on Mission street.
The greatest result that the shake occasioned in San Francisco was
the downfall of the front wall of the old Academy of Sciences building
on the corner of Dupont and Oa,lifornia Rtreets. Workmen were engaged
in tearing it down. They are going to put in a new front and change
the place into a theater. On Monday nig~t when the men quit work
the wall stood alone. The roof and side walls had been cut away, and
to guard against a fall the wall was braced with long timbers.
When the quake came along the timbers were shaken off and down
came several tons of brick and mortar. It woke up policemen on beats
blocks away and nearly scared the life out of a theatrical party that
was out on a late trip through Chinatown. The balconies came away
with the wall and in a moment the sidewalk was piled high with bricks,
beams, and plaster; no one was hurt.
The earthquake began with a thump that seemed to knock the earth
to the west, then for about three seconds the world seemed to be sliding
convulsively back into place. But before it came to rest there was
another thump, followed by a lighter one. Altogether it took thirteen
minutes for the earth to g:et over its fluttering.
Prof. Davidson, of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, happened to be in
his observatory. He did not feel the earthquake, as he was just rising
from his chair to study his instruments. He knew. it was a-quaking,
however, by the excitement in the bubbles of the levels.
The time was 2 :51 :41 this morning. The movement in minute waves
wa 0·9 second of arc, and the time of tb.e pulsations about three seconds
of time and not regular, at times almost subsiding and then starting out
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afre h. The movement was apparently from the south. This continued
for four or five minutes, and in six minutes the amplitude of the waves
was from 0·2 or 0·3 second of arc, and the time of pulsation slower. The
pul ation was faintly exhibited for nine minutes and at thirteen minutes
it had ceased. At the close the north ends of the two levels were 0·5
second of arc higher than when :first read.
Prof. Davidson says that this was one of those earthquakes that
roars, and was the second of that kind that he had observed. Just

FJG. 1.-Tracing of th rrnismograph in an Francisco.

being hau]ed
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The earthquake went through Oakland before it struck this city. Mr.
Burckhalter, of Chabot Observatory, was ready for it, and his seismograph reduced the earth's movements to black and white. The earthquake registered in Oakland in bold handwriting, but its signature
was different from that made in this city. When it registered on this
side the curves were replaced by erratic angles. It took the earthquake
two minutes and thirty-nine seconds to get here from Oakland.
Prof. Davidson said that the difference in the ground structure here
and in Oakland, and in the buildings in which the instruments were,
might acc01mt for the dissimilarity of the records made on the seismographs.

FIG. 2.-Tracing of the seismograph at the Chabot Observatory, Oakland.

The ferry depot rocked and creaked, and those inside of it started
to run for the door. Every clock in the building, including the
tower clock, stopped, and all showed the same time, viz, 2 :53 o'clock.
On board the ships a slight trembling was felt that lasted about ten
or twelve seconds. The shock was felt only by those who happened
to be on deck. The rest of those on board were ignorant of the fact
that an earthquake had happened.
The ferry tower pendulum is between 50 and 60 pounds weight and is
su pended by a steel spring 6 or8 inches long and three-fourths of an inch
wide, imilar iu appearance to a piece of scrap iron. 'rhe shock set the
Bull.112-2
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pendulum to wriggling in an irregular· manner from side to side and
kept it up so long that the strong steel was warped in all sorts of
hapes and :finally broken.
The guests in the New Western hotel poured out into Kearney street
when the shake took place, and made a bee line for the center of
Portsmouth Square, believing that that was the safest pla.ce, should
the surrounding buildings fall. All of them were in undress, but for a
time that was forgotten. When the first effects of the fright wore off
the ladies quickly remembered that their costumes were not the things
for street wear, and hurried back to their rooms.
The guests in the Palace hotel were somewhat frightened , a number
of them rushing into the corridors to ascertain the cause of the vibrations. The only damaged sustained was the breaking of a few statuettes and some glass, which were thrown to the floor .
The shock was very much more severe in the region. 50 or 75 miles
north of the city and the residents there had much curiosity to know
how great it had been in San Francisco.
April l P.-SAN FRANCrsco.-The Uhronicle of April 20: So far as
damage to property was concerned, the earthquake that shook a limited portion of the state north of the meridian of San Francisco early
yesterday morning was the most severe that has been experienced
since the Lone Pine disaster of 1872. While the vibration of yesterday
was felt from Gilroy and Fresno on the south to Oroville ·and Chico on
the north, and from Santa Rosa on the west entirely across the state
and into Nevada, the area within which damage was done was very
small. This district includes portions of Solano and Yolo counties,
and compri es a section some 20 miles wide by about 30 in length.
Bri k building in Vacaville, ·winters, Dixon, Woodland, Esparto,
1
apay, and Fairfielcl were wrecked to a greater or less exteut, but the
u ire <lama. ., by the mo t liberal estimate, is so small that it is appart tha th injured structures were of a class easily damaged, and
n gr at on lay for repairs or complete reconstruction will be invol ved.
a few ·a ·e injurie ·co persons are reported, but iu uo instance were
h re any riously hurt, nor, wonderful as it may seem, was there
any 1
of Ii£ . By comparison with the cyclones that have recently
vi it
h fis i sippi valley, and which make a habit of o doing,
1 avin
u d ath and total destruction in their path, the earthqu c J- , f y t rd y wa a mild vi8itation; yet, after all, the actual lo s
will e £ und far le s in the aggregate than has been iuflicted
h
any a , orm a he Ea t that ha been dismis eel with a dozen
lin . ft le r, phi r p rt.
April 19.VILLE.- n earthquake occurred here at "" : 0
l k bi ·
. The da age in town wa very great, there
f th hun r d of re iden e that do not bow
u pow r exert d. Ohimn y were razed
i h , i wal'e, crockery, and e rythin
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of a movable nature went down with a crash that was truly appalling.
This statement will as well apply to the whole township as to the
town.
This town presents a strange appearance to-night. There is apparently but one street in it, namely, Main street, and the south side is
nothing more nor less than a row of wrecked brick structures, and the
street is filled with pieces of brick and lumber, and the cracked edifices are propped up with huge beams to prevent them from falling
into the roadway. The north side of the street was composed in
the main of wooden buildings, and except in a few instances the loss
on that side is confined to chimneys, which went by the run when the
memorable temblor struck the town in the small hours this morning. '1
The worst cases of damage off Main street were sustained by W. J.
Dobbins, who lived in a two-story brick building about 300 yards north
from Vacaville, and by Garland Gates, who lived in a similar structure
3 miles west of the city. Both of the houses were totally wrecked
and several persons who were sleeping in them at the time were injured.
On entering the town from the direction of the railroad depot the
first demolished building met with on the south or brick side of Main
street is H. Chitteuden's grocery store. It is a complete wreck. Next
to it is F. H. Hacke's hardware shop, split and rent asunder, and
held together only by wooden props leaning in from the street. The
bank of Vacaville, a one-story brick structure, did not suffer as extensively as its neighbors. The Odd Fellows' building, which stands next,
was badly wrecked; the upper story is thoroughly destroyed, and those
who had offices there are heavy losers.
Going west the one-story brick buildings which adjoined one another
were all more or less damaged. Mr. Plates's building at the western
extremity of Main street is in a deplorable condition. It is a one-story
brick building, and in it are situated the opera hall, post-office, two
dry-goods stores, one gr~>eery, and the Enterprise office. The walls,
both front and rear, were knocked out, and the building may be said
to be a total wreck; the block has been temporarily walled in with
sections of canvas, and those who have suffered from the big shake
are busily employed within trying to restore order out of chaos. The
post-office has been temporarily removed to premises adjoining, on the
north side of Main street. The buildings which suffered most are the
Brunswick hotel and the Presbyterian church. They are wooden
structures and are pretty badly damaged.
The total loss in and around Vacaville is variously estimated at from
$ 70,000 to $150,000. There is not a brick building on the south side of
t he street which was not more or less wrecked, and some of them are a
t otal loss. The shock struck the town at just 2 :49 o'clock, and lasted
fully three-quarters of a minute. The vibrations were at first from
south west to northeast and then changed suddenly to north and
south. Fronts of buildings tumbled into the street, chimneys were
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twisted and torn as if struck by a Kansas cyclone, and the entire
population rushed into the streets. That there were no fatalities is
little short of miraculous, though there were a number of very narrow
escapes.
Vacaville seems to have been headquarters for the quake. Several
have heretofore been felt here, but none ever approached this in severity. Business was at a standstill all day, and the streets were :filled
with sigMseers from the country and adjacent towns. The injured
buildings are being repaired as fast as possible and business will be
resumed soon. The newspaper offices were badly pied. The aggregate loss in the town and township will foot up fully $100,000.
Probably the :first person in Vacaville to notice the approach of the
earthquake was S. N . Bettis, the night watchman of the town. He
reports that the morning was clear and starlit and that a cold breeze
wa blowing. He was walking down Main street, from west to east,
with his lantern in his hand, when his attention was attracted by a
rumbling ound which came from the hills west of the town. The noise
r embled di tant thunder or the roaring of water which had suddenly
been let Joose by the bursting of huge dam gates. Bettis stood still
and list ued a few seconds, while the noise increased to a roar and the
grou11d b neath his feet seemed to heave up.
"The motion at :first was west to east," said he, "and then several
vi lent hoek pa sed from north to south. I felt as if I was on the deck
f a ve 1 during a heavy storm, and I put my hands to the ground
to pr v nt 1uy elf from falling on my face. After that brick walls and
himn y began to fall all around and the noise for a minute or so was
d afi ning.
cca ionally I could hear the shrieks of women above the
din, an
on people began to rush into the streets in their night
·l th . Th y were terrified and huddled together like sheep, but as
on a the ho~k pas ed away the men iu the party regained their
n rv , although th women still remained in .a highly excited state and
w 11 n tr turn to their dwellings."
m n tate that for some time after the shock the air was
rj h ulplnu u fume , which were emitted from the :fissures in
'ouu 1 f which th re are many hereabout. In all about one hun1P
l w r l priv d of . l pi~1g quarter by tbe arthquake, but
·h v
11
n a orb cl by the hotels and familie with pare
ha , barring th pr vailiug feeling of uncertainty a t
ur m
ring for h th re i very little di ·comfort or di tre .
Ji , ·h lh u: an th coll g , a couple of two-story bri ·k
l'c ilr ad
pot, hav al o been badly racked and a
: · r ain th amount of damacr done. It i.
tory of th
ho 1 building will hav to m

t 2:4fin

i.

r 1mh1iu

I ·k hi mornin
p pl w 1
follow <l al1no t iuun iately Ya
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heavy shock· and the twisting and groamng of timbers. The exact
duration of the shock is not known, but to the terror-stricken people
waiting for the end it seemed hours.
Sc.arcely had the first vibration ceased before a second of shorter
duration began. Quiet had hardly been restored before the mournful
tolling of the fire bell commenced, followed shortly afterward by thewailing of the whistle on the waterworks, both of which seemed to announce a terrible calamity to the anxious listeners. People were almost
afraid to leave their homes .for fear that a third shock would bring the
threatened end. A crowd soon gathered, and a scene of devastation
was witnessed; toppled walls and crushed roofs presented themselves
on every side, and the sidewalks and streets were strewed with wreckage and debris. To add to the terror fire broke out in several places
simultaneously in the midst of the ruins. but the :firemen worked hero-

FIG. 3.-Map showing the area where the earthquake was most severe.

ically and soon had several streams playing on the flames, which
were :finally extinguished, although the damage will amount to many
thousand of dollars. If it had occurred several hours earlier or several hours later the damage might have been far greater and many
lives might have been sacrificed. As it was the streets were .deserted
with the exception of the night watchman who discovered the blaz;
~nd rung fn the alar1?. No oil lamps were burning except a night lamp
m Dug~n s store which was broken when the roof was crushed in by
the fallrng fire wall. If the earthquake bad occurred earlier or later
there would have been numerous fires.
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Many of the :finest residences in town are wrecked and not more
than :five chimneys in the town are standing. The total loss on residences is 6,000.
In the country the loss was very serious; hardly a house rests on its
foundation and some of them are not habitable. The losses to farmers
.
will aggregate $10,000.
Every monument in the local cemetery was either broken or badly
twisted and thrown from position.
There were several miraculous escapes from death. John Rhemke
and George Haarms were buried in the ruins of the former's saloon,
and were extricated after hard work. Both are badly injured. Shannon Keaton wa buried in the wreck of Rochford's butcher shop, but
escaped unhurt.

in Brown & oleman' and Dugan's stores threatened for a
e. r y th town. The :firemen worked in con tant danger
t PI ling uildiug , but overcame the flames after a tub born
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arising partly from want of sleep, partly from shock, and partly from
expectations of another shakeup. The stoppage of clocks confirms
the general impression that the main shock occurred at 2: 50 a. m.
There was a distant rumbling and detonation, and a nasty, vicious
twist at the wind up. It was the twist that did most of the damage.The facts seem to show that the wave traveled much nearer the surface than in the earthquake of 1868, or even in the Napa shock of lastyear. It was indeed a heavier shaking up than that which Charleston
experienced in 1886, only that the energy was expended over a larger
area. Every article of glass was turned upside down and nothing was
broken; while at a saloon not half a block away the proprietor did not
even know that an earthquake happened till the ringing of the fire bell
summoned him to duty-not an article of glass in this place was broken
or disturbed.
April 19,-:-WINTERS.-The heaviest shock of earthquake that was
ever experienced here occurred this morning at 2 :50 o'clock, every
brick and stone building in the town being damaged more or less, and
some of them being total wrecks. Among the business houses almost
totally wrecked was the Masonic Temple, occupied on the first floor by
Griffiths & Hazelrigg, general merchandise.
Scarcely a house in town escaped. The fine new schoolhouse, just
completed, lost its chimneys; the plaster is cracked, and the brick
foundation is badly shattered. It is estimated that the loss to the town
will be from $50,000 to $60,000.
Main street presents a badly wrecked appearance, althoug hbuildings
are still standing. The large new Devilbiss hotel suffered considerably,
much of the brick front caving into the street. There were about 40
guests asleep in the hotel when the shock occurred, and the men, women,
and children ran terror-stricken down the stairs. On reaching·the office
they found chaos all around, the plaster fallen, the walls opened,
and the furniture scattered in confusion. The kitchen was also badly
shaken, and Mrs. Bertha Roberts, the wife of the cook, was severely
hurt by falling plaster. So far as known she is the only person receiving injuries, although many narrow escapes are reported. Crowds are
gathered around tbe scene of the wreck, and business men are figuring
their losses, which range in individual cases from $250 to $5,000.
Sixty feet of the fire wall of the new Oradwick building on Main street
toppled westward upon the frame roof of Judy Brothers' stable, and
crashing through completely buried six horses in their stalls, though singularly not badly hurting them. To-day the schoolhouse,just finished by
Contractor Silas Carl, of Sacramento, was to have been turned over to
the trustees. The brick foundation was cracked, the c,himneys throw~
to the ground, and the plaster torn. The old schoolhouse is so badly
wrecked that no school is being held to-day. The loss to the town is
e timated at between $70,000 and $100,000. At the graveyard tombstones were wrenched around or completely shattered. Near the town
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the bank of Putah creek, ten feet wide, c:wed in, and along the bottom
of the creek for a great distance rents were made by the shocks. West
of here about three miles, an acre of ground slid into the creek.
Reports are just beginning to come in of damage in tbe country hereabouts.
Two miles southeast of Winters, J. R. W olfskill's stone house was
totally wrecked. He was asleep with his wife when the wall crushed
in, just missing the bed and sparing their lives. In Pleasanton valley
a lamp in J. N. Thissell's house was thrown down. It exploded and a
:fire followed. The house was wholly consumed. In the residence of
J. A. Devilbiss the wall was
separated from the floor so that
a man might put his leg down
the aperture. Up the Berryessa
road the passage is blocked by
immense bowlders, some weighing several tons, which were
thrown with mighty force down
the hillsides into t-h e road. It is
near this point where the rents
in the road ·were noticed. William Barker's adobe house across
the creek was so shaken that it
is dangerous to enter it, aud
other houses were wrenched from
their foundations. From all
around come reports of wells
filling up with caving earth and
narrow escapes from awful fires
and death by the falling of burning lamps in sick rooms. What
is most mystifying in the face
o O
of all the damage done is that
no lives were lost and very little
injury to per ons is reported.
Thebankbui1dingonMain ' tr et
Fm. .-Di. trict 11.tre ted by the temblor.
was wrecked. There i · not a
whol wind w 1 ft in any hou e on that str et. ln th office of the
:£rm wer pie typ mptiedfrom ase,andtbeoldWa:hin n-n r ,', weigbi g ver ton kn ck I ver. A big job pre
uffi red
imilarly.
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light several :fissures were found in the bed of the creek and in the
roadway and :fields adjoining. On each side of the creek where the
explosion took place the banks caved in, the landslides being 75 feet
in length and 12 feet deep.
Such as were enabled to see the sky through split roofs after the·big
shock passed state that the heavens were livid with fire, and when they
reached the street there seemed to be a haze in the atnosphere, while
odors of sulphur were distinctly disc~rnible. The people of Winters are
extremely positive on these points.
April 19.-WooDLAND.-A deep rumbling noise at 2: 45 a. m. to-day
was the forerunner of the most severe shock of earthquake ever experienced in this portion of the state. The shock was a series of rapidly
intermittent vibrations which lasted for thirty seconds, at first almost
north and south and changing frequently from east to west, producing
the impression of circular motion. Fortunately the casualties in this
immediate vicinity are not great, but the public never experienced a
worse fright.
Evidences of the force of the shock are 11umerous everywhere.
Chimneys are cracked and occasionally toppled over, brick walls are
cracked and :fire walls suffer through loss of brick. 'rhe destruction of
glass in stores and private residence~ is very large. The Byrnes hotel
loses a part of its ceiling; the Capital hotel, a chimney; Masonic Hall
suffers in chimneys and plaster; Mezgar's bakery furnishes broken glass
aud cracked walls. The Grammar school building suffers a broken
fire wall and cornice. So- far there is no evidence of any damage to the
waterworks. In the Croft hotel a number of the rooms are almost
denuded of plaster, and most of the business blocks are slightly damaged. One of the Capital hotel chimneys is out of plumb. The wa11s
of both the jail and court room are cracked. The plastering has fallen
off in Superintendent Banks's office. The wall at the southwest corner
of the Bank of Woodland is cracked. At the Byrnes hotel the walls
were cracked and the plaster fell to the floor in several rooms. Ma.ny
of the guests were so badly frightened that they ran down stairs without stopping to dress.
April 19.-GRASS V ALLEY.-This morning a little before 3 o'clock
two shocks of earthquake woke the people and rattled things. The
direction was north to south. No damage was done.
April 19.-AUBURN.-There was an earthquake this morning about
2: 45. There were two distinct shocks, about ten seconds apart. The
course was northerly. No damage is reported.
April 19.-Cmco.-A heavy shock of earthquake was experienced
in this city at 2: 45 this morning, followed immediately by two others.
They seemed to pass northwest to southeast. Many clocks in the city
were stopped. In some pla,ces articles sitting near the edges of shelves
were knocked off. No damag·e was done to the windows or glassware.
April 19.-STOCKTON.-A severe shock of earthquake was felt here
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at 2 :50 o'clock this morning. No damage is reported, but the fright
was great.
April 19.-NICOLAus.-Therewas a severe earthquake at2:50 o'clock
in the night. The direction was doubtful. A loud rumbling noise followed the shock.
April 19.-MERCED.-Two distinct shocks oi earthquake were felt
here this morning. The first occurred at 2:47, stopping the clock at
El Capitan hotel. The second s:P.ock was three minutes afterward,
starting the clock again. No damage was done.
April 19.-MARYSVILLE.-An earthquake was felt in this city and
in the country for a number of miles at about 3 o'clock this morning.
The duration of the shock was from seven to nine seconds. The vibrations were north of northwest and south of southeast. It was the
severest and longest of any ever experienced in this vicinity, but did
no damage. Buildings were swayed, bells rung, and clocks stopped.
The result was a general scare, which kept many timid ones awake until
daybreak.
April 19.-NEVADA.-Two sharp shocks of earthquake occurred
here at 2: 50 o'clock this morning. The first was of brief duration, but
the econd, which immediately followed, lasted eight or ten seconds,
awakening the soundest sleepers and creating widespread alarm among
timid people. The vibrations extended from northeast to southwest.
April 19.-FOLSOM.-The prisoners in the jail were greatly alarmed
at th earthquake shocks. They thought the day of judgment had come.
Th guard at first thought the rattling on the locks was caused by a
gen ral break of the prisoners. No material damage resulted.
April 19.-ANTrocrr.-A severe earthquake shock startled our citiz n at ..:.i: 45 a. m. The vibrations were from west to east and of about
fi rty
·ond duration. No damage to property.
April 19.-BENICIA.-The heaviest shock of earthquake felt in this
ity in 1
occurred at 2: 40 o'clock this morning. The vibrations
le t f' r v ral ·econd and were north and south. The whole town
w ·· , r n d, and our people were badly frightened. Little or no damage
i. r p rted h re beyond the cracking of a few chimney · and ome
I 1 .t rino-.
April 19.- A r VILLE.-The hardest shock of earthquake ever
ri n
h r wa' f lt thi · morning, but the damage i very light.
n r tw ·himn y, w re ov rthrown and brick houses crack d, l>ut
11 t ,· , t
an r u, . Perhap 200 will cover all damage. ·
April 19.- L ~IIR .-The mo t, ver shock of earthquake ev r x:peri n · ,l b r c rr d thi m ruing at 2: 50 o'clock, de troyin o- almo t
<'Y rv c·hi 11 y in th
town and dly wr eking the bri •k tor of J .
..\lli.·on "
h d ma e i ·mall, a the building ar all fraru .
pril 19.- L · . - :\.L,::('] k tld mornino-on fth h avi t
lt C' ]-. f arthqu, 1? l V r £ Jt a fill tation o cnrre i la,
h 'brati n w re fr m north to outh.
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There were several severe shocks. Opinion is divided as to the direction. Clocks were stopped and there was a general shaking up of
crockery.
April 19.-WHE.A.TL.A.ND.-A very marked earth disturbance was
noted here at 3 o'clock this morning. The vibrations appeared to be
west to east, and were so pronounced as to awake the soundest sleeper.
April 19.-ORL.A.ND.-Two distinct shocks were felt here about 2 :40
a. m. The vibrations were apparently north and south.
April 19.-BIGGS.-Three heavy shocks of earthquake occurred here
this morning at 3 o'clock. The vibrations were northeast and southwest. Clocks were stopped and plastering cracked.
April 19.-PE'l'.A.LUM.A..-About 2 :55 o'clock this morning one of the
heaviest and longest earthquake shocks experienced here for some time
passed through this city. The vibration was from east to west, and
the duration three to four seconds.
April 19.-SursuN.-The severest earthquake ever experienced in
this vicinity occurred at 2 :52 this morning. The shock, although very
severe in Suisun, was not nearly as hard as it was a few miles north
and east of town. The principal damage here was to the new Masonic
Hall, where the plastering is very badly tumbled down and cracked.
The Methodist church in Fairfield is so seriously damaged that it will
have to be taken down. The bell tower is all down, and the walls of
the building so badly cracked and broken as to render it unsafe. The
court-house and jail were also slightly injured.
There were also a large number of brick chimneys in Fairfield leveled
to tb.e tops of the houses.
I:ri. the Arlington Hotel many of tb.e boarders were so frightened that
they grabbed what clothing they could and rushed to the streets, where
they dressed.
The vibrations appeared to be from the northwest to southeast and
lasted fully one minute. The damage in this town and immediate
vicinity, with the exception of the church in Fairfield, will not exceed
$500.
April 19.-S.A.CRAMENT0.-Some attempts have been made to make a
sensation of the earthquake shock here this morning. The truth is the
only damage done was the shaking down of one old chimney and the
breaking of a chandelier pipe which had rusted at the ceiling joint.
Even pyramids of wine glasses in the show windows of the crockery
stores were not disturbed. In a few old buildings a little plastering
was loosened. The shock was lively enough and many persons were
frightened, but that was all.
April 19.-FRESNO.-A shock of earthquake was felt this morning
at 2: 45 o'clock. No damage was done, the shock being slight, and
only sufficient to rattle dishes and disturb those who do not sleep
soundly. Not one per. on in ten felt the shock.
April 19.-REN0, NEV.A.DA.-A slight earthquake shock occurred
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here this morning at 2: 50 o'clock. The vibrations were from north to
south.
April 19.-VIRGINIA, NEV AD.A..-The earthquake that shook up
Vacaville and other interior California towns at 2: 50 o'clock this morning was felt here at the same hour and at all points throughout Nevada,
so far as heard from. The vibration was from east to west, but no
damage is reported.
April 19.-O.A.RS0N CITY, NEVAD.A..-Reported by Prof. C. W. Friend
as occurring at 2:50:40 a.m., P. S. T. Duration, 30 seconds. ':I.1he tracing shows a total displacement of the pointer in a northeast and southwest direction of 49 mm., and a displacement in a northwest and southea t direction of 29 mm.
April 19.-AL.A.MED.A..-Tracing made by duplex seismograph shows
a total displacement in a northeast and south west direction of 30 mm.
and in a northwest and southeast direction of 26 mm. Time, 2: 49 a.
m.- . D. Perrine.
April 19.-S:anTH CREEIC.-Time noted by Mr. King, 2:50::1::¼ minute,
p. m. Prof. Holden r eports King's watch right at 10 a. m.
April 19.-WILLOWS.-Received a severe shock at 2: 51 o'clock,
la tin°· fifteen econd . Scores of people are practically homeless here,
b cau e fear of a repetition of the convulsion has seized many of those
who had llairl>readth escapes, and they are unwilling to occupy their
bou ,' to-night. But this fever is as nothing compared with that of
th Japane. e, hordes of whom are employed in orchards around Wint r'. Iu h ,ir native country the first earthqua,k e is taken as a forerunner f more, an they are momentarily expecting a return of the
tr mor. Iany of them refu ed to go to work this morning and are
wand rinrr in the treet . Report received within a radius of 5 miles
r und pla · th amount of damage up to $200,000, at a ID;Oderate estimat . Thi.· i a de.ad loss, as the fire in urance companies do not reimbur,· £ r ,· u 1t damage.
April 19.- N ,Jo E.-An earthquake of considerable length occurred
bout ten minut to 3 'clock thi morning, but was not severe enough
any damarr in thi city. Its duration was about forty se onds
11 l th vi rati 11 w r from ea t t we t. It was not felt by everyb y. I
c r
l with a jerk and then ettl d into a trembling with an
tl1 , • m r markable aud wa the cause of much comment.
P 1-.·< n xpr · a it, "It em d a if a cradle wa rocking·.''
April 19.-E,•1 RT .-Th
ev r :t arthquake that was ev r exiu hi 1 Ii t k plac at 2 :50 a. m. to-day. Con iderable
n th n(J'b fi rtunat ly no one wa injur cl. The greatt I. A ection of the a t wall
n t he arn
· t 1 1 of la t rin fi 11 in the room . Three ·himof th m era hiug through the roof.
v r h
am g t the h t 1. Th :fir wan
nil in w re cli.·pla · d 5 inch . There wa al o
and br k n crockery.
(l'
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The large grain warehouse at this place was also slightly wrecked
and tbe drug store considerably damaged. Other buildings were more
-0r less damaged.
The earth opened in several places between here and Oapay.
April 19.-OAPAY.-The earthquake gave the town of Oapay a
lively shakeup. The west wall of B. Waldrich's building caved in and
the east wall fell out. Mrs. Peach, an occupant of the building, was
struck by several falling bricks and had a very narrow escape. The
damage is fully $1,000. The stock of merchandise in stores was thrown
down from the shelving and considerably damaged. The walls of the
Nash building were cracked and nearly all the chimneys in the town
were thrown down.
April 19.-SANTA Ros.A..-The earthquake which visited Santa Rosa
this morning at 2: 50 o'clock was the most severe felt since 1868, and
many think it was worse than that. It lasted over a minute, and the
vibrations seemed to be of an undulatory nature east to west, and lasted
three minutes. Windows were broken in many houses and pl.aster was
torn from some of the houses. A. panic prevailed at hotels, guests getting up and running out in their nightgowns. No very serious damage
was done.
April 19.-MARTINEZ.-This morning about ten minutes to 3 o'clock
one of the severest sbocks of earthquake ever felt here awoke the slumbering residents. The vibrations seemed to be from west to east,
although some seem to think they vibrated from north to south, and
lasted about thirty :five seconds. A. few cans toppled over in some of
our stores, several clocks stopped, a few cracks occurred in the courthouse plastering, and several chimneys were shattered.
April 19.-FAIRFIELD.-The hardest shock of earthquake ever
experienced here occurred at 2: 50 a. m. The vibrations were northeast
and southwest. Windows and glassware were broken and the stoves
and bookcase in the schoolhouse were overturned. The bell tower on
the brick Methodist Episcopal Church fell in and the gable end on the
north side fell out. The church was ruined. The court-house and jail
were not much damaged.
April 19.-NAPA.-A. heavy earthquake shock was experienced
here about 2: 50 this morning, followed within half an hour by two
lighter shocks. The vibrations were east and west, continuing several
seconds. People very generally were alarmed, but no damage was
done. The shock was the heaviest felt in several years, excepting that
oflast October.
April 19.-HEALDSBURG.-A.n earthquake visited · this section at
3 :10 o'clock this morning. It was one of the most severe shocks ever
felt in this locality. The vibrations seemed to be from south to north.
There were three distinct shocks, the first being the most severe. The
la t of them seemed to take a rotary motion. The plaster in several
stores was badly cracked.
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April 19.-SAN RAF.A.EL.-The severest earthquake shock experienced here in a number of years occurred this morning at 2: 50 o'clock.
The vibrations were from north to south and the shock was perceptible
for about fifteen seconds. No serious damage was done here, but in
numerous residences clocks were stopped, crockery thrown from shelves 7
and water pipes wrenched.
April 19.-MARCUSK-The severest earthquake that has been felt
in this neighborhood for years occurred this morning at abo'ut 3 o'clock
and lasted for nearly half a minute. The vibrations were from north
to south. No damage has been heard of.
.A.pril 19.-V ALLEJ0.-The earthquake this morning stopped the two
standa,r d clocks in the Naval Observatory at Mare island, it being the
:first time they were ever so affected. The heavy mercury pendulum
of one of the clocks was swung out on the ledge of the case and was
removed with difficulty. The transmitting clock was not stopped and
time was ent out as usual to the 1,650 clocks regulated by it.
April 19.-MILTON.-At 2:45 o'clock this morning two heavy shocks
of earthquake were felt here. The vibrations were southwest to northea t. Buildings trembled and many persons were severely frightened,
but no damage was done.
April 19.-PLACERVILLE.-A very distinct shock of earthquake was
felt at 2: 50 o'clock a. m. to-day. The vibrations were from east to west.
April 19.-UKIAIT.-No seismic disturbance occurred in this section.
April 20.-V AC.A.VILLE.-When the terrible shock of Tuesday morning c urred very one expected a repetition. During last night there
were con tant hock , beginning about midnight and continuing to 8
thi morninO', The belief in the likelihood of a recurrence has induced
m n to ·o to the country. The only effect of to-day's quakes has been
t weak n the wall already shaken.
Th t wn people of Vacaville have had seven more shocks to unnerve
th m. The heavie t came a little before 2 o'clock this morning and
h k
veral walls which were already tottering, but did no
h r damag .
one ha been hurt since the big shock for the reason
aj ri y have preferreu. the open street to the sanctuary of
ow many went without a bed it is difficult to
v n a fr m h 11 ·e.
th nu
r f blood hot eyes and shaking, nerveless forms
treet hi . m ruing would lead to the conclu ion that mo t
a night of it. Many vi itors came in from Dixon, Elmira,
_ in , , u th y did not tay long, and they were accompai in their ~· u,' by h
of the townspeople who had relative or
n l town . It i afe to say now that the danfri nd in th r vill,
. r i. ov r and h t it will t ke 100,0 0 at least to repair damage .
April 20.- ET
r .-About 10 minut to 2 o'clo ·k thi morning
a itk ·h
, h ·k f arth uake p ssed through P taluma.
April 20.-... A
h r ho k f e rthquake wa felt here thi
2
li ht r than that f Tue day
l
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April 20.-M.A.RTINEZ.-A slight shock of earthquake was felt here
this morning about 6 minutes past 2 o'clock, but did no damage.
April 20.-STOCKTON.-'J1imid people who were frightened by the
sharp earthquake shocks at 2 :50 o'clock Tuesday morning noticed two
more gentle temblors at 2 :05 this morning. No damage was done by
the shocks.
April 20.-WooDL.A.ND.-There was a slight earthquake shock at
2 :05 o'clock this morning. No further damage than that reported.
April 20.-GR.A.SS V .A.LLEY.-There was an earthquake shock here
this morning at about 2 o'clock, lasting twelve or fourteen seconds.
There was no damage.
April 20.-NEV.A.D.A. O1'.l'Y.-Mild shocks of earthquake were felt
here at 10 o'clock last night and at 2 :05 o'clock this morning.
April 20.-SurnuN.-There were three slight shocks of earthquake
here to-day, the first occurring shortly before 2 o'clock this morning
and the last at about 8: 30.
April 20.-ELMIR.A..-This place enjoyed the distinction of having
no fewer than seven fresh shocks, the heaviest at 2 a. m. and the last
at 9 a. m. As in other places along the line the vibrations were northeast and southwest. Most of the chimneys went down on Tuesday
morning and no further damage has been done.
April 20.-F.A.IH,FIELD.-As in the case of other villages along the
line between Sacramento and Benicia, Fairfield had another shakeup
to-day, the most noticeable tremor being at 2 o'clock this afternoon.
No <lam age was done.
April 20.-N.A.P.A..-Another shock of earthquake was felt here this
morning about 2 o'clock. It was much lighter than Tuesday morning's.
No damage was done.
April 20.-S.A.CR.A.MENTO.-Mild shocks of earthquake were felt here
at 10 o'clock last night and at 2: 05 o'clock this morning.
April 20.-WINTERS.-The citizens of this place are satisfied now
that the earthquake scare is over for good, though there have been
three small shocks during the early hours of this morning. The hardest was at 2: 05 o'clock; the second came a little before 4: 30 o'clock and
the third at 8: 40.
There js one feature in the results of the shock here which has not
been noticed to anything like the same extent elsewhere. It repeats
the case of the Charleston earthquake, when all the superficial effects
were noted at the neighboring town of Summerville. At Winters there
have been developed a number of fissures in the earth, water has been
ejected, gas has escaped, and the bed of the creek has been filled up for
a distance of over 70 yards. Many of the wells have been ~lled up by
the collapse of the walls.
April 20.-DIXON.-This town has had three more shocks since the
big one of yesterday, but the people are regailling confidence, and are
clearing away the ruins in hearty style. Most of the brick buildings
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that were damaged by the first shock will have to come down, and the
mo t noteworthy fact in this connection is the composure with which
the i sue is being faced. Earthquakes do not, as a rule, come within
the insurance chapter of accidents, and many of the townspeople will
be heavy losers.
Most of the families in Dixon slumbered :fitfully last night, for, weary
as they were, the shock which came at 2 a. m. was a boomer, and it
was followed by another of a milder sort at 4 o'clock. At 8: 30 o'clock
came a third, which was felt lightly all along the line to Benicia.
April 21.-D.A.VISVILLE.-At 9: 43 this morning another severe shock
wa felt at this place, the vibrations running from southeast to northwe t. It was of brief duration, lasting no more than five seconds, yet
in severity it seemed to exceed that of the morning of the 19th. The
additional damage is scarcely noticeable, save in the rear of the Masonic
and O<ld Fellows' halls, where the :fissures show considerable enlargement and are now really dangerous, should the vibrations continue. In
a drug tore everal bottle· were thrown from the shelves and the
gla was cru he(l in the front. The shocks, fortunately, passed quickly
aud without the gyratory motion mentioned in that of the 19th, and to
th e circum tances we are indebted for our slight loss. People are
growing inten ely nervou , and families living in brick buildings are
looking for other and less dangerous quarters. There is no news from
the urrounding country, but at Mrs. 0. E. Greene's residence the
dama e from the :fir t hock will reach $200. This embraces broken
bric-a- rac and crack d plastering. So far as heard from, no one is
injured in thi locality. It is now learned that B. F. Liggett's building
i badly hatt red, the damage being much greater than was at :first suppo · d. Many bri k chimneys will have to be torn down and rebuilt.
April 21.-WINl'ERS.-Another light shock of earthquake was felt
h re at : 05 o' lock this morning. A few persons were frightened, but
dam g r ulted.
h 1 'hock of earthquake occurred here at 9 :40 o'clock, throwing
tli l\fa nic hall, Cradwick's building, Bertholet's two-story
t n uildin , umphrey Bro .' one- tory tone building, and generally
1d , :fl~ture , etc. One man was badly hurt by a falling
li.·hin
w 11
Iara J
n, milliner, was hurt. Other were more or
I
i all u I nded. Main stree:t is a cene of de ut but w extinguished.
mil w t of h re, is a total wr k; al o l\fr.
. Wolf1 kill' stone uwellings.
o DL D.-The hake at 9: 40 a. m. continued. for thirty
he vibr i n w r from ea t to we t. The actual damage
ut m uy buil in w re wren ·h d and w aken d. The
f b
pitc l h 1 :fi Ii into the main tr et . ma hing
: · h I i , ri u ly <lamag d, the fr o br k n, and
d. .,_ o
y wa · injur
in t wn. Th chimney on
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the top of the court-house were rendered unsafe and have been taken
down. The heavy steel ornaments at the top of the tower of the Hall
of Records were dislodged from the pedestal and nearly overturned.
The walls of the county jail were badly cracked and prisoners were
much alarmed. The upper story of the Thomas building was badly
cracked and the city prison has been rendered unsafe. The Exchange
and Craft hotels were both badly damaged. On Main street the twostory brick school building was cracked. There was no school at the
time, on account of a holiday being declared. Experts have examined
the building and report it unsafe. Two large plate-glass windows in
the Medal bakery were broken. All the stores sustained some loss
from the breakage of bottled goods, china, and glassware.
The play of "Damon and Pythias" at the opera house to-night was
postponed on account of the nervousness of the people. Many chimneys were twisted and overturned. The general loss is estimated at
$5,000. The wildes1; excitement prevailed at the time of the shock.
Much anxiety is felt for Madison, Capay, and Winters.
April 21.-NEvAD.A. OITY.-At 9 :44 o'clock this morning a series of
earthquakes, lasting forty-five seconds, were felt here. The waves were
from S. to N. The first four were so sharp as to attract the attention of persons afoot, and then gradually diminished in force. Doors
and windows rattled and some clocks stopped. No damage was done
in this section. There was another shaking up shortly after 9 o'clock
last night. A cold rainstorm set in early this morning and considerable rain is falling.
April 21.-M.A.RYSVILLE.-This morning a slight shock of earthquake was felt at 9: 43 o'clock. The vibrations were north and south.
Many people were alarmed. One of the public-school buildings was
slightly damaged-that is all.
To-night at 7: 15 o'clock another shock was felt and the timid ones
are slightly alarmed.
April 21.-GR.A.SS V .A.LLEY.-.At 9: 35 o'clock this morning quite
a heavy earthquake shock occurred. It sent everybody into the streets.
Several brick buildings in the town are cracked. A gentle shower of
rain was falling at the time.
A very sharp shock of earthquake occurred at 7: 25 this evening.
April 21.-PL.A.CERVILLE.-.t-1. sharp earthquake shock, followed by
slight tremors, was felt here at 9: 43 o'clock this forenoon. The course
was apparently from west to east. No damage to property was done
here.
April 21.-Omco.-Another heavy earthquake was felt here this
morning at 9: 47, lasting thirty seconds. The -vibrations were north to
south. Lamps in buildings all over the city were set swinging. The
ceilings in some places cracked and clocks stopped. No damage is
reporteu.
April 21.-BIGGS.-.A very heavy shock of earthquake occurred here
Bull.112-3
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this morning at 9: 45. The vibrations were north and south, lastingabout eight seconds. Eight distinct vibrations were felt. Clocks
stopped and plaster fell. No serious damage is reported.
April 21.-SAN FRANCISco.-Quite a sharp shock of earthquake was
felt in the city this morning a few minutes before 10 o'clock. The temblor appears to have extended over a good portion of the central aud
northern part of the state, though, happily, in most sections no damage
was done. In Solano and Yolo counties, however, the destruction was
considerable. The town of Winters appears to have suffered most.
The scenes witnessed there and in Dixon and other places within the
center of the seismic disturbance are graphically described by the
Call's correspondents. It fa highly probable that when the excitement
and alarm naturally attending such a disaster shall have passed away
it will be found that thelosses are not so severe as were at first estimated.
The earthquake felt in this city to-day extended over a wide area. The
disturbance was felt as far east as Reno, as far north as St. Helena, and
a far outh as Fresno. According to reports, it was oflonger duration
in the interior than in this city, where the period of vibration was not
le than three nor more than six seconds.
Upon the question of duration, there is the testimony of two experts
with chronometer at their elbows. Mr. F. W. Edmonds, who is employed in the Geodetic Survey Office, noted the time as follows:
h. m. s.
B o-inning . ____ . ___ . ___ ............ _........................... _.. . . . . 9 42 27 ·4
Ending ........ ...... ....... .................•......... ... _... _.. _... . 9 42 30 ·2

He noted further that the direction of the vibration was from east

t

w

t.

Thom Tennant, the well-known nautical instrument maker, was
standing with hi face to a chronometer. His record is as follows:
h. m.

s.

9 42 30
9 42 36

o'clock la t
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at 7 :23 this evening. There was no special damage done, though the
people were badly frightened. _Governor Markham has sent twentyfive tents. Occupation of tents is general.
April 21.-SACRAMENT0.-Governor Markham received the following dispatch this morning:
WINTERS, April 21, 1892-11: 55 a. m.
Governor H. H. MARKHAM:
A third shock of earthquake has almost demolished our town. Many
people are without shelter and there are indications of rain. Can you
send any tents belonging to the Stat,e, or have you anyf
E. 0. RUST, Editor.
To this Governor Markham immediately replied:
E. 0. RUST,
Winters, Gal.:
Our tents will shelter from :five to six persons each. How many do
you want i Will do for your afflicted people all that can be done.
H. H. MARKHAM, Governor.

April 21.-MARTINEZ.-This morning at 9: 44 o'clock a heavy shock
of earthquake was felt here, frightening the residents to such an extent
that almost every one rushed into the street. The vibrations were
from northwest to southeast and lasted for thirty-five seconds. Clocks
were stopped in some parts of the town, the vibrations seeming to be
stronger in the level than on the slopes. . The lamp hangings in the
county assessor's office was thrown down and broken and the courthouse was cracked in one or two places, but not seriously.
The brick building used by the free library was cracked so badly that
it is considered unsafe, and the books will be removed as soon as
another building can be :fixed for their reception, the library being
closed in the meantime. The teachers in the public schools, with the
exception of those in one room, became terrified, and told the children
to run out of doors, and, in the mad rush, one or two were hurt, but not
seriously. No other damage has been reported. A light rainfall preceded the shock, but it has been warmer since and the sun is brightly
shining.
April 21.-ELMIRA.--At 9: 40 o'clock this morning there was another
very severe shock, badly frightening the people, but doing no damage.
April 21.-BENICI.A..-Quite a pronounced shock of earthquake was
felt here his morning at 9: 43. It was nearly as heavy as that of Tuesday morning. Windows rattled, and buildings swayed in a sickening
manner. No damage was done here, however. There was a slight
hock yesterday morning about 2 o'clock.
Another severe shock of earthquake occurred at 7: 13 o'clock this
evening. It was, if anything, more severe than that of this morning.
April 21.-NAPA.-A heavy shock of earthquake was felt at 9: 42
thi morning. The shock was even heavier than that of Tuesday
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morning. Several brick buildings were cracked, and much plaster fell.
Nobody was hurt, and no serious damage was done. The vibrations
were ea t and west.
Another earthquake shock was felt here at 7: 13 o'clock this evening.
It was heavy, but no damage was done.
April 21.-PETALUMA.-At 9 :43 o'clock this morning two sharp,
quick earthquake shocks passed through Petaluma from east to west.
The first was light, but was instantly followed by a much heavier
shock. Clocks were stopped, and so me plastering was shaken down.
Almost everybody went into the streets. Another slight shock occurred
to-night at 7: 13 o'clock.
April 21.-SONOMA.-Another shock of earthquake was felt here this
evening at 7 o'clock.
April 21.--SAN RAFAEL.-A slight shock of earthquake was felt
here this morning at 9: 43 o'clock. The vibrations were from north to
south. There was another slight shock this evening at 7: 10 o'clock,
but no damage is reported.
April 21.-SACRAMENT0.-Another earthquake shock was felt here
at 9: 42 o'clock this morning. No accidents have been reported. The
State capitol building was slightly damaged. In the assembly chamb r the ceiling was badly cracked, aml two statues were thrown from
their pcde tals. Personal injuries were few.
April 21.-STOCKTON.-At 9: 43 this morning Stockton was visited
by another earthquake shock, which rattled the windows, swung chandeliers, and caused people to run into the streets. No damage was
do e.
April 21.-WooDLAND.-At 9: 46 this morning a low, rumbling
und warned the people of Woodland of the approach of another
ar hquak , and in less time than it takes to write it the streets were
.fille 1 with frantic people rushing pell mell 5n search of a place of safety.
Th r at .·t onfusion prevailed for some time, and even at this hour
( . m.) p ple are till walking the streets in evident dread of further
di tr.

WELL.-

h avy ho ·k of arthquake wa felt here
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about 9: 45 o'clock this morning·, lasting thirty seconds, vibrations east
to west. No damage was done, but many people are too scared to
venture indoors.
April 21.-SACRAMENTO.-.At 9: 45 a. m. a severe shock of earthquake
occurred. The duration was about nine seconds.
Many chimneys came crashing to the ground and glass doors and
windows were badly shattered.
April 21.-ESPARTo.-A terrible shock of earthquake took place
here this morning at 9: 40 o'clock, completely leveling the brick portfon
of the town. Every brick chimney was thrown to the ground and
wooden buildings were wrenched out of shape.
An engineer was seriously, if not fatally, injured by a portion of the
walls of the b1acksniith shop falling on him.
Levy & Schwab's brick store is almost a complete wreck. The entire
fire wall and part of the east and west walls are down. Loss to the
building and contents, $5,000. The Barnes hotel suffered severely and
has a hole 8 by 6 in the east wall. The bricks crashed through the
roof and floor of the balcony and the cement walk was torn out of
shape. The loss is $2,500.
April 21.-SUISUN.-The shock of earthquake this morning did great
damage in this vicinity. The brick residence of J. M. Baldwin at
Rockville was wrecked, while the stone mansion of L.B . .Abernathie
and those on the Barbour and Sproul ranches were rendered unsafe for
occupancy. The stone church in Suisun valley was also greatly damaged. The plastering in the court-house was ruined, while the walls
are considerably cracked. The front wall of the Masonic Temple was
also damaged. The few brick chimneys in Suisun valley which withstood the shock of Monday night were all toppled over this morning.
At 7: 15 o'clock this evening another severe shock occurred and
twenty minutes later another milder quake followed. All business
houses were at once closed. The people are now thoroughly frightened.
April 21.-HEALDSBURG.-.Another severe shock of earthquake was
felt in this city at 9: 45 o'clock this morning. The shock was fully as
severe as the one felt on Tuesday morning.
April 21.-OARSON, NEVADA.-Two more earthquake shocks have
been felt here to-day, one at 9: 43 a. m. and another at 7: 15 p. m. No
material damage has been done in Carson by any of the three shocks.
April 21.-REN0, NEVADA.-.A slight shock of earthquake was felt
here this morning at 9: 45.
April 21.-SACRAMENTO.-.A couple of loose plaster statuettes on
the wall of the capitol were thrown off and a small piece of plastering
in one room fell. There was no other damage in this city except that
two or three old chimneys tipped over. The shock did not exceed
three seconds and was east to west and sharp.
April 21.-Lom.-.Another shock of earthquake was felt here this
morning about 9 : 45 o'clock which lasted .for fully :fifteen seconds. It
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wa not so hard as Monday night's shock. The oscillation was from
northeast to southwest.
Another earthquake was felt here this evening at 7 :17 o'clock, causing every one in the brick buildings to leave in short order. The one
this morning was so heavy it rang the school bell and shook buildings
so hard that the plastering fell from several buildings, but none a,re
badly damaged.
April 21.-.A.CAMPo.-Quite a severe earthquake shock occurred here
at 9: 45 o'clock this morning. The vibrations were from east to west,
la ting about thirty seconds.
April 21.-FRESNO.-.A. sharp shock of earthquake was felt here at
9: 46 this morning. It was from northwest to southeast.
April 21.-STOCKTON.-Quite a heavy shock of earthquake was felt
here this morning at 9 :45, lasting about ten seconds. The vibrations
were from north to south.
Another sharp shock of earthquake was felt this evening at 7 :15
o'clock. Crockery rattled in the dwellings and gas fixtures swung in
the tores, but no damage was done.
April 21.-LATIIROP.-This place was visited by three distinct shocks
to-day ; two in quick succession this morning at 9:43 o'clock, and on e
this evening at 7 :15 o'clock, lasting twenty-five seconds. No damage
whatever r sulted, but the people a.r e beginning to feel nervous in anti ipating the final result.
April 21.- ENO, NEV.A.DA.-Mr. 0. W. Irish r eports an eartp.quake
under thi date a follows: "It occurred at 9: 44: 15 ::!:: 3s. a.m., one hundr d and tweuti th meridian time, as given by the synchronized clock
a tuated by impul e from your ob ervatory. The above observation is
within the limit of error given. The direction of the movement was apIH r 'ntlyfrom N. 40°W. towards S. 400 E.; was gyratory, giving a sharp
wi to chair in which persons happened to be seated, and was accomani d by, muffled ound, which se med to come from the summit
of he i rn
vad.a mountain· in the exact direction from whi h the
am and pr c d d them two or three seconds in time. The
f moti n w r thre in numb r, la ting about fiv econd . :No
wa
n b y ncl throwin · book from , helve and tabl and
th · Ii pl, • m nt of h r arti ·l :-; f hou ehold furniture."
April 21.-M . : T II.A. I L' ON.-P1 of. Hollen report a, hock at
7: 1 : p. m. . . T. Int n ity=III on the Ro si-Forel, cale. It wa
r h· 1 thi in n Jo .
e i tered on dupl x
i m graph.
l th d k f th lar t· ma·hine at 7:31:23, P . . T. p.rn.
~u1 l x ,· i m 0 T h iv . a tracino· f the hock at 7 :H: l · n . wi h ~ di ' l · m 11t f th p n in an ea t and we:t dire •tio]l f
. mm. an l
rth , 11 l nth f 2 mm. t al. o ive. a tracin f th
h :k
. m. wi h a <li la m nt of th I n in an a t
mm. n l in a n r h an l . nth dir · i u of
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April 21.-O.ARSON CITY, NEV.ADA.-:-Prof. 0. W. Friend sends tracings of two shocks occurring at 9: 44 a. m. and 7: 17 p. m., the former
showing a displacement of the pointer of 24 mm. in a north and south
direction, an.d of 25 mm. in an east and west direction, the latter having a displacement of the pointer of 4·5 mm. in a north and south direction, and 6 mm. in an east and west direction.
April 21.-MILLS CoLLEGE.-Tracings from this station at 9: 46 a.m.
give a displacement of the pointer in an east and west direction of
23 mm., and in a north and south direction of 16·5 mm. The tracing
at 7 :15 p. m. shows a displacement in a, northwest and southeast direction of 14 mm., and in a northeast and southwest d_irection of 7·5 mm.
April21.-O.AKL.AND. ChabotObservatory.-Mr.Burckhalterreports
a shock at 9: 44 a. m., P. S. T., as timed by Mr. F. H. McConnell, ~asting fifteen seconds, but doing no damage. The tracing shows a displacement -of the pointer in an east and west direction of 14·5 mm., and in a
north and south direction of 11 mm. Another shock is ·also reported as
occurring at 7 :15 p. m. ::I:: 2 m., with a duration of five or ten seconds,
and causing no damage. The total displacement of the pointer in a
southeast and northwest direction of 8·5 mm., and in a northeast and
southwest direction of 3 mm.
"April 21.-WINTERS.-I have just arrived here, after a 12-mile
drive from Dixon, where I left the townspeople restlessly pacing in the
middle of the streets, and in no way reassured by a sharp shock which
happened precisely at the moment of the arrival of the evening train.
The state of affairs in Dixon is bad enough, but in Winters it is simply
deplorable. All the lights are out for fear of fire; the hotels and even
the saloons are closed, and at this moment a crowd of haggard-looking
men and terror-stricken women are standing around a car on Railroad
avenue, awaiting the distribution of tents. No one dreams of sleeping
in any brick house,- and few of the frame houses are safe.
"The tents were those regularly used by the Fifth Artillery of Sacramento, and were put on board of the train leaving Sacramento at 6 :05
p. m. The railroad company gave the train the right of way to Elmir~,
and then it was run up to Vacaville, where, after depositing its quota
for that town, it came on to Winters, arriving here at 9 o'clock.
''Two tourist cars came on the same train, having been sent by the
railroad company from San Francisco for the accommodation of the
homeless ones who can not get a tent. The work of setting up these
tents is going on while I write. A few hand lamps seem only to make
the darkness visible, and it is slow work at the best. There will be
many who are too weary to set up the tents, and scores of people are
tretched on the ground and even on the doorsteps, too tired to heed
the danger of another shock.
·
"To-day's trouble began ait 9 :40 a. m. The buildings which had been
badly haken by the Tuesday temblor collapsed at once, and those
which had tood the test so long began to yawn, to creak, and to open
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out in a manner terrible to witness. The north end of the Masonic
Temple fell with a crash. Next, the Crad wick building fell in, and the
Morrison building followed. All these structures are on the north side
of Main street. On the opposite side the shock caused th~ Berthollet
stone building to collapse, and the Humphreys building shared the same
fate. The Devilbiss hotel, already badly shaken, caved in completely,
the front of the bank building dropped, and the pier fell out.
"Among the victims of this shock were a man named Darby, who had
his skull fractured and was sent to the county hospital at Woodland,
and Miss Clara Jessen, a milliner, who was badly hurt by the falling of
an awning from the Humphreys building. Among other buildings
wrecked by the second shock was Wyatt's tailor store and Day &
Wyatt's drug sture, the stock in trade of which is a complete loss.
''In the vicinity of town several fine dwellings are utterly wrecked.
Main street has been closed by ropes stretched across the end of it.
The treet is about 400 feet long, and most of the structures are of brick
or brick and stone. Not one of them is left in a ha,bitable condition, and
it i needless to say that every article of glass and crockery all along
thi street has been smashed to pieces. The railroad track is all right,
and telegTaphic communication has been uninterrupted, but there are
many nasty cracks and :fissures in the roadways, and driving is dan-
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~tents. By the light of to-morrow's sun the place will look like an encampment in a ruined city.
"It is midnight, and I have been one of a privileged few conducted
by a watchman and a guard of honor through the town. The first object I was shown was the calaboose or jail. There was one man in it,
a tramp, when the shock came. He escaped with his life and they let
him go on general principles. The jail would be improved in appearance if it had a roof and walls.
"In the Oradwick building there were three women and a man when
the shock came. The women escaped by the front door in the nick of
time. The man was the poor fellow sent with a crushed skull to Woodland. The building itself is a heap of bricks, unsymmetrically piled in
the center of the lot on which it stood. Morrison's hardware store,
next door, has the walls standing, and that is all.
"By a side alley Main street was reached, and here the havoc wrought
could only be compared to the aspect of Paris during the last days of
the Commune. The most furious bombardment could have done no
more.
' ' Substantially built structures were demolished even more completely than those of lighter order. Some of the granite blocks lying
on the sidewalk measured two feet by one, and as for safes and similar heavy objects, they had been tossed about like chaff.
"The encampment was visited of course. Some of the men were
laughing for fear they should cry, and all of them preferred to sleep
on the ground with a friendly blanket between them and mother earth,
lest they should fall out of bed. Sixteen women were found sleeping
in one tent.
"A large campfire had been lighted on the east side of the railroad
and around this sat a number of figures. The tourist cars were not in
the same favor as the tents and their tenants were not numerous.
"Every few yards one encountered melancholy specters walking
about in the open streets, be~ause, as they sairl, they wanted to be a wake
and have their wits about them when the next shock came.
"It is quite clear that the focus of to-day's disturbance has been
shifted to the north, and has been located near Winters. Elmira and
Vacaville got off lightly. The direction of the shocks has also perceptibly changed.
'' It must have been a fearful shock. The sand bars in Putah creek
near Winters opened and from the :fissures the water spurted high up
on the banks. In some places the creek became dry, in others it
changed to a torrent. The banks caved in some places and almost
dammed the stream.
" ome of the farmers say that the earthquake was foretold by the
adion of the fowls and animals. Horses were restive and neighinoo,
ehickens :fl.uttered all about, and dogs whined anxiously for some minute' before the earth trembled. It was reported that several boiling
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springs had burst from the foothills on the north :md west and were.
:flowing steadily. Frame houses did not suffer much in Winters.
What was in them was badly shaken up, but the buildings held together·
as a, rule.
"An old man in the west end of town was putting up a brick chimney.
Wheu the shake came he hugged the chimney and both went down together, the chimney fortunately underneath.
"On the Hotel Devilbiss a brick chimney was broken off close to the
roof by the shock of the 19th aud twisted halfway around. It was not
broken more than that, and a couple of men easily twisted it back
again and mortared it well. Yesterday's shock simply resolved that.
chimney into loose bricks and powdered mortar.
"The loftiest structures seemed to those looking on to have suffered
mo t, as their walls fell outwardly, but in the one-story buildings the.
greate t havoc occurred, for the walls co11apsed, burying valuable stock
and fmniture in the ruins. Some of the escapes from instant death
were exceedingly narrow.
"In Mr. Clarke's restaurant, in the Cradwick building, a young·
man named Wick Darby was in the kitchen, and when the walls
b o·an to crumble he ran for life. He managed to reach the open air
in the rear yard of the restaurant, but tons of falling brick envelop d him and threw him to the ground. Those who witnessed the
accident ran quickly to his rescue and he was dragged to a place of
a£ ty.
i injurie were very serious. He was sent to the county
ho pita,1 at Woodland with all possible dispatch, but he shortly·
di 1 of hi injurie . In a solid stone structure a young lady named
lara J
n had a narrow escape. She was in her millinery store
wh n the ,·ho k came, and the big blocks of stone from Bertholet's
bnildino- n xt door began to fall on the roof above; sbe ran to the
,·i 1 walk where a ma of f'::tlliug bowlders struck the porch above her,
carrying h r t o th
round, c ud before she could risa the upper front
f 11 , B rthol t building pitched forward into the street, the big
t n r llin · ov r h r. Yet, he wa not hurt very much.
Th l> uk f Wint r · i now d erted. It walls are full of wide
t L bulged, and piles of bricks lie on the sidewalk.
f gla in the window. , and the tout beam
. ti
i h w r• rI db n th th do rway a day or two ago to uphold
a ly tr in 1 uil lin ar all awry and look a if a quake
· m d rat ( lib r w ulcl au them to snap. The bank will need to
b n ir ly r
... ,000 will barely cover the lo· . '
April 21.wa " very light hock of arth uake
fi 1 iu ', n
1 k ye terday morning. It wa
f nly
f · · u : durati n, a 1 many did not£ l i .
· ho ·k w,
l m r pr n un · d in an Fran i
and
h ·k: w r
bu 11 1, ma
don a
r .,~ all y anta
n "rvill
airfi 11 Yuba
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Stockton, Nevada City, St. Helena, Napa, Antioch, Spanish town,
Benicia, Chico, Oroville, Biggs, Gearytown, Gold Run, Red Bluff,
Sonoma, .Auburn, Willows, Placerville, Downieville, Orland, and J\faxwell. There was another light shock here at 7: 15 last evening. • It
was hardly perceptible.
Shocks were also reported in the evening from San Rafael, Vacaville, Lodi, Benicia, and other places in the state, and also from as far
east as Carson, Nev. The tremors seemed to be very light and no
damage was reported.
April 21.- S.A.CR.A.MENTO.-There was another severe earthquake
shock at 9: 45 o'clock this morning, lasting twenty second8. Buildings
got a lively shaking and plastering fell from many ceilings.
Several old chimneys toppled over and much glassware was broken
in the crockery stores. The state capitol building suffered. .A large
portion of one of the plaster statues over the portico, 150 feet from tho
ground, fell and struek 40 feet from the building. The gigantic building trembled violently and the occupants in the state offices · were
badly frightened, and there was a general exodus of cletks.
It was discovered that a crack was made in the ceiling, extending
from one end of the building to the other an<l going through the office
of the superintendent of public instruction into the assembly chamber. The beautiful ceiling of the latter, which is formed of stucco
work tipped with gold, was rent in places, as were also the Corinthian
columns supporting the gallery. Books were thrown from the shelves
and general disorder reigned.
The public schools were dismissed. All the pupils got out without
ueating a panic. A panic was narrowly averteu. in one of the public
schools. When the shock was felt the children rushed to the doors,
tntending to escape from the building. The teachers blocked their
egress a1ld several of the worst frightened children jumped through
open windows. Fortunately no one was hurt. .At the city prison the
greatest excitement prevailed. A number of police officers rushed into
the street, expecting the collapse of the old building. Jailer John
McManus stood at his post, with key in hand, prepared to turn loose
the prisoners in case the building showed signs of collapsing.
April 21.-DrxoN.-At 9:40 this morning the people of Dixon were
warned of the approach of another earthquake, and the streets were
soon filled with people rushing out of buildings in search of a place of
·afety. Small shocks continued at intervals all day, and to-night th e
hou es are nearly all deserted and .People are walking the streets.
They are afraid to retire, as they are in dread of further disaster.
The brick buildings are still standing, but every shock cracks t hem
wor e, and people expect them to fall down. The frame buildings are
receiving so much shaking that many of the occupants have fled to tl.:.e
country for safety.
In the country thing are getting· to be in a, frightful condition.
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Hardly a farmhouse has escaped injury, and many of them have been
moved off their foundations. Most of the occupants have put up tents
out in the fields and now consider themselves safer. It seems that
every shock frightens the people more. Reports of damage coming in
to-day place the losses much higher than at; first estimated, and it is
now considered that $100,000 will not cover the loss.
April 21.-SANTA RosA.-Santa Rosa received a severe earthquake
i;hock at 9: 40 a. m. to-day. The vibrations were from east to west, and
asted fully fifteen seconds. A. deep rumbling sound was heard just
before the first movement was felt, which frightened many persons.
There were five vibrations, increasing in intensity to the last, which
cracked many brick buildings and precipitated a good deal of plaster
to the floor. In two places brick walls were slightly bulged out, iron
-columns moved, and in some parts of the town chimneys were wrecked.
Many think that the shocks of to-day were much severer than were the
shock · of Tuesday morning. The rumble of the earthquake was preceded by perfect stillness in the atmosphere, resembling the ominous
calm that foretells the approach of the dreaded cyclone.
The ourt-house was slightly damaged and everybody in it more or
ie frightened.
April 21.-SUISUN.-Two severe shocks of earthquake and one or
two light one were experienced here to-day. The first heavy shock
o curr d about 9: 40 a. m. and the next at 7: 15 p. m. Although not
o evere a that of Tuesday morning, they have terrified the people.
l1 th tor were closed at 7: 30 o'clock in the evening. Plaster was
torn from many buildings, window panes were broken, clocks stopped,
and man chimney. thrown down.
April 21.-MADISON.~The town was again shaken by the heaviest
ho 1 tbat bas been felt, at 9: 48 this morning. The total damage"
ar about 10,000. The town would not stand another shock like that
f thj morning.
April 21.- HILE.-Special cables to the New York Herald from anth o, hil under elate A.pril 21, say that during the past week
tail w re r c iv d of severe and light earthquake shocks at Taltaval
nd veral coa, t town .
S r n
April 21.- UBA CITY.-A.t 9 :43 o'clock thi morning an earthquake
rr h r , ut it wa not quite o heavy as that of Tue day.
vrc 1 ·lo k. w r t pped, but no damage occurred.
April 21.- I , LAUS.-An earfuquake occurred here at 9 :48 o lo k.
h vi r ti n w n rthea t t
uthwe, t. It duration wa tw- nrr
TLE.-Tb r wa.· a .·light earthquake ho ·k h r
an th r at 9 :4 o'clo k. N d, m, er
lELEN .-

v r;r 1 re ptibl

arthquak
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here at 9 :40 o'clock this morning, sending the people into the streets
and stopping clocks. No damage was done.
April 21.-F.A.IRFIELD.-'rhe principal damage by the earthquake in
this vicinity is the almost total wreck of the Fairfield l\L E. Church,
a brick building 40 by 60, built in 1861, at a cost of $10,000. The belfry
is demolished, the walls cracked and sprung, and will have to be taken
down. Many chimneys fell and considerable plastering was thrown
down. Several houses were badly injured.
April 21.-RED BLUFF.-Two perceptible earthquake shocks were
felt here this morning. The :first was very slight and occurred about
8 :10 o'clock. The second stopped several clocks at 9 :45 o'clock.
April 21.-WrLLOWS.-Another heavy earthquake was felt here at.
9 :43 o'clock to-day . .
April 21.-ORLAND.-Another slight earthquake was felt here at
10 :45 o'clock this morning. The vibrations were northeast and southwest. It was of eight seconds' duration.
April 22.-EsP.A.RT0.-Another shock occurred here at 7 o'clock last
night and a slight tremor at 2 o'clock this morning. A force of men
are at work tearing away the debris, and all the damaged buildings
will be repaired immediately. Five thousand dollars will cover the'.
total loss.
April 22.-DIX0N.-At 7 :20 o'clock last night we had another sharp·
shock, but not as hard as the one in the morning. There were several
more tremors during the night, but no further damage done. The people are still greatly excited and very few went to bed last night.
April 22.-WooDL.AND.-Dunnigan, Blacks, and Yolo, all experienced slight shocks last night, but no further damage is reported.
April 22.-M.ADIS0N.-Slight shocks of earthquake were felt here at
7 o'clock last night and at 2 o'clock this morning. vVorkmen are busy
repairing Mills & Haines's store. The total loss here is estimated at
$5,000.
April 29.-GRASS V .A.LLEY.-.A.nearthquake shocklastingtenseconds,
was felt here at 4 :10 o'clock this afternoon. No damage was done.
April 29.-M.ARYSVILLE.-A slight earthquake shock was felt here at
4 :06 o'clock this afternoon.
April 29.-VAC.AVILLE.-.A. sharp shock of earthquake was felt at.
4:07 o'clock this afternoon, but did no damage. It caused the temporary suspension of work of repairing the damaged buildings. The·
timid living in tents will continue their out-door life.
April 29.-W 00DL.A.ND.-.A.nother shock of earthquake was felt here·
at about 4 :10 o'clock this afternoon. The vibrations seemed to be
north and south. No damage is reported.
April 29.-D.AVISVILLE.-At 4 :11 o'clock another shock was felt here,
although slight. No damage was done, except that some bricks fell
from the Odd Fellows' building, which were shaken loose by the first.
hock last week.
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April 29.-PETALUMA.-This afternoon about 4:0.3 o'clock quite a
sharp earthquake shock was felt. The vibrations were east to west.
April 29.-WINTERS.-An earthquake shock was felt here this afternoon at 4 :10 o'clock. No damage was clone, although the people generally were alarmed. Tho shock lasted about five seconds.
April 29.-SA.NTA. Ros.A.. -A very distinct earthquake shock was felt
here at 4:lu o~clock this afternoon. The vibrations were from east to
west and were of about eight seconds' duration.
April 29.-SA.N RAFA.EL.-A slight shock of earthquake was felt here
this afternoon at 4 :10 o'clock.
April 29.-NAPA.-A short, sharp shock of earthquake was felt here
at 4 :10 o'clock this afternoon. The vibrations were from north to
south. No damage.
April 29.-F.A.IRFIELD.-At 4:10 o'clock this afternoon a heavy shock
,of earthquake was felt. No damage was done, but the county officials
:all ran out of the courthouse, as the walls are sprung. Workmen are
·epairing them.
April 29.-BENICIA.-A very severe shock of earthquake occurred
l1 ere about 4 :10. So far no damage is reported.
April 29.-STOCKTON.-.A.t 4 :08 o'clock this afternoon a light shock
of earthquake, lasting twenty seco:IJ.ds, was felt here.
April 29.-IIAYWARDS.-Two sharp shocks of earthquake were felt
ber' thi afternoon, one occurring at about 4, and the other at 7 :35
' ·lo k. The vibrations were from east to west in each case.
April 29.-SAN LEANDRO.-A sharp earthquake shock was felt here
at 7: 0 o' lock thi evening. It was a "twister," seeming to come
from 11 points of the compa · . The duration was about l½ second .
April 29.-SA.N FRA.NCISOo.-At ten minutes past 4 o'clock this afterno n a light earthquake hock was felt here, but no damage was done.
May 11.-MoUNT HA.MILTON.-The duplex seismograph shows a dis plac m ut of tl10 pen of 1 ·5 mm. in a northeast and southwest direction,
an l f ..,. - mm. iu north.we t and southeast direction, the time recorded
ld n, 9:4 :32 p. m., P. S. T. Intensity = IV on the Ro ~ih · r f.
F r l.t l.
1
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June 9.-INDEPENDENCE.-Mr. C. Mulholland reports a disturbance
under this date occurriug at 3 :40 p. m. A rumbling sound was heard
and was almost immediately followed by the shock, which had an
undulatory movement from north to i;;outh. A strong north wind had
been blowing all day and continued after the shock. Weather partially
cloudy and unusuaUy cold for the season. The building shook so as to
make all loose things rattle, but no harm was done. No damage
appea,r s to have been done in the town. Only one shock was felt and
-that was of short duration, probably" lasting not longer than two
seconds.
June 14.-RIVERSIDE.-The heaviest earthquake felt here in many
months occurred this mor11ing at 5 :30 o'clock. No damage was done.
June 14.-SANTA ANA.-A shock of earthquake lasting nearly thirty
seconds was felt here this morning. The vibrations were from east
-to west.
June 14.-PoM0NA.-There was a sharp earthquake here at 5 :25
o'clock this morning·. It lasted a...few seconds.
June 14.-SAN DrnGo.-At 5 :17 o'clock this morning there was a quite
-perceptible earthquake shock in this city and county. No damage
was done.
June 14.-SAN BERNARDIN0.-A slight earthquake was experienced
here this morning at 5 :20 o'clock, lasting at least twenty seconds. It
was not severe, but the shaking lasted unusually long._ The vibrations
were from northwest to southeast.
June 22.-H0LLISTER.-Two slight shocks of earthquake were felt
here last night.
June 22.-SAN DrnGo.-Messrs. Rose and Rikert, when on a prospecting expedition in the Santa Clara Valley, near Alamo 1 Lower California,
la.st Friday, noticed two peaks four miles to the north alternately
spouting smoke and flames at short intervals. The eruption was
accompanied by rumbling sounds and an occasional quiver of the
ground.
Though frightened, they stopped long enough to satisfy themselves
that two veritable volcanoes had opened. Later travelers report the
volcanoes real, but not so active as at first. The region is undoubtedly
volcanic, sulphur springs being in the vicinity, where the waters are so
strongly impregnated that horses refuse to drink.
July 9.-SAN FRANCISCO.-San Francisco was shaken this morning
by a remarkable series of explosions. The giant powder works at
Highland Station, fully fifteen miles away, across the bay, exploded,
completely wiping out the works, killing five men, wounding more than
a ·core, and causing the effect in this city and Oakland of a severe
earthquake.
othing like the effects of the great shock has ever been known here.
The shock caused a rush of air like the first breath of a tornado. Then
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came a series of shocks attended by a dull roar, like the discharge of
heavy artillery at sea. Hundreds rushed out of tall buildings and
hotels, pale with fear. Broken glass fell all about them. Scores of
heavy plate-glass show windows came crashing into the streets.
The heavy earthquake several months ago was not so terrifying a
shock as this. The high new office buildings swayed perceptibly. In
old structures plaster fell from the walls and all movable articles on
shelves came tumbling to the ground. Seven minutes after the :first
shock came another, even more severe, which shattered windows all
over town, rocked buildings, blew in skylights, broke plate glass on
Montgomery avenue, Montgomery street, Kearney street, and other
thoroughfares, and caused people to rush into the streets as though an
earthquake was about to tumble all buildings about their ears. The
consternation was still at its height when two more shocks followed,
little less severe than the terrific one which had just been felt. Glass
rattled into streets all over the city, and not a few buildings came
near collapsing.
The men in the tower of the fire-alarm station were sure that structure was going to go down. At the Palace hotel there was great fear
among the guests, and all over the city there was alarm. No one knew
what had happened., but all were fearful that a terrible calamity had
occurred. They dreaded to hear the news.
The motion was entirely unlike that of earthquakes, and all who have
lived. here for any length of time knew at once that it must be due to
th explo ·ion of one of the powder works across the bay. Soon a great
pillar of fire and a cloud of smoke indicated the location of the disaster.
Iuve ·tigation showed that the giant powder works at Highland Station
lla ex1 !oded, and this had involved the Judson Chemical Works, near
by. At this writing three white men are known to be killed, two Chinese
ar dead, and about twenty Chinese are badly wounded. The explo. ion.· tarted in a nitro-glycerine tank about fifty yards from all the
th r building at the works.
What cau ed thi will never be known, for the· men who were in the
uil ling w r blown iuto fragments. All that saved the 150 who were
at work in the outer buildings was the interval between the original
xpl : i u and the next. This was six minutes, and in this time all the
hand. white and Chine e, made a rush over the neighboring hill to put
tha el ation between them elve and the awful death that they knew
w· ,' .· n ar at hand.
Th · for ·e of the fir t explosion was heavy but it was slight com. the o her . Fir t, the powder-mixing
'
l>< re<.1 with
house, about a rod
fr m h nitr - ly ·erine hou , went up in a shot of :flame and with a
r ar that uld eh ard clear aero. , the bay.
m men lat r a tor hou e followed, also about one rod di taut.
hon e: all caught from the flame , but full 100 rods farther, o er a
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little hill, were three great magazines of giant powder, black powder,
and dynamite, all of which were exploded by the concussion. The
first three explosions had been heavy, but they were dwarfed by the
terrific effect of the blowing up of the :first magazine, which contained
350 tons of giant powder. This enormous amount of explosive was in
a brick house about 30 by 140 feet, and 20 feet high, lying close to the
bank, nearthe water's edge. In quick succession followed the blowing np
of a magazine containing 150 tons of black powder and another containing an unknown amount of dynamite. These terrific explosions caused so
great a, shock that a large pile of sulphur on a neighboring wharf was
set on fire by the concussion and a vessel that was unloading it was
allowed to drift away to save it from the same fate. The force of the
explosion wrecked the strong wooden buildings of the Judson Chemical Works a quarter of a mile away. The walls fell in, and the chemicals began to blaze :fiercely. Within one hour the large plant of both
works was totally destroyed.
The only building of the powder works remaining is a large magazine
of gun cotton which the firemen are trying to save. It stands some
distance from the scene of the explosion. It will probably not explode.
No greater scene of desolation could be conceived than that presented
after the explosion. Everything belonging to the buildings was smashed
into matchwood.
Over the little hill were the cottages of workmen and residences of
Judson and his superintendent. Here most curious freaks were seen.
One whole side of Judson's house was ripped off, and the plastering
was all torn off and covered his :fine furniture. In the other house the
main stairway was twisted completely around, and one chimney had
also been whirled completely about, the top falling off outside. All the
little cottages were wrecked so badly that they can never be repaired.
All that can be done is to tear them down. The escape of the inmates
was miraculous. Only one boy was seriously hurt. He had his arm
broken.
No one can explain the great force with which the explosion was felt
in Oakland and San Francisco. The three powder magazines are
located near the bay, at the foot of a little hill. Before the explosion
they were about ten feet above the water level. After the explosion a,
great hole was found in the bank, and loose dirt was piled up.
Fully twenty Chinese were badly hurt. Some were taken up by rusl1
of air after the explosion and thrown fifty feet. Others had eyes blown
out or· ears torn off. Several had one side of the head made raw and
bleeding from the flame which came so near ending their lives.
IIow the loss of life was confined to so few is not understood. Chinamen are distributed all over the grounds formerly occupied by the
buildings and were huddled together as closely as possible. From uone
of them could an accurate description be obtained. The escape from
death was wonderful. A good idea of the situation was obtained from
Bull- 112--4
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Thomas R. Grady, employed in the vitriol works a short distance from
the magazines containing tons of black and giant powder.
"My idea of the explosion," said he, " is that the first shock came
from the nitroglycerine works, in which a number of Chinese were employed, together with Dickerson, Bowe, and Gabertie. It was severe
enough to shake buildings all around. The windows rattled at a fearful rate. Fearing something serious had happened, I rushed from the
house, and my first thought was of my sister, Mrs. Carter, and her little
babe. I rushed toward the house, and as I did one of the magazines
exploded. I was thrown flat on my face, but was not unconscious.
Recovering my feet I made another start for house, and, grabbing the
baby and halt pushing my sister out of doors, made for open air. I
could hardly see-the smoke had not cleared away-and during my endeavor to locate myself the second magazine exploded. I lost hold of
. Mrs. Carter and was again thrown to the ground. .A general wreck followed the explosion of the magazines, and timbers of all the houses
were wrecked in less time than it takes to tell. George Carter was
blown through a window of the engine house and escaped without injury.
Egbert Judson and his nephew, Charley Judson, were driving past blackpowder magazine when the explosion came. Both were hurled from
their vehicle to the ground, but were not seriously injured. The buggy
was smashed to atoms."
One of the largest windows broken in San Francisco wa that on the
Houth , ide of the First National Bank building, corner of Bush and
San ome streets. The Baldwin Hotel was damaged, and windows on
everal floors were smashed to pieces. Th(j two panes of plate glass
in the windows of the San Francisco clearing house, at 211 Sansome
treet, were the largest in the city. The one on the south side was
hattered into small pieces, and the pane on the north side was uninjur d. They were even-sixteenths of an inch thick, and each cost $600.
The gla . in mo t of the windows of the .American sugar refinery was
brok n.
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saying that the sealing schooner Em11ia and Louise, then 150 miles off
shore, felt the shock heavily, and it was thought she had struck a rock.
July 9.-O.A.KLAND.-Mr. Chas. Burckhalter reports that the seismograph at the Chabot Observatory showed a V-shaped mark about 4 mm.
in height.
July 16.-M0UNT HAMIL'l'ON.-Prof. Holden reports a shock at
12: 6: 34:d:: p. m. P. S. T. Intensity = III on the Rossi-Forel scale. The
duplex seismograph shows a small mark about 1·5 mm. north and
south by 1 mm. east and west.
July 24.-CoLTON.-The San Francisco Examiner reports a shock
of earthquake at this point at 6 a. m.
July 26.-N.A.PA.-"A heavy shock" at 2:10 a. m. Vibrations north
to south. No damage.
July 26.-PETAL UMA.-"Quite a lively shock." Vibrations east to
west.
July 26.-S.A.N FRANCISCO.-A slight shock 2 a. rn.
July 26.-M0UNT HAMILTON.-The duplex seismograph shows a
light -shock, the displacement of the pen in a north and south direction being 1 mm. and in an east and west direction 2 mm. The shock
was not felt by any one.
August 1 or 2.-MouNT HAMILT0N.-A shock occurre_d August 1 or
2 and was found recorded on both seismographs, not being of sufficient
intensity to start the Ewing instrument, and no one felt it. Displacement of duplex pen northwest and sout,heast, 4 mm. Almost a straight
line.
August 2 or 3.-M0UNT HAMILT0N.-Another slight shock was found
recorded by the duplex, but was again unfelt by any one here. Displacement of pen east and west, 3 mm. Almost a straight line.
August 5, 6.-MOUN'l' H.A.MILTON.--A slight shock was· found registered by the duplex seismograph, but felt by no one. Displacement
of pen north and south, 2 mm. East and west, 1 mm.
August 8-9.-M0UNT HAMILTON .-A slight shock was found registered
by the duplex instrument, but unnoticed by any one. Displacement of
pen north and south, 1 ·5 mm. ; east and west, 2·5 mm.
August 18.-MouNT HAMILTON.-Prof. Holden reports a shock estimated at intensity V of the R. F. scale as occurring at 8: 8: 27 p. rn. ::t: 3s
or 4s P. S. T. 8: 8: 23 p. m. standard Pacific time: a diffused shock
extending three or four seconds; fairly heavy. Time refers to about
middle of shock. (E. E. Barnard.)
August 24.-MOUNT H.A.MILTON.-12:22:14 P. S. T. Decided slwck
of one or one and one-half seconds duration. Examining Mars at the
time. Image of the planet jumped through five or six seconds. rrhe
shock con ·isted of turee or four jerks or j ar s. 'Ihe motion seemed to
be vertical in t he telescope. The shock was felt outside of the telescopic vibration. (E. E. Barnard).
August 25.-MOUNT HAMIL'I'ON.-The duplex seismograph shows a
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slight shock, tbe displacement of the pen being 2 mm. in a north and
south direction and 1·5 mm. in an east and west direction.
August 28.-SEATTLE, WASHING'.l'0N.-A volcanic eruption of great
magnitude took place on one of the Aleutian islands, Alaska, on .August
28. Black Peak, a mountain of great height between Chignik canneries
on the Aleutian islands, and Oonangashik, a station of the Alaska Commercial Company, is supposed to be the volcano in action.
A letter received from Olef M. Olson, sailing master of the schoone.r
Clara, of Sitka, formerly the Ethel, of San Diego, dated from Sand
Point, Alaska, September 8, gives the following points:
"On Sunday, August 28, tbe eruption took place. The Clara was
lyi11g at anchor in Chig·nik bay abreast of the canneries, and observed
a beautiful cloud. It first made its appearance at 4 o'clock in the
morning, rose straight in the air from behind the mountains in the
southwest until at an angle of about 35°, when it lost its beautiful color,
which was blue, and seemed to burst lightly. It remained until after
noon, when it got perfectly black.
'•The barometer was all the time steady at 30. About 11 o'clock the
earth wa shaken heavily. Accompanying the shock were thunder and
lightning, which continued all that day and all the evening.
"Monday morning when I came on <l.eck my mouth and nose were
filled with some stuff that fell heavy and thick about us. The air it elf
wa' full of sulphur smoke, which even permeated the cabin, and the
d ckR w re covered with fully 2 inches of black sand. Nothing could
b cooked because of it. It penetrated everywhere.
''At noou when the tuft' was getting lighter we could see the can11ery. We went a hor and. found everything one color, black.
"The booner Nellie, of Sand Point, coming from Vos ne sen, ky,
report d that the torekeeper, N. Zwian, had seen on the day of the
eruption ro<'k,· on fire thrown in the air at an angle of 20° in the direction of rortag bay, which seem d to be a mass of fire and flames.
Th .Ala.·ka omnPr ·ial Compa11y'
teamer 8t. Paul experienced the
,•am • how r of and 2,50 mile off bore that day.
'On onday aft moon ome .·tuff, different from what fell on u' the
11i<rht b fore cam' down from th direction of the mountain k11own a~
lack p al b tw • 'll hignik and Oouangai hik. It appeared more
lik hum p, p 'I'.
1
Tb followin day, Tue. day, ano her light bower :£ 11 tll whole
aft ·moon. (, hi 1ik , y it: If had a muddy appearau
and all the
Iii h gTa' · wa h10c·kPcl down by th· h avy , and. It will tale ome
tim , for h la ·i 1-.· t g · th ir uatural ·olor. The fall w
he, vi ·t
11 M n<l ' m ming
•tw, n 2 and 4 o' lo ·k."
August 31.- .' EP ·~· E TOE.-.i.fr. 1 • Mulholland report a ,·h ck
<> • ·m-inr. : ;; p. 111. I w~: qui
h rp aud wa pr c d •d thr
01 fom · ·otul. l y ; ·omHl lik • <li,·ta11 tlmJHl r. Th r appear cl t
be. th1 · r r m· h·1rp vibration· · ming fr m h , uth, from which
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direction a moderate breeze was blowing at the time. No reports of
any damage have been received, and it is not thought to be heavy
enough to cause any harm.
Septen>:ber 8.-PET.A.LUMA.-This morning about 4:45 o'clock a light
shock of earthquake passed through Petaluma. The vibration seemed
to be from east to west.
September 15.-DU'l.'CH HARBOR, ALASKA.-The origin of the immense
cloud of volcanic dust which was reported by Capt. Erskine as having
passed over the steamer St. Paul on her last trip up to Oonalaska, and
which he estimated to be more than 100 miles in extent, has been definitely ascertained. The sea otter hunting schooner Everett Hayes
arrived here last week from the Shumagiu Islands, and from her owner,
I. J. Applegate, the following particulars of the eruption of a new volcano have been obtained:
On Sunday, August· 28, the Hayes put into a small harbor known. as
I vanef bay at the extreme western end of the Alaskan peninsula, and
anchored for the purpose of securing fresh water and of allowing the
crew to hunt for deer. The position of the schooner, as estimated by
Mr. Applegate, was in lat. 55° 52' north and long. 159° 20' west. The
weather at the time of anchoring was calm and clear. About midnight
of the 27th the ~rew of the schooner were aroused by a subdued rumbl,i ng noise, which sounded not unlike the steady breaking of surf on the
beach. Knowing that such a noise would hardly be heard in the
inclosed bay, the captain and Mr. Applegate went on deck to ascertain,
if possible, the cause of the disturbance. The night was then calm
and clear and not a thing could be seen, so that the two watchers
returned to their bunks with the mysterious noise ·still unexplained.
About 2 o'clock a. m. the mate of the vessel went on deck and shortly
afterward reported seeing·what appeared to be a small black cloud low
down in the northwestern sky. The rumbling noise now gradually
increased in volume and soon the whole sky was filled with dense volumes of smoke.
Before daylight the crew of the schooner saw a vast column of smoke
suddenly shoot straight up to a distance of a mile into the clear atmosphere and then slowly expand in the form of an immense cauliflower
from 10 to 12 miles in diameter. From the lower edg-es and periphery
of this black cloud blinding flashes of lightning shot downward
toward the base of the column, and the air was filled with almost continuous and deafening detonations as if of thunder. The display was
magnificent beyond description. It lasted until daylight.
Feeling that the vicinity was anything but pleasant or safe the
schooner got under way as early as possible Monday morning, and made
her way out into the open waters of the Pacific. A brisk northerly wind
swept the smoke cloud clear of the schooner, but the country to the
southward must have been covered for miles with ashes and cinders, which fell like a heavy rain from the cloud. At Metrofem, a,
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small native settlement 80 or 90 miles away, the inhabitants witnessed
the eruption and distinctly heard reveel>erations of the thunder, and
a,t all the islands lying to the southward of the peninsula quantities of
dust and cinders fell during the greater part of three days.
The exact locality and appearance of the new volcano could not be
obtained, for the reason that it is inland some 30 miles, as estimated
by Mr. Applegate, and hidden from view by the higher mount3,ins
which border the sea. It must, however, be of considerable extent, as
there can be no doubt now that the rain of volcanic dust which fell ou
the decks of the St. Paul during five hours of August 28 came from
the new volcano. The scientific public will, of course, be anxious to
learn more about this new eruption, but at present it is doubtful if any
power on earth would induce any of the natives to visit the spot. In
connection with this upheaval it is of interest to recall the fact previously noted by the Chronicle correspondent of the unusual activity of
all the volcanoes situated along this part of the Aleutian islands during
this season.
On September 23, while the revenue-cutter Rush was cruising in the
vicinity of Akutan island, the volcano situated thereon suddenly
opened up its hidden batteries, and blast after blast of dark purple
smoke shot npwards from the crater to a distance of nearly 1,000 feet,
accompanied by a rumbling noise like distant thunder. At the same
instant, as wa. subsequently ascertained, a distinct earthquake shock
- omething very unusual in this region-was felt at Oonalaska, 30
miles away. Attempts were mad e to photograph the volcano while in
a stat of eruption, but owing to want of light the results were not very
·atisfactory.
September 25.-MouNT HAMILT0N.-Prof. Holden reports a shock of
1::1low period and inten ity= Ill of the R. F. scale, as occurring at 2: 10: 43
p. m., P. S. T. The duplex seismograph shows a displacement of the
p u of 9 mm. in north-northea t and , outh-southwest direction with a
di.·plac m nt of the pen at right angles to this of 3 mm.
September 25.-MILLS O0LLEGE.-Prof. Keep Rends a tracing of the
, ho ·k c urring at 2:10 p. m. in which the greatest displacement is in
a nor 11-north a t and ·outh-:outhwest direction, and appear to be
n 11,r- mm. and at right angle tothi the displacement is only 3mm.
September 25.- LAMED.A..-A shock of earthquake e. timated at about
.- . · ·al · ·urr d at 2: 11 p. m., the chandelier swaying for
V f' th
,· •v ,ral minn .·. Th lnplex ei mograph give a record in which the
li:pla m ut f h. 1 u in a nortlnve t and ·outhea ·t direction, m astn • · ,- mm. whi ·h i · }H'
ly xag ~rat d, although th r ate t di 1rl a11c· w~ uo i · t
, in thi · lir ction. Th di, pla ement of the
J> ·n in th
r h. .· n · u hw . dir ction i _o mm. (C. D. Perrin ).
October 26.'ER RDIN . - ·light hoek f earthquak wa
frlt her· hi,· ru rniug
7: 5 'cl ·k. The vibration wa from north
tu outl.i.
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October ::0.-MouNT H.A.MILT0N.-12:17:12 a. rn., P. S. T.; southeast to northwest; two slight shocks two seconds apart. Intensity=IIL
(W. W. Campbell).
·
The duplex seismograph gives a record of about 2 mm. in both the
north and south and east and west directions .
. October 30.-lNDEPENDENCE.-Mr. C. Mulholland reports a shock
occurring at 11: 53 a. m. The shock was quite heavy and appeared to
come from the Sierras about 6 miles west of the town, but the greatest
motion appeared to be vertical or nearly so. Only one shock was felt.
The earth rumbling was not very noticeable owing to the rattling of the
building. The air was quite still and the sky nearly covered with
clouds: No damage is reported.
November 13.-MOUNT HAMILT0N.-Prof. Holden reports two shocks
of earthquake close together of intensity V of the R.-F. scale.
Time of the second shock 4: 45: 14 a. m. The duplex seismograph
gives a condensed tracing 4: 5 mm. by 3: 5 mm. The plate is not
orientated. Mr. Townley, who was photographing in the Crocker dome
at the time of the shock, noted the time as 4: 44: 41, P. S. T.
November 13.-BERKELEY.-"The earthquake of Sunday was hardly
felt here. Very small vibration. Record on duplex and Ewing, but
vibration not strong enough to start the seismograph." (A. 0. Leuschner).
November 13.-MILLS CoLLEGE.-Prof. Keep sends a t,racing of the
earthquake as occurring at 4: 46 a. m., showing a displacement of the
pen of 12 mm. in a north-east and south-west direction, and 8 mm. in a
northwest and southeast direction.
November 13.-AL.A.MEDA...-A slight shock of earthquake occurred at
4:48 a. m., giving a tracing on the duplex seismograph, which begins
with a displacement of the pen of about 5 mm. toward the southeast
and end with a number of tremors covering an area 2 mm. in a north
and south direction by 1: 5 mm. in an east and west direction. (C. D.
Perrine.)
November 13.-PETA..LUM.A..-About a quarter to 5 o'clock this morniug a lively shock of earthquake passed through Petaluma. The vibrations were from north to south.
November 13.-GILROY.-A very heavy earthquake shock was felt
here this morning at 4: 45 o'clock. It was of several seconds' duration.
Clocks were stopped and small articles thrown down. No damage was
done to buildings.
November 13.-HOLLISTER.-An unusually severe shock of earthquake was felt here about 4 : 45 o'clock this morning. The heavy shock
was followed by three of less severity. Aside from the falling of plaster
no material damage was done.
November 13.-SALINA..S.-.At about4:30 o'clock this morning a heavy
earthquake was felt liere, doing considerable damage to large window
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lights, glassware, and crockery. The vibrations were from northeast
southwest. They lasted folly forty seconds.
November 13.-MONTEREY.-A.n extremely lengthy and heavy shock
of earthquake was felt in this city at 4:45 o'clock this morning. The
vibration was north and south. It rattled large buildings as if they
were chips, shaking crockery and glassware off the shelves, cracking
chimneys aud playing havoc in general. The oldest citizens say that
they have never experienced such a heavy tremor as they felt this
morning, the shock being of ten seconds' duration and followed by
smaller ones.
November 13.-SAN RAFAEL.-A. shock of earthquake was felt
here at 4 :46 this morning, the vibrations lasting eleven seconds. The
movement was from north to south.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
UNITED ST.A.TES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY,
DIVISION OF CHEMISTRY,

Washington, D. 0., October 7, 1893.
The accompanying bulletin, like its predecessors, Bulletins 9,
27, 42, 55, 60, 64, 78, and 90, contains an account of the miscellaneous
investigations carried out in the Division of Chemistry during the
stated time. Hitherto these bulletins have beeu annual, but the present one, for various reasons, represents two years ·of work. A year
ago, when the usual bulletin fell due, a great reduction was made in
the resources of the division, the force was largely cut down, and
the laboratory was removed to its present quarters in the building
occupied by the main offices of the Survey. At the end of the fiscal
year 1891-'92 several of the investigations intended for its bulletins
were not quite complete, and as the year following- was evidently to
be one of much smaller output, it seemed best to finish the work on
hand and to consolidatt. both years in one report.
In one other respect the present report differs from its predecessors.
Hitherto, under the heading "Miscellaneous analyses," a large volume of routine work has been recorded. This work, however, finds
its proper publication in the memoirs of the geologists and petrographers of the Survey, and it is now omitted from the report of this
division. Only those miscellaneous analyRes which directly pertain
to the work of the chemical division appear in its published record.
The physical investigations carried out by Dr. Barus also appear in
separate form in several independent bulletins.
Very respectfully,
F. W. CLARKE,
Ohi~f Chemist.
Hon. J. w. POWELL,
Director U. S. Geological Survey.
SIR:
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WORK DONE IN THE DIVISION OF CHEMISTRY
IN 1891-'92 AND 1892-'93.
TSCHERMAK'S THEORY OF THE CHLORITE GROUP AND ITS
ALTERNATIVE.

BY

F. W. CLARKE.

In the micas, vermiculites, the clintonite group, and the chlorites, we
meet a large number of minerals having similar properties. .A.11 are
probably monoclinic, all are commonly foliated in structure, and within
certain limits they shade into each other in composition. Their external
resemblances are very close, and it is therefore a fair presumption that
they are also alike in constitution. .A. satisfactory explanation of their
chemical structure ought to emphasize their obvious relationships and
be sufficiently general to include all the individual species in a single
definite theory. The problem is easily stated, but its solution can be
effected only by slow degrees. Like other similar problems, it must be
solved by a series of approximations; and every step towards order is
a gain, even though it be not absolutely final.
Among the men who have advanced our knowledge of these minerals,
no one is entitled to higher credit than Professor Tschermak. His
successive papers upon the mica, clintonite, and chlorite groups have
all been long strides forward; and whether his interpretations are ultimately confirmed or abandoned, they have none the less been of real
service in the development of knowledge.
In his latest paper,1 Professor Tschermak seeks to explain the chemical structure of the chlorites, and masses the available evidence most
admirably. This group of minerals he divides into two subgroups,
called orthochlorites and leptochlorites, respectively, and for each
division a special explanation is offered. The orthochlorites, which
include pennine, clinochlore, leuchtenbergite, prochlorite and corundopbilite, are simply represented as mixtures of two end products, serpentine and amesite; and so far as the mere ultimate composition of the
minerals is concerned, the interpretation is quite satisfactory. On theo~etical grounds it leaves something to be desired, as will appear later.
The leptochlorites, however, or chlorites outside of the main series
are less easily handled~ and for these, in addition to the serpentin~
1

Die Chloritgruppe, II Theil, Sitzungsb . .A.kacl. d. Wiss. in Wien, 19 Feb. 1891.
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and amesite molecules, four other fundamental compounds are assumed, namely, two derivatives of amesite, strigovite, and chloritoid.
Six types of molecule are, in all, adopted, which, by mixtures in various
proportions, account for all the species. Written semiempirically,
these molecules are as follows :
Se1penti:ne,
Amesite,
"
1st deriv.,
"
2d
"
Strigovite,
Chloritoid,

Sp.
MgSb01, Hz, (MgOH)z
At.
AlzSi01 • Hz, (MgOH)2
At'.
AlzSi01. H3. MgOH
At".
AlzSi01 . H4
St. SiOz, AlzSi0 7 • Hz, (MgOH)z
Ct.
AlzSi01 . H . Mg

Of these compounds, four are represented by known minerals,
although the amesite and strigovite formulrn rest each upon a single
analysis. Two, the molecules At' and At", are hypothetical. Empirically, all the chlorites of well-established character correspond in
composition to mixtures of these six molecules; but a few of the allied
minerals, such as epichlorite and stilpnomelane, are unaccounted for.
The latter are yet to be brought into line.
At a first glance the six molecules, as just written, appear to be
remarkably alike in form. But when they are written structurally,
as Tschermak himself writes them, they become somewhat dissimilar.
Serpentine is then represented as a salt of the acid H 6 Si20 7 • Amesite,
with its two derivatives and cbloritoid, appear as basic orthosilicates.
Strigovite is given as a salt of the acid H 4Siz0 6• That is, three different silicic acids are involved in Tschermak's theory, and the first apparent simplicity of the scheme disappears. All of the six molecules,
however, with the single exception of the nonaluminous serpentine,
are supposed to contain the structural nucleus
-0

/ O-Al-0-

)si"'O-Al-0>O
-0

to which the remarkable similarities of the chlorites may be due.
Through chloritoid the chlorites become affiliated with the clintonite
group; but with the micas, at least as the latter have been interpreted
y T ' chermak hitherto, no special analogies of structure appear.
ow, admitting that Tschermak's theory accounts for the known
fact a fully a he believes, the question arises whether his mode of
int rpretation i the only one possible. If it is, then the problem of
11 ·hlorite group is solved, and controversy is out of court. But if
o h r . chem es cau be devised, representing the facts equally .well, furth r inv tigation becomes necessary. Pending the acquirement of
n w xp rimental evidence, we may discuss rival systems upon philophic ground ; and that which is simplest most O'eneral and best
'
0
'
:up ort l by analogie ,. should have preference.
Ultimately,
of course,
h r bl m mu t be attacked by means of experiment, through which
alone the que tions at i sue can be finally settled.
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In several previous papers, some of them written in joint authorship with others/ I have sought to establish the hypothesis that the
more complex silicates are merely substitution derivatives of normal
salts. For instance, many minerals are easily and naturally represented as so derived'from the normal aluminum compound Al4 (Si0 4 )3;
successive aluminum atoms being equivalently replaced by other atoms
or groups. Among these minerals, the micas seem to form a conspicuous family, and with them are found the clintonite group and some
vermiculites. To this family I shall recur later.
In two quite recent papers, Schneider and I have tried, by experimental methods, to obtain some positive evidence as to the nature of
the chlorites. That our results are not final, and that Tscberrnak's
criticism of them is perfectly legitimate, I cheerfully concede, and yet
we have found clues which are not without meaning. The reaction
between dry hydrochloric acid and the hydromagnesian silicates we are
still investigating, and its actual character and significance we hope
to determine in due time. So far, however, in every case of a true
chlorite examined by us, and in the case of serpentine also., we have
found that the chemical constitution may be represented by a mixture of molecules of the general form Mg2 (Si0 4)z R'4, in which R' may
be either AlH20 2, MgOH, or H, with of course the usual equivalent
replacements of aluminum and magnesium by ferric and ferrous iron.
These molecules are evidently substitution derivatives of the normal
compound olivine, when the ordinary formula of the latter is doubled
and made Mg 4 (Si0 4 ) 2. Since we do not know the true molecular weight
of any metallic silicate, this doubling ·of· the simplest possible formula
is perfectly allowable, and a reason for it will appear later. Here,
then, for a few cblorites at least, is a scheme of interpretation quite
unlike Tschermak's; and we have to determine whether it is equally
exact and equally general.
Taking Tschermak's paper as a basis for comparison, and discussing
at first only the analyses dismissed by him, I find that all of bis orthochlorite series, except corundophilite and amesite, reduce sharply to
the above given type of formula. Omitting amesite, which will be
separately considered further on, every orthochlorite may be written
R"2(Si04)2R'4, with various relations between the several components
collectively represented by R' 4• In fact, Tschermak's formulm and
mine, although quite dissimilar, are curiously parallel, as the following scheme, based upon his classification of the orthochlorites, plainly
shows. His arrangement of the subgroup is this:
Pennine .................••••..................... Sp 3Atz to SpAt
Clinochlore ...•...••••..•......................... SpAt to Sp2 At3
Prochlorite .......•............................... Sp2Ata to Sp3At 7
Corundophilite ................................ __ .. Sp,,At 7 to SpAt4
1

Bull. U.S. Geological Survey, Nos. 27, 42, 60, 64, and 78.
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Transforming these expressions, and, for brevity, writing AlH20 2=A,
and MgOH=M, we have:
Sp~At2
SpAt
Sp2At3
SpaAt1
SpAt4

=
=

=
=
=

Mg8 (Si04)s . A4MsH1 = nMg2(Si04hR'•
Mga(Si04)3 . A2M2H2
"
Mg 7(Si04)1 . A5M5H3
"
Mg11(Si04)13 . A14M10H2 =
"
approximate agreement only.

In the last case, corundophilite, Tschermak's formula agrees better
with the actual analyses than any formula derived from my system.
The cause of divergence will be considered in connection with the
structure of amesite, later. Although the difference is small it ought
not to be ignored.
In general, then, the orthochlorites may be provisionally regarded as
mixtures .of the three typical or generic salts Mg2 (Si04)2A4, Mg2(Si04)z
M4, andMg2 (Si0 4 )2 H 4 • Whether these compounds exist separately in
the mineral kingdom is an open question, and one not easy to answer.
To each of them there are approximations; ekmannite, for example, is
near Fe2(Si0 4)2H4 in composition; but it is more probable that the
chlorites proper are mixtures of intermediate salts. Some pennines,
for instance, fall near the compound Mg2 (Si0 4)2AMH2 ; and other like
substances appear among the minerals which Tschermak places in the
subgroup of leptochlorites. A consideration of the latter must precede
further discussion of theory.
According to Tschermak, the leptochlorites form three subgroups, as
follows:
I. Daphnite .. ___ . __ .. _.•.. ____ . __ .. ______ At 5At'sSp
Chamosite .... ____ . ··---- ______________ At 3At'3Sp
II. Metachlorite _. _.. __ ... ____ .. ____ .. ___ .. At 6St2Sp3
Klementite ....... ______________________ At 4 St2 Sp
Cronstedtite ____ ....... ________ ________ AtSt
'l'huringite . ____ ... ____ . _.. _ . ____ .. ___ .. AtSt
Euralite ····-- __________ . __________ .... AtaSt4
Strigovite .... ··- -·· ________ .__,, __________ st
III. Diabantite ... __ ......... _.. ___ . _... __ .. Ct4Sp 7
Aphrosiderite ... _.... ___ ..... ___ .. ___ .. Ct6At 6Sp 4 to Ct3At5Sp4
Delessite ---- ------ ____________ .... ____ Ct2At2Sp5 to CtSp
Rumpfite ................... ________ .... Ct4At'\Sp

Epichlorite, grengesite, melanolite, etc., he regards as chlorites, but
as not yet definable. The delessite from Friedrichsroda he places provisionally in the first division of the leptochlorites, along with daphnite
and chamosite. The formulre given are deduced from specific analyses,
but when several analyses exist for a species a considerable variability
becomes manifest, which must influence all attempts to fix the molecular structure.
.
Taking now the analyses as cited by Tschermak, a number of them
reduce at once to the same type of substitution formula as that which
I have assigne_d to the orthochlorites. Uniting like oxides, Fe.i03 with
Al20 3, MgO with FeO, etc., we get at once the following expressions
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from the analytical data.
of the species :

The name of the analyst follows the name

Daphnite, Zeynek .••••.•••••.••••..•••••. Fe 113g(Si01)40 .
Chamosite, Boricky ....................... Fe"42(Si04)43.
Delessite, Pufahl ..•.•..••••••..•.•....... Mg 49( Si04)50 .
Thuringite, Gintl .......................... Fe''.1(Si04)39 .
"
Keyser ........................ Fe" 44( Si 04)40 .

H15A44Mzz
H29A37M23
H3~A.0M2z
HuA49M15
H12AsoM11

An approximation to close agreement with theory is evident at a
~lance; but a better conception of the agreement may be obtained by
calculation, using the following formulre:
Daphnite .................................. Fe2(Si0.)2A2(FeOH)1Ht
Chamosite . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . • • . • . . . . . . . .
"
"
"
l Fe2(Si01)2A2(FeOH)1H1
Delessite (Friedrichsroda)............... 3 Mg2(Si04)2A2M1H1
1 Fe2(Si04)2H1
. .
53 Fe2(Si0.)2A2(FeOH)1H1
Thurmg1te · • · • · • · · • • • • · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · ( 1 Fe2(Si0 4 ) 2 A1

l

To this list we may add the thuringite from Lake Superior, analyzed
by Penfield and Sperry, which becomes 5 Fe2 (SiO4 )z (FeOH)1+9 Fe2
(SiO 4 )zA4• The analyses, reduced to typical form and to 100 per cent,
as is usual, are as follows:
Daphnite. Chamosite. Delessite. ThGi~tte. Thuringite. Thuringite.
Zeynek.
Boricky.
Pufahl.
Keyser.
P. & S.
SiO 2 ..........
.A.120a. · -· · -• • ·
FeO ..........
MgO ..........
H20 ..........

23 ·i4,

25 ·17

29 ·75

23 ·58

24 ·15

21 ·35

22·08

18·41

20·58

25 ·11

25·44

24 ·02

43 ·41

45 ·37

19·42

40 ·08

39 ·39

43 ·88

··-·-··-···· ·····--·----

17 ·53

------·----- . ........... . ------------

11 ·07

11 ·05

12 ·72

11 ·23

11 ·02

10·75

100 ·00

100 ·00

100 ·OO

100 ·00

100 ·00

100 ·00

Calculated from the formulIB just given they become:
Daph.&
Cham.
Si02 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24·39
.A.1203 . .. • • • . .. . • • . • • • • • • . . • .. • .. • .. • • . .
20 ·73
FeO....................................
43·90
MgO .............................................. .
H 20 ................................... .
10 ·98
100 ·00

Deless.

Thuring. TW,rt§i_te,
G.&K.

30·30

23 ·81

21 ·54

20 ·60

25 ·30

23 ·54

18·18

39 ·29

18·18 .................

44.31

------------

12·74

11 ·60

10·61

100 ·00

100 ·00

100 ·00

In short, these chlorites are apparently compounds of precisely the
Harne type as the orthochlorites. Daphnite and chamosite vary from
theory by small amounts in opposite directions, the one having a
trifling excess of an FeOH salt, the other an excess of an AlH 2O2 compound, Closer agreements could not be reasonably expected.
In order to properly interpret the remaining leptochlorites, we must
return to the fundamental idea of the substitution hypothesis. Start-
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ing with the normal orthosalt, we get at once the following probable
series of derivatives:
'Jlivi~e ........••....••••.••·••..• ·•••. ·...•••••••.•.••. Mg4(SiO4)z
.
( Mg3(SiO4)zR1z
Orthochlorites ......... __ ;_ .•.• : .. : ..·~-·: • ......... . <Mg2(SiO4)2R 14
LMg(SiO4)2R 16

In the first of these derivatives, the compound intermediate between
the orthochlorite type and olivine, we find the key to most of the
leptochlorites. Again, discussing the analyses mainly considered by
Tscberma~, omitting strigovite and rumpfite for separate inspection,
we get the subjoined semiempirical expressions:
Metachlorite, Zeynek .............. Fe11,i5(SiO4)40.
Euralite,
Wiik -- - -----~---~ .. Mg6n(Si04) 55 .
Diabantite,
Hawes __ ............ Mgm1(SiO4)55 .
Klementite,
Klement ............ Mg 6 1(SiO4)4s .
Delessite,
Heddle 1 • _ • • • • • • • • • • • Mg 75 (SiO4)51 .
Cronstedtite, Ludwig ............. I<'e49 (SiO 4 )a5 .
Aphrosiderite, Rammelsberg ........ Fes4(SiO4)41 .

H12A41Mzo
H5yA32M4
HmA25Mg
H1A55M1
H:19A:18M1+34: aq.
AH, nearly.
HsMBA44

Metachlorite, at one end of this s~ries, corresponds nearly to the
ortbochlorites; while aphrosiderite, at the other end, approaches
the composition Fe3 (SiO 4 ) 2A 4 • All the other minerals in the series fall
between these extremes. Reduced to general· form, the expressions
become:
Metachlorite .......•.........•..... .4R"2 (SiO 4)2R' 4
Euralite .........•.................. 7
"
Diabantite ........................ .4
"
Klementite ........................ . 1
"
Delessi te ... _................•..... . 1
"
Cronstedtite _....................... 1
"
Aphrosiderite ...•••..............•.. 0
"

+ lR1 3(SiO4)2Az
+3
"
+3
"
+1
"
+2
"
+ 4:
"
+1
"
1

These ratios, of course, are not rigidly exact, but they vary no more
from the analyses considered than the analyses of the different occurrences in any one species vary among themselves. In the last case,
the actual analyses show small admixtures of the orthochlorite type;
1.mt tbe approximation is nevertheless quite close to theory. It will be
Reen t,bat the value of R 12 iu the second term of each expression is con:--ta11t; tbat is, that we have either AlH2O2 or the corresponding ferric
rndicle; but the values of the first term are somewhat differeut. In
rnctachlorite, as in claphnite and chamosite, R' 4 =A 2MH; in cron,'t ltit it i A4, and in dele ite it is H 4 • In klementite we have
R'4=A:i M; in diabantite, 3R'4-=M4H8 ; and in euralite, 7R' 4 =A22H6.
u ·h ratios, how v r, are diffkult to fix sharply, because of the uncertai11 i .· in the wat r determination·. In Heddle' analy~es, however,
foe wat r given off at 10 ° i di tiugui lied from that retained at
'Tl d<-leasite fr01n Bowling Quarry.
\'itb tbi .
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higher temperatures, and the results are correspondingly favorable to
;:heory. In his delessite, for instance, the water becomes partly water
Jf crystallization; and the mineral from Bowling quarry agrees well
with the formula 2Mg3(Si0 4)zA4, 2aq +Mg2(Si0 4)zH4 ; with about two·
sevenths of the magnesium replaced by ferrous iron. Calculating the
composition of each mineral from the formulm given below, and com·
paring the results with the rediwed analyses from which the expres·
sions were derived, we can judge of the closeness with which the facts
and the theory agree.
Metachlorite ..••••• 4Fez(SiO-t)2A2(FeOH)H+F«¾(SiO4)2A1
Euralite .. ., .•...... 7Mg2(Si04)2R'-1
+3Mg3(SiO4)2As
Diabantite .•.••... .4Mg2(SiO4)2R'•
+3Fe2(SiO4)2A,
Klementite ......... Mg;(SiO4)2AaM
+Mg3(SiO4)2A!l
Delessite ....••..... Mg.1(SiO4)2H4
+2Mga(SiO4)2A2, 2aq.
Cronstedtite .....•• • Fe2(SiO4)2(Fe" 'H2O2)4+4Fea(SiO4)2(Fe" 'H2O2)!2
Aphrosiderite. •••••• ..•••• .••••• •••••• •••. Fe3(SiO4)2A2

Found.

Diabantite.

Euralite.

Metacblorite.
Calculated.

Calculated.

Found.

Found.

Calcu·
lated.

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - 38 ·15
34·05
34·34
23·82
24 ·57
37·7:i
Si02 ••••••••••••••
19·45
18·48
12·80
12·51
20·42
20·88
Al20a ...........••
¥0203 ......••••••............................••• ·••·••••·· .................•.•
FeO . . . . . • • . • ••• • •
45 ·76
44 ·23 . . • . . • . • • • . • • . . . • . • .
26 ·32
26 ·49
MgO....... ••••••. . • • . . . . . . . . . . . •• . . . .
30 ·91
29 ·24
16 ·70
16 ·35
10 ·32
12·87
13·16
10 ·13
10·31
H 20 .......••..•..
10 ·00
100 ·OO

100 ·00

100 ·OO

Klementite.
Found.

100 ·00

Cron stedtite.

Calcu.
lated.

Calculated.

Found.

100 ·OO

100 ·OO

.A.pbrosiderite.
Found.

Calculated.

Si02 • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
28 ·85
28 ·78
21 ·18
21 ·56
24 •54
25 ·31
.A.1203 . . . • . . • • . . • . .
30 ·36
30 ·57 • • • . . • • • • • • • • . . . . • • .
22 ·59
21 ·52
F020a............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
35 -74
34 ·48 ............•....•••
FeO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
35 ·19
36 ·20
43 ·87
45 ·57
MgO... . . . . . . . . • • .
28 ·73
28 ·78 .••..•••....•..•.••.••••.•........••••••
H 20 ..............
12·06
U ·87
7·76
9 ·00
7 ·60
1 - - -~- - - - -'- - - - 100 ·00
100 ·oo
100 ·oo
100 ·oo
100 ·oo

I

1~i>0\

Delessite.
Calculated.

Found.
Si02 •••••••••••••.
.A.1203 .•..•••...•••
MgO ..............
H 20 •••••••••••••.
.A.q •••••••••••••••

34·00
19·34
30·24
10·36
6·06
100·00

JJ.ull. 113-2

33'83
19·17
30·08
10·15
6. 77

I

100·0(\
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In reducing the data, and in calculating the formul rn, I have commonly assumed R' / to be all magnesium or all iron according as one or
the other predominated. Only in diabantite the relation between the
Fe and Mg was so simple that it seemed desirable to keep both in
view. I have also used relatively simple ratios between component
molecules, rather than the more complex terms which might give a
closer agreement between analyses and theory-that is, when Mg2(SiO4)zR' 4, and -Mg 3(SiO 4 ) 2A 2 stood actually in the relation of 11 to 10, I·
have computed on the basis of 1: 1. Most of the divergences between
~'found" and "calculated'.' are due to this cause; but in the case of
cronstedtite, which is least concordant of all, there is probably a small
admixture of some more basic compound, of the character, possibly, of
amesite.
There now remain to be considered, of all of Tschermak's typical
chlorites, only strigovite, rumpfite, amesite, and in part corundophilite.
Of these, the first three depend· each upon a sii1gle analysis, and the
available evidence is therefore not conclusive. To strigovite, the general
formula H 4Fe"2Al2Si2Oll seems to apply; which, in the constitutional
expression given to it by Tschermak has already been cited. This may
also be written F'¾(SiO 4)z. H(AlH2O2)( A.IOH), which is of the orthochlorite type with the bivalent group .AlOH in place of R' 2. In rumpfite,
which has the empirical formula H 28 Mg7Al 16 Si10O65 , the same group
AlOH appears, and also a mole.cule of the form of the last derivative
of olivine, Mg(SiO4)zR' 6 • In detail, rumpfite agrees very nearly with the
composition
Mg 2(SiO4)zA2H2+2Mg (SiO4)zA2(AlOH)z;
w~ich gives with the analysis by Firtsch reduced as usual, the follow·
ing comparison:
Rump:fite.
Found. I Calculated.

Si02 - - · · · · · · · - · · · AhOs. ·-··········
MgO ........... ___

H 20.... ..........

81·01

30·20

· 42·02

42·79

18·78
18·24

13-42
13·59

100·00

100·00

It must be remembered that in order to account for rumpftte, Tschermak a urned the exi tence of the constituent molecule At" which appear in none of hi other chlorites. Both in his scheme a~d in mine
the ruin ral i exceptional, and undoubtedly it needs further study.
In am ite, which occurs with corun<lophilite we find another chlorite of peculiar composition. It i the most basic member of the group,
a~d ntain more oxygen relatively to its silicon than any other chlorit kn wn. It formula, a. written by T, chermak is A12SiO 7 H 2 ~,. I' II)z which i he equivalent of hi · rpentiue m'olecule with Al 2
1 · of'l\lg 1.. A we have no experimental evidence from
'
m Pc
which
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to reason, we may with equal propriety regard amesite as having the
structure
Mg
O<Mg>Si04=(AlH202)2;
when it becomes analogous in structure to the other chlorites, standing in a similar relation to them as that which the clintonite group
bears toward the micas. On this supposition the micas and chlorites,
as has already been shown elsewllere,1 form two parallel series of compounds, as follows:
Norma:1 orthosilicate, Al4(Si04)3
Whence derive.Micas
Musc,ovite,
Ah(Si04)3R~
Normal biotite,
Al2(S101)3R6
''
phlogopite, Al(Si04)3R9
Clintonite,
Al <8>R"
"'-si04 = Ra

Mg1(SiO.)t
Ghlorites

Aphrosiderite, Mg~( Si04)2Rg
Orthochlorites, Mg,(Si04)2R-t
Mg(Si04)2R6
Amesite, Q<::>SiO•

= R!J

In certain respects, this gener~l scheme is not incompatible with
Tschermak's views. The orthochlorites, for example, he regards as
mixtures of serpentine and amesite, representing the structure of those
compounds in a special way. But if serpentine be written Mg2 (Si04)zH3(M gOH), and amesite as I have just suggested, the theory of substitution is satisfied, and the orthochlorites may be classified as intermediate between the two end terms. Then, however, the leptochlorites fall less easily into line, and the slight gain in apparent simplicity
in the ortho series is offset by loss elsewhere. It is quite probable,
however, that corundopllilite is a mixture containing amesite molecules; and the formula which I give the latter mineral is sustained to
some extent by the fact that both minerals occur intimately associated
with diaspore. At Chester, the only locality for either corundophilite
or amesite represented by analyses, the chlorites are commonly found in
seams with diaspore on one side and emery on the other. Hence the
group AlH202 is at least as likely to be found in amesite as the magnesian compound MgOH.
Still another analogy between the micas and the chlorites remains
to be noted. In the phengitic muscovites, in some phlogopites and in
the lithia micas, the ratio of silicon to oxygen is less than 1: 4, and
often approaches 1: 3. This variability, as I have shown in my paper
upon" A theory of the mica group," 2 is easily explained by supposing
an admixture of molecules containing the group Si30 8 in place of SiO,.
This equivalency is well recognized in the feldspar series; and among
the micas it is forcibly emphasized by the existence of Lorenzen's polylithionite, in which the group Si30 8 replaces Si04 entirely. Does this
group occur in chlorites alsot
At the end of his discussion of the leptochlorites, Tschermak dismisses a number of minerals as doubtful in char·a cter. either because
of unsatisfactory analyses, or uncertainty in the . mat~rial described.
1 l3ull.

1 Bull.

U. S. Geological Survey, No. 90, p. 17,
U.S. Geological Survey, NQ, 64,,
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In pa,rticular he names the species grengesite, hullite, rnelanolite, and
stil1momelane, to which he adds epichlorite. All of these minerals,
together with epiphanite and possibly strigovite, may be reduced to
typical form by assuming the presence of Si 30 8• For grengesite and
hullite .t he analyses are not satisfactory, and the formulre deducible
have therefore no weight. Strigovite has been already explained by
assuming in it the group AlOH, but a reconsideration here is worth
noting as offering an alternative formula to that previously . given.
The formulre which I have obtained are as follows:
.
{ 4Fe2(Si3Os)2(FeH2O2)2H2
St1lpnomelane . - •••• - - - • --••. - ••• - +3Fe2(SiO4)2(FeH2O2)2H2
.
{ lFe2(SisOs)2(FeH2O2)2H2
Melanohte .... ··-- ··-- ·••••• ·----- +3Fez(SiO 4 )2(FeH2O2)2H2
.
.
{ lMg2(SiO4)2H4+lMg2(Si3Os)2H4
Ep1chlorite ..• - ••. - • - •••••••••• - - . +3Mg3(SiO4)2(AlH2O2)2
·
{
Strigovite ....................... _

3Fe2(SiO4)2(AlH2O2)3H+
3Fe3( SiO 4 )2( AlH2O2)2
+1Fe3(Si3OsMAlH2O~)2
.
.
{ Mg3(Si3Os)2(AlH2O2)z
Epiphamte · --·· ---· ···· ···· ······ +3Mg3(SiO 4 )2(AlH~O2)2

Here we find stilpnomelane and melanolite are orthochloritic in type;
epiphanite is equivalent to aphrosiderite, and the other species are
intermediate like most of the leptochlorites. The analyses discussed
are these:
Stilpnomelane from Antwerp, N. Y., by Brush.
Melanolite, Somerville, Mass., by _H. Wurtz.
Epichlorite, from the Hartz, by Rammelsberg.
Strigovite, St.riegau, by W ebsky.
Epiphanite, W ermland, by Igelstrom.
The reduced analyses are as follows:
Stilpnomelane.
Found,

Calcu.
lated.

Melanolite.
Found.

Calcu·
lated.

--------SiO2 ••••••••••••••
Fe2O3 •••••••••••••
FeO ..............

42·85
24·74
23 ·69

41 ·80
26 ·0l

34·25

33 ·46

29 ·32

29·74

23 ·41

H 2 0 ............. .

8·72

8 ·78

26·48
9·95

26 ·76
10·04

100 ·00

100 ·00

100 ·00

100 ·00

Epichlorite.
Found.

Calculated.

Strigovite.
Found.

Calculated.

------ --i02 ····•··••·····
Ali03 •••••••••••••

FeO ....... .......
MgO .....•........
B 2O .• ...••.•... ..

43 ·94
17·75

45·50
16 ·58

··-·------ ---------27 ·38
10·03

28·17
9 ·75

-100
-·00
- -100
- ·00
-

29·51
24 ·78

30 ·20
24·25

36 ·05

36·2¼

····------ ... . ....... ....
9 ·66

9·31

1oo-00110o-00
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For epipha.nite Igelstrom's analysis needs no reduction, if we calculate with a ratio of Mg: Fe:: 7: 5.
Found.

Calculated.

••••••••••••••

37 ·10

37 ·66

.A.1203 •• - • - • - - • - • • .

21 .13
20·00

21 ·34
18 ·83
14·64
7 ·53

SiO2

FeO ..•••••••.....
MgO..............
H 20 . . • • . . . . . . . . . .

14·03
7 ·83

100'091-100 ·oo
'

'

The agreements are sufficiently close to estabUsh the validity of the
hypothesis upon which the calculations rest, although they are not as
good in all cases as might be desired. Still, the formulm offered brin g
some order o~t of chaos, and are therefore entitled to consideration
until something better is proposed.
As between Tschermak's theory and mine, both representing the
known facts fairly well, experimental research must be the :final arbiter.
Until experiment has given grounds for decision either theory may
properly be used as a guide. Mine is offered as a possible simplification of the problem; but both may be supplanted by something more
general still. Neither theory exhausts all the possibilities of the question, and neither can claim to be much more than a step forward in the
series of approximations by whiclt the truth may be at last attained.

THE CONSTITUTION OF THE LITHIA MICAS.

BY

F. W. CLARKE.

Ln a series of papers published during the past eight or nine years,1
I have sought to develop the theory that the complex natural silicates
are chemically to be considered as substitution derivatives of simple
normal salts. For the micas in particular a theory has been worked
out in detail, partly on general principles, and partly on the basis of
experimenta.l evidence, in which the starting point of the series is the
normal aluminum orthosilicate, A.14(Si0 4)3, with occasional replacements of the orthosilicic group by the feldspathic group Si30a. Thus
we have the following systematic scheme:
Normal salt ..•••.•••••..••••....•. _.... _.••••••••• Al4(Si04)3.
Muscovite ...••..•••••••••••..•.••...••...•••••••. Ah(Si04)3R's,
Biotite ...•...........••..••.•..•••..•..•••••••. .. Al2(Si04)3R"-2R't•
Phlogopite .••••..•••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••... Al(Si04)3R"sR',.

/O"'R"

Clintonite ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••. Al-o/
.

"'Si04=::R's

This scheme is modified, however, not . only by ~he assumption that
Si04 may be replaced by Si30 8, as in the feldspars, but also by other
considerations due to the presence of :fiuorine in many micas, etc. In
the cases of the lithia micas, lepidolite, zinnwaldite, cryophyllite, polylithionite, etc., such modification is absolutely necessary; and hitherto
it has been covered by the supposition that the :fluorine is represented
by the univalent group A.lF 2 , among the components of R'.
Naturally, and almost necessarily, the development of any such
theory i by process of evolution; in which details held provisionally at
fir ·t are replaced by simpler conceptions, rendered possible by the
acqui iti n of new evidence. A simplification of this order is the purpose of the pre ent communication.
tru.cturally con idered, the lithia micas are all characterized by two
p cial features; an oxygen ratio lower than that of the orthosilicates,
and the presence of :fluorine. The first of these peculiarities has already
1
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been explained by the presence of the group Si30a replacing Si01, and
the second is now rendered intelligible by assuming that the clintonite
type may also be replaced by a molecule of the structure
F

AJ(F
'-sio4~1i,:
or its equivalent in the corresponding polysilicate. For example, in
the polylithionite described by Lorenzen; Si04 is entirely replaced by
Si30 8, and the assumption of the latter group is -thus fully vindicated.
The analogy of the feldspars was st~~~g ~vidence in its favor; but now
we have what may fairly be regarded as positive proof. Polylithionite
may now be considered as a mixture of the_two molecules
/F
and

Al-F

."'-SiaOs= Lia

/Sia0a::::N3)2K
Al-SiaOs=: N3)2K
"-SiaOs::=N3.<iK

in the ratio 5 :1; whence we get the following comparison between
observation and theory:
Found,
Lorenzen.

Calculated.

Si02 • •••••••• •• • • •
59 ·25
59 ·80 •
Al2O1 ••••••••••••• --- 12-·57
. 12·70
FeO •••••.••••.••.
:93 . ..•.•.•••
K 2O • • • • • • • • • • • • • .

5 ·37 -- - 5 ·85

Na20 . • • • • • • • • • • • .

7 ·63
9 ·04
7 ·32

7 ·72

102 ·11

103 ·34

Li 20 ..............
F .•••••••••.•••...

0-F.............

9·34 .
7·93

3·08

3·34

99 ·03

100 -00

The small amount of ferrous impurity and the low -summation of the
analysis fully account for all the variations between the two columns
of figures both as regards their magnitude a!ld their direction.
In the light of the foregoing evidence, and of the mica theory in
general, the lepidolites proper, such as occur in Moravia and in Maine,
become easily explainable. All of their variations in composition are
covered by the supposition that these micas consist of mixtures in
different proportions, of two typical molecules; one, the compound
AlF2. Si30a. R'3, with lithium as the principal constituent of R', and
the other a muscovitic molecule, AJ 3(Si0 4)3R'3, in which R' may be
either K2H, or KH2, Two .such mixtures may be considered here:
first, the two molecules AlF2 • Si30 8 • Li3 an~ Al3(Si04)3K2H, in the ratio
1: 1; and second, the three compounds AlF i. Si30a • Ka; AJF». Si30 8 • Lia,
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and Al3(Si0 4)3KH2, commi11gled in the ratio 1: 2: 2. These mixtures
correspond to the following percentage compositions:
First.

Second.

SiO2 ..•.•.•••.... ,
.A.12O3 .•••••••••••.
K 2 O .••.•••••..•..

49·05

50·39

27·79

25·70

12·81

13 ·16

Li20 ..............

6·18

H 2O .••••.........
F .................

1 ·22
5·18

5·04
2·01
6·38

102 ·18

102·68

Less 0 ............
b'I,.

2·18

2·68

100 ·00

100·00

--- ---

.I,

For purposes of comparison with the~e :figures, the following analyses of typical lepidolites are quite sufficient, as they cover all important variations: A, Rozena, by Berwerth. B, Schiittenhofen, by Seba·
rizer. C, Paris, Maine. D, Hebron, Maine. E, Norway, Maine. F,
Rumford, Maine. The last four analyses are by Riggs.
B.t

.A..*

SiO2 ..............
50 ·98
49·25
.A.12O3 ••••• • • • • • • . I
27 ·80
25·27
Fe2O3 ............. . . -. -.. -- . . ...........
FeO ....•..•......
·05
·84
MnO ...•••.....••.
·85
CaO .............. ............. ·········MgO .............. ............. ...........
Li2O ..............
5 ·88
5·38
N~O .............. ............
·35
K 2O...............
13 ·85
Rb 2O..............

----------

Cs2O : ··--·--······
H 20 ...............

<:~:::}
·96

c.

D.

E.

F.

50·92

48·80
28·30

49·52

24 ·99
·30

·29

28 ·80
·40

51 ·52
25 ·96
·31

·23

·09

·24

trace.
trace,
trace .

·OS
·10
·07
4·49
·74
12·21

4·20
2·11

11 ·38

trace.
trace.

}

·20

·07
·13
·02
3 ·87
·13
8 ·82

·16
·02
4·90
1 ·06
U ·Ol

3. 73
·08
·95

F .................

7 ·88

1 ·76
5·68

1 ·96
6·29

1·73
4·96

1 ·72
5·18

5 ·80

Less 0 ............

104 ·33
3·32

103 ·23
2·39

102·38
2·64

101 ·86
2·02

102·71
2·18

101 ·89
2·44

101-011

100 ·84

99·74

99·84

99·53

99·45

"Also contains O·05 P 2O6 •

t Also contains O·06 SnOa-

ln the first of these lepidolites, the mineral from Rozena, a slight
variation from the scheme must be assumed, due to the excess of
fluorine and the low proportion of alkalies. These peculiarities are
ea ily accounted for by supposing a small admixture of the molecule
Al 2. i30 a. Al, which corr ponds to the type already indicated and
whi h i ju ti:fied by other evidence. In the mineral cookeite recently
reanalyzed by Penfield I we :find what appears to be the vermiculite of
the lepidolite series, with nearly all the alkalies but lithia removed
1
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and with fluorine replaced by hydroxyl.
reduces easily to the type
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Pen:field's analysis of it

/OH
Al-OH
'Si04::=R'a

and in detail to a mixture of the three molecules Al(OH)2. Si04. Li3;
Al(OH}z. Si04 • H 3, and Al(OH)z. Si0 4 • Al, in the ratio 10: 14: 33. Reducing Pen:field's analysis by uniting Fe with Al, the remaining bases
with Li, and F with OH, and throwing out water lost at or below 300°,
we get the subjoined comparison between observation and theory:
Found. Reduced.

Si02 ..............
Al.20s··········-··
Ft½Os ···-·········
Cao······-·······
K 20 .....••.·..••..
Na20 ········-····
Li2O ..•......•••..
H 2O below 300° •.•
H 2O above 300° •••
F .•• ···········-·.

35·01
34·00
45·06
46·71
·45
·04 )
·14
·19
4·02
4·29
1 ·82 ...............
13·14
13·99
·46

J

J

J

99·32

100 ·00

Calcu•
lated.
34·68
,6 ·53

4·56

..........
14·23

100·00

In the lepidolite from Juschakova, analyzed by Rammelsberg, we
find a connecting link between the lepidolites proper and the iron-lithia
micas zinnwaldite and cryophyllite. The Juschakova mineral is easily
repres~nted as a mixture of molecules like the other lepidolites, except
that a portion of the typical AlF2. Si30s. R' 3 is replaced by a similar
molecule A.1F2 • Si30 8 • Mn Li. In detail it seems to contain the mole.
cules Al3(Si04)3 K2H; AlF2.Si04 .Al; .AlF2.SbOs.MnLi; andAlF2.
SbOs . Li2K, in the ratio 2: 1: 3: 6. Calculating its composition upon this
basis, we get the following comparison with Rammelsberg's analysis:
"

I

Found. Reduced.
SiO2 ••••••••••••••
.Al2O3 .••....•..•..
MnO .....••..•....
~o······-·······
N~O·······-·····
L½O .••.•••..•••••
H 2O .•............
F .................
Cl ................

Less 0 .•••••••••••

50·26
21 ·47
5·36
11 ·08
·54
4·88
·66

}

Cafou.
lated.

50·26
21 ·47
5·36
11 ·08

50·33
21 ·39
5·26
11 ·60

5·14
·66

5·55

9·33

·44
9·38

104 ·12
3·92

103·30
3·92

103 ·95
3·95

100·20

99·38

100 ·00

8·71
1·16

}
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As for the iron-lithia micas, zinnwaldite and cryophyllite, a detailed
discussion now would be premature, for the reason that alternative
formuloo, agreeing equally well with the recorded analyses, are possible. The complication is due to the iron, which may be -regarded
either as belonging to a molecule of the type .AlF2. Si3O8 • Fe" R'; or
to a biotitic molecule Al2 (SiO4h Fe"2R'2, The zinnwaldite analyses
of Berwerth and Rammelsberg are easiest interpreted as representing
mixtures of AlF2. Si3O8 • Fe Li, and Al3 (SiO 4)a K 3, in the ratio 5:2,
approximately. Cryophyllite, on the other hand, according to analyses by Riggs, is most simply represented by the composition Al3X 3KH2,
+2 A}zX3Fe2H2,+3 AlF2 . X. K 3, +4AlF2 . X. Li 3, in which X corresponds to the two acid groups Si0 4 and Si30 8 in the ratio 1: 3. This
interpretation is based in part upon the fact that cryophyllite occurs
in margins upon plates of annite, which is a lepidomelane of the
biotite type. The iron in cryophyllite, however, may also be regarded
as present in the molecule AIF2, Si3O8, Fe"R', ~sin zinnwaldite; and ·
between this interpretation and the other there are no adequate
grounds for deciding. Taking the formuloo aR -g iven above, Rammelsberg's analysis of zinnwaldite and the mean of Riggs's three analyses
of cryopbyllite compare as follows:
Zinnwa.ldite.
Found.

Calculated.

Si02 . . . • . . . . • . • • • .
46 ·44
47 ·55
21 ·84
21 ·19
.A1203---·-· ••.•...
F~03 •••••••••••••
1 ·27 ....•. ·--·
FeO .....•.•...•••.
10 ·19
18 ·60
MnO..............
1 ·57 •••••••••.
Cao ••••••.•••.•••••....•.....••.••••..
MgO..............
·18 ....•••••.
L½O . • • . • • . . • . . • • .
3 ·36
2 ·84

N~O..............

·54 ......... .

1½0- ···•·•·••··••·

10 ·58
10 ·66
1 ·04 ..•.•••••.
7 ·62
7 ·18

H20...............
F .•••••••••••••••.

104 ·63

103 ·02

Cryophyllite.
Found.

Calcu·

51 ·86
16 ·50

51 ·95
18·13

lated.

2·98 ·••·••·• ••
7·52
·21 • •••• •••••

6 ·65

·04 . ·•··•••••
·07 ••••••••••
4·89
4·71
·79 ..•....•..
10·61
12·26
1 ·41
1 ·29
7·08
102 ·97

I

6·94
102 ·92

In general it seems highly probable that the lithia micas are all
characterized by the presence of the groups AlF2. X. R' 3, AlF2. X. R' 'R',
and AlF2. X. Al; in which X may be either SiO 4 or Si3O8, and with the
fluorine replaceable by hydroxyl in the process of vermiculitization. In
the original form of the mica theory the group AlF2 was regarded as
the quivalent of R' in a molecule of the muscovite type. It is now
r pre ented as belonging to a distinct molecule analogous to clintonite.
o far a the vidence go , thi interpretation seems to be satisfactory;
and it i an advance upon the earlier scheme in the direction of simplicity.

EXPERIMENTS UPON THE CONSTITUTION OF CERTAIN MICAS
AND CHLORITES.

BY F. W.

OL.A.RKE AND

E. A.

S0HNEIDER.

Shortly after the publication of our first joint paper upon the con·
stitution of the natural silicates, 1 we received from Mr. A. Losch, CU·
rator of minerals in the Imperial School of Mines at St. Petersburg,
some highly important material bearing upon our researches. Our
work upon leuchtenbergite, it will be remembered, was defective, on
account of impurity in the specimens at our disposal; and Mr. Losch
therefore sent us a supply of the perfectly pure mineral, selected with
extreme care, and in the very best condition for study. To this gift he
added four other minerals which he thought would be. of interest to us,
and upon these five specimens our present communication is founded.
The minerals and the analyses are as follows:
A.-Xanthophyllite, var. Waluewite, from the Nikolai-Maximilian mine, district of
Slatoust, Ural.
·
B.-Clinochlore from the same locality. Green, broadly foliated, closely resembling the mineral from West Chester, Pennsylvania.
C.-Leuchtenbergite from Slatoust.
D.-''Diallage serpentine" from the River Poldnewaja, district of Syssert, Ural.
E.-White mica from Miask, Ural.
A..

B.

c.

D.

E.

42.55
44·17
30·00
30·84
Si02 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16·85
Ti02 ••••••••••••••••••••••••
trace
37·35
1 ·25 _
AI20 •...•••..•.......••..••.
20·43
42·33
18·31
1 ·68
Fe:,01 ••••••••••.•••••••••.•.
1 ·56
1 ·29
2·35
1 ·94
FeO ....••.•..•••.••••••....
1 ·52
0·20
0·14
0·20
1 ·08
MnO........................ .......... ..•.•••••• ........•• ..........
0 ·10
CaO . . • . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . .
13 ·30 . . • • • • • • • •
O·21
none ........•.
MgO...... .. ...... .... .. . ...
20 ·77
34 ·38
34 ·26
40 ·05 ..••••••••
K20 ...•...•.•.• •..... ...... .......•.. ...•••.... ..••••.••. . ••.•••....
10·00
Na,O ....................... .......... ...•••.•.. .......... .•.•...••.

1·14

Chromite . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
o·37 ......... .
F ...........•............. .......... .......... .......... ... . ......
0·90
H 20, 105° ....•.•.•...•.•.••.
0·04
1 ·06
0 ·21
0·55
0·55
H 20, 250°..aooo ........•.••••
0·12
0·53
0·49
0·35
0.11
H 20, ignition ..............
4·44
12·15
12·84
12·85
4·14
- - - - - - - --- 1 - - - - + - - - - i

100 ·40

100 ·43

100 ·47

99. 77

Leas O=F . .. • •• .. .. .. .. •• .. . .. . .. . • . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . .

1

100. 88
·37

-100·51
-

Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey, No. 78.
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The molecular ratios deducible from these .analyses, rejecting water
given off below 300°, and the chromite contained in the serpentine, are
as follows:
B.

A.

Si02 • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
~03 . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • . .
RO ....••••••.••••••••• .•••.

·281
·430
·759

D.

C.

·516
·192
·874

·500
·211
·861

E.

·709
·022
1 ·022

~o ................................ .. ...................... ... ..... .
H 2 0 . .. . . • •. . . . . • • . • . . . . • . . .
·247
·713
·714
·675
F ........................... ....................................... .

·736
·374
·004
·124
·230
·050

Hence we get the following empirical formulre, in which all
all R"=Mg, etc.

R"' =Al,

Waluewite ..••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••. AlseMg16Hno(Si04}isOm
Clinochlore ...•.....•••.•••.•....•..••...... Ah8Mgs;H143(Si01)s20113
Leuchtenbergite .••..•••••.•.•.......•...•.. Al 42Mgs6H143(Si04)so0121
Serpentine .................................. Al 4Mgw-2H13s(Si04)11 Oa&
Mica .. ...................................... Alr5 KisH45(Si04)740gF5

The last of thes~ minerals is evidently an ordinary muscovite, possibly
a little altered, and will receive no further consideration in this paper.
The other minerals were examined more in detail, with very interesting
results. As in our previous work, all experiments upon each mineral
were made upon a uniform sample of the powdered material, so that
direct comparisons with the analyses might be possible. The analyses
themselves agree closely with tbe published analyses made by others,
and are noteworthy only in the fractional determinations of the water.
Towards dry, gaseous hydrochloric acid, at the temperature interval
383°-412°, the minerals under investigation were somewhat refractory.
From the waluewite, after nine hours heating in the gas, only 0·22 per
cent of lime and 0·10 per cent of magnesia were extractable by water.
Hence we may fairly infer that the species contains practically no
-Mg-OH groups, a result which is in accordance with theory, as will
be seen later. The chlorites and the serpentine, however, gave anomalous results, as follows, there being two experiments on each:
·
Cllnochlore.
Hours heated ...•..•••.••...
MgO extracted ...••••••••..

,1
7 ·34

I,

5 ·48

Leuchtenbergite.
16j
7·33

I

Serpentine.

'SI

281

5 ·62

3 ·66

I,

2 ·66

In each a e the heating wa continued to constant weight, but the
amount of acti n wa much le thau in the American clinochlore and
erp ntine which w form rly inv tigated. The leuchtenbergite behav ' mu h like the impure mat rial di, u ed in our earlier paper, from
, hi ·h 6·29 per nt f magne 'ia wa r movabl ; but more than double
th t amou ti reqnir d t r pr nt the MgOH which must be present
lll.ld r any recognized theory.

CLARKE .AND
SCHNEIDER.

i
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The irregularities in all these data remain to be explained. So far
the results have only qualitative value. In ·those minerals which must
contain the group MgOH, some action takes place, but in variable
amount. But the magnesium silicates which can not con_tain MgOH
are practic.ally unattacked, and so far all the evidence is harmonious
and clear. Contrary to our earlier expectations, however, we can not
trust the dry hydrochloric acid reaction quantitatively, at least until its
conditions and its nature are more fully understood. We can determine
when the group MgOH is present as an essential part of a silicate, but
not its actual amount. Probably the hydroxyl is first replaced by
chlorine, converting the group -MgOH into the chlorhydrin-like group
-MgCI. The latter, by continued action of the gaseous acids is then
possibly split off as MgCiz, but with secondary reactions to which the
anomalous and irregular results may be due. The question is still open,
and we hope by further experiments to get at something more conclusive.
The problem is, to measure basic hydroxyl by its replacement with chlorine; and there seems to be no good reason why it should not be solvable.
By strong aqueous hydrochloric acid the chlorites and the serpentine
were easily decomposed; but by previous ignition they were split up
into soluble and insoluble portions. This splitting up is, in the case of
serpentine, already well understood, the products being, as Daubree
has shown, olivine and enstatite. For the waluewite and the chlorites,
however, the existing data were . scanty, and accordingly new experiments were undertaken. In each case the pow-dered mineral was ignited
over a blast for several hours. It was then digested with strong hydrochloric acid, and after evaporation to dryness and re-solution, the
residue was filtered off. Then, after drying and ignition, it was boiled
witl;l aqueous ·sodium carbonate to remove the silica which had been
released from the soluble silicates, and the final residue was weighed
and analyzed. As this process was followed in our first investigation
with the Pennsylvania ripidolite, the results are included here for
comparison with the Siberian material. The percentages of insoluble
residue were as follows:

Found., ..••••••••.•..
Corrected , .••.••••••.

Waluewite.

Clinochlore.

45 ·0l

17·56
ljl ·63

43 ·96

Leu ch ten- I Ripidolite.
bergite.

I

19·241

19·74

18·05

18·49

l

In the second Jiue the silica found. in the residues, being presumably
extraneous, is deducted. The composition of the residues is given
below:
Waluewite.

Si02

Clinochlore.

Leuchten.
bergite.

Ripidolite.

••••••••••••••••••

2·34

5·25

6·16

R20a-·················

71 ·12
26 ·75

67 ·20
27 ·89

68·52

6·32
67 ·81

25·12

25·67

100 ·34

99·80

99.80 .

MgO ...........•...••.
Cao .•••........••.•..

trace.
100 ·21
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In these analyses the silica ranges from 0·93 to 1•25 per eent of the
origin.al mineral, and the I;fa _ .Linder has quite sharply the composition
of spinel. This point was noticed in our former paper, in the case of the
West Chester ripidolite; but since then it has acquired new significance,
and it is emphasized by the new analyses. Leaving the waluewite for
separate consideration, it is to be noted that the three chlorites studied
by us are all typical members of Tschermak's orthochlorite series;
which, according to him, are mixtures of two end compounds, serpen·
tine and amesite. How amesite may behave upon ignition we do not
know, but serpentine splits up, as is well known, into olivine and en·
statite, the latter being insoluble in hydrochloric acid. Under Tschermak's theory of the chlorites, a clinochlore of the composition SpAt,
should, upon ignition, yield about 18 per cent of enstatite; or, in other
words, the insoluble residue should contain at least one.third of all the
silica in the mineral. Since no enstatite is actually formed, or prac·
tically none, it is plain that the three chlorites here considered contain
no serpentine molecules; and hence, so far at least as these minerals
are concerned, Tschermak's theory falls to the ground.
Approximately, but not exactly, the formation of spinel from the
waluewite and the cblorites seems to follow a simple quantitative law.
To illustrate this the empirical formulrn may be reproduced here.
Waluewite ...•••.•••••••••.•••••.•••••. Al86Ca24Mgr,2Hi;0 (Si04)2sOm
Clinocblore .. - ....••••••••••••••••••••• . Ahs
Mgs7H143(SiO4)52O11a
Leuchtenbergite ...•.•.•••••..•••••••••. Al42
Mg86H143(SiO.)50Om
Ripidolite .......••......•••.•••••••.... Aha
Mg86H14o(SiO.)ro0113

Upon ignition, of course, water is expelled, and the ignited residue
is empirically as follows:
Waluewite ...•••.•••..••••••••••••••••• ••.• Al86C~4Mg52( Si0.)2s01e
Clinochlore .....•.•••••••••••••.••••.••••• . Alas
Mg87 (Si04)620•1
Leucbtenbergite ..•••••..••...••••••.••••• • Al42
Mg86 (Si04)6z049
Ripidolite ...•....•.•...•.••••.•••••.•••••• Alas
Mg86 (Si0.)6004'3

Here we have in each miReral an excess of oxygen over SiO4, and to
that excess the amount of spinel residue is approximately proportional,
thus:

Waluewite .....••.•••••••..
Clinochlore ...........••••••
Leuchtenbergite ..•.•.•••...
Ripidolite .....•••....••.•••

Found, corrected.

Calculated.

43 ·96
16·63
18 ·05
18·49

14·80
17·62
15·83

43•16

Considering the impu.ritie in the original materials, and the unavoid·
able inaccuracie of manipulation, the agreement here is as close as
·ould be x ted. The calculation a sume that the excesses of
Y,. 11 r pr · nt, qu utitatively, the amount of spinel formed and all
umulated in the final l'e ult. If w~ deduct
h 'lTOr: of analy. i ar
th I in l fr m th comp sition of each mineral, the soluble portion is
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expressible as a mixture of olivine and magnesian garn_e t; two species
which are among the commonest progenitors of the chlorite group.
That olivine and garnet are actually formed is certainly not proved;
but it seems highly probable that the chlorites studied do split up in
the manner indicated, yielding water, spinel, garnet, and olivine as the
:final products of decomposition. Other cblorites may behave differently, and it is quite likely that the species or varieties rich in iron
may diverge widely from the types considered here. Speculation upon
this theme would be premature.
.A.s to the chemical structure of the leuchtenbergite and clinochlore,
the evidence now available is quite in harmony with the general theory
of the chlorite group recently advanced by one of us. 1 Again including the Pennsylvania ripidolite, the three chlorites reduce to compositions as follows :
Clinochlore .•••••••••••••••••••• Mgsc,(Si04)52(AlH202)3s(MgOH):11H30
Leuchtenbergite •••••••••••••• - . Mg4g(SiOi)50(AlH202)4~(MgOH)31H2i
Ripidolite _•••.•••••••••••.•••.. Mg4g(Si04)5o(AlH~02)3s(MgOH)31Hsir

Condensing, by union of the univalent factors, these becomeClinochlore ..... .••••••••••••••••••• --·-·· .•••••.• Mg5o(Sl04)s2R'10s
Leuchtenbergite .•••••••••••••••.. -··· •.••••••••.. Mg4g(Si04)soR'101
Ri pidolite • _••••••••••••••••....•.••••.••• - ••••••. Mg4g( Si04)soR' 10'l

or, in general, all three examples hrwe nearly identical composition and
conform to the typical expression Mg2(Si04)zR' 4, in accordance with
the theory which reprei;:ents them as substitution derivatives of the
uormal salt Mg 4(Si0 4 ) 2. We may interpret the minerals in detail as
was done in the case of our. earlier discussion of the West Chester
ripidolite, or we may regard them as mixtures of the two salts
Mg2(Si04)z(AlH202)2(MgOH)iH and Mg2(Si04)z(AlH202)1(MgOH)2H.
In either case the juxtaposition of the groups AlH20 2 and MgOH
renders the formation of spinel intelligible.
In the waluewite, or more properly xanthophyllite, we have the :first
example of a true brittle mica met with in. the course of our investigations. Being the most-basic known membe~ of the clintonite series, it
has peculiar interest, and it deserves -a somewhat detailed discussion.
In the empirical formula deduced from our analysis, .Al86 Ca24Mg52 H 50
(Si04)280m, the .D?-ost noticeable feature is the great excess of oxygen
compared with the possible hydroxyl and the small amount of Si04•
This excess is accounted for in part by the general formula which we
have heretofore assigned to the clintonite group,
/O>R"
Al-0
\Si04 R'3;
which formula, however, needs some extension along a new line. In
that formula the group of atoms -Al02R" appears, an equivalent
1 See

the :first paper in this Bulletiu.
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obviously of the group Al02H2; and this group may fairly be repeated
among the components of R' 3• With such a group the extreme member of the clintonite series should have the composition (Al02R")4Si04;
and a molecule of that type is theoretically capable of splitting up
into olivine and spine! in the ratio of 1: 2, when each mineral is given
its lowest possible formula:
(AI02R")4Si04 R 112Si0 4+2R"Al204.

Iii the case of xanthophyllite, if such a molecule is contained in it,
the olivine formed should be partly monticellite. At Monzoni monticellite is found associated with spine!, and brandisite, a member of the
clintonite series, occurs in the same region. In fact, all three of the
true clintonite micas are commonly associated with spine!, a fact of
much interest when considered in its relations to our experiments. In
the light of the foregoing argument the composition of waluewite and
its manner of .decomposition by heat may be represented as follows:
/0 C
0
oAI-0> a
+5AI~o>Mg
"-Si04=:H2,AIH202
"'-Si04:::(Al02Mg)3

/0 C

+1.A.1-0> a
\Si0 4=:(Al02Ca)3
These three molecules are all of the general type heretofore assigned
to the clintonite series, and two of them are presumably capable of
yielding spine!. Reducing the original analysis to 100 per cent with
consolidation of like bases as usual, we get the following comparison
between experiment and theory, the calculated composition being in
accordance with the structural formula above cited.

Si0 2

HiO ..............•.........

16·97
44·14
13 ·60
20. 92
4.47

Spinal formed .......•......

100 ·00
43 ·96

••••••••••••••••••••••••

Al2O3 ....••.................

Ca.O ... ..•.••....•••........
MgO ...................... .

-

17·02
44·71
13-()0
20·63
4·64
100 ·00
43·94

Reckoned on a similar basis, clintonite, according to the analyses
publi bed by Sipocz, may be writtenAl02R". Si04. H 3 + (Al02R") 4. Si04
and brandi ite is of the ame general character, with a small admixture
of th fir t of the three xantbophyllite molecules given in our structur 1 ex re,, ion.
b ther hloritoid is a true member of this group,
m. t be un ertain; but if it i , its composition may be written
1
; the la t factor being a bivalent group related
lOzHz.

CLARKE AND
SCHNEIDER.
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As for the ultimate structure of the group Al02R", it may be written
in two ways, thus:
-AI<8>R" or -R"-0-Al=O

The first form corresponds to the group-Al(OH)?. the second to the
formula commonly assigned to spinel,
Mg<8-=!t:8

In either case two of the groups .A.102R" coalesce to form one molecule
of spinel, with removal of a single magnesium atom. Such a coalescence is easiest comprehended when the second form of the radical is
chosen; but the first form is more harmonious with the constitution
of the mica series in general. If the xanthophyllite compound
(.A.1O2R") 4 SiO 4 be regarded independently of the micas, it is most simply written as follows, with its splitting up into olivine and spinel as
indicated:
/O-Mg-0-Al=O
Si<O-Mg-0-Al=O
",O-Mg-0-Al=O
O-Mg-0-Al=O

If, however, for the sake of preserving harmony with the mica formulre
we adopt the first expression for -.A.102R", then spinel would seem to
have the constitution
0
Mg<o>AI-0-Al=O

.Although the last formula is somewhat novel, it is not altogether
improbable; but between it and its alternative we cannot yet certh!inly
decide. Another open question is furnished by the chlorites, in which
the formation of spinel may possibly be due to the presence of Al02Mg
groups. Upon this supposition, however, the chlorites do not reduce
to simple formulrn, and therefore the suggestion has slight value.
Apart from all theoretical considerations, the spin.el reaction, as it may
fairly be called, is one of an entirely new order in mineral chemistry,
and it opens up a noteworthy line of attack upon the difficult problems
before us.
Bull.113-3

NOTES ON THE ACTION OF AMMONIUM CHLORIDE UPON
SILICATES . .

BYE. A.

SCHNEIDER .A.ND

F.

w.

CLARKE.

In our investigations relative to the constitution of the natural silicates, 1 the action upon them of dry hydrochloric acid gas has played
an important part. The reaction, however, as heretofore described by
us, is very slow, and the operations involved in its application are
long and tedious: In each experiment the powdered mineral must be
heated for many hours in the stream of gas, and from time to time it
is taken out and weighed. After each weighing the powder is stirred
with a platinum wire to expose a fresh surface to action, and it then
becomes liable to the .absorption of hygroscopic moisture from the atmosphere, which introduces into the work a possible, though small,
source of error.
In the hope of simplifying the reaction, and of avoiding the possible
error just indicated, the experiments shortly to be described were
tried. The results as yet are not wholly satisfactory, at least from a
theoretical point of view; but we believe them to be novel, and that a
preliminary notice will not be quite without value.
It is well known that when ammonium chloride is heated to 350° it
is dis ociated into HCI+NH 3• If, therefore, the salt is heated to that
temp,erature with a silicate, the reaction of the latter with dry hydrochloric acid should take place. It is, of course, conceivable that in
, ome ca es the ammonia might act also; but we have so far observed
nothing which would show this to be the case.
Our method of procedure bas been as follows: The powdered mineral
wa, · mixed with about ten time its weight of pulverized ammonium
chloride and heated in a platinum crucible to a temperature above
350°, but low the temperature at which dehydration takes place,
nn il the added salt was completely volatilized. The residue was then
leac:hed out with water, and the portion rendered soluble was inve ti?t l. In m experiment. the residue, before leaching, was treated
with a ,· nd, and v n a third, portion of ammonium chloride in order
. wheth r a , ingle tr atm nt was final. Our conclusions
'
t
· rtam
be ·t ·t t ·din nne tion wi hour re ·ults, which we subjoin with all

SCHNEIDER
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necessary detail. In each experiment approximately one gramme of
mineral was taken.
Olivine (Mg2SiO4).-From Fort Wingate, New Mexico. ·By treatment with ammonium chloride only 0·44 per cent of magnesia was
rendered soluble; i.e., converted into chloride. This result agrees with .
the data obtained upon heating olivine in dry hydrochloric acid gas.
By aqueous acid the mineral is easily decomposed.
Serpentine (Mg3H 4Si2O9).-The so-called "diallage" serpentine from
the river Poldnewaja, district of Syssert, Urals. .After a single treatment with sal ammoniac 4·93 per cent of magn0sia was dissolved out
by water, but the residue contained a little oxychloride, representing
less than one per cent more.
In a second experiment the serpentine, after heating with ten grammes
of ammonium chloride, was reheated wi~h ten grammes more. Upon
leaching, 14·30 per cent of magnesia. went into. solution. In a third
experiment the mineral was thrice treated, and only 10·63 per cent of
magnesia became soluble. In the last' case the residue was boiled with
a solution of sodium carbonate, wh1ch to.ok up 3·82 per cent of silica.
This fact, the splittil?-g off of silica during treatment with ammonium
chloride, may possibly shed some light upon the nature of the reaction. The same serpentine was completely decomposable by aqueous
hydrochloric acid, but only moderately attacked by the dry gas. The
irregularity of the results is manifest, but as yet unexplained.
Olinochlore (Mg1Al3HnS4O25).-From Slatoust, Urals. A. double heating with ammonium chloride extracted 2·12 per cent of magnesia. A.
triple beating took out 3·80 per cent. The dry gas converted twice as
much magnesia; into chloride, but the mineral is much less attacked
than the similar elinochlor:e ·from. Pennsylvania.. .
Leuchtenbergite.-From Slatoust. Identical in composition with the
clinochlore. A. triple heating with ammonium chloride took out 3·98 per
cent of magnesia. The residue contained a little oxychloride. Gaseous
hydrochloric acid converted 5·62 per cent of magnesia into chloride.
Xanthophyllite, variety waluewite (Al34 Cag Mg20 H2o Si11 O112).-From
the Nikolai-Maximilian mine, district of Slatoust. Practically unattacked either by gaseous hydrochloric acid or by dissociating ammonium chloride, but completely decomposable by aqueous acid. A.
triple heating with ammonium chloride took out 0·48 per cent· of lime
and 0·61 of magnesia.
So far the silicates examined have all been characterized by the
presence of magnesia. Two of them, olivine and waluewite, were not
seriously attacked by the reagent, while the others were perceptibly
affected. In the latter group the radicle -Mg-O-H almost certainly
occurs; from the two unattacked minerals it is absent. The reaction
therefore, is probably valid as a rough te8t for MgOH; but how
it is trustworthy remains to be ascertained. The evidence is so far
not absolutely conclusive. Iu the following experiments the minerals
studied were nonmagnesian.

fa;
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Natrolite (.A.12Si30 12Na.iH4 ).-From Magnet cove, Arkansas. .A. triple
heating with ammonium chloride took out 9·50 per cent of soda, out of
a total percentage of 15·40.
Prehnite (.A.lzSi3012Ca2H2),-From the Fassathal, Tyrol. A triple
heating with salammoniac removed 1·72 per cent of lime. The mineral
contained 26·49 per cent of lime.
Wollastonite (CaSi0 3).-From Diana, New York .
.Pectolite (Ca2N aHSi30 9).-From Bergen Hill, New Jersey.
These minerals were so strongly attacked that the complete analyses
are given to facilitate comparison . .
W ollastonite.
Si02

••••••••••••••••••••••••

CaO ••••••••.•••••••••••••••

50·05
47·10

N~O ..................... ..
undet.
Al2 Oa,F~Oa ......•..••..••.
1 ·13
MgO ...................... ..
·09
MnO ..................................... .

H20........................

Pectolite.
53·11
33·88
8·62
·40
.. .......... ..
·81
3·04

______,____,
·45

98 ·82

• 99 ·86

The wollastonite was twice and the pectolite three times treated
with the ammonium chloride. Upon leaching with water the following
constituents were dissolved out:
Wollastonite.
Cao . • • .. • • • . .. • • .. . • • • • . • • .
36 ·98
Na,:zO ........ :.............. ..............
MnO........................ ..............

Pectolite.
20 ·50
6·95
·54

Here the action is quite independent of hydroxyl in the minerals, for
wollastonite is anhydrous, and pectolite but slightly hydrated. By
future experiments we hope to reach some explanation of the results
here given, which may or may not indicate a complete breaking up of
the ilicate molecules. At present, however, we prefer to offer no solution of the problem.
Our chief purpo e in these experiments bas been to discover some
r action by which the basic hydroxyl of a silicate might be recognized
and mea ured. We have not succeeded in carrying out that purpose;
but the re ult obtained are novel and at least worthy of record. Incid ntally we have also studied the action of dissociating ammonium
hl ride upon certain pho •phates. Lazulite and turquois were scarcely
ttacked, except that a little copper was removed from the latter
min ral.
pon ufrenit there was considerable action some ferric
' by water.
·hl ride b i g volatilized, and till more being extractable
xp rim nts w re merely qualitative and have no imme·
u the
diet ·icrnifi ·anc .
'

THE PREPARATION AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF CRYSTALLIZED
URANIUM DIOXIDE.

By W. F.

HILLEBRAND.

Wohler prepared uranium dioxide, UO 2, as a black crystalline powder, by evaporating uranyl chloride, UO 2Clz, with excess of sodium and
ammonium chlorides and fusing the dry residue. Uhrlaub 1 fancied
that the substance thus obtained might contain nitrogen, and, on the
strength of a very unsatisfactory determination of that element, he
suggested U 10N 4O 18 as its probable formula. This requires 2·05 per
ceut of nitrogen, whereas Uhrlaub found scarcely over 1 per cent in a
single determ}nation by the soda-lime method. The tube softened to
such an extent during the long ignition as to interrupt the operation
before all the nitrogen had been given off. Qualitatively the compound prepared by Wohler's method gives off ammonia on fusion
with potassium hydroxide, according to Uhrlaub.
In view of the presence of nitrogen iu uraninite it became desirable
to subject Uhrlaub's work to review, and the supposed oxynitride ~as
therefore prepared a number of times by Wohler's method, varying
proportions of sodium and ammonium chlorides being used. The
fusion was made in all but one or two cases in a large covered platinum crucible over a multiple (15) burner, and in some instances special
precautions were taken to ensure entire exclusion of air during the whole
operation of fusion, which in no case was continued over forty minutes.
The amount of pure uranyl chloride employed for any single reduction 1
while never accurately gauged, ranged from seven to twelve grammes.
The platinum crucible was somewhat affected by the chlorine liberated,
but not to a great extent.
Without going too closely into details of the numerous experiments,
it may be said that the color of the product of reduction, after thorough extraction by hot water and a little weak hydrochloric acid, ranges
from different shades of rich brown to a most brilliant bl~ck, according
to the degree of :fineness of the octahedral crystals and the .percentage
of dioxide whfo.h they contain. In deg,r ee as air has had· access to the
interior of the crucible _do.es. the percentage of dio~ide . diminish and
that of trioxide increase, and this change involves -a n in.Grease in the
opacity, a decrease in the specific gravity, and a change of color in the
pulverized crystals from brown to dull greenish blac~. If the brilliantly reflecting crystals are relatively large, as was. often the case, the
color is black to the unaid~d eye whether the oxide, U03, is present in
q_ uantity or entirely absent, but m1der the microscope those free, or
nearly so, from trioxiue are deep brown by transmitted light, at least
1

Die Verbindungen einiger Metalle mit Stickstoff, Inaugural Dissertation, Gottingen, 1861.
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on the edges. When air has been entirely excluded the reduction is
practically quantitative, and neither water nor hydrochloric acid extracts
more than traces of uranium.
Notwithstanding the most careful qualitative tests, no trace of ammonia could be obtained by fusion with potassium hydroxide from any
of·the products of different reductions, nor was a sufficient amount of
gas obtained by the methods used for the liberation of nitrogen from
uraninite 1 to render qualitative tests for nitrogen applicable. A volume of 1,5cc of gas was obtained from 1 ·06 grammes of substance in
one instance, but even this may have been of extraneous origin. It thus
appears that the oxynitride of Uhrlaub has no existence. His nitride,
U 3N 4, has not been examined, and it is improbable that any further
work in this direction can be undertaken in the near future.
Nearly all the preparations obtained were assayed for U02, and in a
few of them small quantities of insoluble matter and of platinum were
estimated. Ignition in oxygen serves for all practical purposes for the
estimation of U02 , 2 but titration by potassium permanganate in sulphuric-acid solution is most accurate if solution has been perfect. The
following determinations of dioxide were all made by the latter method
unless otherwise stated. For the careful specific gravity determinations I am indebted to Mr. L. G. Eakins. These have been reduced to
water at 4° C. and vacuo for the sake of better comparison. They are
especially interesting as showing that the highest hitherto obtained
specific gravity of uranium dioxide, 10·15, by Ebelmen, of the oxide
prepared by ignition of uranium oxalate in absence of air, is much too
low. The tabuiation is in ascending order of specific gravity, the first
column giving the order of preparation of the sample:
Specific gravity.
No.
Found.

X·-···-········
I·-··········-·
III .. ............
VI ..............

v ..............
XI ..............
VII ..............
x:i;:r ..•..•........
IV . ...... . ......

IX ..............
II ..............

10·18
10 ·50
10 ·67
10·86
10·88
10·87
10·895
10·94
10·92
11 ·00
11 ·0l

Reduced U0 per
2
Tempera- to water
cent.
at 4° C.
tare.
and
vacuo.
--- --(7)
10 ·15
56 ·96
19·1
10·47
66 ·89
22·2
10·64
23
10·82
97·69
28·5
10·83
94·61
18·8
22·2
30 ·3
20·5
27 ·6
20 ·2

10·85
10·86
10·88
10·89
10·95
10·98

VIII ................... ..... ......... ........... --- ····· ··

:B~. . .

97·9 by ignition in
air.

97 ·02
98·42
No Pt. found.
86 ·05 !
99 ·38
Pt. found.
78·971 77·46byignitionin
air. Pt. found.
99 ·10

Geological _urv_ey_, No. 78, p. 5~, 1889-1890. Chem. News, vol. 64, p. 245, 1891.
. I .~mt1on below redneu m arr is usually quite as effective as strong heating in oxygen for the con·
-.;_r·r ion of
2 to
30s. For th conversion of large quantiti !i, or of oarse powders, several oxida·
ti,,u
·.u·~ ·x •pt tbe la t followeu by r duction in hydrogen, may be i·equired, but this is also true
h1;n the ignition t ke place at redness in oxygen.
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The table calls for a few explanations. In the :first place, as to the
effect on the specific gravity of the trifling amounts of platinum and
silica found in some preparations. The silica (probably derived from
the sodium and ammonium chlorides) never exceeded 0·05 per cent, and
the proper correction for this a:rnount raises the specific gravity by less
than two units in the second decimal. On the other hand, the correction for the platinum sometimes found was insufficient to produce a
maximum effect of more than two units in the same decimal place in
the opposite direction. Their effect when found together is toward
neutralization, and may in any case be disregarded.
A second point relates to the remarkable results shown by Nos. IV
and II, for. which no explanation offers itself. That two of the samples
possessing the highest specific gravity should contain only 86 and 79
per cent of dioxide is, to say the least, surprising. They were among
the earliest preparations made and were almost entirely consumed in
various experiments before the anomaly was made apparent by examination of subsequent preparations, but the determinations of specific
gravity in both cases and of U02 in No. II had been duplicated; hence
there is no ground for doubting their substantial accuracy. I n fact,
the low results for the dioxide led to making the subsequent preparation~, for it was thought that with such a high specific gravity for a
material containing only 79 per cent of U02 the pure dioxide should
possess a specific gravity much above 11. As the table shows, however, repeated efforts failed completely to secure such a result.
Still a third point may be mentioned in regard to Nos. X and I. The
reduction in the case of X was made in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide
derived from a cylinder of the liquid oxide, which, however, contained
so much air that a large amount of oxidation took place. In both
cases the greater part of the product was greenish to olive gray under
the microscope, though the mass was metallic gray and brilliantly
reflecting to the unaided eye: The-greenish matter extinguished polarized light weakly but very distinctly, it was in flat plates of irregular
outline, but sometimes showing a good angle, and the axis of extinction was such as to make the system apparently orthorhombic.
Besides this there was a good deal of black matter, like that of later
reductions, but not well crystallized in octahedra. The green often
contained inclusions of the black, and the appearance of both was but
little altered by ignition in air. It is probable that Uhrlaub's experiments were made on material like this which had already suffered considerable oxidation, for he describes it as gray and iridescent after drying, but no ammonia could be obtained from the present material. The
substance obtained by Zimmermann 1 in his preparation of alkaline
uranates after short fusion in an open crucible was doubtless a similar
mixture.
1

Ann. d . Chem., vol. 213, pp. 291-292, 1882.
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No. XI was made from J oachimsthal uraninite without preliminary
separation of the numerous foreign substances known to occur in it,
other than silica, lead, and sulphur. The silica was separated by evaporation to dryness after solution in nitro-hydrochloric acid and conversion into chlorides, the lead, bismuth, etc., and a small part of the
arsenic were thrown out by hydrogen sulphide, and after boiling off
the excess of this gas, the sulphuric acid was removed by barium
chloride. Without removing the excess of the latter reagent the solution was then evaporated with sodium and ammonium chlorides and
fused as usual. To avoid contamination with platinum a porcelain
crucible is preferahle to one of platinum, but is harder to heat. All
the metallic chlorides which were not volatilized were then easily
extracted by water and dilute hydrochloric acid, leaving the uranium
dioxide in a state of great purity, as shown by examination and by the
high specific gravity.
This mode of preparing the oxide is mentioned briefly in GmelinKraut, vol. u, part 2, p. 381, as applied by H. Hermann to the .separation from pitchblende, but I have not had acoess to the original paper
and can find no other reference whatever in chemical literature to this
particular point. The Jahresberichte der Chemie, while quoting Hermann's paper, omits mention of this topic. The method as outlined
above seems admirably suited for obtaining large or small quantities
of the dioxide quickly and almost absolutely pure and in a beautifully
compact and attractive condition. It is obtained at once entirely free
from alkali and is especially well adapted for the preparation of those
compounds of uranium which do not contain an alkali metal.
Summary.-The results above detailed may be summarized as follows:
The oxynitride of uranium of UhrJaub has no existence, or at least
cannot be prepared in the manner described by him.
The specific gravity of crystallized uranium dioxide, UO2, is much
higher than heretofore supposed, being not less than 10·95 and possibly as high as 11 at 4° 0. and in vacuo.

A FURTHER EXAMPLE OF THE ISOMORPHISM OF THORIA AND
URANIUM DIOXIDE.

By W. F.

HILLEBRAND.

Attempts to prepare something like an artificial uraninite by fusion
of thoria, a uranium compound, and lead oxide with borax provetl
ineffectual, but the results of further experimentation without lead
oxide were of some interest. Without following th_e order of experimentation, they were as detailed below. ·
The fusions were made over a blast lamp in a small platinum crucible set in a protective mantle to increase the heat. It was immaterial
which of the oxides of uranium was employed, since the higher ones
began to suffer loss of oxygen as soon as fusion commenced, as could
be observed by'the continual appearance of bright spots on the surface,
caused by the rising of gas bubbles. The heating was continued for
from eighte.en ]lours to twQ or three days_, according t.9 the amount of
borax to be ygfa,tilized,. th.e progress of crystalllzation being noted from
time to time by dipping in and withdrawing a platinum rod and examining the cooled .-drop adhering to it. After formation of a copious
crop of crystals the cooled melt was soaked in water and dilute acetic
or hydrochloric acid, which in time effected separation of everything
soluble. The residue consisted always of jet-black crystalline forms,
generally grouped in trellis-like shapes and sometimes distinctly crystallized in octahedra.
Two crops of crystals made by fusing only the oxide U 30 8 with
borax gave the following results:
I. 5 g. U30s, 5 g. borax glass. Duration of fusion, twenty-four hours.
Sp. grav. of product at 17° C., 10·70, or 10·676 reduced to water at
4° and vacuo. ·
Composition.

uo~ ------ .......... ______ .......... ------ ______ ... .: .. ______
uo3 .......... ------ ·----- ··---· __________ ............ ______
SiO 2 _ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • _____ • ___ •• __ • ___ • • • • • _____ • _ • ____ •
N ~O ................................................... - . . .

94·50
3 ·38
·06

·36
98·30
41
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II. 5 g. U 3O8, 7 g. borax glass. Duration of fusion, twenty.fo ur hours.
'W eight of product, 4 g. Sp. grav. at 20·6° C., 10·77, or 10·74 reduced
to water at 4° and vacuo.
Composition.
U02 ........•..•.•.•...............................•....••.. 95 ·25
uo3, etc .......·....................•..• ~.................... 4 ·75

100·00

The result of long fusion of an oxide of uranium with borax is thus
seen to be practically the formation of crystallized uranium dioxide.
The loss shown is probably to be largely accounted for by boric oxide,
existing either as sodium or uranium borate inclosed by the crystals.
The high specific gravity of the products is in conformity with the
results QOmmunicated in the preceding paper on the preparation and
specific gravity of crystallized uranit;tm dioxide. The appearance of the
crystals was in no wise changed by isomorphous admixture of thorium,
but their solubility in nitric acid was markedly lessened as the per·
centage of this element increased, so much so that acid potassium sul·
phate had to be used to effect solution in one or two instances.
III. 7 g. UO3, 0·71 g. ThO2, 7 g. borax glass. Sp. grav. 10·57 at 17·5°
C. or 10·55 reduced to water at 4° and vacuo.
Composition.

Th02. ..••.• ..•.. .•• ..•••. ••.. ..•••. •••• •• •••• ••• • •.• . •••••. 9 ·87
U02 ....•..............•...•.........•••..•••••......•...•.. 74 ·44
U03 .................................••••.••••••..... .. ..... 13·91
FeO .••.••..•..••....••.•.....•.•..•..•• __ ••• • • . . . • • • • • . . . . .
Na..iO ....•.••..••......•••••.••• . .••••••••••••••••• -. . . . . • • . .

·07
·38
98·67

IV. 7 g. U3Os, 1·4 g. ThO2, !borax glass.
or 10·49 reduced to water at 4° and vacuo.

Sp. grav.10·51 at 16·8° O.,

Composition.

Th02 ....................................................... 17•25
U02 ..........•••..................••••................. .. .. 74 ·48

uo3 .... ······ ...... ······ ··--·· ···- .............. ---· .... ....

6 ·71

FeO ...............••.......••••••••• _••••.•.•• _•.••. _. . . . . .
N~O
SiO~ .:::::::::::::~::::: ··•··• •••• .... •••••• •••• •.•• .... ••..

·09
·34
·16
99·03

V. 0·7 g. 0 3. 0·7 g. ThOz, 3 g. bor-ax glass. Dur:ation of fusion thirtyix hour . Sp. grav. not determined.
Coniposition

'i;1o~ -.--.................. ........................... ......
l • • • • • · • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . .

47 ·6
51 ·8

99·4

THORIA AND URANIUM DIOXIDE.

'i-his U0 2 was calculated from the weight of U 30 8 found gravimetrically; there may have been U0 3 present. Other constituents were not
looked for.
VI. 1 g. U30a, 0·5 g. ,r ho 2, 0•5 g. PbO, 2 g. borax glass. This experiment is added to show the high percentage of thoria in the product.
Composition.

ThO2 -··· ··-··· ..•....• --·· ---- ----. ---- .••••. ...• •••. .••••. 65. 7
UO2 ..•••••..•.•....... _...•...... ___ ..•...•.•.. ••.• -.. - • - - • 15 ·9
UOa . - - - • - . __ ......... _......•......•• _... . . . . • . • • . . • • • . . • • • 16. 8
PbO.... ••• . . . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
·6
99·0

The results of these experiments furnish another proof of the isomorphism of thoria and uranium dioxide.

THE COMPOSITION OF ROWLANDITE AND MACKINTOSHITE. 1

By W. F.

HILLEBRAND.

1.-E,OWL.A.NDITE.

The speci~en ot. _rowla°P;dite, furnished by Mr. Hidden, for analysis,
was a portion of a mass somewhat resembling amorphous gadolinite.
It had a. glassy interior-surrounded by an uneven thickness of reddish
alteration substance, chiefly a carbonate, or carbonates, of the rare
earths and lime. The glassy "rowlandite" showed, when broken up,
reddisq and dark stains in places, the latter being produced by minute
black inclusions, perhaps of a titanium mineral. Numerous scarcely
visible fissures, filled with foreign matter, traversed the glass. This
rendered the selection of pure material an arduous task; the result of
several days of'labor, however, was a sample possessing a high degree ·
of purity as shown by the microscope. A very small amount of impurity
was still present, but much less, apparently, than the analysis seems
to indicate. A slight cloudiness in some grains points to incipient
change. Its density is the same as that found by Mr. Hidden, 4·513,
at 15·5° C. The analysis is as follows:
Mean.

s;o, ..............1

25·77

26 ·04

26 ·04*

Xt ............... .
ThO ...•..........

·59

·59

C&zOat . . . • . . . • • • . .

5 ·06

5 ·06

La group ........ .
Yt group ..•..••..

47 ·70

F&zO3

•••••••••••••

·39

·39

9 ·34 Mol. W. 336 ·8
47·70 Mol. W.266·2

9 ·34
·09

·09
4,39

FeO ....•......•..
MnO ...••••.......
CaO .......•••....
MgO .••.......•••.

4·39~

Alk .•••.• . .....•.
H 20 ............. .

CO 2 •••••••••• •• ••
Fl .............•••
P20a ••••••..•..••.

·34

·34

3·87

3 ·87

·70

·64

·67

·60

·40

·50

1 ·58

l ·66

·32
·24

·24

1 ·62
·28

trace

·24

trace
101-12· ·

Leas O for Fl. .......•............ __ .

1·63

99 ·49

* Certainly more nearly correct than 25·77, since the fluorine must have caused loss of silica on evap•
oration with hydrochloric acid.
1.A. mixture of undefinable earths with some uranium and a tra-0e of titanium
1Cerium dioxide can not be present, if at all, in more than trivial amount f;r otherwise much less
1i rrous oxide would have been found. For the same reaaon the mangane~e can not be present as
•

n2

3•

. ~If th small and und termined amount of uranium exists as dioxide the ferrous oxide here given
~ pondingly high, but the possible error can liave no influence on'the formula deduced.
A~'J:.

~! .gp;,'~~;'.':scription of thes;-uew minerals, by W. E. Iliuden, aee the Amer, J our. Sci. for
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In calculating the molecular ratios a brief consideration shows thatCaO
and 00 2 may be neglected, and likewise, so far as their effect on the gen·
eral formula is concern_ed, the ThO2 and the group denominated X; also
the trace of ferric oxide and the alkalies. For the present the water may
also be disrega!ded. There result then the following molecular ratios:
SiO2 •••••••• · · · · · · · · · · · · · ~ · · 26·04
CeiO 3 ••• ••••• ••••••••••••••• 5 ·06
La group ....••......•...••• 9·34
Y group .........••..••..... 47·70
FeO ..•.••...•••.••..•••.... 4 ·39
·67
MnO .........•••..•..•......
MgO .....•....••••••••.••.•• 1 ·62
Fl ...•••..•....•••••••...... 3·87

60
328·4

=

l

336·8

·0154
·0277

266·2

·1792j

72
71

·06101
·0094

40

·0405

19

1

·4340

3 ·91

·2223

2·00

·1109

l ·00

·2037

1. 84

These furnish the following empirical formula, after deducting 10
atoms of oxygen for 20 of fluorine:
Si43'''R44''RuF2o0154

The silica is in all probability as much as half a per cent too low
through loss occasioned by the presence of fluorine. Furthermore, it
is possible that the fluorine, estimated by the Berzelian method, is a
little too low; or, if not, that the small amount of water found is in
part at least derived from hydroxyl replacing fluorine. The presump·
tion is then strong that the composition of rowlandite is represented
by the formula Si4/"R44"R11F22O154, or in simplified form Si4 '"R4"RF2O14.
Structurally this formula may perhaps be written in a number of
ways, that which most readily suggests itself being
"'RF
'R
"R(Silb=
~
Si~07:::: R
11

7

111

!F

111

in which the mineral is to be regarded as a derivative of the acid
H6Si2O1. Until, however, the whole group of rare earth silicates is carefully ~tudied and their relations among themselves and to other better
known silicates are ascertained, it would be premature to pronounce
in favor of this or any other structural formula.
Reducing all the other earths to a hypothetical one having the
molecular weight of the yttrium group as found, and the manganese and
magnesia to their equivalents in iron, the composition of an ideal rowlandite would appear as in the first column below, while the second
column shows the percentages required to conform to the above formula.
Found.

Calculated
for

Si4~4FeFl:O 14

Si. .......•........
Y ...•.............
Fe .•••••..........
Fl .•.•............
0 ................ .

12·73
50·83
6·50

12·93
50·37
6·46
4 ·39

4 ·05
25 ·89

25 ·85

100 ·OO

100 ·00
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The agreement is very close and becomes much more so if the suggested slight b.crease in silica and fluorine is allowed.
Il.-MACKINTOSHITE.

Of the dull black mineral, named mackintoshite by Hidden, and supposed by him to be the parent of thoro-gummite but nine-tenths of a
gram was available for analysis after careful hand-picking under the
lens. It was almost entirely free from recognizable impurity and had
a density of 5·43 at 21·4° C.
In powder the mineral is not entirely deco'mposed b,y any one acid so
far as the necessarily restricted tests indicated._ Sulphuric acid attacks
it quite strongly, but the gel~tinous silica-, set free protects a portion
from further actipn. The addition of nitric acid then, however, causes
speedy and complete solution. This behavior is perhaps susceptible of
a different explanation, namely,. that the mineral is not homogeneous,
but consists of two different substances, the predominant one of which
is decomposable by sulphuric acid, the other much less affected by it,
but when once the latter has been opened up by removal of the former
it is readily dissolved by nitric acid. Nitro-hydrochloric acid likewise
dissolves it completely.
Considering that the limited sample had to be divided into three portions in order to estimate the constituents tabulated below, it is not
perhaps surprising that the analysis should present a loss of three and
one-half per cent. The presence of even the little phosphoric acid shown
renders the analytical operations by which the silica and bases are
determined extremely complicated, particularly when zirconia and
yttria are present. Precipitates are then obtained which under similar
conditions the other earth bases do not give, and thus separations and
identifications are rendered more difficult and losses are almost inevitable. It is therefore not at all certain that the very considerable loss
is to be sought in some constituent not enumerated; it is more probable
that it should be distributed somewhat unevenly over a number of those
given, silica and lead oxide excepted, they being without doubt nearly
correct. The following observations, however, may be of importance
in this connection. .After sealing the tube in which was the sample
serving for the estimation of the oxidtzable constituents, a slow but long
continued evolution of gas was observed, just as in the case of most
uraninites when imilarly treated, but owing to the very small quantity
of powder in the tube-only ·15 gram-it could not be proven that
th ga. wa nitrogen and not CO 2 • The latter it should not be, for
thor -gummite, the direct alteration product of the mineral, is free from
i a · rding to Hidden and Mackintosh's analysis. In any event its
a
n i pro ably very mall.
i h r pect t the oxidizable constituents it was found to be
P i le
cur ·omplete lution of the powder in the tube, even
aft r everal day 'heating with dilute sulphuric acid, owing presumably
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to the above-mentioned protective action of silica set free and of
thorium sulphate thrown out. The amount of oxygen consumed
indicated 16 per cent of oxidizable bases counted as U02; it may be
therefore that all the uranium exists in that form and the iron in the
:ferrous state, as they are given in the analyses which follow. Of these
b was made on a small sample selected grain by grain with the utmost
care, but it was evidently not much purer than the first lot. There is
at most an indication that FeO, Cao, alkalies, P205, and perhaps
some water arise from impurities. Titanium, manganese, and :fluorine
are not present in the mineral.
I

SiO 2 •••••••••••••••••••••••••
UO2 •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Zr02 7 •...••.••.•.•.•........
Th02 ••••••

} ••••••••••••• _•••

Ce;iO3 1 •••.
.
Ll½Os ••••. l
Y20a······ Sgroups .•••.•...

13·90

13 ·92

22·40

t21 ·86

·88
*45·30

1 ·86

PbO ....................... .
FeO •••.••••••••••..••..•••••
CaO ••••••••••••..•••••..••.
MgO ..••••.•••••.••..••..••.

1 ·15
·59
·10

K 20 .....•.••••••..••........

·42

(Na, LihO .••.•••.••••....•.

·68

P2O5 ....................... .

·67
! ·31
·50

H 2O above 100° C ..•.••..••.
H 2O below 100° C •.•••••.•..

Thoro-gummite (H. & M.).

b

(1,

3·74

Lost.
}
3 ·92
(t)

·44
·13

SiO2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 13 ·085
UO3 • ••• •• • ••••••••• •• 22 ·43
ThO 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 41 :44
A.1203 .•••••••••••••••
965
Fe2 0 3 •••••• •••••• ••••
·845
(Ce, Yl2O 1 etc........ 6 ·69 (.At. W, 135,)
PbO •.••...••.•.•.••. 2·16
CaO :................
·41
P 2O6 ••••••••••••••••• 1·19
H 2O . . . • . • . • • • . • • • • • • 7 ·88
Moisture . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ·23

·70

98·325

·46
·35

96·50

* The precipitate by potassium hydroxide was pure white after long action of chlorine. It may,
however, have contained a trace of cerium.
t Would be slightly increased by uranium which was not separated from the earths.
t The estimation of iron miscarried, but the amount was unquestionably less than in a.

Taken by themselves these results are incapable of translation
through the medium of molecular weights into any precise formula,
but they become of interest when compared with the accompanying
analysis of thoro-gummite by Hidden and Mackintosh. 1 It is then
seen that the opinion of Mr. Hidden regarding the derivation of thorogummite from the present mineral was fully justified. It is in fact
remarkable, considering the great molecular alteration that must have
taken place, as determined by the totally different appearance of the
two minerals, that so little loss of s-ubstance has occurred. .Almost
the sole change has consisted in an oxidation of uranous oxide and an
increase in the hydration. These facts render not altogether safe the
assumption above made that all uranium and iron in the new mineral
exist there in the lower forms of oxidation, and they furthermore
indicate that the black mineral itself may have already undergone
1

Amer. Jour. Sci. 1 xxxviii, 480, 1889.
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oxidation and hydration without this being manifest to the eye-a
supposition which is strengthened by the loss at 100° C. of half a per
cent of water, and in fact by the intimate union which existed between
the two minerals when received. Such material alteration without
corresponding physical evidence of it seems to be common among
uraninites. The original condition of the mineral may then have been
one in which uranium and iron were entirely in the lower state of
oxidation and in which water was possibly absent. It is to be hoped
that opportunity may yet be afforded for a more thorough examination
of this mineral, which, though apparently allied to thorite and uranothorite, is distinguished from them chiefly by greater content in
uranium and by a higher degree 1of basicity~

ZINC-BEARING SPRING WATERS FROM MISSOURI.

BY W. F. HILLEBRAND.

Zinc salts have been observed in the waters from La Malou in the
south of France, according to Doelter, 1 and in those of certain hot
springs of New Zealand ;2 perhaps also in those of other localities, but
I have as yet been unable to find any data bearing upon their contents
in such salts. Durand-Fardel's Dictionnaire des Eaux Minerale:s, 1860,
fails to include zinc as a constituent of the waters of La Ma.lou which
had been analyzed up to that time. It is therefore improbable that
this element is present there in any considerable quantity.
The spring waters herein described are, it is thought, unique, in that
their chief salt constituent is zinc sulphate. The following information
in regard to the location and surroundings of the springs from which
they flow has been obtained from Mr. W. P. Jenney of the U.S. Geological Survey, who was led to suspect a peculiarity of composition
from the strong metallic astringent taste left in the mouth after swallowing, and by the slimy white precipitate which covers the walls of
the springs and all vegetable matter falling into the water about them.
On the road from Joplin to Seneca, in Newton County, southwestern
Missouri, about a quarter of a mile north of Shoal Creek and four and
a half miles southwest of Joplin is a low bluff, perhaps 18 feet high,
formed by a portion of the Burlington chert beds. At the base of
this bluff, in a shallow depression, is a series of springs extending for
a distance of perhaps 150 feet and emptying their waters into the abovementioned depression, wherein a sluggish current is produced and a
deposition of a slimy white precipitate takes place. They vary in size,
discharging from one-half to 3 gallons of water per minute, and about
30 gallons, or 150 to 160 liters, in the aggregate. So far as can be
judged by the taste they vary also in composition, some waters being
much stronger than others.
The two samples analyzed were taken by Mr. James A. Reeves, of
Joplin, from springs about 90 feet apart, designated as the east
spring and the west spring, which were not only the most powerful,
but which also, judged by the taste, furnished the stri-mgest water.
1
2

Allgemeine chemische Mineralogie, p. 233.
Trans. and Proc. New Zeal. Institute, 1870, vol; m.
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The composition as given below is that of the water after having stood
in sealed bottles for two or three weeks and having been then separa.
ted by filtration from a whitish flocculent deposit which was probably
formed after collection of the samples, in which case the reported com·
position does not exactly represent that of the water as it issued from
the spring. As received the waters were clear and limpid above the
sediment, they were neutral to litmus paper, and their density differed
but little from that of pure water, that of No. 1 being 1·0006 at 20½0 0.
The samples were too small and time was too valuable to admit of
exhaustive examination or of duplication of determinations. The
analyses are as follows:
I.
II.
East spring. West spring.
Parts in
Part,s in
1,000,000.

1,000,000.

trace.

undet.
undet.

Pb ............... .
Cu . .............. .
Cd ..... ......... . .
Zn ............... .
Fe ........... .... .
Mn .......... .. .. .
Al ............... .

·2
·5
120 ·5

Ca .......... . .... .

Mg .............. .
K ................ .
Na ............... .
Cl. .... . . .. .. . ... .
S04 ••• ••••••••••••

·6

2·3

2·4

·4

·5

61 ·1

63 ·1

3. 8

4 ·2

2 ·5

2·5

3 ·6

3 ·9

2 ·6

2·6

284 ·9

003 . .... ........ . .
Si0 2

132·4

·6

287 ·6
56 ·Sk

43 ·2*

••••••••••••••

13 ·7

15 ·7

539 ·9

572 ·3

--------

* Calculated.
I. East spring.
Parts in
1,000,000.

II. West spring.

P er centage
composition.

Parts in
1,000,000.

, - - - - - - - - --l - - - - 1 - - - -- l- -- -

' Percentage
composition.
1- - - -

i

PbS04. ... . . . . . . ...... ... . . .
CuS04 ... ......... .... ......
Cc1S0 4 •••••• •••••••••• ••• •• •
Zn804 ................... : . .

trace.
·5
-9

trace.

297 ·7

55 ·14

327 ·0

Fe 04 ················ ······
Mu '04 ...... ················
.A.12( 04)3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'a 04 ···· .. . .. ....... ......
Mg '04.. .. .. .... ...... ......

l ·6

·30

1 ·6

·28

6·3

1 ·17

6·6

1 ·15

2 ·5
109. 9

·46

3 ·2

·56

20. 34

85 ·8

14. 99

19·0

o. ······· ······ · .. ......

3 ·52

·o

3 ·67

5 ·6

l ·04

5 ·6

·98

04 •• ••• ••• ••••••••••.,•

5•9

1 ·09

6 ·8

1 ·19

~
T~

TaCl. .. . .... .....••.• .••...

a··· ······· ···· ··......
i02 • • •· • • • • • • • · .... • . . ..... I•

Ca

·oo

unclet.
unclet.

unclet.
undet.

·17

21

57 ·14

4 ·3

·SO

4 ·3

·75

72 ·0
13 •7

13 ·34

9il ·7

16 ·55

2 ·5il

15 ·7

2·74

530 ·0

100 ·00

572·3

100 ·00
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Besides the above tabulated constituents, the waters held a considerable quantity of organic matter, which was not estimated, a small
amount of ammonia not exceeding one part per million and which if
counted as sulphate would affect only slightly the relative proportions
of calcium sulphate and carbonate, and in an unconcentrated state
they gave no reaction with brucine or diphenylamine for nitrates or
nitrites. Although cadmium was not found in ihe water from the
west spring, it is possible, in view of the close similarity of the two
waters, that it was somehow overlooked.
In analyzing these waters a peculiarity deserves to be mentioned,
which may at the same time serve as a warning to any one who may in the
future examine them. Although a portion of the calcium unquestionably
exists as carbonate, as shown by the excess of bases over chlorine and
sulphuric anhydride, it is nevertheless the case that cill the carbon
dioxide is expelled by simply boiling the water. The amounts found
for the east and west springs respectively were 120·5 and 110·0 parts
of 002 peF-million. No more was obtained by acidifying the water.
At the same time a precipitation of a zinc compound free from carbon
dioxide and from calcium began to take place in the water as soon as
the boiling point was neared, which soon ceased after ebullition set in.
This precipitation furnishes the explanation of the total escape of carbon dioxide, combined as well as free, from the unacidulated water; for
as the calcium bicarbonate in solution becomes decomposed by heat the
calcium carbonate at temperatures near the boiling point at once
reacts with zinc sulphate, with the formation of calcium sulphate, zinc
hydrate or a very basic sulphate, and carbon dioxide. A determination
of total solid constituents by evaporation of the water to dryness
would involve, therefore, a very serious error in addition to those
usually encountered.
A few remarks are here necessary in connection with the above
reaction, which in one particular is so contrary to the statements tLat
have come under my observations in chemical and geological literature
bearing on the reaction which takes place between zinc salts in aqueous solution and undissolved calcium carbonate at elevated temperatures. It is generally stated that a basic zinc carbonate is precipitated
while calcium sulphate goes into solution, except by Demaryay, the
discoverer of the reaction, who says 1 that zinc oxide is thrown down.
It is not to be supposed that soluble caleium in the form of bicarbonate
would in any way affect this reaction except to hasten its completion.
While a zinc carbonate is undoubtedly thrown down from a solution of
the chloride by calcium carbonate or by the bicarbonate, as I have
satisfied myself by experiment, this does not seem to be the case with
a solution of zinc sulphate. Au experiment, tested by rep.etition, with
zinc sulphate and calcium bicarbonate in about the proportions shown
in the above waters, i.e., with insufficient carbonate to throw out all
1 Ann.

d. Chemie, vol. xr, p. 250, 1834.
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the zinc, by observing which precaution no calcium carbonate can contaminate the precipitate, showed that the latter was absolutely free
from carbonic acid and from calcium, but contained some sulphuric
acid. If this is the normal reaction for the sulphate, it is the one to
be chiefly considered by the geologist, for in nature the sulphate of
zinc, and not the chloride. on which latter laboratory experiments seem
to have been largely made, is the form in which that element is most
likely to be found in solution.
The sediments from the bottles, which were very slimy, amounted
when dried at 100° 0 .. to approximately 17·0 parts per million of the
water from the east spring and to about 40·3 parts per million of that
from the west spring. They contained thus dried not less than 13
per cent of water and organic matter, while the ignition residue was
about three-fourths silica, and the remainder zinc oxide with a little
iron, alumina, and sulphuric acid. The sediments were undoubtedly a
mixture of amorphous silica, with very basic sulphates of zinc, aluminum and iron, without calcium. They had in both cases probably
formed after the water was bottled, for they continued to appear in
that portion of the :filtered water which was retained as a reserve till
completion of the analysis. As the two waters were not analyzed
simultaneously the analyses are not strictly comparable, for one had
deposited more sediment than the other, but it is noticeable that the
water richest in salts had also deposited more sediment, showing that
the differences in the analyses are not solely or in the main due to the
different lengths of time tha.t had elapsed between bottling and analyzing, but to inherent differences in composition.
With the waters was sent in a separate bottle a sample of the precipitate deposited in the depression into which the springs emptied.
It was contaminated by much decaying vegetable matter and admitted
of no satisfactory quantitative examination, but after :filtration and
washing, qualitative tests showed it to be essentially the same as the
deposit found in the bottles. Owing to its greater amount it was also
possible to ascertain that cadmium, lead, and copper were to a certain
extent concentrated in it.
The source of the metallic salt constituents of these waters is of
cour e to be ought in one of the deposits of zinc blende so numerous
in that part of Mi ouri and across the state boundary in Kansas,
although her are no known indications of zinc ores within a quarter
of a mile of t e springs and no large producing zinc mines within two
mil of them. The lime tones and cherts of the region supply the
~c~um and , ilica, and the organic matter, if not originally of surface
ngrn may w 11 have me from oxidation of the bitumen which is
£ un l in uanti yin t
lime t ne. The permanent water level theree urfac , and it i not to be supposed that the
r'
r di. ·cu sion have come from a great depth or
u.rfa ·e water . The amount of zinc sulphate in them,
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however, is from two to three times as much as could have resulted
under the most favorable conditions from oxidation of zinc sulphide
either directly or indirectly by the sole agency of oxygen carried down
by surface waters. It is probable, therefore, that the ore bed whence
the supply of metals is derived lies very near the surface, above the
permanent water level of the country, where the atmospheric oxygen
has direct access to it through porosity of the earth's surface. The
powerful influence of oxygen thus acting on moist ore bodies, which
have been exposed by the opening up of mines, in changing the character of the waters of a region, is shown by E. Haworth1 in writing of
the mine waters of the adjoining county of Cherokee in Kansas: "The
well and spring waters before the mines were opened were first class,
* * * But as soon as the mines were opened all was changed, and
the older the mines the worse the water. Animals of all kinds began
being seriously affected," etc. He ascribes the high contents .of the
waters in metallic salts solely to the greater amount of oxidation rendered possible by exposure of masses of ore in the mine workings and
on the dumps to atmospheric action, and gives instances to show how
rapidly they succumb to it. He gives also a qualitative analysis of a
mine water drawn from near the bottom of a shaft 130 feet deep whicl:i
was nearly full of water at the time, and also the total weight 0f solids.
The latter was over four times as high as in the spring waters above
described, and there were found, in addition to the constituents already
enumerated, ferric and ferrous sulphate in large quantity and free sulphuric acid. Carbonic acid, alkalies, and copper are not mentioned by
him.
1 .A. contribution to the Geology of the lead and zinc mining district of Cherokee County, Kansas,
presented to the faculty of the Kansas State University, 1884, p. 34,

JOSEPHINITE, A NEW NICKEL-IRON.

BY

W. H.

MELVILLE.

History.-Several months ago Prof. F. W. Clarke submitted to me
for examination a quantity of magnetic pebbles which were sent to this
office by Mr. William H. Hampton, of Portland, Oregon, and by subsequent correspondence with this gentleman he obtained a larger amount~
with full liberty to publish the results a,rrived at in the laboratory.
In the spring of 1891 Mr. Hampton <liscovered these pebbles h1 large
quantities in the placer gravel of a stream in Josephine and Jackson
counties, Oregon, which border on the south of Douglas county, where
the nickel silicate 1 described by Prof. Clarke occurs. He analyzed
with reference to nickel and iron an average sample of 20 pounds
of the wash gravel from the placer diggings, and found that the metallic portion gave 60·3 per cent nickel and 26·7 per cen t iron. From
the nature of the gangue or stony portion Mr. Hampton concluded that
these waterworn pebbles and bowlderR-for some pieces weighed over
100 pounds-" came from an eruptive dike somewhere in the vicinity."
The locality of this dike was uot at that time ascertained.
Physical characters.-The pebbles are irregular in shape, but approximate the form of ellipsoids. Their smooth surfaces, polished by the
act.ion of water, are colored in general greenish black, interrupted by
bright areas of the grayish white alloy of nickel and iron. The former
portions con i t of iliceous matter, and when cut by a knife yield a
dull and light gray powder, but broken fragments show greenish yellow and deep gr en colors and re inou lu ter resembling noble serp n in .
i h thi i a ociated in some pebbles a silicate whose
hardn s i b tween 5 and 6. It i compact and on the fresh fracture
xhibit. a li ·ht brown color and vitreou luster, while exposed surfaces
ar r dd n d by fi rric oxide.
he t xtur f th metallic portion a it appears on fracture is granul r .
h m tali r y, malleable, and sectile, with hardness about 5.
Th
ific gravi y of one lot c ntaining forty-two pebbles was taken
. y ·n m ter ta m er ure of 22° . The e p bbles ranged in
1gh fr m ·31 t 1·6 7 gram and w re about the dimensions of
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a pea. '":'he largest pebble in my possession weighed 4·2847 grams, and
the specific gravity of this was taken by suspending it from a silk fiber.
Two determinations furnished a mean specific gravity of 6·204.
The pebbles are strongly magnetic.
A.nalyses.-The analyses were conducted with the aim of separating
the pebbles iuto their proximate principles and also their ultimate
constituents. Two different lots of about twelve grammes each were
pulverized in a steel mortar, a delicate and tedious operation, owiug to
the extreme malleability of the nickel-iron. Two complete analyses
of these samples were made. The ratio between the nickel and iron
in the metallic state was ascertained by deducting from the total
amounts of each of these elements those qua,n titie which were found
in other combinations. The ordinary method of fusion with sodium
hydrate and subsequent treatment of the residue with coucentrated
nitric acid failed to give the true contents of the metallic portion in
the pebbles, because the nickel iron was. not passive in this acid. The
ratio between the nickel and iron, however, could be obtained by this
method.
The stony matter was freed as far as practicable from the magnetic
parts by a fractional process-that is to say, by the repeated use of an
electro-magnet and by the decantation of the light particles suspended
in water. The siliceous portion was then analyzed. A fresh sample
was treated with diluted hydrochloric acid, and after repeated evaporations the soluble silica was separated from the insoluble residue and
weighed. The insoluble resjdue was analyzed, and the percentage
composition of soluble silicate was inferred from this analysis, the
analysis of the total siliceous matter, and the total silica of the pebbles.
The mean composition of the pebbles is shown by the following numbers:
Per cent.

Per cent.
Nickel free, Ni................... .
Cobalt, Co . .......................
Iron free, Fe......................
Pyrrhotite, Fe 7 S8 •••••••••••••••••
Chromite, FeO . Cr2O3 .......... {
Magnetite, FeO . Fe;O3. - ... -- . - 5
Copper, Cu.......................
Arsenic, As .................. _. . .
Chlorine, Cl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Silicate (anhydrous)..............
H2O below 100° C .... ....... . .... _
H2O above 100° C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CO2 ----- -- . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Volatile matter...................

60 ·45

Nickel combined .. ... ............ .

0·25

23 ·22
0 ·55

Iron combined ................... .
Sulphur ......................... .

1 ·79
0 ·22

o ·12

Chromium . - ....... -............. .

0 ·04

o ·55

O·50

o·23
o ·04
12 ·26

o·81
1 ·12

trace.
o·70
100 ·55
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Total
silicate.
SiO2 •••••• •••••• ••••••••••••
.A.12O3...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fe20 3 •••••• ••••• . •••••••••••
(Ni, Co)O .. . . . . . ....... . .. . .
CaO ............ ...•........
MgO............. .... ...... .
Na2O .......................
H 2O above 100° C. ...... ... .

Insoluble
silicate.

5 ·14

0 ·23

4 ·91

0 ·03
0 ·04

0 ·30
2·04

0·32
1 ·62
2·69
0 ·08
1 ·12

trace.

O·32

0 ·06

l ·56
2·55

13 ·38

0 ·50

0·14

0·08
---·-------l ·12
-----------l - - - - - + - - - - 1- - - - 1

Insoluble silicate.
Composition.

12 ·88

Soluble silicate.

Per cent. .A.t. ratio . Percent. .A.t. ratio.

45 ·63 3 ·04
SiO2 ••••••••••••••••
.A.12O3 ...............
8 ·77 0 ·33
F~O 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
658 ' " }
(Ni,Co)O ........... undetermined. 2 ·51
11 ·03 0 ·39
Cao .......••••.....
28 ·Ol 1 ·40
MgO ................
N~O ....... ........ .... . ..... ------· ·····
~O above 100° C ... ............. . .............

38 ·23

2 ·55

2 ·34
15 ·88

0 ·14} 0·74
0 ·60

100 ·02 . ................

100 ·00

Total ..........

113.

Soluble
silicat e.

0 ·33
2·08

[BULL,

2·49
12 ·14
19 ·85
0 ·35
8 ·72

°']

0. 43

0
0 ·99

2 ·47

0 ·01
0·97

Silicates.-There are two silicates, then, the one soluble in hydro·
chloric acid being undoubtedly serpentine. This serpentine surrounds
the metallic portion, and on polished sections its deep green color is
well brought out. It has not penetrated into the metallic mass, and it
would appear that the pebbles once formed a large aggregation and that
fractures took place in directions of least resistance through the serpentine. Other characters of serpentine were noted-its resinous lus·
ter, its hardness of about 3, and its infusibility. In the closed tube
water was given off. The atomic ratio of the combined bases and
water to ~ilica is 3 ·2:2 ·55 or 5:4, a ratio which is identical with that of
serpentine. The ratio between bases and water, 7 :3 instead of 3 :2, is
not the true ratio for thesr. constituents in serpentine as it exists in the
pebble , because the analysis is calculated from figures obtained from
material which was dried at 100° C. Again, the reddish brown colorati n of this dried material indicated the presence of some impurity1
pr bably oxide , and this could not be eliminated. The water is, therefi r , too ]ow and the iron oxide too high.
The in olubl ilicate, however, can not be so clearly made out. Its
atomic ratio, SiOz: ba e = 6: 5, brings it nearer an orthosilicate than a
meta ilicate. It is light brown, vitreous, hard, compact, and not
1 avable. It does not fuse before the blow-pipe. It is not so hard as
livin and i in olubility in acid exclude this mineral. In physical
yr
ti haracter and t
me extent, al o in composition it
f irly with bronzit (en tatit ). The probabl~ silicates to occur
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in this association are pyroxene, olivine, enstatite, from which serpentine is derived, while a feldspar is not to be expected. I did not determine to which silicate the sodium-oxide belonged, owing to its small
quantity and the small quantity of insoluble silicate in the pebbles. A
mixture of a soda-lime feldspar and enstatite (or pyroxene) would answer the requirements of the ratio, but this is pumly speculative. So
far as the data go it is best to regard this silicate as an impure bronzite.
During attempts to purify the silicates it was · noticed that on the
removal of the metallic part by a neutral concentrated solution of either
cupric sulphate or mercuric chloride that the silicate was more or less
attacked. Magnesia was removed, and one analysis showed that out
of 2·69 per cent MgO in the pebbles only 0·43 per cent remained in the
purified silicate. Curiously no iron or lime was removed. Pulverized
olivine and serpentine were each digested with copper sulphate on the
water bath two or three hours~ a yellow copper salt was deposited and
a large quantity of magnesia was taken out of both silicates. A basic
copper sulphate was produced, and the liberated sulphuric acid (S0 3 )
combined with magnesia to magnesium sulphate. In the presence of
olivine or serpentine this treatment for the purification of the silicate
is inadmissible.
Ohromite.-Under the microscope a minute quantity of black metallic grains can be seen in the siliceous portion, which do not precipitate
copper from a sulphate solution. These grains consist of chromite
with a very few strongly magnetic particles of magnetite. 0·04 per
cent of chromium was found in the pebbles, while the per cent of chromium, corresponding to 0·12 per cent of chrome iron, is 0·036. The
presence of chromite is naturally expected in the serpentine.
Magnetite.-The few grains mentioned under chromite were dissolved
by protracted heating in hydrochloric acid. Other particles of magnetite were not recognized with certainty.
Two magnetic pebbles were found among those which carried the
large percentage of nickel, and a small amount of :fibrous serpentine
(not chrysotile) adhered to this magnetite. It is probable that magnetite occurs in the original deposit from which the nickel pebbles were
transported. The high percentage of iron obtained by Mr. Hampton
was probably due to the presence of some magnetite-pebbles in the
average sample which he studied.
Pyrrhotite (troilite).-The monosulphide of iron cou_ld not be separated from the other principles with sufficient purity for analysis. The
amount of this mineral, formula Fe7S8, was calculated from the total
sulphur, 0·22 per cent. Hydrogen sulphide was liberated in considerable quantity when the powdered pebble was treated with diluted
chlorhydric acid. Millerite does not act thus.
Ooppe:.-T~e copper is not a constituent of the pyrrhotite, but belongs
to the ruckel ITon. Copper minerals were not detected under magnifying power.
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A.rsenic.-Arsenious oxide was condensed in the cool parts of a tube
through which air was allowed to pass, as also in all the tubes used for
the determination of volatile matter. No sulphide of arsenic dissolved
by digesting in the cold with ammonium carbonate, nor could niccolite
(nickel arsenide) be detected. Arsenic forms a part of the metallic
·
portion of the pebbles.
Ohlorine.-The chlorine was determined in a nitric-acid solution of
the original powder, a blank experiment with the use of the same quantity of reagents being run parallel with that. In an aqueous solution
were found iron, nickel, magnesium, sodium, and chlorine, and this fact,
together with the small available quantity of chloride, caused the difficulty in determining with which element chlorine was combined. The
presence of iron and nickel, since pyrrhotite carries nickel, can be
accounted for in the aqueous solution by the easy oxidizability of the
sulphide with free access of air. · Green ferrous chloride could not be
detected in the powder, nor any soluble salt possessing that color. The
permanence of the pebbles in air is also a presumption in favor of the
absence of lawrencite. · Nickel chloride has not before been observed,
but may possibly exist in these specimens. It is more probable Lhat
the chlorine is united with sodium 0·04: per cent requiring 0·026 per
cent Na or 0·035 per cent N a,zO. The magnesium is in the form of carbonate.
Water and, volatile matter.-The powdered substance in a platinum
boat was heated in a glass tube in a stream of dry carbonic anhydride,
and the water, both hygroscopic moisture and water of constitution,
was weighed in a chloride of calcium tube. Another portion was heated
in hydrogen gas, and hence the oxygen in the oxides was known,
although this amount might ·have included some, if not all, of the oxygen combined with iron in the ferric state in the silicates. After burning in a current of dry air and then reducing in hydrogen the totalloss
was ascertained from the difference in weight of the contents of the
boat before and after the operation. In all cases except when burnt in
air a browni h cloud po sessing an empyreumatic odor was driven off
without leaving a brown black sublimate in the tube. It was a volatile organic ubstance whose nature was not discovered. The pulverized p b le when treated with dilute hydrochloric acid at the temperatur of the wat-er bath gave the odor characteristic of the decomposition f a car ide, so that the volatile matter given in the analysis
n it of organi matter, namely, combined carbon and probably a
ari ing from the volatilization of arsenic ulpb ur
h dr r on. All l
n t en includ d in the per cent given for' volatile'
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Nickel-iron.-Of special interest is the metallic portion.

Two

analyses gave-

I
·-]-'e_____-___-__-___ -__-___

Ni................

(1)

I

At. mt;o .

1-;.;I-;.; -~
60 ·47

(2)

60 ·43

1 ·03

From this ratio is deduced the formula F0zNi5.
The following table gives a comparison of a few examples of nickelJferous iron, which form an instructive series: ·
Catarinite. * Octibbehite. t
Iron ........................
Nickel ......................
Atomic ratio Fe: Ni . . ...•..

63 ·69
33 ·97
1.14 : 0·58

37 ·69
59 ·69
0 ·66: 1 ·02

Formula ............. . ......

F e2Ni

Fe2Ni 3

A. waruite. 1 J osephinite.

31-02
67 ·63
0·55:1·17
2(FeNi 2)
Fe2Ni 4

23 ·22
60·45
0 ·41: 1 ·03
F~Ni5

* Encyclop edi e chimique, Fremy, Metalloids, Tome ii, par M. Stanislas Meunier.

t Am. Jour. Sci., II,

XXIV, p. 293, T aylor.
tAm. Jour. Sci., vol. xxxm, p. 244, G. H . F. Ulrich; analysi s by W. Skey. A. Sella described a
J1ickeliron from the auriferous sands oftbe stream Elvo, n ear Biella, Piedmont; Fe 26·6 p ercent; Ni
(Co) 75·2 per cent; formula (2F eNi 3 ) = Fe1Ni 6 • C.R. cxn, 171 ; also Am. J our. Sci., III, p. 252, 1891.

The question naturally arises whether the origin of these pebbles is
cosmic (meteoric) or terrestrial. Oatarinite and octibbehite have been
considered meteoric falls, while awaruite has been traced from the
drift in the Awarua river on the western side of the middle island of
New Zealand to a ''mountain of peridotite, an olivine-enstatite rock
more or less serpentinized," and is undoubtedly terrestrial. II\. the drift
are found gold, platinum, cassiterite, chromite, and magnetite. The
placer gr~vel, in which josephinite is found, is like that of New Zealand
with the exception of the occurrence of platinum 1 and cassiterite so far
as known at present.
There is one element, phosphorus, which is almost universally found
in meteorites and combined with nickel and iron to form the mineral
schreibersite, which has 110 representative among terrestrial minerals.
After evaporating to dryness a nitric acid solution of a sample of the
pebbles, and fusing the residue with sodium carbonate and potassium
nitrate, phosphoric acid was not detected in the acid :filtrate, and thus .
was proved the absence of phosphorus both as terrestrial phosphate
and meteoric phosphide. In the published analysis of awaruite by W.
Skey no phosphorus is given. Catarinite and octibbehite contain 0·05
per cent and 0·10 per cent respectively.
By etching with nitric acid Widmannst,atten figures can not be produced upon a polished surface of the nickel-irou. The metal seems to
be homogeneous, and the little sulphide occurs in the :fissures. A waru1

Platinum occurs in the region of Rogue river, Oregon,
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ite is pas ive toward an acid solution of copper sulphate, and only with
difficulty and long heating is the nickel-iron from Oregon completely
dissolved with replacement of the copper in a sulphate solution. This
passive state i uncommon with the ordinary nickel-iron of meteorites,
but the high percentage of nickel may account for this property. Concentrated nitric aci<l. dissolves the alloy.
Daubree 1 points out that meteorites and analogous terrestrial rocks
differ in that the former contain in a reduced state certain substances
which appear iu the latter in the state of oxides. This idea could be
extended to include metamorphism in its broad.est sense. Serpentine
is rarely found in meteorites, although Wohler has recognized. it in some
carbonaceous meteorites. In the two cases of awaruite and josephinite,
serpentine is the principal silicate, derived in the former from olivine
and enstatite. Daubreelite is metamorphosed into chrome iron, and·
this may possibly be the explanation of the origin of the latter: that the
double sulphide of chromium and iron existed in the ferromagnesian
silicates before or at the time of their serpentinization, and was then
oxidized to chromite.
The evidence cited in the previous paragraphs points to the terrestrial
origin of the pebbles which form the subject of this paper, and here the
question of origin must rest till the nickeliferous iron is found in situ.
The name josephinite is given in honor of the county, its locality, in
accordance with the custom in use for naming analogous substances.
1

Etudes synthetiques de geologie experimentale, par A. Da11b1·ee, 1879, p. 578.

A NEW METEORITE FROM HAMBLEN COUNTY, TENNESSEE.

BY

L. G.

EAKINS.

This meteorite, which was found in September, 1887, on a ridge about
six miles WSW. from Morristown, Hamblen County, Tennessee, was
first recognized and brought to notice by Prof. J. M. Safford, of Nashville, who in course of an inspection of a collection of iron ores recognized some fragments as undoubtedly meteoric.
Professor Safford at once took steps to secure these pieces, and visited
the locality where they were found. Here he succeeded in finding a
few more fragments, which had the appearance of having been buried
in the soil and afterwards turned up by the plow. These various pieces
now in Professor Safford's possession have a total weight of about 36
pounds, two of them weighing respectively 11 pounds and 13 pounds.
A specimen sent by Professor Safford to the U.S. National Museum,
and now in its collection, furnished the material for this investigation.
Most of the pieces show much surface oxidation; a fresh fracture
showing a gray color, with numerous metallic particles of nickel iron.
The analysis was made in the usual way for this class of meteorites,
that is, by separating the metallic arid siliceous portions, both by picking and by the magnet, and analyzing separately the nickeliferous iron,
the silicates soluble in hydrochloric acid and those insoluble in the acid.
The metallic and siliceous portions of this meteorite are, approxi-·
mately, equal in amount, the iron being quite malleable and unusually
tough.
The analysis is as follows :
Nickeliferous iron.
Fe .••••.....•.................................. _....... _... _ 90. 92
Ni. - - ..... - - . - - - - - . - - - - .. - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 7. 71
Co ..... ·----··----····-·-···--··----··----··-----·----·.....
. 80

Cu ........ -; ................................ _.............. trace.
P....... ............ ...... ...... ...... .... .... ...... .... ....
.19

s .. · .. . ... .. . ...... .. . . . . .. . .. . ... .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . ... . ... . . .04
99.66
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Siliceous portion.
Soluble in HCI.
Analysis.
SiO 2 •••••• ••••••••
..A.h03 •••••••••••••
Cr2 0 3 • • • • • • • • • • • • •
FeO . • . . . . . . . . . . . .

16 ·79
8 ·33

Insoluble in HCI.

Calculated Molecular
to ~2~ler . ratios.
45 ·61
22·62

·760
·222

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••••••

Analysis.

31 ·47
9·25
·82
6 ·55

Calculated Molecular
to Ii~rr
ratios.
50 ·67
14 '89
1 ·32
10·55

·844
·146
·009
·147

4 ·88
11 ·73
·163
NiO . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
·39
1 ·06
·014 . - ... -- - . - . - - ------------ --------- -··
·010
·76
MnO ............................•........ : ........... .
·47
·064
CaO . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
5 ·19
14 ·09
·252
3 ·61
2·24
·449
MgO. .. .. . . . . . . . . .
l ·34
3 ·64
·091
17 ·98
11 ·16
·03 -·········-·
·02
K 20 .......................... ············ ············
·003
·19
N~O ................•......... .•....... ....•.........
·12
P2O5 ...........•..
·46
1 ·25
·009 .•.•...... •...... · • .. · . . ····•· •••••·
·25 . ······ · · ........•.......... ····•··· ..... .. .. ... ······ ....•.
s ······.···········
i - - - - l - - - -~- - - -1-- - - -1- 100 ·00 ........... .
37 ·63
62 ·10
100 ·U0 ••••••••••••

In calculating the analysis of the soluble portion to 100 per cent, the
Sand-an amount of iron (.56 per cent FeO) sufficient to form FeS are
first deducted.
In many stony meteorites olivine is a considerable constituent, generally forming the bulk of the soluble silicate; but in this case the
analysis shows olivine to be present in but small proportions, if at all.
It is interesting to see that both the soluble and insoluble portions have
practically the same molecular ratios, the soluble portion reducing itself
essentially to R A.12 Si0 6, in which, R=Oa, Fe; and the insoluble part-to
the same formula, where R=Mg, Fe; both being equivalent to aluminous enstatite or pyroxene.
At the time this analysis was made it was impracticable to supplement the work with the proper microscopical examination of sections,
which doµ.btless, in conjunction with the chemical evidence, would have .
satisfactorily determined the minerals present. Without this microscopical knowledge, however, little that is definite can be said, except
that there seem to be present two similar molecules, the one in which
lime predominates being soluble, and the other, magnesian, being insoluble, in hydrochloric acid. The other alternatjve is to assume a complex
molecule which is split into two sections by the action of the acid.

ON THE CATALYTIC ACTION OF ALUMINUM CHLORIDE ON SILICIC
ETHERS.

BY

H.

N. STOKES.

If a little powdered anhydrous aluminum chloride be added to some
ethyl trichlorsilicate, Si01 3 (00 2H 5 ), which is cooled by ice, it dissolves,
but no reaction is observed; on removing from the ice, bubbles of gas
soon appear, and the reaction often becomes violent, attended by heating of the liquid. The gas, which burns with green-edged flame and
formation of hydrochloric acid, is obviously ethyl chloride. If now the
liquid be gently heated it gradually becomes thick, then solid, and
finally the entire amount of aluminum chloride sublimes unchanged.
If instead of trichlorsilicate, tetraethylsilicate, Si(OC2H5)4, be used,
the reaction is in many respects the same, including the format1on of
etby 1 chloride and the thickening of the liquid; but if the test-tube be
connected with a condenser, it is seen that much ethyl ether is also
produced. It may also be _n oticed that a relatively much greater
amount of aluminum chloride than in the first case is required to produce the solid residue, while, unless a very considerable quantity has
been added, none sublimes out on further heating.
It will be shown below that the action of the aluminum chloride on
the trichlorsilicate is a case of so-called catalytic action (this being
defined as a change brought about by a substance which at the end
remains unaltered), while its action on the tetraethyl ether is one which
is purely proportional to the relative amounts of the reagents, the
aluminum remaining finally in combination with silica. It will also be
seen that the monocblorsilicate, Si01(00 2H 5h, is intermediate in its
behavior, a mere trace of aluminum chloride being sufficient to carry
the decomposition to an end, when all the aluminum is found in fixed
form. From these observations may be deduced the explanation of
each case, including the catalytic action of the chloride on the trichlorsilicate. The details of the experiments, which were roughly quantitative, will be found in a separate section.
The only hypothesis which explains the facts observed is that in each
case the substances react in a truly chemical sense, ethyl chloride and
aluminum silicate compounds, Si-0-Al, being formed, but that in
case of the chlorsilicates these bodies are exceedingly unstable, and
63
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decompose at once with regeneration of aluminum chloride, which is
thus able to act again, and thus produce total decomposition when
present even in traces.
The cause of this regeneration I take to be due, in part at leaRt, to
the tendency of the silicon to monopolize the oxygen, at the expense
of the aluminum, forming Si=O, Si-0-Si, etc., whereby the metal is
unable to remain combined with oxygen as long as this tendency of
the silicon is not fully satisfied. If it happens that the latter is partly
combined with chlorine (silicon chlorine), it at once exchanges it for an
equivalent of oxygen. This, however, holds only in the aliphatic series
of ethers, and in those cases where the chlorine is not the ouly constituent of the silicon compound. As I shall sltow elsewhere, silicon,
when completely saturated with chlorine, as in silicon tetrachloride,
does not show this tendency, neither does it exist in case of the
aromatic silicates. From the latter, aluminum chloride, if in excess,
takes all the oxygen and the silicon becomes completely chlorinated.
The formation of ethyl ether I can explain only by assuming in silicon
a well-known property of carbon, which is manifested in the orthoethers of carbonic and other organic acids, namely, that the highest
basicity is shown only when all the basic radicle are organic, while
the metallic salts are of a lower degree of saturation, and the mixed
organic metallic ortho-salts are so unstable as to be scarcely capable of
existing under ordinary conditions. Assuming this analogy to exist,
we should expect to find transformations like the following occurring:
OR
SigR
=Si0<8>AlCl+R20,
o>AlCl
OR
O<SiO 3Al RO
281. O3Al=
SiO~Al+ 2 •

Strictly speaking, the tendency is not to form, as in the case of
carbon, meta compounds containing Si= O, the analogue of carbonyl,
but groupings in which two silicon atoms are united by oxygen, SiO-Si, or (SiO)x. This tendency is so strong, as bas been pointed out
by others,1 that it is obviously the explanation of the fact that nearly
all ilicon compounds containing the analogue of carbonyl are not
volatile, or volatile only at high temperatures, when by analogy with
carbon, the reactions producing them should give volatile bodies of
low molecular weight. Thi tendency to condensation and polymerisation y means of oxygen i the rule in the silicon series, and forms one
f th mo t marked di:IB r nc in the chemical behavior of these two
l ment , and the chi f b ta le to producing by any simple means
d finite derivative of ilicic acid. I wi h to be distinctly understood,
h r £ r a u ing th £ ll wing formula and equations only as typical
u
h impl t po · ible form, the actual ones being vastly
1x d f m ' i
it vari ty. Where R is used it stands,
0
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for sake of simplicity, for ethyl. That the quantitative experimental
results do not conform with absolute strictness to the theoretical explanation is not surprising, for aluminum chloride is an extremely reactive
body, tending to produce all sorts of secondary changes, while it is not
to be expected that the transformations could be carried quantitatively
to an end by heating the viscous and finally solid masses which result.
Ethyl trichlorsilicate, Si013(0R), is readily and completely decomposed by aluminum chloride, and the ·reaction is quite independent of
the amount used, even a trace being sufficient. The products are
ethyl chloride, free from ethyl ether. free aluminum chloride unchanged
in amount, and finally a solid residue of the empirical composition
Si0.012, but which in reality consists of a mixture of all sorts of complex silicon oxychlorides with free silica, the general result being
expressed by the equation
SiOl3(0R)+xA1013=SiO.Cl2+ROl+xAlOl3,
a typical case of catalytic action.
These oxychlorides are for the most part not volatile, but undergo at
a high temperature transformation into oxychlorides richer and those
poorer in chlorine, 1 the result being that they lose weight on ignition.
The reactions by which they can be formed in the present case are very
numerous, and only a few typical ones are given. The first steps in
the process are
Si0l3(0R) + Al013= Si013.OA1012+ ROI,
or
2Si013(0R)+Al0l3=~ig:g>AlC1+2RCI.

These bodies, being for reasons above given very unstable, at once
react with fresh portions of trichlorsilicate:
SiOl3.0.AlOlz+SiC13(0R)=Si013.0.Si012(0R)+Al013,
and
~fg:g>Al0l+Si0l3(0R)= ~igr:g>Si0l(OR)+Al013.
The regenerated aluminum chloride acts further, thus:
Si0l3.0.Si0l2(0R)+Al0l 3 =Si013.0.Si0lz.0.Al012+R01,
which latter repeats the process, or may decompose thus:
S1Cb,O.SiC12,0AlOl2=SiU13.0.SiO.Ul+Al013,
and so on in every possible way ad infinitum, the aluminum chloride
being continually regenerated, while the tendency of silicon to such
condensations leads to increasing size of the molecules, which tend to
the limit (SiO.Cl2).,, but seldom reach it before a high degree of complexity is attained. The increasing viscosity of the liquid interferes
with the complete conversion of RO into ROI at a temperature below
which other changes set in, which are manifested by more or less evolution of hydrochloric acid and gaseous hydrocarbons, with some carbonization. There is, however, always an excess of silicon chlorine,
1

Troost and Hautefeuille, Ann. chim. phys. [5], 7, 469.
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which regenerates aluminum chloride, enabling it to act in minute
amounts, and to reappear unchanged at the end.
It may be objected that these reactions are purely hypothetical, and
that no such compounds as SiObO.Al012 have been shown to exist. In
the following cases it will be shown that there is strong evidence of
their existence, the aluminum being caught in the act, so to speak, and
found ultimately, not as chloride, but in combination with oxygen.
Ethyl rnonochlorsilicate, Si0l(OR)3.-Aluminum chloride, in acting on
this compound, produces a similar series of changes, even if used in
relatively small amount, with this difference, that as there is not enough
silicon chlorine to carry the regeneration through to the end, the aluminum remains finally as Al20 3, and probably also as AIOI, combined
with silica. The process is also complicated in certain cases by the
formation of ethyl ether, which was explained above.
If we suppose the aluminum chloride to act by contact or influence
merely, the decomposition would be expressed by the equation
Si0l(OR)3 +xAlOl3=Si0 2+RUl+R20+xAlOl3,
and the result would be practically independent of the amount of
chloride used, which could be finally recovered unchanged. It is found,
however, that while a mere trace is sufficient to bring about total decomposition in nearly the sense of the last equation, by increasing the
amount more ethyl chloride and less ethyl ether are formed; when a
certain proportion is reached, the ethy1 ether vanishes, and also up to
this point all aluminum remains fixed in the residue. If more than this
amount of chloride be taken, some remains unchanged, and may be
recovered by sublimation. We may consider three distinct cases, with
differing proportions of the reagents, namely, when
Si: Al

>3:2(1)
=3: 2 (2)
~ <3: 2 (3)

·

The first case includes that where aluminum chloride is present only
in traces, when the complete reaction, reduced to the simplest form and
neglecting aluminum, would be
(a)

SiOl(OR)a=Si02+ROl+R20.

By in ·rea ing the proportion of chloride we have, for example,
20 i l(OR)a+2Al l3=(Si02) 20 (Al20 3)+26ROl+17R20,
6 i01(0R)a+2Al013=(Si0 2) 6 (Al20 3)+12R01+3R2 0, etc.
will b noti ed that the relative amount of R?.O decreases and
f Cl in r a e a w approach the ratio Si: Al=3: 2. Reaching
t, whi h i a e (2), we have
(b)
h

i l(OR)3+2Al013=(Si0 2h(Al 20 3) +9ROI.
xp rim
h w that with tbi ratio no ~O is formed and that
aluminu r main in fixed form in the residue. Any f~rther in-
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crease in the proportion of chloride belongs under case (3), where
Si:Al<3:2. For example, if the ratio be that of equality, or 3:3, we
might have
(c)
3SiCl(OR)3+3AlC13=(Si02)3(Al203)+AlOl3.
In fact when this proportion is taken, unchanged aluminum chloride
sublimes out of the residue. Owing, however, to the tendency of the
silicon to monopolize the oxygen or to take the metasilicate form, this
proportion admits of another reaction :
Cl
(d)

Si0l(OR)3+Al013=Si~"'-Al+3ROI,

o/
and
Cl

Si~"'-Al = SiO <

g>AIOI,

o/
the residue being a chloralu~inum metasilicate, or at least some s1m1lar form in which the preference of silicon for oxygen before chlorine
is satisfied. The· chlorine and aluminum in this form are practically
fixed, as such a body as this would probably give off aluminum chloride, if at all, only at a high temperatme, the effect being that the volatile chloride falls below the theoretical amount required by equation (c).
Finally, if Si: Al = 1 : 2(e)
Si0l(OR)3+2Al013 =Si0 3Ab01 4 +3ROI.
If we write the formula of the product

Si0<8!~g:
it appears that in this form also the aluminum might be fixed, but that
if more chloride be present, leading to the formation of
SiOl(OAlClzh,
such a body would, by virtue of the silicon chlorine present, decompose at once into Al013 and Si0(0Al012)z. Two atoms aluminum are
therefore the most that can possibly be held by one atom silicon reacting as monochlorsilicate; any further amount must remain finally as
unchanged chloride. The stability of such bodies as Si0(0Al0l2)z is,
l1owever, made improbable by the experiments, which show that even
with the ratio 1: 1 only a part of the aluminum remains fixed.
These equations do not explain the semicatalytic action of aluminum
chloride in decomposing indefinitely large amounts of monochlorsilicate.
The reason is obvious when we consider that, as the experiments show,
the greatest amount of aluminum which can be held fixed by 1 mol.
wt. monochlorsilicate, lies between tr and 1 at. wt. (equations b and d).
Any greater amount of monochlorsilicate will, by virtue of its silicon
chlorine, regenerate aluminum chloride, and be destroyed thereby,
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until the above proportion is reached. At this point further reaction
results only in the sense of b and d, the regeneration of the chloride
ceases, and all aluminum remains fixed.
It will be observed that in these reactions the chlorine going to form
ethyl chloride comes proximately from the aluminum chloride, but ultimately, in part, from the chlorsilicate, and that the equations
SiCh(OR) = Si0012+ ROI,
SiCI(OR) 3 =Si02+ ROI+ R20
are not strictly true, the aluminum acting as the agent by which Cl is
transferred from Si to R. The hypothesis might perhaps be further
tested by substituting aluminum bromide for the chloride. If the
decomposition is due to influence only, Si013{0R) should give Si0.012,
and ROI and A1Br3 only, but on the above hypothesis Si0.012 with
either RBr and Al013 only, or a mixture of ROI, RBr, AlCb and aluminum chlorohromides, according to the proportions and the nature of
the intermediate products. As this would involve previously studying
the question whether a direct interchange of chlorine and bromine
might occur, the experiment was postponed.
Ethyl dichlorsilicate, Si012(0R) 2, from similar considerations, should
decompose thusSiClz( OR )z = Si02 + 2RCI,
and it is not possible to devise any probable reaction by which aluminum should remain permanently combined. Therefore the apparent
catalytic action should be as obvious here as in the case of the trichlorsilicate. The experiments were, however, defective, probably
owing to impure material, and no satisfactory conclusion could be
drawn from them.
Ethyl orthosilicate, Si(OR) 4.-This body shows a radically different
behavior from that of the chlorsilicates, the decomposition being
strictly proportional to the relative amouut of aluminum chloride used,
and in this lies the explanation of the whole series of observations.
We may consider the following cases :
<3:4 (1)
Si:Al =3:4 . (2)
>3:4 (3)

~

th r ti 3 :4 b ing that in which the aluminum chloride contains just
nough ·hlorine to convert all ethyl into ethyl chloride.
('t)
3 i(OR)4+4Al013 =Si30 12Al 4 +12RCI.
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ethyl chloride, and sublimation of some unchanged aluminum chloride.
For the same reason a reaction in the sense of case (1) was practically
not to be brought about.
If the reaction were in any sense catalytic, it would follow that by
reducing the aluminum chloride below the proportion Si: Al=3: 4, the
decomposition would still be complete, but the amount of ethyl ether
would increase relatively, while that of ethyl chloride would decrease,
the limit being, with a trace of aluminum chlorideSi(OR)4=SiO2+2R2O,
The actual result was that while with Si: Al=3: 1 the decomposition
was complete, and approximately in the. sense
( c)

6Si(OR) 4+2Al0l3= (SiO2)6(Al2O 3)+6ROl+9R2O,

the slightest diminution of the amount of chloride below this ratio was
followed by some of the silicate remaining totally unchanged. With
Si: Al=3: 0.9 for instance, it was possible to recover some of it, and
with Si: Al=150: 1 the merest trace of decomposition was discernible.
This proportion in the case of the monochlorsilicate resulted easily in
total decomposition. The only possible explanation of this difference
is that in the case of the chlorsilicates the apparent contact action is
due to constant regeneration of aluminum chloride by silicon chlorine.
The tetraethyl ether contains no silicon chlorine, aluminum chloride is
not regenerated, and therefore acts only in proportion to the amount
originally taken.
An experiment was made which shows the peculiar stability of silicon
tetrachloride as compared with the chlorsilicates. It was supposed
that since
Si0l3(OR)+trace AlOl 3 =SiO.012+ROl+trace Al0l3,
by adding to tetraethyl silicate some silicon tetrachloride in the proportion required by the equation
Si(OR) 4 +3SiCl1 =4SiOl3 (OR),
the chlorine of the tetrachloride would regenerate aluminum chloride,
with the final result that solid silicon oxychloride and ethyl chloride
would be formed. With even Si: Al=5: 1 and in sealed tubes at 100°
no solid was formed. Only after heating at 170°, at which temperature the tetrachloride acts on the ether, did total decomposition occur.
Anhydrous ferric chloride acts on both the tetraethyl silicate and the
trichlorsilicate, but with much greater difficulty than aluminum chloride. Only at near the boiling point (1050) of the trichlorsilicate was
any marked reaction, with formation of ethyl chloride, visible. The
tetraethyl silicate reacted easily on heating, giving off ethyl ether and
ethyl chloride and leaving a solid residue. The reactions were not
further studied.
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Anhydrous zinc chloride is without action on the tetraethyl silicate
at its boiling point (165°).
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS.

Only carefully fractioned silicates and freshly sublimed aluminum
chloride were used. The apparatus and method of working were as
follows:
A thin-walled glass tube of about 2 cm. diameter was drawn out into
the shape shown in the :figure. The constriction E served when necessary as a support for the small weighed test-tube G, in which the ethyl
ether collected. Some aluminum chloride was placed in a boat, inserted
into AB and carefullv sublimed over into GD in a current of dry
hydrogen. In this way it was obtained in a :finely
f
divided state, rendering solution more rapid. The
hydrogen was then replaced by air, BO drawn out ·
and melted off at B, and the weight of the sublimed
6
chloride determined to a centigram. OD was then
placed in ice, the calculated weight o( sili cate or
E
chlorsilicate introduced through F, the tube G inserted when necessary, and the apparatus attached
to an inverted condenser which ended in a U-tube
with two cocks, placed in a freezing mixture, and
serving to condense the ethyl chloride and any ethyl
ether that might be carried over. By gently agitating
the tube, the solution of the chloride was effected. On
removing it from the ice, the reaction usually began
'

u

A

Fig.1. Apparatus used in experiments upon silicic ethers.

of itself, and often had to be moderated by cooling. After the evolution
f ethyl chloride had slackened, GD was gently heated, the ethyl ether
then di tilling and collecting in G. After the collection of ether had
c a ed, G was gently warmed, whereby practically all ethyl chloride
wa driv n over the ether con<lensing and running back. After
r moving G the point B wa,' broken off and the re idue heated in a
urr nt of hydrogen un il no further effect was observed, any aluminum
bl rid c ncl n ing in DE, or , metim s in part being carried over
in
h
d ns r. The hy ro · n wa then displaced, D F melted off
n wh nee ary and all produ t determined by weighing. Some
f th li ui in the U-tu wa rought into a graduated tube over
r ·ury, a d n
hyl ther det rmin cl by ab orption with a drop
r two f trong ulphuric id, the re idue being ethyl chloride.
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Ethyl trichlorsilicate.-Taken Si013(0R) 7·66 grams (3 mol. wts.)
and .Al013 1·91 grams (1 mol. wt.).
On removing the ice from OD, the evolution of ethyl chloride began
almost at once and the liquid grew so warm that cooling had to be
resorted to to prevent the contents from boiling over. Presently a
large quantity of a colorless, apparently crystalline substance separated, nearly filling the liquid. Its nature was not determined, but it
was found to fuse on gently Ii.eating. After the evolution of ethyl
chloride had moderated, its formation was promoted by a gentle heat.
The liquid then became gradually thick, and :finally almost solid. B
was then broken off, and the residue heated in a stream of hydrogen
until no further sublimation of aluminum chloride was observed .
.Absolutely no ethyl ether was formed. The residue was somewhat
discolored, solid, transparent, and frothy. As explained above, the
reaction occurs in accordance with the equation
Si013(0R) + x.AlCh=SiO. C}z +ROI+ xAlOl3,
as is borne out by the following data, which in this, as in all following
experiments, are given in percentage of the total material used:
Found.
Residue .......... - ..... --•..
Sublimate (AlC13) •• - ••• - - - Distillate, RCI. __ ...•.......

46·3
20·9
22 ·5

Calcu·1ated.
51 ·2
19·9
28 ··8

The results are naturally only approximate, but quite as near as
could be expected. The viscosity of the liquid towards the end interferes with the smoothness of the reaction, and it is impossible to condense the ethyl chloride completely, or to prevent some being carried
off by the current of hydrogen. If the reactions given are correct,
the residue is not really Si0.012, but a mixture of oxychlorides in
which there remains a small amount of ethyl, which will not go off at
a temperature below that at which carbonization and other secondary
changes take place, and which are still greater in the cases below mentioned. Troost and Hautefeuille 1 have shown that the result of heating oxychlorides is an approximation towards Si02 and Si01 4 • This is
doubtless the reason why in this case the weight of the residue is
slightly too low and that of the sublimed aluminum chloride a little too
high. The former, on extracting with alcohol, left a little silica in gelatinous form, while the latter was found to contain a small amount of
volatile silicon compounds. In fact, the residue on heating in a test
tube to redness gave off a considerable amount of volatile oxychlorides, but no aluminum chloride.
1 Loc.

cit.
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In experiment 2 the proportions taken were the same and the observations essentially similar.
Found.
Residue·············-······
AlC13 (sublimed)··-- ·· ·-····
RCL---·····················

38 ·9

21 ·2
22·4

Calculated.
51 ·4
19·8
28·8

The residue consisted mostly of oxychlorides, soluble in alcohol, and
considerable silica, insoluble in alcohol. A. portion of the same residue gaveFound.
Si. ............................... .

27 ·08

Calculated
for Si0.Cl2 •
24 ·35

The excess of silicon is due, as before, to a partial volatilization of
oxychlorides with a low percentage of silicon. This residue also
contained a very small amount of aluminum, which was completely
extracted by alcohol, and therefore present as chloride, not as silicate
or oxide. No ethyl ether was formed.
In experiment 3 the residual aluminum was determined in the residue after heating to dull redness in hydrogen. The amount found,
calculated as chloride, was only 3·5 per cent of the total chloride
used. A small amount was to be expected, as it is practically impossible to expel it completely from the solid frothy residue. The conclusion that the chloride remains unchanged at the end of the reaction
may therefore be accepted without hesitation.
Eth;yl d,ichlorsilicate.-This calls for the reaction

SiC12(0R)z+xAlCl3=Si02+2RCl+xAIC13.
Two experiments were made, one with Si: Al=50: 1, the second with
Si: Al =3: 1. In both cases the decomposition was readily brought
about, in the :first almo t as easily as in the second, but only in the
se ond could any aluminum chloride be recovered, and then not the
whole amount used. A small amount of ethyl ether was also formed
in each ase. A there were rea ons for suspecting the sample to contain monochlor ilicate (which would explain the discrepancy) and as
n mor wa available the quantitative data are omitted.
Ethyl tnonochlorsilicate.-Four experiments were made in which the
fi llowing proporti n were ob erved :

i:Al={
r

3:3
3:2
3:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

b Id according as the chlorine
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of the aluminum chloride is completely given off as ethyl chloride, or

as it remains in part as 8>Al01.
(a)

(b)

3Si0l(OR) 3 + 3Al013 =Si3Al2O9 + 9R01 + Al0l3.
3Si0l(OR)3 + 3Al013 =3(SiO3Al0l) + 9RO1.

Taken, 6·21 grams SiCl(ORh and 4·19 grams Al01 3, or equal mol.
wts.
The course of the reaction was essentially the same as with the
trichlorsilicate, except that no solid was deposited. The liquid became
gradually thicker, with evolution of ethyl chloride, and then quite suddenly stiff at about 75°. On heating in a current of hydrogen, a considerable volume of uncondensible ·hydrocarbon gas was given off,
whereby some aluminum chloride was carried into the condenser and
receiver. This was collected and determined. The amount of aluminum :fixed in the residue was also determined. No ether collected, and
none could be found by absorption over sulphuric acid.
Found.
Residue ..............•...•.
.Al in residue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.A.1011 (sublimed)............

Calculated Calculated
for (a).
for (b).

7 ·3
3 ·5

45·9
28·4
5 ·4
8 ·1
13 ·5 ••.....•••.•

~o ........................ · ................................. .

The reaction occurs, therefore, in a form combining (a) and (b), the
residue probably consisting in part of aluminum silicates, in part of
chloraluminum silicates.
For case (2) where Si: Al=3: 2, there are also two ultimate equations
possible:
(a)
3Si0l(OR)a+2Al013=Si3O9.A.12+9R01.
(b)
3SiCl(OR)a+2Al013 =Si3O8.A.12012+7RCl+R2O.
Taken, SiOI(OR)a, 12·93 grams; Al013, 5·80 grams; or exactly 3:2
mol. wts. The reaction was essentially similar to that in the last experiment, and took place qui.te as readily as when more chloride was
used. The same gradual thickening and sudden stiffening of the
liquid were noticed. On :finally heating to dull redness in hydrogen,
gas was evolved, and a somewhat carbonaceous black vitreous residue
was left, but no aluminum chloride sublimed. A small amount of ethyl
ether was formed, which was determined by abs~rption.
Found.
1 - - - - - - - - l - --

Cal cu·
Calcu.
lated for lated for
(a).
(b).
------

Residue....... . . . . . . . • • . . • • .
36 ·O
32 ·7
39 ·1
Al in residue . . . . . • . . . • . . . • .
6 ·1
6 ·2
6 ·2
.A.1013 (sublimed) ......•...•..•...................... ·. · ...
~o.........................
2·5 ••••...••.
s·6
RCl.........................
33 ·5
67 ·3
52 ·3
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Here, too, the reaction is intermediate between (a) and (b), some
R 20 is formed, but all aluminum remains in the residue.
Case (3), where Si: Al=3: 1, also admits of two equations:
(a)
(b)

6SiCl(OR)3+2Al013 =Si6 Al2O15 +12RCl+3R2O,
6Si01(ORh+2AlC13 =SiaA12O14Cl2+10RC1+4R2O,

Taken, SiOl(ORh, 14·72 grams; AlC13, 3·30 grams, or 3: 1 mol. wt.
The same thickening, and sudden stiffening at 75° were observed. The
reaction began at the same low temperature, and was nearly as rapid
as with more chloride. Ethyl ether collected in the tu be G iu abundance, and was identified by its boiling at 30°-35° . The solid residue
was nearly colorless, and only on high heating did discoloration ensue.
No chloride sublimed. The ether was determined by weighing that
collected, and absorbing the small amount found in the distillate as
before.
Found .

Residue . . . . . . . . . .
AIC13 (sublimed). .
R2O -.. -. - -. . . . . . .

Calculated Calculated
for (a).
for (b).

43 ·1

31 ·7

38 ·4

. .......... . .. ......... ...... . .
20 ·0
15 ·2
22 ·0

Although the residue was somewhat too large, the amount of ether
showed that the reaction was mainly in the sense of (b).
Case (4). In this experiment, 1 mol. wt. aluminum chloride was made
to act on 150 mol. wts. monochlorsilicate, or almost a mere trace of the
former (taken, 13·38 grams silicate to 0·06 gram chloride). The facts
noted were the same as in the other experiments, including the sudden
solidifying of the residue. The only difference was that the reaction
took place rather more slowly, owing to the small amount of chloride
present, and that the residue left at red heat was of purplish color,
showing very little carbonization. The ease with which the decomposition took place indicated that a much smaller amount of aluminum
chloride would have been sufficient. The ethyl ether showed the correct boiling-point.
Th equation for a trace of aluminum chloride i8 practically
SiOl(O R)J=SiO 2 +ROl+ R 2O.
Th a tual re ult were:
Ual~~lated

Found.

1- - - - - -- -1 - - -

for i:
.A.1= 150 : 1.

I

--

!~ i-~~~-::::::: ::::: :::::: :~ :~ I :~ ::
:R

un

•• -••• - ••• -•. -••••. - - • .

f ther

8

11 ·2

33 ·O

r e t f th theoretical.
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Tetraethyl silicate.-Four experiments may be mentioned into which
the following prop~rtions entered:
.
S1: Al=

3· 4
3; 1 ·
3: 0·9
{
150: 1

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The hypothetical equations for (1) and (2) are given under the general considerations on the decomposition of the tetraethyl silicate (a, b,
and c).
For experiment (1) were taken 5·95 grams Si(OR) 4, 5·0!) grams .AlC13,
or 3: 4 mol. wts. It was not possible to cause the chloride to dissolve
completely in this amount of ether, and the result was a mixture of
varying composition, from which no definite result should be expected . .
The general course of the reaction was the same as in other cases.
Some ethyl ether was formed, but a little aluminum chloride also sublimed, indicating an excess in one part of the mass and a deficiency in
another.
In experiment (2) with Si:.Al=3: 1 the mixture evolved ether and
ethyl chloride, and finally · became solid, and on further heating gave
off gases, but no aluminum chloride. Only about one-half the theoretical amount of ether was obtained, the remainder appearing as hydrocarbon gas and empyreumatic substances.
In experiment (3) with Si: Al=3: 0·9 it was noticed that some unchanged silicate distilled at the end of the operation. It appears,
therefore, that the least amount of aluminum chloride required to effect
total decomposition is 1 mol. wt. to 3 mol. wts. of the silicate. This
is strikingly seen in the next experiment (4), which at the same time
shows the radical difference in their behavior towards aluminum chloride of the silicates and chlorsilicates.
Taken, 16.37 grams Si(OR) 4, 0·07 .Al013, or 150: 1 mol. wts. Even on
boiling strongly for an hour at about 165° no marked reaction was
noticed. The liquid remained clear and limpid, and not over 0·1 gram
ethyl ether collected. .At the end of an hour the silicic ether was
distilled off unc]ianged, leaving but a trace of solid residue. It was
therefore clear that only a trace had been decomposed, corresponding
to the trace of chloride used.
The decompos~tion of monochlorsilicates by a trace of aluminum
chloride might perhaps be utilized to obtain other ethers than ethyl ether.
It is known that the continuous process for obtaini:ng ethyl ether from
alcohol by means of sulphuric acid does not apply to the alcohols above
?ropyl alcohol. 1 Isobutyl alcohol, for instance, does not give a trace of
1 sobutyl ether. The silicates of the monatomic aliphatic alcohols, as
far as has been investigated, are easily prepared, and of all the chlorsilicates, the monochlorsilicates are the most easily made. By adding
1

Norton and Prescott, Am. Chem, Jour., vol. 6, p. 241.
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to .1 mol. wt. silicon tetrachloride 3 mol. wts. of the alcohol, boiling the
product or heating to 170° under pressure, and :finally distilling with a
trace of aluminum chloride, a product should be obtained, consisting
of a mixture of ether and chloride, which could be easily separated.
From ethyl monochlorsilicate 89 p·e r cent of the theoretical yield of
ethyl ether was thus obtained.
On the isolation of the intermediate products.-Aluminum chloride is
insoluble in carbon bisulphide; if, however, a mixture of about 1 vol.
tetraethyl silicate and 4 vols. carbon bisulphide be boiled with some
aluminum chloride, the latter liquefies and partly dissolves, while there
is an evolution of permanent gas, presumably ethyl chloride. On
decanting the warm liquid a considerable amount of oil separates. This
oil is not volatile, and on heating gives a so1id residue resembling that
obtained by the direct action of the chloride on the silicic ether. The
carbon bisulphide solution, if concentrated out of contact with moisture, deposits on cooling a mass of well-formed rectangular crystals,
or on evaporation in vacuo over paraffin shavings leaves a perfectly
dry crystalline mass. A portion of such a bisulphide solution was
decomposed by ammonia and the ratio of Si: Al: Ul determined. It
was found to be 1: 2·1: 3·9, or very nearly 1: 2: 4, a result which may,
of course, have been accidental. The oil which separates is soluble in
a fresh portion of hot carbon bisulphide, but it appears readily to
change, for a greater amount is required than that from which it separated, and by boiling out with small quantities of bisulphide a residue
is left which is finally almost solid. These facts seem to indicate the
possibility of isolating some of the intermediate produc~s, but this
has not yet been attempted.

ON THE ACTION OF PHOSPHORUS OXYCHLORIDE ON AROMATIC
SILICIC ETHERS.

BY

H. N.

STOKES.

In a paper on the action of phosphorus oxychloride on ethyl silicates
and chlorsilicates 1 (chlorhydrines), I have shown that this reagent

converts ethyl orthosilicate completely into ethyl chloride and silicopyrophosphoryl chloride, SiP 2 0 6 012 , and that the ethyl orthochlorsilicates yield under the same conditions these bodies and silicon tetrachloride, the amount of the latter being proportional to the amount of
chlorine in the silicon compound used, the trichlorsilicate yielding most,
while tetra-ethyl silicate gives none.
4SiCb(OC2H5)+2POC13=3SiC14+SiP206C12+4C2H5Cl.
SiP 2060b + 4C2H5Cl.
Si( 002H5 )4 + 2POC13 =
It was not thought worth while to repeat these experiments with
other silicic ethers of the aliphatic series, as similar results were to be
expected.
In view of the different properties in general of aromatic bodies, the
action of phosphorus oxychloride on silicates of this class could not
be foreseen. I have therefore treated phenyl orthosilicate 2 with phosphorus oxychloride, and have obtained results which show in a striking
manner the difference between aliphatic and aromatic silicates.
The proportion selected was that required by the equationsSi( OC6H5 )4 + 2P0013= SiP201,012 + 4C6H501,
or
Si(OC6H 5 ) 4+2P0Cb=Si014+2PO ~C H ) •
6 52
The mixture, after being heated three to four hours at 170°-lsoo (the
temperature at which the ethyl silicates react with phosphorus oxychloride), was distilled. No indication whateverofareactioncould be discovered, the oxychloride being recovered unchanged, and proved to be absolutely free from silicon compounds. .After being heated sixteen hours at
240°, the liquid was somewhat discolored, but perfectly clear. On fractioning, it was easily separated into silicon tetrachloride (b. p. 59°), ph9sphorus oxychloride (b. p. 109°), and chloride of phenyl-phosphoric acid,
1
2

.A.mer. Chem . .Journal, 13, 244; Ber. d. chem. Ges., 24, 933.
Rertkorn: Ber. d. chem. Ges., 18, 1679.
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POC12(0C 6H 5 ) (b~ p. 240°-243°), with a residue consisting of chloride
of diphenyl.phosphoric acid, POOl(OC 6H 5 )z, and phenyl phosphate.
The fraction of b. p. 59° gave-

Si. ..................... - -·

Calculated
for SiC14•

Found.

16·47

16·24

The amount of tetrachloride w~s approximately equivalent to the
quantity of phenyl silicate used, while the higher.boiling portions and
the residue were found to be practically free from silicon, thus proving
the conversion into tetrachloride to be complete. Not a trace of chlor·
benzene or silico.phosphoryl chloride was formed.
It will be noticed that while the ether is completely converted into
chloride, the reaction does not proceed strictly according to the second
of the above equations, but that a mixture of _phenyl phosphate with
the chlorides of the two phenyl.phosphoric acids results, some of the
oxychloride remaining unchanged.
By means of this reaction and that described previously/ it is easy
to convert aromatic or aliphatic orthosilicates into silicon tetrachloride.
The aromatic ethers, heated with phosphorus oxychloride, give the tet.
rachloride directly; the aliphatic ethers yield silico·pyrophosphoryl
chloride, which is readily converted into silicon tetrachloride by heat·
ing with phosphorus pentachloride 2 at 1000. Phosphorus pentachlor.
ide, used directly, effects the transformation only with great difficulty.
Friedel and Crafts 3 have shown that the pentachloride readily con·
verts ethyl orthosilicate into ethyl monochlorsilicate, Si0l(OC2H5)J. I
have found that this reaction can not readily be pushed farther than
the trichlorsilicate, Si013 (0C 2H 5 ). This body holds the ethoxyl very
firmly, antl even after heating many hours at 1400 with pentachloride
but little silicon tetrachloride is formed. If heated much higher, the
pentachloride liberates chlorine, causing total destruction of the ether.
.Acetyl and benzoyl chlorides effect complete conversions into tetra·
·hloride, but only when used in large excess and on heating at over
.;JO O for a very long time.
I am tudying the a tion of various metallic haloid salts, especially
tho e of aluminum, on ·ilicic ethers, and have observed a similar diff, rence; aluminum chloride, for example, readily converting the aromatic eth r into ilicon tetrachloride, while its action on aliphatic
ther i ntir ly diff r nt and much more complex, the products den h n atur f th ether taken and the proportional amount
f luminum hl ri l u d. Th re ult will be described in a sepa·

rat pa e .
1

.Amer. 'h m. Journal, 13, 248.
Ibid., 13, 247.
1 Ann. Chim. phys. [4) , 9, 14.
2

NOTE ON BENZYL SILICATE.

BY H. N. STOKES.

As is known, both ethyl alcohol and phenol, if perfectly anhydrous,
produce with silicon tetrachloride the corresponding ortho-silicates in
nearly theoretical amount, the chief difference being that while ethyl
alcohol acts violently, with reduction of temperature,1 phenol requires
prolonged boiling for complete conversion into the ether, the evolution
-of hydrochloric acid being scarcely noticeable at ordinary temperature. 2
Anhydrous benzyl alcohol, as was to be presumed, behaves towards
silicon tetrachloride as an aliphatic alcohol, not as a phenol, violent
action with fall of temperature occurring. The reaction is not smooth,
however, as in the case of ethyl alcohol. .A large amount, perhaps
one-fourth, is converted into benzyl chloride, either by direct action of
the hydrochloric acid evolved, or indirectly by action of the latter on
the benzyl silicate. .A.s a result, if the calculated amount of alcohol
be taken, much remains unchanged, and the tetrachloride is largely
converted into polysilicates. On distilling the mixture under atmospheric pressure, some beuzyl silicate passes over, but this is completely
broken up by one or two redistillations. The products of decomposition consist of water, toluene, stilbene, anthracene, and high-boiling
products of undetermined nature. .As no particular interest attaches
to benzyl silicate, no further attempt was made to isolate it.
This formation of benzyl chloride recalls the action of benzyl alcohol on boron trichloride, 3 when the chief product is benzyl chloride.
1 Ebelmen:
2

3

.A.nn. Chem. (Liebig), 57,334.
Hertkorn: Ber. d. chem. Ges. 18, 1679.
Councler: J" our. prakt. Chem. [2] 18, 396.
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By replaci-ng the hydroxyls of orthophosphoric acid successively by
amido groups, three amides may be derived, namely, amidophosphoric
acid, PO.NH2 (0li}z, diamidophosphoric acid, PO.(NHz)z.OH, and phosphoryl triamide, ~~(l.NH2 ) 3 , and from these, by abstraction of water or
ammonia, an imlflo acid, PO.NH.OH, an imido amide, PO.NH.NH2,
and a nitrile, PO.N. Of these, amido and diamido phosphoric acids
have not yet been described. In the dictionaries of Fehling 1 and of
Ladenburg 2 the formula PO.NH2.(0H)z is given to a body described
by Schiff 3 and called by him phosphaminsaeure. This rests on an error
of the compilers, as Schiff gives to his acid the formula PO.NH.OH, with
which his analyses agree, while they differ widely from that of amidophosphoric acid. Moreover, as will be shown, amidophosphoric acid is
a body of entirely different properties.
Schiff 4 also describes the triamide, PO(NH2 ) 3• Although his analyses agree quite well with this formula, the existence of the body is
called in question by Gladstone, 5 who, in repeating Schiff's method
of preparation, treating phosphorus oxychloride with dry ammonia, was
unable to replace the third chlorine atom at any temperature below
that at which further decomposition occurs (above 300°). The correctness of the formula PO.NH.OH assigned by Schiff to his phosphamic
acid is also questioned by Gladstone and Holmes, 6 who point out the
general resemblance of its properties, as described, to those of pyropho phodiamic acid, obtained by them. They regard it as a mixture
of the latter with metaphosphoric acid. The identity of Schiff's acid
with pyropho phodiamic acid (diamidopyrophosphoric acid) has also
found acceptance in some handbooks. 7
The imido amide, PO.(NH).NH2 , was described by Gerhardt 8 under
the n me pho phamide, and was obtained by treating phosphorus
t hl rid with dry ammonia and then with water. Its nature has
4

Ann. Ch m. (Liebig), 101, 300.
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The body PO.N, described by Gerhardt 1 as biphosphamide, by
Schiff:' 2 as monophosphamide, and by Gladstone 3 as phosphonitryle, is.
the final product of heating the triamide, the imidoamide, or the amido
chlorides. Its constitution is not known, but is probably much more
complex than is represented by the formula given.
In addition to the above, Gladstone and Holmes 4 have obtained a
series of complex amides, derivable from pyro and tetra phosphoric
a~ids.
The difficulty in preparing amido orthophosphoric acids lies in part
in the impossibility of regulating the decomposition by water or acids
of the products of the action of ammonia on phosphorus pentachloride
and oxychloride. Gerhardt's imidoamide and Schi:ff's triamide seem to
be capable of giving ammonia and phosphoric acid only; at least no
mention is made of intermediate products. The bodies derived from
phosphorus oxychloride by partial replacement of chlorine by amido
groups are so decomposed by water as to give the amidopyrophosphoric
acids of Gladstone, and further action results in the separation of
ammonia before the pyrophosphoryl group is broken up. The reason
for this, as will be seen below, lies in the great ease with which amidophosphoric acid passes over into ammonium phosphate. As phosphorus
pentoxide is a derivative of pyrophosphodc acid, it is not to be expected
that it would give orthophosphoric amides with ammonia.
I have overcome t)lese difficulties in part by acting with ammonia on
phosphoric ethers, and in this way have obtained the primary amide,
PO.NH2 .(0H) 2. Attempts to obtain other amides by the same method
are in progress.
By dissolving the chloride of diphenylphosphoric acid, PO.Cl.
(00 6H 5)2, in alcohol and adding alcoholic ammonia, diphenylamidophosphate, PO.NH2,(0C 6H5)2, a beautifully crystalline substance, is at
once formed. This, on saponifying with ammonia or baryta, gives
phenylamidophosphoric acid, PO.NH2,(006H5).(0H), and with caustic
potash or soda, amidophosphoric acid. The free acid, obtained by
decomposing the lead salt by sulphuretted hydrogen and precipitating
with alcohol, is a well characterized body, forming fine microscopic
crystals. It forms two series of salts, acid and neutral, of which the
acid salts are invariably, the neutral often, crystalline, and in many
cases the forms are characteristic. Boiled in aqueous solution, either
alone or with an acid, it decomposes almost instantly into ammonia and
or-thophosphoric acid. Its cold aqueous solution may be kept a short
time without much decomposition, but quickly passes into primary
ammonium orthophosphate. Dilute mineral acids in the cold effect the
change much more rapidly, but in either case the first product is not
orthophosphoric acid, but an acid or mixture of acids giving white
1
2

3
4

Ann. chim . phys., [3] 18, 188.
Ann. Chem. (Liebig), 101, 304.
Jour. Cbem. Soc., [217, 18.
Quar. Journ. Chem. Soc., 3,353; J ·ourn . Chem. Soc., [2] 2,225; [2] 4, 1,290; [2] 6, 64,261; [2] 7, 15.
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amorphous precipitates with silver nitrate. At 100° the dry acid
passes without loss of weight into an ammonium salt, giving a white
silver salt. This is possibly metaphosphate, or a mixture of the different metaphosphates,
NH2
PO 0H=P03(NH4),
OH

but the nature of the product has not yet been established. The acid
salts on heating give off ammonia and leave meta.phosphates. Such of
the neutral salts as contain crystal water pass :first into ammonium
salts, and on further heating into pyrophosphates. The neutral silver
salt, which is anhydrous, is an exception. A.t 180° it gives off one-half
its nitrogen as ammonia, apparently forming a very stable pyrimidophosphate,
NH/P0(0Ag) 2

"'PO(OAg)2'

which stands a red heat wlthout further change, or at least without
loss of weight. Other salts which are especially characteristic are the
acid sodium salt, almost insoluble in water, and the neutral magnesium
salt, isomeric with crystallized ammonium magnesium phosphate, In
the absence of any experimental evidence to the contrary, the constitution of the acid is regarded as PO~)z, in accordance with the usually
assumed structure of acid amides, rather than as P(NH)(OH)3, in harmony with the most recent views on the nature of organic amides.
DESCRIPTIVE PART.

Diphenylamidophosphate, PO (~~:H )z.-1 mol. wt. phosphorus oxy5
cbloride and 2 mol. wts. phenol are boiled in a flask :fitted with
return condenser until no further evolution of hydrochloric acid occurs.
TheproductisamixtureofPO(OC6H 5)3,PO.Cl.(OO 6H 5)z,PO.012,(OC6H5)
and unchanged oxychloride. It is not necessary to isolate the diphenylpho phoric chloride. The liquid is diluted with absolute alcohol, and
alcoholic ammonia is added slowly, with cooling, to alkaline reaction.
The product is mixed with several volumes of water, whereby ammonium chlori e dissolves and crystalline amidophosphate separates,
mi d with oily pheny1pho pbates. This is sucked out in a funnel as
far a po ible, w hed with water, dried on porous plates to remove
h il, a in washed, dried and recry tallized two or three times from
1 b 1 r better, chloroform. The yield is about 35 per cent of the
th
tical.
Found.

12·371······
....
·a,
5

5 ·67
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Phosphorus was determined as magnesium pyrophosphate after
evaporating first with alkali, then with acid; nitrogen as ammonia
a fter evaporating with hydrochloric acid; both as ammonium chloroplatinate and by titration, after distilling.
The ether fuses at 148°, and on cooling solidifies to a crystalline
mass with a su_rface of brilliant facets. At 180° there is a very slow
evolution of ammonia and phenol, which becomes quite rapid at 230°,
when it is accompanied by sublimation of unchanged substance. The
non-volatile product of decomposition is first an oil, later a solid substance containing phosphorus.
NH2
Phenylamidophosphoric acid, PO OC 6H5.-The free acid could not be
OH
obtained in the solid state. On decomposing the lead salt in ~he cold
with sulphureted hydrogen a solution is obtained which is not precipita ted by alcohol. On evaporating in vacuo over sulphuric acid, the
acid takes up water and is converted into the acid ammonium salt of
phenylphosphoric acid, which contains only traces of amido acid, which
were isolated as the silver salt described below.
Acid arnmoni um phenylphosphate is easily soluble in water, and cryst a llizes in long prisms. It also crystallfzes from alcohol, in which it is
difficultly soluble, as pearly rhombic plates or fiat needles, fusing at
140°-145° with decomposition. Silver nitrate gives a precipitate of
r adiating fiat prisms, consisting of the neutral silver salt, (a) which is
a nhydrous. By neutralizing t.he filtrate with ammonia a further precipitate of the same salt (b) is obtained.
1

Calculai.ed
for PO(O.Agb
OCsHs
Ag .....•.........

55 ·64

Found.

I

··13

54 ·88

55 ·44

Phenylphosphoric acid therefore resembles phosphoric acid in that
it s acid salts give directly the neutral silver salt, and differs from
a midophosphoric acid, which gives either acid or neutral silver salt
according as acid or neutral salt be used as precipitant.
NH2
Ammonium phenylamidophosphate, PO OO 6H 5, obtained by saponifyONH4
ing the diphenyl ether wi.t h aqueous ammonia, is easily soluble in water,
and the solution may be evaporated without decomposition.
NH2
Silver phenylamidophosphate, PO OO 6H 5, from the ammonium salt,
OAg
.
after recrystallizing from water, forms scales or long, narrow, pointed
p l ates of pearly luster. It is difficultly soluble in cold, moderately in
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boiling water, and has a strong tendency to separate as a crystalline
scum on the surface. It is unaffected by ligh:t.
Found.
P ......... . ...... .

11 ·09

N ................ .

5·02
38 ·53

.A.g .•••••••••••••

11·11
5·08
38 ·31 . • • . • • • . • •

38 ·19

Barium phenylamidophosphate is formed by boiling the ether with
baryta water until nothing crystallizes out on cooling, and removing
the excess of baryta, by carbon dioxide. It forms scales, is quite soluble
in water, and resembles the silver salt in forming a crystalline scum o~
the surface.
Lead phenylamidophosphate, from the barium salt by lead acetate,
forms brilliant scales, nearly insoluble in water.
Amidophosphoric acid, Pofot)z.-The alkali salts of this acid are

readily obtained by saponifying the ether with a strong solution of
caustic potash or soda. The chief difficulty in obtaining them pure is
in separating them from the small quantity of phosphate formed at the
same time. In the case of some of the salts this may be effected by
methods mentioned below. The conversion into phosphate by boiling alkali is very slow. A weighed amount of ether was boiled with
concentrated caustic potash, and the ammonia. determined in the distil·
late by titration. An hour's boiling showed a decomposition of only
3 per cent.
NH2
Acid potassium amidophosphate, POOK.-If a lump of caustic potash be
OH
placed on some of the diphenyl ether and a few drops of water be added,
a omewhat violent reaction occurs. On boiling with an excess of concentrated caustic potash the saponifi.cation is complete in ten minutes.
The oily solution is acidified with strong acetic acid, care being taken
to keep it cool with ice water. On adding several volumes of alcohol
the acid salt is at once precipitated. It is purified by washing with
alcohol, dissolving in a little water and reprecipitating by alcohol. It
can not be re rystallized from hot water, as its solution is rapidly converted by he ting into acid pota ium ammonium phosphate. A weighed
amount of acid pota ium alt was dissolved in water and boiled ten
11dnut ; -1 o n. cau tic oda was added in excess, and the solution again
b il l to r
v
monia. The lo . of alkalinity due to the escape of
ni in<li at d th t by ten inut.e ·' boiling, 98 per cent of the amide
c vert int ammonium alt. The . ame change occurs in a few
- in th c l
1
u
lution. The . alt forms six.pointed tars,
rh mb hedra, readily luble in cold water, insoluble in
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alcohol. Us solution is neutral towards litmus, methyl orange, and
pbenolphthale'in. On ignition it gives off ammonia and leaves potassium metaphosphate.
The analysis of two air-dried preparations (a and b) gaveCalculated for·· ,_-_· _
·- _·_F_ou_n~d·_ _ _ ,
PO.NH2 .OK.OHa. ·P ................ .

N ................ .

22 ·96
10 ·39

22·76
10 ·26 10 ·20

10·35

The loss on ignition gaveCalculated for
PO.NH 2 .OK.OH. Found.
NH3 . . . . . . . . . . . .

12 ·61

13 ·83

The excess found is due in part to a small amount of water which the
salt retains, in part to a little acid potassium ammonium phosphate
which can not be removed by precipitating with alcohol. The amount
of ammonium salt may be determined by distilling off the ammonia with
alkali solution, and determining it in the distillate, making a slight
correction for the decomposition of the amide itself as above determined
(3 per cent per hour). In this way the amount of ammonium salt in
preparation (a) was found to be 4·75 and 5·10 per cent, in (b) 4·15 per
cent. As the acid potassinm salt is used for preparing other salts, this
small amount of phosphate must be taken into consideration, as the
latter would otherwise be contaminated with phosphate. Its presence
may be obviated by methods below mentioned.
Neutral potassium amidophosphate is extremely soluble in water, and
not appreciably decomposed by boiling.
.
NH2
Acid sodium amidophosphate, PO ON a+xH2O( 1).-'rhis is prepared
OH
by boiling the ether ten minutes with strong caustic soda, cooling and
acidifying with acetic acid. It separates at once without adding alcohol, as a crystalline powder, which is washed with dilute alcohol, dissolved in ammonia, and reprecipitated by acetic acid or carbon dioxide.
It forms a heavy sandy powder consisting of well-defined crystals
b elonging to the hexagonal system, occurring sometimes as hexagonal
plates or prisms without pyramids, occasionally as very symmetrical
double pyramids without prism surfaces. It is scarcely soluble in cold
water, insoluble in alcohol. If boiled with water it dissolves and is at
once converted into acid sodium ammonium phosphate. The same
change occurs slowly at ordinary temperature under water. Like all
other amidophosphates, it is instantly converted into phosphoric acid
by warm dilute aci<ls. On ignition it loses ammonia, and leaves a
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vitreous residue of sodium hexametaphosphate. It contains small but
varying amounts of water. The analysis of one preparation gaveCalculated for
PO.NH.ONa.OH

+¼H2 0.

P .......................... .
N ......................... .
Residue (NaPO 3) • • •••••••••

25·11
11 ·36
82 ·54

Found.

25 ·08
11 ·49

11 ·34
82 ·43

Other samples contained less water. This water is accounted for in
part by the presence of a small amount of acid sodium ammonium
phosphate, but the latter, when determined as in the acid potassium
salt, was found to be only 2 to 2·5 per cent, while the whole amount of
water present, if assumed to be in the form of ammonium salt, would
make the amount 16·8 per cent. The water is therefore present mainly
as such. It does not act on the amido group at 100°, as the quantity
o:( ammonia expelled by alkali after heating at this temperature is not
increased, and there is no loss of weight. At 150° it reacts, converting a portion of amide into ammonium salt, which at the same time
loses ammonia, the residue being found to contain less nitrogen. The
acid sodium salt dissolves rather difficultly in excess of ammonia,
probably forming the sodium ammonium salt; from this solution it is
reprecipitated by carbon dioxide, or even by expelling the ammonia
by an air current or spontaneous evaporation. In this respect it resembles the neutral phosphates containing ammonia.
Neutral sodium amidophosphate, PO~~a)z' is readily made by treat-

ing caustic soda solution with excess of acid salt, the excess remaining undissolved. It forms bunches of needles or prisms, extreme1y
soluble in water, but not deliquescent. By the action of carbon dioxide, even that in the air, it is decomposed into acid salt and sodium
carbonate. Alcohol precipitates it as a sirup from aqueous solution:
Acid lithium amidophosphate is precipitated by lithium chloride from
a trong solution of the acid potassium salt, in the form of difficultly
soluble crystalline granules. Ou boiling it is converted into phosphates of lithium.
Acid ammonium amidophosphate is formed by decomposing either the
acid or neutral silver alt with ammonium sulphide and precipitating
by alcohol. It form a beautiful network of needles, crossing at angles
?f 6 °, nd i very soluble in water, and permanent in the air. As it
1
:£ rm d
Y precipitating an ammoniacal solution by alcohol, it
app r ~hat th neutral alt j very unstable, if capable of existence.
ota · nu!i cimmonium a1nidophosphate i precipitated by alcohol from
n mm m al lu ion f h a id pota ium salt as a sirup, which
m ·
Y wa hing wi h 1 hol into acid potassium salt and
ylcunin

ami opho rphate, obtained by precipitating a
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moderately strong solution of the acid potassium salt with hydroxy lamine hydrochlorate, is difficultly soluble in water, and forms brilliant
rhombic plates and prisms. Its crystallizing power is greater than that
of any other salt obtained. .A neutral salt could not be prepared.
The preparation of salts of the eartb.s and heavy metals from the acid
potassium salt is interfered with by the contamination of the latter with
a small amount of phosphate. The contamination of the precipitate in
the case of the salts is best avoided by adding to the ice-cold solution
of the acid potassium salt, before precipitation, a very little dilute
nitric acid, which effectively holds all phosphate in solution. In making neutral salts, it is not so easy to get rid of the phosphate; the ways
in which this was accomplished are given in special cases below.
1

NH2)
Acid barium amidophosphate, ( PO OH Ba+2¼ H20, is obtained by
0- 2
adding to an ice-cold solution of acid potassium salt, faintly acidified
with nitric acid, barium chloride in excess. It thus forms a supersaturated solution, which crystallizes only on rubbin_g with a glass rod.
The precipitate is washed with a little water and alcohol. It forms
groups of radiating microscopic plates, and once formed is quite difficultly soluble in water. On boiling its solution a scaly crystalline
precipitate of acid barium phosphate, BaHP04, at once forms. It contains a.bout 2¼ mols. crystal water, the greater part of which is lost at
100°, but this can not be directly determined, owing to its tendency to
pass into ammonium salt with loss of ammonia. On ignition it fuses
to a glass of barium hexametaphosphate.
Calculated for
Ba(P03NH 3 ) 2
+2¼H20.
Loss (2NH3 +2¼H2 0) .......... '. ....•..

Found.

20 ·17

19·82

The residue gaveFound.

I!~:::::::::: ::: ::: :::::::: :::::::::::: CalB°.:'/~~~:;,

47·12
21 ·38

NH2

Neutral barium amidophosphate,

Pog> Ba+ H 0.-By.
2

mixing a

dilute solution of acid potassium salt with ammoniacal barium chloride
solution, and filtering quickly from the small amorphous precipitate of
barium phosphate, the salt soon crystallizes. It forms very characteristic hard and brittle rhombic plates, often with truncated angles often
superposed in coincident or partly turned position, sometimes ~lso as
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:fine prisms with many sharply defined faces. It is unchanged at 100°,
·b ut at 150° the crystal water is taken up' to form ammonium salt,
which at once loses ammonia, forming acid barium phosphate, which
on ignitio:1 leaves a residue of pyrophosphate, giving off but little
ammonia.

I

Calculated for
NH2
F
d
~00
oun ·
o>Ba +HO
2 .
Loss of 1 mol. NH 3 at 150° ..••....•....•..•••..
Total loss on ignition, NH3 +½H 20 ............. .

6 ·80
10·40

6 ·84
10·70

The residue gave-

I

Calculated for
B~P201,

Found.

61·17

61 ·80
14·44

l-!~-::::-::::-:::::-::::-::::-::::-::::-::::-:::::-::::-::::1

13 ·84

The salt is very difficultly soluble in water. Its solution, or the
liquid from which it has not yet crystallized, gives on boiling, even in
the presence of an excess of ammoniaca,l barium chloride, a scaly precipitate of acid barium phosphate.

Loss on ignition ½H20 ......

Calculated for
BaHP04 •

Found.

3 ·86

4·65

Calculatecl for
Ba2P201.

Found.

61 ·16

61 ·76

The residue gave-

I

B• ........................
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salt, but is much less soluble. Its crystallizing power is also much
less. From very dilute solutions it separates gradually in the form of
microscopic groups of fiat-pointed prisms; from concentrated solutions
as an amorphous precipitate which does not become crystalline, while
from solutions of intermediate strength it is at first amorphorrs but
gradually becomes crystalline.
NH2 )
Acid magnesium amidophosphate, ( POOH Mg+3¼H20,-0n mix02
ing an ice-cold strong solution of acid potassium salt, acidified slightly
with nitric acid, with magnesium chloride, nothing separates, even after
many hours. On· rubbing with a glass rod crystallization starts at
once. Once separated it is almost insoluble in water, and forms microscopic granules consisting of radiating needles or prisms. It is insoluble in ammonium chloride. At 100° it retains 2 mols. water; on ignition it gives off ammonia and wate!, and !~~ves_magne~i_l:l_m metaphosphate.
Calculated for
:Mg(PO3NHa)2
+3¼H20,

Found.

33·71

33 ·86

Loss (2NH 3 +3¼H2 0) .....••••••.•.•••.

The residue gaveCalculated for
Mg(POah·

:~- ~ ~ :::::::::::::::::I

13·18
34 ·10

Found.
12.85
33 ·88

NH2
Neutral magnesium amidophosphate, POO>M + 7 H 20.-This salt
0
g
has the same empirical composition as crystallized ammonium magnesium phosphate, MgNH 4P04 +6H20, but differs entirely in its properties. It forms at once on adding magnesia mixture to a solution of
acid potassium salt, or better, by precipitating neutral sodium salt
with a magnesium salt. Any phosphoric acid present is first thrown
down by a little of the precipitant, either as magnesium or magnesium
ammonium phosphate; even when phosphoric acid is in excess it is
completely thrown down by magnesia mixture before any amidophosphate forms, and the change can easily be followed by observing the
crystals under the microscope. From solutions containing ammonium
chloride (as when magnesia mixture is used) it crystallizes in very
characteristic plates, often nearly rectangular, but more frequently
with truncated angles, forming oblong octagonal plates. In the absence of ammonium salts it forms thick prisms, in either case easily
distinguishable from ammonium magnesium phosphate. It is difficultly
but perceptibly soluble in water, and quite readily in dilute ammonium
chloride solution, and may be separated from any accompanying am-
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momurn m(l)gnesium phosphate in this way. From its aqueous solution
ammonia precipitates magnesium hydroxide. On boiling its aqueous
solution, ammonium magnesium phosphate is at once formed. It dissolves in acetic acid; from its solution in nitric acid, alcohol precipitates
acid salt. Even when free from ammonium salt, caustic potash causes
more or less evolution of ammonia in the cold. Over sulphuric acid it
quickly loses most of its crystal water, but the last two or three molecules are given off very slowly, and constant weight could not be obtained. At 100° it loses somewhat more than 5 mols., but this can not
be accurately determined, as at this temperature partial decomposition
of the amide with ioss of ammonia occurs, as shown.by analysis of the
residue. On ignition it leaves magnesium pyrophosphate.
Found.

P----·································
N .......•.... . ...............•• .• •....
Mg .................................. .

Loss on ignition ..................... .

12 ·67
5 ·73
9·79
54·70

6 ·53

12·59
6 ·27
9 ·77
54 ·79

Acid manganese cimidophosphate, prepared like the acid magnesium
salt, forms faintly pinkish microscop.ic crystals or granular and lenticular forms. It contains crystal water, is difficultly soluble, and shows
no tendency to form supersaturated solutions.
Neutral manganese amidophosphate, from the neutral sodium salt, is
an amorphous white precipitate.
Acid zinc amidophosphate is difficultly soluble in water; soluble in
acetic acid and in ammonia. It crystallizes readily in small but finelyformed rhombic prisms with pyramids, or in hexagonal plates.
Neutral zinc amidophosphate is an amorphous white precipitate perceptibly soluble in water. Both salts are converted into phosphate by
boiling.
Cobalt amidophosphate.<;.-The acid salt forms readily from the acid
potassium salt with a cobalt salt after adding a drop of nitric acid.
It is difficultly soluble in water; soluble in ammonia, and forms pink
granule . The neutral salt is an amorphous pink precipitate.
Nickel amidophosphates.-The acid salt has a great tendency to super aturation, and can only with great difficulty be made to crystallize.
nee formed it on ists of minute cry talline granules, difficultly solu 1 . in water. Th neutral salt is an amorphous, nearly colorless prelubl i a etic acid and in ammonia.
ci i at
rro-u mnidophosphates.-The acid alt, formed as above crystalliz
ry r a ily in nearly olorle mi ro copic crystals, app~rently of
on i ting f the dodekahedron or combinah r
1 r Y tern an
'
ti. n. f u
d tah dr n. t i n arly in oluble in water
or ambl i
lu
mmonia. The neutral salt js a dirty
lu 1 in much water, in acetic acid,
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Ferric amidophosphates.-Both acid and neutral alkali salts give, with
a neutral solution of ferric chloride, white, amorphous precipitates,
soluble in excess of amidophosphate and in ammonia; ·insoluble in
acetic acid.
Alumim.1/m, a1nidophosphate.-Neutral sodium salt gives, with alum, a
white, amorphous precipitate, completely soluble in ammonia.
Chromic amidophosphcite, from neutral sodium salt, is a very nearly
colorless amorphous precipitate, soluble in ammonia on warming.
Cupric amidophosphates.-The acid salt crystallizes in rosettes and
dumb-bell-like forms, nearly insoluble in water. The neutral salt is an
amorphous precipitate, slightly soluble in water, and converted into
phosphate by boiling.
Mercuric amidophosphates.-N either acid nor neutral salts are precipitated by mercuric chloride. On boiling, mercuric phosphate is formed.
Cadmium am,i dophosphates.-By mixing solutions of acid potassium
amidophosphate and cadmium chloride, crystalline precipitates somewhat soluble in water are obtained. These differ in form according as
one or the other reagent is in excess; with excess of cadmium chloride
a double salt is formed which gives off ammonium chloride on heating.
Lead amidophosphate.-Acid potassium salt and lead acetate give a
precipitate consisting of groups of radiating plates, slightly soluble in
water, -presumably acid salt.
NH2

Acid silver amidophosphate, PO OAg.-This may be obtained by preOH
cipitating the acid potassium salt with silver nitrate, but, thus obtained,
it contains too much silver (about 2 per cent), due perhaps to a small
amount of neutral salt or to a trace of phosphate. By previously adding a very little nitric acid to the cold· solution it is obtained pure. As
it is somewhat soluble in water, the theoretical yield can not be obtained. It is also formed by dissolving the neutral salt in cold dilute
nitric acid and precipitating by alcohol or by adding alcohol to a solution of the free acid and silver nitrate. It forms a heavy crystalline
powder, consisting of short needles, or, oftener, of very thick, short,
hexagonal prisms with pyramidal ends, united into groups or twins;
also, by precipitating with alcohol, as hexagonal stars. The forms are
very characteristic. It is difficultly but appreciably soluble in water
easily in dilute nitric or acetic acid, and in ammonia; from the latte;
solution it crystallizes on evaporation. The aqueous solution is at once
converted into phosphate by boiling. Light does not discolor it. The
air-dried salt is anhydrous. Anaiysis gave:
Calculated for PO

NH2
gig.

Found.

P ......•.•........ I

15 ·22

15·23

.A.g ·••••••••••••••

52 ·90

53 ·35

I

I
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On ignition it loses ammonia and leaves an easily fusible glass of silver
hexametaphosphate.

Loss (NHa) ....•..

NH 2
Calculated for PO O.Ag.
OH

Found.

8 ·36

8 ·17

Neutral silver amidophosphate, PO;~g)z.-This is obtained either
by adding silver nitrate and then ammonia to the :filtrate from the acid
salt, or (with much loss) by dissolving the acid salt in very dilute nitric
acid and adding silver nitrate and ammonia. It forms at first a turbidity, which in a few moments turns to a quickly subsiding crystalline
precipitate. The ammonia must be added cautiously and stopped as
soon as the salt ceases to subside quickly. At this point a nearly white
amorphous substance of unknown composition is formed, which remains
in suspension and may be redissolved by a drop of nitric acid. Further
addition of ammonia to the filtrate gives the same amorphous salt,
which is faintly yellow and rapidly blackens in the light. It may also
be obtained from the neutral sodium salt, but this method is not to be
recommended, as the product is slightly yellow. The best method is
the first mentioned, and if very dilute solutions of acid potassium salt
have been used nearly all the acid silver saU remains in solution and
can be converted into neutral salt as described. The neutral salt forms
characteristic microscopic rhombic plates, with angles of nearly 60°,
often united to bunches. It is colorless and unaffected by light. The
crystalline powder is soft, and can thus be distinguished from the acid
·s alt, which is gritty. It is almost insoluble in water; soluble in nitric
acid, from which solution alcohol precipitates acid salt; soluble in ammonia, and deposited unchanged on spontaneous evaporation. The airdried salt is anhydrous.
Calculated for PO.NH2 (O.Agh,
P ....... .. ....... .

N ................ .
Ag .............. .

9·98
4·52
69·40

Found.
10 ·03

9 ·87

4 ·51
69 ·18

69 ·15

It remain unchanged at 150°; at 180° it loses weight, the loss corre·
s onding t on -half the total nitrogen calculated as allllllonia. On
heating to con tan weight at 1 oo_

may b fu ed over the bla t with but
xyge
cape , and a small amount of
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metallic silver is formed. In the above case this was weighed and
found to be only 5·61 per cent out of a total of 69·40 per cent. The
loss between 180° and red heat was 0·34 per cent, and this is exactly
the amount of oxygen which would be given off by the silver oxide
corresponding to 5·61 per cent silver. The residue on ignition consists, besides metallic silver, of a yellow glass, soluble in ammonia.
Probably there is formed at 180° the silver salt of pyrim,idophosphoric

acid,
NH<PO(OH)2
PO(OH)2'

which is not decomposed by fusion. Attempt will be made to isolate
the free acid.
If the salt be heated at once over the blast, without previous heating
at 180°, the decomposition is markedly different, much more metallic
silver being formed.
Calculated for
½N as ~H3 •
Loss ....................... .
Free silver ...........-. . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . .

Found.
4 ·63

25 ·75

This amount of silver corresponds to 1·91 per cent oxygen, which,
with 2·74 per cent ammonia, ma,k es 4·65 per cent loss, tbe amount actually found. - The formation of silver oxide is due to the liberated ammonia, which splits off silver oxide and water, forming a higher amide.
The action of dry ammonia gas on the salt is scarcely appreciable at
180°, as was found by experiment, hence the salt may be heated at this
temperature without the ammonia which is given off liberating any considerable amount of silver oxide, as in the first case. At 2000 and
higher, dry ammonia forms large amounts of silver oxide and water,
and therefore on heating rapidly, as in the second case, the liberated
ammonia is able to act, and the large amount of silver formed is
accounted for. The products of the action of dry ammonia on this salt
will be described in a future article, when it will also be shown that
amidophosphates may be made from neutral silver phosphate in this
way. Experiments towards forming other inorganic amides by this
method are also in progress.
Free amidophosphoric acid.-The isolation of the free acid is attended
with difficulties, owing to its unstable nature. It has not yet been
obtained perfectly pure, and the yield is always far below the theoretical. The silver salts may be decomposed by hydrochloric acid in the
cold, and the solution precipitated by alcohol, but a deficiency of acid
causes the solution to be contaminated with acid salt, and an excess
destroys the ainido acid completely, or at least prevents its precipitation. The decomposition of the silver salts by sulphureted hydrogen
gives better, but unsatisfactory results. The best results are obtained
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by suspending the lead salt in a little ice water, and decomposing by
sulphureted hydrogen. It is essential to have the latter in excess, as
·otherwise the solution contains some lead salt. The :filtrate is run into
four or five volumes of alcohol, whereby the acid is at once precipitated
in the form of microscopic crystals. These consist sometimes of thick
plates, sometimes of forms which appear to be cubes, but which are
anisotropic. It is insoluble in alcohol, easily soluble in water, the solution having a sweetish taste. It gives no precipitate with silver nitrate,
unless on addition of ammonia or alcohol. It evolves no ammonia with
caustic alkalies, and is easily converted into the characteristic sodium,
magnesium, barium, and si,ver salts, hence there can be no question as
to its nature. It may be exposed to the air for a long time without
change, but gradually alters, becoming pasty, in which condition it precipitates silver nitrate directly, and hence has become converted into
an ammonium salt. The precipitate is white and amorphous, hence not
phosphate. Its solution, if boiled but a moment, also gives a white
silver precipitate, but, on boiling several minutes, it is completely converted into phosphate. It does not lose weight at 100°, but is slowly
converted into ammonium salt, giving a white silver precipitate direct.
Whether the product is one of the isomeric ammonium metaphosphates
has not yet been determined. .At 150° it also loses nothing, but fuses
partially, and on higher heating it gives off ammonia. The silver salt
from the acid which has been heated just to fusion becomes pasty under
boiling water, like silver hexametaphosphate. The free acid obtained
as above did not give satisfactory results on analysis, and such data
are therefore postponed.
The alcoholic :filtrate from the free acid contains an abundance of
ammonium salts, giving amorphous, white, silver precipitates.
The action of amidophosphoric acid towards indicators is not sharp.
The free acid gives acid reaction, the acid alkali salts have neutral
reaction, but no sharp transitions can be obtained either with litmus~
methyl orange, or pbenolphthale'in. It also differs from phosphoric acid
in the uniformity with which its acid alkali salts precipitate acid salts
and it n utral alkali salts give neutral salts. No exception to this
was observed. Soluble acid phosphates, as is well known, give, with
ilver and many other metals, precipitates of neutral salt.
The inve tigation will be continued in the directions indicated.

ON SOME ORGANOSOLS.

BY E . .A.. SCHNEIDER.

It is well known that Graham succeeded in the course of his work
on diffusion in substituting organic liquids for the water in colloidal
solutions. I mention here only that he prepared colloidal solutions of
silicic acid in alcohol, ether, and even in carbon bisulphide. 1 Similarly to his nomenclature for water soluble colloids-hydrosol for the
water-soluble colloid, hydrogel for the coagulated colloid-he formed
names iike alkosol and alkogel, glycerosol and glycerogel, etc.
After having investigated somewhat this :field, it appears to me very
probable that the water in colloidal solutions may be replaced by many
organic liquids. Should we accept without reserve Graham's nomenclature we would :find it difficult to form in all cases clear and euphonious names. I propose, therefore, to retain the ex cell en t expressions
"hydrosol" and "hydrogel" for the water-soluble and the waterinsoluble forms of colloids and to call the solutions of colloids in organic
liquids "organosols," while adding. the chemical formula of the colloid and that of the solvent in parenthesis. Graham's experiments on
organosols have not been repeated so far as I can make out from the
existing literature. For this reason alone it appeared to me desirable
to extend them to the large class of collo~dal · inorganic sulphides,
which have become known only recently, and also to colloidal silver.
The preparation of such solutions appeared to me also desirable,
because we may hope that a detailed investigation of their physical
properties will shed some light on the nature of solution.
Organosol .A.u2S2 (Ethyl alcohol).-.A.mong the numerous known colloidal sulphides the best suited for the :first experiments in this :field
appeared to be the colloidal sulphides of gold, 2 which have already
been studied byme. They possess the advantage over other sulphides
that they are not subject to oxidation on contact with the air; an advantage which should not be underestimated, if the length of time which
dialysis requires is taken into account.
The organosol was obtained by dialyzing an aqueous solution of auroauric sulphide mixed with alcohol into absolute alcohol. To 50 c. c.
1
2

Ann. de Chim. et de Phys., 4 ser., 3, 1864.
Berichte, XXIV, 2241.
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of a solution which contained in the liter 1·514 grams Au28 2 and only
traces of impurities (prepared by the action of potassium cyanide on
precipitated auroauric sulphide), 150 c. c. absolute alcohol were added;
no sign of coagulation became visible. The mixture was poured into
a parchment tube and the latter suspended in a tall narrow beaker
which was filled with absoiute alcohol. The dialysis was carried on
uuder a bell jar which fitt~d air-tight on a ground glass plate. If an
attempt is made to dialyze the hydrosol of the sulphide into absolute
alcohol without mixing it first with a sufficient quantity of alcohol the
contents of the dialyzers become coagulated and hardly any liquid is
left in the dia1yzer after the lapse of twelve hours, for the rapidity
of diffusion of water through the parchment into absolute alcohol is
much greater than the opposite movement.
After twenty-six days of dialysis, during which time the alcohol in
the outer vessel was frequently renewed, a liquid was obtained which
did not show any difference, so far as color and optical behavior are
concerned, from the hydrosol of the auroauric sulphide.
The analysis of the organosol was carried out in the following manner: 100 grams were distilled from a fractionating bulb at the temperature of the water bath; at the same time a stream of dry carbonic
acid was conducted into the flask in order to accelerate distillation.
The specific gravity of the distillate was determined very aecurately
by means of the pycnometer. The residue in the fractionating bulb
was dissolved in aqua regia and the gold was determined in the usual
w~y; 100 parts by weight of the organosol containedParts by weight.

C2HsOH . . • • . . . . . • . • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 98 ·90
Au2S2 ...........•..•••.•• _•..•..•••...•..•• _.............. 0 ·0676
H 2O ..•.................•.•.•••..•••••...••••....... _. . . . . 1 ·03

99·99

Equal volumes of the hydrosol and of the organosol which contain
the same quantity of auroauric sulphide do not show any difference
in depth of coloration or transparency.
The organosol is very stable, apparently more stable than the hydrosol, which on standing a long time deposits sediment.
Organosol Au2S (Ethyl alcohol).-Up to this time I have not succeeded in prepa,ring a sufficiently concentrated organosol of aurous
sulphide in alcohol; the probable reason is that the hydrosol was not
sufficiently pure. It was possible to mix the latter in all proportions
with alcohol, but on dialyzing such a mixture coagulation always took
place. The strongest alcoholic solution which I obtained by mixing the
hydrosol with alcohol contained 99 per cent alcohol, but only 0·001 per
?ent anrous sulphide. Its color was yet perceptibly straw-yellow and
it appeared clear in transmitted as well as in reflected light.
O~ganosol Ag. (Ethyl alcohol).-! have prepared the organosol of silver m ethyl alcohol according to two methods. It can be obtained
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easily and conveniently by the dialysis- of the hydrosol into absolute
alcohol.
The product of a twenty-seven days' dialysis was analyzed with the:
following results: 100 parts by weight of the organosol containedParts by weight.

C2 H 5 OH _. _. __ ..•.•. _..•• i ••• ~.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 99 :30.

!:o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~::: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~: ~ ._: ~ ~: ~ ~: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~

~ :~~16

This organosol is completely opaque in layers 2--mni. thick. Diluted
with a sufficient quantity of alcohol or water it appe~rs in transmitted
light chlorophyll green with a bluish tinge; -on· further dilution the
color becomes yellow-green. It is perfectly transparent in transmitted
light; viewed by reflected light it appears violet-brown and decidedly
turbid.
.
" It is worth while to mention that on distilling off the alcohol silver
is deposited on the bottom of the fractionating bulb as a beautiful
gold-colored mirror;
The succession of colors in the hydrosol, in the case of transmitted
light, reminds one very much of Newton's rings, for here also the order
proceeds from brown-red to blue-green; whiie the thickness of particles
is probably increasing. This analogy, however, is incomplete, for we
are dealing here :hot with the colors of thin plates, but at the most with_
diffraction phenomena.
.As far as the color of the solid colloid is concerned it can be
explained by pure absorption. Still the peculiar correlation of the
complementary colors~hydrosol, red-brown; solid'.' mirror of the same,
blue-white; organosol, green; solid mirror of the same, golden-yellowis remarkable and needs further explanation.
If the probability is kept in view that it may be possible to explain
the changes of color of the silver solution on the basis of well-known
laws of optical physics, the assumption of allotropic modifications of
silver, which has been made by Carey Lea, becomes unnecessary.
The organosol of silver in ethyl al-cohol may be also prepared in
another very easy manner, which is interesting because it illustrates
the general application of the laws according to which colloidal solutions are formed.
If to the silver hydrosol, as it is obtained according to Carey Lea's
prescription, absolute alcohol is added, coagulation begins a,s soon as
a certain degree of concentration is reached. The black finely divided
precipitate is now separated from the solution by means of a Pasteur
filter. It settles on the walls of the latter as a crust with a beautiful
bronze luster. This precipitate is soluble in water as well as in absolute alcohol, because the original impurities have been reduced to a
minimum. 1
1

Compare article on the preparation of the pure hydrosol of silver, pages 99-101 this b 11 t··
Bull. 113--7
'
u e m.
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Two p_ortions of 100 c. c. each of an organosol wMch had been prepared in this manner were subjected to analysis. The silver was
coagulated with hydrochloric acid in alcoholic solution.
Previous to analysis the organosol had been allowed to stand for two
months, and a sediment had separated out.
The analysis gave the following results:

.Ag..........................

I.

II.

gra;ma.
0 ·1240

gra;m,1 .
0 ·1225

Consequently a hundred parts by weight of the organosol contain,
if we assume that the strength of the observed alcohol has decreased
owing to absorption of moisture from the air, to 99 per cent by volume:
Parts by weight.
I.
.A.g ..•......•..•...•. .... ·. ...

0 ·1552

II .
0 ·1533

Starting from the alcoholic organosols, it appears to me possible to
prepare many organosols of the inorganic sulphides and of silver.

ON THE, PREPARATION OF A PURE HYDROSOL OF SILVER.

BYE~ A.

SCHNEIDER.

In a previous communication on this subject the peculiar behavior
of colloidal solutions of silver or, if we use Graham's terminology, of
the hydrosol of silver, towards hydrochloric acid has been discussed. 1
It was shown that on addition of increasing quantities of hydrochloric
acid, increasing quantities of silver chloride were formed and that at
the same time neither the liberation of oxygen nor of hydrogen was
noticeable. In order to find a plausible explanation for these facts it
was necessary to prepare first of all a pure solution of silver hydrosol.
Neither Carey Lea 2 nor Prange 3 have worked with the pure substance
and, in my former experiments, I also used impure solutions: After
prolonged experiments I have been able to work out a method by which
it is possible to prepare solutions that possess the highest degree of
purity attainable with this class of bodies. Experience has taught us
that it is not possible to remove the last traces of crystalloids from
colloidal solutions; this applies particularly to the bydrosols of silicic
hydrate and of ferric hydrate, as has been observed by Graham 4 and
other iri.vestigators. 5 My method is founded chiefly on the application
of the Pasteur filter, of unglazed porcelain, and on the behavior of the
silver hydrosol towards alcohol. The material used at the outset is
made, according to the excellent prescription of Carey Lea, in the following manner: We prepare (1) 500 c. c. of a 10 per cent silver nitrate
solution; (2) 500 c. c. of a 30 per cent ferrous sulphate solution (150
grams crystallized ferrous sulphate in ·500 c. c. liquid); (3) 700 c. c. of
a sodium citrate solution which is obtained by dissolving 280 grams
crystallized sodium citrate in the necessary quantity of water. Any
deviation from this prescription leads to very unsatiRfactory results.
1 Berichte

XXIV, 3370.
,
.A.m. Journ. of Science, 37,481, 1889.
Rec . des Tray. Chim. des Pays Bas, 9, 125.
4
The hydrosol of ferric hydra t.e which Graham prepared contained 1 Eq: hydrochloric acid to 30.3
Eq. Ferric oxide. .A.nn. Chem. Pharm., 121, 46.
6
Becquer el subjected some hydrosols to electrolysis. He ren:tarks " During the experiment a rather
considerable quantity of bypochlorous acid is formed, particularly from tbe solution of silicic acid.
this shows that these solutions still contain chlorine, notwithstanding they are neutral. .A.nn. Chem'.
Pharm., 1126, 303. Compte rendu, 56, 237.
2

3
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100
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The ferrous sulphate solution is mixed with the citrate solution and
the resulting liquid is poured into the silver nitrate solution; the
whole should be well stirred. To exclude daylight, as Prange recommends, is entirely unnecessary. It is advisable to divide the solutions
into five equal parts, because the handling of smaller quantities at a
time is much quicker and easier .
.After standing half an hour the colloidal silver has usually settled
completely. The supernatant liquid should be drawn off as much as
possible, which is perhaps done best by means of a pipette, and the
solid colloid is now thrown on the filter.
With the proper use of the Bunsen pu~p and of the right kind of
filters it becomes possible to remove the greater part of the mother
liquor from the colloid, without losing much of the latter by passage
through the filter. The magnificently blue-violet iridescent colloid
should now be rinsed off from the filter by means of a stream of water,
and instant solution takes place. If care is taken to use the water
very cautiously solutions may be easily obtained which contain 20
grams silver to the liter. Their color is dark brown-red; viewed in re·
fleeted light they appear turbid, in transmitted light, however, in thin
layers or if largely diluted, completely transparent.
The impure hydrosol which has been thus obtained is brought into a
flask and absolute alcohol added to it, with continuous agitation, until
coagulation of the silver particles becomes apparent. It is not necessary to wait until the precipitate has settled (this sometimes takes several days), for it may be filtered off by means of a Pasteur filter tube.
The filter tube should be connected with a powerful Bunsen or Chapman pump capable of producing a vacuum of 10 to 20mm, and placed
in a glass cylinder, which is filled from time to time with the solution.
The pure colloid is now deposited as a magnificently iridescent crust
on the exterior wall of the filter. After some time the effectiveness
of the filter is impaired owing to the fact that its pores become clogged
and it is necessary to rinse of the crust by means of a stream of water.
This should be done after the filter tube has been taken out of the cylinder and after the pump has been allowed to work a few minutes until
the crust appears entirely dry. It is unfortunately not possible to
wa h the solid colloid with dilute alcohol. J·u st as other colloids, part~cularly the metallic sulphides, on washing with water go into solution after removal of the crystalloids, so also the colloidal silver, when
free from impuritie" goes into alcoholic solution.
It hould be mentioned that in tead of the Pasteur filter, paper filters
~ay al o be us d. But in thi ca e the filtering takes a very long time,
~ 1 e no pre ur can e mployed, and it becomes impossible to work
mth 1 rge qua titie .
xplain the w rkiu f tbi meth d, it is ufficient to point out
" ry. n i . r l
lubility f the sesqui ulphate of iron and of
fi rrou · citrate m alcohol nd the in olubility of colloidal silver which
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still contains some of these iillpurities, in alcohol. The data which are
given below illustrate the effectiveness of the method.
I. A hydrosol which contained in the liter 17 ·034 grams silver and
0·362 gram iron, the latter in combination with sulphuric and citric
acids, was treated as described above.
A. A hydrosol was obtained which contained in the liter 12·248 grams
silver and 0·038 gram iron. Consequently the percentage of iron, calculated on the total amount of silver, has decreased from 2·12 to 0·31
per cent.
B. By the same method, using, however, ordinary paper :filters and
another hydrosol, the original proportion of 100 .Ag: 2·7 Fe was changed
to 100 Ag: _0:33 Fe.
·
.A number of other solutions were prepared according to the same
method. Their contents of iron averaged from 0·3 to 0·5 per cent (calculated on the total amount of silver), and this percentage was rarely
exceeded.
After this method was found to yield the silver hydrosol so nearly
pure, it became possible to explain its peculiar behavior towards hydrochloric acid.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE KNOWLEDGE OF COLLOIDAL SILVER.

BY

E . .A.

SCHNEIDER.

If hydrochloric acid is added to silver bydrosol the precipitate which
is instantaneously formed always contains, besides silver, varying
quantities of silver chloride; a fact which has been mentioned in a preliminary notice on this subject.
Two possibilities may be considered in attempting to explain this
fact: Either the hydrosol contains small quantities of a silver oxide
compound, or the silver combines with the chlorine of the hydrochloric
acid and hydrogen is set free.
The first assumption appeared the more plausible since an evolution
of gas had never been noticed on addition of hydroehloric acid. In order
to carry out in the most approved way a test for silver oxy-compound::i
in the hydrosol, 75 c. c. of an almost absolutely pure preparation, which
contained in the liter 12.248 grams silver and 0.038 gram iron, were
distilled to dryness in a current of carbonic acid and the residue was
heated to redness. The water which distilled off was collected in a
well cooled receiver, and the gases, which were set free, in a eudiometer
tube over caustic potash. In this way 4 c. c. (766 mm. B. and 16°) of a
gas were obtained which yielded to pyrogallol only 0·6 c. c. We have
here consequently to deal with air whose composition has been somewhat changed by absorption in the hydrosol. If we take into account
the rather long time which t.he experiment required, then the capacity
of the whole apparatus, and lastly the fact that the carbonic acid was
pr pared from ma,r ble, we are perfectly justified in ascribing a considrable part of the air collected to these sources of error.
At any rat by thi experiment the. absence of silver oxy-compounds
in h hydro ol i I roved ab olutely.
Th I
ibility f the reaction Ag+ HUI= .AgCl H has now to be
11 ~
r d:
or hi purpo e the electrochemical behavior of the hydrosol
mv ·· :ig cl. In order to obtain ome information concerning the
l~l . ti 11 f hydrog n on the ilv r particles which are coagulated
h :i n f hydr hloric a id, the d gree of the hydrogen polarizaur l y
an of a omp 11 ation method.
Uy larg in. ulat d , il r rucibles connected with each
m n f a ,·iph n ,. r fill d with the liquid to be investi-

+
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gated; -the system was manipulated as indicated in the table below.
The wires of the measuring apparatus were connected with the outside
surfaces of the silver crucibles and care was always taken that no current passed the liquid, with the exception of the weak, instantaneous
one, which was needed for the measurement. Changes of the contents
of the silver crucibles were always effected while the chain was kept
open. Jarring, etc., was avoided. In the table are given the time of
the measurement, the observed electromotive force e (degree of the
hydrogen polarization), and the actual change oe of the latter, which is
originated by hydrochloric acid in its action on colloidal silver.
Values of the electrornotive force e.
Time m.

ex 10 3 volt.

lie x 10 3 •

a.
Water on both sides .••.........•..•...•..........
HCl, left hand ...•.......•....•.•.................
HCl, both sides .....•..••.....•••..•.... ~ •.....•..
b.
Silver hydrosol ....•...••...••..••••.. - •.. - - - - - - - HCl, left hand • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • .
0
15
60
100

HCl on both sides •......•....••..••••.
Silver hydrosol, left hand.* .....•••...

1,200
2,600
0
30
0

35
145
1,400

- 81
+277
- 18

0
358
376

0
+ 9
+367
+376
382
373
377
386
380
389
372
381
364
352
+ 95 .. ........... . ......
0
+100
65
+165
161
61
161
61
157
57
146
46

* These forces are to be added to 370, because each electrode is already charged with hydrogen.

The tables are divided into two parts and the experiments supplement each other. In a the system was first filled with water, then
hydrochloric acid was poured first into the left hand crucible and after
the measurement into the right-haud crucible. The polarization is
here oe=0·367 volts on the average. The system was then thoroughly
cleaned and the si.lver hydrosol -placed in it. Experiment b shows
forces which first increase, then decrease, but which on the whole
exceed but little the values found in experiment a. On the basis of
this experiment we would hardly be justified in assuming that the
coagulated silver particles are more strongly charged with hydrogen,
than the silver foil (crucibles) treated in the same manner.
Much more sensitive and decisive are experiments c, which were carried out thus: The system was first filled with hydrochloric acid and
then the hydrosol was poured cautiously into the left-hand crucible.
Here an iucrease of the hydrogen polarization amounting to 0·060
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volts is clearly discernible. From these experiments we can conclude:
(1) That hydrogeu must be accumulated on the silver particles; (2)
that the quantity of hydrogen which thus condenses upon coagulation
of the hydrosol with hydrochloric acid is a little larger than on silver
foil; (3) that the silver particles which are charged with hydrogen
gradually lose a part of their charge.
It was not possible to prove directly, that is, by collecting and measuring, the presence of hydrogen in the coagulated silver. Some experiments which were carried out in this direction, for instance amalgamation of the coagulum with mercury under water, did not yield
decisive results. The quantity of hydrogen iu the silver must be consequently .~ery small. 'From this we can conclude that the quantity of
silver chlor~de which is formed according to the reaction
Ag+HOl=AgOI+H
can not be large. This result is somewhat surprising, since it contradicts all outward appearances. The freshly co::tgulated silver is spongy
and voluminous, and reminds one vividly ot' amonium-amalgam.
It is evidently necessary to find an explanti_on for the formation of
the larger part of the silver chloride. without simultaneous liberation
of hydrogen.
·
An old experiment, which Becqu.erel1 bad made while experimenting upon the photography of colors, together with some observations
which had been gathered in the course of this investigation, facilitated
this task.
·
In order to prepare thin layers of silver chloride very sensitive to
light, Becquerel dipped polished silver plates into solutions of metallic
chlorides such as ferric chloride. A reaction takes place in the following way: .
Ag+ Fe0b=Ag01+ Fe0l2,
In the course of my analyses of silver hydrosols I noticed that the
richer they are in iron the more silver chloride is formed on addition
of hydrochloric acid. The suspicion that the iron salts which are present may be the cau e of the whole phenomenon was obvious.
n exp riment proved the correctness of this assumptiou. Two
portion of 1 0 c. c. each of a ilver hydrosol which contained in this
lume ·G 34 gram. Ag to 0·0112 grams Fez0 3 were mixed with varying quan iti of u utral ferric chloride olution.
. . ilver hydro ol were mingled with 5 c. c. ferric chloride
, 1u i n (= ·L
ram
3) .
Grams.

A pr ipitat d a. m tal . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ·5566
' pr ·ipi a ed a. ·hlorid .. ............. _. _. _.... _.... _... 0·124B
1·6 14
1

Ann . d . Gbim

Phys., 3 aerie XXV, 44.8.
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.' IL 100 c. c. silver l.lydrosol were mingled with 150 c. c. ferric chloride
solution ( =3·804 grams Fe2O3). The silver hydrosol was allowed to flow
slowly into the chloride solution while the whole was shaken.
Grams.

Ag precipitated as metal. ............................. -. . . . . - - Ag precipitated as chloride ........•.....................•.. 1·6800
1-6800

These experiments also show the intluence of mass action.
The color of the precipitated silver chloride was a beautiful pink-red
shading into violet; a tint I had not previously observed in the case of
this compound. The silver chloride thus obtained appears to be very
sensitive to direct sunlight.
A number of analytical examples are now given in order to better
demonstrate the statements contained above.
Three portions of a strollgly contaminated hydrosol, such as is
obtained by the method of Carey Lea, and one portion of a hydrosol
purified by the alcohol method were coagulated each with varying
quantities of hydrochloric acid. The precipitate obtained · was thoroughly digested with ammonia, the ammoniacal extract boiled in order
to drive off the excess of the reagent, and the solution ultimately
acidu1ated with nitric acid. The filtrate from the silver chloride thus
obtained gave in some cases, on addition of hydrochloric acid, a further
weighable quantity of the same compound. This behavior indicates
the presence of silver subchloride in the precipitate which is formed
by hydrochloric acid in the hydroso1. The formation of this silver
chloride can be explained by the action of the (nascent) liberated
hydrogen on a part of the precipitated silver chloride.
ANALYSIS OF 'l'HE IMPURE HYDROSOL.

(a) 50 c. c. of the hydrosol were coagulated with 1 c. c. hydrochloric
acid (1 part fuming hydrochloric acid to 1 part water). The precipitate containedAg ......................................... 0·7641 g. 0·7641 g. Ag
AgCL ...................................... 0 ·1082 g. 0 ·0814 g. Ag
AgC1 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ·0087 g. 0 ·0065 g. Ag
0 ·8520 g. Ag

In the filtrate from the precipitate by hydrochloric acid were foundGrams.

Fe2O3-- - ..•. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 ·0259
803 ..•.••........... . .. ..... ... ······ .................• •.. . 0 ·0099

0.0259 grams Fe2O3 correspond to 0·0464 grams .A.gCl if we start
from the equation FeCl3+.A.g=AgCI+FeCl2, If we subtract this
.quantity (0·0464 grams) from the total weight of silver chloride
present-0·1082 grams-there remain still 0·0618 grams .A.gOl to be
accounted for.
·
1

In the filtrate from the ammoniacal extract as previously described.
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· Now 0·0618 grams A.gCl correspond to 0·0004306 grams H=4·81
c. c. if we assume the equation

to be true.
If we assume now that the coefficient of absorption of silver hydrosol for air is equal to that of water, 50 c. c. of the hydrosol must
absorb 0•29 c. c. oxygen. This quantitv is sufficient to oxidize
0.0000517 grams hydrogen =0·57 c. c. to water.
Further, according to Bunsen 100 c. c. water at a temperature of 0°
to 20° absorb 1·93 c. c. hydrogen. If we a8sume now again for the
silver hydrosol the same coefficient of absorption as for water, 50 c. c.
absorb 0·96 c. c. hydrogen.
Ultimately a quantity of hydrogen is used in order to form 0·0152
grams A.g201. Two molecules of silver chloride require one atom of
hydrogen in order to form one molecule of silver subchloride, which is
indicated in the analysis by 0·0087 grams silver chloride.
According to the equation 2x143·5: 1=0·0174: x, the quantity of
hydrogen which was used up to form silver subcbloride = 0·0006
grams = 0·70 c. c. Consequently we can subtract from 4·81 c. c. hydrogen 0·57 c. c.+0·96 c. c.+0·70 c. c.=2·23 c. c. hydrogen. There remain
thus 2·58 c. c. hydrogen which have to be accounted for.
If we take now into account the electrochemical behavior of the
hydrosol in presence of hydrochloric acid, which has made probable the
accumulation of hydrogen on the sHver particles; and if we consider
further . that the liquid contains citric acid and perhaps other easily
reducible organic compounds, the absence of gas bubbles on addition
of hydrochloric acid to the hydrosol need not appear strange.
I will bring forward a few more examples, but this somewhat complicated calculation will not he repeated in detail, for a new element of
uncertainty has still to be taken into account. The coeffieient of aborption of hydrochloric acid for air has not been determined experimentally o far as I know, and the question remains open whether or
not 11ydrochloric acid may absorb more oxygen from the air than can
b ~ xpected according to the well-known laws of absorption of gaseous
mixtur by liquids.
(b) 50 c. c. of the same hydro ol were coagulated with 50 c. c. of fuming by r hloric acid.
h r wa · pr cir itat dAg. · · · · · · · · · .. - .......................... 0. 7408 g.=0. 74-08 g. Ag
A 'l... ·· ·· · · ............................ 0.1456 g.=0.1096 g. Ag

0. 8504 g. Ag

am

hydr , I w r

mixed with 150 c. . fuming
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There was precipitatedAg ....•.. __________________ ....•,..... .... 0. 7406 g.=0. 7406 g. Ag
AgCl.. ___________ .. __________ ...••.. ____ . 0.1499 g.=0.1121 g. Ag
0. 8527 g. Ag

The hydrosol of this compositio~ was purified according to the method
described in a previous paper and analyzed by the same method as the
crude hydrosol. The concentration of the purified hydrosol has naturally decreased owing to the process of purification to which it had been
subjected.
(A) 50 c. c. of the hydrosol were mixed with 1 c. c. hydrochlorie acid
(1 part hydrochloric acid to 1 part water).
There was precipitatedAg ....................................... 0.5715 g.=0.5715 g. Ag
AgCl. ..... ___ ........... __ ........ __ ..... 0. 0479 g.=0. 0360 g. Ag
AgCI" ..•... ___.....•••••.•...... ___ ...... 0. 0028 g.=0. 0021 g. Ag
0. 6096 g. Ag

In the filtrate from the precipitate by hydrochloric acid were foundFe203 ..••...............................•... ; · .......... 0·0027 g.
803... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
trace.

0·0027 grams Fe20 3 correspond, on the basis of the equation Fe013
+Ag=Ag0l+Fe012, to 0·0048 grams silver chloride. If we subtract
this quantity from 0·04 79 grams, representing the total quantity of
AgOI, the hydrogen has to be accounted for which corresponds to
0·0431 grams AgOI. This quantity of hydrogen , weighs 0·0003 grams
and its volume amounts to 3·35 c. c. From this volume we may substract 0·57 c. c.+0·96 c. c. hydrogen=1·53 c. c. hydrogen, as has been
shown above. 1·82 c. c. hydrogen remain consequently to be accounted
for. To form the subchloride of silver a certain quantity of hydrogen
has been used up. Two molecules· of silver chloride need one atom of
hydrogen in order to form one molecule subchloride of silver, whose
presence is indicated by the 0·0028 grams AgOI found in the analysis.
According to t,he equation 2 x 143·5: 1 =0·0056: x, the quantity of hydrogen which has been used up in the formation of subchloride of silver amounts to 0·00002 grams=0·22 c. c. Consequently the whole
quantity of hydrogen whose functions can not be determined with certainty=l ·60 c. c.
(B) 50 c. c. of the hydrosol were precipitated with 50 c. c. fuming
hydrochloric acid.
There were thrown down- ,
Ag ...••..•.........•.............•........ 0·5639 g.=0·5639 g. Ag
AgCl. ...................................... 0·0628 g.=0·0472 g. Ag
0·6111 g. Ag
'In the ammoniacal extract as previously noted.
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(0) 50 c. c. of the hydrosol were precipitated with 200 c. c. fuming
hydrochloric acid.
There were .precipitated- ·
Ag ........................................ 0.5587 g.=0·5587 g. Ag
AgCl .... ____ .............................. 0·0729 g.=0·0548 g. Ag
AgCl * .......... ........... .. ......... ..... 0·0040 g.=0·0030 g. Ag
0·6165 g. Ag

If this particular case which has yielded the maximum of silver chloride is compared with the analogous case, in which we had to deal with
the crude hydrosol, we can easily perceive that the proportion of the
quantity of silver which is precipitated as silver chloride to the quantity of silver which is precipitated as metal is smaller in the hydrosol
containing little iron than in the hydrosol containing much iron.
If this result is expressed in percentage calc1:1-lated on the total
quantity of silver the following num b_e rs ~re obtained :.
The hydrosol contained 3 per cent Fe20 3 • 0·4 per cent Fe203.
There were precipitated as AgOl 13·1 per cent=9·3 per cent Ag.
Shortly expressed, the results ofthis and of the two other investigations pertaining to the silver hydrosol are:
·
1. The crude hydrosol can be purified by precipitation with alcohol
and by dissolving again the precipitated colloid in water.
2. The almost pure colloid is soluble in absolute alcohol and forms an
organosol.
3. The behavior of the silver hydrosol differs from that of ordinary
finely divided silver not in nature but in degree.
4. This becomes evident from the electro-chemical behavior of the
hydrosol on contact with hydrochloric acid. The finely divided silver
becomes charged in a higher degree with hydrogen than silverfoil.
The same follows from the behavior of the hydrosol towards ferric
chloride. If the latter is present in sufficient quantity all the colloidal
silver present is changed into silver chloride according to the equation
Fe01 3 +Ag=AgCl+Fe012,
Under the ame circumstances silverfoil is covered only with a thin
co ting f ilver chloride.
5. The pe 1liar differences in the color of the hydrosol, of the or,·an , l ( ihyl ale hol), and of th olid colloid are probably due to inrt r n I h nomena d pending upon the ize of the particles.
· . It i ' n qu ntly unn e ary to a ume an allotropic conc.lition
f ,· il r • l ng a th hy.'i al prop rtie of solid colloidal silver are
f 11 'kn wn.
• In ammonia al extract a before.

MISCELLANEOUS ANALYSES.

THE MOUNT JOY ME'l'EORITE.

An iron found near Two Taverns post-office, in the neighborhood of
Gettysburg, Pa; _. [.A.ualyzed by L. 6-. Eakins._]

Fe .. ·... ··~· .............. , ••........... ··a· .................. 93 ·80
Ni................. .... ................................... . 4 ·81
Co ..................................................·.. . . . .
·51
Cu........................................................
·005
P ......... : . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
·19
S ...............•.. _.. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
·01
99·325
. .A. NICKEL-IRON SULPHIDE FROM C.A.N.A.D.A..

From the Worthington Mine, Sault Branch Canadian Pacific Rail·
road, 25 miles west of Sudbury, Ontario. Grayish, with a cast of
yellow. Not pyrrhotite. Possibly a mixture of pyrite and polydyrnit_e.
[Analysis by W. F. Hillebrand.]

Fe .. : ...............•........................,.......•........ 38 ·36
Ni........................ . ................................. 4 ·57
Mn ....... ... _..... . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

·10

s ..................... ... ......... .. ........................

45 ·11
SOa .... ...... ...... ...... ...•.. .... .... •... .... .... .••. ....
·95
CO2 ••••...•.................... .. .... : . .......... ~-.· ~... . . . . *1 ·49
CaO ...•...•....................... ·.... : ... .............••.. 1·91

MgO.... .... .... ...... .... ...... ...... ...... .... .... .... . ...
Insoluble .... . ........................... ~.............. . . . .
Moisture at 100° . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . .

·41
4 ·80
·55
98·25

BE.A.UXITE FROM .A.L.A.B.A.M.A.,

From near Jacksonville, Calhoun county. _ Two samples-A, red;
B, white.
r.A.nalyses by '-.V. F. Hillebrand. Lime, magnesia, and alkalies not looked for.]
.A..
B.
1- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - H20 at 100° -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
H 20 ignition................

·65
20 ·43

·45
23 ·41

Si02--··--···········----· ··Ti02 .... -......... --. . . . . . . .
.A.1203 -... -.. -.. - ...•....... Fe203 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P205 .... -- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10·25
2 ·53
41 ·00
25 ·25

21·08
2 ·52
48 ·92
i ·14

trace.

trace.

100:-u-r98~
* Calculated to saturate CaO.
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.A.NORTHITE FROM R.A.YMOND, MAINE.

White crystals, associated with idocrase, cinnamon garnet, pyroxene,
and scapolite.
[Analysis by W. H. Melville.]

43 ·13
30 ·95
Fe2O3 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
1 ·04
FeO, MnO ................................................. traces.
CaO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 ·71
MgO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
·31
K 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 ·29
Na.20 ................•........ ·........ ......•.... _-... . . . . . .
·69
Li20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . trace.
H 2 0 at 100° ................. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
·22
H 20 ignition................................ .. .............
2 ·80

Si02 •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Al203 . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • •

100·14

The locality is near the boundary between the towns of Raymond
and Gray, and is perhaps in the latter. It adjoins the northern end of
Little Sebago lake.
FELDSPARS FROM JONES'S FALLS, BALTIMORE, MARYL.A.ND.
[Collected by G. H. Williams; analyzed by W. F. Hillebrand.]

A, white albite; B, :flesh-colored microcline; O, greenish microcline.
A.

C.

B.

SiO2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
63 ·72
65 ·06
.A.12O3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
t22 ·26
t18 ·41
Fe2O3 •••••• ••••• : ••• •••.•••.• • ••••••• . ••••••••• •
FeO ........ .. ................ ..... ........... . .
3 ·58
·26
CaO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SrO.............. ... ........
trace.
trace.
BaO .......... .......... .... . ... ......
·13
MgO........................
·06
·04

*68. 48
16·11
·20
·17
·23

trace.

K 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N½O . . .. . . . . . . . ...... ......

·76
8 ·98

14 ·30
1 ·60

·05
·03
12 ·99
1 ·27

Li2O ....... ... . . .. . . . . ... . . .
H2O at 100° . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
H2O above 1000 . . . . . . . . . . . . .

trace.

trace.

trace.

·09
·43

·04
·26

·06
·26

99. 88

100 ·10

99. 85

• Quartz not wholly separ;ited.

t Including trace of iron.
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OTTRELITE FROM MARYLAND.

Separated by G. H. Williams from the ottrelite·phyllite rock occur·
ring ~t Liberty, Frederick county.
[Analysis by L. G. Eakins.]

SiO2 . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23 ·40
TiO2 •••• •••••• •••• •••••• •••••• •••• ••• ••• •••••• • • • • • • • ••••••
1 ·19
Al2O3 . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 39 ·31
Fe20 3 ••• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • •
5 ·14
FeO ............................................ : . . . . . . . . . . 21 ·94
MnO............................................ ..... .. . . . . trace.
CaO .......................................•............... trace.
2·18
MgO ..................................................... .
·20
K 2 0 ...................................................... .
·20
Na2O ..................................................... .
H2O ...................................................... .
6·81
trace.
P2O5 .••••...................................
100 ·37 ·
PIEDMONTITE FROM :MARYLAND.

From rhyolite found at Pine mountain, near Monterey station.
[Received from G. H. Williams; analyzed by W. F. Hillebrand; contains a little admixed quartz.]

SiOz ......................................................
AhO3 ...... .... .... ...... ...... ...... .... ...... ..... ......
Ce2O3......... •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other X2O3, mol. wt. @ 295 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
}..,~03 .................................•.... -• . . . . . • . . • . . . .
Mn203 ...... ...... .... .. . ... .. ... . ...... .... ...... .... ....
MnO ...... ...... .. ... . .. . ... ...... .. .... ..... . ..... ......
PbO.... .. ...... .•. . . .. . . . . ... . . . . .. ..... .. . .. . ... . . .. . •..
CuO... ... . . . . .. . ..... ... . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . .. ... . .•. .
CaO . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
MgO...... ...... ...... ...... .... .... .... ...... ...... ......
K2O ............................................... ·... ....
Na2O ...... .... .... .... . .. ... .... .. .. .... ...... ... . . ...•..
LbO.... ...... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... .... ...... .... . .
H20 at 100° ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
H2O above 100° ...........................................
P20s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

47·37
18 ·55
·75
1 ·28
4 ·02

6 ·85
1 ·92
·14
·11
15 ·82
·25
·68
·23
trace.
·14
1 ·94
trace.
100·05

ZOISITE FROM NORTH CAROLINA.

From James's mica mine, Yancey county.

Color, rose red.

[Analyzed by L. G. Eakins. Sp. gr. 3·352, 27°.]

SiO2 ...•.........•................ __ ...• _•.............•..
Al2O3 .............••. - . -.....•..•...........•...•...... - .•.
Fe2 0 3 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••
MnO ..................................................... .
CaO ...•...........................••...... . .......•......

.................... -... -.......... -... -..... -... -. -..

38·98
~1·02

4·15
·23
23·80
2·03

100·21
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PREHNITE FROM FASSA, TYROL .

.Analyzed by E . .A. Schneider in connection with the experiments
described on p. 36, of this bulletin.
43·32
25·50

Si02 ................................. : ........ ........ ... .
Al203 ................•................... ........... ......
Fe203 ...•... - - - . - •...... - - .. - . - . - .. - - . - - .. - - - - .. - - - . - .. - . -

trace.
26·49
·17
·14

CaO .••••..••••••••••••••...•••.••••.•••• ..... ..••••.•....
H2O, 105c ................. ...... . ......... ......•.. ..... - ..
H2O, 250°:-300° ... ·.... ____ ... _.•.. __ ......... __ .........•..
H<iO ignition ... _.....•... _.. _. .. .... _·'- .... _.............. .

4·70
100·32

MINERALS FROM ITALIAN PEAK, GUNNISON COUNTY, COLORADO .

.Analyzed by L.
D, scolecite.

·o-.

E·akins.

.A, pyroxene; , B, garnet; C, epidote;

Si0 2 •••••••••••••••••• • •••••
.A.1203 .•••.••• .•. •.• .•.•• ....
Fe20 3 •••••• •••••••••••••••••
FeO ....................... .
MnO ............. : ......... .
CaO .•••...•..•••........••.

47 ·53

36 ·88

37 ·22

45 ·90

9 ·88

10 ·34

24. 09

26 ·51

1·79

17 ·51

12 ·80

·91 ...............

·79

·11 ............ .

trace. ·······------·
34 ·85

25 ·46

MgO •••••.••.•...••••.•.•• : .
· 14·43
·43
Na20--.. ...... .... .. . . . . . ...
· trace.
trace.
H20...................... ...
·30
·21
F ..................................................... ..
100 ·30
Sp. gr ........... : ...... ·. ....

D.

C.

B.

.A..

3 ·312, 150 ·',

23 ·36

14.17

trace.
·06

trace.
trace.

1 ·61

13 ·79

·06

100 ·22
3 '721, 170 ·2

100 ·10

100 ·37
2 ·247, 17° ·2

3 ·452, 17° ·

- - - - - - - - · - - ' - - - -----=· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' -- -- - ·

XENOTIME FROM NORTH CAROLINA.

From the gold w·ashiugs at Brindletown.
[.Analyses by L. G. -E akins.)
Green.
Si0 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Zr0 2 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
U02 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Th0 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Brown.

3 ·46
1 ·95
4·13

3 ·56

2 ·19
1·73

trace.

trace .

.A.1203 .. ........ ...... ......... .... ... .
Ft¾Oa .................. : ......•••.••..
(LaDi>,01 . .• • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . •.••••••••

·77

1 ·57

·65

2 ·79

·93

·77

(YEr)l0 3,mol. wt. 260 ............... .

56·81
• ·21
30 ·31

55·43
·19

·06

29·78
·56

. . • • • • • . . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 4 ·68, 24° ·2

4 ·46, 240 ·4

................................. ·1

99 ::: - l~:::
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MISCELLANEOUS ANALYSES.

STEI<iER]

WATER OF CALEDONIA SPRING, CALEDONIA, NEW YORK.
[.Analyzed by H. N. Stokes.]
Parts per Per cent
million. total solids.
Ca .................................. . .
Mg .................................. .
K ..................................... .
Na ... : ............................... .
H (in bicarbonates) .................. .
S04 .................................. .
Cl ................................... .
C0 3 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Si03 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••

180 ·3

17·36

30 ·1

2 ·90

3 ·2

·31

98 ·3

9·45

3 ·6
292 ·6

28 ·17

206 ·1

19 ·85

217 ·0

20·88

·35

7 ·6

·73

1038 ·8

100 ·OO

WATER FROM N:A..SHVILLE, ILLINOIS.

The "American Carlsbad Spring."
[.Analysis by George Steiger. In parts per million.]
Found.
SiOi ..............
S0 4............••.
C03...............
Cl ........... . ....
.A.1203 .............
Ca ................
Mg ...............
Na . ...............

Percent
total
solids.

12 ·40

·29

1694. 58

39 ·76

1142 ·12

26·80

24 ·44

·57

3 ·60

·08

427 ·]4

10·02

277 ·32

6·51

680·71

15 ·97

4262 ·31

100 ·00

P er cent
total
solids .

Hypothetical combination.
NaCl ...... . ......
N3>2S04 .......... .
MgS0 4 ••••••••••••
MgC03 . . .........
CaC0 3 ........... .
.A.1203 .............
Si02 ............•.

40 ·27

·95

2052 ·44

48 ·15

383 ·78

9·01

701 ·97

16·47

1067. 85

25·05

3 ·60

·08

12 ·40

·29

4262. 31

I

100 ·00

WATER OF SOAP LAKE, WASHINGTON.
[Stated in parts per million. Analysis by George Steiger.]
Found.
Si02 ..............
S04 ..... --------C03. ..............
Cl ................
Ca ................
Mg ...•...•.......
Na ................
H (bicarbonate) ..

Per cent
total
solids.

113 ·00

.40

4362 ·40

15·47

9624 ·59

34·13

3526 ·20

12 ·50

trace

trace

10 ·85

·04

10504·11

37 ·27

53 ·42

·19

28194 ·57

100 ·00

Hypothetical combination.
NaCl .............
Na2S0 4 ...........
N3>2C0 3 ...........
NaRC03 ..........
MgH2C206········
Si02 ......... . ....

5810 ·80

Per cent
total
solids.
20 ·61

6452·76

22·89

11339 ·99

40 ·22

4412 ·02

15 ·65

66 ·00

·23

113·00

·40

28194 ·57

100 ·00

Water strongly alkaline. Contains about four parts per million
of sediment, containing carbonate of lime with a little sulphur and
organic matter. A good deal of organic matter is in the water.
Bull.113-8
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[BULL, 113,

WATER FROM OJO CALIENTE, NEW MEXICO.

A thermal spring near Taos.

Sp. Gr., 1 ·00273, 18° ·4.

[Analysis by W. F. Hillebrand. In parts per million.]
Found.
Si0 2 ••••••••••••••
S04 •••••••••••••••
P04 •••••••••••••••
C0 3 •••••••••••••••
B401-·············
Cl ............... .
F ................ .
F~03* ........... .
.A.½03 ............ .
Ca ............... .
Sr ............... .

60 ·2
151 ·0
·2
2153 ·5
4·2
231·4

5 ·2
1 ·6
·5

22·8
1 ·4

Mg .............. .

9·5

K ................ .
Na ..•.............
Li ...•............

995 . ~

31 ·4

3 ·4
3671 ·4

Hypothetical combination.
LiCl ............. .
KCl ............. .
NaCl ............ .
N a2B401 .... -.... .
Na2S0 4 . . . . . . . . . . .
N~C0 3 . . . . . . . . . ..
CaaP20s .......... ·
CaF2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CaC0 3 ••••••••••••
SrC03 ••••••••••••
MgCOa-····· ..... .
Si02 ••••••••••••••
Fe203 ....•........
.A.1203 ..••.•••.....
CO2 bicarb ...... ..

Per cent
total
solids.

20 ·9

·62

59 ·9

1 ·76

305 ·5

9 ·01

5 ·4

·16

223 ·3

6·59

1846 ·9

54·49

·3

·01

10 ·7

·32

43 ·O

1 ·27

2·4

·07

33 ·2

·98

60 ·2

1 ·78

1 ·6

·05

·5

·01

775 ·6

22·88

3389 ·4

100 ·00

- - -- - -

* State of oxidation unknown. F0203 all in sediment.

The water also contains traces of arsenic, nitrates, iodine ( 1), barium,
and ammonium. No organic matter. Titanrium, bromine, manganese,
and sulphides were looked for but not found.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.
LICK OBSERVATORY,

Mount Hamilton, Cal., February 3, 1894.
SIR: I beg to in close with this ru manuscript report of earthquake
observations in California and Pacific coast States for 1893, compiled
by Mr. Perrine, of the observatory, which I . trust you may see fit to
publish as a bulletin as usual.
Yours, very truly,
EDW .A.RD

s. HOLDEN,

Director.
J. W. POWELL,
Director U. S. Geolog1cal Survey, Washington, D. 0.

Hon.
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EARTHQUAKES IN CALIFORNIA IN 1893.
By

CHARLES

D.

PERRINE.

INTRODUCTION.

The foJlowing paper is a continuation of similar records furnished
by officers 1 of the Lick Observatory, and completes the list up to the
end of 1893. It records all the shocks observed or felt on Mount
Hamilton, and all those reported to the Li.ck Observatory by letter, as
well as newspaper reports of such earthquakes as occurred in the
State during that yea_r. It also includes a number of shock s in various
localities on the Pacific coast, which it was thought might not have
been recorded in other reports. No systematic examination of newspapers has been made, however, and some reports of earthquakes may
have escaped notice.
r

INSTRUMENTS.

The instruments used for recording earthquakes on Mount H himilton
are described iu Publications of the Lick Observatory, Vol. r, p. 82.
The largest and most complete instrument records the north and south,
east and west, and vertical components of the earth's motion, separat ely
on a smoked glass plate, which is started by the preliminary t remors
of the earthquake and rotates uniformly in about three minutes, the
edge of the plate being at the same time graduated into seconds by
the clock, which _also serves to record the time of occurrence of the
shock. 'rhis instrument has been called the Ewing seismograph in the
notes. Another form consists of the heavy" duplex " pendulum adjusted to a long period of vibration, with a magnifying pointer or pen,
which records on a smoked glass plate both horizontal components of
the motion. The vertical component and the time are not recorded.
1
List of r ecorded earthquak es in California, Lower California, Oregon, and W ashingt on Terr itory
from 1709 to 1888. By Etlward S. Holden. Sacramento, State Printing Office.
Earth quak es in California in 1888. B y Edward S. Holden. American .Journal of Science, vol. 37,
May, 1889.
·
Earthquak es in California in 1889. By .James E. K eeler. Bulletin U . S. Geological Survey, No. 68,

1890.

Earthquakes in California in 1890 and 1891. By Edward S. Ho1den . Bulletin U . S. Geological
Survey, N o. 95, 1892.
Eart hquakes in California in 1892. By Charles D. Perrine. Bulletin U.S. Geological Survey, No,

112, 1893.
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The motion of the earth is magnified four times in the duplex seismometers.
The observatory possesses other seismographs of various patterns,
but they are not constantly in use.
SCALE OF MEASUREMENTS.

In the record made by· the Ewing seismograph both horizontal components are magnified 3·3 times, and the vertical component is magnified 1·6 times. The measures of the vibrations as given in the notes are
taken directly from the -tracings, and-therefore represent the magnified
motion.
Ifboth the period T, and the amplitude a of an earthquake wave are
given, the maximum acceleration due to the impulse, which may be
taken as a measure of the intensity or destructive effect of the shock, is
given by the formula47l2 a

l=7.r2

in which the motion is assumed to be harmonic.
DIFFERENCES OF INTENSITY.

Estimates of the intensity of shocks are also given (in Roman numerals inclosed in parentheses) according to the Rossi-Forel scale, which
for convenience of reference is inserted below. Experience has sug
gested that for observations in California a few additions should be
made to this scale, and these are printed here in italics. When these
are in quotation marks also they are expressions actually used in the
newspapers, etc., in describing earthquake shocks, whose intensity is.
otherwise known. The scale, as amended, is as accurate as anything of
the kind can be.
I.

0 •

Microseismic shocks recorded by a single seismograph, or by seismographs of the same model, but not putting seismographs of different'
patterns in motion; reported by experienced observers only.
II.
.

ho krecorded by several seismographs of different patterns· reported
'
Y a mall num er of person who are at rest. "A very light shock."
III.

numb r of per
' a light shock.'

011

at rest; duration or direction

moti n; baking of movable objects,
f · i]iug.·. ' 1lloderate;" "strong;"
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V.
Shock felt generally by every one; furniture shaken; some bells rung;
stopped; some sleepers waked; "smart;" "strong;" "heavy j" "severe;-" "sharp; " "quite violent."

s-0me clocks

VI.
General awakening of sleepers; general ringing of bells; swinging of
chandeliers; stopping of clocks; visible swaying of trees; some persons
run out of buildings. Window glass broken; "severe;" "very severe;"
''-~iolent" .
VII.
Overturning of loose objects; fall of plaster; striking of church bells;
general fright, without damage to buildings. Nausea felt; "violent;"
"very violent."
VIII.
Fall of chimneys; cracks in the walls of buildings.
IX.

Partfal or ·total destruction of some buildings.
X.

Great disasters; ,overturning of rocks; fissures in the surface of the
ground; mountain slides.
The relation between the "intensity (I) of a shock as determined by
the formula already given, and the numbers of the Rossi-Forel scale,.
has been reduced from all available data up · to 1888, and is given
below in tabular form. It is, of course, a rough approximation only:
Rossi.Fore! scale.
I ................. .
II ................. .
ill ................. .

IV ................. .

v .......... .-...... .
VI ................. .
VII .....••...... , ..•..
VIII '. ................ .
IX ................. .

Intensity,
millimeters Difference.
per second.
20

.................

40

20

60

20

80

20

110
, 150

40

300

150

30

500

200

1,200

700

One of the objects of the earthquake observations on Mount Hamil-·
ton is to obtain data ~or correcting this table, so that the intensity of a
2

shock, as defined mathematically by the formula I= :

(where Vis the,

maximum velocity of the vibrating particle), can be inferred from the
ordinary descriptions of its effects.
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ST .A.TIO NS.

A number of duplex-pendulum seismographs, quite similar to the one
used at the Lick Observatory, are placed at different points on the
Pacific coast, but they are not all in operation. The stations are:
Student's Observatory, Berkeley, in charge of Mr. Leuschner.
Chabot Observatory, Oakland, in charge of Mr. Burckhalter.
Private observatory of Mr. Blinn, in East Oakland.
Observatory of the University of the Pacific, San Jose.
Observatory of Mills College, near Oakland, in charge of Prof. Keep.
Office of State Weather Bureau, Carson, Nev., in charge of Prof.
Friend.
Alameda, at the residence of Mr. Perrine.
The reports of the U. S. Light-House Board and of the U.S. Signal
Office (U.S. Weather Bureau) should be consulted in this connection,
as they record disturbances felt at their stations, which may not be included in this list.
CHRONOLOGIC RECORD, 1893.

January 13.-MouNT HAMILTON.-Prof. Holden reports the shock at
1:2:22 :::l:: 5s. a. m. of intensity V, Rossi-Fore! scale.
Mr. Colton reports the t.ime as 1: 2: 25 a. m.

Mr. Townley reports the time as 1 : 2 : 16 a. m.
The duplex seis~ograph gives a complicated tracing, 5mm by 3mm.
The Ewing instrument shows a motion east and weRt in the horizontal, but none in either the north or south or vertical directions.
The greatest amplitude of the Ewing record is 3mm, the shock lasting
fifteen to twenty seconds. Mr. Colton's record shows that the first
motion of the earth was to the east.
January 25.-WINTERS.-Tliere was a shock of earthquake here last
night at 9:40 o'clock and another about 1 o'clock this morning. Both
were light, but pronounced enough to scare the timid.
February 21.-F A.IRFIRLD.-A heavy shock at 8: 15 p. m., to-day.
February 21.-SUISUN.-A sharp shock of earthquake was felt here
at 8: 16 o'clock this evening.
February 21.-DIXON.-Quite a severe shock of earthquake was felt
h r at :20 o' lock thi, vening.
March 3.- RAS VALLEY.-'' A perceptible shock" was felt here at
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March 30.-INDEPENDENCE and LONE PINE, INYO OOUNTY.-Mr. 0.
Mulholland reports as follows: " On the evening of last Thursday,
March 30, at 10: 30 o'clock, an earthquake occurred. The center of disturbance appeared to be at a point about 9 miles north from the south
end of Owens Lake. .At that point there i8 a strip of land 2 miles wide
between the lake and the base of the Sierra Nevada on the west. But
one shock was felt; this was very sharp; the earth motion may be
likened to the result of a blow struck upon a plank by a sledge. .At
Lone Pine, 30 miles farther north, the shock was felt about the same
time; the vibration was not so sharp, but more undulatory. Most of
the day heavy clouds huug about the mountains, and at the time of the
shock the whole sky was overcast. .A very light wind was blowing
from the west. No damage was done."
March 31.-V .A.CAVILLE.-.A sharp earthquake shock was felt here at
2 :30 this morning. It lasted several seconds, and its direction was
from north to south.
April 4.-MoJAVE.-.At 11:40 a. m. to-day this place was visited by
four distinct shocks of earthquake. Buildings were rocked for several
seconds, creating considerable fright. At Saugus, 70 miles south,
chimneys were knocked down and dishes and other household furnishings were broken. The impression is that the quake came from
the northeast.
April 4.-SAN BERNARDINO.-A heavy earthquake, pioying in a
southeasterly direction, visited this city at 11: 40 a. m. to-day. There
was no damage.
April 4.-SANTA .ANA.-.A slight earthquake was felt in this city at
11:45 a. m. to-day, the movement seeming to be from west to east.
The vibrations were so slight, however, tnat many people were not
aware there had been any disturbance of the earth's surface until the
fact was made known in the evening paper.
·
April 4.-Los .ANGELES.-At 11: 48 this morning there was a slight
earthquake of short duration. The movement was from west to east.
In Observer Franklin's office the barometers were well shaken, and continued to oscillate perceptibly for two minutes at least. It lasted about
eighteen seconds.
April 4.-SAN .DrnGo.-There was a slight shock of earthquake at
11 :42 a. m. It was felt only in the upper stories. It shook the
barometer .at the signal office.
April 8.-Los .ANGELES.-Alarming reports of seismic disturbances
have just been received from the residents of the oil region of Newhall,
35 miles from this city.
Dating from last Tuesday, the day on which Los Angeles experienced a slight shake, there has been a terrifying series of temblors,
accompanied by subterranean explosions. These disturbances have
been frequent, and Lave been accompanied by landslides from tbe
mountains of an alarming and dangerous description. A letter received
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from there to day gives an account of the shock on Tuesday. It is
dated from Pico Canyon, about 8 miles southwest from Newhall. It
reads substantially as follows:
"l was driving this morning when my horse became frightened
without apparent cause, and.there came a rumbling sound which grew
terrifying-. I looked up and saw an awful sight. Landslides from
every peak in E-Ight came tumbling down with huge bowlders. The
mountains ap11eared as if myriads of volcanoes had burst forth and
were combining their efforts toward universal de~truction.
"When I got to the long bridge I saw Mr. Thomas standing dazed,
holding to the railing, and others came running across the bridge.
The earth opened in a number of places ~nd the scene was indescribable. Men cried, prayed, and swore, and one kept shouting, 'My GodJ
we are all going down to hell! '
"When I reached my house I found everything upset. Pictures,
dishes, and everything breakable were smashed, and two stoves were
broken all to pieces. .All the afternoon lighter shocks continued, and
also through the night."
.Another letter dated on Friday says:
"Ou Wednesday night, just as I had gone to bed, 'Crash!' came
another great shock. .Ali night long they recurred, keeping us up
until morning; and all day Thursday they continued, each preceded
by a heavy ~ubterranean explosion. The house the foreman lived in
was demolished thh, time. Last night was less exciting, and at 3
o'clock this (Friday) morning we had another, which was fully as terrifying a · the first. The shocks were worse in the canyon here than
elsewhere, but at Newhall and all around this part of the county they
have been terrifying."
April 9.-Los ANGELES.-The San Fernando range of mountains.,
where the greater disturbance took place during the week, were pretty
generally ·haken up every day, beginning with Tuesday. The last
temblor, a light one, was felt in the canyon about 10 o'clock Sunday
11ight. There were no shocks so severe as the first one, and they
gradually 1 ened in force and frequency.
A . far a an be learned the area of the temblors was not confined
ntirely to the an Fernand range, but dipped across the big Newhall
ranch, a t Saugus a11d ov r into the Castac and Piru mountains, north
f
wh 11.
range as jt may em, although Newhall is only 8 miles
anyon wh re the hakes were more continuous than
fr m the i
l ' wh re, t he p opl in that town did not feel many of them.
Ju. what nn ti n here i between the oil region and the earthCJ ck .· i. , m thin that ci nti t may have theories about, but it i
, fac t11 th gr a ,·t i. ur an wa · in and arouud the oil wells of
th , I ·ifi
t ml an 1 r nci o ompanie at the head of Pico
11
•
' 11. ...\pi·
r (].1 and x ell nt road winds around among the
hill · ml m unt in · p int th c, nyon. It gradually a scends and is
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forever crossing and recrossiug a briskly running creek, which tumbles
down from the hills with a decided scum of oil on its surface.
A sudden turn iu the road brings Miutryville in sight. This is a
little town with a schoolhouse, and is the residence of the superintendent of the oil companies. Scattered about are pretty little cottages,
the homes of employes. The canyon winds around ·a nd about, and at
every little distance on the road to Pico, where the central engine house
and wells are located, are the quaintly situated houses of employes.
One who has not visited the peculiarly formed canyon can hardly
have a clear conception of the consternation with which the earthquakes
were received by the 130 people who live in this vicinity.
Temblors that would, as these did, tilt up great oil tanks full of oil,
detach immense bowlders from the mountain sides, weighing tons, and
cause big surface :fissures in the ground in various places, are not ~alculated to make people rest well at night, and when these disturbances
continue at irregular iutervals for five days it is a wonder that the
"'."omen and children in the canyon bore the ordeal as bravely as they
did.

Shortly after reaching Mintryville Mr. Mintry was found at home,
and gave .bis recollection of the big earthquake of Tuesday.
"It was a few minutes after 12 o'clock," he said, '' and I was just
starting· down for dinner. The men bad nearly all left the derricks.
Suddenly tlrnre was a peculiar swaying of the ground and an explosion
which I can hai'dly describe. It was heavier than any blast I ever
heard. I was on horseback, and the horse was frightened very badly.
.At first I tho1-ight of a boiler, but looking along the San Fernando range,
as f~tr. as I could see east and west, there was a blinding cloud of dust.
It rose directly up from the top of the range and was thick. All around
nie the dust rose from the hills in ·the near vicinity and earth and bowlders came tumbling down. The shock lasted between ten and :fifteen
seconds.
"I looked across the valley and saw the same thing in the Castac
hills. That shock was the worst and it was accompanied by a rumbling sound. The shocks since that time have been smaller ones. They
have not affected the flow of oil by either increasing or diminishing it.
There was not the slightest disturbance in any of the wells. I have
been here for nineteen years as superintendent of the oil wells, and
this is the first time there has been an earthquake in this vicinity."
In conver~ation with other residents it was learned that both at the
head of the canyon and at Miutryville, which is nearly 2 miles below,
-the :first shock played havoc with the crockery in nearly all the houses
in both places, and a lot of milk pans full of milk, a quantity of eggs,
and the stove and nearly every loose article in one house were thrown
in a jumble on the floor and mixed up with the ashes.
In another house the cellar was caved in at one corner, and had it
-not been for a stout underpinning the house would have fallen over.
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One young man was in a cellar in Mintryville, and the shock caved -in
the walls so that he was nearly buried alive.
The schoolhouse had a large brick chimney, and after the shake there
was not a whole brick left. Women ran out of their homes, nearly
frightened to death; the chickens ran for cover as fast as they could,
and the horses and cattle went tearing up or clown the roads. An
immense stone came tumbling down a mountain side and landed in
arnoug the pipe lines and tanks below, smashil1g things generally.
Strange to say, not one of the many huge derricks, which are from
40 to 70 feet in height, was overturned, although they swayed in an
alarming manner. The roads were filled with dirt and bowlders, aud
it required a great deal of work to make them passable again.
The motion in all the shocks ,vas a swaying motion, and the direction
was from northwest to southeast.
An old and strong adobe house on what is Known as the middle Newhall ranch, northwest of Newhall, was shaken completely down by one
of the temblors.
It will take but one more heavy shake to depopulate the canyon, for
the effect of the strain on the people's nerves is extremely severe.
April 6-8.-ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEx.-The inhabitants of the river
towns south of the city are much alarmed over what they regard as
tlle coming of a devastating earthquake. During the past forty-eight
hours the earth bas frequently shaken very distinctly. The depot at
Las Lunas shook to such an extent early this morning that the agent
fled in terror. The Indians living in the valley are also much excited,
and, being naturally superstitious, fear that the earth is about to be
rent asunder and their villages engulfed. No earth tremors have been
felt here.
April 8.-ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEx.-Las Lunas, Belin, and several
other towns along the Rio Grand River are all in excitement over what
ar pears to be a series of infantile earthquakes. Four shocks have been
di tinctly felt since Thursday. There was one this morning, attended
by omi11ou rumbling underground and of three seconds' duration,
during which time eight or ten vibrations were felt. Glass was broken,
di h rattled, and a few frame houses in the towns swayed as if shaken
ya terrible windstorm.
April 13.-HYDESVILLE.-An earthquake shock was felt here at
5 o 1 ·1 l1i morning. It wa followed in fifteen minutes by another
and,· v rer llock, lasting fifteen seconds, and this was followed in fift n mi11ut
y auoth r h avy shock.
April 13.- REKA.- light hock of earthquake was felt here this
damag.
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in the second stories ran out. No damage has been l'eported. The
vibrations were from northwest to southeast.
May 18.-SATICOY.-Three distinct shocks of earthquake were felt
at this place at 4:36 this afternoon, lasting for forty-three seconds, witll
vibrations from north to south, causing dishes to rattle and hanging
lamps to swing to and fro.
May 18.-SAN PEDRo.-Two distinct earthquake shocks of about six
seconds duration, from north to south, were felt here this afternoon
at 4:35.
May 18.-SANTA .A.NA.-The earthquake at 4:25 this afternoon was
one of the hardest ever felt here, but no damage was done. .A. few
people above the ground floors started for the streets, but it was a
momentary fright only.
May 18.-L0MP0C.-.A. shock of earthquake was felt here at 4 o'clock
this afternoon. The vibrations seemed to be from east to west. No
damage is reported.
May 18.-VENTURA.-.A. very distinct shock of earthquake was felt
at 4: 35 this afternoon, lasting about fifteen seconds. The oscillation
was east and west. Many people ran out of their houses.
May 18.-OAKLAND.-Yesterday morning at 10: 03 o'clock two seve~·e
shocks of earthquake were felt in Oakland. The buildings on Broadway were shaken quite hard, and some of the people ran into the street.
May 18.-CARS0N, NEv.-The monthly review of the Nevada
State Weather Service for May, 1893, reports a shock on May 18, at·
2: 55 p. m. Mr. 0. Mulholland reports from Los .Angeles under date of
May 18, as follows: "It is now 4:30 p. m., and an earthquake has just
strongly shaken the building in which I am. Furniture in the room
vibrated so much as first to attract my attention. The motion appeared
to be from west to east. There were several-four to six-short,jerky
vibrations. Atmosphere still, sun shining brightly,no damage observable."
June 1.-SANTA BARBARA.-Santa Barbara felt another earthquake this morning about 4 o'clock, which lasted several seconds. It
was considerably heavier than the one two weeks ago.
June6.-SANFRANCISCO.-"Therewasanearthquake yesterdaymorning and either the people of the city show a decided tendency to exaggerate such incidents or the seismograph kept by Prof. George Davidson
has a method of misrepresenting things peculiarly its own. The shock
was felt all over the city, but the little instrument which recorded it
testified that it did not amount to anything. ·
'' It happened at 9: 25 o'clock yesterday morning. Buildings shook
windows rattled, and men employed in down-town houses rushed ouf
to see what it was all about. The city has not had a shock worth
noticing in a long time, and that of yesterday reminded everybody
within its walls that such affairs do come occasionally.
2299-No. 114-2
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"The shock was felt very differently by the people living in different
parts of the city. On Telegraph Hill and out on Pacific Heights it was
felt very much more keenly than in the Mission and on lower ground.
"Its motion was from east to west. In consequence those houses with
their longest length running in that direction felt it most. In Oakland
it was considered to be more than usually severe, but it appeared to
have materially spent its force when it reached this city.
"In the office of Prof. Davidson, in the .Appraisers' building, a curious
occurrence was noted~ There were three men in the room. One was
standing and facing west at the moment the shock came. The other
two were sitting, one facing south, the other north. While the two
men who were sitting felt the earthquake and thought it a severe one,
the man standing did not feel it at all."
The earth trembled only for two seconds.
June 6.-ALAMEDA.-Quite a shock of earthquake was felt in .Alameda,
this morning, at about 9 :30 o'clock.
June 18.-SANTA RosA.-This city experienced a slight earthquake
shock at 5 o'clock this morning. The vibrations were quite distinct,
but no damage was done.
June 30.-V ALLEJO.-Two pronounced earthquake shocks were felt
this morning which created considerable excitement for the few moments they lasted. The first shock was felt at 5: 30 o'clock, and was
closely followed by the second shock, which awakened people and was
accompanied by a distinct rumbling noise. The vibrations lasted about
two minutes. No damage was done beyond the breaking of crockery.
Lieut. Pond, of the Naval Observatory, states that the shock was
quite noticeable on Mare Island.
June 30.-SAN RAFAEL.-.A heavy earthquake was felt at this place
at 5: 35 this morning; the shock lasted upward of seven seconds. The
vibrations were from the north to the south. Some glassware in some
of the hotels in and around town was broken.
June 30,-PETALUMA.-A slight shock of earthquake was felt here
at 5 o'clock this morning. The vibration was from north to south and
wa of short duration.
June 26-30.-The San Francisco Call of July 7 contains a story of
t rrible earthquake shocks and other calamities experienced on San
i la I land (one of the Santa Barbara group, off San Diego some
7 il ) a.· rou ht by the captain of the steamer Jennie Griffin, but
further in e ·ti atio render it very doubtful whether · any great dis-
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stopped, and a lodger at one of the hotels became so frightened that
he jumped out of bed and cried for help. The wave came from the west.
July 30.-SAN FRANCisco.-.A.n earthquake aroused many people
about 1 :-30 o'clock yesterday morning. It was ~ short, sharp shock.
The motion was from the southwest.
July 30:_---OAKLAND.-Two light earthquake shocks were felt in Oakland at about 1 :30 o'clock this morning. The shocks followed in quick
succession, with scarcely a second elapsing between them. No damage
was done.
August 5.-MOUNT HAMILT0N.-A very light shock of earthquake
started the clock (only) of the Ewing seismograph at 9: 16 p. m. and
registered on the duplex as a very simple tracing of only one or two
vibrations nearly east and west, the maximum amplitude of the tracing
being 2.5mm. It was not felt by anyone at the Lick Observatory.
August 9.-SAN FRANCisco.-A sharp earthquake shock was felt at
1: 15 this morning. Messages by telephone from Santa Rosa· and Sacramento state that it was quite severe tn those places. So far as known
rio damage was done.
August 9.-SAN DrnGo.-Two slight shocks of earthquake were
noticed by the local observer of the weather bureau to-day, one occur.
ring at 11: 02 a. m. and the other at 4: 07 p. m.
August 9. -ALAMEDA.-Quite a sharp shock was felt at 1: 15 a. m.,
Mr. Perrine's duplex seismograph giving a tracing 5mm in a northwest
and southeast direction, and at right angles to this 1,5mm,
August 9.-PETALUMA.-A lively shock of earthquake was felt in this
city at 1: 10 this morning, followed for some· time afterwards by tremors.
In all, six shocks were felt, the first one being the-heaviest. It was the
most severe felt here for years. The vibrations were north to south, and
lasted fifteen seconds. No damage is reported, but several clocks
stopped, plaster cracked, and crockery was thrown from the shelves.
Many people were badly frightened.
Augttst 9.-SANTARosA.-The sev,erest earthquake felt here since 1868
occurred this morning at 1: 12 o'clock. The oscillations were apparently
southeast and northwest. Considerable damage was done in the way of
falling cbimneyR, broken windows, etc. The court-house was badly
shaken up, and the plastering extensively damaged.
August 9.-SONOMA.-The residents of this valley were awakened at 1
o'clock this morning, by a heavy shock of earthquake. The vibrations
were from east to west.
August 9.-SAN RAFAEL.-This morning at 1: 10 o'clock, two severe
earthquake shock~ were felt here. The vibrations were from eastto west.
The second shock was the heaviest.
August 9.-HEALDSBURG.-.A. shairp shock, or rather three continuous
shocks of earthquake, occurred here at 1: 10 o'clock this morning. The
sky which was clear was in a few minutes overcast with fog cloudssomething not witnessed here for several weeks, although usual in sum-
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August 9.-S.A.N FRANcrsco.-Yesterday morning the Catholic
churches of this city celebrated the feast of St. Emigdius. High
mass was celebrated in the principal places of worship in honor of
the day, with the especial object of obtaining the protection of St.
Emigdius and his prayers to Almighty God, asking for bis protection
against the calamity of earthquakes, for he is patron against such disastrous visitations.
This observance with high mass was introduced by Archbishop Alemany after the alarming earthquake which visited this city in 1868,
and has been celebrated in most of the Catholic churches in the United
States since that time and received the sanction of the Pope.
· At St. Mary's Cathedral the services were celebrated by Father
Prendergast at 9 a. m. A large congregation was present and ?ffe~ed
prayers to the holy saint. The father reviewed the life of St. Em1gdms,
showing the many godly deeds which had brought him to the light _of
Christ and made him the guiding star of his many followers. The choir,
rendered excellent music which added much to the grandeur and solemnity of the occasion. '
August 12.-MILLS COLLEGE.-Prof. Josiah Keep sends a tracing of
a slight but quite sharp disturbance recordefl on his seismograph,_ at
12: 50 p. m. The record shows a displacement of the pen amountmg
to 5 mm.
August 12.-ALAMED.A..-A very light shock was felt about 12 m.
Mr. Perrine's duplex seismograph gives a tracing of but a singlti vibration.
August 14.-TOUTLE RIVER, W .A.SHINGTON.-Mr. Fred G. Plummer
reports a disturbance as follows: "Earthquake observed August 14,
1893, at 5: 07 a. m., at camp of my exploring party on Toutle River
N. 40° W.-11 miles from summit of Mount St. Helens, Washington.
?ne sharp shock vertical about 1~ inches. Distinct rumbling precedmg for four seconds, near at hand toward the mountain."
. September 1.-GILROY.-A sharp shock of earthquake occurred tomgbt at 11: 20 o'clock. It was of several seconds' duration.
September 2,-SAN JosE.-Mr. Colton reports that he felt a sligl1t
ho_ck. of ~arthquake shortly after 10 J). m., exact time not noted,
while m hl room at the St. James Hotel.
. September 6.-REDDJNG.-Quite a severe shock of earthquake was
f 1t h r at : 22 'clo ·k this rooming, preceded by rumbling. It lasted
nd ·· and h ibration wa north and south. No damage.
·ral'
September 7,-LA' LUNAS ( . MEx.)-Centrnl New Mexico, has been
·ul j
alm t daily f rm re han three months to violent ea~thquake ·
~ ~ n Th r d y, September 7, threw down a score of old
11 rng
lr ad haky from pre ious earthquakes. No live
1
u a
· liar featur i that there were numerou case of
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where a spring has appeared in a place which always had been dry and
barren.
September 28.-M0UNT HAMILT0N.-Prof. Holden reports the time as
6: 20 a. m. Intensity II, Rossi-Fore! scale. Mr. Colton was awakeu ed
by the shock and reports "one slight shock," the time being 6: 20: 10
a. m., Pacific slope time. The Duplex seismograph shows a slight mark
of disturbance.
October 15.-SANTA CRuz.-A severe shock of earthquake was felt
at 5 o'clock this morning. The undulations were from west to east.
November 7.-GUADALAJARA, MExrco.-A severe earthquake has
occurred here during the past ten days. The Oolima volcano is in a
violent state of eruption, and people living at the base of the mountain
have left their homes in search of a place of safety.
At the town of Americus the first severe shock did great damage to
property, and several persons were wounded by falling· houses. The
disturbance was felt in the States of Oaxaca, Puebla, Guerrero, Morelos,
and J alisco.
November 6.-VICT0RIA (B. O.)-The steamer Topeka brings word
from Alaska that there have been four earthquakes during the summer
at St. Augustine Island (Chorna Borna), where the mountain is now
emitting dense clouds of smoke, forewarning another eruption. The
natives, remembering the devastation caused by the eruption twelve
years ago, are deserting the island in haste, abandoning all their interests. The last eruption rendered useless all existing charts of the
neighboring waters, causing no fewer than five shipwrecks.
November 21.-QAPISTRANO.-A slight shock of earthquake was felt
here to-night about 7: 48 o'clock, which lasted only about two seconds,
but made the buildings creak. Judging from the motion of the swinging lamps, the vibrations must have been from west to east.
December 6.-VICT0RIA B. U.-An active volcano on the American
side of the straits was one of the scenes witnessed by the passengerR on
the steamer Ma,ud, which returned from Alberni to Victoria, British
Columbia, yesterday.
December 12.-LAKEPORT.-Quite a severe earthquake was felt here
at 3 o'clock this morning. The vibration was from west to east. No
damage was done.
December 12.-UKIAH.-This city experienced a sharp shock of earthquake at 3: 15 o'clock this morning. The clocks in the public buildings
were stopped. Vibrations were from south to north.
December 17.-ONTARIO.-Quite a sharp earthquake shock was felt
here at 10: 50 o'clock to-night.
December 18.-RIVERSIDE.-A slight shock of earthquake was felt
here last night at 10: 40 o'clock. The vibrations, which lasted only a
few seconds, were from south to north. No damage was done.
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The publications of the United States Geological Survey are issued in accordance with the ata.tute
approved March 3, 1879, which declares that"The publications of the Geological Survey shall consist of the annual report of operations, geological
and economic maps illustrating the resources and classification of the lands, and reports upon general
and economic geology and paleontology. The annual report of operations of the Geological Survey
shallaccompany the annual report of the Secretary of the Interior. All special memoirs and reporta
of said Survey shall be issued in uniform quarto series if deemed necessary by the Director, but other•
wise in ordinary octavos. Three thousand copies of each shall be published for scientific exchanges
and for sale at the price of publication;· and all literary and cartographic materials received in exchange
shall be the property of the United States and form a part of the library of the organization; and the
money resulting from the sale of such publications shall be covered into the Treasury of the United
States."
On.July 7, 1882, the following joint resolution, referring to all Government publications, was passed
by Congress:
''That whenever any document or report shall be ordered printed by Congress, there shall be printed,
in addition to the number in each case stated, the 'usual number' (1,734) of copies for binding and
distribution among those entitled to receive them."
Except in those cases in which an extra number of any publication has been supplied to the Survey
by special resolution of Congress or has been ordered by the Secretary of the Interior, this office baa
no co~ies for gratuitous distribution.
ANNUAL REPORTS.

I. First Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, by Clarence King. 1880. so. 79 pp.
1 map.-A preliminary report describing plan of organization and publications.
II. Second Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1880-'81, by J. W. Powell. 1882.
8°. lv, 588 pp. 62 pl. 1 map.
ill. Third Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1881-'82, by J. W. Powell. 1883.
8°. xviii, 564 pp. 67 pl. and maps.
IV. Fourth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1882-'83, by J. W. Powell. 1884.
8°. xxxii, 473 pp. 85 pl. and maps.
V. Fifth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1883-'84, by J. W. Powell. 1885.
8°. xxxvi, 469 pp. ~pl.and maps.
VI. Sixth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1884-'85, by J. W. Powell. 1885.
8°. xxix, 570 pp. 65 pl. and maps.
VII. Seventh Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1885-'86, by J. W. Powell. 1888.
8°. xx, 656 pp. 71 pl. and maps.
VIII. Eighth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1886-'87, by J. W. Powell. 1889.
S0 • 2 pt. xix, 474, xii pp. 53 pl. and maps; 1 p. 1., 475-1063 pp. 54-76 pl. and maps.
IX. Ninth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1887-'88, by J. W. Powell. 1889.
S0 • xiii, 717 pp. 88 pl. and maps.
X. Tenth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1888-'89, by J. W. Powell. 1890.
S0 • 2pt. xv, 774pp. 98 pl. and maps; viii, 123 pp.
XI. EleventhAnnualReportoftheUnitedStatesGeologicalSurvey, 1889-'90, byJ. W. Pow)lll. 1891.
so. 2pt. xv, 757 pp. 66 pl. and maps; ix, 351 pp. 30 pl.
XII. Twelfth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1890-'91, by J. W. Powell. 1891.
So. 2 pt. xiii, 675 pp. 53 pl. and maps; xviii, 576 pp. 146 pl. and maps.
XIII. Thirteenth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1891-'92, by J. W. Powell.
1893. 8°. 3 pt. vii, 240 pp. 2 pl.
XIV. FourteenthAnnual.Reportof the United States Geological Survey, 1892-'93, byJ. W.Powell.~
1893. s0 • 2 pt.
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I. Lake Bonneville, by Grove Karl Gilbert. 1890. 4°. xx, 438 pp. 51 pl. 1 map. Price $1.50.
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A GEOGRAPHIC DICTIONARY OF RHODE ISLAND.
By

HENRY GANNETT.

.

The Geographic Dictionary of Rhode Island, which constitutes this
bulletin, is designed to aid in finding any geographic feature upon the
atlas sheets of that S-tate published by the U.S. Geological Survey.
It contains all the names given upon those 8heets, and no other.
Under each name is a brief statement showing the feature it designates arid its location, and opposite to it is the name of the atlas sheet
or sheets upo:i;i which it is to be found.
The atlas sheets upon which tlie State is represented are the result
of a survey made at the joint expense of the U. S. Geological Survey
and the State of Rhode Island. The scale upon which the sheets are
published is 1: 62500: that is, a distance of 62,500 inches upon the
ground, or very nearly l mile, is represented by 1 inch upon the map.
Relief, or variation of elevation, is represented by contour lines or lines
of equal elevation above mean sea level, these contour lines being at
vertical intervals of 20 feet; so that each successive contour indicates
a level 20 feet higher than the one below it. Upon the map all water
bodies, that is, bays, ponds, rivers, etc., are represented in blue; the
contour lines representing the relief, together with the figures showing
absolute elevations, are printed in brown; and the lettering and all
lines indicating the works of man are printed in black.
The area of the State is represented upon 15 sheets, each sheet comprising 15 minutes of latitude by 15 minutes of longitude. Each sheet,
therefore, includes about 17½ miles from north to south and about 13
miles from east to west. Of these sheets only 4 lie entirely or virtually within the State, the others including portions of the adjacent
States of Massachusetts and Oonnecticut. The following is a list of
the sheets, showing the names assigned to them and their limits in latitude and longitude:
7
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Limits.

Sheets.
In longitude.

In latitude.
0

Franklin ................ ,
Blackstone ...............
Webster .................
Providence ...............
Burrillville ...............
Putnam ..................
Fall River ................
Narragansett Bay ........
Kent ....................
Moosup .............. _...
Sakonnet ......... - ......
Newport .................
Charlestown .............
Stonington ...............
Block Island .............

I

0

I

42 00 to 42 15
42 00
42 15
42 00
42 15
41 45
42 00
42 00
41 45
42 00
41 45
41 30
41 45
41 45
41 :m
41 30
41 -45
41 45
41 30
4115
41 30
41 30
4115
4115
41 30
4115
41 30
41 00
4115

0

I

0

I

71 15 to 71 30
71 45
71 30
72 00
71 45
71 30
7115
71 45
71 30
72 00
71 45
7115
71 00
71 30
7115
71 45
71 30
72 00
71 45
7115
71 00
71 30
7115
71 45
71 30
72 00
71 45
71 45
71 30

The spelling of the names conforms to the decisions of the U. S.
Board of Geographic Names.
Rhode Island is one of the original thirteen States; it was the last
to ratify the Constitution, which it <lid on May 29, 1790.
The boundary lines between Rhode Island on the one hand and Massachusetts and Connecticut on the other are extremely irregular, having originated with early colonial charters, and having been modified
subsequently by conventions and agreements, so that it is impossible
to describe them in any other way than by representing them upon a
map or by a detailed statement of courses and distances.
The total area of the State is 1,250 square miles. Of this area 197
square miles are water surface, consisting of bays, ponds, rivers, etc.,
which, deducted from the total area, leaves 1,053 square miles of land
surface.
·
The State is divided into five count~es, having land areas as follows:
County.

Bristol ............... _.... _.
Kent ......... _... _.. _... ___ .

Square
miles.

24.3
169.0
117.0
410.9
Washington .. ::::::::::::::: 331. 0

p;;yg~!·c~- :::.. -............
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These counties are subdivided into towns and cities. There are in
the State thirty-four towns and two cities. They are as follows:
;Bristol County:
Barrington.
Bristol.
Warren.
Kent County:
Uoventry.
East Greenwich.
West Greenwich.
Warwick.
Newport County:
Jamestown.
Little Compton.
Middletown.
Newport City.
New Shoreham.
Portsmouth.
Tiverton.
Providence County:
Burrillville.
Cranston.
Cumberland.

Providence County-Continued.
East Providence.
Foster.
Glocester.
Johnston.
Lincoln.
North Providence.
North Smithfield.
Pawtucket.
Providence City.
Scituate.
Smithfield.
Woonsocket.
Washington County:
Charlestown.
Exeter.
Hopkinton.
North Kingstown.
South Kingstown.
Richmond.
Westerly.
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Absalona; hill in Glocester; altitude, 635 feet......... . . . . . . . . Buuillville.
Adams; fort situated on a point at entrance of Newport Harbor Newport.
Adams; point on shore of Warren River, in Barrington ...•.•.• Narragansett Bay,
Adamsville; village in southeast part of Little Compton .•..... Fall Ri"\'"er.
Albion; village in Lincoln, on Providence and Worcester R. R . Providence.
Allen.dale; small v:illage in North Providence... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence.
Allen; harbor on Nar,ragansett Bay, in North Kingstown ....... Na-rragansett Bay.
Allen ton; village in North Kingstown. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Narragansett Bay.
Allenville; village in Smithfield ............. ..... ......... .... Burrillville.
Almy; point projecting from northern part of Portsmouth into
Sakonnet River .......................................... ... Fall River.
Almy; pond in south part of Newport ....... .... .............. Newport.
Almy; reservoir in Johnston; altitude, 296 feet ............. ... Burrillville.
Andrews; hill on boundary between Warwick and East Greenwich; altitude, 380 feet...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kent.
Anthony; village in Coventry ............. ____ ................ Kent.
Anthony; point projecting from Tiverton into Sakonnet River. Fall River.
Applehouse; hill in Cranston ; altitude, 440 feet . . . . . . . • • . . . . . Burrillville.
Apponaug; village and railroad station in ·warwick, on New
York, Providence and Boston R.R ................ __________ Narragansett Bay.
Apponaug; river, or properly an inlet, in Narragansett Bay, in
town of Warwick .................................... ...... Narragansett Bay.
Arcadia; village in northeast part of Richmond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kent.
Arctic ; village in Warwick. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kent.
Arkwright; village in Coventry .••••....•...•..•.... ••. ...••. Kent.
Arnold Mill; village in Cumberland ...............•••........ Providence.
Arrow; swamp in southeastern part of Exeter.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kent.
Ashaway; village in southwest part of Hopkinton . . . • . . . . . . . . Stonington.
Ashlandville; village in Scituate ........•..................... Burrillville.
Ashton; village in Cumberland .........••....•.... _... . . . . . . . . Providence.
Ashville; pond in western part of Hopkinton; height, 169 feet. Moosup.
Auburn; village in Cranston on Providence R. R . .. _. _... . . . . . . Providence.
Austin Hollow; shallow cove on west shore of Conanicut Island Newport.
Babcock; pond (salt) in south part of Westerly .............•.. Stonington.
Bailey; hill in Richmond; altitude, 240 feet ...... ___ . _. • • . . . . . • Kent.
Baker; village on Warwick R.R., in town of Warwick ........ Narragansett Bay.
Bald; hill in West Greenwich; altitude, 630 feet ....••......... Kent.
Bald; hill in Exeter; altitude, 432 feet ... __ ...........••..••••• Kent.
Bald; hill in Warwick; elevation, 220 feet. . . . . . . • • • • . . • • • . . • • • Narragansett Bay.
Bald; hill in Cranston; altitude, 501 feet .. _•.. _.. __ ... _....... Burrillville.
Ball; point on east coast of Block Island ...•.....•.....••..... Block Island.
Bank; village in North Smithfield .............••••...•.•••.... Burrillville.
Barber; pond in northern part of South Kingstown...... • • • • . . Kent.
Barber Height; hill in southeast part of North Kingston; elevation, 200 feet ••..••••••.....••....••.••.••..••••••••••••. Narragansett Bay.
11
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Barberville; village in the northeastern part of Hopkinton. . . . . Kent.
Barden; reservoir in eastern part of Exeter; elevation, 345 feet. Burrillville.
Barrington; river; branch of Warren River in town of Bar-~ Providence.
rington.
( Narragansett Bay.
Barrington; town in Bristol County, on shore of Narragansett 5 Narragansett Bay. ·
Bay; area, 9.3 square miles.
. ( Providence.
Barrington; village in northern part of town of same name.... Providence.
Bay Side; village and railroad station on Warwick R.R., in
Warwick .... _. _.... ____ ... ___ . _____ .. ____ .. ____ . _.... ___ . _ Narragansett Bay.
Beach; pond in Exeter and in eastern Connecticut; elevation,
280 feet .... __ . ____ ... _. _.... _. __ .. ____ .. ____ .. ___ .. __ .. . . . . Moosup.
Beach; pond of salt water near coast of South Kingstown...... Newport.
Beacon; hill on Block Island; elevation, 200 feet . __ ... __ ...... Block Island.
Beacon; hill in northern part of Newport; elevation, 120 feet .. Narragansett Bay.
Bear; point projecting into Narragansett Bay from Prudence
Island .. __ .....• __ ... __ .............·....................•.. Narragansett Ba.y.
Beaver; river tributary to Pawcatuck River, flowing across 5 Charlestown.
Richmond.
( Kent.
Beaver Head; point on west shore of Conanicut Island ........ Newport.
Beaver Tail; light-house, located at south point of Conanicut
Island at entrance to Narragansett Bay ........ _......•....• Newport.
Bellefonte; village in southeastern part of Cranston ........... Providence.
Belleville; pond in eastern part of North Kingstown .......... Narragansett Bay.
Belleville; village in North Kingstown ... __ .......... __ ....... Narragansett Ba.y.
Benedict; pond in southern part of Providence; elevation, 42
feet ................ _.. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence.
Bennett; hill in southern part of Foster...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Burrillville.
Berkeley; village in southern part of Cumberland ............. Providence.
Big; hill in southwestern part of Scituate; altitude, 587 feet .... Burrillville,
Big; river tributary to Pawtuxet River, flowing northward
across West Greenwich ..................................... Kent.
Biscuit; hill in I!'oster; altitude, 608 feet .. _... .. . • • • . . . . . . . . . . Kent.
Bishop Rock; island off coast of Newport, in Narragansett Bay. Narragansett Ba.y.
Bissell; cove entering from Narragansett Bay into North Kingstown ....•••...... __ ....... _...... _, _•.... _.. . . . . . . . . . • • . Narragansett Bay.
Black; point projecting from Portsmouth into Sakonnet River. Fall River.
Black Plain; broad summit in Exeter; altitude, 563 feet. . . • • • . Kent.
Black Rock; most southerly point of Block Island ............ Block Island.
Blackmore; pond in Cranston. __ ........ __ • _.. • • • . • • • . . . . . . • . . Providence.
Blackstone; river heading in Massachusetts and flowing southeast into Seekonk River ..... _..........•....... _••• _.. _. ___ Providence.
Bliss Corner; village in Tiverton ....... ____ ••............•••. Fall River.
Block; island off south coast of Rhode Island and distant from
its nearest point about 10 miles. So named after Adrian
Block, its discoverer. It constitutes the town of New Shoreham - · -· - -.. -- -..................... ..... .............. __ .. Block Island.
Blue; pond in a tern part of Hopkinton; elevation, 235 feet ... Kent.
Blue; pond in wet rn part of Hopkinton; height, 235 feet ....• Moosup.
Blue Bill; cov from akonnet River, in northern part of Portaro uth. ······ ............. ....................••......••••• Fall River.
Bonnet· p int on a t oa t of South King town .....•. _....... Newport.
Bonnet, The ~ hill neat c astof outh Kingstown ............ Newport.
Boon· pond m E:x r; el vatio , 347 feet .. ___ . _ . .. • . . • . . . . . . . Kent.
Borden · br k, ribut ry t
akonnet iv r, in Ti rton .....• . FaJl River.
Bo1ton · hill in
tern art of Coventry; altitude, 320 feet..... Kent.
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Boaton Heck; projection of land between the main coast and
The Cove, in South Kingstown . . . . . • . . . . . • • . • . • • . . • • • . • . • . • Newport.
Bowdish; reservoir in eastern part of Glocester; height, 550
feet ........•.••••..................•...•••••.••••••••••••• Putnam.
Bowen; hill in Coventry; height, 610 feet..... • •• • •• • • • •• • • • • • Kent.
Bradley; hill in Providence; altitude, 190 feet .•••••••••.•••••. Providence.
Branch; river in Burrillville, tributary to the Blackstone River. Burrillville.
Brandy; brook in Glocester . . • • • . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • • • . . Burrillville.
Breakheart; hill in southern part of West Greenwich; altitude
340 feet ............................••.••••..•••••.••••.•..• Kent.
Brenton; cove on west coast of Newport ..•.•..••••••.•.•..••.• Newport.
Brenton; point on south coast of Newport .....•••••...•••.•••. Newport.
Brenton Reef; submerged rock at entrance to Narragansett
Bay, over which is anchored a light vessel. ....•••.•........ Newport.
Bridgetown; village in South Khigstown ........•............. Newport.
Bristol; harbor of the viUage of the same name, being an inlet
from Narragans~tt Bay. . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Narragansett Bay.
Bristol; town of Bristol County on the shore of Narragansett i Narragansett Bay.
Bay; area, 9.1 square miles.
~ Fall River.
Bristol; the principal village in the town of Bristol, on Bristol
Harbor, reached by the Providence, Warren and Bristol R. R. Narragansett Bay.
Bristol N eek; promontory projecting between Narragansett and F
R"
Mount Hope Bays, and constituting the town of Bristol and
a 11 iver. B
part of the town of Warren.
Narragansett ay ·
Broad; hill in southern part of South Kingstown; altitude, 226
feet ....•••..............•..........• _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charlestown.
Brown; point projecting from Tiverton into Sakonnet River ... Fall River.
Brush Neck; peninsula extending into Narragansett Bay from
town of Warwick ..........•....••..•.......•.............. Narragansett Bay . .
Brushy; brook tributary to Pawcatuck River, in Hopkinton... Kent.
Buck; hill in western part of Burrillville; height, 728 feet..... Putnam.
Buckhorn; brook tributary to ·Moosup River, in Coventry ... Kent.
Buckeye; brook, the outlet of Warwick Pond, draining it into
Narragansett Bay, in Warwick ...•••........ -~- ....•.•..... Narragansett Bay.
Bullock; point in town of Barrington, Bristol County, projecting into Narragansett Bay ...•....•.•............•...... ~ . . . Narragansett Bay.
Bullock Neck; peninsula projecting into Narragansett Bay
from town of East Providence ...•......................•... Providence.
Bull; point on east coast of Conanicut Island, projecting into
Narragansett Bay ........................•••...•••..•••.•.. Newport.
Burdickville; village in Hopkinton .... _...•••.. __ . _. • . . • . • • . . Charlestown.
Burgess; cove, a slight indentation from Providence River, in
southern part of Providence ........................ _... . . . . Providence.
Burlingame; reservoir in Glocester; elevation, 590 feet ...... Burrillville.
Burnt; hill in Scituate; altitude, 424 feet ...•..•... __ •• . . • . . . . . Kent.
. northwestern part of Providence County; pBlackstone.
B u rrillv ill e; t own m
t
53 2
.
u ,Tlam.
area · square nnles.
Burrillville.
Burrillville; village in town of Burrillville . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . Burrillville.
Buttonwood; village and railroad station on the WarwickR. R.,
in Warwick ..••......•••. :. ••....•.....•.••..••••.•••••.•••• Narragansett Bay.

I

l

Butts; hill in Portsmouth; elevation, 180 feet .• _._ •...• _••• _..

5Fall River·
~ Narraganeett Bay.

Calf Neck; projection from town of North King:stown into Mill

Cove······ ••...••••...•............... ----~----· .•.••..... Narragansett Bay.
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Canob; pond in western part ,of Richmond ...••.••.••••••••...• Ke:nt.
Canopaug; iJin.r0ok tributary to Pawtuxet River.... . • • • . . . . • . . . Burrillville.
Carbuncle; hill in northwesitern part 0f Coventry; altitude, 513
feet .............................................................. Moosup.
Carbuncle; pond in the western part of Coventry; elevation,
355 feet .............. -·- - .. ... - .. . .. - - . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • • • . . . . Moosup.
Card; ponds (salt) on the coasrt of South Kingstown. . • • • • . • • • • Charlestown.
Carolina; village in Richmond . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . Charlestown.
Carr; point on coast of Portsm(i)uth, projecting into Narragansett Bay ..........................................••...•..•• Narragansett Bay.
Carr; pond in eastern part of West Greenwich; elevation, 327
feet .................•......•..........••..........•••••..• Kent.
Casey; hill in Exeter; altitude, 442 feet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • Kent.
Casey; point projecting from North Kingstown into Narragansett Bay .....................••......•.•..••••.••..•••••••• Narragansett Bay.
Castle; hill on coast of Newport. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • • . • • . • Newport.
Cat Rocks; hill in J olmstoti.; elevation, 360 feet . . • • • . • • • • • • • • Burrillville.
Catamint; small brook tributary to Blackstone River, in Cumberland...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . • • • Providence.
Cedar Swamp; brook tributary to Pawtuxet river, in Johnston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . Burrillville.
Cedar Swamp; brook tributary to Charles River, in Charlestown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • • . . . • . . . Charlestown.
Cedar Swamp; pond in southern part of South Kingstown ...• Charlestown.
Cedar Swamp; pond in western. part of Burrillville. . • • • . . . • • • Putnam.
Center; village on Block Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Block Island.
Centerdale; village in North Providence, on Providence and
Springfield R. R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • . • . . • Providence.
Centerville; villaige in Hopkinton. . . . . . • • • • . • . . • • • . . . • • • • . • • • • Kent.
Centerville; village in Warwick ...............••........•••.. Kent.
Central Falls; village in Lincoln.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • . . . . Providence.
Chagum; pond of salt water in southern part of Block Island.. Block Island.
Champlain; hill in western part of Hopkinton; elevation, 400
feet . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Stonington.
Charles; river, a large branch of Pawcatuck River, forming
bo11I1dary between Charlestown and Richmond .... •••...... Charlestown.
Charlestown; sand beach on south coast of Charlestown . . • • . • Charlestown.
Charlestown; inlet through Charlestown Beach into Minigret
Pond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . • . . • . . . . . . • •• • • • • • . . Charlestown.
Charlestown; town in southern part of Washington County;
area, 39·8 square miles ......... -~ .................••....••. Charlestown.
Charlestown; village in Charl stown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . Charlestown.
Chase; cove entering from Kickamuit River into southern part
of town of Warwick. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fall River.
Chepachet; river in Burrill ville and Glocester . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . Burrillville.
Chepachet; villa. e in Glocester . . . . . .
Burrillville.
Cherry; br k tributary to Blackstone·
fi 1 · • • • -· • • • • • • · • • - • • -- • - - - ... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Burrillville.
Chipux~t i ri~ r _tributary to Charles River, in South Kingstown Charlestown.
Chopnust · hill m n rthw tern part of cituate · altitude 730
f
···· ···· ··
'
'
Burrillville.
Chopmlst · vill• , . in ituat~ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · ·
· · · · · · -· · - -· -. - - . - -.....•........ Burrillville.
Ch rcb · " '" ind nting a of Little mpton .............. Sakonnet.
Church· · " fr m 1 un H Jl Bay xt ndingint Bristol Neck Fall River.

Ri~·~;, ·i~ N~rlh·S~i:th~
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Church; point projecting from Tiverton into Sakonnet River ... Fall River.
Church; point projecting fro~ coast of Little Compton into Sakonnet River .......•. ,_ .. . . . . . . • • • . • • . • . . • • • . • • . . . . . • • • . . . . Sakonnet.
Clapman; pond in Westerly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Stonington.
Clark; point projecting from North Kingstown into Narragansett
Bay .... ~. . . . • . . ... . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . • • . . . . . . • • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . Narragansett Bay.
Clay Head; cU ff on east coast of Block Island . . • • • • • . • • . . . . . • . Block Island.
Clayville; village in Scituate...... . . • . • . . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • • . • • . . Burrillville.
Clyde; village in Warwick, on Pawtuxet River .. ... . . . . . . • • • • . Kent.
Coasters Harbor; island off coast of Newport, in Narragansett
Bay ....•......• ~ ................•..... .................... Narragansett Bay.
Coddington; cove, an arm of Narragansett Bay, extending into
Middletown ............................................... Narragansett Bay.
Coggeshall; cove, part of Narragansett Bay, projecting into
Prudence Island ......... ... ......................... ...... Narragansett Bay.
Coggeshall; point on coast of Portsmouth, projecting into Narragansett Bay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . Narragansett Bay.
Coles; village and railroad station on the Warwick R. R., in
Warwick ...•............. .. ....... ..... ........ ........... Narragansett Bay.
Colvin; brook, branch of Pawtuxet River, in Scituate .......... Kent.
Common Fence; southernmost point of Rhode Island ..... .... Fall River.
Conanicut; island in southern part of Narragansett Bay, comprising the town of Jamestown, Newport County.... . . . . . . . Newport.
Congdon; hill in southern part of North Kingstown; elevation,
220 feet .......... ~ ................ ........... .. ...... : . . . . . Narragansett Bay.
Conimicut; point projecting into Narragansett Bay from town
of W arwic.K. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Narragansett Bay.
Conimicut; village and railroad station on Warwick R. R. in
Warwick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Narragansett Bay.
Cooke Store; village in northwest part of Foster ...••....•...• Putnam.
Copper Mine; hill in Cumberland; altitude 400 feet ........... Providence.
Cork; brook tributary to Pawtuxet River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . Burrillville.
Corliss; cove from Providence River, in southern portion of
Providence .. . ..•.....•••................•• _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence.
Cormorant; pond, part of Great Salt Pond, on Block Island .... Block lsland.
Cormorant Rock; island off coast of Middletown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sakonnet.
Cornelius; island off north coast of Kingstown, in Narragansett Bay ............................ .. ...••.......... ...... Narragansett Bay.
Cove, The; indentation from Sakonnet River, in southern part of
Portsmouth .... ....................... ... •... • . •........... Fall River.
Cove, The; body of salt water in town of South Kingstown ... Newport.
Coventry; town in Kent County, area 17·1 square miles .•.•... } Kent.
( Moosup.
Coventry Center; village in Coventry ...•.•••...•••.•....••.. Kent.
Cow; cove indenting northern p.art of Block Island ...... .... Block Island.
Coweset; village and railroad station upon New York, Providence & Boston R. R., in town of Warwick.... . . • • • • . . • • • . Narragansett Bay.
N arr~gansett Bay.
Cranston; town in Providence County, area 30·2 square miles,< Providence.
I Burrillville.
LKent.
Cranston; village in northern part of Cranston ...••........... Providence.
Cranston Print Works; village in northern part of Cranston . . Providence.

r
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Crescent; beach on east coast of Block Island . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . Block Isl&nd.
Crompton; village in Warwick •..•••............... ....••••••• Kent.
Crookfall; brook tributary to Blackstone River,in Lincoln .•.... Providence.
Cumberland; hill in Cumberland; altitude, 342 feet ..........•. Providence.
Cumberland; town in Providence County; area, 27·5 square
,
miles . . . • . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . Franklin.
Cumberland; village in Cumberland, on Blackstone River ..... Providence.
Cumberland Mills; village in southern part of Cumberland.~. Providence.
Cunliff; pond in eastern part of Cranston ...•••.••••. .......... Providence.
Davisville; village in North Kingstown ....•...••••..•.•.. ___ _ Narragansett Bay.
Dead; swamp in southeastern part of West Greenwich ......... Kent.
Deep; pond in southwest part of Exeter; elevation, 310 feet ... Moosu.p.
Diamond; hill in southwest part of Hopkinton; elevation, 220
feet...... . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . • • • • . . • • • • • • • • . . . . . Stonington.
Diamond Hill; village in Cumberland .. _..•..•••••.••••.. _.... Providence.
Dickens; most westerly point of Block Island ...••••.•.••..... Block Island.
Drownville ; village in Barrington .........••....••....•... _. . Narragansett Bay,
Drum Rock; hill in Warwick, Kent County; elevation, 220 feet. Narragansett Bay.
Dry; brook tributary to Pawtuxet River, in Johnston .......••. Burrillville.
Duck; pond int.o wn of Warwick ...•.....••....... .• .•........ Narrl:!,gansett Bay.
Dumping Rock; hill in eastern part of Exeter; altitude, 242
feet ....•...••...••................ _.....• _....••...... _... Kent.
Dumplings; group of rocks off east coast of Conanicut Island,
in Narragansett Bay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Newport.
Dunnell Print Works; ,;.illage in Pawtucket.... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Providence.
Durfee; hill in Glocester; elevation, 805 feet; highest elevation in the State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . .. . . • . Burrillville.
Dutch; island in Narragansett Bay ............................ Narragansett Bay.
Dutch Island; harbor, arm of Narragansett Bay, projecting 5 Newport.
into Conanicut Island.
( Narragansett Bay.
Dye; hill in Exeter and Hopkinton; altitude, 469 feet .......... Moosup.
Dyer; island in Narragansett Bay, off coast of Portsmouth, of
which town it forms a part ........•........................ Narragansett Bay.
Dyerville; village in Johnston, on Providence and Springfield
R. R ........•.................................•...•........ Providence.
East-; island off coast of Little Compton ............... .. ...... Sakonnet.
East Greenwich; town in Kent Cou,nty; area, 17·1 square S Kent.
miles.
( Narragansett Bay.
East GreenWich; principal village in town of same name ..... . Narragansett Bay.
Easton; beach on coast of Middletown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Newport.
Easton; point on coast of Middletown .................... _... . Newport.
Easton; salt-water pond on coast between Newport and Middletown --- - -- - - - - . -... - ............................ _... . . . . . . Newport. ·
Eaat ~rovidence; town in Providence County; area, 12·5 square
mile - - - - - .. - - . - - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence.
East Providence; principal village in town of same name . . . . . Providence.
Eas~ Providence Center; village in northern part of East Prov1
nre. · -· · --. -... -..........................•............. Providence.
Edgewood· villa"'e in ea tern part of Cranston.... . . . • . . . . . . . . Providence.
El~ge· r k flowing into Narragansett Bay from North
Ell . ng ,t?wn · ·· · ·· · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · -· -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Narragansett Ba.y.
pone 1~ w . t rn part of Hopkinton . ....•.....•...... ..•.. Moosup.
Elmdale; Y11lage in Scituate
••.......••••..••.•••..•• _.. _.. Burrillville.
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Escoheag; hill in southwestern part of Greenwich; altitude,
541 feet .............-...................... ................• Mo.osnp.
Escoheag; village in western part of Greenwich . ...
Moosnp.
Exeter; town in northern part of Washington Connty; area,~ Kent.
58 square miles.
.
t Moo.sup.
Exeter Hill; village in eastern part of Exetor ........ ......... Kent.
Fenner; hill in eastern part of Hop kin ton; altJtudA, 367 feet . . Kent.
Fenner; pond in eastern part.of Cranston ....... .............• Providence.
Field; hill in southwestern part of Scituate; altitude, 573 feet. Burrillville.
Field; point projecting into Providence river at its :m.o-u th from
southern part of town Qf l?rovidence ........... _..... . . . . . . . . Providence.
Fish; cove on coast of South Kingstown ..................... .. Charlestown.
Fisher; hill in noI'thern part of West Greenwich; altitude, 471
feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l{ent.
Fishing; cove from Na.uagansett Bay into North Kingstown... . Narragansett Bay.
Fiskville; village in Cranston ...·............ .................. Kent.
Flat; river tributary to Wood River in, .West Greenwich . .... . . Kent.
Flat; river tributary to Pawtuxet River, in Coventry .......... Kent.
Flat River; reservoir in Coventry; elevation, 24:9 feet.... . . . . . . Kent.
Flint; poiat on coast of Middletown,. extending .into Sakonnet
River...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sakonnet.
Fogland; point projecting from Tiverton ,.into S.a konnet River .. Fall River.
Fones; pond in eastern part of Coventry ....................... Kent.
Forestdale; village il}. North Smithfield ....................... . Burrillville.
Fort; hill rising from Providence River to an altjtude of 80 fe6t. Providence.
(Kent.
Foster; town in southern part of Providence County; area,~ Burrill ville.
48 ·8 square miles.
_
I Putnam.
lMoosnp.
Foster; village in northwest part of Foster .................... Putnam.
Foster Center; village in Foster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Burrill ville.
Foster Ledge; hill in Coventry; elevation, 508 feet ............ Kent.
Fountain Spring; village in Johnston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Burrill ville.
Fox; hill inBristol. ..................... : ..... ................ Narragansett Bay.
Fox; island off coast of North Kingstownt in Narragansett Bay .. Narragansett Bay.
Fox; point projecting from Providence into Providence River
at mouth of Seekonk .Rirnr ......_.... ....... .,. · ~- ..•... , ...... Provid.e nce.
Freebody; hillonConanicutlsland .............•.............. Narragansett Bay.
Frenchtown; village in East Greenwich ................. _...... _Kent.
Fresh; pond on Block Island ...... _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Block Island.
Fruit; hill in North Providence; altitude, 240 feet ............. Providence.
Fuller; rock at mouth of Providence River near mirldle of channel Providence.
Gardiner; pond of salt water in l:louth part of Middletown .... _ N~wport.
Gaspee; point projecting into Narragansett B~ty from t9_w n 9f _
Warwick ............ ~- .......... . ............. _........... Narragansett .Bay.
Gates; pond in Richmond ......_._............ •..••............. Kent.
Gazzaville; village in Burrillville ........... ................. Burrillville.
Geneva; village in North Providl3nce ........ • ......... ........ Providence.
Georgiaville; pond in Smithfield; elevation, 557 _feet .......... Burrillville.
Georgiaville; village in Smithfield .........•... ~ ... _..••...... Burrillville.
Glendale; village in Burrillville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Burrill ville.
Glen Rock; village in South Kingstown ....................... Kent.
Globe Village; vtJ1age in Woonsocket...... . . . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . Burrillville.
J
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Glocester; town in northwestern part of Providence County; { Burrillville.
Putnam.
area, 53·2 square ·miles.
Goat; low, sandy island at entrance to Newport Harbor .••••... Newport.
Goose berry; ·island off the coast of Newport ....•..... .•••.•.• Newport.
Gorton; pond in town of Warwick ..••...•••....•••.....•• •.... Narragansett Bay.
Gould; island in Sakonnet River .........••...•••.......... •.. Fall River.
Go•.1ld; island in Narragansett Bay ........•....•.•........•... Narragansett Bay.
Grace; ·cove in west coast of Block Island. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . Block Island.
Grace; point on west coast of Block Island ..•....•..•......... Block Island.
Graniteville; village in Johnston on Providence and Springfield
R. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . Providence.
Graniteville; village in Burrillville .........•................. Burrillville.
Grass; pond in southern part of Coventry; altitude, 432 feet ... Kent.
Grassy; pond in western part of Hopkinton; height, 362 feet.. Moos up.
Graves; point on coast of Newport ............................ Newport.
Great; swamp in South Kingstown and Richmond, bordering
upon Worden Pond. . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charlestown.
Great Salt; pond of s:,ilt water upon Block Island .............. Block Island.
Green; hill near south coast of South Kingstown; elevation, 60
feet. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Charle!;ltown.
Green; island in Narragansett Bay, off coast of town of Warwick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Narragansett Bay.
Greene; point projecting from North Kingstown into Narragansett Bay ................................................... Narragansett Bay.
Greene; village in Coventry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kent.
Green Hill; pond of salt water on coast of South Kingstown... Charlestown.
Greenville; village in Smithfield...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Burrillville.
Greenwich; bay, part of Narragansett Bay in towns of East
Greenwich and Warwick ........................... ........ Narragansett Bay.
Greenwich; cove of Greenwich Bay, projecting inland between
East Greenwich and Warwick ............................ .. Narragansett Bay.
Greenwood; village and railroad station upon New York, Providence and Boston R. R., in town of Warwick. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Narragansett Bay.
Greystone; village in North Providence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence.
Grove; point on east coast of Block Island. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Block Island.
Gull; point projecting into Narragansett Bay from Prudence
Island .....•••••..••••.•.••••............................. Narragansett Bay.
Gull Rocks; rocky islands in Narragansett Bay off coast of Newport . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Narragansett Bay.
Halfway Rock; island off coast of Little Compton.... . . . . . . . . . Sakonnet.
Hall; creek :fl.owing into Narragansett Bay from North Kingstown···· .................................................. Narragansett Bay.
Ha~ton; hill in south rn part of North Kingstown; elevation, 220 f et ..................... . ......................... Narragansett Bay.
Hamilton; villag . on coa t of North Kingstown ................ Narragansett Bay.
Hammond; 'P nd m Pawtucket...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . Providence.
Hannah ; brook tributary to Pawtuxet River in Glocester and
' itu t
Burrillville.
Block Island.
Block Island.
Kent.
Burrillville.
Kent.
Burrillville.
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Harrisville; village.in Burrillville. . . . • . . . • • • • . • • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . Burrillville.
Hemlock; brook tributary to Pawtuxet River .••••...••••.••.. Burrillville
Hen; island in Sakonnet River ..••..........•••...•••.••••••.• Fall River.
Herring; pond in B-t!rrillville; elevation, 392 feet...... . . . • . . . . Burrillville.
High Hill; point projecting from Tiverton into Sakonnet River. Fall River.
Hillsdale; village in Richmond .............. --·· .............. Kent.
Hills Grove; village and railroad station upon New York, Providence and Boston R. R. in town of Warwick .. _... . . . . . . . . . . Narragansett Bay.
Hog; island in Narragansett Bay, off coast of Bristol ...•. - . • • • Narragansett Bay.
Hope, Mount; hill on southern.part of Bristol Neck in town of
Bristol; altitude, 200 feet ...... ---····----· ..•••••.....•••. Fall River.
Hope; village in Cranston ..........•...........••...•••....•.. Kent.
Hope Valley; village in Hopkinton .... - .... -· -... - -.. - . . . . . . . Kent.
Hopkins; hill in eastern . part of West Greenwich; elevation,
487 feet ... _•... _... __ ..... _.. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kent.
Hopkins; pond in northern part of Exeter; elevation, 337 feet. Kent.
Hopkins Hollow; village in western part of Coventry ......... Moosup.
Hopkins Mills; village in Foster . . . • • . . • .. . • • • • . . . . • • • • . . . • . . . Burrillville.
( Stonington.
Hopkinton; town in the southwest part of Washington County; j Moosup.
area, 43·6 square miles.
Charlestown.
l Kent.
Hopkinton; village in town of same name ... _.....•... _... . . . . Stonington.
Horse Neck; peninsula extending into Narragansett Bay from
town of Warwick ..................................... __ ... Narragansett Bay.
Howard; hill in southern part of Poster; altitude, 687 feet . . . . Burrillville.
Hoxie; village and railroad station on Warwick R. R., in
Warwick .................................... ----··-----· .. Narragansett Bay.
Huckleberry; hill in western part of North Kingstown; altitude, 250 feet ..................... _____ ...... __ .......... _.. Kent.
Hughesdale; village in southern part of Johnston ... __ •..... _.. Providence.
Hull; cove in east coast of Conanicut Island, Narragansett Bay.. Newport.
Hummock; point projecting from northern part of Portsmouth
into Sakonnet River ..·... ., .......... ____ ......... _..... __ . Fall River.
Hungry; hi11 in northern part of West Greenwich; elevation,
405 feet ...................... __ .... ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I{ent.
Hunting; hill in Cumberland; altitude, 400 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence.
Hunting House; brook tributary to Pawtuxet River, in Glocester and Scituate ........................................... Burrillville.
Huntsville; village in Burrillville .. _.... _...... __ . : _.. _... . . . . Burrillville.
Hygeia Mount; hill in northwest part of Foster; height, 700
feet .... -··· .................. ------ .... ------ .............. Putnam.
India; point projecting from East Providence in to Seekonk
River
Providence.
Indian; ~~~
s~~~~t~~k~t.
i~.
l{i~~~~
town . - --.. -. - .. - . - -...... - .... - ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Newport
Indian Cedar; swamp in northern part of Charlestown ... __ ... Charlestown.
Island Rocks; group of small islands at mouth of Sakorn~et
River -- - . - . -....... - - .... - .... - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sakonnet.
Jackson; village in Cranston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kent.
Jacob; point on shore of Warren River, in Barrington ......... Narragansett Bay.
James; pond in Exeter; elevation, 354 feet ............. __ . . . . . Kent.
Jamestown; town of Newport County, comprising Conanicut
, Island; area, 9·5square miles .•••••...•.. ·••••.••·•.. ·: .·.. ·.·... Newport.

I
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Jenks; hill in Lincoln; altitude, 400 feet .. _____ . ~--- .......... Providence.
Jerimoth; hill in northwest part .of Foster; height, 799 feet ... Putnam.
Johnston; town in Providence. County; area .24·1 square ~ Burrillville.
miles.
~ Providence.
Judith; point, the southernmost extremity of town of South
Kingstown, at en trance of Narragansett ,Bay .. _.. . . . . • . . . . . . Newport.
Keech; pond in Glocester; elevation 438 feet .. _•.__ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Burrillville.
Kent; brook tributary to Pawtuxet river ........•. ______ ...... Burrillville.
Kent; village in Scituate ......•.•..•• -----· ...•..•..•.. ____ .... Burrillville.
Kenyon; hill in Richmond; altitude 272 feet •. ________ .•.•..•. Charlestown.
Kenyon; village in Richmond. _.... ____________ ..... _.. . . . • • . . • Charleston.
Kettle; point projecting into Providence River from town of
East Providence .................... ____ •. __ ..•.........•... Providence.
Kickamuit; river heading in Warren Reservoir, Massachu- (
.
·
throug.u..
,._ t own of W.arren 1n
. t o Moun t , Pall River. t B
setts, an d fl owmg
N arraganset ay.
H ope B ay.
Killy; brook tributary to Pawtuxet river in Glocester and Scituate _.................. _..........••....•..•....•......• _.. Burrillville.
Killingly; pond in southwest corner of Glocester and in eastern
part of Connecticut ..........•.........••.........•.....•. . Putnam.
Kingstown; hill in South Kingstown; altitude 252 feet .. ,. . . . . . Charlestown.
Kingstown; village in South Kingstown ..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charlestown.
Knightsville; village in Cranston, on _N ew York and New England R. R.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Providence.
Lafayette; village in North Kingstown ........ ~... . . . . . . . . . . • . Narragansett Bay.
Larkin; pond in South Kingstown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . Charlestown
Laurel Hill; hill in Cranston; altitude, 460 feet ......... _.. . . . . Burrillville.
Lawton; hill in Cranston; altitude, 460 /eet ... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Burrillville.
Lawton Valley; village in Portsmouth, on coast of Narragansett Bay and on Old Colony and Newport R.R ..........•.. • Narragansett Bay.
Leonard; pond in Providence ................•.....•.......... Providence.
Leonarda Corner; small village in East Providence...... . . . . . . Providence.
Lily ; pond in south part of Newport .......................•.. Newport.
Lime Rock; island in Newport Harbor, on which a light-house
is established ..............••... _.. _.. _............ __ .. . . . . Newport.
Lime Rock; village in Lincoln ................................ Providence.
Lincoln; town in Providence County; area 19·7 square miles ... Providence.
Lippitt; village in Warwick on Pawtuxet River ............••. Kent.
Little; pond in Cumberland ................................... Providence.
Little; river in North Smithfield .............................. Burrillville.
Little Compton; town in southeastern part of Newport county; 5Sakonnet.
area 21·4 square miles.
~ ]!.,all River.
Little Compton; village in Little Compton ................... Fall River.
Little Grass; pond in outb astern part of Coventry ......... _. Kent.
Litt~e Narragansett; bay at mouth of Pawcatuck River, partly
_ 111
hod I land and partly in onnecticut ....... _..... _.. Stonington.
L~ttle Neck; p n~of_ ·altwat rnearcoa.stof outhKingstown. Newport.
Little Neck· proJ tion f land betwe n the coast and The
ove in u h King town ............. .............. _.. __ .. Newport.
Little Neck · pr j ction from utb rn part of town of Warren
int Kir.kamui riv r .............................. __ . _. ___ Fall River.
Little Sand·
nd int wn f Warwi k
Narragansett Bay.

l
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Locustville; pond .in eastern part of Hopkinton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kent.
Locustville; village in eastern pa;rt of Hopkinton .... ..... ... . Kent.
Lone; pond in southern part of South Kingstown ~... . . . . . . . . . . Charlestown.
Long; point on south of Greenwich Bay, in town of Warwick .. Narragansett Bay.
Long; pond in western part of Hopkinton ...... ----------.---- l\foosup.
Long; pond in southern part of Prov-idenoe; elevation, 56 feet.. Providence.
Long Neck; cove from Sakounet River in northern part of
Portsmouth. ____ .__ .... -. _____ .. ___ .... __.... ____ ............ Fall River .
.Lonsdale; village in southeastern part of Lincoln . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence.
Lonsdale Station;· village in south~rn part of Cumberland .... Providence.
Lorraine Mills; village in Pawtucket ............... - - . . . . • • • . Providence.
Lottery; small village in Westerly, near mouth Pawtucket
River .... ____ .....·. __________ ...... __________ •............. Stonington.
Lymanville; village in North Providence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence.
Mackerel; cove from Narragansett Bay into Conanicut Island,
cutting it nearly asunder .... __ •.... __ ... __ ............ __ . Newport.
Manton; village in Providence ... _......................... _.. Providence.
. Manville; village in northern part of Lincoln.. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence.
Mapleville; village in Burrillville_; .. _..... _. _....... ". _. _... , Burrillville.
Marsh; island in upper part of Narragansett Bay ...... _... . . . . Providence.
Marsh; point on south of Greenwich Bay, in town of Warwick .. Narragansett Bay.
Mashapaug; pond in -southern part of Providence; elevation, 40
feet ... _.... _.•..... ~ .....................• _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence.
Matoonoc; village on coast of South Kings.town .... __ .. _.... . . Charlestown.
Mc Curry; point projecting from Portsmouth into Sakonnet Ri vcr Fall River.
McSparran-; hill in South Kingstown; elevation, 236 feet _.. __ . Newport.
Meadow; brook tributary to Charles River, in Richmond . ___ ... Charlestown.
Merino; village in Johnston on Providence and Springfield R. R. Providence.
Miantonomy; hill in northern part of Newport; elevation, 120
feet ...•.............. : .....•...••................... _. . . Narragansett Bay.
Middle; pond of salt water in southern part of Block Island .. _. Block Island.
Fall River.
:
Middletown; town m southern part of Newport County; area, Narragansett Bay.
·
Sakonnet.
12·5 square miles.
t Newport.
Mill; cove from N a-rragansett Bay into North Kingstown .. __ .. _ Narragansett Bay.
Miller; river tributary to Blackstone River, in Cumberland ___ Providence.
Millgut; pond of salt water in Popasquash Neck, Bristol. ... ____ Narragansett Bay.
Millville; village in Ex:eter __ .... _,_. ____ .. _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kent.
Mink; brook tributary to Worden Pond, in South Kingstown .. Charlestown,
Misery, Mount; hill in Scituate; altitude, 510 feet .. ______ . _. __ Kent.
Mishnock; pond in northern part of West Greenwich; elevation,
250 feet ................ _... __ .. _... __ . ____ . _________ . ____ Kent.
Mishnock; river tributary to Pawtuxet River, in Coventry_ •.. _ Kent.
Mishnock; swamp in southern part of Coventry. __ ... _•••. _.. _. Kent'.
Mohegan; village in Burrillville ___ ... _.. ___ •. _..... _..... ____ Burrillville.
Mooresfield; village in South Kingstown ...... __________ ...... Newport.
Moosup; river tributary to Quinebaug River ___ .... _•. ___ . ___ . Putnam.
Moosup Valley; village in southwest part of Foster __ ....... _. Moosup.
Morgan Mills; village in southern part or Johnston_ .... _..... Providence.
Moscow; village in Hopkinton ........ _______ __ _________ .. ____ Kent.
Moshassuck; river tributary to Blackstone River, in Lincoln. _ Providence.
Mosquitohawk; brook tributary . to -Pawtuxet River, in Glocester and Scituate .... ___________________________________ _ Burrillville.
Moswansicut; poud in Scituate; altitude, 300 feet ....•.•••..•. ·

f
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Moswansicut; river tributary to Pawtuxet River ..... ....... .
Mount Hope; bay, easterly arm ofNarr~gansett Bay ..........
Mount Hope; southern point of Bristol ............... .. ......
Mountain Dale; village in Smithfield...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Muscle Shoal; reef off coast ·of Portsmouth, in Narragansett

Burrillville.
Fall River.
Fall River.
Burrillville.

Bay ....................••.........•..•.................... Narragansett Bay.
Nag; pond of salt water in Prudence Island, town of Ports-

mouth ............................._..... ·.· ..............•.. Narragansett Bay.
Nannaquacket; pond of salt-water in western part of Tiverton. Fall River.
Nannasatucket; river, outlet of Belleville Pond, emptying into

Narragansett Bay, in North Kingstown. ..................... Narragansett Bay.
Napatree; beach forming south boundary of Little Narragan-

sett Bay, in Westerly ................. • .............. ...... Stonington.
Napatree; point on sandy beach of same name, in Westerly . . . . Stonington.
·
Narragansett Bay; arm of sea projecting into interior of{Narragansett Bay.

Rhode Island. It contains numerous large islands and Providence.
affords many excellent harbors.
_ Newport.
·
Narragansett Pier; summer resort upon east coast, South Kingstown .................................................. .... Newport.
Narrows, the; contracted mouth of Kickamuit River... . . . . . . . Fall River.
Nasonville; village in Burrillville ... .......................... Burrillville.
Neck, the; subdivision of city of Newport ..................... Newport.
Neutaconkanut; hill in southern part of Johnston; altitude,
280 feet ........................................... . ........ Providence.
Newport; city constituting south part of Rhode Island, in
south part Newport County; area, 7 ·9 square miles..... . . . . . Newport.
New Shoreham; town in Newport County, comprising Block
Island; area 10·5 square miles...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Block Island.
New York and New England; railroad running south west from
Boston through Rhode Island and Connecticut, with numerous branches.
New York, Providence and Boston; railroad,whose main line
connects New Haven, Conn., with Providence, R. I., and
Boston, Mass.; has many branches, principally in southeast
Massachusetts.
Niantic; village in Westerly...... . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charlestown.
Ninigret; pond (salt) separated from the sea by Charlestown
beach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charlestown.
Nipmuc; hill in Scituate; altitude, 561 feet ................ ~ ... Kent.
No Bottom; pond in Richmond ................................ Kent.
Nonquit; pond (salt) in southwest part of Tiverton ............ Fall River.
Noose Neck; village in West Greenwich .................. .... Kent.
Noose N eek; hill in southern part of West Greenwich; altitude,
511 feet .................................................... Kent.
North; p int projecting into Narragansett Bay from town of
Bria ol - -- -...... -.... ................. ... ...... .. __ ....... Narragansett Bay.
North ; point proj cting into :rarragans tt Bay from Prudence
I l n ~ --- ---.. - .... -...................... _............ _.. Narragansett Bay.
North· . mt on c a t of Conanicut Island ..................... Narragansett Bay.
North Kin~stown · : . wn in"\ a hington_ ounty bordering on 5Kent.
arr <11 tBaJ, ar , 42·6 uarennles.
( NarragansettBay.
No~ Providence; own in Pr vid nc
nnty; area, 5·5 square
mil · · · · • · · - · - · -- - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence.
North Scituate; village iu cituate .......•.................... Burrillville.
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North Smithfie.l d ,· town in Providence County; area, 24·2 ) BlackS t one.
Burrillville.
square miles.
Providence.
Northwest; point projecting into Narragansett Bay from Patience Island ...................................•.......... Narragansett Bay.
Norwood; village and railway station in Warwick ............. Providence.
Noyes Beach; village on coast of Westerly... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stonington.
Noyes; point on coast of Westerly .................. ........... Stonington.
Oak Valley; village in Burrillville ........................... . Burrillvi_lle.
Oak Swamp; reservoir in Johnston; altitude, 364 feet ........• Burrillville.
Oakland; village in Burrillville ........ ........................ Burrillville.
Oakland Beach; village and railroad station on Warwick R. R.,
in Warwick .........................•............. ........ Narragansett Bay.
Ochre; point on coast of Newport.... . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Newport.
Occupasspatuxet; cove from Narragansett Bay, in town of Warwick...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Narragansett Bay.
Old Colony and Newport; branch of Old Colony Railroad
running southward to Newport.
Old Harbor; point on east coast of Block Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Block Island.
Old ~ill; an inlet, called a creek, from Narragansett Bay, in
town of Warwick .................................... ..... Narragansett Bay.
Old Orchard; cove from Sakonnet River, in northern part of
Portsmouth .................... : ........................... Fall River.
Old Warwick; cove in Narragansett Bay in town of Warwick Narragansett Bay.
Olney; pond in Lincoln...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence.
Olneyville; village in· Johnston, on Providence and Springfield
R. R ............................. 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Providence.
Omega; village in northern part of East Providence...... . . . . Providence.
One Hundred Acre; cove of Barrington River, in town of Barrington ........................................... : ...... ,. . Providence.

one H un d re d

A ere; pond m
·

sou th K"mgs t own. -- - - - - -- - - -- - - { Kent.
Charlestown.

Pachet; brook, tributary to Sakonnet River, in town of Little
Compton ..................................................
Paine; brook, tributary to Pawtuxet River, in Foster ...........
Paradise Rock; hill in southern part of Middletown ..........
Parris; brook, tributary to Pawcatuck River, in Exeter ........
Pascoag; reservoir in Burrillville; . elevation, 451 feet ..........
Pascoag; village in Burrillville ................................
Pasquiset; pond in northeastern part of Charlestown; elevation, 92 feet ................................. .. ...... ......
Passeonkquis; pond (salt), an inlet from Narragansett Bay, in
to.wn of Warwick .........................................
Patience; island in Narragansett Bay; part of town in Portsmouth ........................................... ... .......
Pattaquamscott; river in South Kingstown ...................
Pawcatuck; river of considerable importance, heading in
southwest part of the State and forming boundary between
many of the towns, and, in its lower course, boundary line
between Rhode Island and Connecticrit. Empties into Little
Narragansett Bay.
.
Pawtucket; town in Providence County; area, 8·5 square miles.
Pawtuxet; river tributary to Narragansett Bay, forming boundary between Cranston and Warwick . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fall River.
Burrillville.
Newport.
Moosup.
Burrillville.
Burrillville.
Charlestown.
Narragansett Bay.

l

Narragansett Bay.
Newport. ·

Charlestown.
St . t
· omng on.
Providence.
Providence.
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Pawtuxet; village in eastern part of Cranston ... ·... : • . . . . . . . . Providence .
(Narragansett Bay.
. ·
Pawtuxet; river . fl.owmg through central part of State andl, B
. .
urn11v111e.
emptying into head of Narragansett Bay.
Kent.
Pawtuxet Station; village· and raitway" ·station 'in "northeast
part of Warwick ........... _...........• _... _... __ .. . .. . . . . Providence.
Peacedale; villag-e in ·South Kingstown .... _.. _........... _... Newport.
Penny; hi.11 in southern part of West Greenwich; altitude, 338
feet .......................•.............•................. Kent.
Penyville; village in Sou th Kingstown ..••...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . Charlestown.
Pilot; hill on Block Island ...•..._.........•.............•..... Block Island.
Pine; hill in Johnston; altitude, 529 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Burrillville.
; Pine; hill in Exeter; elevation, 543 feet...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kent.
Pine; hill in Richfuond; altitude, 329 feet ..................... Kent.
Pine Hill; point projecting into Narragansett Bay from Providence Island ............. : ...•.......... : ... : .............. Narragansett Bay.
Pine Hill; broad strip of elevated land in southwest part of
Glocester .. _.. .......... ................................... Putnam.
Pine Swamp; reservoir in eastern part of Scituate; elevation,
391 feet ......... _......•.......... _............ __ .•...... . . Burrillvill~.
Phenix; village in Warwick and on Pawtuxet River ...•... ____ Kent.
Plainville; village in Burrillville .. _.. _•• _.. _. __ ..... _... . . . . . . Barrillville.
Plainville; village in Richmond ....... __ ... __ •. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Charlestown.
Pleasant Mount; hill in northern part of South Kingstown;
heigbt, 333 feet -. ...................... --~- .................. Kent.
Pocasset; hill m Tiverton; altitude, 340 feet .................. Fall River.
Pocasset; river, a branch of Pawtuxet River, :flowing through 5Burrillville.
Johnston.
( Providence.
Pocasset; railway station in Warwick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence.
Poquiant; brook tributary to Pawcatuck River, draining Watchaug Pond...... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charlestown.
Point Judith; pond (salt) on coast of South Kingstown.. . . . . . . Charlestown.
Point Judith N eek; southern part of town of South Kingstown,
lying between-the open sea and Point Judith Pond ......... Newport.
Pomham Rock; island in Narragansett Bay near its head ..... Providence.
Ponaganset; reservoir in Glocester; elevation, 635 feet ........ Burrillville
Ponaganset; river tributary to Pawtuxet River...... . . . . . . . . . . Burrillville.
Ponaganset; village in Scituate ........................... _.. . Burrillville.
Pontiac; village in Warwick on Pawtuxet Valley R.R ........ Narragansett Bay.
Popasquash; point, the southern extremity of Popasquash Neek,
in t own of Bristol. ...................................... . .. Narragamett Bay.
Popasquash Neck; p enin ula projecting into Narragan sett
ay, forming part of town of Bristol.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Narragansett Bay.
Poplar; p oint pr j cting from orth Kingstown into N :1,rragant Bay -....... - .......................................... Narragansett Bay.
Portsmouth· t wn in ., wport County bordering on Narragan- 5 Narragansett Bay.
tt B. ).. ar , , 23·4 quaremil s.
( F all River.
Portsmouth· villan- in P ort mouth ................... _.. . . . . . F all River.
Portsmouth Grove; vill e in Por mouth on coast of Narran Yan n ld 'olony and ,. w-port R.R ........ . . Narragansett Bay.
Potowom t · r i \" r draining into ,. arragan ett Ray and forming
}JU
f h nn lar · b twe n • a t r enwich, orth King town
nutl
i k · · · · · .. · ...•.........•...•...........••.•...•. Narragansett Bay.
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Potowomut Neck; peninsula, part of Warwick, whichprojects
·
into Greenwich Bay and Potowomut River ... -....•••..••••. Narragansett Bay.
Potter; cove, a part of Narragansett Bay entering Prudence
,
Island ...•••.•••.... __ -· .. __ .. _... _.,.....•...• ___ .. _... _._. Narragansett Bay.
Potter; cove, entering Conanicut Island from Narragansett Bay. Narragansett Bay.
Potter Hill; village in southwest part of Hopkinton ......•••• Stonington.
Potterville; village in Coventry _... -. . - .. - - -. . -.... -- -- .. -. . . Kent.
Pray; hill on line between Glocester and Foster; elevation, 693
feet ..................••...... ____ ..... . ______ ............... Burrillville.
Premisy; hill in North Smithfield; altit~de, 340 feet .••••.. ---- Burrillville.
Primrose Station; village and railway station in North Smith,.
field __________________ ..................... ......••. ···---- Burrillville.
Print Works; pond in,northern part of Cranston...... . . . . . . . . . Providence.
Providence; city in Providence County; 'the largest and most
important in the State; area, 15·7 s·q uare .miles ..... __ ... . . . . Providence.
Prudence; island in Narragansett Bay, forming part of town of _
Portsmouth._._ •....••••.. ____ .. _____ ................•...... Narragansett Bay,
Quaker; hill in Portsmouth; elevation, 260 feet .....•.•.•..•... Narragansett Bay.
Queens; river tributary to Powcatuck River, flowing southwesterly through Exeter ................. •••••.. _... . . . . . • • • Kent.
Quicksand; pond (salt) near coast in town of Little Compton .. Fall River.
Quidnick; reservoir in Coventry; altitude, 476 feet ..••..•..•. Kent:
Quidnick; · village in Coventry ... _... . • • • . . • • . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • • . . Kent.
Quonset; J)Oint projecting from North Kingstown.
Quonochontaug; pond (salt) separated from the sea by Quonochontaug Beach ..................... ___ ......... .. _....... Charlestown.
Quonochontaug; village in Westerly .. _. __ ................•... Charlestown.
Quonochontaug Beach ; sand bar on coast of Charlestown.... Charlestown.
Rabbit; island off coast of North Kingstown, in Narragansett
Bay ...................••............ .. .....•..... _......... Narragansett Bay.
Raccoon; hill in West Greenwich; altitude, 601 feet.... . . . . . . . Kent.
Randall ; pond in northern part of Cranston ... _~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence.
Rhode Island, also called Aquidneck; large island in Narragansett Bay, comprising towns of Newport, Middletown, and
Portsmouth ...•••.••••....... · ;·· ·· ····· ....•............... Newport.
Rice; .village in western part of Coventry.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Moosup.
Richmond; town in southern part of Washington county; 5·charlestown.
area, 38·9 square miles.
.
.
1Kent.
Richmond; village in.Scituate ........ _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • Burrillville.
Richmond Paper Company ; village in northern part of East
Providence ......•••••••.......... _.................. . _.... Providence.
River View; village and railway station on Warwick R. R., in
Warwick ...•....•......................... .......•........ Narragansett Bay.
Riverpoint; in Warwick, on Pawtuxet River._ ..... _...... _... Kent.
Riverside Station ; coast village in East Providence ....... _.. Providence.
Robin ; hill in southern part of Providence on shore of Providence River; altitude, 80 feet ..................... ___ .. ____ . Providence.
Rock; hill in northern part of Scituate .. _._ .. _. __ • __ . __ . _. _... Butrillville.
Rock ; hill in Coventry; elevation, 433 feet ... _.. __ •.. __ . _.. _.. Kent.
Rock; island in upper part of Narragansett Bay_. __ . ___ ... _... Providence.
Rock ; point on south coast of South Kingstown . __ ... ___ . _... . Charlestown.
Rockland; village in Scituate _••• _... __ . ____ . _. __ . _•• _... _... Burrillville.
Rockville; village in western part of Hopkinton . __ ........••• Moosup.
Rocky Brook; village in South Kingstown ...... ___ . . . . . . . . • • • Charlestown.
Rocky; hill in northern part .of Cranston; altitude, 183 feet ••• Providence.
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Rocky; point projecting into Narragansett Bay from town of
Warwick ..............-............................... . ____ Narragansett Bay.
Rocky Point; village and railroad station . on Warwick R. R.,
in Warwick ................................ ____ ...•••.. __ . Narragansett Bay.
Roger Williams Park ; pleasure ground of the city of Providence, situated near its southern boundary .. ............. __ . Providence.
Rome; point projecting from North Kingstown into Narragansett Bay .......................................... ......... Narragansett Bay.
Rose; hill in South Kingstown, Washington County; elevation,
240 feet ........•. __ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Newport.
Rose ; islancl in southern part of Narragansett Bay . • . . . . . . . . . . Newport.
Round ; pond (salt). near coast of Little Compton ........ ___ .. Sakonnet.
Round ; pond in w.e stern part of Burrillville .........•. _.. _. _.. Putman.
Round; swamp and point on Conanicut Island ................ Narragansett Bay.
Rounds ; hill on line between Scituate and Foster ; altitude,
620 feet .......• _... . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . • . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Burrillville.
Round Rocks; hill in Johnston ...........•.. ____ ............. Burrillville.
Round Top; village in Burrillville ............•............... Burrillville.
Rumford ; village in northern part of East Providence . . . . . . . . . Providence.
Rumstick Neck; projection on south coast of Barrington, into
Narragansett Bay...... . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Narragansett Bay.
Runnins; river flowing into Narragansett Bay and forming part
of eastern boundary of State and of the town of East Providence.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence.
Rush; brook tributary to Pawtuxet River ............•.. ... ... Burrillville.
Sabin; point projecting from East Providence into head of Narragansett Bay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence.

5 Sakonne.t.
( Newport.
Sachuest ; point, the most southern point of Middletown at
mouth of Sakonnet River ..................•......... _.. . . . . Sakonnet.
SachuestNeck; peninsula projecting from Middletown at mouth
of Sakonnet River ................. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sakonnet.
Sakonnet; point, the most so~thern extremity of Little Compton. Sakonnet.
Sakonnet; river, an arm of Narragansett Bay, which connects 5 Sakonnet.
Mount Hope Bay with it.
( Fall River.
Sand; point projecting into Narragansett Bay from Prudence
Island .................. ....... ........... _.• _.•.• _ •....• _. Narragansett Bay.
Sand ; point on coast of Conanicut Island ..•.............. __ .• Narragansett Bay.
Sand; point projecting into Narragansett Bay from the town of
Warwick ..............................•....•.............. Narragansett Bay.
Sand; pond in town of Warwick ....•... ____ •.•. ____ .•...••... Narragansett Bay.
Sands ; pond on Block Island ........ _.......... _.. _ .. _. _.. ___ Block Island.
Sand Hill ; cove in south coast of South Kingstown ...... _.... Newport.
Sandy; point on s uth shore of Greenwich Bay in town of Warwick -- - -- - --- - - - -- ..... ...... .... ...•................. .... Narragansett Bay.
Sandy; po~nt fo~in~ outer end of Napatree Beach in Westerly. Stonington.
Sandy; P mt proJectmg from Portsmouth into Sakonnet River. Fall River.
Sand!· P int n north end of Block Island; area 10·5 square
mil · · · · · · · · · · - - -- - .. - -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Block Island.
Sapowet; P iu proj cting from Tiv rton into Sakonnet River. Fall River.
Sassafr ~ · poin pr j • ting from southern part of Providence into
1 r vid nc:
iv r --. - -- . .
Providence.
Sa ga · 1' iu pr j cting from.· .
-t~-;~
~~~
t ny
· · · · · · · · · • • •• · ·• • •• · · · · · •· · • • • • · · · · - ·••••• •...•.•.. Narragansett Bay.

Sachuest ; beach on coast of Middletown ... __ ... _. _... __ .....

·rth ·Ki~~

-i~t~- N~;;~g-
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Saugatuckett; river flowing into the Atlantic tl}.rough Point
Judith Pond in South Kingstown •••. " .••....•....••.•..... Newport.
Saunderstown; coast village in southeast part of North Kingstown .....•.•............•....••...•••••..• •••.••••••..•••• Narragansett Bay.
Saundersville; village in Scituate ...•....•.•.... .....••..•..•. Burrillville.
Sawmill; hill in eastern part of Coventry; altitude, 226 feet.. . Kent.
Saxonville; village in Burrill ville... . . . • • • . . . • . . . • . . • • • • . • . • . . Burrillville.
Sayles; hill in North Smithfield; altitude, 440 feet ..•••..••••. Burrillville.
Sayles Bleachery; village in Lincoln • • • . • • • • • • . . • . . . . . . . • . • • . Providence.
Saylesville; village in Lincoln ...••.....•...• ~.. . . . . • • . . . • • • • • Providence.
School House; pond in central part of Charlestown.... . . • • • . . Charlestown.
t ownm p rov1·dence c ount y; area, 52 ·3 square m1.1es. { Kent.
Burrillville.
·
S c1tuate;
Scott; brook tributary to Blackstone River in Cumberland......
Scott; pond in Lincoln...... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . .
Seal; island off southern point of Bristol Neck .•.....••..•....
Seekonk; river tributary to Providence River, :flowing through
Pawtucket and forming l,}oundary betweeu Providence and
East Providence, at head of Narragansett Bay... . . . . . . . • • • •
Shannock; hill in Richmond; altitude, 280 feet ...•....•.......
Shannock; village in Richmond ...... ____ ......••.............
Shawomet Beach; village and railroad station on Warwick R.
R. in Warwick ..... _..•.... _.......••.................•. _. .
Sheep; point on coast of Newport ................ _... . . . . . . . . .
Sheep Pen; cove, a part of Narragansett Bay entering Prudence
Island .......•.............................. .... _........ _.
Sherman; hill in western part of North Kingstown; altitude, 292
feet .................................. . ........... ....•. . ...
Sherman; island in Sakonnet Riv:er .. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sherman Station; coast ,illage in East Providence ............
Shippee; brook tributary to Pawtuxet River, in Foster .........
Shrub; hill in northern part of Exeter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shumunkanug; hill in western part of Charlestown; altitude,
223 feet . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Silver; lake in South Kingstown .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
Silver Hook; railway station in Warwick .•••••..••...........
Silver Lake; village in Johnston .......... .' .. , ................
Silver Spring Station; coast village in East Providence . . • • . . .
Simmonsville; village in Johnston ..._....... .... ~..... . . . . . . . .
Sin and Flesh; brook tributary to Sakonnet River, in town of
Tiverton ...........................•......••......•.• ·......
Sky High; hill in Providence; elevation 140 feet.... . . . . • . . . . . .
Slack; reservoir in Smithfield and Johnston; elevation, 269 feet.
Slate; hill in Portsmouth; elevation, 260 feet . . . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . . .

Providence.
Providence.
Pall River.

Providence.
Charlestown.
Charlestown.
Narragansett Bay.
Newport.
Narragansett Bay.
l{ent.
Fall River.
Providence.
Burrillville.
Kent.
Charlestown.
Newport.
Providence.
Providence.
Providence.
Burrillville.

Fall River.
Providence.
Burrill ville.
Narragansett Bay.
Slatersville; village in northern part of North Smithfield ..... { BlackS t one.
Burrillville.
Slocumville; village in North Kingstown ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Kent.
Smith; beach on coast of Middletown near mouth of Sakonnet
River .............................. _... . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Sakonnet.
Smith; cove, a part of Warren River entering Barrington ...... Narragansett Bay.
Smith and Sayles; reservoir in Glocester; elevation, 426 feet.. . Burrillville.
Smithfield; town in Providence County; area,27·1 square miles.{·Burr~llville.
Providence.
Smithfield Station; village in Smithfield ..•••..••••..•••••.• ~. Burrillville.
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Skunk; hill in northeastel'n part of Hopkinton; altitude, 322
feet ......... ... ., . , " ..· ..·.. • ".·.•... ~ ...·...... . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . .
Snake; hill in Glocester; elevation, 440 feet....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. Snake; hill in Bmrillv'ille; arltitude,- 533, feet ... "·. ~-............
Snake Den; hill in Johnston-;- elev:-ation, 380 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sneech; brook iri-butaTy to Blackstone River in Cumberland ...
Sneech; pond in Cumberland , .. ~ ......... "................. ...
Sockanosset; reservoir, a small artificial pond in Cranston . . . .
Sockanosset; village-in Cranston on Providence R.R ......... .
Sodom; brook tributary to Queen River-in Exeter.. . . . . . . . . . . .
South Foster; village in Foster. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Kent.
Burrillville.
Burrillville. ·
Burrillville.
Providence.
Providence.
Providence.
Providence.
Kent.
Burrillville.

l

South Kingsto~n; seaboard town in southeastern portion of Kent.
Charlestown.
Washington County; area, 77·9 squ.are miles.
Newport.
South Scituate; village in Scituate...... . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Burrillville.
Southeast; point on coast of Block Island. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Block Island.
Southwest; point pTojecting from Hog Island into Narragan·
sett Bay... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Narragansett Bay.
Southwest'; point on east coast of Conanicut Island, projecting into Narragausett Bay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Newport.
Southwest; point on coast of Block Jsland ..•............ .... : Block Island:
Spar; island in Mount Hope Bay .............................. Fall River.
Spectacle; island in Sakonnet River -. .. . ............................ Fall River.
Spectacle; pond in northern part of Cranston .............•... Providence.
Spencer; hill in Warwick; elevation, 348 feet ................ . Narragansett Bay.
. Spink Neck; island in. Allen Harbor, -North Kingstown ...... . Narragansett Bay .
Spragueville; a village in Smithfield .......••................ . Burrillville.
Spring Green; pond in town of -Warwick .. . , ......... .......... . Narragansett Bay.
Spring Grove ; village in Glocester ............•..............•. Burrillville.
Spring Grove; village .and railroad station on Warwick R. R.
in Warwick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·N a~ragansett Bay.
Spruce; brook tributary to Pawtuxet.River .......•........... Burrillville.
Squantum; coast village in East Providence . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . Pro~idence.
Squepaug; village in South Kingstown.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kent.
Stafford; pond in northern part of Tiverton .............•..... . :Fall River.
Starve Goat; island in Narraganse-tt Bay near its head ........ Providence.
Steere; hill in Glocester; elevation, 580 feet ................... Burrillville.
Stillwater; village in Smithfield ......... _.. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Burrillville.
Stump; hill in Lincoln; altitude, 304 feet.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence·.
Sucker; brook in Burrillville and Glocester tributary to Che.
pachet River ....... ·........................................ Burrillville.
Sucker; pond in Burrillville; elevation, 437 feet ............... Burrillville.
Sugarloaf; hill in outh Kingstown ............................ Charlestown.
Summit; vill ge in Coventry ....•............................. Kent.
Swamp; brook tributary to Pawtuxet River. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . Burrillville.
T aney; br ok in Richmond............
Charlestown.
Tarkiln Station; villag in Burrillvill~~:::·.:::~:::~::~~:~~~:~ Burrillville.
Tefft· b?l ~n north rn part of Richmond; altitude, 461 feet. . . . . Kent.
Tefft i bill in outh King town; altitude, 255 feet ............. . Charlestown.
Ten ~Ue; riv r tribut
to
konk Riv r, which form a por1 n
f
t rn
f th
tate and of the town of
Pr ·d n
Thirty Acre · l> n
Thornton· ·ilia
m son th rn part of J ohnst n...... . • • • . • . . . . Providence.

.i~·. ~~ hKi~~· t~;~~:: ~:: ~ ~ ~: ·:::: ::: ::::: : ~~::::~:~.
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Tiogue; reservoir in-eastern part of Coventry... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Kent.
~ippecan; pond on . poundary between .Greenwich and Exeter;
altitude, 375 feet...... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Moos up.
Tiverton; town in Newport County; area, 31.8 square miles .... Fall River.
Tiverton; village,il]. 'l;'iverton ....• ~- ······.·-~- .• .••..••. .••••.. Fall River .
. Tiverton Four Corners; village in Tiverton . ..•• .............. Fall River.
Tom Mount; hill in Exeter; altitude 428 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kent.
Tomaquang; · brooktributary to Pawcatµck River in Hopkinton. Stonington.
Tommy; island in S!l,konnet River ............•..•..... ........ Fall River.
Tourtellot; hill in Glocester; elevation, 684 feet...... . . . . . . . . . Burrillville.
Tower; hill, having the form of a long ridge with a bluff face
to the east in South Kingstown; elevation, 178 feet .. ..... .. Newport.
Toweset; point projecting from southern part of Warren into
M,ount Hope Bay, ......................... ..... ........ .... Fall River.
Town; tidal pond in northern part of Portsmouth..... . . . . . . . . . Fall River.
Truns; pond (salt) 11-pon :aiock Island ................•........ Block Island.
Trusto.n; pond (salt} on coast of South Kingstown . ............ Charlestown.
Tucker; pond in Sou.th Kingstown; elevation, 97 feet . .... .•.•• Charlestown.
Tunipus; pond on coast of Little Compton...... . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . Sakonnet.
Tunipus; beach on coast of Little Compton .................... Sa,konnet.
Tunk; hill in southern part of Scituate; altitude, 546 feet ...... Burrillville.
Tuscatucket; river in town of Warwick, fl.owing into Narragansett Bay .........•....... ~ ....... .. ... ...... ............ Narragansett Bay.
Twin; islands in Se~konk River just .above its mouth ........... Providence.
Upper; pondformingtbenorthe;rnpg;rtion of Point Judith Pond. Newport.
Usher; cove extending from Bristol Harbor in town of Bristol. Narragansett Bay.
Usquepaug; river t.r.H>.utai:y to Charles River in Richmond. . . . . . Cha,r lestown.
Valley Falls; village in southern part of Cumberland .......... Providence.
Vernon, village in southern part of Foster ...........•......... Kent . .
Vue de l'eau; coast village in E.ast Providence...... . . . . . • . . . . . Providence.
Wakefield; pond in western part of Burrillville; height, 535
feet .•••...•.................•.............•...... .••••.... .Putnam.
· Sou th K'mgs t own ...•...••............. { Charlestown.
W a k e fi e ld ,· v1·11 age ·m
Newport.
Walcott; fort on Goat Island at entrance to Newport Harbor .. Newport.
Wallum; pond in western part of Burrillvill.!3; height, 575 feet .. Putnam.
Wanskuck; village in Providence.... . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . Providence.
Warren; point on coast of Little Compton .. .......... ...... . .. Sakonnet.
Warren; river heading in Ma?sachus.etts and fl.owing between 5Providence.
towns of Warren and Barrmgton mto Na.rragansett Bay. ( Narragansett Bay.

· nor th east ern part ofB'
W arren; t own m
risto1 County; area, 5·9 {FallRiver.
K t
square miles.
en ·
.
Narragansett Bay.
Warren; principal village in town ofsamenameinBristolCounty
at junction of Providence, Warren and Bristol, and Warren
and Fall River railroads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Narragansett Bay.
Warren Neck; projection ofland into Mount Hope Bay mainly
within town of Warren ..................... . .............. Fall River.
Warwick; pond in town of Warwick .••••••••••..•••••.••.... . Narragansett Bay.
Warwick; town in Kent County; area, 44·2 square miles ...... } Narr~gansett Bay.
.
.
( Providence.
Warwick; village and railroad station on Warwick R.R. in
Warwick --· . -. - - -. - -- - . - - . - - -..••...... ••••. - • • • . . . . . . . • . . Narragansett Bay.
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Warwick Neck; peninsula projecting into Narragansett Bay,
part of the town of Warwick.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wash; pond of salt water in southern part of Block Island....
Wash; pond in southern part of South Kingstown. ..... . . . . . . .
1
Washington; village in Coventry . ................ • • • • • • • • • • • •
Watchaug; pond in southwestern part of Charlestown ........
Watchemoket; cove projecting into East Providence from Providence River ............................................ _. .
Watch Hill; seashore village on coa-st of Westerly .... _.... _...
Watch Hili; J)Oint near the village of same name in Westerly ..
Watch Hill; pond or salt lagoon in south part of Westerly ....
Westerly; village in town of same name situated on Pawcatuck
River and New York, Providence and Boston R.R . ... ···--·
White; brook in Richmond .. : ...... _........ _...... _...... _. . .
White; pond in southern part of South Kingstown ........ __ ..
White Rock; Yillage in west part of Westerly .............. _.
Whortleberry; hill in North Smithfield; altitude, 460 feet .....
Wickaboxet; pond in western part of Greenwich; elevation,
314 feet ............................ ·· - ··· ..................
Wickford; cove, a part of Narragansett Bay entering North
Kingstown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wickford; village on coast of North Kingstown ....... __ .... _.
Wickford Junction; village and rail way station in North Kingstown ............................. _......... _.......... _...
Wilbur; hill in Richmond; altitude, 300 feet ........... ........
Wild Goose; point projecting from North Kingstown into Na rragansett Bay .............................••............ _..
Wilson; reservoir in Burrillville; elevation, 446 feet . ... .......
Waterman; reservoir in Smithfield and Glocester; elevation,
438 feet ............................... , .................. ..
Wayland Station; station in Cranston on New York and New
England R. R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Weaver; hill in southern part of Coventry; elevation, 601 feet ..
Weeks; hill in Coventry; altitude, 600 feet ....................
Wesquage; pond of salt water near east coast of South Kingstown ......................................................
West; i l and off coast of Little Compton .....................
West Glocester; village in western part of Glocester ..........
West Greenville; village in Smithfield .......................
West Greenwich; town in Kent County . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
West Greenwich Center; village in western part of Greenwich· ··· ······ .......... ..................... ...... .......
West Kingstown; v illag in South Kingstown, on Providence
R . R ·· ···· ···· ............... ..... ........................
West Meadow; hrook in outhern part of Foster ............
Westconnaug; res rv ir in uth astern part of Foster· elevai n,4 5~fc ........... ............................' .......
Westerly; t wnin uthw tpartofWa hingtonCounty · area
31 ·1 q 1ar mil s .......... ..........................'..... :
W incheck; p nil in w stern part of Hopkinton; height, 315
f
- ·-- ·· ·· ·· · ··· ·· · ··· ............•.... .•••. ..............
Wind Mill· hill n h nnclar b tw n aw ucket, . • orth Provi·n
nrul l'r vicl n : altitudr 1 f t ...................
Windmill· hill in no hw
pa
1 'ompton · alt itude,
lO~ •··•• · ·· ··•· ·••· ···· ··· · ··· •·· •....• ••••.•.•••.•.••.

Narragansett Bay.
Block Island.
Charlestown.
Kent.
Charlestown.
Providence.
Stonington.
Stonington.
Stonington.
Stonington.
Charlestown.
Charlestown.
Stonington.
Burrillville.
Moosup.
Narragansett Bay.
Narragansett Bay.
Narragansett Bay.
Charlestown.
Narragansett Bay.
Burrillville.
Burrillville.
Providence.
Kent.
Kent.
Newport.
Sakonnet.
Putnam.
Burrillville.
Kent.
Moosup.
Charlestown.
Burrillvilfo.
Burrillville.
Charlestown.
Moo up.
Providence.
FallRiv r.
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Wionkhiege; hill in Smithfield; elevation 557 feet...... . . . . . . . Burrillville.
Wolf Rock; group of hills in southeastern part of Exeter; al titude, 302 feet ................... ..... ..... ................. Kent.
Worden; pond in South Kingstown, drained by Charles River;
elevation, 94 feet ........................ ................... Charlestown.
Wood; river tributary to Pawcatuck River, forming boundary
between Richmond and Hopkinton...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charlestown.
Wood River Junction; village in Richmond .................. Charlestown.
Woods Castle; point on coast of Middletown , extending into { Sakonnet.
Sakonnet River.
Fall River.
Woodlawn; village in Pawtucket . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence.·
Woodville; village in Hopkinton ......... . ... ................ Charlestown.
Woodville; village in North Providence... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • Providence.
Woody; hill in Exeter; altitude, 427 feet ...... _............ __ Ke-at.
Woonasquatucket; branch of Providence River, forming
boundary between Providence, North Providence, and Johnston ............................•..................... ____ . Providence.
rFranklin.
Woonsocket; town in northern part of Providence County; Blackstone.
area, 8·4 square miles.
Burrillville.
Providence.
Woonsocket; hill in North Smithfielu; altitude, 588 feet ...... Burrillville.
Wyoming; village in western part of Richmond .......... _. __ . Kent.
Yawgoag; pond in western part of Hopkinton; height, 329 feet. Moosup.
Yawgoo; pond in northern p art of South Kingstown; elevation,
120 feet ................................................... Kent..
Yawker; hill in southwestern part of Exeter; altitude, 315 feet. Kent.

.
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ADVERTISEMENT.
[Bulletin No. 116.]

The publications of the United States Geological Survey are issued in accordance with the statute
approved March 3, 1879, which declares that,
"The publications of the Geological Survey shall consist of the annual report of operations, geological
and economic maps illustrating the resources and classification of the lands, and reports upon general
and economic geology and paleontology. The annual report of operations of the Geological Su~vey
shall accompany the annual report of the Secretary of the Interior./ All special memoirs and reports
of said Survey shall be issued in uniform quarto series if deemed necessary by the Director, but otherwise in ordinary octavos. Three thousand copies of each shall be published for scientific exchanges
and for sale at the price of publication; and all literary ancl cartographic materials received in exchange
shall be the property of the United States and form a part of the library of the organization; and the
money resulting from the sale of such publications shall be covered into the Treasury of the United
States."
On July 7, 1882, the following joint resolution, referring to all Government publications, was passed
by Congress :
"That whenever any document or report shall be ordered printed by Congress, there shall be printed,
in addition to the number in each case stated, the 'usual number' (734) of copies for binding and
distribution among those entitled to receive them."
Except in those cases in which an extra number of any publication has been supplied to the Survey
by special resolution of Congress or has been ordered by the Secretary of the Interior, this office has
no copies for gratuitous distribution.
ANNUAL REPORTS.
I. First.A.nnual Report of the United States Geological Survey, by Clarence King. 1880. 8°. 79pp.
1 map.-A preliminary report describing plan of organization and publications.
II. Second Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1880-'81, by J. W. Powell. 1882.
8°. lv, 588 pp. 62 pl. 1 map.
·
III. Third Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1881-'82, by J. W. Powell. 1883.
8°. xviii, 564 pp. 67 pl. and maps.
IV. Fourth Annual Report of the United States Ge9lop:ical Survey, 1882-'83, by J. W. Powell. 1884.
8°. xxxii, 473 pp. 85 pl. and maps.
V. Fifth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1883-'84, by J. W. Powell. 1885.
8°. xxxvi, 469 pp. 58 pl. and maps.
VI. Sixth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1884-'85, by J. W. Powell. 1885.
s0 • xxix, 570 pp. 65 pl. and maps.
Vil. Seventh Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1885-'86, by J. W. Powell. 1888.
so. xx, 656 pp. 71 pl. and maps.
VTII. Eighth .A.nnualReportof the United States Geological Survey, 1886-'87, by J. W. Powell. 1889.
8°. 2pt. xix,474,xiipp. 53pl.andmaps; lp.l.,475-1063pp. 54-76pl.andmaps.
IX. Ninth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1887-'88, by J. W. Powell. 1889.
go. xiii, 717 pp. 88 pl. and maps.
X. Tenth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1888-'89, by J. W. Powell. 1890.
8°. 2pt. xv, 774 pp, 98 pl. and maps; viii, 123 pp.
XI. Eleventh.A.nnual Report of the United Sta~es Geological Survey. 1889-'90, by J. W. Powell. 1891.
so. 2pt. xv, 757 pp. !)6 pl. and maps; ix, 351 pp. 30 pl.
XII. Twelfth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1890-'91. by J. W. Powell. 1891.
go. 2 pt. xiii, 675 pp. 53 pl. and maps; xviii, 576 pp. 146 pl. and maps.
·
·
XIII. Thirteenth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1891-'92, by J. W. Powell,
1893. 8°. 3 pt. vii, 240 pp. 2 pl.
XIV. Fourteenth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1892-'93, by J. W.Powell,
1893. 8°. 2 pt.
I

ADVERTISEMENT.

II

MONOGRAPHS.

I. Lake Bonneville, by Grove Karl Gilbert. 1890. 4°. xx, 438 pp. 51 pl. 1 map. Price $1.50.
IT. Tertiary History of the Grand Canon District, with atlas, by Clarence E. Dutton, Capt. U.S. A..
1882. 4°. xiv, 264 pp. 42 pl. and atlas of 24 sheets folio. Price $10.00.
Geology of the Comstock Lode and the Washoe District, with atlas, by George F. Becker. 1882.
to. xv, 422 pp. 7 pl. and atlas of21 sheets folio. Price $11.00.
IV. Comstock Mining and Miners, by Eliot Lord. 1883. 4°. xiv, 451 pp. 3 pl. Price $1.50.
V. TM Copper-Bearing Rocks of Lake Superior, by Roland Duer Irving. 1883. 4°. xvi,464 PP•
151. 29 pl. and maps. Price $1.85.
VI. Contributions to the Knowledge of the Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, by William Morris
Fontaine. 1883. 4°. xi, 144 pp. 541. 54 pl. Price $1.05.
VII. Silver-Lead Deposits of Eureka, Nevada, by Joseph Story Curtis. 1884. 4°. xiii, 200 PP· 16
pl. Price $1.20.
Vill. Paleontology of the Eureka District, by Charles Doolittle Walcott. 1884. 4°. xiii, 298 PP·
241. 24 pl. Price $1.10.
IX. Brachiopoda and Lamellibranchiata of the Raritan Clays and Greensand Marls of New Jersey,
by Robert P. Whitfield. 1885. 4°. xx, 338 pp. 35 pl. 1 map. Price $1.15.
X. Dinocerata. .A. Monograph of an Extinct Order of Gigantic Mammals, by Othniel Charles Marsh.
1886. 4P. xviii, 243 pp. 561. 56 pl. Price $2. 70.
XI. Geological History of Lake Lahontan, a Quaternary Lake of Northwestern Nevada, by Israel
Cook Russell. 1885. 4°. xiv, 288 pp. 46 pl. and maps. Price $1.75.
XII. Geology and Mining Industry of Leadville, Colorado, with atlas, by Samuel Franklin Emmons.
1886. 4°. xxix, 770 pp. 45 pl. and atlas of 35 sheets folio. Price $8.40.
XIII. Geology of the Quicksilver Deposits of the Pacific Slope, with atlas, by George F. Becker.
1888. 4°. xix, 486 pp. 7 pl. and atlas of 14 sheets folio. Price $2.00.
XIV. Fossil Fishes and Fossil Plants of the Triassic Rocks of New Jersey and the Connecticut Valley, by John S. Newberry. 1888. 4°. xiv, 152-pp. 26 pl. Price $1.00.
XV. The Potomac or Younger Mesozoic Flora, by William Morris Fontaine. 1889. 4°. xiv, 377
pp. 180 pl. Text and plates bound separately. Price $2.50.
XVI. The Paleozoic Fishes of North America, by John Strong Newberry. 1889. 4°. 340 PP· 53 pl.
Price $1.00.
XVII. The Flora of the Dakota Group, a posthumous work, by Leo Lesquereux. Edited by F. H.
Knowlton. 1891. 4°. 400 pp. 66 pl. Price $1.10.
XVIII. Gasteropoda and Cephalopoda of the Raritan Clays and Greensand Marls of New Jersey,
by Robert P. Whitfield. 1891. 4°. 402 pp. 50 pl. Price $1.00.
XIX. The Penokee Iron-Bearing Series of Northern Wisconiiin and Michigan, by Roland D. Irving
and C.R. Van Hise. 1892. 4°. xix, 534 pp. 37 pl.
XX. Geology of the Eureka District, Nevada, with atlas, by Arnold Hague. 1892. 4°. 419pp. 8pl.

m.

In press:
XXI. The Tertiary Rhynchophorous Coleoptera of North America, by Samuel Hubbard Scudder.
XXII. A Manual of Topographic M ethods, by Henry Gannett, chief topographer.
XXITI. Geology of the Green Mountains in Massachusetts, by Raphael Pumpelly, J. E. Wolff,
and T. Nelson Dale.

In preparation:
- Mollusca and Crustacea of the Miocene Formations of New Jersey, by R. P. Whitfield.
- Sauropoda, by O. C. Marsh.
- Stegosauria, by 0. C. Marsh.
- Brontotheridoo, by 0. C. Marsh.
- Report on the D enver Coal Basin, by S. F. Emmons.
- Report on Silver Cliff and Ten-Mile Mining Districts, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons.
-Tbe Glacial Lake Agassiz, by Warren Upham.
BULLETINS.
1. On Rypersthene-.A.ndesite and on Triclinic Pyroxene in .A.ugitic Rocks by Whitman Cross with a
Geolo · ai.·ke~h ofBu1falo P aks, Colorado, by S. F. Emmons. 1883. so. 42 pp. 2 pL Price 1~ cents.
2· old and• ilver Conversion Tables, giving the coining Yalue of troy oun~ of fine metal, etc., comput d by Albert Williams,jr. 1883. So. 8 pp. Price 5 cents.
3· n th F
il Falllla8 of th Upper Devonian, along the meridian of 750 30', from Tompkins County,
oBrodford County, Pennsylvania, by H nry . Williams. 1884. So. 36 pp. Price 5 cents.
zol F · ilR, by Charl
. White. 1884. 8°. 36 pp. 9 pl. Price 5 cents.
onary of Alti ud in the Unitoo ta.tea, compiled by Henry Gannett. 1884. s 0 • 325 PP•
n .
1
• 1'1 ation.a m th Dominion or Canada, by J . W. 'pencer. ll!M. 110. '3 pp. Price 5 cent..

ADVERTISEMENT.

III

7. Mapoteca Geologica Americana. A Catalogue of Geological Maps of America (NorthandSouth).
1752-1881, in geographic and chronologic order, by Jules Marcou and John Belk.nap Marcou. 1884.
.go_ 1s,. pp. Price 10 cents.
8. On Secondary Enlargements of Mineral Fragments in Certain Rocks, by R. D. Irving and C. R.
Van Hise. 1884. 8°. 56 pp. 6 pl. Price 10 cents.
9. A report of work done in the WashingtonLaboratoryduringthefiscalyear1883-'84. F. W. Clarke,
,chief chemist.. T. M. Chatard, assistant chemist. 1884. 8°. 40 pp. Price 5 cents.
10. On the Cambrian Faunas of North America. Preliminary studies, by Charles Doolittle Walcott.
1884. s0 • 74 pp. 10 pl. Price 5 cents.
11. On the Quaternary and Recent Mollusca of the Great Basin; with Descriptions of New Forms,
by R. Ellsworth Call. Introduced by a sketch of the Quaternary Lakes of the Great Basin, by G. K.
Gilbert. 1884. 8°. 66 pp. 6 pl. Price 5 cents.
12. A Crystallographic Study of tbe Thinolite of Lake Lahontan, by Edward S. Dana. 1884. 8°.
-34 pp. 3 pl. Price 5 cents.
13. Boundaries of the United States and of the several States and Territories, with a Historical
Sketch of the Territorial Changes, by Henry Gannett. 1885. 8°. 135 pp. Price 10 cents.
14. The Electrical and Magnetic Properties of the Iron-Carburets, by Carl Barus and Vincent
Strouhal. 1885. 8°. 238 pp. Price 15 cents,
15. On the Mesozoic and Cenozoic Paleontology of California, by Charle. A. White. 1885. 8°. 33 PP~
Price 5 cents.
16. On the Higher Devonian Faunas of Ontario County, New York, by John M. Clarke. 188~. 8°.
-86 pp. 3 pi. Price 5 cents.
17. On the Development of Crystallization in the Igneous Rocks of Washoe, Nevada, with notes on
the Geology of the District, by Arnold Hague and Joseph P. Iddings. 1885. 8°. 44 pp. Price 5
cents.
18. On Marine Eocene, Fresh-water Miocene, and other Fossil Mollusca of Western North America,
by Charles A. White. 1885. 8°. 26 pp. 3 pl. Price 5 cents.
19. Notes on the Stratigraphy of California, by George F. Becker. 1885. 8°. 28 pp. Price 5 cents.
20. Contributions to the Mineralog~T of the Rocky Mountains, by Whitman Cross and W. F. Hillebrand. 1885. 8°. 114 pp. 1 pl. Price 10 cents.
21. The Lignites of the Great Sioux Reservation. A Report on the Region between the Grand and
Moreau Rivers, Dakota, by Bailey Willis. 1885. 8°. 16 pp. 5 pl. Price 5 cents.
22. On New Cretaceous Fossils from California, by Charles A. White. 1885. 8°. 25 pp. 5 pl.
Price 5 cents.
23. Observations on the Junction between the Eastern Sandstone and the K eweenaw Series on Ke·
weenaw Point, Lake Superior, by R. D. Irving and T. C. Chamberlin. 1885. 8°. 124 pp. 17 pl.
Price 15 cents.
·
24. List Qf Marine Mollusca, comprising the Quaternary Fossils and recent forms from American
Localities between Cape Hatteras and Cape Roque, including the Bermudas, by William Healy Dall.
1885. 8°. 336 pp. Price 25 cents.
25. The Present Technical Condition of the Steel Industry of the United States, by Phineas Barnes.
1885. 8°. 85 pp. Price 10 cents.
26. Copper Smelting, by Henry M. Howe. 1885. 8°. 107 pp. Price 10 cents .
27. Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the fiscal year
1884-'85. 1886. 8°. 80 pp. Price 10 cents.
28. The Gabbros and Associated Hornblende Rocks occurring in the neighborhood of Baltimore,
Maryland, by George Huntington Williams. 1886. 8°. 78 pp. 4 pl. Price 10 cents.
29. On the Fresh-water Invertebrates of the North American Jurassic, by Charles A. White. 1886.
8°. 41 pp. 4 pl. Price 5 cents.
30. Second Contribution to the Studies on the Cambrian Faunas of North America, by Charles Doolittle Walcott. 1886. 8°. 369 pp. 33 pl. Price 25 cents.
31. Systematic Review of our Present Knowledge of Fossil Insects, including Myriapods and Arachnids, by Samuel Hubbard Scudder. 1886. 8°. 128 pp. Price 15 cents.
32. Lists and Analyses of the Mineral Springs of the United States; a Preliminary Study, by Alberi
C. Peale. 1886. 8°, 235 pp. Price 20 cents.
33. Notes on the Geology of Northern California, by J. S. Diller. 1886. so. 23 pp. Price 5 cents.
34. On the relation of the Laramie Molluscan Fauna tc that of the succeeding Fresh-water Eocene
and other groups, by Charles A. White. 1886. 8°. 54 pp. 5 pl. Price 10 cents.
35. Physical Properties of the Iron-Carburets, by Carl Barus and Vincent Strouhal. 1886. so. 62
pp. Price 10 cents.
36. Subsidence of Fine Solid Particles in Liquids, by Carl Barus. 1886. s0 • 58 pp. Price 10 cents.
37. Types of the Laramie Flora, by Lester F. Ward. 1887. 8°. 354 pp. 57 pl. Price 25 cents.
38. Peridotite of Elliott County, Kentucky, by J. S. Diller. 1887. 8°. 31 pp. 1 pl. Price 5 cents.
39. The Upper Beaches and Deltas of the Glacial Lake Agassiz, by Warren Upham. 1887. so. 84
pp. 1 pl Price 10 cents.
40. Changes in River Courses in Washington Territory due to Glaciation, by Bailey Willis. 1887.
8°. 10 pp. 4pl. Price 5 cents.
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41. On the Fossil Faunas of the Upper Devonian-the Genesee Section, New York, by Henry S.
Williams. 1887. 8°. 121 pp. 4 pl. Price 15 cents.
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A GEOGRAPHIC DICrIONARY OF MASSACHUSETTS.
The Geographic Dictionary of Massach~~~tts, w:hich·constitutes this·
bulletin, is designed to aid in finding any geographic feature upon the
atlas sheets of that State which are published by. the, U. S. Geological.
Survey. It contains all the names given upon the sheets, and is lim-.
ited to them. Under each name is a brief statement showing the feature:
it designates a·n d its location, and opposite to ft the name of the atlas '
sheet, or sheets, upon which it is to be found.
The atlas sheets upon which the Sta-te is represented are the result
of a survey made at the joint expense· of the U. S. Geological Survey.
and the 0omwonwealth of Massachusetts. The scale upon which they
are published is 1: 62500; that is, 62,500 inches upon . the ground,.
or very nearly one mile, is represented by one inch upon the map.
Reliet; or the variation of elevation, is represented by contour lines, .
or lines of equal elevation above mean sea level. These contour lines
are at vertical intervals of 20 feet; that is,_each successive contour
indicates a level 20 feet higher than the one below it. Upon the map
all water bodies-bays, ponds, rivers, etc.-ar-e represented in blue;
the contour lines representing the relief, together with the figures
representing absolute elevations, are printed in brown; while the let- ·
tering and all symbols of the works of man are printed in black.
The area of the State is represented upon 54 sheets, each sheet com- .
prising 15 minutes of latitude by 15 minutes of longitude. The territory covered by each sheet is, therefore, about 17 ½miles from north to
south, and about 13 miles from east to west, and its area is about 225
square miles. Of these sheets 29 only
entirely or virtually within·
the State, the others comprising portions of the adjacent States of.
New Hampshire, Vermont, New York, Rhode Island and Connecticut.
The following is a list of the sheets, showing the names assigned ·
to them and their limits in latitude and longitude:
·

lie

Limits.
Sheets.
In latitude.
0

Newburyport ................ ; ..
Haverhill ... ...... . ...... ... .... .
Gloucester ...... .. ...... ..... . .. .
Salem .......................... .
Lawrence ............. .......... .
Lowell ............ . .. . ... ,....... .
Groton ......................... .

0

In longitude.
I

0

0

42 45 to 43 00
70 45 to 71 00
42 45
43 00
71 00
7l 15
42 30
42 45
70 30
70 45
42 30
42 45 · 70 45
71 00
42 30
42 45
71 00
7115
42 30
42 45
71 15
71 30
42 30
42 45
71 30
71 45
7
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Limits.
Sheets.

In longitude.

In latitude.
0

Fitchburg ........................
Winchendon .... .......... .......
Warwick ........... - - - - . - - .. - ..... - ...
Greenfield .. - - .... -- ...... - . - - .. - - Hawley ..........................
Greylock ........................
Berlin . .. ·........... ..............
Boston Bay .................. o • • • •
Boston ...........................
Framingham .....................
Marlboro -- - . - .. - - ....... - ... - . - - - .
Worcester - ........ - . - ................... Barre ........................... .
Belchertown .......... "..........
Northampton . ............•.......
Chesterfield .... , .................
Becket ...........................
Pittsfield
Provincetown ....................
Duxbury .........................
Abington ........................
Dedham .........................
Franklin .........................
Blackstone .......................
Webster .........................
Brookfield . ..... - .. .. . .. . - . - .. - - . - . - ....
Palmer ........ - ..... - ........... - ...... Springfield .......................
Granville .. . . . ...................
Sandisfield .......................
Sheffield .........................
Wellfleet .........................
Plymouth . .............. . ........
Miudleboro ...... - - ........... - -- . - - ....
-

..

-

...

0

••

-

-

-

-

....

-

....

-

.....

-

42
42
42
43
42
42
42
42
42

42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42

42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
41
41
41

I

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
45
45
45

0

I

42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42

45
45
45
45
45
45
4:3
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
00
00
00
00
00
45
45
47
445

42

42
42
.42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
42
41
41
4-1

41
41

41 4;3

41 2
41
... - ..... - ......... - ....... - .

........................

41
41
41

0

0

I

71 45
72 00
72 15
72 30
72 45
73 00
73 l5
70 45
71 00
71 15
71 30
71 45
72 00
72 15
72 30
72 45
73 00
73 15
70 00
70 30
70 45
71 00
71 15
71 30
71 45
72 00
72 15
72 30
72 45
73 00
73 15
69 55
70 30
70 45
71 00
7115
69 45
70 00
70 15
70 39
70 4,5
71 00
9 57
70 15
70 30
70 45
71 00

0

I

72
72
72
72
73
73
73

00
15
30
45
00
15
30
00
15
30
45
00
15
30
45
00
15
30
15
45
00
15
30
45
00
15
30
4r5
00
15
30
10

71
71
71
71

72
72
72
72
73
73
73
70
70
71

71
71
71

72
72
72
72
73
73
73
70
70 45
71 00
7115
71 30
70 00
70 15
70 30
70 45
71 00
7115
70 12
70 30
70 45
71 00

7115
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The spelling of the names conforms to the decisions of the United
States Board on Geographic Names.
· Massachusetts is one of the original thirteen States. It was the sixth
to ratify the Constitution, which it did on February 6, 1788.
The boundary lines between Massachusetts and adjacent States are
somewhat irregular. They were "established, in the main, during
colonial days as the result of comproi;nises between conflicting claims
for jurisdiction among the -colonies. The lines were surveyed and
marked also in early da-ys, ·when methods of surveying were much
.cruder than at present; · Both ·of these facts serve to account for their
·irregularity.
' ··
·· · ·
The eastern part of the. n~~th boundary is a lili'e traced at a distance
of ·3 miles from the main course of the -Mer:rimac River and parallel
to its windings. As run and ·maTked it consists of a series of straight
lines broken by angles generally j/arallel to the river. At a point three
miles north of Pawtuck.et Falls it ceases ' to run parallel to the river,
and thence it was designed to run ,due west., . This was the result of
a compromise between the colonies of Massachusetts Bay and New
Hampshire, thus settled by a decree of the king. The line westward
from that point was run under instructions from the governor of New
Hampshire, who furnished to the surveyor as the magnetic variation
an amount largely in excess of the fact. The line was run accordingly,
and consequently is directed considerably north of west.
The west boundary of the State is the result of an agreement made
with the New York colony, and the south boundary is similarly the
result of compromises and conventions between the colony and State
of Massachusetts and its neighbors, Connecticut and Rhode Island.
These boundaries are so irregular that it is impossible to describe
them otherwise than by means of a map or by a detailed statement of
courses and distances.
The total area of the State is 8,315 square miles, of which it is estimated that 275 square miles are water surface, consisting of landlocked bays, ponds, and rivers, leaving as the land area 8~040 square
miles.
The ·State is divided into fourteen counties, and these are subdivided into towns and cities, of which there a~e 352. The following
table presents a list of the counties, with the number of towns and
cities in each and the area of each county:

+0
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Towns _a nd
·cities.
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Area.

Barnstable .. ..... ........................... .
,Berkshire ....................... . .......... .
Bristol ..................................... .
Dukes ............................. - - - - - - - - Essex ........•.....•.....••....... _·........ .
Franklin ................................... .
,Hampden ..... , .....................• _...... .
Ha1npshire .............................. , . ~ .
Middlesex .................................. .
:Nantucket ........... ·...... _................ :
Norfolk ...........•..........................
,Plymouth ...........•............... .........
.Suffolk ................. ... ........... ...... .
Worcester ........................... .. . .. ... .

15
32
20
35
26
22
23
54
1
27
27
4
59

Sq. miles.
434
942
589
110
554
730
604
620
840
51
433
722
51
1,635

Total . ~ ....... .. ... .. ............ ..... .

352

8,315
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Abbott; brook in west ' part of Chester, about 4 miles lon~,
tributary to west branch of Westfield River.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Abbott; hill in west part of Chester; elevation, 1,455 feet....
Abbott Run; stream in North Attleboro and Attleuoro, Mass.;
and in Rhode Island •.................... ..................
Abington; town _in Plymouth County; area, 11 square miles ..
Abner; pond in southern part of Plymouth ....... ............
Abram; hill in Tyngsboro; elev:1tion, 280feet ....... --~- ......
Accord; pond in western part of South Scituate ...•.•........

Chesterfield.
Chesterfield.
Providence.
Auington.
Plymouth.
Lowell.
Abington.

Acton; town in Middl~s~~ County; a.rea, 21 squa.re miles .... 5Framilnlgham.
( Lowe .
Acton Center; village in Acton ... __ ......... _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Acushnet; town in southeastern part of Bristol County; area,
19 square miles ... ~--...................................... New Bedford,
Acushnet; village in town of same name at head of New BedfordHarbor ....... ______ ...... ______ ...... ______ .......... New Bedford.
Acushnet; river, outlet of New Bedford Reservoir in Acushnet, flowing into New Bedford Harbor·.. _...... ___ . . . . . . . . . New Bedford.
Acushnet Cedar; swamp in noi'thern part of New Bedford ... _ New Bedford.
Acushnet Station; railway station in New Bedford ........... New Bedford.
Adams; town in northern part of Berkshire County; area 23
square miles .. . ......... __________ ........................ Greyloek.
Adams; village in southern part of town of same name ....... Grey lock.
Adams; mountain in Rowe; altitude 1, 900 feet . __ .. . . . . . . . . . . Hawley.
Adamsville; village in town of Coleraine ....... _.... . . . . . . . . Greenfield.
Addition; hill in Marlboro; elevation 440 feet ... _.... . . . . . . . . Marlboro.
Agassiz Rock; hill in town of Manchester ..... _..... _.. . . . . . . Salem.
Agawam; town in Hampden County; area 28 square miles .... Springfield.
Agawam; village in town of same uame ............ _.......... Springfield.
Agawam; village in Wareham ............ ________ ............ Plymouth.
, Agawam; brook in Stockbridge, :flowing into Konka.pot
Brook : ..................................... ___ .. _.. . . . . . . Pittsfield.
Agawam; lake on boundary between Great Barrington and
Stockbridge ................................ __ ........ _.... Pittsfield.
Agawam; river tributary to Wareham River, draining parts of
Wareham and Plymouth ........... _.. __ .... __ ............ Plymouth.
Alum; hill in southeastern part of Sheffield; elevation, 1,099
feet .............. _. _... _..... _. _.... _. _... __ ..... _..... _.. Sheffield.
Alden; hill in Lakeville; elevation, 178 feet ........ ______ .... Middleboro.
Aldrich Mills; village in northwest part of Granby ...••..... Northampton.
Alexander; hill in Northfield; elevation, 1,220 feet ........... Warwick.
Alford; town in &on th western part of Berkshire County; area, 5Pittsfield.
10 sq nare miles.
( Sheffield.
Alford; village in town of same name ..... _... . . • . . • • . • . . . • • . . Sheffield.
11
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Allen; brook in Shelburne and, Greenfiel<l, tributary to Green
River .....••..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenfield.
Allen; harbor on southern coast of Harwich ...........• ...... Yarmouth.
Allen; hill in Barre; elevation, 1,225 feet ............. ........ Barre.
Allen; point at northeast extremity of Chatham .............. Chatham.
.
) New Bedford.
Allen; pond m southern part of Dart-mouth ........ - - - -- - - -- - ( Fall River.
Allerton; point on northeast coast of Hull. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Allston; village in Boston on Boston and Albany R.R ........ Boston.
Almshouse Station; village on Salem and Lawrence R. R. in
Tewksbury . _................. __ .... _...... _..........,.... Lawrence.
Altar Rock; hills in Nantucket .............. .. ........... .... Nantucket.
Alum;' p(?nd in north wost part of Sturbridge .... .............. Brookfield.
Ames; pond in southern part of Stoughton...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dedham.
Amesbury; town in Essex County; area, 14 square miles ...... Newburyport.
Amesbury; village in town of Amesbury ..................... Newburyport.
Amherst; town .in northern part of Hampshire County; area, ) Belchertown.
26 square miles.
~ Northampton.
Amherst; village iri town of same· name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Northampton.
Amos; point at southern extremity of Chatham ............... Chatham.
Andover; town in Essex County; area, 33 square miles ....... Lawrence.
Andover; principal village in town of same name on Boston
and Maine R. R ..... : .... : ......• ·.. : . .. : . ............. .... Lawrence.
Andrews; pond in Harwich ..................... ~ ... ·_..... ~ .. Yarmouth.
Angelica; point at southeastern extremity of Mattapoisett .... New Bedford.
Annasnappet; brook in Plympton and Carver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Micldleboro.
Annawon Rock; hill in Rehoboth ..... -~-- .................. Taunton.
Annisquam; village in northern part of Gloucester on Annisquam Harbor ..... ........................................ Gloucester.
Annisquam; harbor on northern coast of Gloucester .......... Gloucester.
Annursnack; hill in Concord ................................. Framingham.
Anthony; creek tributary to Hoosic River in eastern part of
Adams ................. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greylock.
Apple; island south of Win tluop. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Apponaganset; village in eastern p art of Dartmouth ........ New Bedford.
Apponaganset; harbor on eastern coast of Dartmouth; also
called Apponaganset Bay ................................. New Bedford.
Apponaganset; river in Dartmouth, flowing into Apponaganset
harbor .. ....... ·........................................... New Bedford.

'alem.
Fit ·hburg.
· ar a, 2. qu r mil
Pit hburg.
· · · · · · · - - - .............. Fitchburg.
ount · a1 a, 42 square
· · • · · · · • • • • • · · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • ••• -- .•••••.•••.•••. 1' itch burg.
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Ashburnham; village in town of same name.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fitchbnrg.
Ashburnham Junction; station in town of Ashburnham ..... Fitchlmrg.
h st
Ashfield·, town in Franklin County·, area, 70 square miles .... ~ CH' e °rfiel<l.
~
aw 1e,r.
.
·
.
{ Framioo-ham.
Ashland; town in M1dcllesex County; area, 13 square 1mles.. Frnnkli~.
Ashland; village in town of same mime ......................
Ashley; brook, outlet of Ashley Lake in Washington, flowing
into Housatouic River ....................................
Ashley Falls; village in southern part of Sheffield on Honsatonic River ........................... ..... ...............
Ashley; lake near central part .of Washington ...... _..... , . . . .
Ashley; mount~,i n in southwestern part of Mount Washington,
Berkshire County ............................... .........
Ashley; pond in Holyoke ........................ ............
Ashleyhill; brook in southern part of Mount Washington,
tributary to Lee Pond Brook ............... ...............
Ashleyville; village in West Springfiel<l. ......................
Ashmore; lake in eastern part of Hinsdale ..... ,. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ashod; village in west part of Duxbury ...................••.
Ashuela; brook in Gi1l nn<l. Bernardston, :flowing into Connecticut RiYer ........................... . ....... .........
Ashumet ;. pond on boundary line between Falmouth and Mashpee ........................ ··.· ............................
As11ebumskit; brook in Holden ......................... ......
Asnebumskit; hill)n Paxton; _e levation, 1,400 feet ...........
Asneconick; pond in Hllbbardston ...........................
Assabet; brook tri butar:y to Assa bet River ju Harvard and Stow.
Assabet; hill in Northboro; elevation, 454 feet ............•. .
Assabet; river, tribufory to Concord Eivei: in eastern part of
the State .......•............•............................
Assawompeett; pond in Lakeville .. , ........................
Assinippi; village in west .part of Soutl;l. Scituate .............
Assonet; village in Freetown ................................
Assonet; bay in Freetown and Berkley .......................
Assonet; river tributary to Taunton River in_Lakeville ......
Assonet Neck; in town of BerKley ..........................
Asylum Station; station in northwestern part of Danvers, on
Salem and Lawrence R...R ....•............................

Framing1iam.
Becket.
Sheffield.
Becket.
Sheffield.
Springfield.
Sheffield.
Springfield.
Becket.
Abington.
·warwick.
Fahnouth.
Worcester.
·worcestor.
·worcester.
Marlboro.
Marlboro.
Framingham ,
Middleboro.
Abington.
Taunton.
Tannton.
Tannton.
Tann ton.
Sa.lorn. ·

Athol; town in Worcester County; area, 35 square mifos ..... ~ Wiuch_e~1<lon.
~ Warw1cK.
Athol; village in town of same name ............... .. ........ Wincbeu:lon.
Athol Center; vi1lage in town of Atho~ ...................... Wiuclicnilon.
Atlantic Station; station in Quincy on Old Colony R.R ..... Boston.
Attleboro; town in Bristol Connty; area,, 28 square miles ..... Provitlcucc.
Attleboro; village in town of same name.: ................... Providence.
Auburn; town in Worcester County .................. ~-- ..... Webster.
Auburn; village in town of same name ....................... ·webster.
Auburndale; village in Now ton .............................. Boston.
Auburnville; village in sont~w_est part of Whitman ... _....... Abington. _
Aucoot; cove in south ern coast of Mar_i9~ .. ~ ~ ................ New Bedford.
Averic Lake; in Stockbri~1ge ................................ -Pittsfielll .
.Avery·, brook t n'b u t ary t o W es t Broo k . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . { N
Hawley.
_. .
ort.hampton,
Avon; town in Norfolk County; area, 4 square miles .......... Dedham. ·
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Ayer; town in Middlesex County; area, 12 square miles .. _. _. _ Groton.
Ayers; village
boundary between Haverhill and Methuen .. Haverhill.
Ayers; village in town of Lowell ...... _______________________ Lowell.
Ayers; hill in Haverhill; elevation, 339 feet ........ __________ Haverhill.
Ayers Junction; village in town of Ayer. ____ .. _________ . _____ Groton.
Babcock; brook in Princeton~- ________________________ . ___ .. Worcester.
Babery; hill in Townsend; elevation, 688 feet ____ . . . . . . . . . . . . Groton.
Babery Hill; brook in Townsend, tributary to Squannacook
River ..... ___ ........• ___ ....•. ............ _.... _.. _________ Groton.
Babylon; hill in Burlington; elevation, 240 feet...... . . . . • . . . . Boston.
Bachelder; · brook in northern pa,rt of Rowley, tributary to Mill
River._ .. _. ___ .. _. ___ ..... _______ ... ____ . _.. _.. ____ . _. ___ . Sal~m.
:Rachelor; brook :flowing westerly through Grandy and South 5 Belchertown.
Hadley into Connecticut Rivei:.
. ( Northampton.
Back; river in northwestern part of Bourne, :flowing into Buzzards Bay_. __ ._ .. _____ ·__ ._ .. _._ •.. _ . ________ •. _______ . _. _ Falmouth.

on

Baddacook; brook in Groton . . ...........•.. _. _.. ___ .. . • . . . . Groton.
Baddacook; pond in Groton ....•............... ............. Groton.
Bad Luck; brook in Rehobeth ........... .................... Taunton.
Bad Luck; mountain in Granville; altitude, 1,220 feet.... . . . . Granville.
.
·
{ Webster.
Bad Luck; pond m Douglas -- - - ~. - . - . - - - ~ - ~ - · - - - -- - - · · · - · - • · Blackstone.
Bad Luck; swamp in Rehobeth ........ __________ ...... ______ Taunton.
Bailey; brook in Gardner and Winchendon, tributary to Otter
·
River. ___ ..... ___ ... ____ ....•.• _____ ..• _..... _____ ....... _ Winchendon.
Baiting; · brook in Framingham .... ________ ................... Framingham.
Baker; brook in town of Gardner ...........•................ . Fitchburg.
Baker; brook in Fitchburg and Leominster .............. ____ Fitchburg.
Baker; island about 2 miles south of Manchester Harbor ... __ Salem.
Baker; bill in north part of Hingham ....•. _______ _______ .... Abington.
Baker; pond on boundary line between Brewster and Orleans .. Wellfleet.
Baker; pond in Dennis. ____ ._. :. ... _....... _..... _____ .... __ .. Yarmouth.
Bald; hill in Douglas; elevation, 700 feet .. ___ .. .. _._. __ ... __ . Blackstone.
Bald; hill in northeastern part of Beverly; elevation, 110 feet. Salem.
Bald; hill in southwestern part of Northampton; elevation, 840
feet . _...... _.... _ . __ . __ ...... . ... . _. __ ... _.. _....... _. __ . Northampton.
Bald; hill in Wrentham; elevation, 400 feet .. _._ .. _.. _... _... Franklin.
Bald ; hill on boundary line between Boylston and Northboro. Marlboro.
Bald; hill in Westminster; elevation, 1,220 feet ......•....... Fitchburg.
Bald ; mountain in western part of Clarksburg._ .... _... __ .. _. Grey lock.
Bald; mountain in Charlemont; altitude, 1,375 feet ........... Hawley.
Bald ; mountain in Shelbo 1rne; altitude, 1,690 feet._ .... _.. _. Greenfield.
Bald· mountain in Bernard ton; altitude, 1,167 foet. __ ....... _ Greenfield.
Bald· m untain in Monson; altitude, 860 feet ... __ ...... _. __ . Palmer.
Baldhead · hill in L nox · el vation, 1,583 ·fi et ... _.... _... __ . _ Pittsfield.
Bald Pate· hill in
org town; elevation, 340 feet .... _. _.. _. Lawrence.
Bald Pate· hill in
wton; levation, 300 feet .......... ______ Boston.
T

nd in n r h a tern part of Boxford ... - -....... 5 LS alwrence.
Bald .
( a em.
Wlll" P u in Wayland.................
F
· h
Baldwinville· ill
in Tm 1 n
. ······ ...••. ·-·· ~am.mg am.
Ball M 0
.
. .
P
·••••· •••••· ··-··· ---- •••• Wmchendon.
-~
· hill in L yd n · 1 va ion, 1,197 fe t ......... Greenfield.
Ballard. 11111 10 blanrl. 1 va i n 3 £ t
B a.rd - h ill in
feet······· --- ... --- . Framingham.
···•·· .........• Marlboro.

Bald Pate.
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Ballard; hill in Leicester; elevation, 920 feet ...•............. Webster.
Ballardville; village in Andover.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lawrence.
Ballville; village in Bolton, on Old Colony R. R ...........•.• Marlboro.
Bancroft; brook in Pepperell, tributary to Robinson Brook ... Groton.
Bancroft; hill in town of Gardner; elevation, 1,280 feet ....... Fitchburg.
Bancroft Station; village in northeastern part of Becket ..... Becket.
Ban Hill; pond in town of Harvard ........................... Marlboro.
Banner; hill in Ashland; elevation, 320 feet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Baptist; village in Holyoke ................... .............•. Springfield.
Barber; hill in Gardner; elevation, 1,140 feet ................. Fitchburg.
Barber; hill in Warwick; elevation, 1,000 feet ................. Warwick.
Bardwell Ferry; village in ,town of Shelbourno .............. Greenfield.
Bardwell; ferry on Deerfield River in Shelbourne .........•... Greenfield.
Bardwell; village in Belc.h ertown ........................•... Palmer.
Barker; hill in Townsend; elevation, -781 feet ..........•• ~.... Groton . .
Barkerville; village in Pittsfield ............................. Pittsfield.
Barley Neck; peninsula on east coast of Orleans ............. Wellfleet.
Barnard; hill in Gill; elevation, 420 feet ...................... Warwick.
Barnes; hill in Northboro ................................ .... Marlboro.
Barnes; mountain in Tolland; altitude, 580 feet ...•••........ Granville.
Barney; point in Wareham, on east side onVareham River .... Falmouth.
Barneyville; village in town of Swansea .................... Providence.
Barnstable; seacoast town in Barnstable County; area, 71
square miles ...................... .... . .................. Barnstable.
Barnstable; village in town of same name.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnstable.
Barnstable; harbor of Barnstable, opening into Cape Cod Bay Barnstable.
Barr; rocks near the northeast shore of Scituate .•........•.... Abington.
Barre; town in ,vorcester County; area, 57 square miles...... Barre.
Barre; principal village in town of Barre.... . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . Barre.
Barre Falls; village in town of Barre...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barre.
Barre Plains; village in town of Barre on ,vare River branch
Boston and Albany R. R.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barre.
Barrett Junction; village in Belchertown on New London Nortbern and Springfield, Athol and North Eastern branch Boston
and Albany R.R .......................................... Palmer.
Barrows; brook in Plympton and Kingston, tributary to Jones
River Brook ............ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Midclleboro.
Barrowsville; village in Norton on Attleboro branch Old Colony R.R .................. ·..•.................. .. .......... Taunton.
Bartholomew; hill in western part of Ipswich; elevation 180
feet ....................................................... Salen1.
Bartholomew; pond in southern part of Peabody . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Bartlett; brook in Middleboro and Halifax ................... Middleboro.
Bartlett; brook in Methuen and Dracut ....................... Lawrence.
Bartlett; hill in Shrewsbury; elevation, 6i3 feet .............. Marlboro.
Bartlett; pond in Northboro .................................. Marlboro.
Bartlett; pond in Plymouth ..•............................... Plymouth.
Bashan; hill in northwest part of Worthington .............. Chesterfield.
Bashbish; falls on Leo Ponfl Brook in western part of Mount
Washington; elevation, 200 feet ........ _.......... : . ..... Sheffield.
Bashbish; mountain in western part of Mount Washington;
altitude, about 1,960 feet .................................·.
Basin; pond in southern part of Washington .....•••......... Becket.
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Basin Pond; brook in southern part of Washington and northern part of Lee. ·.......... _........ _........_...... _... _.... Becket,.
Basle; brook in I-fawley, flowing into King Brook ............ Hawley.
Bass; creek flowing into north side of Barnstable Harbor.... . Barnstable.
Bass; point on southwest coast of Nahant ..... _.. ........... . Boston Bay.
Bass; pond in Springfield .................................. _. Springfield.
Bass; reservoir in Warwick .................... _~.. . . . . . . . . . . Warwick.
Bass; river fl.owing south through Beverly, into Beverly
Harbor ............. _..•........ __ ... __ ................... Salem. ·
Bass; river in southeastern part of Marshfield, tributary to
. Green Harbor. ..._.. ~-.- •.._....._.........•.................. Duxbury;
Bass Hole; harbor at mouth of Chase Garden Creek __ ...... _. Yarmout,h.
Bass Rocks; point on eastern coast of Gloucester ............. Gloucester.
Bassett; brook in · northern part pf Kingston, flowing into
Blackwater Pond .... .. ........ .. . ·-·· ____ ......•........... Duxbury.
Bae sett; island in eastexn ;part of Buzzards Bay, between Red
Brook and Pocasset Ha,rbor .. =.. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • Falmouth.
Bassing; .harbor lying north of Chatham ..................... Chatham.
Bateman; pond in Concord .... ; ...
Framingham.
Batcheller; bill ju North Brookfield; elevation, 920 feet ....... Barre.
Battlecock; hill in east part of Chesterfield .. __ ... "... . . . . . . . . Chesterfield.
Batts; hill in Salisbury; elevation, 160 feet .................. . Newburyport. ,
Bay State; village on Mill River ..............•......... ... .. .Northampton.
Bay View; village in northe.astern part of Glo'Uccster ......... Gloucester.
Beach; hill in Blandford; elevation, 1,500 feet...... . . . . . . . . . . Granville.
Beach; hill, summit of Taconic Ridge in Hancock; altitude,
2,340 feet ......................... ···-·· ...... .. . ··--··· .... Berlin.
Beach; hill on western boundary of Orange; clevation 1 1)20
feet ...... ............. ........... _........... _.... __ ...... War,ivick.
Beach; point, the eastern extremity of Saudy Beach.... . . . . . • Barnstable.
Beach Bluff Station; village in northeast part of Swampscott. Boston Bay.
Beachmont; village on southeast coast of Revere ............. Boston Bay.
Beachwood; village in south p:ut of Cohasset ... _.. ...... .... Abingto11.
Beal; cove on cast side of ,veymouth Back River in northwest
part of Hingham ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . A bin gt-on.
Beal Ledge; hills in Dighton; elevation, 14-0 feet ............ . Tannton.
Beaman; hill in Gardner; elevation, 1,200 feet ... .,. ., ........... Fit.ch burg.
Bean; railroad crossing in eastern 1mrt of Rowley. . . . . . . . . . . . Salem .
Bean Porridge; bill in town of Westminster ..•............... Fitchbnrg.
Bear· bill in Waltham; elevation, 3-10 feet .................... Framingham .
Bear ; hillinT psfi ld; olcva,tionab ut140feet,.. _____ ··· · .... Salem.
Bear· bi]l in R a cling; lcvation, 220 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ln. wren co.
Bear· liillin" stforcl · el va.tion, 340. feet .................... Lowell.
Bear ; bill in ni.n :,-- cl va ion, 500 feet ........... _...... __ .. Dedham.
Bear· ponrl in onth par of Tahant .......................... Boston nay.
Bear· ri\· rin 'onwa.Y trilutar~'to] crfi lclRiv r .... - ...... Greenftelrl.
Bear· bill in f rrima · 1 vation 24.0 f e
·
Ifav rbill.
Bear· hilliutO\\llOfl\li]frl· 1 ~•ati n
HlackHton.
Bear· J1il1 in Hopkinton· l , a i n, , 60 f t ... _. __ ... _.. __ . __ Blackstone.
Bear ; bill in, n ham· 1 Ya in , 32 f i .. ................. Roston.
Bear Meadow· hro k in ' w H, mp bir and town of Ahh miham 1a . rihu ar· o !ill r
iv r ... - ........... Fitchburg.
Bear Meadow; 1 r ok in I tlrn 11 •••••••••••••••• _ ••••• _ •••• Lawr n e.
Bear Meadow· br kin
.................. •• ........ Lawrence.
y

•••• _

• • • • __ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Bear; mountain in Wen dell; elevation, 1, 280 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . Warwick.
Bear; mountain in northeastern part of Great Barrington, { Pittsfield.
altitude, 1,865 feet.
Sheffield.
Bearden; brook in Montgomery . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gr anville.
Beaver; creek in northern part of Clarksburg, tributary to
north branch of Hoosic River ............................. Greylock.
Beaver; brook in ~ast Bridgewater . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Abington.
Beaver; brook in Bridgewater, flowing into Spring Brook ..... Middleboro.
Beaver; brook in Lexington ancl Waltham, tributary to Charles
River.... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Beaver; brook in eastern part of Williamsburg, tributary to
Mill River.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Northampton.
Beaver; brook in Royalston, flowing into Lawrence Brook ... . Winchendon.
Beaver; brook in Littleton and Westford.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
Beaver; brook in Royalston, flowing into Lawrence Brook .... Winchendon.
Beaver; brook in Chelmsford ............... .................. Lowell.
Beaver; brook in Harvard and Littletown .. .................. Groton.
Beaver; brook in Boxboro ....................... ............ Marlboro.
Beaver; brook in West Newbury and Newbury ............... Newburyport.
Beaver; brook in Enfield and Ware ......................... { Palmer.
Belchertown.
Beaver; brook in Danvers, tributary to Crane River . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Beaver; pond in northern part of Beverly.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Beaver; pond in Lincoln .................. . . ...... .... ....... Framingham.
Beaver; pond in Franklin.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Franklin.
Beaver; pond in Bellingham.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Franklin.
Beaver Brook; village and railway station on the Salem and
Lawrence R. R. in northwestern part of Damrers .......... Salem.
Beaver Meadow; village in Leyden . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenfield.
Beaverdam; brook in Lynnfield, 2 miles ·1ong, tributary to
Saugus River ....•......................................... Lawrence.
Beaverdam; brook in Ashland, Framingham, Sherborn, and
Natick ............................. ...................... Framingham.
Beaverdam; brook in Carver, 3 miles long, tributary to Weweantic River ............................... ................ Middleboro.
Beaverdam; pond in Wareham. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth.
Beaverdam ; pond in Plymouth ...................... , .. . ... .. Plymouth.
Beck; pond in so_u theastern part of Hamilton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Becket; town in eastern part of Berkshire County; area, 48
square miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Becket.
Becket; mountain in western part of Becket; altitude, 2,200
feet............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Becket.
Becket Center; village and post-office in Becket . . . . . . . . . . . . . Becket.
B-edford ; town in Middlesex County; area, 15 square miles ... 5Framingham.
{ Lowell.
Bedford; village in Bedford on Boston and Lowell R. R .... _.. Framingham.
Bedford Station ; villag-e in Bedford on Boston and Lowell
R. R ...... .................. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Bedlam; brook in Blandford, Hampden County, 2 miles long,
and tributary to Pebble Brook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Granville.
Bee; hill in Leominster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marlboro.
Beech; hill in south p art of Rockland ........................ Abington.
Beech ; liill on boundary line between Gardner and Westminster; elevation, 1,160 feet ................................. Fitchburg.
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Beech; hill in Salisbury, Essex County; elevation, 200 feet ... Newburyport.
l3eech Hill Meadows; name applied to small tract in south
part of Rockland ...•...•.....••.......•................... Abington.
Beer Mountain; hill in N orthfi.eld; altitude, 940 feet . . . . . . . . . Warwick.
Beer Plain ; in western part of N orthfi.eld, on New London
Northern R. R ............... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . Warwick.
l3elchertown; town in Hampshire County; area, 54 square { Belchertown.
miles.
Palmer.
Belchertown; village in town of same name, on New London
Northern R. R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Belchertown
Bell ; brook in Oakham, New Braintree and Barre, 3 miles long. Barre.
Belle; inlet on northwest boundary of Winthrop...... . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Belleville ; village in eastern part of New Bedford.... . . . . . . . . New Bedford.
Bellevue; hill in Boston; elevation 320 feet .......... ..... ... Boston.
Bellingham; town in Norfolk county; area 19 square miles . . . Franklin.
Bellingham; village in town of same name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Franklin.
Bellows; hill in Carlisle; elevation 260 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
Bellows; hill in Shelburne; elevation 920 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenfield.
Belmont; town in Middlesex County; area 5 square miles ..... Boston.
Belmont; village in town of same name, on Massachusetts Central R. R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . Boston.
Benjamin; hill in Winchendon...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winchendon.
Bennett; brook in N orth:field . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Warwick.
Bennett; brook in Harvard, Ayer and Littleton; 4 miles long .. Groton.
Bennett Neck; narrow, irregularly shaped island in northern
part of Buzzards Bay about five-eighths of a mile long, and
trending north and south .....•...........•.............•• Falmouth.
Benson; pond in Midclleboro .... .................. ........... Middleboro.
Benton; hill in northern part of Becket; elevation 1,740 feet .. Becket.
Berkley; town in Bristol county; area 17 square miles...... . . . Taunton.
Berkley; village in town of same name .........•........ _.. . . T aunton.
Berkley; bridge across Taunton River, in Berkley and Taunton. Taunton.
Berkshire; village in southeastern part ofLanesboro .......... Greylock.
Berlin; town in Worcester county; area 14 square miles....... Marlboro.
Berlin; village in town of same name . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marlboro.
Bernardston; town in Franklin county; area 22 square miles... Greenfield.
Bernardston; village in town of same name, on Connecticut
River.... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Greenfield.
Beverly; seaboard town in southeastern part of Essex county;
area 20 square miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Beverly; village in southern part of town of same name, on Bevrly Harbor...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Beverly; cove in southern coast of town of Beverly.... . . . . . . . Salem.
Beverly ; harbor, an arm of tho sea indenting southeastern
c a t of E x County, between B verly and alem.... . . . . . Salem.
Beverly; reservoir on a hill al out 160 feet high in northern
part of Bev rly ............. ............ _... _.... __ .. _... _ , alem.
Beverly Farms; village in ou h a t rn part of Beverly.... . . , alem.
Bickford; ~ill in town of arcln r: el vation, 1,260-£ et ...... Fitchburg.
Big·. bro~k in _IIamp<l n ancl Will raham, mile long, flowing
mt , canh c ,ro k ............................. _.. ... ..... Palmer.
Big Sandy; pon<l in Y rmouth ............................... Yarmouth.
Bigelow· 1,r ok in hillip
Winchendon.
Billerica· o u iu lid 11

'oun . . ar ; '27 <1naro miles ..

5Lowell.

( Lawrence.
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Billerica; village in town of same name on Boston and Lowell
R. R. ; Billerica branch ........... _... - - •.... -... -...... - . Lowell.
Billerica; station on Boston and Lowell R.R., in Billerica ..... Lawrence.
Billerica Spring; station in Bedford, on Boston and Lowell
R. R. ; Billerica branch ..... _....... - .....• - - ... - . -..... - . Lowell.
Billings; pond in Sharon __ .... __ ...... -... -....•......... - - - . Dedham.
Billingsgate; island on west shore, at entrance to Wellfleet Harbor, in Cape Cod Bay ..................... - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wellfleet.
Billingsgate; light-house on southeast extremity of Billingsgate Island, in Cape Cod Bay .... - . .................... - - - . Wellfleet.
Billington Sea; pond in northern part of Plymouth, which
was discovered by Billington, of the Mayflower, for whom
it was named._.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth.
Birch; brook in Norton and Rehoboth, tributary to Three Mile
River; is 4 miles long ........... ............ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . Taunton.
Birch; hill in Stow; elevation 380 feet.--~--- ................. Marlboro.
Birch; hill in Winchendon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winchendon.
Bird Island; light-house on Bird Island, in Buzzards Bay,at east
entrance of Sippican Harbor .... _...... _.....•............ Falmouth.
.
.
{ Boston.
Birch; pond m Saugus and Lynn; Essex County - - - - - --·: - - - - Boston Bay.
Birds; hill in Needham; elevation, 220 feet._._ ... - - ....... - . . Boston.
Bishop and Clerks; a 4-second order flashing white light in
tower, on Bishop and Clerks Ledge, 2½ miles south-southeast from Point Gammon. Lantern 59 feet above sea level;
visible 13 miles ......... ______ ----·· ................ ------ Barnstable.
Bixby; reservoir in Townsend_ ... _........ .... _............ - . Groton.
Black; brook in East Bridgewater .. - _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Abington.
Black; brook tributary to Ipswich River, in Hamilton _... . . . . Salem.
Black; brook in Middleboro and Rochester, tributary to Great
Quitticas Pond; is 5 rµiles long .......... - ...... - ......... - Middleboro.
Black; brook in town of Easton .. _......•................ - - .. . Dedham.
Black; brook in Dunstable, tributary to Salmon river . . .. _.. Lowell.
Black; brook in Blandford and Montgomery, 4 miles long, tributary to Westfield River .............. __ ............... - - . . . Gran ville.
Black; brook iu West Springfield, tributary to Westfield River,
and 4 miles long ..... __ ..... _.... _...... _. __ ... __ ... . . . . . . Springfield.
Black; creek in Quincy .................. ______ .... ------ .... Boston Bay.
Black; pond in northern part of South Scituate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Abington.
Black; pond in Plymouth ........... .. _.....•... __ ....... _... Plymouth.
Black; pond in Granville ... _......... _...... _...... _...... __ . Gran ville.
Black; pond in Harvard .......... ___ ......................... Groton.
Black Betty; brook in Brockton and West Bridgewater, flowing
into West Meadow Brook. Is 3 miles long ................ Dedham.
Black Pond; hill in northern part of South Scituate ...... __ .. Abington.
Black Pond; swamp in the northern part of South Scituate, .. Abington.
Black Rock; island north of Cohasset .............. ; . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Black Rock; creek in Salis bury .............. _.......•.. _.... Newburyport.
Blackburn; village in Ashburnham ............•............. Fitchburg.
Blackfish; creek in Wellfleet, flowing into Wellfleet Harbor.. Wellfleet.
Blackington; village in northeastern part of Williamstown, on
the Hoosic River ................. _.......•.•...... _••..... Greylock.
Blackmore; pond in Wareham ............................... Middleboro.
Black Point; pond in town of Chilmark, Marthas Vineyard ....• Marthas Vineyard.
Blackstone; village in town of the same name . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . Blackstone.
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Blackstone; town in Worcester county; area 17 square miles. Blackstone.
Blackstone; river in southern part of the State, tributary to 5 Blackstone.
Providence River.
( Webster.
Blackwater; pond in northeastern part of Kingston ....... ___ Duxbury.
Blake; hill in southwest part of Sturbridge; elevation 1,060
feet ... __ . __ . _.. ___ ... __ ... ____ ... _. __ .. ____ ........... __ . _ Brookfield.
Blake; hill in Westford; elevation 360 feet .................... Lowell.
Blanchard; hill in northern part of Brookfield; elevation 800
feet ......... _... _.... ___ .. ___ ... _. _... _. _.......... _.. _. . . Brookfield.
Blanchard; hill in Dunstable; elevation- 360 feet .......... ____ Groton.
Blanchardville; villag~ in town of Palmer, on Boston and
Albany R. R . _. __ .. ___ . _. _... __ .. ___ ... ____ .. _. __ .. _.. _.. _ Palmer.
Blandford; town in Hampton county; area 55 square miles . . . . Granville.
Blandford; village in town of Blandford.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Granville.
Blankenships; cove in Sippican Harbor, between Sippican
Neck and Planting Island, on southern coast of Marion .... Falmouth.
Blair; pond in Blandford ...... ____________ .................. Granville.
Blish; point in northern •part of Barnstable, extending into
Barnstable Harbor. __ .. _·___ .. ____ .. ___ ... ____ .... _..... _. . Barnstable.
Bliss; brook in Reho both ......... _... ___ .. _..' ........ __ . . .. . . Providence.
Block; brook in West Springfield, tributary to Westfield River,
3 miles long ... _..................... _...... _.... ___ ... __ .. Springfield.
Blodgett Mill; brook in Warren and Brimfield, tributary to
Chicopee River .. ___ . ___ ................. __ ............ ___ Palmer.
Blood; hill on boundary between Ashby and Ashburnham ..... Fitchburg.
Blood; poncl in Charlton and Dudley ...... ___ ... _._ .......... Webster.
Bloody; brook tributary to Mill River, in southern part of
Deerfield ...... ___ ......... ______ .. ___ .... __ ..... _... . ___ . Northampton.
Bloody; brook in Methuen and Lawrence, tributary to Spickett
River •.... _. _____ . ___ ... ___ ... __ ... __ ... _. _..... __ . . . . . . . . Lawrence.
Bloody; pond in Plymouth ............. _.... __ .. _.. . __.. _.... Plymouth.
Blue, Mount; hill in north part of South Scituate ............ Abington.
Blue Hills; range of hills in Dedham, Milton, and Quincy.
Altitude from 300 to 600 feet ..... ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dedham.
Blueberry Peak; hill in Charlemont. E levation 1,695 feet ... Hawley.
Bluefield; brook in New Hampshire and town of Ash burn ham,
3 miles long .. __ .. _.... _. __ ...... _. __ .. ___ ...... _........ .. Fitchburg.
Bluefish; marshy brook in eastern part of Duxbury ........... Duxbury.
Bluefish; point extending into Katama Bay, on coast of Edgartown, Marthas Vineyard . .. _. _.. _... _..................... Marth as Vineyard.
Boat Meadow; river in town of Eastham, fl.owing into Cape
Cod Bay .......... .......... ...... ·-·- .... ---- .... ·-·-·· .. Wellfleet.
Boggistere; brook in 'her born and Millis ..... _.. _.......... _. Franklin.
Bolster ; bill in ·warwi<-k; ol vation, 1,160 feet .... ... ... ...... Warwick.
Bolton; town in Wore t r ounty; area, 19 square milese . ... Marlboro.
Bolton; vill a in t wn of sam name ............ _..... ... _. _ Marlboro.
Bolt~n Ce~ar ·
·amp in ·outhea t rn part of li'reetown on 5Middleboro.
hn
f
~- B Cl.ford.
~ New Bedford.
Bond· hill in . Iillbnry· leva ion 520 feet ............. ...... Webster.
Bond· villag in Palmer ... __ ..... _..... __ . __ . _.......... _. _.. Palmer.
Bonney ·_ Lill in · n n 1 p' rt of IT, n n ........ _... ___ .... _. .. Abington.
Boon· hill i~ t w · ,l
t .... _........ __ . . ____ .. Marlboro.
Boon · 1 11u1 m ·to
M lb
B
.
Mr.
oot · p nd 1u lym
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . Plymouth.
j
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Booth; hill in west part of Scituate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Abington.
Borden; brook in Blandford and Granville, tributary to Westfield Little River; four miles long .............. - . . . . . . . . . . Granville.
Boston; city in Suffolk County; area, 42 square miles . . . . . . . . Boston.
Boston and Albany; a railroad running westward from Boston to Albany, N. Y., with numerous branches and feeders.
Boston and Lowell; part of the Boston and Maine R. R. system.
Boston and Maine; railroad running northward and westward
from Boston and, with its many branches, covering nearly
all of northeastern Massachusetts.
Boston and Providence; railroad system in southeastern Massachusetts, connecting Boston with Providence, Fall River,
New Bedford, and other points.
Boston Bay; a subdivision of Massachusetts Bay, situated at
its western end and included between Nahant Head ·a nd
Strawberry Point. Between these limits it is 11 miles wide
and makes into the land for a distance of 4 miles . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Boston; brook in Andover, North Andover, and Middleton, tributary to Ipswich River, and is 8 miles long ................ Lawrence.
Boston; harbor between Deer Island and Point Allerton; is 3¾
miles wide ................................... ............. Boston.
Boston; hill on eastern boundary of Shrewsbury; elevation,
560 feet ........... _......................... .............. Marlboro.
Boston; hill in North Andover; elev~tion, 380 feet ...•........ Lawrence.
Boston; light-house, on Little Brewster Island ............... Boston Bay.
Boston, Salem and Nashua; a part of the Boston and Maine
R. R. system.
Bottomless; pond in Sudbury ...................... _... . . . . . . Framingham.
Bottomly; pond in town of Paxton ............. _............. Worcester.
Bound; brook in southeast part of Cohasset .......... _....... ,Abington.
Bound; pond in southeastern part of Hamilton, having an outlet into Che bacco Lake .. _.......... _.... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Bound Brook; island in Wellfleet and Truro ........... ______ . Wellfleet.
Bourne; town in Barnstable County, on eastern shore of Buz- { Falmouth.
zards Bay; area, 44 square miles.
Plyruouth.
Bourne; cove, an arm of _Buzzards Bay, extending about onehalf-mile northwestwardly into the southern coast of
Wareham ..................................... ........... Falmouth.
Bourne; hill in southeast of Sandwich village; elevation about
280 feet ....................................... _........... Barnstable.
Bourne; hill in southern part of Wareham, between Crooked
River and the bay; elevation about 1.00 feet .............. Falmouth.
Bourne Neck; low neck of land between Cohasset Narrows and
Monumet River, in Bourne ................•............... Falmouth.
Bournedale; village in Bourne ...... _.... _.. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth.
Bow; brook in Shirley and Lancaster, 1 mile long ............ Groton.
Bowen; pond (salt) in southern part of Falmouth, opening into
Vineyard Sound .......................................... Falmouth.
Bowenville; village in northern part of city of Fall River, on
Franklin River ..... ·...................................... Fall River.
B ower; b rook m
· H arvar d an d Bolton ........... - - - - - - - - - - - - 5
Groton.
( Marlboro.
Bowerman; creek, tributary to Hoosic River in southeastern
part of North Adams .................•....... : ........... Grey lock.
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Bowman; pond in southern part of Falmouth . . ___ . . • • • . . . . . . Falmouth.
.
.
.
.
{ Marlboro.
Boxboro; town m Middlesex County; area 12 square miles . . . F
. h
.
rammg am.
Boxboro; village in town of same name...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marlboro.
Boxford;-town in central part of Essex County; area 24 square { Lawrence.
miles.
_
Salem.
Boxford; village in southern part of Boxford. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Boxford; rail way station in eastern part of Boxford .. . . .. .. . . Salem.
Boyce; brook in Royalston .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .. Winchendon.
Marlboro.
Boylston; town in Worcester County; area 20 square miles.. { Worcester.
Boylston; part of the city of Boston, Suffolk County.. . . . . . . . .
Boylston; village in town of Boylston, on Massachusetts Central R.R .........................• __ ..• _........... _.. . . . .
Boylston Center; village in town of Boylston .... .. . . . . . . . . . .
Boylston Common; viilage in West Boylston on Fitchburg
and Worcester R. R . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . .
Bozrah; brook in Charlemont and Hawley, tributary to Deer·
:field River; is 3 miles long ........... . ................ ....
Brace; cove on eastern coast of East Pojnt, in Gloucester......

Boston.
Marlboro.
Marlboro.
Worcester.

Hawley.
Gloucester.
Haverhill.
Bradford; town in Essex County; area 7 square miles........ { Lawrence.
Bradford; village in town of same name, Boston and MaineR. R.
Bradford Branch; brook tributary to East Branch of Mill
River, in Williamsburg .................. . ............. ... Northampton.
Bragg; hill in town of Granby; elevation, 520 feet ............ Palmer.
Braggville; village in Holliston . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Franklin.
·
t own m
· Nor.10
.c lk C
.
{ Dedham.
B rru.ntree;
ounty; area, 15 square miles...
Ab" t
mg on.
Braley Station; railway station in southeastern pa,rt of Free.
town . ........•......................................... .. New Bedford.
Branch, The; stream in east part of Chesterfield. . . . . . . . . . . . . Chesterfield.
Branch; creek, tributary to North River in northeastern part
of Marshfield ............................................ . Duxbury.
Brandy Brow; hill on boundary between Haverhill and Merrimac; elevation, 238 feet. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . Haverhill.
Brant; hill in Berkley.. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . • . . • . . . Taunton.
Brant; i land in Nasketuck~t Bay, south of Mattapoisett Neck. New Bedford.
Brant Point; light.house on north coast of Nantucket at
entrance to Nantucket Harbor ............................ Nantucket.
Brant Rocks; small rocky islet near eastern shore of Marsh·
fi ld .................................... .... ............... Duxbury.
Brayton; :point on southern coa t of Somerset in Mount Hope
ay · · · · · · · · · - - . · -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fall River.
Braytonville; village in northwestern part of orth Adams on
H o i River ................................... __ ... . . . . . . Grey lock.
Bread and Cheese; lJr k tributary to Ea t Branch of West.
por iv r in 11 rth rn art of W tport ...........·........ Fall River.
Breakneck· ri_ •h_ bran h of uinebo g iv r, in tm:bridge. Brookfield,
Break.neck · h~ll ~n outhw . t part of W thampton . . . . . . . . . . Ch sterfield.
Breakne~k · lu11 1n Pr t wn · 1 vation, 120 £ ..• _. .. .. . .. Taunton.
Bre d; hill ou 11 i.1 ncl nor h c
f aat Boston; 1 vation
1
B eed. i hi

1l

rth . :.--~/, · i~t·h·r·o·1· ........•••........•...•. Boston.
> • • • • • • • • • • • •.... • • • • • • • • Boston Bay.
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Breed; pond near central part of Lynn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
. 1 { Yarmouth.
.
C
t
Brewster; town m Barnstab1e oun y; area, ..97 square m1i.es Wellfleet.
Brewster; village in town of same name ..................... Wellfleet.
Briar; pond in Harwick. _......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Yarmouth.
Bridge; brook in Sudbury.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Bridge; creek :flowing from Great Marshes into Barnstable
Harbor ............. ___ ...................... ...• ~ . ....... Barnstable.
Bridge Meadow; brook in Tyngsboro and Westford; 4 miles
long ............ __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
( Midclleboro.
Bridgewater; town in Plymouth County; area 29 square ,
~ Abington.
miles.
l Taunton.
Bridgewater; village in town of same name on Old Colony
R.R ......................................... ............. Middleboro,
Briggs; pond in Harwich ................... ...............•.. Yarmouth.
Briggsville; village in town of Attleboro ... _. _............... Providence.
Briggsville; village in southern part of Clarksburg .......•.. Greylock.
Brigham; hill in town of Grafton; elevation, 600 feet ......... Blackstone.
Brighton; village in Boston, on Boston and Albany R. R ...... Boston.
Brightwood; village in Springfield, on Connecticut River R.R. Springfield
. H ampcl en Coun t y; area, 35. square m1·1es . - { Palmer.
Brookfield.
. fi1eld ; t own m
B nm
Brimfield; principal village in town of same name ... _.. . . . . . . Brookfield.
Brimstone; hill in ·ware; elevation, 860 feet ........ _. . . . . . . . . Belchertown.
Brimstone; hill in Shelburne; elevation, 840 feet ............. Greenfield.
Britaniaville; village in Taunton, on main line of Old Colony
R. R ......................... .... ............. _.... _.. . . . . Taunton.
Broad; brook in Belchertown and Ludlow; 5 miles long . . . . . . Palmer.
Broad; brook, tributary to Mill River, in southwestern part of
Hatfield ........................................... ....... Northampton,
Broad; brook in Southampton and Holyoke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Springfield.
Broad; cove in Dighton, opening into Taunton River ......... Taunton.
Broad; cove opening into Hingham Harbor, on coast of Hingham .......................................... .... ........ Abington.
Broad; creek in Nantucket ................,.................... Mnskeget.
Broad Creek; branch of North River, in northeastern part of
Marshfield...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Duxbury.
Broad; hill in Natick; elevation, 300 feet.... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. Framingham.
Broad Meadow; brook in Worcester ancl Millbury ...... .. ... Webster.
Broad Meadow; brook in Marlboro and Southboro ........... Marlboro.
Brockton; city in Plymouth County; area, 21 square miles ... Dedham.
Brockton; village in Brockton, on Old Colony R.R .. ......... Dedham.
Brockton; reservoir in Stoughton ....... . ..... _.... . . . . . . . . . . Dedham.
Brockton Heights; village in town of Brockton . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dedham.
Bromps; pond in Plymouth ... _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Plymouth.
Bronson; brook in north part of Worthington . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chesterfield.
Brook; pond on boundary of Oakham, New . Braintree, North
Brookfield and Spencer .................. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barre.
Brook; village in Templeton .......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winchendon,
Brookfield; town in Worcester County; area, 26 square miles.. Brookfield.
Brookline; village in town of same name, on Boston and
.Albany R. R., Brookline branch_ ................. _. _. . . . .. Boston.
Brookline; town in Norfolk County; area, 7 square miles...... Boston:
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Brookside; station in Westford, on Stony Brook R. R... . . . . . . Lowell.
Brown; brook in Webste,r, tributary to Lake Chaubunagunga·
maug ................ _.................................... Webster.
Brown; hill in town of Ayer; elevation, 44-2 feet.... . . . . . . . . . . Groton.
Brown; hill in Ashburnham; elevation, 1,320 feet ... : ......... Fitchburg.
Brown; hill in Fitchburg; elevation, 1,180 feet ........ ....... J<,itchburg.
Brown; pond in south part of Peabody...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Brown; pond at southern point of boundary line between Salem
and Peabody . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Brown; pond on western boundary of Templeton .... , . . . . . . . . Winchendon.
Brown Loaf; hill in Groton; elevation, 448 feet .............. Groton .
Browning; pond in Spencer ................................ .. Worcester.
Brush; hill in Sherborn; elevation, 400 feet ............. ...... Framingham.
Brush; hill in western part of New Marlboro; elevation abont
1,420 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Brush; mountain in Northfield, on the New London Northern
R.R.; elevation, 1,580 feet ................................ Warwick.
Brush; valley in Warwick. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Warwick.
Bryant Neck; in Freetown .................................. Taunton.
Bryantville; village in western part of Pembroke . . . . . . . . . . . . Abington.
Buck; hill in town of North Brookfield; elevation, 880 feet.... Barre.
Buck; hill in Lexington; elevation, 200 feet .................. Boston.
Buck; river tributary to Farmington River, flowing sontheasterly through Sa,ndisfi.eld .............................. .... Saudis.field.
Buckland; town in Franklin County; area, 21 square miles .... Hawley.
Buckland; village in town of same name ............ ......... J[a,wley.
Buckland Four Corners; village in town of Buckla,nd ....... Hawley.
Buckman; brook in Athol, flowing into Millers River; 2 mileA
long ................................................ ...... \Vinchendon.
Buckmaster; pond in Dedham, Norfolk County...... . . . . . . . . . Dedham.
Buddock; brook in Buckland, tributary to Clesson Brook ... Ilawley.
Buel; lake, containing 344 acres, on boundary line between
Monterey and New Marlboro .............................. Sheffield .
Bull; brook tributary to Rowley River, in northern. part of
Ipswich .................................................. Sale1n.
Bullardville; village in town of Winchendon ................. Winchendon.
Bumkin; island west of Hull, in Boston Bay .................. Boston Bay.
Bummet; brook in Shrewsbury and Northboro; 2 miles long.= .. Marlboro.
Bump ; hill in Dracut; elevation, 160 feet ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
Bungay ; riv r in Attleboro m1<l Torth Attleboro .............. Providence.
Bungy; hill in 11ontgomerJ· ; elevation, 1,400 .................. Granville.
Bunyan; mountain iu town of fou, on; altitude, 780 feet . .... Palmer.
Burbank; JlOncl in \Vobnrn ................................... Boston.
Burges· pond in ·w stfor<l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
Burkville · ·Hla r in '011way ............ _. _.. _.......... _. _. Greenfield.
Burlington; towniuMiildl . PX 'onnty· ar a, 13 f)_nar mile. .. Boston.
Burlington· vill:l"c in town of ::un<' name
Lawr nee.
Burn· l1i1l in Wd£ 1·tl: lc:vation,' lOf
Lowell.
Burn· hill in racnt · ·I n tiou 2 fe t. .. _. .
Lowell.
Burncoat· hrook in L :ic t 1.. 1 mil, lonrr
· · · ·· · ·· · · · · · · ·· w 1 t

t:~~::·.::::::~~::~:::

Burncoat; Jl0111l in L ic • tmmcl. 'pen<· /::: ~: ~: ~: ~::: ·.:::::: Wel::,t;~:
Burnett· J><n11l in north part of lw t .rfi 1,1 . . . . . . •
Chesterfi ld.
Burnshirt · rh· r in 1<'wpl ·ton Hnhbar,1. t 11 and B~~~- ·: ~: _": _" _" Ba,rr .
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Burnt Plain; swamp near central part of South Scituate ...... Abington.
Burnt Swamp; corner in State boundary in Wrentham, Norfol k . Franklin.
Burrill; hill in western part of Lynn.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Burrow; brook in Oakham and Barre; 3 miles long.. . . . . . . . . . . Barre.
Burtts Crossing; station on Salem and Lowell R. R . . . . . . . . . . . . Lawrence.
Bush; hill in Merrimac; elevation, 260 feet ............. .. .. . .. Haverhill.
Bush; hill in central part of Ipswich; elevation, 140 feet........ Salem
Bush; mountain in Leverett; elevation, 1,260 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . Bel chertown.
Bushnell; mountain in southern part of Egrement, on the line
of Sheffield; altitude, 1,868 feet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Bute; brook in Lakeville, tributary to Assawompsett pond .... Middleboro.
Butler; point at extreme southern encl of Sippican Neek, in town
of Marion ...................... ____ .... ______ ......... ____ Falmouth.
Butlerville; village in town of Wilbraham. __ ................. Palmer.
Buttonwood; brook in Dartmouth, flowing into Apponagansett Harbor.. __ : ___ . _. _.. ___ .... __ .... ____ . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Bedford.
Buttonwood; hill in east part of South Scituate.. . . . . . . . . . . . . Abington.
Buxton; brook, tributary to West Brook, in northeastern part
of Williamstown._ ................. __ ..... ____ . __ .. _._ .... Greylock.
Byfield; village in Newbury on Boston and Maine R . R., Newburyport branch .... _. _.. __ . ____ ... ___.. ___ . _. __ . ... _.. ___ Newburyport.
Buzzards; bay on southern coast of Massachusetts, between
the mainland on the west, Cape Cod on the east, and Gay Head.
Elizabeth Islands on the south. It is about 20 miles long, 1New Bedforu.
with an average width of· about 5 miles and has deep I Falmouth.
water throughout.
·
)
Cadwell; c~eek in Enfield, Pelham, and Belchertown flowing
into Swift River; 3 miles long ......... ___ ... _____ . __ ..... Bel chertown.
Cady; brook tributary to Quineboag River in Charlton and { Webster.
Southbridge.
Brookfield.
Cady; small pond in Groton ............. _.. _..... __ .. __ . _ . ___ Groton.
Cahoon Hollow; life-saving station on east coast of Wellfleet .....................••....... _............ __ . ____ ____ Wellfleet.
Calves Pasture; pond north of Barnstable, connecting with
Barnstable Harbor ................ _____ _.... ____ .... ______ Barnstable.
Cambridge; city in Middlesex County; area, 7 square miles __ .. Boston.
Cambridgeport; village in city of Cam bridge . _______ . .. __ . . . Boston.
Campello; village in Brockton on Old Colony R. R. _________ . _ Dedham.
Canapitsett Gutj passage between the islands of Nashawena
and Cuttyhunk, Gosnold ................ __ ._. _______ ...... Gay Head.
Candlewood; hill in Blackstone; elevation 300 feet . ___ . ___ . _ Blackstone.
Canesto; brook in Hubbardston and Barre; is 7 miles long . __ Barre.
Canesto; brook in Templeton and Hubbardston ____ . _______ . _ Winchendon.

l

Canoe; river in Bristol County, tributary to Taunton River __ { Taunton·
Dedham.
Cannonville; village in southern part of Mattapoisett. ___ ___ . New Bedford.
Cannonville; village in western part of New Bodford. ________ New Bedford.
Canton; town in Norfolk County; area, 19 square miles . . __ __ _. Dedham.
Canton ; village in town of same name on Boston and Providence R.R., Stoughton branch ___ . __ . _...... __ .. _____ . ____ Dedham.
Canton Junction; village in town of Canton at junction of
Boston and Providence R. R. and Stoughton branch_ ... _. __ Dedham.
Cape; pond in Rockport ........•.....•....•.....••.......... Gloucester.
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Cape Cod; a peninsula forming the southeastern part of Mas-I Provincetown.
sachusetts and constituting the southern and eastern limits ""\Vellfleet.
of Cape Cod Bay; its surface is, in the main, low and sandy Chatham.
and dotted with numerous ponds. Politically it constitutes Yarmouth.
Barnstable County.
LBarnstable.
rPlymouth.
Cape Cod; bay having the peninsula of Cape Cod on the east I Barnstable.
and south, and the mainland of Massachusetts on the< Yarmouth.
west.
I Wellfleet.
LProvincetown.
Cape Poge; light-house on CapePoge, Chappaquiddick Island,
in Edgartown, Marthas Vineyard . _____ ____ ______ _________ Marthas Vineyard.
Cape Poge; bay on coast of Chappaquiddick Island in Edgartown, Marthas Vineyard, opening into Edgartown Harbor __ Marthas Vineyard.
Captain; hill on a peninsula in southeastern part of Duxbury;
elevation, about 200 feet. ___ ........ _..... .............. . _· Duxbury.
Carlisle; town in Middlesex County; area, 16 square miles .... Lowell.
Carlisle; village in town of same name ......... ___ . _____ ... __ Lowell.
Carlisle Station; village on Framingham and Lowell R.R., in
town of Carlisle .. __ . _.... _____ .. _....... ____ ...... __ ... _. Lowell.
Carmel; hill in Andover; elevation, 240 feet . ___ .. _. _. __ .. _... Lawrence.
Carpenter; brook in Reho both .. __ .... _. __ .. __ ...... _. _ .... __ Providence.
Carpenter; hill in Charlton; elevation, 865 feet ......... ..... . Webster.
Carr; island in Merrimac River ... __ ... ____ . __ . .... ___ .....•.. Newburyport.
Carter; hill in Leominster; el~vation, 700 feet ............ ---· Fitchburg.
C arver; t own m
· Plymou th c ounty; area, 40 square miles
. .. -.. {5 Plymouth.
Middleboro.

I

Carver; village in town of same name . __ .... __ . . _.... _... _... Middleboro.
Caryville; village in Bellingham, on New York and New England R.R., Woonsocket division ....... _........ _.. _....... Franklin.
Castle; hill in eastern part of Ipswich; elevation, about 140
feet ....................................................... Salem.
Castle; hill in Saugus; elevation, 280 feet ...... . ......... _.... Boston.
Castle; hill in Medfield; elevation, 240 feet...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Franklin.
Castle Neck; a low, sanely peninsula on eastern extremity of { Salem.
Ipswich.
Gloucester.
Castle Neck; marshy river in eastern part of Essex County,
tributary to Essex River ................................ .. Salem .
Catacoonamug; brook in Lunenburg; 3 miles long .. _. _. . . . . . Groton .
Catamount; hill in Coleraine; elevation, 1,220 feet .. _......... Greenfield.
Cataumet; village in southwestern part of Bourne...... . . . . . . Falmouth.
Cataumet; harbor on the western shore of Falmouth .......... Falmouth.
Cattle ; p nd in Plymouth ... _.... _... . . . . .
Plymouth.
Cedar· m un ain OU line between ew York ~~d
iugton; alti ud , about 1,820 feet .......................... Sheffield.
Cedar· poiu on a tern oa t of, cituate ..................... Duxbury.
Cedar· ~v _on ou hem coa t f arden rs .c eek, Swansea .... Fall River.
Cedar· lull m v · .ru part of L nn
Cedar·
in' r ltham;
vation
;o :on Bay.
Cedar · p n rlr· ini " · t
,
'
. ·: · · · · · · · ·: · · · · · · · - os on·
nmeboa<r RLver m tnrbndgo .... Brookfield.
.
u lll
Cedar ; ponrl 1u \V r h m
Ce arl· 111 ud _in th on
;·::;t.~1:P-~b~d;.~-ti;~i~~(lb~ Plymouth.

·M;l~~t ·w~~h~

hill

1

, , I ·nt Br ok

Cedar;

nll in we t

2~io·f--t··· ·· ······ ........

h~,:··t·~~:

J

•r~·;~~t -~f \\;~~h;~::::::: ~::::::::::::::
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Cedar ; pond in Orleans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wellfleet.
Cedar; pond in Dennis ..... . ........ . . ....................... Yarmouth.
Cedar ; pond in Lakeville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Middle boro.
Cedar; pond in north part of L ynn .. .. .............. . ........ Boston Bay.
Cedar; pond in Boxford.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lawrence.
Cedar; pond in northwestern F almouth ...... . ................ Falmouth.
Cedar ; swamp in town of Gar dner. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fitchburg.
Cedar; swamp in central p ar t of Mat tapoisett . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Bedford.
Cedar Swamp; mountain in town of Monson; altitude, 1,100
feet ................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Palmer.
Cedar Swamp; brook in Middlebor o and Rochester .......... Middleboro.
Cedar Meadow; pond in L eicester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Webster.
Cedar Swamp; pond in Web st er . . ..•........................ Marlboro.
Cedar Swamp; pond in Milford .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blackstone.
Cedar Swamp; river in L akeville .. .... . . . . . .... . ............ Midclleboro.
Cedar Tree Neck; point on coast of Tisbury, Marthas Vineyard . . ............ . . . ... ... .... . ... . . ..................... Gay Head.
Center ; pond near central p ar t of Becket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Becket.
Center; creek in Upton, tributary to vVest River ............. Blackstone.
Center Hill; point on coast of Plymouth ... .................. Plymouth.
Center Hill; pond in Plymout h .. . . .. ... .. . .. .. . .......... ---~ Plymouth.
Centerville; village in south part of Barnstable .............. Barnstable.
Centerville; village in town of Uxbridge . . . .................. Blackstone.
Central~ village in central p art of Westport . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fall River.
Central; station on Boston and P rovidence R. R., in city of
Boston .............. __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Centralville ; village in Lowell .. ... ................ . ......... Lowell.
Chaffi.nville; village in H olden, on Boston, Barre and Gardner R. R ............ . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . .................. Worcester.
Chamberlain; mountain in eastern part of Brimfield; altitude,
1,020 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brookfield.
Chandler; island in entrance t o Hingham Harbor .. . .......... Boston Bay.
Chandler; pond in Boston . . . . ....... .... .. . . .............. . .. Boston.
Chapin; pond in Ludlow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Palmer.
Chaplinville; village in sout h east ern part of Rowley . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Chappaquiddick; island which forms part of Edgartown, Mart h as Vineyard .............. . ... .. . . . . . ...-..... . .... . ..... Marthas Vineyard.
Chappaquonsett; p ond in Tisbur y, Marthas Vineyard ........ Marthas Vineyard.
Charge; pond in southern p art of Plymouth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth.
Charlemont; town in Franklin County; ar ea, 24 square miles .. Hawley.
Charlemont; village in t own of Charlemont ...... . ........... Hawley.
Charles; small brook tributar y to t he Quineboag River in Brimfiel d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brookfield.
·
· M'1ddlesex and Norfolk counties; is about 40 { Framingham.
Ch ares;
1
river
m
Bl kt
·1 1
d fl
ac s one.
m1 es ong an
ows u1to Boston Harbor.
Boston.

Charles River; village in Needham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Charlestown; part of t h e city of Boston, on north bank of
Ch arles River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Charlton ; t own in W orcest er County ; area, 46 square miles .. { Web st er.
Brookfield.
Charlton; village in town of same name .. . ................... Webster.
Charlton City; village in t own of Ch arlton ................... Webster.
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Charlton Depot; village in town of Charlton, on Boston and
Albany R.R ...•................... .. ........... .......... Webster.
Charltonville; village in northern part of Plymouth ....·...... Plymouth.
Chartley; brook in Attleboro .......................... .. ..... Taunton.
Chase Garden; brook on boundary between Dennis and Yarmouth, Barnstable County ........................ ........ Yarmouth.
Cheese Cake; creek in Newton, tributary to Charles River; 3
miles long ................ . .......... .... ... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Chelmsford; town in Middlesex County; area, 24 square miles. Lowell.
Chelmsford Center; village in town of Chelmsford, on Framingham and Lowell R. R ....... _.......... ..... _.. . . . . . . Lowell.
Chelsea; city in Suffolk County; area, 3 square miles...... . . . . Boston.
Chelsea; creek in southeast part of Saugus ......... _......... Boston Bay.
Chene; brook in Orange ...................................... Warwick.
Cherry; hill in southern part of Wenham; elevation, 160 feet .. Salem.
Cherry; brook in Weston....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Cherry Brook; station on Massachusetts Central R. R. in,¥ eston Framingham.
Cherry Valley; village in Leicester ...... _... _.. _._ ........ .... Webster.
Cheshire; town in northern part of Berkshire County; area, 28
square miles ........................................ ...... Greylock.
Cheshire; village in central part of town of same name ....... Grey lock.
Cheshire; branch of Fitchburg R.R., running from Sonth Ashburnham northwestward into New Hampshire.
Chaseville; village in Dudley, on New York and New England
R.R., Southbridge branch ................................ Webster.
Chatham; seacoast town on Cape Cod, Barnstable County; ) Yarmouth.
Indian name, Monomoy; area, 17 square miles.
( Chatham.
Chatham; principal village in Chatham, Barnstable County;
lies on the bluff facing Chatham Harbor ..... _............. Chatham.
Chatham; harbor of Chatham Village, separating the main
land from N auset Beach .. _................. _.......... _... Chatham.
Chatham lights; two iron towers, 100 feet apart, in Chatham Village, with _fourth-order, fixed, white lights; lanterns 80
feet above sea level; visible 14 miles .............. __ ....... Chatham.
Chatham Port; village in Chatham ...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chatham .
Chaubungungamaug; lake in Webster ...................... ·webster.
Chauncey; pond in Webster ................ ____ ............. Marlboro.
Cheapside; village in town of Deerfield, on Fitchburg R.R ... Greenfield.
Chebacco; lake in Essex County, on the boundary line between
Ilamilton and Essex ... _............ _................. _... Salem.
Cheesboro; creek, tributary to Hoo ic River, in northeastern
part of Adams ................. _ .......................... Grey lock.
Cheshire Harbor; village in north rn part of Cheshire ...... .. Greylock.
Chester; torn in Ilampden ounty; ar a, 3 square miles._. ) Chest~rft lu.
. .
.
.
{ Granville.
Chester; prm 1pal village m town of same name on Boston ancl
lbau • . R -.... - .................. __ .... _~ .... _..... _. _. 'hestcrfielu.
Chester Center; vi~l. ' in b ter on Bo ton and Alhany R. R. Chesterfield.
Chesterfield i C>Wll m Hamp bir onnty; ar a 32 Hquare mil s. 'h esterfielcl.
Chesterfield Hollow; villag in Wl':t part of h t rfield . . . . 'hest rfieltl.
Chestnut ; hill in ran ,, . . . . . .
·w arwick.
Chestnut· hill in .. Ion arru · 1
Wan ick.
CheStn t; hill in Warwi k· 1 v, ti n 1 20 t et
Warwi k.
Ches ut ; hill iu north .rn p l' of m tfi :ld, on lh~··~f
onut · ·l v tion bont 7 f
...................... .. ortbamptou .

~~ti ·,;·i~i--·re··t·.·.·.·.·-·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.
·:;;~]{ii~
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Chestnut; hill in Athol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Winchendon.
Chestnut; hill in Tolland ........ ... ...... ................... Granville.
Chestnut; hill in Newton; elevation, 280 feet.... . . . • . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Chestnut; hill in t:>wn of Grafton; elevation, 660 feet . . . . . . . . Blackstone.
Chestnut; hill in Chelmsford; elevation, 360 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
Chestnut; hills in Groton; elevation, 400 to 560 feet. . . . . . . . . . . Groton.
Chesnut Hill; reservoir in Newton and Boston. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Chickabut; hill in Quincy; elevation, 500 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dedham.
Chickley; river in Charlemont, Hawley and Savoy, tributary
to Deerfield River .......... . ............ .........•........ Hawley.
Chicopee; town in Hampden County; area, 26 square miles ... Springfield.
Chicopee; village in town of same name, on Connecticut River
R. R ................................. .. .. ................. Springfield. ·
Chicopee; mountain in Monson; altitude, 800 feet ....•........ Palmer.
Chicopee; river; left branch of Connecticut River, in cen- 5Palmer.
tral part of State.
< Springfield.
Chicopee Falls; village in town of Chicopee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Springfield.
Child; river in Barnstable County, draining John Pond into
Waquoit Bay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Falmouth.
Child; brook in south part of Cummington .................... Chesterfield.
· D u k es Count y; area, 21 square m1'les .... . { Marthas Vineyard.
Ch1·1mark ; t own m
Gay Head.
Chilmark; village in town of same name; on Marthas Vineyard. Gay Head.
Chilmark; pond in town of Chilmark; on Marthas Vineyard. ~
(
Chochechiwick; river in North AndoYer, connecting Great
Pond with Merrimac River ....... .........................
Chockalog; pond in Uxbridge .. .. ... .. . ......................
Christian; hill on southern boundary of Dracut; elevation, 300
feet. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Gay Head..
d
Marthas V meyar .
Lawrence.
Blackstone.
Lowell.

Christian; hill in Coleraine; elevation, 1,500 feet ............ { Hawley.
Greenfield.
Christian; hill in central part of Great Barrington; elevation,
about 940 feet.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Chubb; island south of Manchester, at west entrance to Manchester Harbor ............. _.............................. Salem.
Church; hill in northeastern part of Otis; elevation, 1,845 feet. Sandisfield.
Church; hill in Templeton; elevation, 1,160 feet .............. Winchendon.
City Mills; village in Norfolk, on New York and New England
R. R., main line ...........................................• Pranklin.
City Point; eastern point of South Boston .................... Boston.
Clam; brook in Westfield, 3 miles long.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Springfield.
Clam; river; tributary to Farmington River, flowing southerly
through Sandisfield. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . Sandisfield.
Clam Pudding; pond in Plymouth . . . •... .................... Plymouth.
Clam Shell ; pond in town of Clinton ......................... Marlboro.
Clapp; pond in western p art of Washington . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Becket.
Clapp; pond in Provincetown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Provincetown.
Clarendon; hill in northern part of Somerville. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Clarendon Hills; village in Hyde Park on Boston and Providence R. R. : ... ......... ........... ....................... Boston.
Clark; brook in Buckland and .Ashfield ....................... Hawley.
Clark; cove, arm of Buzzards Bay pr ojecting into the southern
part of Bristol County between Clark Neck and Dartmonth. New Bedford.
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Clark; island on eastern side of entrance to Duxbury Bay ..... Duxbury.
Clark; point on southern coast of New Bedford between Clark
Cove and New Bedford Harbor ............................ New Bedford.
Clark; reservoir in Sutton ............................ _______ ~ Blackstone.
l Webster.
Clark Point; a fifth order, fixed white light on southern
extremity of New Bedford at west entrance to New Bedford
Harbor; lanpern 68 feet above sea level and visible 13 miles. New Bedford.
Clarksburg; town in Berkshire County; area, 13 square miles. Grey lock.
Clay Pit; brook in Lowell, two miles long, flowing into Merrimac River ............................................... L0'\\7 ell.
Clear; pond in Carver ........................................ Plymouth.
Clear; pond in northern part of Plymouth.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth.
Clear; pond in Lakeville.. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Middle boro.
Clear Run; brook in Seekonk and Reho both, 2 miles long. . . . . Providence.
Clematis; brook in Waltham and Belmont, 4 miles long; flows
into Beaver Brook ...... __________________ ... ............. Boston.
Clesson; brook in Buckland and Hawley; flows into Deerfield
River . .......................................... _. . . . . . . . . Hawley .
Clew; pond in Plymouth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth.
Cliff; pond in Brewster ............................ _... . . . . . . . Wellfleet.
Clifton Heights; village in Brockton .........•............... Dedham.
Clifton Station; village in southeast part ofMarbleheacl ...... Boston Bay.
Cliftondale; village in Saugus on south branch of Boston and
Maine R. R ................ _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Clinton; town in Worcester County; area, 7 square miles ..... Marlboro.
Clinton; village in town of same name ... ........... .......... Markboro.
Clinton Mill; pond in town of Clinton ..................... .. Marlboro.
Coatue; beach on coast of Nantucket ................ __ .. .. ... Nantucket.
Ccatue; point at southern extremity of Coatue Beach in Nantucket Harbor ......................... __ . ___ .. ________ . __ Nantucket.
Cobb; pond in Brewster ...... __ .. ___ . __ .. __ .. ____ ........ ___ . Wellfleet.
Cobber; brook in Merrimac __________________________________ Haverhill.
Cobble; mountain in Granville and Russell; altitude, 1,220 feet. Granville.
Cobbler; brook in Merrimac ; flows into Merrimac River ...... Newburyport.
Cocassett; pond in Foxboro ... _. ____________ . ___ . ___ ........ _ Franklm.
Cochesett; village in West Bridgewater _____ .. ____ .. _.. ___ .. . Dedham.
Cochituate; village in Wayland ... __ .. ___ ................. __ . Framingham.
Cochituate; lake in Wayland, Framingham, and Natick ...... Framingham .
Cochituate; reservoir in a.tick ...... ________________ __ ...... Framiugham.
Cochituate; railroad station in Framingham on Saxonville
br nch of Boston and Albany R.R ...... __________________ Framingham.
Cochran· pond in Blandford .......... _. __ . ___ .. _.. _......... Granville.
Coffin· b ach about 2 miles long in northern part of GloucesLr on 1 uni quam Harbor ... __ . _.... _____ . ___ .. __________ Gloucester.
Cohasse · l,r k, ri ht-hand ran h of uineboag RiYer in
nthbridge --- · ----- - ------ --- --- ------ .................. Brookfield.

orf lk , unty. area 13
.
i Boston Bay.
aq_uare m1 1 _... C Abington.
,
• 11,
in a JI' of 'ohas t ............ _.... _.. Abington.
; c·o • op nin r into 'oha: t Harb r on a t oast of

Cohasset·

.

rn in

T

1

Abington.
· hr.-;b,~;· .fi;1~,-~;,i."1~- i;~l~~- -~·-;.·t-~~:t-~f- ;,~b~~~-t: Abington.

rr~ws· . 1·ha1111 •1 <·01111 ·ting- with Buzzarch1 Bay
r ho'\ ar ·h m r m, f ntlwich ..........•....... Falmouth.
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Colburn; reservoir in Leominster...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fitch burg.
Colchester; brook in Plympton and Halifax, tributary to Wenatuxet River, 4¼ miles long . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Middleboro.
Cold; brook in Sudbury, 1¼ miles long ...... ----·· ............ Framingham.
Cold; village in Oakham ................... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barre.
Cold; hill in western part of Granby; elevation, 380 feet .. ____ Northampton.
Cold; river in Charlemont and Florida, tributary to Deerfield { Greylock.
River.
Hawley.
Cold Harbor; brook in Boylston and Northboro, 3 miles long. Marlboro.
Cold Spring; brook in Ashland and Hopkinton ............... Franklin.
Cold Spring; brook in Harvard, 2 miles long . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Groton.
Cold Spring; brook in town of Sutton .......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . Blackstone.
Cold Spring; brook in Newton, tributary to Charles River.... Boston.
Cold Spring; brook in Ashland...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Cold Springs; village in southern part of Otis on Farmington
River .................. _.............. . ..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . Sandisfield.
Coleman; hill in eastern part of Scituate; elevation, 100 feet. Duxbury.
Greenfield.
Coleraine; town in . Franklin
County; area, 41 square miles.. { H aw1ey.
.
Coleraine Center; village in town of same name...... . . . . . . . . Greenfield.
Fall River.
Coles; river in Dighton, Rehoboth, and Swansea............. { Taunton.
Coles Branch; small tributary to west branch of Westfield
River in Middlefield ................................... .. . Becket.
Coles Station; railway station in southwestern part of Swansea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fall River.
College; pond in Plymouth ............ .................... _. . Plymouth.
Colley; hill in northern part of Worcester County; elevation,
980 feet ................................ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brookfield.
Collins; cove in the northeastern coast of Salem .............. Salem.
Collins Depot; village in Ludlow on Springfield, Athol, and
northeastern branch of Boston and Albany R.R ........... Palmer.
Colonel; mountain in northeastern corner of town of Paliner;
altitude, 1,740 feet ........................ ______ ·-··-· .... Brookfield.
Commercial; point of Dorchester which extends into Dorchester
Bay ................. _...... _........ _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Concord; town in Middlesex County; area, 26 square miles.... Framingham.
Concord; village in Concord on Fitch burg R. R .... ... _....... Framingham.
Coucord; river, right branch of Merrimac River in eastern part { Framingham.
of State.
Lowell.
Cone; brook in Richmond .............................•...... Pittsfield.
Congamuck; ponds in Southwick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Granville.
Connecticut; river which heads in Canada, forms boundary{(Warwi.c k
between New Hampshire and Vermont, crosses Massachu- Greenfield.
setts and Connecticut, and flows into Long Island Sound. North ampton.
Springfield.
Connecticut River; railroad forming part of the Boston and
Maine railroad system which traverses the State from north
to south, following the general course of the Connecticut
River.
Conscieuce; hills in Westford and Tyringham ................ Lowell.
Conspiracy; island in Taunton River in Berkley.... . . . . . . . . . . Taunton.
Constitutiou; hill in central part of Lanesboro; elevation,
1,500 feet... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greylock.
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Conway; town in southwestern part of l<'ranklin Coun t y;
area, 57 square miles.

fl

Chesterfield.
Northampton.

Greenfield.
Conway; village in town of same name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenfield.
Conway Depot; railway station in town of Conway on New
Haven and Northampton R. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenfield.
Cook; mountain in town of Brimfield; altitude, 1,000 feet .... Palmer.
Cook; pond in northern part of Plymouth .......... ........ , . Plymouth.
Cook; pond in southwestern part of Fall River ........ ....... Fall River.
Cooley; brook in Buckland and Hawley, 1,½ mi1es long ........ Hawley.
Cooleyville; village in New Salem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Belchertown.
Coolidge; hill in Gardner; elevation, 1,160 feet ............... Fitchburg.
Coon; hill in Charlemont ............ . .......... . ..... . ...... Hawley.
Coonemossett; pond in northern part of Falmouth, having an
outlet into Great Pond .................................... Falmouth.
Cooper; pond in Carver ............••....••........ .......... Middleboro.
Copaum; pond in Nantucket ...... ____ ..... . ........ ... . ..... Nantucket.
Copecut; hill in eastern part of Fall River; elevation, 355 feet. Fall River.
Copecut; river, tributary to Shingle Island River, in eaistern
part of Fall River ....... . _. _............................. Fall River.
Copper Works; village in Norton ............................ T aunton.
Cordaville; village in town of Southboro, on Boston and Albany
R.R ................................................ ...... MarllJoro.
Corey; hill in Brookline; elevation, 300 feet .................. Boston.
Cotley; river n Taunton and Berkley; tributary to Taunton
River ..... __ .......... _...... __ ............. .. ....... ..... Taunton .
Cottage City; town in Dukes Co~ty; area, 8 square miles .... Marthas Vineyard.
Cottage City; village in town of Cottage City, Marthas
Vfaeyard ................................... _... . .. . . . . . . . Marthas Vineyard.
Cottsville; village in northeastern part of Pitts.field . .. __ ..... Becket.
Cotuit; river on southwest boundary of Barnstable ........... Barnstable.
Cotuit; village in west part of Barnstable.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnstable.
Cotuit; ponds in Barnstable ........ _..... __ .. __ .............. Barnstable.
Cotuit Highlands; name applied to high l and lying south of
Cotuitport, in southwest part of Barnstable . _·............. Barnstable.
Cotuitport; village on Osterville Harbor, on southwest coast of
Barnstable ............... _.. _............................ Barnstable.
Couch; brook in Bernardston, 3 miles long; tributary to 1! all
River. -- .................................................. Greenfield.
Course; brook in herborn and Natick; 3 miles long; flows
into 'o hituate Reservoir ... _..... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . Framingham.
Cove· village in outhern part of Beverly .................... Salem .
Cow; ere kin 1'andwich 1 emptying into 'ape Cod.Bay ........ Barnstable.
Cow; pond in r ton.
Cow Pond; brook in 'roton ..................... .. .......... Groton.
Cow Pond· m ~ clow · in 'rot n
Groton.
Cowdrey· hill in 't n ·ham· 1
~~~
Boston.
Coweset · r ok in ' n ht ll
rock on, and \ est Briclge·l
De(lham.
Salem.
Coy· hr ok in •
..................................... Brookfield .
Barre.
Coy· bill in\
r okfi J,l · el v: ion, 11
f; ,-t.
1
Crafts · hill in Iiolyok · ·lev· tion ~
f t
· · · · · · · · · · · arr .
,
'
··················· pringfield.
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Crag; mountain in Northfield; elevation, 1,560 feet_ .. .... . _. __ Warwick.
Crajgville; village in southern part of Bar.nstable ............. Barnstable.
Cranberry; river, small tributary to Quo boag River, in Spencer_ Brookfield.
Cranberry; pond in Montague .......... .. . ........ .......... . Greenfield.
Cranberry; pond in Lancaster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Groton.
Cranberry; pond in Lakeville .............. ........ ......... . Middleboro.
Cranberry; pond in central part of Duxbury, drained by South
River ............................. . ........... .. .......... Duxbury.
Cranberry; pond in south p art of Braintree .•................. Abington.
Cranberry Meadow; pond in Spencer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brookfield.
Cranberry Pond; brook in Montague, 3 miles long, tributary
to Connecticut River . . .... . .......... .............. ....... Greenfield.
Crane; river in Danvers, fo..!]Jled by Crane and Beaver brooks,
and emptying into Beverly Harbor _....................... Salem.
Crane; pond fa West Stockbridge ........................... .. Pittsfield.
Cra:ne; brook t ributary to Crane River, in southern part of Danvers .. __ ........................ , ...................... _... Salem.
Crane; hill in eastern part of Washington; elevation, 1,780 feet. Becket.
Crane; hill in Marlboro ; el evation, 544 feet _.................. Marlboro.
Crane Neck; bill in West Newbury; elevation, 234 feet ...... Newburyport.
Crane Station; village in Norton, on Mansfield branch of Old
Colony R.R ................ _._ .. _. ... __ ............ _...... Taunton.
Creek; brook in Haverhill, 2-½ miles long, flows into Merrimac
River ... _..... _. _... __ ... .. ....... _............... .... .... I-Iaverhill.
Creek; pond in Haverhill. ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Haverhill.
Crescent; beach on southern coast of Gloucester between Magnolia Point ancl Normans Woe. _.... .. _. , .................. Gloucester.
Crescent Beach Station; village on southeast coast of Revere. Boston Bay.
Cricket; hill in southeastern part of Conway; elevation, 1,180 ~ Greenfield.
feet:
l Northampton.
Crockerville; village in Fitchburg, on Fitchburg R.R ........ Fitchburg.
Cromeset; point on southeastern end of Cromeset Neck, projecting into Buzzards Bay ...... _.... _..................... Falmouth.
Cromeset N eek ; peninsula extending from the coast of Wareham into Buzzards Bay, between Weweantic River and
Mark Cove ....... . ... . .. ____ ____ .......... ·- - - .... ____ . ... Falmouth.
Crooked; pond in Falmouth ...... ___ .... _........ _. . . . . . . . . . . Falmouth.
Crooked; pond in southern part of Boxford .......... _.. . . . . . . Salem.
Crooked; pond in Plymouth ............... ___ ................ Plymouth.
Crooked; pond in Plainfield .......... . ... ..... _.. ...... _.... _ Hawley.
Crooked; river emptying into Wareham River, in Wareham ___ Falmouth.
Crooked Spring; brook in Chelmsford, 1½ miles long ...... _.. Lowell.
Croskaty ; pond in Nantucket .... . .. ... . . ______ _____ ___ ...... Nantucket.
Cross; island in Annisquam Harbor, northwest of Gloucester._ Gloucester.
Crow ; hill in Templeton; elevation, 1,160 feet __ .... _. _... . . __ Winchendon.
Crow; island in New Bedford Harbor between Fair Haven and
New Bedford ... ..... .. .. .. ........... . ... .... ..... . ..... .. New Bedford.
Crow ; point on north coast of Hingham .. . ... _. .. ... _. ... ·.. _. Boston Bay.
Crow ; point on eastern coast of Scituate, south of Scituate
Harbor ............ __ ____ ................................. Duxbury.
Crow; pond in Barnstable ................ _. _..... ..... ... .. . _ Chatham.
Crowfoot; brook i.n Chicopee, 3 miles long, tributary to Chicopee River ..... ... . .................. _............... _. _... Sprin gfield.
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Crow Hill; brook in 'l'empleton, 2 miles long, flows into Tront
River· ............................. . ·.·... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winchendon.
Crystal; pond in W akcfield. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Crystal; lake in town of Gardner .......................... . .. Fitchburg.
Crystal; lake near coast in south part of Barnstable ........ .. Barnstable.
Crystal; lake in Newton .................................. ... Boston.
Crystal; pond in Melrose . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Cub; hill in west part of Westhampton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chesterfield.
Coggins; brook in Boxboro and Acton, 2 miles long .. _..... __ . Framingham.
Cumberland Mills; village in Attleboro ........... _.......... Providence.
Cununingsville; village in Woburn ......................... . Boston.
Cummington; town in Hampshire County; area, 23 square
miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chesterfield.
Curtis; hil1 in Charlton; elevation, 960 feet ............. .. .... Webster.
Curtis; point on southern coast of Beverly ............... ..... Salem.
Curtis; pond in Greenwich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Belchertown.
Curtis; pond in Worcester. .................................. . Webster.
Curtisville; village in Stockbridge ........................ ... Pittsfield.
Cushing; poncl south of central part of Hingham . . . . . . . . . . . . . Abington.
Cut River; marshy passage between Duxbury Bay and Green
Harbor, in Marshfield ...... .. ... ................ .......... Duxbury.
Cutler; pond in southern part of Hamilton...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Cuttyhunk; harbor on Cutty hunk Island ..................... Gay Head.
Cuttyhunk; one of the Elizabeth Islands, Gosnold ....•....... Gay Head.
Cutty hunk; light-house on coast of Cuttyhunk I sland, Gosnold. Gay H ead.
Cuttyhunk; pond on Cuttyhunk I sland, opening into Cuttyhunk Harbor, Gosnold... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gay Head.
Date; hill in northern part of Danvers; elevation, 140 feet.... Salem.
Dalton; town in central part of Berkshire County; area, 22
sq narc miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Becket.
Dalton; village in central part of Dalton. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . Becket.
Dam Lot; brook in Raynham, tributary to Taunton River .... Taunton.
Damson; brook in Middleboro~ 1 mil e long, tributary to Bartlett Brook ................................................ Middleboro.
Dan; mountain in northwest part of Sturbridge .............. Brookfielcl.
Dana; town in Worcester County; area,, 19 s(]_uare miles ...... Belchertown.
Dana ; village in town of same name .... ... ................... Barre.
Danforth; brook in Hardwick, 4 miles long ................ ... Barre.
Daniel; mountain in Douglass ; altitude, 785 feet ............. Webster.
Daniel; brook in Pittsf1elcl and Lanesboro ........ _....... _... Pittsfield.
Danvers; town in southern part of Essex County; area, 14
·c1uar mil ............................. __ .... _..... _ .. _. Salem.
Danvers; village in sontbca tern part of Danver .... _. __ . _.. Salem.
Danvers Center; villag h1 011th ru part of Danvers ........ Salem.
Danversport; , illatr in i;outhea tern part of Dan "ers ..... _.. Salem.
Darby·. mountain in north a tern part of fount Washington;
alt1 ucl , 2 ~O f et.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sb ffield.
Darby· poncl .in north ·rn part of lymonth::::::::: ~: ~::: ~ ~ ~: Plymouth.
Dark· l,rool·111.\n h11rn; :;mil1>slon• ......................... "\Velst r.
Dartmouth ; al oarcl town in . outhern part of Bri tol County { Fall River
:r
· > 1111• ,r • mi],, .
• ' . _ T W B UJ.Or.
.:1" · d
D . onth i 111, 1 ' 1' i11 011th ~ t rn part of D. rtmonth. _... . Fall River.
D v1 . lot r1 in 'i- • nwi<'11. .... ... ............... --- .......... B •kb rtown
D v s· ill. ,,. in o n of Ro\'.
·
-· - - · · · - - - . -. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !Ia,v ley.
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Davis Neck; isl and off n or thern coast of Gloucester . ... ......
Davis Neck; p eninsula in sout hern part of Falmouth, between
Green Pond"and Bowen P ond . . .. ____ .. _... ___ .......... __ .
Day; brook in central p art of Chester ............ _.. _..... __ .
Day; hill in east ern p art of W illiamsburg .... ____ .... ____ ....
Dayville; village in Ch ester .... . .. ....................... . ...
Dead; hill in Bradford ; elevati on, 280 feet ...... __ ............
Dead; pond in Hanlwick ___ _.... . ................... ____ ....
Dead Branch; stream in Ch ester.fiel d .. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dead; swamp in T ownsen d ... .. .. ......... ·----------· .......
Dead; swamp in Raynham ... . . .. . ...........................
Dead; pond in Townsend .. .. . . ... . ..........................
Dead; pond in Lunenburg . . . . ______ ...... ____ ________________
Dead Neck; n arrow strip of lan~l between Osterville Harbor
and Nant uck et Island in southwest part of Barnstable .. _._
Dean; ·p ond near co~st in Mashpee...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Gloucester.
Falmoutlt.
Chesterticld.
Northampton.
Chesterfield.
Lawrence.
Barre.
ChesterJ-ield.
Groton.
Taunton.
Groton .
Groton.

Barnsta,ble.
Barnstable.
Dedham; town in Nor folk County; area, 23 square miles ___ .. ~ Ded h am.
( Boston.
Dedham; village in t own of same name, on Dedham branch of ~ Dedham.
Boston and Alban y R . R .
( Boston.
Deep; brook in Chelmsford, 2 miles long. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
Deep; point on sh or e of Snipatuit Pond, Rochester ..... _. __ . _. Middleboro.
Deep; pon d in F almouth ... ... . .... . ......... ·............... _ Falmouth.
Deep; pond, in n ort h ern p art of Bourne ... -----· .. .' ......... Falmouth.
Deep Bottom; cr eek in Tisbury, Marthas Vineyard, tributa,ry
t o Great Tisbury Pond . .. .•. -------- - --·-----·-----·------ Marthas Vineyard.
Deep Hole; harb or at west entrance of Osterville Harbor in
southwest part of Bar nstable .. . ........................ __ Barnstable.
Deer; p ond in southern part of Plymouth ............... __ .. _ Plymouth.
Deer; hill in southeast p art of Huntington .......... ___ ... __ _. Chesterfield ,
Deer; hill in south west p art of Plainfield .................... _. Chesterfield.
Deer Island ; granite beacon in the shape of a pyramid, south of
Deer I sl and . . . . .... . . .. .. .............. - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Deerfield; town in Frank lin County; area, 36 square miles ..... Greenfield.
Deerfield; v illage in town of same name, on New Haven and
North ampt on R . R. - . . .. .............. ~ ... .. ............. _ Greenfield.
Deerfield; swamp in west ern part of Dartmouth. ______ ...... Fall River.
Demond; pond in Rut land ... .......... ____ ------·----- ...... "\V'orcester.
Den Stream ; brook in Middlefield, tributary to middle branch
of W estfiel d River .. . .. . ..... -- - .. - - ... - - - - - - - . - - ..... . ... Chesterfield.
Denison; lak e in W inchen don .. -- - - .... ---- ............ -- . _. Winchendon.

I Yarmonth .
{ Wellfleet.
Dennis ; village in town of same name .... ________ ...... ______ Yarmouth.
Dennis; pond south of Yarrnouthport in town of Yarmouth. __ Barnstable.
Dennisport ; v illage in town of Dennis .... _. _. __ . ______ . __ . __ . Yarmouth.
Denny ; hill in Leicester; elevation, 960 feet_. ___ ..... __ ... __ .. Webster.
Dennyville; village in town of Barre _. ___________ . _. __ . ______ Barre.
Devereux Station; village in eastern part of Marbl ehead. ____ Boston Bay.
Devils Cavern; cave on line between Granby and Amherst .. __ Northampton.
Devol ; pond in western part of Westport ... _._ .. _.... _.. ____ . Fall River.
Dickinson Branch; brook in Granvill~, 4 miles long_._ ... ____ Granville.
Dighton ; t own in Bristol County; area, 23 square miles ....... Taunton.

Dennis; t own in Barnstable County; area, 23 square miles ....
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Dighton; village in town of same name on main line Old Colony
R. R .. ___ ........... _................. _.. _............ _... Taunton.
Dighton Rock; small island in Taunton River._ .... _... . . . . . . Taunton.
Dimmick; pond in Springfield .................... _........... Palmer.
Dock; creek in north part of Sandwich, emptying into Cape
Cod Bay ...... ____.__ ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnstable.
Dock; pond in southern part of Plymouth .... -······-·· ...... Plymouth.
Dodgeville; village in Attleboro .......... _............ _ . . . . . . Providence.
Doggett; brook tributary to Sippican River in Rochester ... ___ New Bedford.
Dolbier; hill in Templeton; elevation, 1,280 feet .............. Winchendon.
Dole Corner; cross roach! in central part of Rowley ........... Salem.
Dorchester; village in city of Boston ......................... Boston.
Dorchester; bay east of village of same name in Boston Harbor. Boston.
Dorothy; brook in Millbury ............... _.. __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . Blackstone.
Dorothy; hill in Millbury; elevation, 460 feet·----·---·-··· .. Webster.
Dorothy; pond in Millbury ................................... Webster.
Double; brook in Dracut, 3 miles long; has its source in Long
Pond and flows into Merrimac River ...................... Lowell.
Double ; brook in Midclleboro and Craver, 1 mile long, tributary to vVeweantic River .................................. Middleboro.
Doublet; hill in Weston; elevation, 360 feet .................. Framingham.
Dougal; mountain in town of Hardwick; altitude, 1,060 feet .. Barre.
· w orcest er c ount y; area, 39 square m1.1es.. { Webster.
Blackstone.
Douglass; town m
Douglass; village in town of same name. ____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blackstone.
Dover; town in Norfolk County; area, 15 square miles ...... { Pran~lin.
Frammgham.
Dover; village in town of same name, on New York and New
England R. R., Woonsocket division . .... ................. Franklin.
Downer Landing; village on north coast of Hingham ........ Boston Bay.
Dracut; town in Middlesex County; area, 22 square miles . . . . Lowell.
Dracut; village in town of same name ... ......... _. . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
Dragon; brook in Shelburne; 6 miles long, tributary to North
River... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenfield.
Dragon ; hill in Shelburne; elevation, 780 feet ....... _.. . . . . . . Greenfield.
Drake; hill in northwest part of Worthington.... . . . . . . . . . . . . Chester.field.
Dramanville; village in Mi11bury..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Webster.
Dread Ledge; island on southeast coast of Swampscott.···-·· Boston Bay.
Dresser; hill in Charlton; elevation, 880 feet ... __ ... __ ..... _.. Webstcr.
Dresser; -pon(1 in southern y,art of Goshen ...• _.. _. _.. . . . . . . . . Chester.field.
Drinkwater· riv r in west part of Hanover. _____ ............. Abington.
Dry; brook, hranch of , ('henob brook in western part of Sheffielc1 .... ......................... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . heffi.eld.
Dry· lirook, hranc-h of Uoosi River in a tern part of Cheshire. Grey lock.
Dry: hrook in northw ·trrn part of ,'outh Iladley ............ Northampton.
Dry· hrnok inn rn:1r<1ston ancl 'ill..
Greenfield.
Di:y· hill in lon a"n · <•lnv: tion 11 -()~- ·t····· ··---· ···· ···· ·
'
......... ······ .. ·warwick.
Dry· hill in ou h ·m par of 'onwa , · <'l vation 1 3 of t · · N th
D . l -11 ·
. •
,
, ,
ee . . . . or ampton.
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Duck; islands in Merrimac River, near city of Lowell ........ Lowell.
Duck; pond in Groton ...... . ..... . .. ........................ . Groton.
Duck Hill; river in northeastern part of Duxbury, emptying
into Duxbury Bay...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Duxbury.
Duckville; village in Palmer . __ . __ . __ ......•........ ..... ... Palmer.
Dudley; town in Wore.ester County; area, 22 square miles .... Webster.
Dudley; village in town of same name ........................ Webster.
Dudley; brook in Sudbury ................................... Framingham.
Dudley; pond in Wayland ..................... ...... ........ Framingham.
Dudleyville; village in Leverett .............................. Belchertowu.
Dug; brook in southwestern part of Sunderland, emptying into
Connecticut River...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Northampton.
Dug; hill in Blandford; elev:1tion, 1,600 feet .. ................. Granville.
Dug; pond in Natick .................. ....................... Framingham.
Dumpling; mountain in Palmer; altitude, 741 feet ...... ______ Palmer.
Dumpling Rock; a :fifth order, fixed white light, off Round
Hill Point, Dartmouth; l antern, 42 feet above sea level and
visible 11¼ miles ...... __ __ ________ ........................ New Bedford.
Dunbar; brook in Monroe and Florida, tributary to Deerfield
River ...... . .............. ... .. . .......................... Hawley.
Dunham; pond in Lakeville ___ .. . ............................ Middleboro.
Dunn; brook :flowing into Quaboag River in Brookfield ....... Brookfield.
Dunn; pond in Auburn .............. ......................... Webster.
Dunstable; Town in Middlesex County; area, 18 square miles .. ~ Groton·
( Lowell.
Dunstable; village in town of same name .................... Lowell.
Duxbury; an old seaboard town in eastern part of Plymouth
County ; area, 27 square miles ............................. Duxbury.
Duxbury; village in eastern part of Duxbury, on Duxbury Bay. Duxbury.
Duxbury; bay, large a-r m of Cape Cod Bay, between the mainlan<l. and Duxbury Beach ....... ___ ............ ___ ... ___ _.. Duxbury.
Duxbury; lighthouse at entrance to Duxbury Harbor, Duxbury. Plymouth.
Duxbury; marsh in eastern part of DuxlJury .................. Duxbury.
Duxbury; rail way station in east ern part of Duxbnry ....... . Duxlmry.
Duxbury; beach extending southeasterly from Duxbury, between Duxbury Bay and Cape Cod Bay ................... . Duxbm:y.
Dwight ; village in Belchertown, on New London N ortbern R. R. Belchertown.
Eagle; island about 2 miles off northeast coast of Marblehead. Salem.
Eagle; pond in Dennis .. .'................. _................... Yarmouth.
Eagle; pond in southwest part of Barnstable ..... ... ..... .... Barnstable.
Eagleville; village in Holden __ ... _. .. ................ _. . . . . . . ,v orcester.
Eagleville; village in Athol. ....... ... _.. _........ __ .......... Warwick.
East; pond on coast of Tuckernuck Island ... ................. Muskeget.
East; point on soutbea':lt coast of Nahant ........ ____ .... ____ . Boston Bay.
East; pond in southeastern part of New Marlboro ...... _.. ... _ Sandisfield.
East; pond in Gr eenwich ... .............. . __ . _..... _.. . . . . . . . Belchertown.
East; mountain in Bernardston; altitude, 1,160 feet . __.. ... . _.. Greenfield.
East; mountain, long ridge forming part of Taconic range in
Hancock; extreme altitude, 2,360 feet ...................... Berlin.
East; hill in town of Monson; elevation, 860 feet ... - ~- ........ Palmer.
East; village in central p art of Amherst . ." ............. ....... Northampton.
East; hill iu Shelburne; elevation, 1,120 feet .................. Greenfield.
East; vilJ age in Webster .............. _.... . .. .... _.... _. . . . . . Webster.
East; brook tributary to Qninebaug River in Brimfield.... . . . . Brookfield.
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East Blackstone; village in Blackstone.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blackstone.
East Boston; part of the city of Boston on island in Boston
Harbor ...••.............................................. Boston.
East Braintree ; village in northeast part of Braintree .... ~... Abington.
East Branch; stream on south boundary of Chesterfield ...... Chesterfield.
East Brewster ; village in town of Brewster_ ........... _. . . . . W ellfl.eet.
East Bridgewater; town in Plymouth County; area, 18 square
miles .................... __ ....·........................... _ Abington.
East Brimfield; village in Brimfield ........................ .. Brookfield.
East Brookfield; river tributary to Quaboag Pond in Brookfield Brookfield.
East Brookfield; village in northwestern part of Brookfield .. Brookfield.
East Charlemont; village in town of Charlemont ........ .... Hawley.
East Chop; lighthouse on north coast of Cottage City, Marthas
Vineyard ................................................ . Marthas Vineyard.
East Dedham; village in town of Dedham, on Dedham branch
of Boston and Providence R. R ..................... _- . . . . . . Dedham.
East Dennis; village in town of Dennis . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . Yarmouth.
East Douglas; village in town of Douglas . _. _..... _..... ..... Blackstone.
East Falmouth; village in southern part of F almouth ........ Falmouth.
East Farms; village in Westfield... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Springfield.
East Foxboro; village in town of Foxboro, on Boston and Providence R. R ............................... __ •........... _. Dedham.
East Freetown; village in town of Freetown ............... .. Middleboro.
East Freetown; s~ation on Old Colony R. R., New Bedford
branch, in Freetown .. .. ........................ . _" ....... Middleboro.
East Gloucester; village or extension of city of Gloucester on
East Point at head of Gloucester harbor, Gloucester...... Gloucester.
East Granville; village in town of Granville ............... .. Granvill1·.
East Groton; station on Nashua, Acton and Boston R.R., in
town of G1·oton . _.. _.... _..... _ .... _.. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Groton.
East Harwich; village in town of same name ..... _.. . . . . . . . . Yarmouth.
East Holliston; village in town of Holliston, on Boston and
Albany R.R ............. . ............................... . Franklin.
East Lee; village in central part of Lee ... : ........... ....... Becket.
East Lexington; village in Lexington, on Boston and Lowell
R. R .. ·........................... ___ .. _...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
East Littleton; station on Nashua, Acton and Boston R.R.,
in Westford ..... __ ... _. _.. ___ ... ___ ... _.............· . . . . . . Lowell.
East Longmeadow; village in town of Longmeadow, on New
York and New England R.R .............................. Springfield.
East Mansfield; village in town of Mansfield ... _............ Dedham.
East Marshfield; village in northeastern part of Mar. hfi ld .. Duxbury.
East Medford; village in town of Medford, on Boston and.
1la.in I . R . - - ..................... - - . - .... - - ... - . . . . . . . . . Boston.
East Middleboro; village in town of Middleboro ............. Middleboro.
East Milton; villa in tow11 of Milton.
Boston.
East Orleans · vill, ,r • in town f rl au.·· · · · · -· · - · · · · · · · · - · · w llfl eet.
Eas O tis; 'illag in u h 'l ern part of ··ti~~~::~~~~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~:: , andisfield.
Eas Pembroke; ~illa, • in a tt-rn part of p mhrok ...... _. Abington.
E
P_epp rell · · 111·" in wu of P pp r ll, on Bo ton and
1 111 1
• ····•·. ···· ··.···· - ······ ........................ Groton.
Phillipston· .·il h rn in own f Phillip. ton ........ __ ... Winchendon.
p ceton · ·lllag · in Princeton
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . . . . . Worcester.
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East Rock; rocky point in central part of Great Barrington;
elevation, 1,560 feet .......•.. .- .................••......... Sheffield.
East Rocky Gutter; brook in Middleboro, tributary to Double
Brook ............................... ......... ...... ...... Middleboro.
East Salisbury; villag~ in town of Salisbury, on Boston and
Maine R.R ... .. ..................... ~ ..................... Newburyport.
East Sandwich; village in Sandwich, on Cape Cod branch Old
Colony R.R ..................... ................... -..... Barnstable.
East Saugus; village in eastern part of Saugus .............. Boston Bay.
East Shelburne; village in town of Shelburne.... . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenfield.
East Stoughton; village in town of Stoughton ............... Dedham.
East Sudbury Station; in Sudbury, on Massachusetts Central
R. R ..................... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
East Sutton; village in town of Sutton.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blackstone.
East Taunton; village in town of Taunton, on Middleboro and
Taunton R. R ... _.... __ ... _...... __ ......... __ . . . . . . . . . . . Taunton.
East Templeton; village in town of Templeton .............. Winchendon.
East Wachusett; brook in Princeton, 4 miles long, tributary
to Stillwater River .. _...•................................ _ Worcester.
East Walpole; village in town of Walpole ................... Dedham.
East Waushaccum; pond in town of Sterling...... . . . . . . . . . Marlboro.
East Weymouth; village in eastern part of Weymouth ...... Abington.
East Whately; village in eastern part of Whately ........... Northampton.
East Woburn; village in town of Woburn ................... Boston.
Eastern; point in southern part of Gloucester, extending into
Atlantic Ocean ........................ _................... Gloucester.
Eastern; part of Boston and Maine R. R. system.
Eastham; town in Barnstable County; area, 16 square miles ... Wellfleet.
Eastham Center; village in town of Eastham_... . . . . . . . . . . . . Well fleet.
Easthampton; t'lwn in southern part of Hampshire County;
area, 15 square miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • Northampton.
Easthampton; village and railway station in central part of
town of same name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Northampton.
Easton, town in Bristol County; area, 32 square miles.... . . . . . Dedham.
Easton Center; village in town of Easton on Old Colony R. R. Dedham.
Eastville; village in Cottage City, Marthas Vineyard ......... Marthas Vineyard.
Eastville; village in east part of East Bridgewater .... _...... Abington.
Eddyville; village in Middleboro ............................. Middleboro.
Edgartown; town in Dukes County; area, 30 square miles .... Marthas Vineyard.
Edgartown; village in town of same name, Marthas Vineyard. Marthas Vineyard.
Edgartown; harbor of Edgartown ... __ ... _....... _. . . . . . . . . . . Marthas Vineyard.
Edgartown; light.house in Edgartown Harbor, Marthas Vineyard .................. -·· -·· ........................•..... Marthas Vineyard.
Edmund; hill in Northboro ....... ............ ............•... Marlboro.
Eel; point on west coast of Nantucket ......................... Muskeget.
Eel; pond (salt) in southern part of Falamouth, opening into
Waquoit Bay ..... : ... __ ............ _......... .. _..... _... Falmouth.
Eel ; pond in Edgartown, opens into Edgartown Island ........ Marthas Vineyard.
Eel; river in northern part of Plymouth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth.
Egg; island in New Bedford Harbor .. ..... . _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Bedford.
Egg Rock ; light.house east of Nahant at south entrance of
Nahant Bay, 87 feet above sea level. Fixed red light, visi.
ble 12 miles. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
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Egremont; town in southwestern part of Berkshire County ;
area, 19 square miles __ .... ___ .. ____ .... __ . ____ .... __ . __ ... Sheffield.
Egremont; village in town of same name ..... _. _.. _.. ___ .. _.. Sheffield.
Elbow; pond in southern part of Plymouth ......... _.. . . . . . . . Plymouth.
Elder; pond in Lakeville .. _.... _..... _...... __ .. _. __ .... : _... Middleboro.
Eldridge; pond in Harwich. __ .•... _._ ........... _.... __ ...... Yarmouth.
Elizabeth; group of islands forming town of Gosnold _........ 'G ay Head.
Ellinwood; brook in Athol .................. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winchendon.
Ellis; pond in northern p art of Plymouth ........ __ ......... _. Plymouth.
Ellis; river, right tributary of Quaboag River on the boundary
between West Brookfield and Warren .. _................ _. Brookfield.
Ellsworth; village in Acton .... _. _... _.. _. ___ .. _........ __ ... Framingham.
Elm; brook in Bedford------·-·--· ...... ··---- ............... Framingham.
Elm Grove; village in Coleraine .. ___ ... __ .. _. _~ ..... _.... _.. Greenfield.
Elmer; brook tributary to Bachelor Brook in northern part of
· South Hadley .................... _. _. _.. ___ ... _. _..... _. _. Northampton.
Elmwood ; village in south part of East Bridgewater_ ......... Abington.
Elmwood; r ailway station in south part of East Bridgewater. Abington.
Elwell; island in Connecticut River between Hadley and Northampton .... __ ._ ....... _..................... _____ ....... .. Northampton.
Emerson; brook in Uxbridge, tributary to Blackstone River .. Blackstone.
Emerson; hill in Douglas; elevation, 700 feet .................. Webster.
Emerson; point in eastern extremity of Rockport .... __ ..... .. Gloucester.
Enfield; town in Hampshire County; area, 18 square miles.... . Belchertown.
Enfield; village in town of same name on Boston and Albany
R.R ...... ··-·· · ......... . .. ·--··· ........................ Belchertown.
Ephraim; mountain in Lexington. __ ..... __ .... __ ..... _. . . . . . . Boston.
Erving; town in Franklin County; area, 14 square miles ...... . Warwick.
Essex; low, marshy river in eastern part of Essex County, draining Chebacco Lake and emptying into Annisquam Harbor .. Salem.
Essex; village in eastern part of Essex ... __ ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Essex; town in western part of Essex County; area, 18 1Salem.
square miles.
~- Gloucester.
Essex Branch; stream in southern part of Essex- County,
emptying into Beverly Harbor . . ...... __ ............. ..... Salem.
Essex Falls ; railway station in central part of Essex ......... Salem.
Esther; mountain in northern part of Whately; altitude, 987
feet ............................ ··---· .... -······-·····-··. Northamp1-on.
Ethel; mountain in northwestern part of Mount Washington;
altitude, 1,900 feet .. _..... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Everett; town in Middlesex County; area, 4: square miles ...... Boston.
Everett; villag in town of same name on Boston and Maine
R . R ...... ······ ............ ··-··· ...... ··--····--····-··· Boston.
Evere~t; mountain in eastern :part of Mount Washington;
• lt1tucle, 2,fi24. f
..................... _..
heffield.
Evergreen· mouutainin ,'tockbri<lge; aJtitud
Pittsfield.
Ervin_g; villa, _iu to ,·n of 1mm name on Fitchburg R.R ...... Warwick.
Eze~el; ~ m<~ 111 ·onthern part of Plymouth ............... _.. Plymouth.
Facing· hill 1u ran by, B lchertown, and Ludlow· elevation
7
fi et.·················· ····· - -- - · --- ........ '.
' Palmer
Facing Rock; hill in Ludl w · elevation 620 £ et
· · · · · - · · · · p 1m •
F t
·11
·
·
·
•
-•
•
-a er.
1
a
i~ ill.· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·, · · -- - - . . . . . . . . Greenfield.
ry • roo nbutar to W tfi ld River, :Bowin , southerly
ou h P ru nd lid leileld... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Becket.
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Factory Hollow; village in northern part of Amherst.... . . . .
Fair Haven; town in southeastern part of Bristol County on
New Bedford Harbor; area, 12 square miles ................
Fair Haven; village on New Bedford Harbor in Fair Haven ...
Fair Haven; hill in Concord; elevation, 320 feet...... . . . . . . . .
Fair Haven; pond in Concorcl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fairmount; hill in Marlboro; elevation, 520 feet...... . . . . . . . .
Fall; brook in Middleboro, 3 miles long, tributary to N amasket
River .........................•...........................

Northampton.
New Bedford.
New Bedford.
Framingham.
Framingham.
Marlboro.

Middleboro.
Worcester.
Fall; brook in Leominster-····" ............ ····-············ { Fitchburg.
Fall; brook in Royalston .. _.................................. \Vinchendon.
Fall; brook in eastern part of Freetown, emptying into Long ( Middleboro.
Pond.
{ New Bedford.
Fall; hill in Orange; elevation, 1,067 feet ................_..... Warwick.
Fall Hill; brook in Orange, 2 miles long . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Warwick.
Fall Hill; meadow in town of Orange .. _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . vVarwick.
Fall River; manufacturing city of Bristol County, located on
shore of Mount Hope Bay at mouth of Taunton River. Original name was Troy. Area, 34 square miles ............... Fall River.
Falls; river in Bernardston, and between Gill and Greenfield,
tributary to Connecticut River ............................ Greenfield.
Fallulah; brook in Fitchburg and Ashby .... _................. Fit,chburg.
Falmouth; seaboard town on southwestern part of Cape Cod
between Buzzards Bay and Vineyard Sound, named from ·
Falmouth, England; area, 45 square miles ......... . .•..... Falmouth.
Falmouth; village in south western part of Falmouth ... _.. . . . Falmouth.
Falmouth Harbor; village in Falmouth, on shore of Vineyard
Sound ............................ ____ ............... . .... Falmouth.
Falmouth Heights; watering place in southern part of Falmouth, on shore of Vineyard Sound .............. _... ___ .. Falmouth.
Faqua; pond in Edgartown, Marthas Vineyard ..... _. . . . . . . . . Marthas Vineyard.
Farley; brook in Chelmsford, tributary to River Meadow
Brook ............. __ .. ___ ... ___ ............ ___ .... _.. . . . . Lowe11.
Farm; hill in Marlboro; elevation, 430 feet ... _...... _......... Marlboro.
Farm; hill in Stoneham; elevation, 200 feet. ____ .... _... _. __ .. Boston.
Farm; pond in Sherborn ...................................... Franklin.
Farm; pond in Cottage City, Marthas Vineyard ............... Marthas Vineyard. ·
Farm; pond in Framingham .. __ __ . ____ .. _. _.. .. ___ ..... .".. . . . . Framingham.
Farmerville; village in Sandwich ....... _....... ........ ..... Barnstable.
Farmington; river flowing southerly through eastern part of
Berkshire County into state of Connecticut ............... Sandisfield.
Farnumsville; village in Grafton, on Providence and W orcester R. R ............. .............. .... . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blackstone.
Farrow; hill in Barre; elevation, 1,115 feet .. __ .......... __ ... Barre.
Fawn; lake in town of Bedforcl .... _.......... _..... _.... __ .. Lowell.
Fay; mountain in Hopkinton; altitude, 700 feet._ ............. Blackstone.
Fayville; village in Bolton ... _................ __ _.. ___ .. . . . . . Marlboro.
Fayville; village in town of Southboro .......... _............ Marlboro.
Feake, Mount; hill in Waltham .. ___ ............ __ .. _.... . . . . Boston.
Fearing; pond in southern part of Plymouth ............ ···- ··· Plymouth.
Feeding Hill; village in Agawam ............... _... __ ....... Springfield.
Felchville; village in N:"atick, on Boston and Albany R.R ..... Framingham.
Fenton; brook, in southern part of Egremont . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . Sheffield.
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Fenton; mountain in town of Brimfield; altitude, 960 feet. ____ Palmer.
Fentonville; village in town of Brimfield ___ . ___ . ______ ______ Pililmer.
Ferry; point on east coast of Quin cy, projectin g in to ·w eymouth
Fore.River, Quincy .... _.......... _........ _____ __ _...... _ Abington.
Field; brook in Chicopee, 3t m iles long .. .. ______ ______ . __. __ . Springfield.
Fields; hill in southeastern part of Conway; elevation, 1,200 feet Northampton.
Fife; brook in Florida, lt miles long, tributary to Deerfield
River ............. ___ .......... ______ ... _____ .. ________ ... Hawley.
Filley ; mountain in central part of Otis; also called Tilley
Mountain; altitude, 1,717 feet .. . ............ .............. Sandisfield.
First ; branch of Jones River, in Kingston ........... .. ... .... Plymouth.
First; branch of Connecticut River, in eastern part of Whately N ortliampton
First; brook in Buckland. __ ... . ____ . ____ ___ . __ . __ ._ .......... Hawley .
First Herring; branch of North River, in southern part of Scituate ............................ ____ ... . ... ... .. .......... Duxbury.
First Herring ; brook in south part of Scituate .. _.. ......... . Abington.
Fish; brook, branch of Ipswich River, flowing through Box- 5 Lawrence.
ford.
{ Salem.
Fish; brook in Andover, tributary to Merrimac River .... .... Lawrence.
Fish; island off eastern coast of Sconticut Neck, Fair Haven .. New Bedford.
Fish; pond in northern part of Plymouth ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth.
Fishing; river in Plaistow, N. H., and Haverhill, Mass., 4 miles
long, tributary to Little River ____ . _.. _.............. _.. . . Haverhill.
Fisk; hill in New Sal em; elevation, 1,000 feet ..... _......... _. : Warwick.
Fisk; hill in eastern part of Sturbriuge .. __ .. .. _... _ ..... _ . __ . Brookfield.
Fiskdale; village in Sturbridge ............ _.... _.. _.. __ ._ ... . Brookfield.
Fitchburg; city in ·worcester County; area, 29 square miles. __ _ Fitchburg.
Fitchburg; railroad connecting Fitchburg with Troy, N . Y.
Fivemile; pond in southern part of Plymouth ... ___ .. _.. _ .. _. Plymouth.
Fivemile; pond in Springfield ..... . _...... _ .. ___ ... .. __ ..... . Springfield.
Fivemile; river in North Brookfield, 5 miles long; llows into
Furnace Pond ..... . ....... . ................. - ............ . Barre.
Fivepound; island in the head of Gloucester Harbor __ . _.... _. Gloucester.
Flag; brook in Westminster and Fitchburg_ . .......... _______ _ Fitchlmrg.
Flagg Meadow ; brook in Dracut and Lowell, 1 mile long;
flows into Merrimac River . _...... ___ . ___ .. ___ . _. _____ . ___ _ Lowell.
Flat ; brook in towns of Hardwick and \Va.re .. . . ....... . _____ _ BelchNtown.
Flat ; hill in pencer; elevation, 1,060 feet._ .................. . \Vebster .
Flat ; hill in Southampton; elevation, 440 feet __ ... _... __ ..... _ GranvilJe.
Flat· hill iu Lunenburg; elevation, 523 fe t __ .·.. _..... _... _. __ Groton .
Flat; pond on southeast coast of Mash11ee. _______ _________ .... Barnstable.
Flat ; pond in Brew ter _............. _-___ .... _...... _. _______ _ W ellfleet.
Flat· pond in 'roton __ . _. ___ . _.. _...... _.. _.... _... __ .. __ ... _ Groton.
Flax ; 1>oncl in Yarmouth ............ __ .. __ .. _________________ _ Yarmouth.
Flax ; p ud in outh 111 part of 011rnc· __ ...... _. ____ . ___ . ____ _ Falmouth.
Flax· p ud in
nni. _. ... __ .... ____ .. ________________ _______ _
Yarmouth.
Flax; 1> u in\ r ham _____________________________________ _
Plymouth.
Flax · ponil in Ilarwic-h. ____ .. _. __ . _________ . ________________ _
YarmontlJ.
Flint - pon1l in ;raft on __ ______ _
Blnckstone.
Flo1ence· ·illa 'P 11 lill Hiv r i~--- -rtl;~.;,,-;t,~;~~~::~~::~: :::: ortham ptou.
Florida· m nn ain n to nt i11 11or h rn }lar of B rk. ltirc Hawley.
01111 • · • r •· 2i qn r • 1nile .
1reylo k.
Florid · ·illa, in north 1,1 p: r of
'r yl ck.
Flower: hill iu · r \·i ·k · •l
\Yarwick.
T
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Flushing; hill in Westford; elevation, 300 feet ................
Flushing; pond in Westford ............ ....... . ..............
Folger; hill in Nantucket····················---·-···········
Pollins; pond on eastern boundary of Yarmouth .. __ - . . . . . . . . .
Folly; cove in northern coast of Cape Arm, between northern
extremity of Gloucester ancl Rockport .... __ ...............
Folly; hill in eastern part of Danvers; elevation a bout 200
feet .......................................................
Folsom; pond in Wayland . ........... ··---· ..•...............
Forest; river in eastern part of Salem . ___ .... _...... - ........
Forest; pond in Palmer ... __ ............... __ ..... _.........
Forest; pond in Middleton ...................................
Forest; hill in Dunstable; elevation, 340 feet.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Forestdale; village in southern part of Sandwlch; also called
Greenwich .......................... ··---· ................
Forest Hills; village in city of Boston .......... _...... _.... .
Forge; hill in Hawley; elevation, 1,845 feet .............. _....
Forge; pond in Freetown .. __ .... __ ... _. __ .. _.... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Forge; pond in Raynham .... ·-·--· ..........................
Forge; pond in Granby ... ___ ... ____ .. ___ .. _._ ..... _..........
Forge; pond in Westford .. _. _........... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Forge; village in Westford, on Stoney Brook R. R.... . . . . . . . .
Forked; pond in Nantucket ................ ·-·-·· ...........
Fort; hill in Ashby; elevation, 800 feet ....... ___ ... _.........
Fort; hill in Oxford; elev-ation, 860 feet ... _.. ___ ....... _. . . . . .
Fort; hill in Lowell; elevation, 260 feet. ____ . _. _. __ .. . . . . . . . .
Fort; point on. southwestern coast of Fair Haven . _. _.... _....
Fort; pond in Lancaster .. ______ .• __ ... ____ .. ____ . __ .. _... _...
Fort; pond in Littleton ...••..... ·----- .... ____ ---··· ____ ....

Lowell.
Lowell.
Nantucket.
Yarmouth.
Gloucester.
Salem.
Framingham.
Boston Bay.
Palmer.
Lawrence.
Lowell.

Falmouth.
Boston.
Hawley.
Taunton.
Taunton.
Belchertown.
Lowell.
Lowell.
Nantucket.
Fitchburg.
Webster.
Lowell.
New Bedford.
Groton.
Lowell.
Fort; river in Pelham and Amherst ... _. _.. _..... ______ ....... 5N or t ba,mp,ton.
{ Belchertown.
Fort Hill; village in western part of Hingham. ____ .. ____ . _.. . Abington.
Fort Meadow; reservoir in Marlboro .... _. _...... _.. . . . . . . . . Marlboro.
Fort Pond; brook in Boxboro, Acton, and Concord._.. . . . . . . . Framingham.
Foster; brook in,town of Gardner ....... ··---· .............. Fitchburg.
Foster; hill in southern part of West Brookfield; altitude, 800
feet -.. -.... - __ ... - - - . ______ . _.•... _.. ___ ..... _.... _.. . . . . Brookfield.
Foster; pond in south part of Andover ........ --·· ............ Lawrence.
Fourmile; pond in Boxford .... ___ --· .. ____ ... ___ ............. Lawrence.
Fourmile; brook in Northfield, trilmtary to Connecticut River. Warwick.
Foundry; brook in Coleraine, 4 miles long, tributary to east
branch of North River.--·· ............................... Greenfield.
Foundry; village in Palmer ................ --·· .............. Palmer,
Four Corners; village in Palmer ..... _... _. ___ .. _.... _.. _... . Palmer.
Fox; brook in Blackstone; flows into Blackstone River .. _..... Blackstone.
Fox; creek in eastern part of Ipswich ..... _... _. _. . . • . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Fox; hi~ in eastern part of Peabody; elevation, 120 feet. . . . . . . Salem. ·
Fox; hill ju Dedham; elevation, 320 feet ... ___ ............... Dedham.

5Lawrence.
{ Lowell.
Fox Ledge; hill in Tyngs boro; elevation, 260 feet. _....... _... Lowell.
Fox; hill in Billerica; elevation, 300 feet .... ____ .. _..........

Foxboro; town in Norfolk County; area, 22 square miles ...••• { Dedha~.
Franklm.
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·
· town of Foxboro
i
Foxboro; village
m
___. __ ... __ ............. .

Franklin.
Dedham.
Framingham; town in Middlesex County; area, 27 square miles. Framingham.
Framingham and Lowell; branch of Old Col ony R. R. system.
Framingham Center; village in town of Framingham, on Old
Colony R.R .............................................. Framingham .
Francis; hill on eastern boundary line of vVestford ... _. . . . . . . Lowell.
Franklin; town in Norfolk County; area, 29 square miles _... Franklin.
Franklin; village in town of Franklin, on New York and New
England R. R ...... _.. _.. _.......... _.. _.. _. _....... _. . . . . Franklin.
Franklin Park; railroad station in Revere ..... __ .. ........... Boston.
Freeland; brook in Bl andford a nd Montgomery, 31 miles long . Granville.
Freeman; brook in Webster ................................ . Webster.
Freeman; pond in Brewster .. _...... _..... _.... _. .... . . . . . . . . Wellfleet.
Taunton .
Freetown ; an inlan~ town in eastern part of Bristol County; Middleboro.
New Bedford.
area, 41 square m1les.
{

l

French; brook in Boylston, tributary to Nashua River, 2
miles long ..... __ . ... . .. ... _..... _. _. _. _..... .... _....... _ Marlboro.
French; hill in central part of Pern; elevation, 2,240 feet ..... Becket.
French; river in Oxford ... _................. _.. _. _. . . . . . . . . . .
ebster.
French; stream in west part of Rockland .......... _...... _. _ Abington .
French Watering Place; village on south coast of Nausbon
Isl and, in town of Gosnold ...... _. _. . ......... _..... . . . . . . Gay Head.
Fresh Brook; village in Wellfleet .. .. .................. _.. . . . Wellfleet.
Fresh; pond in Belmont and Cambridge .................... _. Boston.
Fresh; pond in Plymouth ...... ...... ...... . ................. Plymouth.
Fresh; pond in Dennis ... .... ............................... . Yarmouth.
Fresh ; pond in southwes'tern part of Falmonth ... _.. _...... _ Falmouth.
Fresh; river in western l)art of Hingham_ .. _ . __ . _............ Abington.
Freshwater Cove ; village in Gloucester, on west side of head
of Gloucester Harbor._ ..................... _.. _........... Gloucester.
Frizzell; hill in Leyden; elevation, 1,343 feet .. _.... . . . . . . . . . . Greenfield .
Frizzell; mountain in southwestern part of Mount Washington;
altitude, 2,420 feet .................... _......... .......... Sheffield.
Frost Fish ; brook, principal tributary to Porter River, in eastern part of Danvers .......... .. ...... .. ..... . . _...... _.. . Salem.
Frye ; village in Andover ..................................... Lawrence.
Fryville; villag in Orange .................................. ,vin chenc1on.
Fuller; brook tributary to middle bran h of Westtielcl River,
in Pen1 anll Worthington ....... ... ....................... Becket.
Fuller; brook in Tiaw1 y an<.1 Plainfi.elcl, tribntary to hickley
Riv r, 2 mil H long ....................................... Hawley.
Furnace; bran·h f ,JonC's iv r, in J<ino-:ton .... .......... .. Plvmoutli.
Furnace ; ond in '" · vart of
mhrokc .................. ... Abington.
Furnace ; pon<lin ~orth Hroold1elcl ...................... _.... Brookfi J<l.
Furnace· pon<l in 1iclcl1Phoro ...................•............ Mi<hll horo.
Furnace; vilh Tin >r:urr .............•...•.......•........ Winchendon.
Furnace; ·ilb • in Ea ton
Further· r· k u oa of ::~1~~·k·~t························· Dedham.
Gale . 1 r ok in \\.. r ·ick
·----- ---- ------ ---- ........ Musk get.
\ arwi k.
G le ; 1 in n n l rn o t f rfan·h··-t·
~tr·a~··
o 1 11 b
r H rhor ....... .
Gallop; l l t il
to orth part · ·f· L~~~·
Bay.

,v

~·~t ··~;ti.·i;~<l: B~ -t~~.B~;:.·

~:~t:
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Galloway; brook in Barre, 2 miles long .......•••..••...••.•.
Gallows; pond in Plymouth ....................•....•.. . .....
Gammon; point of Great Island .............•....•...........
Gannett Corners; village in west part of Scituate ... ....••..
Gap Head; point on east coast of Rockport, east of Sandy Bay
Gardner ; lake on boundary line between Ames bury and Salisbury. . • • • . • • . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . • . . • • • . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Barre.
Plymouth.
Barnstable.
Abington.
Gloucester.
N ~ wburyport.

5 Fitchburo-.

Gardner; village in town of Gardner1 on Fitchburg R.R ..... { Winchendon.

·
Gardner; town m

w orcest er Coun t y;

area, 23 square m1.1es ..

5i Winchendon.
•
b

1 Fitch urg.
Gardener Neck; peninsula in southern part of Swansea between Cole and Lee rivers .......... . ..................... Fall River.
Garfield; pond in southeastern part of Monterey.. . . . . . . . . . . . . Sandisfield.
Gates; pond in town of Berlin ... ...•......................... Marlboro.
Gates; brook in West Boylston, 3 miles long, tributary to
Nashua River ...... ........................ . .............. Worcester.
Gates Crossing; village in Leominster.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marlboro.
Gay Head; town in Dukes County; area, 6 square miles ...... Gay Head.
Gay Head; point on northwest coast of Marthas Vineyard,
so named from its bright.colored cliffs....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gay Head.
George; hill in town of Lancaster.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marlboro.
George; hill on boundary line between Grafton and Upton;
elevation, 600 feet ............................. . .......... Blackstone.
George; island in Boston Bay, east of Long Island ........... Boston Bay.

Georgetown; town in Essex County; area, 11 square miles ... 5 Salem.
{ Lawrence.
Georgetown; village in town of same name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem .
German; hill in Yarmouth . . ... ....................•...... . ... Yarmouth.
Germantown; village in eastern part of Quincy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Gerry; island near the northeast coast of Marblehead. . . . . . . . . Salem.
Ghost; hill in Marlboro .. ...•.......•..•......•.... .. ........ Marlboro. ·
Gibbett; hill in Groton; elevation, 516 feet ........•... ~ ...... Groton.
Gibbs; hill in Framingham ................••................. Framingham.
Gibbs; pond in Nantucket .................................... Nantucket.
Gibbs Crossing; village in Ware...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Palmer.
Gilbertville; village in Hardwick, on Boston and Albany R.R. Barre.
Gill; town in Franklin County; area, 14 square miles ......... 5 Green~eld.
{ Warwick.
Gill; village in town of same name .........•.................. Greenfield.
Gill Station; village in Northfield, on New London Northern R.R. Warwick.
Gilson; brook in Westford, 1½ miles long; flows into Stony Brook. Lowell.
Gilson; hill in Billerica; elevation, 320 feet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
Glades, The; name applied to tract of low land in north part
of Scituate ........................ , .••......... __ ......... Abington.
Gleason; pond in Framingham .................... _.. . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Glen; pond in Wareham ................••.................... Plymouth.
Glen; brook in Leyden and Greenfield, 6 miles long; flows into
Green River ....•...•••...... .....•...•.. . .............. _.. Greenfield.
Glen Mills ; village in northern part of Rowley...... . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Glendale; village in Stockbridge, on Housatonic R. R . . . . . . . . Pittsfield.
Glenmen; pond in eastern part of Lynn .........•........ .. .. Boston Bay.
Globe; village in Southbridge ..•••.••••••••••...•••...••••••. Brookfield.
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Great Barrington; village and railway station in central part
of town of same name on Housatonic River...... . . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Great Beach; hill in Wellfleet ............................... Wellfleet.
Great Blue; hill on western boundary line of Milton; elevation,
635 feet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dedham.
Great Brewster; island in Boston Bay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Boston Bay.
Great Calf; island in Boston Bay ............................. Boston Bay.
Great Cedar; swamp in north part of Halifax and south part
of Ha11son.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Abington.
Great Cedar; swamp in Easton, Taunton, Bridgewater, and
West Bridgewatel' ......................................... Taunton.
Great Cedar; swamp in New Bedford on line of Dal'tmouth .... New Bedford.
Great Cedar; swamp in Halifax and Middleboro .............. Midclleboro.
Great Drain; brook in sou th western part of Sunderland, emptying into Connecticut River ................................ Northampton.
Great Duck; pond in Provincetown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Provincetown.
Great Egg Rock; islet about 1 mile south of Manchester ...... Gloucester.
Great Fawn; stone beacon east of Deer Island.... . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Great Herring; pond in southern part of Plymouth ........... Plymouth.
Great Hill; point about one-half mile southeast of Great Hill
in Plymouth, projecting into Buzzards Bay.... . . . . . . . . . . . . Falmouth.
Great Indian; pond on western boundary of Kingston ........ Middleboro.
Great Island; peninsula on south side of Lewis Bay .......... Barnst,able.
Great; marshes (salt) at head of Barnstable Harbor, 6 or 8
miles in extent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnstable.
Great Meadow; hill in Reho both; elevation, 263 feet ......... Taunton.
Great Mioxes; pond in Nantucket ........................... Nantucket.
Great Misery; island about three-fourths mile southeast of
Beverly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Great Morse; hill in Huntington; elevation, 1,240 feet....... Granville.
Great Neck; name given to land on southeast coast of Mashpee
between Flat and Deans ponds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnstable.
Great Neck; point of land in southern pal't of Dartmouth in
the bend of Slocum River ................................. New Bedford.
Great N eek; peninsula in Nantucket. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nantucket.
Great Neck; peninsula in eastern part of Ipswich ............ Salem.
Great Rock; hill in Rehoboth; elevation, 248 feet ............ Providence.
Great Sandy Bottom; pond in west part of P embroke ........ Abington.
Great Swamp; brook tributary to Mill Creek in northwestern
part of Rowley ......................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Great Thatcher; islancl in Barnstable Harbor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnstable.
Great Tisbury; pond in southwestern pal't of town of Tisbury,
farthas Vin yard .... .................................... Marthas Vineya.rd.
Green; river tributary to Hou atonic River in western part of
r a Bartin n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , heffield.
Green; riv r on boundary b tw en Coleraine and Leyden and
in h nfi lcl n l
rfi ld aucl in V rmont tate tributary

t

'
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Green; harbor in eastern coast of Marshfield at mouth of Green
Harbor River ..................•... .........•• ............ Duxbury.
Green; hill in Blandfo.rd; ~l~v~tion, 1,56.0 feet ...........•.••. _Granville.
Green; hill in Sudq_ury; elevl:!,tion, 320 feet ................... Framingham.
Green; pond in souph_e rn p_a_r_t_ <;if Falmouth, opening into Vineyard Sound ..... .· .. _0 • • _. _. _• • 0 • • • " ·~ -~ -- • • • _. , . _. __• ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Falmouth.
Green; pond in Mo:µtague ......... _........ ~ _ . .a=~ •• •....••••••• ·Greenfield.
Green; point in Assawompsett Pond, Lakeville ............... Middleboro.
Green; island in Boston Bay...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Green, The; village in Middleboro ................... ~ ....... . Middleboro
Greenbush; railway station in southern part of Scituate ....•. Duxbury.
Greenfield; town in :E'ranklin County; area, 20 square miles ... Greenfield.
Greenfield; village in town of Greenfield on Connecticut River
R. R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenfield.
Greenfield; hill in Shelburne...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenfield.
Green Harbor; marsh in eastern part of Marshfield ........... Duxbury.
Green Harbor; river in southern part of Marshfield........... Duxbury.
Greenleaf; hill in Burlington; elevation, 260 feet .........••.. Boston.
Green Lodge; village in Dedham .......•..••.•....•.•....•.. Dedham.
Greenville ; village in town of Leicester. . . . • . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . Webster.
Greenville; reservoir near village of Greenville, town of Leicester .•••......•••....••..........• ••••..... ..• ..•. ..••.• Webster.
Greenwater; pond in western part of Becket.... . . . • . . . . . . . . . Becket.
Greenwich; town in Hampshire County; area, 21 square miles Belchertown.
Greenwich; village in town of same name ..........•.....•... Belchertown.
Greenwood; village in Wakefield... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . Boston.
Greenwood; hill in Wakefield; elevation, 260 feet.... . . . . . • • . Boston.
Greenwood; hill in town of Gardner; elevation, 1,260 feet.... Fitchburg.
Grews; pond in southwestern part of Falmouth .............. Falmouth.
Greylock; mountain ~n. western part of Adams; altitude, 3,505
feet, the highest point in the State...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . Greylock.
Griffin; brook in Richmond, ·4 miles long.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pittsfield.
Griffin; island in Wellfleet...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Wellfleet.
Griffith; pond in Br.ewster...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • • • Yarmouth.
Griswoldville; village }A Colf?:i;~ine.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenfield.
Groton; town in Midql~sex .C_o unty; area, 39 square miles.,... Groton.
Gro1;on; villaP"e in town of Groton on Boston and Maine R. R.. Groton.
Grover; cliff on no!'~h.east C<?~~t of~inthrop •................ Boston Bay.
Growl; ~ill in Aub"!}rn;, e_l~.v.a~i!?P., 860 feet .•.•.•••.•....•••.. Webster.
Haverhill.
Groveland; town in· Essex County; area, 7 square miles..... Lawrence.
. _
Newburyport.
Groveland; villag~ in town of same name.... . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . Haverhill.
Groveland; station on Georgetown branch of Boston and Maine
R.R., town of Groveland .........................•.. ... .. Haverhill.
Gulf; arm of Cohasset Cove on east coast of Cohasset ......... Abington.
Gulf; brook in Orange, flows into Millers River .•............. Warwick.
Gulf; brook in town of Pepperell and in New Hampshire ..... ~ Groton.
Gulf; island on east coast of Cohasset. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Abington.
Gull; one of the Elizabeth Islands, Hosnold . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . Gay Head.
Gull; island in Snipatuit Pond, Rochester ...••....•.......... Middleboro.
Gull; pond in Wellfleet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . Wellfleet.
Gunners Exchange; pond in Plymouth ..•••..•..•....••..... Plymouth.

i
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Gunning; point on southwestern coast of Falmouth ........... Falmouth.
Gurnet; southeastern point of peninsula east of Duxbury, Plymouth .....................••................•........•.•. Duxbury.
Gurnet; light-house on Gurnet Point, Plymouth . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Duxbury.
Gurney Corners; village in east part of Hanson ..•........•.. Abington.
Gushee; pond in R aynham ......•........................•... Taunton.
Hacker; pond in New Salem ......••..........•.....•......... Warwick.
Hadley; harbor between Uncatena and Monamesset Islands ... Falmouth.
Hadley; town in northern part of Hampshire County; area, 22
square miles .........••.•....................... .. . ....... Northampton.
Hadley; village in southwestern part of Hadley on Connecticut
River ..................................................... Northampton.
Haggett; pond in ·Andover ....................... ............ Lawrence.
Haggett; station on Lawrence branch of Boston and Lowell R.
R. in Andover ............................................ Lawrence.
Half Moon; island north of Quincy in Boston Bay ............ Boston.
Halfway; pond in eastern part of Barnstable.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnstable.
Halfway; pond in Yarmouth ................................. Yarmouth.
Halibut; point at northern extremity of Cape Ann, Rockport . . Gloucester.
Halifax; town in Plymouth county; area, 18 square miles ..... Abington.
Halifax; village in town of same name ....................... Middleboro.
Hall; brook in northern part of Kingston, emptying into Blackstone Pond ................................................ Duxbury.
Hamant; brook, right branch of Quinebaug Ri Yer in Sturbridge. Brookfield.
Hamilton; town in eastern part of Essex County; area, 15
square miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Hamilton; reservoir in Holland.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brookfield.
Hamilton; village in eastern part of town of same name ...•.. Salem.
Hamilton; station in eastern part of town of same name...... Salem.
Hamlin; point on southwestern coast of Falmouth ............ Falmouth.
Hammond; brook in Wareham ............................... Middleboro.
Hammond; hill in Charlton; elevation, 880 feet ..... : ......... Webster.
Hammond; pond in Newton.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Hampden; town in Hampden county; area, 18squaremiles .... Palmer.
Hampden; village in town of same n_a me..... . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . Palmer.
Hampton; pond in Westfield and Southampton ............... Springfield.
Hancock; brook in Hancock and Williamstown, tributary to
Hoosic River ....•.............•..........•..••••.....•.•• Berlin.
Hancock; hill in Milton; elevation, 540 feet ... _........ . . . . . . Dedham.

Hancock; town in Berkshire County; area, 36 square miles .. ~
~
Hancock; village in town of same name...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
Hanging; mountain in north part of Westhampton ...........
Hanging; mountain in outhea tern part of Sandisfield; altitude, 1,294 fe t .................. .............. ...........
Hangman; i land in south part of group of islands in Boston
Bay .... ................ .... .. ............. . ... . .......•..
Hanover; town in Plymouth County; area, 16 square miles .••
Hanover Four Corners; village in southea t part of Hanover.
Hanson· town in Plymouth County; area, 16 square miles .•..
Hanson; village in entral part of town of same name.... . . . .
Harbor; pond in town of Townsend ... ................ .......
Harbor Bluff; slight projection at outheast part of Barnstable
County, xtending into Lewis Bay .........•....••.....••.

Pittsfield.
Berlin.
Berlin.
Chesterfield.
Sandisfield.
Boston Bay.
Abington.
Abington.
Abington.
Abington.
Groton.
Bai::nstable.
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Harding; sand beach in Chatham: facing Vineyard Sound ..... Chatham.
Harding Beach Light; a fourth-orde:r fixed white light; _
lantern 45 feet above sea level; visible 12 miles...... . . . . . . Chatham.
Hardwick; town in Worcester County; area, 41 square miles. 5 Barre.
.
{ Belchertown.
Hardwick; village jn tow_n of Hardwjck ..................... Barre.
Harlow; pond in norther.n part of Ply.mouth .................. Plymouth.
Harmon; pond, on boundary line between Sheffield and Egremont. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sheffiel1 l.
Harmon; pond in western part of New Marlboro .......... ___ . Sandisfield.
Harris; hill in New Salem; elevation, 1,000 feet ............... Warwick.
Harris; pond in Blackstone ................................... Blackstone.
Harris; pond in Warwick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Warwick.
Harrison Square; part of the city of Boston. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Harrisville; village in town of Wincht;mdon... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . Wfachendon.
Harrisville; village in West .Boylston, on Massachusetts Central R.R .......•...........•. __ ~ ........•................ _. Worcester.
Harry Rocks; rocks east of Peddock, Island, in Boston Bay... Boston Bay.
Hart; pond in Chelmsford and Westford ...................... Lowell.
Hartsville; village in northe.rn. part of New Marlboro, on Mill
River .................. ·-· ...... -.-.- .......................... Sheffield.
Hartwell; brook in Bedford, 2 miles long . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Hartwell; brook in Charlemont, tributary.to Deerfield River .. Hawley.
Harvard; station on Bo.ston .and. Maine ..R. R., in town of
Harvard ......... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . • • • . . Groton.
_
_.
. . 5 Groton.
Harvard;. town in Worcester County; area, 30 square miles .. , { Marlboro.
Harvard Center; village in town of Harvard ......... _.. . . • . Groton.
Harvard College, in Cam bridge ....•... -· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Boston.
Harvey; mountain on western boundary of West Stockbridge;
altitude, 2,065 _feet .............•.....••............... __ . _ Pittsfield.
Harwich; village in town of Harwich .... _..... _....... __ .... Yarmouth.
Harwich; town in Barnstable CoJ1Dty.; area, 23 .square miles _. Yarmouth.
Harwichport; village in .t own of Harwich _..•........ ...... _.... Yarmouth.
Haskell; swamp in southern part of Rochester ..•....... _.. __ New Bedford.
Haskins; railway station _on Old Colony R. R., Fall River
branch ............•........... _.......................... Middleboro.
Hastings; pond in Warwick .......................... ____ .... Warwick.
Hatch; creek on boundary between Wellfleet and Eastham ... Wellfleet.
Hatchet; brook, right.hand branch of Quinebaug River, in
Sturbridge . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brookfield.
Hatch ville; village in northern part of Falmouth............. Falmouth.
Hatfield; town in central part of Hampshire County, on Connecticut River; area, 17 squar'3 miles ..................... _ Northampton.
.Hatfield; village in southeastern part of Hatfield, on Connecticut River. . ...........................••..... _..... _.. . . . . Northampton.
Hathaway ; brook in Lakeville ..........•.......••••..•••.... Middleboro.
Havenville; village in Burlington ............................ Lawrence.
Haverhill; city ju Essex County; area, 28 square miles.... . . . . Haverhill.
Haverhill; village in town of same name, on Boston and Maine
R.R ............................................•.••.. Haverhill.
Hawes; hill in town of Barre; elevation, 1,227 feet ........... B.arre.
Hawk; mountain on northern boundary of Hawley; altitude,
1,87.0 feet .............................. _...•.............. Hawley.
Hawkes; brook in Methuen ..• _.. • • . • . . . • • . • . . • • • • • • . • • . • • • . • Haverhill.
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Hawkes; brook in Shelburne, 2 miles long; :flows into Dragon
Brook .. ___ . __ • __ .... _.............•.............. __ .. ___ . Greenfield.
Hawkes; brook in Lynnfield and Saugus, about 3 miles long, { Lawrence.
and tributary to Saugus River.
Boston.
Hawley; town in Franklin County; area, 32 square miles ____ Hawley.
Hawley; village in town of same name .....•••....••••.••.•.. Hawley.
Hayden; pond in Dudley ........•.. -----·.·........••••..• ____ Webster.
Hayden Row; village in town of Hopkinton...... . . . . . . . . . . . Blackstone.
Haydenville; village in southern parli of Williamsburg, on Mill
River .. ___ .. ___ . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . • . . . Northampton.
Hayes; pond in northwestern part of Otis ..... .......•...•... Sandisfield.
Haynes; hill in northern part of Wales; elevation, 1,080 feet.. . Brookfield.
Haystack; mountain in western part of Norfolk ...•...... ___ . Sandisfield.
Hayward; br()ok in Wayland and Weston, 1½ miles long; :flows
into Sudbury River ..•.••.•.•.••••.••••.•••••....•....••.. Framingham.
Hayward; creek in southeast part of Quincy .••.....•..•••••. Abington.
Hazlewood; village in Hyde Park ..••.....••...•••..•••.•••.. Boston.
Hazzard; pond in Russell . ____ .... _.........•.. _..••...... . _. Granville.
Head of the Harbor; ·h ead of Nantucket Harbor, on coast of
Nantucket ..••••.•...... _. _.. _•••..... _..•.••.•••••. _... __ Nantucket.
Head of Hummock; pond in Nantuck~t .. ____ ..•........••... Nantucket.
Head of Westport; village in eastern part of Westport, on
Westport River ..••••.•.••..•.....••••.•••........•....••• Fall River.
Heald; pond in Pepperell ...........••••.•••..•••.•..........• Groton.
Heartbreak; hill in southeastern part of Ipswich; elevation,
160 feet ....... _..•...•..•...... _.... _.•... _..... ___ ... _. _. Salem.
Heath; town in Franklin County; area, 25 square miles ...••.• Hawley.
Heath; brook in Tewksbury, 1 mile long .. ____ .•..•..•.••..... Lawrence.
Heath; village in town of same name ..•...•.••••••....••••••. Hawley.
Heathen Meadow; brook in Boxford, Acton, and Stow .... _ 5Framingham.
.
) Marlboro.
Hebronville; village in Attleboro, on Boston and Providence
R. R. -.•...•••...••.••...... _•..••.•••.. _•.•.••••... _. . . . • Providence.
IJeird; pond in Wayland .......••.•••.•....••••.•........•••• Framingham.
Hell; pond in Harvard .•.............••..•......... ______ .... Groton.
Hemlock; mountain in Northfield .......•.•...............•.. Warwick.
Hemlock; point in Long Pond in Freetown ..... __ . _...... _. __ Middleboro.
Hermon; mountain on western boundary of Gill; altitude, 440
feet ..•... -.... _.•... __ ..... _.. _____ .......... ____ ... __ . • • • Warwick.
Herrin~; brook in Carver, one-half mile long, tributary to South
• Meadow Brook .....•.. ________ ........ ________ ........ ____ Middleboro.
Herring; brook in north part of Pembroke .......... ______ .••• Abington.
Herring; pond in Wellfleet .................•. ____ ...•....•... Wellfleet.
Bening; pond in town of Eastham. ____ ..•....... ______ ...••. Wellfleet.
Herring; pond in Edgartown, Marthas Vineyard ......•.....•• Marthas Vineyard.
Herring; pond in western part of Falmouth ...•• _..... _. . . . • • . Falmouth.
Herring; river in Brewster; flows into Cape Cod Bay . __ . _. __ . Wellfleet.
Herring; river in town of Eastham; flows into Cape Cod Bay. Wellfleet.
Herring; river in Wellfleet, 4 miles long; flows into Wellfleet
River ....... -·_•...... _... __ ...... _.. ___ .. _............... _ Wellfleet.
Herring· river in Harwich, 5 miles long; flows into Nantucket
ound .. -----• .......... ·----· ............................ Yarmouth.
Hibbard; brook in Leyden, lt miles long, tributary to Green
River .. - . -....•.•••••••...•••....... __ . . . • • • • . . . • • . . . • • • . • Greenfield.
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Hickory; mountain in northwestern part of Huntington.. . . . . Chesterfield.
Hicks; pond in Charlton .........•....•..........•••••....... Webster.
Hicksville; village in northwestern part of Dartmouth ... ___ .. Fall River.
Higgins; island in Barnstable Harbor .............. _... . . . • . . . Barnstable.
Higgins; pond in W elJ.fleet ............. ............... _.. • • • . Wellfleet.
Higgins; pond in Truro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . w·ellfleet.
Higgon; cape on coast of Chilmark, Marthas Vineyard . . . • . . . Gay Head.
High; hill in Ludlow; elevation, 600 feet ......... _........••.. Palmer.
High Bush; island in Snipatuit Pond, Rochester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Middle.boro.
High Cliff; bluff on east coaEt at entrance to Plymouth Harbor,
town of Plymouth ................................••...... Plymouth.
High Head; life-saving station upon Atlantic coast of Truro.. Provincetown.
High Knob; hill in Athol; elevation, 980 feet ................. Winchendon.
High Ridge; mountain in northeastern part of Williamsburg;
altitude, 1,484 feet ............................•.......•... Northampton.
High Rock; picturesque cliff in city of Lynn .... ·····~······. Boston Bay.
High Rock; hill in Needham, elevation, 240 feet .......•...... Boston.
High Rock; hill in Brookfield; altitude, 760 feet ... _......•... Brookfield.
Higher; brook in Ludlow and Chicopee .................... _. { Palmer.
Springfield.
Highland; life-saving station upon Atlantic coast of Truro . . . . Provincetown.
Highland; village in Norfolk, on New York and New England
R.R .................... ·.................................. Franklin.
Highland Light; life.saving station upon Atlantic coast of
Truro .............................. - . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Provincetown.
Highland Station; village in Boston, on Boston and Providence
R. R .....•............................... - . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . Boston.
Highlandville; village in Needham, on Woonsocket division on
New York and New England R.R ..................•...... Boston.
Highlands; village in Cottage City, Marthas Vineyard.. . . . . • . Marthas Vineyard.
Highlands; elevated section of country in northeastern part of
Marshfield ............................................••.. Duxbury.
Highlands; hill in Merrimac; elevation, 270 feet .............. H~verhill.
Hill; brook in north part of Kingston .. .............. _..... _.. Abington.
Hill; pondin Woburn ........................................ Boston.
Hill Crossing; railway station in Belmont, on Massachusetts
Central R. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Hillsville; village in town of Spencer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barre.
Hinckley; pond in Barnstable .•.•.••..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnstable.
Hinckley; pond in Harwich ...........•..................... Yarmouth.
Hingham; harbor on north coast of Hingham ..•............. { Boston Bay.
Abington.
Hingham; town in Plymouth County; area, 26 square miles .. { Abington.
Boston Bay.
Hingham Center; village in Hingham...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Abington.
Hinsdale; town in eastern part of Berkshire County; area, 20
square miles .... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Becket.
Hinsdale; village in western part of Hinsdale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Becket.
Hinsdale; brook in Coleraine, Shelburne., and Greenfield; flows
into Allan Brook ........................................ .. Greenfield.
Hitchcock; mountain in Wales; altitude, 1,160 feet ........... Palmer:
Hitchcock; pond in Holyoke. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Springfield.
Hither; creek on Nantucket ......................... : ........ Muskeget.
Hobb; brook, left branch of Quinebaug River, in Sturbridge .. Brookfiel<l.
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Hobb; brook in Lincoln, Waltham, and Weston ..... ____ ...•.. Framingham.
Hobomak; pond in south central part of Pembroke ........... Abington.
Hockanum; hill in Warwick; elevation, 1,120 feet...... . . . . . . Warwick.
Hockanum; village in southwestern part of Hadley, on Conn ecticut River .....•...................................... Northampton.
Hockomock; river in West Bridgewater . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dedham.
Hocomonco; pond in Westboro .............................. Marlboro.
Hodge; brook in Warwick, 2 miles long; tributary to Gales
Brook ... ... ..... . .............. ______ ......... ..... -----· Warwick.
Hodge; brook in Mansfield and Norton; tributary to Wading S Dedham.
River.
( Taunton.
Hodge; pond in northern part of Plymouth ............... _... Plymouth.
Hodge; pond in southern part of Plymouth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth.
Hodge; village in Oxford, on Boston and Albany R. 1-L ....... Webster.
Hog; brook in Hudson and Berlin, 1-½ miles long; tributary to
Assabet River .......................... ---- .............. Marlboro.
Hog; island off north coast of Orlean .... __ .. __ .. _______ .... _ 5 Chath am.
( Wellfleet.
Hog; island in large marsh near month of Essex River, Essex. Salem.
Hog; island in northern part of Buzzards Bay, off east coast of
Wareham ........... ________ __________________________ .... l!'almouth.
Hog; ponds in Sandwich ........... ____ .... ____ .............. Barnstable.
Hog; mountain in Buckland; altitude, 1,540 feet .... ____ ...... Hawley.
Hog Island; harbor on western coast of Falmouth ...... . . __ .. Falmouth.
Hog Island; point on western coast of Falmouth .... _.. _..... Falmouth.
Hog Neck; on southeastern coast of "\Vareham, extending ::tbout
one-half mil into the bay. ____ .... ____ ............ ________ Falmouth.
.
Holbrook; town in orfolk County; are,i, 7 square miles
.. __ { Abino-ton.
b
Dedh~im.
Holbrook; village in town of sam name ........... ...... __ . _. Abington.
Holden; town in Worcester ouu ty; ar ·a, 36 square miles. . . . \Vorces ter.
Holden; pond near central part of Lynn .. _... . ....... _.. _.... Boston Bay.
Holden; reservoir in town of Holden ...... ____________ ....... "\Vorcester.
Holden Center; village in H0lden, on Boston, Barre, an<l. Gardn r R. R ..... __ ............ _. __ . _____ . _____ . ____ . ___ . _____ "\:V orcester.
Holland; town in Hampden County; area, 14 sg_nare miles .... Brookfield.
Holland; principal village in town of same name. ____ .. __ . ___ Brookfield.
Holland; pond in northern part of Holland ... ___ . ____ . _.... _ _ Brookfi Id.
Holliston; town in Middle ex 'ounty; ::trea, 20 square miles .. Franklin.
Holliston; villag in town of same name, on Boston and Albany
R. R -.. - ....................................... ____ . _. ____ E ranklin.
Hollow; brook, tributary to uinebang River, in Wales and
Brimfi Id .......... --- --- .... _____________________________ Brookfield.
Holmes· p int proje ting into Plymouth Harbor ________ . _____ Plymouth.
Holt; hill in Andover; el vation, 400 feet._. __ ... ____ .. _.. ____ . Lawrence.
Holy; i land in north a t rn part oflpswich, in Rowley River_ Salem .
Holyoke; city iu Ham pd n onnty; ar a, 18 quare mile ____ . Sprin o-fielcl.
Holyoke; village in town of same nam , on onnecticut River
R.
pringfield.
Holyoke· mountain in nort h we tern part of outh Hadley;
altitud, 954: feet ...... ____________________________________ Northampton.
Holyoke; range of mountains in south central part of Hamp- ~ Belchertown.
hire ouu y .
<Northampton.
Hood· pond in .·outbw tern par of lp wicb, on line of Topsfi 11 -... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 'alem.
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Hoop Pole; cove in northwestern part of Rockport .••....... Gloucester.
Hoop Pole; hill in north part of Scituate .............•...... Abington.
Hoop Pole; swamp in central part of South Scituate .......... Abington.
Hopper; pond in Plymouth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth.
Hoosac; mountain trending north and south in northeastern
part of Berkshire County ......... .....................••. Greylock.
Hoosac; tunnel on Fitchburg R.R. through Hoosac mountain 5Greylock.
from Deerfield River to valley of Hoosic River.
( Hawley,
Hoosic; river flowing thro·ugh Berkshire County into State of
Vermont ........ _.... ... ....... ................... -.- . . . . . . Grey lock.
Hop; brook in Shrewsbury and Northboro, 2 miles long . ...... Marlboro.
Hop; brook in Framingham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Hop; brook in Sudbury...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Hop; brook in New Salem, 3 miles long; flows into Hop Brook
Pond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Belchertown.
Hop; brook in Mendon and Blackstone, tributary to Mill River.. Blackstone.
Hop; brook in Tyringham, Otis and Lee, 7 miles long, trib- 5 Becket.
utary to Housatonic River.
( Sandisfield.
Hop Brook; pond in New Salem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Relehertown.
Hopedale; town in Worcester County; area, 6 square miles . . Bfackstone.
Hopedale; village in town of same name...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blackstone.
Hopkins; island in Town Cove. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Well.fleet.
Hopkins; pond in Wellfleet . ."." ..· . ·.... .... .. ..•. -~-- .......... Wellfleet.
·· · · · ·
·
· \ Marlboro.
Hopkinton; town in Middlesex County; area, 25 square miles .. ~ Blackstone.
Hopkinton; village in town of same name...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blackstone.
Hopper, the; deep chasm in side of Mount Greylock, in southeastern part of Williams burg.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grey lock.
Hopping; brook in Holliston and Medway .................... Fra.nklin.
Hern; pond in eastern part of Becket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Becket.
Horn; pond in Woburn ..............................•....... Boston.
Horn Pond; brook between Horn Pond and Winter Pond, in
Woburn and Winchester, one-half mile long... . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Horn Pond; hill in Woburn; elevation, 240 feet . .....•....... Boston.
Horner; pond in town of ·Tisbury, Marthas Vineyard ..... .... Marthas Vineyard.
Horse; pond in Westfield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Springfield.
Horse;"pond in North Brookfield .... .... ..................... Barre.
Horse ; hill on boundary line between Dunstable and Groton;
elevation, 370 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Groton.
Horse; hill in southeast part of Huntington...... . . . . . . . . . . . . Chesterfield.
Horse; isl and on west coast of Wellfleet ...................... W ell:fleet.
Horse; mountain on line IJetween Williams burg and Hatfield;
altitude, 780 feet .......................................... Northampton.
Horse Neck; beach in mouth of Westport River, Westport .... Fall River.
Horse Neck; brook in Carver, one-half mile long, tributary to
South Meadow Brook ................. . ...•......•........ Middleboro.
Horse Race; island in Connecticut River ...• ....... .. ........ Greenfield.
Hospital; hill in Berkley ..................................•.. Taunton.
Hough N eek; in north part of Quincy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Houghton; pond in Milton ................................... Dedham.
Housatonic; village in Great Barrington on Housatonic R. R. Pittsfield.
Housatonic; part of New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad system running northward up the Housatonic Valley
to PittsfielJ..
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rBecket.
Housatonic; river, heading in western part of State and Pittsfield.
flowing southerly, crosses Connecticut into Long Island~ Grey lock.
Sound.
Sheffield.
House; brook in Chelm1:1ford and Carlisle/ one-half mile long;
tributary to River Meadow Brook .... _.... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
House; island about one-half mile south of entrance to Manchester Harbor ....... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
House Po°int; island in Provincetown Harbor .......... _.. . . . . Provincetown.
Howard; brook in southeast part of Pembroke ............... Abington.
Howard; brook in Northboro; flows .into Assabet River ....... Marlboro.
Howe; hill in Gardner; elevation, 1,240 feet .................. Fitchburg.
Howe; station on Salem and Lawrence R. R. in eastern part of
Middleton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Salem.
Howland; station on Old Colony R. R., in Lakeville.~ •....... Middleboro.
Howlet; brook tributary to Mile Brook in Topsfield ..••••..... Salem.
Hovey; pond in Boxford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lawrence.
Hoxie; creek tributary to Hoosic River, in western part of
Adams.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greylock.
Hubbard; brook in Tolland and Granville 4 miles long.. . . . . . . Granville.
Hubbard; brook tributary to Housatonic River, flowing through
Mill Pond in Sheffield..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Sheffield.
Hubbard Corners; village in Agawam . . • . • . • • • • . . . • • • . . . . • . . Springfield.
(Worcester.
Hubbardston; town in Worcester County; area, 53 squaretWinchendon.
miles.
Barre.
Fitchburg.
Hubbardston; principal village in town of same name ...... Barre.

l

Hudson; town in Middlesex County; area, 13 square miles ... { Framingham.
Marlboro.
Hudson; village in town of same name on Massachusetts Central R.R. and Fitchburg R.R., Marlboro branch ...•....•• Marlboro.
Hudson ; brook tributary to north branch Hoosic River, in
Clark burg ............................................... Greylock.
Hull; town in Plymouth County; area, 3 square miles ....•.•. Boston Bay.
Hummock; pond in Nantucket ................•......•....... Nantucket.
Humphrey; island in untaug Lake, Peabody . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lawrence.
Hunger, Mount; in town of Ashburnham; altitude, 1,420 feet. Fitchburg.
Hunt Hill; point on northwest coast of Weymouth ..........•. Abington.
Hunter; hill in ighton; elevation, 160 feet .................. Taunton.
Hunting; brook in Royal ton ................................. Winchendon.
Hunting; hill in Lunenburg and hirley; elevation, 542 feet .. Groton.
Hunting House· brook in Carver, 1 mile long . ................ Middleboro.
Hunt~gton ; town in Hampshire County; area, 27 square~ Chesterfield.
mil s.
t Granville.
Huntington ; Yillage in town of am name on Boston and
Albany . R ............. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Granville.
Huy Slow· hi11 in ntral part of Rowley; elevation, 160 feet . Salem.
Hyannis· village in Barn table, on Cape Cod branch Old Colony
R. . ..................................................... Barn table.
Hyannis; h rbor in outh part of Barn table ......... ........ Barnstable.
Hyannis Light· fixed, red li ht at north part of Hyanni Harl or; lant rn 22 feet abov s a le, 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnstable.
Hyannis· point a outhern ex.tr roity of Squam Island, in Barntabl .................................................... Barn table.
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HyannisPort; village in Barnstable.~---· .................... Barnstable.
Hyde Park; town in Norfolk County; area, 5 square miles . . . Boston.
Hyde Park; village .in town of same name on New York and { Boston.
New England R. R. . . . .
Dedham.
Hydeville; village in town of Winchendon .........••........ Winchendon.
Ilsley; hill in West Newbury; elevation, 200 feet .............. Newburyport.
I n d"1an; b rook m
· H e>p k'm t on ....... -.... · · - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · { Marlboro.
Blackstone.
Indian; hill on coast of Plymouth; elevation, 80 feet . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth.
Indian; hill in Billerica; elevation, 200 feet .................. Lawrence.
Indian; . hill in north part of Ly!ln...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Indian,; hill in West New bury.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Newburyport.
Indian; hill in Tisbury, MarthasVineyard; elevation, 264 feet .. Marthas Vineyard.
Indian; hills in Groton; elevation, 460 to 480 feet; three in
number .........•........•.... " •...........•.............. Groton.
Indian; river in West Newbury, 3 miles long, flows into Mer.
rimac river ............................................... Newburyport.
Indian Branch; stream :fl.owing into Cape Cod Bay from Plymouth ....•...................... ............... . ..... .. ... Plymouth.
Indian a:ead; brook in east part of Hans9p. ............ . ...... Abington.
Indian Head; bill in Marlboro; elevation, 420 feet.. . . . . . . . . . . Marlboro.
:(ndian Head; pond in eastern part of Hanson ....... ~ .•. ~.. . . Abington.
Indian Head; river.in northern part of Hanson ............... Abington.
Indian Meeting House; church in Mashpee ....... ............ Barnstable.
Indian Neck; extending into Wellfleet Harbor in Wellfleet .... Wellfleet.
Indian Orchard; vill~ge in Springfield, on Springfield, Athol
and Northern R.R ...•..................................... Springfield.
Independence; fort on Castle Island, in Boston Harbor. . . . . • . Boston.
Ingall; station on Salem anq. Lawrence R.R., in North Andover. Lawrence.
Ingleside; station on New Haven and Northampton R.R., in
Holyoke ................ , • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Springfield.
Ingraham; hill in northw!3spern part of Leverett ............. Northampton.
Inman; hill in town of Mendon; elevation, 480 feet.... . . . . . . . Blackstone.
Inward; northern point of entrance of Wreck Cove, Monomoy
Island .................................................... Chatham.
~pswich; seaboard town on eastern coast of Essex County;
area, 41 square miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Ipswich; village near central part of town of same name..... Salem.
Ipswich; river in countiei; of Essex and Middlesex, is 30 ~ Lawrence.
miles long and empties into Atlantic Ocean.
l Salem.
Ipswich; light-house on northern coast of Castle Neck, Ipswich.... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Ireland; parish in Holyoke...... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Springfield.
Ironstone; village in Uxbridge on Providence and Worcester
R. R... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Blackstone.
Ironstone; reservoir in Uxbridge and State of Rhode Island.. Blackstone.
Iron Works·; village in _northern part of Bridgewater ......... Abington.
Iron Works; brook tributary to Housatonic River in eastern
part of Sheffield, draining Th;ee Mile Pond.... . . . . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Island; creek in southern part of Duxbury, draining Island
Creek Pond .............................................. Duxbury.
Island; pond in southern part of Plymouth.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth.
Island; pond in Plymouth ................................ ·.... Plymouth.
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Island Creek; pond about one-half mile long in southern part
of Duxbury, of which Island Creek forms an outlet into
Kingston Bay ....................... ___ ................... Duxbury.
Islington; village in town of Dedham ______ ..........•....... Dedham.
Israel; pond in eastern part of Barnstable ................ _... Barnstable.
Jabish; brook in Belchertown, tributary to Swift River ....... Palmer.
Jabish; river in Hampshire County ........................... Belchertown.
Jack; brook in Erving and Northfield, 2½ miles long; flows into
Keyup Brook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Warwick.
Jackson; hill in western part of Blandford; elevation, 1,680
feet ... _............................. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sandisfield.
Jacob; hill in Royalston; elevation, 1,100 feet .............. _.. Winchendon.
Jacob; pond in west part of South Scituate .................. Abington.
Jacob Neck; peninsula on southeastern coast of Wareham, between Onset Bay and Cohasset Narrows.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Falmouth.
Jamaica; pond in Berkshire .................................. Boston.
Jamaica Plain; village in city of Boston ... _........... _...... Boston.
James; brook in Ayer and Groton, 3½ miles long; tributary to
Nashua River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Groton.
James; pond in Yarmouth ........ __ .......................... Yarmouth.
Jamesj pond in Tisbury, MarthasVineyard; opens into Lambert
Cove ...................................................... Marthas Vineyard.
Jamesville; village in Worcester on Boston and Albany R.R .. Webster.
Jefferson; peak in Ludlow ................................. __ . Palmer.
Jeffersonville; village in Holden on Boston, Barre and Gardner
R. R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Worcester.
Jenk; reservoir in Bellingham ........... __ ................... Franklin.
Jenkin; pond in central part of Falmouth ...... ···--· ........ . Falmouth.
Jenkin Hole; pond in Plymouth .............................. Plymonth.
Jenning; pond on eastern bouudary of Natick ................ :Framingham.
Jericho; hill in Marlboro; -elevation, 560 feet ................ .. Marlboro.
Jerusalem; vi] lage in north west part of Cohasset ........ __ .. . Boston Bay.
Jewell; hill in Ashburnham; elevation, 1,460feet ............. Fitchburg.
Jewett; hill in northern part of Ipswich; elevation, 180 feet ... Salem.
Job; hill in HaYerhill ........................ ____ ...... ______ . Haverhill.
Job Neck ; pond in Edgartown, Marthas Vineyard .... ________ Marthas Vineyard.
Joe Rock; hill in Wrentham; e1erntion, 486 feet ............. Franklin.
John; pond in a. tern part of Mashpee, drained by Child River 5 Barnstable.
into Waquoit Bay, containing 240 acres.
( Falmouth.
John; pond in southea t part of Mashpee .. _.. _................ Barnstable.
Johnson; creek tributary to Wareham River, emptying into ( Plymouth.
ame from the west about 1 mile above its mouth in Plym- l Falmouth.
onth ounty.
~
Johnson; hill in Buckland; devation, 900 feet ........... ...... Hawley.
Johnson; pond in south we t part of Gro,·eland .. _.. _. _. __ .. _.. Lawrence.
Joice ; creek in Yarmouth, 1 mile long; :fl.ows into Chase Garden
reek _..... .............. _... __ . _...... ___ .. _. __ .. ___ ... _. Yarmouth.
Joint Grass; brook in Dunstable. __ ..... ____ ... ___ . _. ____ .. _ _ Groton .
Jonathan; pond in Wareham. _____ ._ ._._._ ... _._._. _____ ._ .... Plymouth.
Jones; hill m Ashby; elevation, 1,220 feet .. ____ . ___ . __ . ___ .. _ Fitchburg.
Jones· river in northern part of Gloucester, emptying into
,'qnam Riv 'r .................. ............................ Gloucester.
Jones· riv- r in Pl m t On
d r· o- t
.
5 Flymonth.
Y P
an 1~m~s on.··· - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ( Micldleboro.
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Jones River; brook in Plympton, 4 miles long; tributary to Jones
River . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . . . • . . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . • • • • . Middle boro.
Joppa Flats; shallows at mouth of Merrimac River ..•••..•••• Newburyport.
Jordan; pond in Shrewsbury : ........................•...•... Marlboro.
Jordansville, or East Windsor; village in southeast part of
Windsor ...•................ ·. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . Chesterfield.
Jayner Marsh; pond in central part of Egremont....... . . . . . . Sheffield.
Jug End; north end of Mount Bush well, Egremont ........... Sheffield.
Juniper; hill in Ashby ............... . ... ......... ........... Fitchburg.
Juniper; pond in northwestern part of New Marlboro ......... Sheffield.
Justice; brook in Leominster and Sterling, 3 miles long;
tributary to Stillwater River ...........................•.. Worcester.
Katama; village on Marthas Vineyard ........................ Marthas Vineyard.
Katama; bay between Chappaquiddick Island and the mainland of Eagartown, Marthas Vineyard...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marthas Vineyard.
Katama; point on east coast of Edgartown, Marthas Vineyard. Marthas Vineyard.
Kearney; brook in south part of Cummington...... . . . . . . . . . . Chesterfield.
Keen; brook in west part of Duxbury ............. ........ ... Abington.
Keen; creek tributary to South River in western part of Duxbury . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dux bury.
Keith; mountain peak in central part of Great Barrington;
altitude 1,592 feet ..•••.................................•.. Sheffield.
Keith; hill in Grafton; elevation, 620 feet. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Blackstone.
Kelley; bay on western boundary of Dennis, opens into Bass
River ...............•....................•..... .....••••.. Yarmouth.
Kelley; pond in Dennis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . Yarmouth.
Kendall; hill in town of Gardner; elevation, 1,120 feet ..••...• Fitchburg.
Kendall; hill in Dunstable; elevation, 320 feet ................ Lowell.
Kendall; hill in town of Sterling; elevation, 500 feet...... . • . . Marlboro.
Kendall; pond in Gardner.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Winchendon.
Kendall Green; village on Fitchburg R.R. in Weston ..•••.. Framingham.
Kenoza; lake in Haverhill ............................•...... Haverhill.
Kettle; brook in Auburn .................... .. ........•...... Webster.
Kettle; cove in N anshon Island in town of Gosnold . . . . . . . . . . . Gay Head.
Kettle; cove in northwestern coast of Manchester ............ Gloucester.
Kettle; island about one-half mile off southeast coast of Manchester ...............................•................••. Gloucester.
Key; brook in Westford, 2 miles long; has its source in Key
Pond and flows into Stony Brook .........•.............•.. Lowell.
Key; pond in Westford ............. ·-- -~...................... Lowell.
Keyes; brook in Princ~ton ....... ...... ....................... Worcester.
Keyup; brook in Erving· and Northfield, 5 miles long; flows
into Connecticut River ........................•........•.. Warwick.
Kickamuit; river in Swansea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Taunton.
Kidder; brook in Warwick, 1 mile long; unites with Mountain Brook .......•...............• . .....................•. Warwick.
Kidd Lookout; hill in southeast part of Chesterfield ........ Chesterfield.
Kiln; brook in Bedford and Lincoln...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Kimball; hill in Haverhill; elevation, 204 feet...... . . . . . . . . . . Haverhill.
Kimball; island in Merrimac River ............. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Haverhill.
Kimball; pond on western boundary of Ames bury. . . . . . . . . . . . . Newburyport.
King; brook in Hawley and Plainfield, 3 miles long, flows into
ChickleyRiver ....................... . .................... Hawley.
King; brook in Palmer, 3 miles long, tributary to Chicopee
River ..................................................... Pahner.
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King; pond in northE'rn part of Plymouth...... . . • • . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth.
King; pond in Raynham... ......• •.. ....... .. ...• ~ •..•......•... Taunton.
King .Oak; hill in north part.of Weymouth ..... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Abington.
Kingsbury; mountain in northwestern part of Otis; altitude,
1,960 feet ................ __ ... ........ _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sandisfield.
Kingsbury; pond in Norfolk .•........•.............••.....•.. F.ranklin.
..
.._
{ Plymouth.
Kingston ;.seaboard town in.Plymouth County; area, 21 square Du~bury.
miles.
.
Abmgt.on.
Middleboro.
Kingston; principal village in town of same name ............ Plymouth.
Kingston; bay on southeast coast ofDuxbury ................. Duxbury.
· G d
·
{ Winchendon.
Kneeland ; broo k m ar ner ................................. Fitchburg.
Knickup; hill in Wrentham; elevation, 360 feet.... . . . . . . . . . . . Franklin.
Knightsville; village in west part of Huntington...... . . . . . . . Chesterfield.
Knop; ,pond in Groton .. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Groton.
Knubble ;- peninsula in southwestern part of ·westport, at
mouth of Westport River ........................... --·- .... Fall River.
Konkapot; brook in Great Barrington and Stockbridge; { -P ittsfield.
tributary to Housatonic River
Sheffield.
Labor in Vain; creek in Dighton and Somerset, 2 miles long,
tributary to Cranston River .....•.................... __ ... Taunton.
Labor in Vain; creek tributary to Ipswich River, in eastern part
of Ipswich. __ .... _........ _.....................•..
Salem.
Lagoon; pond on western boundary of Cottage City, Marthas
Vineyard .......••. __ ........ _.... - . - - .. _.. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marthas Vineyard.
Lake Crossing; station on Boston and Albany R.R. in Wellesley .... - ... - .. . - - . ~· - .. - .. - - .... - ... - ..... - . - ....... __ . _. Fra1ningham.
J

• •

.,_. _

Lakeville; town in Plymouth County; area, 29 square miles._ { Middleboro.
.
Taunton.
Lakeville; village in town of same name ........... __________ Middleboro.
Lakey; bay between Non amesset Island and Naushon Island .. Falmouth.
Lambert; cove on north coast of Tisbury, Marthas Vineyard .. Marthas Vineyard.
·
.
{ Groton.
Lancaster; town m Worcester County; area, 39 square miles. Marlboro.
Lancaster; village in town of same name ..... _... _. _.... _.·. _.
Lancaster Commons; village in town of Lancaster ... ___ .....
Landham ; brook.in udbmy .......... ·............ ____ ---· ....
Lane; pond in Lunenburg ................ --·· .... ·--- ~- ____ ..
Lane; village in town of Ashburnham ................ ____ ....

Marlboro.
Marlboro.
Framingham.
Groton.
Fitchburg.

Lanesboro; town in northwestern part of Berkshire County; ~ B~rlin.
area, 30 square miles.
· ·
~ Pittsfield.
Grey lock.
Lanesboro ; villag in outhern part of town of same name._._.. Grey lock.
Lanesville; village in northwestern part of Gloucester._ .. __ .. Gloucester.
Lanesville; village in Attleboro ... _ ... _...... __ ..... _.. _.. _.. Providence.
Larkin ; pond in tis ... .................................... ____ . Springfield.
Larned ; pond in udley ... ___ . ···-- ....... ·-- .... ·--- ______ ... Webster.
Lamed · pond in .Framingham ....... ... _................. _. _.. Framingham.
Lamedville ; village in xford ...................................... Webster.
Laundry· brook in ewbury, tributary to Charles River ...... Boston.
Laura Tower; hill in tock bridge; elevation, 1,565 feet ... __ .. Pittsfield.
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Laurel; hill of the Taconic range in Lanesboro...... . . . . . . . . . . Berlin.
Laurel; lake on boundary between Lee and Lenox ............ Pittsfield.
Lawrence; city in Essex County; area., 8 square miles_......... Lawrence.
Lawrence; brook in Tyngsboro, 2 miles long...... . . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
Lawrence; brook in Royalston and Orange...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Winchendon.
Lawrence; pond in Sandwich ................................. Barnstable.
Leach; mountain in southeastern part of Essex; altitude, 160
feet...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . Salem.
Leach; pond on southern boundai:y of Sharon...... . . . . . . . . . . . Dedham.
Lead Mine; brook below Lead Mine Pond in southern part of
Sturbridge.. . . .. . . . . .... . .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . Brookfield.
Lead Mine; mountain in southern part of Sturbridge; altitude,
860 feet.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brookfield.
Lead Mine; pond in southern part of Sturbridge ... . .......... Brookfield.
Lebanon; brook tributary to Quinebaug River in Sturbridge .. Brookfield.
Lebanon Mills; village in Seekonk, on Ten Mile River.... . . . . Providence.
Ledge; hill near southern boundary of Dracut ................. Lowell.
Lee; mountainous town in central part of Berkshire County; ~ Pittsfield.
area, 28 square miles.
~ Becket.
L ee; v1·11 age m
· cen t ra1 part oft own of same name............ { Pittsfield.
Becket.
Lee; pond in central part of Mount Washington ..............
Lee; river forming part of boundary line between Somerset and
and Swansea and :fl.owing into Mount Hope Bay...... .. . .. .
Lee Pond; brook in Mount Washington, :fl.owing north west into
New York .................................................
Leech; pond in northern part of Plymouth.. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . ..
Leed; village in northwestern part of Northampton, on Mill
River .. . -· ·· ·· ...... -···-··· .... -··· .... ····-···-··· ......
Legate; hill in Charlemont; elevation, 1,848 feet ...... -~-- ....
Leicester; town in Wore.e ster County; area,- 25 square miles.

Sheffield.
Fall River.
Sheffield.
Plymouth.
Northampton.
Hawley.

j Worcester .

. Webster.
Leicester; village in town of same name ...................... Webster.
Leland;· bill in Sutton; elevation, 660 feet .................... Blackstone.
Lenox; mountain in ·Lenox; elevation, 1,880 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pittsfield.
Lenox; town in western part of Berkshire County; area, 22
square miles .................. ............................ Becket.
Lenox; village in town of same name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pittsfield.
Lenox; railway station in eastern part of town of same name. Becket.
Lenox Furnace; village in southeastern part of Lenox ...•... Becket.
( Groton.

Leominster; town in Worcester County; area, ?O square miles.
.
.

t

Marlboro.
Worcester.
Fitchburg.

Leominster; principal village in town of same name, on Old
Colony R. R., Fitchburg branch .......................••.. Fitchburg.
Leonard; pond in Rochest_e!_-- ............. ~ ..... ~.. . . . . . . . .. . Middleboro.
( Belchertown.
Leverett; town in southern part of Franklin County; area, Northampton.
23 square nriles. · __ . ·. ~ ~ ~ ·. _
Warwick.
Greenfield.
Leverett Center; village in . southwestern part of Leverett ... Northampton.
Lewin; brook in Swans.e a .... - -· -····- ......................... Taunton.

l
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Lewis; bay at southwest part of Yarmouth, opening into { Yarmouth.
Nantucket Sound.
Barnstable.
Lewis; pond in Yarmouth ..........•..........•.....•........ Yarmouth.
Lewis; pond in eastern part of Barnstable ..•......••......... Barnstable.
Lewis; island in Long Pond in Lakeville ..................... Middleboro.
Lewis Neck; narrow point of land in southern part of Falmouth, between Green Pond and Great Pond . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Falmouth.
Leyden; town in Franklin County; area, 19 square miles ...... Greenfield.
Leyden Center ; village in town of same name.... . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenfield.
.
{ Boston.
Lexington; town in Middlesex County;• area, 17 square nnles. .1cy,, ram1ng
•
h am.
Lexington; village in town of same name on Boston and Lowell
R.R ...................................................... Boston.
Liberty; hill in Granville; elevation, 1,437 feet.... . . . . . . . . . . . . Gran ville.
Liberty Plain; village in south part of Hingham.... . . . . . . . . . . Abington.
Lily; pond in Cohasset . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Abington.
Lily; pond in Northfield.. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Warwick.
Lilly; pond in Yarmouth ................... ............... .... Yarmouth.
Lincoln; town in Middlesex County; area, 15 square miles .... Framingham.
Lincoln; villa.ge in town of same name...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Lincoln; mountain in P~lham; elevation, 1,240 feet.. . . . . . . . . . . Belchertown.
Linden; village in Malden and Revere ........................ Boston.
Linebrook; village in western part of Ipswich.... . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Linwood; village in town of Northbridge, on Providence and
Worcester R. R... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blackstone.
Liswell; hill in Aga warn; elevation, 340 feet.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Springfield.
Little; bay on southern coast of Fair Haven, east of Sconticut
Neck ................................ , .................... . New Bedford.
Little; creek tributary to North River, in northeastern part of
Marshfield ................................................ Duxbury.
Little; island in Osterville Harbor, on southwest coast of Barnstable.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnstable.
Little; mountain in Southampton; elevation, 500 feet .......... Springfield.
Little; pond (salt) on southern coast of Falmouth ............. Falmouth.
Little; pond in northern part of Plymouth.... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . Plymouth.
Little; pond in Mendon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blackstone.
Little; pond in Bradford ...................................... Lawrence.
Little; pond in Braintree...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Dedham.
Little; pond in Bolton ........................................ Marlboro.
Little; river in State of New Hampshire and in Haverhill, 10
mil long, and flows into Merrimac River ................. Haverhill.
Little; river in :rewbury and Newburyport; flows into Parker
River ..................................................... Newburyport.
Little; river in northwest part of Huntington ................. Chesterfield.
Little· river in outhwestern part of Dartmouth; flows into
Buzzard Bay.... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Bedford.
Little; river in southwestern part of Gloucester; flowing into
, quam River .............................................. Gloucester.
Little; river in harlton; 5 miles long .......................• Webster.
Little Allen; pond in ea tern part of Brimfield .......•...•... Brookfield.
Little Bear; hill in We tford; elevation, 320 feet ...•...•...... Lowell.
Little Black Rock; island north of Cohasset ...•.....•....... Boston Bay.
Little Brewster; i land in Boston Bay . ............. _.. . . . • . . Boston Bay.
Little Calf; i land in Boston Bay ........••..•••••••••••.••••. Boston Bay.
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Little Cedar; swamp-in -Middleboro...... . . . .. • • . . . . . . • • • • • . . .
Little Chauncey; pond in. N.orth borco.... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Little Clear; pond in northern part of Plymouth...... . . • • . . . .
Little Cliff; pond in Brewster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Little Creek; pond in southercn part of Duxbury.. .. . . . . . . . . . .
Little Five Mile; pond in southern part of Plymouth .........
Little; harbor on southwestern coast of Falmouth ............
Little; harbor; irregular shaped arm of Buzzards Bay, extending into southern border of Wareham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Little Herring; pond in southern part of Plymouth ...........
Little Hog; island west of HuU-. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Little Island; pond in Plymouth . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Little Mioxes; pond in Nantucket ~..... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Little Misery; island lying- immediately south of Great Misery
Island ......... ·....... .•.•..._.._ ._........ .•....••................
Little Moose; hill in south west part of Huntington...... . . . . .
Little Mugget; hill in Charlton; -elevation, 11078 feet •• • • . . . . .
Little Nahant; village in Nahant .........•...............•....
Little Nahant; beach on east coast of Nahant .................
Little Neck; peninsula on southern extremity of Great Neck,
in eastern part of Ipswich .................................
Little Pudding; brook in central part of Pembroke ..• ~ .......
Little Quittacas; pond in Lakeville and Rochester . . . . . . . . . . .
Little River; village in Westfield., .. ., .. ., • .,.. .. . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . . .
Little Rest; village in Brimfield ................ .-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Little Sandy; pond in southern part of Plymouth.. . . . . . . . . . . .
Little Sandy; pond in southwest part of Yarmouth ...........
Little Sandy Bottom; pond in southwest part of Pembroke ...
Little South; pond in northern part of Plymouth .............
Little Spectacle; pond in Lancaster .. -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Little Thatcher; island in Barnstable Harbor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Middle boro.
Marlboro.
Plymouth.
Wellfleet.
Duxbury.
Plymouth.
Falmouth.
Falmouth.
Plymouth.
Boston Bay.
Plymouth.
Nantucket.
Salem.
Chesterfield.
Webster.
Boston Bay.
Bosto1.£ Bay.
Salem.
Abington.
Middleboro.
Springfield.
Brookfield.
Plymouth.
Barnstable.
Abington.
Plymouth.
Groton.
Barnstable.

Littleton; town in Middlesex County; area, 18 square miles. { Groton.
Lowell.
Littleton Station; village in town of Littleton, on Fitchburg
R.R ..........•·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Groton.
Littletown; village in northeastern part of Marshfield .....•.• Duxbury.
Little Tully; ·mountain in Orange; elevation, 800 feet.... . . . . . Winchendon.
Littleville; village in Chester . ~. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • Chesterfield.
Little Wachusett; hill in Princeton; elevation, 1,560 feet .... Worcester.
Little Watatic; mountain in Ashburnham .................... Fitchburg.
Little Wigwam; pond in Dedham.... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dedham.
Livermore; mountain peak in western part of Monterey; altitude, 1,863 feet.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Lizzie; mountain in town of Greenwich; altitude, 900 feet .... Belchertown.
Loagy; bay on west coast of Wellfleet; opens into Wellfleet
Harbor - -- - -. -. -- -- - -- . -.... -.......................••.... Wellfleet.
Loblolly; cove in eastern coast of Rockport .................. Gloucester.
Lobster; cove; narrow arm of Annisquam Harbor, extending
into northern part of Gloucester Harbor ...•...••••....... Gloucester.
Lock; pond in Shutesbury ............. ..•. ..... _.. ..•••.... { Warwick.
Belchertown.
Lock; village in Shutesbury ...•............................. Warwick.
Locke; brook in New Hampshire and towns of Ashby and
Townsend, tributary to Walker Brook; 7 miles long .... ... Fitchburg.
Locust; pond in Tyngsboro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . Lowell.
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Locust; hill in Tyngsboro; ele:vatfon, 200 feet . . . . . . . . • • • • • . • •
Logging; swamp in Rochester , ... ___ .. ··"···· ..•.•..••...••.
Long; beach on southe.as.tern coast of Rockport .........••....
Long; beach consisting of long narrow reef forming east side of
Plymouth Harbor, town of Plymouth...... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
Long; cove in Tisbury, . Marthas Vineyard, part of Great Tisbury Pond ... _......•. _____ ... ___ ..... ___ .................
Long; creek in Sandwich, flowing into Cape Cod Bay . . . . . . . . .
Long; hill in northeastern part of Manchester; elevation, 160
feet ...... ________________________ .•.••• ____________ ------

Lowell.
Middleboro.
Gloucester.
Plymouth.
M&,rthas Vineyard.
Barnstable.
Gloucester.

Long; hill in West Newbury; elevation, 200 feet .... ---- ...••. Newburyport.
Long; hiil in southeastern part of Georgetown; elevation, 200
feet ... __ .. __ ••. ____ ~. __ •.. _.•.... _••.. _. • • . . • . • . . • . . . . . . . Salem.
Long; hill in Leominster; elevation, 880 feet .••••...•••. ------ Fitchburg:
Long; bill in north part of Pembroke.------ .......••••....••. Abington.
Long; hill on southern boundary of Ashland; elevation, 460
feet. ___ ............. _, ........••• _. . . • . . . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . Franklin.
Long; hill in town of Bolton ................................. Marlboro.
Long; island in Boston Bay, one of the group of islands lying
southeast of Boston ..................................... .. Boston Bay.
Long; island about one-halfmile longbetween West Island and
Sconticut Point ........................................... New Bedford.
Long; pond in W ellfl.eet. . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . Wellfleet.
Long; pond in Truro ........................................... . Wellfleet.
Long; pond in Brewster . .... .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . Wellfleet.
Long; pond on southern boundary of Brewster .••....•........ Yarmouth.
Long; pond in Yarmouth ...................................... Yarmouth.
Long; pond south of Yarmouthport....... . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnstable.
Long; pond in west part of Barnstable.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnstable.
Long; }JOnd in south part of Barnstable ....................... Barnstable.
Long; pond in Lakeville and Freetown ........••............ . Middleboro.
Long; pond in Rochester ...........•••....................... Middleboro.
Long; pond about one-half mile long in southeastern part of
Bourne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Falmouth.
Long; pond about 1 mile long in southwestern part of Falmouth. Falmouth.
Long; pond in Plymouth .................................. _.. Plymouth.
Long; pond in Plymouth...... . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . • . Plymouth.
Long; pond in southern part of Plymouth...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . Plymouth.
Long; pond in antncket ..................................... Nantucket.
Long; pond in we tern part of Blandford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sandisfield.
Long ; pond on boundary line between Tyringham and Lee . . . . Becket.
Long; pond in Royalston . . . . . .. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . • • .. Winchendon.
Long ; pond in north we tern part of Great Barrington . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Long· pond on boundary between Ayer and Groton.... . . . . . . . . Groton.
Long · pond in western part of turbridge ................. _... Brookfield.
Long; pond in Rutland ....................................... Worcester.
Long · pond in T wk bury ....................... ______ ...... ~ Lowell.
( Lawrence.
Long ; pond on northwest boundary of Dracut ................ Lowell.
Long ; pond in Littleton ............... _........... __ . __ .. __ .. Lowell.
Long· p int between Pocksha and Great Quittacas Pond, Lakeville ancl !iddleboro .................................. __ .. Middleboro.
Long· point xt nding into Herring Pond in Edgartown,
fartha ineyard ......................................... Marthas Vineyard.
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Long; point, sand reef-projecting from Cape Cod and inclosing
within it Provincetown Harbor ................... ~ ........ Provincetown.
Long Beach; point on southern coast of Wareham, projecting
southwesterly into .mouth .of Wareham River and Buzzards
Bay .........•.•.......•.•.• . . ... ........ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Falmouth.
Long Drain; brook .flowing into Connecticut River in northern
part of Hadley...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Northampton.
Long Island Headlight; light-house at northern extremity of
Long Island, Boston. Bay; height, 121 feet; fixed light, and
is visible 16 miles ......................................... Boston Bay.
·
· · H amp d en coun t y; area, 2S squarem1-1es { Palmer.
Springfield.
Longmeadow;
townm
Longmeadow; brook in town of Longmeadow, 4 miles long;
tributary to Connecticut River ..... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Springfield.
Longmeadow; brook in Rutland, 2 miles long; tributary to
Ware River ............................................... Worcester.
Longmeadow; brook in Burlington, 1 mile long; tributary to
Vine Brook ..................... .. ......................... Boston.
Longmeadow; station 011 New York, New Haven and Hartford
R.R., in town of Longmeadow............................. Springfield.
Long Neck; irregular-shaped island in Buzzards Bay at west
entrance of Woods Holl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Falmouth.
Long Plain; village in,.Acushnet...... . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Bedford.
Long Point Light; light-house upon extreme end of Cape Cod. Provincetown.
Long Pond; brook tributary to Seekonk Brook in north western
part of Great Barrington, draining Long Pond. . . . . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Long Pond Brothers; three hills near Long Pond in Littleton;
elevation, 340, 360, and 360 feet, respectively . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Lowell.
Longwood; village in Brookline, on Boston and Albany R.R.,
Brookline branch ... . .. ........ :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Longwocd; hills on boundary between Woburn and Reading;
elevation, 200 feet . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Lawrence.
Lookout; point on coast of Plymouth ...•................ _... Plymouth.
Loon; hill in Dracut; elevation, 200 feet ..................•... Lowell.
Loon; pond in town of Springfield ......•... ______ ........... Palmer.
Loon; pond in Lakeville ....•.............................•.. Middleboro.
Loring; hill in Lexington; elevation, 360 feet ................. Boston.
Loudville; village in · northeastern part of Southampton_ ..•. _ Northampton,
Lout; pond in northern part of Plymouth .................... Plymouth.
Lovell Corners; village in eastern part of Weymouth ........· Abington.
Lovell; island east of north part of Long Island, in Boston Bay. Bos ton Bay.
Lovell; pond in southwest part of Barnstable ................ Barnstable.
Low Bush; island in Snipatuit Pond ......................•... Middleboro.
Lowell; city in.Middlesex County; area, 13 square miles ...•.. Lowell.
Lowell; island off east coast of Marblehead . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . Salem.
Lowell Junction; station on Boston and Maine R. R., iu Andover ..............................................•........ Lawrence.
Lower; village in Stow .................... _... . . . . . . . . . . • • . . Framingham.
Lower; pond in Belchertown ... _........................ __ .. .. Belchertown.
Lower Barkerville; village in Pittsfield, on Boston and Albany
R.R ............ -.····· ...... ....................•••..•.•... Pittsfield.
Lower Massapoag; pond in Dunstable ...•••....••..••••••••. Lowell.
Lower Mills; village in city of Boston .........•••......•••.. Boston.
Lower Naukeag; pond in As}lburhham •••••••••••••••••••••• Fitchburg.
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Lower Plain; village in Hingham ............................
Lubber; brook in Wilmington and Billerica ....... . ........ ..
Ludlow; town in Hampden County; area, 29 square miles.....
Ludlow; principal village in town of same name...... . . . . . . .
Ludlow Center; vilhl,ge in Ludlow ...•... , . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
Lulu; brook in Pittsfield; flows into Lake Onota ..............

Abington.
Lawrence.
Palmer.
Palmer.
Palmer.
Pittsfield.

Lunenburg; town in vVorcester County; area, 29 square miles { G~oton .
Frtchburg.
,
Lunenburg; village in town of same name...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . Groton.
Lunenburg; station on Fitchburg R.R., i:n town of Lunenburg. Groton.
Luther Station; village in southwestern part of Swansea .... Fall River.
Lynde; hilliutownofGardner; eleYation, l,180feet .......... Fitchburg.
Lynn; seaboard city iu Essex County, on north coast of Massachusetts Bay; area, 12. squar.e miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Lynn; beach between Lynn and Nahant ..................... Boston Bay.
Lynn; harbor south of Lynn and opening into Boston Bay .... Boston Bay.
Lynnfield; town in Essex County; area, 10 square miles ... __ .. Lawrence.
Lynnfield Center; village in town of Lynnfield, on Newburyport branch of Boston and Maine R.R ................. _. _. Lawrence.,
Lyon; pond in Ludlow ...................•.•. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Palmer.
Lyonsville; village in Coleraine .............................. Greenfield.
Mace Crossing; railway station in Tewksbury, on Boston and
Maine R.R., Lowell branch .... . ......................... Lowell.
Machine Shop; station on Salem and Lawrence R.R., in North
Andover ..................................•............... Lawrence.
Maddaket; h arbor on west coast of Nan tuck et ..•....... ___ . { Nantucket.
Muske get.
Madequecham; pond. in Nantucket .......................... Nantucket.
Mad Mares Neck; a broad area of hio·h ground in Middleboro .. Midclleboro.
Magnolia; village in southwestern part of Gloucester ........ Gloucester.
Magnolia; point at southern extremity of Glouce!lter ......... Gloucester.
Magnolia; railway station in eastern part of Manchester ...... Gloucester.
Magog; brook iu Acton, 1 mile long ..... __ ........... _........ Lowell.
Magog; pond in Acton and Littleton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
Magunco; hill in Ashland; elevation, 380 feet ................ Framingham.
Major· c ve on bouuu ary between ottage City and.E dgartown,
Martha Vineyard ......................................... Martbas Vineyard.
Malden· city in Middle ex County; ar a, 5 square miles ...... Boston.
Malden; brook in We t Boylston, 3 miles long; tributary to
a bu Riv r ............................................. vVorcester.
Malden ; river left-harnl branch of Mystic River .............. Boston .
Mallard ; hill in Warwi k .................................... Warwick.
Nanchaug; vil1ag in own of Sutton ................... ____ { W ebster.
Blackstone.
Manchaug ; pond in utton ancl Dougla ...................... ·webster.

~ :~~ ~-~

~~-~~~~~-~~-~~~~:

t~~::~

Mana~!:,s::~~a::~rd _ -i-~
-t~~~- ~-~r_t_
{
ter.
Manchester· villag in onthern part of town of same name.. alem.
Manchester; harbor, incl nting southern coast of Manchester .. Salem.
Mandell; hill in town of Har,lwiok; elevation, 1,020 feet ..... Barre.
Mangus· bill in Well 1 y ............................. _... _. . Framingham.
Manhan; l.,rook ill north part of outhampton ...... _........ _. Chesterfield.
Manhan · riv r flowing northeasterly through East Hampton
into Conne ticut Rivsr at Ox Bow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . T orthampton.
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Mann; hill in northeast part of Scituate.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Abington.
Manning; brook in Florida, 1 mile long, tributary to Cold
Ri v~r. _......... ___ ... _............... ... ............. _. . . Hawley.
Manomet; hill near coast of Plymouth; elevation, 360 feet .... Plymouth.
Manomet; point on co~st of _P lyn10uth ........................ Plymouth.
. B r1s
. t o1 Coun t y; area, 2"
Mansfield; town1n
..:isquarem1·1 es ..... { Taunton.
Dedham.
Mansfi~ld; village in town of sa~e name on Boston and Providence R. R. and Old Colony R. R ....................... _.. De<lham.
Mansfield; pond in central part of Gre;tt Barrington . . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Manwhague; swamp in Rehoboth ... ......................... Taunton.
Man~hague Plain; valley in Reho both . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Taunton.
Maple; hill in West Stockbridge; elevation, 1,780 feet ........ Pittsfield.
Maple Meadow; brook in Wilmington and Burlington, 3 miles
lo:i;i.g. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lawrence.
Maplewood; village in Malden on Saugus branch of Boston and
Maine R. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Maquam; pond in eastern part of Hanson .................... Abington.
Marble; hillin Stow; elevation, 481 feet ........... . ....... ... Marlboro.
Marbl~head; seaboard town in southern part of Essex county; 5Boston Bay.
area, 6 square. miles.
( Salem.
Marblehead; village in eastern part of town of same name on
Marblehead Harbor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Marblehead; harb_o r on east coast of Marqleheacl between Marblehead Neck a_n<l _the mninland ........................... Boston Bay.
Marblehead N eek; peninsula on eastern coast of Marblehead, 5 Boston Bay.
which, with the mainland forms Marblehead Harbor.
( Salem.
Marblericlge; rail~ay. station on Sal~~ .. a~d. Lawrence R.R. in ·
North Andover ~...... -.: ..... : ... : . ~-.................... _. . Lawrence.
Mare; pond in central part of Falmouth ....... _ ...... __ .. . . . . Falmouth.
Marion; town in Plymouth county; area, 13 square miles .• _... Falmouth.
Mark; cove in Buzzards Bay extending westerly into Wareham
oetween Cromeset Neck and Swi'ft Neck .. : ................ Falmouth.
Mark; mountain between villages of Warren and West Warren
in Warren; altitude, 1,100 feet.~ .......................... Brookfield.
Marlboro; town in Middlesex county; area, 22 square miles .. 5Marlboro.
( Framingham.
Marlboro; principal village ln town of same n~me.... . . . . . . . . Marlboro.
Marlboro; village in southern part of Georgetown . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Marsh; hill in Dracut; elevation, 260 feet .......... . .. _.. _. _.. Lowell.
Marsh; brook in Stockbridge, 1½ miles long, tributary to
Housatonic River., ........ :·.. _...................•.•.•... Pittsfield.
Marshfield; town in northern part of Plymouth County. It Ab"
. mars h es. A rea, 3 J square
mgton.
t ,oo k 1·ts name f rom 1·ts ex t ens1v,e
miles.
Duxbury.

l

Marshfield; village in s?uthwestern part of town of same
name ............................. __ ... _. _........ _... . . . . Duxbury.
Marshfield Center; raliway station in central part of Marshfield ............................ ____________ ...... ____ .... Duxbury.
Marshfield Neck; in eastern part of Marsh:fi~ld between waters
of Green Harbo:r "a:iia.- south River ........... ·......•...••.. Duxburv.
Marston Mills; villageinsouthwestpartofBarnstable •..••••• Barnstable.
Marthas Vineyard; island off sou
. thea.st coast of Massachu-i M t·
.
· ·
.
.
ar nas Vmeyard•
se tt, s, con t ammg
_t owns of Edgartown~ -~ottage C1~y_,
'_f1sbury, Chilmark, and Gay Head; area 96 square miles.
Gay Head.
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Martin; brook in r orth Reading and Wilmington; tributary to
Ipswich River ________________________________ ........ __ __ Lawrence.
Martin; pond in Groton ...... __ ... _...... _...... .... _.... _... Groton.
Martin; pond in North Reading __________ ····-· ______________ Lawrence.
Martin Pond; brook-in Groton, 3 miles long __ ------·--------- Groton .
Mary; lake in northern part of Naushon Island _________ ______ Falmouth.
Mary; pond in Rochester __________ . _____________________ _____ Micldleboro.
Mary; pond in Plymouth. ____________________ ------------ ____ Plymouth.
Mashpee; island in northern part of Buzzards Bay, off southeast coast ofWarelrnm __________________ ------ ____ -··· ____ Falmouth.
Mashpee; town in Barnstable County; area, 28 square miles.. Barnstable.
Mashpee; pond in towll' of same name, containing about 395
acres, and connected with ,vakeby Pond on the north .... _- Barnstable.
Mashpee; river in town of same name flowing south from Mashpee Pond into Poponesset Bay. _. ___ .. _...... _•.. ___ ....... Barnstable.
Mashpee Neck; lying between mouth of Mashpee River and
head of Poponessett Bay in so11theast part of Mashpee ..... Barnstable.
Mason; brook in town of Mason, N. H., and town of Townsend,
Mass. ; flow into Walker Brook ______ .................. __ Fitchburg.
Mason; hill in Gill; elevation, 64-7 feet ........ _... _... . . . . . . . Greenfield.
Massachusetts Central; railroad, part of Boston and Maine
system, running westward 'from Boston.
Massapoag; pond on west boundary of town of Tyngsboro .... Lowell.
Massapoag; pond in Sharon ...... _...... _.... _............... Dedham.
Massapoag; pond in Lunenburg. ____ .... ____ ............. ____ Groton.
Mata pan; village in city of Boston, on New York and New England R. R ...................... ____ .......... ____ ......... Boston.
Matfield; river on southern boundary of East Bridgewater .. Abington.
Matfield; river in Bridgewater ........ ____ .•.. ____ ........... Middleboro.
Mattakeset; bay on east coast of Edgartown, Marthas Vineyard.
Mattapoisett ; seaboard town in southern part of Plymouth
County; area, 18 square miles _____ ... _................ ___ .
Mattapoisett; village in southern part of Mattapoisett on Mattapoisett Harbor ............ ____ ...... ____________ ........
Mattapoisett; harbor on southern coast of Mattapoisett ______ .
Mattapoisett; river in Rochester and Mattapoisett, flows into
Mattapoisett Harbor ................................. _. __ .
Mattapoisett Rock; point at southern extremity of Gardner
Neck, wansea ... _...... ___ ....... ___ ....... ____ ...... ____
Mattapoisett Neck; peninsula on southern coast of Mattapoisett, south of Mattapoisett Harbor ... _..... _........... __ ..
Maxey; pond in Nantucket ..... ______ ............ ____ ........
Maynard; town in Middle ex County; area, 6 square miles ...
Maynard; villag in town of same name on Marlboro branch
ofFh ·hburg R.R .............................. __________ .
Maynard; brook in akbam, 2 miles long .. ____ ...............
Mayo Beach; light-house in Wellfleet .Harbor ....... _..... _. _.
McCard; brook in L •yden and Greenfield, 3 miles long, tributary to Mill Brook ... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
McCarthy; hill in Longmeadow; elevation, 34:0 feet .... _•• __ .
Mead; pond in Waltham ____ .......... ______ ...... __________ .
Meadow; brook in central part of East Brillgewater ... _......
Meadow; brook in Uxbriclge and Mendon, tributary to Blackstone River ..... _.......•.... ___ .. _. _ ... _.... _.... _. _ . . . . .

New Bedford.
New Bedford,
New Bedford.
Middleboro.
Fall River.
New Bedford.
.r-antucket.
Framingham.
Framingham.
Barre.
Wellfleet.
Greenfield.
Springfield.
Boston.
Abington.
Blackstone.
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Meadow; brookd:i~1_N:o,r.tp. ~rqo~tjel,::.i,n\i. Ne.w Braintree ...... Barre.
Meadow; brook in .Wes~ford, 2_miles long, flows into Key
Pond ...... ····::··- .-~---· ................................. Lowell.
Meadow; brook in Hudson, 2 miles long, tributary to Assabet River ............................................... .. Marlboro.
Meadow; brook in . ~q;to~ · and '.I'~unto_n , 2 miles long, tributary to Birch Brook. '. .......... c .. . • • • . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • Taunton.
Meadow; island in _Sippican Harbor, about one-fourth mile
southwest of Sippican Neek ..... ~ .. , .......... , ........... Falmouth.
Mechanicsville; village on Taunton River, Fall River ........ Fall River.
Mechanicsville; village in town of Bellingham ............... Franklin.
~edfield; town in Norfo~k County; area, 15 square miles ...... Franklin.
Medfield; village in town of same name on Old Colony R. R.,
Framingham and Mansfield uranch ........................ Franklin.
Medfield Junction; railroad junction of Old Colony R. R.,
E'ramingham and Mansfield branch, and New York and New
England R. R., Woonsocket division, in town of Medfield .. Franklin.
Medford; town in Middlesex County; area, 9 square miles .... Boston.
Medford; village in town of same name on Medford branch of
Boston and Maine R. R., west division . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Medway; town in Norfolk County; area, 12 squaremiles ...... Franklin_.
Medway; village in town of same name on New York and New
England R. R., Woonsocket di vision.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Franklin.
Meeting House; hill in Ashburnham; elevation, 1,320 feet .... Pitchburg.
Meeting House; hill in Methuen; elevation, 220 feet .......... Lawrence.
Meeting House; pond in town of ·w estminster ............... Fitchburg.
Meeting House; swamp in Middleboro ....................... Middleboro.
Melrose; town in Middlesex County; area, 6 square miles .... { Lawrence.
_
Boston.
Melrose; principal village in town of same name on Boston
and Maine R. R., west division ......................... _.. Boston.
Melville; lake in Pittsfield ................................... Pittsfield.
Menauhant; village on southern coast of Falmouth ........... Falmouth.
Mendal; hill in ea.stern part of AcusJmet; elevation, 146 feet .. New Bedford.
Mendon; town of Worcester County; area, 17 square miles. . . Blackstone.
Mendon; village in town of same name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blackstone.
Menemsha; pond in · Gay Head and Chilmark; Marthas Vineyard ................. ·.......................... ..... ...... Gay Head.
Menemsha Bight; bay on north coast of Gay Head, Marthas
Vineyard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gay Head.
Merino; pond in Dudley ............... ---~ .................. Webster.
Merino; village in Dudley on New_York and New England R.
R., Southbridge branch ................................... Webster.
Merriam; hill in Lexington; elevation, 280 feet ........... _... Boston.
Merriam; hill in Framingham; .elevatio~, 360 feet . . . . . . . . . • . . Fr11mingham,
Merrimac; town in Essex County; area, 9 square miles ...... { Haverhill. ·
Newburyport.
Merrimac; village in town of same name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Haverhill.
Merrimac; river headi~g in New Hampshire, flows southerly {Lowell. into Massachusetts, and then northeasterly to its mouth. Lawrence.
The eastern part of'. n_o rth bou_~da~y o~ .S~ate ts a line S miles Haverhill.
north of course of this river.
. . . Newburyport.
Merrimacport; villa,g~ _iD:_ ~e!ri1~1_a'.c_ · ---~: .: : ~ ., .· ·_.... .-.- ,, ., _.,,._• Newburyport.
Merritt; bill in northwest part of WHliamsburg ....•.•...•••. Chesterfield.
.r.,, .
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Metcalf; village in Holliston ........ ____ .. ____ .• _.. . . . • . . • . . • Franklin.
Methodist; camp ground in Eastham ........ _. _........... __ . Wellfleet.
Methuen; town. in Essex County; area, 24 square miles.------ Lawrence.
Methuen; principal village in town of same name on Manchester and Lawrence R.R ... ____ ............ ·-----··---- Lawre11ce.
Miacomet; pond in Nantucket ................. ---- .......... Nantucket.
Micajah; pond in northern part of Plymouth ..... -------· .... Plymouth.
Mid; village in Deerfield ....... ___ ..... ____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenfield.
Middle; pond in Belchertown .... ____ .......... -- · - .......... Belchertown.
Middle Brewster; island in group of islands in Boston Bay . . Boston Bay.
Middle Point; creek in Tisbury, Marthas Vineyard, tributary
to Great 'risbury Pond ........ _........................... Marthas Vineyard,
Middle Small; pond in Kingston . ____ . ____ .. ___ .... ___ ... ___ Plymouth.
Middleboro; to,vn in Plymouth County; area, 73 square miles. Middleboro.
Middleboro; principal village in town of same name on Old
Colony R. R _...... _......... _. _... __ .. __ ... _... _.... ___ _. Middleboro .
Middlefield; town in western part of Hampshire County; { Chester.field.
Becket.
area, 23 square miles.
Middlefield; village in central part of town of same name .. __ Becket.
Middlesex; village in town of Lowell on Boston, Lowell and
Nashua R.R .............................................. Lowell.
Middlesex Fells; tract of wild broken country in towns of
toneham, Medford, Melrose, Malden, and Manchester ..... Boston.
Middleton; town in southwestern part of Essex County; area, 5 Lawrence.
16 quare miles.
~ Salem .
Middleton; priucipal village in town of l:lame name on Salem
and Lawrence R.R ........ . .............................. Lawrence.
Mile; brook in northern part of Kingston, fl.owing into Blackton Pond . ............................................... Duxbury.
Mile; brook tributary to Ipswich River in Topsfield ....... _... Salem.
Mile; river tributary to Ipswich River, draining Wenham Lake. Salem.
.
.
.
5 Blackstone.
Milford; town m Worcester County; area, 16sqnarem1les ..... ~ Franklin.
Milford; village in town of same name ... _.......... _.........
Milham; brook in Marlboro, 2 miles long, tributary to Assabet
Riv r .....................................................
Milk; i land about 1 mile southeast of Rockport ..... __ ... _...
Mill; village in Ashby ..................... _...... _... _.......
Mill; riv r tributary to Connecticut River in Franklin and
Hamp hire counties .......................................
Mill; br kin priogfi.eld: 1 mile long, tributary to Connecticut River .................................................
Mill; riv r in ea tern part of loucester, :fl.owing northerly into
Anni quam Harbor ................ ... .....................
Mill; river in western part of W ymouth .....................
Mill; river, left branch of Blackstone River .......... _... __ ..
Ivfill; riY r, tributary to Housatonic River :fl.owing southerly
throu h ew Marlboro ................... _.... _. _... ___ . _.
Mill; riv r in Taunton, tributary to Taunton River ........ ___ .
Mill; pond 1 mile loner through which Hubbard Brook flows, in
cen ral part of heffield .......... _...... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mill; pond about one-half mile long in northwestern part of
Bourne ............•...........•....•••..•.... ______ ···--·.

Blackstone.
Marlboro.
Gloucester.
Fitchburg.
Northampton.
Springfield.
Gloucester.
Abington.
Blackstone.
Sheffield.
Taunton.
Sheffield.
Falmouth.
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Mill; pond in northern part of Plymouth.... . . . • . . . • • . . . • • . . . . Plymouth.
Mill; pond on Acushnet River, Acushnet ..•........•........•. New Bedford.
·
· L'ttl
Lowell.
Mill;
pon d m
1
et on ... - - -- . - -- - · - - - - - · · - · · · · · • · · - -- · • · · · - (5 Groton.

1

Mill; pond, arm of Stage Harbor, Chatham .............••..... Chatham.
Mill; pond northwest of Yarmonthport ....•.......•.......... Barnstable.
Mill; hill in Orleans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wellfleet.
Mill; cove on east side of Weymouth Fore River in northwest
part of Weymouth ........ ---- ...................... ---- ... Abington.
Mill; creek in north part of Sandwich flowing into Cape Cod
Bay _____ ... _. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnstable.
Mill; creek in Newbury ...... ______ ...•...... ---- .... ---- ____ Newburyport.
Mill; creek tributary to Parker River flowing northeasterly
through Rowley __________________________ ...............• Salem.
Mill; brook in New Braintree and .West Brookfield .... ________ Barre.
Mill; brook tributary to Quinebaug River in Brimfield ........ Brookfield.
Mill; brook in southeast part of Goshen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Chesterfield.
Mill; brook in north part of Cummington. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Chesterfield.
Mill; brook in Concord and Lincoln, 3 miles long, tributary to
Concord River ................ ---- ...•.. -------- .......... Framingham.
Mill; brook tributary to Deerfield River in Monroe ........•.. Greylock.
Mill; brook in Leyden, Bernardston, and Greenfield, 7 miles
long, flowing into.Green River .... ---- ........ --- . _______ . Greenfield.
Mill; brook in Monroe, :flowing into Dunbar Brook .... ________ Hawley.
Mill; brook in Heath and Charlemont, 7 miles long, flowing
into Deerfield River ..... ____ -·--- ............ ---- .......... Hawley.
Mill; brook in Webster, 1 mile long, between Lake Chaubunagungamaug and French River .......•.. ---- ____ .......... Webster.
Mill; brook in, Rutland.---- .................. ---- .. ...... .... Worcester.
Mill River; village in western part of New Marlboro on Mill
River ................... -·· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Mill Valley; village in southwestern part of Amherst ......... Northampton.
Millbury; town in Worcester County; area, 17 square miles .. { Web st er.
Blackstone.
Millbury; village in town of same name, on Providence and
Worcester R.R ....... ____ .... ____________ .... ____ ........ Webster.
Miller; brook in Agawan, 1 mile long, tributary to Westfield
River. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Springfield.
Miller; hill in southern part of Williams burg; elevation, 640 feet Northampton.
Miller; river, left-hand branch of Connecticut River in north- 5 Winchendon.
ern part of State.
( Warwick.
Miller Falls; village in Montague on Fitchburg R. R . . . . . . . . . Warwick.
Miller Neck; brook in Middleboro ........................... Middleboro.
Millington; village in New Salem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Belchertown.
Millis; village in town of same name on New York and New
England R. R., Woonsocket division. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Franklin.
Millis; town in Norfolk County; area, 13 square miles .... ____ Franklin.
Millstone; hill in Westford; elevation, 360 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
Millville; village in town of Blackstone.... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blackstone.
Milton; town in Norfolk County; area, 18 square miles._ .. __ 5 Bo st0 n.
( Dedham.
Milton; village in town of same name ...•••................... Boston.
Milton Mills; village in Milton._._ ....... __ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Milton Upper Mills; village fa Milton.... . • . • . . • • • . • • • • • . . • . Boston.
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Milward; village in .Charlton....••....•.....•.............•.. Webster.
Mine; brook in Franklin and Bellingham, tributary to Charles
River_ .... . ... _............. . .......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Franklin.
Mine; brook in Dover,Medfield, Walpole, and Foxboro, 8 miles
long; flows into Neponsett Reservoir ...................... Franklin.
Mine; brook in town of Pepperell and in New Hampshire; 2 ·
miles long; tributary to Nissitissit River .................. Groton .
Mine; brook in Webster, 1 mile long, tributary to Sucker Brook. ·webster.
Mine; hill in Templeton; elevation, 1,220 feet..... . . . . . . . . . . . . Winchendon.
Minechoag; mountain in Ludlow; elevati9n, 700 feet... . . . . . . Palmer.
Minechoag; pond in Ludlow.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Palmer.
Mineral; hill in Shutesbury . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Belchertown.
Minots Ledge Light; light-house built of granite on low reef
of rocks; fixed light; height, 92feet abovesealevel, and visi• ble 16 miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Miscoe; brook in Grafton .......................... _......... Blackstone.
Miscoe; hill in town of Mendon; elevation, 580 feet ...•....... Blackstone.
Mishaum; point at southern extremity of Smith Neck, Dartmouth .................................................... New Bedford.
Mishawum; railway station on Boston and Lowell R. R. in
Woburn .................................................. Lawrence.
Mittineaque; village in West Springfield on Boston and Albany
R. R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Springfield.
Moccasin; brook in Phillipston and Petersham ... --·--· ..... { i~~:hendon.
Moffatt; hill in Newton; elevation, 200 feet ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Mohawk; brook in southwestern part of Sunderland flowing
into Connecticut River ............. _....•................. Northampton.
Mohawk; lak in , tockbriclge.. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pittsfield.
Monday; hill in alisbury; elevation, 180 feet .............•.. Newburyport.
Monk; hill in King ton; 6levation, 220 feet... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth.
Monumet; riv r in Bourne ................................... Plymouth.
Monomonac; lake in New Hampshire and in town of Winch- 5 Winchendon.
endon.
( FitchLurg.
Monomonac; pond in Winchendon ...........•.............. . Winchendon.
Monomony; i land in Nantuck t oun,d ................ ..... Yarmouth.
Monomoy; long, sandy island at southeast angle of Cape Cod
in town of rleun ·.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chatham.
Monomoy- Ii£ - :wing tation on Monomoy I land 3 miles
north of Monomoy Point light ... _................ _........ Chatham.
Monomoy Point; light-hou e, fourth order, fixed white light
in 30-foot ow r; lautern 41 feet above sea level; visible 12
mil s -.................................................... Chatham.
Monoosnoc; brook in Leomiu ter and Fitchburg ............. Fitchburg.
Monoosnoc ; bill on boundary b •tween Lcomin ter and Fitchbur ; 1 •vatiou, 1,0 ii et ............................... _ Fitchburg.
Monponset; pond in north part of Halifax .................. 5 Middleboro.
<Abington.
Monroe; town iu Franklin 'ouot · ; area, 10 square miles .... 5 Grey lock.
( Hawley.
Momoe; villag in town of . ame name ....................... Hawl y.
Monroe Bridge; villacre and bridg in tow.n of Monroe ........ Hawley.
Monserat · stati n on Glouc ster b.rancb of Bo ton and Maine
R.R. in outbern _p art of Beverly ...•• _ ................. .. Salem.
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onson; town in Hampden County; area, 44 square miles . . . . Palmer.
Monson; village in town of same name·--------------·------ Palmer.
· F · kl. c
·
· .
5Greenfield.
Montague; townm ran m ounty; area, 41 square m11es .. { Warwick.
Montague; village in :town of same name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenfield.
Montague City; village in town of Montague on New Haven
and Northampton R. R _~ _____ ............ _........ _. . . . . . . Greenfield.
Monterey; town in southern part of Berkshire County; area, 5 Sheffield.
28 square miles.
{ Sandisfield.
Monterey; village in town of same name ......•............ _ Sandisfield.
Montgomery; town in Hampden County; area, 14 square
miles ________________ . ____ . _________ ............ ______ .... Granville.
Montgomery; village in town of same name.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Granville.
Montrose; station in Wakefield on Boston and Maine R.R .... Lawrence.
Montville; village in central part of Sandisfield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sandisfield.
Monument; island in Oldham Pond in west part of Pembroke . Abington.
·
. .
h
t f Grea t B arrmg
. t on. - {5 Pittsfield.
Monument; mount~m m nort ern par o
Sheffield.
Monument Beach; villap:e on northwestern coast of Bourne .. Falmouth.
Monumet; village in northwestern part of Bourne, on Monumet River ______________________ . _______________ . _. ____ ____ Falmouth.
Monumet; river in northwestern part of Bourne, flowing into
Buzzards Bay at Cohasset Narrows __ .. ________ . ___ ____ ____ Falmouth.
Moody Corner; village in eastern part of South Hadley...... Northampton.
Moon; isla.nd in Boston Bay, southeast of Boston ........ ____ Boston Bay.
Moon; mountain in town of Monson; elevation, 1,120-feet .... _ Palmer.
Moon Pond Meadow; salt marsh in Truro ____ . _._._. _________ Provincetown.
Moonshine; hill in Buckland; elevation, 1,540 feet ............ Hawley.
Moore; brook tributary to Quaboag River, in North Brook-{ Barre.
field.
Brookfield.
Moore; lake in town of .Warwick ........ ____ ---· ...•........ Warwick.
Moose; brook in Barre ancl Hard wick, 8 miles long ____ . ______ Barre.
Moose; brook in Southampton, 2 miles long, tributary to Manhan River .... ________ -----· ______ ............ ---· ......... Springfield.
Moose; hill in Shamn; elevation, 560 feet ..••.. __ .•....... _.. Dedham.
Moose; pond in Spencer ...............•..•...............•... Worcester.
Moose Horn; brook in New Salem ...... . ............•....... Belchertown.
Moose Horn; pond in Hubbardston ...... --·----· .........•.. Worcester.
Moose Meadow-; brook in Montgomery and Westfield, 4 miles
long, tr:ibutary to Westfield River.-----··----- .........•.. Granville.
More; brook in southeast part of Goshen __ .. _____________ ... Chesterfield.
Morley; hill in northwestern part of Sandisfield; elevation,
1,860 feet - - . - ............ _. _____ . __________ .. _. ____ . ____ . _ Sandisfield.
Moromoesoy; island in Waquoit Bay; also called Moromascoy
Island---------·-·--·· ____ ··---- ________________ .......... Falmouth.
Morse; brook in Marlboro, 1 mile long, flows into Broad Meadow Brook.---- ______________ .. ____________________________ Marlboro.
Morse; hill in southeastern part of Essex County ___ . __ ..• __.. Salem.
Morse; pond in vV ellesley __________ .. __ ~ _. _. __ . ___ . _. __ .. ____ Framingham.
Morseville; village in Natick ___ . _.......... _... _._..•. __ ..... _ Framingham.
Morseville; village in Charlton ________ ...... ____ ........ ____ Webster.
Morton; pond in Entleld __________ . ___ . ________ . ·. _. ___ _______ Belchertown.
Moses; hill in central part of Manchester; elevation, 180 feet._ Salem.
Mosher; point on eastern coast of Dartmouth, at west entrance
to Clark Cove ..•..•. ·-·-············ ..•...••..•................. New Bedford.
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Mosquito; brook in North Andover, nearly 4 miles long ....... Lawrence.
Moss; brook in Orange and Warwick ......................•.. Warwick.
Mother; brook in Dedham .................................... Dedham.
Mother; brook tributary to Copecut River, in northern part of
Fall River .......... · .- ·· .. ................................ Fall River.
Mother; brook in Fall River and Freestone ...............•... Taunton.
Moulton; pond in Rutland ..................•............ .... Worcester.
Mount Auburn; cemetery in Cambridge ..................... . Boston.
Mount Hope; village in city of Boston, on Boston and Providence R. R ........................................... _. _. . Boston.
Mount Hope; bay in southwestern part of Bristol County, arm
of Narragansett Bay ...................................... Fa,11 River.
Mount Tom; village in northeastern part of East Hampton.... Northampton.
Mount Washington; town in southwestern corner of Berkshi:I,'e County; area, 23 square miles ....................... Sheffield.
Mount Washington; village in Everett and Chelsea ......... Boston.
Mound Meadow; hill in Dunstable; elevation, 341 feet ....... Groton.
Mountain; brook in Warwick, 2 miles long, unites with Kdider
Brook .................................................... Warwick.
Mountain; brook tributary to Quinebaug River in Brimfield .. Brookfield.
Mountain, The; hill in Framingham; elevation, 380 feet ...... Framingham
Mowry; brook in Marlboro and Southboro, 3 miles long, flows
into Broad Meadow Brook ................................ Marlboro.
Mud; creek forming part of boundary line of Chatham and
Harwich, draining into Pleasant Bay ................... _.. Chatham.
Mud; creek in Newbury ...................................... Newburyport.
Mud; pond in Natick ......................................... Framingham.
Mud; pond in Asbutnham .................................... Fitchburg.
Mud; pond in Pittsfield ..................................•... Pittsfield.
Muddy ; brook in towns of Ware and Hardwick ............... Barre.
Muddy; brook in Granby, Chicopee, and South Hadley.... . . . . Springfield.
Muddy; brook in Mendon .................................... Blackstone.
Muddy; covo in Great Tisbury Pond, Tisbury, Marthas Vineyard ............ ,. ............ ··~· ........................ Marthas Vineyard.
Muddy; creek on boundary 1.>~tween Chatham and Harwich ... Yarmouth.
Muddy; poncl in town of Hyde Park . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Muddy; poncl in northeastern part of Washington...... . . . . . . Becket.
Muddy; pond in Kingston ................................. _.. Plymouth.
Muddy; pond in Wareham .. ................................. Plymouth.
Muddy; pond in ·outbern part of Wenham Swamp, Wenham. Salem.
Muddy; pond near village of Newton, in west part of, Barntable ................................................ _... Barnstable.
Muddy; pond in Westmin ter ................................ Fitchburg.
Muddy; pond in Rutland and Oakham ........................ Barre.
Muddy; poncl in Hardwick ................................... Barre.
Muddy; p nd in north part of Halifax ....•.................. Abington.
Muddy Cove; brook in Dighton, 2 miles long, tributary to
Taunton River ............................................ Taunton.
Muddy Run; mar hy brl:l,nch of Rowley River, in northern part
f Ip wicb ............................................... Salem.
Mugget; bill in Charlton; elevation, 1,012 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Webster.
Mulberry Mead; brook in Norton and Easton, 6 miles long,
tributary to '\ inneconn et Pond....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Taunton.
Mulp~s · brook in Townsend, Shirley, ancl Lunenburg, 8
mile long, tributary to Nashua.River ............... ····-· Groton.
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Mumford; river, right branch of Blackstone River, flowing
through towns of Sutton, Northbridge, Douglas, and Uxbridge ...........• •.... .. _•....... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Blackstone.
Munn; brook in Granville, Southwick, and Westfield, 6 miles
long, tributary to Westfielcl Little River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Granville.
Muscle; point in western part of Gloucester Harbor.. ........ Gloucester.
Muskeget; island northwl'st from western point of Nantucket. Muskeget.
Musquapog; pond in Rutland ................................ Worcester.
Musquashiat; pond in northeastern part of Scituate .......... Abington.
Mussel; point on southeast corn.er of Sandy Beach and extending into Barnstable Harbor ............................... Barnstable.
Myrick; village in town of Berkley, on Taunton and New Bedford R.R ....................................... ______ .... Taunton.
Myrick; pond in Brewster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W ell:fleet.
Mystic; lakes which jom Mystic ancl Arbajona rivers in Wipchester on boundary between towns of Medford and Arlington . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Mystic; pond in Methuen ........................... . ........ Lawrence.
Mystic; river draining northern part of Middlesex County,
having upon its crooked course many lakes; enters Boston
Harbor between Chelsea and Charlestown ................. Boston.
Mystic Ps1rk; driving park in Medford ....................... Boston.
Nabnasset; pond in Westford ................................ Lowell.
Nahant; town in Essex County; area, 1 square mile .......... Boston Bay.
Nahant; bay north of Nahant and east of Lynn .............. Boston Bay.
Namasket; village in Midclleboro ............................ Midclleboro.
Namasket; river in Middleboro, 7 miles long, tributary to
Taunton River ....... ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Middleboro.
Namequoit; point on south coast of Orleans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wellfleet.
Namskaket; creek on boundary line between Orleans and
Brewster, 1 mile long, flows into Cape Cod Bay... .. . . . . Wellfleet.
Namskaket; villagein Orleans .............................. Wellfleet.
Nantasket; village .on .northwest coast of Cohasset ............ Boston Bay.
Nantasket; beach on east coast of Hull ...................... Boston Bay.
~uuskeo-et
Nantucket; town in Nantucket County; area, 52 square miles. { ...N t 0k t.
an uc e .
Nantucket; harbor on northern coast of Nantucket ........... Nantucket.
Nantucket; island off southeast coast, constituting town of~ Muskeget.
Nantucket; area, 52 square miles.
( Nantucket.
Nantucket.
Nantucket; sound on south side of Cape Cod ................ ~ Yarmouth.
l Barnstable.
Nantucket; principal village in town of same name ........... Nantucket.
Nantucket; lighthouse on northeast coast of Nantucket ...... Nantucket.
Nantucket; cliffs on north coast of Nantucket ................ Nantucket.
Nantucket Cliff; beacons on north shore 9f Nantucket ....... Nantucket.
Narrow; creek on coast of Nantucket ......................... Muskeget.
Narrows; section of Connecticut River .............. _........ Greenfield.
Narrows; light-house near Fod Warren, 46 feet above sea level,
with fixed red light and visible 12 miles ................... Boston Bay.
Nashaquitsa; settlement in Chilmark, Marthas Vineyard .... Gay Head.
Nashaquitsa; cliffs on south coast of Chilmark, Marthas Vineyard ...................................................... Gay Head.
Nashaquitsa; pond in Chilmark, Marthas Vineyard ...•...... Gay Head.
Nashawena; one of the Elizabeth islands, Gosnold .•.•••..••. Gay Head.
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Nashoba; brook in Acton and Westford, 3 miles long .... ----. Lowell.
Nashoba; hm on southern boundary of Westford; elevation,
380 . feet .............................. ~ ............. - -... - - - . . Lo'Yell.

· · h ead'mg 1n
· nor th ernpart· of' th e St a t e, an d fl ow-tG
( Fitchburg.
Nashua; nver
inowith circuitous course into the Merrimac River in
roton.
0
•
Worcester.
southern New Hampshire.
Marlboro.
Nashua; reservoir in Gardner and Ashburnham ............... Fitchburg.
Nashua; village on Marblehead Neck ......................... Boston Bay.
Nashua, Acton, and Boston; branch of the Concord and Montreal Railroad system .................................... .
Nasketucket; village in eastern part of Fair Haven on N asketucket Ri ,er ............................. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Bedford.
Nasketucket; bay on coast of Fair Haven and Mattapoisett.. New Bedford.
Nasketucket; river in eastern part of Fair Haven, flowing into
Little Bay ................................................ New Bedford.
Nason; hill in herborn; elevation, 260 feet ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Franklin.
1
Natick; bown in Middlesex County; area, 16 square miles .... Framingham.
Natick; village in town of same name.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Natty; poncl in Hubbardston ................................. Barre.
Natty Pond; brook in Hubbardston .......................... Barre.
Naugus Head; point on northwestern coast of Marblehead .... Salem.
Nauset; beach, low sand-bar extending along southeast end of
Cape Cod ................•................................. Chatham.
Nauset; harbor on east boundary of Orleans.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wellfleet.
Nauset Beach; beacons on eastern coast of vVellfleet ......... Wellfleet.
Nauset Beach; life saving-station on eastern coast of Eastham. Wellfleet.
Naushon; one of the Elizabeth islands, part' of town of Gos- 5 Falmouth.
nold.
<Gay Head.
Neal; poncl on boundary between Merrimac and Haverhill .... Haverhill.
Nebo, Mount; hill in town of 1'1edfield; elevation, 240 feet ... Franklin.
Neck· hill in Hopedale ....................................... Blackstone.
Neck· pond near coast in south of Barnstable .......•... _._ ... Barnstable.
Ned Point Light; light on coast of Mattapoisett, east of Mattapoisett Harbor; lantem 43 feet above sea level and visible 11 miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Bedford.
5 Framingham.
Needham; town in Norfolk County; area 12 square miles.
< Boston.
Needham; village in town of same name on vVoonsocketdivision, New York and New EnglaD<lR. R .....................
Needham Comer; village in southeastern part of Peabody ...
Neeseponset; pond in Dana ..................................
Negus; mountain in Rowe; altitud, 1,830 feet ................
Nelson; i land in .Long Pond, Lakeville ......................
Nelson Island; creek in a tern part of Rowley, flowing into
lum Island River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Neponset; villa in city of Bo ton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
N

Bostou.
Salem.
Belchertown.
Hawley.
Middleboro.
Salem.
Boston.

· · F b
Franklin.
eponset; re ervo1r
m ox oro .......... -.................. {~ Dedham.

Neponset; river in orfolk and u:ffolk counties, about 18 ~ Dedham.
mil s long; flow into orche ter Bay.
{ Boston.
New; harbor on outh side of Barnstable, opening into Nanucket und ......... , ................................... Barnstable.
New Ash~ord · mountainous town in northwestern part of 5 Berlin.
B rkshire Conn y, area, 14 quare miles.
{ Greylock.
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New Ashford; village in central part of town of same name .. Greylock.
New Bedford; seaboard city in Bristol County; area, 19 square
miles .......................... .............. ......... __ . . New Bedford.
New Bedford ; harbor in sou th ern part of Bristol County between
New Bedford and Fair Haven ______ .··--·· ______ -----· .... New Bedford.
New Bedford; reservoir in Freetown and Acushnet .... ______ . Middleboro.
New Boston; village in eastern part of Sandisfield on Farmington River ..... ____ ............ __ ... _..... __ .......... __ .. . Sandisfield.
New Boston; village in town of Winchendon .... ____ .... ____ Winchendon.
New Boston; village in town of Framingham ........ ~--- .... Framingham.
New Boston; river in Dennis, flows into Chase Garden Creek. Yarmouth.
New Braintree; town in Worcester County; area, 21 square
miles. ____ .. _. ______ ................ ......... _.. _.... ___ . . . Barre.
New Braintree; principal village in town of same name ...... Barre.
New England; village in town of Grafton ....... __ .... _.. ____ Blackstone.
New Haven and Northampton;part ofNewYork, New Haven
and Hartford Railroad system running from New Haven,
Conn., to Northamoton and Holyoke.
New Lenox; village in northeastern part of town of sarme
name . __ .• __ . _.... _... _........... _. _ . _.. __ ....... _.. _~ __ . Becket.
New London Northern; part of Central Vermont Railroad system running from New London northward across the State
into Vermont.
New Marlboro; town in.southern part of Berkshire County; 5 Sheffield.
area, 50 square miles.
( Sandisfield.
New Marlboro; village in central part of town of same name. Sandisfield.
5 Belchertown.
New Salem; town in Franklin County; area, 28 square miles. ( Warwick.

.
.
5 Belchertown.
New Salem; village m town of Salem ______ ----------·-----. ( vVarwick.
Newtown; hill in Littleton; elevation, 400 feet ............. Lowell.
New York and New England; railroad extending from Boston southwestward through Connecticutto New York.
New York, New Haven and Hartford; raHroad system connecting New York City- with New Haven and Hartford,
Conn., and Springfield, Holyoke, Northampton and other
places in Massachusetts . .
Newbury; town in Essex County; area, 27 square miles._._ . . . Newburyport.
Newbury Old Town; village in town of New bury... . . . . . . . . . Newburyport.
Newburyport; city in Essex County; area, 18 square miles ... Newburyport.
Newburyport; village in town of same name ...... ______ ..... Newburyport.
Newburyport; light-honse on Plum Isl-anll ............ _... __ . Newburyport.
Newcomb; pond in Truro ..... _..... _................. _..... vVellfleet.
Newfield; pond in Chelmsford ............................... Lowell.
Newton; city in Middlesex County; area 18 square miles .. _... Boston.
Newton; village in tovvn of same name ................ ______ Boston.
Newton; village in west part of Barnstable ................... Barnstable.
Newton Center; village in Newton on Boston and Albany R.R. Boston.
Newton Highlands; village in Newton, on Boston and Albany
R. R .. - - -.. - - - - .......... __ ... ___ ................ _.... ___ . Boston.
Newton Lower Falls; village in town of Newton ____________ Framingham.
Newton Upper Falls;- village in town of Newton, on Woonsocket division, New York and New England R.R ......... Boston.
Newtonville; village in town of Newton, on Boston and Albany
R. R. - •••. -• • • • . . . • • • . . . • • • . . • • • • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • Boston.
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Nichewaug; village in town of Petersham...... . • • • . • • . . . . . . . Barre.
Nichol; brook tributary to Ipswich River, rising in Danvers and
forming boundary lino between Topsfield and Middleton . . Salem.
Nichol; brook in Amesbury, 1 mile long, flows into Merrimac
Rjver. _.... _..••...... _. __ ............................... . Newburyport.
Nichol; hill in Lunenburg; elevation, 542 feet ............ ·.... Groton.
Nickerson Neck; peninsula on north of Crow Pond and Bassing Harbor, Chatham ............................... ....••. Chatham.
Niles; pond in southern part of Gloucester._ .................. Gloucester.
Nine Acre Corner; village in Concord . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Nine Mile; pond in Wilbraham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Palmer.
Nineteenth; hill in Winchendon; elevation, 1,180 feet ...... .. Winchendon.
Nipmuck; pond in Mendon ............................•...... Blackstone.
Nipmuck; pond in Webster .................................. Webster.
Nippenicket; pond in Bridgewater ........................... Taunton.
Nissitissit; hills in Pepperell; elevation, 380to 470 feet ... .... Groton.
Nissitissit; river in town of Pepperell and jn New Hampshire,
tributary to Nashua River ................................. Groton.
No Bottom; pond in Brewster ................................ vVell:fleet.
No Bottom; pond in west part of Pembroke .................. Abington.
No Mans Land; island lying south of Gay Head, Marth as Vine.
yard . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gay Head.
Nobadee; pondinNantucket .. ................ .. ............ Nantucket.
Nobscot; hill in Framingham; elevation, 600 feet ............ Framingham.
Nobscusset; harbor on north coast of Dennis ....... ... ...... . Yarmouth.
Nobscusset; point on north coast of Dennis .................. Yarmouth.
Nobska; point on eastern coast of Cromeset Neck, south of
Mark Cove.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Falmouth.
Nobska Point; light on southwestern corner of Falmouth at
eastern entrance of Woods Holl ....•••....•............... Falmouth.
Nod; brook in Groton, 1 mile long, tributary to Nashua River . Groton.
Nonacoicus; brook in Ayer, 1 mile long, tributary to Nashua
River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Groton.
Nonamesset; island southwest of Woods Holl, in Vineyard
ound .................................................... Falmouth.
Nonantum; viHage in Newton . ............................... Boston.
None Such; pond in Webster ................................ Framh1gham.
N onotuck; mount, ummit of Holyoke range, in Northampton;
altitu 1 , 852 feet .. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nortbampton.
Nonquitt; village in outhea tern part of Dartmouth ......... New Bedford.
Nonset · brook in W stford, 2 mile long ..................... Lowell.
Nookagee; river in Fitchhur(T, We tmin ter, and A hburnham. Fitchburg.
Norcross ; hill in Templ ton· levation, 1,100 feet ... ..... _... Wjnchendon.
Norfolk; town in orfolk 'om.,ty; area, 16 square miles ...... Franklin.
Norfolk; vHlao-e in town of same name, on New York and New
England R.R ............... ............................. . Franklin.
Norman Woe ; point on outhern coa t of Gloucester, at west
ntrance of GI nee t r Harbor.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gloucester.
Norman Woe; r ·kin we t rn entrance to Gloucester Harbor .. Gloucester.
North; brook jn orthboro and Berlin, 4¼ miles long, tributary
to A ab t River .................................. ·-······ Marlboro.
North; brook in We thampton .....•.................•... _.. . Chesterfield.
North; cove in northern coast of West I land ..... ........ .... New Bedford.
North; point at northern extremity of West Island ..•••.•.... New Bedford.
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North; pond on coast of Tuckernuck Island .................. Muskeget.
North; pond in Orange ........................................ Warwick.
North; pond in Worcester .................................... w·orcester.
North; pond in Hopkinton and Milford ....................... Blackstone.
North; river in Coleraine and Shelburne, 3 miles long, flows
into Deerfield River .............•........................ Greenfield.
North; river flowing into Beverly Harbor in northern pi~rt of
Salem .......................... ·.......................... ·. Salem.
North; river in northern. part of Plymouth County, :flowing { Abington.
into Massachusetts Bay.
Duxbury.
North; ,village in Webster, on.New York and New England R. R. Webster.
North; village in Pepperell. _____ ........•....•••.............. Groton.
North; village in Lancaster ........•......................... Marlboro.
North Abington; village in northeast part of Abington ....... Abington.
North Acton; railway station in Acton, on Nashua, Acton and
Boston R.R ........ "···. ·..............•.................... Lowell.
North Adams; town in northern part of Berkshire County;
area, 19 square miles.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greylock.
North Adams; village in northern part of North Adams, on
Hoosic River ... ._ ......................... "............... Greylock.
North Amherst; village in northern part of Amherst. . . . . . . . . Northampton.
North Andover; town in Essex County; area, 28 square miles. Lawrence.
North Andover; principal village in town of same name.. . . . • Lawrence.
North Andover Center; village in North Andover, near Marbleridge Station, on Salem and Lawrence R.R ............. Lawrence.
North Ashburnham; village in town of Ashburnham ......... Fitchburg.
North Ashburnham; station in town of Ashburnham, on Cheshire R.R ......................... _ ...................... Fitchburg.
North Attleboro; town in Bristol County; area, 20 square miles. Providence.
North Becket; village in northern part of Becket ............ Becket.
North Bellingham; village in:town of Bellingham, on New York
and New England R. R., Woonsocket division . . . . . . . . . . . . . Franklin.
North Bernar_d ston ;· village in town of Bernardston .......... Greenfield.
North Beverly; village in western part of Beverly ............ Salem.
North Beverly Station; village in northern part of Beverly .. Salem.
North Billerica; village in town of Billerica, on Boston and
Lowell R. R ......... ·....·... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
North Blandford; village in town of Blandford ............... Granville.
North Brookfield; town in W oreester Conn ty; area, 22 square 5 Barre.
miles.
( Brookfield.
North Brookfield; vil1age in town of same name .............. B::;,rre.
North Cambridge; village in city of Cambridge .............. Boston.
North Carver; village in town of Carver ..................... Middleboro.
North Charlton; village in town of Charlton ................. Webster.
North Chatham; village in Chatham ......................... Chatham.
North Chelmsford; village in town of Chelmsford, ~n Stony
Brook R. R ........ "" ...... ~ ............... __ .• ., .... _... _. Lowell.
North Chester; village in north part of Chester; _. _.. _..... _. Chesterfield.
North Dana; village in- -town of Dana, on Boston and Albany
R.R., Athol branch ................. _.................... Belchertown.
North Dartmouth; village in central part of Dartmouth ...... New Bedford.
North Dighton; village in town of Dighton .................. _ Taunton.
North Duxbury; village in northern part of Duxbury .......• Duxbury.
North Eastham; village -in town -of Eastham ................. Wellfleet.
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North Easton; village in town of Easton, on Old Colony R. R. Dedham.
North Egremont; village in northern part. of Egremont, on
Green River _______ . _____________ __ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - - -- -- Sheffield.
North Falmouth; village in northeastern part of Falmouth_ .. Falmouth.
North Farms; vi1lage in northern part of Northampton. - - _- . _ Northampton.
Northampton; city in central part of Hampshire County;
area,37 square miles ________ --···-·-·· ____ ---------------- Northampton.
Northboro; town in Worcester County; area, 19 square miles._ Marlboro.
Northboro; village in town of same name ______ -----· ________ . Marlboro.
Northbridge; town in Worcester County; area, 19 square
miles ______ . _. ___ ... ___ ... _.... _... _.... _______ • _______ • __ Blackstone.
Northbridge; village in town of same.name----····--·· ...... Blackstone.
. F rankl'm Coun t y; area, 37 square m1.1es .. _{ Warwick.
Greenfield.
Northfield; town m
Northfield; principal village in town of same name, on New
London Northern R. R . __ . __ .. _..... __ .. ___ . _. ______ ..... _ Warwick.
Northfield Farms; village in town of Northfield, on New London Northern R.R.- ...... ··-·-··-·-······-· ______ ........ Warwick.
North Framingham; station on Old Colony R.R., in Framingham·-···· ____ .... ____ .... ____ ...... ·-···· ____ --···· ...... Framingham.
North Hadley; village in western part of Hadley, on Connecticut River . _...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Northampton.
North Hanover; village in north part of Hanover ............ Abington.
North Hanson; village in northwest part of Hanson .......... Abington.
North_Hanson; station (railway) in western part of Hanson .. Abington.
North Harwich; village in town of Harwich ................ Yarmouth.
North Hatfield; village in northern part of Hatfield_ ......... Northampton.
North Leominster; village in town of same name, on Fitchburg R. R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Groton.
North Leverett; village in town of Leverett .................. ·warwick.
North Lexington; village in L exington ............. _. . . . . . . . . Boston.
North Littleton; station on Boston and Lowell R.R., in town
of Littleton ........ ____ .... ____ ........ ______ ............. Groton.
North Marshfield; village in northwest part of Marshfield. ___ Abington.
North Meadow; pond in Blandford ........ ____ .... ··-··· .... Granville.
North Middleboro; village in town of M:iddleboro ............ Middleboro.
North Milford; village in town of Milford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blackstone.
North Monson; village in town of Monson, on New London
North rn R.R ............................................ Palmer.
North; mountain in .. orthfield; altitude, 1,34:0 feet ............ Warwick.
North Nashua; river in Lancaster and Leominster, tributary to
.. ·a hua iver .......... ··-- ____ ·····- ________ ............. Marlboro.
North New Salem; village in town of New Salem ............ Warwick.
North Orange; village in town of Orange ..... _. . . . . . . . . • . . . . Warwick.
North Otis; village in northern part of Otis_ .. _.... _._ ....... Sandisfield.
North Oxford; village in town of Oxford, on Webster Branch
o ton and Albany R.R ....... __________ ................. Webster.
North Pembroke; village in north part of Pembroke ......... Abington.
North Plympton; village in town of Plympton ...... ____ .... Middleboro.
North Pocasset; village situated upon small arm of Buzzards
Bay, in we tern portion of Bourne .... _... __ .............. Falmouth.
North Prescott; village in town of Prescott ........ __________ Belchertown.
North Quincy; village in Quincy, on Old Colony R R ........ Boston.
North Raynham; village in town of Raynham ...... ·····- ••.. Taunton.
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North Reading; town in Middlesex County; area, 13 square
miles ......... . .............. ............. ... ... .......... J.,awrence.
North Reading; village in town of same name, on Salem and
Lowell R. R. . _ .............................. -.. . . . . . . . . . . Lawrence.
North Rehoboth; village in Rehoboth ... •............... ..... Taunton.
North Ridge; hill in northern part of Great Neck, Ipswich;
elevation, 120 feet ....... ... ....... ............. ... ..... . . Salem.
North Rochester; village in town of Rochester .............. Middleboro.
North Rutland; village in town of Rutland .................. Worcester.
North Salem; village in northern part of Salem, on North
River ..• _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
North Saugus; v illage in town of Saugus.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
North Scituate; village in northwest part of Scituate ........ Abington.
North Shirley; village iu town of Shirle~r .................... Groton.
North Spencer; village in Spencer ........................... Worcester.
North Sudbury; village in town of Sudbury ................ Framingham.
North Sugarloaf; point about 760 feet high, in southeastern
part of DerTfield .......................................... Northampton.
North Tewksbury; village in Tewksbury ............. . ...... Lawrence.
North Tisbury; village in town of Tisbury, Marthas Vineyard. Marthas Vineyard.
North Truro; village in Truro .............. ....... . -- ~- ...... Provincetown.
North Uxbridge; village hi .Uxbridge ........................ Blackstone.
Northville ; village in northeast part of East· Bridgewater .... Abington.
Northwest Duxbury; village in western part of Duxbury .. .. Duxbury.
North Weymouth; village in north part of Weymouth .... . .. Ahingto~.
North Wilbraham; village in town of Wilbraham, on Boston
and Albany R. R...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Palmer.
North Wilmington; railway station on Salem and Lowell
R.R., in Wilmington ............. ........................ Lawrence.
North Woburn; village in Woburn, on Woburn branch of Boston and Lowell R. R .. ... .................... : ............. Lawrence.
North Yarmouth; village in central part of Manchester ...... Salem.
Norton; town in Bristol County; areaJ 30squaremiles ........ Taunton.
Norton; village in town of same name ........................ Taunton.
Norton; bill in southeastern part of Conway; elevation, 920
feet .... .. . ......... .... .• •.. ..... ... ...... ........ ... .... Northampton.
Norton; reservoir in Mansfield andNorton .................... Taunton.
Norwell; town in P lymouth County; appears on map as South
Scituate; area, 22 square miles ............................ Abington.
Norwich; hill in south central part of Huntington . . . . . . . . . . . Chesterfield.
Norwich; pond iu northeast part of Huntington ............. Chesterfield.
Norwich; village in Huntington ............................. Chesterfield.
Norwich Bridge; village in Huntington ...................... Granville.
Norwood; town in Norfolk County; area, 10 square miles .... Dedham.
Norwood; village in town of same name, on New York and New
England R . R ...•...... .. ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dedham.
Norwottock, Mount; mountain in Holyoke range, on line
between Amherst anu Granuy; also ealled Hilliard Knob;
altitude, 1,115 feet ........... . . .. ... ............ .... ...... Northampton.
Notch, The; gap in Holyoke range, in Granby ....... .•. --- ~-- Northampton.
Noyes; hill in northeastern part of Tolland; elevation, 1,700
feet . - .... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sandisfield.
Noyes; pond in central part of Tolland ... .. .................. Sandisfield.
Nunket; pond on western boundary line of Bridgewater.
Taunton.
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Nut; island off northeast coast of Quincy .................... Boston Bay.
Nutting; hill in town of Ashburnham; elevation, 1,600 feet .... :Fitchburg.
Nutting; pond in Billerica ............. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
Nye Neck; peninsula on northwestern corner of Falmouth
between Cataumet Harbor and Wild Harbor .............. Falli,outh.
Oak; hill in Westford; elevation, 340 feet ....... - ......... ... Lowell.
Oak; hill in Harvard; elevation, 630 feet ............... ···--· Groton.
Oak; hill in Littleton; elevation, 420 feet ........ . ............ Groton.
Oak; hill in Pepperell; elevation, 380 feet...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Groton.
Oak; hillinNewton ............................ .. ........ --·· Boston.
Oak; hill in Fitcbbnrg; eleva,tion, 900 feet .................... Fitchburg.
Oak; hill in Southboro; elevation, 440 feet .......... ~.. . . . . . . Marlboro.
Oak Bluffs; village in Cotta,ge City, Marthas Vineyard . .. - - - . Marthas Vineyard.
Oak Hill; pom1 in Lancaster ........... .. .................... Groton .
Oak Island; railway station, northeast part of Revere ........ Boston Bay.
Oakdale; village in Dedham, on New York and New England
R.R ............................................ ··---· ...... Dedham.
Oakdale; village in West Boy ls ton, on Fitchburg and Worcester R. R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Worcester.
Oakham; town in Worcester County; area, 21 square miles. __ Barre.
Oakham; principal village in town of same name ............ . Barre.
Oakland; village in town of Taunton ......... _...... ~ ....... Taunton.
Ocean View; village in northern p::LFt of Rockport ........... Gloucester.
Ockcooanganset; hill in Marlboro; elevation, 500 feet....... Marlboro.
Ockway; bay; part of Poponesset Bay, on southeast coast of
Ma hpeo ........................................... _........ Barnstable.
Old Boat; point on west side of Weymouth Fore River,
Quincy ................ .... ........................ ....... Abington.
Old Cambridge; part of city of Cambridge in which is located
Harvard University .... ·........................... _....... Boston.
Old Colony; part of Boston and Providence Railroad system,
xtcnding sou th war l and southeastwarc1 from Boston to
Taunton, Fall River, New Bedford, Cape Cod, and other
points ............................... _.. _....... _........ _
Old Colony House; railway station in north part of Hingham. Abington.
Old Common; village in Millbury .......................... _. Webster.
Old Furnace ; village in town of Hardwick, on Ware River
Branch, B ton and Albany R.R ................... -·· ...... Barre.
Old Harbor; reek in north part of Sandwich, flowing into Cape
C d Bay ........................................... _.... __ .. Barnstable.
Old ; barLor on uortheast coast of ohasset ................... Boston Bay.
Old Pond Meadow ; hill in south part of South Scituate ..... Abington.
Old Spain; vill ag in north part llf Weymouth ............... Abington.
Old Swamp; river in isoutheast part of Weymouth ............ Abington.
Old Tower· light on edar Point at north entrance of Scituate
Harbor, north a ·t c a t of Scituate ......................... Duxbury.
Oldham· pond in we tempart of Pembroke ............ ···-·· Abington.
Onota· hrook in J ittsfield, 3 mile long; tributary to Housatonic I iwr ....... . .. ....................................... Pittsfield.
Onset· vi11ag in , ar ham, on coast of Buzzards Bay ........ Falmouth.
Onset· hay· arm of Buzzard Bay projecting into southeastern
part of\ ar ham ..................................... ···-·· Falmouth.
Onset · i ·Janel , itnated in month of Onset Bay, about one-fourth
mil southwe t of Jacob eek ......................... ·-··· Fall!louth.
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Outer Brewster; island in Boston Bay ____ ..... _... " ....... __ Boston Bay.
Open Pasture; pond in Provincetown .... _.... ___ ... __ . _. ___ . Provincetown.

·o range;

t own in
. F rankl"m Count y; area, 36 square m1·1 es - -.. - { Warwick.
Winchendon.

Orange; village in town of same name, on Fitchburg R.R ....
Orchard; hill on southern boundary of Stow; elevation, 300
feet .................................................... ____
Orcutt; brook in Orange, 2 miles long; tributary to Miller
River ............... .• .......................................
Ore; bill in Granville; elevation 1,300 feet ....................
Orient; mountain in Pelham.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Warwick.
Marlboro.
Warwick.
Granville.
Belchertown.

Orleans; town in Barnstable County; area, 15 square miles . . { Wellfleet.
Chatham.
·
Orleans; village in . town . of same name, on Old Colony R.R.,
Cape Cod division ....... __ .... _... _.... __ ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . Wellfleet.
Orleans Beach; life7saving station on eastern coast of Orleans. vVell:fleet.
Orleans Mills; village in Rehoboth ............ _......... ___ .. Providence.
Orme; island near northeast coast of Marblehead ..-........... Salem.
Osceola; mountain in Richmond; altitude 1,420 feet .......... Pittsfield.
Osceola; island in Robbin Pond, in southeast part of East
Bridgewater ...... _.... _........ _........ __ ....... __ .. . . . . Abington.
Osgood; brook on western boundary of Wendell, 2 miles long;
tributary to Miller River ....................... ····~· ...... Warwick.
Oshar; rocks near east shore of the Glades, on northeast coast
of Scituate ..... __ ................................... _. _.. Abington.
Osterville; village in Barnstable_ ..•................. __ .. _. _. Barnstable.
Osterville Grand; island in Osterville Harbor, on southwest
coast of Barnstable_ ....... __ : ~ _...... _.............. _. __ . Barnstable.
Osterville Landing; village at we.st entrance to New Harbor,
on south coast of Barnstable. __ .... _.......... _..... ___ ... Barnstable.
Otis; . town in southeastern part of Berkshire County; area, 36
square miles ...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sandisfield.
Otis; village in southern part of Otis ..... ~ _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sandisfield.
Otis: bill in north part of Hingham ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Otis; bill north of central part of South Scituate ............. Abington.
Otis; reservoir in eastern part of Otis __ ......... __ ... . . . . . . . . Sandisfield.
Otter Pond; brook in Gill .........•.....•.......... _... . . . . . . Greenfield.
Otter River; village in Templeton...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winchendon.
Otter Run; brook in Gill, flows into Connecticut River ... _... Warwick.
Overlook; reservoir in Fitchburg .... __ .. __ , .......•.......... Fitchburg.
Owen; mountain in Conway; altitude 1,460 feet ... : •......... Greenfield.
Owl; hill in Waltham; elevation, 240 feet .................... Boston.
Ox Bow; bend of Connecticut River in northeastern part of
Easthampton ......... __ ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Northampton.
OxPasture; hillinnorthernpartofRowley; elevation, 180feet. Salem.
Oxford; village in western part of Fair Haven .. __ ............ New Bedford.
Oxford; town in Worcester County; area, 27 square miles .... Webster.
Oxford; village in town of same name, on Norwich and W orcester R. R .... __ ............ _............. _.. _. _. . . . . . . . . . Webster.
Oyster; creek connecting northwest corner of Stage Harbor
with Oyster Pond, Chatham .............................. Chatham.
Oyster; pond about one-half mile long in southwestern part of
Falmouth ...................•.. _................. _..... _. _ Falmouth.
Oyster; pond in Edgartown, Marthas Vineyard.... . . . . • . . . . . . Marthas Vineyard.
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Oyster; pond at head of narrow body of water extending back
from northwest corner of Stage Harbor .................... Chatham.
Packard; mountain in New Salem ............................ Belchertown.
Packard; pond in Orange .................................... Winchenden.
Packardsville; village in Pelham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Belchertown.
Page; brook in Carlisle, 2 miles long, tributary to Concord
River.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
Paine; creek tributary to Green Creek, in northeastern part of
Ipswich .................................................. Salem.
Pakachoag; hill in Worcester; elevation, 700feet ............. Webster.
p ahner; t own m
. H amp d en Count y; area, ..,o
9... ·1
square m1
es ... {~ Palmer.
Brookfield.
Palmer; village in town of same riame, on Boston and Albany
R.R ...•.. ··---· .......................................... Palmer.
Palmer; cove in Salem Har bo_r inden ting eastern coast of Salem. Salem.
Palmer; island in New Bedford Harbor ....................... New Bedford.
p 1
·
·
· R h b th
{ Providence.
a mer; river m e o o ... - .. -.. - · · · · · - · · · - · - - · · · · · · · · · · Taunton.
Palmer Center; village in town of Palmer .................... Palmer.
Pamanset; river flowing southerly through Dartmouth into S New Bedford.
Buzzards Bay.
i Fall River.
Pamet River; life saving-station on Atlantic coast of Truro.. . Provincetown.
Pampet; river in Truro ....................................... . Wellfleet.
Pampet River; life saving-station on east coast of Truro...... Wellfleet.
Panker; pond near coast in south part of Barnstable . . . . . . . . . . Barnstable.
Pantry; brook in Sudbury, 2 miles long .........•............. Framingham.
Parish; pond in Otis .................................... ··--·· Sandisfield.
Park; hill in Millbury; elevation, 620 feet ...........•.. ··--··. Webster.
Park; pond in Tyngsboro ..................................... Lowell.
Parker; hill in Hawley; elevation, 2,060 feet .................. Hawley.
Parker ; point on southwestern coast of Falmouth projecting
southward into Woods Holl ......•........................ Falmouth.
Parker; river in northern part of Essex Count,y, flowing east-~ Lawrence.
erly into Plum Island River .... _................ _... _.... Newburyport.
Salem.
Parker; river in Yarmouth, flowing into Nantucket Sound .... Yarmvuth.
Parksville; village in Brimfield .............................. Palmer.
Parsonage; hill in Haverhill; elevation, 233 feet .............. Haverhill.
Partridgeville; villa e in Templeton ....................... __ . Winchendon.
Pasque; one of the Eli½abeth Islands in Gosnold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gay Head.
Pasture; brook, tributary to Mill Creek, running northwesterly
through Rowley .......................................... Salem.
Patch Meadow; brook in Billerica and Chelmsford; tributary
to i ver Meadow Brook ........................ __ .. . . . . . . . Lowell.
Pattaquattic; hill in Palmer; elevation, 1,080 feet .......•.... Palmer.
Pattaquattic; pond in Palmer ..................•....... ··---- Palmer.
Pattenville; village in Billerica ...................... _....... Lawrence.
Paul; hill in h rborn; 1 vation, 320 fi et .................... Franklin.
Paul; point on north coast of Tisbury, Marthas Vineyard ..... Marthas Vineyard.
Pawtucketville; villag in Low 11 ........................... Lowell.
Paxton ; town in Wore ter ,ounty; ar a, 19 square mile. .... Worcester.
Paxton Center; village in town of Paxton ................... Worcester.
Pea; brook in Conway, 2 miles long; tributary to Bear River. Greenfield.
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Pea; island in Nasketucket Bay ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Bedford.
Peabody; town in southern part of Essex County; area, 17 ~ Lawrence.
square miles.
( Salem.
Peabody; village in eastern part of town of same name, on
North River ...... ·---- ·· ·---· ................ ··---····-··. Salem.
Peach; point on northeast coast of Marblehead._ .......... _.. Salem.
Peaked; cliff on coast of Plymouth ..... - .................... Plymouth.
Peaked; hill in Chilmark, Marthas Vineyard; elevation, 311
feet ......... ____ ···---·---·· ·----·--··-----· ________ ...... Gay Head.
Peaked; rock near coast in Westport ......... __ . _... __ . _. _. _. Sakonnet.
Peaked; mountain in town of 'Monson; altitude, 1,240 feet .. .. Palmer.
Peaked Hill Bar; life-saving station in Provincetown . __ ..... Provincetown.
Pearce; island in Gloucester. ___ . ____ ...... .... .... _...... __ . Gloucester.
Pearl; hill in Fitchburg; elevation, 1,000 feet. ____ ............ Fitchburg.
Pearl Hill; brook in Townsend and Lunenburg, 8 miles long .... Fitchburg.
Pease; point on eastern coast of Mattapoiset .. _........ ___ .. . . New Bedford.
Pebble; brook in Blandford, 7 miles long . _................. __ Granville.
Pecowsic; brook in Longmeadow, 5 miles long; tributary to
Connecticut River . _. __ .. _. __ ... ___ ........... _____ .. ____ . Springfield.
Pecuanticiot; river in Sharon, Foxboro, and Mansfield; flows
into Canoe River .......... ____ ........ ____________ .... --·· Dedham.
Pedde ck; island west of Hull, in Boston Bay __ .. _.. _ . _....... · Boston Bay.
Pegan; hill in Natick; elevation, 320 feet._ ... _. _____ .. . . . . . . . Framingham.
Pegan; hill in Dover; elevation, 360 feet ........ ····-· ........ Franklin.
Pelham; town in Hampshire County; area, 27 square miles ... Belchertown.
Pelham; village in town of same name _.. _ . __ _.. ___ .. _..... __ Belchertown.
Pelham; brook in Rowe and Charlemont, 7 miles long; flows
into Deerfielcl River ...... ---~-- ____ ........... ____ .... ____ Hawley.
Pembroke; town in Plymouth County; area, 24 square miles .. Abington.
Pendleton; hiU in Sudbury; elevation, 260 feet ............... Framingham.
Penikese; one of the Elizabeth Islands, in town of Gosnold. __ . Gay Head.
Penn; brook~ tributary to Parker River, in Georgetown. ___ .. __ Salem.
Penny; brook in Ware···-·· ...... ______ ·----· ....... ______ .. Palmer.
Penny; brook in Saugus, 1 mile long _____ .. ____ .. ___ ... ___ ____ Boston.
Pentucket; pond in northwestern part of Georgetown . ____ . _. Salem.
Peppercorn; hill in town of Upton .... ____ ... _________ . ____ .. Blackstone.
Pepperell; town in Middlesex County; area, 27 square miles._ Groton.
Pepperell; village in town of same name ... ___ .. __ . __ .. _____ . Groton.
Pequoig; rail way station in Winchendon . ____ . __ ... _.. _____ . _ Winchendon.
Perkins; hill in western part of Essex; elevation, 180 feet. . . . . Salem.
Perry; pond in North Brookfield .... ____ .... ____ ........ ____ .. Brookfield.
Perry; mountain peak in Richmond; altitude, 2,060 feet ______ Pittsfield.
Perryville; . village in Rehoboth ... ___ ... _____ ..... ________ . __ Providence.
Peru; town in eastern part of Berkshire County; area, 27 square { Chesterfield.
Becket.
miles.
,.
Peru; village in central part of town of same name .. __ .. _. __ . . Becket.
Peru; hill in western part of Peru; elevation, 2,180 feet. __ ... __ Becket.
Peter; hill in Sherborn; elevation, 240 feet. _____ ._. __ . __ . __ ... Framingham.
Peter; porn.I in Dracut ... ____ .. _____ . ____ .. ____ .. ____ . ____ ... _ Lowell.
Peter; pon<l in Dudley···--- ______ ·----· ______ ..... ····-· .... Webster.
Peter; pond in Sandwich, covering about 176 acres ____ .. ____ ~. Barnstable.
Peter; river in Wrentham .and Bellingham, and in State of
Rhode Island. _.. __ .. ___ . ___ •. _••. _... __ . _..... __ • _. __ ~. _. Franklin.
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( Winchendon.
1
1 Barre.
Petersham,· towu iu Worcester County,· area, 40 square rnilesl B e1c h er t own.
Warwick.
Petersham; village in town of same name ..................... Barre
Petticoat; hill in west part of Williamsburg .................. Chesterfield.
Pew; brook in Gardner ....................................... Fitchburg.
Phelps; brook in Hancock and Pittsfield, 4 miles long; flows
into Housatonic branch of Housatonic River...... . . . . . . . . . Pittsfield.
Phillip; beach on east coast of Swampscott .................. . Boston Bay.
Phillip; brook tributary to South River, in Duxbury .......... Duxbury.
Phillip; brook in Ashburnham ................................ Fitchburg.
Phillip; brook tributary to Hoosic River, in eastern part of
Jorth Adams .......................... _.................. Greylock.
Phillip; pond on east coast of Swampscott ..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Phillip Beach; rail way station in east part of Swampscott... . Boston Bay.
· ·
· w orcester Coun t y; area, 40 square m1.1es { Winchendon.
p h 1lhpston;
town m
Barre.
Phillipston; pond in town of same name ..... _... _..... _. .. __ . Winchendon.
Phillipston Center; village in town of Phillipston ... _.. . . . . . . Winchendon.
Phillis; island in Barnstable Harbor_ ... _......... __ ._. __ . __ .. Barnstable.
Philo; brook in Agawam .............................. ______ . Springfield.
Phinney; harbor in Buzzards Bay between north end of Bennett Neck and the mainland ........... ______ ...... ______ .. Falmouth.
Picard; point on southern coast of Manchester_ .. __ . _....... _. Salem.
Pickerel; pond in Ludlow_ .......... __ ............. ____ ... __ . Palmer.
Pickerel; pond in Natick ....... ___ .. ___ ... __ . ___ ... ___ . __ . ___ Framingham.
Pickle; pond in Wareham ...... ______________________ .... .... Plymouth.
Pierce; brook in West Brookfield ... _.. _. __ . __ .. ___ .. _._ .. _.. Barre.
Pier Head; northern xtremity of reef known as Long Beach,
which forms eastern boundary of Plymouth Harbor_ ..... _. Plymouth.
Pierpoint Meadow; pond in Charlton and Dudley ._ ... __ ..... Webster.
Pigeon; bill in northern part of Rockport; elevation, 180 feet. . Gloucester.
Pigeon Cove; village in northern part of Rockport._ ... _..... Gloucester.
Pilling; pond in Lynnfi ld ............ _.. _. _... _. _...... _..... Lawrence.
Pine; brook in north part of Kingston._ ...... ___ ..... _. __ . ___ Abington.
Pine; er k in southern part of Plum Island, flowing into Plum
I lancl Riv r .............................................. Salem.
Pine· mountain in Hampden; altitude, 1,040 feet ... __ . _. _. ___ . Palmer.
Pine· point ext nding into "Weymouth Fore River, in northwest
I art f W ymouth ........ _.. _... ____ ... __ ...... _. ____ .... Abington.
Pine· hill in ast rupartofBourne; elevation, 260foet ..... ... Falmouth.
Pine; hill in utb boro; levation, 500 feet ....... __ ... _.... _. Marlboro.
Pine; liill in 'itchburg; elevation, 720 feet ..... _... _. ___ ..... Fitchburg.
Pine; hill in Lynnfteld; •levation, 200 feet ...... ___ ... __ . __ ... Lawrence.
Pine· hill in Andover; elevation, 300 f, et_ .... _........ _____ .. Lawrence.
Pine· hill in Tyn O'sboro ; elevation, 2 0 feet .... _...... _...... _ Lowell.
Pine; hill in Ch lmsford; elevation, 320 f et .. _........ _._ . _.. Lowell.
Pine; hill in Lynn .................. __ ...... __________ ________ Boston Bay.
Pine; hill in onway; elevation, 1,060 feet ...... ··--·· ...... __ Greenfield.
Pine ; hill on w tern boundary of Kingston ........ ________ ... Middleboro.
Pine· hill iu Princeton; levation, 1,400 feet .................. Worcester.
Pine· hill in Bolton ........ ______ .... ____ ........ ____ ........ Marlboro.
Pine; bill in ' lierborn; elevation, 360 feet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Franklin.
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Pine Hill; brook in Barre and Hardwick, 3 miles long ......... Barre.
Pine Neck; cove in southeastern part of Mattapoiset ......... New Bedford.
Pine Point; river in Duxbury Marsh, Duxbury ............... Duxbury.
Pine Swamp; brook in Taunton and Raynham ................ Taunton.
Pine Dale; village in Athol . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winchendon.
Pingrees; hill in southern part of Topsfield; elevation, 200 feet. Salem.
Pinney; brook in northeast part of Chester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chesterfield.
Pipestave; hill in West Newbury; elevation, 180 feet ......... Newburyport.
Pisgah; hill in Gill; elevation, 700 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenfield.
Pisgah; mountain in Northboro ........... --·-·· ............•.. Marlboro.
Pisgah; mountain in northwest part of Westhampton . . . . . . . . . Chesterfield.
Pisgah; mountain in northern part of Wales; altitude, 1,220 feet. Brookfield.
Pismire; island in Great Quittacas pond, Lakeville ........ ... Middleboro.
Pitman; hill in New Salem; elevation, 760 feet . .............. Belchertown.
Pitt; hill on western boundary of Orange; elevation, 1,240 feet . .Warwick.
Pittsfield; town in western part of Berkshire County; area, 5Pittsfield.
43 square miles.
( Becket.
Pittsfield; village in central part of town of same name ....... { Pittsfield.
Becket.
Plain; meadow in southwest part of Northfield ... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . Warwick.
Plainfield; town in Hampshire County; area, 39 square miles { OheS t erfield.
Hawley.
Plainfield; pond in town of same name . . .•........ ...... ·----· Hawley.
Plainville; village in eastern part of Hadley . _.•.... _... . . . . . . Northampton.
Plainville; village in Wrentham ............. _..... __ . . . . . . . . . Franklin.
Plantain; mountain in southeastern part of Mount Washington;
altitude, 1,980 feet ........ _.... ___ ... __ ..... _............ ". Sheffield.
Plantain; pond in southeastern part of Mount Washington.... Sheffield.
Planter; hill south of World's End, on north coast of Hingham. Boston Bay.
Planting; island about one-half mile long, situated in Sippican
·
Harbor ................................................... J<.,almouth:
Plashes; pond in Yarmouth ................................... Yarmouth.
Pleasant; bay about 1½ miles in extent, on Cape Co.d between
Orleans and Chatham ....................... ·-·· .......... Chatham.
Pleasant; brook in Barre, 3 miles long .... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barre.
Pleasant; mountain in northern part of Peabody; altitude, 200
feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Pleasant; mountain in town of Barre; altitude, 1,080 feet ..... Barre.
Pleasant; mountain in Winchendon; altitude, 1,280 feet . . . . . . Winchendon.
Pleasant; mountain in Woburn ; altitude, 300 feet.. . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Pleasant; pond about one-half mile long in southern part of
Wenham· Swamp, Wenham .............. •... .............. Salem.
Pleasantdale; pond in Sutton ........ ... ..................... Blackstone.
Plover; hill in southern part of Great Neek, Ipswich; elevation,
120 feet...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Plow Shop;· pond in Ayer .........•.......................... Groton.
Plug; pond in Haverhill ............••....... __ ..... _......... Haverhill.
Plum; island in northeastern part of Essex County, belonging
to towns of Ipswich, Rowley, Newbury, and Newburyport, Newburyport.
and separated from the mainland by Plum Island Riv.er.
Salem.
Plum Island; river in northeastern part of Essex County,
l\T
b
t
- h and Merrimac
.
.
. mouth s of I psw1c
nee t mg
rivers
and sep- J.i
S ew urypor .
1
arating Plum Island from the mainland.
a em.
Plunkett; reservoir in southeastern part of Hinsdale.... . • • • • • Becket.
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Plymouth; town in Plymouth County; area, 116 square miles. 5 Plymou th ·
{ Duxbury.
Plymouth; principaJ village in town of same naine . . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth.
Plymouth ; harbor in village of Plymouth, inclosed betweeu the
mainland and a long reef ................... .............. P lymouth.
Plympton; town in Plymouth County; area., 16 square miles ... Middleboro.
Plympton; village in town of same name .................. ... Middleboro.
Pocasset; harbor, arm of Buzzards Bay on western coast of
Bourne . . .... __ __ .... .... ______ --~--- ...... _________ _____ . Falmontb.
Pochassic; mountain)n Westfield; altitu de, 300 feet . . . . . . . . . . Granville.
Pochet; island off east c0ast of Orleans... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wellfleet.
Pochet Neck; peninsula in Orleans __ ...... .................. Wellfleet.
Pocksha ; pond in Lakeville and Middleboro ......... ........ Micldleboro.
Pocomo Head; point extending into Nantucket Harbor, Nantucket.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nantucket.
Pocumtuck: mountain in Charlemont; altitude, 1:887 feet .... Hawley.
Pocumtuck; rock in Deerfield; elevation, 822 feet ............ Greenfield.
Podonk; pond in Brookfield a11d Sturbridge .... ______________ Brookfield.
Poge; cape on northern extremity of Great Neck, Chappaquiddick Island, in Edgartow11, Marthas Vineyard __ .. __ .. . _.. . Marthas Vineyard.
Point of Pines; at south entrance to Saugus River ........... . Boston Bay.
Point Shirley; village on southeast coast of Winthrop ........ Boston Bay.
Pole; hill in Andover; elevation, 140 feet ..................... Lawrence.
Pollock Rip ; lightship anchored off Pollock Rip Shoals, 2½
miles east of south end of Monom.oy Island ......... _.. . . . . Chatham.
Polpis ; harbor on coast of Nantucket opening into Nantucket
Harbor ____ __ ..... . ____________________ ...... _............ Nantucket.
Pomeroy; mountain in town of Greenwich; altitude, 900 feet. Belchertown.
Pomeroy; mountain in northern part of Southampton; alti- 5Chesterfielcl.
tucle, 1,233 feet.
{ Northampton.
Pomp; pontl in Andover .... ___ . __ .... ____ -- ~-..... ___ ._ .. ____ Lawrence.
Pond; brook in Montague, 2 miles long, tributary to Saw Mill
River ......... _.... ___ ...... _................. _.. __ .•... _. Greenfield.
Pond ; brook in Huntington ..... _........................ _... Chesterfield.
Pond ; brook in Granville, 4 miles long .. . _._ ... _.... . . . . . . . . . . Granville.
Pond ; brook in Blandford, 2 miles long, tributary to Pebble
Brook ... . ........... ...... .. . . . ______ .................... Granville.
Pond ; brook in Leverett and Amherst .. _, ....... _. . . . . . . . . . . . Belchertown.
Pond ; brook in Gardner . ... _.. __ ....... ...... ......... ...... _ Fitchburg.
Pond; brook in We tfield, 3 miles long ....................... _ Springfield.
Pond; hill in town of Mendon; elevation, 460 feet._ .. _... . . . . . Blackstone.
Pond; hill in Amesbury; elevation, 200 feet .. _.. _....... __ .... Newburyport.
Pond· mountain in Northfield; elevation , 1,190 feet ......... , . Greenfield.
Pondville; village in Auburn ...... _... __ . _................ • . Webster.
Pond ville; village in Barnstable . _.. _. ____ - __ ............ _. . Barnstable.
Ponkapoag ; pond on western boundary of Randolph .. _...... Dedham.
Pontoosic ; lake on boundary line between Pittsfield and Lanes- 5 Pittsfield.
boro.
l Becket.
Pool ; mountain peak in southeastern p11,rt of Great Barrington;
altitude, 1,6 0 feet .. _... .. _._ .. _.. _. _. __ ... _. ___ ... ___ ... _ Sheffield.
Poole ; hill in central part of Rockport; elevation, 180 feet. __ . Gloucester.
Poor Meadow; brook in we. tern part of Hanson ......... ___ . A bin o·don .
Poponesset; bay on son thea t coast of Mashpee .... __... _____ Barnstable.
Poponesset; b a ·h h tw!' Pll Poponesset Bay and Nantucket
onnd, southeast coast of Mashpee ....... ...• .•.......• •.. Barnstable
0
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Poponesset; islanu in Poponesset Bay on southeast coast of
Mashpee .... _... _... _... _.... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnstable.
Popple; hill in southern part of Conway; elevation, 940 feet .. Northampton.
Popple Hill; brook tributary to Roaring Brook in southwestern part of Conway ....................................... Northampton.
Populatic; pond on north western boundary of Norfolk . . . . . . . Franklin.
Poquoy Trout; brook in Micldleboro and Lakeville, 3½ miles
long, tributary to Taunton River .......................... Middletown.
Porter; island in Merrjmac River ............ _................ Haverhill.
Porter; river in eastern part of Danvers, flowing into Beverly
Harbor-~ .......... ___ ...................... __ ............ Salem.
Porter; swamp in western part of Granby ...................• Northampton.
Potash; brook in Barre ... __ , .. ___ . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . Barre.
Potash; brook tributary to Wright River in eastern part of
Williamsburg ..-........................................... Northampton.
Potash; brook in Blandford and Russell, 5 miles long, tributary to Westfield River ......... _... _.. _................ _.. Granville.
Potash; brook in Dracut, one-half mile long, tributary to
Richardson Brook ......................................... Lowell.
Potomska; point on southern coast of Dartmouth ............ New Bedford.
Pottapaug; hill in Dana; elevation, 880 feet ... _._ . _. _.. . . . . . . Barre.
Pottapaug; pond in Dana .............................. ---~-- Barre.
Potter; hill in Sutton; elevatiou, 794 feet ..................... Webster.
Potter; mountain in Taconic Range in Lanesboro; altitude
2,400 feet __ ~ _____ .. _....... _... _.. _... _......... _. . . . . . . . . Berlin.
Pottersville; village in Somerset .... _.... _..... _. _.. _. . . . . . . . Taunton.
Pottersville; village in eastern part of Somerset, on Taunton
River ....................... _........ _..............•..... Fall River.
Poucha; pond in Chappaquiddick Island in Edgartown, Marthas Vineyard .......... ____ .... __________ ................ Martha's Vineyard.
Ponnakin; hill in Charlton; elevation, 800 feet ..... _.. __ ..... Webster.
Pound; hill in Rutland; elevation, 1,160 feet .......... _. . . . . . Worcester.
Poverty; hill in Hard wick; elevation, 1,080 feet ..... _. . . . . . . . Barre.
Poverty; point projecting into Plymouth Harbor ...... _...... Plymouth.
Powder; hill in southern part of Beverly; elevation, 100 feet.. Salem.
Powder; point in head of Duxbury Bay, extending from eastern part of Duxbury ....... _. __ ...... _.... _.. _............ Duxbury.
Powder Hole; on western coast of Monomoy Island ... _.. . . . . Yarmouth.
Powder House; hill in Methuen; elevation, 200 feet. __ ....... Lawrence.
Powder Mill; brook in Montgomery and Westfield, 7 miles
long .............. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Granville.
Powder Mill; brook in Westfield, 3 miles long _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Springfield.
Power Mills; village in Phillipston.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winchendon.
Power Neck; in Yarmouth--------------· -· ················· Yarmouth.
Powow; hill in Salisbury; elevation, 330 feet ................ Newburyport.
Powow; river on boundary between Salisbury and Amesbury
and in Amesbury, tributary to Merrimac River __ .... __ ... _ Newburyport.
Franker; pond in Saugus ............................... ______ Boston.
Pratt; brook in Barre . _.. _..... __ . _.. ____ ........•. _....... __ Barre.
Pratt; hill in town of Upton; elevation, 608 feet .............. Blackstone.
Pratt Junction; village and railroad junction in Sterling on
Old Colony R. R .... _.... _.................. _..... . . . . . . . . Marlboro.
Pratt; pond in town of Upton __ . _.. _...........•......•. _. . . . Blackstone.
Prattville; village in Raynham on main line Old Colony R.R. Taunton.
Prescott; town in Hampshire County; area, 17 square miles .. Belchertown.
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Prescott; village in town of same name .......•••............ Belchertown.
Prescott; hill in town of Prescott; elevation, 1,100 feet . . . . . . . Belchertown.
Pride Crossing; village in southeastern part of Beverly...... Salem.
Priest; brook in Royalston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winchendon.
Prince Head; point on southeast coast of Peddock Island in
Boston Bay ............................................... Boston Bay.
Prince; river in Barre, 7 miles long . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barre.
Princeton; town in Worcester County; area, 36 sqna,remiles. Worcester.
Princeton Center; village in Princeton ....................... Worcester.
Proctor; brook tributary to North River in northern part of
Peabody ....... ........................................... Salem.
Prospect; bill in town of Barre; elevation1 1,000 feet. . . . . .. . . . Barre.
Prospect; hill in Waltham; elevation, 400 feet ............... Framingham.
Prospect; hill in Westminster; elevation, 1,220 feet .......... Fitchburg.
Prospect; hill in town of Gardner; elevation, 1,200 feet ...... Fitchburg.
Prospect; hill in eastern part of South Hadley; elevation, 300
feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Northampton.
Prospect; hill in Chilmark, Marthas Vineyard; elevation, 308
feet ...........................•........................... Gay Head.
Prospect; bill in Auburn; elevation 1 860 feet ............ .. ... Webster.
Prospect; hill in Charlton; elevation, 925 feet .............. .. Webster.
Prospect; hill in Taunton; elevation, 200 feet ................ Taunton.
Prospect; bill in West Springfield; elevation, 380 feet.. . . . . . . Springfield.
Prospect; hill in north western part of Mount Washington;
elevation1 1,900 feet ....................................... Sheffield.
Prospect; hill in southeast part of Hingham. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Abington.
Prospect; hill in Phillipston; elevation, 1,380 feet .......... .. Winchendon.
Prospect; hill in southeastern part of Rowley ; elevation1 264
feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Prospect; hill in Plympton; elevation, 100 feet ............... Middleboro.
Prospect ; hill in Groton; elevation, 503 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Groton.
Prospect; hill in Harvard; elevation, 557feet .................. Groton.
Prospect; hill in Westford; elevation , 440 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
Prospect ; hill in Tewksbury; elevation, 340 feet .............. Lawrence.
Prospect ; lake containing 140 acres in northwestern part of
Egremont ....................••.•........................ Sheffield.
Prospect Hill ; pond on eastern boundary of Taunton.... . . . . . . Taunton.
Prospectville · village in Waltham ............................ Framingham.
Provens · mountain in Agawam; altitude, 640 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . Springfield.
Providence; hill in Westford; elevation, 360 feet .............. Lowell.
Providence and Worcester; r ailroad connecting Worcester
with rovidcnce, R. I.
Provincetown; town in Barnstable County; area, 11 square
mil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Provincetown.
Provincetown · principal settlement within town of same name. Provincetown.
Pudding· br ok in eastern part of Pembroke .................. Abington.
Puffer ; p od in Maynard.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Pulpit· hill iu northern part of Amherst; elevation1 340 feet . . . Northampton.
Pulpit Rock · hill in Rowe .......................... _.... ..... Hawley.
Pumpkin· bro k in Townsend and hirley, 1 mile long, tributary to quannacook River ....................... _....... Groton.
Punch· brook in Gr enfi.eld and Shelburne, 2 miles long1 tributary to r en River .........•........... _. __ ... _... . . . . . . Gr eenfield.
Punch ; brook in Fitchburg ..•••.••••••••••••••.•••••......... Fitchburg.
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Punkatasset; hill in Concord; elevation, 300 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Purgatory; broolr in Sutton; flows into Whitin Pond .........
Purgatory; brook in Norwood and Dedham, 3 miles long, tributary to Neponset River .............. . ... ______ .... ____ ....
Purgatory Chasm; gorge in town of Sutton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Purge; brook in Pelham, 2 miles long, flows into Swift River..
Putnam; brook in Chelmsford, 1 mile long, tributary to river
Meadowbrook .... ____ .....................................
Putnam; hill in Buckland; elevation, l,220 feet ................
Putnam; hill in northern part of Danvers; elevation, 200 feet ..
Putnam; hill in Sutton; elevation, 783 feet ....................
Putnamsville; village in northeastern part of Danvers.... . . . .
Pye; brook in Boxford ancl Topsfield ..........................
Quabin; bill in Enfield; elevation, 1,020 feet ..... . . __ ..... ___ .

Fram_ingham.
Blackstone.
Dedham.
Blackstone.
Belchertown.

Lowell.
Hawley.
Salem.
Webster.
Salem.
Salem.
Belchertown.
Quaboag; river tributary to Chicopee River, in southern part~ WorceS t er.
of the State.
.
} Brookfield.
( Palmer.
Quaboag; pond in Brookfield ... _... __ .... _. _____ . __ . _... ____ Brookfield.
Quacker Run; creek wl!ich flows into Poponesset Bay, in southeast part of Mashpee .............. ___ .. _. __ ..... _..... _.. _ Barnstable.
Quaker; brook in Berkley, 1½miles long ... __ . _.. __ .. __ . __ . . . . Taunton.
Quamquisset; harbor in southwestern coast of Falmouth. __ .. Falmouth.
Quaquechan; rivei·, arm of Watuppa Pond, extending into city
of Fall River ______ ............................ ______ ..... Fall River.
Quarantine Rocks; islands south of Rainsford Island, in Boston
Bay-----------------· .................................... Boston Bay.
Queen; brook in west part of Pembroke .... _. . ........ __ .... _ Abington.
Queen Anns Corners.; village in western part of South Scituate ...... ------ .................... ______________________ Abington.
Quicks Hole; harbor between islands of Pasque and Nashawena: in town of Gosnold .... __________ ............ ______ Gay Head.
Quicksand; point on south west coast of Westport. __ .. __ . __ .. Sakonnet.
Quinapoxet; pond in Princeton and Holden ...... ____________ Worcester.
Boston.
·t
·
N
,,
lk
c
Boston
Bay.
.
·
Q umcy; ci y m or.10
onnty; area, 18 square m11es .. - . . . . Dedham.

I

LAbington.

Quincy; village in town of same name .. ___ .. ____ . _.. _... _... { Abington.
Dedham.
Quincy; bay east of town of Quincy; opens into Boston Harbor. Boston.
Quincy Center; village in town of Quincy, on Old Colony
R. R ....... _......... ___ ....... __ .... _.. _. _..... __ . . . . . . . . Boston.
Quincy Neck; l)eninsnla in eastern part of Quincy .. _.... _... Abington.
Quinepoxet; river in Holden and West Boylston, 6 miles long;
tributary to Nashna River ............ ____________________ Worcester.
Quinepoxet; village in Holden._ .... ___ .................. __ .. Worcester.
Quinsigamond; village in Worcester, on Proviuence and Worcester R.R ...................................... ______ .... Webster.
Quinsigamond; lake on southwestern boundary of Shrews- 5Worcester.
bury.
·
( Marlboro.
Quinsigamond; river, outlet of Quinsigamond Lake, in Grafton; flows into Blackstone River ..................... _.... Blackstone.
Quivett; creek on bonndary bet.ween Brewster and Dennis;~ Yarmouth.
flows into Cape Cod Bay.
{ Wellfleet.
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Quivett Neck; peninsul:.t on north coast of Dennis ............ Wellfleet.
Quohog; point extending into Katama Bay, in Edgartown,
Marthas Vineyard...... .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marthas Vineyard.
Quostinet; river rising in Mashpee and flowing into Waquoit
Bay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Falmouth.
Raccoon; hill in town of Barre; elevation, 1,040 feet.... . . . . . . Barre.
Raccoon; island off east coast of Quincy ... ................. . Boston Bay.
Race; mountain in southeastern part of Mount Washington;
altitude, 2,395 feet . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Race; point, most western extremity of Cape Cod, in Provincetown .................................. _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Provincetown.
Race Point; life-saving station upon Race Point, Provincetown ..................................................... Provincetown.
Race Point; light·house upon Race Point, Provincetown.... . Provincetown.
Race Run; head of inlet or l agoon back of Race Point, in Provincetown.. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . Provincetown.
Rag Rock; hill in Woburn ................................... Boston.
Ragged; hill in West Brookfield; elevation, 1,227 feet . . . . . . . . . Barre.
Ragged; island in Hingham Harbor ................ _. _.. _.... Boston Bay.
Railtree; hill in Carlisle; elevation, 400 feet .................. Lowell.
Railcut; hill in eastern part of Gloucester; elevation, 160 feet. Gloucester.
Rainsford; island east of south part of Long Island, in Boston
Bay ................................
•Boston Bay.
Ram; islancl in Sippican Harbor, off south coast of Marion .... .f!'almouth.
Ram; island east of south coast of Marblehead...... . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Ram; island in Merrimac River ............................... Newburyport.
Ram; island in Buzzards Bay, south of Mattapoiset Neck ...... New Bedford.
Ram; islands south of ntrance to Manchester Harbor.... . . . . . Salem .
Ram Head Bar; reef of ro eks i.n Boston Bay ........ ... _. _ . . . . Boston Bay.
Ramshorn; brook in :Millbury, 2 miles long ................... Webster.
Ramshorn; poncl in Millbury and Sutton ............ _........ Webster.
Randolph; town in Norfolk County; area, 10 squaremiles ..... Dedham.
Randolph; village in town of same name, on Old Colony R.R. Declham.
Range; light-house on Plumlsland ....... ....... ..... ......... Newburyport.
Rattlesnake; hill on boundary between Lunenburg and Townend ........................... .. ........... ............... Fitchburg.
Rattlesnake; hill in tockbridge; elevation, 1,540 feet._._._ ... Pittsfield.
Rattlesnake; hill in Dana; elevation, 840 feet ...........•...... Belchertown.
Rattlesnake; hill in haron; elevation, 420 feet... . . . . . . . . . . . . Dedham.
Rattlesnake; hill in rew Salem; elevation, 860 feet ........... Warwick.
Raven· brook in Middleboro and Halifax; 3 miles long .. ___ ... Middleboro.
Ray; hill int wn of n.rdner; elevation, 1,200 feet ............ Fitchburg.
Ray berry; hill in Leomin ter; 1 vation, 1,020 feet ...... _. _.. _ Fitchburg.
Raynham · town in Bristol County; area, 21 square miles. ____ . Taunton.
Raynham· village fa town of same name ......... _......... __ . Taunton.
Reading; t own in Middl ex ounty; area 10 square miles .... Lawrence.
Reading; prin ipal village in town of same name, on main line
f Bo ton and Maine R.R . ................................ Lawrence.
Reading Highlands; high ground at and around village of
R adin , in town of Reading; from 100 to 200 feet high .... Lawrence.
Reading Highlands; railway tation on main line Boston and
faine R. ., in eadiog ................................... Lawrence.
Read ville; village in Hyde Park ......••••.•..••••.••••••••••. Dedham.
0 ••••••••• ••••••••••••
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Red; brook in Southampton, 2 miles. long; tributary to Manhan River .................................................
Red; brook in Falmouth and Mashpee, fl.owing into Waquoit
Bay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Red; river on boundary between Chatham and Harwich ......
Red Bridge; station in Ludlow, on Springfield, Athol and Northeastern Branch of Boston and Albany R. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Red Brook; harbor of Buzzards Bay, indenting southwest coast
of Bourne .................................................
Red Brush; hill in Wrentham; elevation, 440 feet . . . . . . . . . . . .
Red Oak; hill in south part of Westhampton.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Red Oak; hill in Merrimac; elevation, 308 feet ...............
Reed; pond in Nantucket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Reed; island in Great Quittacas Pond, Lakeville and Middleboro ......................................................
Reedy Meadow; brook in Pepperell and Groton, 2 miles long;
tributary to Nashua River ............... _..................
Reeves; hill in Way land; · elevation, 400 feet.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Springfield.
Falmouth.
Yarmouth.
Palmer.
Falmouth.
Franklin.
Chesterfield.
Haverhill.
Nantucket.
Middleboro.
Groton.
Framingham.

Rehoboth; town in Bristol County; area, 47 square miles._ .. { Tau~ton.
Providence.
Rehoboth; village in town of same name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence.
Remington; mountain in western part of Cummington.... . . . . Chesterfield.
Ree:ervoir Marsh; pond on northern boundary of Wrentham .. Franklin.
Revere; town in Suffolk County; area, 7 square miles ...... _. { BoS t on.
Boston Bay.
Revere; beach along coast of Revere. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Revere; brook in southern part of Lynn ...................... Boston Bay.
Revere Beach; railway station on Revere Beach .............. Boston Bay.
Rice; hill in Rutland; elevation, 1,260 feet .........•......... Worcester.
Rice Crossing; railway crossing on Boston and Albany R. R.,
in Wellesley. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Richardson; brook in Dracut, 2 miles long. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
Richardson; pond in Woburn ................................ Lawrence.
Richmond; town in Berkshire County; ar ea, 17 square miles .. Pittsfield.
Richmond; village in town of same name, on Boston and Albany
R.R ...................................................... Pittsfield.
Richmond; hill in Dighton; elevation, 180 feet.... . . . . . . . . . . . Taunton.
Richmond; pond on boundary between Pittsfield and Richmond ........... - - ........................................ Pittsfield.
Richmond Furnace; village in town of Richmond, on Boston
and Albany R. R .......................................... Pittsfield.
Ricketson; point in eastern part of Dartmouth, extending
southward between Clark Cove and Apponagansett Harbor. New Bedford.
Rider; cove, connecting on southwest with Hassing Harbor .. Chatham.
Ridge; hill in Plympton .....................................• Middleboro.
Ridge; bill in Barre; elevation, 1,140 feet .................... Barre.
Ring; hill on north boundary of Amesbury; elevation, 280 feet Newburyport.
Ringville; village in Worthington...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chesterfield.
Ripley; creek in Edgartown, Marthas Vineyard...... . . . . . . . . Marthas Vineyard.
River Meadow; brook in Chelmsford and Lowell, 6 miles long;
t,ributaryto Concord River ................................ Lowell.
Riverdale; village in West Springfield...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Springfield.
Riverdale; village on Mill River, in Gloucester ............. . . Gloucester.
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Riverdale; village in town of Northbridge, ?n Providence and
Worcester R.R ................ ····-· ..
Blackstone.
Riverside; village in Haverhill...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Haverhill.
Riverside Station; village in Newton, on Boston and Albany
R. R. . . . . .... , . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Roaring; brook in Freetown ................................. Middleboro.
Roaring; brook, outlet of Clapp Pond in Washington, :flowing
into Housatonic River...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Becket.
Roaring; brook in Chester, tributary to Westfield River ...... Chesterfield.
Roaring; brook in Huntington and Montgomery, tributary to 5 Chesterfield.
Westfield River.
{ Granville.
Roaring; brook in Shutesbury and Leverett...... . . . . . . . . . . . . Belchertown.
Roaring; brook, branch of Mill River, in southern part of Conway ............. .' ........................................ Northampton.
Roaring; brook, branch of Hoosic River, in northern part of
Williamstown .......................................... .. Greylock.
Robb; hill in Lunenburg; elevation, 446 feet ................. Groton.
Robbin; hill in Chelmsford; elevation, 440 feet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
Robbin; pond in southeast part of East Bridgewater...... . . . . Abington.
Robbin; pond in Harwich .................................... Yarmouth.
Robbin; pond in Harvard . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Groton.
Robert; brook in northwestern part of Northampton .......... Northampton.
Robert; hill in northwestern part of Northampton; elevation,
500 feet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Northampton.
Robert; station in Weston on Massachusetts Central R. R .... Framingham.
Robert Meadow; brook in north part of Westhampton. . . . . . . Chesterfield.
Robinson; brook in Pepperell, 3 miles long; tributary to
Nashua River. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Groton.
Robinson; creek in north part of ~embroke ................... Abington.
Robinson Hole; between islands of Naushon and Pasque ..... Gay Head.
Robinsonville; village in North Attleboro .................... Providence.
Rochdale; village in town of Northbridge, on Providence and
Worcester R. R ........................................ _. . Blackstone.
Rochdale; village in Leicester, on Boston and Albany R.R ... Webster.
Rochdale; pond in Leicester. ................................. Webster.
Roche Run; in northwest part of Pembroke .................. Abington.
Roches_ter; town in sou~hwestem part of Plymouth County; 5Middleboro.
Indian name, Mencho1sett; area, 37 square miles.
{ New Bedford.
Rochester; village in southern part of town of same name .... New Bedford.
Rock· ere k on houndary line between Eastham and Orleans,
on -half mile long ...................... __ ..... _______ ..... Wellfleet.
Rock· reek in Orleans, one-half mile long; flows into Cape Cod
Bay ------ -·-· ............................................ Wellfleet.
Rock; jsland south of Marion, in Ancoot Cove ................ New Bedford.
Rock; hill in orthboro; elevation, 440 feet ... _... _....... _.. Marlboro.
Rock; pond in Georgetown ..................... --~--- ........ Lawrence.
Rock Bottom; village in, tow ................. _......... ___ . Marlboro.
Rock Harbor; village in town of Orleans ......... _•... _.. ____ Wellfleet.
Rock Island; cove on east coast of Quincy.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Rock Meadow; brook in Mendon and Uxbridge, tributary to
Black tone River ................ ................ ____ ...... Blackstone.
Rock Rimmon; hill in Belchertown; elevation, 840 feet .•••.. Palmer.
J
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Rock Station; village in town of Middleboro, on Old Colony
R.R., Cape Cod Branch ............. -~--~- ................ Middleboro.
Rock Valley; in Holyoke . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . Springfield.
Rockdale; village in western part of New Bedford. . . . . . . . . . . . New Bedford
Rockland; town in Plymouth_. County; area, 11 square miles .. Abington.
Rockport; town on eastern extremity of Cape Ann; area, 7
square miles ..................... _.. . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. Gloucester.
Rockport; village in town of same name on Sandy Bay . . . . . . . Gloucester.
Rockville; village in Millis on New York and New England
R.R., Woonsocket division ............................ , .. Franklin.
Rockville; village in Haverhill. ...................... -....... Haverhill.
Rocky; brook in Sterling and Douglas, 2 miles long; tributary j Webster.
to Stillwater River.
i Worcester.
Rocky; bill in Chelmsford; elevation, 220 feet ................ Lowell.
Rocky; hill in Groton; elevation, 460 feet...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Groton.
Rocky; hill in Oxford; elevation, 840 feet .................... Webster.
Rocky; hill on boundary line between Winchendon and Ashburnham; elevation, 1,400 feet ............................ Fitchburg.
Rocky; point, southern extremity of West Island, in Fairhaven New Bedford
Rocky; point on coast of Plymouth .......................... Plymouth.
Rocky; pond in Boy ls ton .................................... Marlboro.
Rocky; pond in Leominster ........... . ...................... Fitchburg.
Rocky; pond in southern part of Plymouth.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth.
Rocky Meadow; brook in Middleboro ....................... Middleboro.
Rocky Neck; island in head of Gloucester Harbor, between
Gloucester City and East Gloucester ...................... Gloucester.
Rocky Run; brook in ~ehoboth and Swansea ................ Taunton.
Rocky Woods; hills on northeast boundary of Medfield, respectively 300 and 400 feet high...... . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . Franklin.
Roger; island in northeastern part of Ipswich surrounded by
waters of Rowley River ................................... Salem.
Rollston; hill in Fitchburg; elevation, 820 feet ........ . ...... Fitchburg.
Romp Hole; shallow boat anchorage in north end of Monomoy
Island ...............•....•..................•............ Chatham.
Rooly Plain; village in western ·part of Rowley ....... ; . . . . . . Salem.
Root; pond in southwestern part of Great Barrington . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Rope; island in New Bedford Harbor opposite city of New Bedford -.. - . -.. - - . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . New Bedford.
Roslindale; village in city of Boston on Boston and Providence
R. R -- ... - .............................. __ . _............ _. Boston.
Round; cove in northeastern coast of West Island in Fairhaven New Bedford.
Round; hill in Northfield; elevationJ 1,240 feet ............... Warwick.
Round; hill in Sudbury ____ ... ___ ............................ Framingham.
Round; hill in Southwick; elevation, 320 feet ................ Granville.
Round; island between West Island and Sconticut Neek, in
Fairhaven ...................................... ____ ...... New Bedford.
Round; pond in northwestern part of Great Barrington_...... Sheffield.
Round; pond in west central part of Barnstable County.... . . Barnstable.
Round; pond in Truro.... .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . W ell:fleet.
Round; pond in Plymouth ......... _...................... __ .. Plymouth.
Round; pond in Haverhill .................................... Haverhill.
Round; cove at head of Pleasant Bay, between Orleans and
Chatham .... ·. •.. . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • . • . • • . . . . . . . • • Chatham.
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Round; pond in Tewksbury .................................. Lawrence.
Round Hill; point on southeastern coast of Dartmouth ...... . New Bedford.
Round Meadow; brook in Mendon, tributary to Mill River.. Blackstone.
Round Rocks; mountain peak in western part of Cheshire;
elevation, 2,480 feet ...................................... Grey lock.
Round Top; hill in Athol; elevation, 1,260 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winchendon.
Round Top; hill in Chester; elevation, 1,785 feet ............ Chesterfield.
Rowe; town in Franklin County; area,, 25 square miles ........ Hawley.
Rowe Center; village in town of Rowe ...................... Hawley.
Rowe Lot; hill in Shelburn; elevation, 819 feet ............... Greenfield.
Rowley; seaboard town on eastern coast of Essex County;
area, 19 square miles ...................................... Salem.
Rowley; village in southeastern part of town of same name .. Salem.
Rowley; river in northeastern part of Essex County, forming
portion of boundary line between Ipswich and Rowley, and
:flowing into Plum Island River .................••. ........ Salem.
Rowley; station in southeastern part of Rowley on Boston and
Maine R.R .................................. .............. Salem.
Roxbury; part of city of Boston...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
· w orces t er c oun t y; area, _44 squarem1.1es. {5Winchendon.
Royalston; t own m
Warwick.
Royalston Center; village in town of Royalston.... . . . . . . . . . . Winchendon.
Rudd; pond near central part of Becket.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Becket.
Ruggles; creek in eastern part of Quincy.·..... ............... Abington.
Ruggles; hill in Hard wick; elevation, 1,040 feet...... . . . . . . . . Barre.
Rumford; river in Mansfield and Norton; flows into Three-Mile
H.iver ....................... ........... ................... 1'aunton.
Run; brook in Sudbury.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Run; pond iu Dennis ......................................... Yarmouth.
Running Gutter; brook in northeastern part of Northampton . Northampton.
Ruralville; village in Holden...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Worcester.
Russ; poncl in Prescott ............................ , . . . . . . . . . . Belchertown.
Russell; town in Hampden County; area, 18 square miles ..... Granville.
Russell; villag in town of same name ........ ·.... . . . . . . . . . . . . Granville.
Russellville; village in gouthampton ............ ·............. Granville.
· Worcester County; area 38"tquare miles
. .. { Worcester.
R utan
1 d ,. t own m
'
.Barre.
Rutland; brook in town of Petersham, 2 miles long..... . . . . . . Barre.
Rutland Center; villacre in town of Rutland ................. Worcester.
Sachacha; pond in antucket ................................ Nantucket.
Sachem; spring iu Tisbury, Iarthas Vineyanl ...... _......... Marthas Vineyard.
Sac~e~ · _bro?k in Pepperell, 2½ miles long; tributary to Nis1t1
Lt L\' r ... ........ ...... .... .... ..... .... .... ... .... Groton.
Sacket · brook tributary to Housatonic River in Hinsdale and
Pitt fi ,1c1 .•••.••.•..•••. ••.••.......•.•..•.•..•••••.•••..• Becket.
Saco· pond in north w t 'rn part of Brimfield ........ _....... . Brookfield.
Saddle· mouutaiu in outhwe.-t rn part of North Adams; altinc1 , 3, i f t ..................... ................. ..... Greyloek.
Saddle Rock· monntain in western part of New Ashford· altind , ,2 t t . ....... ........ .. .... ................ : ..... Greylock.
Sagamore· hill in Bourn ..... ............................... Plymouth.
Sagamore Head· point of land 80 feet high on southeast coast
of Hull. · . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
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Saguish Head; point of land at entrance to Duxbury Harbor,
Duxbury . ____ . ___ . __ . __ ............ - -- - - .. - ..... - . - - .... - Plymouth.
Sailor; island in Hingham Harbor... . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Salem; city in southern part of Essex County; area, 9 square { Boston Bay.
miles.
Salem.
Salem; harbor in southern part of Essex County between
Marblehead and Sal.e m ........ -------------·-------- ...... Salem.
Salem; reservoir on hill about one-half mile north of Salem in
Beverly_ .......... _...... _. . _..... _......••........... - . . . Salem.
Salem and Lawrence; part of Boston and Maine Railroad
system.
Salem and Lowell; part of Boston and Maine Railroad system.
Salem Neck; peninsula on northeastern coast of Salem .. - . - .. Salem.
Salisbury; town in Essex County; area, 18 square miles .. - . - . Newburyport.
Salisbury; village in town of same name on Boston and Maine
R. R ___ -_.... ··- ___ ... ___ ...... ____ ... ___ .. ___ .... ___ .. ---- Newburyport.
Salisbury Beach; village in town of Salisbury ......... - .... - Newburyport.
. N or.1.0
,, lk an dB ns
. t o1 conn t·ms - ... - - - { Ab.
Dedham.
Salisbury Plain;. n. ver m
t
mg on.
Salisbury Point; village in town of Salis bury.... . . . . . . . . . . . • New bnryport.
Salmon; brook in Dunstable ... --· ... __ ...... -- . -............ Lowell.
Salmon Falls; village in town of Russell on Boston and Albany
R.R .............. __ . _..••.... _......... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Granville.
Salt; island off eastern coast of Gloucester ....... _..... - . . . . . Gloucester.
Salt; pond in southwestern part of Falmouth ... _........ ___ .. Falmouth.
Salt; pond on southern coast of Harwich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Yarmouth.
Salt; pond in Plymouth .. _........... __ -~.................... Plymouth.
Salt Island Ledge; islet off eastern coast of Gloucester ....... Gloucester.
Salt I¥Ieadovr; marsh in Truro ....... _... _......... _... . . . . . . Provincetown.
Salten; point on north of Barnstable, extending into Barnstable
Harbor ..... , .... ····-· .... -··· .... ______ ................. Barnstable.
Salter; point on southeastern coast of Dartmouth. ______ ···-·· New Bedford.
Sampson; brook in northern part of Kingston flowing into
:Blackwater Pond ........................................ . Duxbury.
Sampson; brook in Carver ............ _............... _...... Middleboro.
Sampson; cove in Assawompsett pond in Lakeville .......... _ Middleboro.
Sampson; hill on Chappaquiddick Island in Edgartown, Marthas Vineyard .................. __ ........... _..... _.... _.. Marthas Vineyard.
Sampson; island at entrance of Osterville Harbor, southwest
of Barnstable .............. ______ ................ ____ ..... Barnstable.
Sampson; island off south coast of -Orleans .... _.. _. . . . . . . . . . . W ell:fleet.
Sampson; pond in Carver ___ ........ _. _.. _.. ___ .. ___________ { Mi<ldleboro.
Plymouth.
Sand; brook in FHchburg ........ ____ .......... ..... ......... FitchLurg.
Sand; pornl in Harwich ............ ·-···· ...... ____ .... ______ Yarmouth.
Sandersdale; village in Southbridge ... __ ...... __ ..... __ . _. __ Brookfield.
Sanderson; brook in Chester and Blandford, 2 miles long; tributary to Westfield River ............... _...... __ .... _... . . Granville.
Sandisfield; town in southeastern part of Berkshire County;
area, 54 square miles .................•• _•.. _..... _. _. _... . Sandisfield.
Sandisfield; village in central part of town of same name __ . . Sarnlisfield.
Sandw_ich; town in ~estern part of Barnstable County, bor- { Barnstable.
dermg on Capo Cod Bay; area, 44 square miles.
Falmouth,
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·
{ Barnstable.
Sandwich ; principal village in town of same name - - - - - - - - - - Plymouth.
Sandy; bay in northeastern coast of Rockport - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gloucester.
Sandy; brook in Burlington, tributary to Vine Brook ........ Boston.
Sandy; brook tributary to :E'armington River, rising in Sandisfield, flowing southeasterly into Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sandisfield.
Sandy; pond in Lincoln ...................................... Framingham.
Sandy; pond in southern pal't of Plymouth...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth.
Sandy; pond in Ayer .................. -- -··· ................ Groton.
Sandy Neck; lo~ sand beach on north of Barnstable ........ Barnstable.
Sandy Neck; light at entrance to Barnstable Harbor ........ Barnstable.
Sandy Pond; station on Boston and Lowell R.R., Stony Brook
branch, in Groton ...................... - ..... - . -. . . . . . . . . Groton.
Sankaty Head; light-house on east coast of Nantucket ....... Nantucket.
Sason ; island in Sengekontacket Pond, Marthas Vineyard;,
opens mto Vineyard Sound ................................ Marthas Vineyard.
Sassaquin; pond in northern part of New Bedford . . . . . . . . . . . . N e'Y Bedford.
Satucket; river in southern part of East Bridgewater ......... Abington.
· E' ssex count y; area 12 square m1·i es ....... . { Boston.
S augus; t own m
Boston Bay.
Saugus; principal village in town of same name on Saugus
branch of Boston and Maine R.R ................... ..... _ Boston.
Saugus ; river in Essex and Middlesex counties, flowing into
Lynn Harbor; is about 15 miles long.

l

Lawrence.
BoS t on.
Boston Bay.
Savin; hill in city of Boston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Savory; pond in Plymouth ................................... Plymouth.
Savoy; towni.nnortheasternpartofBerkshireCounty; area36 { Hawley.
square miles.
Grey lock.
Savoy Hollow; village in southern part of Savoy ............ Grey lock.
Sawdy; pond iu western part of West.field .................... Fall River.
Saw Mill; brook in Leverntt.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Warwick.
Saw Mill; brook in Concord, 1 mile l ong; flows into Concord River ............... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Saw Mill; brook in Bridgewater, tributary to Taunton River,
2 miles long . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Micldleboro.
Saw Mill; hills in we tern part of Northampton, highest point
being 740 feet ....... .......................... ............ Northampton.
Saw Mill; river in l\folltague, 7 miles long, tributary to Conn ·ticnt River ............................................ Greenfield.
Saw Mill· river in Leverett .................................. Belchertown.
Sawyer; hill iu B rlin ...... ....... ........ ...... ............ Marlboro.
Saxonville; village in town of Framingham on Saxonville
branch Bo ton and Albany R. R ............. .............. Framingham.
Scantic; villag in Hampden .... ............................. Palmer.
Scantic; brook in Hampden au l Monson ..................... Palmer.
Scargo; hill iu enuis .... .................................... Yarmouth.
Scargo; la.kc iu D nai ....................................... Yarmouth.
Scarlet; brook in Tyn1r boro and Lowell, 1 mile long, tributary to Ierrimac River. ................................... Lowell.
Schenob; brook, branch of IIousatonic River in Sheffield...... Sheffield.
Schoolhouse; pond in Brewster... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W ell:fl.eet.
Scituate; eahoard town in northeastern part of Plymouth { Abington.
'ounty; area 27 square miles.
Duxbury.
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Scituate; village in town of same name. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Abington.
Scituate; harbor on east coast of Scituate between Crow Point
and Cedar Point...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Duxbury
Scituate; hill in Cohasset...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Abington.
Scituate Harbor; village in -eastern part of Scituate ......... Duxbury.
Scituate N~ck; peninsula-in northeast part of Scituate ...... Abington.
Scontic1,1t; po,i nt, southern e:xtremity of Sconticut Neck, Fair
Haven .......... . .. •. -. .................................... New Bedford.
Sconticut Neck; penin-sula on southern coast of Fair Haven,
extending southeasterly info Buzzards Bay.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Bedford.
Scorton Harbor; · creek north of Sandwich flowing into Cape
Cod Bay .... _. _. .•.•....... ~... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnstable.
Scorton Neck; reef covered with sand hills on south shore of
Cape Cod Bay, in town of Sandwich ...................... Barnstable.
Scotland; villaige in town -o f Bridgewater ......... -- . . . . . . . . . . Taunton.
Scotland; hill in Reading; elevation, 160 feet ................ Lawrence.
Scotland; hill on bounda.ry between Haverhill and Methuen .. Haverhill.
Scott; brook in Fitchburg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fitch burg.
Scott; hill in. central part of Ipswich; elevation, 180 feet ..... Salem.
Scott; reservoir in Fitchburg ................................ Fitchburg.
Scraggy Neck; island in eastern part of Buzzards Bay ....... -Falmouth.
Scribner; hill in Tyngsboro; elevation, 400 feet ............... Lowell.
Scudding; pond in Taunton .................................. Taunton.
Seal;, island in Buzzard& Bay south of Mattapoisett Neck ...... New Bedford.
Seal: island in Merrimac River_... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Newburyport.
Sear; p@d in Yarmouth ...... ....... ......... . ...........•... Yarmouth.
• wes t_par t ~ f w·ll'
b
{ Northampton
earsvi·ne; v1·11 age ~n
~ iams urg - - - - -- - - · · - · Chesterfield. ·
Second,; brook in Bucklri,IJ.d, 1 milo long, flows into Deerfield
River ................ ,.- ---- ............................... I-Iawley.
Second; pond in Ludlo'Y...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Palmer.
Second; branch of Connecticut River in eastern part of Franklin County ................................................ Northampton.
Second; branch of Jones River in Kingston ........ ______ .... Plymouth.
Second Herring; brook in eastern part of South Scituate . . . . Abington.
Seekonk; town in Bristol Coun~y; area 19 square miles ...... Providence.
Seekonk; villa,ge in town of sam~ namo ............. ......... Providence.
Seekonk; hrook tributary to Green River in western part of
Great Barrington ................... _... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Seekonk; river in Alford ........................... ___ ....... Pittsfield.
Sengekontacket; pond in Cottage City and Edgartown, Marthas Vineyard -........................................... Marthas Vineyard.
Serganst:t; river in Taunton ancl Dighton, 6 miles long, tributary to Tauuton River .......................... __ ....... Taunton.
Seven Mile; river in Attleboro and North Attleboro, flows into
Ten Mile River. ..... -- ................. _.................. Providence.

S

Seven Mile; ri ,,er tributary to Quaboag River in Spencer. __ . 5 Brookfield.
( Bane.
Sewammock Neck; peninsula in southern part of Somerset,
between Lees and Taunton rivers ............ __ __ .......... Fall River.
· Seymour; brook iu Cranville, 1 mile long .................... Granville.
Seymour; mountain iu ia;ontheastern part of Sandisfield; altitude, 1,693 feet .................. _..... __ ............... __ . Sandisfield.
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Seymour; pond on southern boundary of Brewster ........... Yarmouth.
Shag Rocks; rocky islets near Boston Light in Boston Bay .... Boston Bay.
Shaker; brook in Hancock and Pittsfield, 2 miles long ......... Pittsfield.
Shaker; village in Sbfrley ................. ..•........ ........ Groton.
Shaker; village in town of Harvard.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Groton.
Shaker; village in Pittsfield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . Pittsfield.
Shaker Mill; pond in West Stockbridge...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pittsfield.
Shakum; pond on southern boundary of Framingham . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Shallow; pond in Falmouth. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . Falmouth.
Shallow; pond east of Great Pond, Barnstable ................ Barnstable.
Shallow; pond in Plymouth ...........................•...... Plymouth.
Shank Pooder; pond in Provincetown...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . Provincetown.
Sharon; town in Norfolk County; area 25 square miles ....... Dedham.
Sharon; village in town of same name on Boston and Providence R.R ............................................... Deadham.
Sharon Heights; village in town of Sharon on Boston and
Providence R.R .............. ............................ Deaclham.
Shatterack; brook in Montgomery and Russell, 2 miles long,
tributary to Westfield River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Granville.
Shatterack; mountain in town of Montgomery; altitude, l,200
feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gran ville.
Shatterack, pond in Montgomery...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Granville.
Shattuck; brook in Phillipston, 2 miles long; unites with Bigelow Brook to form Swift River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winchendon.
Shattuck; brook in Leyden and Bernardston and in State of
Vermont...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greenfield.
Shattuckville; village in Coleraine ........................... Greenfield.
Shaving; brook in Middleboro ................................ Midd]eboro.
Shaw; pond in Leicester.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Worcester.
Shaw; pond in Ludlow ....................................... Palmer.
Shaw; pond in southwestern part of Becket.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Becket.
Shawkemo; hill in Nantucket ............................... Nantucket.
Shawahine; river in Essex and Middlesex counties, tributary { Framingham.
to Merrimac River.
Lawrence.
Sheep; island west of Hull in Boston Bay .................... Boston Bay.
Sheep ; pond in Brewster ................. _................... Yarmouth.
Sheep Pasture; hill in northeastern part of Manchester; elevation, 140 feet ................ _.. ................ _.... __ .. Salem.
Sheffield; town in southern part of Berkshire County; area, 52
squar miles .................. __ .... __ ... ____ .. __ . ___ . . . . . Sheffield.
Sheffield ; vma e in central part of town of same name...... . Sheffield.
Sheffield Plain; village in central part of Sheffield ...... ____ . Sheffield.
Shelburne; town in Franldin County; area, 23 square miles .. Greenfield.
Shelburne; villag in town of same name ... __ .. ____ . ____ . . . . Greenfield.
Shelburne Palls ; village in town of helburne. __ . . . . . . . . • . . . Greenfield.
Sheldon; hill in Leominster; elevation, 840 feet...... . . • • . . . . Fitchburg.
Sheldonville; villag in Wrentham ........ _._._ .. _....... _... Franklin.
Shemo; point on ·oast of Nantucket, extending into Nantucket
Harbor .............................................. __ . _. Nantucket.
Shepard: brook in Franklin, tributary to Charles River, 2
miles lonO' .............................. ... _. _. _. _.. _____ . Franklin.
Shepard· pond on w stern boundary of Foxhoro. __ . ______ . _. _ Franklin.
Shepard ville ; Yillag in Vrenbbam ....... _... _.. _.. _.... _. __ Franklin.
Shepardville; reservoir in Wentham . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . Franklin.
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Shepherd; brook in Buckland,.1-½ miles long;-tributary to Clesson Brook ....•...••.•.......•.......•....••....•......... I-Iawley.
Shepherd; cove in Assonet Bay, Freetown ......•............. Taunton.
Shepherd; island in Connecticut River, between southern parts
of Hadley and Northampton ............................... Northampton.
·
.
.
.
{ Framingham.
Sherborn; town m Middlesex County; area, 17 square miles.
kl'
Fran 111.
Sherborn; village in town of same name· on Old Colony R.R.,
Framingham and Mansfield branch . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Franklin.
Shingle; brook in Shelburne and Deerfield, 3 miles long; flows
into Deerfield River ....................................... Greenfield.
Shingle; hill in southeasterly part of Williamsburg; altitude,
900 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Northampton.
Shingle; hill in Shelburne; elevation, 890 feet ................ Greenfield.
Shingle Island; rive1: tributary to Westport River in northern
part of Dartmouth ........................................ Fall River.
Shingle Swamp; brook in Orange, 2 mileslong ............... Warwick.
Ship; pond in Plymouth ...................................... Plymouth.
Shirley; town in Middlesex County; area, 16 square miles .... Groton.
Shirley; village in town of same name, on Fitchburg R. R ..... Groton.
Shirley; reservoir in towns of Shirley and Lunenburg ........ Groton.
Shivenick; pond in southern part of F almouth ................ Falmouth.
Shoe String; hill in Marlboro; elevation, 540 feet ............ Marlboro.
Shooters; island near north end of Monomoy Island . . . . . . . . . . Chatham.
Short; brook in Middleboro, 3½ miles long; tributary to Tispaquin Pond ............. ____ .............................. Middleboro.
Short; creek in Tisbury, Marthas Vineyard; flows into Great
Tisbury Pond ...... ____ .... ____ . ______________ ...... ______ Martbas Vineyard.
Shovelfull Shoal; about 1½ miles southeast from Monomoy
Point Light_, Monomoy Island. ___ .. ________ ......... ___ ... Chatham.
Shoves Neck; peninsula in Berkley .............. ·"·· ________ Taunton.
Sh rewsb ury; t ownm
· W orces t er County; area,
. 2lsq_uarem1.1es. { Marlboro.
Worcester.
Shrewsbury; village in town of same name ....... __ ... _...... Marlboro.
Shubart; pond in west central part of Barnstable ____ .. _.. _. _. Barnstable.
Shumatuscacant; river in eastern part of Abington ... ____ . __ Abington.
. F.
.
.
{ Belchertown.
Shutesb ury; town m
< ranklm County; area, 27 square miles.
Sh t b .
u P,S ury.
Shutesbury; village in own of same name __ ..... __ . . . . . . . . . . Belchertown.
Siasconset; village in Nantucket 1 on Nantucket R. R. . . . . . . . . Nantucket.
Sibley; reservoir in Sutton ........ _..... _._ ..... _... ___ ... _. _ Webster.
Silver; brook in east part of Hanover ......................... Abington.
Silver; brook in towns .of Barre and P etersham, 2 miles long.. Barre.
Silver; bill in Milford; elevation, 520 fe et ........ __ .... _..... Blackstone.
Silver; hi.11 in Haverhill; elevation, 278 feet ... __ ... . . . . . . . . . . Haverhill.
Silver; hi11 in Weston; elevation, 100 feet .................... Framingham.
Silver; fake in south part of Pembroke ...... _.. _..... __ ...... Abington.
Silver; lake in northwest part of Kingston ........ ___________ . Abington.
Silver; lake in Grafton ....... _... _. _. ___ . __ ..• ___ .. __ . __ .... . Blackstone.
Silver; lake in central part of Pittsfield .. _____ . __ . _. __ . _. ____ . Becket.
Silver; lake in Wilmington ................................ _. Lawrence.
Silver Branch; branch of Clam River, in Sandisfiehl. __ ...... _ Sandisfield.
Silver Lake; railway station on Boston and Lowell R. R., in
Wilmington •....••••.•••••..••••......••••............... Lawrence.

£
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Simmons; two ponds in Dennis ......... --- .•.•..........•... Yarmouth.
Simon; hill in central part of South Scituate ••••....•........ Abington.
Simon; pond in southern part of Sandisfield .................. Sandisfield.
Singletary; brook in Millbury, 1 mile long; tributary to
Blackstone River .............. _. _.......... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . Webster.
Singletary; pond in Sutton and Millbury ..................• . - Webster.
Sinking; pond in Acton. _____ .... ______ .... __ .... ________ .... Framingham.
Sippican; village in Marion on Si ppican Harbor ... _. . . . . . . . . . New Bedford.
Sippican; h arbor, arm of Buzzards Bay, projecting into 5 Falmouth.
Marion.
( New Bedford.
Sippican Neck; peninsula about 2 miles long on southeast coast
of Marion .. _.. __ .. _.. _... _.......... _. _.... ___ .. . . __ . . . . . Falmouth.
Sipson; island in Orleans .. __ . _...................... ... ..... Chatham.
Sixteen Acres; village in town of.Springfield __ __........... Palmer.
Skinequit; pond in Harwich .......... ______________ ........• Yarmouth.
Skug; river in Andover and North Reading, flows into Martin
Pond .... __________ .... ______________ .............. _______ Lawrence.
Sky; hHl in Tyringham; elevation, 1,947 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sandisfield.
Slab; brook in Southwick, 3 miles long; tributary to Great
Brook _. _......................... _..... _. _.......... _. . . . Granville.
Slate; island east of Grape Island in Boston Bay ____ ......... Boston Bay.
Slater; reservoir in Charlton_ ............ _. _.. _...... . . . . . . . . Webster.
Sleep; hill on northwestern coast of Castle Neck; elevation, 120
feet ........ __ ......... _... _..... _. ____ . _... _.. _. _. . . . . . . . Salem.
Sligo; hill in Marlboro; elevation, 580 feet ...•....... ......... Marlboro.
Slocum; brook tributary to Farmington River in southern part
of Tolland __ .... _... _. __ .. __________ . ________________ ..... Sandisfield.
Slocum; ri vcr in southern part of Dartmouth, fl.owing into Buzzards Bay_. _. ___ ..... _. _. ___ . __ . ___ . _____ . _______ . .. ___ • • New Bedford.
Slocum Neck; peninsula, on southern coast of Dartmouth .... New Bedford.
Sluice; brook in Shelburne, 2¼ miles long; tributary to North
River_ ..... _.... __ ... __ _. __ . ____ . _______________________ . _ Greenfield.
Small ; hill in Truro; elevation, 140 feet. ________ .. __ . ___ . .. ___ Provincetown
Small; pond in Kingston .... _________________________ ...... __ Plymouth.
Small ; pond in eastern part of Barnstable __ . ___ . _. _. __ . __ . _.. Barnstable.
Smead; brook in Gr eenfield, 2 miles long; tributary to Green
River ______________________ ...... ________________ .... ____ Greenfield.
Smelt Branch; stream in Kingston. _____ , ___________ ... . . . . . . Plymouth.
Smith; brook in Plorida, tributary to Deer.field River; 1½ miles
long .... --·- __ ______ ............ ________________ ...... ____ Hawley,
Smith; brook in Hancock and Pitts.field, 4- miles long; flows
into Hou atonic branch of Housatonic River ___________ . _. Pittsfield.
Smith; brook in Barre, 1½miles long. _____________________ __ ._ Barre.
Smith ; village in town of Enfield, on Boston and Albany R. R.,
Athol branch . ____________________ ____________ ·____ ___ . ____ Barre.
Smith Ferry; ferry and village on Connecticut River about 3
miles below x Bow, between South Hadley and part of
orthampton _____________________________________________ Northampton.
Smith Neck; peninsula on southern coast of Dartmouth ...... New Bedford.
Smith Rocks ; rocks lying on northeast coast of Scituate._ ... Abington.
Smithville; village in Barre, on Ware River branch of Boston
and Albany R. R _.... __ .. ___ . _____ ___________ . ________ . ___ Barre.
Snake· brook in Wayland and on its southern boundary, 2
mile long; flows into Lake Cochituate ..... _... . . • . . • • • • . Framingham.
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Snake; hill in Tewksbury; elevation, 140 feet ................ Lawrence.
Snake; hill on boundary line between Ayer and Groton ....... Groton.
Snake; hill in southern part of Beverly . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Snake; hill in easteru part of Marshfield; elevation, 100 feet .. Duxbury.
Snake; island west of south coast of Winthrop ............... Boston Bay.
Snake; pond in southwestern part of Sandwich ............... Falmouth.
Snake Meadow; hill in Westford; elevation, 340 feet ........ Lowell.
Snipatuit; pond in Rochester ........ . ..... __ .. _. _.. . . . . . . . . . . Micldleboro.
Snow; p.o nd in Rochester ..............•... ______ ............ Middleboro.
Soapstone; hill in Petersham; elevation, 860 feet ............. Belchertown.
Sodden; brook in eastern part of Westhampton ... _.. . . . . . . . . Chesterfield.
Sodom; mountain in Southwick and Granville; altitude, 1,100
feet .. _. _......... ___ ......... _... ___ .. ____ .. _.. . . . . . . . . . . Granville.
Solomon; pond in Northboro. ______ ........ _______ ...•.. -----· Marlboro.
Somerset ; town in west central part of Bristol County; .area, 5 Taunton.
9 square miles.
( Fall River.
Somerset; village in town of same name . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . Taunton.
Somerville; city in Middlesex County; area, 4 square miles ... Boston.
Soughtfor; pond in Westford ................................. Lowell.
South; brook, tributary to Hoosic River, in southeastern part of
Cheshire...... . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Greylock.
South; brook in Bridgewater, tributary to Town River; 3 miles
long...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Middleboro.
South; mountain in Lenox; altitude, 1,870 feet ..........•.••. Pittsfield.
South; mountain in Granville; altitude, 1,200 feet...... . . . . . . Granville.
South; pond in Plymouth .................................... Plymouth.
South; river in Conway, tributary to Deerfield River ..... ~ ... Greenfield.
South; river rising in Duxbury and flowing through Marshfield
to the sea ................................................. Duxbury.
South Acton; village in town of Acton, on Fitchburg R.R ... Framingham.
South Amherst; village in southeastern part of Amherst. . . . . Northampton.
south Ashburnham; village in town of Ashburnham ......... Fitchburg.
South Athol; village in town of Athol, on Boston and Albany
R.R., Athol branch ............•....••... __ ... _........... Warwick.
South Attleboro; village in town of Attleboro ............... Providence.
South Bellingham; village in town of Bellingham...... . . . . . . Franklin.
South Berlin; village in town of Berlin...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Marlboro.
South Billerica; village in town of Billerica, on Boston and
Lowell R.R., Billerica branch ....... ____ .. _. _.. . . . . . . . • . . . Lowell.
South Boston; part of city of Boston ... __ .................... Boston.
South Brewster; village in town of Brewster ..•.........••.. Yarmouth.
South Charlton; village in town of Charlton ......•........••. Webster.
South Charlton; reservoir in town of Charlton ...••......... _ Webster.
South Chatham; village in town of Chatham ............•... Yarmouth.
South Chelmsford; village in Chelmsford, on Framingham and
Lowell R. R ...... __ .... _...... _....• __ ..•........... ____ . Lowell.
South Dartmouth; village in eastern part of Dartmouth.... . . New Bedford.
South Deerfield; village in southern part of Deerfield..... . . . . . Northampton.
South Dennis; village in town of Dennis...... . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . Yarmouth.
South Duxbury; village in southeastern part of Duxbury .... Duxbury.
South Duxbury; station on Old Colony R. R., in southeastern
part of Duxbury ..................•.•...............•. _.. Duxbury.
South Easton; village in town of Easton..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dedham.
South Egremont; village in eastern part of Egremont • • • . • • • . Sheffield.
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South Fitchburg; village in town of Fitchburg ............... Fitchburg.
South Framingham; village in town of Framingham, on Boston and Albany R. R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
South Gardner; village in town of Gardner, on Fitchburg R.
R., Worcester division ... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fitchburg.
South Gardner; reservoir in town of Gardner ................ Fitchburg.
South Georgetown; village in southern part of Georgetown .. Salem.
South Groveland; village in Groveland, on Boston and Maine
R.R., Georgetown branch ................................ . Lawrence.
South Hadley, town in southern part of Hampshire County; 5 Springfield.
( Northampton.
area, 22 square miles.
South Hadley; village in central part of town of same name.. Northampton.
South Hadley Falls; village in town of South Hadley.... . . . . Springfield.
South Hanover; village in south part of Hanover ............ Abington.
South Hanson; village in south central part of Hanson ....... Abington.
South Hanson; station in south part of Hanson .............. Abington.
South Harwich; village in town of Harwich .............. ... Yarmouth.
South Hawley; village in town of Hawley .......... ......... Hawley.
South Hingham; village in south part of Hingham .... _...... Abington.
South Lancaster; village in town of Lancaster _..... _..... . . Marlboro.
South Lawrence; part of city of Lawrence lying on south side
of Merrimac River , ............... _............. ___ ... __ .. Lawrence.
South Lee; village in town of Lee, on Housatonic R.R ... _... Pittsfield.
South Leverett; village in town of L everett .... _..... _... __ . Belchertown.
South Lincoln; village in town of Lincoln ......... __ ..... __ . Framingham.
South Lynnfield; village in Lynnfield, on Wakefield branch of 5Salem.
( Lawrence.
ea tern divi ion Boston and Maine R.R.
South Marlboro; village in town of Marlboro, on Fitchburg
R.R., Marlboro branch ...... _...... _................... ... Marlboro.
South Meadow; brook in Shrewsbury; flows into Lake Quinsigam nd; 2 miles long ... _.... __ ........ _..... _. . . . . . . . . . Mar1boro.
South Meadow; brook in Carver, 6 miles long, tributary to
Weweantic River .......... . .............................. Middleboro.
South Middleboro; village in town of Middleboro, on Old
Colony R.R., Cape Cod branch ........................... Middleboro.
South Milford; vi1lage in town of Milford ............... _.. __ Blackstone.
South Monson; village in town of Monson, on New London
orthern R .R ............................................ Palmer.
South Natick; village in town of Natick ..................... Framingham.
South Orleans; village in town of Orleans .. __ ....... ..... _. _ We11.fleet.
South Pocasset; village in southwestern part of Bourne ..... Falmouth.
South Purchase; swamp in Middleboro ........... ___ ... _. ___ Mi11dleboro.
South Quincy; village in ast part of Quincy ..... __ ....... _. Abington.
South Royalston; vHlage in town of Royalston, on Fitchburg
R. · - - - - - -- - - - - - -- .. - .... -. -................ _... _... _ . ___ Winchendon.
South Salem; village in ea ·tern part of Salem, on S:ilem
I-Iarbor ......... __ .... _... _........ _... _. _. __ ... _____ _. ___ Salem.
South Sandisfield; vHlage in southw t rn part of an<li. ficl1l Sandisfiel<.l.
South Scituate· village in eastern part of town of same 11ame. Allington.
South Seekonk; village in town of ekonk ..... _..... __ . _. _ Providence.
South Sherborn; village in town of herborn, on Old Colony
. R., Framingham and Mansfield branch ........... _... _.. Franklin.
South Shrewsbury; village in town of Sherborn _........... Marlboro.
outh Spencer i village in town of Spencer ...... . . . . • . . . • . . . Brookfield.
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South Sudbury; village in town of Sudbury, on Massachusetts
Central R. R-- ______ ........................ ______________ Framingham.
South Sugar Loaf; point 709 feet high in southeastern part of
Deerfield . _.. _... __ .. _..... _..... _.. _... __ ..... _.... . . . . . . Northampton.
South Sutton ; village in town of Sutton ...... _..... - . . . . . . . Blackstone.
South Truro ; village in town of Truro ................... _.. Wellfleet.
South Wachusett; brook in Princeton, 5 miles long, flows
into Quinapoxet Pond ______ .......... ----- · ---··· ........ Worcester.
South Walpole; village in town of Walpole, on Old Colony
R. R., Framingham and Mansfield branch... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Franklin.
South Wareham; village in town of ,vareham, on Old Colony
R.R., Cape Cod branch ______ .......... ______ .......... -- . Middleboro.
South Wellfleet; village in town of Wellfleet, on Old Colony
R.R., Cape Cod divjsion .................................. Wellfleet.
South Westport; village in the eastern part of West port .. _. . Fall River.
South Weymouth; village in southern part of Weymouth .. Abington.
South Williamstown; village in southern part of Williamstown .... ____ ........ ____ ............ __ ........ ___ .... ___ . Greylock.
South Wilmington Station; village in Woburn, on Boston and
Lowell R.R ...... --·· .... ___ .......... __ ................. Lawrence.
South Worthington; village in southeast part of Worthington ................... _..... _............ _............ __ . . Chesterfield.
South Yarmouth; village in town of Yarmouth ..........•... Yarmouth.
. H amps h'1re Coun t y; area, ;:;" 9 square {Chesterfield.
South ampton; t own· m
G
'll
miles
ra:1v1 e.
Sprmgfield.
Southampton ; village in town of same name ....... _.... . . . . Springfield.
Southboro; town in Worcester County; area, 16 square miles. { Marl~oro.
Frammgham.
Southboro; village in town of same name .................... Marlboro.
Southbridge; town in Worcester County; area, 21 square miles Brookfield.
Southbridge; principal village in town of same name ..•..... Brookfield.
Southfield ; village in c~ntral part of New Marlboro.... . . . . . . Sandisfield.
Southville; village in town of Southboro, on Boston and Albany R.R ............ -·---- ........................ ______ Marlboro.
Southwick; town in Hampden County; area, 30 square miles. 5 Springfield.
( Granville.
Southwick; village in town of same name on New Haven
and Northampton R.R. --- ......... ___ .. ___ .... . .........• Granville.
Southwick; creek tributary to Hoosic River, in eastern part of
Adams ...••. ------ ...... --------·-·· .............. --·- .... Greylock.
Southwick; hill in Southwick; elevation, 380 feet . __ .... ___ • Granville.
Southwick Jog; a departure from a right line in south boundary of Massachusetts, by which a small rectangular area
which, under the definition of the boundary would have
formed part of Connecticut, was included in Massachusetts.
This was done by the surveyors in running the line in accordance with the wish of Oliver Wolcott, who preferred to be
under the jurisdictjon of Massachusetts ...... _............ Granville.
Spark; hill in Westford; elevation, 400 feet ....... _.. _. _. __ .. Lowell.
Spaulding; brook in Westford, connects Key Pond with Soughtfor Pond .. - -.. __ ........ _......... _........... __ ..... __ .. _ Powell.
Spectacle; island in Boston Bay, lying sout_h east of Boston ... Boston Bay.
Spectacle; pond in central part of Falmouth ................. Falmouth.
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Spectable; pond in Sandwich; area, about 150 acres .......... Barnstable.
Spectacle; pond, containing 113 acres, in northern part of Sandisfield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . San<.lisfi.eld.
Spectacle; pond in Lancaster ........ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Groton .
Spectacle; pond in Wareham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth.
Spectacle ; pond in Wilbraham ........................... .... Palmer.
Spectacle; two ponds in eastern part of New Salem. ... . . . . . . Warwick.
( Worcester.
.Jes
___
J
Barre.
Spencer; town in Worcester County; area' 34 Square ml
'>
Webster.
Brookfield.
Spencer; village in town of same name, on Boston and Albany { Brookfield.
R.R.
Webster.

l

Spencer; brook in Concord and Carlisle, 3 miles long ........ { Lowe~l.
Frammgham.
Spencer Center; village in town of Spencer ...... _........ _.. Worcester.
Spickett ; mountain in northern part of Lynn • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay
Spickett; river in Methuen and Lawrence .................... Lawrence.
Spindle; hill in Stow; elevation, 400 feet . ......... ........... Marlboro.
Spofford ; pond in Boxford ... . . ................ ... .. ......... Lawrence.
Spoon ; hill in Marlboro; elevation, ,180 feet .... .............. Marlboro.
Spooner ; pond in northern part of Plymouth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth.
Spot; pond in Stoneham ..................................... Boston.
Sprague ; hHl in north part of Bridgewater ................... Abington.
Spring; brook in Be<lfol'd ...... . ............................. , Framingham.
Spring; brook iu Mendon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blackstone.
Spring; brook in BridgewateT, tributary to Taunton River, 1
mile long ........... .................·..................... Middleboro.
Spring; brook in Bedford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
Spring; creek fl.owing from Great Marshes into Barnstable Harbor ....................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnstable.
Spring; lake in Needham ............. ....... . . ... .. .......... Framingham.
Spring; pond in Groton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grofon.
Spring; pond in southwest part of Salem ..................... Boston Bay.
Spring HiJl; stream in north part of Sandwich, fl.owing into
Cape Cod Bay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnstable.
Spring Hill; beach in north part of Sandwich ................ Barnstable.
Springfield; city in Hampden County; area, 36 square miles .. { Springfield.
Palmer.
Springfield; reservoir in Ludlow .. .. ......................... Palmer.
Springfield, Athol, and Northern; part of Boston and Albany
ailroad sy tern, running northeastward from Springfield
and Athol.
Springville; village in Winchendon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winchendon.
Spruce; hill iu we ·t part of Westhampton ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chesterfield.
Spruce· hill in son th we tern part of Plorida; elevation, 2,588
fe t -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grey lock.
Spurr- lak in heffield ...................................... Sheffield.
Sky· pond in Ahington . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Squam; pond in Tantucket .... ..................... ......... Nantucket.
Squam · riv r iu central part of Gloucester, connecting Annisqnam Harbor with 'louc ter Harbor ............ .. ....... Gloucester.
Squam Head ; point on east coast of Nantucket ..........••.• Nantucket.
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Squam Light; :fifth order, fixed white light at east entrance of
Annisquam Harbor on Wigwam Point, Gloucester; lantern
50 feet high, visible 12½ miles ............... ... ........... Gloucester.
Squannacook; river in Townsend and Shirley...... . . . . . . . . . . Groton.
Squannakonk; swamp in Rehoboth ................ .......... Taunton.
Squantum; village in Quincy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Boston.
Squash Meadow; pond in Cottage City, Marthas Vineyard ... Marthas Vineyard.
Squaw; island at east entrance of New Harbor... . . . . . . . . . . . . Barnstable.
Squibnocket; village in town of Chilmark, Marthas Vineyard. Gay Head.
Squibnocket; beach on coast of Gay Head and Chilmark, Marthas Vineyard ............................................ Gay Head.
Squibnocket; hill in Chilmark, Marthas Vineyard.... . . . . . . . . Gay H ead.
Squibnocket; pond in Gay Head and Chilmark,. Marth~f3 Vjn!3yard . ..... . . . ..... ___ ..... ....... _................•..... .. Gay Head.
Squirrel; hill in north part of Hingham...... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Abington.
Stacey; brook in southeast part of Lynn... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Stage; harbor in southern shore of Chatham, entered from Vineyard Sound ... . ...... __ .... _............... ____ .......••.. Chatham.
Stanley; island in Merrimac River . ........................... Haverhill.
State Line; village on boundary line between Canaan, N. Y.,
and West Stockbridge, Mass., on Boston and Albany R. R. Pittsfield.
State Line; station on New London Northern R. R., in Monson. Palmer.
State Muster Grounds; in Framingham . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Framingham.
Steele; brook in Rowe, 1½miles long, flows into Pelham Brook. Hawley.
Steep; brook in northwestern part of .Fall River, fl.owing into
Taunton River ........• .. ... . ..........•.. ______ .......... Fall River.
Steep Brook; village in northwestern part of Fall River, on
Taunton River .................... ____ ...•.•....•......... Fall River.
Steep Gutter; brook in Barre, 2 miles long.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barre.
Steep Rock; village in Natick . __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Steerage Rock ; hill in Brimfield; elevation, 1,240 feet . . .. . . . . Brookfield.
Sterling; town in Worcester County; area, 33 square miles ...· { Marlboro.
"\Vorcester.
Sterling; mountain in northern part of Mount Washington;
altitude, 1,960 feet ...... .... ___ ..... _...... _.... _... _..... Sheffield.
Sterling Camp Grounds; near Sterling Junction~ in Sterling . Worcester.
Sterling Center; village in Steriing on Fitchburg R.R .. -~ ... Worcester.
Sterling Junction; village and r ail way junction in Sterling . . Worcester.
Stetson; pond in southwest part of Pembroke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Abington.
Steven; brook in Barre and Rutland, 1-½ miles long ... : . . . . . . . Barre.
Steven; brook in Holland ........ ... . __________ .... __________ Brookfield.
Steven; brook in north part of Worthington ________________ . Chesterfield.
Steven; pond in Lawrence ................... _.. _............ Lawrence.
Steward; island east of Marion, in Sippican Harbor .... ______ New Bedford.
Steward;. pond in Barnstable ...•................• . .. _....... Barnstable.
Stile; pond in Boxforcl ........................... . . __ .... _.. . Lawrence.
Stile; reservoir in Spencer and Leicester ... ___ .. ____ ..... _... Webster.
Still; brook in Agawam . . ........•................. ...... ... .. Springfield.
Still; river in Bolton and Harvard, 2 miles long, tributary to
Nashua River ......... .. ................. .... .......... ____ Marlboro.
Still River; village in town of Harvard .... __ ............... _ Marlboro.
Still River; station in Harvard, on Boston and Maine R. R . . .. Marlboro.
Stillwater; river in Princeton, Sterling, and West Boy ls ton, '5
miles long, tributary to Nashua River ............•.•...... Worcester.
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Stirrup; brook in Northboro .................. ... ........ ..... Marlboro.
Stirrup; hill in Marlboro; elevation, 454 feet ............... .. Marlboro.
Stockbridge; town in Berkshire County; area, 24 square miles. Pittsfield.
Stockbridge; village in town of same name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pittsfield.
Stockbridge Bowl; pond in town of Stockbridge ............ Pittsfield.
Stoddard; pond in Winchendon .................... ......... . Winchendon.
Stodge Meadow; pond in town of Ashburnham .... .......... Fitchburg.
Stone; brook in northwest parb of Goshen ....... .. ...... .. ... Chesterfield.
Stone; brook in Auburn, 2 miles long ........................ Webster.
Stone; hill in western part of Brookfield; elevation, 900 feet . Brookfield.
Stone House; hill in town of Holden; elev~tion, 1,100 feet ... Worcester.
Stone Wall; beach on south coast of Chilmark, Marthas Vineyard. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gay Head.
Stoneham; town in Middlesex County; area, 7 square miles ... Boston.
Stoneham; principal village in town of same name on Boston
and Lowell R. R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Stoneville; village in Auburn ................................ Webster.
Stoneville; reservoir in Auburn .............................. Webster.
Stony; brook in South Hadley . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Springfield.
Stony; brook in southeast part of South Scituate ............. Abington.
Stony; brook in Lincoln and Weston ................ ..... .. .. Framingham.
Stony; brook in Westford and Chelmsford, 7 miles long, tributary to Merrimac River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
Stony; brook in southern part of Lynn ....................... Boston Bay.
Stony; brook in Middleboro ................................ .. Mid<lleboro.
Stony; brook in Carver, 2½ miles long . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Micldleboro.
Stony; brook in Hyde Park and Boston, 4 miles long. ..... . . . . Boston.
Stony; brook in Granby ............•......................... Palmer.
Stony Brook; village in Weston . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Stop; river in Medfield.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Franklin.
Stoughton; town in Norfolk County; area, 17 square miles . . . Dedham.
Sto.u ghton; village in town of same name, on Stoughton branch
Boston and Providence R. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dedham.
· M'ddl
1 esex count y ; area, l8 square nn-1es . . . . . { Marlboro.
.
S tow; t own 1n
Frammgham.
Stow; village in town of same name ......................... Marlboro.
Stow; brook in Framingham and Southboro .................. Framingham.
Straitsmouth; island near eastern coast of Rockport, near Gap
Head ............................................... . ..... Gloucester.
Straw Hollow; village in Boylston .......................... Marlboro.
Strawberry; hill in Acton; elevation, 340 feet ..... . .......... Framingham.
Strawberry; hill in western part of Hull..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Strawberry; point on southeastern border of Mattapoiset,
south of Pine Neck Cove .................................. New Bedford.
Stream; river in eastern part of Abington . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Abington.
Strobridge; hill in Northfield; elevation, 940 feet . ... ... . . . . . . Warwick.
Strong; island near Chatham ................. ·:···· .......... Chatham.
Strong; pond in Newton ............ •................... ...... Boston.
Strongwater; brook in rrewksbury, 4 miles long, tributary to
haw hine River.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lawrence.

Stump; pond in north part of Halifax ... . ___ . __ .. _________ . _ 5 Abington.
( Middleboro.
Sturbridge; town in \Vorcester Connty; area, 38 square miles. BrookJield.
Sturbridge; village iu town of same name .................... Brookfield.
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Succonesset; point on southeast coast of Mashpee ...........
Sucker; brook in Webster, 2 miles long, flows into Lake Chaubunagungamaug ..........................................
Sucker; brook in West Brookfield, 2 miles long, tributary to
Wickaboag pond ....................... _........... - - . . . . .
Sucker; pond in Framingham ......... ___ ........ ---- ........
Sudbury; town in Middlesex County; area, 26 square miles ..
Sudbury; pond in Framingham ........ -----· ................
.
.
.
C
Sudbury; river m Middlesex ounty .. -----· ---· -·--·· --·-··

j

Sudbury Center; village in town of Sudbury, on Old Colony
R.R .......................................................
Sugar Loaf; mountain in southern part of New Ashford; altitude,2,040 feet .................................. -··· ......
Sugarloaf; brook flowing through northeastern part of Whately.
Sugarloaf; hill in Webster; elevation, 760 feet ................
Sulphur; hill in Northboro .......... -·· ... -·· ... -· ...........
Summer; hill in Maynard; elevation, 380 feet ..... _..........
Sunderland; town in southern part of Franklin County; area,
13 square miles ... _....... - -....... - - .. - ............... __ ..
Sunderland; village in western part of town of same name, on
Connecticut River ......... _.... - - - .......... __ ........ , . .
Sunk; brook in Greenwich, 3 miles long, flows into Swift River.
Sunk; pornl in Dana ... _. _.... - .......................... _...
Sunken; brook in Dighton, 2 miles long, tributary to Sarganset
River .....................................................

Barnstable.
Webster.
Barre.
Framingham.
Framingham.
Framingham.
Marlboro.
F•ram111g
. h am.
Framingham.
Greylock.
Northarupton.
Webster.
Marlboro.
Framingham.
Northampton.
Northampton.
Belchertown.
Belchertown.
Taunton.

Suntaug; lake on line between Peabody and Lynnfield._ .. __ . 5 Lawrence.
( Salem.
Surfside; village on south coast of Nantucket ....... _........ Nantucket.
Sursuit; creek in Dennis, flows into Cape Cod Bay .. __ .. _... 5 Wellfleet.
( Yarmouth.
Sutton; town in Worcester County; area, 36s']_uaremiles .... _(Blackstone.
( Webster.
Sutton; village in town of same name ........................ Webster.
Swamp; brook in north part of Pembroke ................... Abington.
Swampscott; town in Essex County; area, 3 square miles .... Boston Bay.
Swampscott; station in southwest part of Swampscott._ ..... Boston Bay.
Swan; pond in Yarmouth .................................... Yarmouth.
Swan; pond in Dennis ................ ·----- ................. Yarmouth.
Swan; pouJ. in North Reading ............................... Lawrence.
Swan Pond; river in Dennis, 2 miles long, flows into Nantucket Sound..................... . ................ ___ .. Yarmouth.

. south wes t ern par t of B nstol
.
S wansea; t own m
Countv; area

l

Taunton.
p
.
rovHlence.
Fall River.
Fall River.
Taunton.
Granville.
Falmouth.
Plymouth.
Chesterfield.
Swift; river in Hampshire, tributary to Chicopee River...... Pa_1mer.
{ Wmchendon.
Belchertown.
23

•
'
square m1 1es.
Swansea; village in southern part of town of same name .....
Swansea Factory; village in Swansea ....... _._ .. -··_ ... _-·.
Sweetman; mountain in Granville; altitude, 1,503 feet. ______
Swift; hill in southwestern part of Falmouth. ____ ... ___ ......
Swift; pond in Wareham .......... _. _•....... _. _......... _. . .
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Swift Neck; peninsula projecting northeasterly :from westmn
portion of Wareham, iuto ·wareham River . ................ Falmouth.
Swift River; village in east part of Curumington ............ .
Taconic Range; range of broken hills trending south warcl ~ Pittsfield.
through western part of Berkshire County.
( Berlin.
Tallow; hill in Winchendon; elevation, 1,100 feet ............. Winchendon.
Tamett; brook in Lakeville, flows into Assawompsett Pond ... Middleboro.
Tapley; brook tributary to Goldthwait Brook, in eastern part
of Peabody .................................... . ........ .. Salem.
Tapleyville; station in southern part of Danvers ........ ... .. . Sni1em.
Tarkill; brook in.Agawam, 1 mi1c Jong .... . ................... Springfield.
Tarpaulin; cove on coast of Namil10n, in town of Gosnold ..... Gay Reau.
Tarpaulin Cove; light-house on coast of Naushon Island, in
town of Gosnold .......................................... Gay Head .
Tarrot; hill in Blandford; elevation, 1,303 feet ................ Granville.
Tasseltop; village in Dougl:1s ................................ Blackstone.
Tatnuck; village in Worcester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W orccster.
Tatum Station; vmage in West Springfield ................... Springfield.
Taunton; city in Bristol County; aren, 49 square miles ......... Taunton.
Taunton; river in southeastern Massachusetts, fl.owing into , Tauntoit.
) Fall River.
Narragansett Bay.
{ Midcllcboro.
Taylor; brook tributary to Quaboag River in Warren and
Brimfield ............. __ ........................... _. . . . . . Brooktleld.
Taylor; pond in Chatham .................................. .. Yarmouth.
Tekoa; mountain in Montgomery; altitude 1,211 f'e~t .......... Granville.
Telegraph; hill in Plymouth; elevation 220 feet ............... Plymouth .
Telegraph; hill in c ntral part of Marshfield; elevation 200 feet Duxbury.
Tempe Knob; point of about 120 feet elevation on most southrly peninsula of Wareham ................................ Falrno ntL .
Templeton; town in ·worcester County; area 32 square miles .. "\Vinchcndon.
Templeton Center; village in town of Templeton.... . . . . . . .. . . Winchendon.
Ten Mile; river in North Attleboro and Attleboro and in Rhoue
faland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence.
'!'en Pound; i land in Gloucest r Harbor ...... ...... ....... .... Gloucester.
Teneriffe; hill in ·w stern part of Brookfield; elevation 880 feet Brookfield.
Tenneyville; villag in Palmer on Boston and Alhany R.R .... Palmer.
Terrydiddle; hill in R hobotb; altitude 140 feet .............. Taunton.
Tespaquin; pond in Middleboro .............................. Middleuoro.
.
.
{ Lowell.
T ew k s b ury; t own in Middlesex County ; area 24square miles. Lawrence.
Tewksbury Center; villag on Salem and Lowell R. R. in
T wk bury ............................. , ............... ..
Tewksbury ; railroadjun tion in town of Tewksbury on Salem
and L w 11 R. R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Thatch; i land at entran
of Pop ne sot Bay on southeast
coa t of 1a hpee...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Thatch Bank; i 1 t about on -half mile off north western coast
of l u st r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Thatcher; bro kin Attleboro, tributary to T n .i:file River ....
Thatcher· i. land off Cape Ann, Rockport .....................
The Cove; hay penin into Barnstable Harbor, Barnstable ..
The Graves· i 1nnd iu Boston Bay ... ........... ....... ...... ..
The Nook; arm of Kino-ston Bay indenting coat of Duxbury,
w t of ' a-ptains II ill ......... .............................

Lawrence.
Lawrence
Barnstable.
Gloucester.
Providence.
Gloucester.
Barnstable.
Boston Bay.
Duxbury.
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The Throne; hill on boundary between Pepperell and Groton;
elevation, 484 feet .............................. ···--·---Thermopylre; gap at west end of Holyoke range _.... - - .. - - . .
Third; brook in Buckland, 1 mile long; flows into Deerfield.
River ..... _... ___ .. ____ . ___ ........ __ ...... _.... _..... __ ..
Third Herring; brook on southwest boundary of South Scituate.
Thompson; brook in Berkley and Lakeville, 1 mile long. - . - - .
Thompson; brook tributary to Green River, in western part
of New Ashford. __ . _........ __ ..... - - - - -.. - - - .... - - .. -- - - .
Thompson; hill in western part of Gloucester; elevation, 220
feet---·-· ____________ ...... ··---·--··-·-· ........ ·----· ..
Thompson; island in Boston Harbor .... -----·--·- ............
Thompson; pond in New Salem-·-- .. _.... ----···-- ___ .......
Thompson; village in central part of Essex. - - ... - . - - -.. -.. - ..
Thompsonville; village in Newton .... _.... __ ........ - - . - - -- .
Thorndike; village in town of Palmer ...... ·----· .... --·· ....
Three Cornered; pond in Plymouth .. _._ .. _. __ ..... - .. - -.. - - .
Three-Mile; brook in Agawam, 3 miles long .. __ .... - . - .. - - - - .
Three-Mile; hill in northern part of Great Barrington; elevation, 1,240 feet. __ ......... _.. __ ....... ____ . ___ ..... _. _. __ .
Three-Mile; pond in northeastern part of Sheffield, containing
104 acres and drained by Iron Works Brook __ . _.. _- - .. -...
Three-Mile; river, 8 miles long, in Norton, Taunton, and Dighton, tributary to Taunton River .. ___ ... ___ ... ___ . _.. ___ ...
Three Rivers; village in Palmer, on'NewLondonNortbernR. R.
Tibbs Meadow; brook in south part of Pern broke_... . . . . . . . .
Tilden; island in North River, in northwestern part of Marshfield .... _____ ---· __________ .. ___ .. _______ . ________ ........
Tillison; brook in Granville ........... ____ ........... ".... _. . .
Tilton; hill in eastern part of Ipswich; elevation, 160 feet _...
Tinker; island east of Marblehead .. __ ..... _............. _...
Tisbury; town in Dukes County; area, 32 square miles ........
Tisbury,; river in Chilmark and Tisbury, Marthas Vineyard ...
Tispaquin; pond in Middleboro ...... ___ ... ____ .... __ .........
Titicut; village in Midclleboro ............ _...................
Titicut; swamp in Raynham ..................................
Tob; hill in Westhampton; elevation, 1,245 feet .......... __ ..
Toby; mountain in central part of Sundedand; altitude, 1,275
feet ........ _.... ~ ............. _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Todd; mountain in Charlemont; altitude, 1,711 feet ...........

Groton.
N ortlrnmpton.
Hawley.
Abington.
Middleboro.
Grey lock.
Gloucester.
Boston.
Belchertown.
Salem.
Boston.
Palmer.
Plymouth.
Springfield.
Sheffield.
Sheffield.
Taunton.
Palmer.
Abington.
Duxbury.
Granville.
Salem.
Boston Bay.
Marthas Vineyard.
Gay Head.
Middleboro.
Midclleboro.
Taunton.
Chesterfield.
Northam1)ton.
Hawley.

Tolland; town in Hampden county ; area 31 square miles .... 5 Gran:ille.
( Sandisfield.
Tolland; village in central part of town of same name . . . . . . . . Sandisfield.
Tom; hill on western boundary of Natick; elevation 280 feet .. Framingham.
Tom; mountaiu in Holyoke; elevation, 1160 feet ............... Springfield.
Tom Ball; hill in West Stockbridge; elevation 1,930 feet .... __ . Pittsfield.
Tom Nevers Head; point of land on south coast of Nantucket Na,ntuckct.
Tomblin; bill on eastern boundary of Shrewsbury; elevation
500 feet ........................ ··---· ...... ··--·· ......... Marlboro.
Tomlin; swamp in western part of Lynn._. __ ...• _.... __ .. _... Boston Bay.
Tonset; vil1age in town of Orleans .. _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wellfleet.
Toovhka; pond in Nantucket ................................. Nantucket.
Tophet; brook tributary to Hoosic River in eastern part of
Adams .... - ............... __ ... _............ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grey lock.
Tophet; swamp in north part of Carlisle...... . . . . . • . • • . . • • • . . Lowell.
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Topsfield; town near central part of Essex county; area, 13
square miles _________________ .. _.. ____ . ______ __ - - _- _. - - - - .
Topsfield; village in town of same name. ____ .. __ - - - --- - -- - - - Torrey; pond in cast part of South Scituate ___ ... - . - - -- - - - - - - .
Tour ; mountain in Easthampton and South Hadley; altitude,
1,200 feet. _____ .. ____ . __ ___ ... ____ . ____ .. ____ . ______ . ____ .

Salem.
Salem.
Abington.
Springfield.

Tower; mountain in Hancock; aHitude 2,185 feet_ - - - _- -- - - - . - Pittsfield.
Tower Hill; station in W cston on Massachusetts Central R. R. - .Framingham.
Town; brook draining Billington Sea into Plymouth Harbo1· __ Plymouth.
Town ; cove on north ern uoundary line of Orleans; opens into
Nauset Harbor ________________________________ -----------· Wellfleet.
Town; hill in Topsfield; elevation 240 feet ___ . ____ - . - _-- - - - - . . Salem.
Town ; hm rising back of village of Provincetown ..... _-. - - - - Provincetown.
Town; hill in central part of Ipswich; el evation 160 feet .. - . - . Salem.
·Town; island in Barnstable Harbor, Barnstable .... _.... - - - ... Barnstable.
.
.
th
t f' B .d
t
{ Middleboro.
Town ; river mnor par o n gewa er .... --··-···-- · ·-· ·· Ab"mg t on.
Town; swamp in west part of Scituate ........ _.. _. ... _. . . . . . . . Abington.
Town Hill ; vill~ge in n orthwestern part of Sandisfield ........ Sandisfield .
Town Meadow; brook in Leicester, two miles long, flows into
Greenville reservoir._ .... . _____________________ .... ______ . Webster.
Town River; bay on east coast of Quincy __ . _.. _.... _....... - . Boston Bay.
. M"ddl
Townsend; town m
1
esex Coun t y; area, 31 square m1·1es { Fitchburg.
Groton.
Townsend ; village in town of same name, on Fitchburg R.R.,
Petersburg and Shirl ey Branch ....... - - ... -- . - _. - __ . _. . . . . Groton.
Townsend ; hill in town of same name; el eva,t ion, 586 feet __ . Groton.
Townsend; hill in southwestern part of Fall River; elevation,
2 0 feet_ ... _.. _....... ______ .. _____ . _. ____ .. _. ___ . _.. _... _ Fall River.
Townsen d Harbor ; village in town of Townsend, on Fitchburg
R.R., Petersburg and Shirley Branch .. _____ . ___ .. _ . ___ .. . . Groton.
Towser Neck; point of l and extending into Haskell Swamp,
Rochester-- --- ----------- ---- - -- -· · ...... ________ _____ ___ New Bedford.
Train; hill on eastern boundary of Na tick _. ______ ____ ... _. . . . Framingham.
Trap Rock Ledge ; hill in Deerfield; elevation, 440 feet ___ . __ Greenfiel d.
Trapfall; brook in Ashby, 4 miles long, flows into Willard.
Brook---------- _____ _--·- ____ ··--- --- ---- ____ -····· ______ Fitchburg.
Traphole; brook in Norwood, Walpole, and Sharon .. ___ . __ ... _ Dedham.
Trapp ; pond in Edgartown, Marthas Vineyard; opens into Senkon tuck t Pond _______ . __ .. ____ _____ . _. _.. _.. _. __ .. _. __ Martbas Vineyard.
Treadwell Island; creek in eastern part of Ipswich ._ ... ___ .. Salem.
Tremont; villa in Wareham. __ ____ ______ __ ___ ______ . ..... __ Midclleboro.
Triangle· pond in n rthern part of Plymouth __ .. __ __ _. ___ . __ . Plymouth.
Triangle ; pond in anuwi h __ . _______ . ____________ ... ________ Barnstable.
Triphammer · pond in ea tern part of Hingham. ____ . ___ . ____ AbingtonTripple · brook in outhampton, 2 miles long, tributary to Manhan Riv r - - - - - - __ - _- ___ - . - -__ - - - - ___ . __ . __ . ____ . ____ ... __ Springfield.
T rouant · i. land in orth River, cituate. __ . ___ _____ _.. ____ . _ Duxbury.
Trout· brook in T mpJeton . __ . ·- _--· _______ . ___ . ____ _________ Winchendon.
Trout· br k in Prin ton and Holden, 3 miles long, tributary
t
niu })Oxrt River __ _______ . __________________ ·- ________ Worcester.
Trout· l rook in Dov r ____ -- ·· ________ ·----- __ ________________ Franklin.
T rout· l,ro k in racut, l t miles long, tributary to Richardson
Brook . ______ . _. ______ .. __ . __.. _.. ___ . _. __ ..... .... _. . . . . . Lowell.
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Trout; br9ok in Townsend, 1½ miles long, tributary to Squannacook River ........ ... .. .................................. "'. Groton.
Trout; brook tributary to middle bran<;ih 0£ Westfield River, in
Peru and Worthington . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Becket.
Trull; l;nook in Tewksbury, 2 miles long, tributary to Merrimac
River ... ~ ........................................... ______ . Lowell.
.
{ Wellfleet.
Truro; town in Barnstable County; area, 22 square miles . . . . p
.
t
rov1nce ow_n .
Truro; village in town of same name ...................... ,. . • . Wellfleet.
Tuck; point on southern coast of Beverly . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Tuckernuck; island in Nantucket County, north of western
extremity of Nantucket .............................•..•.. Muskeget.
Tuft; brook tributary to Quinebaug River, in Warren, Worcester, and Hampdencounties .... ....... . --·-·· ...... ···-·· .• Brookfield.
Tuft; hill in town of New Braintree; elevation, 1~179 feet ... _••. Barre.
Tuft; village in Dudley ....................................... Webster. ·
Tuft Branch; stream in Dudley, 4 miles long, tributary to
QuinebaugRiver ........................................... Webster.
Tuft College; buildings on Walnut Hill, which.is partly in Medford and partly in Somerville .............................. Boston.
Tully; brook in Warwick and Orange, flows into west branch
of Tully River, 5 miles long ..... .............••. .. •.• ~ .... Warwick.
Tully; mountain in Orange; altitude, 1,160feet .•........•.. ... Winchendon,
Tully; river in Orange and Athol....... . .. • .. . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Winchendon.
Tully; meadow in Orange ....... ···-·· ....................... Warwick.
Tullyville; village in Orange .................................. Warwick.
Tupper; island in .Barnstable Harbor, Barnstable ... _......... Barnstable.
Turkey; hill in central part of Ipswich; elevation, 240 feet..... Salem.
Turkey; hill in Lunenburg; elevation, 647 feet .....••...•..... Groton.
Turkey; hill in east part of Westhampton...... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Chesterfield.
Turkey; hill in western part of Cohasset . ...... ..... .......... Abington.
Turkey; hill in Newburyport; elevation, 140 feet. _____ ........ Newburyport.
Turkey Hill; brook in Paxton and Spencer, 2 miles long .... Worcester.
Turkey Hill; pond in Paxton and Rutland ...................... Worcester.
Turner; hill in southwestern part of Ipswich; elevation, 260
feet ...............•.. , ..........•...... -. ................... Salem.
Turner; pond in Lancaster .............. ........... _.. . . . . . . . Groton.
Turner Falls; village in Montague, on Fitchburg R. R. ........ Greenfield.
Turner Mills; village in Bristol County on line between Dartmouth and New Bedford .................................. New Bedford.
Turnpike; station on Old Colony R. R., Taunton Branch, in
Lakeville . ........ •.• . .•.. .................•.. .•.•...••..• Middleboro.
Turtle; pond in Greenwich .................................... Belchertown.
Turtle; pond in Yarmouth ...........................•........ Yarmouth.
Tussock; brook tributary to Jones River, in northeastern part
of Kingston. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dux bury.
Tuttle; brook tributary to middle branch of Westfield River
in northern part of Middlefield.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Becket.
Twelve Mile; brook in Monson and Wilbr~ham, 6 miles long,
tributary to Chicopee River ............................... Palmer.
Twopenny Loaf; low, sandy point on northern coast of Gloucester, west of Coffin Beach ............................... Glouceste
Tyer; cove, part of Great Tisbury Pond, Marthas Vineyard ... Marthas Vineyard.
Tyng; island in Merrimac River, in Tyngsboro ................ Lowell.
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Tyng; pond in Tyngs boro.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lowell.
Tyngsboro; town in Middlesex Uounty; area, 19 square miles.. Lowell.
Tyngsboro; village in town of same name, on Boston, Lowell

and Nashua R.R .......................................... Lowell.
Tyringham; mountain town in Berkshire County; area, 20 { Becket.

square miles.
Tyringham; village in town of same name.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Uncas; pond in Franklin .....................................
Uncatena; island in Buzzards Bay, west of Woods Holl......
Unchechehaton, pond in Lunenburg ............... ..........
Undine; brook in Mount Washington, draining Undine Lake.

Sandisfield.
Sandisfield.
Franklin.
Falmouth.
Groton.

Also called Guilford Brook... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Also
called Guilford Pond ...................................... Sheffield.
Undine; mountain in northeastern part of Mount Washington;
altitude, 2,195 feet ........................................ Sheffield.
Union Square; part of town of Somerville . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Unionville; villagein Franklin, on New York and New England
R. R., Franklin Branch. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Franklin.
Unionville; village in Holden . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Worcester.
Unkamet; brook tributary to Housatonic River, in Pittsfield .. Becket.
Unquetenassett; brook in Dunstable and Groton, 4 miles long,
tributary to Nashua River ................................ Groton .
Unquomonk; brook tributary to Mill River, in southwestern
part of Williamsburg ..................................... Northampton.
Unquomonk; hill in southwestern part of Williamsburg; ele ·
vation, 1,180 feet.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Northampton.
Upper; pond in Belchertown ............ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Belchertown.
Upper Gate; pond in eastern part of Barnstable .............. Barnstable.
Upper Naukeag; pond in Ashburnham ................... .. .. Fitchburg.
Upper Plain; village in Hingham ............................ Abington.
Upton; town in Worcester County; area, 21 square miles ...... Blackstone.
Upton; village in town of same name ......................... Blackstone.
Upton; hill in Peabody; elevation, 200 feet ............. ...... Lawrence.
Uxbridge; town in Worcester County; area, 30 square miles... Blackstone.
Uxbridge; village in town of same name, on Providence and
Worcester R. R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blackstone.
Valley; brook in Warwick...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Warwick.
Valley ; brook in Granville, tributary to east branch of Farmington River...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Granville.
Valley; swamp in western part of South Scituate ............. Abington.
Van Deusenville; village and railway station in northwestern
part of Great Barrington on William River...... . . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Varnum ; brook in P pperell tributary to ashua River ....... Groton.
Vaughan; hill in town of Bolton; elevation, 640 feet ......... Marlboro.
Venturer; pond in Springfield ............................. . .. Springfield.
Very; p nd n ar summit of Taconic range in Hancock ......... Berlin.
Undine; lake in northeastern part of Mount Washington.

l

Vine· brook in Billerica, Burlin()'ton, and Lexington, 6 miles Lawrence.

long, tributary to hawshine River.

Lowell.
Bo ton.
Vineyard; hill in western part of Hamilton; elevation, 120 feet. Salem.
Vineyard· ound betwe n Cap
'od and Elizabeth Island s on
b northw t and Marth a Vineyard on the southeast ..... Falmouth.
Vineyard tlaven; village in Ti bury, Marthas Vineyard ..... { Martha

Vineyard.
Wellfleet.
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Vineyard Haven; harbor on coast of Tisbury and Cottage City,
Martbas Vineyard ........................................
Vision; mountaill in Wilbraham; altitude, 860feet ............
Vosburg; hill in southern part of Great Barrington ............
Vose; hill in Maynard; elevation, 260 feet.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
W-aban; lake in Wellesley ....................................
W-achusett; mountain in Princeton; altitude, 2,000 feet ..•...
W-achusett; pond on boundary line between Princeton and
Vi!estminster. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"Wachusett; village in Westminster .......................•..
"Wachusett; station on Fitchburg R.R., in Fitchburg ........
"Wading; river in Mansfield and Norton, tributary to ThreeMile River .........................................•......
"Wadkin; hill in Douglas; elevation, 820 feet .................
"Wadsworth; village in Franklin on New York and New Eng·
Ian d R. R., main line ..................... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"Wadsworth; hill in central part of Becket; elevation, 1,880 feet.
'W'akeby; village inSandwich ................................
'Wakeby; pond in Mashpee, containing about 375 acres, connected with Mashpee pond on the south ...................

Marthas Vineyard.
Palmer.
Sheffield.
Framingham.
Framingham.
Worcester.
Fitch burg.
Fitchburg.
Fitchburg.
Taunton.
Webster.
Franklin.
Becket.
Barnstable.
Barnstable.

'W'akefield; town in Middlesex County; area, 10 square miles. { BoS t on.
Lawrence.
'W'akefield, principal village in town of same name on Wakefield branch of eastern division of Boston and Maine R.R .. Lawrence.
"W'alcott; hill in west part of Williamsburg ~ ................. Chesterfield.
"W'alden; hill in Peabody; elevation, 220 feet ................. Lawrence.
'W'alden; lake in Concord .......................•............ Framingham.
'W'ales; town in Hampden County; area, 16 square miles .••. { Palmer.
Brookfield.
'W'ales; principal village in town of same name.... . . . . . . . . . . . Brookfield.
'W'ales; brook tributary to QuinebaugRiver in Wales and Brim.
field . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brookfield.
'W'ales; pond in center of town of same name ................. Brookfield.
'W'alker; brook in town of Mason, N. H., and town of Townsend, Mass., 6 miles long .................................. Fitchburg.
'W'alker; brook in Chester, flowing into west branch of Westfield River...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • • • • . . . . . Chesterfield.
'W'alker; brook tributary to Westfield River in Becket ........ Becket.
'W'alker; mountain in Sturbridge.... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • • • . . Brookfield.
'W'alker; pond in eastern part of Sturbridge...... • . . • . . . . • • . . Brookfield.
'W'alker ; pond in Harwich • • . • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . Yarmouth.
'W' alkerville; village in Natick.... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . Framingham.
'W'all; pond in southern part of Plymouth ..................... Plymouth.
'W'allum; pond in State of Rhode Island and in town of Douglas··························.····························· Webster.
VVallum Pond; hill in Douglas; elevation, 778 feet ........... Webster.
VValnut; hill in Orange; elevation, 840 feet.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Warwick.
VValnut; bill in north part of Hanover ....................... Abington.
VValnut; hill in northern part of Williamsburg; altitude, 1,440
feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Northampton.
'W' alnut; hill in Blandford; elevation, 1, 760 feet.... . . . . . . . . . . Granvt}le.
VValnut; hill in southwest part of Chesterfield ............... Chesterfield.
'W'alnut; bill in Buckland; elevation, 1,240 feet ............... Hawley.
VValnut; hill in Brookline; elevatio11, 300 feet ............•... Boston.
'W'alnut; hill on eastern boundary of Goshen ...•....•.••..••.. Chesterfield.
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Walnut Tree; hill in south pa,r t of Scituate ................... Abington.

5Dedha~.
( Franklm.
Walpole; village in town of same name on New York and New
England R.R., main line .................................. Franklin.
Walpole; town in Norfolk County; area, 22 square miles .....

. m
. 1'M'ddl
Waltham; city
1
esex Coun t y; area, 15 square m1·1 es.... { Boston.
.
Frammgham.
Waltham; principal village in town of same name on Fitch·
burg R. R.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Wankinco Neck; point of land east of Wareham River, in
Wareham ............... .......... ....... ........... ...... Plymouth.
Wankinco; river flowing into Wareham River and forming part
of boundary between Carver and Plymouth ................ Plymouth.
Waupe_num; brook in Pittsfield ............................. . Pittsfield.
Waquoit; bay, arm of Vineyard Sound, indenting southern
coast of Barnstable County.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Falmouth.
Waquoit; village in southeastern part of Falmouth.... . . . . . . . Falmouth.
Ward; hill in Bradford; elevation, 272 feet .................... Haverhill.
Ward; hill in Phillipston; elevation, 1,340feet ................ Winchendon.
Ward; mount in Marlboro; elevation, 400 feet ...•............ Framingham.
Ward; pond in Ashburnham ..... ____ ....•... ---· ____ ......... 1!,itchburg.
Ward; pond in southern part of Becket ................•..... Sandisfield.
Ward; stream in Worthington, about 4 miles long, unites with
Watt stream at Ringville to form Little River ... _... _. . . . . Chesterfield.
Ward Hill; station in Bradford on Boston and Maine R.R ...• Lawrence.
Belchertown.
.
.
Barre.
Ware; town in Hampshire County; area, 28 square m11es _... p
a 1mer.
Brookfield.
Ware; principal village in town of same name, on Ware River
branch, Boston and Albany R. R .. _..................•.•.. · Barre.
Worcester.
Ware; river tributary to Chicopee River, in central part of Harre.
the tate.
{ Fitchburg.
Palmer.
Ware Center; village in town of Ware ...•.................... Belchertown.
Middleboro.
Wareham; town in southerly part of Plymouth County, on Plymouth.
north rn border of Buzzards Bay; area, 41 square miles.
New Bedford.
{
Falmouth.
Wareham; principal village in town of same name ....... _.... Plymouth.
Wareham; river drailling outheastern part of Plymouth County
and flowing into northern part of Buzzards Bay._.. . . . . . . . . Falmouth.
Wareham Center; villag in town of Ware ................... Plymouth.
Warner; mountain n ear eastern bank of Connecticut River, in
town of Hadley ; elevation, 500 feet ............ --·- ........ Northampton.
Warner; mountain in south eastern part of Great Barrington;
al itud ,1, -feet ........................................ Sheffield.
Warner· pond in r nwich .. _.............. .•••..•.. ...... _ Belchertown.

Il

5Brookfield.
( Palmer.
Warren· prin ·ipal village in town of same name ...... __ .. _. __ Bl'Ookfield.
Warren· brook in Tpton ....... _____ .. ____ . __ ....... ______ ... Black tone.
Warren; cove on coa t of Plymouth. __ . __ .... _.... _.. _.... _.. Plymouth.
Warren· t wn iu W rce ter County; area, 29 square miles ..
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Warren; fort on George Island, Boston Bay ...............••.. Boston Bay.
Warren; hill in Stow; elevation, 440 feet ..................... Marlboro.
Warren; point on southern coast of Wareham, projecting
southwesterly into Buzzards Bay at mouth of Wareham
River ....................... .......................... .... Fahnouth.
Warren; reservoir in Swansea ............•..... .............. Taunton.
Warren; river in Swansea and Rehoboth and in State of Rhode
Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Providence.
Warwick; town in Franklin County; area, 38 square miles ..•. Warwick.
Warwick; village in town of same name ....................... Warwick.
Wash; brook in Sudbury, flows into Sudbury River .....•.... Framingham.
Washing; pond in Nantucket .... ··-· ........................ Nantucket.
Washington; town in central part of Berkshire County; area,
37 square miles .........•. -' ...............•.........•••... Becket.
Washington; village in town of same name ...••..•••...•••... Becket.
Washington; village, part of Boston ......................... Boston.
Washington Station; village and railway station in Washington ....................... ................................ Becket.
Watatic; mountain in Ashburnham; altitude, 1,840 feet ..•.... Fitchburg.
Watatic; pond in town of Ashburnham ..................•.... Fitchburg.
Watcha; pond in Tisbury, Marthas Vineyard .........••...... Marthas Vineyard.
Water; river in southern part of Essex County, on line of Danvers and Peabody...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . Salem.
Waterbug; hill in Blackstone; elevation, 440 feet ............ Blackstone.
Watertown; town in Middlesex County; area, 4 square miles. Boston.
Watertown; village in town of same name, on Watertown
branch, Fitchburg R.R ..•.....•.................•••...... Boston.
Waterville; village in Winchendon .•••....• _................ Winchendon.
Waterville; village in Middleboro ..................•......•.. Middleboro.
Watson; pond inTaunton ...•...•............................ Taunton.
Watt; stream in Worthington, 4 miles long; unites with Ward
Stream at Ringville to form Little River .... _.. . . . • . . . . . • . . Chesterfield.
Wattle; pond in Groton .•...... .............................. Groton. ·
Watuppa; pond of fresh water in Fall River, extending southward to Westport and covering nearly 5,000 acres .......••. Fall River.
Wauwinet; village in Nantucket ....................••...••. Nantucket.
Waverly; village in Belmont, on l!'itchburg R.R ...........•.. Boston.
Wayland; town in Middlesex County; area, 17 sqnare miles .. Framingham.
Wayland; village in town of same name, on Massachusetts Central R. R.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Webb; brook in Billerica, 2 miles Jong, tributary to Shawshine
River...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Lawrence.
Webster; town in Worcester County; area, 16 square miles ... Webster.
Webster; principal village in town of same name, on New York ,
ancl New England R.R., Southbridge branch ...........•.. Webster.
Webster Place; station in southern part of Marshfield ....... Duxbury.
Wedge; pond in Winchester . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston.
Weedweeder; two ponds in Nantucket ...•..••..........•••. Nantucket.
Week; pond in southwestern part of Sandwich .............. Falmouth.
Weir; village in town of Taunton, on main line Old Colony R.R. Taunton.
Weir; river in northeast part of Hingham...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Wekepeke; brook in Lancaster, Leominster, and Sterling ..

5 Worcester.

. l

Marlboro.
Well; creek fl.owing into north side of Barnstable Harbor ..... Barnstable,
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Wellesley; town in Norfolk County; area, 11 square miles .... Framingham.
Wellesley; village in town of same name, on Boston and
Albany R.R .............. ____ ..................... ....... Framingham.
Wellesley Hills; village in town of Wellesley, on Boston and
Albany R. R. _.. _. ___ ...... __ .. ____ ... ___ ... _.... ____ . ____ Framingham.
Wellfleet; town in Barnstable County; area, 23 square Jlliles .. Wellfleet.
Wellfleet; village in town of same name, on . Wellfleet Harbor
and on Old Colony R.R., Cape Cod division ..... -~-- ...... Wellfleet.
Wellfleet; harbor on west coast of town of same name ....... Wellfleet.
Welliugsly; village in northern part of Plymouth ............ Plymouth.
W enatuxet; village in Plympton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Middle boro.
Wenatuxet; river in Halifax, Plymouth, and Carver, 6 miles
long ...................................................... · Middleboro.
Wenaumet Neck; peninsula on western coast of Bourne, extending about 2 mil-es southwesterly into Buzzards Bay .... Falmouth.
Wendell; town in Franklin County; area, 29 square miles .... Warwick.
Wendell; village in town of same name .................. ____ Warwick.
Wenham; town in southeastern part of Essex County; area, 9
square miles.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Wenham; village fo eastern part of town of same name ...... Salem.
Wenham; lake on boundary line between Wenhar:n and Beverly. Salem.
Wenham; pond in Carver .............................. ____ .. Middleboro.
Wenham; swamp in western part of Wenham and Hamilton .. Salem.
Wenham; village in Carver ................................. . Middleboro.
Wenuchus; lake in central part of Lynn ..... ______ .•........ Boston Bay.
Wessonville; village in Westboro .... ____ .................... Marlboro.
West; beach on southeastern coast of Beverly ........ ____ .... Salem.
West; brook, tributary to Mill River in Whately ... .. __ ...... Northampton.
West ; brook, tributary to Hoosic River, in Cheshire and William town ............................................... Grey lock.
West ; brook, left tributary to Quinebaug River, in Bromfield. Brookfield.
West; brook in Hamp<l.en and Wilbraham .................... Palmer.
West; brook in Orange and Atho1. ................... _. . . . . . . Warwick.
West; creek in eastern part of Rowley, fl.owing into Rowley
River ........... -- ....................................... Salen1.
West; bill in Marlboro; elevation, 580feet .................... Marlboro.
West; bill in town of Mon on; elevation, 940 feet ............. Palmer.
West; bill in westpartof Worthington; elevation, 1,800 feet . . Chesterfield.
West· L land in Buzzard Bay, south of Nasketucket Bay._ .. New Bedford.
West· mountain in Brimfield ................................ Brookfield.
West ; m nntain in Bernardston; altitude, 1,145 feet .......... Greenfield.
West · p nd in Bolton ........................................ Marlboro.
West· rh- r in towns of Upton, orthbridge, and Uxbridge;
flow into la k tone River .... ........... ..... ....... _.. . Blackstone.
West· villa"' in orthReacling .............................. Lawrence.
West Abington; villag in north part of .Abington ... _... _.. Abington .
West Acton; village in town of Acton, on Fitchburg R.R .... Framingham.
West Andover; village in ndover .......................... Lawrence.
West Andover; tation on Boston and Lowell R.R., in town
of Anclov r ............................................... Lawrence.
West Barnstable; village in Barnstable, on Cape Cod branch,
ld C l n
. R ........................................ .. Barnstable.
W est Becket· villaiYe Jn onthwestern part of Becket ........ Becket.
West Bedford ; village in Bedford ...... ___ .......... _.. . . . . . Framingham.
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West Berkley; village in town of Berkley.... . . . . . . • • • • . . • . . .
West Berlin; village in town of Berlin, on Massachusetts Central R.R ..................................................
West Boxford; village in Boxford ......................... - . .
West Boylston; town in Worcester County; area, 25 square
miles ............ _........... _.. _..................... ·....
West Boylston; village in town of same name, on Massachusetts Central R. R ........................................
West Branch; brook in Heath tributary to west branch Green
River._._._ ..... _.. _. _______ .... __ ........................
West Brewster; village in town of Brewster. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Taun:ton.
Marlboro.
La. wrence.
Worcester.
·worcester.
Hawley.
Yarmouth.

!.~~~~ .. ~!:~~~.t~.. ~~~~~~ ;.. ~~~~'. _
~~ {t!1:~~~-

We:!u!rr!~:~~~~
i~ .
West Brimfield; station in town of Brimfield, on Boston and
Albany R. R .............................................. Palmer.

we:i!:~~~.~~~~!.~~~~

~~.~~~~ !.~~~~·- ~~·s·~~~~~

.i~ ~.~~~e.s_t~~{ ::::~field.
West Brookfield; principal village in town of same name .... Brookfield.
West Chelmsford; village in town of Chelmsford, on Stony
BrookR. R ............................................... Lowell.
West Chop; light.house on north coast of Tisbury, Marthas
Vineyard .............. _•................................. Marthas Vineyard.
West Cummington; village in northwest part of Cummington.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . Chesterfield.
West Dedham; village in town of Dedham.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dedham.
West Dennis; village in town of Dennis ..................... Yarmouth.
West Dudley; village in town of Dudley, on New York and
New England R.R .................................... ____ Webster.
West Duxbury; village in westpartofDnxbury .......... ____ Abington.
West Falmouth; village and railway station, in western part of
·
Falmouth ......................... ....... .... __ ..... _..... Falmouth.
West Farms; village in southwestern part of Northampton ... Northampton.
West Farms; village in Westfield ............................ Granville.
West Fitchburg; village in Fitchburg, on Fitchburg R. R ..... Fitchburg.
West Gloucester; village in western part of Gloucester ....... Gloucester.
West Gloucester; station (railway) near central part of
Gloucester ................................................ Gloucester.
West Granville; village in town of Granville ................. G{anville.
West Groton; village in Groton, on Fitchburg R.R .......... Groton.
West Hanover; village in westpart of Hanover .............. Abington ..
West Harwich; village in town of Harwich .................. Yarmouth.
West Hatfield; village and railway station, in southwestern
part of Hatfield ........................................... Northampton.
West Hawley; village in town of Hawley ..... __ .......... _.. Hawley.
West Hingham; village in Western p,1rt of Hingham ......... Abington.
West Hollow j brook in Leyden and in State of Vermont. __ .. _ Greenfield.
West Leominster; station on Old Colony R. R., Fitchburg
branch, in Leomfoster .... ............ .... _. _.. _...... _... Fitchburg.
"iiv est Leyden; village in town of Leyden .................. _. Greenfield.
West Manchester; village and railway station, in southwest·
ern part of Manchester ............ _... _. . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. Salem.
West Mansfield; village in town of Mansfield, on Boston and
Provi<lenceR. R .......................................... Taunton.
West Meadow; brook in Brockton and West Bridgewater.~ .. Dedham.
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West Meadow; hill in Haverhill, elevation, 337 feet ......... Haverhill.
West Medford; village in town of Medford, on Boston and
Lowell R.R ........... ____ ................................ Boston.
West Medway; village in town of Medway, on New York and
New England R.R., Woonsocket division ................. Franklin.
West Millbury; village in town of Millbury .............. ---· Webster.
West New Boston; village on Buck River, in the eastern part
of Sandisfield .................................. -- . - -.. - . . . Sandisfield.
West Newbury; town in Essex County; area, 15 square miles. Newburyport.
West Newbury; village in town of samename ................ Newburyport.
West Newton; village in town of Newton, on Boston and Albany R.R ................................................. Boston.
West Northfield; village in town of Northfield, on Connecticut
River R.R .............................................•.. Warwick.
West Orange; village in town of Orange on Fitchburg R. R .. Warwick.
West Otis; village in southwestern part of Otis ........... ... Sandisfield.
West Parish; village in Westfield ............................ Granville.
West Peabody; raHroad junction in northwestern part of
Peabody .................................................. Salem.
West Quincy; village in town of Quincy, on Old Colony R.R.,
Granite branch • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dedham.
West Rocky Gutter; brook in Middle boro, 2½ miles long; tri butary to Double Brook...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Middle boro.
West Roxbury; village in city of Boston, on Boston and Providence R. R .................................... _.. . . . . . . . . Boston.
West Rutland; village in town of Rutland ................... Worcester.
West Sandwich; village in Bourne... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Plymouth.
West Scituate; village in west part of South Scituato ........ Abington.
West Springfield; town in Hampden County; area, 15 square
miles ............ . ........................ _..... _. . . . . . . . . Springfield.
West Springfield; village in town of same name, on Boston and
Albany R. R ............................... ............. . _ Springfield.
West Sterling; villege in Sterling ........................... Worcester.
West Stockbridge; village iu town of same name ......... __ . Pittsfield.
West Stockbridge; town in Berkshire County; area, 20 square
miles ........................ ______ ..... _. _... ___ ... _. . . . . Pitts:field.
West Stockbridge; mountain in Stockbridge; altitude, 1,850
£ et .......................... _....... __ ....... _... _. __ . • . . Pittsfield.
West Stockbridge Center; village in the town of West Stockbridge . ................... . ............................... Pittsfield.
West Sutton; village in town of Sutton ...................... Webster.
West Tisbury; village in town of Tisbury, Marthas Vineyard. Marthas Vineyard.
West Townsend; village in Townsend, on Fitchburg R. R.,
t rboro and hirley branch .. _....... _.. .. _. _. .. _... _... Groton.
West Upton; village in town of Upton ...................... Blackstone.
West Wachusett; brook in Princeton, 2 miles long .......... Worcester.
West Ware; vi llag in town of Ware, on Boston and Albany R.
R., Athol branch ............ _................ ___ .. _....... Belchertown.
West Warren; villagJ in w stern part of Warren ............ Brookfield.
West Waushaccum; pond in terling ..............•........ Worcester.
West Whately; village in we tern part of Whately, on West
Brook ...................... ... ................... _. _. . . . . Northampton.
West Worthington; village in northw st part of Worthington. Chesterfield.
West Wrentham; village in town of Wrentham .... --~- ..... Franklin.
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West Yarmouth; village in town of Yarmouth ...••....•....
Westboro; town in Worcester County; area, 17 square miles ..
Westboro; village in town of same name, on Boston and Albany
R. R ................ . ~ ..•••..................•••..•.• _ • • . .
Westbrook; village in northern part of Hatfield, on Mill River.

Yarmouth.
Marlboro.

Marlboro.
Northampton.
5
Springfield.
Westfiel~; town in Hampden County; area, 41 square miles • ( Granville.
Westfield; village in town of same name, on New Haven and 5 Granville.
Northa.mpton R. R ••••••••••••••••.••••••••• ~... • • • • • • • • ( Springfield.
Granville.
·
Becket.
Westfield; river, right-hand branch of Connecticut River, in Chesterfield.
western part of the E:;ta te .••••.••••••• ~.... • • • • • • • • • • • • • Westfield.
Greylock.
l Springfield.
Westfie~d Little; ri:ver in Blandfor~, Rus~ell, and Westfield, 5 Sprin~.field.
10 miles long; tributary to Westfield River ...•.•.•..••••. ( Granville.
Westford; town in Middlesex County; area, 32 square miles •••• Lowell.
Westford; village in town of same name. . . • . . . . . • • • . • • • . . . • • • Lowell.
Westford; station on Nashua, Acton and Boston R.R., in Westford Station .••••.. ___ . .. __ ...••• _... ___ .. ____ .•..••...•••• Lowell.
Westminster; town in Worcester County; area, 37 square miles Fitchburg.
Westminster; viJlage in town of same name ..........•.....• Fitchburg.
Westminster; st~tion·in Westminster, on Fitchburg R.R ..... Fitchburg.
Weston; town in Middlesex County; area, 17 square miles ...• Framingham.
Weston; village in town of same name ...........•....••..... Framingham.
Weston; station on Mas-sachusetts Central R.R., in Weston ... Framingham.
Westport; town in Bristol County; area, 52 square miles ....• Fall River.
Westport; harbor at mouth of Westport River, Westport ..... Fall River.
Westport IJarbo:r; village in southwestern part of Westport. Fall River.
Westport Mills; village on line between Westport and Dartmouth ...................................• ~,·············· Fall River.
Westport Point; village in southern part of Westport ....•••• Fall River.
Westhampton; town in Hampshire County; area, 28 square
miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Chester.field.
Westvale; village in town of Concord, on Fitchburg R.R .... Framingham.
Westville; village in Taunton .....•....••....•....•.••...••.. Taunton.
Westville; village in Sturbridge ...••••.•••••.•••...••••.••.. Brookfield.
.
~ Middleboro.
Weweantic; river in Carver and Wareham.................. Plymouth.
Falmouth.
Weymouth; town in Norfolk County; area, 19 square miles .. Abington.
Weymouth; harbor on northeast coast of Weymouth ......... Abington.
Weymouth Back; river forming northeast boundary of Wey- j Boston Bay.
mouth ••••...•••.•.••... . ......• •...••. ...·.....••...•••. ( Abington.

r

1

Weymouth Fore; river on east coast of Quipcy. ·· ~·-· ...... ) ABbingtoBn.
( oston ay.
Weymouth Landing; village in Weymouth Fore River, Weymouth...... . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Abington.
Whale; cove in eastern part of Rockport.... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . Gloucester.
Whately; town in southern part of Franklin County, on Connecticut River; area, 22 square miles...... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . Northampton.
Whately Center; village in central part of Whately ......••.. Northampton.
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Wheeler; brook in Blandford, tributary to Pebble Brook ..•••. Granville.
Wheeler; hill in Berlin ....•...................•.•......•••.. Marlboro.
Wheeler; point of land in Gloucester between Mill River and
SquamRiver ........................... ..... .....••.... •.. Gloucester.
Wheelock; hill on boundary between Charlton and Brookfield. Brookfield.
Wheelockville; village in town of Uxbridge, on Providence
and Worcester R. R ...................·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blackstone.
Whetstone; brook in Wendell, 5 miles long; tributary to Miller
River ....................... ·............................. Warwick.
Whipple; hill in central part of Danvers; elevation, 160 feet . Salem.
Whispering; hill in Woburn; elevation, 260 feet ........•.... Boston.
Whitbeck; mountain on line between Mount Washington and
Egremont; altitude, 1,840 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Whitcomb; mountain in eastern part of Florida; altitude, 2,300
feet ....................................................... Greylock.
White; brook in Agawam, one-half mile long; tributary to
Westfield River. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Springfield.
White; hill in western part of Essex; elevation, 160 feet...... Salem.
White; pond in Hudson.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . Framingham,
White; pond in southern part of Plymouth ...••......•...•... Plymouth.
White; pond in Dedham ................................. ___ . Dedham.
White; pond on boundary between Lancaster and Leominster. Groton.
White; pond on western boundary of Harwich ............... Yarmouth.
White; pond in Concord ... ............•.•................... Framingham.
White; pond in Athol. ....................................... Warwick.
White Head; on western side of Cohasset Harbor, Cohasset .. Abington.
White Island; pond in southern part of Plymouth ..... __ . ___ . Plymouth.
White Lily; pond in northeastern part of Otis ....... _... ____ . Sandisfield.
White Loaf; mount in Southampton; altitude, 460 feet ....... _ Springfield.
White Oak; isl and in Mi<l dle boro, between Bartlett Brook and
Taunton River; altitude, 100 to 120 feet ..............•..... Middleboro.
White Neck; peninsula between Weymouth Fore River and
Mill Cove, in northwest part of Weymouth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Abington.
Whitehall; village in Rutland.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Worcester.
Whitehall; pond in Hopkinton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Blackstone.
Whiteman ; bl'ook in Ashburnham, tributary to Stodge Meadow
pond; one·half mile long .................................. Fitchburg.
Whiteman; brook inAshburnham ............................ Fitchburg.
Whitemore; hill in town of Lancaster; elevation, 435 feet ..... Mar_lboro.
Whiteville; village in Man field ............................. Dedham.
Whitin; poncl in Torthbridge, utton, and Uxbridge .......... Blackstone.
Whiting; pond in Wr ntham ................................. Franklin.
Whitinville; village in town of Northbridge .................. Blackstone.
Whitman; town in Plymouth County; area, 7 squaremiles .... Abington.
Whitman; pond in, eymouth ............................... Abington.
Whitman; river in, e tmin t rand A hburnham, 6mileslong. Fitchburg.
Whitmanville; village in Westminster ....................... Fitchburg.
Whitmarsh; rook in northwest part of Worthington ........ Chesterfield.
Whitney· station in herborn, on Boston and Albany R. R.,
filford branch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Franklin.
Whittenton; village in Taunton, on main line Old Colony R.R. Taunton.
Whittier· bill in me bury; elevation, 200 feet ............... Newburyport.
Whortleberry; liill in Dracn · les;-ation, 400 feet ........... Lowell.
Whortle berry; hill in We t Brookfield; elevation, 968 feet. . . . Barre.
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Whortleberry; pond in Weymouth ....•...................... Abington.
Wickaboag; pond in West Brookfield, flowing into Quaboag
River ........... __ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brookfield.
Wickaboag; pond in West Brookfield ... __ ................ _.. Barre.
Wicket; island situated near center of Onset Bay, about onehalf mile southeast of village of Onset. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Falmouth.
Wickett; brook in Wendell, 5 miles long; tributary to Miller
River ..............•....••....•........••....... __ ......... Warwick.
Wickett; pond in Wendell ...............•....... _.. . . . . . . . . . Warwick.
Wiggin; pond in Plymouth .............•...................•. Plymouth.
Wigwam; brook in Mendon, tributary to Blackstone River ... Blackstone.
Wigwam; hill in town of Mendon; elevation, 540 feet . . . • . . . . Blackstone.
Wigwam; hill in town of Wilbraham; elevation, 860 feet ..••. Palmer.
Wigwam; hill in West Brookfield; elevation, 920 feet ....•.•. Barre.
Wigwam; pond in Dedham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dedham.
Wilbraham; town in Hampden County; area, 23 square miles. Palmer.
Wilbraham; village in town of same name ......... _..... _.. . . Palmer.
Wilcox; mountain peak in northwestern part of Monterey; altitude, 2,155 feet ............................. - . . . . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Wild; harbor, arm of Buzzards Bay indenting coast of Falmouth, south of Nye N eek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . Falmouth.
Wild Cat; brook in south part of South Scituate ...••... _•... Abington.
Wild Cat; hill in Ashland; elevation, 400 feet ..•...... __ . . . . . Framingham.
Wild Cat; hill in south part of South Scituate ........... ____ . .Abington.
Wild Cat; mountain in Bernardston; altitude, 1,059 feet ...... Greenfield.
Wilder; brook in Gardner, 3 miles long.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winchendon.
Wilder; river in Charlemont and Heath, 3 niiles,long; flows
into Deerfield River ................•.................••... Hawley.
Wilkinson ville; village in Sutton . ......... - ............... _. Blackstone.
Will; hill in Middleton; elevation, 220 feet ................... Lawrence.
Willard; brook in Ashby and Townsend, 6 miles long ......... J<'itchburg.
William; hill in Charlton; elevation, 960 feet ................. Webster.
William; pond in Marlboro .................................. Marlboro.
William; river in western part of Berkshire County, flowing~ .
south through Richmond and West Stockbridge into Pittsfield.
Housatonic River in Great Barrington.
Sheffield.
Williamsburg; village in central part of Williamsburg on Mill
River ... " ...... -- - -........ -- - - ........ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Northampton.
Williamsburg; town in northern part of Hampshire County; { Northampton.
area, 26 square miles.
Chesterfield. ·
Williamstown; town in extreme north western part of Berk- { Berlin.
Ahire County; ·area, 51 square miles.
Greylock.
Williamstown; village in northern part of town of same
name ...••................................................ Greylock.
Williamsville; village in West Stockbridge . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Pittsfield.
Williamsville; village in town of Hubbardston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Barre.
Willimansett; village in Chicopee on Connecticut River
R. R ...................................... . ..• ,_ . . . . . . . . . . . . Springfield.
Willis; hill in Middleboro; elevation, 200 feet ... __ ....... __ .. Middleboro.
Willis; hill in Montague ................•.••................. Greenfield.
Willis; hill in Sudbury . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J<,ramingham.
Willis; pond in Sudbury....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Framingham.
Willis; reservoir in Douglas ................................. Webster.
Willow; brook tributary to Mystic River ....... ,. . . . . • • . . • . . . Boston.
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Willow; point in Great Quittacas Pond ..............•..•....
Wilmington; town in Midulesex County; area, 18 square
miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wilmington Center; village in town of Wilmington on Law.
rence Branch of Boston and Lowell R. R ............. ..•..
Wilmington Junctiol); railway junction on Salem and Lowell
R. R. and Boston and Maine R. R., Wilmington . . . . . . . . . . .
Wilmington; station on main line of Boston and Maine R. R ,,
in Wilmington ...•........................................
Wilmington; Rtation on Boston and Lowell R. R., in Wilming·
ton.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . .
Wilson; brook in Warwick ........................... , ....•. .
Winchell; mountain in Granville; altitude, 1,362 feet.... . . . .
Winchendon; town in Worcester County; area, 45 squar~
miles . __ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . ... . . . . . . . . • . . .
Winchendon; village in town of same name on Boston and
Albany R.R., Ware River hi:ap.ch .......•.•.. • .....•..•...
Winchendon Center; village in town of Winchendon.... . . . .
Winchester; town in Middlesex County; area, 6 square mUes. .
Winchester; principal village in town of same name on Boston
and Lowell R. R... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . .
Windmill; point of land on northwest coast of Hull ..•••.....

~iddleboro.
Lawrence.
Lawrence.
Lawrence.
Lawrence.
Lawrence.
Warwick.
Granville.
Winchendon.
Winchendon.
Winchendon.
Boston.

Boston.
Boston Bay.
Hawley
Windsor; town in northeastern part of Berkshire Co-qnty; Chesterfield.
I Becket.
area, 37 square miles.
l Greylock.
Windsor; pond in town of same name ...........•.. .'.....••.. Hawley.
Windsor Hill; village in central part of Windsor. . • . . . . . . . . • . Grey lock.
Wine; brook in Phillipston, 2 miles long.. . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . Winchendon.
Wing; cove of Buzzards Bay, on southeastern coast of Marion. Falmouth.
Wings Neck; light-house on southwestern extremity of Wen·
aumetNeck, in Bourne; fixed white, fifth order; lantern44
:£ et above sea level and visible 12 mile& ........•.......•.. Falmouth.
Winimusset; brook in New Braintree, 1½ miles long; tributary
to Ware River ......................•..................... Barre.
Winneconnet; villa,ge in Norton .••••....•...•. " •........ ".... Taunton.
Winneconnet; pond in Norton .....•............•............ Taunton.
Winning; pond in Billerica. . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . Lowell.
Winter; bill in Dracut; elevation, 240 feet .................. Lowell.
Winter; pond in Winche ter ................................. Boston.
Winthrop; town in uffolk County; area, 2 square miles ...... Boston Bay.
Winthrop ; fort on Gov rnors Island, in Boston Harbor ....... Boston.
Winthrop ; pon l in Holli ton ................................. Franklin.
Winthrop Head; cliff or headland on southeast coast of Win·
throp .............. .. .... ...............................•. Boston Bay.
Wipple; station in Palmer, on Ware River branch of Boston
and Alban
. R ..............................•........... Palmer.
Wire; village in pencer ..............•.... .•....... •....•... Worcester.
Witch; brook in Townsend, 2 miles long; tributary to Squanna·
cook River.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Groton.
Woburn; ci y in Middles x County; area., 14 square miles ... ~ Boet on.
( Lawrence.
Woburn· prin ipal village in town of same name, on Woburn
branch of B ton and Lowell R.R .....................•.. Boston.
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Woepecket; island in Buzzards Bay, about 1 mile northwest of
Nausbon Island..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . Falmouth.
Wolf; brook in Townsend .....................•...........••. Groton.
Wolf; hill in Southbridge; elevation, 700 feet .....•........•.• Granville.
Wolf; swamp in Townsend ................................... Groton.
Wolf Plain; brook in Rehoboth ...•..•.........•..... ·;·· .•.• Providence.
Wolfpen; hill in Southboro ........•..............•........... Marlboro.
Wollaston Heights; village in Quincy, on Old Colony R. R ... Boston.
Wood; brook in Middleboro: lt miles long, tributar;v to Tespaquin Pond ............................................• ~ .. Middleboro.
Wood; hill in Andover; elevation, 340 f~et ..................• Lawrence.
Wood; bill in Douglas and Webster; elevation, 939 feet ....... Webster.
Wood; pond in Lud~ow: .............................•.. ···-·· Palmer.
Wood; pondinMiddleboro ................................... Middleboro.
Wood Eud; village upon Long Point, Provincetown .......... Provincetown.
Wood End; light-house in Wood End ir.. ::-·rovincetown ....... Provincetown.
Woodbridge; island in Merrimac ............................. Newburyport.
Woodbury; point on southern coast of Beverly, east of Beverly
Cove . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Woodbury; station in western p art of Essex, on Boston and
Maine R. R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Woodchuck; hill in North Andover; elevation, 320 feet ....... Lawrence.
Woodruff; mountain in central part of New Marlboro; altitude,
1,740 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sandisfield.
Woods Holl; village in southwestern part of Falmouth ....... Falmouth.
Woodville; village in Hopkinton ............................ Blackstone.
Woodsville; village in town of Shirley ....•.................. Groton.
Worcester; city in Worcester County; area, 32 square miles. { WorceS t er.
Webster.
Workman; brook in Coleraine, 2 miles long, tributary to
Green River ..............••••............................. Greenfield.
World's End; head of land 80 feet high on southern side
of entrance to Weir River on north coast of B;ingham ...... Boston Bay.
Worthington; town in Hampshire County; area, 33 square
miles .................................. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chesterfield.
Worthington; brook in Aga warn, 1 mile long.. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . Springfield.
Worthington Center; village in central part of Worthington. Chesterfield.
Worthington Corners; village in north central part of Worthington... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chesterfield.
Wreck; cove on west side of Monomoy Island . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Chatham.
Wrentham; town in Norfolk County; area, 35 square miles ... Franklin.
Wrentham; village in town of same name .................... Franklin.
Wright; brook in Billerica, 2 miles long, tributary to Shawshine River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lawrence.
Wright; brook in northern part of Mount Washington ...... :. Sheffield.
Wlight; ponds in Ashby ..................................... Fitchburg.
Wright; river tributary to Mill River in eastern part of Williamsburg ................................................ Northampton.
Wyman; hill in northern part of Manchester; elevation, 160
feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Salem.
Wyman; hill i~ northeast part of Braintree .................. Abington.
Wyoma; lake in central part of Lynn . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . Boston Bay.
Wyoma; village in central part of Lynn.... . . . . • . . • . • • • . . • . . . Boston Bay.
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Wyoming; village in Melrose on Boston and Maine R. R., west
division . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . • • • .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Boston.
Yarmouth; town in Barnstable Connty; area, 26 square miles.
Yarmouth; village in town of same name .....................
Yarmouth; camp-meeting .grounds in west part of Yarmouth ..
Yarmouth Port; village in northwest part of Yarmouth ......
Yokun; river in Lenox .......................................
Yokun Seat; hill in Lenox; elevation, 2,080 feet ..............
Youth; pond in Methuen . • . . . . . • . . . . .. . • . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .
Zachary; pond in Upton .....................................
Zion; hill in Winchester; elvation, 300 feet.... . . . • . . • . . . . . . . .
Zoar; village in town of Charlemont .••••.••.••••••...••••. ••.

~ Yarmouth ·

{ Barnstable.
Yarmouth.
Barnstable.
Barnstable.
Pittsfield.
Pittsfield.
Lawrence.
Blackstone.
Boston.
Hawley.
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8°. 10 pp. 4 pl. Price 5 cents.

IV

ADVERTISEMENT.

41. On the Fossil Faunas of the Upper Devonian- the Genesee Section, New York, by Henry S..
Williams . 1887. 8°. 121 pp. 4 pl. Price 15 cents.
42. Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the fiscal year
1885-'86. F. W. Clarke, chief chemist. 1887. 8° . 152 pp. 1 pl. Price 15 cents.
43. Tertiary and Cretaceous Strata of the Tuscaloosa, Tombigbee, and .Alabama Rivers, by Eugene
A. Smith and Lawrence C. Johnson. 1887. 8°. 189 pp. 21 pl. Price 15 cents.
44. Bibliography of North American Geology for 1886, by Nelson H. Darton. 1887. 8°. 35 PP·
Price 5 cents.
45. The Present Condition of Knowledge of the Geology of Texas, by Robert T. Hill. 1887. 8°. 94
pp. Price 10 cents.
46. Nature and Origin of Deposits of Phosphate of Lime, by R. A. F. Penrose, jr., with an Int roduction byN. S. Shaler. 1888. 8°. 143 pp. Price 15 cents.
47. Analyses of Waters of the Yellowstone National Park, with an Account of the Methods of
Analysis employed, by Frank Austin Gooch and James Edward Whitfield. 1888. 8°. 84 pp. Price
10 cents.
48. On the Form and Position of the Sea Level, by Robert Simpson Woodward. 1888. 8°. 88 PP·
Price 10 cents .
49. Latitudes and Longitudes of Certain Points in Missouri, Kansas, and New Mexico, by Rolicrt
Simpson Woodward. 1889. 8°. 133 pp. Price 15 cents.
50. Formulas ancl Tables to facilitate the Construction and Use of Maps, by Robert Simpson Woodward. 1889. 8°. 124 pp. Price 15 cents.
51. On Invertebrate Fossils from the Paci.lie Coast, by Charles Abiathar White. 1889. 8°. 102 pp.
14 pl. Price 15 cents.
52. Subaerial D cay of Rocks and Origin of the Red Color of Certain Formations, by I srael Cook
Russell. 1889. 8°. 65 pp. 5 pl. Price 10 cents.
53. The Geology of Nantucket, by Nathaniel Southgate Shaler. 1889. s0 • 55 pp. 10 pl. Price 10
cent .
54. On the Thermo-Electric Measurement of High Temperatures. by Carl Barµs. 1889. 8°. 313 pp.
incl. 1 pl. 11 pl. Price 25 cents.
55. Report of work clone in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the fiscal year
18 6-'87. Frank Wigglesworth Clarke, chief chemist. 1889. 8° . 96 pp. Price 10 cents.
56. Fossil Woocl and Lignite of the Potomac Formation, by Frank Hall Knowlton. 1889. 8°. 72 pp.
7 pl. Price 10 cents.
57. A Geological Reconnais ance in Southwestern Kansas, by Robert Hay. 1890. 8°. 49 pp. 2 pl.
Pri 5 cents.
5 . The lacial Boundary in Western Pennsylvania. Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois, by George
Fr d rick Wright, with an introduction by Thomas Chrowder Chamberlin. 1890. so. 112 pp. incl.
1 pl. 8 pl. Price 15 cents.
59. Th Gabbros and Associated Rocks in Delaware, by Frederick D. Chester. 1890. 8°. 45 pp.
1 pl. Price 10 c nts.
60. Report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the :fiscal year
1 7-'88. F. W. Clarke, chief chemist. 1890. 8°. 174 pp . Price 15 cents.
61. Contributions to the Mineralogy of the Pacific Coa-st, by William Harlow Melville and Waldemar
Lindgr n. 1890. 8°. 40 pp. 3 pl. Price 5 cents.
62. The r nstone chist Areas of the Menominee and Marquette Regions of Michigan; a contribution to the subj t of dynamic metamorphism in eruptive rocks, by George Huntington Williams ;
with an introduction by Roland Duer Irving. 1890. so. 241 pp. 16 pl. Price 30 cents.
63.
Bibliography of Paleozoic Crustacea from 1698 to 1889, including a list of North American
&p i . and a sy tematic arrang ment of genera, by Anthony W. Vogdes. 1890. so. 177 pp. Price
15 nt .
64.
r port of work done in th Dfrision of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the fiscal year
' 9. F. \V. Clark , chief ch mi t. 1890. 8°. 60 pp. Price 10 cents.
65. tratigrapby of the Bituminous Coal Field of Pennsylvania, Ohio, and West Virginia, by Israel
. Whit . 1891. 8°. 212 pp. 11 pl. Price 20 c nts.
6. n a roup of Vol anic Rocks from th Tewan Mountains, New Mexico, and on the occurrence
f Primary uartz in rtain Ba alts. by Joseph Paxson Iddings. 1890. go. 34 pp. Price 5 cents.
67. Tb Relation f the Trap of th .... ~ewark ystem in the NewJers y Region, by Nelson Horatio
arton. 1
°. 2 pp. Price 10 nts .
. Earthquak s in California in 1 9, by Jame Edward Keeler. 1890. so. 25 pp. Price 5 cents.
69.
l
d and Annotated Bibliography of Fossil Insects, by amuel Hnbbard Scudder. 1 90.
So. 101 pp. Pri · 15 cents.
70.
port on A tronomical Work of 1 9 and 1890, by Rob rt impson Woodward. 1890. 8°. 79 pp.
Pri 10 nt .
71. Ind x to th Known Fo il Insects of the World, including Myriapods an<l Arachnids, by amuel
Hubbard ndd r. 1 91.
744 pp. Pri 50 cents.
72.
up rior and the Rocky Mountains, by ·warren pham. 1891. So.
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73. The Viscosity of Solids, by Carl Barus. 1891. 8°. xii, 139 pp. 6 pl. Price 15 cents.
74. The Minerals of North Carolina, by Frederick Auguetus Genth .. 1891. 8°. 119 pp. Price 15
cents.
75. Record of North American Geology for 1887 to 1889, inclusive, by· Nelson Horatio Darton. 1891.
8°. 173 pp. Price 15 cents.
76. A Dictionary of Altitudes in the United States (second edition), compiled by Henry Gannett,
chief topographer. 1891. so. 393 pp. Price 25 cents.
77. The Texan Permian and its Mesozoic Types of Fossils, by Charles A. White. 1891. 8°. 51 pp.
4pl. Price 10 cents.
78 . Areport of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the :fiscal year
1889-'90. F. W. Clarke, chief chemist. 1891. 8°. 131 pp. Price 15 cents.
79. A Late Volcanic'Eruption in Northern California and its Peculiar Lava, by J. S. Diller. 1891. 8°.
33 pp. 17 pl. Price 10 cents.
80. Correlation papers-Devonian and Carboniferous, by Henry Shaler Williams. 1891. 8°. 279 pp.
Price 20 cents.
81. Correlation papers-Cambrian, by Charles Doolittle Walcott. 1891. 8°. 447 pp. 3 pl. Price
25cents.
82. Correlation papers- Cretaceous, by Charles A. White. 1891. 8°. 273 pp. 3 pl. Price 20 cents .
83. Correlation papers-Eocene, by William Bullock Clark. 1891. 8°. 173 pp . 2 pl. Price 15 cents.
84. Correlation papers- Neocene, by W. H. Dall and G. D. Harris. 1892. 8°. 349 pp. 3 pl. Price
25 cents.
85. Correlation papers- The Newark System, by Israel Cook Russell. 1892. 8°. 344 pp. 13 pl.
Price 25 cents.
86. Correlation papers-Archean and Algonkian, by C. R. Van Hise. 1892. 8°. 549 pp. 12 pl.
Price 25 cents.
·
90. A report of work done in the Division of Chemistry and Physics, mainly during the :fiscal year
1890-'91. F. W . Clarke, chief chemist. 1892. 8°. 77 pp. Price 10 cents.
91. Record of North American Geology for 1890, by Nelson Horatio Darton. 1891. 8°. 88 pp. Price
l0cents.
92. The Compr~ssibility of Liquids, by Carl Barus. 1892. 8°. 96 pp. 29 pl. Price 10 cents.
93. Some insects of special interest from Florissant, Colorado, and other points in the Tertiaries of
Colorado and Utah, by Samuel Hubbard Scudder. 1892. 8°. 35 pp. 3 pl. Price 5 cents.
94. The Mechanism of Solid Viscosity, by Carl Barus. 1892. 8°. 138 pp. Price 15 cents.
95. Earthquakes in California in 1890 and 1891, by Edward Singleton Holden. 1892. 8°. 31 pp.
Price 5 cents.
96. The Volume Thermodynamics of Liquids, by Carl Barus. 1892. 8°. 100 pp. Price 10 cents.
97. The Mesozoic Echinodermata of the United State&, by William Bullock Clark. 1893. 8°. 207
pp. 50 pl. Price 20 cents.
98. Flora of the Outlying Carboniferous Basins of Southwesterµ Missouri, by l)avid White. 1893.
8°. 139 pp. 5 pl. Price 15 cents.
99. Record of North American Geology for 1891, by Nelson Horatio Darton. 1892. 8°. 73 pp. Price
15 cents.
100. Bibliography and Index of the Publications of the U. S. Geological Survey, 1879-1892, by Philip
Cre~eling Warman. 1893. s0 • 495 pp. Price 25 cents .
101. Insect Fauna of the Rhode Island Coal Field, by Samuel Hubbard Scudder. 1893. 8°. 27 pp.
2 pl. Price 5 cents.
102. A Catalogue and Bibliography of North American Mesozoic Invertebrata, by Cornelius Breckinridge Boyle. 1893. 8° . 315 pp. Price 25 cents.
103. High Temperature Work in Igneous Fusion and Ebullition, chiefly in relation to pressure, by
Carl Barus. 1893. 8°. 57 pp. 9 pl. Price 10 cents.
104. Glaciation of the Yellowstone Valley north of the Park, by Walter Harvey Weed. 1893. 8°.
41 pp. 4 pl. Price 5 cents.
105. The Laramie and the ovi>rlying Livingston Formation in. Montana, by Walter Harvey Weed
with Report on Flora, by Frank Hall Knowlton. 1893. s0 • 68 pp. 6. pl. Price 10 cents.
106. The Colorado Formation and its Invertebrate Fauna, by T. W. Stanton. 1893. s0 • 288 pp.
45 pl. Price 20 cents.
107. The _Trap Dikes of the Lake Champlain Region, by James Furman Kemp and Vernon Freeman Marilters. 1893. 8°. 62 pp. 4 pl. Price 10 cents.
108. A Geological Reconnoissance in Central Washington, by Israel Cook Russell. 1893. 8°. 108 pp.
12 pl. Price 15 cents.
109. The Eruptive and Sedimentary Rocks on Pigeon Point, Minnesota, and their contact phenom.
ena, by William Shirley Bayley. 1893. s0 • 121 pp. 16 pl. Price 15 cents.
110. The Paleozoic Section in the vicinity of Three Forks, Montana, by Albert Charles Peale. 1893.
8°. 56 pp. 6 pl. Price 10 cents.
111. Geology of the Big Stone Gap Coal Field of Virgh1ia and Kentucky, by Marius R. Campbell.
1893. 8°. 106 pp. 6 pl. Price 15 cents.
112. Earthquakes in California :in 1892, by Charles D. Perrine. 1893. 8°. 57 pp. Price 10 cents.
0

VI

ADVERTISEMENT.

113. A report of work done in the Dh-ision of Chemistry during the fiscal years 1891-'92 and 1892-'93.

F. W. Clarke, chief chemist. '1893. 8°. 115 pp. Price 15 cents.
ll5, A Geographic Dictionary of Rhode Island, by Henry Gannett. 1894. 8°.' 31 pp . Price 5 cents.
116. A Geographic Dictionary of Massachusetts, by Henry Gannett. 1894. 8°. 126 pp. Price 15
cents.
117. A Geographic Dictionary of IJonnecticut, by Henry Gannett. 1894. 8°. 67 pp . Price 10 cents,
In preparation:
114. Earthquakes in California in 1893, by Charles D. Perrine.
118. Studies in the Structure of the Green Mountains, by T. Nelson Dale.
The Moraines of the Missouri Coteau, and their attendant deposits, by .James Edward Todd.
A Bibliography of Paleobotany, by David White.
STATISTICAL P .A.PERS.
MineralResourcesofthe United States, 1882, by Albert Williams, jr. 1883. 8°. xvii, 813pp. Price
50 cents.
Mineral Resources oftbe United States, 1883 and 1884, by Albert Williams, jr. 1885. 8°. xiv, 1016
pp. Price 60 cents.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1885. Division of Mining Statistics and Technology. 1886.
s0 • vii, 576 pp. Price 40 cents.
MineralResources of the United States, 1886, by David T. Day. 1887. so. viii, 813 pp. Price 50 cents.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1887, by David T. Day. 1888. 8°. vii, 832 pp. Price 50 cents.
Mineral Resources of the United States, 1888, by David T. Day. 1890. 8°. vii, 652pp. Price 50 cents .
.Mineral Resources of the United States, 1889 and 1890, by David T. Day. 1892. 8°. viii, 671 pp.
Price 50 cents.
Mineral Resources of the UniLed States, 1891, by David T. Day. 1893. 8°. vii, 630 pp. Price 50 cents.
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In preparation:
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A GEOGRAPHIC DICTIONARY OF CONNECTICUT.
By

HENRY GANNETT.

The Geographic Dictionary of Connecticut, which constitutes this
bulietin, is designed to aid in :finding any geographic feature upon the
atlas sheets of that State published by the U. S. Geological Survey.
It contains all the names given upon those sheets, and no other.
Under each name is a brief statement of the character and locality of
the feature, and opposite is the name of the atlas sheet or sheets upon
which it is to be found.
The atlas sheets upon which the State is represented are the result of a survey made at the joint expense of the U.S. Geological Survey and
the State of Connecticut. The scale upon which the sheets are published
is 1: 62500; that is, a distance of 62,500 inches upon the ground, or very
nearly 1 mile, is represented by 1 inch upon the map. Relief, or the
variation of elevation, is represented by contour lines or lines of equal
elevation above mean sea level, these contour lines being at vertical
intervals of 20 feet; so that each contour indicates a level 20 feet higher
than the one below it. Upon the map all water bodies, that is, bays,
ponds, rivers, etc., are represented in blue; the contour lines representing the relief, together with the figures showing elevation; are
printed in brown; and the lettering and all symbols of the works of
man are printed in black.
The area of the State is represented upon 33 sheets, each sheet comprising 15 minutes of latitude by 15 minutes of longitude. Each sheet,
therefore, includes about 17½ miles from north to south, and about 13
miles from east to west. Of these sheets only 20 lie entirely or practically within the State; the others include portions of the adjacent
States of Rhode Island, Massachusetts, and New York. The following
is a list of the sheets showing the names assigned to them and their
limits in latitude and longitude:
'l
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Limits.
Sheets.

In longitude.

In latitude.
0

Sheffield .............. .
Sandisfie1d ............ .
Granville .............. .
Springfield ............ .
Palmer ................ .
Brookfield ............. .
Webster .............. .
Cornwall .............. .
Winsted ............... .
Gran by ......... r • • . • • •
Hartford .............. .
Tolland ................ .
w oodstock ........... " .
Putnam ............... .
Clove .... , ........... .
New Milford ........... .
Waterbury ............ .
Meriden .........••••...
Middletown ........... .
Gilead ................. .
Norwich ............... .
Moosup ............... .
Carmel ................ .
Danbury .............. .
Derby ................. .
New Haven ............ .
Guilford ............... .
Saybrook .............. .
New London ........... .
Stonington ............ .
Stamford .............. .
Norwalk .............. .
Bridgeport ............ .

I

0

I

00 to 42 15
00
42 15
00
42 15
00
42 15
00
42 15
42 15
00
42 15
00
45
42 00
45
42 00
42 00
45
42 00
45
45
42 00
42 00
45
42 00
45
41 45
30
41 45
30
41 45
30
41 45
30
41 45
30
41 45
41 30
41 45
41 30
41 45
41 30
41 30
4115
41 30
4115
1ll 15
41 30
41 30
4115
41 30
4115
41 30
4115
41 30
4115
41 30
4115
4115
41 00
4115
41 00
4115
41 00

42
42
42
42
42
42
42
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41
41

0

I

0

I

73 15 to 73 30
73 00
73 15
73 00
72 30
72 30
72 15
72 15
72 00
72 00
71 45
71 45
7l 30
73 15
73 30
73 15
73 00
73 00
72 30
72 30
72 15
72 15
72 00
72 00
71 45
71 45
71 30
73 45
73 30
73 30
73 15
73 15
73 00
73 00
72 30
72 30
72 15
72 15
72 00
72 00
71 45
71 45
71 30
73 45
73 30
73 30
73 15
73 15
73 00
73 00
72 30
72 30
72 15
72 30
72 15
72 00
71 45
71 45
71 30
73 45
73 30
73 30
73 15
73 15
73 00

The spelling of the names conforms to the decisions of the U. S.
Board on Geographic Names.
Connecticut is one of the original 13 States; it ratified the Constitution on January 9, 1788.
The boundary lines between Rhode Island on the one hand and Massacb usetts and Connecticut on the other are extremely irregular, having
originated with early colonial charters, and having been modified subsequently by conventions and agreements, so that it is impos ible to
describe them in any other way than by representing them upon a map
or by a detailed statement of courses and distances.
The total area of the State is 4,990 square miles. Of this area 145
square miles are water surface, consisting of bays, ponds, river , etc.,
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which, deducted from the total area, leaves 4,845 square miles of land
surface.
The State is divided into eight counties, with land areas as follows:
County.

Fairfield .............................. .
Hartford ............................. .
Litchfield ......... _... _.. _............ .
Middlesex ....... . . _.. _. _............. .
New Haven ........................... .
New London ............... . .......... .
Tolland ..... . ...... ,. ........... - .. - - - - Windham ............................ .

Square
miles.

675

751
914
381
638
670
407

554
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Names of sheets.

Abington; village in Pomfret . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • .
Above All; hill in southwest part of Warren; elevation, 1,456 feet ..
Alewife; cove extending from Long Island Sound into southern coast
of Waterford and New London. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . • . . . . . . .
Alexander; pond in north west part of Killingly . • . • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
Allen; hill in eastern part of Brooklyn; elevation, 340 feet ..........
Allen; hill in Pomfret. ____ ... _... __ ... _. __... __ ........•.. ~ . . . . . . . .
Allison; pond in southern part of Killingworth.... . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Allyn Point; village in western part of Ledyard, on Thames River;
and on Norwich and Worcester R.R. ........•••••.••............
Almyville; village in central part of Plainfield, on Moosup River; and
on Providence division New York and New England R. R.... . . . .
Alworth; hill on northwest part of Brooklyn; elevation, 749 feet ..•.
Amos; lake in eastern part of Preston ....... _.....•......... a.. . • • •

Woodstock.
New Milford.
New London.
Putnam.
Putnam.
Woodstock.
Guilford.
New London.
Moo1mp.
Woodstock.
Moosup.

:.~~t- ~~-~~~~~~~- ~-o-~~~:!-~~~~,-~~-s.:~~~~ i~~~:~~·

And:;::~-~~-~ -i~- ~~~:~_e_r~
Andover; village in central part of Andover, on Hop River; and on
Hop River branch New York and New England R.R .•••••..•.... Gilead.
Andrew; pond in western part of Danbury ........ ____ ••••••••.... , Carmel.
Andrew; hill in southwest part of Naugatuck; elevation, 700 feet ... Derby.
Angusville; brook rising in southern part of North Stonington, fl.owing south into Stonington, and empties into Wequetequock ...... Stonington.
Ansonia; town in western part of New Haven County; area, 6square
miles .............••........••••.....................••.•••..... Derby.
Ansonia; borough and principal place of Ansonia, situated in central
part of town, on Naugatuck River; and on" Naugatuck division
New York and New England R.R ............................... Derby.
Archer; mountain in central part of Lyme; altitude, 368 feet.... . . . . Saybrook.
Arnold;. village in eastern part of Haddam, on Connecticut River;
and on Connecticut Valley division New York, New Haven and
Hartford R. R ...•............. __ ..•....•...... __ .. _.. _ . • . . . • • . . . Guilford.
Ash; brook rising in western part of Coventry, tributary to Skungamaug River ............. . .. _.. _.... _.................... __ .. . . . . Tolland.
Ash; creek in southeast part of Fairfield, tributary to Rooster River. Bridgeport.
Ashford; town in western part of Windham County; area, 23 square
miles ......••...............••••..........•...••.•.........••.•. Woodstock.
Ashford; village in town of same name ..................•....•••••. Woodstock.
Ashland; pond in northwest part of Griswold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • Moosup.
Aspetuck; village in Easton .•••••........••... : .....••......•••.•. Norwalk.
Aspetuck; river rising in eastern part of Redding, flows south D b
through Easton, and empties into Saugatuck River in northern Nan ~{·
part of W estpo~t • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • •
orwa ·
11
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Assekonk · brool in southern part North
.
Names of sheets.
.
, hun
Stonmgton, tributary to
1

W~'t;; i~- ~-~~ti;e~;; ~-~rt·N

St-~rd~~t~~-:_- ~ ~ ~::: :::::: ::~~::::::

Assekonk;
~;th
Atta~augan; village m northwest part of Killingly, on Fivemile
1
r · · · · - · · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - •........ ••••.. ..•. Putnam.
Atwoodville; village in Mansfield
Woodstock.
Auger; p nd in western part of Tho·~;son. ___ .•• ________ .•••••. ____ Putnam.
Augerville; village in eastern part of Hamden ...... ______ .... ______ New Haven.
A very; p ~d in sou them part of Preston ..... _. ___ . ____ . ___ . _______ Stonington.
Avery; p mt of land projecting from southwest coast of Groton into
ng I land Sound .............. __ ......... _. _. ____ . ___ .. _. _ ____ New London.
Avery; hill in northern part of Franklin; elevation, 540 feet ...• ____ Norwich.
Avery; hill in northwest part of Ledyard; elevation, 320 feet . ___ .. _ New London.
Avon; town in western part of Hartford County; area, 23 square miles. Granby.
Avon; principal village in_ northeast part of town of same name, on
ew York, New Haven and Hartford R. R., Northampton diviion · - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - -.. - - - ........ ............ .. Granby.
Ayer; hill in northeast part of Ledyard; elevation, 500 feet .... ____ .. Stonington.
Babcock; pond in southwest part of Colchester ......... ____________ Gilead.
Babes; hill in northern part of Salisbury; elevation, 1,000 feet .. __ .. Sheffield.
Back; river in southwest part of Old Lyme, tributary to Connecticut
Riv r . - . - ..... - - ......... - -... - .•......... _..... _. __ ...... _. __ . Saybrook.
Back; river in southern part of Old Saybrook, fl.owing into Long Island
ound ... - - . - - . - - - . - .. - - - .... - ..................... __ ........ _. . Say brook.
Back; brook in northern part of Portland, tributary to Connecticut
River ........ .. .......... ................ ............ _......... _ Middletown.
Bailey; hill in northwest part of Gr-oton; elevation, 241 feet ........ New London.
Bailey; pond in northeastern corner of Voluntown .. _. .. __ . __ ... _. _ Moosup.
Baileyville; villaga in central part of Middlefield, on Air Line division New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R ........ ______ .... Middletown.
Baker; hill in eastern part of Chatham; elevation, 680 feet ...... ____ Gilead.
Baker; cove extending from Long Island Sound into southwest coast
of Groton ........................................ _......... _.... New London.
Bakersville; village in southwest part of New Hartford ...... ______ Winsted.
Bald; hill in central part of East Haddam .......... _.......... ..... Saybrook.
Bald; hill in Union; elevation, 1,286 feet ............. _.. _.. _........ Woodstock.
Bald; hill in central part of Kent; elevation, 1,300 feet ............. New Milford.
Bald; ]iill in northwest part of Cqventry; elevation, 944 feet ........ Tolland.
Bald; mountain in eastern part of Somers; altitude, 1,120 feet ...... Tolland.
Bald Hill; village in Wilton ...................... __________ ...... __ Norwalk.
Baldwin; village in western part of Milford, on Housatonic River, and
on Naug.atuck division New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R. Bridgeport.
Baldwin; hill in southwest part of Ledyard, extending into Groton;
elevation, 240 feet ................... ------ ...... ------ .......... New London.
Ball; brook in southern part of New Fairfield, tributary to Wood { Danbury.
Creek _... _..... ____ ........ _............................ _. _... Carmel.
Ball; brook in northern part of Salisbury, tributary to Moore Brook .. Sheffield.
Ball; hill in western part of Mansfield; elevation, 652 feet...... . . . . Tolland.
Ball; mountain in northwest part of Norfolk; altitude, 1,760 feet .... Sandisfield.
Ball; pond in southwest part of New Fairfield ...................... Carmel.
Ball Pond; village in southwest part of New Fairfield .............. Carmel.
Ballouville; village in northern part of Killingly, on Fivemile River .. Putnam.
Ballwall; brook in central part of Easton, tributary to Aspetnck River. Danbury.
Baltic; village in southern part of Sprague, on Shetucket River; also
on Providence division New York and New England R.R ...•.... Norwich.
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Banksville; village in extreme northern part of Greenwich ..... - - - . - Stamford.
Bantam; river rising in southern part of Goshen, flowing southw~st
through central part of Litchfield and northwest part of Morns,
into Shepaug River in northern part of Washington ........ - - - - - Waterbury.
Bantam; lake in northern part of Morris, extending into southern
part of Litchfield ............ ........ ................. . - . - - - - - - . Waterbury.
Bantam Falls; village in western part of Litchfield on Bantam River
and on Shepaug, Litchfield and Northern R.R ... ............ ---- Waterbury.
Bare; hill in northwest part of Voluntown ......... -....... - .... - - . . Moosup.
Barkhamsted; town in northeast part of Litchfield County; area, ~ Granby.
39 square miles.
( Winsted.
Barkhamsted; village in eastern part of town of same name ...•.. Granby.
Barndoor; two hills in southern part of Granby; altitudes, 700 and
600 feet, respectively .......................................... - - Granby.
Barrack; mountain in southwest part of Canaan; altitude, 1,140 ... Cornwall.
Barses; pond in southeast part of New Fairfield ... ............ ..... Danbury.
Bartlett; village in northeast part of Waterford ... ......... - - . . . . . . New London.
Bartlett Tower; hill in northeast part of Simsbury, extending into
Bloomfield; elevation, 560 feet ...................••......... - - - . Granby.
Bashan; lake in central part of East Haddam ....................... Saybrook.
Bashon; hill in western part of Bozrah; elevation, 480 feet...... . . . . Norwich.
Batcom; pond in southwest part of Norfolk ........................ Winsted. ·
Bate; pond in southwest part of Canterbury ........................ Norwich.
Battle Swamp; brook rising in southern part of Washington, :flowing into Shepaug River in northwest part of Roxbury .. .... ...... New Milford.
Bay; mountain in southern part of Griswold; altitude 560 feet...... Moosup.
Beach; pond in east central part ofVoluntown, extending into Exeter,
R. I ............................................................. Moosup.
Beacon; hill in southwest part of East Haven; elevation, 160 feet .. __ New Haven.
Beacon; hill in southwest part of Branford; elevation, 120 feet ...... New Haven.
Beacon; hill in northern part of Beacon Falls, and Bethany, extending into Naugatuck; has two peaks, elevation of one being 600
and of the other 700 feet .......•................................. Derby.
Beacon Falls; town in western part of New Haven County; area,
10 squaremiles ................ ____ .................. ____ ...... ·.. Derby.
Beacon Falls; village in central part of town of same name on Naugatuck River, also, on Naugatuck division, New York, New Haven
and Hartford R. R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Derby.
Beacon Hill; brook in south and east part of Naugatuck, tributary
to Naugatuck River .... ____ .................................... Derby.
Bear; hill in northeast part of New Milford; elevation, 1,320 feet._.. New Milford.
Bear; hill in central part of Bozrah; elevation, 500 feet. . . . . . . . . . . . . Norwich.
Bear; hill in eastern part of Middletown; elevation, 650 feet ....... Middletown
Bear; mountain in northwest part of Salisbury; altitude, 2,355 feet. Sheffield.
Beardsley; pond in northwest part of Sharon ............ _........ _ Cornwall.
Beaslick; brook in southern part of Salisbury, flowing into Wononpakok Lake ..................................................... Cornwall.
Beaslick; pond in southern part of Salisbury .................... __ Cornwall.
Beaver; brook rising in western part of Bethel, flowing north into
Still River in eastern part of Danbury ....................... ___ Danbury.
Beaver; brook rising in northwest part of East Lyme, flowing west
into Eight Mile River, in central part of Lyme ......... __ .... _. _ Saybrook.
Beaver; brook rising in southwest part of Hartland, flowing southeast through Barkhamsted into east branch of Farmington River. Granby.
Beaver; brook, right branch of Saugatuck River, in Weston .... __ . Norwalk.
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Beaver; brook in Windham and Scotland ....... ~ .............. , ..... Norwich.
Beaver; brook rising in eastern part of Franklin, flowing into Shetucket River, in southern part of Sprague ....................... Norwich.
Beaver; hill in northern part of New Haven; elevation, 100 feet .... New Haven.
Beaverdam; brook in Eastford,, tributary to N atchaug River. , . . . . . Woodstock.
Bee; brook rising in southeast part of Warren, flowing south into
Shepaug River, in northern part of Washington. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Milford.
Belcher; brook in eastern. part of Berlin, tributary to Sebethe River Meriden.
Beldon; hill in Wilton.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Norwalk.
Belle; island off coast of Norwalk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Norwalk.
Benedict; pond in northeast part of Norfolk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sandisfield.
Bennett; two small ponds in northern part of Ridgefield ............ Danbury.
Bennett Bridge; village in southern part of Southbury on Pompe- { Danbury.
rang and Housatonic Rivers .......................... ___ _...... Derby.
Berkshire; village in eastern part of Newtown ................ .. ... Danbury.
Berkshire Mill; pond in west central part of Bridgeport...... . . . . . . Bridgeport.
Berlin; town in southwest part of Hartford County; area, 28 square { Meriden.
miles.
Middletown.
Berlin; village in northern part of town of same name on New York ~ M' ddl t

~~~~~-~l-~~~-~~-~:-~l~~-~~-~~~~~~~:-~~~~~~-e-~-~~~ ~~-r~~ ~

;:~
M~rid:n~wn.
Beseck; mountain in western part of Middlefield and extending in { Guilford.
eastern part of Wattingford, greatest elevation being 840 feet . . Middletown.
Beseck; lake in southwest part of Middlefield. _____ . _____ . ___ . ____ . Middletown.
Bethany; town in western part of New Haven County; area, 21 square { Derby.
miles.
New Haven.
Bethany; village in central part of town of same name. __ ... _. . . . . . New Haven.
Bethel; town in northern part of Fairfield County; area, 16 square
miles .......... __ .. ____ ........ . ______________ . _____ ... ______ . ___ Danbury.
Bethel; borough in town of same name situated in western part of
town on Danbury and Norwalk division, Housatonic R. R ....... Danbury.
Bethlehem; town in southern part of Litchfield County; area, 19 { New Milford.
Waterbury.
square miles.
Bethlehem ; village in central part of town of same name .......... Waterbury.
Bett; i land near the Norwalk islands off mouth of Norwalk River
and Long Island Sound . _____ .. ______________________ . __ .. _. ___ . Norwalk.
Big Meadow, pond in northwest part of Watertown .... ____ ........ Waterbury.
Bigelow; brook rising in Union, forming northwestern boundary line
hetwe n Ashford and Eastford and thence flowing into Natchaug
River ..... __ .. _.. __ . ____ . __________________________ . ______ . _____ Woodstock
Bill Hill; village in southwest part of Lyme,, ___ . __ ___ ___ . __ .... _. _ Saybrook.
Billings; lake in northern part of North Stonington ______ . _.. _..... Moos up.
Bingham; pond in northwest part of Salis bury _______________ .. . . . . Sheffield.
Birge ; pond in central part of Bristol , __________ . ___ . ___ . _____ .. . . . Meriden.
Birmingham; borough in central part of Derby at junction of Naugatnck and Honsatonic rivers; ·also on Naugatuck division, New
York, Tew Haven and Hartford R.R., and New Haven and Derby
,R
Derby.
Bissel· f~1~r-;
~;~t~~
-of Wi~-d~;; ·_ ~ ~ ~ ·_ ~ ~: ·_ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Hartford.
Blac~ ; brook in northwest part of Woodbridge, tributary to Bladens
1v r ...... ---- ........ ____________________ .... _____________ .... Derby.
Black; pond in \ oodstock . ___
____ w oodstock.
Black. pond on boundary line b-~t~~~~.Middi;fl~ici ". - -- Middletown.
Black Point; village on extreme southern point of East Lyme, on
Long Island ound ___ . __ . _. ____ . ______________________ . ___ • ____ New London.

i~-

·;~~t
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Black Rock; village in southwest part of Bridgeport on Long Island
Sound.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bridgeport.
Black Rock; harbor; arm of Long Island Sound, indenting southwest
coast of Bridgeport. __ . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bridgeport.
Blackball; pond in northeast part of Old Lyme . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Saybrook.
Blackball; village in southwest part of Old Lyme, on Shore Line
division New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R ............... Saybrook.
Blackball; river rising in northeast part of Old Lyme, flowing south·
west into Long Island Sound ....... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Saybrook.
Blackberry; river rising in Norfolk, flowing west into Housatonic
River in west central part of North Canaan...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Blackstone Rocks; group of islands off southern coast of Branford,
in Long Island Sound._ ......... ....... ......................... New Haven.
Blackwell; brook rising in southern part of Pomfret, flowing southeast into Quinebaug River in northeast part of Canterbury ...••. Putnam.
Bladen; river rising in North Woodbridge, flowing west into Naugatuck River, in central part of Seymour....................•...•.. Derby.
Blake; hill in western part of Windham; elevation, 500 feet .•...•... Norwich.
Blakely; pond in eastern part of Norfolk __ .....•.... _... . . • . . . • • • . • Winsted.
Blockledge; river rising in Bolton, flowing south through Hebron
and Marlboro into Salmon River in western part of Colchester... . Gilead.
Bloomfield; town in central part of Hartford County; area, 28 square 5 Granby.
miles.
{ Hartford.
Bloomfield; village in eastern part of town of same name on Central
New England and Western R.R ............. ____ ................ Hartford.
Blue; hill in Franklin and Bozrah; elevation, 500 feet ............... Norwich.
Bluff; point of land projecting from southern coast of Groton into
Long Island Sound .......................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . New London.
Bluff Head; hill in northern part of Guilford; elevation, 765 feet. _... Guilford.
Boardman Bridge; village in western part of New Milford, on Housatonic River, also on ;Iousatonic R. R __ .....••................. _ New Milford.
Bog Meadow; pond in central part of Sharon .......... _..... _. . . . . . Cornwall.
Boggs; pond in northwest part of Danbury ....•.................... Carmel.
Bolton; town in western part of Tolland County; area, 19 square 5Tolland.
miles.
( Gilead.
Bolton; village in central part of town of same name.... . . . . . . . . . . . . Tolland.
Bolton Notch; vmage in northern part of Bolton .................. Tolland.
Booth; hill in northeast part of Trumbull and in Huntington; elevation. 530 feet .. _........................... _. . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . Der by.
Botsford; village in southeast part of Newtown, on Housatonic R.R .. Danbury.
Bower; hill in southwest part of Oxford, having two peaks, the altitude of one being 400 feet and that of the other 440 feet ........ _ Derby.
Box; mountain in northwest part of Bolton and in Vernon; altitude,
870 feet .... _..................................••. _. • . . . . . . . . • . . . Tolland.
Boyle; brook in northern part of East Hartford, tributary to Connecticut River ...............•....................................... Hartford.
Boys Halfway; river rising in eastern Monroe, flowing north into
Housatonic River ...... _........... _............•..... _......... Derby.
Bozrah; town in western part of New London County; area, 20 square
miles ......................... _. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . Norwich.
Bozrah Street; village in central part of Bozrah . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • . . Norwich.
Bozrahville; village in northwest part of Bozrah, on Yantic River .. Norwich.
Bradford; mountain in northeast part of Canaan; altitude, 1,927 feet. Cornwall.
Branchville; village in southeast part of Ridgefield, on Norwalk
River; also on Housatonic R.R.... . . • . • . . . • • • . . • • • • . . . • • • . • • • • • . Danbury.
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Brandy; hill in western part of Torrington; elevation, 1,160 feet . .. Winsted.
Branford; town in southern part of New Haven County; area, 23 5New Haven.
square miles.
( Guilford.
Branford; village in central part of town of same name, on Branford
River, also on Shore Line division New York, New Haven and
Hartford R.R ................................................... New Haven.
Branford; point projecting from southwest coast of Branford into
Bran:f~rd Harbor .. ~ .......... ........................ ........... New Haven.
Branford; river rising in western part of Guilford, flowing southwest
through North Branford and Branford, into Long Island Sound .. New Haven.
Branford; harbor, arm of Long Island Sound, indenting southern
coast of Branford ...... ..... . ...............•....... ............ New Haven.
Breakneck; hill in northern part of Middlebury; elevation, 829 feet. Waterbury.
Breakneck; hill in north central part of Killingly; elevation, 640
feet ...........................................................• Putnam.
Breakneck; pond in northeast part of Union ............•••........ Brookfield.
Brewster; pond in western part of Lebanon .......·................. Gilead.
Bride; l ake in southwest part of East Lyme .............·........... New London.
Bride Lake; brook in southwest part of East Lyme, flowing into Long
Island Sound ............ ................ .. ..................... _ New London.
Bridgeport; town in southeast part of Fairfield County; area, 9
square miles __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bridgeport.
Bridgewater; town in southern part of Litchfield County; area, 15 5 New Milford.
square miles.
( Dan bury.
Bridgewater; village in central part of town of same name ......... New Milford.
Briggs; hill in southern part of Sherman; elevation, 1,060 feet ...... New Milford.
Brightview; village in southwest part of East Haven .... .......... New Haven.
Bristol; town in southwestern part of Hartford County ; area, 27
square miles .................................................... Meriden.
Bristol; prin:3ipal village of town of same name on Pequobuck
River; also on New York and New England R. R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meriden.
Broad; brook ri ing in northern part of North Stonington, flowing
northwest into Quinebaug River in northern part of Preston ..... Moosup.
Broad; b~oo~ risi~g in eastern part of Ellington, flowing west into 5 Tolland.
cant1c River, m central part of East Windsor.
( Hartford.
Broad Brook ; village in northeast part of Windsor.~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hartford.
Brockaway; island off western coast of Lyme in Connecticut River. Saybrook.
Bromica ; mountain in eastern part of Kent; altitude, 1,380 feet .... New Milford.
Brookfield; ~own in northern part of Fairfield County; area, 21 { Danbury.
quar mil .
New Milford.
Brook.field; villag in w stern part of town of same name on Still
iver; 1 o n Ilou atonic R.R ................................. Danbury.
Brookfield Center· v illag inc ntral part of Brookfield ............ Danbury.
Brookfield Junction; villag in outhern part of Brookfield on Housani'
--·- --···· ---- ........................................ Danbury.
Broo~yn · t wn in central part of Windham County; area, 30 square { Woodstock.
mil ·.
Putnam.
Brooklyn· rin ip, 1 villa in ntral part of town of ame name . . Putnam.
Brooke
th amp t on
. . Vale·
.
. ·ill r in uthw t p r f 'he hi~
...... , u 11.T
.1.~ or
11 1
\. 'ork .. • w Hav n and II £ rd . R. .. . .. . .... ... . :r w Hav n.
' rnn_
B ro u· J
' •n Jlr ~· t·1ug f1 lll ·outh m ·oa. t of Branford into Long
JI n
I d
Bro
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Buckland; village in northwest part of Manchester on New York and
New England R.R .................•.....•...•.••..•..•....••••. Hartford.
Buckwheat; hill in southern part of Meriden; elevation, 465 feet ... Meriden.
Budington; pond in central part of Groton ...... ____ .... ------ ..... New London.
Bulkley; hill in southern part of Colchester; elevation, 520 feet..... Gilead.
Bull; mountain in southern part of Kent; altitude, 1,140 feet ....... New Milford.
Bungee ; br-0ok in Woodstock, tributary to Still River, flowing into
Black Pond.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Woodstock.
Bungee; hill in Woodstock; elevation, 870 feet . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . W ooa.stock.
Bunker; hill in north west part of Killingworth; elevation, 510 feet.. Guilford.
Bunnell; pond in northern part of Bridgeport . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . • . Bridgeport.
(Winsted.
Burlington; town in western part of Hartford County; area, 30 {Waterbury.
square miles.
Granby.
.
.
Meriden.
Burlington; village in central part of town of same name .......••.. Granby.
Burlington; brook rising in central part of Burlington, tributary to
Farmington River ............... __ ... __ .... ___ .. _. __ .. ... _....... Granby.
Burlington Station; village in western part of Avon, on Farmington
River; -also on New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R ...... Granby.
Burnett Corner; village in northeast part of Groton.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stonington.
Burnham; village in northern part of East Hartford, on New York and
New England R.R., Springfield division ...................•.... Hartford.
Burnside; village in central part of East Hartford, on Hockanum
River .................................. ______ .... ____ ........... Hartford.
Burnt; hill in eastern part of Farmington; elevation, 420 feet ....... Meriden.
Burrville; village in northeast part of Torrington, on Still River;
also, on New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R., Naugatuck
division .................. ... ................ _..... __ .. _.... . . . . Winsted.
Burton; brook in western part of Salisbury, tributary to Salmon
Creek ................................ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Corn wall.
Bushnell; mountain in northwest part of Washington; altitude, 1,080
feet ............ _................ _..................... _. . . . . . . . . New Milford.
Bushy; point projecting from southwest coast of Groton into Long
Island Sound .................................... ~ ... _. _... . . . . . New London.
Bushy; t-w o hills in southern part of Granby; elevations, 500 and 480
feet, respectively ............ . ............... _•.... __ ....... __ ... Granby.
Butternut; brook in western part of Litchfield tributary to Bantam
River ........................................•......... ________ . Waterbury.
Byram; river heading in New York, and flowing south through west.
ern part of Greenwich into Long Island Sound ...•.........••... Stamford.
Byron; brook in northern part of Norwich, tributary to Shetucket
River .......................... ______________ ......•....... ____ . Norwich.
Calfpasture; island in Long Island Sound, forming part of Norwalk. Norwalk.
Calfpasture; point south of mouth of Norwalk River, in Norwalk ...• Norwalk.
Calves; island off northwest coast of Old Lyme in Connecticut River. Saybrook.
Camp Meeting; village in western part of Windham . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Norwich.
Campville; village in south west part of Harwinton on Naugatuck
River, and on New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R ........ Waterbury.

l

Canaan; town in northwest part of Litchfield County; area, 33 Co_rnwall.
square miles.
Wmsted.
Sheffield.
Canaan; principal village in western part of North Canaan on Connecticut Western, and Housatonic R. Rs.... . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . • • • • . . Sheffield.

Bull.117-2
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Canaan; mountain in Canaan and North Canaan; highest summit { Cornwall.
being Mount Hradford,·1,927 feet
Sheffield.
Canaan Valley; village in northeast part of North Canaan on Whiting River .. . ................ _••.. _.... __ . _........ _.. . . . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Candlewood; range of mountains extending in western part of New
Milford and eastern part of Sherman; greatest elevation, 1,000
feet .......... .......... . _............ _... _............ _. . . . . . . . . New Milford.
Candlewood; hill in .north west par,t of Haddam; elevation, 480 feet. Guilford.
Candlewood Hill; brook in western part of Haddam, :flowing northeast into Connecticut River in northern part of Haddam ......... Guilford.
Cannon; village in Wilton on Norwalk River ....................... Norwalk.
(Woodstock.
Canterbury; town in southern part of Windham County; area, 40 ~ Putnam.
square miles.
•
Norwich.
Moosup ..
Canterbury; village in east central part of town of same name on
Quinebaug River...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Moosup.
Canton; town in western part of Hartford County; a~·ea, 30 square
miles ... _........................ _.............................. Granby.
Canton; village in southeast part of town of same name, on Central
New England and Western R.R ................................. Granby.
Canton Center; village in southwest part of town of same name .... Granby.
Carmel; mountain in northeast part of Hamden; altitude, 737 feet .. New Haven.
Carrington; hillinnortheastpartofWoodbridge;elevation, 420feet. New Haven.
Cat Hole; mountain in northwest part 0f Meriden; altitude, 460
feet..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meriden.
Cat Hole; brook in western part of Meriden, tributary to Sodom
Brook ...... _............ ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J\IIeriden.
Cedar; mountain in Newington and Wethersfield; greatest altitude,
340 feet .................................................. _.. . . . . Middletown.
Cedar; point projecting into Long Island Sound from Westport ..... Norwalk.
Cedar; pond in northeast part of Lyme ............................ Saybrook.
Cedar; lake in central part of Chester .......................... . ... Saybrook.
Cedar; swamp in northeast part of Ledyard ........................ Stonington.
Cedar; swamp in southeast part of North Stonington ............... Stonington.
Cedar; swamp in south central part of Chester ..................... Saybrook.
Cedar Swamp; brook in central part of Sterling, tributary to
Moosup River .................... _............................... Moosup.
Cedar Swamp; pond in southern part of Lebanon ................. Norwich.
Center Brook Station; village in east central part of Essex, on Con·
necticut Valley division,NewYork, New Haven and HartfordR. R. Saybrook.
Center Groton; village in north central part of Groton ............. New London.
Centerville; village in east central part of Hamden ................ New Haven.
Centerville Station; village in east central part of Hamden, on
Northampton division New York, New Haven and Hartford. R.R. New Haven.
Central; village in west central part of Plainfield, on Moos up River;
also on Norwich and ·w orcester division New York and New England R. R ................................ __ ••.......... _.... _... Moos up.
Chaffeeville ; village in Mansfield........ _.................. ___ . . . . . ·w oodstock.
Chapinville; village in north central part of Salisbury ....... _.. . . . . Sheffield.
Chapin ville Station; village in north central part of Salisbury, on
'onnecticut Western R.R. .... . .... . ............. ............... , heffield.
Chaplin; town in western part of Windham County; area, 20 square ) T orwi ch.
miles.
<. Woodstock.

l
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Chaplin; village in town of same name ...........•.....•••..... - - - - Woodstock. '
Chaplin Station; village in southwest part of Hampton, and on New
York and New England R.R ...................................... Woodstock.
Chapman; point projecting from southeast coast of Saybrook into
Long Island Sound .......................................... --·. Saybrook.
Chapman; hill in north central part of North Stonington; elevation,
520 feet.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stonington.
Chapman; pond in southwest part of East Haddam .............. - - - Saybrook.
Charles; island off southern coast of Milford in Long Island Sound .. Bridgeport.
Chatham; town in northeast part of Middlesex County; area, 37 5 M_iddletown.
square miles.
( Gilead.
Cherry; hill in western part of Br1;1,nford; elevation, 166 feet.. . . . . . . New Haven.
Cherry; hill in southern part of Hamden; elevation, 220 feet........ New Haven.
Cherry; hill in eastern part of Middlefield; elevation, 300 feet...... Middletown.
Cherry; brook rising in southwest part of Granby, fl.owing southwest
through Canfon into Farmington ........ ...... .................. Granby.
Cherry Brook; village in southwest part of Canton on Farmington
River and on Central New England and Western R.R ........... Granby.
Cheshire; town in northern part of New Haven County; area, 38 5Meriden.
square miles.
( New Haven.
5 Meriden.
Cheshire; principal village in central part of town of same name ... ( New Haven.

Cheshire Street; village in eastern part of Cheshire on Meriden and
Waterbury R. R. ................................................ Meriden.
Chester; town in eastern part of Middlesex County; area, 11 square 5 Guilford.
miles.
( Saybrook.
Chester; principal village in eastern part of town of same name .... Saybrook.
Chesterfield; village in southwest part of Montville ................ New London.
Chester Station; village in eastern part of Chester on Connecticut
River, also on Connecticut Valley division New York, New Haven
and Hartford R. R ....................................... ....... Saybrook.
Chestnut; hill in Wilton.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Norwalk.
Chestnut; hill in northeast part of Killingly; elevation, 740 feet .... Putnam.
Chestnut; hill in western part of Chatham; elevation, 500 feet...... Middletown.
Chestnut; hill in northern part of Lebanon; elevation, 540 square
miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gilead.
Chestnut; hill in southern part of Killingworth; elevation, 348 feet. Guilford.
Chestnut; hill in eastern part of Oxford; elevation, 631 feet.... . . . . . Derby.
Chestnut; hill in central part of Litchfield; elevation, 1,160 feet ..... Waterbury.
Chestnut; mountain in southern part of Middletown; altitude, 620
feet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Middletown.
Chestnut Hill; village in eastern part of Killingly.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Putnam.
Chestnut Hill; village in eastern part of Columbia, on New York,
New Haven and Hartford R. R., Air Line division...... . . . . . . . . . . Gilead.
Chimon; island off mouth of Norwalk River in Long Island Sound .. Norwalk.
Choate; brook in Preston, tributary to Quinebaug River ............ Norwich.
Church; hill in western part of North Canaan; elevation, 940 feet ... Sheffield.
Clam; island off southwest coast of Branford, in Long Island Sound. New Haven.
Clapboard; hill in southeast part of Guilford; elevation, 108 feet. . . Guilford.
Clapboard; brook in northwest part of Bridgewater, tributary to
Housatonic River ............................................... New Milford.
Clark; cove extending from Thames River into west coast of Ledyard. New London.
Clark Corner; village ju south ·w est part of Hampton ............... Woot1stock.
Clark Falls; village in east central part of North Stonington, on Green
Fall River .........••.............................•....•••..•... ·Stonington.
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Clayton; village in northern part of North Canaan on Konkapot River. Sheffield.
Clayville; village in northwest part of Griswold, on Norwich and
Worcester division New York and New England R.R ............ Moosup.
Clayville; pond in northwest part of Griswold... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Moosup.
Clear; brook in northern part of Burlington, tributary to Phelps
Brook .................................................... . ..... Granby.
Clinton; town in southwest part of Middlesex County; area, 14 S Guilford.
square miles.
( Saybrook.
Clinton; principal village in town of same name, also on Air Line
division, New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R .•............ Guilford.
Clintonville; village in northeast part of North Haven . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Haven.
Coatney; hill in Woodstock; elevation, 936 feet .•..•............... Woodstock.
Cobalt; village in western part of Chatham, on Air Line division
New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R ..•••...•••...... ...•.• Middletown.
Cobble; hill in western part of Kent; elevation, 940 feet ............ New Milford.
Cockenoe; island in Long Island Sound, off mouth of Saugatuck
River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . Norwalk.
Coe; hill in northern part of Middlefield; elevation, 500 feet.... . . . . Middletown.
Coginchaug; river rising in northeast part of Guilford, flowing
through Middlefield and Middletown, into Sebethe River.... . . . . Guilford.
Colchester; town in northwest part of New London County; area, S Gilead.
50 square miles.
( Norwich.
Colchester; borough in central part of town of same name, reached
by branch of New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R., Air Line
division . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gilead.
Cold; brook in northern part of Norwich, tributary to Shetucket
River .....................................•..................... Norwich.
Cold; brook in southern part of Glastonbury, tributary to Roaring
Brook .....................................................•.•.. Middletown.
Cold Spring; village in southeast part of Newtown, on Housatonic
R.R ....•....................................................... Danbury.
Colebrook; town in northeast part of Litchfield County; area, 34 5 Sandisfield.
square miles.
( Winsted.
Colebrook; village in central part of town of same name ........... Winsted.
Colebrook River; village in northeast part of Colebrook, on Farmington River ..••..........................•..................... Sandisfield.
Colebrook Station; village in northwest part of Winchester, on Mad
River, al o on ent,ral New England and Western R.R .......... Winsted.
Collamer ; vtllag in extreme southern part of Sterling .............. Moosup.
Collins · hill in ntral part of Portland; elevation, 340 feet . . . . . . . . Middletown.
Collinsville· princiy,al vHlag in southwest corner of Canton on Farmin rton River, and al o on New York, New Haven and Hartford R.
······ ···· ······ ···· ···· ..................................••.. Granby.
Colu~bia; town in southern part of Tolland County; area, 22 square 5 Gilead.
miles.
( Norwich.
Columbia; vmage in central part of town of ame name ............ Gilead.
Compo; hill n ar coa tin W tport ................................ Norwalk.
Compounce; pond in nor hwe t part of outhington ............... Meriden.
Congamuck · p nd formingboundarybetw n outhwick,Mass., and
uffield onn ...............................•...•••....... _. . . . Granville.

Connecticut; river h ading in anada and northern New Hamp- rSpringfield.
hi ; form boun<lar · b w n ew Hamp hire and V rmont,) H~rtfo rd ·
an fl w 011 h a · a ro s Massachusetts and Connecticut into lMi~dletown.
Long I land ound.
Gmlford.
Saybrook.
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Connecticut River; village in eastern part of Old Saybrook, on Connecticut River, also on Shore Line division New York, New Haven
and Hartford R.R ...••. ____ ................ ____ .......... ______ Saybrook.
Converse; hill in southern part of Stafford; elevation, 813 feet.. . • . . Tolland.
Cook; pond in southern part of Preston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . Stonington.
Copp; island off mouth of Norwalk River, in Long Island Sound .. Norwalk.
Copp; brook in Stonington ....... _. _.. . • • . .. . • • • . . • • • • .. . • . • . . . . . • Stoniiigton.
Cornfield; point projecting from southern coast Old Saybrook into
Long Island Sound .............................................. Saybrook.
Cornwall; town in western part of Litchfield County; area, 47 square .
miles .. _........•• _•... ___ .... _....... _..•.......... _. _~ ..... _. _ Cornwall.
Cornwall; village in town of same name ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Corn wall.
Cornwall Bridge; village in southwest part of Cornwall, on Housatonic River, and on Housatonic R. R.... • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . Cornwall.
Cornwall Center; village in central part of Cornwall ............... Cornwall.
Cornwall Hollow; village in northeast part of Cornwall ........... Cornwail.
Corum; hill in eastern part of Huntington; elevation, 400 feet ...... Derby.
Coscob; village in southern part of Greenwich, on Coscob Harbor,
and on New York, New Haven and Hartford R. R .... .. __ .. . . . . Stamford.
Coscob; harbor, arm of Long Island Sound indenting southern coast
of Greenwich ................................................... Stamford.
Cossaduck; hill in west central part of North Stonington; it has
three peaks, the altitudes being 420,420, and 460 feet, respectively. Stonington.
Cove; river in eastern part of Orange, :flowing into Long Island Sound. New Haven.
Cove, The; pond in northeastern part of Wethersfield ............•. Middletown.
Coventry; town in southern part of Tolland County; area, 38 square 5Tolland.
miles.
· ( Gilead.
Coventry; village in northwest part of town of same name .. _... . . . . Tolland.
Cranberry; pond in southern part of Litchfield ..................... Waterbury.
Cranberry; hill in western part of Madison; elevation, 400 feet ... _. Guilford.
Crane Bar; island off western coast of East Haven in New Haven
Harbor ...... ______ .•••..........•••.••.......................•.. New Haven.
Cream; hill in northern part of Cornwall; elevation, 1,503 feet .••••. Cornwall.
Cream Hill; pond in northern part of Cornwall. .................... Cornwall.
Creek; pond in southern part of Sherman ................•••.•••••. New Milford.
Crescent; beach on southeast coast of East Lyme, extending into
Long Island Sound .... __ .... ___ .................... _.... __ .. _... New London,.
Crescent; pond in northeast part of Southington.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • Meriden.
Cricker; brook, right-hand branch of Mill River, in Easton and -P airfield ................ _... ___ ..... _.............• _........... ____ . Norwalk.
Cromwell; town in northern part of Middlesex County; area, 13
square miles .................. _•. _.................... __ ....... _ Middletown.
Cromwell; principal village in southeast part of town of same name,
on Connecticut River ........................... ___ ......... _... Middletown.
Crow Hollow; brook rising in western part of Middletown, tributary
to Harbor Brook ........................................ ________ Meriden.
Crystal; pond on boundary line between Eastford and Woodstock .. Woodstock.
Danbury; town in northwest part of Fairfield County; area, 45 5 Carmel.
square miles.
( Danbury.
Danbury; principal place in central part of town of same name, on
Still River .•••..... _.... _................ _. _............• ___ ____ Dan bury.
Danielsonville; borough in Brooklyn and Killingly, at junction of
Five Mile River with Quinebaug River; also on Norwich and W or_c ester division New York and New England R.R ...•.....• _...... Putnam.
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Darien; town in southwest part of Fairfield County; area, 14 square { Stamford.
miles.
Norwalk.
Darien; village in town of same name . . • . . • . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Norwalk.
Darrow Rocks; islands off southwest coast of Branford, in Long
Island Sound ...................•............................... New Haven,
Day; hill in central part of Windsor; .elevation, ~20 feet ............. Hartford.
Daytonville; village in southern part of Torrington, on east branch of
Naugatuck River; also on New York, New Haven and Hartf~rd R.
R., Naugatuck division .......................................... Winsted.
Dayville; village in northwest part of Killingly, on west bank Five
Mile River, opposite Killingly; also on Norwich and Worcester
division, New York and New England R.R ...................... Putnam.
Deadman; brook; left branch of Saugatuck River, in Westport...... Norwalk.
Deep; brook, rises in western part of Newtown and flows northeast
into Pootatuck River ............................................ Danbury.
Deep; river in southeast part of Colchester, tributary to Yantic River. Gilead.
Deep River; cove; arm of Connecticut River indenting coast between
Chester and Saybrook .... .. ..................... ................ Saybrook.
Deep River; principal village in northeast part of Saybrook, on Connecticut River; also on Connecticut Valley division, New York,
New Haven and Hartford R.R ............. .................... . Saybrook.
Deep River Station; village in northeast part of Saybrook, on Connecticut River; also on Connecticut Valley division, New York,
New Haven and Hartford R.R .................................. Saybrook.
Derby; town in western part of New Haven County; area, 6 square
miles ........................................................... Derby.
Derby; village in southern part of town of same name, at junction of
Naugatuck and Housatonic rivers; also on Naugatuck division,
New York, New Haven and Hartford R. R. and New Haven and
Derby R. R .............................. ; ...................... Derby.
Diamond; lake in eastern part of Glastonbury .. ~... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gilead.
Dickinson; creek rising in eastern part of Glastonbury, flowing south
throngh Marlboro mto Salmon River, in Colchester ............... Gilead.
Dismal ; brook in Southwick, Mass., and Granby .................... Cran ville.
Do_aneville; village in east central part of Griswold and in Voluntown, on Pachaug River ..... .................................... Moos up.
Dodge; i land off southwest coast of Stonington, in Long Island
Sora1d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stonington.
Dodge; pond in southeast part of East Lyme ....................... New London.
Dodgington; village in west part of Newtown .............. . ....... Danbury.
Dog; pond in outhern part of Goshen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winsted.
Dooley; pond in outhw s part of Middletown ..................... Middletown.
Doolittle· pon<l in northea t part of orfolk .................. _..... Sandisfield.
Duck· riv r in w st rn I art of ld Lyme, tributary to Connecticut
iver ............. .............................................. Saybrook.
Durfy· hill in. cmthw tpart of Waterford; elevation, 120 feet .. .... New London
Durham· town in we t rn part of Middle ex County; area, 26 square
mil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Guilford.
Durham· rin ipal village in north central part of town of same
name... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Guilford.
Durham Center; villa r in c ntral part of urham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Guilford.
Durham Meadows· wamp in ntral part of Durham, on both sides
oginch· u, iv r ............................................... Guilford.
Dutton· mountain in central part 0f orfolk; altitude, 1,620 feet .... Winsted.
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Eagleville; village in western part of Marshfield, on Willimantic
River and on New London Northern R. R ... __ ................ - - - Tolland.
Ea~t; hill in northern part of Southbury; elevation, 660 feet . . - - - : · - - D •rliy.
East· river risino- in northeast part of Guilford, fl.owin g son th mto
'
O
Guilford
Harbor,
Long Island Sound--------··-· ...... . . .. --·- ·· v111'lfon·l
East Aspetuck · river rising iu southern part of Warren, fl owing
southwest through Washington into Housatonic, in central part of
New Milford ...... ··-·····---· ...... ______ .... · ··-·····-··--··· · N w lliltonl.
East Berlin; village in southeast part of Berlin................ ..... litldld11w11.
East Branch; river in Ashford, tributary to Mount Hope River .. . . . - ,Y ood:tu ·I· .
East Branch; river rising in Salem, flowing southwest iuto E igh tmile River, in northern part of Lyme ... _.... -.... - .... - - . . . . . . . . ayhrool· .
East Branch Naugatuck; river rising in southeast part of Norfolk
fl.owing south through Winchester . into Naugatuck River, in ex.treme southern part of Torrington ............. _............ - .... Win t 11.
East Branch Salmon; brook rising in northeast part of H ar tl an d,
fl.owing southeast into Salmon Brook, in southeast p art of Gr anby. Grauyill .
East Bridgeport; part of Bridgepol'.t on Pequonnock River and on
New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R .... . ................ . . Bridrr port.
East Bromica; hill in western part of Kent; elevation, 1,320 feet .... . T w )Iilfortl.
East Canaan; village in south central part of North Canaan, on Blackberry River; also on Connecticut Western R.R ... ___ ··-·-·.. . ... h m ld.
East Cornwall; village in southeast part of Cornwall ... --· .. ____ .. Cornwall.
East Glastonbury; village in central part of Glastonbury ........ . . l\liddlotown.
East Granby; town in northern part of Hartford County ; area,~ Grnuh~.
18 square miles.
l Hartfonl.
East Granby; village in town of same name .............. _. . _ ... __ . Hartford.
East Great; plain in s~uthern part of Norwich ..... _........... . . . .. Norwi h.
East Haddai:n; town m eastern part of Middlesex County ; area, 48 5 Gil •ad.
square miles. .
.
( aybrool .
East Haddam; village m western part of to'Yn of same name, on Connecticut River .. ----·· .... . ..... ------------------···-·· ____ .... Saybrook
East Hampton; village in central part of Chatham. ... . ..
u· ddl
·
.
.
· · · · · · · · · · u.1.i
to" n
East Hartford ; town rn eastern part of Hartford County · area H tf'
·
.
,
, { ar ord
18 square miles.
l\I'ddl
·
~ d ; prmmpa
· · 1 v1·11 age m
· northwest part of town of same 1 etowu ·
E ast H art.1or
n ame, on New •York and
New England R. R ., SprmO'field
divisi· on. H artfortl
•
b
East H~rtland; v1ll_age m eastern part of Hartland ........... _..... Granby ·
East Haven;• town m southern part of New Haven County., ''r
' ·
<• ea, 19
square nules .. - •............................ _........
N
East Haven; village in southeast part of town of samena~~ · ~- ·
ew H ay u.
River. ______ ...................
' n arm
East Kent; village in east central
K~~t- ···· ······ ··-··· ···· New H n,y u.
Ec1st Killingly; villaglj in eastern part of Killi~~i~- -~~.
New 1ilfortl.
Brook
'
l es one
East; lak~
;~~~i;e~~ ~~;t·
~
Putnam.
East Litchfield; village in eastern part of Litchfieid · ~~- ·N· · · · · ·t· · · · D anbury .
•
,
T
,
auga uck
River; also on New York, New Haven and Hartford R R N
tuck division . ....... . ... . ..... _... ___ . _____ .
· ·, augaEast Lyme; town in sont,hwest part of New Lond~~~~
Winst ed.
19 square miles.
Y'
ea, 5 Saybrook.
East Lyme; village in eastern part of town of same nan1
N.
. ( New Lon t} 011
e, ou 1ant1c
·
Rrver
. .. __ ....................... _........ . _..
East Meadow; brook rising in extreme southern ·p·~;t 0· ·f· ~- ·t·h· · · · · · · New L ona. 0
.
th . t N
.
.ue lehem
ll.
fl owrng
sou m o onewaug Rrver, in central part f W
'
o
oodbury. Waterbury,
{I

F.. ··

~~;t~-f

i~-

wi:·t .. t .. ·

~/n~~b~~;·_·_·_ ~--·_·_·_·_~--- ........ ... ·····
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East Meriden; village in eastern part of Meriden. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meriden.
East Morris; village in eastern paTt of Morris ..... .... _..... _...... WaterbuTy.
East Mountain; range of mountains in southeastern part of Kent;
greatest elevation being 1,320 feet ...•• _......... __ ..... _........ New Milford.
East Norwalk; village in Norwalk, near mouth of Norwalk River and
on New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R ...... .. ............. Norwalk.
East Plymouth; village in northeast part of Plymouth ... __ ........ Meriden.
East Port Chester; village in southwest part of Greenwich, on Byron
River ........................................................... Stamford.
East Putnam; village in southern part of Putnam .......... ...... .. Putnam.
East River; village in southern part of Madison and station on Shore
Line division New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R ......... Guilford.
East Rock; hill in northeast part of New Haven; elevation, 359 feet. New Haven.
East Thompson; village in northeast part of Thompson, on New York
and New England R.R.; also on Southbridge branch of same road. Webster.
East Village; village in northeast part of Monroe ....... ....... ..... Derby.
East Wallingford; village in southeast part of Wallingford, on Air
Line division New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R ........ New Haven.
East Willington; village in Willington.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Woodstock.
East Windsor; town in eastern part of Hartford County; area, 27
square miles .................................... ___ ... _. _. . . . . . . Hartford.
East Windsor Hill; village in northwest part of South Windsor... . Hartford.
East Winsted; vHlage directly east of Winsted on Still River, in
eastern part of Winchester._ .......... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winsted.
East Woo.d stock; village in northeast part of Woodstock, on Muddy
Brook ........................ _........................ ... _... . . Putnam.
Easter; hill in Pomfret; elevation, 720feet .................... ..... . Woodstock.
Eastern; point projecting from southwest coast of Groton into Long
Island Sound .... . .............................................. New London.
Eastford; town in western part of Windham County; area, 27 square
miles .... _........ ___ ...... _... _. . . . _.... ____ ........ .. __ ... _. . Woodstock.
Eastford; -village in town of same name .. __ ..................... __ . Woodstock.
Danbury.
Easton; town in southern part of Fairfield County; area 29 square Norwalk.
miles.
Bridgeport.

i

Easton; village in central part of town of same name ........... _.. { Norwalk.
Danbury.
Eightmile; brook rising in southea t part of W oodbnry; flow south
into Housatonic Riv r, in southern part of Oxford ............... Derby.
Eightmile; hTook ri ing in southea t part of Woodbury; flowing
outh i form boundary betw en outhbury, Middlebury, and Oxford, and mpti into th Hou atonic in southern part of Oxford. Waterbury.
Eightmile; river ri. ing in extreme northwest corner of Southington,
flowing in a outhea t rly direction into Quinnipiac River, in
·onth rn part f , outhington .............. _.......... _.. . . . . . . . Meriden.
Eightm.ile; river ri ing in e tern part East Haddam, flowing southwe t into 'onne ticut Ri r in western part Lyme ............ _.. aybrook.
Eightmile River· cov , arm of ' nnecticut Riv-er indenting western
o, t of Lym · i al o th mouth of Eight Mile River._ .... ____ . Saybrook.
Elias· p int projecting from outhern coa. t of reenwich into Greenwich 'ove...... ...... .... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ........ tamford.
Elihus · island off south rn oa t of tonington, in Little Narragantt Bay ..................................................... _. . tonington.
Ellington· t wn. in northwest part of Tolland County; area, 36 { Hartford.
qu re miles.
Tolland.
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Ellington; village in west central part of town of same name, on
Springfield division New York and New England R.R ........... Tolland.
Elliott; village in Pomfret . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Woodstock.
Ellithorpe; village in central part of Stafford ...•........... - - .• W". Tolland.
Ellsworth; village in central part of Sharon...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Corn wall.
Ellsworth; hill in southern part of Sharon; elevation, 1,580 feet.... Cornwall.
Elys Wharf; village in western part of Lyme, on Connecticut River. Saybrook.
Enfield; town-in northeast part of Hartford County; area, 35 square { Springfield.
miles.
Hartford.
Enfield; village in west,ern part of town of same name~. . . . . . . . . . . . Hartford.
Essex; town in southeast part of Middlesex County; area, 13 square
miles ... _. ....................................................... Saybrook.
Essex; principal village in east central part of town of same name,
on Connecticut River; also, on Connecticut Valley division New
York, New Haven and Hartford R. R .....................•...... Saybrook.
Eureka Lake; pond in southern part of Danbury ................... Danbury.
Fairfield; town in southern part of Fairfield County; area, 51 square { No~·walk.
miles.
Bridgeport.
Fairfield; village in town of same name ............................ Norwalk.
Fairfield; beach off southern coast of Fair.field, facing Lo~g Island
.
Sound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Br1 dgeport.
Fair Grounds; in western part of Danbury ......................... Danbury.
Fair Haven East; borough in eastern part of New Haven, just east
of New Haven City, on the New York, New Haven and Hartford
R.R ................ . .......................................... New Haven.
Fair Oaks;' village in central part of Montville...... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . New London.
Fairy; lake in southeast part of Salem .............................. New London.
Falls; village in western part of Canaan, on Housatonic River; also,
on Housatonic R.R ............................................. Cornwall.
Falls; river rising in western pari of Saybrook, flowing south into
Westbrook, thence east through Essex into Connecticut River ... Saybrook.
Falls; mountain in southern part of New Milford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Milford.
Falls; brook rising in north west part of Warren, flowing into the
Housatonic in northeast part of Kent ............................ Cornwall.
Falls; brook in southeast part of Wolcott, tributary to Tenmile
River ...... -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meriden.
Falls River; cove, arm of Connecticut River indenting eastern coast
of Essex ........................................................ Saybrook.
Farm; river rising in northwest part of Guilford, flowing southwest
through North Branford, East Haven, into Long Island Sound ... New Haven.
Farmill; river rising in southern part of Monroe, flowing southeast
- through Huntington into Housatonic River ..................... Derby.
Farmington; town in western part of Hartford County; area, 25 5 Granby.
square miles.
{ Meriden.
Farmington; village in central part of town of same name ......... Meriden.
Farmington or Tunxis; river tributary to Connecticut River; is
formed by two branches, east and west, which rise in Massachusetts and flow in a southeasterly direction through Colebrook,
Hartlanu, a.nd Barkhamsted, forming a single river in New Hart- Granby.
ford, continuing south through Canton, forming boundary be- ~ Hartford.
tween Avon and Burlington, into Farmington, where it changesJ Sandisfield.
and flows in a northeastly direction through Avon and Simsbury,
forming boundary between East Granby and Bloomfield, through
Windsor, and flowing into the Connecticut River.

1
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Farmington, East Branch; river rising in southern part of Granville,
Mass., flows south through Hartland and Barkhamsted into Farmington River ,in northeast part of New Hartford.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Granville.
Farmington, West Branch; rises in Massachusetts, flows south and
joins East Branch Farmington in northeastern part of New Hartford, and together they form the Farmington River .............. Winsted.
Fawn; brook rising in Hebron and flowing south into Blockledge
River in southeast part of Marlboro ............................ Gilead.
Faxon; village in northeast part of East Haven .................... New Haven.
Fayerweather; island off southwest coast of Bridgeport, in Long
Island Sound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bridgeport.
Fenton; brook in Willington tributary to Fenton River ............. Woodstock.
Fenwick; village in southeast part of Old Saybrook, on coast Long
Island Sound; also, on Connecticut Valley division New York, New
Haven and Hartford R. R .•................................ _... Saybrook.
Fern; brook in northwest part of Watertown, tributary to branch of
Naugatuck River .... ______ ...... ____________ ........... ____ .... Waterbury.
Ferry; point projecting from northeast coast of Old Saybrook into
Connecticut River ______________ .... ______ ...................... Saybrook.
Fish; island in Long Island Sound, off coast of Darien .... _. . . . . . . . . Norwalk.
Fitchville; village in northern part of Bozrah, on Yan tic River; also
on New London Northern R. R ............ __ .... __ ...... _.... _.. Norwich.
Fivemile; point projecting from southwest of coast East Haven into
Long Island Sound ............... ___ ........ ______ ........ ____ .. New Haven.
·Fivemile; river heading in northeast part of Thompson, flowing
southwest through Thompson and Putnam into Quinebaug River
in southwest part of Killingly._ .. _.. __ ... __ .... __________ . _____ Putnam.
Fivemile; brook in southern part of Oxford, tributary to Housatonic .River. _____ ........ ··-··· ........ ···-·· .......... _________ Derby.
Fivemile; brook in southeast part of North Haven, flows west into
Quinnipiac River in sou them part of same town ...... _....... __ New Haven.
Fivemile; hill in central part of Oxford .... _.......... _...... _.. ... Derby.
Fivemile; river in Fairfield County, :fl.owing into Long Island Sound . Norwalk.
Fivemile River; station on New York, New Haven and Hartford
R . R ........ ···-·· ...... ______ .................... ··-··· ........ Norwalk.
Flanders; village in east central part of East Lyme on Niantic River. New London.
Flanders; village in central part of Kent ..... ____ ............ ····-· New Milford.
Flat; hill in w stern part of outhbury; elevation, 698 feet ______ ... Danbury.
Flirt; hill in western part of Easton; elevation, 535 feet ........ ___ . Danbury.
Fluteville; village in southeast part of Litchfield, on Naugatuck
River; al o, on. New York, ew Haven an.cl Hartford R.R ...... Waterbury.
Foot Rocks; group of island off southern coast Branford, in Long
Island, oun.d .................. _........ ... ..................... New Haven.
Forestville; illage in outh a t part of Bristol, onPequabuckRiver;
also, n ew York and T w England R.R. _____ ......... . ______ . Merid n.
Forge ; p ndinnorthw tpartof.'ali hury .. _______________________ Sheffield.
f baron, tributary to IIousaton.ic
Forg~ · br ok in s uth rn par
iv r .... ······ .......... ··-··· ···-·· ...... ····-· .............. . Cornwall.
Fort· hill in ··n ralpartof ' roton· lev,tion,220fe t ..... ________ ·_ New London.
Fort 7rumbull; -vill· ' in ·a · ntral part f . . T w London on Thames
1
Ri · •••••• · · - · · · •••••• •••••• · · · - · · · · · - · · · · · - · · .
'
ew London.
Fourmlle: h· r r i iu , in uorth ~· t part of Ea ·t ·
uh 11 > Long l laud
un
· · · · · · · • · • • · · • · - · · · - • - - . . . • • • • • . . • . ay brook.
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Fourmile; brook rising in southeast part of Oxford, flowing into
'
Housatonic River, in western part of Seymour ................... Derby.
Fowle rs; island off northeast coast of Stratford and west of Milford,
in Housatonic River.. ____ .. _... _._ .... _......................... Bridgeport.
Franklin ; town in northern part of New London County; area, 20
square miles . . _...... _________ .. ____________ ------ .............. Norwich.
Franklin; village in central part of town of same name .... _....... ~ Norwich.
Franklin Station; village in southwest part of Franklin, on Susquetonscut Brook; also on New London Northern R. R ...... ___ . . . . . Norwich.
French; river heading in Massachusetts, :flowing south into Con· \Webster.
necticut, and joins the Quinebaug River, in south west part of Putnam.
Thompson.
Freshwater; brook rising in northeast part of Enfield, :flowing west
through village of Thompsonville into Connecticut River____ ____ Hartford.
Frog; pond in central part of Windham. ___ ................. . . _. __ .. Norwich.
Frog; brook in Windham, tributary to Shetucket River ......... ___ . Norwich.
Frost; point projecting into Long Island Sound from Westport .. ____ Norwalk.
Fuller; pond in northwest part of Kent ..... _.......... __ ..... ____ .. Cornwall.
Furnace; brook rising, in northeast part of Stafford, tributary to
Willimantic River---· ____ __ ............................ -----· .. Tolland.
Gale Ferry; village in western part of Ledyard, on Thames River ... New London.
Gardner; brook in Bozrah, tributary to Yantic River ......... _..... Norwich.
Gardner; hill in southwest part of New Milford; elevation, 540 feet. New Milford.
Gardner; lake lying on border between towns of Bozrah, Montville,
and Salem ............... _.. _.. _. _. _. _..... ___ . _....... __ .. _. __ . Norwich.
Gaylordsville; village in northwest part of New Milford, on Housatonic River ......... .... _... _... _............................ __ . New Milford.
George; hill in southern part of Southbury; elevation, 560 feet .... _. Derby.
George Cellar; hill in western part of Orange; elevation, 230 feet ... Derby.
Georgetown; village in northern part of Wilton, on Norwalk River;
also on Danbury and Norwalk division of Housatonic R. R ... ___ . Danbury.
Giant; neck of land pro~ecting from southern coast of East Lyme into
Long Island Sound ....... ___ . _... _. _..................... _____ . . New London.
Gildersleeve; island west of town of Portland, in Connecticut River. Middletown.
Gilead; village in northern part of' Hebron ... _.. _.... _ . ___ .. _.. __ .. Gilead.
Glade; brook in eastern part of North Stonington, tributary to Green
Fall River .......... ---· .... ____ ---· .... ---- ........ ____ .... ____ Stonington.
Glasko; village in southeast part of Griswold, on Pachaug River.... Moosup.
Glastonbury; town in southeastern part of Hartford County; area, 5 Middletown.
49 square miles.
( Gilead.
Glastonbury; village in northwest part of town of same name._._ .. Middletown.
Glenville; village in southwest part of Greenwich, on Byram River .. Stamford.
Goat; brook rising in northwest part of Middlebury, tributary to
Hop Brook ........................................ ---- ......... Waterbury.
Goff; brook rising in southern part of Wethersfield, flows east into
Connecticut, in eastern part of Rocky Hill ..... _... __________ .. _ Middletown.
Good; hill in southwestern part of Oxford; elevation, 593 feet .. _____ Derby.
Good; hill in eastern part of Roxbury, extending in Woodbury; elevation, 1,005 feet .... __________ ...... ______ .... ______ ...... ______ New Milford.
Goodspeed Landing; village in western part of East Haddam, on
Connecticut River ........ ____ .............................. ____ Saybrook.
Goose; island off northwest ooast Old Lyme, in Connecticut River .. Saybrook.
Goose; island off east coast New London, in Thames River ...... ____ New London.
Goose; hill in southwest part of Haddam; elevation, 620 feet ...•••• Guilford.
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Goshen; town in central part of Litchfield County; area, 44 square { Cornwall.
miles.
Winsted.
Goshen; village in south central part of town of same name.... . . . . Winsted.
Goshen; village in southern part of Lebanon ....................... Norwich.
Goshen; point projecting from southern coast of Waterford into
Long Island Sound ................ ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New London.
Governor; one of the Thimble Islands lying off southern coast of
Branford, in Long Island Sound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Haven.
Granby; town in northwest part of Hartford County; area, 42 square { Granville.
miles.
Granby.
Granby; village in/eastern part of town of same name ............. Granby.
Granby Station; village in southwestern part of East Granby, on
Central New England and Western R.R .... .. .................. Granby.
Graniteville; village in southern part of Waterford.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . New London.
Grassy; island near the Norwalk Islands off mouth of Norwalk River
and Long Island Sound .....................................•... Norwalk.
Grassy; hill in eastern part of Lyme; elevation, 368 feet.... . . . . . . . . Saybrook.
Grassy; hill in northwest part of Orange, having two summits, altitude of each being 270 feet ...................................... Derby.
Grassy Plain; village in the western part of Bethel, on Umpog Creek. Danbury.
Gravelly; brook in eastern part of vVoodstock, tributary to Muddy
Brook .......................... _.... _.....•........ _. . . . . . . . . . . Putnam.
Great; brook in eastern part of New Milford, tributary to Housatonic
River ................... _.. _.... _. _...••......................... New Milford.
Great; brook, left-hand branch of Sasco Brook, in Fairfield ........ Norwalk.
Great; brook rising in western part of Montville, flowing south into
Niantic River ................ ___ ................................ New London.
Great; brook in Groton, tributary to Poquonoc River._ ...........•.. New London.
Great; brook in northern part of Farmington, tributary to the Farmington River .. ................ _............. _. __ ......... __ . . . . . Meriel.en.
Great; hill in southwest part of Seymour; elevation, 640 feet ........ Derby.
Great; hill in northeast part of Naugatuck; elevation, 540 feet ...... Waterbury.
Great; hill :in southeast part of Woodbury; elevation, 930 feet ...... Waterbury.
Great; hill in Portland and Chatham; elevation, 700 feet ........... Middletown.
Great; island off southwest coast of Old Lyme, in Connecticut River,
separated from Old Lyme by Back River .......... _._._ .. _._._ ... Saybrook.
Great; mountain in south east part of Sherman; elevation, 1,040 feet New Milford.
Great ; pond in north ast part of Ridgefield ........................ Danbury.
Great Bare; mountain in eastern part of New Milford; altitude, 1,075
fe t ............................................................ New Milford.
Great Hill ; pond in southeast part of Portland . __ .. .... _....... _.. Middletown.
Great Meadow ; brook in northern part of Voluntown, tributary to
a hang River .............. ... ___ .. _.. _.. ___ ... ___ . _... _. _____ Moosup.
Green; harbor off eastern oast of New London, in Thames River .... New London.
Green ; i land off uthern coa t of Branford, in Long Island Sound .. New Haven.
Green ; ountain in onthw t part of ew Milford, lying partly in
.
, herman · al itucl , 1,100 f t ............ _. ___ .... _. _. _.. _. _. _. _ New Milford.
Green;
nd in onth a t part f harm.an ......... _.......... __ . __ New Milford.
Green Fall· riv r h ading in outhea t part of Voluntown, fl.owing
nth thr ngh •orth oningtou into awcatuck River in western
part f Hopkinton, . I ....................... __ .. _.:. __ .... __ .. Moosup.
Greenfa.rm; vill
in We tport .... ............ _...... _. ___ . __ . __ .. Norwalk.
Greenfield Hill· villa in
irfi ld .......... ............. _....... _ Norwalk.
Greenville; villag in w t rn part of Preston, on Quinebaug River. Norwich.
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Greenwich; town in souhwest part of Fairfield County; area, 49
square miles __________ ... _.... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stamford.
Greenwich; borough in southern part of town of same name, on Long
Island Sound, and also on New York, New Haven and Hartford
R. R .. _......... ~ ............................ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stamford.
Greenwich; creek rising in eastern part of town of same name, flowing south into Indian Harbor . . ........................ - . . . . . . . . . Stamford.
Greenwich; cove, arm of Long Island Sound indenting southeastern
coast of Greenwich ................ _. _........•... - ... - ......... Stamford.
Greenwich; point projecting from southeastern coast of Greenwich
into Long Island Sound ...... ····-······-· ....................... Stamford.
Greer; hill in north western p art of Ledyard; elevation, 340 feet ... - . New London.
Greer; hill in northwestern part of Griswold; elevation, 360 feet.... Moosup.
Greystone; village in south western part of Plymouth, on Hancock
Brook, also on New York and New England R.R ................ Waterbury.
Gridley; mountain in northwestern part of Salisbury; altitude, 2,200
feet .............. _.................. _........ . ........ _. . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Gridley; pond in eastern part of Harwin ton .......... -......... - . . . Waterbury
Griswold; town in northeastern part of New London County; ar ea,
37 square miles .... _.... _............. . ...................... - . . . '., oosup.
Griswold; point projecting from southwestern coast of Old Lyme
into Long Island Sound ........................ . ........ __ . . . . . . Say brook.
Griswold; island off southern coast East Lyme inLongislandSound. NewLondon.
Griswold ville; village in southern part of .Wethersfield ........... _ Middletown.
Grosvenordale; village in west central part of 'fhompson, on French
River, also on Norwich and Worcester division, New York and
New England R. R ______ . . .........•............................ Putnam.
Groton; town in southern part of New London County; area, 35 5 Nevy London.
square miles.
( Stonington.
Groton; principal village i~ east central part of town of same name,
on Thames River, reached by New York, Providence and Boston
R.R .............. _......... . ............ __ ................ .. ... New London.
Groton Long; point projecting from southeastern coast of Groton
into Long Island Sound ........................... _. .. . . . . . . . . . . New London .
Grove; beach off southern coast Clinton and Westbrook, on Long
Island Sound ...... . ... -........................... _.... __ ... _. . Say brook.
Grove Beach; village in southeastern part of Clinton, on Shore Line
division, New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R ...... ··-···. Saybrook.
Guardhouse; point projecting from southeastern coast Old Saybrook
into Long Island Sound. _____ --·· ...... ·-····-----· ...... ····-·. ·Saybrook.
Guernsey; hill in southeasternpart ofLitchfield;elevation, 860feet. Waterbury.
Guilford; town in southeast~rn part of New Haven County; area, 50
square miles ... :··--·· .................... ··-··· ______ ·--··· .... Guilford.
Guilford; borough in southern part of town of same name, on West
River, reached by Shore Line division, New York, New Haven and
Hartford R. R .............. ·-···· ...................... . ....... Guilford.
Guilford; harbor extending into coast of town of same name, off
Long Island Sound .................. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Guilford.
Guilford; point on southern coast of town of same name, projecting
into Long Island Sound.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . Guilford.
Guilford Station; village in southern part of Guilford, on Shore Line
division, New York, New Haven and Hartford R. R .... _. . . . . . . . . Guilford.
Gull Rocks; islands off southwest coast of Branford, in Long Island
Sound ...............................•.................. · -·-··-· New Haven.
Gully; brook rising in southeastern corner of Bloomfield, tributary to
Park River •••••••••.•.•..••.•• _~~...... . . . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . Hartford.
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Gumman; hill on boundary between Wilton and Norwalk; elevation,
280 feet ________ .. __ . _. ______ .. _._ ~ __ ... __ ............. . ... _. .. . . . . Norwalk.
Gungywamp; hill in southwestern part of Ledyard; elevation, 340
feet ....... _............... . ....... _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New London.
Gurleyville; village in Marshfield.... . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Woodstock.
Middletown.
Haddam; town in central part of Middlesex County; area, 46 square Gilead.
miles.
{ Guilford.
,
Saybrook.
Haddam; village in northern part of town of same name on Connecticut Valley division, New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R. -- Guilford.
Haddam; island in Connecticut RiverJ in northeast part of town of
same name. __ ....... _... ___ ... _............. _.. _........ _. . . . . . . Guilford.
Haddam Neck; strip of land forming northeast coast of Haddam,
lying east of Connecticut River and west of Salmon River ... - - . - - Saybrook.
Hadlyme; village in East Haddam and Lyme ____________ -···-- _____ Saybrook.
Hadlyme Landing; village in northwest corner Lyme, on Connecticut
River_ .............. _. __ ... __ .... ___ . ____ __._ ... ___ . ____ ._ ... _.. Saybrook.
Hadlyme Station; village in northeast part of Chester, on Connecticut River and· on Connecticut Valley division, New York, New
Haven and Hartford R. R ...... _....... ________ ... __ .. __ .... _. . . Saybrook.
Halfway; river rising in southern part of Newtown, flowing northeast into Housatonic River, forming part of boundary between
Newtown and Monroe .... ________ •....... ________ ····-· ......... Derby.
Hall; hill in northwest part of Somers; elevation, 320 feet .......... Palmer.
Hall Meadow; brook rising in southern part of Norfolk, :flowing
through northeast part of Goshen into Naugatuck River, in northwest_part of Torrington. __ .. ___ . ____ .. ____ .. _. __ .. _. __ . __ ....... Winsted.
Hallenbeck; river rising in eastern part of Cornwall, :flowing north,
then west into Housatonic River, in western part of Canaan .. _... Cornwall.
Haml;mrg; village in west central part of Lyme, on Eightmile River. Say brook.
Hamden; town in south6rn part of New Haven County; area, 34
square miles .... ·-·· .... ····--····-·····-· ........ ·--- ____ ...... New Haven.
Hammertown; village in north central part of Salisbury .. _._ .. __ .. Sheffield.
Hammonasset; beach off southeast coast of Madison, projecting into
Long Island Sound ...... _.. _. .. __ ... _. _.. ___ .. _... _......... ___ .. Guilford.
Hammonasset; river rising in southeast part of Durham, :flowing
south, forming boundary between Killingworth, Clinton, and Madison, into Long I sland Sound.- ... ··-····----- ...... ····-··--··· Guilford.
Hammonasset; point projecting from Hammonasset beach into Long
Island Sound ......... _. _. _.... _...... _.... _. _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Guilford.
Hampton; town in western part of Windham County; area, 26 5Woodstock.
square miles.
{ Norwich.
Hampton; village in central part of town of same na.me·----· ·--··· Woodstock.
Hampton Station; village in northwest part of Hampton, and on
J w York and New England R.R ....... .. ........ __ ._ ...... _... Woodstock.
Hancock; village in southern part of Plymouth, on Hancock Brook,
al o on ewYork and ew England R.R ................... ·--· Waterbury.
Hancock· brook rising in southwestern part of Bristol, flows through
nth rn Plymouth into augatuck River, in northern part of War bury ............................. -·-- ...• ··-···-·-··· ........ Waterbury.
Hanging; s v ral hill in south w st rn part of B rlin an l northwest}'n J:l .rid n · W st J> ak, el vation, 1,007 feet; South Mountain,
1
fc
an l p ak with no naru , 77 feet ........• _............ _. Meriden.
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Hank; hill in Mansfield ............ ·-·--· ____ ...... -·-- .... ---·---· Woodstock.
Hanover; village in northern part of Sprague, on Little River ... _.. Norwich.
Hanover; brook in northern part of Newtown, tributary to Housatonic River ...........•......................................... Danbury.
Hannover; pond in southwestern part of Meriden .................. Meriden.
Harbor; brook rising in eastern part of Meriden, tributary to Quinnipiac River. It has three branches: North and South and Cro
Hollow Brook _................. _................ _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meriden.
Harrisville; village in extreme southeastern corner of Woodstock, on
Muddy Brook ................................................... Putnam.
Hart; brook rising in northern part of Goshen, :flowing into Naugatuck River, in northwestern part of Torrington .... _... _..... _... Winsted.
Hartford; city and town coextensive, situated in Hartford County, 1
on Connecticut River, is reached by New York, New Haven and I M"ddl t
·
·
l 1 e own.
Hartford, New York andNewEngland, c .entralNew England and ( H tf d
Western, Hartford and Connecticut Valley railroads; area 17
ar or ·
square miles.
·
Sandisfield.
Hartland; town in northwestern part of Hartford County; area, 34 Winsted.
square miles.
Granville.
l Granby.
Harts; ponds in western part of Berlin ..........................· .. _ Meriden.
Harwinton; town in eastern part of Litchfield County;· area, 34 j Winsted.
square miles.
( Granby.
Harwinton; village in north central part of town of same name._. . Winsted.
Hatch; pond in southwest part of Kent ............................ New Milford.
Hatchet; pond in north western part of Woodstock .... _...•. __ . ___ . Brookfield.
Hatchet; hill in northwestern part of Woodstock, extending into
Southbridge, and having four peaks, elevations being 1,040, 1,020,
and 1,020 feet, respectively._ ........... _........... _..... __ . . . . . Brookfield.
Hatchett; point projecting from southeastern coast Old Lyme into
Long Island Sound .... _................ _.......... _.. _.•... _. : . . Saybrook.
Hattertown; village in southern part of Newtown ........ _..... _.. _ Dan bury.
Hawleyville; village in northwestern part of Newtown on Pond
River; is reached by Housatonic R.R., by New York and New England R. R., and by Shepang, Litchfield and Northern R.R . .. _.... Danbury.
Hatcock; point projecting from southern coast Branford into Long
Island Sound ............. _............ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Haven.
Hayden; yillage in northeastern pa;rt of Windsor, on Hartford division of New York, New Haven and Hartford R. R ............... Hartford.
Haystack; mountain in north western part of Norfolk; altitude, 1,680
feet .......................................... - .......... _...... . Sandisfield
Hazardville; village in central part of Enfield. __ ... _.. _.......... _. Hartford.
Head; harbor extending into southern coast of Guilford .... _. ... _.. Guilford.
Hearthstone; hill in southeastern part of Franklin; elevation, 540
feet ........... - .......................... - ..................... " Norwich.
Hebron; town in southern part of 'l'olland County; area, 37 square
miles ....................... _........... _...... _. _.... ___ ... ___ . Gilead.
Hebron; village in eastern part of town of same name._ .... _. _.. _.. Gilead.
Hedgehog; hill in Stafford; elevation, 1,100 feet ........ . ...... _._._ Woodstock.
Higby; mountain in western part of Middletown and in Middlefield;
altitude, 920 feet ............. __ ............ __ .... _.......... _. _~ Middletown.
Higganum; village in northern part of Haddam, on Cancllewood Hill
Brook .. - -..... - ................•••............•......•.•... _. . . Guilford.

j
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High; one of the Thimble Islands, lying off southern coast of Branford,
in Long Island Sound . .....................................••... New Haven.
High; hill in central part of Madison; elevation, 396feet ............. Guilford.
High Ridge; village in extreme northern part of Stamford.. . . . . . . . . Stamford.
High Rock Grove; village in northern part of Beacon Falls, on Naugatuck River ............................................ ........ Derby.
Highland; village in western part of Middletown, on Meriden, Waterbury and Connecticut River R.R .......................... ...... Middleton.
Highland; lake in southeastern part ofWinchester .................. Winsted.
Hinckley; hill in eastern part of Stonington; elevation, 200 feet.... . Stonington.
Hoadley; point projecting from southwestern coast of Guilford into
Long Island Sound ..... __ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Guilford.
Hockanum; river rising in Shenipsit Lake, flows into the Connecti- ~ Hartford.
cut River.
{ Tolland.
Hockanum, South Branch; branch of Hockanum River, rising in
southeastern part of Manchester, and :flows into main river in
western part of town ...... . ............................. ........ Hartford.
Hockanum; brook rising in Bethany, flows west into Naugatuck
River in central part of Beacon Falls... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Derby.
Hog; northern branch of Park River, rises in northern part of Bloomfield and flows south through that town, then through northeastern part of West Hartford, and joins the south fork Park River in ·
west central part of Hartford ......................... ........... Hartford.
Hog; pond in southeastern part of Lyme.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Say brook.
Hogshead; point on southwestern coast of Madison, projecting into
Long Island Sound ............... _.. _........ _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Guilford.
Holly; tidal pond, on coast of Darien ............................... Norwalk.
Holt; hill in northwestern part of Plymouth; elevation, 960 feet ..... Waterbury.
Honey Pot; brook rising in central part of Cheshire, flows northeast
into Quinnipiac River, in northeast part of same town ........... Meriden.
Hooe Tower; hill in southwestern Bloomfield and extending into
imsbury; elevation, 960 feet ................................... Granby.
Hop· river tributary to Willimantic River, rises in southwestern part 1
of T o11an d , fl ows south through Vernon, Bolton, Coventry, and \ Tolland.
Andover, forming a boundary between Coventry and Columbia. Gilead.
Hop; brook in northern part of Brookfield tributary to Housatonic
River ................. ........................... _...... _.... __ . Danbury.
Hop; brook rising in northeastern part of Canton, :flows east into
Farmington River in east central part of Simsbury .............. Granby.
Hop· brook rising in northwestern part of Middlebury, flows southast into Taugatuck River in northern part of Naugatuck ........ Waterbury.
Hop Swamp; hill in ea tern part of Midc1lebury; elevation, 600 feet. Waterbury.
Hope:'·ille; village in northwestern part of Griswold, on Pachaug
iver · · · - -.... - ................ .... ... ..............•.... ....... Moosup.
'B:ope:-n11e; village in
uth rn part of Waterbury, on Naugatuck
1v r; als , on Naugatu k divi ion Tew York, New Haven and
Hartford
.................................................. Waterbury.
Hopkins; hill in ast rn part of Naugatuck; elevation, 830 feet ...... Derby.
Hopp· br k ri ing in w
rn part of B thany, tributary to Bladen
iver ........................................................... Derby.
Horse· ne fth Thimble i land , lying off outh rn coa t of Bran£ rd inL ngI land, 'ound .... ........ ....... .. ................. T wHaven.
Horse· hill in "IV t rn art f \
tbro k · el vation, 100 fe t....... aybrook.
Horseneck · poin pr j
ing from
ut w st rn oa t of Gr n i h
in o Lon' I land ound. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • •• . . . . . tamford.
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Horseneck; brook rising in northeastern part of Greenwich, flows
south into Long Island Sound ................................ - - Horton; cove extending from Thames River into southeastern coast
ofMontville .... ____________________________________________ ....
Horton; point projecting from southwestern part of Brau ford into
Long Island Sound ...... ____ . . .... ________ .... ____ .... ____ ---· -Hotchkissville; village in central part of Woodbury, on Pomperaug
River ______ . ___ ._~ .... _................ ____ . ___ ._ ...•..........

Stamford.
New London.
New Haven.

Waterbury.
Cornwall.
Housatonic; river rising in Berkshire County, Mass., flows south- Clove.
ward into Connecticut, intersecting Litchfield County, and forms Danbury.
the boundary between Fairfield and New Haven, and enters Long lBridgeport.
Island Sound in Bridgeport.
Derby.
Sheffield.
Hubbell; hill in eastern part of Sherman; elevation, 940 feet...... . . New Milford.
Hull; hill in western part of Oxford; elevation, 420 foet ...•......... Derby,
Hungry; hill in southern part of Guilford; elevation, 214 feet ...... _ Guilford.
Huntington; town in eastern part of Fairfield County; area, 31 sq~are
miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Der by.
Huntington; village in central part of town of same name . . . . . . . . . . . Der by.
Huntington; hill in western part of Naugatuck; elevation, 850 feet. Derby.
Huntingtown; village in southern part of Newtown .... ---- ........ Danbury.
Huntsville; village in south central part of Canaan on Hallenbeck
River ......................... - ........•.. - - - ... - - -: - - -......... Cornwall.
Hut; hill in eastern part of Bridgewater; elevation, 860 feet...... . • New Milford.
Iasco; brook flowing into Long Island Sound, along boundary between Fairfield aml Westport.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Norwalk.
Indian; _harbor, arm of Long Island Sound, indenting southern coast
of Greenwich.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stamford.
Indian; pond in extreme corner of Sharon, on boundary between New
York and Connecticut .... ____ ................................... Cornwall.
Indian; mountain in northwestern part of Sharon and southwestern
part of Salisbury, greatest elevation being 1,4~0 feet ............. Cornwall.
Indian; river rises in Orange, flows south through Milford into Long
Island Sound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bridgeport.
Indian Head; hill in northeastern part of New Haven; elevation,
320 feet .... ..................................................... New Haven.
Indian Neck; narrow strip projecting from southern part of Branford into Long Island Sound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Haven.
Iron; hill in northeastern part of New Milford; elevation, 1,040 feet. New Milford.
Island; brook in western part of Bridgeport, tributary to Pequonnock
River .......... -. -..... - .. - -.... - . - . - .......... - .... - . . . . . . . . . . . Bridgeport.
Ivorton; village in western part of Essex .................... ···--._ Saybrook.
Ivy; mountain in northern part of Goshen; altitude, 1,640 feet._._ .. Winsted.
Jack; brook rising in northeastern part of Roxbury, flows south,
thence west into Shepaug River in southwest part of Roxbury.. New Milford.
Jack; brook in northern part of Oxford, tributary to Little River ... Derby.
Jefferson; hill in eastern part of Litchfield; elevation, 1,220 feet"-·· Waterbury.
Jeremy; brook in southeastern part of Southbury, tributary to Eight
Mile Brook ................... ___ . __ ..... _______ . ___ .. ______ ... _ Derby.
Jerusalem; village in southwestern part of New Milford, on Rocky
River ...... ---· .................... ---- .............. ---- ....... New Milford.
Jewett; village in northwestern part of Griswold, on Quinebaug
River_. also on Norwich and Worcester division New York and
New England R. R ..••................. ~ ..................... _. . Moosup.

I
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Jewett; village in central part of Lisbon, on New York and New
England R.R.; Providence division-. ....................... ..... Norwich.
Job; pond in southern part of Portland ............ ~--··· ......... .. Middletown .
.Tohn Johnson; hill in central part of Southbury; elevation, 400 feet. Derby.
Johnson; point projecting from southwest coast of Branford in Long
Island Sound .............................................. ..... New Haven.
Jones; hill in southern part of Orange; elevation, 120 feet .......... New Raven.
Jordan; village in southern part of Waterford .... ~ ........... ...... New London.
Jordan; creek in southwestern part of Waterford, flowh1g into Long
Island Sound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New London.
Jordan; brook rising in north central part of Waterford; flows south
· into Jordan Creek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New London.
Joshua; point projecting from southern coast of Guilford into Long
Island Sound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Guilford.
Joshua; cove extending into town of Guilford ...................... Guilford.
Joyceville; village in northern part of Salisbury .......... ......... Sheffield.
Judd; brook in northern part of Colchester, tributary to Salmon River Gilead.
Judd Bridge; village in northwestern part of Roxbury, on Shepaug
River; also on Shepaug, Litchfield and Northern R.R ........... New Milford.
·
Danbury.
K anosh a; 1ak e m
wes t ern par t of D anb ury .. - - -.. - -. - . -- · - - · · · · · · · (5 Carmel.
Keeny Cove; pond in northwest part of Glastonbury; extends into
southern part of East Hartford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Middletown.
Kelsey; point projecting from southern coast of Old Saybrook into
Long Island Sound .................................. __ .......... Saybrook.
Kensington; village in northern part of Berlin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meriden.
·
.
( Clove.
Kent; town m western part of Litchfield County; area, 48 square J C
, ornwa11 .
mi1e ·
LNew Milford.
Kent ; principal village in west central part of town of same name, on
Housatonic R.R ........... c ••••• : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• New Milford.
Kent; ranrre of mountains in central part of town of same name,
greatest elevation being 1,340 feet ............................... New Milford.
Kenyonville ; village in Woodstock ................................ Woodstock.
Ketch ; brook rising in western part of Ellington; flows west into
cantic River, in southern part of East Windsor ................. Hartford.
Kettle ; er ek, right-hand branch of Saugatuck River, in Weston .... Norwalk.
Kettletown ; brook rising in central part of Southbury; flows into
Hou atonio River, in central part of same town .................. Derby.
Keyser· i land at mouth of Norwalk River, in Norwalk ............ Norwalk.
Killingly; town in a tern part of Windham County; area, 50 square
mile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Putnam.
Killingly; villa e in northwest part of town of same name, on east
bank of Fiv mile River, and also on Norwich and Worcester division ew York and ew England R.R ........................... Putnam.
Killingly Center; villaO'e in central part of Killingly, on Whetstone
Bro k .......................................................... Putnam.
Killingworth; town in south w tern part of Middle ex County; a.r ea,
3 quar mile .................................. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . Guilford.
Killingworth; village in central part of town of same name.... . . . . Guilford.
Kimball· hill in northeastern part of Hampton; elevation, 745 feet .. Woodstock.
King· i lan lying ff outh we t coa t of Ea t Hav n, in New Haven
Harbor ................................................ _........ ew IIaven.
King· i lan 1 inO" in Coone ti ut iver b tw en sout"!:l. rn part of
n of ,'uffi ld and ,nfield ................................... Hartford.
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Kirby; brook in southern part of Washington, tributary to Shepaug
River ____________________ --·······------· .•.. ____ ·-···· ____ ---· New Milford.
Kitemaug; village in -s outheastern part of Montville, on Thames
River; also on New London and Northern R. R- ..... _. _... _... __ New London.
Knowlton; brook in Ashford, tributary to Mount Hope River_ . __ .. _ Woodstock.
Knowlton; hill in southwest corner of Ashford; elevation, 600 feet __ Woodstock.
Kohanza; pond in northwestern part of Danbury· : _:= s ______ •• __ - •• - Danbnr;r.
Konomoc; hill in northwestern part of Waterford; elevation, 389
feet ______________ ·····- __________________________ .... __________ New London.
Lake Pond; brook in northwestern part of Waterford, tributary to
Niantic River .... ----·- ....... ______ -····-·-···· .... ________ .... New London.
Lakeville; village in south central part of Salisbury. __ . ; .......... _ Cornwall.
Lamentation; range of mountains extending through east part of
Berlin and Meriden, the two highest peaks having an altitude of
725 and 654 feet, respectively . ___________ ·····- ____ -·····---· ____ Meriden.
Lanesville; village in southwestern part of New Milford, on Still
River ..... _·····--···· · ____________ .... ···- ...... ···- .... ---···. New Milford.
Lantern; hill in western part of North Stonington; elevation, 520
feet._ ... _.... _.... __ ... __ .... _..... _. _..... _..... _.... __ . ___ . ___ Stonington.
Lantern Hill; pond in east central part of Ledyard, on boundary
between that' town and North Stonington _.... __ .. __ . __ .... _ . __ . Stonington.
Latimer; hill in northern part of Thomaston; elevation, 1,022 feet . . Water bury.
Laurel; hill in e.xtrelll.f) southe11stern part of Norwich; elevation, 340
feet---· ____ ......•. ____ -··· .... ______ -·-·····-- __________ ....... Norwich.
Laurel Glen; village in eastern part of North Stonington, on Green
Fall River _........ __ .. _______ . __ .. __ ...... __ ... _..... _.. __ ..... Stonington.
Laysville; village in northwestern part of Old Lyme ...... ___ ....... Saybrook.
Lead Mine; brook rising in southeastern part of Torrington; ftows ~
south through Harwinton into Naugatuck River in northeastern -Waterbury.
pm:t of Thomaston. .
.
Winsted.
Lead Mine; hill in Union;. elevation, 1,240 feet_-·····-····· ........ Woodstock.
Lebanon; town in north western part of New London County; area, 5 Gilead.
56 square miles.
( Norwich.
Lebanon; village in northern part of town of same name_._ ....... _. Norwich.
Le ban on Station; village in eastern part of Le ban on, on New London
Northern R.R ... _____________________ --~---···---·-···· ____ .... Norwich.
Lebanon Street; village in central part of Lebanon _.............. _ Norwich.
Ledyard; town in central part of New .London County; area, 415 New London.
square miles.
( Stonington.
Ledyard; village in central part of town of same name _.......... __ New London.
Leesville ; village in .D..orth western part of East Haddam, on Salmon
River - ____ . ___ .................. ___ .. __ ................. _..... __ Gilead.
Leete; island off south western coast of Guilford in Long Island Sound_ Guilford.
Leete Island; village in southwestern part of Guilford, on Shore Line
divi ion New York, New Haven and Hartford R. R -··· __________ Guilford.
Leonard; pond in south western part of Kent _. ____ .. _. _. _____ . _.. __ New Milford.
Leonard Briqge; village in western part of Lebanon, on New York,
New Haven and Hartford R.R., Air Line division ..... -···------ Gilead.
Lewis ; island off southeastern coast of Branford, in Long Island
Sound---· .... --··-----·------·-----_ .. - .... --·- --·. -- ... - -- . -,- New Haven.
Lewis; gut, arm of Long Island Sound indenting southwest coast of
Stratford···- ____ ·-···--· ________________ . ______________________ Bridgeport,
Liberty; hill in northern part of Lebanon; elevation, 500 feet .. -~ ... Gilead.
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Lieutenant; river rises in southern part of Lyme, flows southwest
into Connecticut River, in west central part of Old Lyme ........ Saybrook.
Lime Rock; village in southeastern part of Salisbury.... . . . . . . . . . . . Cornwall.
Lindley; brook in eastern part of Wolcott, tributary to Mad River .. Meriden.
Linsley; pond in southern part of North Branford ...... ____ ........ New Haven.
Lion Head; hiJl in northwestern part of Salisbury; elevation, 1,760
feet ... _. __ ...... ____ ... _....................... _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . • Sheffield.
Lisbon; town in northern part of New London County; area, 16 5 Norwich.
square miles.
( Moosup.
rcornwall.
Litchfield; town in central part of Litchfield County; area, 57 square I New Milford.
Winsted.
miles.
Waterbury.

~l

Litchfield, borough in central part of town of same name_ ...... ___ { W~terbury.
Wmsted.
Little; river rising in northern part of Hampton; flows south into { Woodstock.
Shetucket River, in southeastern part of Sprague.
Norwich.
Little; river rising in northern part of Oxford; flows southeast into
Naugatuck River, in northwest part of Seymour .................. Derby.
Little; harbor in south western coast of Guilford .. _. _.. _...... _.. _.. Guilford.
Little; pond in northeastern part of Ridge.field ................ _.... Danbury.
Little; pond in central part of Litchfield ... ____ ........ _. __ ... __ .. _. Waterbury.
Little; pond in northeastern part of 'l'hompson ........ ____ .. __ . _. _ __ 1,Vebster.
Little; pond in central part of Winchester .. ____ ....... _... __ . _. . . . . Winsted.
Little City; village in western part of Haddam ...... ....... _.... __ . Guilford.
Little Mount Tom; mountain in northeastern part of Washington;
altitude, 1,100 feet ....... ___ ._ .. ___ ._. _____ .. _.... _._._ .·. __ ..... New Milford.
Little Narragansett; bay, arm of Long Island Sound, indenting southea tern coast of Stonington and southweAtern coast of Rhode
I land ...... __ . _......... __ . __ ... _.. __ .... _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stonington.
Lockwood; pond in northern part of Watertown ..............••... Waterbury.
Long; beach off southern coast of Stratford extending into Long
Island Sound _____ . _. _......... _.... _.. _. __ . __ .. _..... _.. _. • . . . . Bridgeport.
Long; brook in western part of Brookfield, tributary to Still River .. Danbury.
Long; brook in northeastern part of Brooklyn, tributary to Quinebaug
River ............ ____ ................... ___ ...... ..... _... _..... Putnam.
Long; cove, extending from Thames River into southwestern coast of
Ledyard ............ _. _.... _........... _........ __ .......... _... New London.
Long; hill in western part of Middletown; elevation, 260 feet .... _... Middletown.
Long; hill in southeastern part of Haddam, having two peaks, altinde of each being 520 feet .... .... _. __ ........ _.... _____ .... _. __ Guilford.
Long; hill in western part of Guilford; elevation, 300 feet .......... _ Guilford.
Long; hill in outheastern part of Huntington; elevation, 381 feet .. _ Derby.
Long; hill in southwestern part of North Stonington_ . . _...... __ . . . . Stonington.
Long; island off eastern coast of Stratford in Housatonic River_ ..... Bridgeport.
Long· pond in nortbea tern part of Thompson .. __ .: ... _.... _.... _.. Webster.
Long; pond on boundary between Ledyard andNorthStonington .... Stonington.
Long· range of mountains in north we tern part of New Milf9rd,
great st elevation being 1,080 feet ___ ....... _.... _.. _... __ ... _. __ Kew Milford.
Long Hill; village in northern part of Trumbull on Pequonnock
River, also on Housatonic R.R ...... ________ ...... __ ... _._ ... __ . Derby.
Long Ledge; island off southern coa t of East Lyme, in Long Island
•'ound -. -..................... _... __ ....................... _.. _. Tew London.
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Long Meadow; brook nsmg in northwestern part of Middlebury,
flows southeast into Naugatuck River in central part of Naugatuck .... : ..... ______ ·----- ...•.. ________ ...........•..•. ______ .. Waterbury.

. sou th ern par t o f ·.rM"ddl
1 .eb ury .......•...... { Waterbury.
L ong Meadow ; pon d 1n
.
Derby.
Long Meadow; pond in northern part of Bethlehem, extending
into Morris ...... ___ ........................................... _· Waterbury.
Long Meadow Pond; brook rising in western part of Naugatuck,
tributary to Nau~atuck River ................................... Derby.
Long Neck; point projecting into Long Island Sound from Darien .. Norwalk.
Long Ridge; Yillage in northern part of Stamford ... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stamford.
Long Society; village in western part of Preston... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Norwich.
Long Swamp; brook in eastern part of Middlebury, tributary to Hop
Brook .......................................................... ,vaterbury.
Lord; bay extending from Connecticut River into west coast Old
Lyme and Lyme ................................................ Saybrook.
Lord; cove, a Qontinuation of Lord Bay, extending into southwestern
coastofLyme ..... .. ............................................ Saybrook.
Lord; hill in southwestern part of Lyme; elevation, 279 feet ........ Saybrook.
Lord; island off southwestern coast of East Haddam, in Connecticut
River...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Say llrook.
Lower White; hill in northern part of Huntington; elevation, 600
feet ............................................................. Derby.
Lyman Viaduct; village in western part of Colchester on Salmon
River; also on New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R ........ Gilead.
Lyme; town in southwestern part of New London County; ar ea, 37
square miles ........ . ........................................... Saybrook.
Lyme; principal village in Old Lyme, in west central part of town. Saybrook.
Lyme Station; village in west central part of Old Lyme, on Connecticut River, and also on shore line division New York, New Haven
and Hartford R.R .................... ~ ......................... Saybrook.
Lyon Plain; village in W eston ...... : ..................... _..... __ .. Norwalk.
Macedonia; village in western part of Kent, on Macedonia Brook .. New Milford.
Macedonia; brook rising in southwestern part of Sharon, flows south { New Milford.
into Houstonic River in Kent.
·
Cornwall.
Mad; river rising in northern part of Wolcott, flows southwest
through that town into Naugatuck River, in central part of
Waterbury...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meriden.
Mad; river rising in central part of Norfolk, :flows southeast into Still
River, in east central part of Winchester ........................ ·winsted.
Madison; town in southeastern part of New Haven County; area, 39
square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Guilford.
Madison; village in southern part of town of same name, and on
Shore Line division New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R .... Guilford.
Maltby; three lakes in northeastern part of Orange ............. ~--. New Haven.
Mamacoke; village in northwestern part of Groton, on Thames
River... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New London.
Mamacoke; hill in extreme eastern part of Waterford, on point projecting into Thames River .........................•............. New London.
Mamanaseo; pond in west central part of _Ridgefield ••••.... _... . . . Ca:rmel.

.

.

.

f

Hartford.
Manchester; town rn eastern part of Hartford County; area, 21 l• Middletown.
square miles.
·
Tolland.
Gilead.
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Manchester; village in north centra~ part of town of same name, on
Hockanum River...... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hartford.
Manchester Green; . village in central part of Manchester .•••.... , . Hartford.
Manetock; hill in western part of Waterford; elevation, 240 feet .... New London,
-. . .
.
( Tolland.
Mansfield; town ineastern part of Tolland County; area, 47square ~ ~oodstock.
miles.
. .
, ("f1lead.
lNorwich. ·
Mansfield; village in northwestern part of town of same name ...... Tolland.
Mansfield Center; village in Mansfield.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Woodstock.
Mansfield Depot; village in northwestern part of Mansfield on Willimantic River ....................... .. .......................... Tolland.
Mansfield Hollow ; village in Mansfield. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Woodstock.
Marbledale; village in northwestern part of W.ashingt<;m on Aspetnck River ...................................................... New Milford.
Margerie; pond in extreme northern part.of Pan bury .... , .......... Danbury .
Marion; village in southwestern part of Southington ................ Meriden.
Marlboro; town in southeastern part of Hartfor<;l County; area, 24 ~ Middletown.
square miles.
( Gilead.
Marlboro; village in central pint of town of same name. . . . . . . . . . . . . Gilead.
Marlboro; pond in western part of town of same nawe .~ ......... __ . Gilead.
Maromas; village in northeastern part of Middletown on Connecticut River...... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Middletown.
Marsh; brook, tributary to Poland River, rising in Marsh Pond in
extreme northeast corner of Plymouth ........................... Meriden.
Marsh; pond in north west corner of Bristol. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meriden.
Marsh; hill in central part of Orange; elevation, 200 feet ........... New Haven.
Mashamoquet; brook rising in western part of Pomfret, flows east
into Quinebaug River, in southeastern part of same town.... . . . . Putnam.
Mashapaug; village in northern part of Union on Masbapaug Pond.. Brookfield.
Mashapaug; pond in northern part of Union ........................ Brookfield.
Mashentuck; hill in central part of Killingly; elevation, 560 feet ... Putnam.
Mason; i lanu off southwest coast of Stonington, in Long Island
ound ancl east of Mystic Harbor ................................ Stonington.
Mason; point projecting from southern coast of Mason Island into
Lon Island ound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stonington.
Massapeag; village in east central part of Montville on Thames River. New London.
Maynard; hill in western part of Le<lyard; elevation, 180 feet ...... New London.
McCook; point projecting from southea t coast of East Lyme into
Long Island ound ............................................. New London.
Meadow; brook ri ing in southern part of Windsor, flows south into
onn ticut River, in northeast part of Hartford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hartford.
Mean; br ok ri ing in northea tern part of Monroe, flows southeast
int Farmill iver, iu c ntral part of Huntington ................ Derby.
Mechanicsville; village in sonthwe. tern part of Thomp on, on Quineban River ...... ............................... _............... Putnam.
Meeting·House · brook rising in outhern part of Meriden, flows south
into uinnipiac River, in northern part of Wallingford.......... Ieriden.
Melrose· villao-e in northeastern part of East Windsor, on pringfield
divi ion of ew York and ew Englancl R. R.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hartford.
l'denunketesuck; point proj cting from southern coast of \Ve tbroo k
into Long I land ound......................................... ayhrook.
Menunketesuck; river in southern part of We tbrook, flows into
Lon l·land, und .............................................. ,'aybrook.
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(Meriden.
Meriden; town in northeastern part of New Haven County; area, 23 ~ New Haven.
square miles.
Middletown.
·
Guilford.
Meriden; city and principal place in ·town· of same name, on New
York, New Haven and Hartford R.R., and on Meriden and Waterbury R. R __ ____ .... _______ ___ __ ___ ._.. ___ ·_·_: _·_................ ____ Meriden.
Merrick; brook rising in southern part of Hampton, :flows through
Scotland into Sbetucket River. ___ .... ___ ... - - - ............. __ .. Norwich.
Merritt; hill in northern part of Stonington; elevation, 260 feet ... _. Stonington.
Merrow; village in north western part of Mansfield, on New London
Northern R.R., also on Willimantic River.···--· .... _____ .. ···-·· Tolland.
Merwin; brook in central part of Brookfield, tributary to Hop Brook. Dan bury.
Merwinsville; village in northwestern part of New Milford, on Housatonic R. R----·· ............................................... New Milford
Meshapock; brook in southern part of Middlebury, tributary to Hop
Brook ............................... .. .............. ~ ......... Waterbury.
Meshhomasick; mountain in northeastern part of Portland, extending into Chatham; greatest elevation, 860 feet ................... Middletown.
Mianus; village in southeastern part of Greenwich, on Mianns River. Stamford.
Mianus; river beading in New York, flows south through Stamford
into Greenwich; thence into Coscob Harbor .......... - .......... Stamford.
Middle; river rising in northern part of Stafford; tributary to the
Willimantic River ... _.......................................... Tolland.
Middle Haddam; village in western part of Chatham, on Connecticut
River .................................................· ......... Middletown.
Middlebury; towninnortbwesternpartofNewHavenCounty; area,~ Waterbury
19 square miles.
~ Derby. ·
Middlebury; village in central part of town of same riame .. ~- -- .... W"aterbury.
Middlefield; town in northwestern part of Middlesex County; area, 5Middletown.
15 square miles.
( Guilford.
Middlefield; village 1n southern part of town of same name, on New
York, New Haven and Hartford R.R ............................ Middletown.
Middlefield Center; village in central part of Mi!=lcllefield, on New
York, Ne'V Haven and Hartford R. R ............................ Middletown.
Middletown; town in northern part of Middlesex County; area, 44 5 Middleton.
square miles. ·
( Guilford.
Middletown; principal place in northern part of town of same name,
on Connecticut River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Middletown.
Miles; mountain in northeastern part of Salisbury; altitude, 1,140
feet . . . . . ........· ................... - .. - - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.

l

Milford; town in southwestern part of New Haven County; area, 23 \ Bridgeport.
square miles.
') Derby.
( New Haven.
Milford; principal village of town of same name; situated in .s outh
central part, on Wepawaug River ................................ Bridgeport.
Milford; point projecting from southwestern coast of Milford into
Long Island Sound.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bridgeport.
Mill; brook rising in central part of Plainfield, flows west into Quinebaug River in southeastern part of Canterbury .................. Moosup.
Mill; brook rising in western part of Sharon and flows into New York. Cornwall.
Mill; cove extending from Thames River into southwestern coast of
Ledyard ........................... ·............................. New London.
Mill; creek in southern part of Old Lyme, flows into Long Island Sound. Saybrook.
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Mill; creek in northeastern part of Haddam; tributary to Connecticut
River ......................................................... .. Gulford.
Mill; hill in central part of Colchester; eleva,tion, 480 feet ........... Gilead.
Mill; river heading in Poundbridge, N. Y., flows south through Stam ·
ford into Stamford Cove ......................................... Stamford.
Mill; river rising in Cheshire, flows through Hamden into New
Haven Harbor .....................•............................ N_ew Haven.
Mill; river rising in western part of Monroe, flows south, forming Norwalk.
boundary between Monroe, Trurobull, and Easton; thence through Danbury.
Fairfield into Long Island Sound.
Mill Brook; village in southwestern part of Colebrook ............. Winsted.
Mill Plain; village in Fairfield...... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Norwalk.
Mill Pla:in; village in western part of Danbury on New York and New
EnglandR. R ................................................... Carmel.
Mill Rock; hill in southeastern part of Hamden; elevation, 200 feet. New Haven.
Mill dale; village in souther.n part of Southington on Tenmile River. Meriden.
Miller; pond in northeastern part of Waterford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New London.
Millington; village in east central part of East Haddam ......... ... Saybrook.
Millstone; point projecting from southwest corner of Waterford into
Long I land Sound .................................. ____ ........ New London.
Millville; village in western part of Naugatuck on Long Meadow Pond
Brook .......................................................... Derby.
Milton ; village in northwestern pa,rt of Litchfield.... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . Corn wall.
Mine; hill in southeastern part of New Milford; elevation, 860 feet. New Milford.
Minnehaush; mountain in northeastern part of Glastonbury; highest
elevaition, 720 feet.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Middletown.
Minortown; village in eastern part of Woodbury .................. Waterbury.
Misery· brook in southeastern part of Southington, tributary to Quinnipiac River ......................................... _.......••. Meriden.
Mixville ; village in western part of Cheshire ............. _..... _•. Meriden.
Mohawk· brook in western part of Barkhamsted, flows into west
branch of Farmin ton River in southern part of town ..... _.. . . Winsted.
Mohawk ; pond in southeastern part of Cornwall ........ .. ......... Cornwall.
Mohawk ; mountain in southeastern part of Cornwall; greatest elevation, 1 600 feet . .......... : .................................... Cornwall.
Mohegan· ,illage in northeastern part of Montville on Thames River. New London.
Mohegan· hill in a tern part of Montville; elevation, 340 feet ...... New London.
Monroe ; town in ea tern part of Fairfield County; area, 27 square 5 Danbury.
mile .
<Derby.
Monroe; village in eastern part of town of same name .....•....... Derby.
Montowese · village in southern part of North Haven on New York,
ew Hav n andHartfordR. R .................................. New Haven.
Montville· town in central part of New London County; area, 46 5 Norwich.
qu· r mile .
( New London.
Montville· village in southea tern part of town of same name on
xoboro Br ok ................................................. New London.
Montville ; village in southeastern part of town of same name on
Tham. Riv r ... ....................................... ......... New London.
Montville· hill in central part ~f :..fontville; elevation, 400 feet ...... New London.

I

Moodus · villag in north we tern part of East Haddam .. _.... _____ 5 Saybrook.
< Gilead.
Moody Mill; pond in ou hwestern part of Fairfield, on boundary
line ... .............................. _........................... Bridgeport.
Cornwall.
Moore· brook in central part of alisbury, tributary to almon Creek { Sheffield.
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Moose; hill in southeastern part of Oxford; elevation, 670 feet .•••••. Derby.
Moose; hill in southwestern part of Guilford; elevation, 260 feet .... Guilford.
Moosehorn; brook in northern part of Roxbury, tributary to Shepaug River ..................................................... New Milford.
Moosehorn; hill in northern part of Roxbury; elevation, 1,020 feet .. New Milford.
Moose Meadow; village in Willington...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Woodstock.
Moosup; pond in northeastern part of Plainfield .................... Moosup.
Moosup; river rising in western part of Rhode Island, flows west
through Sterling and Plainfield into Quinebaug River in northwestern part of Plainfield ....................................... Moosup.
Moosup; village in central part of Plainfield, on Moosup River ...... Moosup.
l.\lorgan; point projecting from southwestern part of East Haven
into Long Island Sound ......................................... New Haven.
Morgan; pond in southern part of Ledyard ......................... New London.
Morris; town in central part of Litchfield County; area, 19 ~quare 5New Milford.
miles.
{ Waterbury.
Morris; village in central part of town of same name ............... Waterbury.
Morris; cove extending into southwestern coast of East Haven from
Long Island Sound ............................................. New Haven.
Morris Station; village in western part of Morris on Shepaug River. New Milford.
Mountain; brook in northeastern part of Danbury, tributary to
Wood Creek .................................................... Danbury.
Mountain; brook in northwestern part of Cheshire, tributary to Tenmile River...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meriden.
Mount Carmel; village in northern part of Hamden, on Northampton
division, New York, New Haven and Hartford R. R.............. New Haven.
Mount Hope; river rising in extreme southern part of Union, flows
through Ashford andjoins the Fenton in southeast corner of Mansfield, where they flow into the Natchaug River .................. Woodstock.
Mount Hope; village in Mansfield... .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . • . . Woodstock.
Mount Misery; brook rising in southeastern corner of Plainfield,
flows south into Pachaug River in west central part of Voluntown. Moosup.
Mount Misery; hill on boundary between Griswold and Voluntown;
elevation, 420 feet .............................................. Moosup.
Mount Tom; pond in southwestern part of Litchfield, in Morris and
Washington .................................................... New Milford.
Mud; brook in northern part of Seymour, tributary to Naugatuck
River ....................... ·............................ _...•... Derby.
Mud; brook flowing into Long Island Sound, in Westport .......... Norwalk.
Mud; pond in western part of Norfolk .............................. Winsted.
Muddy; brook rising in Agawam, Mass., flows south into Stony brook
in southeastern part of Suffield ................. ................. Hartford.
Muddy; brook rising in Southbridge, Mass., flows southeast through
Woodstock into Quinebaug River, in north western part of Putnam Putnam.
Muddy; pond in northern part of W ood8tock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brookfield.
Mudge; pond in northwestern part of Sharon ................. ~ .•.. Cornwall.
Mulberry; point on southern coast of Guilford, projecting into Long
Island Sound . .. .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. Guilford.
Mulberry; hill in eastern part of Naugatuck; elevation, 700 feet. . . . . Der by.
Mullen; hill in western part of Canterbury; elevation, 585 feet ...... Norwich.
Mumford; cove extending from Long Island Sound into southern
coast of Groton . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . New London.
Mystic; harbor, arm of Long Island Sound indenting southern coast
of New London County, between Groton and Stonington ...•.... Stonington.
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Mystic; island off southwestern coast of Stonington, in Long Island
Sound _________ . _________________________________ __ _____________ Stonington .

I

Mystic; river h eading in Ledyard and North Stonington, flows
New London.
south, forming boundary between North Stonington, Stonington,
Stonington.
and Groton and Ledyard, thence into Mystic Harbor.
Mystic; village in western part of Stonington on Mystic River._ - - - - Stonington .
Mystic Bridge; village in southwestern part of Stonington, on Mystic
River. _____________ --· · ___ . ____________ ---- ---- --,,-- - .... -- -- . --- Stonington.
Mystic River; village in eastern part of Groton, on Mystic River -... Stonington.
Natchaug; river rising in central part of Woodstock, flows south
through Ashford and Chaplin into Shetucket River in northeastern
part of Windham_. _.. _. _____ . _______ - - - - ... - - . - - - _. _. - ... .. - ... - Woodstock.
Naugatuck; town in northwe'!tern part of New HaV'en County; area, 5Waterbury.
17 quare miles.
<Derby.
Naugatuck; village in town of same name on Naugatuck River_. __ .. Derby.

j

.
. .
. Nor.10
,, 1k, runs son thwar d throng h .rNewtW
(Winsted.
Naugatuck; river
nsmg
m
t b
. t o FI ousat on1c
. R'1ver.
Haven County m
D a ber ury.
er ~-Naugatuck Junction; village in southwestern part of Milford, on
the Housatonic River ________ --------··---------···--····--···-_ Bridgeport.
Nells; i land off southwest corner of Milford in Housatonic River __ . Bridgeport.
Nepaug; villacre in west central part of New Hartford, on N~paug
River. _______ . ________________________________ -····-··-···-····· Winste<l.
Nepaug; river ris s in eastern part of Torrington, flows southeast
t~rourrh New Hartford into Farmington River, in southwest part
of anton .
Neversink; pond on outhern boundary between New Fairfield and
anbury ... _ ------ ______ -- ·--··- ---- ____ ........ ____ ·---- - ......
New Boston; village in northwestern part of Thompson, on Quinebaug Riv r ... __ -··· ____ ---- -- ____ ------ __________ ------ ________
New Britain; town in southern part of Hartford county; area, 14
. quare mile ___ ... ______________ . _... ________ . ____ .... ______ .. __

I

G.ranb y .
·w insted.

Danbury.
Webster.
Meriden.

New Britain; city in town of same name in south central part of the
town on ew York and ew England R. R_. _____________ __ ____ __ Meriden.
New Canaan; town in southwestern part of Fairfield County; area, j Stamford.
23 square mile .
{ Norwalk.
New Canaan; borough in town of same name ______________________ Norwalk.
( Clove.
New Fairfield; town in northern part of Fairfield County; area, 11 New Milford.
qnare mil s.
'[ Carmel.
Danbury.
New Fairfield; villa in outhern part of town of same name .... __ Danbury.
New Hartford· town in ra tern part of Lit hBeld County; area, 38 5·winsted.
<111 r mil .
< Granbv.
New Hartford· principal village in town f ame name, located in
·
n rth a t rn part, on w t bran h of Farmington RiYer ___ . _____ Gran hr.
New Haven· town in outb rn part of ew Haven County; area, 13
quare mile ·------ ____________ ...... ____________ ·-··-· __________ Kew Haven.
New Haven; it in town of sam name, and county seat of New
Rav n ounty. __________________________________ ···- ··--· ______ Xew Haven .
New Haven; barb r, arm f Long I land. Sound, indenting southern
a
f r" w Haven 'onnty, b ween range, New H:n·en, and
t Hav n. _____ ···--·. ______ __ __________ . ____ . ______ . _____ . __ . "ew Haven.

J
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New London; city in southern part of New London County; area,
6 s.quare miles, ..••.. _••••.•..••. ,.... .• ...••...••.••••. ~ • " •••. - - - - New London.
Clove.
New Milford; town in southwestern part of Litchfield County; area, New Milford.
63 square miles.
.
Danbury.

,

l

New Milford; principal villag.e in town of same name,_sit.uat.e d a little to the south of central part of the town, on Housatouic River. New Milford.
New Preston; village in northwestern :part of Washington, on Aspetuck River ___ . __ ... __ .. . . . _.. __ .. __ .. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Milford.
New Preston Station; village in central part of Washington, on
Shepaug River ...............................................•.. New Milford.
N ewent; village in central part of Lisbon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Norwich.
Newfield; village in northern part of Torrington, on east bran0h of
Naugatuck River_ ............................... ~ .............. Winsted.
Newfield; village in extreme northern part of Middletown, on Mid~
dletown branch New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R ....... Middletown.
Newington; town in southern part of Hartford County; area, 14 5 Meriden.
square miles. ,
.
{ Middletown. ,
Newington; village in eastern part of town of same name. . . . . . . . • . Middletown.
Newington Junction; village in northern part of Newington, on New
York and -New England R. R-. and Ne,w York, New Haven and
Hartford R. R .............. _..........-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Middletown.
Newtown; town in northern part of Fairfield County; area, 60 5Danbury.
square miles.
.
.
( Derby.
Newtown; borough in central part of town of same name .......... Danbury.
Niantic; principal village in East Lyme, in southeastern part of town,
at the mouth of Niantic River ....................... : . . . . . . . . . . New London.
Niantic; river- formed by two tributaries, Great Brook and Lakes
Pond Brook; -forms partial boundary between Vv aterford and East
Lyme, and flows into Long Island Sound.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New London.
Nichol; pond in south central part of Oxford...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Derby.
Nichol Farms; village in southeastern part of Trumbull ............ Bridgeport.
Nickerson; hill in central part of Lyme; elevation, 485 feet ........ Saybrook.
Nineveh Falls; village in western part of Killingworth ............. Guilford.
Noank; village in southe:i,s tern part of Groton, on Mystic Harbor ... Stonington.
Nonewaug; river rising in northeastern part of Bethlehem, flows
southwest through that town into Pomperaug River, in central
part of Woodbury .........•.................................... Waterbury.
Sandisfield.
Norfolk; town m northern part of Litchfield County; area, 17 square C
·1
ornwa11 .
mi es.
·w"insted.
Norfolk; principal village in town of Norfolk, in central part of town,
on Central New England and Western R.R ...................... Winsted.
North; cove, arm of Connecticut River, indenting southeast coast of
Old Saybrook .................................................. . Saybrook.
North; pond in western part of Lebanon, on boundary line between
Hebron and Lebanon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gilead.
North Ashford; village in Eastford ................................ Woodstock.
North Bloomfield; village in extreme northeastern part of Bloom:field .........•...... ·_..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hart ford.
North Branch; river rising in south part of Burlington, tributary to
Pequabuck River .................................... ~ ....... .. . Meriden .
Ncrth Branch; river in eastern part of Meriden, tributary to Harbor
Brook ........•••.............................•................. M&riden.

.

. · ,· ·

l
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North Branch; river in northeastern part of Granby, tributary to
Salmon Brook .••••.•.... - - ... ---. -. - •. - - -. - .... - . -. -- - - -- . - . - -. Gran by.
North Branford; town in southern part of New Haven County; 5New Haven.
area, 27 square miles.
( Guilford.
North Branford; village in southern part of town of same name, on
BranfordHarbor ...... __________ ---··· ---· ____ ---··· ---··- -·-··· New Haven.
North Bridgeport; village, part of Bridgeport City, on Pequonnock
River .... __________________ .... ____ -·-· .......... -------· ...... - Bridgeport.
Litchfield.
North Canaan; town in northwestern part of Litchfield County; Sandisfield.
area, 19 square miles.
{ Cornwall.
W;nsted.
North Canton; village hi northern part of Canton ................. Granby.
North Colebrook; village in northwestern part of Colebrook, on
Sandy Brook . _.. ____ . ___ . ___ .. _. ____ .. ____ ... - - •.. - -... - __ . _... Sandisfield.
North Cromwell; village in eastern part of Cromwell, on Valley division New York, New Haven and Hartford R. R --·· ____ --··-·· .... Middletown.
North Franklin; village in north western part of Franklin ___ .. ___ .. Norwich.
North Granby; village in northern part of Granby - . _. _.. _...... ___ Granby.
North Grosvenor Dale; village in west central part of Thompson, on
French River_------·-·· ___ _____________ --·-·----- .. ·--· ___ . ____ Putnam.
North Guilford; village in northwestem part of Guilford ______ . ____ Guilford.
North Haven; town in southern part of New Haven County; area, 21
square mile ____________________________________________________ New Haven.
North Haven; village in central part of town of same name, on Quinnipiac River ________________ .... ________________________________ New Haven.
North Kent; illage in northeastern part of Kent, on Housatonic
Riv r. ___ _________ ........ ________________________ .... __________ Cornwall.
North Lyme; village in central part of Lyme, on Beaver Brook ...... Saybrook.
North Madison; villn,ge in central part of Madison ____ ... __ .. __ .... Guilford.
North Plains; villao-e in sontheastern part of East Haddam._._._._. Saybrook.
North Somers; village in northern part of Somers __ .... ____ .. _. ____ Palmer.
North Spectacle; pond in eastern part of Kent. ________________ .... New Milford.
North Stamford; village in northeastern part of Stamford ...... ___ . Stamford.
North Stonington; town in eastern part of New London County; { Moosup.
Stonington.
araa, 57 square miles.
North Stonington; village in southern part of town of same name,
on hunock River ...... ____________________________________ ..... Stonington.
North Wilton; village in Wilton. __________________________________ Norwalk.
North Woodstock; village in northeastern part of Woodstock . . .--_. Putnam.
Northfield; village in southeastern part of Litchfield __________ _____ Waterbury.
Northfield; hill in outheastern part of Litchfield; elevation, 1,150
fi et-----------·---------- ______________________ .... ____________ Waterbury.
Northford; village in northwe tern part of North Branford ________ . New Haven.
Northford Station; village in eastern p3:rt of North Haven, on New
York, ew Haven and Hartford R.R .... ______ .... ______________ New Haven.
Northville· village in northeastern part of New Milford, on East
A petu k River .... __________ ______________________ , ___________ _ ' ew Milford.
Norton; village in Dari n. _. _.. ____________ . ________________ . _.. ___ Norwalk.
Norton; south point of Belle Island, in Norwalk. ___________________ Norwalk.
Norton· riv r rising in ew Canaan; :flows south, forming boundary
b tween ari n and tamford, into Long Island Sound __ .. _. _.... 'tamford.
Norwalk· t wn in sou hwe. tern part of Fairfield County; area, 25
·quare mile .... ______________ ...... .... ________________________ rorwalk.
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Norwalk; borough in town of same name, near mouth of Norwalk
River, on New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R ............. Norwalk.
Norwalk; group of islands off mouth of Norwalk River, forming
part of Norwalk ________ .......... _........ __ ....... __ . . . . . . . . . . Norwalk.
Norwalk; river rising in northeastern part of Ridgefield; flows south) Norwalk.
through Wilton an.cl Norwalk into Long Island Sound.
( Danbnry.
Norwich; town in north central part of New London County; area, j Norwich.
28 square miles.
{ NewLorn1on
Norwich; city in town of Norwich, on Thames River ........•...... Norwich.
Norwich Town; village in western part. of Norwich, on Yantic
River .............. ................ ............................. Norwich.
Norwich; pond in southeastern part of Lyme ....................... Saybrook.
Nott; island off southeastern part of Lyme_, in Connecticut River .... Saybrook.
Noyes; river rising in eastern part of West Hartford; flows south into
South Fork Park River, in southeastern corner of West Hartford. Hartford.
Nut Plains; village in southeastern part of Guilford ................ Guilford .
Oakville; village in extreme northwestern part of Waterbury, on
Steel Brook and on New York, New Haven and Hartford R. R.,
'\Vatertown branch ... ___ ....... _.....•.. _..............•........ Waterbury.
Obwebetuck; hHl in southwestern part of Windham; elevation, 661
feet ..................................................... ________ Norwich.
Occum, village in northeastern part of Norwich on Shetucket River. Norwich.
Ocean; beach extending from southern coast of New London into
Long Island Sound ...... __________ .... __ . __ . __________ .......... New London.
Old Lyme; town in southwestern part of New London County; area,
27 square miles ................... _____ ________ _________________ Saybrook.
Old Saybrook; town in southeastern part of Middlesex County;
area, 18 square miles ...... ______ .' ........... ____________ .... ____ Saybrook.
Old Saybrook; principal village in town of same name, situated in
east central part of town on Shore Line division and also on Connecticut Valley division New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R. Saybrook.
Oneco; village in east central part of Sterling, on New York and New
England R. R., Providence division ...... ___ .. ____ ...... _.. _._ .. _ Moosup.
Bridgeport.
Orange; tow_n in southwestern part of New Haven County; area, 31 Derby.
square miles.
_New Haven.
Orange Center; village in Orange ........................... _ . __ . _. Derby.
Orcuttville; village in central part of Stafford, on Middle River and
also on the New London Northern R. R ............ _......... _... Tolland.
Ore Hill; village in western part of Salisbury on Central New England and Western R.R ............... : .......................... Cornwall.
Osborne; village in central part of East Windsor, on Springfield divi- •
sionNew York and New England R.R .......................... Hartford.
Osprey; beach on southern coast of New London and on Long Island
Sound---- .... ------------------ ................................ New London.
Oswegatchie; hill in southeastern part of East Lyme; elevation, 240
feet -- - - - - . - .... - - ......... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New London ..
Ox; hill in central part of Norwich; elevation, 380 feet .......... _.. Norwich.
Oxford; town in western part of New Haven County; area, 33 square
miles. -...... - ... -.. --.............. - - - .. - .......... -........... Derby.
Oxford; village in town of same name in central part on Little River. Derby.
Oxoboro; brook, rises in northwestern part of Montvil1e, flows southeast into Thames River in southeast part of same town .... _. . . . . New London.
Oxoboro; lake in northwestern part of Montville ................... New London.
Oyster; river in eat:itern part of Orange; flows into Long Island Sound. New Haven .

~

•
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Oyster; river, rises in northern part Old Saybrook; flows into Long
Island Sound ................................................... Saybrook.
Oyster; point projecting from southern part of New Haven Harbor .. New Haven.
Oyster; point projecting from soutbel'n part of Orange into Long
Island Sound ................................................... New Haven.
Pachaug; pond in south central part of Griswold ................... Moosup.
Pachaug; river heading in Western Rhode Island, flows west through
Voluntown and Griswold into Quinebaug River in northwestern
part of Griswold.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Moosup.
Pachaug; village in central part of Griswold, on Pachaug River .... Moosup.
Packersville; villago on boundary between Canterbury and Plainfield, situated on Mill Brook .. .................................. Moos up.
Paine; hill in Pomfret; elevation, 705 feet.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Woodstock.
Painters Ridge; mountain in northern part of Roxbury, extending
into Washington; altitude, 1,100 feet ........... a •••••••••••••••• New Milford.
Park; pond in south western part of Winchester.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winsted.
Park; river in Hartford, tributary to Connecticut River .......... ... Hartford.
Park Lane; village in central part of New Milford .............. .... New Milford.
Parnassus; mountain in central part of East Haddam; altitude, 615
feet .............. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Say brook.
Parrish; hill in Scotland, Windham, and Chaplin; elevation, 620 feet. Norwich.
Pataguanset; lake in central part of East Lyme . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New London.
Pataguanset; river rising in central part of East Lyme; flows south
into Long Island Sound. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New London.
Patchogue; river, rises in central part of Westbrook; flows south
into Long Island Sound ...................................... ... Saybrook.
Patton; brook in northeastern part of Southington tributary to
Quinnipiac River ............................................... Meriden.
Pautipaug; hill in western part of Sprague ; elevation., 400 feet ...... N orwicb.
Pawcatuck ; river heading in Rhode I sland; flows west forming
a t rn boundary of Stonington anu partial boundary oi North
tonington, thence into Little Narragansett Bay ................ Stonington.
Peak; mountain in northeastern part of East Granby; altitude, 665
f t ... ........ .................. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hartford.
Pecausett; pond in southwestern part of Portland ........ .. ........ Middletown.
Peck; hill in north we teru part of Woodbridge; elevation, 500feet .. Derby.
Peet; hill in northern part of New Milford; elevation, 1,193 feet .... New Milford.
Pemberwick; villaO'e in southwestern part of Greenwich ...... ..... Stamford.
Pembroke; pond on boundary between Bridgeport and Stratford ... Bridgeport.
Pendleton Hill; village in northeasten part of North Stonington.... Moosup.
Penny ; i land off south astern coast of Groton in Mystic Harbor and
on "ew York, Providence and Boston R. R ...................... Stonington.
Pequabuck; river rising in northern part (1f Plymouth, flows south- ~
a
hr ugh ri tol into Plainville where it takes a northerly Wa~erbnry.
Mel'l d en.
conr into Farmington River in central part of l<~armington.
Pequannock; river :flowing through Trumbull and Bridgeport into 5 Derby.
Long I land und.
( Bridgeport.
Pequot; hill in a tel'l.1 part of Groton; elevation, 180 feet . ..... . . . . Stonington.
Perkins· mountain in nor hea tern part of omer , having two peaks,
altitud of peak being 9 0 and 840 :£ et, respectively ............ Palmer.
Phelps· br ok in north rn part of Burlington, tributary to Farmington River ....................... ... .. .............. ..... ........ Granby.
Phelps· bro kin we tern part of N rth tonin"'ton, tributary to
•'hnnock iv r.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . tonington.
Phamixville; village in Ea tford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wood tock.
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Pickerel; lake in southwestern part of Colchester, extending into
East Haddam .. __ ... _... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gilead.
Pine; brook in northern part of North Haven, tributary to Quinnipiac
River ............ ____ ......................... ................... New Haven.
Pine; brook in. western part of Bethany tributary, to Bladen River .. Derby.
Pine; brook rising in northwestern part of Chatham, flows southeast
into Salmon River, in northwestern part of East Haddam ........ Middletown.
Pine; brook il;l western part of Colchester, tributary to Salmon
River .........................................•.....•........... Gilead.
Pine; hill in w~stern part of :Plymouth~ elevation, 980 feet ......... · Waterbury.
Pine; island off southwestern coast of Groton, in Long Island Sound. N"ew London.
Pine; mountain ~n central part of Norfolk; altitude, 1, 520 feet ..... Winsted.
Plne; point projecting into Long Island Sound from Norwalk .... --- Norwalk.
Pine; river rising in southern part of Wallingford, flows south into
Five Mile B:r:qok, in southeastern part of North Haven ..........• New Haven.
Pine Bridge; vtll;;i,ge in southern part of Beacon Falls, on Naugatuck
River._. __ . _.... ___ ........ .. ... __ .......• _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • Der by.
Pine Creek; poipj; projecting into Long Island . Sound from Fairfield .......••............••..... . ............................_... Norwalk.
Pine Meadow; village in northeastern _p art of New. Hartford, on
west branch of F;1,pnington River ............•................. Granby.
Pine Orchard; village in southern part of Branford, on Shore Line
division New York, New Haven and Hartforcl R.R .............. New Haven.
Pine Rock; hill in Haimden and New Haven; altitude, 271 feet ..... New Haven.
Pi~nacle; hill in northern part of Washington; elevation, 1,280 feet. New Milford.
Pisgah; mountain in south central part of Durham, having two peaks,
altitude of each peing 640 feet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Guilford.
Pisgah; hill in western part of Oxford, extending into Southbury;
elevation, 6~0 feet ............ .........•...... __________ --- ..... Derby.
Pisgah; mountai:n in central part of Colebrook; altitude, 1,440 feet.. Sandisfield.
Pistapaug; mounpain in southwestern part of Durham, greatest elevation being 640 feet ...................... _. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Guilford.
Pistapaug; pond in Durham, Wallingford, North Branford, and
Guilford. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Guilford.
Plain; hill in no.r thwestern part of Norwich; elevation, 480 feet.... . Norwich.
Plainfield; town i.n southern part of Windham County;. area, 44 5 Putnam.
square miles.
.
( Moosup.
Plainfield; village in south central part of Plainfield, atjunction of
two branches of New York and New England R. R ............... Moosup.
Plainfield Junction; village in western part of Plainfield, at junction
of two branches of New York and New England R.R ... __ ..... Moosup.
Plainville; town in southwestern nart of Hartford County; area, 9
square miles .... .......... _.......... _............ _.......... _.. Meriden.
Plainville; principal village in town of same name on Pequabuck
River ...................................·....................... Meriden.
Plane; brook rising in northwestern part of Westbrook, tributary to
Menunketesuck River ........................................... Saybrook.
Plantsville; village in southern part of Southington, on Quinnipiac
River, and also on New York, New Haven and Hartford R. R .... Meriden.
Pleasant; beach on southwestern coast of Waterford, extending into
Long Island Sound .............................................. _ New London.
Pleasant Valley; village in Routhern part of Barkhamsted ........... Granby.
Pleasure; hill in northern part of Pranklin; elevation, 520 feet. ___ . . Norwich.
Plumb; hill in central part of Litchfield; elevation, 960 feet ........ Waterbury.
Plumb; hill in southern part of Washington; elevatiou, 1,070 feet ... New Milford.
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Plymouth; town in southeastern part of Litchfield County; area, 22 5Waterbury.
square miles.
( Meriden.
Plymouth; principal -village in town of same name, located in western part of the town ............................................ Waterbury.
Pocotopaug; creek in Chatham, tributary to Phie Brook ............ Middletown .
Pocotopaug; lake in northeastern part of Chatham ................. Middletown.
Podunk; river rising in northeastern part of South Windsor, flows
into Connecticut River, in northwest corner of East Hartford .... Hartford.
Poland; river rising in eastern part of Harwinton, flows south into
Pequabuck River .................. ·--~-- ....................... Waterbury.
Polkville; village in northeastern part of Bristol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meriden.
Polls; hili in southeastern part of Montville; elevation, 5!W feet ..... New London.
Pomfret; town in central part of Windham County; area, 42 square 5 Woodstock.
miles.
( Putnam.
Pomfret _; village in northeastern part of town of same name ........ Putnam.
Pomfret Center; village in northeastern part of Pomfret .. _......... Putnam.
Pomfret Landing; village in southeastern part of Pomfret, on Mashamoquet Brook ....... ............... _.......................... Putnam.
Pomfret Station; village in central part of Pomfret, on New York
and New England R.R ......... ... .... .......................... Putnam.
Pomfret Street; village in northeastern part of Pomfret ............ Putnam.
Pomperaug; river rising in northeastern part of Bethlehem, flows Derby.
south through Woodbury into Housatonic River, in southern Danbury.
part of outhhury.
.
Waterbury.
Pomperaug; village in southern part of Woodbury, on Pomperaug
Riv r ................................. ........ .................. Waterbury.
Pomperaug Valley; village in central part of Southbury ...... ..... Derby.
Pond; brook ri ing in southern part of Brookfield: flows northeast
tbron~h north we t part of Newtown into Honsatonic River. ... Danbury.
Pond; hill in outhea tern part of Wallingford; elevation, 340 feet .. New Haven.
Pond; hill in northern part of Cornwall; elevation, 1,425 feet ....... Cornwall.
Pond· mountain in northern part of New Fairfield; altitude, 1,120
f et ............................ ..... ............................ New Milford.
Pond; point projecting from l:louthea t coast of Milford into Long
Island onnd ............. __ ......................... ......... .. Bridgeport.
Pond Meadow; village in northern part of Westbrook, on Falls
Rh·er ........................................................... Saybrook.
Pond Meadow· swamp in outhwe tern corner of Haddam, extending
·
into Killingworth ............................................... Guilford.
Pond Rock; range of mountain xtending along ea tern part of East
Rav n into Branford and orth Branford ........................ New Haven.
Ponset; village in central part of Haddam...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Guilford .
Poquetanock; vi11ag in outbwestern part of Preston ............. New London.
Poquetanock; cove ext nding from Thame River intowestern coast
L dyard and Pr ton ......... .................................. New London.
Poquonoc; lak inc ntral part of roton ........................... ·ew London.
Poquonoc · plain in ou hw ·tern part of Groton on Long Island
ound .......................................................... New London.
Poquonoc · river in outhw st rn part of Groton; flows south into
Lon I land, ound ............................................. New London.
Poquonoc; village in northern part of Wind or on Farmington
iv r ............................................ _............. Hartford.
Poquonoc Bridge· villag in onthw stern part of roton ......... ., New London.
Pootatuck · riv r ri ing in onth rn part of ewtown; flows north
int Hon at nic River, in northern part of the town ............. Danbury.

l
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Popes Flat; island between Stratford and Milford, in Housatonic
River .......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bridgeport.
Poplar Swamp; brook rising in central part of Avon; fl.owing into
Farmington River in northern part of :F'armington .............. Meriden.
Portland; town in northern part of Middlesex County; area, 26
square miles ................................................ _... Middletown.
Portland; principal village in town of same name; on New York,
New Haven and Hartford R.R. and Connecticut River ........ Middletown.
Post; light-house off eastern coast of Saybrook in Connecticut
River .............. ............................. .......... . .... Saybrook.
Pot; one of the Thimble Islands, lying off southern coast of Branford, in Long Island Sound ...................................... New Haven.
Potter; pond in Woodstock.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Woodstock.
Powder; island off east coast of New London in Thames River . . . . . . New London.
Powder; brook in eastern part of Harwinton, tributary ·to Poland
River ................... ·........................•.............. Winsted.
Power; lake in central part of East Lyme .......................•.. New London.
Pratt; cove, arm of Connecticut River, indenting eastern coast of
Saybrook .....................•.........................•....... Saybrook.
Prentice; mountain in northwestern part of North Stonington; altitude, 540 feet.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . • • . .. • . • . • . • . . Stonington.
Norwich.
Preston; town in north central part of New London County; area,< Moosup.
33 square miles.
lNew London.
Stonington.
Preston; principal village in town of same name, situated in east .
central part of town .................... ........... ............. Moosup.
Preston; village in western part of town of same name on Quinebaug
River .................................................. _......... Norwich.
Preston; hill in southwestern part of Middlebury, extending into
Oxford; elevation, 660 feet ...................................... Derby.
Preston; hill in southwestern part of Kent; elevation, 1,300 feet .... Clove.
Prior; creek in western part of East Windsor, tributary to Connecticut River...... . • . • . . . . . • . . . • . • • . . . . • • • . . • • • . . • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • . . Hartford.
Waterl.mry.
Prospect; town in northern part of New Haven County; area, 16lMeride.n.
square miles.
Derby.
New H~tven.
Prospect; village in central part of town of same name ...•••.•.•••.. Meriden.
Prospect; hill in Westport; elevation, 200 feet ...................... Norwalk.
Prospect; hill in southwestern part of East Haven; elevation, 200 feet New Haven.
Prospect; hill in New Canaan; elevation, 437 feet .................. Norwalk.
Prospect; hill in northeastern part of Pomfret; elevation., 680 feet .. Putnam.
Prospect; hill in northern part of Woodbridge; elevation, 475 feet .. Derby.
Prospect; hill in western part of Windham; elevation, 420 feet . . . . . Norwich.
Prospect; hill in southern part of Guilford; elevation, 161 feet...... Guilford.
Prospect; hill in central part of Preston; elevation, 320 feet ........ Moosnp.
Prospect; hill in north western part of Colchester; elevation, 480 feet. Gilead.
Prospect; mountain in eastern part of Salisbury; altitude, 1,475 feet. Cornwall.
Prospect; mountain in southwestern part of Litchfield; altitude, 1,365
feet ............ ........................ ................... ... ... New Milford.
Pudding; hill in northern part of Scotland; elevation, 540 feet ...... Norwich.
Purchase; brook in western part of Southbury, tributary to Housatonic River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • • • • • • . . • • . . . . . . . Dan bury.
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Purgatory; brook in eastern part of Watertown, tributary to branch
of Naugatuck River ............................................. Waterbury.
Putnam; town in eastern part of Windha,m County; area, 27 square
miles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Putnam.
Putnam; principal village in town of same name, on Quinebaug
River, and also on New York and New England R.R ............ Putnam.
Putnam Heights; village in southern part of Putnam.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Putnam.
Quaddick; village in southeastern part of Thompson ........... .... Putnam.
Quaduck; brook rising in eastern part of Killingly; flows south into
terling and joins Moosup River ................................. Moosup.
Quaker; hill in eastern part of Waterford; elevation, 250 feet .....•. New London.
Quaker Farms; village in western part of Oxford ................... Derby.
Quaker Hill; village in northeastern part of Waterford ............. New London.
Quandunk; brook in southwestern part of Killingly, tributary to
Quinebaug River ............................................... Putnam.
Quarryville; village in north western part of Bolton.... . . . . . . . . . . . . Tolland.
Quassapaug pond in northwestern part of Middlebury .............. Waterbury.
Quiambog; cove, arm of Long Island Sound, indenting southwest
coast of tonington ............................................. Stonington.
Quinebaug; village in northwestern part of Thompson, on New York
and New England R.R ......................................... Webster.
Quinebaug; pond in southwestern part of Killingly ................. Putnam.
Quinebaug ; eastern branch of Thames River, rises in Massachusetts;
flow outh through entire eastern part of Connecticut into
'l'hames River in southeastern part of Norwich .................. Norwich.
Quinebaug; river tributary to hetucket River; rises in southern part Webster.
of Ma sachu etti,; ffows outh into hetucket River in extreme Putnam.
northeastern part of reston.
.Moosup.
Quinnatisset; brook in southern part of Thompson, tributary to
r n h Riv r... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Putnam.
Quinnipiac; village in northern part of Korth Haven, on Quinnipiac
River ........................................................... New Haven.
Quinnipiac; riv r ri iuo- iu western part of New Britain; flows
tbroughPlafaville, outhington, Cheshire, Meriden, Wallingford, >Ne,~ Haven.
and J w Haven, into New Haven harbor.
j Meriden.

l

1

Quonnipaug; mo1mtain in northern part of Guilford; altitude, 532 feet. Guilford.
Quonnipaug; lake in north rn part of Guilford. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Guilford.
Rabbit; hill in soutbea tern part ofWarren; elevation, 1,340 feet ... New Milford.
Rabbit Rock; hill in southea tern part of North Haven; elevation,
340 feet ........ . ................................................ New Raven.
Race· brook ri ing in Woodbridg ; flows south into Woppopaug
iver, in northw stern part of range .......................... Derby.
Race· hill in w . t rn part of Madison; el vat ion, 322 feet ........... Guilford.
Ragged; hill in omfret; l vat ion, 45 £ et. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Woodstock.
Ragged; mountain in w . t rn part of B rlin · altitude, 754: feet ..... Meriden.
Ragland Hooppole· hill in outhw tern part of Woodbury; elevation, 0 fi et .................................................... Waterbury.
Rainbow; village in nor hwestern part of Wind or, on Farmington
iv r .......................................................... Hartford.
Ram· i land off mouth of orwalk Riv r, in Lon I land Sound .... Norwalk.
Rat· mountain ju north a t rn -pnrt f Wa hington; altitude, 1,120
fe t ............................................................ New iiilford.
Rattlesnake; llill in north a.' t rn part of omers, extending into
Hampden, Ia ................................................ Palmer.
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.Rattlesnake; hill in northwestern part of North Canaan, having
two peaks, the altitude of which are 960 and 980 feet, respectively .. ___ . ______ . ____ . _____________ . ____________________ . _____ Sheffield.
Rattlesnake; mountain in southern part of Farmington; altitude,
·750 feet . __ .. ____ . ___ . __ . ___ . _. ____ . _______ . ____ . _____ . _________ . Meriden.
Rawson; village in northwestern part of Hampton. ______ _____ - - - - - - Woodstock.
Raymond; hill in northwestern part of Montville; elevation, 588
feet _______________ ________ _:·____________ _____ _____ ______ _____ __ New London.
Red; mountain in east central part of Cornwall; altitude, 1,660feet . Cornwall.
Red City; village in central part of Oxford, on Little River .... ---· Derby.
Redding; town in central part of Fairfield County; area, 13 square
miles ______________________________ __ __________________________ . Danbury.
Redding; village in central part of town of same name ______ - - - . - - . Danbury.
Redding Ridge; village in eastern p~rt of Redding. ___ . __ - .... - - - - Danbury.
Reed Gap; hill in western part of Durham; elevation, 700 feet ______ Guilford.
Reynolds Bridge; village in southeastern part of 'l'homaston on
Naugatuck River, and on New York, New Haven and Hartford
R.R ........ ________________ __________________ __________________ Waterbury.
Ridgebury; village in northwestern part of Ridgefield .•.•.....•.• - Carmel.
(Carmel.
Ridgefield; t own in western part of Fairfield County; area, 36 ~ Danbury.
square miles.
Stamford.
Norwalk.
Ridgefield; principal village in south central part of town of same j Danbury.
nam e.
{ Carmel.
Riga; lake in north western part of Salis bury . _... ___ ... _ .... __ . _.. _ Sheffield.
Riga; mountain in northwestern part of Salisbury; altitude, 1,900 feet. Sheffield.
Rigg Street; brook in northern part of Oxford, tributary to ,Jack
Brook . _________ .... _____ ........ __ . ____ . ___ . _______ . ___________ Derby.
Rimmon; brook rising in southeastern part of Beacon Falls; flows
into Naugatuck River in northern part of Seymour. ____ . ________ Derby.
Rimmon; hill in southwestern part of Beacon Falls; elevation, 400
feet ________________________________________ ·· ----·----· _________ Derby.

l

Ritcher; mountain in south central part of North Stonington; altitude, 320-feet . __________ . ________ . . ______________ . ________ . _____ Stonington.
Riverside; village in southern part of Oxford ___ . ___ . ___ .. ____ . ____ Derby.
Riverside; village in southeastern part of Greenwich, on Coscob Harbor and on New York, New Haven and Hartford R. R ___ . ____ ____ Stamford.
Riverton; village in northwestern part of Barkhamsted ____________ Winsted.
Rixtown; mountain in Griswold, Preston and North Stonington, having four peaks, the altitudes of which are 440, 500, 520 and 600
feet, respectively _____ . ____ . ____ . __ . . _.. __ .. __ . ______ . __________ Moosup.
Roaring; brook rising in northeastern part of Glastonbury; flows
southwest into Connecticut River _____ .. ____ . ____ . _____ .. _. . ____ Middletown.
Roaring ; brook risin g in eastern part of Stafford, fl.owing into Wil- 5Woodstock.
limantic River in north western part of Willington.
{ Tolland.
Roaring; brook rising in southern part of ·Canton; flows south
through Avon into FarmingtonRiver_ ___________ _________ ____ ___ Granby.
Roast Meat; hill in southern part of Killingworth; elevation, 328 feet. Guilford.
Robertsville ; village in southeastern part of Colebrook. __ . ___ . _____ Winsted.
Robinson; hill in western part of Hampton; elevation, 827 feet ... __ Woodstock.
Rock Fall; village in northeastern part of Middlefield, on New York,
Tew Haven and Hartford R.R. __________ ---- .... ___ ______ _____ . Middletown.
Rock Rimmon; mountain in southern part of Beacon Falls and in
Seymour; altitude 570 feet._._ •..........••.............••••... _ Derby.
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Rockdale; village ju southeastern part of Watertown, on Steel brook
and also on New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R ........... . Waterbury.
Rockhouse; hill in southern part of Oxford; elevation, 590 feet .•••. Derby.
Rockland; village in northern part of Madison...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . Guilford.
Rockville ; principal village of Vernon, located in northeastern part
of town, on Hockanum River, also on New York and New England R,. R. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Tolland.
Rockwell; hi.11 in southeastern part of Stafford; elevation, 933 feet .. Tolland.
Rocky; river, rises in central part of Sherman, flows son th until it
reaches east central part of New Fairfield, where it changes its
course and flows north into Housatonic River in west central part
of New Milford ...........................•........••......••••. New Milford.
Rocky; hill in western part of Bridgewater; elevation, 700 feet .•••. New Milford.
Rocky Glen; village in northern part of Newtown, on Pootatuck
River ...•..............................................••....... Danbury.
Rocky Hill; town in southern part of Hartford County; area, 19
square miles .................................................... Middletown.
Rocky Hill ; village in eastern part of town of same name on Connecticut River, also on New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R .. Middletown.
Rocky N eek; hill in south western part of East Lyme on coast; elevation, 120 feet .......•..................... : .............. - --~. New London.
Roger; i land off southern coast of Branford, in Long Island Sound .. New Haven.
Roger; lake in Lyme and Old Lyme .............•...... - . . . . . . . . . . . Saybrook.
Romford; village in northeastern part.of Washington, on Sbepaug
River, also on Shepaug, Litchfield and Northern R.R ......... .. New Milford.
Rooster; river rising in western part of Trumbull, flows south through
Bridg port, forming partial boundary between Bridgeport and
Fairfield, into Long I land Sound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bridgeport.
Rose; bill in northwestern part of Ledyard; elevation, 280 feet ...... New London,
Round; hill in northern part of Woodbridge; elevation, 590 feet ..... Derby.
Round; hill in central part of Farmington; elevation, 320 feet.. . . . . Meriden.
Round; hill in outhwestern part of Miudletown; elevation, 650 feet. Middletown.
Round; hill in northwestern part of Greenwich; elevation, 551 feet .. Stamford.
Round; hill in a tern part of Easton; elevation, 595 feet ..........• Danbury.
Round · m untain in north central part of Ridgefield; altitude, 900
-£ t ....... --.................................................... Carmel.
Round ; pond in w stern part of Ridgefield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Carmel.
Roxbury; town in southern part of Litchfield County; area, 27
quare mile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Milford,
Roxbury· principal village in town of same name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Milford,
Roxbury Falls· village in southwestern part of Roxbury on Shepang River a1 o n h paug, Litcb.:field and Northern R. R .... New Milford.
Roxbury Station· village in western part of Roxbury on Shepaug
Riv r, a1s on hepaug, Litchfield and orthern R.R ........... New Milford.
Rucum ; hill in, outhea tern part of Roxbury; elevation, 860 feet .... New Milford.
Sachem Head; point projecting from southern coast of town of
uilford into Long I lan<l. ound..... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Guilford.
Sachem Head Station; village in southern part of Guilford, on New
York ew Rav n and Hartford R. R ........................ _... Guilford.
Sadds Mills· village in northea tern part of East Windsor.... . . . . . . Hartford.
Gilead.
Salem· town in we tern part of New London County; area, 30 square Norwich.
mil .
{ Saybrook.
New London.
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Salem; village in central part of town of same name ................ Saybrook.
Salisbury; town in north western part of Litchfield County; area, { Sheffield.
61 square miles.
Cornwall.
Salisbury; village in central part of town of same name on Central
New England and Western R.R ................................. Cornwall.
Salmon; brook rising in northeastern part of Granby, tributary to
Farmington River ...... ____ ..•••....•...................•••....• Granby.
Salmon; creek rising in western part of Salisbury flowing into Housatonic River in southeastern part of Salisbury ................... Cornwall.
Salmon; river tributary to Connecticut River, rises in southern part
of Colchester, flows northwest, thence southwest through Colchester into Connecticut River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gilead.
Salmon; cove at mouth of Salmon River, forms partial boundary between Haddam and East Haddam. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Say brook.
Salt; island off southern coast of Westbrook in Long Island Sound . . Saybrook.
Saltonstall; lake forming partial boundary between East Haven and
Branford . __ . _. ___ . _. _. _.. _. _.... _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Haven.
Saltworks; bay off southern coast of Westbrook and Old Saybrook
in Long Island Sound .....................•........ -----------·. Saybrook.
Sandford; mountain in southwestern part of Cheshire; altitude, 920
feet ....•........ _. ___ ............ _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Haven.
Sandy; point projecting from eastern coast of Orange into New
Haven Harbor ...................... ______ ------ ................ New Haven.
Sandy; brook rising in western part of Sandisfield, Mass.; flows 5 Sandisfield.
southeast through Colebrook into Still River.
~ Winsted.
Sandy; point projecting from west coast of w·aterford into Niantic
River .............••••.........................•........•••..... New London,
Sandy Hook; village in northern part of Newtown on Pootatuck
River ..........•..•..•••••..........................•........... Danbury.
Sandy Hook Station; village in northern part of Newtown on Pootatuck River; also on New York and New England R.R ......... Danbury.
Sanford Station; village in western part of Redding on Danbury
and Norwalk division of Housatonic R. R ................ _..... . . Dan bury.
Sargent; river; rises in central part of Bethany; flows south into
·w est River, in northeastern part of Woodbridge ............. ___ . New Haven.
Satans Kingdom; hill in northeastern part of New Hartford; elevation, 110 feet ............ ---·-- ...••...••.......... ____ .......• __ Granby.
Saugatuck; village at mouth of Saugatuck River, in Westport, on
New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R ............•.•••...••• Norwalk.
Saugatuck; river; rises in southern part of Danbury; flows south-~ Danbury.
east through Reading, Weston and Westport into Long Island Norwalk.
Sound.
Savin Rock; village in southeastern part of Orange on Long Island
Sound .. - - ........ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Haven.
Savin Rock; two islands lying off eastern coast of Orange, in Long
I sland Sound ........ ____ ...........•.••......................•. New Haven.
Saybrook; town in southeastern part of Middlesex county; area, 15 j Guilford.
square miles.
~ Saybrook.
Saybrook; point projecting from southeastern coast of Old Saybrook
:into Connecticut River .•. _. __ .. __ .. __ .. _.......... _......... _... Say brook.
Saybrook; jetties at entrance to Connecticut River in Long Island
Sound - -• • • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Saybrook.
Saybrook Junction; village in east central part of Old Saybrook, at
junction of Connecticut Valley and New York, New Haven and
Hartford R. R ..... - ..... - . -... -.... - -.........••••...... - . - - . . . . Say brook.
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Scan tic; village in western part of East W"indsor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hartford.
Scantic; river rising in northwest corner of Stafford, flows north into)
t Tolland.
Hampden, Mass., and thence takes a westerly course t h roug h (
·
ld
dE
t
w·
l
·
t
C
t·
t
R'
} Hartfo rd ·
omer ·, E nfie an as , inc sor 1n o onnec icu 1ver.
Scitico ; village in eastern part of Enfield, on Scantic River, also on
New York and New England R.R., Springfield Division .......... Hartford.
Scotland; town in southwestern partof Windham County; area, 19
square miles .................................................... Norwich.
Scotland; village in central part of town of same name ......... ... Norwich.
Scotland Station; viilage in southwestern part of Scotland, on Shetucket River; also on New York and New England R.R ........ Norwich.
Scott; cove indenting coast of Darien .............................. Norwalk.
Scott Ridge; mountain in western part of Ridgefield, having two
peaks, the altitudes of which are 980 and 1,000 feet, respectively. Carmel.
Sea; hill in central part of North Branford; elevation, 380 feet ...... New Ha Yen.
Sebethe; river ri ing in western part of Berlin, flows east through
'd
·
~
·
b onn d ary b et ween B er1·m,
en
Berlm,
t h ence south east, .1ormmg
. ddl en .
Cromwell and Middletown, into Connecticut River.
Mi
etown.
Second; hill in northern part of Bridgewater; elevation, 950 feet .. New Milford.
Selden; creek in western part of Lyme, tributary to Connecticut
River ........................................................... Saybrook.
Selden Neck; point extending from coast of Lyme into Connecticut
River ........................................................... Saybrook.
Seymour; town in western part of New Haven County; area, 15
square miles .............................................••.... • Derby.
Seymour; principal village in town of same name, on Naugatuck
River, also on branch New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R .... Derby.
Seymour; marshy point at mouth of Saugatuck River .............. Norwalk.
Shailorville ; village in northeastern part of Haddam, on Connecticut
River, and on Connecticut Valley Division New York, New Haven
and Hartford R.R ....... : ........................•.............. Saybrook.
Shaker; pond in northern part of Enfield. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Springfield.
Shaker; village in north a tern part of En field...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Springfield.
Shaker Station; -village in northea tern part:of Enfield, on New York
and New En<Ylancl R. R. ......................................... Springfield.
Sharon; town in we tern part of Litchfield County; area, 59 square
mil s ••••..•.••••.......•••.•.....•.• ..••••..••...•••••••••••••• Carmel.
Sharon· principal village in town of same name....... . . . . . . . . . . . • . • Cornwall.
Sharon Valley; village in northwe tern part of baron ............. Cornwall.
Sharpe· hill in Pomfret; elevation, 710 feet... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W ooclstock.
Shaw· co
extending from Thames River into east shore of New
Loudon ................................ ......................... New London.
Shaw· lak in north a t rn part of East Haddam. ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gilead.
Sheffield· i land off mouth of Torwalk River in Long Island Sound .. Norwalk.
Shelton; bor u h in Huntington, on Hou atonicRiver, also on New
aven and
r y . R ...............................•.......... Derby.
Shenipsit; 1 ke forming partial boundary between Ellington, Tolland, and
rn n ............................................... Tolland.
Shepaug · riv r ri e in Litchfield, flows south through Washington\
. t o H ou a t omc
. River, 1n
. we tern part of South - Danbury.
an
ox ury, rn
T
M:'1£ d
bury.
ew ... 1 or •

IM

Shepherd· pond in northwestern part of New Hartford ............ : Winsted.
Shern:ian; town in nor hern partofFairfieldCounty; area, 24 square 5 Clove.
11 .
( New Milford.
Sherman· villa"e m c ntral part of town of am name........... .. ew Milford.
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Sherwood; point projecting into Long Island Sound from Westport" Norwalk.
Shetucket; river tributary t.o Quinebaug River, formed by Willimantic and Nachaug rivers, which meet in western part of Windham
and flow southeast through Sprague, forming boundary between
Norwich and Lis-b on ............................................ Norwich.
Shippan; point projecting from extreme southern coast of Stamford
into Long Islaud Sound ......................................... Stamford.
Short Beach; village in south western part of Branford, on Long
Island Sound .................................................... New Haven.
Shunock; river rising in western part of North Stonington, flows
southeast into Pawcatuck River ................................ Stonington.
Silvermine; hill in south western part of North Stonington; elevation, 340 feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stonington.
Silvermine; river, right-hand branch of Norwalk River, in Fairfield
County ......... __ .. _............. _.. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Norwalk.
Simsbury; town in western part of Hartford County; area, 31 square
miles ...... ~._ ........................ _......................•.. Granby.
Simsbury; village in eastern part of town of same name ............ Granby.
Sixmile; brook in southern part of Oxford tributary to Eightmile
Brook ........................ ______ ........................ ____ Derby.
Skokorat; hill in northern part of Seymour and Bethany; elevation,
420 feet ..... _. _..... _.. _...... _. _................. _.......... _. . Derby.
Skungamaug; river tributary to Shetucket River rising in northern
part of Tolland, flows south through that town and through Coventry into Andover ... __ . _....... _................ ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tolland.
Slang; brook flowing into Long Island Sound from Darien...... . . . . Norwalk.
Smith; cove extending from Niantic River into southeastern coast
of East Lyme . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New London.
Smith; cove extending from Niantic River into western coast of
Waterford ...................................................... New London.
Smith; cove extending from Thames River into northeastern coast of
Waterford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New London.
Smith; cove on southern coast of Greenwich, in Long Island Sound .. Stanford.
Smith; pond in northern part of Watertown .............. ··-~-- ... Waterbury.
Snake Rock; hill in northeastern part of New Haven; elevation,
200 feet ......................................................... New Haven.
Snow; hill in Ashford; elevation, 1,213 feet ........................ Vloodstock.
Soapstone; mountain in Somers and Ellington; altitude, 1,061 feet. Tolland.
Sodom; village in northern part of North Carn.an, on Konkapot
River. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Sodom; brook in western part of Meriden, tributary to Quinnipiac
River .........•.........................................••.•••.. Meriden.
Springfield.
Somers; to~n in northwestern part of Tolland County; area., 28 _Hartford.
square miles.
Palmer.
·
lTollan~
Somers; village in central part of town of same name.... . . . . . . . . . . . Tolland.
Somerville; village in western part of Somers, on Scantic River ..... Tolland.
Sound Beach; village in southeastern part of Greenwich, on New
York, New Haven and Hartford R.R ............................. Stamford.
South; mountain in southern pa.rt of Bristol; altitude, 1,020 feet.... Meriden.
South; mountain extending from south western part of Berlin into
Meriden; altitude, 790 feet...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Meriden.
South; pond in northwestern part of Salisbury ..................... Sheffield.

·

j
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South; cove from Connecticut River indenting southeastern coast of
Old Saybrook .. ____ . _..... _............... -.......... --..... - - - - Say brook.
South; cove from Connecticut River indenting southeastern coast of
Essex .. _____ .. ____ ... ___ ...... _... _. _. ___ .... _.. _. __ . . . . . . . • . . . . Saybrook.
South Branch; river tributary to Harbor Brook, in eastern part of
Meriden .... ·-----·· .................... ·----·---------------- -- Meriden.
South Britain; village in west central part of Souttblll'y, on Porn- { Derby.
per aug River.
Danbury.
South Canaan; village in western part of Canaan ...•...• --·- ...... Cornwall.
South Coventry; principal village in Coventry, located in southeastern part of the town, on W amgumbaug Lake.... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . Tolland.
South End; point projecting from southern part of East Haven into
Long Island Sound ...................................... ------. New Haven.
South Farms; village in northern part of Middletown . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Middletown.
South Glastonbury; village in southwestern part of Glastonbury, on
Roaring Brook_... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Middletown.
South Kent; village in southwestern part of Kent, on Housatoni.c
R.R ............................................................ New Milford.
South Killingly; village in southeastern part of Killingly .... _. . . . . Putnam.
South Lyme; village in southeastern part of Old Lyme ..... _.... _.. Saybrook.
South Lyme Station; vHlage in southeastern part of Old Lyme, on
New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R ................ ------. Saybrook.
South Manchester; principal village of Manchester, located on south
branch Hockanum River and on New York and New England R.R. Hartford.
South Meriden; village in southwestern part of Meriden on Quinnipiac River .................................................... .. Meriden.
South Norfolk; village in southern part of Norfolk • ___ .... __ ... . . . . Winsted.
South Norwalk; city in Fairfield County, at mouth of Norwalk River
on ew York, New Haven and Hartford R.R .................... Norwalk.
South Spectacle; pond in eastern part of Kent._ ............... _.. New Milford.
South Weathersfield; villag in southeastern part of Wethersfield
on N w York, New Haven and Hartford R.R .................... Middletown.
South Willington; village in southwestern part of Willington ..... Tolland.
South Wilton; villa 1re in Wilton .........................•........ Norwalk.
South Windham; village in south we tern part of Windham, on Shetuck t River, al o on :rew London Northe1n R.R .... . ..... _... _. Norwich.
South Windsor; town m eastern part of Hartford County; area, 30
qnare mUe ................................ ____ ................ Hartford.
South Windsor; village in southwest part of town of same name ... Hartford.
South Woodstock; village in southeastern part of Woodstock ..... Putnam.
New Milford.
Southbury; town in north we tern part of New Haven County; area, Waterbury.
40 squar mil .
{ Danbury.
Derby.
Southbury· village in central part of town of ame nam':I ........... Derby.
Southford; illag in southeastern part of Southbury; also on New
Y rk and Tew England R.R .................................... Derby.
Southington· town in south we tern part of Hartford Country; area,
square miles ............... __ ... _.. _...... _........... _. _.... Meriden.
Southington; boroul'Th in town of amo nam on Quinnipiac River;
a] o on
w York, w Haven aud Hartford R. R .. ___ ....... __ . Meriden.
Southington Road Station; villal'Te in northea tern part of Che hire
n 1eriden and, at rbury R.R .... _........ __ ..... _.... _... _.. _ Meriden.
Southport; vill.g in airfi 11. .................................... Norwalk.
Spalding· p ud in ·ou hea tern part of T orth tonington.... . . . . . . . tonington.
T
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Spaulding; pond in eastern part of Norwich .......... _.... __ . _..... Norwich.
Spectacle; island off southern coast of Branford in Long Island Sound. New Haven.
Spooner; hill in western part of Kent; elevation, 1,100 feet._ ........ New Milford.
Spooner; hill in southwestern part of Kent; elevation, 780 feet ..... New Milford.
Sprague; town in northern part of New London County; area, 14
square miles ........ ____ ........ ____ .... ____ ........ ____ ........ Norwich.
Sprain; brook rising in eastern part of Washington, flows into { Waterbury.
Pomperaug river in central part of vVoodbury.
New Milford.
Spring; hill in Mansfield ____ ........ _..... _...... _........ _. . . . . . . . Woodstock.
Sprite; island in Long Island Sound, part of Norwalk ............... Norwalk.
Spruce; brook in southwestern part of Naugatuck tributary to Naugatuck River_ ...... _.......... _........•••. _............ ___ ... _ Derby.
Spruce; brook in western part of Southbury tributary to Transylvania brook ............................•.....•............... ____ . Danbury.
Spy Rock; hill in northwestern part of Griswold; elevation, 360
feet._ ... _._ .. _.. _... _._ ..... __ .... __ .... _........ _.. _.. _.. __ .. _. Moos up.
Squabble; brook in northern part of Canaan tributary to Konkapot
River_ ... _...... ___ .. _.. _.. __ ................ _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sheffield.
Squantuck; village in southwestern part of Seymour on Housatonic
River ..........................................•................ Derby.
Squantz; pond in northern part of New Fairfield ....•....•••.....•. New Milford.
Square; pond on southwestern boundary of line of Sta,fford, being
partly in Ellington and partly in Stafford .. ___ ... __ •. . . • • • . . . . . . Tolland.
Square Pond; brook rising in north western part of Stafford tributary
to Willimantic River .. ___ .. ____ ... ___ ..........••....••....•...• Tolland.
Squaw Rock; island off s~uthern coast of Branford in Long Island
Sound .... _...... _.. _. ___ .. _____ . _. _.. _. _... ____ .. ,. __ . _. __ . _••. _ New Haven.
Staddle; hill in western part of Middletown; elevation, 180 feet.... Middletown.
·
·
{Palmer.
Staffo_rd; town in northern part of Tolland County; area, 42 square Brookfield.
Tolland.
' miles.
.
LWoodstock.
Stafford; village in eastern part of Stafford on Furnace brook ....... Tolland.
Stafford Springs; borough in Stafford on Willimantic River, and on
·' New London Northern R. R ............. _... __ .. __ .. __ .. __ .. __ .. Tolland.
Staffordville; village in eastern part of Stafford._ ......... __ . ___ . _. Tolland.
Stamford; town in southwestern part of Fairfield County; area, 38
square miles ..... ____ .. _. _. __ . _.... ____ .. _____ ... _... _____ . ___ .. Stamford.
Stamford; borough in town of same name on Long Island Sound, and
also on New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R ........ ____ .... Stamford.
Stamford; cove from Long Island Sound indenting southern coast of
Stamford._._ . ____ .... _...... _.. ____ .. _. _ .. __ ... _.. _.. _ . _. ____ . . Stamford.
Stanwich; village in northwestern part of Greenwich._._ ... ___ .... Stamford.
State Line; pond in northern part of Stafford .. _..... ___ . __ ... __ •.. Palmer.
State Line; village in western part of Salisbury on Central New England and Western R.R ...... ·----· .............. ........ ·----· __ Cornwall.
State Prison; village in northeastern part of Wethersfield ..... __ ... Middletown.
Steel; brook rising in northern part of Watertown, flows southeast
through Watertown into Naugatuck River in northwestern part
of Waterbury ........ ___ .. __ ........... ___ .................. __ ._ Waterbury.
Stepney; village in southern part of Monroe, on Housatonic River .. 5 Danbury.
< Derby.
Sterling; town in southeastern part of Windham County; area, 27 5Putnam.
square miles.
1Moosup.
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S terling; village in western part of town of same name . . . . . . . . . . . . . Moosup.
Sterling Station; village in central part of St,erling on Moosup River,
also on Providence division New York and New England R.R.~. Moosup .
Stevenson; village in northeastern part of Monroe on New Haven and
Derby R.R ............................................ ..... . ... Derby.
Stewart; hill in central part of North Stonington; elevation, 500 feet. Stonington.
Stickney ; hill in Union; elevation, 1,200 feet ........ . ......... .... Woodstock.
Still ; riverri es in western part of Danbury, flows northeast through) Danbury.
Danbury and Brookfield, into Housatonic River in western part } Carmel:
of :K cw Niilford.
( New Milford.
Still ; ri Yer rises iu ea tern part of Torrington, flows north through
that town and ·w inche ter and southeast corner of Colebrook into
We t Branch of Farmington River in northwest part of Barkhamsted ........... _.................... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winsted.
Still; riYer rising in south we ·t part of Woodstock, tributary to Natchaug River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Woodstock,
Stillman; pond in ea tern part of Bridgeport . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bridgeport.
Stillmanville; village in eastern part of Stonington on Pawcatuck
River.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stonington.
Stillriver; village in son them part of New Milford on Housatonic
iver.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Milford.
Stoddard; hill in north west rn part of Ledyard; elevation, 200 feet. Ne ,v Loudon.
Stone; hill in nortbea tern part of Griswold; elevation, 500 feet .... Moosup .
Stone House; brook in baplin tributary to Natchaug River ....... Woodstock.
Stonington; town in outhea tern part of New London County; area.,
42 qnaremile .................................... : ............. Stonington.
Stonington; boron()'h in town of ame name on Long Island Sound .. Stonington.
Stonington; poiut 1nojecting from outhern coast of Stonington into
L n I lancl 'ouncl. ............................................. Stonington.
Stonington; harbor, arm of Long I land Sound indenting southern
a t f tonington... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stonington.
Stony Creek; villag in south ea tern part of Branford, on Long Island
· nnd ...•............................................. ~ ........ New Haven.
Stony· brook ri sin north we tern part of Montville, flows southeast
into Thames Riv r .............................................. New London.
Stony· hro kin we tern part of Waterford tributary to Niantic River. New London.
Stony· bro k rise in w t rn part of uffi ld, flows south west through
uffielcl int 'onn ticut River .................................. Hartford,
Stony; brook, right bran ·h of augatnck River, in Westport ....... Norwalk.
Stony· br ok in outh ru part of tonington, flowing into Stoningt n Harbor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stonington.
Storrs· ill , inn rtb w stern part of Man field ................... Tolland.
Stoughton; br ok in we t rn }Jart of outh ·windsor, branch of Conn· ticnt Riv r .................................................. Hartford.
Straitsville· villacr in outhea tern part of augatuck ............. Derby,
Stratford· town in outbea t rn part of Fairfield County; area, 39 { Derby.
<1nar mil .
Bridgeport.
Stratford· villag in south a. tern part of town of same name on
II II atoni<' i er, al o 11 ew York, N w Haven and Hartford
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bridgeport.
Stratford· point proj ting from outhea. tern oa t of, tratford into
n , I.Janel, oond .............................................. Bridgeport.
Strawberry; lti1l in central part of urham; elevation, 366 feet..... uilford.
Strongtown: villa er . in north a tern par of, on thl nry ............. D rby.
Sturgis Ridge· hill in \' ilton ...................................... Norwalk.
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Sucker; brook in western part of East Haddam, tributary to Connecticut River ......... .......... ..............................•.•.. Saybrook.
f Granvme.
Suffield; town in northern part of Hartford County; area, 44 square< Granby.
miles.
, Springfield.
lHartford.
Suffield; village in eastern part of town of same name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hartford.
Sugar; brook in western part of Plainfield, flows north into Quinebaug
River .... _. __ ........... _....................................... Moosup.
Sugar Loaf; hill in northwestern part of Guilford; elevation, 514 feet. Guilford.
Sumac; island off southern coast of Branford in Long Island Sound. New Haven.
Summit; village in northwestern part of Cheshire .......... .. ..... Meriden.
Susquetonscut; brook rising in western part of Franklin, flows south
into Yantic River in northeast part of Bozrah ................ .. . Norwich.
Swantown; hill in western part of North Stonington, having three
peaks, altitude of which are 420, 420, and 440 feet, respectively .. Stonington.
Sweet; hill in northern part of Lebanon; elevation, 641 feet ........ Norwich.
Swift Bridge; village in southwestern part of Cornwall, on Housatonic River, also on Housatonic R. R ............................ Cornwall.
Taft Station; village in eastern part of Norwich, on Shetucket Riv.er,
also on Norwich and Worcester R.R ............................. Norwich.
Taftville; village in northeastern part of N orwich,on Sbetuc ket River. Norwich.
Talcott; range of mountains extending through towmi of East Gran by,
Simsbury, Bloomfield, Avon, West Hartford, and Farmington .... Granby.
Talcottville; village in southwestern part of Vernon, on New York
and New England R.R._ .......... _............................. Tolland.
Tancanhoosen; river rising in western part of Tolland, flows southwesterlythrough Vernon into Hockanum River .................. Tolland.
Tanvat; broo.li: in western part of Waterbury, tributary to ·welton
Brook .•.•................. _............. ·...... __ .... __ ._ ....... Waterbury.
Tariffville; village in northeastern part of Simsbury, on Tnnxis or
Farmington River, also on New York, New Haven and Hartford
R.R., Northampton division .............................. ___ .... Granby.
Tashua; hill in western part of Trumbull; elevation, 620 feet ....... _ Danbury,
Tatetuck; brook in eastern part of Easton, tributa,ry to Mill River. Danbury.
Tatnic; brook rising in southwestern part of Brooklyn, flows into
Blackwell Brook in northeast part of Canterbury...... . . . . . . . . . . Putnam.
Tatnic; hill in southwestern part of Brooklyn, having two peaks, altitude of each being 540 feet ......... _............ _......... _.... _ Putnam.
Taugwank; hill in central part of Stonington; elevation, 180 feet ... Stonington.
Taunton; hill in western part of Newtown; elevation, 832 feet ...... Danbury.
Taunton; pond in western part of Newtown .......... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . Danbury.
Taunton Rock; island off southwestern coast of Branford, in Long
Island Sound ................................................... New Haven.
Tavern; island off coast of Norwa.lk .... _.... __ ... _.. _. ___ . _______ . _ Norwalk.
Tenmile; bill in north western part of Sherman; elevation, 950 feet. Clove.
Tenmile; river rising in northeastern part of Prospect, and flowing
northeast through northwestern Cheshire into Quinnipiac River,
in southern part of Southington . _. __ .........••....... __ .. __ ... Meriden.
Terryville; village in eastern part of Plymouth, on New York and
New England R. R ... _.... ___ .. ____ .. _.. _____ ..... _.. ____ .. __ . _. Meriden.
Terryville; village in eastern part of Plymouth, on Pequa buck River. Water bury.
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Thames; riYer formed by two branches, the Quinnebaug and Yantic
River . These two rivers meet in Routheastern part of Norwich
and form the Thames, which flows south, forming boundary between Ledyard, vVaterford, an<l Groton ..... . ................... Norwich.
Thatchbed; island off eastern coast of Essex, in Connecticut River .... Saybrook . .
Thayer; brook in western part of Kent, tributary to Housatoni c
River ..................................................... . ..... New Milford.
Thimble; group of islands off southern coast of Branford, in Long
I lancl Sound ....................................... ·-·········· New Haven.
Thomaston; town in southeastern part of Litchfield County; area,
12 square miles ................................................. vVaterbnry.
Thomaston; principal village in town of same name, on Naugatuck
River, and also on New York, New Haven and Hartford R. R ...... Waterbury.
Thomasville; village in southeastern part of Norwich, on Thames
River, also on New London Northern R.R ....................... Norwich.
Thompson; town in northeastern part of Windham County; area, 50 5Webster.
sciuare miles.
( Putnam.
Thompson; village in south central part of town of same name...... Putnam.
Thompson Station; vil1age in south central part of Thompson, on
Tew York and New England R.R ............................... Putnam.
Thompsonville; village in western part of Enfield, on Connecticut 5 Hartford.
Riv r, and on New York, ew Haven and Hartford R.R.
( Springfield.
Three Notches; three small bill in weRtern part of Durham, altitucl s of whirh are 600, 620, ancl 6'.l,O feet, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . Guilford.
Titicus; villa()'e in central part of Rillgefield.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Carmel.
Titicus; m untaiu in southwestern part of Kew Fairfield ........... Carmel.
Titus ; mountain in northeastern p art of Cornwall; altitude, 1,500
£ et . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Corn wall.
Toby· mountain in southw tern part of Plymouth; altitude, 893
f t ............................................................ Waterbury.
Toby Rock; mountain in eastern part of Oxford, extending into Beaon Pall; altitude, 730 feet .... .. ............................... Derby.
Tobey- pond in w t rn part of Norfolk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Winsted.
Todd· b'ill inn rthw st rn part of Betbl hem; elevation, 1,140 feet. Waterbury.
Todd Hollow· brook ri ing in central part of Plymouth, flows into
Hancock l rook ................................................. vVaterbury,
Toll Bridge; bro kin a. t rn part of Newtown, tributary to Housat nicRiver ...................................................... Danbury.
Tolland· town in central part of Tolland County; area, 42 square
mil s • . . . • • . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • • • • . . . • . . • Tolland.
Tolland· villag of town of same name .. ............................ Tolland.
Tolland Station; villao-e in w t rn part of V{illinNton, on Willimauti Rivrr and on
w L nc1on TorthernR. R .................... Tolland.
Tolles· village in onth a tern part of Plyru utb, on Tiancock Brook,
andon .. T wY rkand
wEnglandR ......................... Waterbury.
Tom· mountain in north we t ru part of Ea t Haddam; altitnde, 312
f ·et ................. .. .............. .......................... . aybrook.
Tom · mountain in Iorri and , a hington; altitudG, 1,325 fe t ..... . Tew Milford.
Tom· m 11ntain inc ntral part of Tew lilford; altitude, 1,100 feet .. New Milford.
Tom· mount, in in north a ern part f 'ali bury having two p ak . heffield.
Torringford · vill g in ea t~rn part of Torrington ................. . Win ted.
Torrington· wn in c ntral part of itch field ounty; ar a, 3
1nare mil ................................................... . \Yiu ted.
T
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Torrington; l)orough in town of same name, reached by New York,
New Haven and Hartford R.R .................................. Winsted.
Totoket; village in south western part of North Branford . . . . . . . . . . . New Haven. ;
Totoket; mountain in northwestern part of Guilford, greatest eleva·
tion being 780 feet ....................................... , . . . . . . Guilford.
Towantic; village in northeastern part of Oxford, on New York and
NewEngland-R. R .......................... ·.................... Derby.
Towantic; brook in ·northeastern part of Oxford, tributary to Little
River ...................... .. ................ ___ .. _............. Derby.
Towantic; hill in northeastern part of Oxford, having two peaks,
altitude of each being 700 feet .............................. --·- Derby.
Tower; hill in southeastern part of Killingworth, extending into ·
Saybrook; elevation, 382 feet ................................ -·-- Guilford.
Tower; hill in Chaplin; elevation, 500 feet ......................... Woodstock.
Town; hill in eastern part of Warren; elevation, 1,340 feet .......... New Milford.
Town Farm; brook in southern part of New Milford, tributary to
Housatonic River; forms partial boundary between New Milford
and Bridgewater .. __ .... ___ .. __ . _.. _. _.... _. _.... _...... _. . . . . . . New Milford.
Town Plot; hill in southwestern part of Waterbury; altitude, 668
feet .................. .......... .... ·----· ...... ____ ............ Waterbury.
Towner; hill in eastern part of Sherman; elevation, 920 feet...... . . . . New Milford.
Trading; cove extending from Thames River into southeastern coast
of Norwich .................. ______ ............................. New London.
Trading Cove; brook forming boundary between Bozrah, N orwicb,
and Montville, tributary to Thames River ....... _............... Norwich.
Transylvania; brook rising in southeastern part of Roxbury, flows
into Pomperaug River, in central part of Southbury ............. Danbury.
Trout; brook in central part of Orange, tributary to Indian River .... Derby.
Trout; brook in southwestern part of Washington, tributary to Shepang River ..................................................... New Milford.
Trout; brook in eastern part of Westbrook, tributary to Patchogue
·
River .................. . ........................... ·----· ....... Saybrook.
Trout; brook rising in western part of West Hartford, tributary to
Connecticut River ...........................•.. -~---·- .......... Granby.
Trumbull; town in eastern part of Fairfield County; area, 24 square~ Danbury.
miles.
.
Derby.
Bridgeport.
Trumbull; village in southern part of town of same name, on Housa- .
tonic R.R .............................................••........ Bridgeport,
Tunxis River. (See Farmington River.)
Turkey; brook in southern part of Watertown, tributary to Steel
Brook .......................................................... Waterbury,
Turkey; hill in western part of Berlin; elevation, 385 feet ........... Meriden.
Turkey; hill in southeastern part of Haddam; elevation, 485 feet.... Guilford.
Turkey; hill in western part of Orange and Milford; elevation, 140
feet ............................................................. Derby.
Turner; ridge in Wilton ......................................... _.. Norwalk.
Turnerville; village in southeastern part of Hebron, on New York,
New Haven and Hartford R. R .........................•........ Gilead.
Tixis; island off southern coast of Madison, in Long Islan'cl Sound.. . . Guilford.
Tweed; island off southern coast of Greenwich, in Long Is land Sound. Stamford.
Twin; two islands in Pocotopaug Lake, in eastern part of Chatham. Middletown.
Twin; two lakes in northeastern part of Salisbury ................ Sheffield.
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Twin Lakes; villago in 11ortheastern part of Salisbury, on Twin
Lakes, also on Connecticut Western R.R ...................... .. Sheffield.
Twomile; brook rising in eastern Ansonia, flows southwest jnto
Housatonic River, forming partial boundary between Derby and
Orange ......................................................... Derby.
Two Tree; jsla.ncl off southwestern coast of Waterford, ju Long Island
Sound .......................................................... New London.
Tylerville; pontl in western part of Goshen ......................... Cornwall.
Tylerville; village in southeastern part of Haddam ................. Saybrook.
Umpawaug; pond in northwestern part of Redding ................ Danbury.
Umpog; creek rising in eastern part of Danbury, forming boundary
between Bethel and Danbury, flowing into Still River in east cen·
tral part of Danbury ......................................... ... Danbury.
Uncasville; village in southeastern part of Montville.... . . . . . . . . . . . New London.
Union; town in northeastern part of Tollancl County; area, 29 square j Brookfield.
miles.
( Woodstock.
Union; village in town of same name ............................... "'\Voodstock.
Union City; village in northern part of Naugatuck1 on Naugatuck
River and on New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R ......... . Waterbury.
Unionville; village jn northwestern part of Farmington ............ Granby.
Upper Kohanza; pond in northwestern part of Danbury ............ Danbury.
Upper Stepney; village in western part of Monroe .......... . ...... Danbury.
Upper White; hill in northern part of Huntington; elevation, 600
feet ............... ............... ............................ .. Derby.
Utley; hill in Pomfret; elevation, 748 feet... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Woodstock.
Valley Forge; villaO'e in northeastern part of Weston .............. Danbury.
Vernon; town in w stern part of Tolland County; area, 19 square 5 Tolland.
miles.
l Hartford.
Vernon; village iu southw stern part of town of same name ........ Tolland.
Vernon Center; village in c ntral part of Vernon...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tolland.
Versailles; village in western part of Lis hon, on Shetucket River. . . Norwich.
Versailles Station; village in ,vestern part of Lisbon, on New York
and ew England R.R., Providence Divjsion .................... Norwich.
Vinegar; hill in we tern part of Ledyard; elevation, 365 feet ........ New London.
Voluntown; town in u rtlleastern part of New London County; area,
41 squaremile ............................. ................. .... Moosup .
Voluntown; villag m west central part of town of same name, on
Pachaug Riv r .................................................. J\iioosup .
Wachocastinook; creek, ri e in western part of Salisbury, flows into
almon Creek ................................................... Sheffield.
Wallingford;
wn in a tern l)art of
quare mile .

ew Haven County; area, 43

l

Meriden.
New Haven.
Guilford.

Wallingford; borough in c ntral part of town of same name, on Quinnipiac River and on .,.ew York, New Haven and Hartford R. R .. New Haven.
Walnut; hill in w ·t rn part of Madison; elevation, 365 feet .. ...... . Guilford.
Walnut Tree; hill in ast rn part of outhbury; elevation, 790 feet. Derby.
Walnut Tree; hill in w tern part of Huntington; elevation, 520 feet. Derby.
Walkley; hill in north rn part of Haddam; elevation, 230 feet ....... Guilford.
Wamgumbaug; lake in th outhea tern part of Coventry .......... Tolland.
Wamphassuc Neck; strip of land projec ing from southern coast of
t nin rton into tonington Harbor and into Long Island ound .. Stonington.
Wanzer· hill in outhern part of herman; elevation, 1,140 feet ..... New Milford.
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Wappaguia; brook in nort hern part of Pomfret, tributary to Mashammoquet Brook. __ ..... __ ...................................... Putnam.
Wapping; village in southern part of South Windsor ............... Hartford.
Waramaug; lake on western boundary, between W-a rren and Washin~ton ........................ . ................................. Ne,v Milford.
Warehouse Point; village in E ast ·windsor, in northwest part, on
Connecticut River ................ , ............................. Hartford.
Warren; town in western part of Litchfield County; area, 28 square { Cornw~ll.
miles.
New l\ihlford.
Warren; village in central p art of town of same name... . . . . . . . . . . . . New Milford.
Warrenville; village in Ashford .......................·............. Woodstock.
Wash; brook in Bloomfield, tributary to Hog River ................. Hartford.
Washington; town in southern part of Litchfield County; area) 39
square miles ................ . ..... ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Milford.
Washington Green; village in south central part of Washington ... New Milford.
Washington Station; village in central part of Washington, on Shepaug River, and on Shepaug, Litchfield and Northern R. R ...... New MHford.
Watchaug; brook rising in Hampden, Mass., flows south into Scan tic
Brook, in northern part of Somers ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Palmer.
Water House; pond in northeast ern part of Chester ................ Saybrook.
Waterbury; town in northern part of New Haven County; area, 5 Waterbury.
29 square miles.
{ Meriden.
Waterbury; city in central part of town of same name, on Naugatuck
River ..............•............................................ Waterbury.
Waterford; town in so-uthern part of New London County; area, 39
square miles •................................................... New London.
Waterford; village in eastern p art of town of same name, on Thames
River, and on New London and Northern R. R ................... New London.
Waterford; island off southwest ern coast of Waterford, in Long
Island Sound ................................................... New London.
Watertown; town in southeastern part of Litchfield County; area,
30 square miles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W a_ter lmry.
Watertown; village in town of same name, on Watertown Branch
New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R ....................... Waterbury.
Waterville; village in northern part of Waterbury, on New York and
New England R.R .................... ~"························ Waterbury.
Wattles; pond in southwestern part of Watertown ................. Waterbury.
Wauregan; village in northwestern part of Plainfield, on Quinebaug
River ............................................................ Moosup.
Wawecus; hill in southwestern part of Norwich; elevation, 500feet. Norwich.
Weatogue; village in southeaetern part of Simsbury, on New York,
New Haven and Hartford R. R., Northampton Division .......... Granby.
Webster; point on sontheastern coas~ of Madison, projecting into
Long Island Sound... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Guilford.
Weekeepeemee; river rising in northwestern part of Bethlehem,
flows south through same town into Pomperaug River, in northwestern part of Woodbury ..................................... Waterbury.
Welches; point projecting from southern coast of Milford into Long
I sland Sound . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bridgeport.
Wellsville; village in central p art of New Milford, on East Aspetuck
River...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . New Milford.
Welton; brook in western part of Waterbury, tributary to Hop Brook. Waterbury.
Wepawaug; riverrisin g innorthcrnpartofWoodbridgeand fl.owing 5 Derby.
south through Orange and Milford into Long Island Sound.
{ Bridgeport.
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Wequetequock; village in southern part of Stonington, on Wequetequock River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stonington.
Wequetequock; river in southern part of Stonington; flows into
Little Narragansett Bay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • • • . • Stonington.
West· river rising in northwest part of Guilford; flows south into
G~ilford Harbor, Long Island Sound .............••........•.... Guilford.
West; river rising in Bethany;flows south .through Woodbridge and
New Haven into New Haven Harbor...... . • . • . • • . . . . . • • • • . . . • . . . New Haven.
West; pond in west central part of Guilford ........................ Guilford.
West Ashford; village in Ashford ..........................••..... Woodstock.
West Aspetuck; river rising in southeastern part of Kent; flows
south and joins the East Aspetuck, an<l. together they flow into
Housatonic River, in central part of New Milford .......•....... . New Milford.
West Avon; village in central part of Avon ...••....•...•....... .. Granby.
West Cheshire; village in west central part of Cheshire, on North-~ New Haven.
ampton division, New York, New-Haven and Hartford R.R.
( Meriden.
West Cornwall; village in western part of Cornwall, on Housatonic
River and on Housatonic R. R.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cornwall.
West Goshen; village in western part of Goshen .................. Cornwall.
West Granby; village in south central part of Granby .............. Granby.
Granby.
West Hartford; town in central part of Hartford County; area, 21 Hartford.
square miles.
·
{ Meriden.
Middletown.
West Hartford ; village in eastern part of town of same name.. • • • • . Hartford.
West Hartland; village in central part of Hartland ...........•.... Granville.
West Haven; borough in eastern part of Orange,on New Haven Harbor and on New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R ........... New Haven.
West Norfolk; villao-e in northwestern part of Norfolk .........••• Sandisfield.
West Norwalk; village in western part of town of Norwalk .......• Norwalk.
West Peak; hill in northwestern part of Meriden; elevation, 1,007feet Meriden.
West Pudding; village in northwestern part of Redding on Danbury
and orwalk division of Housatonic R.R ........................ Danbury.
West Rock; ridge of mountains forming boundary between Hampden
and Woodbridge, and extending into northwest part of New
I!av u; rrreat st elevation, 670 feet ...............•.............. New Haven.
West Rock; hill in northwe t part of New Haven; elevation, 405
£ t ..........••..........................••......•.............. New Haven.
West Side; pond in w st rn part of Goshen . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . Cornwall.
West Stafford; village in we t rn part of Stafford on Square Pond
Brook ..••....................................... ••••........... Tolland.
West Stratford; village, part of Bridgeport city, situated on Long
Islancl onnd .......••...•..........•.....••...•.•.....•........ Bridgeport.
West Street; villarre in northern part of Vernon.... . . . . . . . . . . . . Tolland.
West Suffield· villag in west entral part of uffield ...... _....... Hartford.
West Sugar Loaf; bill in northwestern part of Guilford; elevation,
4 fe t .......••........•.•...............••••.... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . Guilford.
West Thompson; village in southwe tern part of Thompson, on
uin bau River . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Putnam.
West Torrington; vill g in western part of Torrington on Naugatuck iv r ...................•.................................. Winsted.
West Winsted· villa in ea tern part of\ inche t r, n Mad Riv r
an n ntral N w England ncl "\
tern R. R ..•••............ Win ted.
West Woodstock; village in Wood tock ...•••..•••...••.......... Wood tock.
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Westbraok ·; town in southern part of Middlesex County; area, 19 { Guilford.
square miles. .
Saybrook.
' Westbrook; village in southern part of town of same name, on Patchogue River and on-New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R .. Saybrook.
Westbrook; harbor off southern coast of Westbrook .............. ,. __ ,. Saybrook.
Westchester; .village in southwestern part of Colchester •••.••.• -· - Gilead.
Westchester Station; village in northwestern part of Colchester, on
New York, New Raven and Hartford R.R .•.•••••••••.•• :. ........ Gilead.
Westcott; cove, ai;m ot· Long Island Sound, indenting- southern coast
of Stamford. __ .__ •• __ ~ •. ____ . _,. _. ,. _. ___ . __ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. . • • • • . . Stamford.
Westfield; village in northwestern part of Middletown •••••••.••••• Middletown.
Westfield Station; village in western part of Cromwell, on Sebethe
River and on Meriden, Waterbury and Connecticut River R.R ..• Middletown.
Westford; village in Ashford .•••. _..................... J u . . • • • • • • • • • .. Woodstock.
West.ford; hill in Ashford; elevation, 957 feet ................ ".,. . • • • • . Woodstock.
Westminster; village in western part of Canterbury ....•••.......• Norwich.
West<m; town in.western part of Fairfield County; area, 20 square { Danbury.
miles.
·
Norwalk.
Weston; village in town of same name . . • • • • • . • • • • . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • Norwalk.
Westport; town in southern part of Fairfield County; area, 22 square
·
miles .•••.••••.. ___ .... _••. _..•.. ," _.. _..•.. _. • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • . • . Norwalk.
Westport; village in town of same name ....•. ____ ..••.•••••....•.. Norwalk.
Westville; village in western part of New Haven •••••••...••.....•• New Haven~
_Wetaug; village in northeastern part of Salisbury •..••.. .••.... .. ...• Sheffield.
Wethersfield; town in southern part of Hartford County; area, 14
square miles __ ... _•. _.. ____ .. __ ....•••••.•..... _. _....••....• _.. Middletown.
Wethersfield; village in eastern part of town of same name, on Valley
division New York, New Haven and Hartford R.R. ...•.. ____ .... Middletown.
Wewaka; brook rising in central part of Bridgewater; flows south
into Housatonic River .•••••• ·--~-- ...•...••••..••... ______ ...... New Milford_
Whetstone; brook in Killingly .. _____ . _. __ .•• . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Putnam.
Whigville; village in southeastern part of Burlington . . . . . . • . . • . • • • Meriden.
Whits; pond in eastern part of Goshen . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • • Winsted.
White Deer Rocks; hill in southeastern part of Woodbury; elevation, 736 feet ...••............. ___ ,. ________ •... ..... ..•... .••••.. Waterbury.
White Rocks; several hilis in northeastern part of Middletown, one
having a height of 500 feet and another about 560 feet . • • • • • . . . . . Middletown ..
Whiting; river rising in southern part of·New Marlboro, Mass.; flows
south into Black berry River in central part of North Canaan . . . • Sheffield.
Whitney; lake in southeastern part ofl{amden ...................... New Haven ..
Whitneyville; village in Hamden, on boundary between Hamden and
New Haven, 1;tnd on Northampton division New York, New Haven
and Hartford R.R .............. ____ ..........................•. New Haven ..
Wig; hill in central part of Chester; elevation, 515 feet .............. Saybrook.
Williamsv-ille; village in northwestern part of Killingly> on Quinebaug River ...••. ____ ............. ..... ____ ...••...............• Putnam.
Willimantic; borough in western part of Windham, on Willimantic
River - -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . • • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • . Norwich.
Willimantic; river tributary to Shetucket; has its source in northern
part of Stafford, flows southerly through Stafford, and forms boundary line between Ellington, Tolland, and Willington, and Coventry
and Mansfield ...•.. ___ .. __ .. ______ .. __ .... ______ ....•••.•.. __ ... Tolland.
Willington; town in eastern part of Tolland County; area, 35 square { Tolfand.
miles.
Woodstock ..
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Willington; village in south central part of town of same name ••••. Tolland.
Willow; island in Connecticut River at mouth of Sebethe River •••• Middletown.
Willow; brook in central part of East Hartford, tributary to Connecticut River ..............•... ·........ ---~ ......•......•..•... Hartford.
Wilson; village in northeastern part of Hartford, on New York, New
Haven and Hartford. R. R . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • . . . . • • . . • • • • Hartford.
Wilson; point projecting into Long Island Sound from Norwalk •... Norwalk.
Wilsonville; village in north central part of Thompson, on French
River and on New York and New England R.R ...•...•......•... Webster.
Wilton; town in western part of Fairfield County; area, 28 square 5Danbury.
· miles.
·
t Norwalk.
Wilton; village in town of same name.... . . • • . . • . • . . . • . • . • . . . . . . • . . Norwalk.
Winchester; town in northeastern part of Litchfield County; area-, 36
square miles ........•.......•.......•......•.....•.....•...•••.• Winsted.
Winchester; village in southwestern part of town of same name •... Winsted.
Windemere; village in southwestern part of Ellington, on Springfield division New York and New England R.R . ........•..•••.. Tolland.
Windham; town in southwestern part of Windham County; area, 26
square miles .....................•..... _.......... _....•. _. . • . . . Norwich.
Windham Center; village in central part of Windham ......•...... Norwich.
Windsor; town in northern part of Hartford County; area, 31 square
miles .................••••.......... _................... .... _. . . Hartford,
Windsor; village in easternpar~oftown of same name, on New York,
Few Haven and Hartford R.R., and on Farmington River.·----· Hartford.
Windsor Locks; town in northern part of Hartford County; area,
10 square miles .............................. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Hartford.
Windsor Locks; village in eastern part of town of same name, on
Connecticut River and on New York, New Haven and Hartford
R. R., Hartford Division .................................... __ .. Hartford.
Windsorville; village in southeastern part of East Windsor, ...•..... Hartford.
Winnipauk; village in Norwalk ...........................•........ Norwalk.
Winsted; borough in east central part of Winchester ...•• _.. _. _.. . . Winsted.
Wintechog; hill in western part of North Stonington, having two
peaks, altitude of each being 420 feet ........... _....• __ ...... _.. Stonington.
Wintergreen; lake in southwestern part of Hamden ........••...... New Haven.
Winthrop; village in western part of Saybrook .................... Saybrook.
Winthrop; cove extending from Thames River into eastern shore New
London ............. _.............. _.................•. ____ . _.. • New London.
Winthrop; point projecting from New London into Thames River ... New London.
Wolcott; to:"n in northern part of New Ha,ven County; area, 215 Waterbury.
square mil s.
( Meriden.
Wolcott; village in central part of town of same name ...•.. _. ___ .. Meriden.
Womenshenuk; brook rising in southern part of Kent, flows south
into ousatonic River, in northwestern part of New Milford .. __ .. New Milford.
Wononpakok; lake in southwestern part of Salisbury ....•.... _.. _ Cornwall.
Wononscopomus; lake in southwestern part of Salisbury .... ______ Cornwall.
Wood ; river beading in outhwestern part of terling, fl.owing southa tint
bode Island ..... _... _. _..... _............... __ ... ___ . Moosup.
Wood· creek in w stern part of Bethlehem, tributary to W eekeepeem e i er .................. ........ _..... __ ............... _... Waterbury.
Wood ; r krisin in northern part of Danbur , :flowing into Rocky
·ver, in a ern part of ew Fairneld .......................... Danbury.
Woodbridge· town in western part of New Haven County; area, 21 j Derby.
square mile .
<New Haven.
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Woodbridge; viilage in central part of ·town of same name ........ Derby.
Woodbury; town in southern part of Litchfield County; area, 36 5New Milford.
square miles.
t Woodbury,
Woodb~ry; village in south central part of town of same name .•••• Waterbury.
Woodchuck; hill in southwestern part of Canterbury; elevation, 500
feet ......... _... __ .... ___ ....... _.. ___ . ___ .• _.. • • • • • • • . . . . . • • • . Norwich.
Woodruff; hill in northern part of Oxforc1, extending into Middlebury ;
elevation, 880 feet .........•.. ______ .•...........•.....•....••.. Derby.
Wooster; bro·o k rising in western part of Waterbury, tributary to
Hop Brook .•.• _. _. ___ . ___ . __ .. ____ . ____ . __ .. _.. _...... _.... . • . . Water bu
Wooster; mountain in northern part of Ridgefield; greatest elevation, 1,060 feet .••• _••••••••••••••• _.. . • • • • • • . • • • . . • • • • . • . • . . • • . . Dan bury.
Brookfield.
Woodstock; town in northern part of Windham County; area, 62 Webster.
square miles.
Woo ..stock.
Putnam.
Woodstock; village in southeastern part of town of same name .••. Putnam.
Woodstock; pond in southeastern part of Woodstock ..•.•... ______ Putnam.
Woodstock Valley; village in Woodstock .•• __ .. ___ ... __ .; _... __ •• _ Woodstock.
~oodville; village in northeastern part of Washington, on West
Branch of Shepaug River ...••..•••.....••••••• ~ ••••••••..•••••. New Milford...
Wopopaug. (SeeWepawat:.g.)
Wormwood; hill in Mansfield; elevation, 653 feet ....•••••. ---· •••• Woodstock.
Worton; brook tributary to Quinnipiac River, forms boundary between Wallingford and North Haven .•.. ___ . _____ .... ~- .... ___ . New Haven.
Wungum; lake in northeastern part of Canaan ........... .'.... . • . . . Cornwall.
Wyassup; lake in north central part of North Stonington ....... _.. Stonington.
Yalesville; village in northwestern part of Wallingford, on Quinni'
piac River .... ______ ... ..... .... ________ .... ______________________ New Haven.
Yantic; village in western part ~f Norwich, on Yantic River, and on
_
New London Northern R. R .... _... _... _......• _...• ___ . ______ . • Norwich.
Yantio; western branch of Thames River, risesinLebanonandflows
southeast through Bozrah into Thames River, in southeastern part
of Norwich ...... ________________ ....•... : ...•••..••...•••...... Norwich.
Yellow Mill; pond in southeastern part of Bridgeport ....... ....••. Bridgeport.
Zoar Bridge; village in western part of Oxford, on Housatonic River. Derby.
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